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W
SCHOOL FILM OF

FEET

—No Director—Taken by Local Photo—Schools and Pupils Paid for —Will

—

TO

It

WOO

-

Result of Box-Office

;

Kansas City. Jan. 31.
"And the Truth Shall Make Tou
Free," a school film with the purpose
of the picture to visualize education
in this country and to show the educational advantages and facilities
which exist there, was given its
premier showing at Mary vilie, Mo.
The picture, claimed to be- the
first of its kind ever produced, is
•,000 feet long and was "shot" in
Nodaway county, Missouri, where
the picture had its first showing.

Thos. H. Ince Will Direct It—First of Expected
Series of "Dope Films"
Lubin's Picture of
Years Ago Destroyed

—

Be Nationally Exhibited as a Novelty

_

Boom

Which Leaves Few Broadway Houses Available. for
Newcomers —— Life Saver

SaWTH THEATRE AD.
STOPPED THE PRESSES

for

NEW KU KXUX PICTURE
FINDING NO DEMAND
Whose

Landlords

Shows Fizzle
Smacked

of

STIFF

ROAD

TERMS

Mob" "Pans"

ganization

— Makers'

Or-

Names, Secret

Chance
Broadway has no

Dorothy Davenport, widow of
Wallace Reid. in to make a dope
She has completed an arrangement with Thos. H. Ince
whereby he has placed all his studio

picture.

at her disposal for the
of a productioi in which
have the assistance of
some of the leading figures in the
picture industry.
facilities

"Hooded

Post Office Decided Advertise-

ment

v

SHOWS PAYING DRUG TERROR PICTURE
WITH WALLIE REID'S WIDOW
GUARANTEES UP

No Promoter

•

i

12

VISUALIZES EDUCATION

grapher

PAGES
'

than 12 atThere is a new Ku KIux picture
Chicago, Jan. 31.
tractions guaranteeing houses fixed on the market that pans the entire
This cpunty iy the first in the
Selwyn's
ad
in
the
Monday
newsTJnited States to advocate visual
amounts, or will have by next week. Klan under the title of "The
education.
Leslie
G. Somervllle, papers brought a stampede to the That Is considered a record-break- Hooded Mob."
county superintendent, is responsi- Lake and Dearborn street house as
No one seems anxious to handle
ing condition, but is not surprising
early as 7:30 a. m.
ble for the picture.
•
the film and those making the pioAfter The Tribune and
The to showmen because of booming ture
Of it he said: "The schools sh.ou.ld
keep their identity a secret.
see themselves, and movies afford Herald-Examiner had run off their business along the rlalto.
The picture has been finished for
full editions carrying the ad. the
The explanation is that the more
the best way."
several weeks ant. hawked about
The first scenes in the picture early editions of the afternoon successes, the fewer houses there New York. The consensus of those
reets are which can be counted on by new
were shot during a "School Day," newspapers were on the
that have seen the picture Is that
showing 78 floats and 4,000 schr »1 when somebody- brought the ad to attractions calling for Broadway it would, be a clean-up in the popIn the present going,
children in parade. Other views are the attention of the postal authori- bookings.
ular priced houses, but that type
comparatively
ties,
who
doc'
therefore,
is
easy
It
led
the
idea
of the ad
of some of the principal high and
of theatre seemingly doesn't want
grade schools in the county and bordered on 2ottery, with the result for ho\t*4 controllers to exact guar- to play the feature.
less

filming

she

is

to

It is to be a message to the world
arouse the public to the perils of
the drug terror. Mrs. Reid wilf appear in the production making her
return to the screen through its
medium. Ince will personally di-

to

rect.

,

some

6,000 more students and teachers appear in drills, vitalized agriculture and supervised play, together with some of the routine
work of the schools.
The picture is a novelty in many

ways. It was taken by a local photographer and paid for by the teach
ers and schools shown in it. There
was no outside promotion of anykind and no professional directors.
As a consequence, every scene is
shown without special settings, but
true to every -day life.
A great deal of interest has been
taken in the project by educators of
•

the state and the picture will be
shown in all parts of Hie country.

ADVANCING AMATEURS
Every Wednesday afternoon the
Alhambra Players, a permanent
stock company at the Alhambra,
Brooklyn, N. Y., permit local amateurs to try out for a small part in

the later editions of the afternoon
newpp pers were forced to stop
their
.-esses to exclude tlje
yn
ad for the day.
It was big publicity _"or "Partners Again," with the only dUT ulty
he
arising from the handling of
early morning crowd which arrived
with the answer to the ad, which
read:
'

|

1

o
I

4

SELWYN THEATRE
Dearborn and Lake
Barney Bernard
and
Alexander Carr
in

5

PARTNERS

AC.ATX

By
6

Montague Glass
and

7

Ji'os E.

8
9

Monday evening

10
11
12
13

Two

Goodman

tickets for

given the first
party guessing
Why ad is placed

George Kami
ager,

company.
is

the

Harry Andrews

house mandirector.

lone Magranc and Charles Cahill
Wilson, the bads, assist the amateurs.

ended with success
when th9 government o(Belals, Awho
forced
take actiotj because
to
Wcr.
of the complaints made by unknown
individuals, were the guests of thr
Sely*. n finriemer.t.

whole

The minimum amount of guarandemanded leaped upward with
Whereweekly was formerly
as,
$4,000
tee

(Continued on page

affair

Evan
to

7)

Kansas

When

City, Jan. 31.

he discovered the purpose

of the meeting, J. W. Holmes, general manager of the Holmes Investment Co., owner of the Auditorium, refused to allow a session
of the American Clan to proceed
and forced some 600 persons to vacate the house.
Mr. Holmes stated he had leased
the theatre under the impression It
was to be a Christian Science affair.
He also said, "I will allow no
meeting in the theatre that will

any denomination.'
The crowd secured a

flay

Iodg*»

hall

New York

week and was Among

this

as a cafe attraction at
around $800 weekly. Despite the
dismissal of her sensational suit
and the current Investigation of the
annulment of her marriage to a
sailor named Sterling Adair, Miss
Fontaine said she had no Intention
of trading on any publicity, but had

"Dope"

were
ago.

with

star, elaborated

from his vaudeville sketch of the

same title, which was made in the
old Thanhauser studio; another was
"The Spirit of the Poppy," which

—

(Wednesday)

at

lit*

Little

Club food.

"

JACKIE ARRIVES TUESDAY
Jackie Coogan, accompanied by
father and mother, will arrive

them' was
Herman Lelb as the

George Lederer made. In addition,
there were some white slave pictures
which carried the drug evil as part
arranged two new and Intricate of the plot, "Smashing the Vice
dance productions which she was Trust" end "The Inside of the White
.Slave Traffic."
anxious to show on their merit.
Miss Fontaine said she had also
taken voice culture and would sing
Truly Shattuck's Restaurant
semi -operatic numbers. In discussLos Angeles, Jan. 31.
ing the collapse of 'her paternity
Truly Shattuck has quit the proaction
against
young Cornelius
Vanderbilt Whitney, she said:. "Mil- fession and turned restaurateur.
lions can do anything and undo She has taken over the restaurant
on the Schulbcrg-Mayer lot and is
anything!"
Miss ,Fontainp opened last night serving ten companies with their

GSVSRL

his

ers in an effort to secure the old
Lubin feature "The Drug Terror"
only to discover the negative had
been destroyed in a fire about two

years ago.
Some other dope pictures
Burrowes Fontaine returned, released about eight years

offered

REFUSES HOUSE TO CLAN

understood that as soon as the drug
expose started there was a rush
on tht part of wild cat state rlght-

FONTAINE AMBITIOUS

the beginning of the winter.

in this fashion

Nobody was taken to task as the
next week's production and allow
the two most likely candidates a ad was given in good faith, acchance for a week's experience act- ceded by 'he newspaperr and the
ively with the

antees.

This will be probably the first
of a series of drug terror pictures
to be placed on the market.
It is

C0UGHERS AND SNEEZERS, OUT
Chicago, Jan.

COSTUMES
Korvmott

In
I.;iudy,

n

of

State

it

New York

Tuesday.
George
Health Commissioner Riitdcsin.
his advance agent, is in alarmed at the spread of pneumnn'a.
town and has been working with •has advised theatre managers u
persistent
rougher*
the LOSW publicity experts in put- "evict"
sneezers.
tin? the Kid over.

Makers

A ire for Wumea sad also
Hv
Invite
Comparison
of
Dt&ign, Price and Workmanship

31.
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"CABARET GIRL" IN LONDON

AGAINST GERMAN ACTS

ml

i
George

Grossmith,

Producing

English

of

Alleged to Have Seen Moore
cess in Chicago

A

Megley

—

Invade Paris Theatres Slop Shows and Compel
Managers to Cancel Protested Turns English
and Americans Cordially Received as Before

<

Film,

1

Y Suc-

\

^aMm;

.

_.

f

It is charged the book of "The
Cabaret Girl," a current London
musical comedy hit, was lifted from
"Molly Darling," produced here by
IN
Moore A Megley. Tom Johnstone
wrote the libretto for "Molly," originally presented in Chicago, and
On Broadway
night In all
which was rewritten by Otto Har- Production with Americans at the snow, along Sunday
came an old-fashbach prior to Its Broadway showing
ioned
"Cutter"
sleigh
bells.
with
Covent Garden Very Short
at the Liberty.
Johnstone now
Well, all the taxies and limousines
and cars of all kinds and pedestristates he was informed that George
On Comedy
ans, and the snow cleaners and
Grossmith, of Grossmith & Malone,
everyone turned and looked. I did,
presenting "The Cabaret Girl" In
too, and I thought oT the time
London, Jan. 31.
London, saw "Molly" in Chicago
4*
Grandpa Barry took me to the
and that the 'story idea was conGeorge Robey was actually booed Siomx City Fair and we waited from
verted to useage in "The Cabaret on the stage of the
Royal opera 11 a. m. to hold our spot, till 3 p. m..
Girl."
house, Covent Garden, during the to see the houseless carriage come
up the street. Times change
Two Americans were concerned opening
performance
Saturday Van. Hoven keeps abreast of but
the
In the completion of "The Cabaret night (Jani 27) of
"You'd Be Sur- times.
Always up-to-date. Van
Girl," the score for which was com- prised,"
sir Oswald Stoll's new re- Hoven, the greatest of them all.
posed by Jerome Kern, who went vue, with several imported
Ameriabroad at the time the show was can players among the
principals.
produced, and Jack Haskell, who
Revealing a magnificent producHaskell has tion, the
staged the dances.
comedy was wholly inadebeen in New York on a visit and
quate with the sparse opportunities
PLAY'S
sailed for London this week. When
afforded Robey, as much commented
asked about the story of the "Cabupon as the Idea of a "revue" at
aret Girl" the director answered he
Covent Garden has been. At the
did not know It had the same story
premiere the white fronted auditors
as "Molly" until he arrived here
were again startled when the aggresome weeks ago.
gation known as "the gallery first- "Autruche" Needs Pruning for
Moore & Megley had planned prenighters" "went after" their former
senting "Molly Darling" In London
English Speaking Counfavorite comedian.
next summer. The attraction has
"You'd Be Surprised," sub- titled
tries—Paris Likes- It
been doing exceptional bu&ioess on
tour.
The situation regarding the "A Jazzaganza," was produced for
"Cabaret Girl" is said to have forced Stoll by Jean Bedini, the American
burlesque manager, who achieved
Paris, Jan. 31.
off the chances of an English showsome local theatrical fame through
Romain Coolus' three-act risque
ing.
having been the promoter last sumcomedy, "Autruche," was produced
mer of the successful "Chuckles."
CLOSING THREAT
The new play was delayed three at the Theatre Michel. Jan. 27, and
days after its announced opening. met with a substantia) reception.
French Showmen Resist Proposal Comment
in the press was extremeThe heroine is described as an
to Increase Theatre Taxes
ly unfavorable.
untalented vaudeville actress and a
None of the Americans seemed to
Paris, Jan. 31.
stand out at the first show. The cast simpleton, hence the title meaning
The proposal of the Treasury Includes,
besides Robey, Lydia Lop- "Ostrich."
(Ministers des Finances) to increase
okova,
Harry Welsh, Jack EdHow risque the performance is
the existing taxes by 20 per cent
wards, Handers and Milliss, Lon
may be gleaned from the fact that
has caused a flutter in the theatriHascall, Alma Adair, Cook and
cal world.
It means ther "taxe de
Rosevere, Frank Fox, Leonlde Mas- during the second act the heroine
guerre" >sv ill also be increased in
sine and the Savoy-Havana Band is discovered taking a bedroom
proportion as well as the ordinary
from
the Hotel Savoy.
bath behind a screen.
tax.
The new budget also would
double the stamp tax on posters
The plot deals with a wealthy,
and advertising matter.
middle-aged snob who supports an

w

GEORGE ROBEY BOOED

NEW STOLL REVUE

—

BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE

A

—

FRANK VAN HOVEN

FRENCHY RISQUE

SIMPLETON HEROINE

RENEW

UNFORTUNATE INCIDENT

The threat of closing all French
theatres the middle of next month
some relief is not given by the
budget framers still holds ?:ood and
periodical meetings are being hold
to watch the situation. The matter
is particularly serious as regards
the picture exhibitors.
Managers contend that the entertainment bUHinefs now tears
more taxes than It can support.

MARS STAR'S

Paris, Jan. 31.

Norma Lutgen* who

is

estab-

lished as impresario at Wiesbaden,
proposes opening: an artistic club
in that German resort, which is in
the region occupied by the French
since the signing of peace.
Mrs, Lutgen is a daughter of
Machl, theatrical manager, of San

Francisco.

Lang Recruiting

for

musician.

He

offers

no

objection
to
the situation until
Baron Farin, a member of his club,
attempts to appropriate the girl.

Gladys Cooper Invited to "The The actress' scheming maid, wishing to secure the protector for herFool" Finds No Tickets
self, frames the baron and her misThere for Her
tress so that they are caught to-

ART AT THE RUHR
Mrs.

actress and, at the same time, tolerates her private intrigues with an

VISIT unknown

gether. It leads to a separation.
Mariette, the maid, supplants the
Gladys Cooper,' the English star,
actress after being launched as a
will appear here next season, under
vaudeville star, as the snob's pride
the management of Gilbert Miller,'
requires his mistress must be a popwell known in English managerial
ular figure. He also does some more
circles and who was host to the
tolerating in the form of permitting
actress during her recent visit here.
The chief object of her Ameri- Mariette's affair with a painter.
The •Mece is a witty and amusing
can trip is said to have been Ivor
that
Norvello, an English actor, who is st dy of the various characters
appearing in pictures und>er the di- hold several diverting side situations, although unsuitable for Anrection of D. W. Griffith. They are

reported engaged to be married.
An unfortunate Incident attended
Miss Cooper's intended witnessing
of
Saturday's matinee of "The
Fool" at the Times Square. She
accepted an invitation from Channing Pollock, the author, and her
attendance was announced. Miss

"Bad Man"

London, Jan. 31.
Matheson Lang has posted notice
of closing for "The Great Well."
Lang is recruiting a cast for "The
Bad Man," in which he will star
over here.

glo-Saxon consumption unless decisively

pruned*

The cast has

Charlotte Lyses,
Lagrenee,

Morton, Dubosc,
Clermont and Tourneur.

Contl,

bers

New

Jan.

TO HIM. EUROPE
I

IN

—

FRAZERE

SAILINGS

of dancing
LONDON

Director,

Mr*.

Silbeit (Betengaria).
Jan 27 (from London for

JOHN TILLER

York): Albert DeCourville,
Kelly Gould (Mauretania).

RHINESTONES
THE LITTLEJOHNS
New
226 West 46th St.
Phone II US' A NT 4M7

-

-ftr-

•"mrrttiafTrt-t.

P.«iHb*'

Now
Edith

company

•-*

'

Houses

—

Five

It

shortly be seen in tho West End.
Originally intended as a farce-com-

OTHER FOREIGN

edy,

it

Several of the protestors mounted
the stage, stopped the dancing and
singing

will

Owing

turn

then

on and would

withdraw

until Manager Franck
to cancel the Germans.
Franck
later
declared, he had rs«
cuit that will take In two theatres In*
Sydney with one each at Melbourne. cei"ed an anonymous letter threatening assassination if he persi ed
Adelai^o and Brisbane.
in eng'ging Gorman or Austrian

not

promised

Ilenry G. Musgrove, the Austrashowman, now in New York,
confirmed the report this week. Mr.

players.

lian

Wednesday evening

the perturbaand prevented the
starting until Franck had
made a public statement to the effect ne had cancelled all German
bookings.
The crowd of French performers
afterwards visited the Nouveau
Cirque where they rushed the gates
and entered, en masse, without
paying admission. The. circus staff
immediately lowered the lights and
produced
hose
a water
that
drenched all those who had invaded
the ring.
The police finally cleared the circus of the disturbers without arrests; but only after the management stated the German artists la
the show would be cancelled.
Other placqs visited by the crusaders were the Alhambra Promenade where they found a bill without i German act, "with no troubla
resulting.
However, delegates officially visited the Alhambra, Olym*
pi..,. Cirque,
Medrano ano other
resorts, which mainly play foreign
vaudeville turns, and obtained tha
promises of the various manage-

circuit will ac* completion of
Mward theatre, seating
the Pri
2,500, in Sydney. T* at will be about
at the opening of next season. The

show from

plans have been drawn by Thomas
the New York architect.
Meantime, he said, his houses ate
playing big time in its
present
at

W. Lamb,

headliners, importing mostly from
England.
The Australian big time circuit
will be in the nature of a revival
of the former Tlvoli chain conducted
by Hugh Mcintosh before Mr. Mcintosh retired from theatricals^ in
the Antipodes. He is now publishing a c j .'e of Sydney newspapers.
The Tivoll, Sydney, at the" head of
the Mcintosh circuit, remains the
big tiimr^house over '* "rs r"*er
Musgrove's present direction. During December Fuller's Sydney, the
theatre (with the
principal Fulle
Fuller circuit likened to Loew's over
its vaudeville
suspend
here) had to
owing to a legal entanglement, leav-

ing the Tlvoli the only open Sydney
variety theatre.
Mr. Musgrove is also interested
represents the First
in pictures ar
National in Australia, besides playhouses. He
ing films in some of h
will return home February 20, sailing from San Francisco on the "Sonoma." While in New York the
manager, who is stopping at the
Biltmore, and making his headquarters at the Marinelli office, will cast
about for plays or acts he may select for Australian use.

suppress all German
to
bookings for the present.
The Union Independent is mainly
cor. posed of lyrical locals and in
an unrecognized organization in opposition to the official Syndicate of
Music Hall and , Circus Artists
which has taken no action regard-

ments

ing the

DEATHS ABROAD
Kruyen, nee Cowife of the iirector of the
Cirque Varletes, Liege, Belgium.
Mrs. Middleton i.lurray, English
Katherlne
as
novelist,
known
Mansfield, died of Fontalnebleau,
Jan. 9, of consumption, at the age
She was the third daughter
of 83.

Tha

British and
to receive their usual cordial welcome.

the protestors' action.

ninx,

American

artists

continue

Gulliver Clearing for Revues
London, Jan. SI.

Charles Gulliver, managing director of the London Theatres of Variety, has started to prepare for the
summer revue season by bringing
forward the artists' dates in order
to clear his books.

Beauchamp and was

born in New Zealand.
Francois de Nion, French

recent disturbances.

Syndicate was formerly affiliated
with the White Rats and the English Federation (V. A. F.)
The latter organization at one time in London prevented the appearance of
German and Austrian performers.
Public opinion here approves of

Mme. Joseph

of Sir Harold

returned

tora

Musgrove tiated the
tu Uy start up >n V

nov-

elist.

Carl Paul Goerz, founder of the
Goertz lens company, makers * of
optical instruments, Including motion picture lantern lens, died at
his home in the Grunewald, near
Berlin, Germany, Jan. 14.

50
GOOD

of Pinero plays, it is more
likely that "The Gay Lord
will be seen again. This was
produced at the old
originally
Globe, with Sir John Hare and G°nr

vlvals

than

,

Quex"

CIGARETTE!

io

Vanbrugh.
Gul!.

c

GENUINE

BULL"
DURHAH
TOBACCO

now make

its

FOS TERS AGENCY,
I——

SBB*3BBKBHBBEBB»»Ba»BnBnBaanSBB»

GEORGE FOSTFN
290

appear-

CI*

We Place All
COMMUNICATE

J

-dent

bill.

Australia is again t? have its big
time vaudeville in the ' Jim of a cir-

ance as a musical show.

on Pages 38-39

Irid

Olympla Promenade, the night of
13, and noisily protested the
appearance of a German act on tat

Four Cities

in

Union

shortly.

February 3 (from New York to
Max Darewskl has written the
Buenos Aires). MaxTeuber, Adele La
music for the now play by Max
Luce (Vetriss).
Pemberton and Jocelyn Brandon.
York
— "The Girl in the Cage," which will

PECJGY O'NEILL NEWS
THEATRE ROYAL

Confirms

York,

in

By the death of Rangel
London's Bohemia has lost another
He
once well-known character.
was one of tho little band to be
foiftid nightly in the Cafe Royal in
Its last days of notoriety, although
his age is only announced as 47.
!»on of a. clrrgyman, he came to
The
afJulia Neilson is convalescing
ter hor recent operation for appen- London as a youth and took up
(Continued on page 34)
dicitis and will rejoin Fred Terry's

1he"tiller schools

»j

Henry G. Musgrove,

the

of

Paris, Jan. |l.
of actors, all mem*

Musical Artistes, assembled at the

LONDON

Cooper and a woman friend were
about 20 minutes late. Arriving at
EN03
the
box office they found the
tickets had been sold. This caused
embarrassement to both tht visitor
Robert Courtneidge is fairly well
and the management, though the of plans for the New Year. He will
Who Was an Individual Hit In ffce JEAN BEDINI
(Continued on page 34)
produce Feb. 1 "The Young Idea,
"CHUCKLES OF 1922" at Columbia. New York.
Now la Ob a of Vodvil i Moat Sororho Acta.
by Noel Coward, at the Savoy. This
Address Care of Hip.: RSKTM A LAMPORT
will be followed in due course by
18 Ctiarlnr Croflu Kosvd. London
"The Little Duchess,'' the musical
play he is running in Glasgow;
Jan. 30 (from New York for "Meiton of the Movies," "SomeLondon) S. L. Rothafel, Gladys thing for Nothing," a new comedy
Cooper, Dolly Sisters, Muriel Spring, by Ian Hay; "The Widow," a comHarry Greene. Jack Haskell, George edy by H. F. Maltby, and "The UnLady
Choos, Bertram Harrison, Edward fair Sex," a comedy by
Townshend.
'
Road
Cross
Dolly. Phil White, Robert Leonard,
143 Charing

— NOW

number

AGAIN IN AUSTRALIA

J

if

1923

FRENCH ARTISTS CRUSADE

^t^h
^^

TAKEN FROM HOLLY DARLING"

1,

ill.

r-s^:

to the success of the re-

14ft

the

aSBBMBSBSWi

111

Ltd.
MMMMflS

HA KM F08Tj»
HI!, fiw.
England
BIGGEST ACTS in
Cross H..
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WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
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LEGISLATIVE

IMS

1,

DIRT DISHING" PUBUCATIONS

BALTIMORE CITY OPENS UP

*

UNDER

M. A. DISCUSSION

P.

FOR SUNDAY NIGHT CONCERTS

—

Matter Going Before Augustus Thomas Nothing
but Screen or Stage "Scandal" News Treated

—

News Way,

in

Under Auspices of Municipal

Request

Is

Midnight

Victoria's

Musical* Director-

Show

Crowd

Sunday

Called Out Police
/

The

,

dishing"

"dirt

and

daily

WALKER WINS SKIRMISH

weekly papers that seemingly print
nothing except the scandals they
can dig. either touching the stage
or the screen are to be brought -up
a discussion before Augustus
in
Thomas of the Producing Managers'

FOR WINE AND BEER

\

-

the VoUtead prohibition enforcement act so as to permit the sale
of light wines and beer. The resolution was presented as a result of
a Recommendation made \by Governor Smith in his first message
to

the

legislature.

Senator Walker was forced to
seek votes for the resolution among
Republican senators when another
Democratic member was unable to
be in his seat because of illness,
Senator Peter J. McGarry of Long
Island.
Last week the illness of
Senator Nathan Strauss, Jr., of
New York, which prevented him
from attending the session, held up
action on the resolution.

COLO ANTI-BLUE LAW

NOT WORRYING
Affair-

Sunday Closing
Included

Senator George R. Fearon of
Syracuse, who now sits in the teat
Denver, Jan. 31.
formerly filled by ex- Senator J.
A bill designed to wipe Colorado's Henry Walters, and Senator James
blue laws off the statute books, L. Whitley of Rochester are the
including those providing for the Republicans who voted with the
Sunday closing of theatres and pic- Democratic majority for the resotures, has been introduced in the lution.
the
within
Colorado legislature
The roll call followed a hot depast week by State Senator Harry bate lasting almost two hours durSaunders of Denver.
ing which Senator Walker proved
This isn't the first time that such more than a match for his oppo,
* bill has been introduced, how- nents. The majority leader enever. It is done regularly every gaged in a pretty little verbal tilt
two years by some senator or 'with Senator Theodore Douglas
representative. It never passes and Robinson, Republican of Herkimer
those in the "know" are certain County, in which Senator "Walker
the Saunders bill will meet with a emerged victorious.
like fate,
The "wet" resolution did not fare
The statute has not been en- so well in the Assembly Monday
forced for years, so far as Denver night.
When Minority Leader
and Pueblo are concerned. Colo- Donohue called up the resolution
rado Sprlnga observes it, but only the Republican "drys" in the Lower
because that city has an ordinance House let go a barrage and succovering the same thing. Senators ceeded in having the proposal* sidei

proposition down, because
constituents
make
bucolic
their
them do so. Small towns love the
Sunday closing embargo, apparent-

repeal

chiefly

because
to

have no

they

legislate

against

themselves and they hate to see the
cities get them.
However, the law has been a
dead letter for years, and nobody
is worrying. Even the ministers of
Denver have stopped trying to
recognizing
compel enforcement,

an impossibility. Denver is
law-abiding all week, but on Sunday insists upon breaking the blue
laws 'high, wide and handsome."
this as

It even goes
Sunday!

to baseball

games on

IN N. Y.

Albert de Courville U due

New

in

York from London Friday (Feb. 2).
having sailed on the "Maurctania"
Saturday.
While here de Courville will secure a cast for the new show he
will stage in the Empire*. London,
in

the

spring.

He

will

headquarters with M. S
©!n>e while in

New

make

his

BenthanVi

York.*

verified

STUDIOS OF

STAfiE

DAHC2H6

229Vfcrf4S«!$tHtvYork
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FARNUM

W. Patton, Philadelphia. The bill
The censor bill is sponsored by
made its appearance during the
past week and is now In the judi- Senators Johnson, Horner, Lewis
v

ciary special committee.

A

hearing

t

by the several

stales.

It

won by seven votes. Myer London,
Socialist member of NOW York, votSecretary .Mellon states
ing for it.
that dlocouragemoct of Investment
in tax free bonds would be d'r r\s

_

:

i

trous.

and MePherron.

It

provides a pen-

Baltimore. Jan. Si.
Announcement has been made by
Frederick R. Uuber, municipal director of music, that Baltimore will
have a series of regular Sunday
night concerts for the remainder of
the spring season. The concerts will
be under municipal auspices, for
what is said to be the first time in
this country, with artists of national reputation to furnish the entertainment.
Coincident with this announce'
ment came the notice the Metropolitan Opera Company will give
separate performances hero in April,
following the refusal of the Chicago Opera Company to sing because of the proximity of their
dates with those of the German

Opera Company.,
The Sunday night concert scheda result of the tremendous
success of the initial Sabbath paid
ule is

entertainment of
tho
Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra. At tho first
concert, which will take place March
11, Clarence Whitehill, Mario Tiffany and Sylvia Lent are to appear
in conjunction with this city's symphony orchestra under tho baton of
Gustav Strube. Tickets are to go on
sale 10 days ahead of tho event duo
to no pasteboards being permitted
to be sold on Sundays. Money that
has been subscribed to guarantee

alty for exhibiting or transporting
any film showing "in any act of
violence, crime or immorality of the Chicago Opera Company, totalany person of criminal reputation ing $40,000 in pledges, will bo transor who has been convicted of ferred to the Metropolitan guaran-

probably be arranged for later.
Another senate bill is one providing far the licensing of all motion
picture machine operators, the fee
to be $10 for the first year and C2
tee.
annual re-registration! crime" (such as Jesse James). But
for each
The Sunday night entertainment
Senator Frederick W. Culbsrtson, the act does not apply to scene: In
which
such
characters are pre- is expected to prove a winner, as an
Mifflin county, is the measure's
sented as "criminals suffering or idea of Baltimore's craving for Sunsponsor.
day amusement may bo gleaned
Various billboard tax bills ai pear •about to suffer punishment."
Section 2 makes it unlawful to from tho fact that when tho Vicevery time the Pennsylvania legistoria,
tho local house under tho
lature meets, which is biennially. exhibit or transport any picture
booking system of the Stanley ComUsually a compromise bill results, showing sex relations in such manpany, opened for its midnight show
and these in the past have died in ner "as to suggest immoral practices or immoral conduct or to in- last Sunday, police were required
committee.
to hold the crowds in line. The Idea
"Billboard" is defined in the bill cite lust," or "wherein any church,
was a "scoop" for the Victoria and
as "any structure or object, erected priest or minister of the gospel Is
a small house, on the other side of
portrayed
in
ludicrous
or
degrading
or placed along or visible from any
Penalties of $100 to $1,000 the street, also opened in the hope
public street or highway or the line light."
of catching the overflow.
of track of any railroad or electric are provided for each separate ofThe idea was widely advertised
or other railway, or any stream or fense.
for two weeks, and where it was but
body of water or any other avenue
mildly successful In Philadelphia,
or. channel of travel and commerce,
the plan was accorded a terrific reor any station, public building,
ception here.
park or other public place, and
will

BLOOM ELECTED

upon which any advertisement Is Goes to Congress as Representative
of the 19th New York District
painted or attached, or in any other
way mads visible, whether such
A surprise was handed Tammany
structure is erected for such purpose or whether erected for any Hall Tuesday when the special
other purpose and used for pur* election for Congressman from
the
Natural obltth
used for advertising^ are also

poses of advertising."

jects

BLOW

DE COURVILLE DUE

—

MOON

Included.
Even lf the entire space of a
structure erected for advertising is
not covered with advertisements the
owners must pay a license on the
entire footage.
In cases where
tracked. The resolution went to the structures erected not for advertisJudiciary Committee by a vote of ing purposes contain advertise78 to 64. Republican Majority Lead- ments only that space actually ocer Simon L. Adler promised that it cupied by the advertisements comes
would be brought out on the floor under' the provisions of the measure.
Advertisements
or
billboards
again for a vote, and not be buried
maintained by the person adverfor good.
An amendment, Introduced by Sol tising his own business or trade or
Ullman, Republican of New York, profession upon the premises .There
the effect of which would be to re- such business Is conducted are
quest Lieut. -Gov. George R. Lunn to exempt from taxation, as are also
modify his stand, when as a mem- notices of religious, charitable, eduber of Congress from the Schenec- cational or benevolent institutions
tady district in 1918 he Voted for or organizations or any of their acprohibition, and, similarly, to re- tivities or events. Temporary adverquest Southern and Western States tisements of agricultural or fair asto modify their views on prohibition, sociations are also in the exempt
class.
failed by a vote of 70 to 71.
The taxes collected will go to the
state's general fund and 60 per cent,
will be retained by the state and the
TO INVESTORS
remainder will revert to the municiWashington. Jan. 31.
The Green tax measure to tax all pality in which the tax originated.
It is the duty of all owners of billby
Presibonds, which was ignored
dent Harding, passed the House a boards to make an annual report to
few days ago. This measure now the Auditor General prior to the
goes to Senate and from the result first of July, which report shall give
of the recent vote when all party details of space occupied, location
":::.! so on.
Metal license tags will
lines were broken down, chances are
good for its passage. This measure be issued for each billboard upon
payment
of
the
taxes. The bill prowill interest many in the theatrical
because of its far-reaching hlbltl the placing of billboards at
l'.eld
where
they
would obstruct
points
effect
particularly on state bonds,
The re: olution is in the form <•' the view of drivers on roads or
cons;iuitK»nal amendment, and otherwise constitute a hazard to
jL
after passage would have to be trafllc, and persons who do this are

and representatives from Colorado's
small towns invariably vote the

amusements

and

'

ployed.

ly,

OKLAHOMA

ipfForbids Crime and Sex Pic-

ROSE

RALPH

be compiled In such manner it
'would be a roost formidable document for the reformers and those
wanting censorship for the stage.
This is the manner in which the
case is to be presented to Mr.
Thomas with the hope he will bring
about some influence that may
make possible the shutting off of
the scandals at least to the extent
to the manner In which they are
handled from a newspaper riandpoint by the papers in question.
a
It is to be understood it is not
move for news suppression bur
rather action to bring the publications tc handle those particular
matters in a news way rather than
in the flamboyant style now em-

Legislative

IN

•

representative of thdt management stated Tuesday it was only
a question of time hefore all of the
matter printed in that shoct would

Annual

UP

tures
Another Would
Palacs, N. Y., This Week
Stop Sunday Films
Eee Rose and Katheryn Moon in
"An Arrangement," written by
Harry De Costa and assisted at the
Oklahoma City, Jan. 31.
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 31.
piano by Duane Bassett. are at the
Two drastic reform bills affecting
Senator James J. Walker, Demo- Palace, New York, this week. Doing well, thank you.
pictures
have
been introduced in the
cratic majority leader of the state
<•
DIRECTION
Oklahoma legislature, and unless
senate,
never
demonstrated
his
G.
heroic
measure^ are taken to
astuteness as a legislative leader
(EDW. 8. KELLER OFFICE)
combat them are regarded as albetter than on Monday night when
most
sure
to be enacted.
he marshaled enough votes toTAX ON BILLBOARDS
gether among the Repifblican miOne measure would forbid the
nority members to pass the con- Pennsylvania Wants Remit for Out
manufacture and exhibition of any
current "wet" resolution* by a vote
door Advertising
picture showing or purporting to
of 27 to 17, there being 7 absentees.
show the execution of a crime or
The resolution, which was ii troHarrisburg, Pa., Jan. 31.
duced in the upper house by SenaAn annual license tax of five the escape of a criminal, and the
tor Walker and in the assembly by
other would close all Sunday screen
Charles D. Donohue, Democratic cents a square foot for all billboard
exhibitions except church shows
minority leader of the lower house, advertising is proposed in a bill inand
free lectures illustrated with
memorialises Congress to modify troduced in the senate by Edward
pictures.

A

BILL

BILL

Gets Republican Support for
Resolution Modifying Enforcement Law

One management in
Association.
particular it is understood is to
stand against one
definite
take a
which
of the weekly -publications
print nothing but "dirt" about the
theatre.

DRASTIC CENSORSHIP

New York

to a

who

fine

CIVIC

IT,

LEAGUE CHARGES

District resulted in

favor of Sol Bloom by 179 votes.
Miller Crowd in Albany Outline
The district is "silk stockinged"
Legislative Program— News
and normally heavily Republican.
Bloom mado an active campsfgn
for SuHy, the

Barber

with about SO pef cent of those
registered for the November polls

responding on Tuesday.

The

special

election

Albany, N.

was

called

through the death of Samuel Marx
(Democrat), elected in November
in the Smith avalanche, by a majority of 8.000
against William
Chandler (Republican), the latter
also the opponent of Bloom. *
Congressman Bloom is, looked
upon as a theatrical man through
his

He

various theatrical connections.
also interested in other lines

is

KAN. AFTER SOFT DRINKS
Kansas

City, Jan. 31.

A new bone-dry prohibition measure has been Introduced in the state
senate that not only goes after the
maker of the "corn" but hits at the
"soft drink" places with a wallop.
It regulates the soft drink saloon
and fixes the hours for operating
such places from 8 a'cloc. in the
morning to 10 at night, and closes
them from Saturday night until
Monday morning.
It also provides for a special enforcement officer and 10 deputies.
Senator Culbertson Is an amendment to an act of 1909, giving the
Commissioner of Labor and Industry and the State Industrial Board

author:ty
to
regulate operators
of $100 to $1,000; Under this act the operators have
mutilate a license tag had to qualify in the past before
will be subject to a fine of $100 an1 obtaining a license.
The amendone month's to »ix months' im- ment provides that the commisprisonment, or both fine am. Im- sioner shall provide for the licensing and the board is empowered to
priKonment.
The operators' lu-tfiJe bill of make rules asd regulations.
liable

persons

REFORMERS ARE AT

Y.,

Jan. 11.

The New Yock State Civic League
has renewed* its war on carnivals.
In

the

league's

legislative

pro-

gram, now being drafted by the Rev.
O. H. Miller and his co-worker.
Canon William Sheafe Chase, of
Brooklyn, says one of tho reforms
to bo demanded of tho State law
makers will be the suppression of
traveling carnivals.
Tho league charges that many
agricultural fair association officers

(Continued on page 7)
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$200,000

Follies," the last of

Weber -Friedlander

the

units

left

on the Shubert vaudeville circuits
will close Saturday, Feb. 10. at the

Chestnut Street opera house, Philadelphia.

Morris and Campbell, two of the
principals of the unit, are reported
as having been signed by the Loew
Circuit for 10 weeks to open
Monday following the closing.

the

tVeber & Friedlander began the
season with four units, of which
"Main Street Follies" Is the last.
The others were "Facts and Figurea;" "Laughs and Ladies" and
"Stepping* Around," all of which
closed but "Steppln* Around" ie
playing the Pantagea vaudeville
circuit as a whole bill.
Lawrence Weber and William B.
firm.
compose
the
Friedlander
Webef Is accounted a shrewd
showman, holding an interest in
several Broadway theatres and has
made successful legit productions.
Friedlander is a stage material
writer, also producer, having been
the most, successful with the latter
in the middle west.
It is* reported the net losses of

Him "Just

unit

productions

quota.

the estimate.
The unit proposition is said to
have so favorably Impressed Weber, who was somewhat of an associate adviser to Lee Shubert in the
unit scheme, that Weber contrived
to secure control of four unit fran-

Thurston Asks Court to St<
fiL
George's Alleged

C

Copy Show

Plain Liar"

fees ranged from $10 up.
According to the testimony

t'.e
Arthur
Everybody,"
Mat
re's unit, "Trou& Le
bles of 1922" and Herk A Boat-

"Frolics of 1122."

ANOTHER 'SHUBERT ACT
OVER 0RPHEUM

Steppe

'

Herk's

Shubert

vaudeville
unit
which closed several weeks ago.
The booking followed conference**

between

through having two apportioned to himself and another
couple to his partner, Friedlander.
The next largest loser through
the unit circuit is reported to be

chises,

the

and the OrSteppe and O'Neal

artists

pheum people.
were members

of "Jingle Jingle," a

tion restraining

JANET

of

A

•

from New York to the manager of
the unit, Instructing him to pay
only one act off. It complicated matters when the other members of the
company learned of the telegram.
They served notice they wouldn't
give
a performance Wednesday
night, according to report.

The unit was booked to open
Monday in Chicago. Arthur Klein
found it almost Impossible to whip
a suitable straight vaudeville show
together in the short time to play
the Chicago date, so the Shuberts
decided to guarantee the "Midnlte
Revels" salaries for the three weeks

\

of return dates.
I. H. Herk is reported as heavily
Interested in the "Mldnito Revels."
unit left
on the Shubert circuit is Herman
Timberg's "Frolics of 1922."

circuit some weeks ago, left
$30,000 behind when sending "As
You Were" to the road as a traveling combination. Of the total Miss
Jacobs had spent $15,000 on production and lost the other $15,000
through weekly deficits^up to the
time she left the Shubert time.

The one other Herk -Beat ly

re-

produced

"Echoes of Broadway."
since closed to a loss of $50,000,
exclusive of play or pay contracts
issued by the company that will
total many thousands more if set-

body

Other burlesque producers were
concerned in more than one show,

them

in

'

partnership

with Herk, excepting Max Spiegel,
who had two units and is reported
to

have

lost $70,000.

^iow living

in

a

Cleveland.

Hypnotist Accused of Employing 15
Yejr-Old-Girl in Act—Father a Cop
31.

liceman.
Gilbert has been appearing in a
suburhan picture nous*. His hearing was continued.

TINNEY SEEKING DATES
Vaudeville may see the return of
Tinney, who recently ajid
suddenly closed with the Arthur
Hammerstein production of "Daffy

Frank

New

ROSCOE AILS and

His Straight Man,

JACK HANLEY

Dill."

This week Harry J.
framed fifteen minutes of impromptu material the
ag<AU, was piloting
which has been such a knock-out over the
face
comic through the
Orpheum Circuit thot an effort is being made to have ROSCOE and
JACK placed on all bills together, so all audiences will have a chance to miliar labyrinth of twloe

Tork apartment.
About six weeks sgo it was .reported and has since been claimed
to be authentic by one of the persons at the meeting, that $860,000

in

Minneapolis, Jan.

i

is

Wednesday

"The Great filbert," a hypnotist
whose proper name is R. A. Gilbert,
was arrested here Monday, charged
wi^b, employing a minor in his act.
The minor is Hazel Rice, 15 years
old, daughter of a Minneapolis po-

Spiegel since

has been forced into bankruptcy
after being declared Insane.
Arthur Pearson, a producer of a
single unit and also from burlesque,
recently left for England. Pearson
lost $30,000, but had outside money
to about one-third of that amount
invested with his show as did
Spiegel.
In one unit production, put out
v a burlesque manager, two of thr
featured acts with the show invested in the production. One act
mortgaged its homestead, as did
also the producer of the*show. The

producer

last

"GREAT GILBERT" PINCHED

tled.

of

SI.

salaries

of the Dixon unit show, "Midnlte
Revels" have been promptly paid,
and that every member of the company has been paid in full to date.
Salary day Is Wednesday Tita the
Dixon troupe, Dixon said, and_ the
ghost walked as usual for every-

ported as the Butler Estate which

all

representative

reasonable

these changes, but

time

when

make

to

the George

show was witnessed two weeks ago
in Richmond it remained substan*
tlally unchanged, and the injunction suit was brought.
Thurston presented evidence to
the court that ho owned all the
illusions in his show either by invention or purchase. Thurston presented a score of affidavits in an
effort to establish the trade practices in relation to priority rights
them were
in illusions.

Among

sworn statements by Horace Goldin,
Eugene Powell, Prof. Silvers (the
oldest living magician), Charles E.
Ford, of Fords Opera House, Gus
Hill, Oscar Teals, secrstary of the
American Society of Magicians, and
others.
The Virginia suit alleged as its
ground for relief that George's

:

show was "unfair competition," a
novel contention in this kind of lit —
The court announced he
take' time to study the comthe
plaint
the arguments and
that
recommended
briefs,
but
Thurston bring his action in Ohio
and against the Mysteries corpora
tlon, rather than against George the
performer.
i

Chicago, Jan.

Henry Dixon claims the

Of the burlesque producers who
went into the unit proposition the

nearly

of Thurston's devices.

George

"Midnlte Revels" received a wire

one nighters as "Hltehy-Koo."
Jenie Jacobs who retired from

is

ment

show.

the

loser

rights.

urday.

Thrill,"

show

of

"There la plenty of talking, in
English, aeml-Engllsh and French,
all of which goes over big. The act
is good, is thoroughly enjoyed by
the audience and little Janet has a
winsome personality which adds to
the enjoyment of the act."

SHUBERTS GURARANTEE

Green will attempt to retrieve their
unit loss of $20,000 In one unit production through sending it to the

single

which Thurston owned
On one hand George migt
have a right to earn a living b]
tho exercise of his skill as a
giclan, hut ho couid not take a
profit from tho uso of an infringe-

PATCH-HERALD.

Thurston la Now Tork, makes t
statement of the lseuo hetwe
Thurston and George:
"George was for years an amate
SALARIES IN "REVELS" and
frequently met and talked wit
BALK AT BUFFALO
Thurston back stags.
Some tim
ago George and other formed a
'Troubles" Unit Refuses Return Unit Continues After Cleveland
Ohio corporation, Tho Mysterle
There
Engagement
Producing Co., and hired a number
Guaranteed for Three
of former Thurston employes.
I
"Troubles of 1922," the Davidow
Weeks of Return Dates
is charged he duplicated the Thurs
& LeMalre unit, has refused to
performance,
Including
ton
all
tricks and Illusions and even the
play Buffalo on its second swing
"Midnlte Revels," the Shubert
tho
patter and also duplicated
east over the Shubert vaudeville vaudeville unit scheduled to
close Thurston billing."
circuit.
The unit played Buffalo Saturday at the State, Cleveland, Is
Mr. Jansen's statement Is that a
earlier In the season and lost money continuing on the circuit for three Thurston representative witness
on the date, as reported true of more weeks under an arrangement the George show and that ce
ensued
betw
other unit shows, through the lim- with the members of tho cast correspondence
Thurston and George. As a resu
ited capacity of the house there.
whereby the Shuberts guarantee the of which Janson says he visit
"Troubles" will play Detroit next
Ohio, la
week, with Boston the following salaries of the unit for the extended George in Wilmington,
last November, and after informing
Instead of Buffalo, which engagement.
week.
app
Thurston
would
George
that
has been used to break the Jumps
The show made the Jump from
from Detroit, the show has booked Cleveland to the Garriclc, Chicago, to the courts for protection, Geo
re(which
a
statement
he
signed
Feb. 12 at Erie. Pa.; 13th, at Ithaca,
this week, replacing the vaudeville pudiated In tho Richmond hearin
and 14th, at Auburn, N. T., with the
Thurston's
eharges
following three days at Worcester. bill there, which was Jumped, intact, admitting
olimlnat
Mass. Following Boston "Troubles" to Cincinnati, where Gaites' "Give piracy, and agreeing to
the material complained of in h
will play the Central, New York, for Me a Thrill" closed suddenly SatJansen agreed to allow

closing
week, and leaving Oaltes behind to the amount of $10,000 Including
investment.
Jones
&.

largest

George, of Saaearills, Oi
from pr es enting a* evening
magic, alleged to he an exact
of tho Thurston performance.
Tho court intimated that tho
oislon might hang upon whethi
George's
performance
depend
upon his skin aa a magician
uso
upon the
of mechanical devl<

Edw. Janaoa,

v

"Gimme

IN ERIE

of Franc* and Charles
in 'A Little Touch of Paris,'
appear an he&dliners in tho Colonial
bill this week," says the ERIE DIS-

"Janet

Hamp

Columbia burlesque attraction operated by I. H. Herk.
I.
H. Herk, through Herk's indiWhen Herk formed the Affiliated the first time.
vidual investments and his partiThis week the unit is on a repeat
cipation in other unit productions, booking office to book the Shubert
Takfinancially interesting himself 'n vaudeville units, he Induced the at the Englewood, Chicago.
them or promoting the productions team to join one of his units. They ings for the first three days $3,100)
played
a
few
weeks
of
vaudeville
in
slightly
beat
those
of
the
original
for friendly producers from burlesque who went with Herk into the interim, but were Indebted to booking. The Sunday opening was
the unit venture. Herk is said to Herk for moneys advanced, a fact $300 better, but for two performstand to lose $200,000 through in- largely Instrumental in their deci- ances as against one for the first
vestments, obligations or endorse- sion to cast their lot with the unit date there (.Sunday matinee missed
circuit.
in making the Jump).
ments.
Their Orpheum route starts Feb.
Last week 'Troubles" got $7,300
Another producer from the legiti5
Winnipeg.
at
the Empress, St. Louis.
at
mate was Jos. M. Gaites with one
unit,
this

for an injur
one drover Clei

land

—

5—

The Orpheum circuit haa signed
and O'Neal, lata featured
members of "Stolen Sweets, I. H.

served decisloa hi tho application

Howard Thurston

D. Milligan, post office Inspector, many of Smith's contributors were white persons. Judge Killlts, In sentencing Smith, who had
testified falsely on a number of occasions, scored the defendant as
"You're Just a plain liar, Charlie."

Shuberts' own, are
Klein
unit,
"Hollo

GOING

Va., Jan II.
Jadge Beverly- T. Crump in
and
Bquity Court here has
Law

Thomas

Davidow

their

have totaled $175,000 with whatever
profit may be secured through the
Pantages tour being deducted in

ON SKILL OF MAGII

YEARS

1-2

The

The units remaining on the Shubert vaudeville circuit And not reported to close, other than the

Steppe and O'Neal Open at
Winnipeg Feb.
Forand experiment
merly with Herk

Weber & Friedlander through

PIRACY CASE DEPENDS

Charles Smith, colored song pub*
Usher of Toledo, arrested on the
charge of using the malls to defraud, was sentenced to three and#L
half-years in Atlanta, the indictwas turned over to the Affiliated
arrest, following an inTheatres Corporation, the then op- ment and
erating arm of the Shubert unit vestigation by the Music Industries
circuit,
the amount halving been Chamber of Commerce, which has
contributed by stockholders with declared war against song sharks
the greater share a subscription
and spurious music "publishers..**
by Lee Shubert.
Posing as a. music publisher,
How the Shuberts through their Smith
was charged with having scown unit productions stand in the oured various sums of money, small
matter of loss of gain Is unknown, individually,
but large in turn total,
excepting that the Shuberts had no
for fees in closing contracts with
production expense, having revived fictitious New Tork music publishold musical comedies for their unit
ers for the victims' songs and lyrics.

tie's

1.11

Used Mail to Defraud Amateur
Song Writers—Judge Called

Friedlander Reported Losing $175,000
Butler Estate Behind $50,000 with One ShowAct and Producer Mortgaged Homes

'Main Street

-

.

&

Weber

.

COLORED SONG MAH

HEAVY UNIT SHOW LOSSES
REACH AS HIGH AS

-

-

ROSCOE AILS has
with JACK HANLEY

*

catch this big

new

aor<

ings.

Fltxgerald,

the black-

former fadally book-

gation.

would

FIELDS' "SNAP

SHOTS"

Comedian Organizing Unit for Few
Weeks of Travel Around New York

A new

Shubert unit shrw

will be

presented during February by I>ew
Fields, called "Snap Shots." and
with himself at the head of it.
Mr. Fields Intends playing in ths
Shubert vaudeville theatres around
New York for a few weeks. Among
the engagements for it are the
"Melody Charmers," Saxophonp Sextet and Leighton family.
The unit will be an assembled
one. with a couple of the scones
from Fields' other unit recently
closing,

"The Rlti

Girls."

NO ACTION ON FILM BILL
Indianapolis, Jsn.

31.

Neither a committee report has
been made nor public hearing held
on the movie censorship bills pending in both houses of the Indiana
State legislature.
The bills would
require licensing of all films st 12
for the first snd $1 each for subsequent reels of every picture by a
censorship board of three members.

j
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WILL DANCE FOR $10,000

KEITH'S OBJECTIONS

UNITS GO INTO BANKRUPTCY

COST CABARET BAND

OWING

$40,000

TO ACTORS

Specht's

Orchestra

—

to Told up and retire.
The corporation's liabilities consist primarily of artists' salaries
due on contracts, totaling $57,001.42.
The assets are $1,800.92, consisting
of $66.67 on deposit in the Greenwich bank, New York; $650 due
from the Affiliated Theatre Corp.;
from the Aldine theatre,
$81.21
ner
Pittsburgh; $276.82 from the
Gerard Co.; $87.72 from the Robert

That the Keith

NOW HANGING

for

Stockholders
The internal situation
Orpheum circuit appears

in

the

connection with other remarks about
the announced dancing contest at

The Columbia Graphophone Co.,
for which concern Specht is making

b .nself and Mabel Ford.

J. Lyons & Co., Ltd., local chain
restaurant operators, are planning
a new supper club in London that
will have as its musical feature an
imported orchestra, Paul Specht's
from America, who will not perform
for dance, but merely as a concert
adjunct.
The Lyons' place will open some
time late in the spring, May most

;

The Orpheum circuit's business
holding corporations will follow to
absolve themselves of play or pay /or January is reported as having
any single
gross
in
contracts for 85-week guarantee exceeded
periods. There are 18 units closed up month's taking on the time for the
years.
three
past
which
two
playing,
of
to now and 13
are reported due for the storehouse
Saturday, principals in each of the
CARR0LLS RECONCILED?
closed units hold play or pay written -agreements, which total an average of $50,000 per unit In salaries Neither Hsrry Nor Wife, Together,
Will Confirm It
alone, with some producers having
two or three inactive shows on their
bands.

James

B. Carson,

\hrough

his at-

torney, J. N. Wyte, has started suit
against the Unit Producing Co., Inc.,
claiming $8,287.50 on a contract for
Carson appeared in
the season.
"Funmakers'' and also "Talk of the
Town," Shubert unit shows under

the management of Barney Bernard.
In the complaint It is alleged Carson's contract Is for a season of
not less than 30 weeks and that
he was not employed after Nov. 25
last.
The salary stated was $425
per week.

11-YEAR-WD.CHILD

CENSORED BY JUDGE
Songs Out and Other Changes
Act of June Hovick

in

Society Stopped Turn
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 31.
troubles that afflicted little
rune Hovick, 11 years old, since her
ict was stopped at the Victoria by
an agent of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children,
were smoothed out in Children's
Court before Judge Dutcher. The
mother, Rose Louise Hovick, of
Seattle, was permitted to retain
custody of *the child and several
changes in the act were ordered.
All of the members of the act were

The

court.

in

Improper

guardianship

was the charge.
The judge reached an understanding with the mother whereby several songs

two children were ascribed
as the prime reason for the reunion.
The "Herald" quoted Mrs. Carroll
as saying, while in her husband's
"Yes,
dressing room at Keith's:
we were reunited in that awful
place, Pittsburgh, but we are spending another honeymoon here in
Carrolls'

beautiful Washington."

'

VAN AND C0RBETT APART

was
It
otherwise changed.
brought out that a tutor at $50 a
week was employed. The act was
allowed to go on.

PETE S0TER0S BANKRUPT
Chicago, Jan. 31.
Teter Soteros, trading as Soteros,
Inc., who operated a restaurant next
door to the Colonial, is bankrupt
and his assets, Including the restaurant, were offered at public auc-

Monday.

Square

Garden

I

The above

picture of

CHARLES ALTHOFF
was taken while pleasure seeking
Between the
in Indiana last July.
horse shoes, the fiddle and creating
fish stories he was kept right busy.
Charley says: "If yer ever down
our way, drop in."
+
Representatives t

WILLIAM MORRIS, England
EOW. 8. KELLER, Amerioa

postponed until Washington's
Ulrthday, according to Joe Sullivan,
husband of Miss Ford. According to
White, the Garden contest Is indefinitely postponed as far as he is concerned. White said he was to have
received $7,500 In cash before he
ctarted
stepping or signed
an
agreement. All he has seen so far,
says the producer, has been newspaper reports and wires. It's the
money color he wants to look at.
says White. In the absence of that,
he Issued his world wide challen
at buck

GAVE TRAMP $15,000 TO

BURN $80,000 THEATRE
Jerry Hines Convicted of Ar-

—Destroyed Orpheum

son

at

Pipestone, Minn.

Minneapolis, Jan. SI.
Jerry Hlnes, manager and owner
of the former Orpheum theatre at
Pipestone, Minn., has been convicted by a jury of arson. He has
not been sentenced.
The _ evidence brought out that
last November Hlnes hired a tramp
to fire the Orpheum, valued at $80,000 and fully insure* He paid the
tramp $15,000 for the job.
State fire marshals discovered
SPIEGEL HEARING ADJOURNED kerosene had been sprinkled over
The hearing on .the Max Spiegel the dressing rooms and holes bored
case before Referee in Bankruptcy in the roof to furnish a draught.
Harold P. Coffin was again ad- Hines is well known among middle
journed from Monday to Feb. t, be- western theatre managers.
cause of the failure of an important
witness to attend. James A. Boylan
HITCHY WILL JOIN
is the witness alleged by the bankrupt theatrical manager's creditors
to have bad business dealings with Going
With Former Unit 8how
Spiegel. Boylan's only known adFsbrusry 13
dress is care of the 23d Ward Bank,
where he could not be reached. He
"Spice of Life," the Al Jones-Moris expected to be present at the
ris Green Shubert vaudeville unit, is
next hearings.
now playing the one nlghters withIn
confined
Meantime, Spiegel Is
out Raymond Hitchcock, reported to
the Stamford, Conn., sanitarium, ad- join the show after it left the unit
judged insane. He failed for over circuit two weeks ago.
$1,000,000.
Hitchcock is in vaudeville at the
Orpheum, San Francisco, this week.
DECREE GRANTED MRS. STILES "Spice of Life" is to be whipped
into
revue shape and renamed
Auburn, Maine, Jan. $1.
Mrs. Eugenia Stiles, wife of Ver- "Hltchy-Koo of 1923" with Hitchcock
as
the
featured member. Hitchcock
operatic
concert
and
Stiles,
non
tenor, was granted a decree of di- will join the Jones -Green attraction
vorce here.
A cross bill by Mr. February 13, at Kalmazoo, Mich.,
Stiles was dismissed on his mo- when it will be retitled and groomed
The court decreed that for the summer In Chicago.
tion.
Dorothy, the singer's 14 -year-old
Shoots Self Accidentally
daughter, should remain in the custody of Prof. George E. RamsdelL
Lynn, Mass., Jan. 31.
Bates College. Each parent may
While loading a revolver at his
visit the child and Stiles r.ust pay home, Al M. Loew, manager of the
$50 monthly for her support.
Dreamland and Capitol here, acciStiles and his wife alleged cruel dentally shot himself through the
and abusive treatment. Stiles is left hand. He was taken to the Lynn
the son of the lat
Judge Edward hospital, where the wound was
H. .Stiles, of Pasadena, Cal., one of dressed. He told the hospital authe most noted jurists of Iowa and thorities the revolver had gone off
Missouri. He will resume his tour accidentally while he was loading it,
of the Keith circuit
after he had finished cleaning it.

and wing.

"If they think
•gone,' here's the

one of

way

remarked White.

The proposed match between
White and Miss Ford Is said to have
been backed by Sullivan, Danny
McKettrlck and Jimmy Johnson, the
latter two men fight promoters. At
the Garden it was said there had
been some slight talk of a ball inclusive of a dancing contest, but no
date had been arranged for it there.
The White-Ford match Is no longer
seriously looked upon. A reason said
to have been advanced by Sullivan
to White for Its postponement was
"the booking office objected."
Following Variety's first report of
the Garden contest, among other
challenges received by Whits was
one by cable from Wallle Pearce In

England.

DAVY'S MENTAL ANGUISH
Given

A
to

.Divorce in Seattle
Muriel Hudson

B.

From

Seattle, Jan. tl.
divorce has been granted here

Dave Jones from Musiel Hudson,

on the grounds of Incompatibility of
temperament and mental anguish.
The custody of a son, two and one
half years old, was given to the
father. The boy had been left with
strangers in England by his mother

when six months old.
No alimony was allowed in the
action. Jones consented the mother
shall havs charge of the child with
permission for him to see him at
will.

Jorfes is a nephew of Sam Bernard. Jones and Hudson havs been
appearing in vaudeville for several

seasons.

Howland and Walsh for Keith*.
Jobyna Howland, late star of "A
Texas Nightingale," and George
Walsh, .the film star, were being
considered in the Keith office 'this
week as potential headliners of the
near future both offered by Marty
Forkins with sketches by Jack LalL
Forkins was reported dickering with
Fay B&inter also.
J ay me St. Clair After

m Divorce
San Francisco, Jan. $1.
Mrs. Jayme Holden, known on

the stage as

Jayme

St. Clair, filed

week against
They were married

suit for divorce last

choked and beat her.

&

money,

la

not newspaper, talk. Anyont who
wants to dance against me af. 1 can
get $10,000 to back him, I'm ready."

peared together for several seasons.
James J. Corbett and Billy B. Van
will each secure another partner,
continuing as acts and also under
the booking direction of Charles
Morrison, their present agent.
while
Shubert
Last summer,
vaudeville unit producers were deluging Van and Corbett with extravagant offers, they signed with
the Keith office for this season at
$i,500 to $1,750 weekly.

In Seattle in 1921.

The

says

actress

her

husband

Subscribe for

RIF7Y
That

U

receive

STOCKHOLDERS MEET

A meeting

my

legs is
to find It out,"

"This

Jack Holden.

H.

between

The Garden affair was to have
been held Tuesday night, but was

The vaudeville combination of
Van and Corbett will* dissolve the
week of March 5. They have ap-

were eliminated and the

act

tion

Washington, Jan. $1.
Last night at Keith's Harry Carwho was then with his wife,
whom he Introduced to a Variety
representative as Mrs. Carroll, refused to confirm the published re
P°r* here of a reconciliation between
them. Carroll's refusal was given
after a consultation with his wife,
following the request. Neither did
he deny the report.
Carroll is appearing this week
wit* ViMienne. Segal as the Keith's
headline. The local "Herald" printed the story of a reconciliation, stating it had occurred in Pittsburgh
last week and that divorce proceedings started by Mrs. Carroll last
The
year had been withdrawn.
roll,

Madison

81.

be
hanging in the air. It is likely to
remain there, according to accounts,
until the annual meeting of Or- likely.
pheum's stockholders, to be held
M
GAITES' UNIT STOPS
Thursday, Feb. 8.
While various rumors have ap- "Gimme
Sohoenecker Bandbox theatre,
a Thrill" Ended Saturday—
7.
peared placing the reported sale of
Cleveland; $32.50 from the Shubert
Didn't Like Repeat Prospect
Garrlck, Chicago; $400 from the $l,00u,000 of Martin Beck's OrShubert-Belasco, Washington, D.
Joe Gaites' "Gimme a Thrill."
pheum holdings in various sections
C, and $100 from Hughy Bernard,
Shubert vaudeville unit, closed
ofttimes Boston, the stock
and
Saturday at the Shubert. Cincinnati,
Among the artists* iiubiiitiet are
western faction a straight vaudeville bill replacing
passed
the
to
listed $8,380.25 due James B. CarBert Walton, (Chicago) and undoubtedly places the unit on the circuit temporarily.
$4,579.60
to
son,
Members received cash and I. O.
$11,050 to Mason and Kee.er. $7,650 that coterie in control.
One of the matters coming before U.'s in lieu of back salaries due.
to Libby and Sparrow, $4,462.50 to
says,
One principal who had $250 coming
Chester Nelson and $3,500 to Will the general meeting, the. story
H. Cohan. Others creditors are: will be the position of Marcus Hei- received an I. O. U. for $150.
According to report, the closing
Eddie Mack, the theatrical clothier, man among Orpheum's' executives
$2,500; Shubert Advanced Vaude- during the* absence of Martin Beck was due to the management's unBeck is at present the willingness to repeat over the Shuville, Inc., $759 (for commissions); abroad.
Davldow & LeMaire, $16C (commis- president of the Orpheum circuit. bert circuit
The principals of "Gimme a
sions)
Nathan Fox, $1,000 loaned; Attention will be given also to the
Mrs. A. Gerber, $1,500 loaned, and Orpheum's bookings in New York Thrill" were Gene Barnes, Oardner
Though Heiman's prominence in Trio, Herbert and Baggott, Sorel
sundry merchandise, prinjjog and
Orpheum's affairs and his standing and Gluck, Tip Top Four, Byron
photographers* bills.
This voluntary bankruptcy may with the western faction of his as- and Langdon and Nanime and De
be a forerunner of the usual pro- sociates, it would not be surprising Fay.
cedure the various defunct unit- were Helman to succeed Beck*.
to

"I'll dance anyone In the world
soft shoe for a side bet of $10,000."
said George White of "Scandals," la

office objected to

London, Jan.

No Developments Looked
at Feb. 8 Meeting of

Nor Money in
Sight—Challenges World

acta

records, also influenced the decision
for the purpose of reaching a 'wider
sphere through vaudeville.

FIRE

Reported Contest

—

playing cabaret dates
caused Paul Specht to leave the
Monte Carlo (cabaret). New York,
Specht is now playing for Keith's.
its

ORPHEUM'S SITUATION

in

at Garden

in

Vaudeville

Unit Producing Co. Operated Two Shubert VaudeBarney Gerard and I. H. Herk
ville Unit Shows
Formed Corporation

ruptcy in the Federal District Court
Saturday over the signature of
Barney Gerard, president of the
corporation. Gerard and I. H. Herk
produced the two units
jointly
which were among the early ones

No Faith

Leaves

Monte Carlo—Orchestra

The Unit Producing Co., Inc.,
which operated two Shubert unlta,
••Funmakers" and "Town Talk,"
filed a voluntary petition in bank-

SIDE BET, SAYS WHITE

the certain

H

way

to

regularly each

week

of the stockholders of

Lincoln-Union Theatres, Inc.,
operating the Lincoln, Cnion Hill,
and the Central. Jersey City, known
Harring & Blumenthal
the
as
houses, has been called for Feb. 3 at
the

11:30

a. m.,

Annual subscription $7
Foreign (inot. Canada)

$8

at the Central Theatre.

Two matters to be brought before
the stockholders for a vote are a
Contract with the Loew Circuit and
a proposal for the increase in the
board of governors.

PLAYING KEITH THEATRE8 EXCLUSIVELY
A musical playlet by HERBERT HALL WIN8LOW; music
ARCHER; lyrics by HARLAND THOMPSON. Special
1

carried.

ADDRESS
1

y

HARRY

production

Variety,

New York

—

—

,

VAUDEVILLE

.

Thursday, February

1,

1923

INDEPENDENT AGENTS

SMALL TIME USING BETTER

CANNOT BE
Impossible for

AND MORE EXPENSIVE ACTS

—

Chicago, Jan.

I

Big time and the cream of the
big small time act's are In demand
In the email time booking offices to
play week stands and regular small
time bookings.
The ordinary small time turn is
now practically unbookable, accordIndependent agents.
ing to the
Bookers who claim that it Is easier
to book a next to closing turn getting fro.. $400 up in the small time
houses than the ordinary $200 turn.
This is attributed by the bookers
to t'ae education of the small time
patron and hi familiarity with good
vaudeville. The combination houses
have been forced to strengthen their
vaudeville bills more and more until the demand for ordinary small
time acts has ceased, except on the
obscure small time.
The large independent circuits are
booking "names" whenever available and playing them for full weeks
in metropolitan houses.
Another factor entering into the
i

situation is the number of acts
available for independent bookings
due to the closings of the Shubert
units and the reluctance of the big
time circuits to play the acts released.

The small time has been gobbling
up these turns and playing them
for full week stands, surrounded by
bills of higher average and larger
cost than ever before

known on

the

small time circuits.

ORPHEUM'S ROUTE CHANGE

—_

Jump from Los Angeles

to

Denver

of the
circuit route of the Salt

Orpheum,

t)enver, plays its bilL
Heretofore the Orpheum, Denver,
started
the week Tuesday and
closed the following Monday.
Beginning last Saturday, Denver
started Saturday and closes Friday.

The Orpheum acts now jump
rect

from Los Angeles

to

di-

Denver.

AMATEUR TOLLIES" IN CHI
Chicago. Jan. 31.
Jones, Linick & Sehaeffer- have
completed plans to play amateur

Lytell

Twins have

>

In

their

in

and

Days

The boycott
office is

"31.

THE WEST PROCLAIMS

A

Hopkinson

Takes

Two More

local

kus

ing.

office.

The
22,

Portlandt,
says:

have proven a

Fall River, Mass., Jan. 31.
Jack Wish, a candy butcher at the
Bijou, was fined $50 in the Second District Court on a charge of
violating the gift enterprise act.
Wish, it was alleged, was selling
boxes of candy that contained a
gjft, the value of which he exaggerated.
\
This candy prize combination is
being worked in vaudeville, as well
as burlesque and legit houses in
many New England theatres. Vaudeville managers, apparently getting a good commission on the aaies,
are permitting the candy butchers to
cry their wares.

bright

"Her voice is marvellous, and her
dancing makes many a modern
artist look like a Pierce-Arrow on
Ford wheels.
"Nearly twenty years ago she appeared here in "45 Minutes from
Broadway," when they sent the
queen of the stage violets and rosebuds.

"LAST NIGHT SHE DELAYED
THE SHOW QUITE A SPELL
'cause folks didn't

want her to run
away. _She has found the fabled
fountain that Ponce de Leon looked
for some years ago.
And she isn't
telling where she found it, but we
all know. It was in her own merry

Keith's Lease for $125,000
Fall River, Mass., Jan. 31.

self!

"CORINNE is one of the Stars of
Yesterday," the greatest headline!'
that has trooped across the Orpheum Circuit since Madame Bernhardt toured the twice-a-day."

Announcement

As End Man

in

was

made

here

that the Keith interests had obtained a five years' lease on the
Empire at a sum reported to be
125,000 a year.
The Fmpire now has a policy^ of
six acts and a feature film, two bills
weekly.

D0CKSTADER HURT
Played Interlocutor, Although

that dance music will be depended
upon for the winter as the chief
This condition has obattraction.
tained since Jan. 1.
Even in Montreal, Quebec and a
few other Canadian points which
have been dependent on talent
booked from the metropolis this
common decision is indicated.
The opinion Is that things may
revive from the spring to summer
period when dancing will diminish
as a craze because of weather conditions and patrons will prefer diversion via floor show entertain -

to

MANAGERS REAP PROM CANDY

Telegram.

stage, is as chirp, today as a cricket
singing his first love song.

Cabaret agents display messages
the cabarets and
restaurants all over the country,
ordering them to discontinue booking acts.
The reason is supplied

of the local Pantages

admitted

Jack Fine is talking about resigning from the association.

and shining star on the American

from many of

Known

Minstrels

Harry. Sent ley Reetored on Floor
Chicago, Jan. 31.
Harry Santley, whose booking
permit with the Chicago Loew office
was taken away on the ground he
always has been on an end in a was not "on the job," has been restored to privileges in that agency
minstrel crescent.
Monday the minstrel fell on the by Sidney Weisman, booking repreice and sustained an Injury of the sentative of Jones, Linick A Schaefer.
spin*, necessitating confinement to
the Middlesex Hospital, New Brunswick.
Harrold in Loew Coast Houses
Next week the amateur blackface
The Loew Circuit has routed
performance was to move to the Orville Harrold to tour the
West
Capitol, Union Hill, for the full coast
Loew picture houses for six
week.
weeks, opening in San Francisco
in June.
The singer w " play two
Casper Zarnes
weeks in several of the houses.
Casper Zarnes, 44, of Evans,
Harrold is the fourth "name"
Zarnes and Dunn, vaudeville, died booked by Jake Lubin
of the Loew
Jan. 29. He leaves a widow. The Circuit for the
coast tour, following
deceased was a member of the N. Bessie Clayton, Dorothy
Jardon, and
V. A.
Ciccolini.
locutor at the State, New Bruna*
wick, N. J., the amateur minstrel
performance held at the house for
the full week. Dockstader hitherto

;

CHICAGO AGENTS' INQUIRY;
DISCLOSURES LOOKED FOR

ment.

'GIVE

Ore.,

"CORINNE. who was a

Cabarets Suspend Booking Entertainment for Time Being

GREEN GETS

find-

BERNHARDT of VAUDEVILLE

Jan.

DANCING ONLY

Bridgeport Quits

fist fight.

fizzle.

CORINNE

the

straight vaudeville bills next week, riers who shall produce evidence
that
at Washington, Pittsburgh, Boston of particular circumstances
would justify their claim.
(Garrick).
playing
circuit
Is
the
three straight programs; Cincinnati,
Washington and St. Louis.

Plaza, Bridgeport, discontinued vaudeville booked by John
musical tab
Bobbins this week.
stock policy was installed Monday.
The Plaza played Shubert units
early in the season and at one time
was the local Poll house.

a

in

impossible to stand as a unit
at this time are badly split

it

up.

Washington, Jan.

empted from the provisions of the
FOUR STRAIGHT BILLS
ruling with the commission reservShubert vaudeville will play four ing the right to exempt any car-

The

31.

recently.

The Independent Agents are
ing

filed

Tom Hopkinson, operating the
vaudeville Valley theatre, Spring Valley, N. Y.,
houses. The Rialto will be the first have taken over t.ie new theatres
to try it, with the date unsettled.
in Nanuet and New City, N. Y.
It is planned to secure a producer Two days of vaudeville a week will
who has been putting on amateur be played in each house booked by
revues in New York to do the stag- Harry Lorraine of the Fally Mar"Follies"

have engaged

Orpheum and Chicago
Lake and
This week

Orpheums has brought
about a change In the period the

Lincoln

The

a stormy session

On one occasion Bill Canham and
Hyman Schallman are reported to

The Interstate Commerce Coma
complaint against the Albany, Sche- mission has sanctione i the order of
sale of a non transferable, ina
nectady, N. Y., picture house Opcoupon
scrip-book
terchangeable
erated by Lou Albert, for salary
denominations of $90,
ticket
in
due for a week's engagement at the
shall be sold at a reduction
which
agreebooking
house on a verbal
of 20 per cent, from the face value
ment.
1-5.
The act was booked into the of the ticket on and after March
The order reads that the scrip
house by a Mrs. Benedict at $160 for
one
good
within
be
shall
coupon
the week and transportation one
of sale on all
way amounting to $11.50, accord- year from the date
passenger trains operated by the
ing to the artists.
In
selling company of the ticket.
At the end of the engagement
the case of special or extra fare
$120 was offered the team and re-'
trains its use will be subject to the
fused. The management refused to
additional payment.
pay the fares one way, as agreed by
The reduction is in the manner
the booking agent.
of an experiment with the railroads
.The girls returned to New York
ordered to keep close records as to
and placed the matter in the hands
the actual results of the action.
of their attorney, Max Finklestein.
Rules and regulations regarding the
To date no adjustment has been sale of the new scrip books will not
made in the* difference in salary.
This
be formulated for 30 days.
decision was made to permit the
railroads to confer on the subject
ANOTHER POP FOE X. C.
at the end of that time. The variKansas City, Jan. II.
ous roads will submit a set of rules
The latest picture theatre to be and regulations acceptable to them.
added to the already long string ef
A total o* 400 roads filed their
residential houses will be built at applications, but few appeared at
Broadway and West port avenue. the hearings. Short lines, electric
It will be arranged to accommodate and switching and terminal carriers
vaudeville.
objected to the books because they
Frank P. McClure- Is the pro- are engaged only in Interstate commoter.
merce with little passenger traffic.
This latter class have been ex-

Two Houses Out
The dropping out

Thirty

—

Twins Refuse Salary Tram
portation Also Unpaid

Lytell

tion held

C. C. Sanctions Reduction

Rules and Regulations

SHORT

PAID

Re-

The Independent Agents Associa-

Wiim

1.

to

main Unit Canham and
Schallman in a Fight

$400 or More in Salary in Larger Demand Than 20% DEDUCTION GIVEN
Ordinary $200 Small Time Turn Audiences BeBOOKS
ON
ing Educated to Better Vaudeville

—

Them

LOYAL'

AND TAKE*

Harry Green, formerly

in vaudebut latterly appearing in legitimate plays In London, sailed for

ville

England Tuesday after a

"Grafting"

Under

Way Back-

Scrutiny—Digs

Agents "Slipping Over"

short visit

AcU on

Other Time

Included in Investigations

here. He secured the English rights
to "Give and Take," Aaron Hoff-

man's new comedy, and will appear
Green has a contract
in It abroad.

made with Max Marcin, who produced the show here, and the author.

Chicago, Jan.

A

thorough
investigation
in connection with

"grafting"

Mosher Leaves Sun

commission,

31.

of
th*1

activities of artists' represpntatives

Chicago, Jan. 31.
R. P. Mosher, who had booked th'*
theatres served from the Springfield,
Ohio, office of Gus Sun for two years
past and who had been connected
with that organization for ten year*,
severed his connection with Gus
Sun Jan. 27.

Golden Gate Cuts Matinee Scale

operating
(agents)
within
and
without tht State-Lake building and
the understandings which may have
been reached between agents working with the State-Lake booking interests and the agents who deal with
Pantages, Loew, etc.. and are known,
locally as "outside agents," Is under
way. Some disclosures which may
mid- west
vaudeville
shock
arc

San Francisco, Jan. 31.
With the reduction in matinee
prices at the Golden Gate, the Junior Orpheum house, the attendance
the first day was increased Over
eight hundred.

promised.
The investigations are said to indicate that agents who hold franchises with the State-Lake booTfin-:
interests have been receiving corn
mission from acts playing the Par:
taj^es circuit, and possibly oth<
YOUNGEST ORGANIST
outside bookings, by a scheme
worked out that when acts we
Marsh McCurdy, until a we
ago organist at Loew's 83d Street no longer sought by State -La k<
house has been moved to tin: key- hookers, they were dismissed bj
He is ju^t the agents with an intimation tini<
board of the Stat*.
turned 17 and is declared the \v;is available at Pantages ofnY"
youngest musician in a Broadway while phone connection was estabtheatre.
The Pantagei
lished immediately.
i

1.

JOE ROBERTS

"WORLDS GREATE8T BANJO VIRTUOSO"

SEASON'S SKXSATIONAL SI KI'KISB SUCCESS
New York, Next Week (Feb. &•

B. F. Keith's Palace,

Direction

JIMMY DUNEDIN

i

In

such cases, has been

divided between the agent originally
handling the act and the outside
against who negotiated the outside
bookings.
The Investigation goes back as far
as when Gus Sun was considered
opposition to the centralized booking forces.
One instance Is cited
of an act receiving $1,500 at Toledo
and Indianapolis, etc., which salary
called for a split of

commission in
which an agent supposed to have

only the interest of the centralized
booking forces at heart profited.
The disclosures in another instance revert to a time when it was
the habit of producers to claim that
acts had changed ownership awd;
management as often as such a

statement was required, to cover up
bookings which might possibly bad
o a "call'* from booking powers,
n that period the ownership of arts
\is juggled about to suit the connience of "grafting" agents and
here was difficulty in establishing
he ownership of an act at any particular date.

Thursday, February

•

VARIETY

1923

1,

CASWELL BROKE

ORPHEUM'S ENGLE WOOD
REPLACING UNIT SHOWS
Starts

in

August

Ten-Year

Lease From E. Thomas
Bealty

I)

Bvk

Coming InU
Later Into

Vaudevills

and

DREW

Million*.

Dan Cywell, the scion of Cleveland millions who recently received
sensational publicity from bis divorce proceedings against Jessie

Week—40

WOODWARD

THEATRE RENTS SOAR

•

IN FIRST

HOUSE

Loew's Local Act Closing This

CRAIG CAMPBELL*

'

•

*

People

ROBERTS DISAPPEARS
Reported

California

in

of

Hazel

•

Donald

Roberts,
husband and
vaudeville partner of Hassn Boyne,
recently
disappeared from their
home In New York and Is reported
in California.
The couple were a
standard double act having played
together
for
two years.
Mine
Boyne is Roberts' fourth wife.
(

CRITIC,

THE WASHINGTON "STAR"

In ad.i tlon to being the dramatic critic of the Washington "Star,"
Philander Johnson has also contributed a chapter of paragraphs, some
and a poem a day for three-hundred and sixty-five days each
year to his publication. He has held the post of critic on the "Star" for
more than a quarter of a century and is known practically to everyone
of the agents of the older school, many of whom long since became
producers and managers In their own right.
Mr. Johnson's photograph is the first of a series of those of dramatic
critics and editors covering the bigger cities of ths country which are

dialogue,

to

appear fresn week te week

in Variety.

MARRIAGES
Constance Parbtr to Herbert de
Bower Jan. 24 at Greenwich. Conn.
Mr.

deBower

is

president

of

the

Institute, New York.
lira. Mary E. lilbbert to Morris
P. Newton of Woods' own, N. J..

Hamilton

January 10.
Mrs. Newton Is the
former wife of Gus Hlbbert (Hibbert ard Warren).
Mr. Newton it
a business man.

song unler
done by me

years and Niobe never appeared in an under-water act unfor 15

The

Ward

Joe

1921,"

ths

title

"Sparkles
of
gi.en the amateur

originally
produced by
Ward as the Harlem Follies at the
Victoria, New York, routed as a
regular act in all of the local Loew
houses, closes this week at th-

girl

act,

Gates,

Brooklyn,

completing

weeks aa a regular
played a full week

two

turn.
The act
at the Metro-

Brooklyn, proceeding the
Gates engagement and was to have
played the State, New York, nex*
week.

The

1915.

til

Fielding*.

OBITUARY
MICHAEL

HOOLEY

J.

Michael J. Hooley, one time dramatic and vaudeville actor, died at

politan,

Died February 2d, 1919
Clone but not forgotten

FRANK HUNTER

was originally produced in to
warrant being played In all of the

it

local

Loew

FRANK HUNTERl

|Mr«.

The amateur turn failed to display sufficient drawing power in
theatres other than the one which
houses.

his homo
The act carrfed 40 people and 10. He in Tacoma, Wash., Jan.
was at one time with
was as costly to operate on this Charles
Mack and Co., in "Irish
account as any name turns being Neighbors"
and of "Hooley and
played
in th

Loew

houses.

Kilton."

He wa. a

REFORMERS ACTIVE
(Continued from page

In Ireland

3)

Lancishire dancer, born
61 years of age.

and was

CLIFFORD

deliberately committed perjury last
year In swea'ring that they did not

CARNEY

L.

Clifford L. Carney, former partner of Bob Albright, died this week
knowingly allow any gambling, lot- at his horns in Pittsburgh.
His- age
teries, games of chance or immoral
was 35. Carney was a graduate of
shows on the fair ground when
everybody else on the grounds knew
IN AFFECTIONATE REMEMBRANCE
they were being

carried on.

The

league threatens. If the Legislature
does not enact the legislation it desires

to

correct

this

situation,

to

of <mr bataaad wtfa. Bothar

Daaptf

to agricultural fairs, adding:
"In
rece'nt years th«»main attraction Is

MANIC

A law somewhat similar In the
main provisions was la fores about

and dauchtar

EMILY SOPHIA KINO
known aa Faart UtcIU
nird January ISM. IMS. Mad M yaara
"Th* J/oni gaaa, tna Lord
(proTaailonalty

oppose appropriating State money

hat takaa awajl"
huaband. children and

mouread Mr

SBjfSSr

KINS. MAISIC KINS. MCS.
DIC KINS aad MRS. MAY LOVELL
Q.

(AuattnUan and En«H»h pa para pUaaa copy)

the

Pittsburgh
Conservatory of
Music and was assigned as leader
ths band at ths Great Lakes
naval training station during the

of

He

war.

survived by his par-

Is

ents.

CHARLES W. BU8H

Charles W. Bush, CI years old, a
former member of Primrose and

West

a Holyoke

minstrels, died in

MEMORIAM

IN

JAMES
He

E.

COOPER

never broke his promiss

LEW KELLY
(Mass.) hospital Jan. 2* after a long
Illness.
At one time he traveled
with Barnum's circus. For a num-

FOND MEMORY OF
James "Bhich" Cooper
IN

Who

Died January

MAY HE REST

29th, 192S.

IN

PEACE

HARRY O'NEAL
her of years he had conducted
hotel in Worcester, Mass.

a

COLLETTE BATISTE
Collstte Batiste, age SI, former
prima donna with the "Bon Ton"
and "The Laughing Fool" on the

IN IX>VINO MEMOHY
oar Brothor and Pal

of

PHILIP

KAUFMAN

who pa —ad awar Janaary

IRVING and JACK
Mutual Wheel
Angeles Jan.

14th. lilt

KAUFMAN

Los
She had gone to

this year died in
20.

the coast two months ago to recuperate from a recent Ulnese.

John S. Tarkington, father of
but was repealed.
The Steinberg measure will not be Booth Tarkington, the author, d'<a Va- Jan. SO at his home In Indianapolis.
The deceased was In his 90th year

II years ago,

Introduced, the author told
riety representative.

BENFY DAVIS "SHOWING"
Benny Davis, the song writer, will
play a one week engagement at
the Palace, Chicago, next week. The
booking win be the nature of a
"showing"

PHILANDER JOHNSON

27 years.
for singing a
that has been

As
water,

authorities.

— Husband

Boyne

25.

Editor Variety:
In answer to a letter in last
week's Variety relative to my infringing on Niobe, if it is any news
to her, let It be known that Th^
Fleldlngs are not a new act, but

showing for

and

Move

Costly to

the midway and not farming."
The league would have the State
Legislature enact a law so as to
hold agricultural fair managers, officers and directors personally responsible for allowing gambling,
lotteries,
swindling
or
Immoral
women shows "for men only" on
their fair grounds.
Another proposal of the league is
the repeal of the Sunday movie law.
The reformers also will launch an
attack on the Sunday baseball law..
The Sunday baseball bill, according
to the views of the reformers, was
passed during the reconstruction
period when war hysteria still
gripped the country.
Other reforms to be urged by the
civic league include:
Licensing of public dance halls,
licensing of soft drink places, an
ouster law, which would permit ten
or more persons to start proceedings to remove officials who refuse
to enforce ths law, giving communities ths power to adopt local prohibition
enforcement
ordinances,
prohibiting newspapers from publishing odds on races and prohibiting the transmission of betting odds
from race tracks.
"Sully," the Times Square barber, will have to adjust his glasses
and give, the following Item the
double "O":
Under the terms of a bill Introduced in the Senate by Senator
Robert C. Laeey, Democrat, of Buffalo, barbers have to pay a license
fee of $1 te the State, and submit
pictures was made.
The amount of money required in te State supervision of their trade
carry ea their business in this
the guarantee bookings is consid- te
Stats.
erable.
It is said one attraction in
measure seeks to insert a
The
for six weeks put up $$6,006.
Another in for a 10 -week period de- new article ha ths public health
law,
"Berbering," and proentitled:
posited $24,000, of which $4,000 was
counted as the guarantee for the vides for ths appointment by the
Governor
board of three exef
a
final week.
Under such arrangements it la impossible for the house aminers te carry out the purposes
to lose and Is said to hare been a of the proposed law.
The board would have authority
life saver to several theatre managers who had not connected with to adopt rules and regulations prohibiting
the sanitary requirements
their own production successes.
of all harboring establishments subject to the approval of local health

DRAMATIC

ARTIST? FOBUM
New York Ciiy, Jan.

^AMATEURFOLLIES'ONLY

Reed, of the "Follies," is to enter
vaudeville via the Keith Circuit
Caswell will play the piano in a
Chicago, Jan. 11.
three-act now being readied by
The Orpheum Circuit has closed Ralph
Far num. the Keith agent.
for a 10 -year lease on the EngleJune Castle ton, another former
wood, througrh B. Thomas Beatty.
"Follies" girl and another man will
boen
The
house
has
owner.
its
be in the singing and dancing turn.
playing burlesque for about Ave
Miss Castleton has stuck to Casyears, but currently Shubert vauwell through his troubles and is
deville has been appearing; there.
the heroine of his recently syndiAn advance money stipulation is cated experiences. Caswell is 26
The
Included in the transaction.
years old and broke. He squandered
policy which the house will run
a quarter of a million but will inunder has not been definitely de- herit millions when reaching 32.
cided although it is understood
Sam Kahl will handle the boohing.
"THE DISTINGUISHED
AMERICAN TENOR"
The scheduled opening is for earl^.
NOT DEFENDING
August.
Assisted by HECTOR MacCARTHY
Fred Warrington (professionally,
Playing B. F. Keith Vaudeville
Fred Woodward of Woodward and
MUTUALS' IN AND OUT
Keith's Orpheum. Brooklyn, This
Mnrcy, vaudeville) is not defending
Week (Jan. 26)
The Grand opera house, Bethle- the divorce action of Ethel Warhem. Pa., passed out of the Mutual rington, who names Edith Marcy,
whee! route almost before It went the defendant's partner.
cepted the guaranteeing of the
in.
The Mutual played but three
Mrs. Warrington asks $26 ali- Miller.
days at the Pennsylvania stand.
mony.
W. A. Brady's "The World We
Live In," which recently moved to
the 44th St., appears to have been
caught in the guarantee pincers and
will end its run Saturday, whsreas
it might have remained longer unBoston.
booking
The
oiler here til preparation for out-of-town pres(Continued from page
first was for the 44th Street at the entation could have been completed.
attraction*,
called for on musical
latter sum.
Tentative propositions "Sun Showers" was offered the 44th
that attains for most of the dramas even for the
Boston opera house now, St. or the Astor under a guarantee.
now guaranteeing, while the musi- call for guarantees, if time is to be W.ien the latter house was chosen
are asked to pay as hi^h hs arranged for ahead. The reason is and it was certain the Brady piece
cs
$6,000 weekly. That sum applies to that tho Hub opera house has been would have to move, the Shuberts
"Lady Butterfly," Morocco's produc- successful in Its attractions this sea- arranged for the transfer of "Sally,
tion at the Globe.
son.
In contrast, future booking Irene and Mary" out 'of the Casino
Conditions added to the guaran- proposals that might attain for the to the 44th St., where it will arrive
tees in several instances malic it Century, New York, would be along Monday and where the capacity will
even harder for the producers. In regular sharing lines, as .it is a permit liberal cut-rating. The Cathe case of "Butterfly," its time was problei.t to rightly book the house. sino will get Hammerateln's "Wlldlimited to six weeks, the show be- "Zeno," a hit in Chicago, took the flower," opening Wednesday.
The
ing in the position of having to find Croat Northern there on a g" /an- house was selected, as first choice
another house after March 5.
tes basis, and its success is a sur- after two other houses had been
What appears the most stringent prise to the house management.
offered (Astor and 44th St.).
guarantee of the dosen is "Extra,"
"Listening In" has guaranteed the
The guarantee idea has been deman/
of
new
production
try
first
a
"Passions
veloped to the final degree in that' Bijou since it opened.
agers who brought It into the Long- new attractions are being asked to for Men" is guaranteeing the Belacre last week. The house accepted guarantee for break -in dates. That mont, which was a hasty berth afIt as a stop-gap between tho closing
partially is b 'cause of complaint by ter the Molnar show waa notified to
of Ethel Barry more in "Romeo and local
rid
its booking at the National,
managers.
Tet attractio s
Juliet" and her reappearance in' asking for time in New Haven and which If also guaranteed. The lat•The Laughing Lady." The maxi- other New England points are get- ter house is still being guaranteed,
i im number of weeks given "Exting proposals from booking heads it having "Will Shakespeare" under
tra" at the Longacre Is three, the for a guarantee the house share shall the same kind of arrangement, and
new Barrymore piece being due Feb. not be less than $500 nightly, wheth- the price is quoted at over $4,000
12, the only possible extension beweekly.
er for one, two or three nights.
ing in the chance the "Lady" play
Another of next week's Incoming
One of the oddities to the preswill not be ready by then. "Extra's"
will guarantee, It being
attractions
sponsors were required to guaran- ent Broadway situation as to guar"Hail
and Farewell," the new
tee $12,006 for the three weeks, or antees is that of the Selwyns, who.
Florence
Reed
show, which succeeds
The play did not with three houses on Forty-second
$4,000 weekly.
"Mike Angelo" at the Morose©.
gross as muck as the guarantee its street, were forced to guarantee the
There are several current attracNeither did "The Hum- Henry Miller $4,000 for Jane Cowl's
first week.
ming Bird," aoroaa the street at the "Juliet.". The attraction opened to tions which started under guarantee
Rita, which also le being guaranteed bright promise after doing little on bookings, but which are successes
the road.
"The Fool" being a fix- and which may now be to sharing
$4,000 weekly.
.
Not only are attractions Insistent ture in the Times Square and "Jo- terms. If not, the advantage to the
en Broadway bertha being forced to hannes Kreisler" newly opened in theatres is the more evident. Some
Suarantee, especially where the pro- the Apallo, there was only the Sel- attractions in accepting the guarucers ara saw to the field, but wyn which is under a 20 weeks' antee conditions take into considbookings for out of town are being guarantee from Teleview, a new eration the possible value ef such
The managers of plays for pictures. It Is aseumed
Slo re -tailed with guarantee condi- picture process.
tions. "Sub Showers," which comes the latter arranged for "Dagmar" that once a play reaches Broadway
toto the Aster next week under a to come in on terms. The Selwyns, It has a certain value for film usage,
$6,006 weekly guarantee, was asked then faced with the problem of a granted the plot is adaptable. That
to pay $4,666 weekly for the Shubert, house for "Romeo and Juliet," ac- explains why some apparently weak
attractions continue oa at apparent
One of the recent
losing business.
cases in point is "Extra,** for which
it is claimed an offer of $11,000 for
I

i

to establish a salary for

the act for future booking.
Da -Is cannot accept a route at
this time but wishes to show his
act to ths big time bookers to enable him to play vaudeville whenever he Is ready.
Davis was formerly a member of
the Blossom Seeley act, coming to
New York from Chicago as a member e' that aggregation.
His New

in !.ovino snOfortT

JOSEPH KAUFMAN
who

paaaad

awar February

1st,

1111

ETHEL CLAYTON KAUFMAN

jl

and had been ill but a short time.
He was a lawyer by profession and
hsd practiced In Indianapolis for a

number

of years

The mother, aged 81, of Charles
O. Ricjrrrofmwly Rice ei*d**^2eeV
York activities have been mostly died .Ternary II at h*r home In
•s a song writer of unusual success Buffalo. N. Y.
>
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BURLESQUE

"

JAMES

COLUMBIA WHEEL PRODUCERS

James

AFTER NEW YORK "SUNDAYS"

COOPER

E.

E. Cooper, widely

known

burlesque manager and operator
of three Colombia wheel shows,
died Jan. $9.
Mr. Cooper, familiarly known

by his

—

Week's Grosses May Petition
Columbia Officers Sunday Business of Shubert
Unit Shows Cited

Would

Increase

—

nickname of "Blutch,"
was taken HI ten days ago with
cold.
The illness appeared

Co. to play vaudeville made up
of the incoming burlesque show on
Sundays in and around New York,

I.

H.

HERK SUING PEARL

FOR CONTRACT BREACH

ment

slight

Columbia houses playing vaubooked by outside insome of the houses
under rental arrangements for Sundays and others, like Hurtig & Sea-

in the

1

Trial

deville acts
terests, with

mon's, operated by burlesque people.
The buriesque producers point to
the business on Sundays by the
Shubert vaudeville unit shows at
the Central, Harlem opera house,
New York, and Crescent, Brooklyn,
as an important means of increasing the weekly grosses of the
Columbia shows.
Anything that will boost the
Columbia grosses this season is of
vital interest to the Colurdbia producers, inasmuch as but seven producers operating Columbia shows
have made their production costs to
date. The rest of tho 31 Columbia
producers, according to report, are
still on "the nut" for the production investment.
Regarding possible interference by
the authorities in the matter of the
Columbia houses giving Sunday
vaudeville made up of burlesque
acts, the burlesque producers say
the non-interference of the authorities refer to the present Sunday

—Comedian Now

at

Winter Garden
Jack Pearl (Bard and Pearl) of
the current Winter Garden show
must be examined before trial in
the suit I. H. Herk began against
him in 1921 for alleged violation of
a five-year contract from 1918.
Justice Giegerich nas decided Pearl
must stand examination and denied
his motion to vacate the order The
day of examination will be set later.
Co-defendants with Pearl ar the
Shubert Theatrical Co., Shubert
Advanced Vaudeville, Inc., Winter
Garden Co., Lee Shubert and J. J.
Shubert, who are alleged to have
employed Pearl despite the German
•

comedian's prior contractual agreement with Herk.

The surprise of the suit is that
Herk is seriously pressing it despite
his affiliations with the Shu* erts in
their vaudeville venture.
Pearl worked for Herk last season in the burlesque production*
"Cuddle Up," starting on his contract in 1918 at $60 a week for 35

shows.

weeks' guarantee and graduating
The Columbia, New York, plays up to a maximum of $125 weekly.
on Sundays booked by
Answering to the injunction and
the Keith office. The Casino and damage suit Pearl, who is being deEmpire, Brooklyn, also pMy Sunday fended
William
by
Klein
and

vaudeville

vaudeville concerts.
These houses Charles H. Tuttle, the Shuberts'
have independent bookings.
The counsel, denies all allegations and
Hurtig & Seamon two. H. & S., and alleges in a separate defense that
the Yorkvil'.e play Keith vaudeville in July, 1921, Herk offered to reSundays.
lease him for a consideration of
.-.

GROSSES ON .PENN
The

Kialto, Elyria, O.,
the Penn circuit of

WEEKL
was added

to
one- night
stands played by the Mutual burlesque shows this v eek, playing the
shows on Saturday.
The "Monte Carlo Girls," the
second Mutual shew to play the
Penn circuit last week, secured

$13,000, which, Pearl states, is a
definite measure of the value of
his services.
Charles L. Huffman and Henry

Friedman, who are acting for
the American Burlesque
Association
in
connection
with
their bankruptcy, were substituted
as counsel for the plaintiff instead
of J eon Laskl. Laskl is the Co
lumbia Amusement Co.'s attorney.

A.

Herk and

'

Allentown Monday for
two performances; $S90 In Easton
for two Tuesday; $610 for one perCOLUMBIA'S
HOUSES
formance Wednesday in Hagerstown; $940 for two in Cumberland Reported Angling for New
Detroit
Thursday and $1,622 in Altoona for
and Cleveland Sites
two Friday. The show was unable
to play Saturday, as the bookings
The Columbia Amusement Co.,
for Elyria had not been completed
according to .report,
will
fiave
houses in Detroit and. Cleveland
MONEY FOR TRANSPORTATION next season, other than those now
In Detroit the Columbia
Instructions wen
out from the played.
last week to the house managers plays the Gayety, and in Cleveland
Columbia Amusement Co. oflicej the Colonial, the latter a legit
on the circuit to collect $100 weekly house for a number of years before
from each show playing a given playing burlesque.
Business this season in both of
house on the wheel until $500 has
the stands mentioned has been a
been collected.
lower than the size and importbit
The money deducted is to defray
the share of each producer in the ance of the two towns called for,
transportation pool to bring the according to burlesque insiders the
shows back from their closing location Qf both houses being the
points at the end of the season. principal reason for the falling beThe same arrangement prevailed at low the standard of business expected.
the beginning of the season.
In both instances i: appears likely the Columbia will secure a house
MANHEIM OFFICE IN N. Y.
The Manheim interests of Cleve- now standing and devoted to some
land, operating several Mutual wheel other policy than burlesque, rather
than bullc\
shows and houses, in addition
$1,215

in

NEW

'

to
picture houses in the middle West,
will
establish New York head-

MRS.

TOM HENRY BETTER

quarters February 1, with Jake LlbWord received at the Columbia
erman in charge as the concern's Amusement Co. offices -In New
New York general representative.
York Tuesday from Boston said
The Manheim people will retain Mrs. Mary Henry, wife of Tom
the Cleveland offices as the main Henry, had passed the crisis of the
headquarters.
attack of pneumonia 'from which
she had been suffering for the last
SCRIBNER PALM BEACHING
two weeks.
Mrs. Henry la the
Sam Scribner is vacationing in manager of tho Gayety, Boston,
Palm Beach, having left for the the only woman managing a CoSouthern winter resort Saturday.
lumbia wheel house on the Circuit.
Scribner will remain away about
Tom Henry, connected with the
six weeks*
New York Columbia executive
sffcff, will deputize as manager of
Harry Diehl's Wife Dies
the Gayety, Boston, until his wife
Kansas City, Jan. 31.
recovers.
'•

:

Harry

Dlehl,

manager

of

to him.

home

After remaining

days
ho decided during the. middle of
the week to take a trip to his

at

for three or four

Columbia theatre
building to attend to a business
The day was stormy.
matter.
in

the

returnfhg

Cooper,

home

that

evening, had to take to his bed

Friday pneumonia leveldoing well Saturday, hut Sunday took a turn for
the worse, the end comin:; at 5
o'clock Monday morning.
The deceased waj 49 years old
and was born on the east side of

again.

Order for Examination .Before

Wat-

•on's "Beef Trust," received news
of the death of his wife upon "his C0STELL0-KINDLER
St. Louis, Jan. 31.
arrival here. Mrs. Dlehl was visitMuriel Costello and Dave Kinding a sister in Atlantic City at the
time. On account of circumstances ler of the "Bon-Ton Girls." at the
over whlrh he had no control Mr Gayety last week, were married by
Dlehl was not able to return to At- the Rev. E. J. Manning, pastor of
lantic City in time for the funeral, (the Second Unitarian Church.

WEDDING

.

.......... .......-.........«....._.

oped.

He was

New

York. He entered the
business at 1C, starting in
voluntary entertainer or
around the New
ker"
beach resorts, developing

show
as a
'•bus-

York

gradually into a comedian and dancer
with regular engagements at the

Coney Island and North Beach
concert halls. He did a "blackface single" at that time. Among
his first partners was a comedian named Farrell. the act
being extended* later to take in

Harry Stewart and

Tom Hav-

the four doing one of the
popular comedy four turns of
the day (about 1890). A double

erly,

turn with Harry Stewart as the
other half of the team was Mr.
Cooper's next theatrical venture,
partnership enduring for
the
some ten years or more.
was while playing with
It
Fred Ryder's "Moulin Rouge't
burlesquers in Indianapolis Mr.
Cooper married Lucia Cooper,

She was of the same
aitd forming with her
sister Etta the Cooper Sisters.

his widow.

company

While the name was the same,
the Coopers were not related.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper celebrated
their 25th wedding anniversary
OctoTaer.
Etta Cooper is
last

Sam
Among

Mrs.

Scribner.
the burlesque

shows

Cooper and Stewart appeared
with were the "American Gayety
Girls."
Harry Houdini's Burlesquers and for a season the
team operated their own show,
Cooper

and

Stewart's

"City

Swells."

Mr. Cooper and Max Reynolds
formed a team for burlesque
about 1905, appearing a season
with Woodhull's "High Rollers."
Blutch and Lucia Cooper then
appeared as an act with Drew &
Campbell's show during 1908.
The purchase of a one-third
interest in the "Jersey Llllles,"
with Wm. S. (Biff) Clark and
Wm. Baker of Newark, N. J.,
aa
the
other
two partners,
started Mr. Cooper as a Columbia burlesque wheel producer in
1909. A year or so later Baker
withdrew and about seven years
ago Clark sold out his interest
the latter having
to Cooper,
operated
the
"Jersey Llllles"
franchise under several titles
since, the last few seasons as
"Folly Town."
In addition to his own show
Mr. Cooper also had produced
from" two to four other shows
for Columbia executives during
the last eight or ten years.
The current season he operated besides "Folly Town," the

"Big
Jamboree"
and
"Keep
Smiling" for Sam Scribnet, his
brother-in-law. Mr. Cooper also
operated shows for the Theatrical Operating Co. for several
Scribner, J. Heryears, Mr.
bert

Mack,

John

J.

Jermon

and

other
Columbia execubeing represented in
Mr.
the Operating Co. shows.
Cooper was a member of the Elks
and Masons. He was president
of the Burlesque Club of America
at the time of his death.
Besides his widow, a daughter.
Henrietta Cooper, 19, survives.
Miss Cooper is » Wellesley college graduate. Mr. Cooper also
leaves a brother, Jack Cooper*
tives

well

known

In

athletic

circles,

and two other brothers, Sam and
Dave Cooper. Rabbinical services
were held at Campbell's Funeral Parlors yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon, the remains later
being taken to the Masonic
Temple, whrro tho Masonic rites
were conducted.
Personally Coope.- was popular
with those who did business
with and knew him.

....
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(Columbia Burlesque)
Prima Doima

...Rose Bentley
Character. ...*••.•••.....,.... .Sadie Hunks
Ingenue. •>.•••••••••••••••,... .Leona Karl*
Soubret. ••••••••••••• ^..«. . . .Laura Iluatou
Juvenile
..."Walter St. eial•

LAST WEEK WERE OFF

Strelght. .•••••••.••••...

Gerard's

1933

STEP LIVELY GIRLS

COLUMBIA GROSSES

Harry

Comedian

Show Led and Broke

i

Comedian.

Newark's Record with
$1 2,240

}< ...

Geo.

Hill

Douglas

Murphy

I*.

George Jaffe of Pittsburgh is the
producer of "Step Lively Girls,"
undoubtedly one of the worst burlesque shows at the Columbia, New

a

office

There has been considerable talk
recently among Columbia wheel
producers of appointing a committee
from their number to present a
petition to the Columbia Amuse-

_
—

» -

'

York, in years. The show early In
the season feat urea Sam Sidman
in the role now handled by Geo. P.

The top business of the Columbia circuit last week was done by
"Follies of the Day" at
Miner's, Newark, N. J., where the
show broke all existing house records with a gross of $12,240. Miner's
plays 14 shows on the week, with
Sunday making the extra two
shows. The "Follies" gave 15 perGerard's

Murphy.
It

was ordered censored, several

changes being made

among them

in

the

cast,

Murphy and Harry

the veteran straight man.
If
the present version is tho best the

Hill,

could do, it would have
been better for the entire circuit
to allow it to die a natural death,
which it has been trying to do alb
season, according to reports. Her*
is the answer to low burlesque re99 cents.
Saturday and Sunday ceipts. This attraction follows five
good shows into the Columbia. It
the prices are $l.i0 top.
The Columbia, New York, held will take five more good ones to
up well last week with "Let's Go," square this one with the regular
doctors

formances, an extra matinee Saturday after the regular show at 5
The top price for week days
p. m.
(matinees) was 55 cents and at night

patrons.

getting slightly under $9,000.
The worst spot on the wheel was
Worcester,
Mass.,
with
$2,900,

The fault lies with the cast and
the producer.
The first act is
dreary, lacking in comedy, full oj
numbers that die standing up, led
by people who don't begin to get
them across. The second act is
saved from utter banality by dragging in one of tho oldest "table"
This portion
bits in
burlesque.
stuck out like a crutch because of
the drivel and unfunny junk that

"Knick Knacks."
"Step Lively Girls" at the Casino,
Boston,
did
"Broadway
$6,300;
Brevities" at the Orpheum, Paterson, N. J., $4,000/ and "Chuckles"
at the Colonial, Clevelard, $6,000.
The Dave Marion show at the Majestic, Jersey City, played to ap-

proximately $5,300.
Mollie Williams' show at
& Seamon's got $5,800;
World," Empire, Brooklyn,
"Hello Good Times." Casino,

A doctor shop bit
it.
that followed also got laughs, al-

had preceded

Hurt!j though familiar.

The

"Mimic

dialog

wouldn't

entertain

a

moron. It is full of Innuendo, double entendre and allusive efforts to
Brook- alibi the utter dullness of the prolyn, >6,000; "American Girls," Min- ceedings. The show cheats on proer's, Bronx, $5,800.
duction, using a cyclorama for the
The Yorkville, New York, with entire first act.
It has the same set of costumes
"Folly Town," and the house in
the second
third
its
week as a Columbia in two chorus numbers,
appearance being* slightly disguised
stand, did $4,900. This is considered
by strings of imitation? pearls that
fair business for the Yorkevllle, looked tawdry and were not unibut it will have to go stronger than form.
Dirty white shoes in on©
it has to make it profitable for all
number looked almost black alongof the shows, especially those hav- side of the one or two clean pairs
on other girls. Barring the prining the heavier overheads.
Business in general on the Co- cipals, there wasn't a pair of silk
•
the wardrobe.
lumbia wheel last week was a little stockings in
Of the woman principal Leona
off as compared with the preced- Earle took whatever honors there
ing week.
were on appearance and ability.
She danced gracefully, looked well,
helped in a dandy specialty with
3-A-DAY IN BURLESQUE
Geo. Douglas, in which the pair
rough-housed each other all over
Gerard Gives Extra Show Saturday the stage, and was the most youthRose
ful looker of the women.
for Second Time
Bentley. a prima of amazonian proa character
Barney Gerard's "Follies of the portions; Sadie Banks,
woman, and Laura Huston, a plump
Day" gave an extra matinee at the soubret, completed a weak cast of
Empire,
Newark, last ^Saturday females.
afternoon.
The extra show took
Murphy and Douglas did all they
$5,600;

I

place at 5 p. m., following the Saturday matinee. This Is the second
time this season the "Follies" has
given an extra matinee, the other
having been given at the Gayety,
Boston, three weeks ago. *
The idea is new for burlesque, or
all show business for that matter.
The Billy Watson Beeftrust show
did an extra performance on Saturday following the regular matinee also last week at the Gayety,
St. Louis.

with the material- available,
by Hill, a capable straight
with a burlesque reputation. Many
of the^ scenes flattened out, the
principals leaving the stage in dead
could

aide*d

silence. The same fate wae
to several of the numbers.

who
forte

is
is

handed

an eccentric comedian
His
consistently a "hick."
dancing, at which he Is a

Douglas

is

top-notcher.

Murphy stuck

to

his*

"Dutch" role and got results in tho
two scenes mentioned above and in
a monolog inserted in the first act.
To maJte matters worse at one
stage a chorus girl was dragged
out for a serious attempt to sing
MILLER, J. & J.'S MANAGER "Yankee Doodle Blues." Her raucous
Ira Miller, company manager for delivery almost aroused the gallery.
Crossfire passages between the
a number of Columbia wheel shows
of
consisting
principals
various
in the past and last with the Max
time-worn .and frayed unfunny maof
the
interests
as
manager
Spiegel
terial slowed up the entertainment
Shubert unit "Plenty of Pep," has between numbers in both acts. A
been appointed general manager of "singing lesson" duolog between
the Jacobs & Jermon enterprises Murphy and Douglas in one scene
with supervision over the firm's at- can go out tonight, as can most
tractions..

Miller succeeds to the post formerly held by Al Singer. Singer retired to become an executive of the
Mutual Burlesque Association.

WRESTLING NOW ALLOWED
"Wrestling, banned by the Columbia circuit as an extra attrafctiorf
in
its
burlesque houses several
years ago, is back again on the
wheel.
Grappling bouts are now
a regular weekly feature at
the Star and Garter, Chicago.
Country stor» nights, amateurs
and similar business boosters are
being used regularly at the Gayety,
St. Louis, the extras pulling up the
business as a rule.

NEW

ACTS

any other portion of the book.
A "dream" sketch, dramatic and
well played by Sadie Banks, doesn't
belong In the show, which is gulping and gasping for pep and punch.
Such bon mote as, "Your mother
was born in China, your father in
Germany and you in Canada; isn't
it funny how you all got together?"

\

are the pattern for all of the talk.
One of the comedy high lights
was a scene between Douglas and
Miss Earle in which he slaps her
on the hand, then kis.'^s it to make
The next slap Is on the
it well.
arm, which is also cured in the
same manner. The third slap is on
an intimate portion of the anatomy,
with the couple exiting amidst
breathless expectancy.
Last season Jaffe was associated
with Arthur Pearson, who left the

Columbia Wheel

to

produce a Shu-

bert vaudeville unit. It's a safe bet
that the present. aggregation would

never have passed with«Pearson at
Holly- the helm. Just such a producer Is
wood." Single supposedly acquaint- needed, for the "Step Lively dirle"
of
ed with picture conditions in Holly- are stepping lively toward one
tho season's lowest gross records
wood and will answer questions and
they deserve it. it's a turkey.
asked by the audience.
fo».
Pepito, the Spanish clown, is preparing a comedy automobile act for
Marion Show's Gross
vaudeville.
He has made several
Though reported Dave ."Marion's
appearances in this country as an Show did $8,500 at rh» Columbia*
outdoor attraction.
New York, several w< !iS a~o, the
Milt Britton (Brit. on and Jazz Marlon show
did Jio.oiso that week.
Band) and Eddie Cook, two-act.
Nola St. Clair In Seven-people
=5s

"The Masked Man from

revue.

Revival of "The Nig'ubo.it." with
Hazel llKkey, Danny >\ Carthy.
Allen Lee and Jack Till.

-
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OUTDOOR AMUSEMENW'

1923

N

'

NEW IDEAS IN PARK MANAGEMENT
PROMISED FOR NEXT SEASON

PROMOTERS TESTING

Pay-as-You-Leave System to Prevail for Rides
Ticket Takers Thus Eliminated Luna Park
Undergoing Changes 'Seating Capacity Trebled
New

ideas

in

Many

—

is

ON FAIRS OF

EFFECT

developed by a number of modern
outdoor showmen are promised innovations for tbe coming season.
Terhaps one of the most interesting features

Points

Although

THE LAST ELECTION

the changed syst?m

New

Bring

Shifts

Political

of collecting admissions to the various rides, patrons being required
to pay-as-they-leave instead of the
old method of purchasing tickets
from the cashier. The new system

—Pleasure

Off

last

summer was a
summer parks
on.

a number

of

other places

OLD TIKE FOSTERS

which have been under examination are Pleasure Bay, N. J.; Mr.
Washington, below the old B. A O.
station, Washington; concert and
opera propositions for several disused Sjt. Louis places and Point
Breeze, opposite Hog Island and

WERE
Chicago

navy yard, Philadelphia.
T*he Pleasure Bay scheme probably would go through this reason.
The trolley company, which was

near

Managements and New
Line-up tyssible

the

Oddly, the political upset of last

November, when a number of former
Republican states went Democratic,
is having a distinct effect on state
and county fair bookings;
The change of administration in
such states as Ohio and New York,
where many counties and the states
themselves reversed their political
brought many changes in

affiliation,

the personnel of state and county
fair staffs, whose officials are often
appointive.
For the most part the new regimes
are timid about tampering with old
customs and the booking contracts
are going to the old agents, but the
situation has encouraged rival bidding of the briskest sort.

ing In line and purchasing tickets.

as exhibited in a collection preRed served by the Chicago Historical
from
a summer seashore holiday crowd Society apd displayed for those who
circus literature
of more than half a million. The love to revel in the
past indicate that the
line countered with the argument of times long
billing matter of
of
circus
writers
that vacationists with real money
today are overcome with modesty to
to spend traveled by motor and not
such an extent that their promises
trolleys, and besides, the best class
electric line which runs from
Bank to Point Pleasant draws

of

summer people belonged

bungalow

The seating capacity will
b. 1,600 or about three times the
former size. The seats cost a dime,
that beiing the gravy of he free
shows'.

The

combination
tickets will be continued at Luna.
It Is stated that such tickets are a

system

life-saver for
sions,

whoso

of

most

of the>yConces-

total takings

count up

half cash at the gate and half admissions on the combinations. The
tickets give the patron about $1.15
attraction admissions for 75
in
There Is a cheaper combicents.
nation ticket also sold with the

numbt'r of amusements limited.

WINTER SHOW CLOSES

PARKS PROFIT

IN

Otto Asbach, general mr.nagtr of

Columbia Park, Union Hill, N. J.,
sailed Saturday with his family for
Bermuda for a vacation up to the
middle of March.
Columbia, which has jumped to
a leading place In the park field,
is one of the few showing a profit
on winter operations.
Besides
semi- weekly
dances
which attract as many as 3,000 people from the thickly settled section

North Jersey, the big allroom
has been hooked up in a sectional
basketball league and weekly games
are played to good attendance. The
roller skating rink also remains in
of

'

Hagenbeck-Wallace winter operation.
circus, on
tour since November,
came to an unexpected end at
PENN. FAIR MEN MEET
Rochester last week and returned
The annual convention of the
the Ballard- Muggi van winter Western Pennsylvania
to
fair secre-

The

from
Sandy
Hook south and they had their own

Quarters at Peru, Ind.
taries was held in Pittsburgh yesThe organization was to have re- terday and will close tonight
out 16 weeks, of which live (Thursday) (Jan. 31-Feb.
1). Headare unplayed. The explanation of quarters
are established at the
the promoters is that it was found
Seventh Avenue hotel. The meetIrnposoible to work out a satisfacing will end in a banquet tonight
tory route owing to the lack of
which Wirth-Blumenfeld will
at
public buildings of sufficient size
furnish a specialty show.

mained

to

accommodate

the

outfit..

They

was profitable.
Aniong showmen the impression

declare business

prevails the winter circus is injured by similar events arrange!
by fraternal societies for revenue.
At BUch events the custom is to run
profitable
concessions which the

The Maryland

fair

men had

their

yearly
get-together
in
meeting
Salsbury* Md., Tuesday of ih!<
week.

DETROIT'S BIG CIRCUS

'

&

EXPLOITED

mighty mastodons."

City, Jan. 31.

The promoters of Fairyland, the
new amusement park to be built
are

using full page spreads
In the -dally papers exploiting the
merits of their proposition and a
stock selling campaign is on In full
here,

blast.

The

are Herman Rltterhoff. general superintendent of the
Kansas City Telephone Company,
president;
Melville
H.
Hudson,
president of the Kansas City Billposting Company, chairman of the
board of directors; Frank H. Cromofficers*

mayor of Kansas City, vice
and E. B. Harrington,
president of the Jackson County
Hark, secretary and treasurer. Hani
lien jam in, who for several years has
president,

managed Fairmount Park

here,

is

1

trolt

Dognon Signed
George II. Degnon, former advance man for "Buffalo Bill' and
"loi Ranch." leaves this work in
advanre of the n w
Raymond
Hit' h ock show due to open Fob.
1& ;»t Kalamazoo.
Tho show will
plaj road dates and probab y go
into Chicago for a Summer run.

«•

armoi

y.

The circus
and continue
February 2.

open Sunday ni;:h:
for two weeks, closing

ui'.l

general manager.

FA mr
SHAm

x>

p
F C^»T ±011
T?AP RPAlTATJr
KLbOtti
brOK-ANi^

Spokane, Jan. 31.
of an amusement
company at Coeur d'Alene City, Just
across the Idaho line from Spokane,
to build a pier, beach resoit and
hotels alung the Coeur d'Alene lake
front this been haa been announced.
Organization

Circus

Men Due

Jerry Mugglvan and Bert Bjwo
are duo in New Fork th.* w ••..
from circus winter quarters In
Peru. Ind.
.

j

PARK

well,

Detroit, Jan. 31,
authorities wink at when a lecal
What is expected to be tho largest
society is sponsor, but which would' indodr circus ever held it- this cltj
bo banned under a v. siting snow
win be conducted by the Moslem
man.
Temple, Mystic Shrine, at the ><•

gine,

—

Kansas

edict

The
made

was put

lule
plain,

It was
Sun in

In force,
to protect Qus

buy considerable material from the
independent agents in the east,
working their time to accord with
the eastern agents' blanket contracts. Under the old order a number of the Wirth-Blumenfeld acta
played Barnes and Carruthers fairs
last

season.

The barring

rule Js In effect

NEW SPEEDWAY

a sixty-horsepower boiler and
five aggregate miles of copper conThis illuminating conflaductors.
gration of constellated planetary
radiance is being exhibited both afternoon and evening."
Another old time poster boasts of
showing' the "crooning triumph of
fin-de-siecle scientific achievement"
in the "horseless carriage," which
the enraptured press agent claimed
could travel at the rate of 60 miles
an hour along the country roads.
It was the Lemen Brothers show
which advertised the "mighty bovalapus," shown devouring savages
as it leaped from the stormy sea.
The pictures of this huge combination of monster of the sea and land
gave the impression that it was
larger than it would have been possible for a show of that day to successfully transport.
Much of the space of the posters
$100,000
I.
of old time shows was devoted to
ridiculing the claims of other tented
Freeport Enterprise Financed by
enterprises.
The Sells Brothers
Local Capital Opens May 26
pointed out "six flimsy falsehoods"
of a rival circus and observed by
Playland, the new summer park
way of its poster: "That any exat Freeport, L. I., is set for opening
on earth can at r*1 comMay 26. The project Involves an hibition
pare with ours in might/ magnitude,
investment of $100,000 and is being
magnificence or morality, is false."
financed by subscription to stock
"Formidable truth founded facts"
by residents.
heads one section of one of these
J. J. McCarthy Is concerned in the
old Sells Brothers heralds.
promotion, which is along the lines
The circus parade of those days
of Columbia Park, Union Hill, N. J.,
was promised with prettily turned
which paid 12 per cent, last year,
phrases such as the Adam Fore•its second in operation.
"great moving pil?s
paugh claim
The Freeport park has a dance of gold and of
glint." while the Sells
floor 80 by 160 feet, a novelty ride
Brothers proclaimed their street disbuilt by Miller
Baker, merry-goplay as "the golden procession of
round and other concessions.
the four millionaires," and again as
"majestic and Midas
march of

NEW PARK

was an

York,

only
are lacking in interest.
as between Wirth-Blumenfeld and
P. T. Barnum is represented In
the
Chicago
consolidation,, the latthe collection with a poster anter, of course, buying freely\from
nouncing the bringing of "Jumbo"
the other agents.
to America over the protest of the
British nation, "bowed to grief," and
with a declaration that that circus
"Blood -Sweating
presented
the
Behemoth of Holy Writ."
Richmond, Vs., Jan. 31.
A tract of 835 acres, 15 miles from
An early circus bill has the announcement that it will bring "elec- this city at Glen Allen, has been
"The eagle taken on option by Tex Riekards
tric lights," saying:
blinding electric light and motor Is from John J. McCraw.
They contemplate building an auto
alone employed to flood its vast 400,000 yards of towering tents with speedway and stadium to cost •!.sun-eclipsing, heaven-born splendor, 500,000.
Three race meets annually la the
requiring ar forty-horsepower en-

to the

colonies

L

WINTER

New

in

middle western and southern
bookings against the Chicago group.
Chicago, Jan. 31.
It has heretofore been the custom
The circus posters of olden days for the Chicago outdoor bookers fo

SHOW

erected.

—

Sun

his

—

stadium

Collection

The first result of the double
combination of outdoor bookers,
Iiarnes, Curruthera and others in
Chicago and Wirth-Blumenfeld and

from the Wirth establishment the
Chicago group could not buy any
Society material this season from the
Wirth-Blumenfeld catalog.
Bills

Date Far Back

to back the scheme, declined to act this year, demanding
time to make a survey. The proposition was put up to them that the

cars, 'so that there was no trolley
At Luna where the ride is refare money In that direction.
peated, an attendant collects the
The dance craze contributes to
extra fares and the manager rings
a project to revive White City in
up the total passengers on an inChicago. That, establishment keeps
At the Baltimore park
dicator.
its dance place open ail winter, but
each patron is given a ticket,
the rest -of the park is in disuse.
priced up to a total of %2. Where
One promoter is trying to interest
SPARKS'
20-CAR
there are repeats the attendant
money In the chance that the
punches the ticket. The requireFive Cart Added Show Opens §> dance-mad Chicago population will
ment is that patrons must present
be attracted to the park when warm
Macon, Ga., May 1
the. ticket with the money to the
weather drives them from the town
cashier, who is protected by a
The
Sparks'
circus will go out cabarets.
the
turnstile.
If the ticket is lost,
next season as a 20-car ou.fit. iivo
The St. Louis parks under conpatron is supposed to pay the full
cars having been added to the old sideration are those originally built
possible value or $2. If an objecequipment. The st-ov opens May 1 with money supplied by the Lemps,
made, the manager is
is
tion
at the Macon, Ga., fair grounds, brewers, and their associates. They
"Sent for" and it might take a long
where it has made its winter quar- did well under a policy of hightime for him to appear, tfhe un- ters. It is likely It will
tnke on class concerts and operatic attraclucky patron in that case "kicks
some fair dates during the latter tions, but lapsed with tho war.
in* to save an argument and loss
part of the season, a number of in- Now some of the original investors
of time.
quiries having been received for believe the properties can be put
The admission to Luna this will such time and placed on file.
^ back on a profitable basis.
be 20 cents at night, and a dime up
T. W. Balllnger, genera, manager
The point of the Point Breeze
Last season the
to seven o'clock.
of the show, was In New York until proposition is that Philadelphia can
ten-cent straight admission was
1
te last week, registered at the support another park besides Wilattempted, but it was found did not
Claridge, which is becoming head- low Grove. The latter gives excelcover expenditures. The managequarters for the circus men since
ment figured out the expected in- it came under the management of lent concerts and draws the best
element of the town. The place
crease in admissions through the
the Arlingtons. He closed up the does not go in especially for the
reduction did not materialize and
paper
contracts and also signed happy-go-lucky spirit of entertainalso that there was no trouble in
Harry Mack for the circus advance. ment and this particular promoter
getting 20 cents at the gate.
Mack has been doing advance work believes tho merry-making crowd
Luna has torn out the grand- for theatrical
attractions during would be attracted by a park on the
stand for the "free" circus and a
the winter.
old Tilyou plan.
plan structure will be
|

LESS MODEST

Historical

Has

approached

has been experimented 'with successfully within the past two seaThis summer it will be emsons.
ployed at „Luna Park for most of
the Tides and at Carlin's Park,
Baltimore, where a variation will
be used.
Labor saving in that the exit"
paying plan dispenses with ticket
takers Is one of the advantages.
What is considered of more importr
ance is that the new system makes
it easy for patrons to repeat the
rides without the trouble of stand-

—

—

because of the) tough weather break,
promoters of this class of enter-

Among

•

Interchange of Acts Stopped as Wirth-Blumenfeld
Protect Sun First Result of Double CombinaBarnes-Carruthers Will Buy Elsewhere
tion

for

work

OVER MATERIAL

JL.

Bay
disastrous' one

prises are at
propositions.

park management

IN CLASH
—

Examining Abandoned Parks
at

—

EAST AND WEST COMBINE

REVIVAL POSSIBILITIES

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard ileer, Jan..
at St. Gerard's Hospital, Newark, N. J., daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Warron Rfindele,
Jan. 21, at Atlantic City, daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hyde, at
22,

their

home,

uary

25, son.

man.

New York

JanLoew Circuit booking
City,

proposed policy.

IK

AND OUT

Murry Bennett and Evelyn Cunningham, both doing singles, were
out of the bill at the American, New
York, Monday, due to Illness. Phil
Davis replaced Bennett, with Nada
Norraine taking the other assignment.
Columbia and Victor and Hubert
Kihny and Co. dropped out of the
Boulevard, New York, since Saturday on account of illness.
Leo

Greenwood and Co. and Valda and
Co.

finished

the engagement.

Reo and Helmar did not open

at

the Broadway, Springfield, Mass,,
Monday, duo to the brother of one

members being critically
The Pearsons filled in.
- Moody
and Duncan were out

of the

the

ill.

of
at the Temple, Detroit, the

bill

last two days of last
stitution was made.

week.

No

sub-

Mltty

(Mitty and Tillo) haH to
leave the Temple, Rochester, N, Y.,
for the three final days of tho week,
owing to an attack of grip. The
act opened Monday in Buffalo. In
Rochester the emergency was hastily filled by Pagan's Band, a local
and a return date for It in the
house.
Mrs.' Rodolph
Valentino
Mean
Acker) did not open at the Palace,
New York, Monday, with the Mos-

conls deputizing.

TIL

AND INJURED

Walter Donaldson, the composer,

was operated upon Ust Saturday

for

appendicitis at Roosevelt Hospital,
New York. Mr. Donaldson was recovering tho early part of the week.
with the expectation he will be
able to leave the instltuticn early
next week.

May Wirth is recuperating this
at Atlantic City, from an
operation for the removal of her
week

tonsils.

Hughey

Bernard, manager of •
Bronx, is confined to his
homo with grip.
Edward W. Dunn was attacked
with acute indigestion Sunday and
Miner's

Mr. and Mrs. Dickinson Morgan,
last
week,
son.
Mrs.
Morgan was confined to his room until
wan Wallamcne Wi'kes, sister of Wednesday. He returned la»t SatThomas Wilkes, n\d is herself a urday from abroad with the George
stnq;© director.
Mr. Morgan is a M. Cohan parfy.
designer of scenery for the Wilkes
Lou Nelson (Lou and Dot Neltheatres In Los Angeles and San son) was stricken with appehdjcUhl
Francisco.
Thursday. Jan. 25, in the 23d St..
Mr. ami Mrs. Maurioe Revnes, at New York, terminal of the Central
n hospital in New York, Jan. 21,
It.
R. of New Jersey and taken to
son. Thv mother was formerly, pro- the Broad St. hospital, New York,
fess ionally, known as Sjl.il Carmen. where an operation was immediateIt
sri-ond child, a daughter
i- the
performed. Ho
convalescing.
having been born about two years ly
Lulu Curren of the J. J. McCarthy
ago.
otnee is confined to her home due
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wank, at to an attack of pleurisy.
their home in New York, daughter.
Mary llaynes is confined to a hosThe father is assistant treasurer of pital in New York with an attack
the
Knickerbocker theatre, New of "flu." She was forced to cancel
York.
Uie Colonial, New York, this week.
V*
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go around for the second time, so it la unknown what the ShouberU
units will do in that way.
Playing local bands Is an Innovation started by J. H. Alos of the Keith
booking office. Mr. Alos books the vaudeville in several of the larger
eastern cltleo supplied by Keith's. He tried the local hand turn at Deto

KIETY
Mark reentered
PsblUlied Weekly by YAK KIT.

owned

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE

Tradfl

I

8!m« Silverman. President
New Tork City
Jftt^Weat 46th Street

Sam

Scribner had not been back stage in the Columbia, New York, for
three years unti] a couple of weeks ago, and be decided to look things
over. Two seconds after Scribner stepped through the atage door a member of the back stage staff of the attraction playing the Columbia that
week stopped Scribner from further progress with a demand to know his
(Scribner's) business and his name.
Scribner replied he was looking
for the show manager, whereupon his questioner Informed him the show
manager was out front, nojt back. Scribner asked to be excused for his
intrusion and backed out through the stage entrance. A minute or two
following his exit a member o< the company inquired of the party Scribner had been talking to as to what Scribner had wanted to know. "Oh
he was looking tyr some orfr wouldn't give his name so I gave him the
Mir."'
It wasn't until the following day the party who had given Scrib
'the air" knew whom he had aired.

SUBSCRIPTION:
Annual

$7

I

Foreign

Single Coplea

VOL

LXJX.

*I
20 Cents

No. 11
I!

The Playhouse, Hudson, X.

Y.,

ontinues vaudeville this week.

«

troit and Rochester. Through being at home the house secured the combination at a reasonable figure much below what a simlar turn could
travel for. It proved a draw in each Instance. In Detroit in addition
to the hotel orchestra, some girls from a local dancing school participated for the stage experience. The Aloz- booked bill at Shea's, Buffalo,
this week will travel intact to Toronto next week and Montreal the following week, those being three among the houses he books.

Inc.

A bare chance does exist a "Turkish Harem** vaudeville act will come
out of all the cabling and correspondence H. B. Marinelli has had on the
matter. Marinelli is actually serious cm the lubject jf no one else will
so accept it. The Merlnelli office claims it has 10 of the Sultan's exwives settled for to appear over here but wants the otheY 25. Also 10 of
the musicians who played in the Turkish Harem have been contracted
for with the proviso the entire collecticn of ex-wives and musicians
are finally eormled. Marinelli says he will not fake it, not even with
10 originals, but if he doesn't, he's sidestepping a temptation, with it
altogether unlikely the Sultan cares now where his former exes go or

—

W.

H.

Sheerer, operating the
New Park, Johnstown.

Cambria and

was

Fa.,

New York

this week.

The I'antages' Kansas City house is advertising "five Shubert unit
shows" to appear there. At the Pantages New York bfflce it was stared
but one ex- Shubert show had been booked for the Pan time through that
office, "Steppin* Around," produced by "Weber dc Friedlander and a condensed version of the same show that played the Shubert vaudeville
circuit earlier in the season.
The Pantages Kansas City announcement
of five Shubert shows may possibly indicate the playing of tabs by
Pantages with announcement of ex-Shubert shows, most of the Shubert
show titles having been used" for shows- in the past such as "Frolics"

Heineman

Fred

Loew

in

publicity

*. stant

to

has joined the
department as as-

Terry Turner.

Building operations for a new
theatre In Winated, Conn., will be
atarted May 1 by Seth II. Mosely
and his father, William H. Mosely.

"Revels" "Follies" etc.

Landers,
formerly
E.
treasurer of the Jeficraon, Portland, Maine, is now manager of

The

Strand, Carthage, N. Y., will
he reconatructed to permit Jhe playing of vaudeville and legitimate att actions. Alterations will commence
1.

William J. O'Connor, who has
employed at the Court square.

»• n

Springfield, Mass., for six yeafs, the
last three as treasurer, will end his

He

career Saturday.
automobiles.

theatrical

going to

is

sell

Confusing credit in the billing of
the "Baal Bek" act indicated that
Victor Victoroff and Mile. Toncella
execute the comedy character duet.
Andre Lensky is Mile. Toncella's
partner In this number Instead of
Victoroff.
J. Besttie (Three Beatinformed that his brother,
Thomas, died Jan. 25, through a
-nephew, Ralph Beattie of 99 Pinewood avenue, Toronto, who requests
Robert to immediately communlca e with him.

Robert

ties)

is

"Bits and Hits," a girl act from
vaudeville, was photographed this
week on the roof of the Hotel Pennsylvania by a cameraman from the
International News. Portions of the
act will be used in a special dance
supplement to be inserted in the

With the reduction of the Shubert unit circuit to nearly the bare Shubert shows, including the straight vaudeville and the Shubert theatres
only, about thirteen of the latter after this week, It not only becomes a
matter of what active participation may be further found for the Affiliated Theatres Corporation as the operator, but to what extent the Affiliated may be benefited financially at present from the circuit. It's doubtful if any Shubert shows or theatres Is paying the $50 weekly booking
fee to the Affiliated, nor has any, according to the suspicion existing for
some time, of the Shubert theatres or units paid the weekly fixed fee for
quite some while. The Shubert vaudelvlie agency seems to be setting the
routes for the units and placing the vaudeville bills.
I. H. Herk, president of the Affiliated, removed two of his units from
the circuit Saturday. His other one. the Timbers; show, is playing a return date at the Central, New York, this week, It is not expected the
Timberg unit will for very long survive the return date route on the
Shubert time.
To what extent the Shubert vaudeville booking office has profited
through commission from acts is problematical. So many of the units
have closed the commission matter became jammed. Agents booking acts
with Shubert units have complained of non-receipt of remittances. The
current and new unit at the Central, "Gaieties of 1923," contains no acts
with any of the principals paying commission to anyone.
Mr. Herk has stated tire conditions have not been changed as far as he
is concerned, also speaking for the Affiliated, but the facts appear to be
that both are being "eased out" by the Shubert circuit without either
having anything tangible to hang onto.
It looks as though the Shuberts are expectant of operating their
thirteen own remaining Shubert houses in the thirteen best towns' of the
original circuit with their own shows, whether In the unit form or straight
vaudeville.
While it has not been mentioned any Shubert vaudeville plan for next
season, with the present season likely ending around April 15 (as last
year), it is said Lee Shubert does contemplate a further period of "Shubert Vaudeville," but whether with straight vaudeville, units or something else under that brand is yet to be decided upon.

fire

'

$500 bail.

Andy Rice, vaudeville
was awarded judgment fo:'

au-thpr,

$537750
In his suit for accrued royalties due
act.
Vernon's
and
for writing Cook
Although the latter were summoned

before Major Donovan in the VaudeProtective Assoville Managers'
ciation's offices and there agreed to
Rice was
author,
the
.settle with
compelled to bring suit.

Not long sgo Willi. im Seabury
Incorporated for the purpose of
engaging in the retail ihoe business
and abandoning the Stage as a
dancer. Last week th« Prince shoe
Co., Inc., surd Seabury to recover
over $1,700 on a shoe bill. S >abury
claimed he only owed f 1,500 and
was willing to pay off in notes. A
settlement was reached during trial
and the case was dropp- d.
T. Jordon, manager o
Philadelphia, and Eug<
Davis.
L. Connelly, manager of the
Pittsburgh, were honored this Week

Harry

Keith's,

the

mayors

Mayor

of
J.

their

resj»»

•"»

iv<-

Hampton Moor?

appointed Mr. Jordon vice-president of the Music League Of J'hiladelphla and a member of the committee of 20 prominent cltlsens In
charge of a suitable memorial to

the lato John Wanamaker. Mayor
W. A. Magee of Pittsburgh apConnelly' to fill a,
pointed Mr.
vacancy on the civil tervice <om-

UllSMOl).

Colonial.

"Gaieties of 1923" the new Shubert unit show at the Central. New York,
week is the second Shubert-owned unit playing the house to drop
Recently
the word "vaudeville" from the house program and paper.

last

I

(Continued on page 17)
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bill

Davison,

criminal procedure by providing no
person shall be prosecuted by the
e'ate for violation of the MullanGage act who has been previously
convicted of the same offense under
the* Federal statute, the Volstead
A recent court decision held
act.
that a person convicted of a violation under a state act may be also
prosecuted under the Federal stat-

The enactment of this measure
would not prevent such prosecution.

ute.

The
an

bill

away

in

dancing.''
But he began to
Perhaps he had started his
habit in Chicago or before.
As it
overcame him, he gradually fell
Following a New York
behind.
career where he was half of society dancing teams that played
the restaurants, vaudeville and in
Broadway shows, Jarrott wen:
abroad, remained a year and a half,
earning $600 weekly in even then,
his d.e£liKlr~; days, to return to

ciet.*

drift.

want,

ple

legislators

believe,

a

is

repeal of the Mullan-Gage acts In
their entirety. As a prominent politician remarked recently: "If the
leaders would take their hands off.

the Legislature would repeal these
obnoxious laws with not over 30 dis-

senting votes. Nobody can tell how
long the individual members can be
held in line."

Lawyers and jurists all over the
state are deploring the existence of
a statute on the books of New York
state, which after conviction is had
it,

M
Some years ago a Catholic priest
came to New York. "Ie was looking for Jarrott — John Jarrott, heir

does not preserve the con-

echoes are heard along Broadwjay through the connection of
Barry Carmen and Paul Englehart with the case. It is said the Carmen considerable
pressure
being
is
end has been more fully under investigation In certain theatrical quar- brought to bear from this
standters, but not Carmen himself, only about some vaudevlllians who may
point.
"Of course, it is the policy
have been present at some of the Carmen parties and the description of of the administration
to ultimately
the kind of "parties' Carmen gave to the show people. The investigarepeal the Mullan-Gage act," retions are reported mainly to have been held by the heads of a large
marked a Democratic leader, "but It
vaudeville booking office in New York. Called before the meeting of
is to fit into a program at the proper
chiefs was said to have been one young woman who was asked if she
place and the people must have paknew anything about "a bartender's cocktail" and if all of the guests tience until the house* committees
at the Carmen affairs Bhe attended were fully clothed. The young woman
are organized and ready for work."
14 said to have replied that while she was at some of Carmen's parties
The legislative committees are exshe knew naught of the matter asked her. The Investigation is reported pected to be in shape
to commence
to have proceeded farther and still may be going on.
reporting out bills this week and
interesting developments are looked
James W. Fltspatrick is no longer of the staff of "The Billboard." Fiiz- for in the near future. In all probpatrick, with Harry Mount ford, joined the paper some years ago. Each abilities, however, the first step,
is
started to write for it. Mountford's principal effort was toward securing before any legislative action
dues for such organizations as he was then connected with. Fitzpatrick. taken, will be to hold public hearings.
White
Rats,
wrote
the
pseudonym
"Patof
under
was
president
of
who
the
terson James." Mount ford, with his screamlngs. brought a flock of libel
Another dope case! Jack Jarrott
actions against the "Billboard," while "Patterson James" brought comc ent
to Blackwell'a Island f/>r six
plaints against his "panning*." The owner of the "Billboard'' wavered for
months
for stealing an overcoat
a long time between his usual swaying policy, finally dismissing Mount
worth
$23.
Maybe th six months
rid
him
"deal"
before
got
he
make
of
finding
could
no
he
ford, upon
will aid in relieving Jarrott of the
and lately Fltspatrick resigned.
drUg rurse he was afflicted with
young, like Wallie Reid. Of
The end of the I. 11. Herk reign as the router of the Shubert unit when

dailies, its

to

overdue.
guardian.

j

I

\

.

thro ugh the Affiliated Th< at res. Corporation) is claimed ta be
the action pending by Herk against Jack Pearl, now with a
Herk
Shubert musical production at the Winter Garden, New York.
alleges a five-year agreement with Pearl, and instituted an action to a
Pearl)
have
Pearl
(Bard
and
services,
sert his rights to the comedian's
appearing for the Shuberts in various shows for several month,?.
portion of that time Herk was the operator of the Shubert. unit
During
circuit through his office -is president of the Affiliated.
Another sign is the bankruptcy of the Barney Gerard-Herk unit corporation, which closed two of the first unit attractions to vanish from \h<
Phubert vaudeville circuit this season. In the schedule of liabilities of
the shows there Is an acknowledgement .of debt to the Shubert Vaud*
ville Agency! for commissions, but it does not appear on tho record that
either of the units owed the Affiliated Booking Corporation commissions.
Th< Shubert agency collected commissions from acts engaged with units:
the Afll iated was supposed to collect a weekly fee or commission of $50

seen

h,

(

in

from show and

tb< •

v

a

nice
drifted

"Texas

in.

It is said the very few unit shows on the Shubert vaudevil'e circuit
not operated directly by the Shuberts are voicing an objection against
extra features being placid with them on their return engagements on
the time. The units appear to feel it is going to be hard enough to secure attractive looking business without being saddled with extra attractions that are an unknown quantity at the box office in connection with
anticipated the return engagements would
a "repeat." The phubert
cany extra attractions. As y t the Shuberts* own units have not started

New
Tommy"

became known

family.

York
route.

Jarrott

via

He

t

ne

first

Chicago where he
danced in the dumps. Jarrott may
be said to have been the first of
the present day Jan and rag dancers

in

strike New York.
He apin the old*Folies Bergere,
the Fulton thentrt
on West

The

was

Jarrott's
to locate the

priest

He wanU

boy and endeavor to awaken him
to the danger of losing all of that
property.
The priest was advised
He was told Jarto return home.
rott was not then in New York; it
difference if ho
no
make
would
were; that he paid nothing nor
anybody; that all of his money
Since Texas has
went for dope.
gone wild over oil discoveries. Who
but those In Texas know whether
any of the thousands of acres Jarrott was heir to there were in the
oil

districts?

There are but two finishes to
dope death or the gutter.
Reid
went to his death; Jarrott found
the end of the gutter in the sentence given him last week in Special Sessions. New York.
He may
come back; he ha; tried before.,
but he as often wound up in his

—

$1.50

room

in

some

side

street

or

1

avenue downtown and continued to
beg fifty cents, one dollar or a dime
from anyone he met in Tinv i
square he knew, and of many he
had never known.
In his best
dancing days this southern-raised
boy earned as high as $1,000 a week
in New York City.
Tic Is now J 4.

New York Supreme

Court Justice
denying
decision
the
motion for an injunction made by
16th street.
It was when JesSC L.
Gypsyland, Inc., against Police ComLasky attempted to Introduce the missioner Ri( haul E. Knright to n Continental music hall to Broad- strain the station 'ng of uniformed
way, at a cost to himself and Wil- Officers in the West 45th street cabliam Harris, Jr., of something like aret reaffirms the rulings previously
$:••'>". ooo.
That was reforc Lasky made by ibe courts and squashes
Mine promiiv nt in pict urea and any public resort's chances for r«
before Harris developed as one of rtrr<*s in prmt'nr nrTirn* The jmbsr'*
New York's leading le-jf producer*. opinion, which reviews the case, is
to

peared

now

I

played

southern

to

thousands of acres of land in
which the taxes were far

Texa«i on

J

shows

an

spect.

stitutional liberty granted the Individual of only being obliged to
suffer for the same offense once and

the

became

he

who make Broadway their walking
headquarters for disposal of drugs
to addicts. Jarrott spoke to a man
he knew nearby. "See those feltlows over there?" he said. "I have
paid them thousands of dollars for
dope and they won't recognize me,
I couldn't beg 25 cents worth from
them for nothing. What a sucker!
What a sucker!" And Jarrott meant
It, for while his breeding still told
him In his deadened brain he was
"gone," his mind was not so dull
it would not see himself in retro-

evidently introduced in
What the peo-

is

where

Broadway,

outright "touching" bum.
About a month ago Jarrott stood
Across
on Broadway in the 40's.
the street were three dope peddlers

effort to mislead.

under
the Schoellkopf jewel robbery has about passed

"While

introduced by Assemblyman
the millionaire banker

assemblyman from Nassau county.
New York, amends the code of

which recently partially

J. Gaffney Brown of 28 At wells
avenue, providence, R. I. was arrested by Boston narcotic officers
A small
for possession of drugs.
quantity was found In his house.
Brown, who :s 43, Is said to have
appeared some years ago In 8
vau" villa sketch. He was held in

b.

:

Keith's Palace, Cleve'and, the newest on the Keith circuit in the big
was "over" from its opening. It's probably the only big house on
the time that started a w inner from the outset with no deviation from
the right side. The magnificence and bigness of the Palace Insured it as
an attraction, but the Keith office has been sending the Palace its very
best shows.

destroyed the Star, Maneho
N. H., has necessitated the switching of the picture bookings to the
Strand. The latter has cancelled its
road attraction bookings for eight
weeks until the damage to the
Strand can be repaired.

.titles.

j

cities,

screen weekly.

The

I

!

Loew's Dreamland, Lynn, Mass.

l

I

do.

New York, didn't appear to take to the "Amateur Follies"
there las we*k. It decided the Keith office bookers the "Amateur Follies'
Several times during the week the
thing is a neighborhood event.
Colonial, especially the upstairs portion, razzed the amateurs. The amateur minstrels, with professionals on the ends, appeared to do better
The turn held over
also last week at the Fifth Avenue, New York.
for the full week with an apparent draw of some account.
The

!

George

June

what they

Tiernev's

<

did

Jarrott

but mildly at the
required a public edurated to all nejv styles of dancing.
That education came, 'ong af levward. But the show people recognized Jarrott hail a natural talent.
He advanced and left the jazz thing
for what was then known as "soFolies.

It

final

In

its

conclusions,

it

reads:

"The plaintiff conducts a caban
Where food is furnished to tho-.

t

patronizing

as well aw opportunity for dancing to music. The police
claim it is frequented by disorderly
persons throughout the night and
i',

(Continual on page 38)
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MOSTLY ABOUT THEIR PLAYS

TICKET OFFICE COMBINE

Waterfall

Shies

Couthoui

—

Early this week Charming Pollock
to Boston and W. A. Brady to
Chicago, both playwright and manager having arranged to make pubon their respective
lic addressee

went

"The Fool" and "The World
Live In." It is believed this Is

plays,

that advance promotion of the kind has ever been atfirst time*

tempted. Both men have been making addresses at various meetings in
New York for several months.
Pollock was scheduled to speak at
Harvard yesterday and is to appear
at Smith College today (Thursday).
The title of his talk is "Tho Fool
I."

A

special

company

of

"The

Fool" will open in Boston Feb. 12.
was stated this week that Pollock
has been placed under contract by
the Pond Lyceum Bureau and will
make a speech making tour next
season.
The author accepted the
bookings becaure of the aid he can
give the "Fool" companies. There
will be seven companies of the
drama on tour next season. It is
said the tour was arranged after
many letters had been received by
the playwright to make addresses at
meeting out of town.
Brady's Chicago visit will include

It

making arrangements

for his presentation there of the "Insect Play"
Live In") at the
("The World
Auditorium in early March. The
house has accepted the attraction to
follow the engagement of the Russian Grand Opera Co. The foreign
dramatic novelty will close its
Broadway engagement at the 44th

We

Street Saturday.

IN

—Intended

MURRAY ANDERSON
OR OUT OF 'FOLLIES'?

Producer Preparing "Cherry
Chair" for Globe—Village
"Follies" People Deny It

Chicago, Jan.
corporate joining of

The

31.

the

to

New

FOR PLAYS ABROAD

Easter, and it is not certain if any
enthusiast'cally
carried into
the
Waterfall ranks. The faqt of the
Ceorge M. Co,han, who arrived will then appear. The closing of
Murray Anderson is re- idea having been attemp'ed
is
John Barrymore's "Hamlet" next
ported having withdrawn from the known by officials at City Hall. It back from Europe last Saturday,
Friday will leave but two of the reBohemians, Inc. Its principal at- received Its death-blow because the will return to London in the spring.
time will not last vivals going, they being Belasco's
tractions are the 'Greenwich Vil- Waterfall agenqy desires to remain His visit at that
as it is, not planning a bigger scope much
days. "Merchant of Venice" at the Lyceum
than
ten
longer
lage Follies."*
of activities until next season.
Ethel
Final preparations for the presenta- and Jane Cowl's "Juliet."
Anderson is readying a new musiAn angle arising from the situaBarrymore's "Juliet" failed. These
tion of "So This is London" and four were the major
Shakespearean
cal comedy tentatively called "The tion is that the Couthoui offices
Nellie Kelley," to be done presentations announced.
Cherry Chair," listed for premiere at aren't directing their ammunition "Little
Regardless of the comment on
at the theatre managers as much there by C. B. Cochran, will be
the Globe, New York, March 5, the
as at
the
smaller independent made
direction. Broadway the Shakespearean offerCohan's
urder

John

i

booking having been set prior to the
entrance of the Globe's current at-

brokers.

It is evident the Couthoui
stands are again relying on outright
"buys"
to get hold of the
"Lady Butterfly."
The "Cherry Chair" is away from seat locations that the smaller Independent
brokers can only sell.
revue lines, having a story by Frederick Isham. Engaged for the cast Since seme of the theatres have
art Roger Imhoff, Ann Pennington, benefited their box offices by keepVirginia O'Brien and Brooke Johns. ing gocd seats there for the openThe score was composed by Au- ing of the* advance sales, the Cougustus Barratt, who' did the music thoui offices haven't been securing
(Continued on page 14)
for "Tne League of Notions," staged

traction,

London for C. B. Cochran by An.
Fay Bai nter was reported
engaged for the new show, but that
was said to have bten off early this
in

ACTOR FUND BENEFITS

week.

START WITH SUCCESS

It was denied Anderson had withdrawn from the "Village Follies,"
and it was claimed he would direct

Francisco, Jan.

who

apparently did not
"Kelly" show.

for any other
showing abroad, Brooke returned to

New

York.

II.

Brooke

had

shortly before
reached New York before he sailed
across the last time, after having

"Angel Face" in LonThe piece had hut a brief run.

played
don.

but

in

WOOLLCOTT'S LECTURES
A series of lecture* in the New
York University building on Washington Square. New York, will be
delivered by Alexander Woollcott.
the dramatic reviewer of the New
York Herald. Mr. Woollcott's first
will be on Thursday evening, February 8.
The lectun i sre under t ho aus<
pices of the Department of Journalism, of which James Melvln Lee is
director.

•*-••

The department announces

thai

those Interested lit the theatre are
permitted to enroll as special students for the course.

•

POP AT ARLINGTON

first

formances

same

the

The general opinion here is that
the piece will either be a remarkable hit or a complete failure. The
press department of the Century is
experiencing
some difficulty
in
gaining picture publicity in the
dailies, the newspapers being loath
to print negatives of the negroes.
Others in the cast are William
Pearson, the Jackson Trio, Hurler
and Herrin, Carolyn Snowden, Margaret Ford. Two Black Walnut! and
Frisco" Nick.

be selected here and several

will

other players.

author-manager

start

will

casting for his new musical play,
"The Rise of Rosie O'Reilly," late
this month. Plans call for the show
being ready about April 1. It will
open in Boston.
Cohan planned the presentation
here this spring of Lucien Guitry
and a native company in French
repertory.
When abroad last season he stated the elder Guitry was
the greatest actor he ever saw.
When sailing from London he believed the project was set. A radio-

gram from Cochran, Tuesday, was
to the effect that the American tour
off. due to the company's financial demands.
The French star
was entirely satisfied with the arrangements, but his players asked
unreasonable salaries.

was

$5 FOR DARING PLAY

will be
casts.

presented with

MISS GIFFORD TO
The
!

money

with the exception of the

Barrymore "Juliet."
John
Barrymore's "Hamlet" is closing

Ethel

with a rush at the Sam H. Harris.
The special matinee Tuesday was
sold out before the curtain arose
and many were turned away. Last

week

it got nearly $21,000 in nine
performances.
David Warfleld "Shylock" was

booked originally for eight weeks at
the Lyceum, where It Is charging $4
top as against $3 for "Hamlet." The
time has been extended another four
weeks and Belasco's "The Comedian," produced to succeed it, will
be kept out until March. "The Merchant" got nearly $18,000 last week.
Jane Cowl's "Juliet" opened at the
Henry Miller Wednesday last week.
It wavered for the second and third

But It closed the
strong, getting $1,900 at the

performances.

weak

Saturday matinee and over $2,000 at
night, for a total of $8,000 in the five
performances.
The Selwyns, who
produce the piece, are anticipating
the Cowl "Juliet'' to run until warm
weather.

The Barrymore "Hamlet" run,
will make a new record for
the play at 101 performances up to
and including the final night next
Friday,
has caused speculation
which

Some doubt excould have remained 200
announced as the original
ambition of Barrymore. The record
of the run (now in Its 12th week),
however, shows that the gross never
ists that

Tickets for "The God of Vengence" reaching the Broadway agencies are commanding a price of $5
each, though only $2.50 at the box
office.
That is believed a record

of Pamelia Bradford Oifford. 19,

and

Cullen Franklin Cruikshank, 39, to
this week excited the opposi
tion,

the

it

J.

is

said, of the girl's parents,

D. Giffords of 1230

Common

wealth avenue, Boston.
Miss Gifford is a chorus

girl.

dish Art theatre. It was directed
by the elder Shildkraut.

PAY TO HEAR LAUDER

CRITICS

WED

Providence; R. I., Jan. 31.
filing here of the intentions

marry
i

ings are to be classed as big

getters,

among showmen.

100 Per Cent. Advance in Agencies
for Downtown's 'God of Vengence*

benefit

Mr.

Cruikshank is the advance agent
f<»r
'The Passing Show of 1911"
(Willie and Eugene Howard).

Boston, .Ian. 31.
The Arlinqior, formerly rhr- Casile
KIAGES SUES D0WLING
Square, under the management of
Ray KlagSS, who wrote the
Harry ii. Frasee, which recently
discontinued pop vaudeville, ha« a, lyrics of "Sally, Irene and Mary," at
attraction
popular priced
policy tin- CttSinQ, New York, claims $315
led royalty due him.
with $1 top.
He has
"Bringing I'i» Father", is in its begun puit for the amount against
second week of a four-week engage- Eddie' Dow', ins;, author-star of the
I'r.ele
Tom's Cabin" how, with whom he holds his conon lit. with
Hess & Lilenfeld represent
booked fOf two weeks fo'lowin-; the tract.
Klages.
cartoon show engagement.
'

posed.

For the "Americans" in the "London" show, players will be selected
here by Cohan, the balance of the
cast being chosen in England by
Cochran. All the specialty dancers
for the English "Nellie Kelley" also

performance
given at the Century two weeks ago

after

want him for the
Not having prepared

appear there in "The
although that was pro-

will rot

Tavern,"

It

times, as

below $17,000 and has consistently bettered $19,000 weekly. The
American record is credited to Edwin Booth at 100 performances. It
is claimed John E. Kellard equalled
the record in New York at the Oarden theatre. No mention of the

fell

for downtown productions.
The
piece was produced at the Provincetown Playhouse and moves to the
Greenwich Village theatre Friday. Kellard record has cropped up in
was repeated at the Hippodrome It first drew 'attention because it the volume of comment on Shakelast Sunday night, at which time is the first appearance in English speare and the "Hamlet" record.
George If. Cohan Joined the list of of Rudolph Shildkraut. Lately its
stars appearing and singing one of daring
story
has drawn many
his numbers from "Little Nellie Kel- Broadwayities down to the Village.
UNKNOWN BACKERS
ley."
The gross for the Century
There are some reports that "The
show was $25,000 and the Hip even- God of Vengence" would be brought Two Brosdwsy Theatre Treasurers
ing added $10,500. Philadelphia in- uptown with the Selwyn mentioned
Behind "The Exile"
dicated to gross over $15,000.
for special matinees. Admittedly a
A number of artists will accom- daring play, the piece has a disA group of Broadway theatre
pany Mr. Frohman from New York tinct moral. On Broadway it might treasurers have formed a pool and
U> Philadelphia for the shows there. attract the uplift crowd and could will back the production of a play
Tho party of professionals will easily be toned down if switched Expected to be ready for presentanumber about 15 and the playlets to the Rialto. Thfe play was orig- tion next month. The piece is called
given in the Century and Hip per- inally done in Yiddish at the Yid- "The Exile," and was written by

The

San

Cohan

The

derson

a trip to London.
•'Struttin* Along," scheduled for
Puring his stay on the other side
the Century Feb. 3, represents a
Brooke did not appear on a stage.
novel
and expensive production for
According to Brooke, he left for
the other side about the same time the Pacific coast. Ackerman & HarCharles B. Cochran, the London ris, sponsors and producers, will
producer, and George M. Cohan have spent around $50,000 by the
sailed.
Brooke says he was led to time the initial performance of this
believe by Mr. Cochran he could ail-colored revue is given.
have a role in the English producThe show will be patterned after
tion of "Little Nellie Kelly," pro- "Shuffle Along" with the company
viding Mr. Cohan approved.
to number seventy-five, including
Brooke paid his own passage Mamie Smith, who has made nuacross, not leaving with any kind of merous phonograph records, among
While
London, the principals. Fanchon and Marco
agreement.
in
Brooke claims, he was unable to see are staging the piece.
Cochran,

HERE

COHAN

OR

returned

Edge Off Shakespearean Wave John Barrymore
Might Have Beaten "Hamlet" Record if Remaining—Cowl'. "Juliet" Doing Well

Couthoui offices and the Waterfall
agency for the expressed purpose
of making a combined "buy" of all
Opinion along Broadway 1j ..hat
CASTING
seats that local theatres would pertho Shakespearean craze will nut
mit to depart from their respective
attain the proportions claimed for
box offices via this method, was
it during the flood of plans made
squashed soon after suggested.
during the fall. In some quarters it
With a view of forcing the
smaller independent ticket brokers
is believed the edge is off the vogue
Lucien
Guitry
Secure
Failed
to
to make their purchases from the
already. Indications now are that
joint forces of the Couthoui -WaterFor American Tour— Back
no further Shakespearean presentafall clflce8 If they desired good lotions will be made until after
to London in Spring
cations, the corporated idea was

—

Tyler Brooke

SEEM LIMIT OF THE CRAZE

—

•

The manager has worked out a the next production of the series Three Shows in Phllly Friday
novel manner of putting on the In- next summer. One of the backers
sect Play in Chicago. It entails the for the new Anderson venture stated
Afternoon
$25,000 at CenInterest of Peace Societies and the his information was that the protury, $10,500 at Hip, N. Y.
participation of local dramatic cir- ducer would not be concerned with
Follies'"
shows.
"Village
cles in the presentation itself. About future
15 principals will be sent to Chi- There are several backers for "The
Daniel Frohman, the active head
cago from the present organization. Cherry Chair." One is among the of the Actors' Fund, stated
yesterIt is believed that by enlisting local most influential financiers in Wall
day (Wednesday) that this season's
players for bits and ballet, the inter- street, it is said.
series of Fund benefits have started
Anderson drew attention with the brilliantly
est of Windy City society circles
and with great financial
will be enlisted. The plan is direct- debut of the first "Greenwich Vilsuccess.
ly aimed to attract society with the lage Follies," which opened in the
The enthusiasm, which marked
box office taking care of the general Village and then played to a big the Fund benefits in New York, has
draw. The latter attendance made record in the then new theatre atop 'invaded Philadelphia.
The demand
up the bulk of the Broadway trade the Forty-fourth Street (now the for tickets there grew to such prothough the Insect Play was regarded Bayes). The present "Follies" Is portions that the performance
toas a production achievement. It was the third of the series, and is at the morrow afternoon will
be held in
somewhat surprising the smart Shubert In its twenty-flrst week. three different theatres, each house
crowd did not become interested The Village revues of the past two presenting the bill simultaneously.
tn It
seasons are on tour.
Mr. Frohman had arranged for the
benefit to be held at the Garrick and
Forrest, with the close proximity of
TYLER BROOKE'S TRIP
PREDICT HIT
FROST
their stage entrances, making it
easy for the players. Tuesday evenReturns From London Without Ap- Press Shy on Publicity for Colored ing it was decided to give the show
pearing Over There
Revue
in the Broad Street also.
York Monday

HAMLET AND SHYLOCK

to

9

IS J.

JULIET,

Away from

Hook Independents

Brady on "World We Live In" in Chicago; Pollock
On "The Fool" in Boston Theatricals Novel and
Original Method of Advance Promotion

and

**i

11

COLLAPSES IN CHICAGO

»

the
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POLLOCK AND BRADY TALKING;

We

•

-

Denver, Jan.

31.

Harry Lauder packed the Broad-

way

to capacity for five performances last week. The house was
sold out for days before the open-

ing night.

No

fi.

•.

list.

Even

had

critics

to

Sidney Toler, who is appearing in
Jose Rubin will be starred.
The box office men are keeping
their identity under cover, feeling
that some objection might be registered in managerial quarters. One
is said to have bought in on 'The
Last Warning," which has already

"Kiki."

declared a 50 per cent, dividend. Th^
"Warning" inspired the treasurers
to take a chance with the new play.

buy.

One
ly,, of

was refused the privibuying tickets upon the plea

critic

he had not applied in time. After
an argument, however, a couple
were finally produced.
.

"SUN SHOWERS" AT AST0R
'Sun Showers" will make its New
York bow at the Astor, Feb. C, Inid
of the 44th Street, as announced. Tom Dingle will have the
rote played during the show's break
in period by Benny Ryan.

st-

The

includes Harry Delf.
Stevenson,
Allyn King.

r.«^t

Douglas.

Claire Granville, Berta Donn.

JIM BARTON STARRING
.Times Barton will be featured in
role created by the late Bert

the

Williams in 'The Pink Slip" when
tne musical comedy is revived by
the Shuberts.

Barton has been used as -astren^thener on the Affiliated circuit. Joining different units for one
week. He holds a Shubert produc-.
tion contract.

"The Pink Slip" Is scheduled to
two
about
rehearsals
begin
in
time
weeks.
It will be the first
Barton has worked under cork In
twelve years.

•
•

-
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LEGITIMATE

'
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ON LEGIT
Mrs. H. B. Harris will produce Samuel Shipman's latest writing called
•The Crooked Square" which probably means Times Square. The manageress secured the producing rights in a most informal manner, the
Incident being an Interesting trip up from Atlantic City. Mrs. Harris
was In one parlor car and Shippy in another. He started rubbering
through the other cars and stopped to chat with Mrs. Harris. She asked
him why he had not given her a chance to produce one of his plays, saying that as .most other managers had had a chance with them she ought
to be given the same opportunity. Shippy, having the script of "The
Crooked Square" In his pocket, asked Mrs. Harris to look it over. After
perusing the first act, she looked up Sammy and offered him a check
He cautioned her to read further and after getting
for an opUon.
through the second act, Mrs. Harris doubled her offer. It was accepted.
Shipman delivered one of the best money makers in seasons for Mrs.
Harris' brother-in-law, Wflliam Harris, Jr.
It was "East is West."
That was the play that set the style for Shippy's funny titles.

New

York, Monday,

Thursday, February

1,

1928

the statement. Variety was unaware of any personal angle which might
have Inspired tho story anent the Baltimore scribes. Gustav is considered the most widely read critic on films in Baltimore. He is also the
conductor of the Fifth Regiment Symphony and of the Park Band of
Bernard Steele may take tho
Baltimore. Klemm is known as a composer and la a protege of Victor
•Lawrence Players, of Lawrence,
Herbert.
Mass., to the Jefferson Theatre,
The announcement by the Producing Managers' Association in New Portland, Me., if Manager J. ^4,
York that it had been agreed by all producing members that their shows, Garrity of the Portland houso can
obtain an extension of his lease.
other than on opening night, would start exactly as at the times adThe Jefferson now is owned by the
vertised, occurred Just about when an amendment to the city ordinances
Catholic diocese of Portland.
was introduced into the Chicago Common Council making it compulsory
that the time of commencement be printed on each theatre ticket sold.
Morris Schlesinger, who controls
Alderman Kostner whi introduced the amendment said if the public
knew the exact time, there will be no excuse for tardiness and no an- the Broad, Newark, N. J., has offered
Miss Fealy $2,50j) to buy in
noyance to the early comers, along tho same reasoning given by the P.
on her stock at the local city. He
M. A. in explanation of its movement.
wants to handle the front of the
In the story of "Cinderella" is the glass slipper, and crystal footwear house for her. but Miss Fealy can't
is supplied for the heroine in the London Christmas pantomines.
This see it. She is said to have told
Schlesinger she preferred to manis due to a misconception of the original wording of the famous story.
When Perrault wrote his fairy yarn he mentioned in French the word age her own house.

STOCKS

INSIDE STUFF

"Sun Showers" opening at the Astor,

i

I

Is

guaran-

teeing |5,000 weekly for the house, with a $12,000 stop. Its scale will be
$2.60 top. It is the first legit production by Lew Cantor, the vaudeville
producer. The show was out for a few weeks, brought in and recast. It
opened In Syracuse Thursday for the» second break-in. In preference to
another road try out tour, Cantor, first offered it to the, Bayes roof and
•iter agreeing upon the 44th Street on regular sharing terms, decided to
take the Astor on the guarantee. The piece was well reported from out
of town on the first trip, barring miscasting and some necessary book
revision. Its music was highly praised.

"vaire" (pronounced like verre, or glass). The true meaning of the old
is fur, and consequently it is a tiny fur slipper and not a
glass one Cinderalla wore at the ball. But Perrault's story in English
reads better with the famous glass slipper, and It seems a pity now to
destroy that version due to the first translator's ignorance of the French

word "vaire"

Without warning Corse Payton's
at the

"Up in MaRoom" was announced In the

bel's

Sunday papers but failed to show.
The company had been given two
weeks' notice almost as soon as the
stock started.
Payton never had
a chance as he had practically no
publicity and only a smashing campaign would break the hold Maude
Fealy has on stock there. The Fabians announced that business was
bad and that the Strand will revert

signification.

That Valentino

week

stock closed after one
Strand, Newark, N. J.

barred from the stage (also screen) through legal
proceedings 'may account for tho tumult occasioned by the film star and
his wife in their dancing turn for the Actors' Fund benefit. It was repeated Sunday night at the New York Hippodrome when the fund held
its second performance as first given at the Century, Friday afternoon,
Jan. 19. This Friday (Feb. 2) a benefit will bo given for the fund In
Philadelphia. Its billing carries the Valentino name in as large a typ?
v
as the Actors* Fund and infinitely bigger than any other volunteer artist
mentioned. George M. Cohar, among the others (including Johnny Doolfy
with "Vr.riety"), appeared at the Hip, New York, Sunday night.
is

The business of George W. Lederer's newest production, "Peaches" at
to pictures.
«
the Garrick, Philadelphia, built up last week until in grossed $11,165
Saturday grossed $4,000 on the day.
the week.
The musical
comedy-operetta opened "cold" at the Garrick and wilt go through its
The opening of the Harold Hevia
A Sunday magazine published a story saying the Eddie Foy children had stock at the Academy, Norfolk, Va.,
fixing process while playing the announced three weeks there.
The
how Is expected to reach $20,000 on the finishing week. Lederer cdicted "against their step-mother living in the Foy family home at New has been postponed from February
discovered a new composer for "Peaches," a native, formerly an orches- Rochelle, N. Y. Tho children (with Bryan absent on the coast) place no 12 until February 19. The renovat"Peaches" in music and production needs nothing, but objection against their father's recent marriage to a Pacific coast widow, ing of the house necessitated the
tral conductor.
Lederer intends putting in a little work on the script with a prospect but made it manifest they would not countenance, according to the postponement.
of some cast changes. The show would have been at- the Amsterdam if story, the place of their mother, who died about a year ago, being taken
"The Follies" had not prolonged its run. It may go to the Globe oa by another in their home. Accordingly Mr. and Mrs. Eddie secured an
The Keith stock, Union Hill, N. J.,
apartment in i» ew York. The present Mrs. Foy, in an interview, said closes February 10.
Broadway, and perhaps at a $2.50 top.
,
The recent
she could not blame the children, and that they were all fine Foys. She opening of the new Capital, vaude"Anathema" by Leonid Andreyev, the Russian, playwright known for mentioned having met Foy some time ago on the coast, with love at first ville Keith-booked), in Union Hill
his "He Who Gets Slapped," will be produced by the Moscow Art com- sight th result, but that, although separated from, her husband at the is reported as having affected the
pany during its New York season. The play was originally written for time, no divorce was thought of and he later died. Foy is about 63; business of the stock.
this organization, but was suppressed by the late Czar Nicholas when it his wife around 30.
played at the Moscow Art Theatre. It presents the Jew in a favorable
William L. Malley is in Miami,
Arthur Hopkins is reported from London to have paid $5*000 bonus and recuperating
light.
By coincidence the Yiddish Art group on Madison avenue and
from his recent serious
27th street is planning a Yiddish version under Maurice Schwartz' di- $5,000 advance royalty for the American playing rights to Sir Alfred illness.
Sutro's "Laughing Lady." Ethel Barrymore will appear in it under the
rection.
on

r

<

Hopkins management.

With

the reopening of the Winter Garden with no smoking, its present
attraction, "The Dancing Girl" is drawing a more classy orchestra trade
than formerly. The smoking privilege was deemed a drawback to the
Garden before Its remodeling. The feature of the "Girl" show, Benny
Leonard, world's champion lightweight, is also accounted a draw at
the Garden. He Is receiving $8,000 weekly from the Shuberts. A clerical
appearing visitor to the Garden Saturday afternoon, in the lobby for a
moment between the acts, said to a neighbor: "That Benny Leonard
strikes me as a remarkable boy. He's a credit to his profession, he's a
credit to his race and a credit to the stage."

Something different in radiophone broadcasting entertainment is being
given at the W.G.Y. station at Schenectady, N. Y., maintained by the
General Electric The plant has its own stock company which "presents" a play each Friday night.
The parts are read by the "players" who need not be skilled professionals and only the number of persons necessary for different voices to
provide the illusion of separate characters. There has been no attempt
to exact royalties for the stock broadcasting. The plays have not been
secured from the brokers who explain the G. E. plant is reading from
printed versions.
An author, one of whose plays was given recently, first discovered the
stock-giving stunt, hearing with surprise his work through his receiving set. In the metropolitan district the Schenectady station cannot be
heard regularly, the number of high powered station near New York
cutting out the up-state station most of the time.
Oliver Morosco has withdrawn "The Sporting Thing to Do" which
starred Emily Stevens. The play stopped at Elmira, N. Y., Saturday. It
to have gone Into the Morosco Monday next, and was so advertised
Instead "Hail and Farewell" produced by Joseph
In Sunday's papers.
Shea, and starring Florence Reed, will succeed "Mike Angelo" which
ends Saturday.
"The Sporting Thing to Do" was written by Thompson Buchanan, and
was tried out at the coast last summer by Morosco. The author is known
as a picture scenarist. It is said he refused to permit changes in the
script which led to differences with the producer and the latter's de-

was

cision to

withdraw the

play.

Arch Selwyn sails February 10 on the "Olympic," visiting London
and Paris. He will *aid in the presentation of "Partners Again"
in the English metropolis, where it is to open under the direction of C.
B. Cochran. He will also arrange for the production there of "The Fool."
George Tyler having "set" his "Merton of the Movies" for the season
will also go abroad this month, though his trip will be principally on
ple'asure.
He plans a visit to Algiers and a trip through the Sahara
desert via motor car.

Leslie Rice is leading woman with
the Victoria stock, Charleston, S. C.
be developing a 2-for-l department, systematizing it for broadcast use wherever there is a Shubert theatre. Just now
The Edna Park Players, under the
the operations appear to be more confined to the east. The manner of
are
its workings in general sound much like a similar system reported under management of Jack Edwards,
in
their sixth week at the Royal,
operation by two young men in Chicago, who subsequently dropped the
plan. The Shubert way is to have a representative call upon a large San Antonio, Texas. The company
concern, interview a head of it, explain the merit of the play to be includes (in addition to Miss Park)
plugged and give as a reason why the show (if a good One) is agree- Percy Baibat, Bentley Wallace,
able to selling at half price, as through the calibre of the firm's em- Maurice Penfold, Madge Haller, Edployes; their wide acquaintances, etc. The plan is reported as working ward D'Oize, Carl Hursh. Irene Hubbard, Craig Neslo.
George Mcto the satisfaction of the Shubert office.
It is adopted in specific inManus is directing in addition to
stances of course.
playing parts.
Allan Foster has been a musical stager for the Shuberts for over seven
Leona Stater, a leading woman,
years.
His resignation last week is said to have been suddenly announced. Foster, one of the best known among number stagers, has has become a dramatic agent.
worked on as many as four productions simultaneously,- a prodigious
The Charles K. Champlin traveltask that duly took its toll from the producer. *
ing stock played to $4,020 last week
in
Taunton, Mass.
The company
"The Dancing Girl" program at the Winter Garden when opening
has been doing well playing week
failed to reveal the author of the book, the composer of the music or the
stands
during
the
entire
season.
stager of the numbers. At first thought to have been an oversight it
later developed the omissions were intentional, and the program had
Ruth
Saville
returned
leading
as
failed to carry the names sii.ee the show opened in New Haven.
It is
reported to have created some controversy between J. J. Shubert, whom woman of tho Colonial theatre stock,
Pittsfleld, Mass., for the presentathe program credits, and the persons slighted.
tion this week of 'The Unseen Way.'^
The building up of the business at the Globe, New York, for "Lady This is a new play by DeWitt Newing, the author of "The Love of Su
Butterfly" the -final two days of last week brought about an extension
of the run of the piece there for an additional two weeks.
Under the Shong" and "Dawn of the Mountains," both stock pieces. The comoriginal arrangement "Lady Butterfly" was to finish at the Globe March 3,
pany will close next week with "Her
with the new John Murray Anderson production scheduled for the house

The Shuberts seem

to

the following week.
Under the new arrangement
which is the title of the Anderson production, won't

Temporary Husband."

"The Cherry Chair"
come into the Globe

Al
Luttinger's
stock
players
opened at the Opera house in Lowell,
Mass., last week in "East Is West.'^
Mary Ann Dentler and Arthur De
Lord have the leads. This week "The

March 19.
"Lady Butterfly" opened Monday of

until

last week.
The opening drew
good notices, but there wasn't a strong box office demand until
Thursday night when a little upwar<\ tendency was noticed. Friday
nisht was virtually a soil out and both performances on Saturday went
clean. This was the reason that the Dillingham office decided to extend

fairly

Meanest

A beefsteak dinner was tendered George M. Cohan Saturday night
Murray's in honor of his return that day from abroad. The companies appearing here in his "Littla Nellie Kelley" and "So This is Lon-

don*'

were the

hosts.

Sam

H. Harris got a good break in the matter of a contract with
Francine Larrimore, which had about fourteen weeks more to go this
The manager had not been able to secure a play which he
season.
thought suited to her, but the star became interested in a script she
found in his office. After reading it sho advised the producer she would
Harris read tho play, but could not see its merit.
like to appear in it.
Thereupon Miss Larrimore is said to have declared she'd appear in that
play for him or none at all. Tho manager gently suggested he would
cancel her contract (at $1,200 weekly salary) If she wished it and she
accepted that idea. The star then took the play to Lee Shubert, and it is
understood the Utter will shortly produce it for her.
Several Baltimore dramatic newspaper men have a just grievance based
on the Intimation of the misinformation carried as "inside stuff" last
week and referring to the reviews given "Tangerine" when It played
the stand two years ago and recently. The review on tho show when it
played Baltimore recently was written by Gilbert E. Kanour, assistant
dramatic editor of the Baltimore "Evening Sun," and not Gustav Klemm,

as stated in the story. Klemm is tho moving picture critic on the same
It was
publication, and signs his reviews' with the initials Q. E. D.
further misstated the recent -review used Identical lines employed by
reviewing
originally
when
critic,
John Oldnlxon Lamdin, the "Sun's"
"Tangerine." Reading the two reviews attested to the incorrectness of

in

the

W orld."
T

LEGIT ITEMS

The northwest corner of Broadway and Forty-sixth street mav become an office building. As reported In Variety last week, the Columbia University owns the exact property wanted, forty feet on Broadway

The

will of George A. Hamlin, the
operatic and oratorio singer, who,
after an- illness of several months,
died Jan. 10, filed for probate last
week in the Surrogate's Court, New
York, gives his estate of about
$16,000 in realty and personalty,
after all debts are paid, to his
widow, Harriet R. Eldredge Hamlin, of 1070 Madison avenue, New
York. She is also the .::ccutrix.

feet running to the rear on the north side of Forty-sixth
Early this week it looked as though Isaac Hopper & Son, the
contracting firm, had an excellent chance of securing the lease, since the
University will not sell. Several theatrical men have longed to obtain
They wanted a greater depth, however, on Forty-sixth
the property.
street.
Beyond the university's eighty feet on Forty-sixth street ar*
113 feet that would make a compact theatre. It is now spoken of as a
possible site.
Of the 113, fifty-five are owned by Louis Bernstein, the
music publisher, who is said to be asking $350,000 for his property. The
other llfty-eight feet are held at $300,000. according to report.
This

and eighty
street.

at

Man

the time.

would give tho
hlpck

adjacent

site cost as $6.">0,n00 alone, for* the poorest side street
to Broadway between Forty-second and Forty-ninth

streets.

The musical comedy entitled
"Take a Chance" will have its first
night at the Court square, Springfield. Ma pa., Thursday. It is Harold
Orlob's first production.
Frances
Rose has the leading feminine role.

..

Somehow

that particular Forty-sixth street block has never been developed. Of late more activity has been shown in building. Arnold Rothstein has a couple of converted short ofllce buildings on the blo~k.
A
nine-story hotel is to be erected near the Sixth avenue corner and if
either of the other deals goes through Forty^sixih street may commence
to look like something. The blo-k centers the double triangle composing
Times Square. Just why it has been neglected has puzzled several,
although there is a school, also a church, on it.
What theatre men are after the site is not disclosed, but it is reported
the proposed theatre, if built, will have a'roof auditorium as well.

Louis Kalisky has been engaged
as assistant to Jack Welch, who i 8
general manager and booker for
the Selwyns. Kalisky was formerly

manager
,

for

Max and

ildmund

Plohn.

W.

A. Brady has offered to lay 3 to 1 that h^s production "Up She
Goes" will run on Broadway until July 4. In last week's Variety the
monthly "Running Odds" quoted 7/5 the show will stay until ESnster at
the Playhouse.
The manager further offers to bet even money nil
attraction will stick through the summer. Brady will send three comnanlei of the musical comedy to the road next season.
.

Frank McCoy has resigned as
manager for Billie Burke in
be. n engaged

stage

"Rosa Briar," and has
as general

Comstock

&

stage director for
Gest attractions.

the

•

Thursday, February

1,
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JANUARY NEARLY RECORD MONTH
FOR PLAYS ALONG BROADWAY

WITH $150,000 IN BANK 'LADIES' NIGHT' SCORED
PRODUCERS EXPECTANT BY BALTIMORE SOCIETY
&

Mclsaac Figure One Committee Complained to the
On
Mayor of Show's AdvertisSecond Attempt Now
ing—Police 0. K. Play

Geneen

—

Hit Out of Five Tries

.-

One of the most promising amuse"DULCY'S" PRODUCTION
Extra Matinee Performances Indicate Prosperity
ment and producing enterprises of
Broadway's
contenders for
Astonishing Business for Moscow Art Theatre,
LEFT ON THE LOT showmanship newer
honors is that headed by Samuel Geneen and Fred J.
$370,000 in Eight Weeks—Violent Language
Mclsaac, now readying their secContributing to Some Draws
Tyler following Policy Not to ond play after failing with the first.
Mclsaac. who was dramatic editor
Store Scenery— Rush to
of the Boston

Get Free Settings
Computation of the
ceipts in the

the
ord
the
the
the

total

J:n

uary re-

Broadway theatre

fix

makings

breaking

close to tin recbusiness volume for

same month

In 1921. which was
peak of the 1920-21 season, also
biggest in the annals of American theatricals. Several leaders on
the road are travelmg at equal pace
with New York, with some of the
grosses exceeding all the former

figures.

Managers are gettir g the big
the goiag is good as
evidenced by the growth of extra
performances on off-matinee days.
At present four of the leaders are
giving the extra afternoons. Those
on a rine -performance basis (for
which an extra eighth salary is
paid) are 'The Fool" at the Times
Squase, ''Hamlet" at the Harris.
"Seventh Heaven" at the Booth and
"Polly Preferred" at the Liitle. This
winter there is an almost comp'.ete
absence of the special afternoon
production toys.
The regular attractions by adding on the performance appear to absorb the
Others
special afternoon business.
among the hits would go on the
nine-performance basis but for the

money while

clares

the

attraction

Is

limited

New York. That will make for
an average of over $45,000 weekly.
The second week's business when
'The Lower Depths" was played
were first quoted at $38,000, but
through error, as one performance
had not been computed and the
actual takings for the second week
were $44,000. Last week wl£h "The
Cherry Orchard" the total mounted,
being $44,900, and this week with
'Three Sisters" business Is just as
good.
The engagement started off
in

The scale
With a $40,000 week.
holds to $5 top, the only deviation
having been for the premiere performance, when $11 was charged on
the lower floor.
Broadway's wealth of dramatic
hits finds decided contrast in the
types of plays. Several are colored
with violent larfguage, which is
made part of the atmosphere, but
undoubtedly a factor in the
is
draws.
Two opposites arc -Rain"
and "The Fool," both among the
biggest things of the season. The
former piece is playing to standing
room on all floors for all performances to a weekly gross of 415,300,
and *the latter Is solid capacity for
disinclination of the stars, at least nine performances and a weekly
one being unable to stand the strain. gross, of nearly $20,000.
A new contender for honors is
Nothing more astonishing in the
dramatic history is the continuing being recognized amid the downproductions,
theatre
little
business of the Moscow Art Theatre town
is
It
Only the "The God of Vengeance."
at Jolson's 59th Street.
limit of the big house confines the playing at the Provincetown Playexpaying
Brpadway
Is
and
house
an
attendance
since
the
is
receipts,
"Vjioverflow'ior every performance. It cess premiums for seats.
Is now conceded the Russians will geance" is classed as daring. *nd
play to a gross of $370,000 in the it may be brought uptown. It poes
(Continued on page 15)
eight weeks which Morris Gest de-

Court of Appeals Sustains Dismissal
of Edith Kelly Gould's Action
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 31.
The divorce decree awarded to
Frank Jay Gould, New York multimillionaire,
against Edith Kelly
Gould, >former actress in Paris, has
been officially recognized by New

York

State.

In a decision handed down yesterday the Court of Appeals, the highest tribunal in the Empire State,

affirmed a decree of the lower court
sustaining a dismissal of the complaint in the action brought by Mrs.
Gould for divorce in this State.

TOURING ON THE "RESOLUTE"
San Francisco, Jan. 51.
"Resolute/' on an around-world cruise out of New York,

The
;h

reached Ban Francisco

last

week

brief stop.
Anionic the passengers were
IVUcox Putnam, the writer,

for

i

.'

radge Kennedy,

Nina
and

Though

close

to

New York

the

production will be left at the last
stand in accordance with* the manager's policy not to sto. i scenery.
Nearly 100 inquiries have been
received by Walton Bradford, gen-

manager fo George Tyler, in
to the advertisement inserted in Variety announcing that
the scenery in the Tyler store house
would be given away to anyone applying.
Personal applications continue to be made at the manager's

eral

•

answer

office,

BALT0

—

—

SETTLES

—

Mr. Gould married Edith Kelly
while she was a reigning favorite
of the State in October, 1910. They
were separated for some years when
Mrs. Gould instituted an action for
di\jorce. Gould responded, claiming
as his defense that he had obtained
a decree in Paris.
The Court of Appeals decision is sung. The length of this work
that the Paris decree bars Mrs. necessitated earlier start.
ThursGould from obtaining a divorce in day night "Tristan and Isolde;"
this State.
"The Flying Dutchman" Friday;
nst
her divorce "Tannhauser"
Mrs. Gould instituted
Saturday matinee,
county in 1920, and "Fledermaus" at night.
Y5
action in New York
naming Leonie Rouques and FlorOne hundred and eight persons
ence Lacaze of Paris as the co- are in the company and they arrespondents. Gould's decree in Paris rived in Baltimore Sunday.
With
against
his
actress-wife named the announcement from New York
Mario Cassassus as co-respondent. Monday their scenery had been
Mrs. Gould made default in the ac- held on the piers at Hoboken, John
tion and the decree was affirmed by Tjarks, proprietor of the Hotel
the Court of Appeal of France.
Armistead, where many of the singThe Goulds were married in Scot- ers are staying, secured $40,000 to
land on Oct. 29. 1910. and lived in post as bond to guarantee that none
New York City until Gould went to of the settings would be disposed
Paris, where he has since lived. of during the tour of the states.
Mrs. Gould later took up her residence In England. She returned to
SALISBURY IN MISSION PLAY
America last year and appeared in
Los Angeles, Jan. 31.
"Pins and Needles," a musiral show,
The Mission Play, which has been
during its. engagement In New York
running for more than a decade at
City last season.
San Gabriel, chiefly as a tourist atEdith Kelly Gould is New York- traction, opens its 1923 season Feb.
bottnd, on the Mauretania. due to 3.
Monroe •Salisbury will sueceed
dock tomorrow or Saturday.
Frederick Warde in the leading
role, that of Fra Junipe/o, Mission
prust.

New

cert

"Dulcy" will close after another
week.
The Tyler attraction has
been playing the subway circuit
lately, with the takings only fair.

while mail queries have been
received from as far away as the
Pacific Coast.
Last week there were half a
dozen truck loads of scenery taken
away, and the stock was further
depleted by a slmllltfr number of
loads up to yesterday.
It is estimated, however, that there are.
still between 60 and 70 truck loads
of flats remaining.
There are no
strings to the offer,' Ty!er simply
having decided not to Btore any
settings of his productions after the
road tours are completed and to
free his store house of all settings,
eliminating the item of storage
charges.
Present attractions when
completing tours *?ill leave the
productions exce-t electrical apparatus and some props in the final
stand.
That was, formerly the custom
with small stand troupes and it
caused .nany an argument with the
local stage crews who^had no way
to get rid of it except by burning.
IN
Most of the big managers brhng in
their productions.
Start at
108 in Operatic Company
A number of applicants who
7:30 Nightly
carted off scenery from the Tyler
store house are stock managers.
Baltimore, Jan. 31.
One who will shortly open in NorThe German Opera Company folk wanted to take a dozen loads
opens its American tour at the If
the steamship would bond it.
Lyric tonight and is apparently
The line however, permitted room
going to receive a hearty reception
for material equivalent to one 60
Newspapers* were
Baltimore.
in
and foot car.
publicity
their
liberal
In
editorials have been carried on the
beauty of German music with very
CURTIS
little about the recent war.
Among a few people there> is a
Pays One Week's Salaries for "Kiss
decided antipathy to the German
Me" Equity May Sue for Other
singers. When the Press Club announced it would tender tKem a rePeace was made by Jack Curtis
a patriotic society of
ception,
women arose in protest and de- (Rose and Curtis, vaudeville agents)
turned
nounced such an invitation. This with Equity when Curtis
salaries as his share
cooled down later on and no action over a week's
The advance ticket sale of liability decided by Equty due
resulted.
the players of the show abandoned
has been very good.
They begin the performances at in rehearsal, on their claim for two
7:30, with *he exception of tonight weeks.
was " Recovery of the other week's salwhen "Die Meistersinger"

GERMANS

GOULD DIVORCE VALID

years,

a

to

ary may be attempted by Equity
through civil suit against George
Nat Phillips, other
charter members of the Virginia
Producing Co., which promoted the
piece that never got started. Whiting and his wife (Sadie Burt) are
now In vaudeville on thp southern

Whiting and

Interstate time.

Phillips is in

"American" for Ave
and Geneen, well known as
York restaurateur and con-

director.

Joined

forces

after

mapping out a solid financial basis.
They banked $150,000 to be devoted
to producing five non -musical shows,
the managers anticipating at least

one success out of the group. Each
show is to cost between $15,000 and
120.000 to put on.

venture was "Steamtaken off Saturday.
The second try will be with "Old
Man Smith." a small towr^ comedy,
written by Adeline Hendricks and
booked to debut at Stamford. Conn.,
Feb. 12. The piece is to be staged

Their

initial

roller Brender,"

under the direction of Ira Hards
and the cast wiU be headed by Tom
Wise and Juliette Day. Gus Hill
associated in this production.
addition to their theatrical
activities, Geneen & Mclsaac are
reported entering the cabaret field.
A five story house on 60th street,
near Madison avenue, l^as been
leased and will be remodeled as a
is

In

Russian cafe.

It

is

to

have

its

own little native theatre and entertainment.
Geneen formerly owned a string
of downtown cafes known as the
Postal restaurants, which he sold
some time ago at a reported big
profit,
tie then founded the Cameo
disk records and further entered
amusement circles by establishing
the National Concert Bureau, still
active.

The bureau has a number

of stars under its wing. Including
Rosa Ponselle, Jeanne Gordon and
Danlse of the Metropolitan and
Florence Macbeth ©f the Chicago
Opera.
Mclsaac was also in the
concert field in Boston.

OPPOSITION STOCK CO.

HAS SHUBERT-BP ASCO
Washington's Unit Vaudeville
House Changing Policy

March

1

Washington, Jan. 31.
George Marshall, who is conducting a stock in Baltimore, has secured the local Shubert-Belasco for
stock, starting March 1. The house
is playing Shube'rt vaudeville this
season.
It is understood that Marshall is
entering the stock field here in opposition to the Duffy & Smith stock
at the President. The latter house is
making a record breaking run with
"Abie's Irish Rose" here, as in Baltimore. When Duffy & Smltti secured
the Baltimore Academy for a production stock showing of "Able,"
it was said Marshall offered to buy
in and that the latter considered it
his privilege because of his prior
standing as a stock manager there.
The refusal of his offer is understood to have prompted his plans
for stock here.

New

RUFUS

York.

P.

MOODY'S ESTATE

The Curtis experience as a
That Rufus P. Moody, theatrical
mate "angel" is said to haw been an photographer, who lied at the
about
of
complete,
investment,
French hospital. New York, Dec. 30,
He put up $2,500 of the made a will Dec. 22, 1920, miming
$4,500.
amount to start the piece Into re- Charles J. Foltz as executor, was
hearsal and the rest went afterward, disclosed this week
in the Surrolegiti-

including about $1,400 as his portion for the single week's salaries.

Court, New York, through
the filing of a petition by Mr. Foltz

gates'

Baltimore, Jan. 31.
Action to stop performances of
"Ladlea* Night" at the Lyceum here
has been started by a committee
from St. John's Methodist Protestant Church, headed by W. O. Atwood, politician, churchman and
former nominee for Congress on the
Republican ticket. Mr. Atwood and
his committee protested directly to
Mayor Broening and the mayor referred the matter to Charles D.
Gaither,
Commissioner of Police,
who said that his police had reviewed the show and had found
nothing obscene in it.
The church people were not satisfied, for they turned their energies

next to a detailed criticism of the
advertising. In the recent ads, small
half column cuts of nearly nude
women. One of the cuts is that
of a woman standing before a mirror ' removing the last vestige of
clothes. Another is of a lightly clad
woman gasing into a small hand
mirror, while another, and the mildest of tho group, carried in the
Sunday ads, Is of a swimming beauty. In the dally ads a cut is carried
of a woman donning herself
in
pajamas, but when the picture waa

made

the pajamas had only reached
the waist and the woman has a
well developed bust. This is what
the church people are raising a row
over now and they ate also objecting to the paper used by the show
which is, comparatively speaking,
mild.
The "News," Monday, carried an

interview with Mr. Atwood In which
he
viciously
attacked
George
Marshall, owner of (he stock company now presenting the show.

CARLTON DIVORCE HEARD
Decision Reserved as Pat Somerset
Deportation Case Near* End

Carle Carlton's undof ended divorce action against Edith Day
(Carlton) was heard by Justice
Daniel T. Cohalan In the Bronx
Supreme Court. He reserved decision.
Depositions of testimony before U. S. Consul Skinner in London
were submitted by Carlton's counsel
implicating Pat Somerset.
Somerset was divorced in England by Margaret Bannerman, who
named Miss Day.
Somerset's troubles with the immigration officials, who are considering an order of deportation on
grounds of "moral turpitude," have
reached tho stage where Laurence
L. Cassidy, his attorney, submitted
final briefs to the authorities from
which they will make their decision.
The last hearing at Ellis Island wn«
held Jan. 16, wherein figured the

Somerset becoming a
This is not likely
in view of his and Miss Day's starring season in ."Orange Blossoms"
up to recently.
possibility of

N.

W.

Minneapolis, Jan. 31.
Business at the theatres in the
northwest is showing improvement.
Increased box office receipts ore reported by the legit, vaudeville and
picture houses.

<

"public charge."

James Dale, another English: <-i»r
now appearing In "Loyalties" at the
Gaiety, New York, was summoned
before a board of Inquiry at Ellis
Island Tuesday to show cause why
he should not be deported on a
charge similar to that per ding
;

(

against Somerset. Dale is charged
with having brought a young woman to this country for immoral
purposes.
The warrant for Dale
arrived Monday at Ellis Island from

Washington.

The "Loyalties" actor Is involved
with Ada Gladys Powell. 18, a Welsh
girl of good family who came to
New York two, months ago, following Dale, who had already opened
in the Galsworthy play.
Miss Powell's mother advised the Immigration
officials her passage had been arranged by an actor. Miss Powell
was. detained and questioned upon

arrival.
Some of the >*oung woasking Surrogate O'Brien not to man's
admissions resulted in her
grant any letters of administration being
sent back, in accordance with
upon the estate, as the document her mother's request.
will soon be filed for probate.
The charges against both SomerActors' Fund Elects Him Son of
Mr. Moody, whose estate is esti- set
and Dale are serious and chey
Bartley Campbell
mated at only $500 in personalty, are liable to 10 years' imprisonment
left as his only surviving heir* at
and 15,000 fine If found guilt}-, beRobert Campbell, son of the late law Clara Moody,
his widow, and sides being deported.
"The
whose
Campbell,
Hartley
Barbara Moody, a two-year-old
Dale was alleged to hqve agreed
White Slave" was a sensation two daughter, both
of 24 Doscher street, to marry Miss Powell after he »egenerations ago. has been elected
'
Brooklyn.
curcd
his divorce.
a member of the board of trustees
of the Actors' Fund.
SELECT
BIC1CEL
Metropolitan, St. Paul, Lighting Up
The appointment fills the varan y
St. Paul, Jan. 31.
Joe Oawthorne ami Qeorgt Ikkel
left by the late Frank McKee.
After two weeks of darkness the
with have been select* d for thv leads
is
associated
Campbell
"Light
of
Wine
will
light up with 'Tip
ami
Beer"
Mi tropoTltan
Sanger & Jordon and is manager of
that A
If. Woods is to produce for New
Ti p."
the National theatre.
The elder Campbell was on the York.
Saturday the Garrick aftoaftas
N the Aaron Hoffman
It
w h pictui a, h.i\lng "Robin Hood"
original board of trustees of the
titled on the oosct "Now and 'iii
Fund.
(*
a run.

CAMPBELL TRUSTEE

—

—

CAWTH0RNE

BUSINESS BETTER IN

—

i

i

.

,

—
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AFFIDAVITS IN EDDIE BUZZELL

Gave

Agency 100
Opening
Performance

Couthoui

Seats

Matter of Breach by "Gingham Girl" Management
Equity
Officers
Make Statements Decision
Expected Next Week

for

—

Chicago, Jan.

Another exciting

zell's

of the ticket scalping controversies

i

award fairly and loyally, stir,
official position I could not
In
r ~ommend pulling the show; that
though this association has that
tion

my

when our contract is breached,
It is rarely and seldom exercised
and only done as a last resort when
right

all

diplomatic efforts to secure Jus-

tice

have

failed.

that the public

I .further

was not

In

off

on the song cue,

it a breech of contract.
The company's musical director,
Ivan Rudislll, supports his asser-

state

sympathy

tion.

Powers.
The Couthoui offices wanted tickthe premiero in anticipa-

Schwab's personal statement is
a Powers theatre hit.
Bloom was too busy in his
What the Couthoui offices wanted
campaign for Congressman (and
and the way they wanted to get
elected Tuesday) to be gotten hold
them weren't possible because right
of for purposes of further affidavits,
and terms the lawyer Buzzell's affi- now the houses under Harry Powers' direction in town aren't dealdavits as needless legal quibbling
that Sol

which is "locked with malice and
suspicion as to the good faith and
good conduct of all those who differ
with him."
S. J. Buzzell had mentioned that
the affidavits of the arbitrators, Sam

ing with Mrs. Couthoui as of yore.
Some way or another the advance
agent for "The Torch-Bearers" be-

came

TICKET COMBINE COLLAPSES

It

"Gingham

Girl"

was

Bertee Beaumont's understudy, off
tho stago abruptly, which statement
corroborated by the latter's affi•
Samuel Jesse Buzzell's affidavit
states "at this time tne arbitrators
have no standing herein" and "Arc
these arbitrators to live on forever
and pass on all questions eve"n after
the judgment of this court?"
Kussell, in supplementary, replying affidavits filed through Kendler
& Goldstein, denies Buzzell had
anything to do with framing the
book of "The Gingham Girl" show,
and that the comedian's admitted
"faults and temperaments" are the
cause for this controversy, which
would never have happened otheris

davit.

He states Buzzell's substiwise.
tutipn for Cantor resulted from the
latter being ill for two or three

"Loyalties," at the Gaiety, and did
not attend his own performance.
Paul DuizelJ, assistant executive
supports
Equity,
of
pecretary
Schwab that he was advised Buzzell
refused to do a number with the
understudy, Miss Moore, on Jan. 17,

they could prove it he
personally considered it a breach of
paragraph 14 of the Equity contract
and Buzzell was open to dismissal
without notice.
Walter F. Jones, Equity deputy
with the show, states he tiled a complaint with Equity beoausv of Buz-

and stated

if

situation.

art).

ly are

the

smaller

ticket
original-

given elsewhere.

The news

of

Mayor Thompson's

from the mayoralty
leaving the fle'd open for a
in the spring, is a matter that all ticket scalpers must
Mayor
consideration.
into
take
Thompson's administration has been
a booster for theatrical people in
town. The change of officials may
bring with it as many changes in
theatricals as it will In all other
departments at the ci'y halL

It is

later in the

was made

the ad-

understood, though, that

week Manager Stewart

made some

sort of exchange with
the Couthoui offices.
The tip that 100 tickets would
sell easily for the premiere of "The

The
"dump-back" was resorted to. The
It was reported
big fuss ensued.
the advance agent wanted to know
why the front seats were in the
hands of the independent brokers.
The house didn't know they were.
It is claimed the advance agenfwent
out and bought some tickets from
the independent brokers. This had
Torch-rearers" went wrong.

bearing on the situation, other
than making the house staff bitter.
An investigation discovered the independent brokers only had what
tickets in their possession that individual "digging" will get from
any theatre in town.
Tho independent Brokers giggled
over the tactics of the advance
agent. They had been tipped off he
was around to the independent
stands buying tickets for ''The
Torch-Bearers*' to hold as proof in
the argument he was having with
the house staff. As the result of the
advance agent was
tip-off, ,the
slammed with a stiff premium.
The advance agent doesn't know
what's going to become of him
around the Powers theatre for having stirred up the unnecessary mess.
Harry Powers is satisfied* the policy of the theatre was ably upheld
by Manager Mooney.
The advance agent is still working, despite he is claimed to have
drawn the unfriendly feeling of his
own bosses for having temporarily
disrupted the best workings of the
Powers box office for the success
However, he's
of the engagement.
sticking close to peddling press
He's satisstuff and photographs.
fled to let others listen to the Couthoui system.
For the start of the second week
the Couthoui offices have bought
outright fifty seats per night for
"The Torch-Bearers." The Powers
management had nothing to do Willi
little

A

when thoy

the deal

—

When it comes to getting "stuck"
the Independents aro up against a
different angle than the Couthoui
There are no
offices usually are.
returns for the independents, and
that's why the streets at times are
flooded with ticket scalpers around
striking exiimple
curtain time.
of this situation was observed Saturday night in front of the Apollo
and also at the Colonial.
Some of the street "specs" are
taking severe punishment along
with their daring ways in disposing
of tickets as well as "digging" for
them. At one of the theatres last
week one of the labeled "street
specs" was caught in the act of
"digging" only to face the house
manager, who holds a solid reputation of caring for "specs" whenever he observes them with unannounced attacks that leave the
"street spec" a fine candidate for
the hospital. The "spec" who received this punishment last week
came to by the w«.ek-end and was"
around just as determined as ever
to rid himself of "over stock."

scats get into
scalpers' offices

understood a check for the
was offered but refused.

vance agent didn't give a thought
to a possible return of tickets not
sold around 7 p. m. This happened
adding to the flare. The returned
tickets were refused by the house
manager (John Mooney) and the
company manager (Charles Stew-

cated that when the smaller of the
ticket scalping offices "kept off" the
Couthoui stands, the latter generally
found themselves overstocked, creating the losses that
the leading scalper of the town has
suffered this season.

There isn't a theatre in town that
tho "diggers" don't apply their
weeks; that one night when Buzzell
cunningness
to get front row seats.
considering it a breach of contract,
The surprise always is how ..hese
breach grievances he went to see

is

When

that he

elaborated) from Schwab; that the
author does not give credit to his
comedian or others concerned. Buzzell denies he pulled Lucille Moore,

the

J

this

deal.

As the result of the $1,150 house
Sunday night "The Torch-Bearers"
gives promise of Jumping to $9,000
for th?s <thc second) week.

withdrawal

raee,

new mayor

ROYALTY TOO

FOSTER LEAVES SHUBERTS
After a term of Ave years a:;
stager with tho v",huberts, Allan Foster is

now a

free lancje.

Mr. Foster tendered his resignation Saturday. He has'staged many
of the ShubeitB-' highest musical
guccesses, specializing
productions.
.

on

musical

1,

1923

HIGH;

guild
movement
theatre
IN
baa reached the smaller towna and
cities In the middle west, the latest
to be heard from being Independence, Kan., where the Independence But Four Standard Companies
Community theatre has been orTraveling in East This Seaganized/ As in other parts of the
country, the movement was sponson Bonus Demanded
sored by those who desired dramatic amusement which they could
The high royalty demands of p!ay
not get in the local theatre on account of the scarcity of road at- brokers for former Broadway plays
tractions. The first play to be pre- have depleted the ranks of the travel*
sented by this organization will be
ing repertoire companies In the east.
"Mrs. Bumpstead-Lelgh."
It is the understanding that Par- During the current season but four
sons, Coffeyville, and probably sev- standard companies of this style
eral close neighbors of the Kansas have taken to the road in eastern
leader will fall in line and it is also territory.
Discriminating audiences In the
suggested that with these organizations In close together cities It small towns of the east have neceswill not be long before the com- sitated repertoire managers playpanies will exchange compliments ing all royalty bills with baok plays
entirely out of use. In addition to
and appear for their neighbors.
the customary 10 per cent, royalty
John J. O'Toole, of Fairville. basis, play brokers have been
N. B., holds a record of 25 years charging rep managers a bonus of
continuously playing and directing $2,500 for several former Broadway
amateurs, with his sdns and daugh- successes for a thirty -day playing
The rep managers take the
ters playing with him. Mr. O'Toole period
heads the St. Rose Dramatic Club. majority of their bills on a thirtyday basis, playing each piece once
It produced "Partners" in Fairville,
a week with six included In the
Jan. 31-Feb. 1.

The

REP SHOWS STAY

—

The
York,
this

Lenox

New

Players,

Hill

for its second program of
season, announces "Wappin*

a comedy by Charles
Brooks. Its third program will be
three playlets. Burton W. James is
Wharf,"

directing.

The Los Angeles theatre
senting plays in

that

city

Is

at

prethe

Philharmonic Auditorium pending
the completion of its own house.
Otis Oliver is directing.
He has
operated his own stock companies
in

Y.

the east for several years. Jos.
Is business manager.

Monroe

tickets

The outright "buys" that the
Couthoui offices made earlier in the
season proved the smaller indesucceeded Eddie Cantor in a Win- pendents have a way of getting
This inditer Garden show in 1920; that he the Couthoui tickets.

from which

in

leave the ticket speculating situation to the local manager.
The Couthoui offices got 100 seats
through the activities of the advance agent. The house manager
didn't object to this sale, provided
cash for the tickets was deposited.

no brief for Kussell, alleging the
Buzlatter influences the former.
zell denies that he is entirely un-

fix up the show and
rewrite the scenes; that he did not
disrupt the morale of the company,
but contrarily induced his brother
to lend the management $1,000 to
pay off salaries; that Kussell wants
"to frame me up so as to declare a
breach of the contract between us";
that Kussell got the idea for "A
Man of Affairs" (the vaudeville
sketch In which Buzzel starred and

interested

He'd only arrived here a week in
advance and wasn't acquainted with
the local situation. This didn't pre.
Bernai'd, Arthur Hammerstein and
vent him from promoting the seats
Sol Bloom, the umpire, as easily obfor the Couthoui offices.
tained from an "obliging committee."
It was there the uproar transKussel and Schwab were elected pired. Such an uproar it was that
members of the Producing Man- the advance agent, after bitter deagers' Association yesterday.
nunciations by the house staff,
realizes it will be better for him
to come to town next time and

(Continued from page 11)
the choice seats, because of the organizing of one of the strongest
retary of Equity, who confirms the "digging armies" ever noted here
and his attorney- for the accumulation of front row
fact 'Buzzell
Samuel Jesse Buzzell, locations.
brother,
called almost dally to compel the
When the "buys" were made by
defendants to live up to their conthe Couthoui offices, the small intract. Trimble states Equity never
dependent brokers trusted to the
admitted or claimed that Schwab &
luck at the Couthoui stands to get
Kussell had lived up to arbitration
good locations which they could
duty
award, and "though Equity's
sell at their own stands at a dewas to protect its member if the sired premium. These small indearbitration award had not been lived
pendents could be seen plying their
up to, it must be very reluctant to "digging trade" at the Congress
take extreme action. In any case,
stand of the Couthoui system. The
It was for the council of the A. E.
situation has progressed out of
alone to decide, and he (Gillmore)
Couthoui's hands to a great extent
further suggested that this matter
and is probably the reason why
of violation be taken to the courts
the Waterfall agency was be'.ng
for proper protection."
nursed to be pulled in with the
Lengthy affidavits in reply to Couthoui offices to block the smaller
Schwab & Kussell's statements lads. Outside of Couthoui's offices,
have been filed by S. J. Buzzell. Ed- tho Waterfall stand at the »Palmer
die Buzzell's personal statement has house is the best patronized .n
a good word for Schwab, but holds town.

had helped

and

ets for
tion of

With strikes and walkouts."
These statements are corroborated
by George S. Trimble, traveling sec-

known on Broadway, but

offices

last week.
of action, Involving verbal pyrotechnics, was at the premiere of "The Torch-Bearers" at

The scene

considering
|

producers of "The
Gingham Girl," is not expected for
another week.
The comedian's replying am<3av ,J
In support of his charge of violation
of an Equ.ty arbitration award are
In the record. Particularly one by
Frank Gillmore, Equity executive
secretary, In support of LuzzelJ's
contention that Schwab & Kussell
did not apply to Equity before resorting to the courts for redress, has
a statement to the effect that although they knew the defendan's
were not living up to the "arbitraKussell,

lei

walking

SI.

sprang out

flare

between tho Couthoui
some theatres in town
Decision on the Eddie Buzzell suit
against Laurence Schwab and Dan-

LITTLE THEATRES

ADVANCE AGENT JAMS

POWERS TICKET SYSTEM

CASE TAKE IN MANY SIDES

Thursday, February

Triangle, the small downstairs
theatre located at Seventh avenue

and Waverley place,
which opened Jan. 20,

New

York,

The bonus in most inrepertoire.
stances has been demanded in advance, which has made it practically
Impossible for a manager not over
strong financially to take to the
road with any of th? bigger bills.
The limited number of reps have
met with fair success, alth ough the
overhead in the way of royaTIWs has
cut down the profits.
The sudden departure recently af
Sam Salvin for England Is the first
step on the part of the Salvin cabaret and restaurant interests to establish themselves in London. Prior
to the younger Salvin, Paul Salvin
being In Palm Beach for the winter, sailing negotiations had been
under way for them to open a place
in London. Tho deal, it is believed,
will be consummated during his
stay on the other side, and will in-

clude the insta'lation of Paul Whiteman and his orchestra in the London establishment., Whlteman is uncast.
der contract to the Salvin interests
for a term of years, and is at presThe Threshold Players presented ent playing a tour of one night
"The Old Miser" at the Lexington stands as a dance music aggregaopera house, New York, Jan. 29. tion. The road tour will be curThe piece is a oire-act play of Eng- tailed, providing the London place
lish village life written by Clarence can be got under way immediately,
Derwent and his sister, Elfrida.
or otherwise Whiteman will continue on the road.
The spirit of the 17th century
"guild
ctors" has been revived in
Shannon Day in New York
the organization of the Portland
(Oregon) Labor College Players,
Shannon Day, Lasky and De
said to be. the only troupe of its Mille star, who left here four years
kind in the United States.
The ago fas Sylvia Day, Zlegfeld chorus
Labor College Players represent girl, returned two days ago and is
the occupation of str -»t car man, planning to work in the east o- reteaches, cook, carpenter and the sume stage work.
She Is at the
like.
Several unions have placed Algonquin.
requests
for
presentations
and
weekly appearances at the Portland Labor Temple are contem- and Trustees of St. Joseph's 'Church
plated.
Doris Smith is the direc- in Troy, N. Y.. Monday and "Tuestress.'
day nights of this week. Emmett
Wall played the leading role.
J.
The Vincentian Players of Albany, The Vincentian Players are under
N. Y„ gavo "Clarence" under the the direction of the Rev. Father
auspices of the Ushers' Association Cornelius.
is offering a
nightly vaudeville program. Henri,
the dancer, is a late addition to the

.

:

THE REAL ADVANCE AGENT!

niETY
Make

it

talk for you.

There is legitimate publicity for the
mate producer in Variety.

legiti-

the theatrical medium that conAtlantic with the Pacific; the
Orient with England Variety gets every-

Variety

nects

the

is

—

where.

What better channel to let the whole world
know what you have before they see i:?
It's new for a theatrical trade paper to be
of commercial value to a legitimate producer, but because it is a fact and has grown
to be a fact with Variety, don't allow old
ideas to deaden your business sense.

Make

Variety your advance agent!

Let it go ahead, no matter where or what
the show.

^

Thursday, February

1,
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BBOABWAT STORY

BEDSIDE CHATS

(Continued from page IS)

Greenwich Village theatre
tomorrow (Friday) night.
Of the other non- musical solid
running successes, "So This Is

By NELLIE BEVELL

If

aide
fell

Roy Moulton ever

quits writing a column you will know why "Bedare duller than usual. Here's something that I cribbed from
column. (Excuse me, Roy).

ChaU"

If you get your income tax wrong you go to Jail. If you get it right
you go to the poorhquse. If j*ou keep your money, you're a tightwad and if you spend it you're a fool. If you own a car, you're
extravagant. If you don't you're a hick. If you walk fast you get
blood-pressure. If you walk slow, you get fatty degeneration. If
you stay out evenings you're a rounder and, a bum. If you stay at
home, you're a rug-hound. If you stay away from church you're a
heathen. If you go to church, you're a hypocrite. If you don't make
money, you're a simp. If you do make money, you're a crook. If
you carry a gun, you're arretted, unless you're a burglar.

London,"
tention

is

at

commanding
the

Hudson.

fresh atIt

has

drawn

$17,300 for the past several
weeks, the figures being the best
for eight performances since opening.
None of the additional hits
such
"Loyaltle/,"
"Seventh
as

Heaven," "Meston of the Movies,"
"Secrets,"
"The Old Soak" and
"Abie's Irish Rose" has fallen off,
though some of the other attractions started the current week with
a drop-In business.
"Hamlet" will stop its engagement Friday night next week. It
Is playing to remarkable business
and was not much under $21,000
last
the nine performances
WANTED— YOUNTG LADY, er:p?rlf-nced in j^elry line, Fred Kauf- for
week. "Icebound" will be its sucman. 80 Maiden Lane.
cessor at the Karris.
"The MerIt looked like a job for Peggy Joyce.
chant of Venice" at the Lyceum
has been extended to 12 weeks,
four more than planned.
It
is
Clifton Webb and his mother say it with dotty handkerchiefs* of vioquoted
as having drawn nearly
lent hues which they brought from Paris. AH I have to say is if France
•
$18,000 last week.
expects to collect that war debt from Germany I hope she is as well
The newesc of the contenders for
equipped with ammunition as she is with other dye stuff.
Shakespeareaji
honors
is
Jane
Mrs. Al Jones and Mrs. ,Jos. Newmar called the other day.
Jack
Pulask?. who was here came over to my bedside and inquired if I was
going to renew my buy with the u^encies or was I going into cut rates.
•

i

•

•

—

.

loser

— but

Cowl's "Juliet" at the Henry Miller.
Its attendance last
eek and early
this week gives basis for anticipation of Its running out the season
there.
There are additional likely money
<

j

frequently get letter, frorr pcop>. who end manuscripts of scenarios,
songs an I plays, and ask me to w.ite them my criticism and return.
Tftese letters are always from people who arc entire'y unknown to me.
My friends all know my lirV.iuitions t'and don't give a rap about my
opinion about their bran children). I have neither the time, strength
or inclination—even if I had the ability tC read plays and pass on their
merit.
Sa please, dea. emcr; o authors, do not add to my responsibilities by sending scripts.
I
never rend them and they may get lost in
transit.
I would dearly love to help you a'l, but my eyesight pcarcely
permits my reading my mail cr the daily, papers.
I have a mile of my own work piled up waiting for me and if it were
not for Betty coming down from Variety 4 o help me get up my "column*'
there would be no "Bed Hide Chats."
I, no doubt,
wbuld be the only
I

I

have

lost

PROMOTING

into the

enough.

getters among the newly arrived
with
non -musicals.
"Dagmar"
N'azimova at the Selwyn played to

a promising first week with about
"Give and Take" built up$13,700.
ward steadily at the 49th Street
and easily beat $8,500 last week.
nn excellent figure for a House of
this capacity.
"The Dancing Girl" tops interest
among the latest musicals andTllnes
up as a money getter at the Winter*
Garden.
The scale for 'the first
performance following the premiere

Wednesday

last

week was

$3 85.

I've just had dinner on Irvih Cobb, or was it off of him?
Anyhow my This week the regular scale of
dinner was served to-day on the table, the glass top of which covers $3 30 was established.
Matinees
a picture of our Beloved American. He sent it to me at Christmas time. are $2 top, following the custom
I wish I could live up to the inscription written on It.
It exactly fits of the Garden formerly and a featunder the glass top of my stand table. Then I had the photo of a pretty ure that has always given the
girl placed at his right and of two fine dogs at his feet.
And if that matinees heavy attendance. "Lady
Isn't playing the role of an appreciative and understanding friend, will Butterfly" showed promise at the
someone please advise me.
Globe late last week and after an
exceptional Saturday is expected
My idea of nothing to worry about is the loss of an octave. The dallies to bring class takings.
carried accounts of a strange law suit.
The leading musicals hold their
position with Ztegfelds "Follies"
A sliding subway door caught a concert singer, and snipped off
safe by a head; "Music Box Reone of her octaves, worth $100,000, according to the claim set forth
vue." "Greenwich Village Follies"
by her attorney, in a suit to recover that amount from the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company.
and "Little Nellie Kelly" also holding their positions. "The Clinging
The petition recites that the lady had a range extending an octave
Vine" and 'The Gingham Girl" top
•higher than her present range, but lost eight notes when a subway
the $2.50 musicals.
door broke her nose during a rush-hour jam. She was thrown to
Next week's openings total at
jostled.
the floor of the car and severely
"Wildflower" will bow
Yes, I have been severely jostled too, and maybe I have lost a few lease five.
into
the Casino, "Sally, Irene and
octaves In the shuffle, but if I get out of here without losing my vertaMary" moving to the 44th Street,
brae, I won't worry about octaves.
available through the withdrawal
Saturday of "The World We Live
It was so much company for me.
I have sent my bird away.
I do
In." "Sun Showers" also a musical
not know of anything that helped to forestall that most dreaded of all
comedy
will bring the Astor back
maladies (hospital blues) as much as "Sidney" did. No matter how
legitimate from pictures.
dark or rainy the day, he always had a song for me, and the other pa- to the
"Mike
Angelo"
and "The Egotist"
tients on the hall frequently told the nurse how much he had cheered
will close, their respective berths
them up. But I did not think it just fair to have him cooped up in one at the Morosco
and $9th Street
room where there is no sun (my room faces north) and I thought he being taken by
"Hail and Farewell"
would be much happier in the home of a friend of mine, who has other
and "Mary, the Thlrd. MvJTeer Gynt"
birds and a lot of sun and plenty of time to take care of him.
will be the Theatre Guild's new
Frequently, when I was able to sit up for a while. I would ask to have
entrant, at the Garrick which has
the windows closed and the bird cage door opened, that he might have
been closed for several weeks in
fome liberty. He enjoyed flying around the room, sitting on the plants preparation. There are bus one
and furniture or the bedpost singing to me and after a while would re- new attraction this week, "Caroturn to the cage alone, and calmly sit there and wait for the nurse to line," which came Into
the Ambas•hut him in.
sador Wednesday.
*Th» Lady in
Ermine" mved from that house to
One cloud on a beautiful horizon of a New Year was losing one of my the Century Monday.
pet nurses, who was transferred to another hospital to extend her trainAmong the subway houses "Cat
ing. If you were ever in a hospital and had a nurse who always knew and Canary" at the Broad Street,
just exactly how you liked your coffee, just how thick to cut your bread; Newark, topped the list with nearly
knew just how to fix your pillows; just when you have been sitting up $15,000. "Caroline" at the Majestic,
long enough and watched your pulse lest you become too weak before she Brooklyn, was next with $13,500,
summoned aid; that always had "a smile for you; never would admit figured excellent for an attraction
that you were ever cross or unreasonable; understood and sympathized which has not played Broadway.
with even your Idiosyncrasies; entered into the spirit of your jokes; got "Anna Christie" did but fairly at
as much pleasure out of opening your packages as you did; got so she the Bronx opera house, about $7,000.
Cuts Top Buys
knew by the envelope whom your mail was from, and in fact thought and
This week the list of attractions
fairly breathed for you for months, you will know just how deep is my
on sale at bargain prices topped by
loss.
Bui thank goodness, it Is only temporary. When she returns from the one the number that the premium
maternity hospital; where she has gone to learn how to take care of brokers were carrying as outright
brand new babies and their mothers, she is coming back here, and maybe buys. The score stood 21 to 20 on
Wednesday afternoon. During the
she will be assigned to this floor again.
I shall miss you, Kathcrine Crowe, but am consoled with the thought first two days of the week the busithat my loss is the gain of some young mothers and little babies, who ness was off in all of the brokers
with the exception of the real- hit
will find a kind, sympathetic patient friend In you.
attractions, for which the demand
neems to hold at # about an even
Roy Moulton says it with Ink, concealed in fountain pens. During pace.
Those
attractions
are
the holidays I had occasloh to write Mr. Moulton thanking him for some "Rain." "Merton
of the Movies."
kindness, and as is my custom since I have been here, I used pencil. 'Loyalties," "Seventh
Heaven"
and
Zelda Sears dropped in while I was writing and joked me about using a the new Winter
Garden show.
lead pencil. "All right, then." I said. "loa»n me your fountain pen." She
During the week the buy for the
And the TiilV.* Rurke piece.
I did.
said, "Oh. shush, tell him I ain't got no fountain pen."
"Roce Briar" at
m-xt day came a beautiful <.M rose and gold fountain pen from Roy tic Empire was renewed
for an adMoulton. When I get up I am going to drive iip in front of his hourt ditional four weeks and
a buy was
in a Ford and tell him
ain't got no Rolls Royce.
placed for "Caroline" with Tessa
KoSta as the star which opened at
Harry Hlrschfleld I'soughl this one: A regiment of married negro the Ambassador Inst Wednesday
seain
Fiance,
line
trenches
and
Dlght
The brokers took 300 a
•.000
(loops was stationed In the front
<>
soned white soldiers were stationed immediately behind.
for four
of the night
weeks with the
negroes, addressing his buddy said: "Mose, what do you all s'posc do usual 25 per cen, return allowed.
papers &wine to say about us tomorrow?" And Mose answered: "If 6* A buy was also made for "J.adv
rest of you niggers feels as I does does headlines wi'l soy 'Six thousand butterfly."
The complete list of buys in
white troops trooped to death.' "
l

,

THE

The most extraordinary play promotion

FOOL"

.

the year is being
given "The Fool" by the Selwyns and Channing Pollock, its author.
It is now in its fifteenth week at the Times Square theatre, New
York, and it Is claimed to hav e an advance sale of $100,000, indicating continuance in New York next season,
The Selwyns have evidenced brilliant showmanship In the handling
of the attraction.
special matinee was given last Friday exclusively for rabbis and delegates to the jubilee celebration of the
of

A

United Hebrew Congregations.
An expression of enthusiasm for "The Fool" was voiced by Rabbi
Joseph Silverman of Temple Emanu-EI, New York, who addressed
the audience after the third act, saying:
"There are a thousand rabbis congregated here this afternoon;
I want you to go home and to know there will be sermons about
this wonderful play from a thousand pulpits."
A special company of "The Fool" will open in Boston February 1$.
Mr. Pollock began a series of addresses in that city starting Wednesday, discoursing on the play and its purpose.
At the Times Square Saturday night the Selwyns had as guests six
clergymen from Springfield, Mass., where the play will appear
prior to the Boston debut. The visiting clergy all stated sermons on
"The Fool" would be given next Sunday*
The public addresses of Jhe author in and around New York
have .tided in the issuing of sentiments from the governor down
that The Fool" Is one of the greatest agencies for good ever known

.

in the metropolis.
"The Fool' has been the subject of discourses in the churches
of fourteen denominations and from more than 200 pulpits. School
courses now have taken up the Pollock play, which has been
adapted for reading -in the English courses of the high schools of

Utah and Georgia.

The mail order sale for the Boston engagement was said to be
$15,000 early this week. With the Indication that its attendance will
grow better 'every day in every way" and the fact that there will be
seven companies sent on tour next season, it is predicted the dramatic sensation wUl result in profits of $1,000,000.

GUS HILL ON BROADWAY

JOBS ALL FILLED

Producing Comedy Drama for First
Legit Try in 35 Years

Union Warns That AH Stage Hands
Portions Are Filled in N. Y.

Gus Hill is producing for
way with a new three -act
drama. "Old Man Smith,"
by Adeline Hendricks. The

now

belrff

engaged are
Day.

readied.

BroadThe I. A. T. S. E. bulletin of last
comedy week warns
members of the stage
written

piece is
those
Juliette

Among

Tom Wise and

The production marks Hill's first
real try for Broadway in 35 years
of managerial activities.

VERDICT FOR FAY MAEBE
Fay Marbe, who brought

suit in

1920 for $4,187.57 damages for alleged breach of contract against the
Wilner-Romberg Corp., was awarded
a verdict for $400 by a Jury before
Justice Martin in the New York
Supreme Court, Trial Term, part
XVI. Miss Marbe alleged unjust
dismissal from "The Magic Melody"
cast.

Nathan Rurkan, acting

for the de-

fendant, interposed a defense that
Miss Marbe voluntarily left the
show; that she might have found
new employment had she exercised
reasonable diligence and that she
did eventually find new employment. Despite this defense the Jury

found for Miss Marbe.
"Sheik's

Love" to Close.

"The Sheik's Love"

is

4

the

final

play by the Poll players. Waterbury, Conn. The company will close
•Saturday.
William Collison is the
author of "The Sheik's Love."
force are "Caroline"
(Ambassador); "Johannes Krelsler (Apollo);
"Kiki" (Belasco); "Seventh Heaven"
(Booth);
"Merton
of
the
Movies" (Cort); "Rain'' (Elliott);
"The Masked Woman" (Eltlnge);
"Rose Briar" (Empire); "3ecrets"
(Fulton);
"Loyalties"
(Gaiety);
"Lady Butterfly"
(Globe);
"So

hands' union throughout the country
that employment conditions are such
as to call for no outsiders. There

are more than enough competent
stage employes in New York now
to fill all the open Jobs, with a sufficient surplus to take care of any
vacancies that might occur in the
near future, the statement in the
stage hands' bulletin says.

Should members of out-of-town I.
A. unions come to New York with
the idea of seeking work at present,
the bulletin advises bringing along
a plentiful supply of cash to negotiate the period between arrival and
probable employment.

WOODS' ADELPHI
Chlcaao. Jan. 31.
A. H. Woods latest theatre acquisition here will be called the
Adelphl.
It
was formerly the

Columbia, playing Columbia burlesque and purchased by the manager along with the Planters Hotel
recently.

.The Adelphl will have a different
policy from that of the other two
Woods houses in the Loop (Apollo
and Woods). It will play legitimate
attractions for six weeks, the policy
being along the lines of that formerly used at McVlcker's. The latrter
however played to $1 top, whereas,
the Adelphl will have a $2 top.

The house

is

due

to* reopen

May

1.

Alterations will add about 200 seats
to the capacity, which will be 1,200.

MONTY LOVE VERY, ILL
Montagu Love

Is

dangerously Ml

at the Lexington hospital, Lexington avenue and 57th street. He was
taken there some days ago and
treated for a heavy cold. Through a

This Is London" (Hudson); "The mistake he was ordered to
appear
Clinging
Vine"
(Knickerbocker); on the set with Marion Davles.
who
"Little
Nellie
Kelly"
(Liberty); is making "Little Gld New
York" at
"Polly Preferred"
(Little);
"The an armory in Brooklyn, and against
Merchant of Venice" (Lyceum); his doctor's orders appeared
but so
"Music Box Revue" (Music Box); weak he could not stand.
He was
"Zlegfeld
Follies"
(Amsterdam); carried* Into the armory.
"The Fool" (Times Square), and
"The Dancing Girl" (Winter Garden),

In the cut rates the demand the
two nights of the \ week was
also off, but on Wednesday afternoon business fcr the matinees
picked up. The 21 shows offered at
cut rates were "Caroline" (Ambassador), seats for the opening night
performance In the balcony only;
"Johannes Krelsler" (Apollo); "It
Is the Law" (BayesA; "Passions for
first

Men"

Belmont);
"Whispering
(Broadhurst);
Shubert
Vaudeville (Central); "The Ladv in
Ermine" (Century); "The Love
Child"
(Cohan);
"Jitta's
Atonement" ('Comedy); "Liza" (Dalv's);
"Why Not?" (48th Street); "The
World We Live In" (44th Street);
"R.
U.
R."
(Frazce);
"Hxtra"
(Longarroi; ".Mike Angelo" (Morosco); "Will Shakespeare" .National);
"r*p
she Goes" (Playhouse); "A Square Peg" (Pun^h &
Judy);
"The
Humming Bird"
(Rilz), and "Glory" (Vanderb:it).

ATTORNEY ATTACHES CARR
Chicago, Jan.

31.

Alexander Carr. who is playing
with Barney Bernard at the Selwyn
in "Partners Again," has been attached for $350 by Benjamin IL
Ehrlich, theatrical attorney, who directed the attachment against the
actor's car.
Ehrlich claims that
Carr sought him for legal advice
regarding a divorce and then decided to employ another attorney.

Wires"

Edns's Things Under

Van

Brink's

Hammer

announces an auc-

tion of ail the effects of KUtia Goodrich's home. Miss Goodrich recently sailed for South America with her
mother, after closing in a road tour
of "The Circle.'^
In the furnishings are art works.

autographed books and photographs
and some interesting possessions of
the late Nat Goodwin.
The auction runs all this week"

-
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house

SHOWS

Wonder show which fought
way out of cut rates and

week).

New Amsterdam

week).

maker

(25 th

ceipts for non-musical attraction.

Ziegfeld revue record
fluctuates only couple of

With "The Cherry Orchard" last
week's gross was $44,900. Correct

trying for Casino.

that record.
Excellent business
recently bettered $15,000 weekly.
"Lady in Ermine,* Century (18th

Final
tion,

about
*600.
.

under that mark.

I

LAST WEEK

$14,885

ceed next week.

Total Chicago Grots for Week $238,175— "Torch
Bearers" Given Send Off, But Didn't Hold
"The Twiit" Made No Impression

Up—

Chicago, Jan. 31.
"plugging," but the playgoers evithe 16 shows in the dently don't want it here, as was
houses last week, the observed Sunday night (Jan. 22),
average gross in round figures was when the house failed to sell out.
The total estimated busi- The "drops" In business at other
$14,885.
performances
during
the
week
ness drawn was $238,176.
brought the decision to take It out
"Sally's"
repetition of another Feb. 24, when Frank Keenan
ar$40,000 held aloft the average gross rives
his
in
new play, "Peter
of the town against the serious Weston."
+
elsewhere,
received
drawback it
"Partners Again" slipped Monday
particularly from two of the preEddie Cantor's just enough to lose Its hea!thy>>quota
miere attractions.
of
business over' $17,000 with no inshow, while lower in its figure over
the previous week, went to $27,475. crease in the matinee business. The
off-business
Monday night for the
were
a
these
musical
shows
Both
life-saver for keeping the town's Selwyn hit proved "Sally" was the
only show in town that did not feel
average over the $10,000 mark.

Bunching

loop's

legit

.

the effects of the quiet Monday
Three off nights featured the night. A peep at the scale chart in
(3d
Bird," Rits
Management has taken week, Monday, Tuesday and Thurs- the lobby showed the balcony prices
house for 10 weeks. Some changes day. .The week-end business in have Jt>een raised, giving the sellbeing tried, but business to date some instances didn't register with out gross a jump for the Bernard discouraging.
Last week under the usual blast. .'Several failed to Carr piece. The Selwyn can do
>

Saturday
sell out Saturday night.
first week, gross below $5,000.
Old 8oak," Plymouth (24th night's business was hurt by a comweek). Hopkins' most consistent bination unow and rain storm, cutmoney-maker this season. Came ting short -window sales and throwin early and thought to be of lim- ing, the *'speea" intp a turmoil of
The Saturday night wailing
ited engagement rating. Popular- grief"
ity developed quickly, however, of the "specs" in front of the Apollo
'and has shown unusual strength and Colonial was the prize squawk
since holidays. Well over $13,000 of the year.
,
last week.
The dramatics ("The Twist," at
The 'Love Child," Cohan (12th thfc .La Salle, and "The Torchweek). Last week's trade held up Bearers," at the Powers) and one
as well as previous week with ex- musical play ("Elsie," Illinois) were
ception of Wednesday night, af- the premieres. Neither of the two
fected by storm to extent of $600 dramatic plays promise to ^wlng
into a Chicago gait.
Opening to
Gross .nearly $11,500.
>1.200, the La Salle attracThe Masked Woman," Eltinge (7th around
night's
busition
sunk
to
Monday
a
run
week). Likely candidate to
through until spring. m Powerful ness of $400 and throughout the
matinee draw and nightly business week failed to hit an encouraging
stride.
The well -advertised trio,
has been big. Around $12,000.
Byron, Hale Hamilton and
The World We Live In," 44th St. Arthur
Andrews,
are bound to draw
Ann
Final week for more business than they did for the
(14th week).
Brady's noted "Insect Comedy." premiere week. If they don't, the
It will be taken to Chicago early
house will add to the grief exnext month and presented there at pressed when William Hodge was
About $9,000 last unwillingly moved over to the
Auditorium.
week).- "Sally, Irene and Mary" Studebaker.
will move up from Casino.
More excitement betwixt the
"Up She Goes," Playhouse (13th business
executives of the house
Brady's musical attracweek).
and
attraction featured the opening
exception success. Grosses not
of "The Torch -BearerS" than the
tional, but show making money
playgoers revealed. Something like
right along. Last week got $10,$630 was gleaned by the Powers at600. Management claims continutraction for the premiere gross:
ance through seasom
Wonder notices were given the
Broadhurst piece by the critics, in fact, some
Wires,"
"Whispering
As Indicated last of the most substantial reviews any
(26th week).
week, business of mystery play play has received here this year.
better here than at 49th St. Last But something holds back the enweek got $10,000. Was to have thusiasm for the show, with Ashton
gone on tour, but date now indefi- Stevens in his second thought renite.
views probably striking the reason
-Will 8hakespeare," National (5th when he wrote: "Don't judge a play
Producer In hopes this by its title. The only thing wrong
week).
build
will
play
exceptional English
with that roaring burlesque of amaAgain grossed $8,500, teur theatricals at Powers' Is the
further.
with some two-for-one tickets. name. 'The Torch-Bearers' is too
of
Will be tried further. Notice
bookish and subtle a title for this
withdrawal withdrawn.
laughslide. I am sure it is keeping
people away." Only four weeks are
chalked off for "The Torch -Bearers," for Ina Claire is due Feb. 19
"An Awful Truth." The
ORLEAN'S BEST
with
Powers is having a disastrous seaSan Carlo Opera Co. Will Get $25,000 son, but "Truth" promises to return the Randolph street house to
at S3 Top in Tulane
its proper sphere.
"Elsie" promises something at
$1.
Jan.
Orleans,
New
the Illinois.
A very low figure
Playing to $3 top and nine per- greeted the premiere, but the house
formances at the Tulane, the San was cleverly papered and several of
the critics picked the piece as a
Carlo Opera Company will do $25,000 "solid hit."
The word-of-mouth
this week. There is a complete sell advertising brought much attention
out at present. The former record to the Illinois attraction, which
waa $23,000.
started jumping Tuesday night at
Thie is New Orleans' best week a $400 clip, it's a Chicago show,
of the current season. All theatres pure and simple, and it's getting so
that Chicago likes a lot of new
are playing to an overflow.
That's why so much fuss is
The St. Charles theatre stock in faces.
made over Luella Gear and
being
"The Bad Man" will do about $7,000. Irma Warwick. "Elsie" will be well
worth watching for a long and suc-

Ths

4

"Wildflower,"

that makes money.
"Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (12th "So This Is London," Hudson (23d
Cohan's early hit is acweek).
week). Fastest musical show on
tually going stronger now than
Broadwsy and going clean for all
during the fall, both in demand
performances, with standees freand takings. Its pace has been
week
last
Bus.ness
quently.
6nly
$17,300 for past two weeks.
jumped several hundred for total
"The Fool" and "Hamlet" have
of around $23,500 or better.
regular
atamong
drawn
more
week).
(10th
"Lisa," Daly's 63d St.
tractions.
No doubt about this colored show
baring fooled talent somewhat. "Square Peg," Punch and Judy (1st
week). New attraction bowed in
Mas been getting fairly good
bit

AVERAGED

WEEK

NEW

TREASURERS MOVED ABOUT
Recent switches in Shubert the-

atre

treasurers

in

around $18,500 on capacity at

all

performances.
One of the things
noted at the Selwyn for the future
success of the house after the
wretched
experiences
of
^The
Circle,"
involved in the outright
"buy,"

is

the boxofflce line for future

performances.
Lester Bryant played to another

new

Monday

show

George opened
nett's

in

starring

when

Grace
Ben-

"To Love."
vehicle,

"Ho

Who

Gets Slapped" departed, ending the
worries of the intrepid Bryant, whe
was at sea as to what sort of a
curtain speech the star was going
to make at each succeeding performance. It was reported Bennett's
speeches even kept away some ol
the* creditors of a hard season fo"
the
the Playhouse management
only bright spot that Bryant found
The arin the whole engagement.
rival of the new attraction didn't
lessen the young manager's worries, however.
This time Bryant is
bothered as to just whose name
shall appear first in support of Miss
George. Robert Warwick or Norman Trevor. It's a great season for
Lester Bryant.
The balance of the attractions in
town suffered in gross receipts over
the previous week, yet all held a
profitable pace, with "Zeno" holding
the reasons why It was classed as a
hit after the premiere.
The Great
Northern presentation was only off
slightly from the $14,000 *veek,*and
there are good signs to believe it will
slip into its biggest mark of the engagement this week.
A whole lot isn't expected from
auto week now with us. The gathering will bring a flock of visitors, but
they are not of the theatre-going
class such as were the delegates of
the various conventions a fortnight
ago. Several of ths plays in town
will catch a draw from the auto
visitors, but the majority of ths
local managers aren't over -exaggerating the possible increase in
business that auto shows bring to
theatrical trade elsewhere.
Last week's estimates:
"Elsie" (Illinois, 1st week). Holds
atmosphere for good betting it will
hold
successful engagement.
for
Would be crackerjack aummer'ahow
for loop. Slow start kept it around

—

$13,000.

"Ths Twist" (LaSalle, 1st week).
Will have to pick up faster step
than ahowed after Sunday night's
$1,200 opening to hold any length of
Indications of billing camtime.
paign given it. Crept to $8,000.
"The Torch - Bea rers" ( Powers.
for
1st
week).
Sad business
splendid cast and entertainment. If
newspaper reviews counted, ahould
(Continued on page 17)

cessful stay.

"Thank-U"
whirlwind

in

at che Cort finished
shape, proving the

piece could have remained
York Golden
longer through sheer mer't of demand. Two extra matinees (Thursaffected have a dozen box offices
were Inserted, each asBenny Stein has moved from the day-Friday)
serting the Judgment of the deBijou to the Ambassador, Josic cision to give them. From the pace
O'Brien being switched from the the Cort departure was setting
Harry when it decided to withdraw, it's
»49th Street to the Bijou.
Levey has been moved from the within reason to believe the wellBayes to the Lyric, Ray Callahan llked comedy could have gone until
In the previous week's
^•>ing from tfte latter house to the jhe spring.
Astor, and Maurice D«> Friea goinx,' reckoning of "Thank -U's" business
of the wee!; were
the
matinees
an into the Bayes box office. William
slightly

(9th

HOUSES

16 LEGIT

week).

week). "Six Characters in Search of
Author," Princess (14th week).
Another mystery drama which has
foreign
thid
Producer spotted
not been able to attract big
Has somewhat
novelty rightly.
grosses, though rates as good enL'liO-aeater
limited
draw,
which
fits
approxiTakings
tertainment.
requirements, $4,500 to $5,000 and
mate $6,000 weekly. Last week

Bijou

fairly in strong
Dropped off
field.
last week, which brought
Takings about $6,notice.
"Mary the Third" will suc-

Ths Humming

profit made at figure.
succeeding
Monday,
"Blossom
Time." which went out after play- "Secrets," Fulton (6th week). English show is hit; though it got off
ing 65 weeks.
"Lady" will be
to slower start than anticipated
similarly cut-rated for Century
has settled down to smart busiExtension. $14,500 last week.
ness and virtual sell-out after
"Lady Butterfly," Globe (2d week),
Tuesday.
Gross nearly $14,000
showed first signs of real activity
again last week.
Friday and Saturday; former nght
(14th
Heaven," Booth
takings were around $2,400. Busi- "Seventh
week).
Classes with strongest
ness first week between $15,500
dramas In demand and Is in
Drew exceptional
and $16,000.
smash division. Took three weeks
Saturday business.
to And out this one was "in" and
"Last Warning," Klaw (15th week).
no doubt about It thereafter. ExMystery play holding to business
tra matiness Fridays and takings
volume making plenty of money
now over $15,000 weekly.
CaTakings
for house and show.
pacity all the way.
quoted at around $11,500.
In,"

which drew

competitive
$1,600

Arthur Hammeratein's new musical,
Casino gross
eucceeda.
$13,500 last week and very good

Moved from Ambassador

to run until summer.
Egotist," 89th St. (6th week).
week of Ditrlchstein attrac-

Ought

The

I

"Listening

Winter Garden
Opened Wednesday

in

capacity for all performances.
Business totaled little under $20,000 last week.
The Gingham Girl," Earl Carroll
(23d week). Holds position at top
of musical field of class, with $18,000 and over Weekly. Has established house new last season.

hundred dollars weekly.
Trend
figure for "In the Depths" (second
was on right side again last week
week) was $44,000.
and show beat $36,400; leads "Music Box Revue," Music Box
Broadway's musicals.
(15th week). Extension of agency
"Glory,"
Vanderbilt
(6th
week).
buy for additional four weeks
Picked up emartly last week and
over 16 originally contracted for
indications are that "big sister to
will keep scale at $5.50 for at least
Irene" In for run. Takings around
20 weeks.
Sure to go through
$12,000, with lower floor pulling
season and is as strong now as at
excellent trade.
any time of run. $29,000 and over
"Greenwich Village Follies," Shubert
weekly.
21st week).
One of Broadway's "Passions for Men," Belmont (9th
big musical bits.
Consistently
Molnar comedy drawing
week).
held place with leaders and ahead]
smart crowds for lower floor atof Village revuea before it. About
tendance.
With balcony forced
$25,500.
into cut- rates, gross approximates
"Give and Take," 49th St. (3d week).
Fair money for small
$6,500.
Made good promise of opening
house but not profitable for show,
performances and despite critics
which is guaranteeing.
by getting between $8,500 and $!),- "Rain," Maxine Elliott U3th week).
000 for first full week. Capacity
One of Sam Harris* string of winlatter part of week. Ought to land
ners.
Leads dramas in point of
for run.
interest and agency call and doing
"Hamlet," Sam Harris .(12th week).
$15,300 weekly. Capacity Is $14,000
Closing to splendid business;, has
and all over is standing room
one more week to go (actually
money.
closes Friday, Feb. f).
Extra "Romeo and Juliet," Henry Miller
Tuesday matinee Inserted for last
(2d week).
Opened Wednesday
three weeks. Takings last week
last
week, winning shower of
$20,800.
That tops non-musicals
plaudits from critics.
Business
except Moscow Art.
for five performances' $8,000, box
It Is ths Law," Bayes (10th week).
office
taking Jump Friday and
Sam Wallach's mystery play holdSaturday. Drew $1,900 and $2,300
ing to profitable form since moving
for afternoon and evening of latfrom Rits, which ie exceptional,
ter day.
especially since Bayes Is roof the- "Rose Briar," Empire (6th week).
atre.
Nearly $7,500.
Held to good business for first
"Jitta's Atonement," Comedy
(3d
five weeks, business last week
week).
Given good send -off by
ehowing first algn of being off.
reviewers and tabbed as enterTotal, however, satisfactory at
tainment. Business thus far only
Another four weeks fig$11,600.
moderate.
Gross for first week
ured for run.
about $5,600.
"R. U. R.," Frazee (17th week).
"Johannee Kreieler," Apollo (7th
Theatre Guild's beet try to date
week).
Selwyn s foreign novelty
this season.
Haa been making
making money, though expensive
money since moving here from
Strong
to
operate.
box-office
Garrick; business lately around
trend ought to figure in giving It
"Peer Qynt" next Guild
$8,000.
real run. Takings quite over avproduction;
next Monday.
erage.
Last week $15,600 to "Sally, Irene due
snd Mary," Casino
$16,000.
(22d week). Moves to 44th Street
"Kiki," Belasco (62d week). BeMonday. Comeback in pace after
lasco Broadway ace racing for atholidays haa jammed bookings
tainment of two seasons on Broadsomewhat, two other attractions
way and very likely to click to

week).

week

LOOPS

Girl,"

week).

last

with Broadway's non- "Loyalties," Gaiety (l»th week).
musical leaders. Played to nearly
Getting all house will hold in
$14,500 last week. Baltimore proeight performances. English play
duction stock came near $10,000
rated good for all season eoon
Washington
same;
10th
mark and
after its premiere and no chanje
week there.
in prediction.
Takings not much
"Better Times," Hippodrome (22d
under $14,000.
week). Big .house is doing well, "Merchant of Venice," Lyceum (7th
but not what production of its kind
week). Certainly one of season's
should.
Show rated one of best
important presentations, but inPace between
yet given there.
tended for limited engagement
$50,000 ami $60,000.
and big money not expected for
"Caroline," Ambassador (1st week).
longer period. Booking extended
Shuberts' latest operetta, having
Belasco has "The
to 12 weeks.
basis of foreign success. Has been
Comedian" ready and will sucout several weeks and well re"Merchant" got
ceed in March.
garded.
"Lady in Ermine'' has
nearly $18,000 last week.
moved to Century.
Movies," Cort (12th
"Chauve-Souris," Century Roof (52d "Merton of the
Season's
for
week).
winner
week).
Accomplishment of full
George Tyler. Not only getting
year on Broadway will be recordconsistently
audiences
but
smart
ed Feb. 4 for this' extraordinary
getting grosses of equal size of
novelty, and Its $5 top for tbat
Broadway's best. Around $16,500
length of time has never been apweekly.
proached. Looks good for balance
t
"Mike Angelo," Morosco (4th week).
of season.
Final week. Did not look strong
"Dagmar," Selwyn (2d week). Nasimova drama looks good for real
at out-of-town showing and short
premiere.
stay indicated after
money. Its first week with $5
House will get "Hail and Farepremiere and $3 Saturday night
well," with Florence Reed, next
resulted In takings of $13,600.
"Extra,"
week).
week. "Sporting Thing to Do" off.
Longacre
(2d
Brought in as stop-gap until Ethel Moscow Art Theatre, Jolson's 59th
Continues to get
Barrymore comes in with "The
St. (4th week).
Laughing Lady."
Guaranteeing.
columns of newspaper attention
Under $4,000 first week.
and record-breaking box-otfice re(lasses

"Follies,'*

Dancing

(2d

remodeled Garden.
Regarded having good chance.
Scale moderated and from this
week on $3.30 top.
The Fool," Timet Square (15th
week). One of most astonishing
grosses for attraction of kind and
draws amid field of extraordinary
making little money.
Between
running currently on
dramas
$6,000 and $7,000.
Broadway. Three matinees and

"Abie'e Irish Rose," Republic (37th

CHI

musical priced at $2.60 In season,
and popular scale makes it look
Business
set for rest of season.
nearly $18,000 weekly now.

The

1028

1,

been

closed for

Figures estimated snd comment point to some attractions bain*
.successful, while the same gross accredited to others might euggeet
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explsined in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Aleo the eixe of east,
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as againet dramatio
play ia also considered.

Its

having

some weeks. Produced
Won
McClinttc.
by Guthrie
Mixed comment.
"The Clinging Vina," Knickerbocker
(6th week).
Pars with anything

AND COMMENT
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Thursday, February

Subscribe for

New

7Z/FTY

•

Davis is the new assistant
Ambassador.

at

the

Y..

Jan.

tii

is

31.

1

the certain

receive

under-estimated.
Instead
week's figure being around

it

way

to

regularly each

week

.soo as an average, it went as
li'rh as JT.M'.O.
The Cort will now
$

"BLIMP" SHOWS UP-STATE
Binghamton, N.

of

That

1

host to Mrs. Flake's new
"The Dice «>f the Gods'
(opened Monday), This will probably b<> a limited engagemenl with
tho fort eventually drawing the atact as
play,

"The Blimp," written by Conrad
Westervelt and produced by Joh'n traction that Will feature th<> ii*u;il
summer engagement,
Henry Mears, opened at the "Stone sprlng*sarly
"Captain Applejack" 'won't make
Monday.
a try for a long run at tho Harris.
It's a comedy with Herbert CortIt's no!
the kind of play Chicago
hell, and both received favorable
Will buy despite its big financial
press notices here, also Marian success
Broadway.
Harris'
on
ha*
pieegt
received
tromendous
Mears, who played a flapper.
'

Annual subscription $7
Foreign

(incl.

Canada) $8
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ONE DRAMATIC

INSIDE STUFF

BAT" POSTS NOTICE;

IN PH1LLY

25 WEEKS IN BOSTON

LAST WEEK; SIX MUSICALS

—
Left "Blossom

Time" in
"Monster" Cleaned and
99
14th Week, Hit of Musical Field— 'Teaches
Picks

Up—Wynn's

Show

tered

first

with pickup Friday and Saturday
gross claimed to have squeezed past
$20,000. This week's business problematical. "Molly Darling." Monday,
return for city within 60 days.
"Peaches* (Garrick, 2d week). Indications were this new Lederer
musical comedy has caugM on this
week, but last week's gross was low,
the upstairs trade being weak. Not
until Friday any substantial grosses
were recorded.
"Kempy" (Walnut, 1st week).
Opened to enthusiastic house and

with a bang.

That was "The Monster," In its
fourth and final week at the Walnut,
It had climbed steadily.
It
understood an attempt was made

where
is

Perfect Fool" (Forrest, 4th
Distinct slackening regispart of last week, but

week).

to buy- off the succeeding attraction
for $500 for each of two weeks, but
negotiations fell through.
Of the musical attractions "Blossome Time," 14th week at the Lyric,
was still the outstanding hit. This
Schubert operetta has been getting
an especially big play at matinees

won

which may mean

fine notices,

big business for two weeks' stay.
"The Monster" did $17,900. said to
be a house record for a straight
show, last week with two extra
gan coming, and a complete sellout matinees.
15th
(Lyric.
"Blossom Time"
was recorded. "In Springtime of
Youth" had apparently no effect on week). Not much weakening observed and gross claimed over $16.the "Blossom Time" business.
George Lcderer's "Peaches," at the 000. Immense matinee trade develGarrick, in Its first week, showed a oping for this long-run hit. Claims
considerable boost at the week-end. it will run to Easter or even

Last week the' advance
recently.
sale was p'uny for Wednesday^ matinee, but shortly before show time
(despite heavy rain) the crowds be-

The opening Monday was made

throughout season have been made.
"The. Cat and the Canary" (AdelOpened to capacity
phl. 1st week).
house, with little paper, manage-

into

something of a gala occasion

In

celebration of Mr. I<ederer's 40 years
The Mayor
In managerial ranks.
and other dignitaries were present.
By Thursday a gain was observable.
The dailies, though none enthusiastic, went out of their way to be as
kind as possible to Mr. Lederer.

The Garrick

"The Naughty
c'aimed.
Diana" said to have shown pickup
over first week by a few hundred

ment

all

SHOWS IN CHICAGO
(Continued from page 16)

jump immediately, but shows

"For

week

for two

weeks

only.

In

ministers

being

made

great "play* 'on. Outfought dramatic critics' "thoughts" and making
personal achievement for William

It's unusual for big time vaudeville agents in New York to attract
attention to themselvee for unpaid debts; much more so than several of
the small time agents who seem as Intent on not paying what they owe
as in booking acts. But the Incident did come up within the past fortness was concerned, none of the night of a big time vaudeville agent nearly losing his office furniture
shows In town hitting any excep- through neglecting to pay an advertising bill to a theatrical paper which
tionally high spots, and, as a result took Judgment against 4iim for the amount due, $121. The agent pre*
vented his office being stripped at the final moment through an adjusted
of the weather, all did a very fair
settlement.
business. No changes in attractions
It was but lately that Judgment was recorded against a small time
at the local houses Monday night.
agent in favor of an employe for salary. It was only recently the same
but a few openings are scheduled for agent was reported to have purchased property In his wife's name to the
the coming week.
value of $35,000, while at the same time the agent took pains to explain
"Molly Darling," at the Tremont, how he had lost $15,000 since the fall started in a venture outside of his
now on the last week, forged ahead agency business. Still the employe and other creditors in connection
considerably last week and got bet- with his agency business remain unpaid.
If there were no other reason (and there are hundreds) why Variety
ter than $20,000, a gain* of close to
started its crusade against the wrong agents, the fait of so many of
$2,000 from the week before.
them
being out and out dead beats would be sufficient in itself. With
"Llghtnin* " looks strong enough
booking offices makinj an intermittent try to regulate agents in their
to last the season at the Hollls. Littheatrical business dealings, no attempt has been ever made to regulate
tle attention was given by local thetheir moral business operations. The dead beats among agents reflect as
atre patrpns to the change In the
much on the reputable agents as the dead beats among actors have given
cast, and the show last week grossed the entire acting profession a bad name for credit.
almost $20,000. exactly the aanu
Credit is about the mos. desirable thing in any business. It is often
as the week before. Going along at more sought for than money. Merchants seek to raise their credit to the
this figure, or even with business highest rating. It brings them more and the. best in every way.
busi$5,000 less a week, the show is a ness man may encounter difficulties, reverses and be obliged to ask for
money maker and can stay at the an extension of time for payment or forced into Insolvency. He creHollls for the rest of the season. ates no enemies through that. If a hard working conscientious business
The Hollls Is made to order for man he instead receiver the sympathy of his associates and commercial
shows of this type and does not fare acquaintances. But an agent or an actor who plays cards and shoots
crap for money or throws his money away "down the line" and then atwell when It gets plays of the extempts to defraud creditors will never receive sympathy because his
perimental sort.
excuses (if he makes r.ny which frequently he* does not) are known to
"The Bunch and Judy" on the be false.
first week at the Colonial ran in'o
In theatricals credit should be as valuable to the business or profesquite a snag and did Only $13,000. sional departments s in any other business. Professionals can not exThis is less than any musical show pect to defraud trade papers and remain in their good graces. The
theatrical paper (not Variety) that secured a Judgment against the big
has done at the house so far tb
season. The house will be tak.n time agent did exactly right in enforcing its execution and settlement
All trade papers should proceed in the 'same manner. Variety does.
over next week by Ed Wynn In
Like other
It holds' nothing for the dead beat of the show' business.
"..he Perfect ^Fool."
"The Fool" is due at the Selwyn papers it accepts a. reasonable reason for delaying settlement of any
account, but the debtor who continuously refuses to acknowledge hie
Feb. 12 and is being exploited here
account, don't and won't pay, should not expect to receive more than he
by advertising and publicity. It will gets from any paper. And yet some dead beats who have allowed their
replace Pauline Frederick In "The accounts to stand so long they apparently have forgotten them still look
Guilty One," a play which has not for publicity, perhaps believing Variety also has forgotten. But bookbeen doing any great business since keeping doesn't forget.
Last week a vaudevlllian came into Variety's office, stating he had reit opened.
On the first week It did
$11,000, but there was a sharp' drop ceived a bad notice in Variety; that he owed Variety nothing but did
and thought that perhaps the theatrical papers had
last week and the gross was just a owe another paper
an understanding to "pan" anyone who didn't settle. It was not so. He
bit better than $7,000. No pick up Is
was so informed, but also that it was a fine idea.
looked for in the final two weeks.
Variety has a list of dead beats in the show business accumulated and
After a stay of months "The Bat" tabulated during its 17 years.
*

Boston, Jan.

tl.

A

.

has finally posted a departure noEasily reached $13,000.
"Wheal of Life" (Blackstone, 3d tice. It will leave the Wilbur Feb.
NEWS OF THE DAIIJES
week). Like all former movie film 17 and by that time will have made
celebrities Elsie Ferguson drawing a stay of 25 weeks here. During
The Polllon Sisters, Katherine
big matinee business.
Midweek
matinee hit $2,076. Night business that period the business has ranged and Charlotte, also known as the
help up for piece to approach from $17,000 to $12,000 weekly, with ."trouble sisters" by the police for
$13,000.
only a couple of Isolated instances their connection with several esca"8ally" (Colonial, 3d week). Ad- where the gross dropped below $12,- pades during the past 20 years, were
arraigned Wednesday before Judge

Hodge.

sale
now
$110,000.
Town's
$40,000 marker.

vance

claimed
riot.

to

be

Another

Now

the

screen

version

of

Martin

Brown's comedy, "The Exciters."
Bebe Daniels and Antonio Morene
will

have the principal

Nathan

Burkan,

roles.

attorney

for

Dalber, manager for Mm*.
Ganna Walska-McCormlck, In an

Jules

Mclntyre in the Court of General effort to restrain further legal proSessions, New York, on a charge of ceedings by Mme. Meluls. a concert
grand larceny brought by Charles singer, against Dalber, charged she
H. Dusenbury.
The complainant, instituted the suit to gain newswho is 73 years old, alleges he was paper publicity. Mme. Meluls is
engaged to one of the sisters, know- seeking to prevent Dalber from
ing them under the name of Smith, managing Mme. Walska-McCormlck.
and turned over to them several
valuable securities, after which they
Mrs. Claudia Car is ted t- Wheeler,
disappeared. The sisters requested once known as "The Girl in the Red
week). Last week, $7,000, way off they be granted ten days to engage Tights," has started suit for a difrom $11,000, week before. Two more counsel, but were given until Fri- vorce in the Superior Court, Chiweeks to go, then "The Foot"
day and were lodged In the Tombs, cago,
against
Albert
Gallatin
"The Passing Show" (Shubert. 3d no bail having been mentioned by Wheeler, Jr. The action is one of a
week). Final week; replaced next the court. The Poillons first came series of sensational suits by her.
week with "The Naughty Diana."
Into the public eye several years ago Including a $1,000,000 damage suit
"Molly Darling" (Tremont, 4th when Katherine sued W. Gould against her father-in-law, now deweek). Picked up considerably last Brokaw for breach of promise. She ceased, and a separation suit in
week and gross over $20,000. Only secured $17,000 In settlement before New York, in which she was awardshow in town that did better than the case went to the Jury. .The sis- ed $10,000 a year alimony instead of
ters were mixed up in several es- $1,000,000 cash. Her husband is al"Llghtnin'."
at one time sent leged to have deserted her in 1910.
"The Bat" (Wilbur, 22d week). capades and were
Upon comIsland.
Final weeks announced. Show baa to Blackwell's
pleting their sentence there they
A Jury in the Superior Court.
been running to splendid business
in vaudeville at Hammer- Norwich,
Conn., upheld the will of
and will go down as one of the big appeared
stein's.
Richard O. Libby in an action
money makers of the season.
brought by his daughter, Pauline
"Just Married" (Plymouth, 3d
Mile. Delecluse, a member of the Frederick, pictures, who appealed
week). Bit better than $1,000 last
traveling stars of the Paris Opera from the Probate Court decision.
W66k
"Lightnin'" (Hollls, 6th week). Comique In Canada, almost caused Libby left his entire estate to relaFigure of last week same as that of the death of M. Peraldi, playing the tives of his second wife and nothing
the week previous, $20,000. Looks role of Baron Scarpla in "'La Tos- to his daughter.
ca." Instead of the usual stage dagvery strong.
gers. Mile. Delecluse insisted that
Prohibition. Commissioner Haynes
inspiration could best be aroused by and Colonel L. O. Nutt, chief
of the
the use of real weapons.
In the narcotic forces, after a rough surCortland (N. Y.) Theatres Sold
scene where she tries to thrust a vey of the movie colony at HollySyracuse, N. Y., Jan. 81.
dagger into the heart of the Baron,
John S. Gray, shoe manufacturer Peraldi, alarmed at the fury shown wood, came to the conclusion that
stories about widespread use of
of this city, and his business as- in the actress' eyes, caught the blade
narcotics and bootleg; liquor there
sociates have acquired the Temple In his hand, badly lacerating it. The had\been overdone. They also said
and the Cortland theatres from wound was dressed and the p'ay that there Is little foundation for
continued until the final scene, when the magnified reports
James S. Btfrnham of that town.
of violations
the wound burst open.
of the Volstead and Harrison ac' .
About $100,000 is involved.
000.

that

has been given,

the closing
It

is

notice

expected the

"Captain Applejack" (Harris, Sd show will get a play from many who
week). Failed to sell-out at either have not seen It. and some repeats.
Estimates for last week:
Sunday or Saturday night perform"The Bunch and Judy" (Colonial,
ances, which, despite good matinees,
2d
week). About $13,000 first week,
held gross to $12,000. Engagement
ends Feb. 24 making seven weeks below par..
stay.
"The Guilty One" (Selwyn. 3d
"Partners Again" (Selwyn, 6th
week). Was off trifle on previous
week's gross, yet holding $17,000
swing. Should be one of few shows
expected to draw auto week business.

J

"So This Is London" (Cohan's
Grand, 10th week). Felt effects of
early week slump on week's gross
as strong as other shows in town,
thus holding trade around $13,000.
"Shuffle Along" (Olympic. 11th
week). First attraction to announce
Lincoln Birthday matinee, not considered good matinee date here although should prove profitable to
colored entertainment with other
shows on town passing it up. Just
squeezed out $13,000.

"Make
week).

The Forrest win have "Molly Dar- weeks
It played just before Christmas, doing creditable business at
the Garrick, and picked up each of
its four weeks, with practical sellouts its last two or three performances. The run at the Forrest will
probably be limited to two weeks,
though there is a gap of four as yet
unaccounted for before the arrival
of "The Music Box Revue." Rumor
has it that a big new musical show
will have its tryout there beginning

$6,000.

All Of Us" (Studebaker, 11th
Chicago).
Opinions of
in

prominent

—

Is

Fame trouble here as

to be

cities.

developed.

ling."

little

Sallied

Looks

York. Town too big. This is
play for medium sized and smaller

farce, Is now far more risque
than it was at the opening night
here; in fact, some say the strongest the producer has put on the
market yet. Surprise was expressed
that, despite the comments of the
dalles on its rawness, liUle business

Ed Wynn's "Perfect Fool" dropped
considerably early in the week at
the Forrest .and all thought of keeping this show in for another two
weeks, after the three first announced, were given up. Later in
the week a comeback was staged,
but the gross was off from the previous week by at least $3,500.
This week's openings were "Kernpy." at the Walnut, and "The Cat
and the Canary" at the Adelphl.
Much interest is expressed in the
business here of the latter in view
of the knockout established by "The
Some
Monster," at the Walnut
claim this will hurt "The Cat" very
much, while others say it will be a
help. An extended run is planned
for this mystery thriller, while
"Kempy" is in for only two weeks,
with "The Green Goddess" to follow
for two more.
Next week there will be three
changes in the legit theatres, but
only one new show comes In "Humoresque," with Laurette Taylor, at
the Broad, which was announced to
have, first, "Shore Leave," then
ILonel Atwill and then "Barnum
was Right," before the present booking was arranged. The Shubert will
have a return engagement of "Maytime," and the announcement that
Marion Green and Nancy Gibbs are
featured has aroused more Interest
than was expected in the engage-

around

prospects.

New

Woods

ment, which

i

dollars.

season has been
a house which developed business
slowly after the opening, and it may
happen with "Peaches" as it did
with "Rain," with "Merton of the
Movies" and with "Orange Blossoms," that in its second and third
weeks improved grosses will be
turned In.
"The Naughty Diana." at the
Lyric, considerably changed and altered while here, did little- business
of any kind. Report has It that this

(Continued from page 10)
"Midnight Rounders" inaugurated the custom, calling Itself a "Cameo
Revue." "Gaieties" also classifies as a "revue", according to the paper,
without "Shubert Vaudeville" appearing.

Last week was Just an ordinary
week as far as the theatrical busi-

Falls

The

Philadelphia, Jan. 11.
six legitimate houses exhibiting' musical attractions the lone
dramatic show hit the bull's-eye

With

.»»

"Molly Darling" Showed Gain
"
La*t Week—"Llghtnin'
Holding Up Well

OH VAUDEVILLE

—

It

Snappy"

(Apollo.

3d

Tripped somewhat on early
Should

pull but hit $27,475.
again this week.

ascend
"Zeno" (Great Northern, 3d week)
No exaggerations to claim piece
would settle into hit class. Campaigning strong to outdo $14,000
only falling around $400 short last
week.
"Cat and Cansry" (Princess. 28th
week).
Had to bow on certain

nights to "Zeno's" opposition, but
pulled remarkably well considering
length of stay. Good $14,000.
Feb. 19.
"He Who Gets Slapped" (PlayFeb. 12 will also see two openings
—"Six Cylinder Love," in for a run house, 8th and final week). Averjat
the Garrick, and "The Green aged around $8,000 for engagement
Goddess," for a two weeks' stay at featured with many mishaps, hurtthe Walnut. The only other definite ing well-directed campaign. Gract
booking is "Red Pepper." for the (loorge opened Monday in "To
slnffte week of Feb. 19 at the Shu- Love."
bert.
"Thank- U" (Coft. 22d and final
week). Two extra matinees brought
Estimates for'last week:
"The French Doll" (Broad. 2d final gross around $ .".400. capacity
week).
Society draw, with weak- at week-end Indicating show lefi
nesses upstairs, but gross of $i2.r>oo with many people wanting to see it
claimed. "Humoresque" Monday.
Could have remained longer.
Big
"In Springtime of Youth" (Shu- profits for house and company. Mrs
bert. ,°d week).
Fair business re- Fiske opened Monday.
ported, with tome improvement not"The First Year" (Wnods. 12th
ed earlier in week. Operetta canno: week). Did little over $12,000. with
compete
with
Time." play getting renewed billing around
"Blossom
«bout $12,000. "Maytime" Monday. town.

^^

i

^

•

Amsterdam. N.

Y.,

picked up a

"The,

story by itself when Helen Collins
of 194 Grove street in that up-state
town, after advertising in a Ne v

Bertha Broad, "Peer nynt."
Platov and Natalie, "Sun Show-

York paper for a "good time by a
girl who never had one," received
two invitations to try it in New

ENGAGEMENTS
Emily Ann
Wasp."

for

—

ers."
II.

Wcllman

B.

Warner,

Lucille

Frieda Inesoourt, Beatrice Miles,
Geoffrey Kerr, I'Yrdinand«G<»i tsrhalk
and Reginald Mason. "You and I."
N<>ru Ityan. "Secrets."
Lulu Berlin, With Harry
and Co. (vaudeville).

Fred

'ui

(Bozo) Fox

(Columbia

has

In

York. Tho first invite, by the Keith
organization,
w.is
accepted;
the
carrying tho advertisement
Kent its representative Just too late
to make a "serial" out of the ad.

Watson, paper

Richard

Mason stage

Eddie
the "Beauty Review*
replaced

Op<

ra,

Ordynski,

Continental

director of the Metropolitan
has joined tho ranks of the

Famous

Players as n director.

He

has beet] in Hollywood for- two
months, studying under Cecil 1). 1
His lis at production will be
'.

Mill*i.

German music dealers have
celed all orders with French
expressing regret that
itics
should interfere with
business.
lishers,

canpubpoltheir

Grace George has been accumulating plays with a view to establishing «. repertory company here ne,
'season.
Eddie Cantor appealed to Washington In an effort to save his aunt,
Mrs. Tiskah Tobias from deportation. She came to this country from
Warsaw, Poland, and was held at
:

Ills

Island for deportation Jan.-

'

Of the company of 200 members
belonging to the Wagnerian Opera
(Continued op page 8«)
.

r

I

*
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Thursday, February

1,

1923

the distant sky seen seemingly is good for 17 weeks mors, slstance was mostly desired, ths
through an arch. It is done in opu- judging from ths capacity business house lights were too dimmed to
lent golden tones contrasted with the night the show was "caught." make the program useful. Had the
the vivid blue of the sky and sug- The two tiers of slds boxes were same system of lighting obtained
gests nothing so much as a Maxfleld Jammed to their fullest, as was the ss in ths first act, for Instance,
Parish color sketch.
Friar Lau- gallery, not to mention the orches- which mads it possible for one to
take a peep at the program for first
rence's cell is suggested by a trian- tra and balcony.
The production, after an extended aid, the clarity of ths action could
accompany her. Scene two, "The «"'**' corner of gray stone, while
Steerage.' introduces Trini ss an Juliet's chamber is a bold bit of decline of patronage at this house, have been maintained on an even
Doner,
Klttr Doner, immigrant lass.
Principals:— Ted
A Spanish tap stage design, mostly red hangings, is a revelation the other sido of the par with the actual performance inJIom Doner, Charles Mac. Arthur Mar- dance beautifully costumed proved but with a suggestion of the walls footlights. Although this side of the stead of waiting for intermission
getson, Cyril Scott, Gild* Leary. Frank
in a casement partly seen through orchestra trench the audience babel spells to brush up on what had
Hyron. Llora Hoffman, Michael Voljanln, too much for Margetson, who fell
Michael Mail. off, Marie Harcourt. Sally promptly in love.
The rest of the parted curtains. Most of the other still drowns out the orchestra music transpired the past half hour. Of
settings, such as the Hall of the between the acts and patrons still- course the stage' action required
Fields, Trinl. Tom Burke. Ben Bard. Jack story concerns the lover's pursuit
Henry
stremel,
Marie
Pearl. Frank Byron,
The new insist on taking the wrong seats, subdued lights as occasion deCapulets, are curtains.
Dressier, Lou Holtz, Martha Mason. Benny of Trini through the many scenes
and the old technique are merged, which confusion is by no means manded, but- for practical purposes
Leonard. Edyths Baker, Jack Forrester. of "The Dancing Girl," culminating
KtSKPtl by J. C. Huffman under personal
in "Venetia at the Ball," a pageant but the preponderating effect is of alleviated by a brazenly discourte- from an audience observer's viewsupervision of J. J. Bhubert.
costume affair which unites the scenic realism, even if one does get ous ushering crew, the thespians point this convenience of permitting
progress with perusal of the printed scene arIt have made marked
pair.
Trini and Margetson have rather an indefinite impression.
their histrionics, considerably in ad- rangement should be carefully con••In this corner, Benny Leonard,
several
delightful
double
songs, is rather as though Arthur. Hopkins
the
style of acting that sidered.
vance
of
Belasco
collaborated
in
and
David
world's lightweight champion!"
scoring with "My Love Bouquet"
Still, fortified as one was with a
working out the scenic scheme. held sway in frenzied years gone by.
"Over here. Kid Sullivan, popular and "I've Been Wanting You."
convincing modulation that ob- hasty brushing up of Jenny Covan's
contender!"
Edythe Baker, a bobbed-haired But there is no denying its pictorial The
tains throughout, even in the most dialog translation, Tchekhoff's at.Sounds like Joe Humphries doing pianist, also landed with a piano beauty.
The company is excellent, both hectic meller moments, is a pleas- tempt to portray the history of three
the honors at one of the Friday specialty, assisted by the ensemble
And the company, sisters' affairs of the heart within
night boxing show*, at Madison and Ted Doner, who danced a bit for individual merit and for its ant surprise.
were they given to English speech, an eight-to-eleven period seems to
effectiveness.
But It isn't; it's with her.
Square Garden!
Ted and Hose Doner composite
Probably Miss Cowl's best mo- could deport themselves creditably have been a hard struggle for the
the opening of the boxing scene at were on early and often with Kitty
audience as well as the author and
Winter Garden introducing taking the dancing honors of the ments were those of the close of the on an American stage.
the
Jennie Wallier, that unique ac- not particularly thrilling for the
third act from the entrance of
Benny Leonard In the role of a show.
Kitty wore male attire
Capulet with word that she .is to tress of the Yiddish theatre world
native observer with a venture that
thespian.
throughout. A "tough" dance with
Benny is credited with being con- comedy talk and business between marry Paris to the taking of the a Catholic born and bred with a the accomplished Russian linguist
siderable of a "draw" at the reju- Rose and Brother Ted was one of potion. Here was a real passage of kosher Yiddish vocabulary at ready did not And It all to the Charlesis starred, and rightblaney for suspense and interest.
venated Winter Garden; also some- the hits. Another outstanding hit real acting with vigor and force. command
bearing,
The three sisters, Olga, Manna
thing of an "angel." Let it be added was a "drunk" bit by Charles Mac. On the other hand, such scenes as fully. Stately and regal in
majestic in her readings, superb in and Irina, distinguished to the audithat he is also something of an Mac is from burlesque and has the balcony episode (arranged to
way) the the lights and shades of her alter- ence by a varied color idea of dresBenny hopped right out been unsung until the Shuberts end the first act, by the the
actor.
nating
tragi-comedy role, Mme. irig and so program denoted, are
nurse
scene in the garden with
there among Kitty Doner, Jack "discovered" hi m.
were played with a light grace of Wallier dominates the production. depicted as collectively vaguely
Pearl, Marie Dressier and the en
Cyril Scott is dignified and insuggestion that was fasci- Her supporting company of seven is groping and yearning for something
tire chorus and did his stuff.
He effectual until "The Whip" arrives. comedy
by no means avalanched. however. better in life than their existence
spoke lines pronouncing his "lugs'" It is a short dramatic sketch In nating.
There is here suggested a novelty Hyman Jacobson, the Juvenile, a in the provincial Russian town.
like a college graduate; fed Pearl which he and Gilda Leary share
The production ready, light comic of ingratiating They imagine themselves almost
in this production.
for a couple of laughs; did exer- the honors. The plot concerns the
departs from tradition in that the personality, bespeaks possibilities on martyrly in their sacrifices, with
cises in a purple silk gym suit and woman who cannot be thrilied and
spirit
impending tragedy is ig- Broadway, despite the fact Mr. Jaboxed a serious two rounds with Scott's method of curing her. He nored of as far as the wedding in cobson has absorbed vaudeville considerable philosophizing constiup
tuting a good portion of the acting.
Kid Sullivan and several very ' induces her to visit his "apartment. Lawrence's
cell.
At the rise of the mannerisms and affectations not Each in turn has her hopes borne
funny comedy ones with Jack promising her a real thrill.
She first curtain one gets the atmos- strictly original. Furthermore, if he anew that one or another of their
Pearl, finally getting K.-O.-ed by complies, thinking he has a man
phere of golden sunlight and jollity. decides to dance and he looks as if lovers will prove the means to take
Pearl. The scene was s riot of fun to introduce her to.
After agree- Even Romeo's foreboding is tossed he can exercise a nimble hoof he them to Moscow and the -fuller life
and color with Marie Dressier wise- ing to aid' him in his thrill pro- off with a laugh as he starts for his should do it seriously. This goes for
which they crave. One after ancracking from outside the ropes. duction she removes her dress and romantic
Everything for his routine, also, which certainly other the
adventure.
hopes
are
dispelled
All it needed was Ann Morgan and lies prostrate upon a sofa to allow has the color of youth and the Joy of does not Include sotto voce ad fib- through
a period of three and a
one could imagine he was again him to give her a whipping.
As living. When the play does move bing.
half
years,
during which their
helping the Milk Fund.
he raises the whip a heart attack into its darker phases, perhaps the
F. Frieman is the author of the brother.
Andrei' has two children
So much for Benny.
He will saves her. In his dying struggle contrast
libretto, music by Joseph Rumshin- by a frankly unfaithful
wife in
is that much intensified.
probably follow' in the footsteps of he grasps her hair, all her efforts
The arrangement is conspicuously sky and lyrics by Hyman Jacobson. Natasha. With their hopes of a
Jim Corbet t, Mike Donlin and other to loosen herself from the compro- full and generous. A study of the Michael Michalesco, the leading better future shattered finally Olga.
noted athletes, when he gets ready mising position fail.
The phone common printed versions discloses man. staged it. The plot concerns voicing the thoughts and feelings of
to put the gloves and boxing tights rings and, holding her by on? hand, only one important scene mission
itself with the love of Helen Bloom, her sisters, who each
in turn have
in camphor.
Many worse actors the supposed dead man leans over the return of Friar John with the a wealthy- widow (Mme. Wallier), lost out in their individual desire?,
than the same sleek- hatred Benny and answers the call. He claims fateful letter to Romeo in Mantua, for Robert, the elder son of a neigh- concluding with the death of Irlna's
Leonard have been fooling the his reward for the thrill after she an incident that may net be essen- boring gentleman farmer.
Enter Baron Tuzenbach in a duel, fatalbookers for years.
has forgiven him the deception, and tial at this day, but which, never- Hilda. Mrs. Bloom's daughter, and istically exclaims something to the
"The Dancing Girl" Is revue they wed. It was well played and theless, is a shrewd bit of state- eighteen, just returned from San effect that although they know not
vaudeville and a pleasing show on daring.
This ample version carries Francisco after an extended ab- for what they Ifve they must concraft.
the whole. It has been given a lavThe . story develops into tinue living. "It seems in a little
But when all is said and done, the lesson that Shakespeare is best sence.
ish production, gorgeous costumes, after all the glorious costumes have left alone abridgements are always mother's and daughter's love for the while we shall know," Olga contuneful end whistley songs and come and gone, it is of Benny a detriment to clarity. The Selwyn same man, the former stepping aside cludes, "but if we only knew!
If
music and embraces an excellent Leonard that the departing throng version by its very fullness is a for her offspring. Robert, a modest we only knew!"
cast.
are murmuring, and some say that model of straightforward exposi- lady-killer, reiterates his affection ( This choice bit of Slavic pessimThe stage settings are elaborate. it Is the same Benny Leonard who tion.
There is never a moment for the mother and refuses to go ism, a condition that la really ths
One or two will create comment is responsible for a throng to de when the progress of the tale is not through with the farce of a mar- keynote .of the Russian cultured
riage, but capitulates when Helen life, elicits no responsive spark from
though all are representative of the part.
At any rate Benny won't clear cut and understandable.
highest notch in stage dressing los* his title at the Winter Garden.
One amendment occurs. One was lies she never loved him and he an American audience. But Morris
technique.
Velvet
cycloramaa, Harold Atteridge wrote the book. never quite sure whether it was should make this sacrifice for the Gest should worry!
There were
On the eve enough vodka descendants in the
flossy drops in "one' and "two" be- Sigmund Romberg the lyrics and Tybalt or Paris who was talking, sake of her daughter.
tween the full stage sets followed music, and Alan Foster staged the for neither bore a distinguishing of the ceremony ^ielen confesses ^to house Monday, upstairs, downeach other in bewildering array. production. All three did a neat job. mark. Hopkins covered this point the kindly old family doctor, and the stairs and standing several deep beunwittingly
overhears. hind the tapes, to suggest no seat
"At a Flower Stall." a full stage
by making Paris a blonde man, daughter
Con.
poem in 'black velvet with the
which served a double purpose by This fetches a verbal barrage from will remain empty st any stage of
chorus in floral creations, was
showing him an alien among these the girl as "what right have you to the Russian players' eight-week
magnificent.
The girls representswarthy Italians and marking him love before me?" etc., a sort of sa- stay.
tire on present-day children's uning different flowers posed on a
apart.
The dashing grace of Constantin
8bakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet." done
<lias backed by a cyclorama before In four acts and IS scenes.
Of the other players three earned gratefulness, which passages were Stanislavsky's Vershinin was imPresented by
which strips were lowered showing the Selwyns. with Jane Cowr starred special distinction. Robert Ayrton roundly applauded by the audience pressive; Olga Knipper-Tchekhova
richly embroidered flowers.
"A Staged by Prank Rslchter. Production de- looked the part of Laurence, and members. Judging from the spon- as Masha, the dissatisfied wife of
by Rollo Peters, who plays Romeo. his readings were a special treat taneous enthusiasm accorded these Kuligin with an affection for the
Musicale at the Biltmore" was an- signed
the Henry Miller. Jan. 24.
other spiffy effect.
unstudied, crisp distinctness: remarks a good many of those pres- dignified Col. Vershinin, handled
A changeable At
Samson
Bailey Hick for
ent must have experienced some fan- several
emotional moments ad4-yclorama that showed silver from Gregory
Frank Davis He was exactly the benign old man
Abram
Edward Broadley who would have done exactly what cied grievance at the hands of their vantageously, particularly opposite
black was a startling effect.
P.al thasar.
children, although such propaganda her amour. The parting scene was
Richard
Bowler
the
Friar
did.
Capulet
for
once
was
The hit went to Jack Pearl in
faithfully
impresses as not wholly
The Natasha
::::::::::::::::::::::XZZ?££Z more than a hard, loud tyrant. As sincere. The fourth act climax is powerfully striking.
and Kuligin rolss were also deftly
burlesque, Capulet
throughout. Pearl, ft
Gordon Burby done by Gordon Burby he was a
Robert's magnanimous decision to handled.
is all over this show with very Lady Capulet... ........... Grace Hampton dominating aristocrat, a man quite
marry the lovesick Hilda and Helen's
Lionel Hogarth capable of ruling a princely house
Abel.
little competition
in ths comedy Montague
MonU * u *
lja
held. Rollo Peters' Romeo is a par- suicide by taking poison a sort of
line.
Miss Dressier has two funny 5£?2
y
„
Kscaius
John
Crawley
He climax the clientele seems to revel
scenes, "The Theatre Nightly" and Romeo
Rollo Peters ticularly interesting reading.
John Panish takes the view that Romeo was- no in.
as "Sadie Thompson" in a funny Pari*
The
is
production
tastefully
Milton Pope more than a boy.
He took himself
travesty on "Rain," the dramatic Peter
Nurse to Juliet
Jessie Ralph so seriously.
Bsvrly Sit greaves)
He was swamped in mounted In three handsome sets, Rena Hucklns
hit.
A customs parsing scene also Juliet
Jan* Cowl
Leona Hogarth
not
little attention paid to Mildred liuckiaa.
with
a
juvenile
melancholy
love
over
his
was good for some laughs, but Mercutio
D nnls King
Minnie Milne
proper light- effects. In addition to Effle Throp
Neil Quinian for Rosalind, thrown into a parWalter Abel
Eugene
Hucklns
Pearl took that scene and most of An Old Msn
Friar I^iurence
Robert Ayrton oxysm of grief by the edict of ban- the star, Mr. Michalesco played his Jsraes T. Hucklns
William B. Mack
which he appeared. An
the others
Apothecary
John Crawley ishment, and as suddenly lifted to part with great reserve and Judg- Walter Frlpp
Lelgbton Stark
Pearl
makes more appearances
Leonard Doyle
Ryan
Arthur
support
leaves
nothing
The
ment.
buoyant hopefulness by the Friar's
than any of the principals exceptAlice B. Wilson
Mrs. Trent
Abel.
Not the least of the richness of
to be desired.
Martin Malloy
Sam Durkle.
ing the Doners and Trini, the this rich season in Shakespearean encouragement. His scene in LauRichard Stevensott
Lyman McVey
Spanish girl, who has Uie theme production is that it affords a splen- rence's cell was a truly fine bit of
Trini is a brunette beauty did study of contrasts and compari- acting.
role.
MOSCOW ART THEATRE
Dennis King's Mercutio was a
The Punch snd Judy theatre was
who flashed two Spanish dances sons in rival presentations of
graceful performance altogether deTHE THREE 8ISTERS
and oceans of wardrobe. Her danc- Shakespeare's
relighted Saturday, making some*
greatest
romantic lightful, although Basil Sydney's Andrei Sergelevitch Prozoroft*
ing wasn't unusual, but her appear- tragedy. Following the Ethel Barthing
like Its seventh white chip
Mercutio of the Hopkins production
Vaaslly Luzhaky
ance and personality were.
rymore presentation this production has set a mark for the part that will Natal la Ivonovna (Natasha)
this season on No. 13 in the roulette
Lou Holtz in his talking and sing- Is doubly illuminating. Where the stand
Varvara Bulgakova of showdom.
present
generation
of
for
the
Olga
Vera Pashennaya
ing specialty got 'em with several Hopkins version was severely classGuthrie McCllntlc, chaperon to
Lydla Korcnleva
Holtz ical in its conception, the Selwyns' theatregoers. Jessie Ralph was* in- Jrlna
new punch line limericks.
the pleasant little British comedy.
to overplay the Nurse at Fyodor Ilyitah Kuligin
works under, cork and is seen on is warmly human, a romantic re- clined
Alexander
Vishnevsky "The Dover Road,'* is the sponsor
moments
of
true
times,
she
had
but one other occasion, where he cital with all its stresses on the unction,but
Alexander
Ignatelevltch
Vershinin
as, for instance, her single
Constantin Stanislavsky for this misanthropic, pessimistic,
also suffers from too much Pearl. emotional
and
pictorial
side. line to Laurence:
"I could have
drab and gloomy tragedy of AmeriHis specialty scored, however. Sal- Therein lies the difference of two stayed here all the night to hear Nikolai Lrovltch Tuzenbach
Vassily Katcbalorr can life, by Lewis Beach.
Beach's
lie Fields, another burlesque and conceptions of Juliet.
Miss Barry- good counsel. O what learning Is." V*4>si;y Vajsiilevltch Solyony
claim to immortality rested therevaudeville recruit, a short time more's played in a spirit of classical
Ijconid M. Leonldon*
The play was witnessed Saturday
unto on "The Clod," a depressing
ago a feature at Minsky's Park tragedy, Greek in Its severity and •afternoon, Jan. 27. It. was then in Ivan Romanovitch Tchebutikln
disclosed by the
first
Vladimir Urlbunin one-acter
music hall at Columbus Circle, is heroic proportions;
Miss Cowls
third day of the engagement. Alexet Petrovitch Fedotlk. Nikolai Podgorny Washington
Square Players snd
making her musical comedy debut, runs the human scalo from gay Its
two o'clock the treasurer's rack Vladimir Carlovitch Rode. .Lyon* Rulgakofr later done with success by Sarah
working under wraps. coquetry and high comedy to a By
although
Fempont
Nikolai
AWandroft
was clean and standing room was Anflsa
It still reElizabeth Shulskaya Padden in vaudeville.
Leading "Pango Pango" backed by climax of emotional Intensity.
The audience was
being offered.
"The Square Peg'' is
.Singer
Maria Uspenskaya poses there.
the chorus in hula costumes, Sally
Miss Cowl's Juliet cannot but made mostly of women, of course, A
"The
Clod"
in three acts, and, since
cut loose a trifle, but with a strong command immense popular success. but it was worth noting that it was
Anton
Tchekhoff's
feur-act it is nothing and has nothing after
pull on the check rein.
It Is a flexible performance, revealfar from the Saturday afternoon
the first act, It is still "The Clod."
Another vaudevillian almost un- ing exquisite shading in a wide restless crowd of flappers. It was drama, "The Three Sisters,'' is the History is full of
famous one-play
fourth program in as many weeks
noticed was Nat Nazzaro, Jr., who range of feeling and emotional act- an
quiet
gathering,
attentive,
authors here Is a one-act author.
was visible as one of the mob in ing. From the dainty coquetry and plainly well bred and thus not very which the Moscow Art Theatre is
Square
Peg"
"The
is not adapted
presenting
currently
at
the
59th
St.
Nazzaro. a surrender of the balcony scene to demonstrative.
an ensemble number.
Its
very moderfrom or an enlargement Of "The
hoofer of parts, is apparently doing the emotional paroxysm of the po- ation probably was its highest trib- Tchekhoff, of all the Slavic play- Clod" in so much as it has the same
wrights,
the
is
leading
exponent
of
is
he
as
with
reason,
passages
tion scene and the
penance for some
ute to a graceful, satisfying rendi- realism
In stage fare, and this con- locale or personnel. But it has the
reported as holding a Ave- year old Capulet just preceding, th^ tion of the play.
Rush.
stitutes realism plus.
However, for same spirit, the same movement.
actress never for an instant lost her
Shubert contract.
one
who
sees the Russian player for Even to one who heartily dislikes
Tom Burke, the Irish tenor, strug- grip on her audience. Through
pictures,
though they be
the first time, after being impressed grim
STRONGER THAN LOVE
gled with some kind of a dialect changing mood and rushing incident
with the fieralding reports of the masterpieces of true art, the first
(In Yiddish)
as Rodblpho the opera singer, but her touch was sure. The appeal of
act
of
this
play
stood
up as a rare
artistic
mastery, histricontributed Helen Bloom, a rirh widow. .J*»nn'e Wa'.llT Russians'
actress
beautiful
stopped the show on two occasions a
work of merciless, photographic,
Kannle Luhrlt/.ky onically, this opus is a disappointSad?" which greatly to the effect, of course, but Hilda, her daughter
I
with his "Why
construcconvincing
saddening
and
ment.
The
strictly
casual
observer
Flnke!
nel'a
slMer
Helen's
sounds like a hit, and "That Ro- fine acting outweighed beauty in Fanny.
Dubinsky must grope blindly In the darkness tion and execution.
The premise
I.
Frown, house physician
mance of Mine," a dream theme the composite effect.
\nnl" Thnrnash'fsky of the story thread and Judge casu- was laid for something worth waitMinnie, a servant
diversity
he
a
will
There probably
Solomon Felnberg, a farmer. BosM Rosenthal ally
with full stage effects to Illustrate:
cfnly '.>y the players' actions ing for, though it were to be scarlet
Mlrhael Michalesco
of views on the production. It takes Robert I
and "Venetian."
Hyman Jacobson and the linguistic interpretation via with blood against the gray of the
bis sons
\
are back- Dave.. J
Ths musical comedy has a book a middle course. There the
Hut there was no
the
concise
scene plotting On the foundation.
newer
©f sorts opening the piece in trv^ grounds that suggest
scarlet
was only more of the
it
"Stronger Than Love," a hybrid printed program.
most
"Card Room on an Atlantic Liner." method of staging, but for the older
progression, until the
fog-colored
Probably
the
greatest
shortcomwith
s
musical-eomedy-meller
follow
the
Gilda Leary, a thrill seeking, so- pari Ihs settings
The tragic ending. Is in its 17th week at ing may be ascribed to that pro- eye and the mind grew weary and
composition.
phisticated woman, is anxious to rule of pictorial
gram and the house lights.
At ached for a star, a breath of air.
of "a public place in Varona" the Second Avenue theatre, in the
see ths steerage. She prevails upon scene
(Continued on page IP)
metropolis' ghetto, and stages where the printed word asM^rjeUioji.. ,tv is the* courtyard of a tavern with a heart of the
vista

of
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THE COMEDIAN
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And abova
will In a
fection.

Baltimore, Jan. II.

all. It ihowi Lionel 'Athigh stag* of artistic per-

Mr. Belaaco has an excellent play
which require* a bit of cutting as
it now stands.
It is talky and entertaining at the same time, staged
beautifully, with simplicity, detail
and effectiveness.
Belasco's arO. Malllart. a aoap manufacturer
rangement of the bare stage scene
.••••••••••••eeeeeaaeeaea** A I
JVaaJr •
Klale Mackay stands out and will become much
Jacqueline, hie nlaee
talked of.
SiMk.
L.e Clare, a drama th» author

tares seta toy Sao** Ouitry, first
Play
produoatf by Dart* Balaaco at the PlayhouM, WllmlnitAB. Dal.. Jan. 20, and at
Ford's. Baltimore, tbla weak (Jan. 20).
I -tonal A twill atarrln* ra title role. Adapted
by Mr. B^laaoo.
Lionel At will
Tba Comedian
la

•

.

the role, being of a type admirably
Mae
fitted for its requirements.
Calyer. the Blossle of "Old Lady 3 1
well enacts the role of Granny. Ben
Lyon* as lover of the three Marys is
a typical American lover. The remainder of the cast shows evidence
of painstaking rehearsal.
Miss Crothers has resorted to picture technique in "Mary the Third."
with the use of the flashback preceding each act. These scenes are
The stage is
simply contrived.
blacked out except for a small space,
and
in this alcove
alcove,
a lighted
appears a sofa. This bit of furniture
is seen throughout the play.
One of the Springfield dramatic

.

H. Paul Doucet
Bloch. a theatrical manaaer. .. Albert Gran
Robert, the Comedian's Secretary
..«•....• .William Ix>rani

A

Stage Manager
Mounet-Pombla

Antoinette Vlvler
Marguerite Strnoneet
Alarcelle

Myra

"**votte

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Jan.

f

wanting

to

Florlan

D wight

Olln
.-

Ouy

31.
Dla'lOy

Howland

Robertson
Charles Judela
Evelyn Cavanaugh
James Doyle
Bdltli

abuse a much used

Chalk up a "Bambino" of a -hiufor
Arthur Hammerstein's latest mu-

—

sical

entertainment,

"Wlldflower,"

j

fiasco of her first night. He opposes
her.
She delivers an ultimatum;
he will either allow her to play or
she will leave him. He loves her
.enderly but sticks by his guns,
and instead of saying "Legrand

—

Baltimore for this week.
with Edith

"Wlldflower,"
featured in the

title role, is

Day

by Otto

Harbach and Oscar Hammcrstein.
Tho melodies wcie composed by
Herbert Stothard and Vincent Youmans. "Wildflower" music is going
2d.

busy
ror many months,
lucre are more
more,
than lh ° "»«•• "hate Of hits in.it
•

«i Q .. , nn :.i,» n iiil. _i_i i_«„^„ !,:_
55S
rhsi few
f!- minutes
mlm,7« that One
within the
And siTrHin
r\„ A n , » lwN «......,..;*„ K ,»„ „„ . u _
of the surprise hits of tho enfollow it seemed Mr. Atwill did an tertainment is
a dance number
Inspired bit.
called "The Bambolino," with stagThe pl'iy is a great novelty, even ing by David Bennett, .that won enfor Divld Belasco.
He has Atwlll core after encore. The vocal hits
working from the audience direct- are "Wildflower," "April Blossoms,"'
ing a rehearsal on a bare stage dur- "Good-bye,
Little
Rosebud" and
ing most of the second act, with "Everything Is All Right.""
several other members of the cast
The productions of Arthur Hamrunning up and down the aisles tell- mersteLn have always been of aring the star there is a long line in tistic beauty, but in this he has
front of the box office that success reached the pinnacle. The exquisite
in the revival of the old melodrama colorings of the costumes and the
is assured, and if money enough is clever work of the chorus
would
made the new play, a play of real almost alone be sufficient to carry
merit, can be produced.
It is a this entertainment to success.
novelty to see a bare stage in a
Miss Day. who day by day grows
Belasco play. It is more of a nov- better and better, scored a personal
elty to see an artist like Atwlll triumph.
Her voice, her dancing
"working from the audience." to use and ability to act a difficult role
an expression of vaudeville.
compelled her audiences to acThe plot is simple. It concerns knowledge her supremacy.
an actor of the French stage, the
Comedy hits were made by Olin
name part (Mr. Atwill), and during Howland, Charles .ludels and James
the action of the play one receives Doyle. Guy Robertson is a splendid
no guess ae to his real name
aotor and tenor, who sang several of
merely "The Comedian." He is in- the hits. Esther Howard deserves
troduced to a young girl who Is a special mention.
worshipper at his histrionic shrine.
"Wlldflower" should be blooming
Day after day she sees him act
on the meadows of the Gay White
and day after day her devotion Wav for many months to come
grows until she Implores her uncle, Wifkes-Barre audiences indorsed It
an old schoolmate of the actor, to as the best of the musical plays here
introduce her. The uncle desires to in seasons.
stop what he terms the madness.
He goes to see the actor backstage,
and there asks him to let the girl
see him as he really is not as ho
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 31.
appears with the makeup and
1870
Louise Huff
grease paint. The actor agrees that Mary the Firat
Bea Lyon
the affair should be quelled until William

tS

—

MARY THE THIRD

—

—

girl.
A wee slip of a
thing as Elsie Mackay plays her.
With dark hair and a gentle face
with a voice as gentle she makes
an entrancing picture. The actor
does the talking and her breast
quivers while he mumbles to her.
They take a few lookt: at each other

he sees the

—

—and

the curtain falls.
The second act has them married,
established In a country home, and
the actor's manager is after him to
revive a much hated melodrama.
He refuses as hio former leading
lady is now at odds with him. But
the young wife, who has seen him
play eo- often that she knows the
volunteers and is accepted.
role,
The scene shifts to the second part
of the act, played at length on the

bare stage, with musicians on one
side, stage hands about and the
actors In the centre going over the
dialog.

The Comedian is rehearsing the
company,
and— like the other
gentlemen who' rehearse plays
does so from the actual auditorium
of the theatre.
The ways of his

little

wife— who

rewards each word of encouragement with a kiss furnish more
laughter than one dozen "TorchBearers" and that is a statement
David
made in all seriousness.
Belasco never produced a single
scene which contained the laughs

—

—

the bare stage bit holds.
The night of the reopening the
wife makes a miserable failure.
Her husband tells her that as far
as her stage career is concerned.
she i- pretty small, but that
still is the loveliest bit of luscious;
loveliness this side of Paradise or
word* to that effect. 3ut she i« determined on a stage career, lie !*
just as determined she shall not go
on.
When neither will give in, the
plot reaches Its end and the old
actor aits before his mirror and
does a bit of philosophizing.
It is. as the bills say, a oomedy
of temperament.
shows thai
It
and everything that goes with it.
.

V

1897

Mary the Second

....Louise Huff

Ben Lyon
William Hanley

Robert
Richard

IMS
Granny
Mother
Mary the Third
Father

Bobby
Lynn
Hal
Let it la

Max
Nora

-

May Calyer
Beatrice Terry
Louis? Huff
George Howard
Morgan Farley
Ben Lyon
William Hanley
Mildred MacLeod
Leroy De Saulles
Eleanor Monteli

"Mary the Third" is a new play of
American life by Rachel Crothers,
discussing the problem of marriage
by contrasting the methods of three
generations of girls.
Two brief scenes show the forbears of Mary choosing their lifemates. Grandmother picks him out
of the crowd on the night of his
marriago to another, nnd with all
the devices of a "vamp" of 1870 she
The dawning of
finally lands him.
freedom for women Is seen in the
next. scene, in 1897,

when Mary,

the

second; doe- n't choose her husband;
he takes her.
Then the Mary of 1923. Neither
will she be nor can she be gotten.
She is 20 and wise. Mary the third
sees all the divorcing and philandering in h<r mother's and father's
world, and decides she will have
none of that. A camping expedition
of five, without chiperonc, is the
method she adopts in order to deter-

incredibly

this statement, although there apparently in some connection beCliff.
tween the two.

THE BLACKMAILERS

To be sure, this
revolted.
was not as dramatic.
Nothing In the play was dramatic

Padden

after the first act, which had no
big moments, but painted a background so rapidly, unrelentingly
and courageously that no one, least
of all a writer and a student of
writing, could resist its toflch and
technique. As a prolog it was perfect for that sort. But there It died,
forrhe rest was Just strung along,

aftermath rather than development.

existence that this play is valueless
as a document.
As a drama it goes flat, As an
entertainment It Is ghastly, As an
"attraction" it is hopeless. Lait.

("THE LITTLE BIGAMIST")
Buffalo, Jan. 31.
this

Wilmer & Vincent are making

production of Barry Connor's new
"mystery play." Connors is reported
to be a vaudeville sketch writer. His
first three-act effort smacks strongly
of the treatment and methods of the
"Mystery play" is a
two-a-day.
"Blackmailers" is a
misnomer.
farce and a broad and unsubtle
one at that. But the play makes no
pretense to be other than what It
provides fair rough and
is.
It
amusing
entertainment
ready
enough in the seeing, but hardly of
the kind to l^ave one recommend It

—

—

EXTRA
Ann Tucker.
.

(iertrude Guatln
..William A. Norton
Howard Benton

•

Judge llalons.
Henderson
Brewer
John H. King
Larry Patton.
Wallace King.
.

.

.

Cheater Mct rla
Udward Poland
Marc la Byron
Clyde Hunnewell
Robert Thorne

Jimmy Flynn
If.

.

*•••«•• .Chat lea N. I.awrenre

Henry Willard
Antoinette Wll'ard
R.

Thompson
.Howard Trueadell

.Hallett

......

Oagood
,

Frederick Beane

Another new producing firm. Another guaranteed house-share conAnother one of "those
tract.
things."

"Extra" Is a newspaper play presented by its author, Jack Allcoate,
is In three acts, whieh
vaudeville and Wltllam Collier, Jr. ("Buster"),
soveral
sketches strung together by a thin adopted son of the comedian star.
sequence. Some of the events are They are believed to be the true
almost wholly unrelated. There is angels of the presentation. Tho play
a confusing lack of any clean -rut is a lesson in hard knocks being
centralized theme .or Idea. Ths Is good for, young men. It will bo a
the weakness. The result Is general lesson to them and will do them
incoherency and an entire absence good but not Just how. They have
of opinion or conviction on the part guaranteed the Longacre theatre for
of the audience as It leaves the three weeks, which is long enough.
Allcoate Is a young picture scentheatre except perhaps It has been
ario writer. This is his first known
amused.
Claiborne Foster, as the heroine, is flight as a play author. Men who
Clever, pretty, work on newspapers usually get enthe bright spot.
with the poise of a veteran, and an thusiastic in time and write newsindefinable air of intelligent ap- paper plays. If Allcoate ever worked
preciation of comedy value*, this on a newspaper he must have
worked 'on a strange one. for the
girl, with capable direction, has the
making of a premiere farceur. With newspaper psychology, physiology,
half a break she should travel far. philosophy, technique and practices
Herbert Heywood and Blanche in 'Extra" don't indicate that he
Lateil furnished telling characteri- ever studiously even read one.
Besides the yarn, which is of the
zations as the hick constable, hotel
keeper and his spouse. A number old-fashioned melodrama with comof changes in the cast as seen here edy relief type discarded years ago
so long ago that the very old have
may be made with benefit and are
forgotten and the very young never
reported In prospect.
The show goes Into New York for heard of such It is as amateurishly
overhauling this week, reopening In cast, directed and played as it is
Atlantic City next Monday.
A booblshly framed and mawkishly

—

—

—

—

Broadway engagement

is

touted to

The

which has almost no application, was changed during the
engagement here to "The Little
title,

Bigamist."

Burton.

A SQUARE PEG
(Continued from page 18)
even the light on a cigarette to relieve

it.

a tale of an American family
a mid -western town; though it
remains on these lines and follows
them faithfully, it might as well be
a yarn of a mining town in Wales
It is

In

a village in
The gospel of it
or

"efficiency"

Ibsen's blrthland.
is the misapplied

of the

commandeering,

who
wife-mother,
family and wrecks it.
She wrecks it so far that the sad
school-teacher daughter (28 years
old)
runs off with a not-yetdivorced man, her son joins the
navy, and her husband blows his
brains out. But the play Isn't as
exciting as that sounds.
The daughter is a smileless, longsuffering girl.
Her mother has
ruined her life by double-crossing
her in a love affair, driving the
man off by lies and a bare-faced
plot.
The son's romance she has
exploded in exactly the same way.
Her bookkeeper husband she has

domineering
"runs"

the

held under rule of thumb for thirty
years. .Then ehe brings her oldmaid sister to sour the lives she

has already embittered. That role,
played by Minnie Milne, was the
outstanding memorable factor In
the

whole presentation, a gem of

character writing and character
playing more worth while than all
the rest of the talk, talk, talk,

more

and

talk.

Everything

worth

while

in

the

The boy is
piece occurs off stage.
being blackmailed by a taxi driver
with whose daughter he has made
father steals the money
to buy off the girl's crooked parent,

free.

written.

Three comedy mustaches and a

follow.

The

"

pair of galoshes would have made it
Pity's Sake," and it was better mock drama than "Our Nell" as
it stood.
The strained climaxes, the
unrelieved comedy relief, the puppy-love ideas of grown-up romance
and graft and politics and big business were as strange to an important theatre near Broadway as a

a "For

gingham sunbonnet or a. horseshoe
tiepin would be at Mrs. Astormont's
dinner party.

The

story, succinctly, is this:

"The man higher up" in a city
(unindlcated) owns a newspaper
that is powerful, rich and prosperous (but hasn't paid a dividend in
eight years) and has a son who is an
"artist" and a drunk and a general
sap. The villainous father has had
a political quarrel with the minority
owner of the paper's stock and is
out to break him. Said owner has

- V
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revolt

drew a comparison between The best that could be said for it is
Edna F«rber*s novel. "The Girls," that it .may be "true to life"— life so
and "Mary the Third." There is unusual and unimportant as exlikely to be some disagreement over emplifying a phase of American

which opened for the first time on
failed in his art, but because a any stage at the Grand Jan. 26 to a
house that could not accommodate to friends.
oung girl whom he married is de
The play
It did
xermined to pursue her stage career Sfta"SK 8t *w»ne room.
after
ing a most
making
miserable KMOFridjy and Saturday, going to resembles

Not broken down because he has

and

lifeless

poignant part. She was "The Clod"
over again, with all the underlying pathos it demanded, yet none
of that Are that spot up when Miss

critics

Dsy

Esther Howard
Ladles of the Enaemble— Helen Lewis,
Emmy Tatteraall, Genevieve Markam,
Marie Otto, Agnes Horter. Phyllis Oakland, Myrtle Miller, Ursula Mack. Elizabeth Coyle, Peggy Stohl, Sybil Steward.
<. Verona
Oakley. Marion Phillips, Vlo'u
Clarena, Beverly Maude, HaB*l Bryant,
Muriel Harrison and Gladys Dote.
Gentlemen of the Ensemble— Robert Hurst.
Eugene Costello. Paul Porter. Char'e*
Frotnm. Louis Laub, Frank Grinnel,
William McGuire and Kenneth Smith.

phrase, apply Dr. Coue's magic line
:o the actor now starring in "The
Comedian." For Lionel Atwlll, ".»
thin role, is doing work here far
and away the best he has dene since
he came under the Belasco banner.
~lis lust act
and it recalls memories of the "Deburau" last act is
that of a broken-down old actor.

—

MMMMM||<MII(MM eeJOTOtTIO

Guldo
Gaston La Rocha
Blanca Benedetto
Count Alberto
Nina Benedetto
I.ucre/.la I>a Roche

I.uclen. the Comedian's relet. .Harold Seton
Stag* hand*, electiirlane. property men—
behind the scenes.

'

.

Qabrlelle

the Comedian'* dresser

Maquita

THE WILDFLOWER

I'Utffl

Jacquea De Wolfe

Henri
Marie,

>

Will Hlndaon
Joseph Herbert
Rose Winter
Evelyn Ooanell
Margaret Danya

colorless,
all

London. Tan.

London gets many

12.

strc .ige things

in the wny of plays, and this Is one
of the strangest. Written by a distinguished Viennese criminologist,

Leopold Thorns. It deals with the
commission of crime under hypnotic Influence. The author may be
a great doctor, he may be a distinguished criminologist, but he is not
a playwright.
"Medium'' is very
elementary, ragged, and the general

#

effect is not enhanced by the Intro-*
ductlon of sudden comedy episodes.
Qrantsd the author may not mean
these things to be humorous, but
the audience undoubtedly acceptec
them as such. Pulled to bits ant
rebuilt by an expert hand, the
drama might become a usable vehicle of the "high-brow" order
but
as it stands it will not bring much
grist either to its producer. Norman
MacDermott. or to the scene of its
production, the Everyman.
Raoul is a roue with hypnotic
power over his friend and the
friends wife. Exerting this power,
he leads ths woman away from the
straight path of virtue.
Anon he

and finds a new love. The old
one bores him and he sees danger
in
the situation.
Therefore he
brings his hypnotism into action
and suggests that his friend shall
tires

murder the woman.
pbeys,

The husband

then, recovering from the
trance, turns on Raoul snd strangles him. -He is arrested, but the
truth comes to light through tne
action of the prison doctor, who also
is

a hypnotist

Th^i play was redeemed by th*
acting of Franklyn Dyall as the
frend and Mary Merrall as ihe wife.
The support throughout was excellent.
"Medium" was followed by a
playlei "The Perfect Day." translated from the French by Mrs. Alfred Sutro, which concluded the
performance.
Gore.

A I00r Um FOUR WAILS
t>k ii<
Phyllis

vr

London. Jan.

.,

17.

Nellson-Terry and Cecil
King produced at the Apollo Jan. 1<
"A Roof and Pour Walls,'' a comedy
Djr E T «n»Pl« Thurston.
'"•/uw,*
with Miss Terry featured In the cen-

^

'

tral role.

The

thesis

Is

a probism

of a

mar-

man endeavoring to maintain
po tlon ,** head of th « bouse
~£..
while
his wife earns more money
than he does.
The piece opens in the modest little country house of a young
composer who is waiting the arrival of
a famous music publisher to hear
bis latest composition. It is
agreed
the wife shall sing the number while
n * *•£«•»• lt on th6 Piano.
The
publisher arrives, hears the number
and in net at all interested. But the
wife's voice strikes him as wonder^
rui and a* makes' the proposition
to
send her to the Continent to have it
cultivated, after which he will exploit her with the English public
The conventional
22 ••Italian.
suggestion that he covets the wife
d<
? enUr iBto th « transaction,
£? J10is
which
purely business, and the
publisher agrees to permit the husband to be with the wife during the
period of her development.
The next act is three years later
the wife now a successful prima

ried

^

donna and the husband having made
no material progress In the matter
of increased Income. The husband
struggles heroically to maintain his
position as the nominal head of the
establishment, but the wife has
tasted Independence, and when she
receives an offer of £200 to sing at
the home of Lord Qulhampton
a
notorious libertine, the husband demands she refuse. She declines to
accede to his wishes, claiming that
portion of their partnership as hers
and, besides, she is capnble of takreporter.
(Any newspaperman will ing cars
of herelf.
have a chuckle over that.) He Is
The husband leaves the house,
made managing editor. Sap chief is going
down to their old home, where
the publisher. Between them they
he can work quietly. He returns one
double-cross the father, come out evening,
walking In on a dinner
for the reform candidate, elect him, party
at which Lord Quihampton is
dry up the town and themselves present,
objects
to meeting the noand save the old reprobate from go- torious nobleman,
whereupon his
ing to jail as the man-higher-up wife
makes
another
issue of the
because the candidate they elected point and
deliberately Introduce*
is the district attorney.
What office them. The husband
accepts the sithe was elected to is not stated
uation without any heroics, and once
just an oversight but he is still the
more leaves for the country. He
district attorney.
So he makes the returns 10 days
later to pack his
sap son, who has become a giant in belongings
preparatory to sailing; for
a moment, a present of the war- America, having
received an offer to
rants against all the grlfters and go there
to write music for an op ra
grafters, and everything ends hap- He walks
in Immediately after the

a daughter who is born to be an
ingenue lead in a Hoboken stock, so
he brings her to his powerful enemy
to plead for a dividend.
Enemy
gets a bright idea: he will put his
sap son in to manage the paper and
ruin it (he could suspend it without
that trouble if he wanted to) and
thus cheat the minority owner and
his daughter out of their stock. He
does so and goes to Europe.
Sap son has a sapper friend, a
stew, who falls in love with the girl

—

thus found out as an emhaving been secretly stealbuy himself a farm pily when
titled
has forcibly emCanada, wher« he can sneak
The sap son marries the daughter braced gentleman
in
wife. The final curtain
nway some time and emancipate of the minority stockholder, whom descendsthe
with the wife throwing h**r
mother,
her
The
with
(the
daughter)
he
himself.
has
made
his
mine whether either of the live men
arms around her husband with the
she is thinking of would endure the usual efficiency, settles with his secretary and who assumes direc- admission she cannot conduct her
employers, whereupon the husband torial charge of the paper, the town, career without his assistance.
tes-t of 36."» breakfasts a year.
kills
himself
avoid
(off
stage)
to
the
county,
the state, the world,
But Anally Mary has not chosen
Miss Terry contributed the best
though she (like the editor nnd pub- work of her career In the role o; ths
continuing to liv> with her.
nor has she been taken.
William l'>. Muck as the father lisher) has never had a pencil in prima donna, which offers leg!riThe first two acts are models or
dramatic construction, with a pleas- and husl a id gave an unusual Study nor hand before.
mate excuse for the Introduction of
The role is not up
It
silly,
is all
sad and sloppy. three songs. Far and away the bexant balance of action. In the third in subjection.
While earnest professional writers part In the pi«ce Is that of Lor A
act the second scene Is talky near- to his talents, nor is the play. Mi«iIns the climax, which causes a de- Bit greaves was a stentorian wife with honest successes have to wait Quihampton. admirably played i>v
His work was natucided tension in the audience, to be and mother, as the lines demanded, for theatres to be "open," such pre- Allan Jeayes.
unsympathetic a person thai posterous and hopeless things get ral and easy. Nicholas Hannen did
A dream scene where
retarded.
only a genius could have overcome showings. And they ore no favors well with the thankless role of M<..
Mary, tossing in a lively nightmai
These
part.
were
the
principal
the
those
Interested;
to
heartaches
they cost them husband and O. B. Clarence conlearns something of the
The rest were common- heartaches and headahes and purse- tributed an excellent bit of charof love, certainly may be called players.
place, except that Miss Hogarth, as aches. "Extra" Is an abortive freak acter work as an Income tax
daring.
i«
Louise Huff is the Mary of all the daughter, gave in spots some and has no chance except as a bur- spector. The remainder of the eofi
Lait.
was generally competent
three periods, and adequately fills admirably sincere readings of he: lesque on the drama.
Joto.

and

is
lu-.zler,

ing for years to

o

i
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•SCR ANTON SIRENS"

"THE MOVIE MASQUE

(9)

Stage (Cyclorama)

13 Mins.; Full
Fifth Ave.

According
It

(4)

EDNA AUG

Webster a siren

to

16

is

fabulous sea nymph half woman,
A fascinating dangerous

half bird.

woman; a sweet singer; a fog horn.
Some billing for nine male musicians In tuxedos, but that's what the
enunciator at the Fifth Avenue said,
confirming the paper outside of the
house and the lobby signs.
The Sirens are nine corking musicians who started slowly, building
up to wholesome hit proportions by
saving their "wham" numbers for
Opening with "Chicago"
the last.
the trombonist showed triple tongulng.
The band of brass and string
.with piano and trap drummer got
a trifle "hotter* with "Carolina In
the Morning."
"Humoresque" next with the cornet and trombonist handling obligator.
"Rose of Rio Grande" followed as an encore and proved their
best, so far. The saxophone players
duetted ao imitation steel guitar
obligato,
cornetist
followed
the
with variations; the pianist played

j

a bamboo ohime arrangement, etc.
Another encore was a corking
arrangement with
the trombone,
clarionet and cornet all "cryin*
blues.
A bit of comedy was un-

Mins.;

combination, and as such compares
favorably with the best.
The insertion of an effect or two or a
touch of comedy will help, for they
•re corking musicians,, every one
of them.
Can.
But why "Sirens"?

JOHNNY REGAY

and CO.

(2)

Dancing Act
14 Mins.; Full Stage

23d St.

Johnny Regay and an unpro
gramed partner and pianiat are offering a dancing turn- that has all
the earmarks of a ' big-time act.
Regay starts with an introductory
song that brings pianiat into view,
comments on scenic accessories and
finally introduces girl partner. After
that the act is all dancing— doubles
and singles. The girl Is a toe dancer
and acrobatic dancer of real ability.
Regay rating high as a step dancer,
both hard and soft shoe. Real tapping by Regay, not the usual faky
stuff.

CHIN CHEE TOY

Aug

employs

*

a

German

dialect in the character of the maid
and held the interest of the bouse
despite a bad cold.
The vehicle
seems strong enough for the inter-

mediate houses and should have no
trouble in those stands:

.

JEROME

S.

:::::::::: ThUrSda^

* *

and CO.

Con.

"Our Children"—Juvenile,
and character woman.
Jerome does a modernized Hebraic
tion of

ingenue

character.
He's the father- of the
Character woman ia the
juvenile.
mother of ingenue. She's Irlah.
Comedy js based on efforts of Jewiah father and Irish mother of young
couple who are married to straighten out family quarrels of their
children.
child is expected and the young
couple cannot agree on what faith
it will follow, that of the father or
that of the mother.
The question
Is really never answered in the action
of the
sketch,
the father

LEWMORINE DANCERS

and DAY
-A Very Bad Cold"
Full Stage

19 Mins.;

American Roof
H. B. Toomer and Esther Day,
who were out in "The Wife Saver,*
now have a apeclally written playlet
by Frances Nordstrom, adapted
from a story by Kenneth Harris,
"A Very Bad Cold" la a farce comedy of married life, and suits the
couple capitally.

At the curtain, wife Is knitting
and hubby reftding, his paper at the
fireplace.
Looks like a quiet evening at

home

slice of

It all

begins

HART

and RUBINI
Music and Songs

/11

Mine.;

ANN FRANCIS

and Four Johna
Songs and Dancea

One

14

Irene Rublnl waa formerly of the
Rubin! Slaters and latterly of Rublnl and Rosen, a two-girl
turn.

(5)

I

1923

but turns out to be a
argumentative domesticity.
when he sneezes and
he finally becomes all steamed up
because she plies him with questions anen. his catching cold. Upon
giving him the once over, wife declares his lips are all parched and
(Jerome) and mother (character he replies: "So is every other man's
woman) discussing the matter for in tho country," but the line went
comedy results, but not getting any- completely over the roof audience's
where with it, finally leaving it to head.
the children.
He finally admits he may be
Inasmuch as that was the cause catching a cold and she breaks Into
of the quarrel, it seems a bit ridicu- tears. On the admission something
lous for the arbitrators to pass the may be wrong, which ia the easiest
buck back to their offspring. The way out for him, she examines him
sketch itself is like that— badly put for all sorts of symptoms,
then
together, conventional and trans- prepares a footbath and does all
parent.
Good character work by the other necessary things to ward
Jerome makes the act decidedly off impending illness. In the meanentertaining although no actor could lime, the sneeze count rises to 13.
make playlet convincing..
Hla temperature is found to be 98.
Notwithstanding its
structural Finally, her mother calls on the
shortcomings, the sketch will do for phor.e and wife then finds out that
the neighborhood houses. It haa a it ia normal. She then berates him
certain appeal that, in a measure, for deceiving her.
makes up for the weakness of ita
The act is amusing ant. has acconstruction.
The 23d St. liked it tion, though it is a bit overtime.
immensely. It can't fail to get over But it looked excellent for three
.su.ely in houses of 23d St. typo.
a day last Friday evening, and
with a special set ought to make
Bell
good In big time.
Jbec.
'

A

American Roof
Special Hangings
10 Mine.; Full Stage

F*bnr»y h

TOOMER

(S)

"Our Children" (Comedy)
20 Mine.; Full Stage
23d St.
,
Nat S. Jerome ia assisted by a
company of three in the presenta-

her as hia wife's maid.

Miss

•

:

in

>s.;

ad

Full Ctage (Spe-

Drops)

cial

Fifty -eighth Street

In this new offering Ann Francis
Harry Hart was of Lowrey and is supported by a male dancing
15 Mins.: One and Three (Both
A group of dancers, probably of Hart. The new combination ia prin- quartet. As the boys are dancers
Special)
foreign
origin,
and directed by cipally musical with Miss Rublnl and not vocalists, It makes the turn
Chin Chee Toy ia a young Chinese Serge B. Popeloff. Orange- tinted retaining her specialty, the piano Just a big different from acts feawoman with fair American diction. hangings are used for stage dresa, accordion. Hart haa bits. at the turing a young woman with a male
.uartet In support.
She has tried to get away from the with the back drop parted for some piano, with a song specialty.
They opened with a duet, the girl
usual song cycle Idee which de- entrance and displaying painted
Upon their first appearance Miss
pends merely on race for novelty scene drops for the various dances. s: indlnt, out through her nice ap- Francis' supporters appear to have
Four of the steppers opened as pearance, her bright smile and be^i: 'ucked from a. musical comordinarily.
She has Injected talk
bobbed brown hair.
She waa off edy chorus. As the turn progresses
for. purposes of comedy and em- blue pirouettes working in -a- conbellished it further with a short|certed number fairly well. A girl for a change while Hart singled and
heir dancing ability Is demAn succeeds as a specialist in a with a Dixie number affecting onstrated, their chorus-boy appearsceno from "East Is West'.
encore was a Chinese Impression of Spanish number, displaying more clasped 'lands and wMk that made, ance is forgotten.
an American buck dance, a satis- action than convictions that the for a s'yle not his own. Miss RuThe opening s before a stage door
evolutions were Spanish. A Dutch vini reappeared in a black sou- drop
factory getaway.
"one," with Miss Francis
brettc
rig
which
gave
her
duo
mixed
pantomime
chance
with
the
a
number
appearing for a number with the
Miss Toy for her second
announces an original composition wooden shoe work, but was more to disp'ay shapely legs She led off boys. The action immediately goes
'Nobody Loves a Chinese Girl," of a picture than a dance. Then with a Jazz number, Hart entering to full stage with special hangings
not much to It lyrically but sympa- one of the three men started some- when she switched off to "Silver disclosed. A "vampire" number la
There was a bit of a followed by effective solo stepping,
with
a
Russian
dance, Threads."
thetic in melody, done In English thing
and Chinese.- That minute, of talk though he seemed on the verge of "contest" on the old and new melo- following which dance specialties
dies.
They closed with a musical are offered by the boys. For the
following this was productive of a falling after one of his spins.
The act really hit its stride for d et, tho boy strumming a banjo final bit Miss Francis does a Frisco
couple of laughs, but the "Mrs.
impersonation.
Fiske" mbntion meant little to the the finale, a Gypsy number. One and also warbling.
This
young couple did -veil
The act has speed and is well
Chelseaites and probably not much of the men displayed whirlwind
more to any audience. The Fay speed stuff and In fact all five car- ei.ough on second, rightly spotted dressed, the featured member sportItem.
ing four changes. It would be to the
Bainter impression of Ming Toy ried on with rapid stepping. That for the time.
portion of the turn was the best
advantage of Miss Francis to taka
had a man assisting with a bit.
was followed by three directed and probably afmed as the IRENE STONE
This
the lipsticks and rouge away from
'humorous stories" (:d announced) main flash, which it was. The turn Son^s
her co-workers, as the makeup of
lice.
the boy- Is their biggest hindrance.
cf Chinese folk which, strangely, will do for three-a-day.
12 Mins.; One
A flash turn with speed for pop
were really funny despite the warnAmerican Roof
(2)

Songs and Talk

Broadway

#

'

"

•

Attractive costuming, with several

changes by the girl and intelligent
lighting. Routine runs to usual assortment of dancea.
Bell.

and

BINGHAM

Comedy and Singing
16 Mins.; One
Grand C. H.
Man and woman. Man was half
of the team of Murray-Voelk for
aeveral seasons.
Woman on first.
Says she's manager of theatre.
Starts talking to orchestra leader.
Noise heard back stage. It's partner who as stage hand has been

hammering.
others used
years ago.)

(Charlie
Van and
the same opening 25

It's still good and alwill be. With supposed stage
on, pair cross-fire for laughs.
Man has good voice.
also
ainga in pleasing contralto. Plenty

waya
hand

Woman

of

NAT

(4)

Full

blanketed here when the clarionet 1st played on half an instrument
and the leader switched from violin
to trombone for a duet, twined in
the arms of the clarionet player.
The last three numbers could be
moved up further to advantage. The
encores went better than the act solo in costume and unmasked,
with n trio bit of step.Itself and overcame a alow start. concluding
The last ' number got Them away ping.
dancing
turn it 1 a passaAs
a
from the straight musical renditions
for the first time.
More of this ble presentation for the small time
only.
The
"movie"
thing la a lot
type wi'l make it easier for these
boys to follow the many bands that of bologna and will bo raspberried
by any sophisticated gathering.
have gone in for "effects."
The act as now framed is stand- The silk drapes and radio equipCon.
ing solely on its merits as a musical ment fail to disgu'se it.

STUTZ

and Co.

Comedy, 8inging, Talking, Sketch
Stage
14 Mine.; One (4); Full (8); One (2)
Special Drop and Set
(Special Drapes)
Fifth Ave.
Fifth Ave.
Edna Aug has retained the skeleMaurice Golden produced Wis
ton of her former "Scrubwoman"
turn. It is a dancing uct. The pro"single" vehicle and incorporated
ducer strained t.. the bursting point
in which she Is
it into a sketch
to alibi It, conceiving the idea of
supported by four people. The act
blaming it on Hollywood.
opens
In "one" before a special drop
The act opens in dark stage, On
of the exterior of a row of dressing
one side Is a radio receiving set
A woman in slattern garb
with megaphone attachment,
A rooms.
stands up in an upper box and calls
voice announces a masque of the
fo» Lena Grabheimcr, the scrubwopicture stars is abcut to happen, or
man. A tough stage manager also
words to that effect. The first
the 'stage proper, inmasked dancers have Valentino appears on assistant* In the box
forming the
and Agnes Ayres In the dance from
Lena will be discharged if she
"The Sheik." This prove*.* to be a doesn't get to
Work. She has been
corking pair of adagio experts, but
neglecting the stage In favor of the
was there an "adagio" in "The male opera star's dressing room.
Sheik"? .Next, the voice said, wa
She is a. lover of music and ia
Pola Negri in a Gypsy, something
overwhelmed when the star tells her
or other.
It
was a tambourine she is a fellow artist because she
dance nicely executed by a masked loves music, etc. He is t< play a
girl, who looked as much like Negri
benefit that night.
as Rasputin looks like Little Billy.
The act goes to full stage en"Mae Murray" next in the "ban- closed by a cyclorama representing
dellero" dance from "Fascination,"
a drawing room. The man scores
the only one resembling an imita- with
a tenor rendition of "Macushtion, mainly because Mao Murray
la," then introduces Miss Aug in
was originally a dancer and on ac- evening gown. She talks a comedy
count of the distinctive Murray song "It's my nerves," monologing
costume which is copied. "Douglas at intervals to a male pianist's acFairbanks" proved to be a corking companiment.
male dancer in spins and pirouettes.
The act returns to "one," where
The resemblance' was still missing the scrubwoman ia discovered on her
on all six.
knees scrubbing' outside the stage
The voice horned in again an- door. She has presumably "dreamed"
nouncing a sort of a guessing con- the singing.
The stage manager
Constance Talraadge, Mary informs her she
test.
is fired, but the
Pickford and Harold Lloyd, then star saves the situation by engaging
Dancing

Jazz Band

.

laughs feature talk.
time comedy turn.

mail

Excellent
BeU.

NAN TRAVELINE
Songs
12 Mine.;

One

ing adjective. A Dixie son.-, a bit OeWOLF GIRLS
"*"
incongruous for a celestial, and the Dancing
buck danco took ner off nicely. Miss 15 Min.; Full Stage (Special)
Toy was one of the "Monday night 23rd St.
find attry-out acts and shoul
Blond and brunet opening with a
intermediary lyric, thence into a. double dance
from
the
tention
A lei.
bookers.
followed by each soloing and another duo to finish. A bo: at the
piano accompanies also, rendering
SILVERHILL SISTERS
selections between the two cosSinging
tume changes made.
16 Mins.: One
The act is not without appearGrand O. H.
ance, though the footwork of the
Two women in India:i costumes. girls will need a more versatile
One (contralto) announces she Is and complicated outlay of steps bedescendant of Yaqui Indian chief of fore it can show in the tetter
Mexico. Other woman has soprano houses.
The dressing adheres to
voice. Both voices are much above the abbreviated skirt as its mode,
average, and both evidence signs of while the pianist Is In a dinner
Contralto does number in coat. Four numbers, with the two
training.
which she sings in French, German, keyboard selections, seem subject
Spank' and Hungarian. Her ac- to being gone thro gh inside of the
cent and enunciation In each of four 15 minutes it now takes the turn.
Routine
languages is excellent.
To this end the opening melody,
holds several duets In which team's which has the girls talk ng
the
voices blend tunefully.
might be done away for
lyric,
Act would fit snugly Into No. 2 or speed.
better on intermediate bills. Bell.
Placed as putting the show under way the act failed to impress
JE8SIE MILLAR
to any degree though a more- decisive finish would probably help.
Musical

Nan Traveline haa the usual stage
presence and delivery of the average
three-a-day single woman, but suggests possibilities with exclusive
song material. Her pop song routine runs the ordinary ballad-ragblues gamut, although there la a
deterrent with needless ad libblng
and aside wise-cracking to the orchestra leader, and twice or thrice 10 Mins.; One
"success!" exclamations 23rd St.
repeated
Piano, cornet and an accordion
that don't belong.
She took an encore in the body are the instruments in the routine
which mostly runs to pop melodies.
Abel.
of the 58th St. bill.
A number at the piano serves to
succeeded by the cornet; after
open,
FOUR CASTING STARS.
which both are played simultaneAerial
ously. Another number on the horn
6 Mins.; Full Stage
and the accordion, for an encore,
68th 8t.
Four men in fast casting, two as concludes.
A tall blonde. Miss* Millar is neat
the
filers, with their partners doing
handling. The woric Is clean cut and in appearance and the act slipped
apeedy. It possesses aeveral thrills by for a neat quota. It seems suited
with the combination among the for the smaller theatres, with the
accordion being the best bet. Skin
Hart.
leaders in their lire.
.

-

Fkig.

RUSSELL

and

MARCONI

Violin and Accordion
14 Mins.; One

23d

St.

Two

men, one violinist and the
Latter
player.
other accordion
speaks with Italian accent, getting
Into act from orchestra pit, where
he is supposed to be violin player.
The pair produce a likable brand
Comedy Is about the
of a music.
same as the other arm using the
audience entrance. Good pop time
turn.

Brll.

Hart.

bills.

Irene Stone as a single entertainer
principally on her lyrical
ability.
She has a routine well se-

depend

•

lected for

v

YONG WONG BROS.

r style

(5)

Acrobatic

She opened with "Indiana," which
fitted
an introductor. number.
Next was a supposed dialect song,
though the brogue attempted was
little more than a suggestion.
Her
Yiddish attempt was better, and it
came with an "impre :sion" of Fan-

14 Mins.;

Full Stage, (Special)

23rd St.

Backed by the conventional Jap-

hangings the quintet offer
gymnastics which feature a
youngster. The boy works throughout the running time and at various
nie
Brlce
singing
"Florodora Instances steps forth to solo with
Baby,
giving the number praccontortionistic
that register
bits
t:ja" in total. It's a bear of a lyric
appreciably. Thia youth should beand melody, counting as one of the
come a corking performer as be
best
umbers ever written by matures.
anese

fast

'

Blanche Merrill, and

it

la

perhaps

Other than the boy
the proverbial schedule

success proof.

Miss Stone had a shop
that

girl

lyric

it's

mainly

minus any

flash instances of outstanding note.

took

her off to returns well
At the 23rd Street the act had no
warranting her encore w' h
zz difficulty in holding them in their
number. Opening Intermission she
seats and as soon as the little tot,
-

fared excellent^.

VERNA HOWORTH

."

Ibee.

and CO.

for that's all he
it was a cinch.

"is.

went

to work
Bhig.
'

(2)

Dancing
15 Mins.; Full Stage

ROYCE

City

Dancea

and

DALE

Nice looking girl aided by boy 1C Mini.: One
'fty-ei'ihth Street
dancing partner and an accomRuby Royce, of Rolls and Royee,
panist in routine of dance numbers
varied by two songs.
Little Miss and Bobby Dale, from a production
Howorth is best In her Introductory act, In a straight dance routine. A
trcductory nurrber informtoe dance, the subsequent steps be- short
ing the audience the two ace from
ing only fair.
Good small time flash with its musical o tmedy is used, followi
silke
eye, but the act lacks show- which the dancing is Introduce.!.
manship and structure.
Dancing The Initial double dance brings
boy wears neat Eton jacket In the forth some clever Russian steps,
English Rchoolboy style.
Accom- with Miss Royce foilowing with solo
panist takes himself seriously, even stepping.
Soft shoe work tc waltx
when he does finger exerclsea to music ruffices for both with the
cover an
Interlude
for
eccentric work.
costume final effort f
change. Closing the bill at the City,
The turn is framed for the threeits
worst possible position.
The a-day, where it should secure satisact's halting progress encourages factory returns if not placed too
walkouts.
Hart.
late :n the running.
Rush,
i

•

Thursday, February

sayggEJssjgs

•

1*23

1,

PALACE

typical

closing

turn,

did

winding up, as usual, being willing.
For good measure she appeared onco
again to help pull the "Southland
Serenaders" out of the fix they ' ?
worked themselves into, .closing the
show after 11.. The Southlandero ise
a jazzing combination with plenty of

nicely.

Heraa and Wills opened with beautiful tumbling and balancing and a
Rodolph Valentino (Jean novelty
Mr*.
opening in a special set
Acker) did not. appear; reported 111 Very enthusiastically taken
many
grippe.
of
la
attack
sudden
with a
an
act
has
cleared its throat for a
Mosconi Family substituted. Sandy, speech on the same stage
on less.
Gus Edwards* little Scotch fizz, did
Lait.
not play No. 2. as programed, though
he appeared in the Edwards act as
happy
monothe
Joyce,
Jack
usual.

—

soloists and too much straight stuff
for nowadays bands. They can play
dance music well, but use little f
it, and need a singer in front with
less performing among the players,
Miss Brlce
for a vaudeville act.
wore what looked like one of Lew's
evening dress suits. She looked
good in it, too. and did a' step dance

RIVERSIDE

pede. deuced.

The current Riverside bill pretty
Joyce now uses a girl plant and
dances with her. She takes nothing nearly exemplifies how a vaudeville
from the routine and is pleasant to show should not be put together.
look at, though too much at home As It played Monday nig"ht the show
behind the foots to be ''spontane- was not only bad-^it was awful.
ous." Joyce talks a lot about being Due to bad program arrangement,
cheerful maybe a little too much lack of anything resembling variety,
But he c#n be forgiven any- poor blending and very little comso.
thing for not claiming to be a edy, the show dragged along like nn
maimed war hero though he may amateur concert. To complicate
matters there were frequent stage
be.
he Mosconis stopped the show, waits.
At 8.30 there were approximately
r.s they aIways.do, even outdistancing Vincent Lopez in riotous clatter. l'J vacant rows in the orchestra,
F.om neat footwork to the wildest with both the sides of the house
."'lo'v'nT empty teats,
The bunch
Styles of dance- tumbling, in eery
combination possible for a foursome, Mated down front -loo::ed lonesome.
they tore through a ga-.:let of ap- Ftr ihe poor business the show was
preciation and finished to as solm a undoubtedly largely responsible, alsmash as one may experience in a though It is possible the Colonial
may be pulling patronage from the
season at the Talace.
Madeline Collins, British soprnno Riverside, which could account in a
prima donna, preceded them. She measure for t-he .empty seats.
The first part would have been
has added a pianiste to her siaff
s nee her American debut at the enough to kill any bill, with the
Riverside, retaining her director in McBans, the hat and club manipulathe pit. She worked i.i 'two" here. tors, opening with a silent turn, rnd
Her program was brief, closing with Willie Schenck, another silent turn,
an encftre before the curtain, with- No. 3. Not that either of the acts in
out the accompaniste. Miss Collins question was bad; both were very

after the song that surprised those
in front familiar with only her com-

—

icalities.

The first part was the silencer,
held a lot of nothing in toto, most of
coming in the 30-minute George
Choos act called "The Little Cottage." that has been- cut to five principal; without the running time being cut accordingly. Mr. Choos could
almost, cut out the principal, and
the act for all the present value t
has, even If it has been playinj
around so long. With a chorus it
might have been something; as iX is.

—

it

•

courteously
received.
She
should look to her lighting, ai the
magenta spot in her encore does not
biend with the borders of green, and
the reaction is a garish effect that
Icills her feature?.
She nerds her
eyes and expression at ail times, for
her voice alone wHl not carry her to
heights
in
foremost
Amerl an

ferent,
difficult

Home and Gaut. who seem to be
in stock at the Palace, followed the
Mosconis and did snappily with an
act mostly dancing, which tells the
story of how they stand. They came
back later in the Edwards revue and
again got recognition. They have
cut down the clarinet hokum to
where It is an asset and no longer
an experiment. This team is a cinch

with the Gallagher-Shean bit deas an encore (suggested
perhaps by the orchestra playing it
on the curtain) and a Mississippi
bnatr rare with a scenic bit as a
strong closer.
The little upstage
centerpiece had been lifted for a
hades effect In "Pack Up Your
Sins," from the "Music Box Revue,"
and was again raised for a realistic
heat between the boats. The music
went to a big brassy crescendo, and
once more Lopez was up and over.

manded

He

differs from most of his rivals
in that he keeps on trying new ones,
not content to rest on his firmly

established success. Maybe that Is
he can repeat so often and so

why

well.

Gus Edwards was

hailed like an
and the old-time songs harmonized with that sp4rit. Edwards,
sfnee he again began taking vaudeville seriously, has perfected himself and his youthful revue into a
current classic.
One can see the
Cantors and Prices and Brices and
Leila Lees of the past In the youngsters of today that spring like magic
into performers under the patient,
kindly, canny touch of Gus. He has
a flock of girls every one a specialty artiste In his bouquet of
peaches that make up an ensemble
of rare beauty and probably unold pal,

—

matched talent for* their age. From
one* number to the other the act
skipped along, Edwards always the
moving factor; and after it seemed
over he gave a whole vaudeville
In "one'* and left, the crowd
clamoring. Edwards has left a fine
record over two years of consecutive playing as a drawing card and
a return attraction. Why not? He
gives youth, variety, song, dance,
new faces, beauty, comedy and
all

show

—

himself.
to

still

make New York howl with his war
talk.
He went like a whizz in his
monolog. It skidded a little when
he abrupty started into the piano
stuff with the preliminary orchestra

business, which might be cut down
The comedy with the bass
trifle.
was the high
is ricli and
mark of that eo'.sode. Since Burke
gets fto many laughs he might save
one for the getaway instead of running off on the piano number, depending on the encore speech no!
as bright as hid early talk. Despite
all this technical criticism, however,
it
must be granted that r.urke
scored a la it "Thing hit that will challenge that of any single man in the

R

fiddler

—

spot.

Rose and Moon closed
bitter location for a

It

was

a

man and wom-

an in li:'!,i softgs and dan 'I's, following thai glul <it' personalities and
individual
clrcum'n
namer.
r -m
wn " even further hostile
Their opening is nn "Annie Rooney"
variation. -and K Av. irds hnd milked
Ji" H e 3
it dry; dancin g hid l»"
note nl lli< v. ho'e l»lil aho id, rind
...

-

'

ll

when tivy !••'; the stage at 11:10 f>>v
a change, with n plnhls! •" do
solo,
1

I'M ward

was following Burke,
on an
l'nLopez In a
would h.v« hod to fluster
some to do thnt. The plann solo
he

nnd

•

•

-

l

rterewski

good many customers. Otherthe act g"t attention, and
though ii isn't and never will be a
lost a

wise

.

modern and crowded with
tricks.
But two "dumb"

separated by a singing and
dancing team. Weber and Rldnor,
kept the first 40 minutes of the show
down to a walk because of the
paucity of contrast.
Weber and Rldnor, a mixed sin*
ing and dancing team, should be i
dancing team only. Neither has a
voice, even for the t^'pc of songs
used, and neither appears to understand the first principles of delivering a pop song. With the team's
dancing it's different: both arc good
steppers. The opening, with a try
for comedy, misses as far as comedy
la concerned.
Not one numbe. in
the present turn approach _ the
Hawaiian dance done by Miss Ridnor In a Broadway show a season

anywhere always.
Lopez has a new eye and a new
announcement board, which changes
the titles of the numbers without
boys coming in view.
His selections Included some of his old ones, or two

.

ago.

!

The Weber and Rldnor

turn struggled desperately against
the cold house k and retired to scattering return.
Then there was a long Stage wait,
possibly two minutes but it seemed
like an hour, the orchestra filling in
with a raggy selection until the set
v
for Willie Schenck and Co
made ready. Schenck and his woman
assistant caught the interest of t'audience and held 'em throughout.
Ten Eyck and Welly, spotted fifth,
to close the first half, were fourth,
with "classical" dancing. The couple
did two character dances, presented
sorlously but which all of the house
refused to take that way. A violinist and pianist played for the dancing and two very slow numbers besides as interludes.
Up to now there hadn't been any
comedy except what the McBans
probably may believe to be comedy
in their turn. Any vaudeville show
that runs four acts together without comedy is bound to be tedious.
This was almost deadly.
Trlxle Frlganza had the task of
her life In reviving the house when
she finally got to them. Miss Frl-

•!:<

1

that.

To make it worse, Miss Brlce
out uh it Wit-; evidently a new iimi.i-

<i

Coster song, tin* poorest thins
in 1 ever done. Bv< n the Indian
bit following couldn't Overcome (he
n
1.
but Fannie gradually
them •orget the English number,
.1

-

•

.

.

•

staling.

—

1

Monday

Colonial, even though Fannie Price
u,-i
the headliner. To make it sadder, the house was not complete caul.u\\
The Brioe $l* "<»i>
pacity.
shoved the cost <>f the whole up to
the point, in a house of small c
paeiiy such a* thi.-. where i' n.u.-t
If a continuous ;<•'.! on. to better
than break, with a pretty narrow

in'
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Jean Moore, a familiar face that
vaudeville seems to have missed for

some months, appeared with a
Scandinavian baritone, Joseph LaoThis reporter never knew before
that Scandinavia had any
baritones at least, he never gave it
any concentrated "thought. He is*
now satisfied that this is just as
well. Herr Lacell la about as much
at home ln vaudeville, ln his imported dress suit, a soubret make-

cell.

—

up and genteel continental mana schoolteacher at a dPgfight.
He sang a solo with unin-

ners, as

telligible lyrics, but his bow was a
study in courtly propriety. He harmonised with Miss Moore and so
effectively killed her roles that
nothing came out until the final topnote.
Miss Moore did a solo from
"Maytime" and another from "Buddies," and her melodious singing
was welcomed and applauded. Her
whole routine is ill advised, and
Lacell helps her only when he accompanies her at the piano. Her

Nora Bayes might advantageously be omitted, also credit
reference to

an imitation of her, Which .is
nothing like her but does very nicely
as of itself and of herself.
Mang and Snyder, mighty acrobats, opened. They did not entirely
for

;?,i
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"

the quality of his voice, which Just
misses the melody John so fortuBime.
nately possesses.

A

-i

Raymond's slack wire exhibition, dinarily effective straight man and
with two men supporting the strand light comedian. Miss Burt shows
by teeth holds, was interesting. The flashes, especially in the scene in
Lewmorine Dancers (New Acts) which she is the henpecklng wife.
opened. Delano and Dell nnd Fisher The finish tapers off rather than
and Hurst did not show at night.
climaxes.
Otherwise it is a wise,
human, plausible, shrewd skit and
can work a dosen years without

was finish. Rud Heim and Lockwood make good their billing as "The
Twentieth Century Wonders," but
£££+»•«•«•. No. 3. fallal to meet co.neuy they did a good opening act Some
requl
of the lifts and twists wars humIn need of comedy at this mers.
The understands is as
brother of John Steel and a son of was badly
unable to pick strong aa two men, and the work
Mr. Steel sings well Juncture. wlth.Heim
Al Shean.
laughs
tew
success.
A
any
is fluent and easy.
I. alt.
enough to stand out in another act it up with
comedy with no genon the strength of his relative and greeted his nut

.

t

although one of

Opening after intermission
,1
m 1U n U

ticularly convincing.
Rockwell and Fox. next to clOftit
introduced a T)v. Cone double for an
The team made 1" *
encore bit.
house laugh, but •following that
show was a pretty tough assignment for any team of comic*. Mabel
Ford and Co. clored with dancing,
appearing too late to do the show
Bell.
any appreciable good.

ui

act,

Stoddard
giggles from the him at the Moss stand.
No. 4 spot "Fashion Tlate" Eddie is a Whlteman to the family time.
has much of the nutty style that He had nothing to complain of here.
Lockwood
(Abe
and
Leavitt
typifies the routine. Dwyer'a "duke"
now Douglas Leavitt,
is
is somewhat different than when Leavltt
they were out before. The musical having dropped the A. entirely from
bit with Borden's one-string fiddle his intermediate billing aa A. Dougplaying got most of the laughs, the las Leavitt) ran 2- minutes with a
playing having a surprise element. potpourri of apple sauce and clownThe finish did not register the way ing. It v as about five minutes too
Desultory returns may much, and the whole encore was a
it should.
bust. The main portion worked for
be explained by the going.
Jess Libonati made a big No. 2. laughs hand running, especially the
He has perhaps what is the loudest before-and-after stuff, which is
xyrophone in the world, and he thinly refined burlesque material.
played it for something like 22 min- Following West, also a rotund funand "Cupid's Close-up," a.
utes, displaying his powers of en- ster,
durance. There was but one rest satire on marriage, Leavitt and the
interlude, that coming when a Miss chic Miss Lockwood had their work
Paul, whom he announced, came cut out for them. She is a dainty
forth to warble "Mothers Lullaby," comedienne and possesses a rich
which Libonati said was written .by and musical voice. With a little
the world's youngest cam poser, a kid less physical comedy and elision of
of 10 years. The singer is a plump waste material, this turn can travel
girl.
It looked all wrong for her to the best. In no event can a shortenenter with Libonati at the open- ing of the act harm, especially as
ing of the act, since she immediately to the encore, which is undergrade.
walked off and would have been forThe Cupid act, one. of the slickest
gotten had he not later announced ideas extant for a cross-talk veher.
hicle, went smartly in the hands of
Emma Raymond & Co. closed, Arthur and Dan Jarrett and Bessie
with very few persons walking. Miss Burt. Arthur Jarrett is an extraor-

Dwyer coaxed ihe

j£S
The first half bill at the State
through its Times Square drop and
laughs
newsstand, but Paul Gerard Smith, lacked comedy. Few real
next to closing,
who wrote it, will have to fatten up were delivered until
magic
comedy
his
with
Jarrow
when
the dialog, before this is right for
in this
big time. Just now there Is one real and audience work registered
of the
laugh in the entire skit. Three peo- division. -The greater portion
singing and
ple play it and the casting could bill was given over to
dancing. The majority proyed worth
have been greatly improved upon.
ofl comedy
Mary Haynes, billed, was out Of while, but due to the lack
genuinely enthe show, with Walton and Brandt failed to make up a
replacing her. There is a mass of tertaining vaudeville show.
The show started with a corking
crossfire in the two-act, with ihe
woman assuming an eccentric pose overture carded as "The Evolution
and his
throughout until they reach the of Dixie" with Joe Jacksonapplause.
finale.
As the man yells "Take it orchestra coming in afor
head balanBrothers,
off!" during a recitation, the girl La France
vaudeville
This cing duo. the first of the
strips to her underclothing.
applause winprovides a scream finish, about the acts, were among the
The major porbest thing in a turn that is made very ners of the evening.
is introduced
small-tlmey through the man using tion of their work standing upon
two expressions, addressing the gM. with 'the two men
crackerjack
is a
It
their heads.
"I'll give you a sock in the snoot"
for houses on a grade
and "I'll give you a paste In the opening turn
State, with the Monday
puis." expressions in use years ago with the
audience generous with apin the burlesque shows, which nad night
to drop them. But they were still in plause.
Ulis and Lee. spotted No. 2, gave
on the big time at the Colonial for a
division its start, carrying
revival on the second performance the vocal
Miss
it nicely with harmony work.
of the week.
a powerful contralto
John Clark and Co. opened not Clark possesses handle
songs to
coon
is fitted to
and
caught with Miller and Capman
work, the
dancing to scanty returns, No. 2, perfection. In their double
couple filled the big house, carrying
doing but nine minutes.
off their share of applause at the
!ini,i?J

ganza secured laughs with her monwhich incidentally contains
olog,
much new material, all bright and
cleverly written. For a finish Miss
Friganza and Max Welly of the
dancing act did a tra-vesty on the
previous dancing act of Ten Eyck
and Weily. It produced some laughs.
After the "Topics of the Day" had
unreeled a series of gags that read
a bit worse than usual, and the
"Fables" had unwound more childish
drivel, the second part got under
Two single men In a row,
way.
Vaughn Comfort, tenor, and Richard
Kean, with, character impersonations, and little or no comedy in
either act. That didn't get the second half off In a blaze of glory,
Kean's miser was the best
either.
of' his three characters. Kean's Shylock is done with a dialect. The
opening character. Uriah Heep. from
"David Copperfield." was not par-

margin

even an

—

*

j^ood looking paper bill
did R.M started Monday nigh! nr

isn't

¥

acts,

vaudeville.

Johnny Burke manages

•

good. In fact, the McBans classing
with any of the hat manipulators
and topping most, while Schen •*•
lifting and balancing turn is dif-

was

—

it

the Juveniles works Into favor. For
attention there is» a girl in it who
can dance so well she should be in a
regular production. This girl has a
kick'ng step all her own and it is
worth featuring somewhere else.
Another lengthy and not lively
period
was Frank Dixon and Co. in
85"
ome ano
tUr
? a "J.H ct
t°""
hat *™** a * most5\ 11ke
p

SI

v

uine outbursts except for the head
spin at the finish. This trio have
been using their present routine for
some time. It is in need of new life.
The girls look wgll and are a valuable asset. With new ideas in the

way

of

comedy and numbers

this

tempera- combination should meet requireture was a natural aid to the box ments for any of the better three-. office, and attendance looked above day bills.
the normal good business for all
Dolly Connellp<lnd Percy Wenrich,
The house was but topping the bill for a full week, apthree floors.
half In at 8 o'clock, but by the time peared No. 4. Following two num"Strangers' bers by Miss Connelly, the pianistpicture,
the
feature
Banquet," completed the supper composer played a new composishow around 9 there was virtual tion with his partner, following
capacity.
new one during
another
with
The bill was practically big which a violinist is introduced. Miss
Monday night's running or- Connelly also doing some strumtime.
der had Long Tack Sam and Frank- ming on a uke. The combination of
lyn Ardell alternated on the glass a piano, uke and violia failed to
signs outside. The latter was third, make an impression without the
with Long Tack taking No. 5. As a vocal work. Miss Connelly's "Llndy"
Chinese troupe act il has no peer number with a bit of a dance used
The plate to close was easily the best of the
in current vaudeville.
spinning always was ln a class by offering. The act gained fair reitself, and the added acrobatics are turns from an audience that was
Chlng Ling Foo was hungry for comedy. Jarrow, followsensational,
the first to bring Chinese bar ath- ing, started slowly. His gags gradletes here. Long Tack has a trio of ually gained a foothold with comedy
specialists in that line, even suc- derived from the money business
ceeding the first exponents. They with the audience securing several
are wearing athletic shirts, it being outbursts. Jarrow's magic has got
the first time for performers from down to a sideline with him.
He
the Far East to appear In other than is now a monologist with the tricks
regulation flowered silks. The more used now and then to furnish added
sensible sport apparel makes for material for his chatter.
Next to
better performances, noticed not closing proved easy going.
alone in the bar work, but in the
Viesta Maslova and Co. with a
manipulation of the Chinese war dance offering closed the show. The
night's

chilly

spear.

WHITE'S LOSSES $80,000
An echo
on

to the spectacular bet-

races that- was accredited George Whits was heard
in the district civil court of Mass.,
at Springfield Tuesday.
The action was brought by Russell D.
Start
to
recover on
a check
amounting to $2,400, which had
ting

the

been given by White to cover one
of his losses, but was not paid because of insufficient funds. The
complainant's testimony wa» so
contradlctary Judge Heady threw
the case out oj court.
The suit was brought In Mass.
because it is the only state where
gambling debts are collectable, and
then only when "an innocent third
party" is concerned. When White's
"Scandals" played Springfield some
weeks ago, the show was attached
on the Start claim. Bond was
supplied
by Arnold
Rothstein.

White who came on from Detroit
to
appear la the proceedings,
dropped off in New York yesterday (Wednesday) with a letter
from the court stating the bond
would bs released upon demand.
White Is reported having told the
court he had lost $80,000 in betting on the races.

turn consists of several styles of
The check in dispute was origArdell worked up a heavy lauglr dancing with Miss Maslova handling
core with "The Wife Saver." The the toe work. A black and silver inally made out to Sandy Mraid from the front for "bids'' for his cyclorama sets the turn off attract- Naught on, who after presenting it
under-water lots seemed more than ively with the dance work carried at the Greenwich Bank, New York,
arranged for. Offers came from va- along at sufficient speed to gain for payment, found there were inrious portions of the house. The bid recognition.
Hart.
sufficient
funds.
testified
Start
of two marks for a lot brought an
the Vheck was given hipn in payanswer from Ardell that that would
ment of a $2,000 debt and that ho
no! pay for the clam shells on the
81
ST
ST.
had given McNaughton $400 change.
ground. Upon the entrance of the
Will Mahoney was out, replaced
st. nographer the offer of $2 was dehis
Arthur West, the litth butter- He said the check never left
scribed by Ardell as a wise crack, by
who wasn't done. tight by possession, but it was shown that
but he came dangerously near turn- ball comic
later
attempted to
McNaughton
and
Nell,"
who
in
"Our
cams
back
ing it into a dirty one.
strong as h left. West has collect on It through a Long Island
Freda and Anthony, spotted n«»xt jUSt

M

smnotliept, most sponlosing, were high in the scoring. one of the
The use of the "Mr. Gallagher and taneously taking personalities in the
H»>
Mr. Shean" song at >hc close brought modern realm Of single men.
does n semi-nut an
SOSAC of his
the. desired results, but It I* a qu
\v< 11
are pure, sure wit.
[Ion if a duo of this calibre need it. asides
ored the hit of the bill and in
Tii- v
have enough ma terial and
.ihility on their own. 'and, besides, cut. sp.-eid* j»ik Malia&ey in good for
tii<song is being clowned by the when the ailing comic recover.! and
Steve Freda plays a picks up lus territory*
Wholesale.
Harry Stoddard's band, after a
sweet Kiiit.'ir. nnd they say he is n
bear with the harp (not worked into n'-ason at the Broadway thai out*
hopeful show this
Theirs is a%» enter- distanced many
the routine.)
taining mixture of comedy and mu- year, found himself expected uptii it
is,
town
reosptlon.
he
got
in
better
be
worked
up
can
but
sic,
The routine Jauted along smoothly,
le than now.
Eddie Borden with "Sir" James quite lamlHar to one Who had seen
to

<

I

.1

1

.1

\

bank.

White explained In court the volurae of liis losses brought about
the failure to pay the $2,400 ehe k.
He stated that had the cheek b*%n
presented the day after it was
tendered or even

Within the
it would have been honAft^r that he was short of
money. Several witnesses spoke in
track lingo, and the court requested they translate it into English, that he might be enlightened
in iace track proceedure.

few days,

oied.
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NEW YORK

CITY

T

"Joe Roberta
•Georges Dufranne
V Lopez Band
l^avitt A Lockw'd
60 Miles from Bwy
Yvette Rugel

Or pi • tint
Morley A Mack
(Three to

to^lll)

M

Fanny Brice

(One

R Ball
Sablni Co.
A Moore

J

A K

The Rioa

2d half

A V

A Lamont
•Roma A Dunn
alto

Yip Yip Taphank's

Kovait A Goldmr
Lydell A Macy
(Two to fill)

Ray A

Jim Mc Williams

St.

AMU RY PARK

Billiard

•Byko Co

Chas Withers Co

Grace Twins

A

TAB
(One

MUCKY

A Blondy
Kane A Grant
Case A Cavanaurjn
Bezazian A White

ALWAYS

Personal direction of

J08. M.

2d half

Bob

K A E Kuehn

Angel A Fuller
Rose Clare
Reynolds Don'g"». Co

FAR ROCK AWAY

ACBIRN,

Colombia

Fern Blgflow * K
Baxley A Porter
Sid Gordon
Danny Dugan Co
(One to fill)

2d half

K

Gordon A Rica
Long Tack Sam

Moos' Broadway
Juggling McBans

Frltzl SchefT

Lane A Harper
M Cavknaugh Co
Geo LeMaire Co
Eddie Kelson

Mobs

A Frey

(Two

to

BROOKLYN

-

Duncan

Sisters

2d half
Peddrictt & DoVere

Orpheum

Keith's

Dainty June Co
O'Brien A Hall

Segal A Carroll
Alice Hamilton

Lillette

Co

(One

fill)

2d half

F

J Sidney Co
Kreda A Anthony
Davis A Pelle
ll<;on«*y A Bent

Muryland
Doiiy Slaters
James: Thornto

Moss' Flat bush
Roland Travcrs t'o

H

Johnny Burke
Travers A Douplas

H & h

Kay Hamlin & K

I.

Hill 9683

(Shrcveport split)
1st hair
Hsrrison's .circus

Dohertya
Badls ft Ramsden
Barber & Jackson
Virginia Five

BIRMINGHAM
Keith's Greenpoint
2d half il-i)

Hallen & Day
Moss' Franklin
Warden Bros

Elsie

Texas Four
(Three to

fill)

rd half

Emma Raymond

Clara & ivte
L Pierpont Co
,,,i

Freda & Athony
Long Tack Sam
to

(inhere to fill)
Keith's Jefferson

Emma Raymond Co
Moor-' Co
\ ictor
Fred Bradna Co
Van Hovon

A Knapi
McGrath A Deeds

Ritter

Tierpont Co
(Others to fill)
Mow*' Regent

Price

BOSTON

A Chaplow
Howard A Lewis

B. F. Keith's
Robbie Gordonc

Creations

Van A Corbet t

Thompson A Covan

A Rny

Flashlights Songl'd
Judston Cole
"III

Harry Rose
Movie Masque,
Jack Wilson "o
<

A

Canfleld

tone to

Jill)

N.il"

Show

Moag

1

Stanley

2d half

Frank McGlynn

Martin A Oreenwd
(Others to fill)
Keith's 81st St.

Ross Revue

Jane Connelly Co
Kiinore A Williams
Fashion Show

Harvey
Voting A Wheeler
llmttn K

Proctor's 125th

St.

The Shatiueks
Irwin

A Allen

Maids
.fa'k Walsh Co
Ruby Royce
•rant on

;i

bS

t

Alexanders A Smith

ALBANY
l*ro< tor's

__

\u.st!n

PiHri"ola

iU;irt'j

Hast

2d haif

Van

A

Btonini

Dnn Pitch Alinst
(H ESTER. P\.
Adgement
1

a Snyder
cook

Chapman A Rin^
Al Wohlman
i

a

be

Little

GRAND RAPIDS
Empress
Cahovn
L A 1' Murdock
Three Whirlwinds
Osborne three
Fenton A Fields
Brown A Whittaker

(iREENVILLE
(Augusta
Iluudini

Barry Breen

Mt Vernon

Jess Llbonatl

fill)

Orplieimi
Cello A Mary

Ruby Royce
Harrison A Dak In
Howard A Lewis
Movie Masque
(Two to fill)

NASHVILLE
Princess
(Louisville split)
1st half
Foster A Peggy
Princess Wlnonah

A Bernard

McLellsn A Corson
Lew Cooper

Spoor A Parsons
Laughlin A West
Choy Ling Hee Tr

Lyric

NEWARK, N. J.
The Reutterg
Doris Humphries Cq^
Proctor's
AJlman A Howard
Elsie White
Robyns Family
Oliver A Oip
Four Csmerons
Sargent A Marvin
Trixle Frlganza
Howard A Cl'k Rev

NEW BB'NSWICK
State

Arena Bros

Mason A Gwynne

Nellie Nichols

4

2d half

John S Blondy
Jerome Mann
Mullen

Barton A B
Dave Sc hooler Co

(One to

Hurl...-

I'd

Salle

half

A Robles
•

Joo Laurie Jr
Five Avallons
to fill)

I
'

INDIANAPOLIS
F. Keith's

Crawford A Brort k
Powers A Wallace

M.i

Francis

All)

NEW ORLEANS

The Drug Clerk
(One

A

Weber A Ridnor

Ritbinl Sisters

Shaw A Lee
All)

Lou Seymoure Co
Marino A Martin

Zemater A Smith
Smith A Nash

GenQ Morgan
to

The Sirens
2d half

Adonis Co

Amoros A Jeanette
Ben Barton's Rev
(Two to All)

POLI CIRCUIT
BRIDGEPORT
NEW HAVEN

Palac*
Mobile split)
1st naif

Girl from Toyland
Wright ADouglas Sis
B Hughes Co
Frank Farron

The Yanderblls

NORFOLK
Aaadoaay

Richmond

R A

Jimmy Reynolds
York A Maybelle
Barnum Was Right China Blue Plate
Cook
A Oatman
2d half

split)

1st halt
B Brill

Jimmy Reynolds
Juvenile

M

READING. PA.

Pry or Co

Palace

Wilton

to

Little

A Williams

LEWI8TON, ME.
Music nail
Anitta

•

Frrinan A Evans
S J Stephens Co
Stanley A S'evens
(One to fill)
?d half
Mella A Bruin
Robert A De Mont

fill)

2d half

HENSHAW

ENCORE

And

OKPHEI M CIRCUIT
BILL JACOBS

(One

to All)

3

Moruk

(One

BROCKTON

Du For Boys
2d half
Dixie Hamilton
Sully A Thomas

Sbarrocks
Wi!son Aubrey

i

)h

(<

Allah
;o Bll)

mi

HARTFORD

1st naif

Kennedy A Kraim

Monroe A May
Baal Bek

Co

ROANOKE

PAG
Melroy

Hall
Sisters

Dress Rehearsal
otto Bros
<"aineo R» vue

SP'GFIELD, MASS.
Pulace
Bernard A Betts
Ropers A Donnelly
Sampse] A L<>onh'd

THE LANGWELL

Roanoke

123 W. 44th St.. Mew York
The Best $1.00 Dinner in Town.
Ask (HAS. FRANCIS PARKS
TOM HARRISON. Manager

Betty Washington

Co

Marie Russell Co
Oddities of 1023
2d half
Christy A Wills
II

Loney Haskell
Ed Janis Rtvue

ROCHESTER

Rooney

on A

(Two

Id ha if
Ru»s< .1 A Hayes
Victor Graff

Blue Piiito
Briscoe A Rauh

c«»

Redmond A Wells

<Uti«

Bert Levy
Florence Brady

to

.Tories

2d half

Carpos Bros
Lam»>y A Pearson
Tunes A Stop*

Olympla
Kin»r Bros

Mallnda A Dade
Harry Knhne
(One to fill)

Pu For BojN
(Ono

to IU1)

MANCHESTER

Central Square

Palace

Adams A

i»un-

Wrong
Van A Schenck

Right or

G

dm a

()!iv<

r

Holland

•

«v

Plai

(ulen

Yoiiihc America
A Mason Co

,

SAVANNAH
RIJou
I

2d half
Frnnk Shields.

Fslry

Tale

Griffith

Tollies

Dons Duncan
Ob Allah

Palace
Vererboll Co

McKarland
Juvenile

H

Betty Donn
Walmaley & K'tlng

Hometown

Mazle Lunette
Jas A Edith James

Watts A Hawlev
Nathan A Sully

Sisters
Follies

Pryor p«nd

J Marshall

Co

2d half

Dunedln A Play
Monroe A May
Roy A Arthur

(One

to

Follies

fill)

2d half

Alanson

Hank Brown Co

Geo Morton

FALL RIVER

Hometown

Empire
Booth A Nina

Follies
to nil)

(One

NEW BEDFORD

Hopkms
Keene A Wllilams
H A E Sharrock
Bloom A Sher
Orville Stamm Co
Ethel

Olympla

2d half
Ward Sis A Mac'ber
Tyjer A St Clair
Clayton Drew Pl'y's

Chung Wha Three
Wills A RobbinS
Howard's Ponies

Mnzie Lunette
Jack Little
Herbert Ashley Co
Chung Wha Three
Louise Lovely Co
Cd half

Booth A Nina
Mallnda A Dade

Nash A O'Donnell
Harry

KaffTic

VALDO, MEERS and VALDO
"HOKl MEDIANS OF THE WIRE"
Week (Jan. 29). Hamilton and
Regent. New York.
Direction: PAIL DCRAND

This

FITCHBl'RG
Cummlngs

(On"

A

Jas

Edith JaiiRM

Hank Brown Co
Wilson Aubrey

to All)

N EWPORT

Frank Shellds
Cook Smith A Cook
I

olonial

<

X A J Farnum
Kramer A Griffin
Ward Sis A Mac'ber
Wills A Bobbins
Doctor Shop

2d half

La Fleur A Portia
John Geig. r
Herron A Gaylord
Municipal Four

2d half
Ethel Hopkins

Bloom A Sher
King Bros
(Two to 1111)

CHICA30 KEITH CKCUIT
CINCINNATI

P'way
Tyler

A Burch

Saly

Bom Murphy A

Earl Rial Revue
Morton Jewell Tr

Koban Japs
(Two to fill)

CLEVELAND

FT.

Hippodrome
A Quin^ilo
Saxon A Brown
Taylor 3
Resplendent

DAYTON
F. Keiths
P. row n
Sis
Clayton A Bdw irds
II.

r

2d half
Autunm Trio
Mnxfield A Golr.on
North A Halliday

Rounder

of

B'way

Qonuan Pros
Fred Lindsay Co

La

Oarden

Sails

Downey A ClnrHlge
Margaret a More lie
Maxfieid a Oolson
Pago
(One

.v-

<;re.

ii

Pragsr

(Two

Page A Green

Hums A Francis
Sammy Duncan
Hirdland Follies

HI NT'GTON, IND,
Huntington
Fraasr A Bunco
Margaret A Morelld

INDIANAPOLIS
Palace

E J Moore
Rosin r A Muffs
Anna belle
Harv.-y Haney A Q
Crssdsm A Davla
Arthur Lloyd
Mi

to

JAG

fill)

Gllfo.l

<&

Demonde

JAC KSON, MICH.
Majestic
2d half

«'u

FLINT. MICH.
Palace

No

Rubevllle Four

2d half

(Four

A Dunce

to All)

2d half

to All)

Chas Oerard

IND.

lace

Rlmbos

Bessie Browning
Jewell's Mannikins

Four \ % intecrs
Arouml the lorni
alms Herman Co

WAYNE,
I 'n

Hill

Reme

Crolius

2d half
BrJsoos A Austin
Dorec's Celebrities

Duvai a Symona
Bernivlrl Bros

Farrell

Bowery

to

A

Girl in Moon
(One to fill)

A Gray

Sinclair

DETROIT

WATERBIRY

'

La Flour A Portia

Municipal Four
Herron A Gaylord
(One to nil)

Haal Btk

fili)

Palace

Roxy LaRora

A Ray

D Humphn-ys Co

to nil)

i'hin.1

Temple

spill

ciin'

till)

Louise Lovely Co

S

CAMBRIDGE

(

Buchanan A- Cos
Rawls A Von K'm'n

BAH Skstelle

'

Cnpitol
Parfoi Brcs

r

Wheeler Trio

Sisters

half

Sisters

to

LYNN, MASS.

I'd half
Fred's Figs

Th»>

Palace
split)

1st half

Th^ Adrolf-!
Cook A Oat man
Co

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Ahearn
WAG
Master Gabriel

Sisters

M

Co

Poll's
(W'k's-Barr.->

Just a Marsha!)

RICHMOND

(Jacksonville
1st naif

(Two

SCRANTON, PA.

Doris Duncan
Briscoe A Rauh
Conner's Rovne

Zemater A Smith
Lehr A Kennedy
Murray A Gerri«h
Dave Schooler Co
(One to fill)

El Cllve
Edith Taliaferro

A Hayes

RttSse.ll

2d half

Qlemoe

Vererboll

Wilton Sisters
Conner's Revue
Sarah Padden

tenia] Triangle

Amoros A Jeanette
Ben Barton's Rev
(Two to fill)

A Co

Frolics

A Mann Co

Majestic
Adonis A Co

Trella

A Steps
2d half
Deszo Retter
Rogers A Donnelly
Tunes

Thrc* Kirkellos

Hollis

A

Johnny Clsrk

The Adroltes

Victor Graff

Bates
Artistic Treat

Hlgglns

Lew Hawkins

Palace

Harper A Clark
Rol.ir.d
Arthur

Lonesome Manor
Ona Munson Co

Kenny A

(Others to fill)
(2d half (1-11)

split)

Sovi'Hgns
Hnrry Joison Co
Brsnl A Partner

(One

Joe Laurie Jr

2d half

Herbert Clifton

Mack A Lane

A Wells

IJosj?*

It

Ri.y

Paul Hill Co

Major!e Carson
Seed A Austin

E. F. Albee

Follies

1st half (6-7)

half

l«t

2d half

PnnWtH A

Kovias a Gbldenor

Jean Sothern
Girlie A Dandles

Proctor's

The Geralds

TROVIDENCE

Band

Ibach's

fill)

YORK. PA.

Poll's

Cottago
Wilson Pros
Anderson A Toel
i

Kara

<<>ne to

\<re

r

Majestic

r,>

Boyer A Bnver
Frank Wilson
Paul Hill A •'•>
Vincent Loj ei
Jean Sothern

A De Vere
A Patt'rs'n

(Three to

Y.

Frank Wilson

307^

(5-7)

Opera Hoose
Romer Romaine
I^ehr A Kennedy
Murray A Gerrlsh

•

ROMAX BLDG.
245 West 47th St.
NEW YORK
Phono BRYANT 8017

A Hull

IIXRRISB1 RG

Flaherty

TROY. >\

1st half

Valdo Meers A V
Dorothy Raymar
Rolland A Ray
(Three to nil)
2d half (8-11)

Harry Breen

Marino A Martin

Traps

Kialto
2d half

ALI.ENTOWN, PA. Kara

D<.

Hill

Chester
Hartley

J.

Bijou
Melia A Bruin
Jahrl A George
Roberts A De> Mont

2d half

Thompson A Corin
A Caplow

Slatkos Revue

Rich Hayes
Williams A Taylor

BOOKING WITH ALL
SUTTR

A

V

If

Janis

Nellie Nichols

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

Orpheum

«he>

Pa titan* Bids. > N- I

Arena Bros
Mason A Gwynne

B Anderson A Pony

FREEMAN

ti'KMNTWX. PA.

<

2d half

B. F. Keith's
Pantheon Singers

CHAS.

olonial

<

*E Wilson Band

Caesar Rlvoll

fill)

Francis A Day
Pinto A Boyle

A A c. Falls
Boyd A King

A P.Icardo
Willie Solar

Sooner

Ah»nrn A Petersen
Rooney Cd
Jack Wilson

Dancing shoes

CHATTANOOGA

Reiliy A Rogers
c,!ad Moffett

to

Van Cloro A Pete
Edna Ang Co

KRIE, PA.

N. Y.

M A B Marlow

Josie

PORTLAND. ME.

Proctor's
2d half (1-4)

v

Sgwyer A Eddy

(Two

Drels

Nlhla

•

•Private Property
Pierce & Ryan

Frances

Williams A King
Lew Dockstader

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

The Featured Jn\en le Dnncer and
( lever Mimic

Sampson A Dnugla?
Timely Rcraa

A

A Bjnd

Ben Bernle
Joe Cook

•Teutons

B.i<i!.-hf

2d half

Chas l.edegar
•<Jra'.» Twins
Pay A Billiard

A

Zuhn

YONKERS.

Proctor's

N. J.

B'evsty

fill)

Rostock's School

Strand

DR. JULIAN S1EGEL
-ofi:t

Noel Lester Co

Off

Jack

Chapman A Ring
Tyior A St Claii
Al Wohlman
Smythe A James
Home Town Foll'.es Clayton
Drew l»i'y's

Denlltt to

Official

N.J.

Rhoda

t-

to

Alanson

(One to fill)
2d half

McLaughlin A Ev's
Belle Baker
Sheldon Bal'tyneAH

Third Sruion with

Marjorio Carson

hnnati

<R Johnson Co

Show

Follies

2d half

Weber A Ridnor

Echo A Kyo
Rhodes A Watson

Gus Edwards Rr\ue

fill)

Tho Oeraldi

Tom

Florence Mayo Cj
•Load of Misery
Joe Browning

HAMILTON, CAN.

Klvl«m

•

.v

& Marlow

.Marie

Jordan Girls
Role A O'Brien
Schlchtl's Manikins

Id half

——

Margot A Francois

Poplta GranadosCo

& Hums

(tjihcrs to

Proctor's

A

(One

•

Direction:

2d half (1-4)
•Lavreis Troupe

Five A\a Ions

John S Blondy
Jerome Mann
Mullen

Dean

Capttol

riaJnfleld

e (Sunday opening)

CHESTER FREDERICKS
I''

Burns A Lorra it
Mary Rayncg 'o

t'.la.'igow

half
M Three

(

nil)

Movie M.is.p...
Franklin Ardell Co
(Others to nio

Se< d

-

l.

FFALO

fill)

(Others to

Moss A Frye
(Three to fill)

PLAINFIELD.

PriBcosa

N. J.

Shea's

K'./.abeth Brice

Healey A Cross
side show Cabaret
rtman Wakefield Co
to

Geo Moore A Girls
Zeck A Randolph
Hanazawa Japs
Mel Klee

ELIZABETH.

Runaway Four

Keith's Prospect
2d half <l-4>
Gibson & Price

Allen

Imperial
(Sunday opening)

A Clady

TRENTON.

Frldklh

Keenei

Hazel Cox Co

Mrtrion Harris
Mitty A Tllllo
Santos A Hayes
Valentine A Bell

Ebs Co
Gordon A Ford
Tom Smith Co"
Lime Trio

LAWRENCE

Smythe A James

Mang A Snyder

Lillian Leitsel

Wm

Blm City Four
Walmsley A K'tlng
Zeno Moll A Carr
(Ohe to fill)

BANGOR. ME.

A Ray

Hometown
1

Boyle A Bennett

Davis
Bender A Armstr'g

Sully

2d half
Fridkin A Rhoda

Arabian Knights

A Gay

Markeli

Shen's

Emma

Fits'm'ns

fill)

2d half
Stanley A Unman

Bob Hall

Dorothy Taylor

Toronto"

'

Woode A Wyde
Knapp A Cornelia
(Two to fill)
Howard

Gen* Morgan

Demons
Herman

Tost

Psula

Mdinr

Soot

Raj A

(One to

Empire
Geo Morton
Nash A O'Donnell
Elm C'ty Four

Anitta

Pauletto

Blue

Al

PITTSBURGH

A N

81a.

Petersen

Hagerman's Band

MONTREAL

Oil)

l>y

Princess Jue Q T
Kcrejarto
Wellinjlon Cross Co

2d half <8-11>

2d half (8*11)
Healey A Cross

A Knappe

A

A

Janis

(Two

,\lignon

Itj.sil

Montgomery Co
A Morgun
Harmonyland

Han'< y

l

1.

Hcjser

If

1st half (5-7)
Small's Co

(Others to fill)
2d half*

.<.

||

half (5-7)

1st

Ellin
(Others to fill)

Warden Bros
Stanley & Burns

Ritter

Welch Mealey &
(Two to fill)

Walsh A

2d half

half

Al Striker"
Stanley & Wilson S

Rolland

fill)

t

R

(libBon

Rev
Keith's Hamilton

(Two

l

Fletcher Clayton

<"<>

Kdillo Kane
Billy Sharp's

Lyrio
(Atlanta split)

White

E O A Q P

A Day

Jliillon

<One to

1st naif

The Marios
Frank Devoe Co
Eastman A Moore
I^aFranco A Byron
Lovenberg

McKinley

Nell

Columbia

I.EFFERTS A YEN IF,
L.

Beholder

BATON ROt GE

I

KKW GARDENS.

J Conley Co

Hawthorne A Cook

Coombe & Nevins
(Two to Oil)

Phone Richmond

Mile Modiste

J

A Bergman
Eva Shirley Band
(Two to till)

Clark

HUGH HERBERT
223

to

BALTIMORE

Mrs G Hughes Co

II
Stoddard Band
Lane A Freeman
Harrison Dakin Co
(One to fljl)

Brown & Barrows

assisted

The Duttons
Kellam A O'Dare

Fordham

td half
Cello A Mary

split)

MARGARITA MARGO. ARDATH DE
SALES ami I1ELENE BETH
Carmen Ercelle
Direction EAGLE A GOLDSMITH
MAX Clarke

Rugel
(Three to fill)

Lamorln Dancers
.Mollie Fuller Co

Princeton Five

HENRI MARGO

Yvette,

Lamorln Dancers
Mollie Fuller Ce
Victor Moore Co
Texas 4
(Two to fill)

Heath A Sperling

Weak

The Diamonds
Gordon's Olymnla
(Washington St.)

7

A

Shrlner

Nathan A

BOBBY

TOLEDO
B F. Keith's
Howard Nichols
Dooley A Storev

Caesar Rlvoll
Jack Wilson
(One to fill)
Keystone
Fink's Mules
Vino A Temple
Alexander A. Field*

Lyrio

(New Orleans

Al Fields

Joe Darey
Clares Minstrels

S

Dixie Hamilton

McCarthy A Stenard

Plunkett
Bates

A

*
•Aunt Dinah Co
Stanley A "Stevens
Sampson A Douglas S J Stephens Co
2d halt
Furman A Evans
J R Johnson Co
Shrlner A Fitz'm'ns Lew Hawkins
Van Hoven
Ten Eyck A Wiley
"UKE"
WILM'GTON DEL.

A Sheldon

Baggott

PL'S, N. Y.

Lyme
Van Horn A Ines
McCarthy Sis

Ray Conlin
Ormsbee A Remig

Abeam A

Klown Revoo

WHITE

bills
plays
Peters 7-8: Orlando 9-19)

St.

2d half

A Redfleld
A Romalne

Alba DeRoss Co
(One to fill)

(Same

Tbe Clown Seal

MOBILE
Co

cialro Vincent

Van

Victoria
<5-«)

M4aa Merle Co
Henry A Adelaide
Olsen A Johnson

fill)

Keiths Boshwii k
Rockwell A Fox
Willie Rchenck Co
Lewis A Dody
T J Ryan Co

(Others to fill)
Moss' Collsenm
Rooney A Bent
Davis A Pell
(Three to fill)
2d half

N. Y.

Able O. H.
Jane A Miller
Telaak A Dean

Jefferson

BOB

A Williams

Edmunds Co

Al Shayne

K

TAMPA. FLA.

fill)

2d half

Force

Wm

Gordon

Baxley A Porter
Fern Blgelow A

A Parker

(Three to

Danny Dugan Co

[ALF T. WILTONI

CahlU

Olympic

Dillon

A Elmore
Actors

2d half
Gaffney A Walton
Sid

N. Y.

Annette

Co

Canary

W

Genevlve A

Bill

DENVER POST

Haselle

E ASTON, PA.

Turner Bros

Mills

Ball

split)

1st half

Gold A Sunshine
Besser A Irwjn
•Alexander Girls Co
Jack Walsh Co

Heraa A Wills
Leedum A Stamper
Sun Dodgers
•J R Gordon Co
OclllS Weston

Keith's

(Birmingham

Margot A Francois

Sophio Tucker
Norwood A Hall
Danoiso Sisters

Vane

Mr A Mrs J Barry
Gus Fowler
Lytelt A Ant

Poddrlck
O'Brien A Hall

DIRECTION

Jones A Jones
Walter Percival Co
Chief Caupolican
Bowers Walt'rs A C

Lyle Alda
Will Mahoney

A DoVerc WATERTO'N,

Alex'nd'r

Colonial

Rowdoln Square
Samaroff A Sonia
Powell A Brown
Gordon's Olympin
(Scollay Square)
Johnny Reynolds
Hodge A Lowell
Charlotte Lansing
Fern A Marie

fill)

Sully

HAVERHILL

(Three to

Oummer's Duo

Statkos Revue

A

O'Neil

De

Proctor's

Nathan A

Hlgglns

sybil
Juliet

Bob Willis
Deagon A Mack

BOSTON

Moore A Freed

B. F. Keith's

Shaw

Lillian

AND-

Temple
The Saytons

Meehan A Newman

fill)

ATLANTA
Lyrle

Holmes A Levere

Miller A Bradford
Keith's Alhambra

The Canslnos
•Miller Kent A
(One to fill)

(One to

GAITE8

Penn

A Leonh'R
D Humphreys Co

Sampsel

Boston
Osggie Clifton Co
Pauli A Goes
Crane May A C

WASHINGTON

Four Tellerons

MURPHY

& Weston
Lane A Blakely
Wyeth A Wynn
Beaumont Sisters

DETROIT

fill)

fill)

Llilette

Kerr

Dryer

to

B. F. Keith's

"Then comoa Bob Morphy. who kids
tba mind-reading At, tells how dumb
hie pretty little partner is and generally
entertains with foolishness.
The girl la mm pretty as any flapper
need be and she shoald be dumb. It
would bo all wrong for anyone to
bare brains as wall aa what she has."

B. F. Keith's
Oarcinettl Bros

Paulsen

A

(Two

|

Ray

BOSTON KEITH CLTtCUIT

A Williams
Edmunds Co

Ba Bo

BI

Moody A Duncan

A Co
A Bobbin
Williams A King
Shaw A Lee

Farrell

C'OLIMBCS

Bill

Featured Dancers

A

Sax ton

Girlie

Barker
Dandles

Oakes A De Lour

Salle

B. F. Keith's.

Pour Bards

2d half

D'ANDREA and WALTERS

Wn,

Wm

SYRACrSE

Noel Lester

LOWELL

Tom McRae Co

Ben Wefch
to

ECELK

RAW Roberts

All at Sea

Street

2d half
Louis Stone Co
Yates A Carson
Desyls Sis Revue

Miss

Neville

Beauties

*Viol!n

Wheeler

A

Jones. A

Barron A Burt
S Medgle Co

Al Shayne
Alba DeRoss Co
(Three to fill)
2d hslf
Annette

Folllasj

Sarah Padden
Sd half
Bernard A Betts)
Yorko A Maybella

Wayne Co

Clifford

Griffith

Fairy Tale

Three Marshons
Tabor A Green

Force

Vincent Lopes Co
2d half
North A Sooth

Smith

A Boyer

Adams A

Poll's

(Scran ton split)
1st halt

Colonial

*

Hymack

Main Street
Da If en

A Ryan

Fierce

Barbette
Aileen Stanley

B

Patrlcola Go

UTICA, N. T.

Mason A Shaw

Love Is Young
Bryant A Stewart
Ruby Norton
Wells V A West
Loyal's Dogs

A Fallon
Nixon A Sana

Maker & Redford
Columbia

Corlnne Arbuckle

Mack A Dane

Joe Browning
Proctor's 23d
Phondell Four

fill)

North A South
Smith A Barker
Mdore A Freed
Henry's Melody 6
(One to Mil)

Lee

Valdo Meere

(One to All)
Keiths Colonial

Flake

105th

Itlalto

(Others to fill)
2d half (i-11)

1923

Dotson

Boysr

Faul A Pauline
Corlnne Arbuckle
Lydell A Mscy

B. F. Keith's

1st naif

Tom

A Maddox
Moras

Proctor's

PHILADELPHIA

National
(Nashville split)

lace

Murray
Polly

SCHENECTADY

Van A Tyson
B C Hllliam

fill)

W'KES-B'RE, FA. Lamey Rottsr
A Paargasji

M. V. OtJS

•*..

Pedestrlanlsm

(Others to All)

LOUSVILLE

Harry Moore Co
Dave Roth
A A F Stedman
Anderson A Burt

AMSTERDAM, N.Y

Mary Haynes Co
Lynn A Thompson

Driftwood

to

to

The Duponta

B A

half

The Sirens

half (G-7)

1st

Roiellas
•Mllly Rogers Co
let half (6-7)

A Blondy
Welch Mealy A M
Kane A Grant
(Others to All)
Case A Cnvenaugh
Sd half (811)
Bezazian A White Dorothy
Raymer
(One to 111)
Wesley A Hlllyer
td half

.Mmr. y & Oakland
Wiu & Joe Mandcll
Owen McGlveney

Homer Romalne

Oretta Ardlne Co
Davie, Harris Band
(Others to fill)

Keiths Royal
Rosa A Fobs

fill)

Smith A Nash
Burke Barton A H

Rolland A Rae
Mr A Mrs J Harry
Al Wohlman

fill)

I'ii

The Drug Clerk

Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (1-4)

•Married Again

LONG BRANCH

W. sHh

lit

Two

Ben Welch
Droyer
TAB
(Ono

K Watson
CLEVELAND

Jos

ALTOONA, PA.

2d half (8-11)

Toto

•Folliea of

Vincent Co
Heath A Sperling
Princeton Five

Wardell A LaCosta
Borden A Dwycr
Franklin Ardell Co

Gus Edwards Rev

•

Mlgaon

Miss Daleen
Neville A Paulsen

Billy 'Arlington

Claire

Levine Bros
Harry Rose
(Others to fill)

(Two

fill)

Jane A Miller
Telaak A Dean

half (5-7)

1st

fcmnv Columbus AH
Keith's Rivereide
Lafayette's Dogs
•Margaret Hastder
]>emarest A Collett
Harriet Rempel Co.
Venita Gould

Krneat

Irwin

Dorothy Bayno'r
A Thorne

Readings
•Julia Arthur

FAT
Henry

A

Hesse r

to

B. F. Keith's

The Brlants
.
Josef Diskay
Cevene Troupe
Harry Burns Co

2d half

Goldie

4

to

(One

Ryan Co

J

CINCINNATI

Mile Modiste
Xell McKinley

& Thompson

I.yiui

Wuran & Mack

(Two

Brown A Barrows

Proctor's 5*tb St.
2d half (1-4)

Keith's Palace

\

A Yaeee
Clifford A Gray

half (l-4>
MHartleys

Bill

4

KEITH CIRCUIT

R E

PATERSON, H.

Viola

MASA,

Dosem

vary Description.
ON BAND OM TO ORD

Exclusive Material

4 Morton
May Go
Lyons

Tba mtnna In which these bills ara printed does not danota tba relative
import anoe of acta nor their p-ogram positions
• bofora nam* denote* act la doing new torn, ar reappearing after a bos no*
from vaodevllle, or appearing In city where listed for tbe first time.

<

Kltaros

whii set otherwise Gray

below are grouped 1b divisions, according to booking

bill*

!

A Oden
Barnum Was Right

DARLMacBOYLE

Rome A Gaut

•pm)

(i

1823

1,

frFNr"TfT
t5tt
W^'STRj
;

Mile Vanity Co

5)

IN

hadleated)

Thursday, February

1

Holland

NEXT
WEEK (FEB.
VAUUBVIU.B THEATRES

BILLS

Ji

"

l

Four Songst'rs
Hi'kman Bros
Rogers Co
Barry A Dsyton
N Harrison Co
T

'--Thursday

sjAL'M'ZOO. MICH.
Regent
B'way Coined y t
Alone Broadway
Sylvester * Vanoa
Koban Japa
KOKOMO, IND.

*

(Two

> ..

I

M1DDLETON,

Brazilian Heiress

(Three to

O.

Dare Co

Et*hel

Cook

A H

A Cohan

S

Bessy e

Orpheam
Eddie. Hill

Aerial

PERRONE

PAUL

Roaalres
2d half

Along

Moon

(One

Ben Ali
Autumn Trio
-Rounder of B'way
Gorman Broa
Fred Lindsay Co

Leo Haley
2d half

Browne

A

Nell

LEXINGTON, KY.

Slaters

Masters
William Prlngle
Jack Rice

A

NEWARK. N.
Shnbert
Rose Girl
Argo Bros

M

Scott

Monarchs
La Tour

Minstrel

A

Foley

A Lynn

'

Main

St.

Julia Kelety

Helen Walker

Clifford

Inc.

DETROIT

George Jessell
Courtney Sisters
Afjn Codee

State
(Sunday opening)
Whirl of New York

Olga

LOEW

JAN

NEW YORK

OAKLAND. CAL.
Orpheum
Marc McDermott
Ethel Parker

Mallla Bart
Slgnor Frisco
Peronne A Oliver

Hurst A Vogt
Jack LaVler
Valand Gamble
Berzac's Clreus

DES MOINES

OMAHA, NEB.

Orpheum

Orpheum

Burke A Durkin
(Two to fill)

Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Mignonette Kokin
Brio Zardo

C A F Usher

A

Scott

A Victor
Harr'gton A Green
Dave Harris Band
2d half
Three Falcons
Graxer A Lawlor
Alton A Allen
Dave Harris Band

Byal A Early
Wright A Dietrich

LOS ANGELES
Street

nill

(Sunday opening)
Roscoe Ails
Mlddleton A 8
Hallen A Rut-sell
Qulxey Four
Scanlon Deno & S
Les Keilora

Orpheum
(Sunday

opening)

Raym'd Hitchcock
Spencer & Williams
Langford & Fr'd'ks
II

A P

Miller

Sparks of Br'dway
Earl Rlckard
Jimmy 8avo Ce

Milt Collins
Fries A Wilson

(Two

A

Lucas

Ines
Farnell A Florence

A Baker

Johnson

SACRAMENTO
plays

bill

Fresno 8-10)
Circumstantial

Ev

Hughes A Debrau
O'Donnell A Blair
Stan Stanley Co
Pletro

"SIR"

Babb

Carroll

A

S

SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)
Harry Carey
Billy Dale
Tuscano Bros.
Allan
Perez

Shaw
& Marguerite
Orpheum
opening)

(Sunday

JAMES

DWYER

fill)

Howard A White

Carey Bannon A M
Sparks of Br'dway
2d half

Russ LoVan A P
Willie Smith
Stevers A Love joy
Adele Archer Co
(One to nil)
Lincoln Square
Leon A Mitzi

A Clark
Graduation Dav
Jimmy Savo Co
Graxer A Lawlor

Vila

2d half

Olga

A

Nicholas

Znlda Bros
Stars of Yesterday

Lillie

Land of Fantasie
Thank You Doctor

Orpheum

Babcock A Dolly
Herbert A Dare
Lloyd A Goode

MILWAl

KFF.
Palace
(Sunday opening)
Margaret Young

Yarmark
Haokett A Delmar
Weaver A Weaver

A A L Barlow
A O'Neill

Steppe

Gardner A Aubrey
Jarrow
Jean Granese
St Clair Twins

Dolly Morrlssey

Dobbs A Watkins
A L Barlow
Murray Bennett
IA

NEW ORLEANS

Jack Powell Sextet

Holman Co

Hally
Zelaya

HKATTLE
(Sunday opening)
William Farersh'm
Jack Osterman
Davis A Darnell
Johnson A Baker
Love Sisters
Crystal
I.ucas

llc-nnctt

A

Inex

CITY
Orpheum

slot \

Lamont Trio

Along Four
Curzon Slaters

A

Vincent

AD

Dobbs Clark
Marston A Manley

Adele Oswald

Faulkner Cq
Black A O'Donnell
Adele Archer Co

Grace

A King

A H

Hippodrome

McCoy A Walton

Evelyn Cunn'gnam
Pares A Archer
Green A Myra
Harr'gton K Green
rford's Oddities
Delnncey Street

Duo

Green A Myra
Serve-U-Four
Parde A Archer

Meyers A Nolan
George Randall Co
Boss A Costello.

E

Seashole Orch
2d half
Nestor A Vincent
Herman Berrens
Dobbs Clark A D

Marston A Manley
Snapshots

Faulkner Co
to

Ron* r vard
ReediT A Armatr'g
A K Adair
Murray Bennett
A Alexander Co
(One to fill)

Helm A L

2d half

BUFFALO
State
Peres A LaFIor
William Dick
Stateroom 1?
Kless A Brilliant
"

Raymond A Stern
Gangler's Dogs
(Unc

to

(One

.

H

to

(One

(One

to

Trio

Barto A M^lvin
Charles Gibes
Fred C Hngan
!>an<in« Shoes

c.

Id half

Br'k'way

BhtIov
Violet Carleson
Steppe & O'Neill

Dorothy Ferris
Fulton
Flynn A Arnold
Mao. Blondeli R
Caledonia Four
La Pmnes Bros
(One to fill)
I

<"<»

Lyrlr

Stcri
(

Ling A Long
Armstrong A Tyson
Nancy Boyer Co
Harrison Moss
DeMario Five

(One to

All)

2d half

Manicure Shop

V

nil)

(<

>ne to

m

fill

»

half

Grace Miller

Matthews & A
The Waltona
(.Two to
>

nil)

A

E

Melody

Irm.i

<

2d halt

I

V

Central
O'Co'.mor

A

to nil)

Electric

Smith A McGarry
Harry Gilbert
2d half

A Dunbar

Collins

Majestle
Will Morris
Jarvls A Harrison

Sealo
Electric

Moore A Arnold
Fagg A White
2d half

Little

Lord

Irving

VNION HILL

to nil)

I

2d half

I

Antoinette A
Powell Troupe

I

(One

Create

M

Adler

CHAMPAIGN,

Coleman

Roo«evelt
Three Martells
Dolly Morrimey
Stevens A Love,

O.CE, IA.
Majestic
Cortes sis
Ankpr Trio
(Three to nil)
III

FARGO.

N. D.

Ireno Trevett

The Parkers
Oardser a H^vr-2d half
Milton Pollock

Earie
>;

A

Co
Kdwards

It'Ml.lington

A

Or't

KAN.

War Department
RAE
Tracy
Regale
Thrr-e

Steve Green

Rlvlorn
Milton Pollock Co
Karl A Edwards

LV'NWTH. KAN.
Orpheum
Norris Hemlans
Glanvllle A Sanders
Christie

A

Brown G

Bennett

drier * T
LINCOLN, NEB.

2d half

A Hudson
Seymour A Jean'te
La

Palerlca Trie

Alexandria

(Two

Dave Winnie
Sherman A Dell
Bllile Gerber Rev
Moore A Shy
Marie Corelli Co

H

MADISON, WIS.
Orpheum
Larimer A Hudson
Sfymour A Jean'te

Pnntsges
Salle

Cs

Dallas Walker

A

Tressie

H A K

Suttos

A Mack

Olive

Harry Bswlsy Co

Wynn Ce

Broderlck

Jack George Duo
Belle Montrose

(Twe

to nil)

td half

A Vernon

Snell

V Bergere Ce
Great Lester
(Three to nil)

TERRE HALTE
Hippodrome
Lawton

A

Fltsgerald

C'roll

Mack A Velmar
(Three to nil)
2d half

A

Mason

Scholl

'Armor* A D'glas
Franklyn Charles
A M Rogers
Jonta's Hawaiisns

W

TOPEKA. KAN.
Norris Simians
Glanvllle A S'nd'rs
Christie A Bennett

Three Regals
half
RAE2dTracy

Dcapler A Hendrle
Three White Kuhns

(One

nil)

to

PAUL

Harvsrd Holt
Jack Doran

SPOKANE
Pnntages

O A E

Parker

Oklahoma Four
Bert Walton

Eva Tanguay

SEATTLE
Paatagee

A Truly
Three's a Crowd
Stephens A H'llist'r
Bell clalre Bros
Ford

Foxwrth A Frsncls

Head -Balancing

THE ORIGINAL

Equilibrists

FOUR
PHILLIPS
Week

This

(Jan.

2!>). Keith's Orpheum,
Brooklyn.

Management:

MAX PHILLIP

Ada Earle Lewis
Vardon A Terry
Toney A George
Charles Howard Co VANCOl VER. B.C.
Morln Sisters

Pnntagea

Jansleys

Rkf.IV

I,

Santigo Trio

CAN.

Pantagee
(.'.

(Same

bill

Saskatoon

Man Hunt

A Barry
Maude Leone Ce
Harry H nes
Hannaford Famiiy
White

i

7>

Sheik's
Zlntour

plays
1-10)

Favorite
Bros

Harry Bloom
Travel

Butler

Eva La Rue

P A J La Volla

Pantnges

La Palerlca Trio
(Two to fill)
2d half

Virginia Bell
Morrlssey A Young

A K

WINNIPEG

Heaaat tonal

A Llndstrnm
Rogers Roy A R

Rial

LaDora A Berkm'n

Pantagee
Shepp's Circus
Hops Vernon
Dewey A Rogers
Caveman Love

Alexandrie

A

rs

(Three to niir
Grand O. H.

Navelty

FALLS

MINNEAPOLIS

Five

2d half

Flanders
Stranded
Sid Lewie

Four Roe%

to Sll)

Bob La

Liberty

*"atalano—Co
(Three to nil)

Grand

FT. RILEY,

5

IA.

Columbia
L II Corelli Co
Monte A Lyons
K Phillips CO

Dl

WEST HOBOKKV

fllh

LA CROSSE, WIS.

(Throe to nil)

Baraban Groha Co

(Three to

ILL.

2d half
Law* on
'laudia

x 2d half
Sirnlane
Moore A Arnold
Fagg A White
Blnns A Grill
Norrie

Orpheum

A Dunbar

2d
EAR
Adair
Mammy * G D

Roblna'n
nil)

2d half
Musical Hunters

grnest Hiatt

to All)

ST.

A

Vernon
Around the Msp
Wyoming Four
(One to nil)

PANTAGES CIKCUIT

nre<l.

DAVENPORT,

Strand

Cs

Sinclair

(One

Joe Jackson
Tax Expert
Equllla Bros
105 Wwt 40th St. N. Y.
Phess Phi e»|7. Chick Supreme
1 can prepare and (lie jour returns s>en when you
are not In Nn» Tors.
Writ* ma about tout cir- Ross A Roma
cumstanr-es and I will aak you for such details Lewis A Norton

'

Maurice A Girlie
May McKay A Si*
Barr Mayo * R<>nn

K

nil)

ELY GOLDSMITH

Daniels A Walters
Rubevilie"

Cocktail

Palace
Flanders A Butler
Stranded
Sid Lewis
Coscla A Verdi

Certified Public Accountant.

•

WASHINGTON

ILL.

Royal Sidneys

INCOME TAX RETURNS

O'Connor Girls
P A F Hails

2d half
Three Martells
Stevens A Lnurell

Bowery

to

ROCKFORD.

(Two

(Three to

Robert

K'Cmsok A

A Duncan

2d half
O'Malley A M'xfleld

DeWltt

Follies

Seven- Flashes

Kingston A Ebner
Lambert A Fish
Four of Us

K'NS'S CITY, MO.
Globe
Theo Roberts Co
Edwards 'A Beasley. Lambert!

TORONTO
Yonge St.
Edwards A Allen
Edna Dreon

P Bremen A Bro
Moore A Kendall

Orpheam

Herbert Lloyd

Majestle

a« I

Colombia.

Humberto Bros

Great Leon Co

nil)

Mack A Maybelle

to

MO.

WISE* a PRIC0LAN0ES

(One to

SI017X

Ada Weber

CEDAR RAPIDS

ST. JOB,

with "The Sheik's Favorite"
EXCLU8IVI DIKBCTION OF

Larimer

K'NS'S CITY.KAN.

Seymour

3d half

Smith A McGarry
Harry Gilbert

MARGUERITE DeVON

B'way

2d half

Revere

II.

half

I

A

2d half

Moore A Fields
George Lovett Co

Mills

Chong A Moey
D. (Two to nil)
JOPIJN, MO.

BL'MINGT'N. ILL.

Sealo

A Co
Sternad's Midgets
Silver Duval A K
(Two to nil)
Johnny's New Car
Rlalto

Rlalto

Hughle Clark

(Two

Eleetrie
Collina A Dunbar

Mantell

BACINE. WIS.

JOLIET. ILL.
Orpheum

Valentine Vox

Honeymoon Ship
Mrs Eva Fay
(Two to nil)

SP'GFTELD. MASS.
Broadway
Manicure Shop

Race A Edge
(one to nil)

fill»

JERSEY

Midland
Steve Green
Three Regals

Majestic
A Grovlnl

SFR'GFIELD. MO.

WIS.

H'TCH'SON, KAN.

Allen Co

nil)

Belie Montrose
Great Leon
(One to nil)

Davs

All)

quinct. nx.
Orpheum

.

Selblnl

Youth

(Three to

Orpheum

A Smith

(Four to

Faber A McGowan
Gene A Mignon Co

Three Takctas
Ines Hanley
Johnson Bros A J
Twins

Anker Trio

Nevlns A Gordon
Hare A Edge

I*, rmaine
A Shelly
Primrose Minstrels
HO BO KE N. N. J.

Rime
The Old Timers

Julie

fill)

font Martin

BROOKLYN
Raymond A

Co

Leo Zsrrell Duo
Irving A Eiwood

Elliott
til!)

Metro polituit
Ourifalie

Emery

Frank Ford Co

Dayton

Midgets

Rose's

GREEN BAY.

2d hall

Lincoln
A Hall
Mason A Bailey

Rlalto

to

2d half

The Philmers
Three Buddies
Glbaon 81s A Grady

2d half

H A A

Goelet

DAYTON

Hilt

2d half

Weber A

Band
IIICAGO

Will Stanton

Midguts

Rose's

(

McConnell A West
Marls Corelli Co

H Santry Band
Santrey A Seym'ur

PROVIDENCE

Simms A Wynne
Renard A West
When We Grow Up Tarsal
Wilson A McAvoy

fill)

Avenue
Willie Smith

Sisters
Brltt

Frolics

Cooper & Seamon
Graduation Day

Morley
Alex Hyde's Orch

A Long
Armstrong A Tyson
Nancy Boyer Cs
Harrison Moas
DeMario Five

a

Police

Dave Winnie

Rubevllle

Billy

2d half
Will Morris

Majeatle

Gene A Mlgnon Co

A A D

Ling

BOSTON
Orpheum
FearHona
Xnda Norralne

nil)

Toy Bros
Kraemer

Berdle

BIJou

&

I-oew

L°

Manns Bros

Vox

G'D ISLAND, NEB.

to nil)

Gardner

OTTAWA, CAN.

Sis

BALTIMORE

Duval A K
Johnny'a New Car

Pigs Is Pigs

Fisher

»

Man tell Co
Silver

2d naif .
Sis A Beha'n

ONeil

(Three to

Hubert Dyer Co
Bentley Banks A G
Kimberley A Page

Alvarez Duo
Jean Boydell

J Elliott A Glrla
2d half
Horl Trio

(One

(Three to nil)
Kedaie
Musical Hughes
DeWin & Robinson
Moore A Kendall
Murray Klssen Co
M'Good Lensen Co
(One to nil)

to

ILL.

nil)

nil)

(One

Humberto Bros
Jack George Duo

Empress
Electric
Ada Weber
The Philmers
Shannon A Gordon Drapler A Hendrls
H Catalans Co
Hugo Lutkens
Id half
Gibson Sis A Grady
Dave Winnie
2d half
Antoinette A M
Sherman 'A Dell
(One to All)
Moore A Shy
(Two to Sll)
8T. LOP IS

PEORIA.

2d half

Lincoln

2d half

Snapshots
2d half

Horlick

Mankln
Adele Oswald
Julie Ring Co
Kelao Bros Cs

2d half

Bellia

A La

Leigh

to nil)

(One to

Van Allen

Billy

(Two

PLAYING KEITH CIRCC1T

(One to nil)
2d half

Lillie

CHICAGO
Anselamiths
Fisher A Smith

McDermott A V
Jimmy Rosen Co
Hayden G'dwin A R Bevan A Flint

Herman Berrens

Dell

A Shy

Gerber Rev
2d half
Billy Barlow
Berrl A Bonnl
Frankle Kelcey Co

Orphan ss
Chong A Moey
GALESBl RO. ILL. H A A Seymour
H
Santrey
Band
Orpheum
Santrey A Seymour
Moore A Fields
Eary A Eary
George Lovett Co
(One to

Bertram A Saxton
Bird Cabaret Rev

Crescent
Carbreys
Keeler A Herbert

Grand
Nestor

Erford's Oddities

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
FITZGERALD BLDG.. NEW YORK
Phones BRYANT 7676—

Orpheum

MEMPHIS

Leon A Mitxl

Monks

Hon Andy Gump
Ambler Bros

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

"Vocal Variety"
FRED KETCH is the only man
S.
ACTUALLY singing in two voices ABERDEEN.
Orpheum
at one time. A VOCAL accomplish- Irene Trevett
ment. 'NOT A TRICK.
The Parkers

606

A & M Havel
Bobby Henshaw

IN VAlDEVILI.i:
Co
Eddie Leonard Co
Maro McDermott

A Grace
George Roaener
LaFrance Bros
National
Dorothy Wahl

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

PellS Bernard
Columbia A Victor
M.-Coy & Walton
Brown's School
Greeley Square
Russ LeVan A I*
Murphy A Bradley

Vlsser

C.aletti's

KETCH and WILMA

CAT
Brooks

18?»

Flying Henrys

Dika

Bird Cabaret
2d half

OMAHA. NEB.

Shuffle

Inc.

Chamberlaine A

Bramlnow
Murphy A Bradley
Harvey

ARTHUR SILBER

(6-7)

•

Doree's Opera

Herberts

State

Una Clayton Co
Hughes A Pam
Edm'nds A La Voile LaSova A Gllmore

Dorothy Wahl
Victoria
Overholt A Young
Hori Trio
C A C McNaughton Carey Bannon A M

Orpheum
(Same

to

N.Y.

The Elevator Boy

1st half

NEWARK

(One to fill)
A Sales
(Two to fill)
Mr A Mrs Phillips
half
Orphean
PORTLAND, ORE. Bel! A2dGray
A O'Neill
BFk'way Barlowes Clark
Dance Dreams
Orpheum
Rodero A Brown
Felix Bernard
(Sunday opening) C A C McNaughton Louise Carter Co
BIRMINGHAM

Harry Langdon
Harmony Kings

nil)

O A L Oardner
Julia

A T

Favorites of Past

Aran

American

Dalley Broa

Bicknell

Dooley

BUI Glason
Julian Eltinge
Vardell Bros
Flan'g'n A M'rrls'n

I.

2d half

CAT

Charles Ward Co
Venetian Five

L.

2d half

Jones

Brown's School

American
Les Oellls
(Sunday opening) Gangler's Dogs
Letter Writer
Bobby Folsom B'nd Jessie A Hubert
BUI Robinson
Pearson Newp't A P Three Falcons
Eiiy
Bernard A Garry
Harvey
Williams A Wolfus Little Billy
Strickland's Co
Karl Emmy's Pets DeWltt Burns A T Violet Carleson
Clara Howard
Florenls
Martin A Courtney

The Arleys

Midnight Rounders
Smith A Dale
Green A Blyler
Regal A Moore Co
Jack Strouae
Lola Chalfonte

CITY Lew Wilson

Mankln
Benn'gton
Columbia

Co

Sisters

Earl

Bllile

A Ward

Ooldle

A

Drlsko

Bravo M'chlinl
Jack Llpton

Moore

Columbia

(Two

Loew

Lyona

CARY

Sherman A

SHARON. PA.

fill)

•

MONTREAL

A

W.

N.

Auditorium

2d half

F Seamon

Majestic

Monte

Claudia Coleman
John Allen Co
A M Rogers

W

NORFOLK. NEB.

The Night Boat

Boys of Long Ago

ATLANTA

CIRCUIT

State

Charles

Dance Evolution

Open Week

Garrlck
(Sunday opening)
80th Century Revue

Wheeler A Potter
Helene Davis Co

I

Brooks A Grace
George Rosener

Ann Lowenworth

A Mischka
CHICAGO

I

i

Rainbow A Moh'k
Three Phillips
Grey A Byron
§velyn Cunn'gnam Grant Gardner
arvey DeVora S
Both well Brown Co

(Sunday opening)
Troubles of lttt

Mcrka Stamford

Chandon Trio
Oims

to

CO.,

Astoria

Detroit O. H.

Marx Broa
New York Four
Marie Rossi

Profiteering

Street

ASTORIA,

J

Adelaide Bell

Main

Sis

Sam Bennett
Cummlngs A Shaw Manuel A Edwsrds
Florence Schubert
(Sunday, opening)
Open Week
Purcella Bros
Patay Shelly Band
BIuhIiIiib; Bride
Senator FoYd
IKyra
Keno A Green
Rae Samuels'

Lou Tellegen

KANSAS CITY

Walnwrlght

£

O. H.

Street FolUes

Faber A McGowan Yes Means No

(Sunday opening)

2d half

46th Street, Neve York

Obala A Adrienne
Gordon A Healy
Leon Varvara
Dancing Shoes
(One to fill)

Kramer A Boyle
Frank Gaby

Orpheum

Telephone Bryant 154S

Frank Ward

GAL
Gardner
Julia Dika

Musical

Clothes,

2d half

Sylvia Clark

CLEVELAND

NEW ORLEAN8

JEWELERS

(Sunday opening)

Burton
Mast Kiddies
Duteil & Covey

N.Y.

Leonard A Willard

Commodore Band

A Casey
Orace Doro
Bronson A Baldwin

A

Gingras Co

Ed*

fill)

67-69

Fred Ardath
Three Dalace 81s
Morris A Campbell

Meehan's Dogs

Swartz

to

BAYER-SCHUMACHER
West

PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut

DDK?
Coogan

Si West 46th Street

Orpheum

J.

Robert Halllday

Carnival of Venice

HEMMENDINGER,

DENVER

GL'NS F'LLS, N.Y.
* Empire

Comedy, Fantastic
and Period Costumes for Both Men and Women

Shop Camp
A Q Harry Coleman

•

£.

(One

Fashion

Louis Simon Co
Libbey A Sparrow

Hennepin
(Sunday opening)

I

Victoria

(Two

nil)

SP'G FIELD, ILL.

to nil)

Leonard A Willard
(One to fill)

Althoff Slaters

MINNEAPOLIS

Juggleland

(One

RAH

ROCHESTER.

Shuffle Along Four

COSTUMES THAT STAND OUT

Frank

Andrieff Trio

(Sunday opening)
Morton A Glass
Princess Wahletka
Alma Neilson Co

to All)

2d half
Morrison A Klnkald

Miller

(One to

Dr. M. Q.
Cor. State and Randolph Sta
Second door over Drug Store
Entrance 6 W. Randolph St.. CHICAQO

WTBTOWN,

Spice of Life

MILWAUKEE

St.

Birds of Paradise

Prices within reason to the profession.

Will Pnllbrick

M Ahalf
Erma

Burns

Lake

Manns Broa
Meyers A Nolan
George Randall Co
Ross A Costello
E Seasho.le Or< h

7st

2d half

2d half
Daahingtou's Dogs

(One to

till)

M'DevItt Kelly

Grace Huff
Dixie Four
Four Aces
Adolphus Co
Bonnie Davis
Rice A Werner

I.aHova A
2d half

MINNEAPOLIS

to nil)

DENTIST

F A C La Tour
Homer Sisters Co

half

Pain
Ullmore

Green A Burnett
Bennlng's Orch

(Two

Eary A Eary
Fred Hughes Co
Al K Hall Co
Bevan A Flint

Harry Downing Co

Sam Howard

to

ORFHEUM CIRCUIT
PI

N. Y.

(Two

(Sunday opening)

Crescent

Beard
Gladys Dclmar Boya

Palace

tic

A Burt
Weems

Fulton
Walter

Homer

Engelwood

BROOKLYN

Billy

(Sunday opening)

Hughes

Nevada Co
Nippon Duo
Raines A Avey
Don Lannlng
Hayes A Lloyd
Henry Margo Co

Palate*

Golden Bird
D'Armore Douglas
Franklyn Charles
Ernest Hiatt

Samstead A Marlon

Galetiea sf 1623

Prances

The Storm
Rath Bros

(One

Casino
Kingston A Ebner
Cortes Slaters

Hardy Bros

Cataract

2d
Banka A G The Heynoffs
A Page
Walzer

Duo

fill)

Harry Downing Rev
F'LLS, N.Y.

MAG.

Blrdland Follies

Uberty
Kane Morey A

CHICAGO

State

Hubert Dyer Co
Beniley

till)

A Burt
Walter Weems

Empire
Medley A Dupree
Laddie A Gordon

MEMPHIS

Warwick
Kelly A Brown
Overholt A Young
Grace Cameron Co
Maud Ellett Co

CHICAGO

GENEVA.

Nat Burns
Eckhoff A Gordon
Adrian

Klmberley

to

.

Sis

M SIIALLT IVN.l \.

Majestle

Fulton

Burton
Medley A Dupree
Curzon Sisters
(One to fill)

Co

to nil)

MILWAUKEE

2d half

Ward A Wilson
FULTON, N. Y.

2d half

2d half

to

Nat Na'xarro Co

Norria Follies

Faurot O. H.

Faber A King
Horlick A Sar

(One

(One

Olris

(Three to -11!)
SO. BEND. IND.

Verdi

Sinclair

(qns

Lloyd

Trip to Illtland

RICHMOND, IND.
Murray
McDonald Three
Drlacoll Long A H

Alexandra Dagmar
(Two to, fill)
Lillian Norwood
TER. HAUTE, IND.

LIMA. OHIO

State

Paulson

Three Phillips
Reeder A Armatr'g
Louise Carter Co
Black A O'Donnell
Dance Evolution
Palace
Obala A Adrienne
Matthewa A Ayres
Leon Varvara
Bits of Dance Hits

.

Palace

Culrk

Charles Wiles

N.Y.

RAH
Walser
Kelly A aWHIaek

O.

A

Coacl

K

Samsteud A Marion
Yvette A Band
Willard Jarvls Rev Homer Sisters Co

Loew

Conn A Albert
Grace Cameron Co
Strickland's Co

RiKgs A Wltchie
Claire Devine Co
Three Chums
George Mayo

II.

Murray

£±

Fsrry Corwey

James
Bud Snyder Co

LONDON. CAN.

Elliott

2d half

Bellis

A Ramscy

Purcell

A Timberg

A

Else

Senator Murphy

Brown A Lavelle
Werner Amoroa 3
Dave Qulxano Co

Creole Faahion

Shnbert
(Sunday opening)
Midnlte Revela
Whipple A Huston

Herman Timbers
Darling

fill)

Bernard

Clayton A Edwards
Stanley Doyle A R
Skelly Helt RevueEthel Dare Co

CINCINNATI

Frolics of 11*23

Witt

to

Girl

Harlem O.

Sturm Bros
Hobby Jackson Co

A Vance

Sylvester
Girl in

Ireland

Br'kl'y'rs

Kranz A .White

Klein Bros
Manhattan Trio
Uorton A LaTrltska
Moran A Wiser
Buddy Doyle
Marie Stoddard

Ha r' son Co Octavia Handworth
Barry A Lay ton
Stanley Doyle A R
Natalie

Gllfoil
JAG Broadway

A

Whittleld
Oautler's

Co

Blondell

Weber A

Jack Powell Sextet

Leary.

Edwin George

Central

Oh What a

ORPHEIM CIRCUIT
2d half

Ed

Busley

COLUMBUS,

Frank Ford Co
Renard A West
Tarzan

Jessie

A Brown

Morton

SHUBERT CIRCUIT
NEW YORK CITY Royal Ballet

and OLIVER

"Song Symphony"

in a

Hoffman A

Orpheum

Orpheum

TRIX

Gates

A Dwyer
WINNIPEG
A

Jessie
Bcott

Howard A White
D6w Wilson

Borden

Dougal

Stevens A Laurel!
Nevlns A Gordon
Alton A Allen
Creole Cocktail
2d half
Goelet A Hall
Mason A Bailey

The Old Timers

Valentines

Jessie

A

Benn'gton

Max A Moritx
A Lamal

(Sunday opening)

(OINT

Hoffman A

Me

Marry

Clifford

ST.

A A

Carlisle

York A King
Smith & Strong

PADUCAH, KT.

Regent
Brlecoe A Austin
C'haa Rogers Co

Allan Rogers
Bert Howard

—

•

1

JAM'STOWN,

A Las

Hart
Eddie Carr Co
Rita Gould
Robyn Adair Band

B.C.

2d half

1.

Laddie A Gardner
(Three to nil)

Lafayetta

Delmore

CHICAGO Conn A

Phone Central QtU
•46

Orpheum

Flashes

Five Baliota

LANSING, MICH.

Circuits
1411 Capitol Bids. (Masssie Temple)

Flirtation

Eddie Foy Co
Fisher A Gllmore
Hyama A Mclntyre

Leo Haley
Dave Qulxano Co

McDonald Trio

Monkey*
McRae A Clegg

1

1 1

•

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
BUFFALO

Booking Exclusively with W. V. M. A B. F. Keith (West) and all Affiliated

Galettt'a

VANCOUVER.

''Ml

i

MAX RICHARD

Stanton
Olena A Jenkins

LOUIS
Orpheum

UWlitfl M ^

ait.i.11

V A

ST.

2d half
Mack A Salle
Mack A> Velmar Co Werner Amoroa

=

>

Dr Pauline
Rydell A Dunegaa

fiU)

14 halt
Royal Sidney*
Four of Ua
Billy Gerber Revue
Lambert A Fiah
Theo Roberta Ce
(One to fill)

Sammy Duncan

2d half

MM

t

Jack Benny

Gordon
Carl Roainl Co

fill)

Drlaooll Long-

II1U

<fc.

Carl Roainl Co
Crafte A Haley
Coaler A Lusby

Vilant

to

t

t>:

Four Volunteer*
Around the Corner

Murphy

Menator

**

Skelly Holt Revue
Id half

Strand
Vtlanl

~

-

—_

(Open .week)

BELIJNGHAM
Pantagee

The Lumars
Philbriek

A

DeV«>-

Ruth Budd CO
Sherman Van A B
Valleclta's

Anlma.s

(Continued on Page 40)
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MURRAY WHITEMAN

DON RAMSAY
240 Tremont Street

381 Main Street

Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.
•
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i.

Professional

Manager

LESTER LUTZ
36 East 5th

St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

BEN FRIEDMAN

HARRY LORENZ

163 Market Street
Newark, N. J.

Columbia Thea. Bldg.
St. Louis, Mo.
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Avenue
•Jroit,

Mich.

JAMES KESSEL

PHILIP JULIUS

Superba Theatre Bldg.

Hannah Hotel
Cleveland, Ohio

Los Angeles,

Calif.

Strand Theatre Bldg.

NEW YORK
FRANK CLARK,

81

W. Randolph

MORT HARRIS

FRANK WATERSON

Pantages The a. Bldg.

Globe Theatre Bldg.

San

Francisco, Calif.

Philadelphia, Pa/

St.,

Chicago

BEN FIELDS
347

Fifth

Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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The Majestlc's first show Sunday,
though evidently framed with the
idea of appealing to a popularpriced crowd, hid four acts which
would be a credit elsewhere, in
Senator Murphy, "next to closing";
Alden and Sandell Sisters, head-

I

broken English, follow. Yorke and
King, next to closing, present a
working out of the family album
idea In which Doc Baker's "Flashes'*
company. Smith and Strong and
Fisher and Gilmore appear again,
giving

Willie Brothers, who close*
show, and the Pan-American
Four, a new act, No. 2.
Senator
Murphy has never been supplied
with better material than at present.
John Alden's introduction of

what

is

no longer exactly

impromptu performance, since they
have had the "Flashes" company on
the same bill with them in a couple

lined;

the

Orpheum

of

tours.

Gordon and. Day were enabled to
bring this good bill to a fitting close
his latest "When Winter Comes" because of Gordon's splendid panmakes hia act stand out. Willie tomimic comedy, which raises that'
Brothers'
perch performance is art far out of the bicycle class.
about all that could be imagined of Rose, Ellis and Rose, opening, offer
such an act.
The Pan-American expert barrel jumping, quite sensaFour, in the bill for Sunday only, tional, with the novelty of a girl
registered deservedly:
comic,
and Cissie and Georgie
Rube Jazz Band opened with an Sewell. assisted by Pauline Hagoffering that stands up through gard, hold third spot with a dancing
nine people in it. Hays and Lloyd, fantasy in which classic dancing
third, shows a change in personnel. finally yields to jazz in a little plot
Hays and Marion were this act at which tries to give novelty to a
the American early in December. terpsichorean. revue.
Five of the
J.
Lewis and Co. in a homy nine acts have graduated to bigplaylet has boy and girl with effec- time by way of the small-time of
tive singing and comedy. Sylvester
and Vance, as the fireman and the
girl,
obtain much laughter.
The
acta not seen were Ernest Hiatt
and the McDonald Trio.

C

Variety are

The cities under Correspondence
Harry Smith and Jack Strong, on
as follows, and on pages:
No. Z, were a surprise at the open*.. 28
ALBANY,
N. Y
36 L08 ANQELE3
ing matinee Sunday at the Palace,
31
BALTIMORE
36 MEMPHIS
and while the third act permitted
34
MONTREAL
just a slight toning down of the
BOSTON
30 PORTLAND, ORE
35
bill, Frank Fisher and Eldrie OilBUFFALO
26 SAN FRANCISCO
26
more, oA fourth, put the show going
28
again at an extremely rapid gait
CHICAGO
26 SEATTLE ..».
and this never let down until Ed M.
WASH............
3^
SPOKANE,
32'
CLEVELAND
Gordon and Ida Day had concluded
Si, JOHN, N. B. ••••• ••••••••• to
44
nruv/co
utrivtrt
Jl
the last number of the bill, rounding out a performance'which stands
DETROIT
31 SYRACUSE, N. Y
36
as a vaudeville achievement..
28 WASHINGTON, D. C
30
KANSAS CITY
Fisher and Gilmore have contemptuous merriment aimed at a
bashful beau and provoked hilarity. the mid- west, which lends addi- Morrison have their comedy golf act
The Doc Baker act won apprecia- tional interest to the program.
seen at the Palace week of Dec. 17.
tion.
Wlnsor McCay, sixth, the
Leo* Beers, with his quiet entrance
only single on the bill, had a carThe American •special show for and exit, put over his whistling
toon menagerie of imaginary monplanolog in excellent style. Niobe
usual
capacity
busithe
Sunday
had
sters of lartd and sea, . very welheld closest attention by her feats
come development of the cartoon ness, with crowds waiting in a hope under water. *
idea. "Yarmark,'* with all the good to get in for the second show at
profeatures of the Russian dancing night.. Frawley and Louise,
Everett Hays is to succeed W. H.
acts seen before in vaudeville, was gramed, were at the State-Lake for
as manager of the Majesa novelty through talk Introduced the week instead of here, and Wal- Williams
next week, and is acting as asby way of an announcement In ters and Walters were in their stead tic
next to closing. Jack Roshler and sistant manager this week.
Mr. Williams has resigned to go
Muffs, which is a term by which twj
little dogs not much larger than a on the road selling syndicate servlady's muff are known, was seen ice for the New York "World."
for the second time this season at
the American. Roshler does the bulk
Ez Keough, who has been making
of the act, with one dog using the his offlc in with Burt Cortelyou, has
other for a single trick. Johnson been requested by the Western
Bros, and Johnson offered min- Vaudeville Managers' Association to
position. Hal take office room elsewhere and not
singing Waterson, Berlin & Sny- strelsy, liked in second
Johnson
and Co. in "The Chaperon" to be located in the same suite of
der's "Aggravated Papa"
obtained many laughs. It is a novel offices with an artists' representa•
an N. V. A.
.
for a female impersonator. tive who has been barred fro**i the
skit
composing songs
.1
Association floor.
an American Federation Musi- Hughie Clark did a monolog
fouFth place. It has good material.
cian
ring
Vernon
closed
with
Snell
and
a
using Conn Gold Saxophones
The Chicago Theatrical Protective
act camouflaged by a special set full Union will hold its ninth annual
Am using Deagon Xylophones
stage at the opening.
using Ludwig Gold Drums
ball at
the Arcadia auditorium,
General Business Manager of
Broadway near Wilson, next Tuc Albertl Orchestras
Harry Miller, field agent of the day night.
appearing personally at the Association, ran into Chicago for
Palmer House, Windemere ami Sunday. Recently he has arranged
Chicago Beach Hotels
for a three split week embracing
Am nineteen years young
Burlington, Keokuk and Ft. Madison, in Iowa. Another new house
garnered is at Boone, la. Previous
VARIETY'S 6AN FRANCI8CO
to this Mr. Miller had secured WauOFFICE
sau and La Crosse, Wis. Up to this
time he has not undertaken the exPANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING
tension of the W. V. M. A. book*
3
Versatility De Luxe
to the Pacific coast.
Raymond Hitchcock and "Stars of
Playing Chicago's Better
Primrose Minstrels headlined and Yesterday" were the high points in
Hotels
closed the last show Monday. Johnny a well«balanced bill at the Orpheum.
Tho Chicago Evening- Americas says:
Sjjmall and Small Sisters and Irving Hitchcock was heartily received and
*
*
AT-BERTI n a most veraa . and Elwood were other features. encountered no difficulty in winning
*./'*
tile person.
He does everything that Ted Cecil Grey, ' a male impersonator, the house. Each of the cast in the
L«wla did, and more besides; handles
the
"Stars" episode gained spontaneous
drums, the saxophone, every Instrument
applause for his or her specialties.
in the orchestra; composes, sings and—
he knows how to act."
Ethel Parker, with Al Allen, did well
A Good Reeord? Worthy All Atten- Coats Remodeled in One Week with a song-and-dance skit excellently presented. Miss Parker's toe
W*|
'into dolman* nivl wrap* of latest otyle.
tion. The Answer Is Above.
alio clean; glaze and reline with silk for 120.
dancing and "blues" by Allen predominated*.
Hurst and Vogt have
ORDER YOUR FURS MOW!
CUT RATES.
an entertaining act that with their
Pay when you want them.
R. R.
Bought and Sold.
pleasing dialog gain laughs, while
BLUMENFIELD'S FUR SHOP
DAVID LYONS
the singing also secures its share.
Licensed R. It. Ticket Broker.
204 Ststs-Lska Bide.. CHICAGO
this

issue
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SAN FRANCISCO

JULES ALBERT!

.

I

TICKETS

Telephone Harrison 8978

111 8,

CLARK

I

Work Called

For.

.

Phoaa Oearkorn 1253

CHICAGO

ST.

GREEN MILL GARDENS
BROADWAY
AT LAWRENCE AVE.

Now Under Nsw Ownership

Under the Personal Management of

ABE ABENDS

All-Star

Show Featuring LLOYD ClAKKKTT

T.ute Singing

Feature of George White Scandals
(Formerly of the Orpheum Circuit)

BELLE OLIVER

FROM

6

TO CLOSING

*

FRIAR'S INN
Qur Steaks and Chops a
•

Specialty.

seem to accomplish much with the

city,

the Palais Royal, replacing Francis
Williams and Mile. Vahessl.

Mark banner.

$1.25.

NO COVER CHARGE.
5 P. M. TO »:30 P. M.
featuring FRIAR'S 80CIETY ORCHE8TRA

w

Clark Street, at Lawrence Arenac,

MANN

Presents

Edward Beck's Spectacular Production

II

Tttt ConWith COLatTTA RTAN.. "LINDA." RUTH ETTINO .Buddy* FeI*eTi OaiOienestra.
Way, lona Carlcson and Elenora Wilton*. Frank Westfcel and hia Ralnbo
l

FAMOUS DINNERS AND A LA CARTE SERVED

who hare

Ion* aatmc-cmMaU la
CHICAGO trill onjoy a more pleaaart
visit by staylna at

HUNTINGTON HOTEL
4526 Sheridan Road
TN CHICAGO'S

EXCLUSIVE SECTION

EVEBY BOOM With a PRIVATE BATH
ONE BLOCX FROM LAKE
TW ENT 1 MINUTES U All THEATRICS

'

"RAINBO TRAIL

Mills,

music publisher,

Is In

visit.

Bessie Clayton has been booked
the Century. Oakland, as an
added Attraction to the Jack Russell
Musical Comedy Co.

into

.Jack Joy has been engaged to lead
the orchestra for the colored revue.
"Struttln' Along," being produced

by Ackerman St Harris and scheduled to open at the Century Feb. 3.

Buffalo newspapers finally hit
upon the story of the disappearance
of C. Sharpe Minor from the organ
at Lafayette Square this week. One
reporter locajted Minor, dressed in
overalls, varnishing the floor of his

apartment in Carlton court.

management

The

years.

results of

a

publicity

cam-

palgn were seen this week when

Tommie Edwards, a former
was engaged

girl,

Alfred Herts has been re-engaged
as the conductor of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra for two

The

of the theatre issued

a statement saying that Minor had
been discharged.

special

drome.

to

feature at Shea's HippoMiss Edwards has been in a
of

New York

ST.

JOHN,

number

Buffalo
dance as a

productions.

•

N. B.
Aaron Hoffman s old musical
comedy, "The Politicians," has been
The New Brunswick Board of
obtained by the Strand for the Censors barred "A Fool There Was,*
musical comedy company under Fox program feature. Appeal was
Charles Alphin now in that theatre. made twice against the decision.
Second time picture was passed
*has with several slashes.
Oakland.
State,
Loew's
booked Joe Livingston and Band
for an indefinite engagement. LivMargaret Anglin, who formerly
ingston will present his aggregation lived in St. John in her girlhood,
at each performance as a separate and is a daughter of the late T. W.
act.
Anglin, former speaker of the Canadian House of

Frank

Mandel, the playwright,
wintering in San Francisco,
lias arranged to complete a number
of .short shows for the Will King

who

is

company

at the Hippodrome.

editor

John,

Commons, also an
and newspaper man of S

may make a

tour

brief

Eastern Canada next summer. 81
has not been in St. John in about IS
years.

Irving Ackerman, of Ackerman &
Harris, who recently went north on
a business trip, is back in town
again and has added 15 days to the
A. & H. circuit in Montana and
Washington.
This time will be
played by acts prior to Seattle.

BUFFALO

Mrs.

-

Edmund Breese

is

at

the

home of her mother in St. John. She
was formerly Genevieve Landry,
daughter of the proprietor of a mu<
sic store in. St. John, who died tea
years ago.
She married the well
known actor when he was leading:
man for a stock company in St,
John. 20 years ago.

BURTON

By 8IDNEY

both
legitimate
Business
at
houses last week fell away as a
result of the openings of two new
shows, both unknown quantities. "A
Sporting Thing to Do," at the Teck,
tailed to excite anything better .than
passing interest.
The Majestic,
showing "The Blackmailers," proved
dreary from a financial point of
view, show dying a slow death and
barely breathing by Saturday.

The third local organization for
the presentation of plays here was
this week under the
title of Town Talk Players.
This
group plans a number of productions to be given on a cooperative
basis with the players sharing In
the profits. The purpose of the new
organization is stated as "to give
modern realistic plays with particular attention to those depicting the
lives of everyday people." The first

•tf<^f'2£s3£>.9

formed here

program will comprise a Russian
play and a skit on local conditions.
According

EVA SHIRLEY
PHOTOGRAPHED THIS SEASON BT

Clooa
tt»H MltttM

a

to

cablegram

CHICAOO

re-

ceived by Mrs. John Daly of this

"Eli," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION
Special Discount to Performers

WHEN

IN CHICAGO
State -Lake Theatre Bldg.,

•

Tsafftrto

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO
ASK:— BILLIE BEBOEB

Ground Floor

Phone Sceley 88S1

Chicago—Amateur Nite Every Wednesday

IKE BLOOM'S

MID-NITE FROLICS
18

EA8T

First

22d

STREET

Frolic at 11:80 P.

Restaurant 8erviee a

M.

la

Carte

Third Frolic St 1:S0 A. M.
Fourth Frolic nt 2:30 A. M.

Second Frolic *t 11:30 A. M.

Professional Courtesy Extended

"CHICAGO'S NEWEST"

ROOM
MILLLION DOLLAR RAINBO
CHICAGO
MR. FRED

ANN CODEE Says
Artists

Jack

San Francisco on a

Don't Forget While in

Pantages held enough talent to
round out a good show, but didn't

lMNC£

Table d'Hote Dinner,

Mme. Bcrza'c's
culating section.
Circus made the most of the closing
spot, and Jack La Vler, No. 2, got
solid laughs with comedy and bright
chatter while working on a trapeze.
"A Night in Argentine." having
Artura Dela Plaza and Juanita

returns.

Van Buren and Wabash Avenues

CHICAGO
ENTERTAINMENT

Val and Gamble were a success,
with the comedy value of the act
seeming to eclipse the lightning cal-

Arenas offering Spanish dances and
Mucla Hernandez vocalizing, augmented by a male quintet playing
string instruments, opened to hearty

Dancing by

•CHARLEY 8TRAIGHT'S ORCHESTRA

DINE

*^urmy/FArt&ry^M

'

in

I

-"

from Peggy O'Neill, forma*
material in hand. Little enthusiasm Buffalo girl and now atarrlnsVARIETY'S
was aroused, although Weston and London, Miss O'Nelll'a new l>la»
Ellne, next to closing, found the there has met with great success
house to their liking and breezed in. The cablegram, which reached her*
OFFICE
Jaa Rublnl, assisted by Yvonne this week, reads: "My play receive*
Marr, topped the billing and made by most distinguished audience
8tate-Lak.
his usual noteworthy impression. Papers great. Overwhelming su2
Theatre Bldg.
"Bits and Pieces" made a good flash cess and biggest head ever made bv
with its pretentious settings,, which an American in London."
gave a feminine touch to the till. was also due 'to the work of the
According to advertisements in
She fooled the Rlalto crowd. Tom principals in the act Dave ThursMartin and Co. closed the earlier by did nicely and Nelson's Cats and Buffalo newspapers, the Strand, ToRati
provided
novelty
opening.
a
ronto,
is open to lease after May 15
which
playlet
with
comedy
show
a
The Strand was formerly Shea's
created laughter.
Roecoe Ails headlines the Golden and the first Canadian house to be
Kinzo opened the show propc and
performed feats of juggling and Gate program, injecting consider- operated by the Shea Amusement
able pep into the current bill. Ails' Co.
manipulation of objects. Male an
Singer had a topical song for their scored all through the show with
The appearance of Margaret An*
best. Leo Zarnell and Co. are hand Impromptu appearances in the varibalancers. Courtney and Graha.n ous acts, besides doing famously glin at the Majestic this week marks
her second showing here within two
do fairly well in company which Is with his own turn.
Ed Ford gave the schedule a run- months during the current season.
just a little speedy for them. Permane and Shelly open with a bur- ning start, while Mlddleton and Miss Anglln's first appearance was
lesque trapeze stunt and finally get Spellmeyer did their comedy-drama at the Shubert-Teck in "A Woman
down to a musical act which pleases. to appreciation. Hughes and Debrow of Bronse" The present engagemake an excellent black and white ment, "The Sea Woman," under the
combination, besides possess- direction of Lee Shubert, is being*
John B. Hyams and Leila Mcln- face
corking material. Their encore played At the Majestic, an affiliated
ing
tise
provide the feature at the
had Coleman Goetz singing Erlanger house.
State-Lake this week, with Niobe as number
from a box. Scanlon, Denno Brotha rival in point of interest with the ers and Scanlon scored a hit that
The Strand officially closed at
audience.
was substantiated
surprise midnight Jan. 31, and will be disLuster Bros, opened the bill seen finish. Les Kellors by the nicely.
closed
mantled
and given over to business
Monday night in an interesting way.
purposes. The lease was owned and
Burns and Lynn followed with
Bert Levey is planning a trip to the house operated by the Mitchell
registered.
Jack
dancing which
the east in the near future. ,
Mark interests and the closing of
Norton and Co. made plenty of fun
the house marks the close of the
Flanagan r
in third position.
The O'Connor Twins opened at last downtown house under the

CORRESPONDENCE
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Am
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E.F.CARRUTHERS

Vic* firms.
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=

4

F.H.BARNLS

Vice Prvr.

Vice

P^.

J.

ALEX SLOAN

Vice Pr*x

DRLDS GREATEST ORIGINATORS ^PRODUCERS
AMUSEMENTS and ATTRACTIONS
fltcv+rro/r

ffieark-Du/fiete 7wtu*ekr (a

jr?C3drnes

to

Vrniect Tiirs Qaokmq

Inc.

Cksn.

J.Glct

SfanGuto faces.

•

•

MIUHT

.

EXTRAORDINARY

$$«#»

OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO

FAIRS, EXPOSITIONS,

PARKS

and CELEBRATIONS

AND OUTDOOR STANDARD ACTS
Realizing the benefits

be derived from the united efforts of the four leading institutions

to

the THEARLE- DUFF! ELD FIREWORKS CO., F. M.
UNITED FAIRS BOOKING ASSN., J. ALEX SLOANAUTO RACES, have associated themselves under the leadership of JOHN C. SIMPin the

Amusement World,

BARNES,
SON,

INC.,

Manager

formerly General

GREATER

ing

of the Eastern States Exposition, with the idea of giv-

BETTER SERVICE

and

to the

Fair and Amusement. World.

'

<

The new

organization will function under the direction of J. C. Simpson, C.

E. F. Carruthers, F. A/. Barnes and

J.

Alex Sloan

Board

as the

H.

Dufiield,

and

of Directors,

all

of the Department Managers, as well as the entire Staffs of each of the uniting companies
will continue to act in their

The

institutions interested

fields

and have

and

to

their service

and

be derived

in

will at

The tremendous

time

saving

in

contracting

in

in

to

respective

and

maintain

an

for

amusement and

entire

•

faith-

these
in

all

and Amusement World.

the Fair

once be recognized.
effort,

their

in

dealing, high ideals

by acting as a constructive force

better conditions

and

head, will be passed on to you

leaders

the

and honest

be the policy of the new company

It will

augment

further

program with one concern,

and

•

have long been recognized- as

things that will lead to bigger

The advantage

capacities.

established a reputation for fair

ful performance of duty.

reputations

same

•

reduced transportation

costs

attraction

^
and heavy over-

GREATER VALUES, FINER PROGRAMS,

BETTER SERVICE.

Larger and more

diversified

balanced programs
publicity will be

had

ADVANCED

I!

lists

—

eliminated

—

of attractions
single

will

supervision

be available

will

—

the

possibility

of un-

— wider

perfect production

insure

expert advice in the conduct of every department of your Fair

These are a few of the innovations that

recognized authorities.

by

will be of vital interest.

IDEAS. PROGRESSIVE PRINCIPALS. SERVICE and SAT-

ISFACTION ALWAYS.
'

*

Address of combined

offices

in

Chicago will be announced

at

an early date.

UNTIL FURTHER ADVISED, ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS RECARDING THE DIFFERENT DIVISIONS AT THE SAME ADDRESSES
AS HERETOFORE.^
Please understand that

it

will

vidually or collectively as you

.=_

.

•

be possible to contract for features and attractions indi-

deem

advisable.

s
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1

RECORD DEMAND

•-\

Called for the recent appearance of

•

s

AND

•

•

•

PALACE

KEITH'S

•

f

ROYAL

KEITH'S

COLUMBIA THEATRE
»

•

•

•

*

on the same day and stopped the show at every performance

t

.

ORCHESTRA

HIS

connection with hit Monte Carlo Engagement,

III

and

in addition to hie

Colombia Craphophone Recording

BESIDES

•
•

One

Sending another orchestra to the Trocadero, London, England
Sendin
-*
.

ANNOUNCING

London engagement

the

for his personal appearance

Courtesy of Messrs.

"PAUL SPECHT

to the

Mount Royal

Hotel, Montreal,

BOOKING A NEW ONE FROM DIXIE IN KEITH VAUDEVILLE
(Making a total of TWENTY-FOUR orchestras under the SPECHT banner)
Lyons

J.

and eleven-piece orchestra

&. Co., Ltd.,

Canada

•

—Sailing f6r

May

England next

London

...

and His Orchestra were the hit of the show. From a viewpoint of 'Something Different* in orchestras and wonderful music,
SPECHT is in a class by himself ."—NEW YORK CLIPPER, Jan. 3, reviewing the show at Keith's Colonial.
.

Propositions for the engagement of

See

PAUL SPECHT,

1591

my

original orchestra always considered for

any event.

BROADWAY, HILTON BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Bryant 3815.

,

.

KANSAS CITY
R. HUGHES
— "Greenwich Village

By WILL
S HUBERT

Follies" (third of the series).

«

GAYETY—"Bon Tons."
GARDEN—Bridge Musical Stock.
ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.
"*
PANTAGES—Vaudeville.
MAIN STREET—Vaudeville.
GLOBE—Vaudeville.

The Fritschy concert series, which
started the season at the Empress,
have been transferred back to the
Shubert. At the start of the season
the Shuberts expected to play the

no provision could be made
for the concerts and the Empress,
which was playing stock, was se-

nin'."

lected as the only available house.
With the change of the Shubert to

clean-up in the smaller towns.

regular policy, the concerts have
been shifted back and will be given
as before on Tuesday afternoons.

Fred Speer, publicity manager for
the Pantages, will be back on (he
job as assistant manager of Electric

Park

/-

«• TAYLOR

—

XX

WARDROBE TRUNK
It

Stands the Shock

Now
v

only $75

EDDIE

territory

this

are

getting

in

"Light-

FISHBACH
For ths stage nt astounding'y low prices

NEW YORK

28 E. Randolph St. 210

The bigger one-night stands

Costumes and Gowns

TAYLOR'S
CHICAGO

summer.

this

Photoplays Newman. "One Exciting Night"; Royal, "Making a
Man"; Twelfth Street. "Shadows";
Pantages, "A Front Page Story."

Use and Abuse

W. 44th

164 West 48th Street

NEW YORK

St.

Phone

%

liryant 10118

MACK

N»

TALKS:
CHOICE OF THE HOUSE
SUIT OR

•Mother's

Millions,"

and

,19

LOS ANGELES
By ED KRIEG
Grauman's Third and Broadway
house,

large picture palace
here, will be closed two weeks for
tiie first

renovations. There is a report that
the theatre will be turned into a
two-a-day
vaudeville
and film
house.

Louis R. Lurlc, of San Francisco,
a former Seattle printer, and more
recently a real estate operator in
Vancouver, Los Angeles and San
Francisco, has purchased the Orpheum.
Mr. Lurie also recently
acquired the Curran, now known
as the Century, San Francieqo, as
well as the C lumbia there.
The
price paid for the Orpheum is understood to be in the neighborhood
of $400,000, in addition to which. It
is announced, Lurie will spend $100,000 additional in remodeling and

Kolb and Dill, in their second
week at Mason, are doing big business, although the rain of last week
and the cloudy weather of this week reconditioning the

structure.

New

York, in

playwright and
Wilkes, producer

brother of Thomas
and stock chain operator,
His home is in Monterey*

is

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

here.

\.M» I.EATIIKR

Perry Kelly has "brought in" to
Mack's "Red Bulldogs." He Is also
manager of company. Kelly once
was a New York manager.

UKIKK

(

B.

STEINS MAKE-UP
V^SVV STEIN COSMETIC CO./&*
«30i

iSEN

N«W<

^*u<!
AND

INVESTIGATE

McCUFJDY

METROPOLITAN— "The
PALACE HIP—A. & H.

Bat.

ORPHEUM—Cosmopolitan

vaudePlay-

ers in "Bonnie Brier Bush."

OLYMPIC— Tab.
LIBERTY— "Dr. Jack," 3d week.
STRAND— "Ebb Tide."
COLISEUM— "Broken Chains."
BLUE MOUSE— "Slim Shoulders/
COLUMBIA— "Dangerous Game."

MY OFFER

A COMPLETELY EQUIPPED 8TUOIO

v'

ville.

Bet. 47th and 48th Streets

For
The

BEGINNERS

SEATTLE

Just a itep East of Broadway on 46th Street

^RS

performance was given at Egan
who have lived
The play shewing there is "The First Fifty Years."
The idea got a good press break.

By WILLIAM

MACK BUILDING

=k

A

.

MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP

70th birthday.

is

solely for couples
together 60 years.

Arline Pretty, who at one time
in stock here, later going in
pictures, has just signed a Fox con-

$3150

1

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Values up to $75
.

-

giving place to a five -story modern

fall.

Ernest "Wilkes,

.

PER80NAL ATTENTION IN LIMBERING
COACHING AND HELP IN 8TEP DANCING
COME WHENEVER YOU LIKE
PRACTICE AS LONG A3 YOU LIKE
AT A RATE NEVER BEFORE OFFERED

Broadway Central

Studio,

1658 B'way, New York, R 310

^

THE QUEEN OF ALL COONSHOUTERS

DINAH

and her

"BETTER THAN THE BEST"—Press Comment
WEEK OF FEB. 12—KEITH'S
WEEK (JAN. 29)—KEITH'S ROYAL, NEW YORK

S

G,A

.

THIS

Direction B!M,.I-XK£I!?,

m»!"v w

•»•*

.

Jacob P. Adler, veteran Yiddish
actor-manager, will appear Feb. t\v
at the Second Avenue, New York,
in one of Jacob Gordon's plays.
It
8 a benefit in honor of Mr. Adler'

The Willard Mack play, "Red possibly Ackerman & Harris, whose
Bulldogs," was to have gone into lease of the Palace Hip has not
Egan's Little this week, but the much longer to run.
sudden increased business set back
Workmen have commenced the
the Mack date. Mack is going in in
order to brush up the rough spots demolition of the Wilkes, foFmerly
in his play before going into Cort, known as the Alhambra, which is

was

OVERCOAT

OTHER STORE: IMS BROADWAY,

It

Ons of ths large insurance com*
panic 8 in New York is reported ini
its policy holders it will
cancel the policy of any of its in*
sured going into Germany at ths
present time.
forming

thought here Lurie has purchased
the theatre for some other interests,

hurt receipts considerably.

tract.

-

"The

Merry Widow" booked.

Its

Ernie Young's Marigold Revue
continues a draw at the Hotel Biltroore. New principals are Clark and
Roberts. Mile. Lenore and Freda
Leonard.

m ..

The Metropolitan is looking for- department store. This means that
The piece played two weeks
here and -was given unusual pub- ward to a record February; "Tip there is now no vacant theatre in
licity, all of which is helping in the Top," "The Bat," May Robson in Seattle.

units, so

81st~STREET,

NEW YORK

'
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SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE UNIT
BORN SEPTEMBER
From

We

-

DIED JANUARY

7th

burlesque to a Shubert vaudeville unit because of existing contracts was our experience this season.

were enthused over the promise of 30 consecutive weeks with no

cuit and, like other artists,

money

6th

had

visions of a wonderful season.

lay-offs or cut

weeks on the Shubert Cir-

But what an awakening!

It cost

us time and

to realize that all is not gold that calls itself "opposition/'

\
Instead of 30 consecutive weeks

small time for

Orpheum

life

Circuit,

had

it

we worked

15 weeks [all season] and would have been

doomed

to*the

not been for the "extenuating circumstances" .which entered into our case and the

which has routed us for a tour of real houses on a

real circuit instead of leaking roofs, cold

dressing rooms and other discomforts on the circuit of opportunity.
\

We

will be paid every Saturday night in real

money and

will collect our coin without the aid of a lawyer

or a net.

When we

finish

an engagement we

from here and not worry about laying

up an

alley with the hybrid

This

is

will

off in

have that grand and glorious feeling of knowing where we go

Oshkosh or Ossining and then jumping

form of entertainment we

into

some gymnasium

just disassociated ourselves from.

•

not a sermon, just a word of warning to other enthusiasts not to be carried away by the dulcet

voice of theatrical sirens or the rosy promises of theatrical gamblers

who

are willing to risk "yojur" time

and

"your" future trying to build up their house of cards.

WE ARE BOOKED

SOLID FOR A TOUR OF THE

WINNIPEG NEXT MONDAY, FEBRUARY

ORPHEUM

CIRCUIT, OPENING IN

5th.

/

And

a good time was had by

all.

•

HARRY

HARRY

AND

NEAL
W

>

'

•
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1,

1823

WAKING'S PENNSYLVANIANS
FRED WARING,

Director

TOM WARING,

ORCHESTRA

Vocalist
'

INCOMPARABLE
OPENED GRAUMAN'S METROPOLITAN THEATRE, LOS ANGELES, FOR AN INDEFINITE RUN

LOS ANGELES FAVORITES OVERNIGHT
BOSTON
By Let* LIBBEY

But the handful of the wise oner time and getting stronger momen- bury, Ada
present

the

at

Monday

matinee

tarily.

showed Mollie Fuller that they ap-

Holmes and La Vere, no strangers

Just onoufa tried And true acts— preciated the hard struggle *he has here, were next using their regular
act* t*\at have in them gone through and that they were routine to as good results as ever.
novelty an* t*4>*ew to make the glad to see her once again and to Holmes has worked in some new
listen to snatches of the days of the business with his piano solo while
bill at the Laaal ICaith house this
long ago. The act as pro- his partner is changing and puts it
weak an exeeptlsnally well balanced, stage o( does
not give any hint of over in the same masterly fashion
gramed
entertainment
ruaninj
smoothly
behind
its presentation, hut that he does the balance of the act
what
is
without anythtns approaching an
exceptionally startling; high spot even at that it was well received Not a surprise but a welcome act.
well as any act dequite
as
did
and
and with the only low pressure area
Aileen Stanley, the first lone
the
showing in 1st second position, filled pending on the exploitation ofdone
songster
to
appear for several
inlife has ever
things
better
with
that
get
over
by an act
Bid not
weeks at the house, hadn't th<
here.
anything at IBs Monday matinee
slightest difficulty anywhere along
''Barbette" opens the show, keep- the line. She has chosen a remarkthat showed a reason for it ever deing the house on edge with hit ably good series of songs, some pubparting from tBs small time.
To those Bftsatllar with the inside stunts oo the trapeze, knocking lished and some exclusive, and regof the thsncilesjLsuslneaa the Mollic them silly with his final bit with istered well. She was also forced tc
Fuller act
Hgh t" that occupies one foot and then shooting over the signal for a finish as the house was
the spot tasftloii cams in for most big punch by stripping off his wig >>i most insistent on hearing mors from
Bostonians as a the second well deserved bow. For her. Her enunciation is about an
of the attentionwhole are not very wise to the in- opening a show there are fcwci perfect as is possible and in these
thlngn
side
of the theatre and so better acts than his and as is ap- days when It is difficult to undermany sob atertes have been fed preciated it could be shoved much stand even the most well knowi
them In the Beet about different per- further up on the bill and lose none lyrics this is a delight.
sons they have become sob-shy. of its qualifications.
The Four Camerons on next got
In second position Cahill anO to a rather slow start due to the
Bomaine all but died on their feei. construction of their act.
but
There stuff .is reminiscent of the whopped it up as they went until
sort of vaudeville that lived in the they had- them rocking in their seats
small time houses some years ago The younger Cameron is a natural
and which may exist yet in some comedian and does not overdo it
parts of the country. A patter that Sister is still a long way from being
is nonsensical
with the only re- the finished article but there arc
deeming feature being that one of possibilities.
the boys has a fair falsetto voice,
The Wilton Sisters are another
It hardly goes here.
pair that have played this city many
The California Bamblers were in times in the past few seasons and
for t hm
third position, rather early on she are still on the list of favored
acts.
bill for they were on by 2.35 and had Little variation in
the construction
finished their regular routine by 2.55 of this act, both sisters
working
There is alw*ays a place here for their ends with ease to the usual
bands that have something novel to good effect.
show, and the manner in which this
Tim
aggregation got their different num- show and Kitty O'Meara close the
with their dancing number.
bers over was an instant hit.
No They had
to face the usual walkattempt is made by the band tc out
that
characterizes audiences at
crowd themselves on to the audience this
and the soft light used on the full were house but those that did stay
glad they did.
stage during their entire act makes
it much better for them when the
"spots"
are
called
into
use
for
some
for all
particular bit.
Two encores were
D. C.
taken, many more could have been
By HARDIE MEAKIN
taken and they were in right all the
tho yes
Poll's went over f 21,000 with Julia
Sanderson in "Tangerine" last week,
one of the really big weeks since the
Inc. reopening of the
house. Equally as
large a gross is expected this week
with "Blossom Time," which has

•cough

TwI

'

B.V. D.'S
ED.

LOWRY

Raphael la Otti- Columbia, "Dark Secrets" at Loew'a
Field- Palace, "One Week of Love' at
Metropolitan.
William Pod- Crandall's
whila
more. Harold Wast, Thomas A. Moore's RlaHo has "The Strangers'
Braidon, Ralph Kirkwood. Leslie Banquet."
Stowe, J. C. Matthews, Dorian* Anderson, Henry Morey, Fred Fulton,
"Abie's Irish Rose" entered its
Cyril
Ingram, Robert Bert and 10th week Sunday night at the PresHarry James. It is the intention of ident. Nothing seems to stop it.
the Frohman offices to stage a series Business has not yet shown a tendof revivals of the Gillette successes, ency to decline; in fact, on the conthis production being the first of trary, an Increase is still being noted
that serlsa with "Dear Brutus." each week.. Henry Duffy is now ap"Secret Service" and others to fol- pearing with the Baltimore company
low.
and Graham Velsey, originally, in
that city, is now appearing with the
The Shubert-Garrick is dark, with local company. Leo Hoyt, Elaine
Harry Shurtan. Robert
Pauline Lord in "Anna Christie" set Wilson,
for the coming week, that of tho Lowe and Velsey recently broad5th.
Walter Hampden in Shake- casted one of the acts of the play
from the Hecht's company's station
speare follows.
It appeared to be a business
here.
The Shubert-Belasco, through an getter.
arrangement made by Ira LaMotte
Lionel Atwill is coming hero tho
and Charles Burg, has an added at5th in a new Belasco
traction in. a revue made up of local week of the
play.
"The Comedian." at the Natalent. Including Margaret Gorman,
who won the Herald beauty contest tional.
as well as once winning the title of
has
burlesque,
The
Gayety,
Miss America at Atlantic City. Dur-.
1922."
lng the past week the St. Patrick "Temptations of
Players, a local organization, was
the added attraction and brought in
Sinclair,

ano,

Mary Raw Is ton, Edward

ing.

E.

J.

Ratcliffe.

•

additional business.

The recent appearance of Ruth St.
Denis and Ted Shawn here under
of T. Arthur Smith
was such a money-getter that a re-

the direction

turn engagement

The Four Amaranths. Nelson and
"The Headllners," Hart,

Madison,

Wagner and

Eltus. Davis and Riche
and the Musical Bangards constitute
the bill at the Cosmos.

The picture houses have "Robin
Hood" for a third week at Loews
Guerrini

WASHINGTON,

ACCORDION
FACTORY

—

for the road

mad*

H

Avaasa

tour of the

Fraaetsae

*

The

Washington

MURDOCH,

COSTUMES
COSTUMES
COSTUMES
COSTUMES

Rented
Rented
Rented

made
for

General Manager

(Palace Theatre Building.

F. F:

F.

ALBEE,

A.

direct addressing

Try-Outs

for Productions

to order

all*

and rented

occasions

New 'York)

PAUL KEITH,

PROCTOR,

Vice-President

EXCHANGE

*ounderM

EDWARD

for

for Cabarets

Factory--723 Seventh Avenue. New. York

(AGENCY)

book

A.

Cat

120 West 48th Street, New York
Phone. Bryant 4437

here.

Co.,

KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE

Artist, can

* N. V. A.'a frea aa S. V.
ALSO TO PROFESSIONAL*
Olsasyat

RENTING DEPARTMENT

William Gillette in his revival of
"Sherlock Holmes" is appearing at
the National with a Monday night
opening. The cast gathered together
includes Nora Swinburne, Zeffle Til-

KEITH,

New

York City
45th* St.,
Doors Eait of Broadway

BEHRENS THEATRICAL COSTUME CO.
A. K. BEHRENS
MAX PLOHN

with their production of
"Klgoletto" at the President on
Monday evening and Friday afternoon showed a nice profit, and are
to do "Carmen" and "Tho Tales of
Hoffmann" within the immediate
near future. It is the understanding
that Poll's will be utilized for theso
forthcoming productions.

B. F.

Two
•%

»77.t7t Calamaa?

Saa

W.

are tax exempt. Local business men
put up a big guarantee to bring the

Opera

•

160

aat

tickets set at $8, $6, $5. 14, with
the loges at $10. As it
being given
as a benefit proposition the tickets

company

B

ans

kind

U

J. J.

Early Spring

fwlwi

onto

thai mala*
•f Rssds

Davenny, formerly a member
Washington Grand Opera Co.
and well known locally, in the cast.
Harry Jackson will act as company

company.
The Chicago Grand Opera Co.
comes in as the next attraction at
this house for three nights, commencing Feb. 5.
They include
"Aida"
and "Tosca," with the

President

Collection of Millinery
Including Straws for the

la tnt Units* Stats*

The

DISPLAY

A Nsw

Laristt

Hollis
of the

manager

ALBEE,

NOW ON

Co.

s\

Tho Leaaiaa aas

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

K. F.

set for Feb. 23

"

-

WARDROBE TRUNKS

is

at the National.

F. F.

PROCTOR

W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH

I

—
-•*

'

-

February

iur»day,

VARIETY
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THE MOST "SURE FIRE" MATERIAL YOU EVER HEARD
THE FUNNIEST VERSION OF TOE FUNNIEST SONG

POSITIVE RIOT
-

In the Spotlightyou want
And on the Street—
pleasing, yet

ORCHESTRATION

It's
your complexion
hard to keep your skin dear and
clean when constantly u*ing
make-up. Wherever you're playit the
ing, begin tonight — do
natural way.

Lemon Cleansing Cream

•

In tha Special Professional Package
for Fussy Folks
of richest Oil of Lemon
A secret formula
natural cleansers. Thin better

end pure,
cream penetrate* the pore* easily and
quickly, takes out grease and dirt, nourlihe* tissues end keeps your akin velvety
•oft. Try this "sure-6re hit" with stage
folks.
1/ not soli u-liere
dollar bill to this

yntart

playing, Pin

coupon end

S3

now.

saai.

FRIEDRICH-FtUEDRICH
Philadelphia
Os#t. V-2
Send me your "Fussy
I enclose $1.00.
folks" Fackage of Friedrichs Lemon Cleansing Cream— enough for a whole month'suse.

I

Nome

«..

— ..»

». .

Thtatre or Hotel
.State.

Toutt.

DENVER
By A. W.-

With the new

SPECIAL VERSION

STONE
week

last

policy,

"YOU TELL HER,

the change of bill at the Orpheum
took place Saturday matin \ inatead of Tuesday, as heretofore.
The Change will give acts from San
Francisco and Los Angeles plenty
of time to make the jump to Denver
for
Saturday matinee
the
opening*

BILL McCLOSKEY, BIG AND HUSKY, STUTTERED
SO ONE DAY HIS DAD,
PUT HIM UNDER OLD DOCTOR'S COUES CARE.
DOCTOR COUE IN HIS NEW WAY,
SIMPLY SAID, "YOU'RE CURED,"
SO BILL JUST HOLLERED OUT TO HIS PA,

"Step Lively, Hazel," by Bernaid
McOwen, was essayed by the
Wilkes stock players at the Denham last week with Indifferent re-

J.

and drew only moderately. Ivan
Miller and Dora Clement played the
lead*.

members

juvenile

the

of

"Youth" company, playing the Emweek aa a Pantagea attraction, gave a special performance
to inmates of the Children's hospital. The act features singing, dancing and playing of various musical
Instruments.
Denver's Children's
hospital la somewhat unique aa an
Institution, children only being ad-

The

hospital performance

DETROIT
By JACOB 8MITH

NEW DETROIT.— White's

"ScanNext, "Music Box Revue."

OARRICK.— "Irene."
SHUBERT-MICHIGAN.

—

Bon-

"Pair

of

Silk

Players

in

Copyrighted by Irving Berlin,

Stockings."

ORPHEUM.— "Night

in

lulu"

Also Brendel and
$1.
Burt; Harry and Grace Ellsworth;
Harry Corson Clarke; Herman and
Briecoo and Jack and Kitty De-

tainment for

maco.

This house has never done

date.

THF

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. Inc
25 V ii
NEW YORK

3

i

t

\

is

•*

Nsw

Inc.,

York,

Home and
Photoplays.— "Back
Broke," Capitol; "Heroes of the
"Thorns and
Madison;
Street,"
Broad way Blossoms,"
Orange
Strand; "Town That Forgot God,"
Washington; "The Flirt," Adams.

Broadway,

Miles, Regent, LaSalle-Gardens,
Palace and Columbia, pop vaudewith pictures.
National still playing musical tab
making handsome profit
shows,
weekly. House has its own clientele.
ville

By WALTER B. BOTTO
LYCEUM— Pates Muslor- Stock.
TANTAGES—Vaudevilf

•

IDS

Inc.

New York

vorably on It. The managers here
are organizing to fight.
at Loew's State and
Pantages house has been

ritory.

FOR SALE

Business
the

at

excellent, all

Orpheum
the

bad for Sunday snows
The Legislative Committee

bill

it

season, while at the
fluctuates according to

offered.

looks

here.

An>

has in charge the* bill to cloae up kansas has been vet? good this
the theatres Sunday, which means aeaaon.
Any kind oC a show posthe Sabbath closing If the bill sessing a metropolitan fcRTorsement
passes. The committee reported fa- Is getting profits eroand this ter-

MEMPHIS, TENN.

It

.

pronounced— DR. COO-A.

1607

Cecil less than $12,000 on the week since
SHUBERT-DETROIT.
Lean and Cleo Mayfield in "The the current season opened. Next
Blushing Bride." Good unit' enter- week, "Troubles of 1922," return

EATDICAL CUTS

Coue

.

IRVING BERLIN,

new

—

Dr.

Note:

Hono-

Second week of
at $1 top.
policy of showing legitimate
C. H.
attractions at pop prices.
Miles believes that if he can secure enough of them he can build a
permanent clientele. This house at
one time made annual profit of
$100,000 for Miles.
COLONIAL.— Callahan and Bliss;
Joe Dkoe and Co.; Casey and Warren;
Arthur and* Lydia Wilson;
Lahonce and Dupreece and picture.
House has booked all-colored show
for early date.
Amateur nights at the Colonial
popular.
Three nights weekly.

-

this foo-foo-foo-foo-foo feller,

was

given gratia.

atelle

»

can make you think that green is yellow,
by poo-poo-poo-poo-pressing on your jaw.
when i th-thanked him, i subdued him,
'cause i bathed him and shampooed him—
so you, you tell her—oh, you, you tell her,
That i don't stutter no more.

mitted and juvenile ailments treat-

lals."

*

-

press last

ad.

VERY BAD.

"GO BREAK THE NEWS TO MA!"
CHORUS
YOU, YOU, YOU, YOU, YOU, YOU TELL HER,
that i, i, i, i, i, don't stutter,
'cause doctor coo-coo-coue says i don't.
he, he, he, he, he, he told me so,
and he aw-aw-aw-aw-ought to know;
every day, in every way, i get-get-get a cup of coffee!

sults .from a box office standpoint.
It didn't make a hit with the critics

Ten

-

S^T-U-T-T-E-RW

I

Husiness in Mississippi and Ar-

Gorgeous Gold
New,

large,

der. In trunk.

WmWtmJm} Cyclorama

flreprooM Baa*; with bor-

Also new gold baraaatte strop
standard slxe. Barg-atM.

riymoat*

Hew

Tark

la

one;

Vltj

—EMMA RAYMOND and CO,
IN

A

SURPRISE

"A WIRE WALKING ACT THAT

JUST FINISHED

10

CONSECUTIVE WEEKS B

I\

IS

DIFFERENT FROM THE REST"

KEITH VAUDEVILLE.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK. NOW. THANKS TO LEW GOLDER
...

T

•

VARIETY
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SAYS

•

"With such an organization

PUBLICITY!
Make

use of

DODD ACKERMAN

P.

it

USE

as thtt of the

iful Style

SCENIC STUDIOS,

inc.

So Immediate and

back of him, how could he help but bring in the work"

DODD ACKERMAN SCENIC STUDIOS,
140 West 39th Street

P.

It

goes

No

one

business

over.

all

is

Time Revue"

"Jazz

to

neglect

6

Penn Cir-

Empire Cleveland.
"Jersey Liliies" 6 Olympic New
York 12 Star Brooklyn.
"Jingle Bells" 6 Star Brooklyn 12

cuit 12

BURLESQUE ROUTES

publicity.

&

The show business
upon it.

next several weeks.
It is available now. at

Empire Hoboken.

(Feb.5-Feb|12)

"Kuddlin Kittens" 6 Lyric
12 Majestic Wilkes-Barre.

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

thrives

been the

friends of the stage for
this slashed oxford
that we know it "will
he one of the most
successful styles of the

too big or too

known

well

Inc.

NEW YORK CITY

show

the

in

definite has

approval by our

the Shawfolks

Newark

1

Shoe-

"American Girl" 6 Gayety Boston
"Laffln Thru 1923"
6
Lyceum
ahop.
Columbus 12 Band Box Cleveland.
better publicity any- 12 Grand Worcester.
"Lid Lifters" 6 Broadway Indian"Beauty Revue" 5 Casino Boston
where than in a trade pub- 12 Columbia New York.
apolis.
"Merry
Maidens"
6
Empire
lication.
"Biff Jamboree" 6 Columbia New Hoboken 12 Gayety Brooklyn.
"Midnight Maidens" 6 Bijou PhilYork 12 Casino Brooklyn.
12 Folly Baltimore.
Trade publicity is an in- "Big Wonder Show" 5 Empire To- adelphia
Makers"
"Mischief
6
Empire
ledo 12 Lyric Dayton.
"Bon Tons" 5 L O 12 Gayety Cleveland 12 Peoples Cincinatl.
vestment.
"Miss
New
York,
Majestic
Jr"
6
Omaha.
at Forty- Sixth Street
"Broadway Brevities" 5 Miner's Albany 12 Bijou Philadelphia.
It goes to the trade.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 6 Peoples
Open until 9 p. ruBronx New York 12 Empire ProviLouisville.
Cincinnati
12
Gayety
,
dence.
"Round
Gayety
the Town" 6
"Broadway
Flappers"
Chicago
in
State Street at Monroe
Grand
6
return on the investWorcester 12 Miner's Bronx New Brooklyn 12 Lyric Newark.
"Runaway Girls" 6 Band Box
.
ment is received in one York.
"Bubble Bubble" 6 Columbia Chi- Cleveland 12 L O.
Park
"Smiles and Kisses" 6
Years! cago 12 Star St Garter Chicago.
way, or another.
"Chuckles of 1923" 5 Lyric Dayton Bridgeport 12 Olympic New York.
6-7
WilkesAlong"
Majestic
"Step
Olympic
Cincinnati.
have passed but it is only I 12 Finney Frank
6 Gayety Montreal Barre 12 Majestic Scranton.
Malloy Pat Miss
A Davis
"Town Scandals" 6 Majestic Hooker
Gayety Boston.
Melville Ethel
of late all of the theatrical 12 "Flashlights
Hallo Eunice Miss
of 192S" 5 Gayety Scranton 12 Grand Bethlehem.
M'Intyre Anna Mrs
Herbert Thomas
The automobile show las*, week
White Pat 6 Park Utica 12 Majes- Hagana The
Rochester
12-14 Colonial Utica.
business has commenced
Increased attendance at the Ioc_l
Nathans Casper
Herman Lew
"Follies of Day" 5 Majestic Jersey- tic Albany.
theatres,
particularly the legitimate
Humphrey Dwlght Nlelaad Walter
12 Hurtig A Seamon's New
houses. "Six Cylinder Love" was at
Co believe Variety is the City
Harooort L Miss
Fork.

No

I.

'

MILLER

Broadway

—

A

CLEVELAND

greatest publicity

the

medium

show business

ever

has had.

no medium that
an~ announcement as far and as surely
There

can

is

carry

as Variety

—

it

very people
to;

goes to the

it

to the best

should go

English

in

speaking

world.

Whatever the objective,
Vaudeville, Legitimate,
Pictures

or

anywhere

and

.Burlesque,
all

over,

Palace Baltimore

it.

theatrical pa-

per ever published recognized as the

York 12 Casino Philadelphia.
Marion Dave 5 Empire Providence

12 Casino Boston.
"Mimic World" 5 Orpheum Paterson 12 Majestic Jersey City.
"Radio Girls" 6 Star & Garter
Chicago 12 Empress Chicago.
Breakers"
5
Gayety
«» "Record

"Rockets" 6 Hurtig & Seamon's
New York 12-14 Cohen's Newburgh
15-17 Cohen's Poughkeepsle.
"Social Maids" 5 Olympic Cincin-

theatre whether
speaking stage or screen.

of

the

address Mall Clerk

LETTERS ADVERTISED
ONE ISSOTB ONLY

L

O.

land 12

Empire Toledo.

"Temptations of 1923"

6

Gayety

Pittsburgh 12 Colonial Cleveland.
12 Gayety
"Town Scandals" 6
Billy 6 Gayety Omaha
Gayety Minneapolis.
Sliding Billy 6 Gayety St.
Louis 12 Gayety Kansas City.
Williams Mollle 5 Casino Brooklyn

Watson

12

Watson

New
"Wine Woman

12 Yorkvitle

York.

and Song"

6

Em-

press Chicago 12 Gayety Detroit.

"Youthful Follies"

6

Empire To-

ronto 12 Gayety Buffalo.

Homes Babe

"Band
Buffalo 12

Box

L

"Flappers

O.
of

Revue

6

Garden

1923"

12

Lyceum

Columbus.
"French Models"

6 Folly Balti12 Penn Circuit.
"Girls a la Carte" 5 Howard Hoston 15-17 Bijou Fall River.
From Follies" 6 Plaza
"Girls
Springfield 12 Howard Boston.
"Girls From Reno*' 5-7 Grand
Bethlehem 8-10 Bijou Fall River 12

more

Park Bridgeport.
"Hello Jake Girls"
Louisville 12

Broadway

D

ST,

Ashton Lillian
Anderson Pauline
Anderson Luce 11
Gil

—

——

Barclay J F
Brooks Anna
Barbee Beatrice
Burke William
names Stewart
Ballet

'

Demmlng N Mrs

Earle Paul

"The Hottentot";

Circle,

"Knigr*.-

Francis Mrs

LOUIS

EMPRESS—"Spices of 1922."
GRAND—Vaudeville.
COLUMBIA—Vaudeville.
RIALTO—Vaudeville.
QARRICK—Woodward Players
"Peg."
GAYETY—"Keep Smiling."

In

"My American

GRAND CENTRAL— "Fury."
DELMONTE— "Strangers' Ban-

Miss

.

BIGGEST

quet."

FUR

York."

VALUES

FOX-LIBERTY— "Lights of New
WEST END LYRIC. CAPITOL—

"The Beautiful and Damned."

Saving of one-third or

more on every garment
Mack,

announcer with
Eva Fay act, was sent back to New
York early last week, a sick man.
Dave Ferguson, who was on bill,
volunteered to announce until another arrived.

in

Special

the house

Discount

to

Manager Harry Earl, RIalto. and
his assistant, Allen Van Patten, art
jubilant. Last week a hoy was born

the ProffcMion
Fiu* Repaired and

Mr. and Mrs. Van Patten. Mrs.
Hazel Van Patten is Harry Earl's

I\emodcled

1

to

Fawn White

daughter.

V

Firman Malda

Mr A Mrs Faber A McGowan

Deardmore Gladys
Borgo John
Vtough Chud
Bake." Jack
Cohen M H Mrs
Cain Vera

* Dusey

ARE VOU GOING TO EUROPE?

Gibson Hardy

Que A Haw

'Georgalcs Trio
Gaffney Girls
Gilbert

Ben Mrs

Gibson Florence
Gordon's "D June Co
Glencoe Sisters
,

Charlie

Blllle

Cohen

Demlng Mrs Bob
Desoto B C
Day George

Fair Holly

Ellda

Buckley

yer";

AMERICAN— Mantell.
SHUBERT JEFFERSON—"He."

Joseph

DuBols Wilfred
De Haven A Mllo

Mae

Sea"; Allen, "Quincy

Torke Allan

MISSOURI —

Abbey Eve
Alberto Harold

Films— Stillman, "The Toll of the
Adams Saw*
Alhambra and Metropolitan*

W

Williams Sophie

Wife."

Coburn Sydney
Cross George

Sisters

Adair Jack

—

Burlesque Colonial "ChuckleaV*
A T one
of best of season; Empire, "T S
I
Night Owls"; Star, "Mary's Roo .-mates"; Bandbox, Pat Whit
and
his new show.

ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.

Walker Lillian
Walker Mabel
Welner Erna
Wellington Dare
Wendal Miss
Wheaton Ann
Whipple A Huston

Lillian

"The Midnight Revels" unU

By JOHN R083

Simpson * Deem
Singer Leo
Smith Billy

H

title attracted.

hood."

O

H

Schubert

Walsh Bud
Weston Burke

The

"Irene" again at Hanna, Its popu*
larity seems to remain constant. At*
tendance up to standard of previous
years.

the Shubert-State waa only fair and
the same goes for the attendance.

B

Woody Arch
MDonald Mr A Mrs Williams T

CHICAGO OFFICE

Gayety Carr

Indianapolis.

Meakln Walter
Murray A Lane
McNally James

D

Scalers Samuel
Scott Mae
Sells-Floto Clrens

Hlckey Bros
Hill Walter K
Hoffman Muriel
Holmes Ben

Crafts

6

Lynch

Wilson Ethel

Lekmann Mas

.

Hall Margarat
Halpln Rlchls
Harrison Mr

Brown

Mile

Nathan

Lewis Harry

Rlberg Ines
Robert Joe
Rose Ike
Ross Rita
Rutledge Gertie

Penis

Adams

Traeey Palmer
Tarry Bob

Renne Bade
Rhoadea Marietta

Padley Gladys

Heme

Llsetts

Morton Jar
Montrose George

Feiber Jess
Fisher Iron*
Floyd Estells

Cecil

Starr Jos
Stuart Wllma

Left*

W

Stanley George

Lss Bryan Mrs
Lerner Davs
La Ron Mabel

Lane Jeaa

Middletoa
Mix Paul

Dunn Bernla
Duncan Ray ©
Dunn C

Healey

Roycs Bert A Mas
Rogers Wilson
Regan Sydney A R

at

Mm
Lybelle The
Meadows

i-.es! le

Farrell

M

Lonergan Jamas

Marshall

•

.

Casey

Kellogg

Larson Jack

MacLaren Hugh
Can*

Khaym

Lawten Stanley
Lloyd Lois
Lucille

the Ohio.

Jovedah

Kaufman K Miss
Kelly Andy Jes

Johnson Jaom
Jones Betty

Butler Adele
Button Charlna

Astor

MUTUAL CIRCtfr

IN

Ponsford Virginia
Pern Steve
Palmer P
J Mrs
Parks Emily

Simmers

"Step Lively Girls." 6 Empire Gardner Wm J
Brooklyn 12 Miner's Newark.
George Bob
"Step On It" 6-7 Colonial Utica Gray Eleanor *
(Jul Arthur
12 Gayety Montreal.
"Talk of Town" 6 Colonial Cleve-

LO

MEDIUM

VARIETY

Ibersen Frltsls
Imperial Russian S

to

POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING or
CIIKI'LAR LETTERS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED

Washington 12 Gayety Pittsburgh.
Reeves Al 5 Gayety Milwaukee 12 Earl Billla
Eby Helen R
Columbia Chicago.

St Louis.

INTERNATIONAL

LETTERS
Wkn lending for nmail

adelphia 12 Palace Baltimore.
"Hippity Hop" 5 Gayety Buffalo
12 Gayety Rochester.
Jack
"Keep Smiling" 5 Gayety Kansas Adair
Allan Florenoa
City 12 L O.
Antune Harry
"Knick Knacks" 6-7 Cohen's New- Armstrong L.
burgh 8-10 Cohen's Poughkeepsle 12
Bailey Pearl
Empire Brooklyn.
"Let's Go" 6 Miner's Newark 12 Berna Sol
Blssett Billy C
Orpheum Paterson.
Itrowfi Chris O
"Maids of America" S Yorkvllle Brown Maxima

nati 12

Variety will take you to

The only

5

Gayety Washington.
6 Gayety Minneapolis
12 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Greenwich Village Revue" 6 Gayety Detroit 12 Empire Toronto.
"Hello Good Times" 6 Casino Phil"Giggles"

and most New

influential, theatrically,

the

Town"

"Folly
12

•

Goldle Sadie

Mtenmshlp accommodations arranged on all Lines, at Main Ofllra
Prices.
floats are aoinu very ffnlli srrsnge early
Forelsrn Money
bought and sold
Mberty Bonds honarht and sold.
PAUL TAU9IG * SON. 104 Bast 14th St.. New York
Phones Stayvesaat 0130-0137.

JBKJP
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thru

Ml* day

Bud. <*-

*>

B«d.

Bud-

rr

«*
9«<te

so

true

Wi$j

>our voice

the

i£uch of
t>*mi

long

to

*no»r

that

you »»-de
r.

•tand

%

BudTdy^

"V

"-"

Vbur Bud.
dy

m$$.

UfUHTTfUITi
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)<m

and GUS

Bud.
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£y H0tfS? DONALDSON
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Ostr

A STORV

"fftstBS&aeSfW

TO REACH EVERV HEART
R£?^B«f&!98cmM

7ft<?

greatest

song of the year is positive/y

HKSJ

SUNG-- PLAVED--WH)6TL'ED EVERVWHERE BV EVERYBODY

A/ Donaldson andJCahn

J

>? #70 of sure
9
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-

-J^zt off the press

iHEDDING TEARS

I

bqSdwln Weber and Kaiyl Norman &ti

.•

Creole Fashion Piute)

bigger,

a

OVER. YOU
x

better than our famous NOBODyLIED

v-V'--

A
/>y Collins:

Cameron and Fie

THE SEASONS

is.

POX TROT BALLAD
ra?

riMtfS
sjwffl

.

9
by

0iljexpie,

and

Van

Ahiyk&

•

*fe^

CHICAGO

H.REMI
NEW yORK.

aco

DETROIT

—
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*n

FACULTY

CHICAGO UNIVERSITY OF MUSIC

For

request the pleasure of your presence at a

TWILIGHT MUSICALE
28th.

1923. 3:30 P.

IN

THE

RECITAL,

Men

Women

and

will be found at this store
during our Clearance Sale

M.

MICHIGAN BOULEVARD

3672

in

Full Fashioned All Silk Hosiery

1

SUNDAY AFTERNOON. JANUARY

m

The Greatest Value?

•

1923

HOSIERY

HOSIERY,

t.K

1,

See Windows for Prices

PARLOUS

Ladies

9

Mens
*

Quests of Honor

MR and MRS. NOBLE SISSLE
MR. ai. MRS. EUBIE BLAKE
MR. and MRS. AUBRYLYLES
MR. and MRS. P. E. MILLER
MR. and MRS. FELIX WEIR

Wear

Wear

MISS GERTRUDE SANBORN
MRS. BERT WILLIAMS
MR. JULEON FRANCESCO
MR. CONST ANTIN KOBELEFF
MR. and MRS. LEONARD JETER

i

INC.

and

Haberdasher

Theatrical Outfitter

On

the occasion of the one-hundredth performance (Jan. t8, 192$), at the Olympic
Theatre, Chicago, of America'* greatest musical gem, "Shuffle Alon&>" by and with Miller
mmd Lyles, Bissle and Blake. Keeping up its sensational tico-year New York run pace.

New York

1578-80 Broadway,

through to Seventh Avenue
d/

w

correspondence
and
telegrams play on act with the picture pro
passed between Pollock and Miller. gram.
and the matter of stories cabled the
*frs. Hanaford. wife of.- George
London dailies about the matter Hanaford
(Hanaford Family) was
figured.
Miller stated the author operated
en for appendicitis.
Chesney,
She
had been lionized when in London,
!

I
IN

mal numan beings. Their act is a
finished one and bus no suggestion
The preof the freak about it.

LONDON

(Continued from Page i
"highbrow" journalism. From that
he became the author of novels,
with a decidedly frank outlook on
his first one, 'The Hypocrite."
life
respectable London. *ln
startled
"Back to Lilac Land" he wrote a
story of stage life in which all the
characters were true to life and
libelously like well-known people of

—

the day. The story of the journalist
hero, whose wife, a young actress,
was led astray by a notorious traveling theatrical manager, was said
to be a page out of his own life.
Later he posed as a religious reformist, and under the nom-de-

plume "Guy Thome" wrote "When
This novel was a
It Was „Dark."
big success and resulted in many

miere danseuse

the smallest member of the
acts as introducer a la
Other turns in the bill are
Holloway and Austin a wire, act,
the Fayre Four Sisters, the Four

Among the forthcoming attracat the Coliseum is a < new
sketch by Jable Howard, the novelist, entitled "Puss in the Corner."
in
Arthur
Prince
Julians,
Famous
The author will be leading man,
ills ventrilooulial act, "Insubordinasupported by Kathleen Ncsbit. This
tion"; the Versatile Three. Florence is his second effort as an actor. His
Smithson, the Tasserwoullth Arabs first was in "The Test Kiss." when
and the Arnaut Brothers. Opening he was supported by Irene Vanbusiness at this big house has brugh.
slackened somewhat following the
holiday rush.
Frederick Harrison has just completed 27 yeara_aa sole lessee and
Boyle Lawrence, associated with manager of the Theatre Royal,
Darewski music publishing Haymarket. This theatre is seldom
the
house, has written the lyrics for referred to under its right title, but
"The First Kiss," a Spanish musical is commonly known simply by its
play which has been tried out suc- locality.
Balicff.

It may
cessfully in the provinces.
be seen in the West End presently.
W. J. Wilson is the producer,

made

to find an
add to the

Feb.

program are very much

ter

Hubert Parsons' new
Dancers,"

succeed

will

Drummond"

at

play.

"The

in evidence
In the front of the house. Business
is not too good- at this house.

Russian

"Bulldog

Lilliputians,

present

MANAGER AT LIBERTY
*

has made a success of every
CAN
douse entrusted to him
PROVE IT. Understands adver-

ences

AND

would

York.

anywhere.

in

Box

is

declining

any

Many

MONTREAL

(

i

—

-

i

MISS ANNA'S

Hairdressing Parlor

Specializing in Permanent

offers

GLADYS COOPER AFFAIR
(Continued from page 2)
playwright took the view that he
had been slighted.

time

Waving and Hair Dyeing
8peclal Reduction to Professionals.

PERMANENT WAVING
$25 for entire head
$15 for half head

The Casino, pictures, has dropped
admission from 35 to 25 for adults
and 15 for balcony. The he use will

We

do permanent waving- with the
latfcat oil method*.

119, Variety,

N. V.

includes the actor-knight himself,
Michael MacKenzie. Walter Pearce,

the tickets were not called
for as the first act was well under
way Pollock advised tho box office
to dispose of them. Mr. Miller, who
accompanied Miss Cooper to the

the

tickets

should

She looks her best on the stage I In
any setting in brilliant light or dim
—she is always herself. Why? Because her make-up her preparation
—is perfect.

have been held until Miss Cooper's

—

arrival.

Selwyn extended an apology to
the English star.
She appeared

CECIL

GREY
the question
"

mark

EVERY DAV

IN

somewhat surprised

the affair.
but not nearly so much put out
about it as the girl friend with her.
Miss Cooper is well acquainted with
Pollock, having appeared in his
"The Sign on the Door" in London.
At the Ritz- Carlton Tuesday
morning before Miss Cooper embarked on the "Berengaria," it was
stated she had made light of the
incident and that she was immensely pleased with her visit in
New York and the reception ac-

—

at

#

corded her.
Following

EVERY WAV, IT

\S

the

matinee

incident

Careful artlate rely on Lelchner'e Toilet
Preparations and Theatrical Make-up to
ahield the charm of their complexion and
the beauty of their lines from the glare
and shadow of stage light. Bo eure you
get Lelchner'e for your own make-up.
whatever yoa want powders, grease
paints, creams or rouges— say Lelchner'e
it playe your part best I
'

At your

I.

—

druggist or supply house

LEKCHNEIR.

TOILET PHEPAMTK>NS**I THEATRICAL MAKEUP
Sole Distributors

GEO.

BORGFELDT & CO,

loth St,

and Irving

PI.,

New York*

GETTING DIGGER AND BIGGER,"

V *fI925

- li will£qfor you too/

CO/iEDy VErUIOrtT- PATTERX- ETC.,ORCHE.nrr<ATION.r

read/

HARRY T.HAN&URY General ten*k(-

in

all

ws^sWDFQRITTOnfir
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C9,

145

)

1455 Broadway, New York
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When

I

ings only.

Write:

Arthur* Bourchier

offers for the provisional rights of
"Treasure Island," which is one of
the big successes of the moment.
When the time comes for a closedown at the. Strand he will go on
an already carefully booker tour of
20 weeks himself.

fiist

this winter.

The cast of Sir J. Martin Harvey's
Greater production of "Via Crucis," which theatre, acquainted Arch Selwyn
with the situation, the manager
Appointments morn- takes place at the Garrick Feb. 15, agreeing that
jro

Managing a house now

New

Phyllis Neilson - Terry's future
plans embrace a series of Shakeincluding one of

how to book pictures spearean revivals,
The very highest refer- ^Macbeth."

and

man-

are thriving for the

ville

attitude of Dr., Reicher, an
immigration official, towards Mrs.
Frederick Thompson, ^the wife of an
By JOHN GARDINER
English librettist, who accompanied
HIS MAJESTY'S.
"Cat
Miss Cooper. Mrs. Thompson was
and
When the Canary."
seasick coming across.
ORPHEX'M.—
"Game of Life."
physician
boarded the boat at
Quarantine he insisted she go to ElOAYETYr— "Beauty Revue."
lis. Island for examination.' It was
Picture
houses:
Allen.
"One
stated later the doctor has been re- Week of Love"; Capitol, "Camille";
Strand, "Who Are My Parents?":
moved from ship duty.
Regent.
"A Rogue's Romance";
After Miss Cooper and her party System. "A
Kiss in Time"; Midway,
left the Times Square last Saturday 'The Valley
of Sil?nt Men"; Maithey were escorted by Miller to sonneuve. "Rags to Riches"; Mount
Knoedler's art gallery on Fifth ave- Royal. "Love Is an Awful Thing"; g
nue, where there was an exhibition Papineau. "Stolen Moments"; BeI- %
"One Wonderful Night";
of the work of Tade Styka, a Polish mont.
"The Kentucky Derby";
artist who has been residing in Plasa.
"Crystal Palace, "Golden Dreams.**
Paris.
Styka, upon being introduced to Miss Cooper, insisted she
sit for a portrait.
When informed
she was sailing the artist pleaded
she sit for him Sunday. He completed a portrait of the English
beauty in, three ,and one-half hours,
and it was hung in Knoedler's Montorial

it.

Bromley Challenor and Horwood
Barratt will produce a farce called
"Three's a* Crowd," by Earl Deer
Biggers.

?or Picture or Vaudeville

tising and
nnd acts.

Cou.tts is the latest

repertoire includes "Secrets," "The
Dippers.
"Bluebeard's
Eighth
Wife." "The Heart of a Child." "The

was "u sequel to the Ellis
That referred to the dicta-

fair."

SPOKANE, WASH.

as good looking as nor-

Theatre

Compton

ager to undertake a world tour. His

reported to be out of danger.

Fftlowing a month of extreme
e«£rt weather, in December, the tbehim.
business has shown an inDuring the conversation between r.'rlcal
crease in business in January esti.them in the Times Square lobby the mated
at 33 per cent, better than
manager remarked to the author i: last month.
Pictures and vaudeIsland af-

have been -made for day.
the provincial
rights
for
Drury
Lane's "Decameron Nights," but up
Percy Hutchison has been trying to now nothing has been settled.
out anew farce by R. C. Carton en- The trouble is that the show cannot
The Moore Producing company
titled "One Too Many" and is now, make enough money once nightly to
plan a tour of the northwest seon.
seeking a London house in which to pay the owners of the piece.

*Muit a Paris." The company ranges
from 19 to 20 years of age and their
heights run from 2 feet 2 inches to
feet 4 inches. They are perfectly

Who

and Norman Forbes.

Dennis Eadie and Seymour Hicks

fvho appear In a ballet, "Conte de

ormed and

Gerald

will have the leading parts In Hicks'
adaptation from the French, to be
Others
called "The Love Habit."
in the cast will be Claude Rains,
Frances Carson, Elizabeth Watson
and Mile. Dorane.

Tne principal point of interest at
the Coliseum centres on Ratoucheven

15.

tions

Wyndham's about Hotel Mouse" and "Windows."

du Maurier will
rings around the artists of today. head the cast, which Includes DoroThe "veterans" who are not in the thy Dlx, Audry Carten, Basil Fos-

.

is

of that the matjnee
embarrassment drew a protest from

and. /because

Lady Martin Harvey.

party

old-time chairman to
"Veterans" show at the Palladium.
The really pathetic thing about this
act is that some of them can make

t-ff's

Arthur

Cooke,

Phillip Hewland, Maud Milton. Lillian Christine, Marie Linden and

and

indifferent plays on the subject.

Efforts are being

a pocket Pavlowa,

is

George

f

We/t45 -\fr.

fl.V
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GRAClE
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-

JACK

•

and
IN

AN ORIGINAL SMART COMEDY OFFERING
.

A FEW PRESS OPINIONS OF OUR NEW ACT:
Jan.

DEAGON

25th— VARIETY

The new act notice given this week by "Bell" for
Deagon and Mack is herewith endorsed. They went
into the next to closing position at the Palaoo Monday afternoon at 5 o'clock and held them! If there's
a better kid. character player than Gracle peagon on
Sime.
any stage, she had better come forth.

rr

VAUDEVILLE CHART— Jan.

ZIT'S

need

little

some baby
is

5th

Deagon and friend Jack Mack, they
introduction to a crowd that lias studied
talk, is the

Gracie, with her win-

Mack

essence of hilarity, and

Together

a powerful auxiliary.

thy form

teams of gloom assassinators now

the keenest

turn

one of

Feb.

WEEK

5— KEITH'S SYRACUSE,

(JAN.
.

LENDERS AND BOOKERS
Songwriter

Before

Bankruptcy

English

At a meeting of the committee of
Comedie Francaise, the question

the

A

London, Jan. 31.
Comparatively obscure In America,
but reaching some fame in
England as a song writer, Melville Gideon, for the second time
since he arrived over here, is passing through the bankruptcy court.
Gideon was before the official receiver in bankruptcy last week. He
confessed to an indebtedness of
about $16,000, mostly owing to
[money lenders and bookmakers. It
is understood he has turned over
his salary of about $260 weekly
with "The Co-Optimists" to apply
OB account of his creditors. Gideon
Also has a royalty Income from
songs he has written and is said to
own a 10 per cent, interest in "Tons
of Money."
Gideon's previous bankruptcy pe.

He was

1913.

charged two years

dis-

later.

Vour

Fas'*

aaoa >• <*•*-•
Maa> ot tho "Prof opfood.
tion" nava obtain** ana »•
talneo ftcttot aart» a* ftavlM

O.

Mar.

ia— SHEA'S, BUFFALO, N.

Mar.

28— SHEA'S, TORONTO, CAN.
1— PRINCESS, MONTREAL, CAN.

•

Apr.

m
eorrec* thai* foatural
porfactien* and ramovr olamr**#
lihaa. Con«u«tatl*n *r#*
'catonaalo

E SMITH
347 Fifth

* ? Clt*

M O

Avenue

Reinhardt's Representative Here
20
Tho varying reports about Max
San Franclsot Jan. 31.
Reinhardt's henitance in coming to
Sir Harry Lauder will sail from
America
are dispelled by the advent
thig port' on t!ie "Sonoma" Feb. 20
for his return tour of Australia.
William Morris, who is the fntermanager for Lauder, is on
t
the coast and will remain out this
'ves.
way until his "tar
'^audir this
3k Is at Los Angeles, to be followed by a week of
one-night r*.
Cal' or
!

'

w

is in abeyance,
the company of
the House of Moliere will not be
permitted to appear in the films.
The Ministry of Fine Arts is being
consulted on the subject.

final

It

decision

seems as

if

IMPERSONATORS HELP
London, Jan.

The accepted theory

21.

that acts of

similar type on the same vaudeville bill are fatal to Its entertaining qualities was shattered la.it
week when Hetty King and Ella
Shields, both male impersonators,
split the top billing at the Bristol.
The house did a tremendous business throughout the week.

*

"APRIL" INDIFFERENT

'

London, Jan.

31.

"Advertising April" opened at the
Criterion, Jan. 25, as a temporary
filler for five weeks.
The piece Is an Indifferent com-

edy containing smart dialog but no

Y.

DOLLYS SAIL
Sisters sailed on the
Berengaria Jan. 30 to open a four
weeks' engagement in a Cannes,
France, resort. They closed at the

The Dolly

Orpheum, Brooklyn, Sunday.
Cochran.

The popularity

ROSTAND'S "PHOENIX"

IS

OFF

Substantiating
Rostand's "Phoenix" would survive
but a short career, the Theatre
Porte Saint-Martin is again reviving "Madame Sans Gene" to succeed
it.

The

revival

February

3d.

will

open Saturday,

i

EL NATHANS
531 Seventh Ave.,
Fit*

Roy 0620

"

-

<

•

"

SOLE AGENT FOR H & M
TRUNKS IN THE EAST

New York

Between

ofefh

ar»^39th

<

City
StrMl*
Hr*

stat-

THEATRE

London Jan. 31.
James Grein is starting a movement to establish a national theatre for the production of modern
plays, which will not compete with

JUDGMENT RECORD
(First name Is Judgment debtor;
creditor and amount follow.)
Anna V. Luther; I. Kaufman;
$1,762.32.

Florence B. s> moods; W. J. Hurlbut; costs, $109.70.
Rufus LeMaire;
Ueisenweber's,
Ine.; $293.14.

Midway

cabaret Ides.
[continental
*
.

Inc; .Potts,
Inc.; $452.92.
Rosenthal,

$113.96.

Franklyn Ardell;

II.

D. Frackman;

$84.41.

Henry

Istrico;
Marcus
Realty Corp.; $1,924.99.
]S>w York's 'Oldest School

7th Ave., Cor. 52nd St

STAGE DANCING
Productions and Vaudeville
Acts Staged

SHOW
of

,n «

l

s

j

^gjgy

FROLICSOME STARS

After Theatre Dining sad Dancing

D C
Mrs ic

"DINTY" MOORE'S RAG-PICKERS

Show Under

the Personal

OEL'S
^,1

Phone Bchaylcr S437

HARRY
ROSE

BROADWAY

I l.i-

8t..

—Block
Br oadway
East
*
Wu d ws

HARRY
ROSE

Tha

With Xeweat

Ad, Newberger

Joat.r to His Majesty

Yii

Loew

Methods,

2SO West Hflth

SIDE

et

$129.86.

Eleanora De Cisneros; Brentano's;

"Zenda's" Auspicious Start
London, Jan. 81.
Metro's
"Prisoner
Zenda,"
of
which opened at the Palace Jan.
29, had a successful Inauguration,
with the dailies according fulsome

IC'ii.l. /\«>ii*

Ileal

I

ood mi

Our Special

In tho

•

Gardens,
& Hubel,
Weiss; If,

Holmstead
al.;

31.

In speaking of the antertair.ment
tax Sir Alfred Butt said he believes the tax will not be rescinded.
He is opposed to rescinding while
the tax continues on necessities.

Side

Greenwich Village Is to have another try at the midnight *h"\v in
the cellar cabaret railed Triangle,
Tho previous attempt at the same
policy: was in the Village theatre,
Before the
it failed to 1iv«> long.
ini:..rdmiini entertainment nightly a
bill of one-acfen 1* announced, to
icuaufor illfsjL six week*, after thI

Tax

praise.

Pre-War FiveSe-.d for Catalog us.

shortly

•

those at the Royal Victoria

;

will

another play authored by Walter
Hackett.

London, Jan.

GREIN'S NATIONAL

Mail Orde.s Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
trunks ami iht pu om samples <>/ <ill $fa*da

Hawthrey May

May
31.

in

8ir Alfred on Entertainment

Sybil

Rosea.

'.%•<•</

Hawthrey

London, Jan.

Thorn-

of

Clare West, connected with picDrinkwater Die's
tures, and Mrs. Theodore Bjorksten
London, Jan. 31.
(formerly
Martha Strickland) were
Albert Drinkwater, actor, dnmav
Mrs. Bjorksten is
In Paris recently.
tist, manager and father of John
Delia
known
as
professionally
Drinkwater. died Jan. 27 At the age

to

Starring

is

op p Walilnn

Rack

Tiackett

expected to carry the piece
for the designated engagement.

dyke

Albert

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

5

Irving

AMERICANS IN EUROPE

of 70.

Max Ree, the (loiman errrepreneur's scenic artist and costume designer, who arrived in New York
quietly as Reinhardt's forerunner.
The famous Berlin theatrical manager is expected here shortly, although reported due here since
early in December.
Reinhardt's plans are to product
German plays with American playera and not bring his own company.
of

"Three'* a Crowd,** Old Styls
London, Jan. 81.
The Earl Riggers farce, "Three's
a Crowd," produced last night at the
Court, la of tho old fashioned type,
along the "Charley's Aunt's" lines.
Indifferently received at the opening, It should be a go in the provinces.
Bromley Challenor is featured among the players.

action.

Paris, Jan. 81.
the
prediction

lot*

ma

F

of that fa-

Edward Dolly, their brother, a' so
sailed to be associated with C. B.

Beautify
Vou must

members

mous theatre from accepting engagements for picture appearances
was discussed and it is almost certain some manner of penalty will be
but

In

6th

upon. Gracie is as captivating as ever, and as a foil
and straight man Jack Mack has very few rivals.
They were a panic.
Owen.

LAUDER SAILING FEB.

31.

instituted.

Receiver

was

5—LEXINGTON, KY., AND
DAYTON, O.
12—TEMPLE, DETROIT, MICH.

Paris, Jan.

of prohibiting

tion

26— KEITH'S CINCINNATI,

Mar.

C0MEDIE BANS FILMS

MELVILLE GIDEON OWES

;

CLIPPER— Jan.

KEITHS ALHAMBRA, NEW YORK

Feb.

Mar.

5th

WEEK OF APRIL 9, B. F. KEITH'S PALACE, N^W YORK

»

American

any Miss.Dagon ever dJd hereto-

Bell.

29), B. F.

N. Y.

12— PALACE, CLEVELAND, O.
19— DAVIS, PITTSBURGH, PA.

•

.

as.

vaudeville act.

THIS
Feb.

as smooth

N. T.

Deagon and Mack more than fulfill the most exacting requirements that go to make for a standard

vaudeville.

Feb.

is

BILLBOARD— Jan.

Deagon and Mack followed, and their "Original
Smart Comedy Offering" couldn't have been improved

fore.

in

•

reason of her characterization of the part. In the
next to closing spot they did very well indeed and are
to be congratulated.
Mark Henry.

Miss Deagon.* He plays without stiffness or staginess.
Baby talk on the stage, or off for that matter, by
grown women is pretty tiresome stuff as a rule, but
Miss Deagon, as always, takes off the curse by the
truthfulness and fidelity of her character work. The
present routine is similar in scope and general lines
to that used by Dickinson and Deagon, but the material appears to be different in the main.
The act holds successive laughs that crowd each
other throughout the running. %The couple have been
working together but a few weeks, but the present

for Gracie

a chart of past performances.

*

Deagon and Mack proved a surprise In the next
to closing spot. The man has a nice, smooth, refined
way of working and an assurance. The girl does a
very clever kid, is natural, and had the attention by

Gracie Deagon was formerly of Dickinson and
Deagon and noted for a child characterization differJack Mack has
ent and legitimate in conception.
been a member of several vaudeville combinations
in
musical
tabs.
played
A good singing
and has also
voice and method of "feeding" combine with an appearance that makes Mr. Mack an acquisition for

\h

As

MACK

and

Talking, Comedy, Singing
20 Mins.; One
Riverside

:

GRILL

«>(
I

Management of "Freak"

One Moment West
of Broadway at
41st Street

(In. Leading Light* of Literal nr<* and the Stare.
Katertatftawal In Nrw \. rk. Mu*li- anil Danelna;.

A Sirloin
with

Steak and Potatoci (Any Style) $1
SPECIAL RESERVATIONS for LADIES

VARIETY
.

2=

jm.

a^:

PRIMROSE

Thursday, February

1,

1923

ARTHUR

AND
SPECIALLY ENGAGED AS THE FEATURE OF
DWIGHT PEPPLE'S

T.

OPENING FEBRUARY
ALBANY,

5
han- the

lighthouse in the play had
crashed. They did, however, praise
Anglln.
It opened Monday
to many 2-for-l seats and
paper, but business was flat
timers was connected with the Grand for the rest of the week. At Ford's
ani Colonial theatres and Harmanus there was little paper out, and it is
Bleecker Hall of Albany, is the probable that $7,500 was grossed on
house manager of the State.
the wee"k.
dling:

the

publicity

is

the

for

State.

.Schenectady's new theatre, which Miss
THOMAS BURKE
was opened a few weeks ago. .Her- night
HARMANUS BLEECKER HALL man
S. Vineberg, who at various much
— This week, Proctor Plavers in

By

"Which One Shall

Marry?"

I

Next

week, "Little Peggy O'More."

MAJESTIC — "Playmates"

tual wheel).

(Mu-

«

STRAND — First

MARK

"White Shoulders';
"The Hottentot."

half.
half.

second

LELAND— Entire week, "Thorns
and Orange Blossoms.
CLINTON SQUARE— Entire week,
"Payment Received" and "Fortune's

Mask."
Christopher H. Buckley, an Alreal estate dealer, and Jacob
Tarches, a local sporting man,
last week leased the Clinton Square

bany

William Berinsteln, Albany manager, will build a theatre in Little
Falls, starting in the spring.

In a report made by the local
License Collector to Police Commissioner Charles D. Gaither it was
revealed that there* were 52 unCharles Biglow Zimmer. night licensed picture theatres in BaltiGaither ordered the police
clerk at the Wellington Hotel, died more.
while sitting in a barber chair In a to round the owners up a..d order
local tonsorial shop last Wednesday them to pay or cease operating
night. He had been suffering from their houses. The same report also
heart trouble for several days.
stated that there were 115 pool

E.

from Fred
owner and manager, (or

theatre

(pictures)

Elliott,

The

years.
ported,

transaction,

it

was

re-

involved close to $200,000.
will take over the
theatre Feb. 6. Buckley and Tarches
have been operating the old Leland
theatre for the past several months,
having purchased the house from
F. F- Proctor. Oscar J. Perrin will
have the Clinton Square under his
supervision.
The two houses this
winter have been competing against
each other by booking special films
for a week's engagement, although
they are several blocks distant on
the main thoroughfare.

Frank H. Maguirc, formerly of

the

SAYS BOB LA SALLE:
"Sure I'll renew my subscription
to your MONTHLY COMEDY
SERVICE when my year Is up."

JAMES MADISON'S COMEDY
SERVICE

is

a

bulletin of

New

and Original monologues, smart
cross-fire routines, etc. It consists of four pages, each about
the size of LIFE, and is intended
exclusively for top-notch entertainers who realize it isn't quantity, but quality, that counts.

COMEDY SERVICE

No. 10 is
ready, price $2; or the entire
10 thus far issued for $11; or any
4 for $5.

now

JAMES MADISON
New York

Broadway

1493

BALTIMORE

P.
10

The new owners

By

ROBERT

FORD'S— "The

F.

SISK

which one critic often
bestows upon -the writings of another.
But It Is seldom that one
critic takes a whole tribe of them
to

their

critical sins of
Baltimore critic has

Washington for the way
that they praised "The Sea Woman." In his Sunday column he had
written on what the city was to
see and the expectation everywhere
was that Baltimore was in for a
trea\ But he went to see the show
and evidently came away disgusted
at what he termed the piffle.
So
he called the Washington critics to
task for recommending such a plav
as "The Sea Woman."
He said
that In many cases they had proven
critics of

Business in Baltimore was disappointing last week In both legitiWilliam
houses,
although
Gillette in- his revival of "Sherlock
Holmes" did get a fair clientele at
Ford's.
Margaret Anglin, in "The
Sea Woman," apparently suffered
from the fact that no one seemed
It was
to take her play seriously.
a piece by Willard Robertson, who
appeared in Baltimore the week before as Judge Bradford in "Icebound."
The critics here treated
the melodrama as* a great joke,
poking all manner of fun at the

themselves to be unreliable critics
and that they had recommended
many a bad play to an innocent

and trusting

rolled

that

for

commission. A
done it. He is Robert Garland, of
"The American." and whacked the

mate

gunpowder and smoke

task

public.

over the audience In clouds after

PORTLAND, ORE.

THE BLUE SCHOOL
The only American stage
school recognized by

OF AMEUICA.

DANCING MASTEK.S

JACK BLUE

FORMERLY DANCINO MASTER for ODO.
M. COHAN and ZIEQFELD FOLLIES.
West

By JOSEPH

atep dancing

51st St., N. Y.| Circle 6136

'

Q.

KELLEY

Co-operation from all sources has
made Portland's Auditorium the
most successful in America.
Big road shows and pictures have
been shown at less admission prices
and without a single Instance of loss
of money.
Reflection

Portland's

of

throughout the nation

-

vrr

IS

YOUR

PERFECT?
IMP
USE

REICHERT'S CELEBRATED
GREASE PAINTS AND

COSMETICS
(Mad*

in

Germany)

Europe's and America's Stars
have for decades U3ed this unsurpassed quality
line, famous for its blending properties.
jjirtjg

Ask your druggist or costumer, or

JULIUS PAULY,
36

Sim

EAST

21st

Inc.,

STREET,

direct from

Sole Agents

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

ARTISTS: Send u» the number of the greaHe paint
y»u u*e and we will send you • 1- In. trial *tlck GRATIS

Reichert's Grease Paints are for sale at
Rekheri

Appleton Pharmacy, 724 8th Ave., Cor. 45th St., City
George Shindhelm, 109 W. 46th St., City

Waas

Son, 226 N. 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
J. G. Japp A Co., Main A 12th Sts. Cincinnati, Ohio
Theatrical Costume Co., 339 Macomb St., Detroit, Mich.
4.

f

is

the Auditorium," which practically
within the last two years has taken
a most Important place from a
strictly show house standpoint.
The gross Income for the last fiscal year at the Auditorium was
Only one othor civic
$47,004.68.

auditorium among approximately 40
in the United States shows such a
record.
The other one Is in Milwaukee, Wis. Portland's civic theatre is unique in the extent it houses
with equal success any gathering
for almost any purpose.
Grand
opera or musical comedy, dance,
auto show, convention meetings and
the like find the building suited to
their purpose.

Last March the Auditorium held
a notable season of Chicago grand
opera.

The company drew

performances, which was $13:'i
more than the guarantee made to

in five

bring it here.
One. performance
netted $22,000. This was the only
city that did not have to make good
a guarantee.
The seating capacity of the Auditorium is 6,705, necessitating 35
ushers. The great seating capacity
makes it possible for visiting
amusements to present their wares*
at unusually low prices.

The return
and Lou Davis

of

Hairy

Harrigan

to the musical

Silence."

EMPIRE— "The Third Alarm."
BOBBINS -ECKEL— First half. "A
-

Fagan

a Syracuse n. or

is

"MY LITTLE BAG

showing

connect on with "Hearts
spectacle will be in
three srenes. depicting Astoria before the tin, in the midst of conin

;

The

Aflame."

flagration and
have cooled.

after

the

csibtrs

Josephine- Dillon, coast stock achas returned home and opened
a drama'tic studio.
tre.ts.

|

"Raffles" played a return at the

Hippodrome last week and got the
front page of the "Oregonian" by
escaping from a straight Jacket
while being tied by his feet and
hanging from the flag pole off the
Oregonian building.

Thirty thousand paid to see the
Winter Circus staged at Utica by
Ziyara Temple of the- Mystic Shrine.

Ermla

(Mrs.)
actress,

Dillon,
to

(FEB.

vaudeville

new "Enoch

the

use

will

Arden" state law

annul her mar-

riage to Otis L. Dillon*, missing, the
actress claims, for five years. Trial
of the suit Is scheduled at Canton.
X. Y., April 14. Mrs. Dillon is now
at Saranac Lake. The actress says
she married Dillon when, a mere
girl after a two weeks' courtship.*
They agreed to separate after two
years.

Buckley

- Ferguson
Productions,
organized at Binghamton last

Inc.,

summer,

Bert Levey has added another
week stand to his circuit. Lyric. In
addition to the vaudeville,' a musical comedy stock- of 32 people holds

is offering (75.000 in Class
8 per cem. cumulative, participating preferred stock to Southern
Tier residents.

A

Funeral services were held yesterday for Calvin A. Brooks, 71. owner
Three theatres of the five recently of the Orpheum, Baldwinsville.
wiped out at Astoria by the big fire Brooks was an extensive operator
there were fully covered by insur- in the realty field.
ance and early erection of new
the bounds.

theatres is scheduled. The Astoria,
Legitimate, and the Star theatres
were of wooden construction and
not covered by Insurance.
TE>tablt»hed 1902

SYRACUSE,

SHORT

N. Y.

By CHESTER B. BAHN
WIETINO— Monday. Boar's Head
Dramatic Society of Syracuse University in 'The Rivals"; last half,
Sun Showers"; next week, first
half. 'The Gold Fish";
last half,
The Green Goddess."

New

Unpublished

Song Numbers
We

can supply you with the kind of tons
material you want to Improve your act
and we will gladly demonstrate those
which may prore available for use. W»
give you an opportunity to use a song
before

it

denies

the

Hlaheet Quail tie*.

AtturlMl

Ustlst
Satiifestiea

Sh*0#>
Theatrieal ani Strsat

is stale.

Room
245

404,

Call today.

Romax

West 47th

(W. of Broadway),

Bldg.,

Street

New

York, N. Y.

Wsar Silppwi.
Pataat Celt-

with

ski*
si

nil kid

trimminf er
•ttar
auade

with kid
trlmwlaa te
match.
Other medals

In
Is

Sizes

I

te 9.

A

te

er«ts er slain
all leather*.

EC.

strap sffseti

Send fsr Catalsf V.

290 Fifth Ave.
Both bet 30th
511 Sixth Ave.
and 31st Sts.
10% Discount to Theatrical Peopla

I

New "STERLING" Song Hits
"THAT SWEET SOMEBODY OF MINE"
and "EYES"
Two

fascinating Fox Trots that are captivating the world.
Prof, copies and Orchestrations free to Professionals

STERLING MUSIC PUBLISHERS

show

417 Lake Avenue, RACINE, WIS.

0> TRIX"

»

NEXT WEEK

until

At one time in charge of the music.
department of E. W. Edwards here,
Fagan also steered an orchestra that
played for society dances and later
was In charge of dancing at the
Onondaga Hotel.

TRIXIE FRIGANZA
in

was

he launched his professional career.

Manager Paul Noble of the Liberty is directing the construction of
a gigantic spectacle which he •will
call "The Burning of Astoria." for

the larg-

est audience ever assembled for a
theatrical event when one performance was witnessed by 5.705 persons. The company took in |7'J.6.ir«

Night."

one of best drawing cards

and Flood.

Pacific Four, a group of
notable singers, appeared as an
added attraction on the Liberty theatre program last week.

credit

found in

like
of winter.

"Erminie." given by the Chorat
Society of the Knights of Columbus
M. A. Anderson of Portland has at the Wleting lart week, returned a
been appointed as manager of the. net profit of about $3,000/. The proOrpheum theatre at Oakland, Cal.
duction will play the /Auditorium,
burn, Feb. 7 for one nighr.
The Oregon council of National
Motion Picture League included folB. F. lveTrh*?r will try out a new
lowing pictures on Its endorsement one next week, offering an hour's
last week: "Making a Man." "Faint dancing on the stage after each perHearts." "The Cradle of Washing- formance.
The stunt is linked up
ton."
"Hearts Aflame," "Life of with the coming on the bill of RayMoses." 'Hungry Hearts" and "The mond Fagan's Symphonic Orchestra.

The

Mutual admiration societies have
been hinted tfy persons in speaking

PALACE— Columbia burlesque.
UAYETY— Burlesque. Stock-.
FOLLY— Mutual burlesque.
CENTURY ROOF— Cabaret.

Fool There Was."

Lake of

of the praise

sixth week.

successor to Al Franks. His experience as a producer and director, as
well as a comedian immediately
made Itself manifest in his produc-

license.
All of these places will
receive a warning visit from police-

men.

MARYLAND— Keith vaudeville.
LYCEUM— "Ladies' Night," sixth
week.
ACADEMY— "Abie's Irish Rose,"

Looks

tions for Keating

WILTON

BASTABLE—Dark.
STRAND— "One Exciting

Baker in "Truth Will Out" is
announced to the theatregoing public of Portland. Harrigan has proven
himself a capable comedian as a

at the

rooms and 15 dance halls and
academies
operating
without
a

Comedian."

AUDITORIUM— "Wildflower."

233

ALF. T-

Vaudeville Representative

Albany "Evening Journal,"

N. Y.

Rovue

CARLTON TERRACE, CLEVELAND, OHIO
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SENSATIONAL
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Mother in
Ire-land I'm coming to
nough of the worlds goods for two;
Copyright MCMXXJI by Water %on, Berlin S> Snyder Co., Strand Theatre Bid*., N.Y.

STRAND THEA.

WATERSON BERLIN & SNYDER

BLDG., N. Y.

CO. FRANK CLARK,

JOE HILLER,

81 West Randolph

St.,

you.—

Prof.

Mgr.

Chicago,

111.

MURRAY WHITEMAN

LESTER LUTZ

CHARLIE DALE

HARRY LORENZ

240 Tremont 8treet
Boston, Mast.

381 Main Street
Buffalo, N. Y.

36 East 5th St.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Elgin Hotel
Minneapolis, Minn.

Columbia Theatre Bldg.
St. Louis, Mo.

FRED KRAMER

JAME8 KESSEL

MORT HARRIS

FRANK WATER80N

Superba Theatre BU'g.

Pantages Thea. Bldg.
San Francisco, Calif.

BEN FIELDS

42 Monroe Avenue

PHILIP JULIUS
Hannah Hotel

Globe Theatre Bldg.

347 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.

DON RAMSAY*

Tuxedo

Hotel, Detroit, Mich.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

Cleveland, Ohio

Philadelphia, Pa.

BEN FRIEDMAN
Market Street
Newark, N. J.
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels
*">

GRANT—CHICAGO LORRAINE

Wabash Avenue

417-419 S.

Special Rates to the Profession

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

HILDONA COURT

urniture

has been added to the management of IRVINGTON HALL and HENRI COURT, and will hereafter be
under the personal supervision of CHARLES TENENBAUM, who will greet his many theatrical friends.

rom

HILDONA COURT

IRVINGTON HALL

HENRI COURT

341-347 West 45th Street

355 West 51st Street

312-316 West 48th Street

Phone: Looguere 9114

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments

GRAND

RAPIDS,

(of the better kind
THE Dl'PLE*

THE

WORLD'S BE8T FURNITURE
Cm

Kew

Mow B«

Bouctat at This

dis-

play of up-to-date quality Furniture under

one

roof.
Furniture la all
finishes.
Shipments are

and

within

means

330 West 4.1<l Street
Long-acre 7132
Three and four rooms with bath.
Modern in every particular. Arconimodate three or more adults.
flt.00 IP
Refer communications to M.

New York

Branch Warehouse.
Tork't largest and most complete

—

grades— woods
coming regular-

of

West 43d

Street

liryant ISIS

Oae. three and four room apart ment*
with kitchenettes, private hath and telephone. Directly west of Times Square.
Room arraocrment creates utmost priv-

Open I

to 8 P. If. dally and Saturday.
Easily reached by 9th and 19th Arenue
59th street crotstown can and B.B T.
eubway at 55th Street.

Street, Just west of Broadway, containing' 1,000 rooms
pletion, and will be ready about March 1st. this year.

care.

Monthly Bulletin No. 4 on request.
Telephone Circle 9341.

with bath,

nearing-

is

RAPIDS FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATION
5I8iS20«52 2'524'S26 WEST 55 ST

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT

Hotel Claman is destined to become a rendezvous where the touch of home
be fell immediately one enters.
It's tremendous lobby, mczsantne, writing
room and artistry will quickly appeal. No expense haa been spared to make this
a monument to Claman service.

will

CABARET

valet,

and

BRYANT

7012

restaurant,

HOTEL CLAMAN

WEST

Temporary Office:— • II

NEW

STREET.

43d

YORK.

Tel.:

(Continued from page 10)

to apprehend any who may be
guilty of such violations. The plaintiff, by this motion seeks to restrain
the police commissioner and his
subordinates from- so doing. Similar
applications relating to other places
have frequently been made to the
court under similar circumstances

and

West

51st Street
6640 Circle

Hotel Florence

BEX pWORETT. Manager
ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED
COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Everything New

Phone:

°»

Under

SSSJy
1264-5

DOUBLE WITH BATH

On*
visit

from a

man who threw

WEST

44th

NEW YORK

CIRCLE
HOTEL

An

a panic
twin

Italian

cafe

(la the Heart of

STREET

Columbus

CITY
722S-29

Forties,
visited by a

near Broadway, was
of enforcement, agents last
The place Is a favorite

bank brace

week.

have

among

also

professionals;

in fact,

and 58th Street

Circle

—Phones COLUMBUS SM3-3893-1399

Real Home for
Theatrical Folk

most

New York)

with the best rate
value in New Tork

Up Single
Up Double

Rooms with

private baths:
also suites of Parlor, Bed-

|Shower Baths, Hot and Cold Water

room, Shower and Bath

and Telephone.

WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

264-268

1.25
2.00

the

In

REISENWEBER'S

Formed),

HOTEL FULTON

Overlooking Central

fire

CHAS.

originated in one of

the gasoline tanks in the automobile establishment. It is impossible
to say when the Venetian will reopen. If the floor does not have
to be relald the cabaret will reopen

next week, otherwise it will be a
month at least. Martucci's orchestra is under contract to the Venetian, but little damage was done
to the instruments.

of those patronizing it' are In the
loaded with coin, and a woman. The
Admittance may be
trio were three sheets to the wind 5SLT!!!5
secured only by means of an introand going strong with their entrance duction,
rule that Is etrictly fola
"staking"
general
accompanied by a
lowed.
The dry men, however,
of every attache in the establish- rushed
The bootlegging trade is gaining
the Iron gate when two
ment to nothing under $20's. The known guests entered. They failed recruits. It's growing unsafe for
coatroom girl cashed in on the bena
citizen to take a drink almost
to
induce
the
attendant
to
open
a
efit and didn't show up for three
The following day a
second door and promptly smashed anywhere.
Weller's
days. Some horned in from $100 to
descends upon him in his ofhorde
it.
The
only
evidence
secured
was
One person present
$200 apiece.
several bottles of Chianti on the fice or through the phone, telling
a
figuring
Different.
begin
So Smartly
went so far as to
tables. The raid caused quite some what a fine brand of liquor they
The Newest Pari*
way to "frame" the spending demon excitement among the diners,
who have just sneaked off of a boat.
Vtrtient in Springtime
and take it all. It was stated the feared arrest, which
would have Bootleggers never get booze anyModels.
lost soul carmf from Chicago with
where now excepting from a boat.
prevented
them
reaching
theatres
an estimate of $35,000 being placed
in time for the evening perform- If statistics
were gathered they
on the roll ho was carrying. The
might
ance.
woman
informer
is
predict that by July 1 the
A
said
Nr48th Open Evenings house got *p him for between $1,000
793-8thAv.
*
vw
to have supplied the Information bootlegging population of the counoti ML
try will be 70 per cent, of the whole.
leading to the raid.

FRENCH

FOOTWEAR

HARRY WELLER

E.

t

Park;

Service;

All Conveniences

Opposite N. V. A.

that the

Night

Day and

Phone: Bryant 0393-9394

each

1.50

West 48th Street
3830 Longacre

Hildona Court, 341 Wast 45th St., New York
Office in each building.

BRYANT

$ 8 and
$14 and

and $1,500 during his sojourn, and
the Broadway places have been holding prayer meetings ever since.

Greenwich Village
of the
resorts recently received a

by flashing
into the place
The walking
$10,000 bills.
came In with a boy. said to
been his nephew, who was

—

III

GILMAN, Mgr.

of the best quality In the

same de-

liveries $85. "Cut" whiskey may be>
had from $10 to $15 per case lower.
Prices aboard ship, outside the

three-mile limit off New York, are
reported around $48 a case for
whiskey. A large quantity of smuggled booze is reported having been
landed around New York within the
last two weeks, following the switch
of the revenue cutters to another
It is said the set charge
for landing liquor on the New
is $10 a case, somewhat

station.

now

York docks

higher than

it

was formerly.

Judge Wilkerson took the position thnt to close Green Mill Garden, Chicago, on testimony of girl
attaches

of

prohibition

the

office

8MARTEST FRENCH SHOES
For On and »" State.
<

II

I

*av

I

Wellgroomed Men

and Actors me

SLlKUM
GREASELESS

HAIR DRESSING
// Keeps theHatt to tlsce
At Your Drug Store, or Send S1.00 ta

T.

NOONAN & SONS

RENT

ANY SEW SET IN STOCK AT MODERATE
CHARGE—THEN DEDUCT FROM PCRCHASK PRICE.
WE HAVE MANY ATTRACTIVE STAGE
8ETTINLS YOU MAY CHOOSE FROM

CO.,

Damage estimated
done

at $30,000

hall and occupied by an automobile
firm. In fighting the blaze the fine
dance floor of the Venetian Gardens
was covered by water to a depth

of several inches.
The approximate damage anticipates the warp-

ing of the dance floor.

BOSTON

It is

Liquor quotations

was but

the Venetian Gardens,
Montreal's largest and most exclusive cabaret, by a fire which broke
out in premises under the dance
to

thought

have changed

slightly the past mor.th in New
Good rye in 10 and 20-case
lots is bringing $90 a case; Scotch

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
"SERVICE

THAT

220 West 46th Street

IS

DEPENDABLE'
NEW YORK CITY

Phone Bryant 6517

Opp. Lyceui.i Vhea:re, Hot. IJroadway

and 6th Ave.

York.

Sponsors of Short

Vamp

Shoes

NOW READY—NEW CATALOG

H. &REDUCED—QUALITY
ML

PROFESSIONS TRUNKS
IMPROVED

PRICES

8OL0 BY THE FOLLOWING AUTHORIZED AGENTS
NEW YORK-KVMIKI. NATHANS, r.ni SF.VF.NTll AVF.NIF
CHICAGO
BARNES TRUNK CO.
WEST RANOOLPH

DENVER
OEATHLOFF A SON
72S I5TH ST.

75

'•»

.j

A

New Management

SPECIAL THEATRICAL RATES:

suit.

night

office.

$ 8 and Up Single
$12 and Up Double
[Hot and Cold Water and Telephone
in Each Room.

Phone:

SINGLE WITHOUT BATH— $
SINGLE WITH BATH

-

.

Apartments can be seen evenings.

102

Three Doors from Jen*er«oa Theatre.
One Block from Loew's Theatre.
One-Half Block from Lyric Theatre.

the
the federal authorities
They have not
second violation.
takalways waited for conviction,
ing the arrests as the basis of^he

,

CHARLES TENENBAUM

during the tear

after

UP

SIO.00

-

MONTHLY

WEEKLY—

Home of Theatrical Professions
The HOTEL that stood by you

PENNSYLVANIA

and have been uniformly denied
where a justification for interfer- Junctive matters connected with
It makes the
ence has been shown without criti- liquor enforcement.
The Injunction absolute when granted
cally examining its extent.
violations.
for
place
motion Is denied."
any
against
The proceeding is usually taken by

The appeal from the United
States District Court for the Southern District of New York in the
decision granting a federal Injunction against Reisenweber's and ordering the restaurant to bo closed
for one year, under which decision
a temporary stay was obtained
pending the argument on the appeal, was decided against the restaurant by the higher court last
Previously the temporary
week.
stay had been vacated and the resIt is unlikely an
taurant closed.
appeal will be carried higher, which
Court at
Supreme
the
would be. to
Washington. The present decision
infederal
is apt to stand in all

312

Remodeled and Refurnished

Reasonable Rates

St.

-

.F

,

HENRI COURT

*

HOTEL HUDSON

Douglas HoteS
All Conveniences

-

.

HILDONA COURT

EIGHTH AVENUE

One Block West of Broadway
Between 46th and 47th Streets
Three. Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments.
MRS (JF.OKiilC H1K4.FL Mar
Strletlv PrnffHtaionnl
Phone*; Bryant ftSSO-l

207 W. 40th

'

341-347 West 45th Street. 3560 Longacre.
Each apartment with private bath,
1-2- 3-4 -room apartments.
phone, kitchen, kitchenette.
$70.00 UP
$18.00 UP
The largest maintainer of housekeeping furnished apartments
directly under the supervision of the owner. Located in the center of
the theatrical district. All fireproof buildings.
Address all communications to

THE ADELAIDE
754-756

._.

IRVINGTON HALL

Principal

that intoxicating liquors are furnished for money and consumed on
the premises. The proofs submitted
on this motion systain the basis of
that claim. Members of the uniformed police force have been stationed on the premises to prevent.
as far as they can, violations of law,

CITY

350HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
43d

com-

355

Everything modern has been provided: barber shop,
other features, at moderate prices.
Reservations can be made commencing February 15th.

CLEAN AND AIR1

Private Bath. 3-4 Rooms. Catering to the comfort and convenience of
the profeeeluet.

The rates, nine to fourteen dollars weekly, will afford any employee to enjoy
the nleaaures that only such places commanding .higher prices can give.
Highest
standards will be maintained.

CPAND

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

H

RATR8: 917.00 IP WEEKLY
CLAMAN, 341 West 43rd St.
FIFTEEN STORY FIREPROOF BUILDING
HOTEL CLAMAN. EXCLUSIVELY FOR MEN. occupying a plot 200x73 on

KVERYTHISO NEW— EVBRTTHINQ
MHFBCT— EVKBYTIUNO CUA1LANTEED

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING
323^325 West 43rd Street

acy.

WEEKLY

ly front -our Factories.

Geo. P. Schneider. Prop.

4293

THE BERTHA

economical folks)
Y AX DIN COURT

S41-S47

— Crynnt

KANSAS CITY
BOOK TRUNK CO.
•01 MAIN ST.

OMAHA

NE8RASKA TRUNK

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO
VICTOR TRUNK CO.
74

ELLIS ST.

LOS ANGELES
8ILVERSTEIN
7TH AND HILL ST.
0.

CLEVELANO
LONDON LEATHER SHOP
403 SUPERIOR ST.

HERKERT & MEISEL TRUNK
SI0 WaMhlnirton Htreet

CO.
ST. LOl'Is.

MO.

Thursday, February
POQf

t

-

r

•

•
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«
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SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOF ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHU BERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO
•

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

233 West 45th

Street,

NEW YORK CITY

r?

=^

AMALGAMATED
^w

VAUDEVILLE
Broadway,
Phone

New

12

•

^*

t\C\

Palace Theatre Buildinf
Building

^r^t\

BOOKING DEPARTMENT

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

State-Lake Building

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
NEWS OF THE

Marcus Loew's

WEEKS
Baltimore

BOOKING AGENCY

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

FALLY MARKUS

160 West 46th Street

New York

1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

LUBIN

H.

J.

General Manager

ACKERMAN & HARRIS

Masonic Temple Building

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

in

Charge

8AN FRANCISCO

red Bordeaux. 70 cents to
port wines, $1 to $3.85; Madeira wines. $1.75 to $2.15; sherry
wines,
$1.20
$3.55; vermouth
to
$1.25;
$1.75;

is

j

,

I

'

7.*)

$2.75 to $4.90; liqueurs (litre), $1.26
to $$; sparkimg Burgundies, $2.20
cents
:.. $$;
red still Burgundies,
white sMll Burgundies,
to $2;
«••. nts
to $2; champagnes $3 35 to

Seirl

St.. N. 1

$3.50;

"

sparkling

SEE

wines,

$2.65

weekly,

M

to

'

THOSE SMART THINGS FOR THE

HATS
52

WEST

46th

and

STREET,

is

belnj,

paid

The Palais de Danse

GPR.K'

GOWNS
NEW YORK

Phone: Bryant 5660

only

In

the

large majority of engagement! * or
ore lestsftt, Through the Influx of
bands into restaurants and along
w'th the vaudeville demand musicians working at other trades are
reported to have cast their regular
jobs aside, preferring the Stage Of
cabaret work, with an o ve r supply
of musics! talent in consequent

JEANE RUSSELL
JD'JT

of
is

1921.
to be

apre-

New

Coventry"

had

V.

!

dance

place,

street,

Newark, N.

80x100,
J.,

is

a

night in

"Where

and

Jam*

the

Subway
Monday

premiere
Stamford, Conn.
its

Gallagher and Shean

I

have been

signed by George White to be
starred In a new musical show under his management.

A

plea

Tuesday

of

insanity

wan entered

Harold Van Alstein. of
team of Van and
Kmerson, who was arraigned before
Judge Mclntyre in General Be—ions
on an indictment char^ine; n n with
murder in the first degree for shootthe

for

vaudeville

j

ing

and

member

,

killing Marian Mat-Laren, a
of the vaudeville act known

as tho Musical MacLarens.
The
shooting occurred in an Eighth avenue restaurant, on the night of
Jan.

12..

#

Tho

reported • sale of Georgian
Court, the George Jay Gould estate
m Lake\^ood. N. J„ to Douglas
Fairbanks was denied this week by
both parties.

The Lambs will hold a gamin
Sunday evening. Feb. IV at the
I

Globe,

New

York.

vaudeville bug,

A new revue
IftL'.T'

cago,

is
il:i u

at

called "Smilea of
Terrace Gardens, Chiit has Ruth Flach*

week,

tr. Frankle K lessen, Plosa.'e Btui
and Five Ben naders.

MINERS
MAKE UP
Est.

Henry C. Miner,

LASsbergD

new

Market
now under

bn

parstiOB to open with a decorative scheme that will cost about
general
Arthur Klein,
$10,000.
king manager for the Shuberts,

York.

its initial
in Bristol, Conn.

Auditor

had

ill

was operated on
Monday Jn the

Roosevelt hospital,

James

.

3Mth

summer

showing Tuesday

"

Fit i Rot 0341
fur Oa'sl^iMif

the

"Rita

promoting the dance hall. It will
probably work on one admission
plan, perhaps 50 cents. There is no
other dance place in downtown
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.
Newark, giving the Klein hall a
(litre), $1.10 to $1.65.
clean sweep.
Ray Miller and his
here might mean the closing of the sisted on an immediate trial and
band have been engaged for the
Sherbo
after
governor
preference.
got
secured
Pennsylvania's
a
Blackstone or Congress hotel and
music.
establish a dangerous precedent. "I claimed a contract to book his or- prohibition enforcement last week
am not convinced that tho owners chestra into the G. C. Palace for when he Issued orders that state
Results
of tho Green Mill had guilty knowl- one year from last June, alleging a troopers get down to work
Despite her reported reluctance
edge of the sale of liquor on their contract breach through d' missal came at once, especially in and
to accept a cabaret engagement in
numerous
where
Injunction
Scranton,
aroum\
December.
An
early
in
premises," -he said.
Attorneys for
New
York city, Lillian Lorraine
stopped
have
never
the government sought an injunc- was asked and denied. The Clover breweries
Sherbo's operating since the Volstead act started a local floor career last week
tion for a year, which Judge "Wil- Gardens countered that
the
at
Beaux Arts, announced
kerson refused, as he was not satis- men were lax in their deportment commenced to work. Brewery trucks
long by the Art Studio club. It is the
fled that legislative power exi.sts and that Sherbo had misrepresented and drivers were lined up In a
row in Scranton, with the drivers room recently vacated by Tex
whereby the proprietor of such a s< vera] matters.
required to give bond for appear- Gulnan, who moved over to another
p'ace can be deprived of his conance.
The breweries allege they club on 42d street. Miss Lorraine
stitutional rights.
Price list No. 13 of the Quebec have been
making non-alcoholic oft< n was solicited witl^ offers for
(Canada) Liquor Commission will" beverages,
a Manhattan cabinet appearance
tl.e
it
quotes
as
the
boys,
gloom
but refus< d, stating the did not
Duilio Sherbo's complain! against
object to the restaurant work out
the Clover Gardens, Inc., the Grand following prices per quart: Brandy*
overflowing band situation
The
gin,
$2.25
of town but could not bear the
Central Palace, N. Y. dance place, and cognacs, $2.95 to $13;
lias resulted in a drop in salaries
thought of becoming a cabaret atwas dismissed before Justice \Yag- to $4.25; Irish whiskies (26 os
It is said there are
for musicians.
traction in the city she adopted for
and $5. IT.; Bacardi. $4.7.1; ry*
i-er
in
the.
New York Supreme $3
men
band
many available
so
Scotch,
$3.30;
to
whiskies.
$2.75
herself. Miss Lorraine also has the
Court after the plaintiff had Inaround New York the scale, $*S

XV

Thmnas II. Mahony, referee in the
divorce action of Gerald ine Farrar
against Lou Tellegen and the hitter's counter suit for separation,
began taking testimony Monday in
New York. The principals were
both out of town and were represented by counsel, with Marjorie
Ketrick, secretary for Miss Farrar,
present.
The nature of the testimony was not made public. Two
witnesses, Jack Bogardue, a restaurant owner, and August Larsen,
a boatman, of v Long Beach, L. I..
Where it is alleged Tellegen lived

Ends."

ELLA HERBERT WESTON,, Booking Manager

ill*

the roi*.

Noel's comedy.

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

rhone

the late Frederic Isham. The Anderson group denied the report, saying Virginia O'Brien has been given

Bebe Daniels, who has been

CHICAGO OFFICE

M

return to Ne.;

will

for several weeks,
for
appendicitis

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS THEA. BLDO.. CHICAGO

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS

Fay Bainter

York shortly to begin rehearsals, it
said, in John Murray Anderson's
new musical show, which will open
in New York March '5.
Anderson
wrote the play in collaboration with
is

during

BUILDING,

OTARRELL 8TREETS

103 arrived Friday from
Bremen on the President Ro ..eveTt
with 16S.O00 square feet of scenery.
They will appear in New York on
Feb. 12 at the. Manhattan opera

peared.
The hearing
sumed Feb. 5.

PAUL GOUORON

and

Festival

•

BLDG.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE

MARKET, GRANT

BAILIES

(Continued from page 17)

house.

and intermediate towns

Bryant 6060-6061

NEW YORK

3580

Washington,

Philadelphia,

York,

ft

New York

PENNSYLVANIA

BOOKING

A

CS30»Aa>5^Sb ^CNSUO&VSOi.

AGENCY
1441

V

$5

Inc.

SALE

OPERA PUMPS
Gold and Silver Cloth,
Black. White,
Pink 8atin.

STAGE
Flats,

and

STREET SHOES WaS?!-

Box and Soft Toe Ballets

W. 42d St.
NEW YORK

225

VARIETY
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STARRING IN

4.

New Amsterdam Theatre— W.
i:

SAM

HARRIS

H.

Kver Told

I.ova Story

The Sweetest

"PASSING SHOW OF

4td Street

POPULAR MAT. WfcUNlWDAT.
RECL'LAR MATINLE SATURDAY.

ruiings 8.15.

t<5

A

Presents

National Institution

MUSIC BOX THEATRE
West 45th

a

sam

St.

GEORGE

Ert. 8:15. Mat*. Wed.-Sat.

fmmu

hariiis

Sttced by

Promts

irving Berlin's

1DSIC BOX REVUE'

HOWLING SUCCESS."— Eve.

Maxim Elllott'sK-.r«&KfE
HARRIS

W. 42d

Whole Wide World1

the

in

St.

Mats.

*

playing
place of

BETTER TIMES

GALSWORTHY

Hamilton has taken over the
of Hoyt's, South Xor-

walk.

MANAGEMENT—CHARLES DILLiNGHAM
GREATEST SPECTACLE EVER
8TA6ED AT THE HIPPODROME

Produced by Basil Dean

"SEASONS BEST PLAT."—Tribune

Conn.,

closed

several

for

48th St. Eva. 8:15

PI

MERTON

C.L.

—

-West 4&th St. Eves, at
YPPIlii
l/LUW
Mat a Thur. 4k Sat. at
DAVID BELASCO Presents

M

EBM\&

POM AN
•wWn/\H

M

QUIIRCRT
OnUDLni

T " et - B,w«» »* *
Bt
Mats. Wed., 8aL, t:30.
-

Hy MARTIN BROWN
with a Notable Company. Including

SIDNEY HLACKMEB
JANET HEECHER
LEE BAKER

Unit

West

Art/-Jln
/-\|J01IU

B1LUE BURKE
BOOTH
TAR KINGTON'S

—

in

Eves. «:30.
Bal> 2:30

"Sensational Succeas."
Darnton. Eve. World

—

HAVin HLASjCO Pwtnt*

LENORE ULRIC
aXDBK PICABD

Character Study b»

yANDERBILT «* SA'Sffi"
Eva. 8:30.

Mats. Wed.

&

PRICKS:

i>«t.

,

OOL

Ths Play That Succeeded

Knickerbocker
A

^

T'rTI P Thea
Wl
"•*-•
•

the

Devil.

^/^TZJill^
savage

St.
St

(

.

2:30

present

CENTURY
ROOF
Mats. Tuea,

ThM,rf

,th Ave at Fiftieth Street

Mats. Thurs

&

-

Sat..

The

bytBI'Y

BOLTON

R WA\

Louise Allen

|BEN8Y MILLER'S ffiVftSJ^
THE SELWTNS Tre^ent
^s*
JANE
****
at "JULIET"

MghU Sl»

to $2

M.

HEAVEN

BOOTH

M*t.. 73" to 82.00

— Mutlnees

CKI 1 tRION

4 Forty-fourth Street.
B. F. SCHULBERG Present!
A LAVISH PLAY OF LOVE AND SACRIFICE

Isesml Tear

Mats. Tues.-Thurs.

SM
TRANU
ARK

r\

Mats.

Joseph

Plunkel

NORMA TALMADCE
EDuUARDE

Sat. S;13.

MUSICAL PLAY

AMBASSADOR SfeSSiVil
Mats. Wed. & Snt
^^

IN ERMINE
WITH

Comedy

Musical

Eddie Dowlir.g and a Great Cast

T

Wof Hway.

I

I

GEORGTC

Aaron

In

and

IIv)fTtnan's

SIDNEY
F.irce-Comedy

GIVE and TAKE
Th " a

<lst St., nr. 6th Ave.

•

Mats. Thurs.

&

Sat. 2 20.

BERTHA

Evs

KALICH.
in

8:30.

The

Went 45th

Street.
Evening* at K:30.

A

"JITTA'S

ATONEMENT"

tragicomedy by Siegfried Trebltsch
Adapted by Ceorgn R'-rnard Sh»,w

^

-D1-' 1
EVENINf'Tat
Wednesday and Saturday at

8:20

Last

Thurs.

and

Sat.,

2:15

in

New York

Inseet Play)

Opens

"THE PLAV THAT' PITS
•I
IN III MO*"
HDC B*W»F 4 Mta St E».-nlt gs

St.

Chicago Next Month

in

Mats. Wed. and Sat., 2:30

Youth, Beauty, Romance, Wit

Make

ULUDb

MaslasM

Good Balcony Seati

st

V\t-I

Box

and

Hat.

Office: J (.50, $2. 12 5e

OLIVER MOROSCO'S MUSICAL COMEDY

UP SHE GOES
Greatest Musical Hit in

in

LADY BUTTERFLY'
—

'

WOBLfrB MOST BEAUTIFUL CHOEL'8-—

"My. idea

of a

PERFECT

Goft

musical comely,

"

Cunningham
Byron Bros Band

Cecil

Town
Stephen TtaChbu n, SUfJ,

Green

OGDEN. LTAII
Paotaeres

Alex Bros * K
Ridiculous Rlcco
ISarle

Fashion Plate Mine

Wood

Britt

Blake's Mules

DENVER

Fantuires

Pantages
We'donas
Buddy Walker
Chlsholm St Green
Bronson & Renes

C.lndlators

Great Blackstone

Wilson Si Addie
Walter Brower
('hoy Ling Foo
Canadian Band

OAKLAND
Pantages
Nelson's Catlard
Dave Thureby
Jan Rubini

Weston & Elina

&

.

(OK». SPRINGS
Pantages
(".-7)

(Sams

playa

bill

l'ueblo ii-10)

„

Bits

Lillian

Morgan & Gray

Maude

Travel

(Open week)
Ward & Dooley
Humes & Hamilton
Norton & Melnotte
Jack Ooldle
Seven Algerians
Rinaldo Bros

Tho

Kaufman &

Billy

Major Rhoads

Tollman Revue
Bensee & Baird
Charbot

TorionI

AL-

Little Piplfax

Ulakc's Mules

OMAHA, MB.

Pieces

Pantages
The Avnllons
Punt age*
Le Grohs
Penman & Lillian De Michelle Broe
Rowland & Meehan Four Ortons
McFarland Sisters Youth

LOS ANGELES

El Cota
("heyenne

&

Bright

t
'

KANSAS (iTX

Pars
Click

Pantages

Tuck a Clair*
SAN DIEGO, CAL. Joo
Bernard Co

Pan luges

Arnold & Florence
Jewell A Rita
Misa Nofcody

Farrell

x

MEMPHIS
Pantages

& Betty
Sossman & Sloan
& Merritt
BEACH, CAL. Prosper
Lillian's Dogs
Panlages
May Phillips

Gibson

L'O

Hatch

St

Rigoletto Bros
Great Maurice

Harry Tlghe
Havernann Animals

H & J Chase
ChernynofT

Klrksmith Sisters

Kennedy -& Booney

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
&

Mttjestle
Willie Hale

Frank Whitman
Simpson & L'oan
Thomi>son
Morgan St Gates
Fields Family Ford

SMITH, ARK.

The Keltons
Lambert!
Tango Shoes

Marguerite Padula

Kiwlma

Orplteum
(Tulsa

Willi t Ss Adami
Orvo *• Mora

Marshal]
'Tli.Speeders
Flo Lewis
Tama k <'.»
HOrSTOX, Ti:\.
Majestic
J & .1 Otbsun
<*•

Sector

i.s

Esther
Qygl
ft B'ldwla
Karoll Bros

in

oc-

A

SAN ANTONIO
Keyea
Huston Ray
Swirt

«•

Henry

K

I!

Orpheum
(Okie. Cltv split)
1st half
T:«n Arakts *
Kilkenny Iuio

Shireen

MnHt
Revue

Bird

WICHITA,

,li\N.

r Oirle
Three W<
Three White Kuhns
Wallace
M'C'm'k
!••

.*.

\\ llbert

* Mary Ann

OlCOtl

The Keltons
Mrs Sidney Drew

Bins A Griff

H«<nri Soott

cliff

Tangu Shoes

Chrlsl

:d bail

Althca Lucas

Id half

Jordan
ie

l>en<ai
*"

Coffman A Cai

M

St

Kellejr

Walthall
\Vhitlng Hurt
Qaatler Pony Boys
Tl USA, OK LA.

nine

nder
Broderiek
ii

LITTl.r. RO(
MsJeetle

Raymond

&

MTTtirr-*

.n

Donnelly

Morgan

&

Emerson

I

(J

sjilll)

1st half

The Nagfys
Cirindell

Mnjestlr

MiiJeKtie

*-

Jaj.s

OKLAHOMA CITY

ICeno

WORTH. TKV.

II

A Houghton

Sully

Vadie

MaJeettc

Raymond Wilbert
Haxon & Crinin*

!."•
at |:M.
at 2: JO.

&

Lillian Burkhart
Kltner & Reaney
Dotty & Lou Hart
Thalero's Circus

Lid

'

ill

(••If)

L»ach Wallin Trie

Twins

Paniafe*

Blaine

48th

Pantages

PORTLAND, ORE.
Pioree

Ritchie

Si

SALT LAKE

Palet

St

Richardson

FT.

2:50.

r

„... .Conductor

Palo

Lehman

.Ritchie

Josie Heather

Joe

WORLD WE LIVE IN

Week

23)
Exposition Four
Spectacular Sextet

Bobby

Paulacro
Clark & Story
Noodles Fagan

DALLAS, TEX.

BRADY'S TWIN TRIUMPHS

(The

Strain

TACOMA

om page

.

Eves, at 8:20.

THEA.—Mats.

44th ST.

Monday
T

MANN

Matinees Wed. and Sa»\

A.

NMt

44th St. Thea.

LOl'LS

THE LAW
WILLIAM

MARY

,

IT IS
-

Sensation

— WITH—

COMEDY

iUh

* Broadway. Efes. »:2\
Matinee* Wed. and Sat.. 2:13.

*•**

Thea W. of lUvy. Ev. 8:30
/IQTU
n CT
O Mats. Wed. and Sat.. 2:15.
tfRSATCRT LAI CIl I.NO HIT IN* TOWN —

THE MUSICAL ROMANCE

IN

fr

WILDA BENNETT & WALTER WOOLF SAN FRANCISCO

S-^
.

TESSA KOSTA

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

Broad Yi-:if and 47th Street
NATIONAL INSTITI'TIO.V"

•THE VOHE FROM THE MINARET"
STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CARL,

THE

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

CASHIER PRODUCTION

"A

A

DANCING
GIRL
SUPREME

PLAYHOUSE— W.

Direction

International Musical Success

SALLY, IRENE and

Wednesday and Sulurday

IVC'-riJ

f

A

-

The

'i

BROADWAY
Presents

C2d Street. Central
«" st
« k
E»en!nrs at 8 :U0.
x. I
Matinees
Wediieulaj and Saturday at 1:30.

WEEK

BILLS NEXT
(Continued

FT.

(

Tli Mrs.

on

JOHN GOLDEN

THE GREATEST
TRIl MPII OF
HEX \ri:i:r.

Cowl

London

THE

Amelia Summervllle

CHORUS

-STAR VAUDEVILLE BILL

™ eAt "E.
»U CENTURY
"VP w

00th St.

Evs. 8:13.

Uertle Beaumont
Russell Mark

Helen Eord

Alan Edwards
and the BEST

I

NEW
WINTtR GARDEN CASINO
v ^'Jli ^ vr
A
(ENTIRELY RKBIILT

" 1-"

WINCHELL SMITH

in.eo of

CHAUVE
SOURIS LADY
—
—

,

EARL CARROLL
WUU

playing xixth conse>cutivo tour for
& Harria with his latest Girlla

reVuc.

5— Kate & Wiley

Presente
Broiut»ay> MnMrsl Comedy Sucee'"

BALIEFF'S Fourth

Bring:

GENEVIEVE TOBIN

8? *b£T

I

Fab

OH
WHAT A GIRL
AND

PEGGY WOOD

— Mat—

Eves. 8:30.

Starred by

At

and Saturday, 2:20
Ray Comstock & Morris Gest present

SCHWAB & KUSSELL
You
RAYFSJ
t^ GINGHAM GIRL "**
POLLY
PREFERRED
with
BIZZELL
EDDIE
New
A
Comedy
with

Twice Dalle. 1:13

MONDAY MATINEE.

8HIBERT VAIDKVILLE

Al

Estlrr Orth
$2.50: entire first Bale. $1.50: entlrs
2d Bale. 50c avtrj night, includint) holiday! and
Saturdays. For
All Oreh
$2; all Bale, $l.
Best Seat*
at Box Offlca.

Evs. 8:80
Sat.

Ray Com stock A Morris Qest

-.

CAROLINE

offi-M

KIW OMKDY— WITH MUSIC
with

Teleiram

—

of

Fourth Annual Production

NOW

W. Hth

..

Matinees Wed.

F.

w.

Sp'te of

in

THE CLINGING VINE

BEST MUSICAL COMEDY."

— Evtsisi

$1.00

Theatre. W. 12 i St. T.~n :*.
.\| a s
rues., Thurs. and Sat.

I

" GLORY
S

1:20.

.

TIM
CD Cf|
llfll-O OU.

Producer and Comedian
Arkorinnn

SHUBERT

J. J.

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
THEA <"th & Bway
sCENTRAI
^.S-.ll
I aVIL
and J5

Street.

Broadway
Mat*. Wed. and Sat at 2 1.'.

"

hlxry

"SEASON

&

IS.OS, f 2 30. $2.00. $1.50

Jr

KIKI

as
A Xee

—West

From Moscow— Pari?

DINEHART A FRANK CONROY The Marvelous Musical Romance
.

Four two-story buildings 'directly
across from the Tulane theatre in
New Orleans were destroyed by
lire Jan. ?3.
The theatre escaped
damage.

Week Beginning

F.

Johannes Kreisler

"ROSE BRIAR"
ALLAN
.

THEATRE. Hth

Greenwich Village Follies

Even, at 8:15.

BEN-AMI

BUD SCHAFFER

Itarffaret

popular Mats.: Wed. A Sat.
Superb Spectacle II Marvelous Scenes

W. 44th M.
RKI A^fn Mts
ULLAJLU
Tnur &

B. A. Warren, owner of the Opera
house. Massena, N. V.. sails Feb.
7 for a trip around the world with
his family.

in

Ry
Adapted for the American Stage

LOCK
"MERCHANT OF VENICE"
Matinees Wed. and Sat at 2:o0

The new house when com-

town.

THE LOVE
CHILD
HENRY RATAILLE

as SHY
IN SHAKESPEARE'S

In

Kaiserstein A Hockstein operating the Strand. Bayonre. are
erecting a 2.">00-seat house at 25th
street and Broadway in the same

Eres.

DAVID WARFIELD

EMPIRE THEATRE

Presents

"THE MASKED WOMAN
With LOWELL SHERMAN
(;ko.

'

Direction:

week

Now

1.

2.

Beach

Tropical

"PASTIMES OF HAWAII"
SIMON AGENCY

in
pleted in May will play split
vaudeville.

AMERICA'S FOREMOST THEATRES AND HITS. DIRECTION OF LEE AND

Glenn Hunter Flo.ei ce Nash
Harry Leon Wi bum's story dramatised by
8. Kaufman and Man Connelly

L. I

WOODS

H.

HELEN MacKELLAR

Geo.
I

St. Wist.
Sat.. 2:30.

I

A.

OF THE MOVIES

vtilh

THEATBE, 42nd
TIMPC
inut. Matinees Wed. St

Charles Radd has converted tho
Keystone, West Hoboken. N. J.,
into a garage.
Business reporteJ
g£K>d.

MAT. DAILY. 2:15; EVES., 8:15

Mats. Wed. and Sat. at 2:15.

the

years.

LOYALTIES HIPPODROME
Br JOHN
THEATRE. W.

"EXELA,"

*

Dancer

management

Present*

(IK.

HAWAIIANS
PRESENT

former

division."

Al

ORPHEl'M

GEOTKALALUHI'S

AT THE

CORT

BOOKKD SOLID—

"LITTLE NELLIE KEU.Y"

A

MAD WAGS

HIS

ten
the

agent, has joined the
state tax department and
has been assigned to the automo-

-

CHABLES DILLINGHAM

Is

in

Timmerman,

George

bile

46th st Efl - * so
Sat., 2:30
Wed.

R'***

AND

New York

•

O
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CARLTON EMMY

SINGERS"

vaudeville

Sons and Danee Show

In the Nenv

Founded on W. Somerset Maugham's
Story, "Miss Thompson."

St.

23il

acts on Monday*
customary six*

'

GEORGE M. COHAN'S
COMEDIANS

"RAIN"

OWN

Post.

"Best American Musical Play

Presents

JEANNE EAGELS
in

THEATRE.

WILLIAM.

"AMERICA'S
Proctor's

1QCDTV

I

II.

MARIE

»

!

LI.

HENRIETTA and WARRINER

Town

"SO THIS IS I
"\

wtODSIDE

GRANADA THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO

COHAN

M.

the Hit of the

KENNELS

SECOND YEAR

8:30.

2:30.

RASSAltn SHORT.

WITH A GREAT CAST

SAM

West U tli St. Eva.
Mum. Wed. St Sat.

W00DSIDE

WORLD'S PREMIER MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST

>'

HUDSON

tf

OLIVER WALLACE

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

New York and London Surrey,
D Rudolf Hosier &
May EdlnKton
Staged by SAM FORREST

"CCPPCTQ"
OCUnCld

1922

ME88RS. SHUBERT

Direction

MARGARET LAWRENCE
in the
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HOWARD'OSWALD

WILLIE and EUGENE
8AM H. HARRIS Attractions
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St. Evs. 8:10
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leading, with neither

seeming to get would have been

well,

but a false

at the

a break.
note comes in when they tack a
The moneyed miss induces Laura sentimental, romantic angle on the
to slip away for the Artists' ball, situation and mistakenly try to give
with the clothes problem overcome the woman crook a sympathetic
by procuring them "on approval." part. It wae here that the story
week Jan. Wk _ .
Jack Holt During the affair Clarlbel's husband fell down.
It made a fool of the
Wanda Haw ley "makes a play" for Laura, is dishero and spoiled the punch of the
Harry Depp
On so small a detail
Robert Sellable covered by his wife, and Laura whole affair.

the Kialto.

New

tarring-

York,

John Webater
Orace Kendall.
Bddle Maloney
Carl Russell

spontaneously exits. It looks as if
everything is to be o. k. until
Laura's two children get the evening
gown the next morning and proceed
to cut it to pieces. The family bank
finally squares the ruined outfit,
though it all comes to light when
Jim wants the money to buy a new
taxi.
He orders his wife out of the
house. She appeals to Richard, who
won't come through except on condition, and ends with Jim, who has
followed her, letting the "percentage" husband have it on the jaw.
Barbara La Marr's characterization keeps her in calico and gingham most of the time. After Miss
La Marr, ZasU Pitts takes whatever
honors there are.
Sklg.

Walter McQrall

Prank Carey
Mrn JudBon
Annet'e
Oov. Kendall

Joeephlne Crowell
Julia Paye
.Charlen Clary
..WHIR. Walllnjr
Clarence Burton
Eileen Manning

Briscoe

Kelly
Pr*ie Kimball
Miller

James

Nelll

Jack Holt makes a greater Impression in this picture than in any
recently. Jt is his first comedy. He
a go-getter sort of a hero and in
that capacity manages to impress
himself on his audience. The story
itself is, in a large measure, responsible for this, for it shapes into
a picture that has suspense. There
is one angle on which the audience
is kept in the dark until practically
the last minutes and Jt is the twist
that serves to bring about the conventional happy ending. "Nobody's
Money" will go a long way toward
establishing Holt in the spot that
his sponsors want him to occupy
with picture fans. The picture is
mighty good entertainment and will
make good in any type of house.

is

Richard Tucker
Zasu Pitts
Muriel McCormac
.Mickie McBan
.
.

Unfolding a conventional tale, ofttimes screened, Preferred evidently
has an average feature here that can

make

use of

all

the prestige the pre-

showing as a special at the Criterion
may give it. At the Criterion the
film is succeeding a brief first part
that includes two comedy subjects
and a Prlzma reel.
Gasnier has

turned

a

in

likely

work from a subject much

piece of

worn

at best, while the cast is fairly

The narrative

adequate as a whole.

is the film's worst enemy.
because o? nothing else than the
abundant flotage which has been
"shot" on^other releases of a similar
type. This particular picture sticks
pretty close to its knitting without

it

relates

if

revealing any new angles. The usual
screen audience will guess the sequence of events after the initial 500
feet.

As

James

Valet to E.liot

David Butler
Betty Francisco

|

him.

There

to production the picture holds

an "Artists' Ball" episode that comes
in for a considerable display ami
looks money, thoueh there is n >th.-

photographer, and lias done nicely
Some credit
with, his assignment.
should be al'otted to those who are
resnonsible for the cutting of 'lie
film, as it is a smooth-running presen'ntion despite its flagrant obviousness. Gasnler's best bit seems
to be in an amusement park's rollercoaster ride whici> has the cameraman in the front of the car winding
on the counle in the rear *-•
v '<»»• «.
H'FMlH/houT the flip nn
'

Neiil

Co-

rinne d'Alys (born Cora Daly), who
has "taken the Rialto by storm," but
who is counselled by her manager
lover (Lewis Stone) to cease her
craving for the world's applause and
deal seriously with her work. This
is momentarily disparaged by her
with ensuing developments taking
the audience rather interestingly
through the usual five-reel span.

1

•

•

at the

pleased
The picture
p

x-vl'.v
knlgh* nf -he wh »el. CI .1 ;'•>•
gets the fa •'.fit "ten »er of the ° > <-i:ii
n
set
)
RI 'he d Bin
OWn, RftS" wbi-b i;'<»

MILLION IN JEWELS
-

';**''

liovan, who also playe tho leading ro.e or
Holmes. McH*»len
a Federal ag»>nt.
«;owan and Elinor Fair* featured. P,.;ture
Distributed
taken last' fall In «."ubn.
'••'.
Americas Releasing. At the Cameo. N
York, Jan. W.
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William Abb^t
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H'rbort/Patter

Rather better thin a fair program
it lus jiction. gome
picture,
The
pense and a brisk final reel
but
has some crudities
ture
j,

i

there are. neat twists to the story
»
development,
Something Is the matter with
\;.,.

ifoinu

5
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on the. two

l.'vca

mental slop

Rush.

the

general

storekeeper,

whose

is

the ranger.
is
the

There

stuff that has

it a.

regulation

chase

.horse features, its

automobiles and what was intended
for a real thrill, the heroine making
her way doftrn u. log chute to be in
at the death. Not a single touch of
chase stuff has been overlooked, ex-

The

it is

from start

to finish.

who

the lead-

billing didn't say

WEST

structed with the idea that it was
to go before feeble minded audiThey have half a dozen
fights, but they don't even exert

spirit
besides.
To make it
it
is only moderately weli
played.
Its virtues are that it has sonm
picturesque desert stuff with good
pictorial
effects of dashing Arab
horsomm across the sands or silWhile
houetted against Jhe sky.
Vitagiuph continues to turn out
these mediocre pictures it would
show better taste to lay off federal

'•«"

:i

McG

Mrs.

-V

tm

,

V,.:-

»e

of

v.

...

<

The

play

Ill'

.

.

.,

progresses

almost

"The
episode
With
for
sloppy, maudlin sentiment
the same love sirk
is
in all.
It
American girl tourist who ventures
elf >-n the desert alone on a moon
rfghl night, af<-r visiting an arablan
pamp in disguise as a native woman
work in the Oriental dancing
'I .,- y
.... •'
i..o
y 'li<l •' the
Joist as
reen version or Mrs. Hulls tale.
d« tli«> heroine <hei
Out ti tl
mis s D»; nlth, if you must know*)

Personally directed by

FRANK LLOYD

STRAND
IF atch

1

,

.

In with an Arabian horseman
nd tlufe-nre heft;.' love scenes, Inwho
ipted by desert outlaws

falls
;

,.
Hei«

thes'-

mercy

of
eftatn.

an

oRr»-

of a

inny

how

A Siiat

woman-made melodrnmni
i

the

!••

"

sihei o'ne's purity

New

York

MARK

BEGINNING SUNDAY, FEB. 4

the horseman for dead and
ie sivl 'Mpf*ve to ;lieir camp
her virtus trembles In the balthe

It at the

"*-

i

poi
•>

Presented by Joseph M. gchenck and adapted by
Frances Marion from the novel by Robert Hlchens.
Photography by Antonio Gaudio and Norbert Brodin.

episode
Sheik/'

ai
n
M

each other.

grade.

ther.

mere!}

A tale of tempestuous love in desert places in
which the two great screen lovers, Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien, again play opposite

suits
charging competitors with
conspiracy to keep its pictures out
"One
of the best first run houses.
Stolen Night" belongs to thn neighborhood establishment, of the second

••

tv.

is

advances have been repulsed by the
girl.
To get even he first tries to
blow up the old man and fasten a
murder on the favored suitor, who

ences.

i

,i

thr
track

:

-

the

harder

i

:

In

and

Abel.

William B. Brush prints tbla fl vp r
Directed by J. P. MOdetective itory.

|

n.

girl

,

•

'h'

The

of.

.

•'

Lut

care

,

i

•

takes

daughter of the impoverished and
aged prospector, who still holds
faith in a hole in the ground that
he has dug. The bold, bad heavy

,

.

••

where they don't care what they
at.
For the double feature
bills in this typo of house this one
will answer, but that is about all.
It is the old, old yarn that usually
serves the purpose in westerns, but
slightly rehashed for the purpose
of grinding out another 4,;i00 feet of
good Eastman stock.
The usual
ranger played by Maloney, and he
has the usual old mother that he

look

ONE STOLEN NIGHT

I

and her,
which a 1' owe the iriri r ;«;«•!
o step in grid keep hoU

western designed for
neighborhood house

tiOO-seat

themselves to make tbem realistic.
Farnum merely lunges out lazily,
first With one hand and then with
the other, and two bad men do a
neck fall.
newspaper
a
by
seen
without being
Shorty Hamilton is in the cast,
publisher, whose testimony implibut for the first time doesn't get
cates Elliot, who shields his sister. anywhere.
The picture would kill
degree
first
Elliot is arrested on
actor.
The production hasn't
murder charges, but Is absolved any
How it got into the L>oew
when his sister confesses to Corinne. billing.
bookings
is
a
mystery.
a
there
Is
The sister runs away, and
Rush.
suggestion she commits suicide via
route.
the watery
Not much to the story, but rather
deflly handled by DeMille in his
manner— A;bert E gmU pr<l8ents thIs vitaKraph
preteiKous
customary
never lavish but always in gOOU oriental drama featuring Alio© Calhoun,
main title apecifles it M taken "From
The captioning is pithy and The M.a*a«ine
taste
Story, The Arab,* " with
the
fcrlwKt
and sucn
such leaders
Dllgnt, ana
'^-"^ as _"the.
1 «o. nario
Half
by Bradley J. SmolW.
rvp _ t
public always belie\es the worst rtoubl(i bin at l^w, circle. New York,
propalay
good
is
Jiin
29
actress"'
about an
ganda for the profession.
Miss Daniels sports a nobby colThere may have been a magazine
lection" of clothes to excellent adstory called "The Arab," but this
vantage. Mr. Stone is a sincere op- picture Is a shameless lift from "The
posite, who also has the ability of Sheik."
"The Sheik" was a second
really acting when called upon. Miss rate picture and this is a second rate
Williams, too, accounted for herself imitation, cheap in east and produchandily.
tion outlay, and shabby in character
Rnoii.

,

h(»r

A hoakum
the

>

invite his wife, the latter enters
through the private studio door and,
enraged at her husband's nonchalance, slashes the portrait and stabs
She telephones
the artist fatally.
for her brother, who also enters unbeknown to the guests in the outer
Both slip away, but not
rooms.

•

" "

Truatt u.-.Ht-rn featuring lv«o Maloney.
Written and directed by William Bertram.
Una Suvall
.••.••...Leo Maloney
Kang?r

Tom WUfcM

The picture is so bad it hasn't
even decent -photography. On© or
two shots in half lights are fairly
well made, but the scenes in white
sunlight of the southwest are about

.•

It's
sffla

A WISTERN MUSKETEER

rforrid brutal

of
the quality of an amateur
It starts with Robert Townsend.
The story is as poor. It
who has "arrived" kodakist.
artist
an
rambles on and on without getting
enambecoming
Menjou),
(AdolpUe
anywhere
and the onjy ingenuity
ored with the favored and favorite displayed
Is a certain resourcefulfootlights beauty and honoring her
ness in grabbing footage.
the
for
portrait
her
with painting
At one point
Chinaman-presents
annual Parisian exhibition. Town- the hero nlth a letter
a
in Chinese
send is married to the sister of John hieroglyphics. The hero turnsMt all
parallel
Elliot, the impresario, and a
foiu- ways with knitted brows and
develops of Townsend
situation
shakes his head. After this busislighting his wife for Corinne, and
they need a three line subTownsend interposing himself be- ness
title reading "No "Wong, I'm sorry
tween the actress and her suiter, to say I cannot
read Chinese." This
Elliot.
<1etail illustrates the quality of the
At a studio party in Connne's production. -It must have been conhonor to which Townsend did not

».

youth.

some

backgrounds.
[

1

'

in

of

|

mystery.
is

and
a running

girl aid

HAPPENED

s It a?, too Wader o f an in
The domestic tragedy takes off she play
onal ganp of jewel thieves
with two u'.rls. emnlnved In a class
crown
run
the
to
trying
dressmnklna establishment. In lov< who erethrough the U. ft custom
jewels
tlvli
k!
with Jim Man™ ne. n
why
wai
•-••'•<
<".;nii>.'i, the favored one
be made t.> appear In
society
nil off '•«
--

::<<o*t

•

cept the airplane.
At the finish is the usual fadeout with the hero clasping the
ing man was and the main
worked too fast for a single handed heroine to his manly bosom. HowOUT
IT
writer in the dark to get all the ever, there is a possibility disIndependent In the Franklyn Farnum
closed in the pic lure for comedy
Rush.
Half a double feature bill at Loew'a dope, but it doesn't matter.
aeiiaa.
purposes. She Is a Mex gal about
Circle, New York. Jan. 29.
as broad as she Is* tall, that they
Plans for erecting a structure to must have picked up in Cholo town
Just a piece of film Junk. Picture
over in the east end of Los Angeles.
hasn't an excuse on any ground. contain a theatre, stores and offices Despite
Probably was made several years at Keene, N. H., have been an- face andhera sise she has a youthful
pathetic pair of eyes,
ago, judging from the women's
and every time she rolls them bedresses and has taken this long to nounced by John Bruno and Joseph
cause of unrequited love It Is good
get a showing. Put on in the cheap- Barile. The theatre is to be modfor a scream from any audience.
est possible manner. The only set- ern throughout with the opening set
Even those on Eighth avenue saw
tings are a ranch house sitting room for Labor Day.
that she was funny.
FretL
and an abandoned shed or two.
Dame nature furnished the other

tje the talk of the town
boomerangs viciously when she Is
implicated in a murder

Bars*
ing else hinting of pretentiousness S\;via
Kills
In the settings.
Karl Struss is the Jane Ane'.'

1

M

title

the desire to

personage

which
a

lence.

indirectly

theatrical

in

Some
house.
surprise in the
schemes by which the crooks get
tfie jewels through the customs.
The picture just misses excel-

World's

The

melodrama
Burke

tricky

passes the jewels to
holds the gang off
all
over the
fight
equally good bits* of

Applause" is a
screen treatise on theatrical publicity and exploitation with a twist
that a certain theatrical personage's
craving for newspaper "notices" and

"The

some

is

passage

the

in

Hum

POOR MEN'S WIVES

(

into the crooks' mansion, cracks
their safe and secures possession
of the jewels as they close in upon

.

Preferred Pictures production distributing
through the Al Llchtman Corporation. Presented by B. P. Schulberg, with Agnes
Johnston and Frank Dazey the authore and
Oasnler directing. At the Criterion, New
York, Jan. 28 week.
Laura Bedford
Barbara T.a Man-

The Heavenly Twins

they have outwitted him and
smuggled the jewels through. In
has
Burke
been
consequence
dropped from the service. H determines to redeem himself, breaks
but

William DeMille production, featuring: Bebe Daniel*, Lewis Stone and Katlilyn William* In story by Clara Beranper.
At the Rlvoll. New York, week of Jan. 2N.
Bebo Daniels
Corlnne d'Alys
».-. Lewis Stone
John Elliot
Kathlyn Williams
Elsa Townsend
Robert Townsend, her husband
Adolphe Menjou
Brandon
James Crane
Bernlce Frank
Maid to Corlnne
.Maym Kels>
Secretary to Corlnne
...Qeorge Kuw.i
Valet to Townsend

are located; later it is developed that he is the heir to the
plant and his posing as a book seller
was to secure evidence that those
supposed to be looking out for his
interests were trimming him.
He
runs into k pair of writers who.
while under contract to one pubare writing stuff jointly
lisher,
under a pen name and when the
Federal authorities come down on
them for the Income tax for that
person they are forced .to produce
someone to pass as tne famous
writer.
They seize on the book
agent and he takes advantage of
the situation and practically runs
the town, as well as the writers,
and becomes the head of the committee that runs the Governor's
campaign, finally defeating the ring
and winning the hand .of the daughter of the Governor. Then it is that
he discloses his true identity.
A comedy romance runs along
with the principal theme that also
brings laughs. The pair of players
handling this are Harry Depp and
Julia Fnye, both of whom contribute considerably to the enjoyment
of the picture. Wanda Hawley plays
opposite Holt effectively.
The picture has Robert Bchable
and Wo Iter McGrail carrying the
opening portion as the two scheming writers rather successfully, but
as the finish arrives they are rather
lost in the general «eramble.
It's a good comedy dry ma of politics that will get over.
Fred.

Richard Bmlth-B'anton
Apple Annie

sion of the crooks. It is here that
the rapid fire climax comes about.
Burke, the secret service man, has
trailed the crook's to Cuba and back,

Paramount picture presented by Ado'ph

ests

Clarlbel

cellent.
So were snots, apparently
In Florida, at the luxurious man-

WORLD'S APPLAUSE

That isn't to say that it will break
box Office Tecords, but if you can get
'em to see it they will be satisfied.
lolt first appears in the guise of
a book agent in the town where the
lumber mills of the Webster inter-

Jim Maberne

did the difference between a pretty
good picture and an ordinary program release hang.
The scenes taken in Havana harbor with the crooks signaling from
steamer to shore and old Morro
Castle in the background were ex-

Zukor.

mercy

brute and funny how they revel and
at the situation. This
r^lop over
sheik is no Valentino, however. lie's
a big. moist looking person with terrifying eyes that open round and
wide and bode our shrinking heroine
no good.
Here the "Sheik"' technique is
Instead of the swarthy
shifted.
chieftain- turning out to be a white
man in disguise, the horseman left
for dead out yonder, suddenly comes
to life after the naive technique of
a 10-20-30 melodrama of 20 years
ago, and rescues the heroine, agains
a horde of pursuing tribesmen
These wonder horsemen of the sands
are never more than 100 feet from
the fleeing hero and heroine, but
they never are able tQ close the gap
although the hero and heroino are
on one horse in the soft sand^Ain't
nature wonderful!
It turns out that the first horseman of the love scene, is not only a
disguised white man, but the very
man the heroine was engaged tc
but never
several years before,
recognized in a harem veil. He appears at her hotel in European kit
the next morning to introduce himself, but Dianith will have none of
him in regular shirt and pants o(
civilization.
So he has to go back
aud change into his disguise, while
Dianith gets into her trick native
clothes and they go forth into the
desert for a regular sentimental
wooing. That's the kind of senti-

lack Holt.
Ariioited by Beulah Marl* Dlz from the
William LeBaron Pl*y of th« mum title.
Shown at
Directed by Wallace Worsley.
1
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PICTURES
THE FIRST DEGREE
Universal f<iatur* ittrring Frank AUyo
an "Th« Summon* " by Q rf* Patu.
Adapted by Ueorg* Randolph Chester. Di-

Ba— d

—

.

rection

IMward

of

Shown

8e<lg-wick.

Lotw'i Circe, N. T. ( an double -feature
Jan. SO. VJZi.

San Daaa

at
bill,

Frank Mayo

Mary

Sylvia Hrvamer
Philo Mn uilouyb
Geo. A. Wi. llama

Will Baa*
Kherirr
Dlatrtct Attorney

Harry Carter

A feature that might have been
rip-roaringest
meller
the
ever
screened had not Frank Mayo given
It
a really corking performance.
would have been easy, too, for the
director to have slopped over, but in
this Instance Eddie Sedgwick broke
away from the Universal method
and turned out a program picture
that will convince in the popular
It
doesn't
neighborhood houses.
show Mayo at his best, and after
having seen him in some lighter
things one realizes that he would
be far more effective in comedydrama than in straight meller stuff.
The story la a semi -western, as
far as locale is concerned. Mayo is
living on a small farm and is unexpectedly called before the grand Jury
to give testimony in a sheep-stealing

Ha

esse.

he

la

does not know just what
for, but an uneasy con-

wanted

science leads him to make a confession of having killed a man a few
His recital of the
daya before.
events leading up to the killing compose the picturixation. which la
reality is presented in more or less
of the flash- back method.
His recital tells of his being falsely accused of being in on a bank
robbery in his home town and having served a year in Jail, drifts to
another town to start life anew. He
is followed here by his half-brother,
who was his rival for the hand of a
girl and the one first accusing him
of the crima. In the town where he
is starting all over again the halfbrother is again successful in raising popular opinion against him, and
ha agojn drifts on. Finally he settles on a small farm and starta
raising sheep.
His half-brother
again shows up on the scene and
tries to blackmail him.
In a fight that follows Sam believes he has killed the half-brother,

beaten by tha big man who grabs
his paralyzed arm and pulls
into its natural position, thereby
giving his body a normal appearance. After a few minor angles are
ironed out the story ends with the
girl in the former crippled boy's
arms.
picture features Russell Simp-

son, Paulina Starke and Gaston
Glass.
Ernest Torrence is equally
deserving with others of that distinction. Torrence makes his character role one of the big features of
the picture. The other members are
effectively cast with the production
in this division well looked after.

Gaston Tournier having resigned
his position with the Soclata d'sxploitation de films artlstlquaa Inter

at times is rather
hazy with the general ideas forcibly
put over by the director.
Pictures of this nature have a direct appeal. "The Kingdom Within"
has dsjajnatic value and for the general run of audiences will give full
satisfaction.
Haft.

mond

SchrtK'k.

Ralph

Graves

aiarred.

Resale Love head of the supporting comAt I.oewa Orel*. New York, as
pany.
half of double bill, the other feature being
"Bulldog Drunimond." Jan. 27.

Mild comedy-drama with excellent sentimental values and pleasing
romantic angle. The picture is based
on the efforts of a young loafer in
the slums to redeem himself arU his
success through the good offices of
a kind-hearted old cop. Light story.
not very strong in drama, but with
character study
and
interesting
sentimental passages to compensate
for the lack of "punch."
Worst pictures have been depended upon to support a program.
but this one is tucked away and
hidden under the billing for "Drunimond." and on a Saturday evening
at that, when almost any kind of a
bill draws capacity in this neighborhood. The ways of Air. bookers
Here
are beyond understanding.
wa find "Drummond," which has
been regarded as a sufficient single
feature and a pleasing nve-reeler
besides. The next time the double

HTTD80N,

nationaux. is replaced by M. Gremet
as manager of the concern, at 29
Rue des Ecoles, Paris.
Gerard Bourgeois has terminated
his work on the picture announced
as "Rene Kervan." and which will
be released under the new title of
"La Dette du Sang' (Tha Debt of
Blood).

Richard Walton Tully would be
designated as act.ve head of department of production at the atudloa
but this waa denied this week.
Tully however is to make a number
of productions for the organization.

HEW NEWARK HOUSE
_A

new

on Broad

Newark. N.

J.,

picture house

is

street.

feature will consist of two pieces of
junk.
Some sort of conspiracy

oner is brought into the room, it Hell" beat until his hair is gray. He
being tEe man that he thought he knows the people by name and nakilled. For tha finish the sweet- ture and he does his duty on the
heart, 'who came from the home theory that a bit of kindness is
town, arrived to furnish the happy worth more than a lot of rough
anding.
discipline.
Ha helps rather than
In photography tha picture stands punishes. Jerry had been a typical
out as something unusual, being loafer until he fell in love with EfTie.
The daughter of a German store keeper.
particularly sharp and clear.
direction sends tha story along He starts to mend his ways; gets
nicely and holds tha interest, the a Job ard tries to win the girl by
suspense being maintained to Jhe exemplary conduct.

had

Vandal and Delac. of

Springfield/ Mass., Jan. Si,

Wm.

tha

Fox Amusement

and numerous

offices.

is not acceptable to
Is
proposed that
tha bank finance the entire cost of
the building and lease the theatre
to tha Fox company at an annual
rental of approximately $100 000.
It is expected to begin work on ths
building about April 1.

parties,

it

Jan. SI.
to be built

INSTALLMENT JEWEL SUIT

Whether tha Para-

tha

First

and

-

ONLY*

AMERICAN MADE PICTURE

t

tory by Kenneth

B. Clark, directed by
At I>oew'a State. New York,
commencing Jan. 29.
Russell Simpson
Caleb Doming
Danny Weal
O. Walt Covington

&

lert linger.

for three daya,

A mo*

.Gaston Glaa*
Pauline Stark
Hallam Cooley
Ernest Torrence
'.

Emily Preston
Will Preston
Krleg

.

Cordon Run»all
Marl.n Feducha

Dodd
Connie

obdurate. He separates
young lovers and in despondency
Jerry takes a couple of drinks, gets
into a bar-room brawl and, as a
consequence of a hasty blow, goes
to prison for a year, leaving Effle to
is

mourn.
Meanwhile there has been a
cal change.

The new

the boy

is

dies in child-birth

and

horn a cripple.

The main

topic of the town is the
experiences of two partners in the
One had been
lumber business.
convicted of robbery and sentenced
to prison. His sister remained alone
in the town completely ostracized
by the rest of the natives on account of her brother. She is later
befriended by the cripple boy who
has reached twenty. Just at this

time her brother is released from
prison and his former partner is
killed by a lumberjack. In making
his escape the woodsman stops at
the girl's house for food. She learns
ha has committed the crime. Upon
he
knowledge
her
discovering
threatens to return and

kill

her

if

she gives him away. To save her
brother* who has been accused, she
gives out the information.
The lumberjack returns and attaoks the girl, tha cripple arriving
in time to save har life. He is badly

IKH

MADE TO ORDER

f^MACKER

!Z5f

sion

police

com-

_

A

George Fitzmaurice Production
Presented by Hamilton Theatrical Corp.
-

Miss Negri hat

any other

NEVER

appeared

American-made

in

picture

and commendation as the "best

The finish brings
young people to each other's
arms ard the finish finds everybody
happy at their first Christmas party.

cop on the force."
the

Her second American-made

picture will be

Rush.

Hunter's Csnsdisn Interests
John L. Hunter, who has been
manager for the American Re-

sales

Corp. since its inception a
ago. has purchased a large
stock Interest of the Canadian Releasing Corp., Ltd., the ally of the
American Releasing in the Canadian
territory and located in Toronto, to
handle the Ontario interests of the

leasing;

ye

--

company.
In association with J. F. O'Loghthe managing director of the
corporation, he will have the management t>f the organization, which

"THE CHEAT"
A

George Fitzmaurice Production
Preaeateel by

Hamilton Theatrical Corp.

lin,

operating exchanges in Montreal.
Toronto, Halifax, Vancouver, with a
new office being opened In St. Johns.
Several years ago while Hunter wa?
with First National he evolved the
sub-franchise plan which the organisation adopted.
Frederic Gage, formerly manager
and later
of the Empire, Syracufassociated with Famous Players,
will become general sales manager
Hs has been acting
for American.
as assistant to Hunter in the
Graaoa-YYarren organization.
is

.

Film Mfg. Compaq

"BELLA DONNA"

politi-

missioner orders Dorgan retired and
replaces him with a spruce but alien
Considerable heart interest is de- young cop, who wields a stern night
drama. stick over the district, while the
this
rural
veloped
In
Although a story of the woods the sorrowful Dorgan dons his old gray
greater portion of the production is uniform a-nights and secretly pastudio made. This is largely due to trols the neighborhood as of old.
the fact that the picture sponsors bringing help to the troubled ard
some genuine acting and does not mild reproof to the mischlevious and
rely upon the regulation styles of misguided.
outdoor work to gain headway.
Jerry is released from hail, but
There are times in the production on his return Is jobbed by an unwhen a bit of .spectacular work scrupulous politician and beaten up.
could be used to advantage with the Dorgan finds him senseless in the
picture's big asset as it stands.
street and takes him in to recover,
The action is in a small town In bringing Efflie to care for him. For
The village his unofficial interference he is sumthe timber country.
blacksmith had wished from the moned before the police commisearly days of his marriage his wife sioner and, trembling, admits his
might become the mother of a boy. fault, only to receive his commis-

The mother

is

and self-respect for Jerry. The

man

of

If this plan

both

POLA NEGRI'S

'.

Effle

Co.

structure planned to house a large
bank, a theatre with a seating capacity of 3.000, several large storee

TO ALL EXHIBITORS -

Phllo McCullough plays the
Effle's austere old father, howheavy, while Harry Carter is very ever, warns the girl she must have
acceptable as tha district attorney. nothing to do with Jerry and
c
Fred.
won't be moved from his decision,
although Dorgan does his be«t
pursuade tha old man that through
their marriage lie happiness for
old
the

>

Plana are under consideration for
tha Joint construction by the Commercial Trust Co. of this city anal

end.

KINGDOM WITHIN

1923

Anna V. Luther purchased a
Film mount people are concerned or not
Construc- aapphlre
d'Art. are arranging
and diamond bracelet
to make a doaa not appear as yet.
screen version of "La Porteusa da tion of tha house will not begin befrom Isedore Kaufman Oct. 19,
Pain." the famous old drama of fore fall.
She agreed to pay
Xavier de Montepin and Dornay.
1919, for $3,200.
Rene La Somptier will be the prooff tha indebted, ess at the rate of
2^00 Seat L. A. House Proposed
ducer, tha principal parts being
3200 a month but failed to c~o so
played by Henri Baudin and SuLos Angeles, Jan. tl.
zanne Despres. The latter is now
A naw 2.260-seat house is pro- since July. 1922, when $1,700 was
appearing at the Maison da 1'Oeuvra posed for tha corner at Sixth street still due on the purchase.
after her engagement at the MogaAs a result Kaufman sued in tha
and Western avenue, to play comMor in Peer Gynt, of Ibsen.
bined pictures and vaudeville. Dur- City Court and was awarded judging tha last few days there has ment for the full amount by deNathan Burkan brought suit bean a rumor Oliver Morosoo was fault.
After evading service the
against Eddie Polo, picturea. ta re- to be Interested.
court ordered Miss Luther served
cover legal fees due. Judgment for
The location is a rapidly growing via mail and leaving a summons at
$2,099.06 waa awarded tha attorney ons with car lines from four sides her residence, but she failed to apin New York last ^eek.
of tha town crossing there.
nesr to defend the action.

and when the call from the grand ought to be worked out in the dou'jury comes ha relates this story, ble feature proposition. It's a gamonly to find at the and that they ble for ths fans as they run it
really wanted him to testify in a now.
aheap-stealing case, and the prisDorgan has policed the "Little

Producer* Security Corp. production having th* Victor Schertzinger trade-mark,

1,

FOX PLANS HEW THEATRE

PRODUCING R£P.

R

The continuity

Universal program picture of five reels,
Story by Sinclair Lewis. Scenario by Ray-

Thursday, February

Tha first step in active starting of
Marcel Dumont la producing at First National production will be tha
the Gaston Rondea studio on behalf departure from New York for tha
of Harry Film company, a screen coast of Bail Hudson within tha
version of Jules de Marthold's play. next four or five weeks. Hudson Is
"La Juge destruction." created at to take up permanent quarters on
the Theatre Antolne. The new title the coast and la to remain there as
will be "La Juge," tha protagonists
A
personal representative of
being Pierre Magnier, Pierre Blan- tha
First National in
chard, Leonce Cargue, Dauvlllera, Rowland and the
charge of production activities.
Constant Remy and Violette Oya.
It waa reported this weak that

it

THE GHOST PATROL

%
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»
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COAST FILM NEWS

INSIDE STUFF

By ED KRIEQ
Los Angeles, Jan.

tl.

Katherlne Kavanaugh, selected
June
assistant
to
personal
*m

OH PICTUEES

Mathis, head of tho Goldwyn acapario staff, has arrived from New
York.

The engagement of Orvine Harrold for the Loew coast picture bouses
at tt.000 weekly may be the forerunner of many similar engagements
Century Comedies have signed
two new directors, Jim Davis and from the operatic field. Harrold Is agreeable to signing for JO additional
Jimmy Adams. Besides acting as weeks, but for the longer term wants more money. His contract with
directors, they will occasionally apLoew is for six weeks. Another operatic engagement is Dorothy Jardon,
pear in actor roles.
also with six weeks, and with Loew at $2,000 weekly.
Ciccollni's enWillard Mack and Frank Lloyd gagement was previously reported In Variety, likewise for the Loew time.
have been added to the Schenck
Loew has been hard pressed for extra attractions on the coast. With
They will act as advisory
etaff.
his two houses there, one each In San Francisco and Los Angeles, it beboard for the Talmadge sisters.
came a problem to secure continuous extra attractions so far away,
Mary Plckford suggests "The
Dog of Flanders" as the picture and with but a chance that the two towns could furnish four weeks at
Coogan's
Jackie
for
suited
the utmost. Taking McVicker's, Chicago, and the Delmonte, St. Louis,
best
At the "Kid's" new head- neither a Loew house, but extremely friendly, it gave six w-eeks
talents.
at the
quarters it was announced that no
decision has been made as to what outset, other than the added, time of prolonged engagements. Marcus
bis new picture will be.
Loew made up his mind about the necessity of big extra attractions on
Frapk Mayo is the latest victim the coast when recently out there. The first one sent from the east
of Kleig eyes. His case was ana- started business going at both Loew theatres, and the operatic engagelyzed, and it is» thought that he ments are expected to keep the business boiling.
With the operatic
will have to give up his screen
people much publicity should be secured. They agree to three performwork temporarily.
ances a day during the week, with four daily Saturday and Sunday.
Now that Wallace MacDonald
Several agents who have tried to develop the field of booking specialty
has recovered fro/n his Illness, his
wife, professionally known as Doris attractions into the big picture houses admit discouragement.
Most of
May, will return to screen work. the exhibitors, even important ones, reveal queer ideas of vaudeville
Doris has' been nursing her hus- salaries. A house of more than 2,000 capacity near New York, recently
band for the last four months.
made inquiry for acts. In the list submitted was a "girl act" with two
Thed4 Bara Is due in California
1

principals and six girls and the set price was $600. The best the exhibitor could offer was $250, which represented a net loss to the act. The
theatre couldn't be moved to a better bid. The exhibitor's explanation
is that he has to pay so much for his film feature that be cannot add
much for extra attractions. Thus history repeats itself. It used to be
the vaudeville man who economised on pictures because his bill coat so
much. It la related f hat when F. F. Proctor first Introduced pictures In
New York the film exchange man figured on $100 a week $25 for an
operator and $75 for service. Proctor declined and the deal was made
by Proctor promoting a head usher to be operator at an increase of $5
a week in salary, and paying $15 a week for a single reel.

—

While there Is no d.ssatisfaction
Arti.sts, it is reliably reported from

among the Big Four

of the United

a danger that a
The break if
comes from the present
Since Chaplin's contract with First National ran out he has been deluged with offers. Among them are offers
difficult for any sane man to overlook.. Griffith, Fairbanks and Pickford
will stand in line and it is possible Chaplin will as well, but those offers
are before him. If Chaplin breaks, the chances are he will go with Joe
Schenck. Last accounts said Schenck had the rail with the comedian
the Coast there

break

will occur in the ranks.
outlook will be from Chaplin.

-Is

it

as far as offers are concerned.
Schem-k is building up something besides a picture money proposition.
Without Chaplin he has a list of stars that would make any film man
gasp. With Norma Talmadge to head it and her sister Constance, besides Jackie Coogan and Buster Keaton, if gchenck adds Chaplin he would
be pretty near holding a royal flush of picture cards.

Exhibitors the country over are raising a howl over the new exvaluation being placed on the Mack Sennett production of
"Suzanna," released through United Artists. The production was scheduled for distribution by First National and the franchise holders of that
organization all have the original valuation for exhibition that was
placed on the picture by that organization. When the switch came the
Abrams organization placed a new valuation on the picture which was
practically an increase of 100 per cent.
That ia what la sending the
exhibitors in the air. They are comparing figures and refusing to pay.
hibition

shortly.

Marshall Neilan must have reallam, for in hla newest film, "The
Ingrate," one of the scenes requires a hospital. Instead of building a set Neilan went to a local
hospital and shot the scenes with
regvlar doctors and trained nurses
as t le principles.

Mae Busch's first screen kiss,
says her p. a., goes to Richard Dix.
This happened while filming The
But why the "screen."

Chrfstian."

X

hn C. Flinn

is in

Los Angeles.

Louise Fazenda, of comedy fame,
Is stepping out of slapstick to play
the role of the Swedish maid In

Warner Brothers' "Main

Street."

The structures and the stage

of

new Warner Brothers

business
are going rapidly ahead and
will be completed about March 1.
the

office

—— ^—
-

Myrtle Steadman is now working with the Sacramento Film Corporation, in- "Temporary Marriage/'
her first production since "The Famous Mrs. Fair," in which she
played the title role.

.

**frlrftj

Eva Novak, whose last picture
with Lasky was "Tigers Claw," la
now with Fox.
Mildred Harris slipped into our
midst very quietly the other day.
Miss Harris is spending her vacation here in preparedness for going
on another Orpheum tour. She may
also" 'enter the films under the Fox
banner.
A. Linton Wells, former local
Mack
sued
has
Bennett for $10,000 which he claims
la due him for writing "Suzanna."
Wells alleges he was to receive
credit, which he did not get, and
also a royalty from a novel on the
aame subject which he claims to

newspaperman,

have written. The film credits the
story to Harry Sinclair Drago.
Wells admits Drago was called In
to brush up his work.

Two hundred and

fifty

thoussnd

dollars damage was done by fire to
the laboratories and equipment of
the Fine Arts Productions at the
historic old Fine Arts Studio. Several studio employes narrowly escaped injury and burns.
»

SCENARIO WRITER WINS SUIT
Merle

Johnson,

scenario writer,
for $500 and

was awarded a verdict

costs in his suit against Iroquois
Productions, Inc., for services rendered in retitllng "The Valley of
Lost Souls." Judge Murray in the
Third District Municipal Court decided from the briefs after Caryl. S.
Fleming of the Iroquois company
testified
he understood Johnson
was- working "gratis," and later
stating that Agnes Egan Cobb, who
distributes the Iroquois and Fleming pictures, had agreed to pay
Johnson out of the picture's proceeds.
Mrs. Cobb testified, contra*
dicting Fleming.
Mr. Henry Ring acted for Johnson.

All Exhibitors
in

Michigan

Rend our magazine published every
Tuesday
If you want to reach this clientele
there is no better medium.
Rates very low

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH,
411 Free Press Bldg.

Publisher.

DETROIT
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FAIR BIZ LAST

BETTERMENT IN FILM HOUSES

Thursday, February

BOSTON NORMAL

WEEK

MANHATTAN LAST WEEK

"Robin Hood" Opens Saturday
at Stanton
Success of
"Exciting "Night"

$48,000 at Capitol— "Omar" Got
$26,000 at Strand— "Big Game" Did $12,000 at
Lyric—"Robin Hood" This Week at Capitol

Teg" Drew Over

A

ilLght all around
receipts
office

betterment

was

In

reported

alone Broadway last week, with the
picture that got top business forced
through a
out of the Capitol
previous booking, although the attraction would have been entitled to
hold over on the business that It did.
Thla was the Metro's "Peg o' My
Heart" forced to make way for
"Robin Hood," set for two weeks at
the house.

At the Strand "Omar the Tent
Maker" pulled a satisfactory week's
buslnese touching about $26,000,
while at the Rlalto "Dark Secrets"
than the
$1,000 more
house did the previous week.
"Knighthood" played Its third and
final week at the Rivoll with the
receipts dropping about $1,000 under
what they were the week before. On
the three weeks the picture did a
gross of $83,700. It had previously.
played for 15 weeks at the Criterion.
"Hunting Big Game in Africa" at
the Lyric is holding up strong and
getting a great highbrow play as
well as popular patronage with the
class magazines boosting it strongly..
The speculators are in front of the
house, a sure sign of big business
and the house management is giving

drew over

them a

fight.

Last week a foreign picture.
"Milady" at the Cameo, received fine
notices from the daily papers although ail of the trade papers

panned

Incidentally it did the
It.
best week's business that house has
in a couple of months for Ameraround
ican
getting
Releasing,

had

$4,400.

With 8. L. Rothafel sailing this
week for Europe the program at the
Capitol has been set for the next
four weeks. "Robin Hood" opened
to $12,000 Sunday and followed it
with $7,900 Monday and did a little
with
better than that Tuesday
$55,000 on the week looked for. The
picture will holdover next week and
be followed by "The Christian" for
two weeks, after which Marshall
Nellan's "Minnie" goes in for a
week.

Estimates for last week:
Astor— "The Third Alarm" (F. B.
Seats 1.131. Scale: Evc-s., $1.50).
Terrific amount of
week.
"^ifth
"paper" out, especially placed in the
lower end of the city in the shipping district. That makes it appear as though the picture wa>
doing business, Instead of which it
just about got by on the rental
guarantee and the advertising last
week, when it got around $6,000.
Cameo "Milady" (/ merican Re-

O.

—

Seats 600.

leasing.

Scale:

55-75).

With foreign-made picture panned
by trade press and unanimously
praised in dally papers, house had
biggest week in two months, playing to $4,400.

Capitol—"Peg

©'

My

Heart"

Seats 5,300. Scale:
Eves., 65-85-$l). Pulled prize business of Broadway last week; $48,875
on week.
(NazimovaCriterion "Salome**
Seats 608. Scale:
TTnited Artists.
Last week fourth
Eves.. $1.50).
and final of Nazimova picture, with
four weeks grossing about $36,000.

(Metro-Screen.

—

Philadelphia. Jan. tl.
The blur noise in the picture field
here was the announcement in the
middle of last week of "Robin Hood"
at the Stanton, this Saturday, with
the probability of at least a fiveweek stay. The end- of- the- week
opening has been quite the custom
at a number of the Stanley hduses
lately,
but it has surprised the
knowing ones in this case.
Last week's business was pretty
good all along the line, although
New House and Rain Cut into "Kick In" started weakly at the
Stanley. It was not up to the reGross Business in Eight
cent average of the house.
Griffith's "One Exciting Night"
Theatres
held up famously at the Stanton
and its success decided the Stanley
people in keeping it in for another
week. The Aldine had a fair week
Los Angeles, Jan. SI.
The outstanding feature of the with "Missing. Millions." but here
week, cinematically and theatrically, again the gross was below recent
was the opening of Grauman's new levels, while the Karlton. with "The
Metropolitan. The dressed -up crowd World's a Stage," was rather better
all attended.
Naturally the "Met" than this house has turned in for
cut into the other theatres' re- the last few weeks.
ceipts a new house always does
The big noise this week is the
but the rain, which played almost wallop scored by "Fury," the new
a week's engagement, cut the Barthelmess film at the Karlton. It
grosses of all. The estimates:
is the first of this star's pictures
Grauman's
"Anna
Ascends" which haven't played at the Stanley
(Paramount) (seats 2,200: prices: of late, and the change is said to he
nights 40-55; mats.. 25-35).
Alice due to a desire on the part of the
Brady featured. Larry Semon'com- First National people to get an early
edy, "The Agent," companion fea- booking.
The Stanley also looks very sweet
ture.
Took 413. 350.
California
"Gimme" (Goldwyn) this week with Victor Herbert con(seats 2.000: prices: nights, 35-75; ducting and "My American Wife" as
mats.. 25-55). Rupert Hughes pro- the film. This is the second anniduction. No particular star. Music versary of the opening of the Stahconcerts (daily) used as magnet. ley. The combined bill has resulted
in big business, though the picture
Receipts $12,000.
Grauman's Metropolitan
"My "has not been enthusiastically reAmerican Wife" (Lasky) (seats 2,- ceived.
The Aldine will also probably beat
400; prices: nights, 50-65; mats.,
35-50>.
Added attractions opening last week's gross with "Thorns and
the
Blossoms,"
leaving
week: Wright ballet (25 people); Orange
Easter and Hazelton, dancing and Stanton, with "One Exciting Night"
five
days
and
falling
off
in
its
last
patter;
Waring's Pennsylvania's
and Murtagh's organ solos. First rapidly, as the only one of the four
few nights sold out in advance. big houses to fall below last week's
business. The success of this GrifTakings for three days, $7,800.
Kinema— "Fury" (First National) fith picture, by the way, has been
(seats 1.600; prices: nights, 35-75; linked up with the overwhelming
mats., 25-55). Richard Barthelmess hit of "The Monster" on the spoken
stage.
Philadelphia seems to be
starred. Grossed $12,900.
Grauman's Hollywood
"Robin right in the middle of a craze for
Hood" (Fairbanks) (seats 1,800: the wOozy. mystery stuff, a craze
prices:
75-1.50;
mats.,
50-1.00). which apparently was not exhausted
Slight pick-up indicates extension by the long run of "The Bat" last
of closing date, or expected closing season. The photoplay critics generally panned "One Exciting Night,"
date. Took $15,500.
Grauman's Rialto— "To Have and but the fans have again reversed

LOS ANGELES'

NEW

METROPOLITAN OPENS

—

—

—

—

—

to

.their decision:

Hold" (Paramount) (seats 800;

Estimates for last week:
mats, .;5-55).
Stanley—"Kick In" (Paramount)
Receipt $18,700.
Loew's State— "Hearts Aflame" started weakly Monday, but gath(Louis B. Mayer-Metro) (seats 2.- ered force. Not matinee getter that
000; prices: 35-75; mats., 25-55). some recent pictures at this house
Max Fisher and orchestra and Rose have been, and went better with
Gross around
Perfect also on program, styled a men than women.

prices:

No

nights. 55-85:

star.

.

"three-star bill" in billing.

Biggest

has

-

done

AND TALOMAR'

'KICK IN'

WEAK
Extra
licity

IN

KANSAS

Attractions

CITY1

and Pub-

Help—"Dr. Jack"
$2,000 1n 2nd Week

Don't

last week just under $8,000.
Off
"Poor Men's Wives," Llchtman release, opened Sunday under rental
arrangement.
Kansas City, Jan. 31.
Lyric "Hunting Big Game in
-The Newmans Bhot three ParaAfrica" (Eugene Roth. Seats 1,400.
mounts
against
"Dr. Jack," held for
week.
Fifth
Scale: Eves., $1.50.
the second week at the Liberty, but
Wow of street as far as pictures in all
were duds, as the Lloyd comedy
Business
for run are concerned.
continued to draw those who wanted
climbed. Over $12,000 last week.
(Para- to forget their troubles, although
Secrets"
Rialto "Dark
the week was far from the financial
65-85Scale:
mount. Seats 1,960.
Nearly $19,000 on seven days. success of the first week's showing.
99).
Indicates house can pull great deal With one of the papers running
stronger when It gets pre-release "The Pride of'l'alomar" as a serial,
the management of the Royal figfirst run than when it has to follow
ured the picture would be the one
Rivoll.
Rivoll
"Knighthood" (Cosmo- best met of the season, but it fell
far below expectations and the week
2,200.
Seats
politan-Paramount.
Third and final was reported the worst since the
Scale: 55-85-99).
week of Marlon Davles special; hoi "days.
The Twelfth Street, another Newabout $18,900, $1,000 under business
man house, was also off, "Dark
of second week.
8trand—"Omar, the Tentmaker" Secrets" falling to appeal to the
(First National. Seats 2,900. Scale: drop-ins, upon whom this house is

—

—

—

Qood

week's

business,

gross going to $26,000. Second of
Richard Walton Tully production
with Guy Bates Post as star. Thi.«
week house doing business with
"Dangerous Age."

ROTHAFEL'S FLYING TRIP
S. L. Rothafel is making a Hying
trip abroad. He sailed cm board the
Berengaria on Monday and will arrive in London on Feb 6, remaining
there three days at which he will be
entertained at three specials dinners, at one of which he will address
the exhibitors of Great Brltian. Re-

turning he sails from London on
Feb. 10.

\

—

yet.

—

The

80-50-85).

(Capacity, 4,000; scale, 50-

$23,500.

Got 75 evenings).
8tanton
"One Exciting Night"
$11,000.
Mission
"Suzanna" (Sennett) (United Artists). Last five days for
(seats 900; prices: nights, 35-1.00; Griffith thriller, which naught on bemats.,
35-55).
Mabel Normand yond all expectations and started to
Last
starred.
Slight falling off in busi- slip badly only this week.
week's gross again In neighborhood
ness, but took $9,000.
of $12,500. "Robin Hood" announced
to open Saturday. Figured to stay

week Loew

For the Newman, great hopes
were expressed for "Kick In." But
the box office failed to show the
rrross needed to make the week any-

"One Exciting

_

Night" this week.
The numerous drop- in houses on
Twelfth street are grinding day and

giving some llrst
runs and many of the big pictures
that were shown at the leading
houses only a few weeks ago.
Last week's estimates:
night for

10-15,

—

Newman "Kick In" (Paramount)
Scale, nights, 50-75.
Seats 1,980.
BerJ Lytell and Betty Cqmpson.
Extra attractions. Critics lavish in
praise of picture, but business off.
Around

$12,000.

Royal— "The Pride

of

Boston, Jan. tl.
weak of normal weather, with
the houses In town showing only the
•Hottentot" Film Crowds 'Em
ordinary run of pictures and nothNazimova's "Salome"
In
ing sensational being done fn the
advertising and publicity line reDisappoints
There
sulted In usual business.
were some losses registered at the
Modern and Beacon, two downtown
San Francisco, Jan. 31.
theatres of limited size where the
With "The Hottentot" the Tivoll
business the week previous had
jumped to what is the top-notch last week justified its slogan of "tha
figure because of the switching of picture's the thing" for business
the bills to allow for a Valentino leaped materially from the opening
picture star got in his personal visit performance and kept up a good
stride the first week. A clever pubhere.
The Orpheum people are looking licity campaign was launched for
for one of the biggest weeks ever the feature.
At the Warfleld the first Technirecorded next week when they Will
have for a vaudeville headliner an color production "The Toll of the
act composed of 50 youngsters Sea" featuring Anna May Wong,
selected from local talent. This act pretty Chinese star, was well rehas got plenty of advertising and ceived by the critics and busineaa
has been in rehearsal for some time. was satisfactory.
The' Granada presented "Thelma"
The best business the house ever
did have was $24,500, and it Is which did .not hold up to the usual
claimed that figure will go by the receipts.
•
boards. It is believed the manageConsiderable disappointment was
ment is just a bit over optimistic. expressed by patrons of the Imperial
Last week the Orpheum did $18*700. over Nazimova's "Salome." It naa
The State traveled along at what not proved the attraction figured.
California
is the regular midseason pace for
"A Daughter of
this house, hitting $16,000 for the Luxury" (Paramount). Seats, 2,700;
week. "Robin Hood," at the Park, scale, 55-90. Agnes Ay res. Played
again registered $8,000, about on a to $14,000.
par with the business done the week
Granada "Thelma" (F. B. O.).
before.
This picture has only a Seats. .2,840; scale, 55-90.
Jane
short time left to stay here and is Novak. Got next to top money for
rapidly taking care of all the busi- the week with $15,000 gross.
ness that will come to it. With a
"Salome" '(United
Imperial
good break in the weather the final Artist Seats. 1.425; scale, 35-75.
week the picture is expected to go Nazimova.
Disappointed with a
as high as $10,000, and this will be gross of $8,000.
off over $2,000 from the business
(Pathe).
Portola
"Dr.
Jack"
that was done the second week it Seats. 1.100; scale, 50-75.
Harold
showed here, and which was the Lloyd, sixth and final week. Got
biggest business recorded for the $5,500 .strong for length o( run.
house in its history as a picture
Loew's War-field— "The Toll of the
place.
Sea" (Metro). Seats, 2.800; scale,
Estimates for last week:—
55-75.
This Technicolor picture*
Loew's State— (Capacity, 2,400; praised by critics. Gross, $18,000.
scale, 25-50). Did $y6,000 last week,
"The Third Alarm**
Century
about normal for this house under (F.JB. O.). Seats, 1,800; scale, 36ordinary conditions. This week us- 50.
Heavily advertised and with
ing Alice Brady in "Missing Mil- some
publicity
stunts
excellent
lions," with Gloria Swanson in "My started well. Returns around $6,000.
American Wife" underlined.
(First
Tivoli— "The Hottentot"
Park— (Capacity, 1.100;
scale, National). Seats, 1.800; scale, 40-75.
50-$1.50). Seventh week of "Robin Picture making good. No extra atHood"; one more week to go. Busi- tractions. Built up steadily, finishness last week iri neighborhood of ing with $11,000.
$8,000.
Frolic Around the World in 18
Modem (Capaolty, 800; scale. Days" No. 2, and Hoot Gibson in
28-40). House last week did $6,000. "Kindled Courage." Only $2,800.
This week "Bulldog Drummond."
Short time ago at Hollls in legit.
Beacon (Capacity; scale and atCHICAGO'S PICTURES
traction some as Modern and business last week About the same as Some in Second Week Leading
that of the sister house.
Gross $38,000
Tremont Temple is still using
"The Ninety and Nine" with this,
Chicago, Jan. 31.
the final week of the picture. Noth"Qulncy Adams Sawyer" at tha
ing listed there after this week and
Chicago, with a full page In favo-ed
policy of house will probably be of
newspapers and a double column
irregular sort for balance of seaadvertisement in the others; "Java
son.
Head"
at McVicker's. with Ciccolint
"Knighthood" has been released as extra added stage feature, and
for one of the Gordon houses downDays." just
town, and is also to be shown at Wallace Reld's "Thirty
being exhibited here at the Barbea
other houses in the city and In the
be*
fl
outside districts. The showing Is at Loop, are among the new
week.
"pop" prices although the picture Ing exhibited in the loop this
week
played the Park six weeks ago at a "Robin Hood" Is In Its second
at the Roosevelt. "Fablola" Is in it*
$1.60 top.
second week at the Auditorium,
where business is largely due to ac-

Palomar"

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

tivities in church and religious circles. "Monte Cristo" Is in its sec-

BUFFALO IN FOR RUN

OF GOOD RECEIPTS

five or six weeks. (Capacity, 1,700;
scale. 50-75 evenings.)

ond week at the Randolph, where A
William Fox feature gets a look-in.
Estimates for last week:
Chicago "Peg o* My Heart"

—

(Seats

(Metro)

4,200;

nights.

66).

Same draw play had and much AtKarlton— "World's a Stage." Generally panned In dailies anfl showed Hip Obliged to Split Week to tributed to Laurette Taylor. Around
$38,000.
only moderate building power, but
Take Up First Runs—
McVicker's— "My American Wife"
three names pulled fans in numbers
(Paramount) (Seats 2,500; nights,
and film is due to have a second
Vaude
Helps
Gloria Swanson. Show sur69).
downtown run. Gross $5,500. (Capacity. 1.100;

rounding the feature pleased. Little
over $23,000.
Roosevelt— "Robin Hood" (Fairbanks) (Seats 1,275; nights. 55).
Film revived Interest In this loop

scale. 60.)

Aldine— "Missing Millions" (Paramount). Poor choice for this house
and In face of another crook drama
at Stanley did little of any account.
Gross of around $7,000 claimed
(Capacity, 1,500;

scale,

50.)

Buffalo, Jan. SI.
Business has held up steadily at
local picture houses for past fortnight.

theatre.

Rochester, N. T., Jan. 31.
Fait, Jr., is the new
of
the Eastman.
The
post has been vacant since Charles
H. Gouldlng, its first manager, reArthur
signed some months ago.
Amm, assistant manager, has been
acting manager.
Mr. Fait is a native of Baltimore
and has been connected with theatrical enterprises since an early

William

manager

the Sunday night situation,
playing day and date feature film
with Hippodrome and five feature
acts from the regular week Bill, has
had but little effect on other houses.
Last week's estimates:
Loew's 8tate— "Toll of the Sea"
(Capacity, 3,400;
and vaudeville.

age.

He came

from Mexico

manager

to Rochester direct
City, where he was

of the Olympia.

A

Saturday

nights, 30-50).
Strong bills
with picture in for favorable comment. Considerable extra advertisscale,

including billboards, to offset

raise

and

in

Gaining steadily
from about $1 3.000

prices.

jumped

Subscribe for

.

previous week to $15,000 last week.
Lafayette
Square
"Notoriety"
and vaudeville.
(Capacity, 3,400;

—

scale,

nights, 35-55).

Still

moving

along at top speed. Raise of 5 cents
of doubtful expediency at this time.

(Paramount). Seats 890. Scale, 35Buster Kcaton comedy and
added feature. Picture given great
story run
in
publicity through
paper, but failed to create unusual
About $6,000
interest.
"Dark Secrets"
Twelfth Street
Seats 1,100.
Scale,
(Paramount).
10-25.
Dorothy Dalton. Neighborhood of $1,800.
Liberty— "Dr. Jack" 2d week).
Seats 1,100. Scale, 8"), 50). Business
held tip fome better than average
for this house, but about $2,000
made first Week. About $6,000.
Opposition first runs at the vaude50.

—

Between $14,000 and $15,000.
Hipp
"Kick
In"
first
"Daughter of Luxury" second

—

\&

half;

That

half.

(Capacity
2,400;
scale,
nights,
35-50).
Running along at splendid
rate with practically straight picture card. Split bill last week with

ville

Globs.

second week in some time. Last two
weeks probably among best house
has had In some weeks.

way

the certain

is

receive

it

to

regularly each

week

main strength first half. House in
position where bookings are forcing
split weeks despite many of features
could stand for entire seven days.
Forced to play features rapidly or
else lose .first run privileges.
Hit
$1 1,000 1st week.
Olympic
'The
Flirt,"
second
week. (Capacity. l.SOOy scale, nights,
25-35). First picture held Over for

"Hungry Hearts,"
houses:
Pantages; "The Marriage Chance,"
Mainstreet;
"The Ghost Patrol,"

like $26,600.

Film on Einstein Theory
private showing will take placa \
morning at the Rivoll,
New York, of a picture demonstrating the Einstein theory of relativity.

—

ing,

Something

Randolph— "Monte Cristo" (Fox)
(Seats 686; nights, 60). "Will never
die" was the slogan line In front of
the theatre and the amusement
seekers believed it, spending $6,200.

Entrance of Shea's Court Street
Into

FAIT MANAGING EASTMAN

dependent.

thing but ordinary.

WITH NOTHING EXTRA

Eventful
•

—

box

TIVOU DID BUSINESS

Week Brought on Nothing

Last

FOR PHILLY'S FILMS

IN

1823

1,

Annual subscription $7
Foreign

—

(incl.

Canada) $8

ADDRES8
!

Variety,

New York

•

•

*

j

«

'

•

—
.

PICTURES

Thursday,

POOLS HOLDING AMUSEMENT *»

READY TO BE SIGNED

STOCK PRICES IN CHECK

.

•

'

Plan Seems

Be Marking Time

to

Until Ripe for

—

Ad ranee Dullest Week in Mentha in All
Issue*—Loew Off to 18Vi

Spring

The

W

DOUBLE-HEADER A FROST DETROIT DOES WELL

UNIFORM CONTRACT

'

dullest

week

fee

month* la plexion could bo pat upon Loew If It
waa deemed desirable. Metro, lastead of being a drag oa the cir-

the whole amusement stock group
encouraged the belief that the four
listed securities are pretty wall under control of pools, mora anxious
to bold prices la check than to inThe
spire a premature upturn.
earns condition appears to he genspecialties
to
the
the
amongeral
entire

list.

a

Is

now

Last Wednesday It waa bewould be closed,

tract.

lieved the contract

reported

cerned to be present and has askt d
that the Motion Picture Theatre

January and February art norThe only development la Curb Owners of America, the New York
mally quiet months, during which trading waa the continuation of the State Exhibitors and the Theatre
operators in cliques lay their plans operation In Triangle. A round 19,- Owners'
Chamber of Commerce
for March-Juno period. The amuse- 900 shares changed hands cloee to have their executive committees
ment pools seem content for the the new high mark of 29 cents. The present
to meet with that of his
present to maintain stocks close to
the old bottoms where gradual accumulation can he accomplished.
Below It appears to bo the trading
area for, Orpheum and Loew, and
84 looks like the Famous Players
level.

What la going on in Goldwyn nobody knows, except that there la not
likely to be much accumulation
there.
The Goldwyn stock is split
up in large blocks between at least
three factions, and the possibility of

report of cancellation of the preferred having been disposed of, the
sharpshooters took a new tack. The
story now is that a largo amount of
money may come into the treasury
as a reault of adjustment of accounts
with S* A. Lynch and other old
franchise holders, but possibilities
in thia direction are re garded as
highly questionable.
The summary of tranamctieas Jaa. M to
II,

Inclualre:

STOCK EXCHANGE

Thuraday—
any one of them stepping out at Fam.
Play-I,...
attractive levels deters outsiders Ooldwyn
Loew.
InC
from playing with the issue. Bull
Orpheum
tips have been in circulation on
Friday—
Goldwyn right along, but have at- Fam. Play-L...
Do. pf
tracted small following. Big board Ooldwyn ..„..
houses won't deal in the stock on Loew. inc......
Orpheum
a margin basis, but insist upon cash

Sales. Hlsh. Low
1,200 85* 84V

88

?&

000

Since then the effort haa
been toward cautioua, steady accumulation of stock. Brokerage houses
are reported carrying considerable
orders for Loew anywhere below 19,
but not much changes hands.
It Is expected that when the spring
m.irket gets into its swing (regarded as certain unless the European
situation Interferes) the market will
begin to hear talk of a Loew dividend in June, and that will be the
signal for active bidding for stock,
both on pool and outside speculative
account.
A very 'favorable com-

18

18

8444

8444

—

6%

8%

1,800
8$
8.800 10V4
800 18

HARRY COHN EVADES
ALIENATION

—
—7

Leaves for Coast
Jury Disagrees

Wednesdayram. Play-L...

Da

18% 18%
18

It

Ooldwyn

1.100

Loew, Inc

L400

Orpheum

No aalaa.

Salea.Hlsa.Law

Friday—
Triangle

8,000*20

SaturdayFilm Suap

8,800

16

8%

100

Monday—

Trtancl

•

18

.

8%
Ml

Tuesday—

No

*

Cents a share.

to him as his
fectly constructed.

Cohen who was asked

the meeting, sent word to the
organization requesting the
hearing be postponed to a future

Hays
date.

to 5 for

Tuesday afternoon Harry Cohn
New York for Hollywood, nar-

left

rowly escaping being served with
papers in an action said to have
been started by John Howard Cromwell against him for alienation of
the affections of Mrs. Rose Barker

Detroit, Jan. 81.

Show

While Cohn was speeding westward that day the Jury in the divorce suit tried in White Plains, N.
y\, for nearly two weeks, disagreed
after locked up for 10 hours and
returned no verdict. The Jurymen
stood seven to five in favor of Mrs.

Cromwell.

Cromwell had named Cohn as one
of the co-respondents. He is a coast
picture producer and came to New
York for the sole purpose of testi-

fying

in

Mrs.

Cromwell'a

behalf.

Cohn denied everything that might.
be damaging to Mrs. Cromwell. Sevletters alleged to have been
written by him to Mrs. Cromwell
were introduced. One of t;hem. paid
to have contained a filthy phrase.
Cohn denied having written. Asked
on cross-examination how he knew
he had not written it, Cohn replied:
"It mentions 'rhinitis.' I never heard
of that before and could not have
spelled
It."
Another reason advanced by the young picture man
was that he is a "on^-flngered typewriter," and Is Irregular In align -

eral

moat, while the typewritten letter

business

waa

splendid last

week despite nasty weather. The
hit was "The Flirt," which did a

surprising big business. When this
picture was booked by Kunsky for
the Adams, Mr. Kunsky personally
was afraid of It aa a drawing card,
ords.
although
he liked the picture. To
(ParaRlalto
Princess
and
The
mount) started off boldly with Bebe his great surprise the gross piled up
Daniels and Lewis Stone In "The for the first wsek and Just about
World s Applause" at both theatres, broke the record for the house. It
playing simultaneously. The picture was held for a second woek and
proved not strong snough to do may even go a third week.
Another picture that pulled big
profitable business going double and
waa pulled at the Princess In three was "The Hottentot," which did
close
to record business at (be
subbeing
Millions"
"Missing
days.
Madieon after getting $89,999 at the
stituted*
Capitol the previous woek.
Last week's estimates:
The surprise flop of the week. waa
Rislto (Paramount). Seats 1,050.
Prices: matinees, 25 and 15; nights, "Susanna." at the Broad way -Strand,
"The World's Applause," with which failed to pull anywhere near
40.
When this picture
Bebe Daniels and Lewis Stone. Did expectationa
fair business at this house all week, was booked into the Broadway.
Phil Glelchman, banked on at leaat
approximating $9,375.
Princess (Paramount). Seats 1,- a two-week engagement, depending
Prices: matinees, 25 and 35; on the popularity of Mabel Nor
250.
Started the week with mand. But he made a profit oa the
nights. 40.
Bebe Daniels and Lewis Stons In week.
Estimates for the week:—
"The World's Applause," but pulled
Flirt.- (Prices.
Adams
it Tuesday and finished with "Missing Millions." About $5,709 for the 40-60). Pictures exc lusi vely. Close
to $14,000.
week.
Madison— "The Hottentot." SecColorado (Bishop -Cass). Prices:
Douglas ond week (first week at Capitol).
matinees. 30; nights, 40.
Fairbanks in "Robin Hood." This Business surprisingly big, almost
picture pleased mightily, and caused $14,000. Kunsky need real horses In
a lot of favorable talk. Switched to a trick race scene far exploitation
the America, another Blshop-Caas value but; unnecessarily. The pictheatre, for the following week. ture Is there.
*
Washington—Last weak of "Dr.
..
Around $10,200.
America (Bishop-Cass). Seats 1,- Jack." Total of three week*. Actual
Prices: matinees, 10; nlghta, receipts were Just about what they
530.
Helene Chadwick and Henry B. were on "Grandma's Boy" for period
40.
Walthal In "Gimme." Regarded as —$32,000/ First week around $11.a good attraction ordinarily, hut 000; second. $19.99
bucking' extraordinary competition about $9,090.
Capitol— "Pag *0 My
in "Robin Hood" across the street.
Lauretta Taylor. Ostaaty bits tn
Receipts total about $4,100.
Seats 1.779. Prices: "Peg" about beat aa screea this seasis (Fox).
Busineas s heered steady inmatinees, 25; nights, $5. Tom. Mix son.
About $89,900.
in "Romance Land" and Larry Sea- crease every amy.

—

,

The

I

—

,

RED'S "30 DAYS"

BUT NORMAL GROSS

t

of the evils now
the Industry. For the first time in
the Industry both exhibitor and
distributor will have a contract

many

nnTJRES, INC

Epidemic Hanqs On

existing in

Chaplin Films
Will

Among $500,000

Assets—Cornelius

Washington, Jan. 30.
the death of Wallle Raid

Files Claims
under which both will be protected. affect businsss at the Palace, where
Although It isn't written into the "his last picture waa billed and be in
contract the working out of the
Harold C. Corueuua, formerly of
shown, was the question last treek.
agreement should eventually mean
the Clark -Cornelius .Carp* which
The reault was that about the nor- distributed
the general reduction of film renta number of Chaplio
It makes mal gross waa rung np, which under
als to a certain extent.
reissues, haa instituted a Federal
possible for the distributors to local conditions might indicate that Court suit both la the New Tork
it
realise more quickly on their film the recent stories concerning the district court aad la Jersey City, N.
investments, the first run and sec- fight made by this unfortunate star J., against C. C. Pictures. Inc.,
ond runs of pictures will be played rather aided business, due to the petitioning for the appointment of

own

'

still

constant Inroad that the epi-

receivers to conserve the assets of

demic of grip la making la all the the corporation. The C. C. company
This epidemic, although la the organ isatloa which
theatres.
somewhat abating, is still causing ths busineas of Chaptlatook over
-Classics,
great concern, and Health Officer
Fowler, after a complete Inspection Inc., which ia turn had absorbed the
glass he asked the court to adjourn negatives into the hands of the of all the theatres, has made drastic Clark -Cornelius baslness.
Judge Charles F. Lynch appointed
for a few moments.
banks for loana will be able to orders for the purification of the
James A. Hasnil receiver of the C.
Max Steuer defended the case for mora their product without doing air of all the houses.
Thrrdr week of "Robin Hood" held C. Pictures' Hew Jersey assets and
Mrs. Cromwell, and St euer's able plea this.
up well. This week Is billed as Its Nathaniel S. Corwla of the New
in summing up had nearly the entire
It Is figured that the -producer and
fourth
York assets. Charles H. Seaman,
courtroom in tears. He stressed the distributor will save at leaat It per final, but from conditions a
may be forced through.
treasurer of the corporation, agreed
Interest of Mrs. Mulford, the Crom- cent, in overhead through the new
Estimates for last week:
to
the appointment of the recelvei.
wells' housekeeper, who lived with contract because onoe a date is set
Loew'a Columbia—"Robin Hood."
The bill la equity filed Is the
Oa oross- it has to be plsyed.
the family aa a friend.
3d week (capacity 1.999; scale, 31bluntly
local
district court sets forth that
examination Steuer had
59 nights).. About $11,999.
Loew'a Pslaos Wallace Raid In C. C. Pictures. Iae, at a New Jersey
asked Mrs. Mulford some extraorPOWERS LOSES SUIT
"Thirty Days" (Paramount) (ca- corporation with aniens at II Rxdinarily intimate questions eenpacity 1,599; seals. 95-49-99 nights). shangs Place, Jersey City, and a
cernihg her relationship with Crom- O. B Wsrd Charged Conversion
Final picture of Waltle'a caused New Tork office
at 11T West 49th
well, in whose house she had lived
Baslness
considerabls conjecture.
812 8Hsree of Film Stock
time
that
portion
of
years,
a
for five
remained steady; little ewer $8,500 street; that it is sags god la '.he
distribution, lseelng aad selling of
alone with him, following Mrs.
week.
on
P. A. Powers must pay George B.
Cromwell's departures.
Moore's Rislto— "Burning Bands" motion picture asms; that it has
Ward $5,530, according to a Jury
Several of the letters produced in verdict in the New Tork Supreme (George Melford) (capacity 1.900; assets valued over 19*9.800. consistThis answer to ing of contracts; trace acceptances
scale
59 nights).
court were from Mrs. Cromwell to Court.
Ward sued to recover the
lavish scale and and films.
Mrs. Mulford, whom Mrs. Cromwell value of 312 shares of stock In the "The Shlek" on
brought
fairly good
billed
heavily
Cornelius, waa sis has jagefiagea la
had never suspected. The letters Powers Film Products. Inc., alleging returns.
Around $9,999; may be Grand Rapids, Mich.,
says there le
started, "Darling Jane," and ended,
withholding it and had little higher.
was
Powers
"Your loving sister. Rose." It be- converted it to his own use. He
Crandall'a
"Skin $84,599 due him, of which $14,999 la
Metropolitan
an
unsatisfied
disused
note; that
came known through the evidence aaked $9,000 damages.
Deep'' (First National) (capacity
the corporation owea money for
1.700; scale 85-59 nlsjhte). Attracted
Mrs. Mulford as long ago aa six
Guggenheimer acted toward
Randolph
H.
end of week but started off loans due; that ho (Camsllao) guaryears started to withhold letters la- for Ward, and Ingrsham, Sh*»ehan
weak. About $8,000.
anteed $114,909, pf which amount
tended for Mrs. Cromwell, later and Moran for Powers.
$88,000 Is dus and unpaid; that the
showing them to her husband.
BARTTTELMESS' BABY
balance is falling rapidly dec. Five
Qraumsn's Mslropolitan Opens
Marie Hay. (Mrs. Richard Bar- creditors are alleged to have InstiESCAPED IN AUTO CRASH
Los Angeles, Jan. 31.
thelmess) successfully underwent tuted suits aggregating 999,900 to
91.
Jan.
Angeles.
Los
A. Grauman's new Metropoli- a Caesarean operation yesterday recover and attachment proc eed ings
L
Harry Wilson and Walter An- tan, three years in building, opened (Wednesday) at the Sloan Matern- are also being threatened according
narrowly Jan. 29. The theatre seats 2,400, ity Hospital. New Terk. Dr. War- to the ancillary hill of complaint.
men,
publicity
thony,
escaped death in an auto crash last and Is strongly of Oriental design. ren Hlldreth performed the opera- The receiver hi aaked fax.- In ordernight. Wilson handles publicity for The theatre has three entranced
tion.
to protect the creditors aad rot reJackie Coogan.
Another
The opening fflm feature was
Caesarean
operation duce the assets le a third their
within the last few days waa per- value.
"My American Wlfa."
Wing A Russell, attorneys for
Henry Murtagh Is organist, and formed on Sybil Carmen (Mrs.
RICHARD DLX MOVES TO I. P.
Richard Dix, who haa been Gold- Ulderico Mar.elll orchestra leader. Maurice Reverie*) wife of the play Cornelius, state the C. O. Pictures,
and
Lanky
Jesse
Grsuman,
being
born,
broker,
son
giving
Inc..
has among its Alms 13 eld
a
Sid
several
for
Juvenile
wyn's leading
the open- their II months eld daughter a Chaplin films, mostly of the Lon<
years, has been placed under a five- others made speeches at
brand.
Star
brother.
Players.
lay.
year contract by Famous

—

.

Cromwell.

Week—"Su-

zanna" Disappoints

At the meeting of the T. O. C. C
Tuesday, the entire contract was
gone ' over clause by clause, disBroadway • Strand
"Susanna
cussed at length and finally rati- mon in "The Counter Jumper."
Lacked punch, although has few
by the organization, which Business not extraordinary, although
fied
Mabel Normaad's name
the big isls organ draws a fair share thrills.
means that their executive commit- of
the patronage ia rt self ^played by means little 9e first-run house.
tee will be present at the meeting Franz Rath. Business about $3,999. Judging by what tale picture did.
ready to sign.
Around $8,999, which sneaas small
There was howsvsr, some oppoprofit for house, fienty oaat fop at
Uroad way -Strand
DID
and
+ % sition offered to the contract by
Glelchman hasn't 1 urd . •«q«»wk — % John Manheimer, but this was final.
— % ty overcome.
An exhibitor speaking of the InRECEIVERSHIP
strument after the meeting stated
that it waa about as equitable a
Star
contract as it was possible to ar- Last Picture of Departed
C.
rive at at this time and predicted
Watched at Capital Grip
that it would tend to eliminate

Cohn when commencing
appeared to have worked oat more
pre-release
quickly
after
ACTION tify
a "routine." Each time a question showings which will enable the diswaa submitted to him involving tributor and producer to get their
backward thought, Cohn asked for money sooner and those that have
Cromwell a glass of water. After the seventh been compelled to put newly made

Mrs. Cromwell

and "Hottentot"

Flirt"

Pulled Last

'

sales.

shown

one of

in

understood,
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sales
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THE CURB
Thursday—

Sydney

It

to

if

IN

FOR

700 84
800

pf

aaked changes bo made

BOO

Boaton sold 29 OrpheUra at 18%.

lesson.

'

800
500 06

transactions.
This rule applies to
SaturdayFain. Play-L...
800 84V4 88%
most stocks below $10.
Do. pf
100 86% 88%
Ooldwyn
800 8%
8
Loew Pool Well Forward
Loew, Inc
600 18% 18
Reports of a pool forming in Loew
Boaton sold 28 Orpheum at 18.
Monday—
are scoffed at by experienced tradram Play-L... 200 84 84
ers. The fact appears to be that a
Do. pf
200 88% 88
#900 6
6
Lioew clique is well developed and Ooldwyn
Loew, Inc
1,100 18% 18
Its ex- Orpheum
its campaign in full swing.
900 18% 16
Boaton aold 60 Orpheum at 18%.
perience of several months ago,
Tueaday-*when spirited bidding took the price Fam.
P.lay-L... 1.100 86
88% 84%
out of Its hands and run It up past Ooldwyn
8,800
9
6% 8
Loew.
Inc
1,800 18% 18% 18%
28 before the operation waa well
Orpheum
700 18
18% 18%
set, taught the manager of the pool
Boaton aold 88 Orpheum at 18%.

a

organization.
It will be the first time the representatives of the three exhibitororganizations will meet on common
ground since the split at the Washington convention last year, when
the New York state organization
seceded from the national body.
Hays, it is understood, has hopes
he will be able to bring the warring
exhibitor factions together.
The contract is said to be in printed form, but the exhibitor faction

+ % the clauses. This,
% haa been done.

1,400

Houm

Week-

stantial contributor of cash.

and' thia policy probably haa been
continued.

Trial of Playing Sam* Feature Firat
Flops
Run at Two

Denver, Jan. SI.
Denver tells the rest of the world
that Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin
Delayed from Last
Hood" made a real picture. Judging
by the reception given It at the
Changes Asked for by
Colorado last week. So good waa
Exhibitor Faction
that the management of the
It
decided
to
houses
Bishop-Cass
switch it across the street for this
Will H. Hays offices to- 'week and play It at the America,
afternoon (Feb, 2) there is sister theatre to the Colorado. Business waa near topnotch all week.
ting scheduled which la to "Gimme," with Helen* Chadwick
the signing of all Interested and Henry Walthal. drew correspondingly well at the America, but
to the new uniform con- not well enough to break any rec-

a sub- bat a hitch occurred.
The step, Hays thinks, is sufficient
Aa far
back as October It became known to make it necessary for all of the
that the company had reduced its members of the executive commitbank commitments to a minimum, tees of the four organizations concuit's profit

4*

'

—

1

•
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TURNER-DAHNKEN DEAL

PATHE AND

1,

EXCHANGES

VITA.

MAKES LESSERS STRONG

SETTING

NEW RECORD FOR GROSS

REPORTED OFFERED FOR &

14 California Houses Added—
West Coast Theatres Now
Have 200 Days

—

Predicted Special Film Will Realize from $2,500,000
Merrill Lynch Co. Ready to Dispose of Pathe Hti
San Francisco, Jan. SI.
to $4,000,000—011 Winning Side Within Seven
Been Showing Profit Connick-Vita. Deal May
The entire interests of Turner ft
Weeks on Reported Investment of $800,000
Be On Again
Dahnken in the picture industry

—

have been disposed of to the West
Coast Theatres, Inc?, in which the
•Knighthood," the CosmopolitanParamount feature with Marion
Davies, will start on the winning
aide of the ledger within seven
weeks. This Is remarkable, when
it is known that the picture has just
about completed its pre-release
runs, following the long runs at $2
top prices in special houses. The
original cost of making tfie production was $800,000. and this is the
amount that will have been turned
over to the Hearst organisation inside of seven weeks, according to
those that are in touch with the
actual bookings of the picture up
to that time.
At this time predictions are made
to the effect that the production
will be the one that is going to set
a new gross receipts record for moConservative estition pictures.
mates are to the effect that the
picture will do $2,500,000, while others range anywhere from $3,000,000
to $4,000,000. The surprising phase
of the situation at this time is that
those who were most pessimistic
at the ,tlme that the picture was
first shown at the Criterion are now
the most optimistic in their estimates of what the picture will gross.
Heretofore the record for top takings out of the straight picture
houses, following an exploitation
run, ha-s been held by "The Miracle
Man." which grossed $1,250,000.
Since that time, however, rentals
for pictures have increased 100 per
.cent,

and more

in

some

instances.

CALL FOR DIRECTORS
indicates AcnvrrY
Big Producers

All

-Lesser Lights in

Few Are

Signed and

Demand.

Available

RODOLPH NOT ALLOWED

ON STAGE OR SCREEN
Order Bars Stage
Appearance
Offers

Injunction

Keith vaudeville agents who have
issued statements that they are officially acting for Rudolph Valentino
for the purpose of securing vaudedates are irrevocably refuted
Arthur Butler Graham, the
screen star's legal representative,
with the statement a number of
people seem Intent on
grabbing
press space for personal publicity
purposes, trailing on the "sheik"
actor's name.
Mr. Graham denies
any possibility for vaudeville appearances for Valentino even at the
most attractive salary, far .he reason the injunctive order secured by
Famous Players, while somewhat
modified last week in the actor's
favor, still denies him the pursuit
of livelihood via stage or screen,
pendirg the trial of the F. P. damage
ville

by

auit.

Mr. Graham states that negotiations are under way for possible
cabaret appearances by Valentino
in a dance act with Mrs. Winifred
Hudnut Valentino (Natacha Rambova, professionally), with whom he
appeared at the Actors' Fund benefit Sunday, at the New York Hippodrome.'
Alf T. Wilton and M. S. Bentham,
Keith agents, received letters from
Valentino following the announcement that he was negotiating with
the Keith office. In both letters the
picture star said, in part, it would
be impossible for him to accept a
vaudeville engagement because the
injunction, although modified, did
not permit him to appear in any
theatre.

Word from the Coast is that the
being
directors
are
of
ranks
searched by all grades of producing
companies for men of reputation to
handle new scripts. The major producers long ago exhausted the lists
of first choice directors, and now
the lesser companies are looking
for the near-great names.
It is said that there are fewer
directors of reputation unattached
in California than has been the
case since the decline from the

—

From "Cabarets'

••.

principal factors are Sol Lesser, the

Gore Brothers and Adolph Ramish.

The

was

closed here last Wednesday with Sol Lesser and Abe
Gore representing the West Coast
corporation and Mrs. Turner and
Mrs. Dahnken acting for the San
deal

Francisco principals.
The transaction involving something like $3.000,Opo. takes in 14
theatres involved, of which the
Tivoli here is the most valuable.
The others are the T. & D. houses
in
Oakland. Berkeley. Richmond,
Watsonville, Sillnas, Stockton, Sacramento and San Joes, as well as
the Turner-Dahnken-Langley controlled houses in Southern California which includes five Los Angeles suburban houses and houses
located
in
Pasadena,
Gleftdale,

Huntington Park and Taft.
There is also the First National
Exchange for Northern California,
Nevada and the Hawaiian Islands,
and the Educational Exchange
franchise for the same territory included, as well as 60 per cent, of
the First National Exchante in
New York. A parcel of real estate
in San Francisco just back of the
California theatre at 4th and Stevenson, j» valued at $1,000,000.
Jhis .transaction gives the V.'est
Coast Corporation the control in
both Northern and Southern California, and a tremendous lever over
the distributors. In the greater part
the towns where tfiey have theatres,
with the exception of the* larger
cities, are practically closed except
by booking into their houses. Prior
to the deal there was a tacit un-

SCHENCK ADJUDGED
GUILTY OF CONTEMPT
"Passion Flower" Suit—
Failea to File Account-

ing—Fined $250

alty of jail

commitment.

the

two of the or.
industry, beta

given to producing and dtotrltuMni
is

Pathe and

the

ot

Vitagraph. Both organizations
been offered for sale within tjte la
two weeks.
Path'e is njow owned by a syr.dl*

which Merrill Lynch &

<jfl

are an important factor.
It has
been operated for the syndicate by
Elmer Pearson as general manager
and since refinanced some time ago
has been showing a profit, wheh.
while not tremendous, has developed
a slight surplus for the organization.

Vitagraph has been the butt of
rumor market for several months
with the report from tim«j to time
that Qpnnick, formerly with Famous
Players, was to take over tne organization. That, however, has I
the

*
Schenck denied.
A group of downtown finarcie
is said to have had the two organi-

zations offeredto ic. This, together
with the formation on the west coast
of an organization of independents
the film is
and producers, might indicate the next!
title
the "Passion Flower"
adapted the play from the Spanish year will disclose the advett in thai
of Benavente. as a result of a copy- field of a new factor that would be
right infringement and injunction in a -position to give any of the
suit which was decided in his favor strongest of the present organizaon all counts. Herndon. who pro- tions a competing run.
Reports of a deal by which H. E.
duced the stage version, with Nance
O'Neill starred, has accounted that H. Connick will enter the direc«j
he received $25,000 from Schenck torate of Vitagraph, bringing In im- 1
order.

of the prbflts from
due Underhill. who coined

The accounting

J

Underhill jointly in the Federal Distrlct Court, claiming the rights to
Benavente play, which he
the
(Schenck) recognized as a stronger
claim. This was held out by him
as a cause for his delay, but the
court, in a scathing opinion, scored
Schenck for trying to evade the law
and dallying with a court of justice.
Paul Bonynge acted for Underhill
in the suit.

'

.

OWEN

in

on the coast currently and has
nominally defaulted as regards the

is

Mrs. Rudolph Valentino, (Jean
Acker), billed as the topliner for the
current week's bill at the Palace,
New York, did r.ot open at the
Monday matinee because of Illness.
The suspicion some legal move by
her ex-husband, who has repeated^
objected to the use of his name by Turner A Dahnken controlled, the
Miss Acker, may have had some- West Coast corporation had about
thing to do with it is refuted by 57 theatres in the southern territory.
SWEDISH DIRECTOR SIGNED
Valentino's attorney's statement tc With the new additions to their
the contrary. % Mr. Graham admits circuit they now have about 200
Victor Seastrom, the Swedish
that while some such action has days of booking. They have a first director, known in this country
been contemplated and has never run house In San Francisco and for some of the Swedish Biograph
peak of activity three years ago.
Tivoll
Angeles,
and
here
productions he has made, has been
The situation is taken to mean ^fen lost sight of, no definite action Los
Kinema in the latter city.
signed by Goldwyn to make a
that a period of unmistakable ac- was taken nor was his client in any
wise
responsible
for
Miss
Acker
number of pictures. Mr. Seastrom
tivity impends in the picture makIn New York this week Irving
arrived in New York last week.
ing field, if it has not already ar- leaving the Palace bill.
Mdnday, Cornelius Murphy, a taxi- Lesser speaking for his brother
rived at its earlier stages.
«
cab chauffeur, was sentenced to and the latter's associates stated he
__^_^
three days', jail commitment in lieu had received wires from the coast it will put the West Coast people
of
a $50 fine, on the charge confirming the closing of .the deal. in a position where they will be
BRENTLINGER'S TRIP
The West Coast Theatre, Inc., practically be able to dictate to all
of speeding Mrs. Rodolph ValenCoast
tino
Going
to
to
a Mt. Vernon, N. Y., secure 60 per cent, of the First Na- of the producers and distributors
Indiana Showman
appear to pay the fine caused the tional New York franchise, with on product. When the reports on
Raises Rumors
jail sentence.
Magistrate Charles the exchanges In New York City, the Grauman deal first drifted
Moe Mark of through from the coast, several
E. Simms presided. The patrolman Albany and Buffalo.
Indianapolis, Jan. 31.
A. F. Brentlinger, general man- who made the arrest testified that the Strand holds 20 per cent. In- weeks ago, it was said that a numNational ex- ber of the bigger distributors intiFirst
terest
the
and
Theatres
the
Consolidated
woman
in
the
cab
identified
herof
ager
ecutive organization has the bal- mated to the West Coast executives
Corp., which operates eight houses self as Mrs. Valentino. •
purchased
the hold- that their activity In acquiring
having
anoe,
"Number 1 or Number 2?" he said
in Indiana, a hotel in Evansville,
ings of J. D. Williams in the ex- theatrical property In addition to
and who is looked upon rs one of he asked her.
"Number 1," she said, according change at the time of his retire- what they already held would lead
the shrewdest showmen in the
ment. In all they have 20 per cent, to retaliatory measures, in face of
m'ddle west, is starting this week to Patrolman Van Cleef.
of the entire country sewed up as which the West Coast closed the
for a trip to the coast.
Locally it is given out he is on HEARING ON OPERATORS' BILL far as First National productions Turner and Dahnken deal
are concerned, for New York figIn regard to the Hollywood house,
an inspection tour. It is believed,
There is a hearing scheduled to ures at 14% per cent., while the the Douglas Fairbanks faction is
however, Brentlinger and his assotake place before the Board of Al- north and south of California make said to he up in arms against Grauciates together with a number of
This man and the deal that they were
exhibitors in this territory are get- dermen tomorrow (Friday), on a up the other 5V6 per cent.
ting ready to enter the picture pro- new bill Introduced which if passed makes the West Coast people the given on "Robin Hood" for the extended Hollywood run. They were
ducing field and that Brentlinger is would necessitate the placing of an biggest holders in First National.
New York guaranteed $30,000 for the first run
It was rumored in
going to the coast to look' over apprentice operator in each picture
theatre booth. The exhibitors be- that the West Coast people had also on the picture on a sharing basis.
studios possibilities there.
There may be a connecting link lieve that the measure was fathered secured a half Interest in two of Seemingly, they have received more
between this entry in the produc- by the local operators union and the Grauman houses in Los Angeles, than this, but there is some hitch
ing field and the recently projected that it would eventually lead to Grnuman's at Broadway and Third regarding the manner in which \he
Hollywood percentage arrangement lines up
exhibitor distributing organization the necessity of having two opera- street and the new
The former house, since sir.ee the guarantee was met.
theatre.
which is being fathered by the M. tors in each house.
repreThe T. O. C. C. will be
the opening of the new Metropolitan
Joseph M. Schenck according to
P. T. O. A., although it is stated
here no arrangement has been en- sented at the hearing and protest by Grauman at 6th and Hill streets, report has secured a 15 per cent. Ina is to become a grind house at
terest in the West Const Theatres.
tered into with either Sydney S. against the measure. Last year
similiar bill offered In Albany was fit 25-cent admission price while
Cohen or W. A. True.
defeated.
Snattl<\ Jan. 81.
the big presentations will be givIt Is reported hera that Jensen &
en at the .new theatre.
NEGOTIATING
Fire Destroys Large Organ
SEENA
Irving Lesser could not confirm Von Herberg. holders of the First
the story of his brother's corpora- National franchise for the Pacific
Manchester, N. H., Jan, 31.
Seena Owen has completed work
Fire originating in the basement tion, havitg obtained an interest In Coast north of California to the
in 'The Go Getter" Cosmopolitan's
Lowell
the Grauman houses, Lut stated Canadian line had purchased an inTheatre,
on
Kyne's
Star
of
the
B.
Peter
production of
and is negotiating, with street, worked its way into th^ audi- that he know, some ,time ngo. that terest In the West Coast Theatres
story
there
was a deal of some sort on Corp. which will practically close up
newly
th
destroying
»
torium,
totally
Samuel Goldwyn for a long term
the coast from one end to the other
The dam- with this In view.
contract which will probably I* installed $15,000 organ.
000.
the
If
deal has been put hrough from active competition.
age was estimated at about $40
•loaed this week.
'i

ganizatlons

cate in

A New York Supreme Court order
signed this week in. the suit of John
Garrett Underbill, author of "The
Passion Flower," against Joseph
M. Schenck, Richard G. Herndon
and Jacinto Benavente, the Spanish
playwright, adjudges Schenck, who
produced the screen version of the
"Passion Flower." with Norma Talmadge starred, in contempt of court
and orders him to pay a fine of $250
within five days from January 25
and also to file an accounting of
the profits of the picture under pen-

between

secured the houses in territory surrounding Los Angeles, included in
the present deal.
At that time a
peace was arranged whereby the
West Coast people bought into the
houses held by. Turner. Dahnken
and Langley, and the peace pact
was arranged.
Pripr to securing the 14 theatres

possible change is in pros

The one
In

Herndon is
for -the picture rights.
privilege for
Turner & alleged to have had,no
of any film rights to the
disposing
Dahnken on the north and Sol Lesplay.
The picture was released
ser and his associates in the south
First National 'over two
the through
that
neither would invade
years ago, and although Schenck
other's territory to secure theatre
have
filed his accounting last
was
to
property. Thlsagreement was made
he failed to do so.
about two years ago when the August,
Schenck had interposed a defense
northern faction went into the
Ramos was suing him and
southern California territory and that one

derstanding

A

for the ownership of

portanjt
are
circulating
capital,
again, but this time with circumstantial details which makes the
scheme look probable.
It has been understood for a long
that
time
Vitagraph could be
bought, and the trade has understood ever since Connick retired
from the financial committee of

Famous Players he was anxious

to

The
re-enter the film industry.
new version is that Beveral important executives of another big

company have been invited to come
a new Vitagraph staff and
the old company will enter
upon a program of expansion both

into
that
in

production and distributing

its

8 ides.

Vitagraph has not been a leading
factor in the industry for some
years,
but it has preserved *
.skeleton frame of distribution and
a fairly large producing organizaBesides it hat> the oldest
tion.
trade mark in the business. It has

been understood the property could
be purchased for something like
always
and
it
has
$1,000,000,
been considered In a survey of possibilities if ever the picture business got into a comprehensive
"trust."

another angle to the
Is
story, but this may be
Imagination. It is to the effect
that an expanded Vitagraph may
have a hook in on the Keith ExThe Keith picture
change time.
booking situation is a complete
puzzle to the whole film trade and
an
ffort is made as each new
rumo- comes out to tie it up v.'ith
That probably
the Keith future.
explains this rumor.

There

new Vita

all

"FROZEN OUT"
Man Alleges Doublecross by Partners

Binghamton

r.infc'iamton, N. Y. Jan- 31.

Clalminf th.it hi was "frozen out"
by his partners in a deal to erect a
picture theatre at 151 Court street,
Avedte S. Khanzadian has begun an
action in the local Supreme Court
to compel his five partners to live
up to tHeir agreement.
Khanzadian claims that the ld#*
was his and he called in the others
to share in the good thing, inviting
contribute capital, form a
them
corporation and erect a theaire. Mt
claims he engineered the purchase
of the property and the leases.
Then, he further alleges, his partners stepped In and s;ot control of
th*» proposition, to the end that they
t

>

now refuse to sanction the erection
of a theatre. H< alleges they intend
to sell the propertV) knowing that
it Under its actual value
and can make a handsome profit
through the sale.

they bought
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Wall Street Gossip Circulates Tales of Big Claims
Against Southern Picture Man Comes on Top of
9
Big Famous Players Deal
4-

preferred

Triangle

old

stock

was

ARBUCKLE RETIREMENT
AS ACTOR ANNOUNCED

abandoned and in its place there
were circulated stories that the Tri- Will
angle treasury may be enriched by

Direct

large claims against S. A. Lynch
enterprises through a demand for
an accounting going back to the

Only—

Pictures

Up

Voluntarily Gives
*

Acting

days when Triangle was a power in
fllmdom and Lynch handled'the exLos Angeles, Jan. 31.
clusive franchise for its pictures
Roscoe Arbuckle today voluntaover a big section or the south.
rily gave up his career as a .picture
Lynch undoubtedly was one of
comedian and will hereafter confine
the few men In the industry who
himself
made money out of Triangle. In signed so'ely tc, directing. He has
a contract to direct for the
the days of the .Aitkt.i regime he
Reel Comedies, Inc., a New Jersey
held rich contracts for distributing
corporation, Arbjckle'o first will be
stuCulver
City
the
of
the product
a film production starring "Poodles''
dios and he enjoyed a high degree
Hanaford.
of prosperity until the concern ran
Groat stress js being laid on the
Into a Jam and came close to a
receivership. The present Triangle fact that Arbuckle took this step
management in going over the com- of his own volition. He has made a
pany's affairs built up claims against statement he can put Just as many
a number of the early powers with- laughs in pictures as a director as
in the organization. One was a $3,- he was able to when personally ap009,000 accounting suit against the pearing.
•

two Aitkens, which resulted in the
return to the company of a large
amount of common stock held by
the brothers, against

which

THALBERG LEAVES

Hyman Win- With
now to be

—

Louis B. Mayer Made Good
Impression on Coast

understood

>nlk,
is
process of
In
against others.

adjudication,

and

No intimation of the company
plans with regard to the Lynch
branch of the business has been permitted to become public, but

it

is

believed in the trade that the possibility of bringing up an accounting
for litigation has been several times

examined.

The new reports may take some
significance
from the fact that
Lynch's status, especially with reference to the old Triangle franchise
has lately undergone a change. The
territory for Triangle lias been controlled by a dozen or 15 exchanges

owned and operated by Lynch, but
separated from the five Paramount

Los Angeles, Jan. 31.
Irving Thalberg has resigned as
general manager of Universal City.
He Is to become manager of studio
and production for Louis B. Mayer.
Harry Garson is mentioned as bis
successor at U.
Thalberg, originally, was secretary to Carl Laemmle in New York.
He came here thrse years ago anc
took charge at U, battling through
two rather strenuous years while
Von Stroheim was on the U lot.
During that time Thalberg's business methods made a distinct impression with local bankers. He was
able to negotiate loans here during
the depression when others could
not get money.

exchanges in the Enterprises system.
By a recent deal, Famous Players
It was Thalberg who asked Edna
takes over the Paramount exchanges Wallace Hopper when she wa3 inwhile the outside exchanges, dealing troduced to him whether
or not she
In Triangle and other franchises had had any
stago experience.
and doing open market buying generally, have been turned over to old
employes to be operated on a royWOMEN'S CRITICISMS
alty basis.
In addition to this, Lynch, on his
retirement, has been enriched by a
large payment in cash and Famous

Request Members to Report on at
Least One Picture Yearly

"There is going' to be a smash in the picture Industry within the next
month or two that is going to be terrific in its nature, extent and effect.
By smash I don't mean a financial collapse, but an expose of a number

Col-

Washington, Jan.

31.

Claims for damages totaling over
$700,000 have been filed against the
former owning corporation of the
Knickerbocker Theatre which collapsed here a year ago. During the
past week 38 suits were filed in one
day with each for $10,000 or an agThese suits;
gregate of $280,000.
have been filed in the District Supreme Court and constitute the first
civil proceedings holding other than
the Knickerbocker Theatre Company and its officers for the responsibility of the damages.
The complainants name as defendants in the suit as being equally
responsible
Harry M. Crandall,
president of the theatre compary;
Reginald W. Geare, architect of the
building; John H. Ford and the
Union Iron Works for the fabrication and design of the steel and
The
iron work in the building.
District of Columbia is also named
defendant.
as a
Local attorneys allege the defendants, in their respective capacities
their
failed to properly perform
duties and "which alleged negligence" was resultant of the roof
of the building collapsing.
According to the plaintiffs, Crandall should have seen to it that
the building was "safely constructed" and should have "maintained it
so that patrons would not be Injured." They further declare Geare
was "negligent In designing the
building and in supervising its construction," while Ford "failed in his
duty to so design, fabricate and
construct the steel and iron work,
connected with the supports of the
roof, so that they would not fall."

demise.
of the tragedy,

first

was marked

by ser-

of the churches and
by the flight of three aeroplanes
on the former
flowers
dropped
which
Upon this site
site of the theatre.

mons

in

many

150

"

members and

guests.

beefsteak is
to be somewhat in the nature of a
battle to
for
the
gun
preliminary
1
at the apn'ial clc-tlon.
be st
s
nomlnati
The date on which
are to be presented at the meeting
of the T. O. C. C. is Feb. 27, with
the annual election to b' held a
It

Is

month

understood
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.
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Angeles, Jan.

Charlie Chaplin and

announced

theirt

Pola Negri

engagement Bun-

Mae Busch Goes With Goldwyn
day at DelmontJBj whore
Mae P.usch has signed a five-year vacationing.
contract with Goldwyn. The contract was tendered to her on the
trength of the showing she made
i:i
their production of "The Christian."
•

It is report- d

he

will

Doug
to

Mary
Orient

they are

that the bridesmaid
Pickford and that
man. with a cruise
by all four as the

will he beat

the

31.

J

HOWE DEAD

GYPPING INDEPENDENTS
A slight insight into the booking tactics of some of the releasthe
organizations as to
ing
chance that an independent pro-

ducer stands was brought to light
when an exhibitor who had
booked a production for *12r» for
his house booked two other pictures

from the s me orThere was a change

later

iMiiiz.it i<m.

CHAPLIN-NEGRI ENGAGEMENT

Through some means those connected with tho picture corporation
became aware the investigation by the Federal men was going into the
private lives of those connected with tho company.
They thereupon

!

Lyman H. Howe, president of the
Lyman H. Howe Films Co., aged 68,

made on

i

us yet, but will bo.

|

a new theatre is now under construction by the Crandall interests.

AND

Marshall Neilan is to have his
wife, .Blanche Sweet, mark her ret.
n to the screen in the title role
of "Tess of the D'Urber lies."
This production is to be undertaken by the director immediately
after he finishes "The
grate."
Miss Sweet retired from the
screen several years ago. Her retur
at this time as a star is a
rather unusual procedure, as the
majority of film stars who stepped
out find it difficult t<. step into a
role of prominence on their return.

the real directing forces coming to light is a question.
In the matter of the Foderal Trade Commission's investigation of one
of the companies a peculiar situation arose within the past few weeks.
The situation was brought about by somo one connected with the company itself and the boomerang effect the step it took has not been felt

anniversary

The
Commerce

is holding a beefsteak
stag at Healy's tonight (Thursday)
at which there will be present some

Otherwise how may be explained the formation of an organization of
independent producers now in pfpgress on the coast? If Hays' organization in its existence of almost a year had expanded to take in the independents, that would have been unnecessary.
Just how much investigating the Hays organization can stand without

I

Last Sunday, the

i

Direct Her in "Tecs
of D'Urbervilles"

dropped.

Those for whose deaths damages

AMATEUR ACT EXTRA

Husband Will

,

are asked, either were killed outright or died shortly after the. catastrophe occurred. The large number of suits now being filed is due
to the district laws which permit
suits of this character to be filed
within a year from the date of the

Triangle ever

BLANCHE SWEET'S RETURN

A

tion.
third news organization is following its own investigation and
the fourth investigation is by the Federal authorities and directed principally at one company in particular.
The first two investigations are directed toward the W. H. Hays organization, which is "The Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc." At the present time it is impossible to ascertain what
are the motives behind the inquiries.
It is possible they might be inspired for political purposes, or It may
be that there are some outside interests interested in tho innermost
workings of the Hays organization.
There is food for thought in the recent attitude the womea's organizations have displayed toward Hays because of his about-face attitude
There isn't a small town In the country that
in the Arbuckle matter.
has not had the industry under discussion in its club circles since the
Arbuckle reinstatement; there isn't a small town paper that hasn't
printed the 'attitude of the women regarding Hays' decision, and the
majority stated that they had lost all faith In Hays and his oft repeated "cause with a oapital C, which was to bring about the highest
moral and artistic standards." They willingly admit Arbuckle was .'acquitted of the charge of murder, but they maintain that he was not acquitted of "moral turpitude."
At the same time there Is the charge that has been made by Douglas
Fairbanks within the past week that Hays has and cannot have any
jurisdiction over the '"'moral and artistic standards" but that he is simply a "squarer" for the censorship problems of the Industry. This will
further tend to break down any confidence the public may have had i n
Hays' power to eventually bring about a screen that would be sufficiently
censored within the industry at the source of the making of pictures,
to obviate the necessity of outside censorship.
Seemingly two of the investigations into the Hays organization have
been inspired to ascertain whether or not the entire organization was
simply another of the plans on the part of Adolph Zukor to operate an
Influence as a separate arm away from his own organisation for the
fight on censorship. If this was the general Zukor idea, It has been a
most mismanaged one. Somewhere there seems to be the belief the
Hays organization is simply a tight little outfit where one goes up for
membership as in a club and If not of the chosen, the black bail Js

J

died Tuesday, Jan. 30, at a hospital
in Brookline, Mass. He had been
Ho was one of
ill since last June.
Players stock and
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 11.
exhibitors of pictures in
had a plan to call for an adjustment
The local Woman's Club has the pioneer
his career
starting
country,
the
of accounts with him, it would seem added a "Better* Films" section.
that this is the time to begin opera- Members are requested to report on with the exhibition of a miniature
at Glen
breaker
coal
of
a
tions. What the merits of Triangle^s at least one film during the year model
claims are, or whether there is any with the object constructive criti- Onoko Park, Pa.
the
tour
to
started
In 1890 ho
basis for a claim is, of course, for cism as announced.
country giving phonograph conthe courts to decide, but there is a
talkcerts, in the days when the
distinct belief In the trade that the
Inj
ing machine was a novelty.
rumors of a move for an accounting
1896,' when the longest pictures obhave slim foundation and are merelength,
he
feet
in
50
were
ly put out by Wall street steck Picture House in St. John Uses It tainable
added pictures to his entertainoperators in the hope of creating
For Added Attraction
ment.
the idea that Triangle stands to
Later his form of entertainment
collect large sums and thus aid
St. John, N. B., Jan. 31.
was incorporated and elaborated,
what has every appearance of a
picture
Empire,
a
local
At the
known as "Lyman H. Howe's
and
campaign to run up Triangle prices house, an amateur act is being used
on the Curb to a point where the weekly as a special attraction to the Travel Festival," a road show
played everything from the
that
market impresarios can get out with firm bill.
New York Hippodrome to the
a profit.
smallest church auditoriums.
The funeral took place at Wilkes
ELECTION
BANQUET
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Barre, Pa.
if

methods and private lives. This
expose is going to be so far reaching as to make necessary a real general
clean-up so that the Industry won't carry an incurable black eye as far
as the public is concerned."
That Is the prediction made this week by one of the" closest observers
in and of the industry. It is based on information received from sources
without the trade as to several investigations of the business now underway.
Two of the biggest newspaper syndicates have a number of investigators in New York and Los Angeles at thjs time "digging" informa-

of people in the Industry, their business

28 Damage

Actions

—

from Curb brokerage circles this
week took a new and puzzling tack.
The .rumor ol a moye against 'the

A PICTURE SMASH AND HAYS

IN SUITS

Theatre

Knickerbocker
lapse Brings

emanating

3X

OWNER, ARCHITECT AND

TRIANGLE VS. LYNCH SUIT

Stories about Triangle

41 to 4<

his

original

contract

which brought that picture, an
Independent production, down o
a rental of $23 while the two
later hooked comedy features.
which belonged to the organisation itself, wre credited with
additional over th<
h
$:,0
paid
exhibitor
for
pr.< e
the
them, the $100 be.'ng taken from
the independent picture.

1

preferred "confidential charges" against the investigating attorney in
charge of the probe into their organization. Their charges were to tho
effect; "the attorney assigned to Investigate the charges against us has
been goinp out of his way to delve into the private lives of tho personAt the same time they wanted it understood
nel of the organization."
this was not n formal charge but simply a matter they wished to bring
to the attention of the Commission, confidentially.
The Commission in making its reply exonerated the investigating attorney and embodied in its communication portions of the reports that
the Investigators had filed regarding the private lives of those of the
personnel of the corporation. This was forwarded to the corporation together with the Information that the Commission did not care to have
any papers in its files not public documents, with the Intimation to those
that had filed the confidential charges" they had best withdraw or permit them to become public documents with permission they be available for publication together with the reply made by the Commission.
This had the effect of bringing about a withdrawal of the charges.
This same company has a producer aligned with it at present who is
also the head of one of tho most powerful news gathering and distributing organizations of the country. His picture activities und newspaper affiliations are a thing apart. His newji organization is also in
the field making an independent investigation of conditions in the industry. The vice stories that have cropped up together with the recent
expose of drug addicts in the industry, both such big factors in tho news
of the day that J.hey could not be overlooked and therefore this news organization put a powerful array of men in the field to clean up all the
detail possible for publication.

The drug and vice situation harks back to Hays. According to announcement, the Hays organization was formed to obtain the "highest
moral and artistic standards," but nothing has been started by Hays
with the aid of his associate members to wipe out thecondltlon.
and instead of a "cause with
It's a situation now that requires action
a capital C," it should be "action with a capital A." There is no telling
industry
just how much investigation the
can stand -at this time. Business hasn't been any too good at the box office's the country over for a
year past. Within the past two or three weeks there have been indications that the business was returning to a certain extent.
A deluge of
"vice publicity," can do almost anything to the business that was slowly

—

regaining

.

^

strength.
a case of Hays, for

Hays was warned what might happen.

JOHN FAIRBANKS STRICKEN

"SAPPHO"

NOW "MAD LOVE"

The Goldwyn picture, "Mad Love,"
Los Angeles, Jan. 31.
John Fairbanks, Doug and Robert with Fola Negri, was originally
Fairbanks' elder brother and busicalled "Sappho." The title, however,
ness manager for the Fairbanks
it was feared, would bring down the
company, was stricken with paraly- censors on the picture.
while asleep 'n his home hers
At present the picture Is scheduled
on^ nijrht last week.
for a pre-release run in New York
His I'lind.tiuu in improved, but he
at tlm Capitol i:i March.
may not entirely recover from the
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__

shock.
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Griffith

Los Angeles, Jan. 31.
Carl Goetz, picture actor, was arrested hero charged with being Implicated in the hold-up of Mrs. Alse
Ma gin i. .She alleges that Goetz, who
motoring
h<>ld-up.

with

her

framed
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«

ORIGINALLY BOOKED FOR ONE WEEK AT
LONDON COLISEUM
Held over for indefinite run. Now playing third
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Star of the Future,
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TICKET AGENTS LOSING HOLD
DOG

TOWNS" ARE LOSING

MORE

OLD THEATREGOING HABIT

VALENTINO AND WIFE IN DANCE

BOX-OFFICE

ACT IN DETROIT DRAW MILDLY

SHIEST

•

-

"Stung" Too Often—Weaned Away Through "Bad
Boy*" Grots for "Sun Shows" in Syracuse

—

Now

Patronize Only

Broadway Successes

conditions in the neighborNew York are such that
attractions breaking in unless

Road

hood of

new

they are presented by a producer
of unquestioned standing and headed by a star of the first magnitude
can not get any money. In the
regular tryout towns, such as Stamford, Wilmington, Rochester, Syracuse and even Baltimore, not a single new attraction stands a chance.

The

theatregoing public in those
centers not only resent being used
as a "dog" to try the show on, but
they have been "stung" so often
Within the last couple of years with
•T>ad boys" that they are leary of
almost anything that comes along
without first having had the brand
•f a New York run placed on it.
One of the managers in these
towns made a survey of his audience within the last few weeks to
ascertain their cause for seeming
to avoid the theatre. He discovered
that after having been "caught"
an a couple of tryouts below the
Standard they refused to see suc.

(Continued on page

4)

CHOP SUEY

LOOMS AS BIG CONTEST
Harry Chinn,

Selwyns and Hammerstein
Declare Against "Buys"
Brokers Turned
Down
Jane Cowl's " Juliet"—Say
"Buy" Ruined "Kreiater's »»
Chances

New York Chop

Impresario, Proposes Park

40 YEARS

For the first time in 40 years McIntyre and Heath are professionally
Tom
apart, though but temporarll;*.

Heath rota
Mr. Heath loft the show at
Youngstow n, P..
He p reviously
had been examined as to his physl(

Continued on page

5)

COSTUMES
THAT STAND OUT
Fur Originality. Style. Quality,
am! Hi
Bervice We RXuIt.

BAYER-SCHUMACHER
«**-«»

W,

4'5

h

Pt..

CO..

IM

N. Y., Tel. Uryant 1831

Rodolph Valentino and his wife,
the former Winifred Hudnut, known
professionally as NataachaRarabov.«.

$75,000 FOR 20 WEEKS

opened for a week's stay at the Ma-*
Dancing iiere. The
couple do four tango dances nightly,
performing on a guarantee and percentage basis. Although Carl Fisher,
the dance hall proprietor, expected

jestio School of

Passes Up Yisit to AustraliaHow "Crooked Square"

Became Misplaced

to reap a harvest, the Valentinos'
turn proved a flop the opening ni^ht
At $2.50 admission only 250 were
present. Monday Fisher reduced the
general admission to $1, which includes Indefinite dancing privileges,
but this helped matters but little.
The Valentinos make their first
appearance at 10:45 nightly. They
are said to be guaranteed $7,500 on
the percentage basis.
The screen star made stvsral
statements to the local press, including his decision to revert the
former style of spelling his given
name as Rudolph and not the present Rodolph. He repeated his statement that Famous Players treated
him unfairly; that it would not accept any of his suggestions in directing pictures; that it supplied
him with weak story vehicles. He
contends he Is, a "he-man" and
wants to play such parts.
The "Music Box Revue," playing
here this week, announced from the
stage that tomorrow night (Thursday) will witness the entire company present st the Majestic.
It is reported that upon Valentino's success this week depends any
further engagements along similar
lines.
He is slated for a Washington, D. C, appearance next week.

An

Harry Chinn, slant-eyed Oriental merstein, following disputes with

who built the old Pekin restaurant
at New York for Nat Fenton and
Susskin, and who has started and
sold more Chinese restaurants in
New York than you can count, is
launching a new drive that may
have a far-reaching effect on the
American character, and probably
a radical change in the summer
park catering business.
Chinn's idea is no less than a
bold commercial campaign to 'rive
the hot dog out of the social fabric
of American summer life and substitute

chop suey sandwiches.

His

the

ticket

themselves

offer of $74,000 of an engagement of 20 weeks in Australia,
tendered to Fay Bainter, has been
declined by that young star. Henry

have declared
buys and have

brokers,
"off"

stated the sale of tickets directly
with the box office i preferable to
dealings with the agencies.
Efforts by a number of managers
to attract patrons to the box olllce
by having a goodly proportion of
tickets on hand have progressed for
several seasons. It is believed there
are more direct sales now than for

Musgrove, the Australian producer now In New York was behind the offer. One of the stipulated plays for Miss Balnter's overseas term was Samuel Shipraan's
"East Is West," produced by William Harris, Jr.
Constance Binney has been se(Contlnued on page 4)
O.

years.

When

the

centralized

ticket

agency plan was under discussion
(Continued on page 5>

business fluctuates in New York.
Sometimes he is running a dozen
(Continued on page 9)

GROWING WITH SECTION
Loew's Seats 2,000 on Burnt Je Ave.,

MAYBE KNEW TOO MUCH
Man

"Masked

Bronx,

from

Hollywood'
Only Worked First Half

STIRS UP ST LOUIS

The Loew

New

York.

has taken over
the new theatre on Buraside avenue
In the Bronx. It will seat 2,000 and
circuit

"The Masked Man from Holly- play pictures.
Dislikes
Chamber of
wood," a man lupposedly knowing
Manager Dane's Catch- Line
Located opposite the theatre Is
the inside life of the picture colony, the new Roosevelt apartment house,

Commerce

St. Louis. Feb. 7.

The

local

Chamber

of

opened

Monday* at the Orpheum,

Commerce New York,

the largest In the world, covering
ut two large city >>' ~ks
c-

for three days.

a'

T ie masked one answer, quesasked Manager Dane of the
Heath has gone \6 Daytona, Florida, Gayety (Columbia burlesque) to dis- tions asked him by the audience
to recover from threatened diabetes continue hie advertising campaign regarding the picture people.
When he asked the Loew office
and a chronic asthmatic trouble.
which has "St. Louis Is Dead"
I! he worked the last half they reThe Mclntyre and Heath show. printed in type.
"Red Pepper" remains on the road
Paul Bunn. secretary, told Dane plied "no."
with Harry Shunk, a mlnstrel^man, that surrounding towns were makin the

$1—Only

The Selwyns and Arthur Ham-

.

IN

EXPERIENCE

HOPKINS'

of

to

FAY BAINTER REFUSES

Restaurant Chain

1ST PERFORMANCE LOST

BY TEAM

Dancing Reduced Admission
250 Present Opening
Night—"Sheik" and Partner Guaranteed $7,500

from $2.50
•

HOT DOG

VS.

Majestic School

EVER

has

commodating

.

apartment

in the dallies *»y
hi* St. Louis the-

atre has been attracting attention
It has been of a
for some time.
unique character. To prevent copyists robbing it of the originality
carried, Mr. Dane had the advertising copy copyrighted.

1,200

families.

nearly

cmplct

and
the

made as the

Arthur Butler Craham,

Burnside avenue is located between Fordham road and Trtmont
avenue In the Bronx, composing
what is really a third neighborhood

sales and the unusual
roll
speed the "mechanical* companies
are "canning" and marketing popu-

legal adviser for Rudolph
Valentino, reiterates his oft -repeated statement the film star will never
work for Famous Players, whuh

(Continued on page

;

lar selections.

f'.iound

Something that has not prevailed
of late months is the causing of the
music printshops working overtime

plans
here,
I

w'.ll

has

Louts,

bean

in

'

broken

a Loew ;•
the business
have a capaCl
filed for

i'

:••

i>.

7.

I

und

j

'

hotu
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COSTUMES

least..

st.

spokes-

man and

of that section.
It
Is anticipated
the Burnside section wi l grow up
to the theatre, which Is now without theatre opposition of any description within a mile rad'.UI at

and

on rush orders.

The
'

present,

building progressed.

ing capital of it. The manager atMUSIC SALES BOOMING
tempted to explain the "catch,*' but
The music business as far as
the member of the board could not
sheet music sales are concerned is
be convinced other than that Dane
reported booming at a rate unusual
meant Just what the billing quoted
compared to recent conditions.
as regards this city.
This is reflecting also on the record

The advertising
Manager Dane for

Is

partially flllel at
rentals having been
is
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$16,000

FAMOUS AND ORPHEUM LEAD

NOT ENOUGH

New Covent Garden Revue

STOLL'S TRODIGAL SON*

Casts

ENGLAND'S FINEST FILM

Wsskly

$18,000
!

AS AMUSEMENTS ADVANCE

London, Feb.

the new
Stoil revue, which opened at the
Covent Garden Jan. 27, played to
Surprised/'

Ran 41-2 Hours

at

Priv?

Showing—Going Out
Two Sections

$16,000 its initial (last) week. This
figure fails to show a profit for the

—
—

—

Be

"You'd

Through Recent Trading Areas Loew
Exception by Reason of Pool Control Public
Participate for First Time Trend Seems Sure

All Break

•~-^—SSSSBSl
7.

in

producers, as the weekly overhead

amounts to $18,000.
London, Feb. T.
The piece is continually being re"The Prodigal Son," the new fll
vised, and is much improved since production of 61? Oswald fitoll,
the opening performance.
four hours and a half at the prh _

showing held at the Covent Oardi

In a steady
sessions up to

advance over four

PEARL WHITE SECLUDED;

Wednesday Famous

Players gained nearly six points
and got within a fraction of 90, two
ITALIAN
points below its best -for the year.
Transactions were moderate. Under its -leadership and governed by
Jn a Convent Until Duke of
These "ads" are hard to write
inside buying Orpheum shot up
week in and week out. Last week I
about two points, touching 20 fiat
Valombrosa Secures Pope wrote about the old-fashioned "Cutaround noon Wednesday, getting to
ter" causing so much excitement as
and King's Permission
that level for the first time since it
it
went up Broadway. Welt it's
slumped from 28 last fall.
snowing again tonight and the oldfashioned "Cutter" cahie back down
It was significant that Loew did
Paris, Feb. 7,
Broadway, but no one turned to
not get into the movement apprePearl White, the American movie look. They saw It ONCE on the big
ciably. But partisans of that stock
star, is going into a conven,t near street. It's old stuff now. These are
(Continued on page 23)
Paris. It is generally believed that the days you gotta drop sentiment
her purpose is not ^entirely devo- almost en rely. .Once around, and.
tional life, but contemplates study- unless like Frank Van Hoven and
LEVEY'S
ing the language, and acquiring a can stand the "Gaff." your the old
"Cutter."
cultural polish that will help her
grace the foremost European soNext week (Feb. 12) Keith's Orciety, into which she is. expected to
marry within a year. The report is pheum, Brooklyn, and then around
and in New York for ten weeks.
believed, in

TO WED

NOBLE

I

,

5

PLAY

ETHEL

FRANK VAN HOVEN

WITH LORD LATHAM

London Next Sep
timber—Will Appear Prior

Producing

confidential circles, that

in

at Coliseum
Paris, Jan.

f.

Switzerland,
from
bound for London and stopping off
here, Ethel Levey states she is
writing a play in collaboration with
Lord Latham that will have Its
production next September in the

Returning

-

English capital.
Meanwhile Miss Levey expects
shortly to reopen in vaudeville at
the Coliseum, London.-

treatr

;

DRAMA REFORMER
A RUINED MAN

IS

•

Wallace McCutcheon,
former professional dancer and later
a
major
in the British army. McAnd Bogus Concert Only DisapCutcheon disappeared from the
pointed AudUnes Appeared.
Lambs' Club, New York, and has
never been heard or since. Reports
Lor 'on, Feb. 7.
A bogus peeress a. a bogus con- have had him dead in Mexico and
acquired
cert caused something of a furore In Canada. Miss White charged his own and gradually
a small hall. This
in
theatrical
circles,
when
a habitual drunkenness, desertion and enough to rent
converted,
him
and
decorated
he
McCutcheon was badly
"framed" performance failed to cruelty.
materialize after the admls ons wounded "and carried a largo silver -elf, whence ho gradually rounded
plate in his skull. It was generally up a company. The next move was
were "Jn"
For some time a concert had been believed that his wounds had caused to Shrewbury where he was looked
admission
advertised, in aid of the London him to be affected with aphasia and upon as a madman. No
unfortunate symptoms at was charged but a collection was
hospitals, to take place at Kings- other
The
Initial passing of the
times.
made.
Miss
White
has
not
worked
way Hall. Tickets ranging from
She Is best re- hat realized six pounds which grew
a guinea \flown were obtainable at In several years.
nights
the usual libraries and agencies membered for her starring film to 150 pounds the last three
of the third week when "Macbeth*'
with the prompter of the cencert serial, "Perils of Pauline."

—
'

I

|

j

alleged

to

be

"Viscountess

AMERICANS ABROAD

When the time of the performParis, Jan. 20.
ance arrived the audience gathered
Winifred James, the authoress, is
but the doors were closed, never sojourning in London; Henry M.
till fighting.
opened and the lady,
jrself, was Matthews, novelist, has gone to the
missing. She is still missing. In- south of France after
a tour in
quiries of th- Bellalres ffjnlly elic- Austria; Florence Walton, dancer,
PALLADIUM CHANGES
ited the information .here was no and her husband. Leon Leitrim, left
viscountess of that name.
Paris last week for a honeymoon Unprofitable Vaudeville Try Loads
The woman of the phoney title trip In North Africa; her former
to Indifferent Revue
had a room at the Russell Hotel husband, Maurice, dancer, who has
for the night of the shew but did been very ill, is recuperating in
London, Feb. T.
not remain there. The hotel man- France; Lole Fuller, recently unThe unprofitable return of the
agement described her as a women dergoing an operation, is here con- Palladium to a vaudeville policy was
of about 50, loud, overdressed and valescent.
abandoned and the house reopened
of eccentric habits.
Monday with an indifferent revue.
The variety revival, however, was
"IF WINTER COMES"—BIG HIT
hardly
a fair test, as the Palladium
London, Feb. 7.
A. A. VOTES
was burdened with old bookings.
"If Winter Comes," which opened
795 to

126

for

Standard

James Jan. 3l, looks to
be a tremendous success for Lonat the St.

Touring

Contrsct.

"PEER GYNT" AGAIN

don.

The piece had been jn tour 20
weeks previous to its initial performance here to record business

London, Feb. 7.
The Actors' Association has voted
to support its council's efforts to
secure a standard touring contract.
At a general meeting Feb. 4, the

almost.

Owen Nares

is

starred.

members

cast their ballots as 795
for th support of the measure to
126 against.
Meanwhile the touring managers
refuse to treat the actors as an organization.

ACTS

IN

DUPREZ IN COLLIER'S ROLE
London, Feb. 7.
It's reported Charles -B. Cochran
has engaged Fred Duprez to handle
the William Collier role in the London production of "The Music Box
Revue," also that Joe Coyne has
been engaged for tho British presentation of "KaUnka."

REVUE

Moss Empire- Takinr Care
Contracts

in

New

London. Feb.

Paris, Feb.

7.

Jams, touring with her
Moss Empire Circuit is trying out mother on the Adriatic through the
a new scheme here, utilizing the Mediterrat ean, upon ?rri- ing at
acts under old contracts.
Athens, Greece, "eb.
gavo an
Commencing FeL 12 it will pre- entertainment in that city for the
Elsie

Hippodrome, Newcastle.
a sort of
evue to be en it led
"Bang," wrltton by ^ do Harman,

who

In
will also stage the p. ere.
ro.hor will be Hedges

the cast

Jac*obsen,

Roberts.

,

Jda

Crisp!

and

Manny

•

1.

•

"VIA CRUCIS"

NEW

London, Feb.

7.

At the Garrick Monday the new
of

morality play,
produced as "Via

the

ELSIE ENTERTAINS AT ATHENS "Kveryman," was

7.

>nt at the

Paris, Feb,

]

"Deux * Belles de Cadis" having
proved a slip the management of
tho M/>gador has fallen back on
Ibsen's "Peer Gynt," with Crelg's
music. It was a great success, unexpected by the directors of that
house when produced at the Mogador last year.
Tho Oalte is renewing the run of
"Fille de Madame Angot."

adaptation

of Old
V. sy.

Crucis" with Martin Hnrvey starred.
Scenic and lighting accessories relieved the former monotony of inaction in the original without much
else left to be said for the present
piece.

American Or.>hanaKt\

OTHER FOREIGN

NEWS
on page 21

Picture
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'

English Film Actress Appearing
Legit with Max Dearly in Pari*

,

i

may

BETTY BALFOUR'S PLAN

William Elliott
Paris, Feb. 7.

-

Douglas Fairbanks; Jr., is here,
rehearsing stunts under the tutelage of William Elliott, the picture

Young Douglas, 13 years old, is
Fairbanks' son by his first wife,
now Mrs. Beth Evans.
Elliott
intends
taking
ypung
Fairbanks with him to- the Hollywood picture' colony on the Pacific
Coast, for . appearance before the
screen- In semi -emulation of his

Paris. Fob. 7,
films to the
legitimate st
itigo
igo Is
is the r
pectatlon of Betty Ba'four, j
London picture act res'K the arrangement is comp et
Miss Balfour will play in a piece
w Max Dearly.

From English

rlsian

producer.
I

4

DEATHS ABROAD
Paris, Jan. 25.''

'

Mart he
Fabris,
French
vaudeville and revue actress, died
Mils.

William Elliott -over hers was a Jan.. 22. following an operation la
former partner with F. Ray Corn- Paris.
Msrius Plstesu, French Journalstock and Morris Gest.
About
ist,
staff
of "Action Francal«e.w
two years ago Mr. Elliott went
abroad. _tw leaving the Arm. with
woman
in 'his Paris office Jan. 21'
the expressed Intention of produc
Normind, editor . Of
Maurice
lng pictures. He has been on the
l

other side

L'lllustration, Paris.

ever since.

Laurillsrd

Max Nordau, Jewish author and

Takes House from Mel
for New Show-

ville

Wilson Staging Empire Rsvus
London, Feb. 7.
The new revue for the Empire, to
be produced by Sir Alfred Butt and
Albert de Courville, will be staged
by William Wilson.

sociologist, whose book "Degeneration" caused turmoil in art circles

SO years ago, diecTin Paris, Jan. 22,

aged 74. His famous book attempted
to prove modern artists and crimare psychologically identical,

inals

London, Feb. 7.
Laurillard is temporarily
renting a theatre from Walter Melvil'e, commencing Feb.
for
2<Tth,
the production of a new musical

Edward

play.

MOGADONS 'PRINCESS CZARDA'
Parfs, Feb.

7.

The Mogador expects tho Viennese
operetta, "Princess Czarda," with
Hegine Flory, although an imme-

production of the operetta,
"Hans le Joueur de Flute," had been
looked for there as a revival.
Bene Peter is adapting the French
book for "Czarda," and Henri Falk
is arranging the music.

and that modern art has degenerated. Deceased was born in Austria.

Pedro 8eebold, head Of the Spanpicture
producing coronai
Principal Film, died at Barcefbi
of pneumonia, aged' 32.
A. Saugey, director of Pall
d'Hiver, Pau, France, born in AJ«
giers. 1&65, died Jan. .4'. at Pau. His
was formerly manager of Oaite, at
Paris,
and president of French
Syndicate of Provincial managers.
ish

diate

was offered.
The local people saw trouble accumulating and set to work to crush
him. They succeeded. ^Growcott is
a ruined man, ill and penniless but

Bel-

lairs."

of

LONDON RENTING TOO
London, Feb. T.
J. R. Growcott is one of the reformers who have suffered for trying to improve the drama. Coming
out of the army with leg and head
wounds but ho pension he conceived the idea of a commonwealth
Shakesperean theatre.
GroWcott started by reciting oh

.

froifl'

I.,

Son

Star to Be Exploited by

Theatre

Pearl White was divorced a little
more than a year ago in Providence,
It

13-Year-0ld

to its length, the feature

3BS2K&S&&&&&HX.

Meets DisasterPromoted Shakespearean

Growcott

.

BOGUS PEERESS

REHEARSING STUNTS

father.

'

.

IS

4.

Due

be released in two parts, with th*
second section to be titled "Ths
Return of the Prodigal."
It is probably the finest BrltlSfc
film production ever made.

:

she is engaged to the Duke of Valombrosa, one of the wealthiest and
most blue-blooded Italians, who is
a banker in Paris.
De Valombrosa is a. Tale graduate, and was recently divorced
from Marie Theresa, daughter of
Mme. de Boras, a famous millionaire widow here.* His divorce is
civil.
It is understood his rumored
re-marriage has not yet been sanctioned by the Pope v and by the King
of Italy.
Meanwhile, his bride-tobe will sojourn to a secluded rs-

•<

Feb.

DOUG FAIRBANKS' SON

IN
Leslie

"Charley's Aunt" Picturs

Rights
London, Feb. 7.

Picture rights to the old fares,
"Charley's Aunt," have been secured
by the Ideal Film Cd.

LONDON

London, Jan. 22.
was a descendant of the famous
Henson reappeared at the Kemble family. He played the lead-

Winter Garden Jan. 22 in the part ing part in "Decameron Nights" for
he should have originally taken in 315 times. Only 33 years of age, ha
(Continued on page 23)
"The Cabaret Girl." He had a good
reception, but seemed somewhat off
color until the last act, when ho rose
io his old form in a new song and a
clever burlesque. He is said to be
Feb. 17 (from New York for Londrawing a salary of £ 350.
don), Adolph Zukor, Albert Grey,

SAILINGS

The present season

of the British

National Opera came to an end at
Covent Ga den Jan. 20. It is announced there will be another season
in the summer. The present season
will probably show a profit, and in
any case there has been no loss.

Edward

J.

Bowes (Olympic).

Feb. 10 (from New York for London), Mr. and Mrs. Arch Selwyn,
Mrs. Sam H. Harris, John Barry-

more, Charles M. Schwab (Olympic)*
Feb. 8 (from London to New
York), Mabel Normand (Baltic).

A ballet will be staged with the
Martin Harvey production of "Via
Crucis" at the Garrick. The subject
will be "The Bose and the Dagger."
and the principal dancer will be
Dorma Leigh, who was for a long
time at the Gaiety, and partner of
the Polish dancer, Oy-Ba.

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
OF DANCING
143 Charing Cross

LONDON

Rosd

Jack Melford of "The Cat apd the
Canary," at the Shaftesbury, has
married Leila Tufnell, daughter of

Director,

Brigadier-General Tufnell, C. B. The
bride, professionally Leila Langley,
Is playing in "When Knights Were

rhinestoneT
THE LITTLEJOHNS

Bold."

226
revival of "Alice in Wonderland" for matinees finished at the
Court Jan. 20. "When Knights Were
Bold" finishes Jan. 27.

The

JOHN TILLER

West 46th

•

Phone

St.

BRYANT

PEGGY

O'NEILL

THEATRE ROYAL

Cowley Wright, who died recently,

liny market.

I

onion
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North

Jersey

Towns

Carry

Fight to State Legislature

R.

The New Jersey legislature Is expected late this week to start probing charges of "slush fund** operations in behalf of a bill to legalise
Sunday picture shows throughout

Albany. N. Y.. Feb. T.
O'Connor,
from

sponsor for a change in
the penal law which enforces a
prison sentence for pool selling and
other gambling.
If it is passed a
bookmaker,, policy seller or other
gambler might be punished only by

the state. The charges were made
by Rev. Prank S. Ritter, Congregational minister,
f Hoboken, as
part of the ministerial association
campaign to oppose Sunday shows,
but the picture theatre men hava
mustered a mass of evidence to
present to the legislative committee and are- deman "inr; that the ihvesti^ation be a thorough one.
The Sunday miration is especially
.
Interesting in Hudson county, .the
nort. county oppesit
Ma Utan.
from the fact that most of th-^ picture theatres in Jersey City,
o-.
boken and nearby
wns are owned
in part by citizen stockholder
It
Was the citizen stockholders who
started the movement for 3unday
picture shows and it waa their demand that inspired a bill to legalize
Sunday shows introduce I
the
stat. senate by Se. ^tor Simps .11. *
A group of ministers called a
meeting and publicly disapproved
the plan. To offset this the theatre
owners on Jan. 27 secured &r injunction
from
Vice-chancellor
Bentley sitting in Jersey City perthem to operate their
mitting
houses over Sunday, Jan. 2C, and
setting argument for a* permanent
restraining order for the rbllcwlng
Monday.
At this proceeding the
Vice-Chancellor dismissed the Injunction, placing* the theatre men
on the same basis as b~fore the
court action. Last Sunday all Jersey City houses were dark.
The
ministers had secured a bench warQuinn,
rant fpr Mr.
commissioner
of public safety, and on advice of
counsel he declined to issue Sunday
permits.
The ministers then spread their
activities over the whole county,
which includes Hoboken, West New
'

Bayonne and Union IlilU
While this agitation was in full
swing Rev. Mr. Ritter gave out to
the newspapers a statement intimating that a* slush fund had been
York,

raised with the object of Improperly
influencing passage of the Simpson

fine.

measure

would mean an enoimous revenue to the State and a part of this
income would automatically go to Sister of
it

the agricultural fairs.

NEW TEXAS TAX

One

Bill

Productions—

Other on'Opeft Air Shows
Dallas, Texas, Feb. 7.
The lower house committee of
revenue and taxation last night at
Austin favorably reported two bills
which aim to increase the tax on
'
amusements.
One of the bill quadruples the tax
on any theatrical production, with
the tax graduated according to the
*

population of the town where the
is given. Performances
for charitable, educational or where
no private profit is sought are

performance

exempt.
The other

on

bill

advances the tax

comshows and other
from place to

"circuses, shows, carnival

panies, wild west
shows traveling
place."

It is declared the two bills have
Sunday shows. Senator better than an even chance of
Simpson immediately met the at- passing.
Before the committee a wired
tack by demanding a legislative
protest was real from the Texas
inquiry.
State Fair Association against any

for

KICK ON UP-STATE TAX
I

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. T.
The city assessors have placed a
taxable valuation on the Eastman
School of Music and the Eastman
theatre of $1,230,000. Tha plant la
valued at' $2,500,000, and it was decided that only half of it would be
assessed.
The reason for this is
that the school proper is an Institution of learning deeded by George
Eastman to the University of
Rochester.
It is said that local theatres,
which are paying high taxes, objected to the Eastman being reThe aslieved of its obligations.
sessors take the view that as the
theatre charges admission it cught
to pay taxes, but that only half of
"a fair valuation should be assessed.
The matter is subject to ^vision,
as the assessors have not yet held
their annual hearing for kicks by
taxpayers. No statement in regard
to the matter has been made by the
university^ or the management.

liant star of

Miss Errol

A

tax that would prevent carnivals or
other amusements showing at state
and county fairs.

UNTERMYER

IN

DEBATE

Will Meet Morris Hillquit at Lexington O. H., Monday

A telegram sent by Samuel Untermyer to Albany, in which he advocated government supervision of

labor unions, la said to have resulted In Mr. Untermyer accepting
a challenge to debate the subject
with Morris Hillquit, among the
Socialist leaders in New York, and
a former defeated candidate for the
mayoralty.
Upon the message reaching Albany, union men in New York suggested Hillquit issue the accepted
challenge.
The debate will be held Monday
evening at the Lexingon Opera
House, New York.
Many of the
foremost labor men in the State are
expected to attend.
Mr. Untermyer was the counsel
for the Lockwood Committee, and
NO SfACE; NO TICKETS
has
been prominent of late years in
Feb.
17.
City,
Kansas
civic affairs.
Representative Miles -Bulger, of New York's
Cansas City, will introduce a bill
in the Missouri house of repreELECTION
sentatives making it a felony for
owners of theatres or other places
MechanicsviHe, N. Y., Holding Spe
of amusement to sell more tickets
cial Election' Feb. 28
than there are seats in the house.
The Jill provides a penalty of two
Abany, N. Y., Feb. 7.
years "in the penitentiary for vioThe question whether mcving
lation.
The passage of the bill will hit pictures may be exhibited af.er 2
'echanicjm. on Sunday in
directly at some f the*pict ire the- p.
Saratoga county, will be
atres hero where tickets are Fold f 'e, in
m]
election
sp»
Feb. 28.
decided
by
when not even standing mom is
The Co...mon C uncil voted to
available.
mlt the Question to vote wit!* thr 3
in favor and one again;
A liberal wave lias be-n spreadCochran Cijolad *22,500 fom Dinars
state
ing over that section of
London. Feb. 7.
Charles h. Cochran presided at for the past year end it U expected
fOVOJ We. For the
dinner or tUc A lors' the vote will
lh»- annual
Benevolent fund, held at the Bavoy first time in 20 yean Saratoga
hotel Sunday, and cajoled the diners pounty gave a Democratic guberftiia
natorial candidate (Al Smith) a mainto contributing CS.0C4 for
Hie November- eUctiona.
j »rtiy at
charily organization.

"SUNDAY"

'

i

«

'..

•

"SALLY"

now

(the bril-

fame).

featured in C. B.

bill

requiring

all

amusement

houses to run the same show as
at every performance,
except in a case of emergency, was
filed by Representative J. Frank

advertised,

MADDOCK'S production, "THE SuMvan of 'Providence. The
SON DODGER," playing Keith's also prohibits the operation of
New

Alhambra,

York, this week

(Feb. 5).

FILM

MEN INDIFFERENT

Paying No Attention. to Proposed
Missouri Censor Law

Kansas

City, Feb. 7.

The church people of the state,
headed by the "Committee of Fifty"
are making a determined fight for
a picture censorship board in this
state. The committee is backed by

Quadruples Tax on many

Theatrical

LEON ERROL

BILLS

FAVORABLY REPORTED

bills relating to di-

open court.

LEDA ERROL

religious

and women's or-

ganisations of the state; the State
Sunday School Association and the
Missouri Branch of the Federation
The bir
of Catholic Churches.
which ia being urged Is pattered
after the Pennsylvania law, but differs in that the latter omits films
shown before fraternal organisations from censorship, which the
leaders of the committee declare
has caused the very worst class of.
pictures to be shown before "stag"
The similar bill was
audiences.
passed by the house two years a%o
but waa defeated in the senate. For
this reason it ia predicted that the
bill will cause one of the hardest
fights of the current session.
For some reason, however, the
picture interests have not taken any
the
concerted move to oppose
measure. None of the representabaa,
tives of the film companies
even appeared before the Commit\

tee.

t~

AEGUE WET RESOLUTION
Albany, N. Y., Feb.

to Block Repeal of the

Com-

Picture Censorship

*

mission's Function
Albany, N.

-

Feb. T.
the outright repeal os> the picture censorship commission by throwing the
commission's
function into
the
hands of the state department of
education is being heard
at the'

A

scheme

Y.,

to sidetrack

capltol.

T#he result, friends of libera] government declare, would be a step
back from the present board. The
department of education is ruled by
the regents elected by the legislature for 12-year terms and Is a Re-

publican stronghold
of the state
machine. It appoints the officials of
New York University and is heavily
ture machines at a speed greater
than 1,000 feet of film to every 12- scholastic and straight laced.
The whole censor repeal program
mtnute period. The Motion Picture
Operators' Union is said to be back of the new administration Is being
sacrificed by political jockey*
of the measure.
ing. There seems to b« no strong
leadership
on the proposition and
little rivalries are endangering the
IN
whole legislative plan. After a member has introduced a bill and secured all possible publicity out of It
he lets It drop. Nobody hag even
asked for a public hearing on a bill,
Prohibit Admission Charge although he has that right and If
his purpose Is sincere
he. would
On Sabbath Worshiping
hasten to exercise it under the

SUNDAY B'W

MASS.

STRONGLY SUPPORTED

—

Gold Instead of God
Boston, Feb. 7.
A bill accompanying the petition
of Attorney Clarence W. Rowley
which would prohibit the charging
of admission fees for Sunday entertainments, waa strongly supported before the Committee on
Legal Affairs last week by a group
of religious leaders representing
the Massachusetts Methodist Ministers* association, the Massachusetts Federation of Churches, the
Boston Y. M. c. A., the Boston W.
i
C. T. U. and others.
In his arguments Mr. Rowley said
the bill is aimed as a death blow

Sunday

to

movies

and

rules

Assemblyman Louis A. Cuvllller of
New York, who gummed up the
censor repeal plan by his hasty Introduction
of an Individual
bin,
jumped over the traces again Monday night by introducing a resolution conferring authority on the
Judiciary committee of the assembly
to investigate William H. Anderson.
anything or
It. cannot accomplish
get anywhere, legislators agree, because it is Improperly drawn. It allows the committee expenees, but
puts no limits on expenditures. This
is
a sample of superfluous and
bothersome tactics that have become' general In Albany and which
threaten the administration's program of constructive legislation,

summer

amusements on the Sabbath. He
declared that ibe commercialization
of Sunday amusements has resulted
fn the worship of gold instead of
God, and that the morals of the
youth of the State are not properly
safeguarded at the present time.

AMERICAN PICTURES
EXTEND LONDON RUN

T.

A

"HOME

Kansas

lution.
will

Scheme

act
pic-

hearing held before the Judiciary committee assembly yesterday
BILL ON
FILMS"
on the Walker- Donohue resolution
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 7.
memorializing Congress to modify
Assemblyman Stelngut this week
the Volstead act to permit the sale
of light wines and beers left a Introduced two bills changing the
favorable Impression with the com- law governing miniature picture
mittee. The commitee did not act,
apparatus. Paragraph 18 -a of the
however, on reporting the resolution out, due to several members General City law is amended so
being absent.
fiat the exemption of "apparatus of
Those appearing for the opposi- such construction that films ordition were: Rev. O. R. Miller, New narily used on full-slaed picture
York Civic league, Or v Hie S. Pol- apparatus cannot be used thereand, Antl -saloon league; Mrs. Ella with" is eliminated and the exempBoole, president Women's Chriatian tion Is confined to "so-called miniaTemperance^ Union, and John P. tur apparatus which uses only an
Deven, M.D., for New York* Medical enclosed Incandescent e' jctric lamp
association, the latter apparently and approved acetate of cellulose or
without official authorization for slow burning films."
the body. The dry people made
The effect of this proposal would
their , usual stock arguments about be to bring under the fire regulathe drunkard reeling home at night, tions certain miniature films made
but admitted the action
New from full-sired originals and sold
Yrrk state, while it would not affect or leased to owners of miniature
Congress, would probably influence projectors.
other states.
Mr. Steingut is author of another
Appearing for the resolution bill requiring that all such r.iawere: John M. O'Hanlon, for the c! lnes shall be opera ed In a fireNew York State Federation of proof box so constructed that It
Labor; Joseph S. Scwab. /or the may be entirely closed in case of
Allied Business Men's Protective fire.
Both proposals wou'd have
Association;
Charles L. Fasullo, the effect of restricting the operamember oT assembly, and Col. Ran- tion of n a-commerclal pictures.
som H. Gillette, who made a feature argument, appealing to the
Ask for Two Cent Rste
committee to report out the reso-

Probably the resolution
reported out next week.

CENSORSHIP REPEAL

T.

vorce proceedings were presented in
the Rhode Island senate by Senator Frederick B. Cole of Warren.
One amends the present divorce
laws and provides that after a Anal
decree for divorce neither party
may remarry. The other provides
that in all divorce cases the testimony shall be given viva voce in

aroused anew the idea that some
progress might be made by the
present Legislature toward legalising the use of pari-mutuel betting
machines on the New York race
tracks.
Outdoor amusement men
would welcome such a change, for

Among the politically well Informed, however, it is generally
recognized that .there is. no possibility of this kind of legislation.
The administration is committed to
a broad program of liberal legislation, but it does not want to Jeopardize its policy by dealing with
the gambling question, which has
strong opposition among the people.

Two

at present.

«

of the

-

Six 48 -hour- week bills have been
introduced in the Rhode Island genAll the measures
eral assembly.
apply to women and children and
for a 48 -hour week Instead of 54 as

Assemblyman

The introduction

SEE PLAN TO DIVERT

Providence, Feb.

Tammany Leader Murphy's own

a

BILLS

I.

Working Time, Divorce and Am use
ment in Legislation.

Measure Introduced in Albany— No
Hops for Mutusls

district, is

Slush Charges

bill

t

NEW GAMBLING LAW

HTIZEN STOCKHOLDERS

WANT SUNDAY SHOWS

LEGISLATIVE

be

perity in

London, Feb. 7.
The engagement of "Robin Hood.'*
the Fairbanks picture, originally
scheduled for eight weeks at the
Pavilion, has been indeflnitel: extended.
"The Prisoner of Zenda."
at the Palace, will also continue for
an Additional two weeks. It opened
several
to play but a fortnight
months ago.
•

"Y0UVG IDEA" IV FOB BUN
London, Feb.

7.

Noel Coward's new comedy, *:The
Young Idea" opened at the Savoy
Feb. 1. It was generally praised by
the press. The piece, from its reception, is probably in for a run.

AMERICAN JAZZERS AT "TB0C"
London, Feb. 7.
Hughie Barrett's American Jass
band opened at the Trocadero restaurant Sunday and scored strongly.

The

orchestra, of six pieces,

is

la

under an eight weeks' contract with
an option.

City, Feb. 7.

bill to restore the old two -cent
a mite passenger rate, reduce
freight rates and to abolish the ex-

lature.

England

ssssssnasBjBsatj

A

tra charges on Pullman fares, has
been Introduced In the state legisUnder the terms of the
plete concert from this country to measure railroads would be reEurope will take place Feb. SS at quired to handle intrastate commidnight by the Bamberger Broad- merce independent of trains encasting Station in Newark, N. J. gaged In Interstate commerce.
The entire program, which will last
one hour, is to be given by Edith
Gladys Cooper Denies Engagement
Dennett.
alleged
that
WOK, the
London, Feb. 7.
is
It
Gladys Cooper has denied she is
Bamberger sending station, haa
been clearly heard in France. Italy. engaged to Ivor Norvello and states
Belgium, England, Scotland and that her visit to America was for
8hf» reSweden. The super test Is to prove purely business purpose*
turn* to the Playhouse in March
to skeptics its claim is not without
foundation.
with a new •production.

RADIOING CONCERT TO EUROPE
An attempt to radiophone a com-

"Robin Hood" and "Prisoner
of Zenda" Enjoying Pros-

Get 13,000 in A. 4 H. Safe
San Francijco. Feb. 7.
safe of the Ackerman ft HarState, Oakland, was blown by

The
ris

robbers Sunday morning.

Saturday

the
like

$3,000.

They got

something
Loss covered by Inreceipts,

surance.

1
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NED WaYBURM
STUDIOS OP

7»«W45!*Stfc»\W

VAUDEVILLE
STUDENTS

ORPHEUM CIRCUITS MEETING

—

Harmonious Relations
Chicago, Feb.

SECOND MARRIAGE TRY

7.

directors of the. Orpheum cir-

The

will

cuit

here

meet

tomorrow

FOLLOWS LINE OF FIRST

They will be repre(Thursday).
sentative of the entire dircctofcte
principal
the
which represents
stockholders.
What were formerly known as the
eastern nnd western factions in the
circuit each reported to have been
seeking -stack control, have merged
into a harmonious business and understanding, according- to the meagre information secured from ad-

Houghs Again Legally Tangled
Divorced, Remarried and

—

:

Now

1

in

Court
7.

follow in the future. her father in New York. The father,
Amonjr these plans may be consid- Daniel M. Lord, was formerly head
ered an extension Of the present big of the advertising agency of Lord &
Orpheum Vaudeville chain, with new Thomas here and president of the
and acquired" houses.
Chicago Athletic club not long ago.
report says that Martin Beck,
The couple married in 1910 and
now. abroad on a visit of six months traveled for two years until April
or so. left his resignation before he I, 1912, when they were divorced.
sailed with the' rcsuU Thursday's Two years
latter they remarried.
meeting ^nfiay possibly result in the
After four years of wedded life
election of his su^Ssor as presl
the second time, Mrs. Hough al
dent of the Orpheum circuit While , eges that Houghwa8 guilty of ml8 .
it Is customary ,to elect Orpheum's
| conduct
with a vaudeville actress.
officer in March, the selections are
motion argued in New York
made .at the February this week, which indicated that
usually
gathering.
»
the tangle is snarled ngain, is for
The directors' meeting will be $2,500 counsel fees and $250 alipresided over. In the absence of mony.
Beck, by Marcus Heiman, the Or_.
pheum's first vice-president.
While Abe voting control of OrIN FILMS
to

A

•

AMATEURS

is 27Q.90O shares of common
stock. U is reported the question of
control' will not enter since authority by all interests has been vested
in certain directorsThe Orpheum circuit will Lssue an

Loew

Circuit Trying

New

Neigh-

borhood Scheme

Amateur motic.i pictures will be
taken in the local Loew vaudeville
houses commencing Feb. 2 a f the

announcement following the meeting, It is expected.

Deiancey Street, under the direction of Edwin August. People from
the audience will be selected ti apSIMMONS PARDONED
pear in the pictures, which will be
Gave Good Performance in Peni- "taken on the -tag. a.d shown the
following week in the name theatre.
tentiary Acrobat in Auto Theft

splendid

7.

Simmons gavo such a

J.

performance

the

pardon

j.arcled him from the siatc per.itenmembers of
tiary' at Joliet.
the board inspect 1 the pcnl.cn iary
by the |nen'.cvtu'-s
were
they
v.es.
ns, a vaudeville gym
S

When

:

mm

"I hope,"
&aid in his 'curt. .in speech, "you
ard to p. rase me as I
will try as
lease you."
have endeavored to
;' -^mons had been give
f i jm one

was loudly applauded.

CARROL McCOMAS' COME-BACK
Carrol

McComas formerly a single
who has been starred

in vaudeville

the legitimate within the past

inj

,4

Stopped

After.

competition.

*

scenes.
left the attraction following
the
written by S. Jay Kaufman I.Cleveland engagement. Morris and
who has supplied another vaude- Campbell replaced them.
ville turn being readied. It la called
"The Real and the Reel," calling
$2,500
FOR LOPEZ
for six players. Jeane Tro. bridge
The Lopez Band finishing its third
will head the cast
week at the Palace,- New York, this
week, will play the Orpheum, BrookPAULA IVES CONFESSES
lyn, for two weeks consecutively,
7.
Los Angeles, Feb.
returning to the Palace, Feb. 20,
Paula Ives, actress and musician,
for an indefinite run.
The Lopez
pleaded guilty in police e< urt to
Hand is receiving th«r same vaudeHer
possession.
her
in
having dope
ville salary paid the Paul Whiteman
appearance before Judge RichardBand, $2,500.
Lopez started in
son came as a sequel to a sensa- vaudeville
at $1,200 weekly.
her Hollywood home

WEEKLY

i

s1 "' was taken to
she gave the name
of Paulina Jones. Miss Ives is also
well known in vaudeville She admitted using drugs for the last four

cotic squa^- "Vyhen
Jail

years.

DANCERS FALL INTO PIT
Gary,

I ml.,

Feb.

7.

manager of Proctor's 125th St., succeedlng Dave Robinson. Levoy was
formerly manager of the Harlem
With the man swinging the woman

As the Dancing Hagnns were on
the stage at the Orpheum last week
feet,

both

fell

|

into the or-

Cheatra pit
was unconnrious
Hngaii
Miss
lifteO up,\nnd Mr. llagan was

when
a

so hurt.

^

#

*

woman who

drome and Manhattan Opera House,
closed

New

Yorlc.

This year a different method of
distributing the tickets will be followed. Tickets for the benefits will
be sent direct to N. V. A\. members.
Previously agents, managers' acts
and others connected with vaude-'
ville were supplied with tickets, and
resulted in considerable confusion,
with conflicts between acts and

era until June.

agents over ticket sales. The number of tickets to be allotted for sale
to each N. V. A. member will be de*
termined next week.

The Interviewed angles of the
Shipman plays, the Harris* and Miss
Bainter may result in Miss Bainter
remaining off the stage for the balance of the season unless Mr. Harris runs across a play he believes

J

D0OX0WN THEATREGOERS
(Continued from page 1)
cecding attractions and finally lost
the habit of going to the theatre at
all.

ers,"

Sadler and Frisch in Act
Howard and Hadler, a sister team
opera house. He has been on the
personal staff of J. J. M unlock of several years' standing, have
Keith's general manager alnce the agreed to disagree. Verne Hafi.er is
opera house passed out o/ the teaming with Hilly Fris^-h, the song
writer.
Kclth <> fflce
-

i

j

VALENTINO IN DETROIT
(Continued from page

1)

refutes the reports la several of
the New York dailiea that Adolph
Sfukor would welcome Valentino
back to the fold at a "salary commensurate with his popularity.".
Graham repeats and reaffirms
that Valentino's flght with his employers has been for a principle
which does not permit him to back
down, despite the moat tempting
F. P. overtures.
The press report alao that Fa-

Square''
tails in

without

the

further

de-

connection.

"Crooked Square" was written by

.

Sam Shipman

for

Fay

Bainter.

It

had been a studious effort by the
author extending over two years,
by far the longest period this rapid
writing playwright ever had devoted to any script.
Possessed,
however, of a self-secured superstition

that the

same author, pro-

ducer and star could not deliver in
succession two "hits," Mr, Shipman was inclined to "stair as
"East Is West" approached its finale with
Miss Bainter.
When
learning Miss Bainter had been
given the "Lady" piece by Mr. Harris, Shipman 'parted to finish the

proceedings for alleged violation of
their injunction by Valentino's apa dance
pearance all this week
act with his wife In Detroit has
not materialized oa yet. Mr. Gra*
ham says Valentino win continue
this means of livelihood up to the
trial of the actual issues.
The trial will be delayed because
of Famous Players' motion, due for;
argument next week, asking for
judgment for $30,000 against the actor. They sued for an injunction and
damages. They won on the injunction, although It was modified from
prohibiting Valentino from engaging In any vocation to merely restraining him from stage or screen*
appearances.
Now F. P. wants

m

"Square'' play.
Judgment for the $30,000 damages
As the "Lady" piece was with- and dismissal of Valentino's coundrawn in New York, Shipman then terclaim for $250,000.
In Atlantic City, placing the period

manuscript for "The Crooked
Square" was accosted on the Boardwalk by a New Yorker. The Broad
wayito asked Shimpan what he
was doing by the sea. Shipman reto the

plied he was leaving the next
ing to give Air. Harris the

Graham says Valentino would
welcome any legal attempt to prevent his cabaret (floor) appearances
so an to decide that point at once.

morn-

Subscribe for

<cript

he was waiting for, intended for
the new Bainter show.
"That's
said
funny,"
the
New Yorker.
"Guess Harris couldn't wait for
you.
I was in. the office the other
day and heard orders given for the
new Bainter show to get into rehearsal immediately."
Assuring Shipman he had not
been mistaken, the rest of the story'
is as was
related, how Shlpmn,n
met Mrs. II. B. Harris (sister-in-*
lAW of Wi'liam, Jr., and herself a
producer) on the train going to New
York and how Mrs. Harris read,
also accepted tlyj play before the
train stopped.

tfiMFT)?
That

is

receive

the certain
it

week L

to

•

Annual subscription $7
Foreign

(incl.

Canada) $8

When Shipman

reached William
Harris' office that
producer remarked: "Well, Sammy, It's about
time; w lure's the play, we can't afford to lose another minute?' And
Sammy, paralyzed of tongue, could
only say "1 sold it.'

way

regularly each

!

t

by her

those prices, suid the last 12 attorney generals have ruled that
"theatres are not public but private
enterprises and can
be regulated
only as far a's
the health, safety,
moral and general welfare of the
public are concerned."
Continuing he said the theatre
ticket is not a public thing. It is
a symbol of private property and
the state has no right to regulate
it, even so far as the price is concerned. J}e
added:
"The ticket
speculator has a right to get any
price he can levy and the state
can't put him out of business."
This declaration
from Judge
Brackett caused one of the advocates of the bill, )'}x-Senator Frank
W. Tharer, to declare, "if it isn't
in the public welfare to regulate
against these Jumps in the prices on
Saturdays and holidays I'd like to
know what the public welfare is."

An instance was the showing in
Syracuse last week of "Sun Showwhich came into the Astor.
New York, this week. This show,
playing the same house where 'Tangerine" did such terrific business a
JIMMY CNE1L DIVORCED
few short w< %:s ago, drew less than
Chicago. Feb. 7.
There was
$2,000 in three days.
Hazel Kiik has been granted a something' of a weather break
divorce from James O'Ncil. formerly against the show, but otherwise
of the Chicago Pantages office.
there were excellent notices after
opening to $199. The second Frlday night the show did «400, and
Sol Levoy Managing 125th St.
got $1,400 on the .Saturday perSol Levoy has been appointed formances.

J

other, a

committee on legal affairs last week is
suitable for her. He is diligently
Judge Albert Brackett, representing
searching for it.
the theatrical interests and in opVariety's Inside Stuff «nn Legitiposition to bills
the
to compel
mate in last week's issue told of
theatres to print the prices of adhow Mrs. Harris secured "Crooked mous was contemplating contempt
mission on tickets and to hold to

was

the county

WELFARE!

Boston, -Feb. 7.
Speaking before the legislative

calls for seven

tlonal/aid on

The

;

PUB|-IC

20th Century
Revue* 'were attached at the State,
Cleveland,
Feb. 1, by
Al White
(Kranz and White) as the treasurer
of the Deity
Amusement Co. of
Chicago, 60 per cent owner of the
unit. The other 40 per cent is held
by Kranz and White and the Four

by members of Sheriff Trager's nar-

money.

with a legitimate musical comedy,
was offered to the KeiF.i
ople who
Wa'erbury, Conn., Feb. 7.,
Although Waterbury actually is refused to book the turn at $1,200
going through a period of prosper- weekly.
The
act
aubseqifently
ity,
business in theatrical circles asked and received in the neighborhas proved one of the biggest up- hood of $3,000 weekly on the Shusets of the present young year. One bert' Circuit as aT.nit sfengihener
bf the Poli theatres that has been and at the head of a straight vauplaying stock olosed Saturday? The deville bill.
Sc#nic
and
Hamilton.
picture
houses, are closed, while two or
FAY BAINTERS OFFER
three
theatres
Waterbury 's
on
(Continued from page 1)
Broadway are losing money daily.
tected by Mrs. H. B. Harris to take
Since Christmas a decided falling the lead in Shipman's newest play,
off in patronage has beem noted. "The Crooked Square."
Miss BinMany have come to the conclusion ney has completed her picture
that the condition is caused by too contract and is free from the cam-

much

—

.

Xmas

lost

w

few seasons will return to the two- Marx Bros, equally.
The unit put up a $2,000 bond to
a-day in "The Business of Life,"
produced by Lewis & Gordon.
proceed to the next stand. Kranz and
The playlet has a cast of six and White are members of the cast but
It

* *

.

Upset—

20TH CENTURY

receipts of the

the

WATERBURY THEATRES

•

The

Buffalo, N. T.. Feb. 7.
a dispossess issued
Criterion
Operating
Company as the tenant of the Criterion theatre, judgment was given
for $6,000 for back rent against Max

Following

against

COMPETITION CLOSING

If the picture making proves successful at th6 downtown Aouse it
is pbinned to send out tin
or four
directors to handle It throughout
the circuit.

ATTACHED

Criterion

MARK

.

"The Croat Love."

:.

in

Action Against Tenant of

Cause—

certain number of professional
actors will be used to play the
principal roles, with some scenes to
be taken in th* Metro studios.
Blanche Merrill has supplied the
story, which will carry the title of

i

nty years in c< nncction with
to
the theft of an au.j:

Spiegel and Herk Involved

REVISED BY KEITH'S

A

Chicagc, Feb.

William

FOLLOWED BY JUDGMENT

HEADLINERS' SALARIES

)

—

DISPOSSESS IN BUFFALO

Spiegel and I. H. Herk.
The Criterion formerly playert
Shubert vaudeville.
It was procured by Messrs. Spiegel and Herk
as a link for the Shubert vaudeville
unit shows. Leased to the Criterion
Shubert Vaudeville Debut One Operating Co. by the Strand Securi|
ties Corporation, the holding comMale Unit Did Not
pany the latter instituted the disChas.
Cecil
possess proceedings.
Prevent Loss
No Shubert unit is reported to
have broken even at the Criterion
This Week (Feb. 5-7), Loew'a Viche.vdlinera
so-colled
Salaries
of
during
Its unit days through the
toria; (Feb. 8-11) Loew's American,
have been drastically revised by the limited capacity at the unit s s!e
New York
d.but
of
Circuit
since
the
Keith
admission.
bf
Loew
At the utmost the
Third Season for Mr.
Thanking All Those Concerned
house could play to $7,500, and the
Shubert vaudeville.
Now doing their new act by
The Shubert headline acts con- One unit that, did play to this
Billy K. Wells
sidered "draws" before :he advent amount actually lost $20 on the
LEVY „
Direction
Of Shubert vaudeville were turned week's engagement.
down by the Keith people recently,
in both cases the act ask n^. the
N. V. A. BENEFITS
same salary the turn last received .
svusAwavti
when playing the Keith Circuit.
Another Method of Ticket DistribuOne of the acts, a male headline.-,
tion—Shows on May 13
offered to cut several,* hundred dollars weekly but was not acceptable
The- National Vaudeville Artists
to the Keith people who claimed
will hold their annual benefit perCity Prosperous— Show Busi- he had demon strate/d he was not a formance this year on Sunday, May
drawing card y heading a Shubert 13. Two houses Will be utilized for
ness
udeville unit' which consisten
three Houses
the N. V. A benefit shows Hippo-

A

'pheum

1923

8,

McNAUGHTON

Chicago, Feb.

The matrimonial affairs of Willvance rumors.
iam M. Hough, playwright and his
It will bo on the basis of this
wife,
Florence Lord Hough, are
generally friendly feeling, according to the rumors, that the directors' tangled again. Mr. Hough lives at
meeting tomorrow will discuss ad- the Lambs Club in -New York and
visable plans and policies for the Mrs. Hough makes liar home with
circuit

SKETCH

Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
The Davis, playing Keith vaudeville, is introducing an innovation
in its bill next week, when students
from the Drama School of Carnegie
Institute of Technology will present
a one-act play dealing with the life
of Abraham Lincoln.
Thomas Wood Stevens, Director
t>f the school is in charge of the
production.

Meeting February 8 Settling Future Plana
Factions Merged and Generally
Policies
and

Directors*

IN

Furnishing Act At
Davis, Pittsburgh

Carnegie Toch

OF IMPORTANCE IN CHICAGO

i

>

Thursday, February

ADDRESS

Variety, New

—

VAUDEVILLE

.

Thursday, February

8,

1023
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UNIT VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

SHUBERTS' UNIT "GAIETIES"
REDUCING NUMBER OF SHOWS
CLASSED AS "MUSICAL COMEDY"

.

—Three Straight

About 12 Houses Open Next Week
Vaudeville Bill
Oiyn Theatres

—Units

Confined

to

Shuberts'

Stage Unions Refute to Classify It as VaudevilleOther "Units" Similarly Formed- Extra Salary

<

for

The Shubert vaudeville

unit circuit
not have over 12 of its
unit theatres open next week, according to Arthur Klein, of the
Shubert vaudeville agency.
Three
of. the 12 will hold straight vaude-

ANOTHER 'WALKING ACT

ville bills.

Tracey and McBride Assessed
•
Left No. 2, at
$1 75

will

MUST PAY DAMAGES

Some

of the units are due to leave
the circuit at once or shortly.
Among these is Klein's own unit,
which starts Feb. 26 at the Majestic, Boston, for a run of four
weeks. That will remove the Majestic from the unit circuit for the
season, as the Klein unit (Gertrude
Hoffmann) opens there at $2.

With

of the State, Jersey City, objecting
to the No. 2 spot assigned the act.
Following the precedent r ^blished
b Allman and Harvey, the Keith

;

operation of the unit circuit
It was reported this \. aek that
the Affiliated Booking Corporation,
of which I. H. Herk Is president,
has virtually lapsed as operator of
the unit circuit through th circuit
now being confined wholly to Shubert theatres.
i

WOOLF'S IMPRESSIONS

Recital

at

Aeolian Hall
Jenie Jacobs

— Direction

Edgar Allan Woolf. the vaudeville
author will give a recital, offering
a series of impressions of theatrics'
celebrities,
at Aeolian Hall one
evening during the week of April
1 (Easter Week), under the direction of Jenie Jacobs.

Woolf will be supported by other
concert artists with the recital his
initial

appearance

in public.

GUS EDWARDS' SCHOOL
Gus Edwards

is

working on plans

establish a dancing school and
general theatrical educational institution where all branches of theatrical work will be taught.
Edwards expects to have his school
operation
between now and
in
April 1.
It will be located in or around
the Times quare section of New
to

Tork.

IRENE CASTLE'S DOUBLE DATE
Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
Irene Castle will appear both at
the local Orpheum theatre and Ambassador Hotel for two weeks, commencing Feb. 19.
Following the local Orpheum en.

Harry
by
arranged
gagement
Weber, the New York agent. Miss
Eastward
over
will
proceed
Castle
the Orpheum time, appearing intermittently in Eastern vaudeville during the spring.

MOSCONY FINED ON

2

CHARGES

Philadelphia. Feb. 7.
Charles Moscony is leaving Philadelphia to give his attention to a
school of dancing In New York.
That is what he told th*» court
when pleading gul'.ty last week to
running a gambling house and making a hand book on the races.
The court fined Mosco'ny $500 and
suspended sentence for one year
with Moscony on probation during
that period.

BIRTHS

i

f.

JANET

o

r

j

nated as "musical comedy" and not
vaudeville by the musicians and
stage hands' unions and the Actors'
Refuses to Play Return Dates Equity Association. The Shuberts'
contention ths "Gaieties'* was a
Road Traveling as $2
vaudeville show through- playing
Attraction
the Shubert unit circuit houses was
contradicted by ths unions on ths
Arthur Klein's unit show, "Hello ground the show was practically
Everybody," with Gertrude Hoff- the same in form as it was when It
played on the road and at the
man, Is deserting
the
Shubert Winter Garden, where it originated
vaudeville circuit this week.
It as the "Passing Show of l»2l."
will open next week on a -road tour
The difference In classification
at $2 top, as against the $1 top ad- meant the Central, New York, had
mission it played for as a Shubert to pay each of its orchestra musiunit.
cian. $74 a week, instead of ths
After appearing
in
Hartford, $52 weekly called for by the vaude-

Keller
the -dward
not to su. .n:t the Tracey and
IN
turn for further bookings
(Dressed for Cold Weather)
"Janet of France, admirably asuntil $175, the amount of the salary for the State last booking, was sisted by Charles Hamp, gave an
unusually agreeable musical playlet
paid on the contract brt
styled *A Little Touch of Paris,'
The turn had been playing at which won . deserved applause. Springfield, New Haven and Worces- ville scale.
v
Keith houses booked on a wed: to Janet of France is an Exceedingly
ter as
The stage hands' unjon calls for
split
the* Klein
weeks,
week basis. No further Keith t.'me attractive young woman, who man- chow is due ut the Majestic, Bos- the carpenter, electrician and prophad been booked t r follow the ages to convey the impression that ton, for a run of four
weeks start- erty man with a show to receive
will she really doesn't know America,
The
State engagement.
but that she likes it and hopes that ing Feb. 26. The Majestic, Boston, $62.50 with a vaudeville, musical
not be booked for any further Keith it will like
her. which it is sure to has been a regular Shubert vaude- comedy or legit show, there being
time until the StaLa salary Is ad- do." Rochester Times-Union.
ville stand, one of the ?1 top houses. n> variation in the scale, regardless
justed,
Hartford and Worcester have also of the branch of show business the
head of a department like carpenter,
played Shubert unit show:.
Klein is the vaudeville booking electrician, eta. are employed In.
INTERESTED
manager for Shubert vaudeville. With musical shows like ths
He was given a unit franchise on Gaieties" there are also a number
IN
BILL the
Nothing to Do With Any Gerard
strength of his connection with of extra grips and clear era deemed
Produced Unit
the circuit. Miss Hoffman was en- necessary to put the show on by
the stage hands' union In New
of Program gaged to head the company on an York, ths classifying of "Gaieties'*
week's Single
last
It was reported In
individual contract with Klein at a
Variety In the story concerning the
as
musical comedy and not vaudeAmong Audience—
weekly salary of $1/200, net, with
Men
bankruptcy petition of the Unit
no commission to the Shubert ville resulting In the Shuberts
in
Current
was
Herk
Show
I.
H.
that
Co.
having
Producing
to pay in ths neighborhood
vaudeville agency and all transpor>
of $180 extra on the week for extra
associated with Barney Gerard in
tation paid by the show.
men.
San Francisco. Feb. 7.
that company. Mr Herk was not
interested
The current bill at. Pantages,
The Equity entered Into the
financially or otherwise
classifying
discussion
with Gerard in any Shubert unit regularly booked, has but one womths
on
DANCINQ
grounds the show was a lsgtt atan on it and she does not appear
production.
traction, seeking extra payment for
Harold P. Coffin has been ap- upon the stage.
Keith's,
Syracuse, Permitting
It
all shows over nlns given by the
pointed referee.
'
Of the several acts one is a band
This Week
"Gaieties." As the "Gaieties" gave
The Unit Producing Co., Inc., pro- of 27 pieces and another, a Chinese
14
shows at the Central, the
duced two units for Shubert vaude- group turn. There are about 40
Syracuse, Feb. 7.
"Town Talk" and "Fun- men in all. Wilson and Beer are
ville,
"Dancing after the show** is Equity's claim was for firs extra
makers." Mr Coffin, as referee, has the team with Addie Beer appear- given its first vaudeville tryout at performances. The matter Is to be
adjusted between the Equity and
granted Barney Gerard permission ing among
the audience,
as
a Keith's this week, with the memto amend his schedules of liabilities "plant." They
had no trouble in bers of the night audience Invited Shuberta
himself
Just what effect the classifying
to include $1,723.12 due to
making the hit of the show.
to dance upon *the stage after the
of the "Gaieties" will havs on future
(Gerard) on an open account and
A womanless bill is so uncommon performances.
This in vaudeville none is recalled
$5,705.58 for money loaned.
The innovation was kindly re- remade musical shows sent out as
unfrom less a s*ag program should have ceived, and the idea looks like a units by the Shuberts Is problemattotal liabilities
raises the
$57,000 to $64,000 of which $40,000 been especially arranged, such as winner.
Raymond Fagan's dance ical. The "Spice of 1922" is simiare due in actors' salaries to the a minstrel performance as with the orchestra, on the bill, supplied the larly reproduced for the unit cirand "Fun- more frequent instance of an "All music for an hour's dancing pro- cuit; also "The Blushing Bride."
casts of "Town Talk"
At the stage hands' and musical
makers."
woman's bill."
gram.
unions it was said no action was
ever taken regarding ths classification of any show unless the reUNIT
LIGHT
spective 'members of either union
employed
at a New York house
Balasco,
Vaudeville
Straight
at
eating into the agency allotments. called for a reclassification,
(Continued from page 1)
or
Washington, Draws Little
by the Producing Managers* Asso- The managers are convinced by complained that a show had been
both
shows
that
unhampered
improperly
box
classified.
ciation, it was proposed as a first
Washington, Feb. 7.
The straight vaudeville bill headed step to eliminate buys at once. office selling Is much more efficient
by Frances White, with the second That move was blocked. The ticket than the buys system with the par40- YEAR RECORD '
tial
returns that are permitted
feature Mason and Keeler, besides plan was turned over to a working
(Continued from page 1)
a local ••Follies", and placed for commitee of nine several weeks ago, around curtain time.
Arthur Hopkins, upon opening cal condition and was advised to
this week at the Belasco by the but there have been no develop"Hamlet," did not ask the brokers "take it easy." Leaving the show
,
Shuberts, on Monday night had 10 ments.
Decision to pass up the brokers' to handle any seats. The box office Mr. Heath went to Zanesvllle, O.,
rows filled downstairs with about
buys by the Selwyns came when at the Harris became active from where his wife had been conflrcd
50 people in the balcony.
with a slight illness, got Mis. Heath
It was cold here Monday evening the agencies sidestepped Jane the minute the sale opened. It was
and another reason the Shuberts Cowl's "Juliet" at the Henry Miller, only after the show was under way and both went to St. Louis Wultit
could advance for the light attend- New York. The brokers said they that any agency allotments were Ing a laboratory report there
ance might be the opposition of were not over the shock of losses made. The bulk of the record sale disclosed the veteran wee threatsustained by Ethel Barrymore's try for a Shakespearean presentation, ened with diabetes and displayed
the Chicago Opera.
at the role. An arrangement called however, was made at the box asthmatic symptoms, wltn a long
list of medicinal expressions usually
for 120 tickets for the Cowl show. office.
Prior to Hopkins* debut of Ethel on that kind of an analysia
BANKRUPT
Last week It started to leap upComJOE
Barrymore
ward and the demand grew daily,
as "Juliet," a buy was ing to New York ths Heaths left
Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
made
last
more
with
the
brokers,
Friday
for
agencies
asking
for
it
was
will
with
the
it
ths
south
and
bankin
voluntary
petition
A
ruptcy has been filed In the u. S. tickets. The managers saw th-t ttie moderate in size. Even then the be there until the doctors ten Mr.
agencies
were
Heath
stuck
Miller
strong
and
tickets
he
may
show.
sale
the
was
so
rejoin
the
at
couft for this. district by Joe Maxby them into cut-rates
Heath is '•• years old and looks
well, manager of a local Shubert brokers were not needed and re- dumped
This Is the
(unit) theatre. The liabilities are fused to increase the allotment. The were unsold there. It Is an Instance 56, spry and active.
placed at about $30,000. The ma- show looks set for the season and of the futility of forcing an attrac- 49th year of his stage partnership
with Jim Mclntyre who continues
jority of Maxwell's creditors are the daily ads call attention to the tion not wanted by the public.
Arthur Hammersteln's new "Wild- with the production. The team of
availability of seats at the box
New Yorkers.
flower," which opened at the Casino Mclntyre and Heath formed
In
office.
"Romeo and Juliet" with Miss last night (Wednesday), was with- 1874. Since 1888 they never have
OPENINGS FOR 2
UNITS Cowl appears to be repeating the out a buy up to then. The manager been absent, singly or together, at
the brokers take tickets on any performance, and have played
Lew Fields' new Shubert unit business record of "The Fool," also insisted
a basis of no returns, but without tin their day every description of a
"Snap Shots" will open at the Shu- a Selwyn attraction. When the
the Times stipulating the number they must theatre there has been. Of recent
opened
at
show
latter
bert, Newark, N. J., Monday (Feb.
Square there was a similar ar- handle. He stated he would not years the two famous blackface
12).
about 120 seats. The clutter the box office with last- entertainers have been
A revised version of Jack Lait's rangement forjumped
to one of the minute returns. The brokers were Shubert productions.
"Spice of Life" also opens as a Shu- "Fool" then
Broadway and the willing to handle the show on ths
on
biggest
draws
Chestnut
bert unit show
at the
regular 25 per cent, return basis. first established at $4.40. After the
increase
in allotan
sought
brokers
street, Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
The Selwyns ascribe the weaken- first week the scale dropped to
ments. That was granted but no
Even at that price Che
part of the additional tickets can ing of "Johannes Krelsler" to the $3.30.
The Palace, at Jamestown, N. Y., be returned. Further than that the buy for it and now believe they brokers complained they could not.
opened Feb. 5. It has a seating ca- box office at the Times Square was would have been better off if the sell the show and the tickets were
"The "dumped." The managers claim
pacity of 2,000. and will play Keith instructed to turn no one away. show had been handled
The the- Patrons buying in advance were ac- Fool." Because of the offers from further the agencies were responvaudeville and pictures.
atre was built and will be man- commodated if possible and that brokers to handle large numbers of sibi- for much "panning" because of
tickets for "Krelsler," the price was slow sales.
has resulted' in the theatre sales
by Peterson & Woods.
office not'

opening at Newark, N. J., next
week, and the following v. eek the
Shuberts reopen "Spice of 1922" as
a unit at Philadelphia.
Lee Shubert left New York last
Saturday for Palm Beach, to be
away a couple of weeks. His absence will not bd material in the

"Gaietles of II 28," wii.ch the Shuberts remade from
v road
si. #
Into a Shubert unit attraction recently, has been officially des.g-

—

Tracey and 'CcBrlde "walked out"

'

SHOW

OFF SHUBERT CIRCUIT

State, Jersey City

Belusco, Washington,
reported, leased for stock sarly
1
March, It is said that the Shulerts
stand ready to rent the Central,
New York, or Garrick, Chicago, or
both, at this time for legitimate
productions, with th
anticipation
the unit circuit will b pretty well
held down to its best attractions
by March 1. It Is likely at that
time none of the present Shubert
unit houses will have a £ lubertbooked straight variety bill
New units are preparing to take
to the unit circuit
The first will
be "Snap Shots" with Lew Fields

E. A.

KLEIN'S UNIT

—

thq.

Over Nine Performances

ROCHESTER

Iiriie

NO WOMAN ON STAGE
REGULAR

HERK NOT

last
Malcolm,
and Mrs.
Mr.
month, daughter. The mother was
professionally Esther Jarret and
formerly in vaudeville.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Barthi'.mess, in New York, lasts week,
The mother is proves
daughter.
l\ iaged
sionally Mary Hay.

Woman

40

-

AFTER-SHOW

TICKET AGENTS

FOR

MAXWELL

NEW

l

j

He

VAUDEVILLE

•

Thursday, February

WANTED

TAKING ON OMINOUS LOOK

clination of Audiences

Don't

musical union P. U., was oust.d that Weber has
comparative quiet consented to any sort of conference
with an M. M. P. U. representayear or so has reached

Musicians, but ousted -from the A.
M. three years ago and remaining outside since, a new spirit
has been created in the socalled
"outlaw" musical union. A special
meeting Is scheduled by the M. M.
P. U. Feb. 8, at which a plan of
action will be decided on as regards
what the M. M. P. U. will do to regain Its former prestige.
As matters now stand local union
102, of the A. F. of M. with headquarters at 64th street and Broadway, n> the official American Federation of Labor organisation In New
York city, and the only union recognised by the legitimate, vaudeville
burlesque and picture houses. About
all the M. M. P. U. can do business
with are the smaller dance halls
and private house, parties, etc.
The M. M. P. U. has a membership of 9,000 and while Local No.
union
S02. the recognized official
has an equal membership almost
the entire membership of 802 also
holds membership in the Mutual
That
Musical Protective union.
means paying dues in two organnecessary
a
appears
It
but
izations,
evil as the M. M. P. U. has a big
office building on 86th street with
reported assets of 81,600,000. Members of the M. M. P. U. do not feel
they should relinquish their interest
In the.M. M. P. U. for that reason
as one of many.
Another cause why the M. M. P.
belonging to Local
U. members
802 continue their membership In
the M. M. P. U. is* that the M. M.
P. U. has a sick benefit and death

bitration,

will

Managers'

to be empowered to present what
will practically be an ultimatum to
associatioaa
that
different
the
something must be done to got the
two organizations, local No. 662 and
the M. M. P. U.. together, with the

plan favored by most M. M. P. U.
the abolition of 602 altogether. While the question Is one
for the federation to decide, a large
element In the M. M. P. U. takes
the stand the big theatrical Interests can force the issue with the
American Federation of Musicians
and have the M. M. P. U. made the
official union instead of 802.
Talk of a strike if Vacerelll fails
to get the M. M.. P. U. re-established as the New York local of the

men being

F.- of

A.

M. has been heard fre-

quently around the 86th street
headquarters of the M. M. P. U.
Although it la understood the big
vaudeville, legit and -picture houses
employ only 802 men, it is pointed
out by M. M. P. U. advocates that
all of the 802 men are also M. M.
P. U. men and would be likely to
obey a call to strike if the M. M.
P. U. said so.
A strike by the
M. M. P. U. in 1821 was the cause
of the creation of local 802, but
few M. M. P. U. men at that time

obeyed the strike call. Many M. M.
arrangement for its members. P. U. members of the less radical
another reason advanced by class believe the situation Is very
hundreds of Local 802 members different at present, and n call to
who also continue their membership strike Issued to the musicians In
in the M. M. P. U. is that they the big New York houses would rewere practically forced through the sult In nine-tenths of the M. M.

burial
Still

NEWELL
"Following

original

status.

The stumbling block

in the

way

MOST

Intermission.

Newell

about to leave the stage, the audience gets an earful of some harmony
that makes it wish for more.'
Baltimore News.
This week (Feb. 5). Moss' Broadway, New York.
Direction: H. J. FITZGERALD
1

—

THURSTON LOSES SUIT
Virginia Court Refuses to Restrain
Q. O. George as •'Unfair."

Richmond, Va., Feb.

Howard Thurston,
whose application

7.

the magician,

for an Injunction

to restrain drover G. George, a ri/izard, from reproducing tricks
illusions for which Thurston

val

and

claimed exclusive exhibiting rights,
was rejected by Judge Crump of
the law and equity court, has failed
to notify the court of intention of
appeal.

The court's earlier decision In
favor of George stands. Thurston's
only recourse is to sue in Ohio for
an injunction against The Mysteries Producing Corporation, by which
George is shown by the court's record to be employed as a performer.
Charles Case, representing himself as former stage director for
G rover George, magician, appeared
Monday at the office of Wycker and
Fullon,
attorneys
for
Howard
Thurston, in Thurston's suit against
George and^ asked that suit be entered against Getorge
for salaries
and other money alleged to be due
him and other members of the
George company. The company was
in Petersburg, Va., he said.
The attorneys advised Case to institute proceedings outside of Vir-

ginia against the Mysteries Produc,
Co Jnb of Ohlo

7.

Circuit takes possession Feb. 10 of the Engleweod,

ANOTHER UNIT AS PAN BILL
"Gimme a Thrill" ( Jos. M. Galtes),
the Shubert vaudeville unit which
closed
recently on the Shubert
time may tour the Pant ages Circuit, following "Steppin* Around,"
the Weber-Friedlander unit now
playing the Pan time as 'The
Sheik's Daughter."

will play three experione-nighters next week,

Sunday iFeb. 11) at Fremont, Ohio; Tuesday at the Park,
Erie,
Pa.;
Wednesday, Geneva,
with the last three days at
the. Grand, Worcester, Mass.
The first part cf the week Is a
Y.,

I

'

E*lkins,

!*>

W.

Va., Feb.

T.

Negotiations are on between the
local Pan bookers and the owner
of the unit.
Several of the former
membera of the unit have been ap
proached to tour the Pan Circuit
with the revised show.

COMPLAIHS TO T. X. P. A.
Chloago, Feb. 7.
Chicago, played at the Grand here.
Billy Diamond has sntered comIts itinerary Includes practically all plaint
against the States Exchange
the middle-sized towns and hamlets of St. Louis with
Us Vaudeville
in this state as well as many others. Managers' Protective
Association,
Barbara Bronell is featured. Wal- alleging he has a contract
with
ter M. Roles is back with the show. George Bentley in
which
office

IN AND OUT

Lew

Dockstader's accident last
week when he fell, hurting his ankle and head, prevented him opening Thursday at the State, Jersey

A

AMATEUR CABARET ACT

MARRIAGES

licity

department

(non-prof«ssIonaf),

Belle Graf
to
Brooklyn,
in

Weston substituted

ling

from

fh»>

for him,

associated in the Webster agency,

when
Mr.

was

it

first

Webster,

but

purchased from
later Bentley

withdrew

from the concern. He
has recently opened a Chicago office with Jack Fine In charge.

LOEW

REPEATTJKr "JOLLIES''

Loews- Orpheum

(Eighty-sixth

New

street),
York, will repeat with
a local "Follies" the week of Feb. 26.

The house plsyed Its first amateur
turn three months age and is the
first local Loew house to repeat with
an act of the same nature.

LOCAL LADIES' XZIiTRELS
Th- 6th Ave, Nsw York, next
week will put on a ladles' minstrels
with local amateurs snd professional end

An

men (women).

"Opportunity Contest" for the
of ellgibles is going on

selection
this

week st the house.

Thestrs at 3rd Ave and 64th St.
Lewis Stelnhardt has acquired ths
northeast comer of Third avenu©
street, New York,
Its policy is undetermined.
Proctor's Fifty-eighth
Street is the only theatre in ths
neighborhood.

and Sixty-fourth

for a theatre site.

doub-

Alhambra.

Rssttlli, European Juggler, will Feb I.
Ulis and Clark, appearing at the
open at Boston, March 9, for 10
Harold Alteridgc, librettist, to
and
ties of reinstalling the M. M. P. U. weeks on the Keith circuit. The act Jean Thomas of "The Dancing Girl'' State, New York, last week were
mentioned
in
Variety's re lew of
in
New York,
in the A. F. of M. The conference will comprise three people besides (Winter Garden),
the show as Ulis and Lee.
Feb. 1.
Marks the first time since the M. M. J the Juggler

Vacarelli will discuss possibili-

he (Bentagreed not to open a Chicago
for a period of five years.
Messrs. Diamond and Bentley were
ley)

•

fad.

<

.

of this plan has been Jos M. Weber, fill-in that would otherwl** mean
City, also Monday at the Capitol,
president of the A. F. of M.', the na- -a layoff. If the experiment proves
Union Hill, N. J.
Weber it is successful other Shubert unit shows
tional organization.
Tracey and McBride refused to
claimed heads a* group of national will play the one-nighters.
The Weber-Friedlander unit was open in the No. 2 spot at the State,
want
association executives who
The Four Marx Bros. Shubert routed by the Pan Circuit at $2,900
the present status continued. Local vaudeville unit, "20th Century Re- net weekly. The highest salary in Jersey City, last Thursday, leaving
Miller and Frear substi802 does not elect its own officers, vue," will continue to play the the unit was that of James C. Mor- the bill.
tuted.
nor has it since starting the officers Shurbert
vaudeville
houses
for ton, who did not go with it.
The
Venita Gould dropped out of the
being appointed by the national ex- threo more weeks when the unit same procedure is to be followed
ecutive board of the American will take to the one-nighters. Mor- with "Gimme a Thrill" according to bill at the Riverside, New York,
This ris and Campbell will go into the report, which will be played as a Tuesday due to illness. Miss Gould
Musicians.
of
Federation
was taken ill immediately after her
moans local 802 is governed by the cast of the Marx show next week whole vsudevi'le bill.
apt Monday night and a doctor was
at Cincinnati.
national organization by proxy.
The remainder off
summoned to attend her at the
local the unit bookings for the show are
strong element In the 802
Leavitt
and Lockwood,
theatre.
\ Louis and Detro:
membership has been agitating for
Theatre Reopens
from the Palace, substitutdoubling
since
officers
of
system
elective
an
J.owell, Mass., Feb. 7.
ed Tuesday. She returned Wednesit was organize*:, but without swThe Merrimac Square has been day.
<•« MS.
Keith's Prospect, Brooklyn, N. T., reopened by the New England TheJoe Roberts was forced out at the
Various efforts have been made
a split week, has Healy and Cross atres, Inc., after having been rebuilt Palace, New York, Tuesday, due to
by the M. M. P. U. to get back into
and "Their Broo.Jy -abaret" this at a cost of almost $150,000. Altera- a cold.
Miller and Capman filled
was
ousted.
it
since
Federation
the
entire week as an added attraction. tions include a new balcony, lobbies, for the matinee with Rae Eleanor
At the last convention of the FedThe Ball going into the night show, douLocal
talent
in the cabaret scene seats and stage furnishings.
was
matter
eration in May 1622 the
seating capacity has been increased bling with the Alhambra.
is it tables and doing specialties
brought up, but it was decided to
with the talent selected fron. the to 1,800.
"Bits and Pieces" was out of the
keep the M. M. P. U. outside. Sevvarious Brooklyn clubs near the
bill at the I'antages, Los Angeles,
attempts have been made
eral
house.
after
the Sunday night performthrough the courts by the M. II I'.
Leon Kelmer, the manager of the
ance due to the sudden illness of
U. to secure reinstatement in the
<
house, won the managers'
test
Milton Ager, song writer, to Ce- the leading man.
American Federation of Musicians, conducted
Ernest Ball left the bill at the
by the Keith office with lia Rubenstefn, art student, in New
but all were without success.
his
"Green.) >lnt
Royal, New York, Wednesday, afFollies,"
which
York,
Feb. 1.
things
getting
of
Vgcarelli's knack
started
local
fected
by a heavy v.old.
tSlent
the
"Follies"
Cecilia
the
Abe Friedman of the Loew pubillustrated ir

accomplished Is
arrangement of a conference that
will be held Thursday, Feb. 8, at
which Jos. M. Weber, Hugh F-ayne

'

"Listen To Me," tab show produced by LeComte & Flesher, of

starting

N.

and

and Most offered an act of considerable
originality
and wholesome
humor.
Just when the pair are

UNITS ON ONE-NIGHTERS
1922"

— ELSA

WM.—

Davidow & Lemaira's "Troubles
of

of small time

four or more Indifferently trained
chorus girls has outlived its usefulness as a pop house feature. The
smaller cities of from 10,900 to 50,000 population playing pop vaudewhich has housed Shubert Unit ville appear to be unanimous I.i not
vaudeville so far this season.
It further wanting th regulation flash
The same applies to jazz
opens with vaudeville Feb. 11, play- turns.
bands. The bands of tve %nd six
ing three shows daily, matinee and
pieces and larger organisation*! are
two performances at night.
sought after f r the big city small
The lease of the Englewood to timers, but the smaller towns don't
the Orpheum Circuit la for Ave want them.
Pop house* booking through the
years with the privilege of five
Keith office, located la the caller
years more. The deal was effected cities, generally report a regulation
on short notice; negotiations start- variety bill Blade up of teams, singles and the smaller vaudeville
ed Jan. 26 and closed Jan. 29.
Willis Jackson, who until recently combinations such as a slnglng^rio,
managed the Orpheum at Lincoln, quartet, etc., null mors b .sinews at
Neb., is the new manager of the present than a program headed and
Englewood, succeeding Charles E. often made top heavy by a flash;
Barton,
who served under the production, with usually nothing to
recommend It other than that it
Beatty regime.
The change of policy happened as holds a lot of released burlesque
hoke and a flash scenic equipment.
it was not believed that the EngleOne small tlms booker in the
wood could prosper, playinc unit
Keith organisation, supplying bills
shows on return dates.
a number of towns of an averiff
The Englewood policy under Orpheum operation will be three shows age of 20,900 population, stated the
daily with all seats reserved. Fifty small time house owners and opercents will be the top price. There ators, as a class, would rather pay
will be five acts with changes of $400 for a standard team, as a
headline attraction, with a couple
bill Sunday and Thursday. The program will include one headline act of smaller turns at $299 and be asand will be a standard Orpheum sured of a certain talent in their
bills, than pay 9900 for a flash turn
bill.
with consequent economy on the
rest of the show.
While the standard team as t rule
BUFFALO BOOKERS MIXING IT
would have no appreciable drawing
Buffalo, Feb. 7.
power
in a small tlma hotr
h. the
Local small time vaudeville booking offices are in a mix-up. Fol- smaller city, neither would the pop
house
flash,
the
only
difference belowing much friction when hard
names became common, the local ing the standard team would have
Gus Sun office posted a notice read- talent to sell and the pop flash as
a rule had nothing to offer but
ing:
"How can any act expect book- scenery.
The "flash" has had a decided
ing from me after playing my opcall for the last three St four years,
position?'' referring to another lobut
with a continued line of poor
cal agency.
The question started talk among productions, dropped out of favor
the small timers and remains un- with small city pop house audiences, according to census of ths
answered.
houses in ths third class cities
taken recently by ths Keith family
booking department.
"LISTEN TO ME" IS TAB
Chicago, Feb.

working.

mental

With ths exception

houses located in the largest titles,
the "flash" production turn with
one or two mediocre principals and

The Orpheum

two P. U. men, also members of 802,
exigencies of the moment
years ago to Join the Local 802, to walking out.
hold their Jons in the big theatres
Vacerelli In^ the several long*ln New York, because the 802 local
shoremen s strikes conducted under
was the official union and holding his leadership was noted for strenmembership In that was essential to uous tactics.
.
There long has been an undercurrent of feeling on the part of a
majority of the 802 local men, also
holding membership in the M. M. P.
U. that the M. M. P. U. is the only
logical union for New York, and
that it is about time the 802 local
was merged with the M. M. P. U.
its
to
and the latter restored

In-

"Flashes"
•

—

be

the heads of the Vaudeville
Protective association,
representing the vaudeville and burlesque interests; Producing Managers' Association, representing the
legit interests, and the association
representing the picture bouses.
Vacarelli at the Feb. 6 mooting is

with

—Census—Shows

Draw

Englewood Goes on Orphsum Circuit Feb. 10 3 Showi Dsily.

tive.

$

CITIES

and Managers

"RETURN DATE" PROSPECT

The New York
situation after

• point where all aorta of trouble,
The appointment of Vacarelli la a
and general disturbances
strikes
matter of expediency by the M. M.
loom on the horizon again. With the P. U., Vacarelli entering the M. M.
election last week of Paul Vacarelli.
P. U. as a "drummer."
as business agent of Mutual MuIf the M. M. P. U. fails to secure
union, former No.
sical Protective
reinstatement via fhe means of arof
Federation
S10 of the American
conferences
sought

SMALLER

IN

Straight Variety Bills Preferred

Weber, Frayne and Vacarelli to Confer on Solution
—Talk of Merging Not. 310 and 802—M. M. P. U.
(310) Special Meeting Feb. 8

F. of

1923

TALENTLESS "FLASH ACTS" NOT

MUSICAL UNION SITUATION

for the last

I,

Leaees Colonial, Detroit

The

Colonial,

Detroit,

will

be »

week vaudeville stand.
been leased from C. H.
Miles by Ed Fay, the Providence
wall time vaudeville manage,

full

It* has

I

Thursday, February

BURLESQUE

1928

8,

r ij foil

.

i

_

BUSINESS LAST

ON COLUMBIA,

Court Allow*

for $6,000 on Mov•
ing Paper*.

BIT OFF
Isaac

Several Attractions

—

Tony

Business on ths Columbia circuit
dropped a bit below the corresponding week's business of last year, the

a number

of

May

to

Sim Williams
in

lss*.

turn to

the present plaintiff.

Herk's defense was .hnt Williams

marks through being in houses in he- offered to give Williams the Sl,000 and fulfill the agreement but
some instances that have not been Williams refused. Herk expressed

throughout tho season.
a willingness to do likewise with
Gerard's "Follies" led the circuit Oestrelcher.
shows again with $10,250, at the
Justice Cohalan did not consider
Orpheum, Paterson, N. J. For third
WIZARD OF TME*HARP
"the moving
time this season tho Gerard show this defense, stating
letters Is back after an absence of about
gave an extra Saturday matinee. affidavits and the original
con- ten years, and has been received
show
(Herk)
defendant
of
the
"Keep Smiling" was second with
with open arms by th> public. Just
ditionally that defendant has no de- finished the Orpheum tour.
This
$jr,290 ut the. Gayety, St. Louis, and
fense. In his letter he acknowledges week (Feb. 5) he is doing it at the
the* Columbia, New York, third with
of the note and HUl Temple, Rochester. It Is a wonderthe/existence
"Step Lively Girls" and $8,320 on
mentioned. ful change that has taken place in
the wee!;. This was a drop for the he owes the amount
vaudeville since Roxy has been
Columbia, the previous week's show. Motion granted."
away. No more ill-feeling between
'Lot's Go," doing $9.00O. with the
managers, orchestras or stage boys.
It's just great.
He is glad to be
four preceding shows doing from
TIP-OFF back. No wander Van likes it over
$$.000 to $10,000.
here.
Roxy seconds the motion.
The Gayoty, Boston, wan just
Many thanks to Mr. Albee for telebehind the Columbia. New York,
gram.
with $S.150, fpr the "Big Jamboree."
II. B. Marinelli. Ltd., is on the Job
The Casino, Boston, did $«.79."» with
for Roxy La Rocca.

floing well

ROXY LA ROCCA

.

RETURN CHECK

ON GOOD OR BAD SHOW

"Broadway

Flapper*"." "Town Talk"
the Gayety,
Pittsburgh,
got

The weak spots were

Business

Indicator

Tuesday

$8,000.

the

Em-

press, Chicago, with the
"Green
jsdeh Village Revue," and $3,750 on
the week; Majestic, Jersey
City,

Night

Telts

by

—Columbia

fhere Isn't a voice.

Washington.

$$,$00.

The New York

week
Newburgh

state split

took a bad

drop with
and Poughkeepsle
getting $1,479
Utiea with Frank Finney,
$1,895.
three days, did $1,191.

THREE WEEKS TO
"Stap

Lively Girl.-

psired-x-A

FIX

Must Bs Ra

8hsridan

Franchise.

Before George Jaffre's production
of the Columbia wheel show, "Step
Lively Girls" left the Columbia
theatre. New York, Saturday, Jaffre
was notified three weeks had been
allowed by. ihe Columbia censoring committee In which to fix up
the show to pass the censors' approval.
Phil Sheridan, holder cf
the Columbia ftanchlse under which
Jaffre

Is

operating;,

was

similarly

LEFT TO HIS

WIDOW

usually In burlesque, is a good ingenue, handling raggy numbers excellently and dancing well, but Miss
Adams should not be asked to do
songs calling for vocal qualifica-

People connected with either of

The

will of

lesque man,

pneumonia,

James

who
filed

K. Cooper, bur-

died Jan.
for

29,

probate

of

this

in the Surrogate's court, Xew
York, directs his estate, after all
debts are paid, to be divided as follows:
•
Leah De Bahlul, sister, $25 a
month for life.
Lucia Cooper,
widow, 325 Riverside drive, the remainder of his property, she, without bonds, named also as the ex-

week

ecutrix.

The

executed at the Columbia
New York, on April
20, 1917, was witnessed by Henry
Silberman, of 299 Broadway; William V. Jennings, of the Columbia
theatre building, and Isaac Silverstein, of 9.36 Eighth avenue.
Mr. Cooper named- his widow general guardian of his daughter, Henrietta now 19 years old, and directed
that in the event that his widow
had failed to survive him the legacy
Intended for her was to have gone
to his daughter, in trust, until the
Columbia Wheel
Producers latter became 30 years of age. In
such event his brother, Jack Cooper,
Want to Try Them Good
together with Samuel A. Scribner.
were to have been the executors of
for Vaude and Films
the estate. He further added In a
paragraph of the document:
Columbia Burlesque producers
"The reason that I have not made
are agitating a deviation from the any provisions for my said daughbeaten trails, and are In favor of ter, Henriette, during the lifetime
Introducing some of the successful of my beloved wife, Lucia Cooper,
"business getting" devices In sev- Is because I have sufficient faith In,
eral of the cities of the Columbia her to know that she will
take good
Circuit, where the grosses have care and make ample provisions
for
been off all season.
our said daughter, Henriette."
Innovations such as "Local latJust how large an estate Mr.
ent Follies," "Opportunity Contests" Cooper left will not be known until
and other box office stimulators his estate Is appraised * for inherifound successful by vaudeville and tance taxation. His widow, Lucia.
picture houses are believed to be Is a former professional.
practicable for the burlesque stands.
They will be tried out by several of
the producers if the heads of (he
circuit will sanction them.
Burlesque has been the school
IN
for many of the present-day muwill,

theatre building,

informed.
The "Step Lively" show did $8,000 last week at the Columbia.
While not alarmingly under the average gross there of the past few
weeks, the business was not taken
into consideration, since the box
office impetus of the immediate previous attractions held at the Columbia was looked upon as a result for the Jaffre business, with
the fear expressed the poor showing of the "Step Lively Girls" would
after its depirt'ire.
Jaffre. of Pittsburgh, secured the
"Step Lively Olrls" when dissolving hil burlesque managerial part-

And

a* reflection

nership with Arthur Pears

n.

BURLESQUE HOUSES

—

MUSICAL SHOW PLAYED

SUNDAY

comedy and vaudeville

sical

HOVE
In
the

the

BURLESQUE CHANGES

stars.

IK BURLESQUE SUIT
$500,000 damage suit by

American Burlesque Association against the Columbia Amusement Company, John G. Jermon and

Tom

Henry, two of the co-defend-

ant

directors

made a motion
zek.

in

the

Q< lumbia,
of
the
before Justice Plat-

New York

Supreme

Court Monday, asking for a dismissal of the "complaint on tho
It does not
set forth facts
sufficient to constitute a cause for

ground
action.

Helen Tarr replaces Dolly Ray'Folly
field an prima donna with
Town" (Columbia) next week.

SYRACUSE

Any talent developed through the
medium of the. "contests." etc.. could Bastable Gives
be used to advantage by the burlesque producers, who are on the
lookout for new faces.

The

Decision

ness.

No

Full

Show-

InterferenceLegit Plays May Try It
Police

Syracuse, Feb. 7.
Contrary to expectations, the Department of Public Safety made no
effort to prevent the Sunday musical comedy presentations at the
Bastable.
Abe Epstein, business manager,
had anticipated police interference,
but the authorities permitted the

performances

Whether

in full.

le>Tit

shows

will

attempt

the Sunday idea remains to be seen.

was

^

reserved.
A. B. A. charges the Colum-

bia company with conspiracy to
drive it out of the burlesque busi-

Particularly so

among the women. Theresa Adams,
who does the stuff allotted to primes

GETTERS' FOR

"Radio Girls." Columbia,
Chicago. M.BH; "Youthful Follies"
at Gayety, Detroit, $8,800; Dave
Marlon's show at Hurtlg and Seamon's, New York, $8,900;
"Mimic
World" at Empire, Newark. $8,900;
"Chuckles'*
Empire. Toledo,
at
••Temptations," - Gayety,
$8,990;

Qladya Stockton

ESTATE

—

$6,575;

Wewon

JAS. E. COOPER'S

Supply Out Weeks Ago

Toronto, with "Hipplty Hop" got ness or not. The return checks are
$3,880. The Grand, Worcester. Mass.,
show is liked
the tip-off. If
W,lth "Rockets" last week did $3,750. the patrons who go out of the thea/•Flashlights of 1928" at the Gay- tre during the intermission return
ety. Buffalo, got $4,710; "Big Won- with the coupons. If the show is a
der Show'' at Colonial. Cleveland, bust an increasingly large number
"Bon Tons" at Gayety. of patrons fail to return after the
$4,700;
Kansas City. $4,880; Torkville. New first part, with a consequent depleYork, fourth week as a' Columbia tion of the return checks through
stand, dropped to $4,000 -$5,000 gross
failure of patrons to bring them
class with "Hello Good Times," getSeveral weeks ago a parback.
ting $4,400 on the week.
ticularly bad show at the Columbia.
The Casino. Philadelphia, with New York, exhausted the crop of
"Folly Towa" did $4,950; Empire,
return checks by Wednesday, with
Providence.
("American Girls") the house having to secure an ad$4,900, and Gayety. Rochester, with
ditional supply to last the week out.
"Step On It" $4,070.
The retsjrn check tip-off applies
The shows doing -what is con- to all houses on both circuits, with
sidered a good average business on
some holding more first part dethe Columbia wheel last week were
serters than others for a bad show.
"Broadway Flappers," Casino, Boston, $8,790; "Record Breakers" at
$8,995;'
Palace.
Baltimore.
the
Go."
Casino.
Brooklyn, 'BUSINESS
"Lets'

Chtrlet

BURLESQUE ROUTES
WILL BE FOUND ON PAG/:

^

Thirty in this i»*ue

4

Harry (Dutch) War
.....Will H. Cohen
Ed Lowr.a
Pat Kearney

Comedian

I

Cornelian
Ntralffht
iTtllliy

Utility
Utility

Man
Man
Man

Al Belaaoo
Jt-rry

Prima Donna
Ingenue
Houbret

.

.

,

,

Cowiun

K|tty Ulna-o
Snnl* Me-off

Cecil

Manner*

"Rockets" started the season un"The Big Jamboree" at the Co der the sponsorship of Jean Bedini
lumbia this week Is neither big nor and Rube Bernstein, but it failed to
a jamboree.
It's a second grade develop quality, as burlesque shows
Columbia wheel show at best, with sometimes will, and after two weeks
a production that runs from good of tinkering it dropped out of the
to bad.
wheel. After a lapse of time Hurtlg
The "Jamboree" Is owned by Sam & Seamon purchased this producScribner, general manager of tho tion, which had been bought comColumbia circuit. Inasmuch as Mr. plete from George White after it
Scribner must of necessity point had served its purpose with one of
out the shortcomings of the rest of the bygone "Scandals" tours. It is
the circuit shows, when there are at the Hurtlg & Seamon Music Hall
shortcomings to point out, it must this week. The new owners gathbe rather hard for Mr. Scribner to ered an entirely new set of princiforget the "Jamboree" when In- pals and the show made its second
start eight or ten weeks ago. It has
specting the other shows for fiawn
that is providing Mr. Scribner has been reported as doing fair to midrecently. dling business coming into New
"Jamboree"
seen*
the
When It started out the "Jamboree" York.
was looked over by Scribner, acThe new company is headed by
cording to report, and Scribner experienced burlesque comics, and
didn't like it particularly, ordering the material reflects just that. What
many drastic changes.
they have put together Is a roughSince Inspected at the beginning house, low-comedy, knockabout bur.
of the season the cast has been re- lesque entertainment without class
vised, and Lew Kelly was added. aside from its elaborate production
Whatever changes were made after equipment, but a lot of crude and
the opening, or since, the show can noisy fun. It gets laughs a-plenty,
stand a lot of additional pointing up. hut nearly always from the stereoOutside of Wm. P. Murphy, who typed devices. They even resort to
does character bits, and who owns the inflated bladder more than once.
very "advanced"
a baritone that still retains con- Not
buVlesque
siderable volume and tunefulness, goods, but of a reliable brand for a

which ha* been bad all season, did the wheel burlesque circuits. Co$3,425, with "Broadway Brevities," lumbia or Mutual, have developed Sistfer
Provided For
Mrs.
Gayety, Milwaukee,
another bad an easy and unfailing method of
Cooper, Exeoutrix, Withspot all season, getting $3,440 with ascertainng by the time the Tues"Subtle Bubble." "Giggles" at the day matlne- has been reached,
out Bond
Gayety. Omaha, did $3820; Empire. whether a show is going to do busi;

Bob Nu*mt
P. Murphy

Ther«>»a Adams
Virginia Ware
Alice Kdward*

Bertha Bronx

and he agreed that when the note
matured in six months he (Heik)
the general average. Tho topnotch would pay $1,000 and extend t; for
shows did not hit their usual high the balance of $4,000. Herk alleged

at

Wm.

A Policeman
An Actor
Bello Broadway
Metsy Bowery
Rhoda Rlver«lda

$3,000 to $S,500 grosses that lowered

,

I*ew Kelly

Bo* Car Benny

Williams assigned to one

first.

Clemons who assigned

Frank Hunter

Cop

tfc*

I'rofMBor Dop«

Oestrelcher sited on asthe note navlng been

made by Herk

(COLUMBIA WHEEL)

(COLUMBIA WHEEL)

York Supreme Court Justice Cohalan
last week.
signment,

ROCKETS

JAMBOREE

BIG

was granted

Oestrelcher
I.

Too Many
Weak Spots

developing-

It

judgment for $5,000 on a
Drew Good summary
note against
H. Herk by New

Average

week

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

HERK JUDGMENT

WEEK

Gladys Stockton

tions.

is

a peppy

soubret, of the pint size order,
dances nimbly, but she slso has a

Virginia Ware
voice that Isn't.
doesn't pretend to sing, but she's a
splendid character actress for burlesque, doing a "souse" bit with intelligence

and

real

The

humor.

other woman principal, Alice
wards. Is a dancer.

Hunter

Frank

Ed-

prlncipsl

splits

comic honors with Kelly.
does a "wop" in the first

Hunter
and

half,

blackface in the second. Hunter is
versatile, dancing, acrobating and
comeding competently. Kelly does
his familiar dope character throughout the show, presenting a sincere
and legitimate characterization of
a type that Is so frequently
Possibly it was the
overdone.
material Used by Kelly, but there is
no question but that the show
slowed perceptibly during most of
the~scenes In which Kelly was the
central figure.
Bob Nugent was a subsidiary
comic, doing tramp in both sections,
but apparently held under wraps.
He appeared to be a capable comic
with the ability to do considerably
more than permitted In the show.
Ches. Wesson was the straight or
juvenile, There was little straight Ing for Wesson to do. Murphy handling meet of that stuff In character.
such aa a eep, etc Wesson shone
la a dancing bit that took a number of enoores, with Miss Edwards
assisting.

The chorus Is a badly assorted lot,
with a line Irregular through the
different

sices

of the

The

girls.

from

flirtatious soubret aa she exited coquettishly murmuring "Mon babbie'.'
"Little
one. you're getting that
speech much better since we played
Wooster." A lot of Ward's stuff Is
smooth and unctuous. He Is the
only one of the trio who gets his
effects quietly. Willie Cohen's style
is fixed and settled.
He makes his
points noisily and perhaps overemphatically, but theyreglster, and
It was probably good judgment that
placed him oppqslte Ward. Toung
Lowrie is an extraordinarily likable
straight worker, away from the

wheel type.

Kearney travesties around, contributing more hokum. The material Is old style and official, with
only occasional new twists.
But
mere racket gets a certain amount
of pretty sure returns and, for lack
of better material, Is the safest
course.
The show passes on just
that.

What

the

hall at

especially needs is

medium burlesque show. In like
manner the blonde and smiling Miss
Meroff won her audience, and Cecil
Manners was a sprightly little trick,
but their dancing was not exhilarat-

A good lively bit of stepping
for
the entertainment, for it has enough
of everything else to plesse.
There are a number of diverting
specialties worked in between scenes,
of which there are a great variety
and number, all of them neat indi-

ing.

now and then would do wonders

Heuse

Reconciliation

With Wifs Lesds

te

Freedom.

Billing

The Park music

show

dancing woman, to give pep
and spice to number leading. The
three principal women they have are
agreeable enough out front, and the
prima donna, Kitty Olasco, has a
strikingly good soprano voice for a
a fast

"BOZO" F0XJN LIMBO

PARK CUTS SCALE
"Burlesquss*

*

Ward has good momenta, of genuine humor and is distinctly superior
to his surroundings.
Some of his
Interpolations were especially laugh,
able. like the line addressed to the

(Continued on page 9)

(Continued on page 9)

Drop.

certain line of trade.

Columbus

the admission
scale from 91.16 top for box seats
The Mlnsky Bros, have
te |l.
Circle has reduced

Boston, Feb.

7.

Eddie "Bozo" Fox rejoined the
"Beauty Review" Monday after incarceration in the Schenectady (N.
T.) county jail up to Friday last
week on his wife's charges of abandonment. A belated reconciliation
secured the burlesque comedian's

dropped the "burlesques'* billing
from the house and announce a
change of bill weekly with their
tock burlesque company.
freedom.

Y0RKVHLE MAY QUIT
The Torkville. New York, hasn't
come up te expectations as a Columbia Burlesque circuit stand and
unless business improves the house
msy revert to its former policy,
leaving the circuit.
It started playing the Columbia
burlesque attractions, but business
fell off materially after the opening week. Last week the house got
less than 96.000, with the week previous gross about $4,900.

HANDLING COOPER SHOWS
J. Herbert Mack will temporarily
handle the three Columbia wheel
shows operated by the late Jnme*
E. Cooper, pending a settlement of

the Cooper estate.
"Folly Town" was operated by
Mr. Cooper on a direct fr^inrhlse.
controlled by him.
"The Big Jamboree' a,nd "Keep Smiling" are Sam
Scribner properties, which Cooper
operated for Scribner.

Fox, in private life Edward Espernltta, was arrested in Utica, a
week ago Saturday and taken to
Schnectady where he was ordered
to pay Mrs. Espernitta $25 weekly

alimony.

Failure to post a suitable
bond to Insure the alimony caused
the "alimony club" confinement.

STOCK AT FORMER 8TH AVE.
Miner's Eighth Ave.,

now named

the Chelsea, was sold last weelr. to
the late Joseph Shenk, a realty
operator, who intended to lease the
house to the Mlnsky Bros.
The purchaser died Feb. I, at St.
Luke's Hospital, but the lease terms
will he carried out. according to
port.
Stock burlesque is to be fhs
policy of the Jiotise.
•

Jules Hurt.p. Sailing for London
Julos Hurtlg will sail for Europe
shortly to arrange for the staging
of "Just Married*' in London.
Tha
play will be produced over there by

Charles B. Cochran
with Hurtlg,

in

associatic

»

'

.-/

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS
BARNES' LIONS FIGHT

SMALLER FIREWORKS;
POOLING DISCUSSED
Nearly a Score of Minor Con-

Show Up

cerns

at Western

Penn. Fair Meeting
The fair men who attendee the
Western Pennsylvania Fair SecrePittsburgh
last week were surprised at the
number of fireworks company representatives on hand, most appearing for smaMer companies which
efore gone actively
have never
after business on a big soak There
wai talk of a plan to form a consolidated bureau 10
put regular
canvassers on the road to bid for
taries'

association

in

Two

Dallas, Tex., Feb. 7.
va'uable lions in the Al. G.

Barnes* Circus menagerie, wintering at Love Field near here, came
together in a steel arena cage late
last week In what looked like a
death battle, but were saved by the
prompt action of Lewis Roth, chief

animal trainer, and his assistant,
Allan King.
Tho big cats had been moved into
the ring of training quarters for a
winter workout when they began
Roth and King entered
hostilities.
the cage and drove them apart with
exploding blanks.

CONEY PROJECT BLOCKED
Wran le at City Hail
Likely to Halt Recreation Project

Political

1

.

John Ha-fflon, park commissioner
of Brooklyn, N. Y-, this

week made

THOS.

P.

TlAfriday, PebrlfaVy

RODEO DATES CLOSED

WILSON'S ESTATE

Frank's Wild West,
whiote ran tho Md'eo at Madison
in "Tho Whip"
Square in November, has been
Thomas P. Wilson, * promoter of closed for a number of Eastern fair
amusement enterprises, left a net dates through John C. Kackel, including the New York State fair,
estate of 113.754.76 when ho died
Syracuse. Sept. 10.
March 18, 1922, according to a transOther stands are Rutland, Vt.,
fer tax State appraisal of his prop- Labor day week, and Batavla, N. Y.,
Loft

$13,764

erty filed this

Interested
at Coney Island.

week

in the

Kings

County Surrogate's Court.
Under his will, executed April
1920, this passes

14,

over as fallows:

Agnes B. Wilson,

sister-in-law,
$13,554.76; Helen Wilson, niece, $50
worth of jewelry*. Margaret Wilson,
piece, a $100 pair of diamond -ear-

The gross value of the estate left
by Mr. Wilson amounted to $3?.516.11. consisting of cash in four

Chicag\.Fob.

The Cbtaajp

)

of

SHcs

7.

may

:

.

The Hagenbeck-Wa

lace winter circus played one engagement al
Rochester, N. Y., under ^ie au3pic - of the Ell*
t all other engagements were with
Sells
FlotO
show at the
The
Coliseum opens April 7 and the engagement, according to contract,
Its last
will "not exceed 21 days."
engagement here was for 16 days.

M

NASH PROMOTED
Succeeds

»

W

'

>

.

I

•.

-

*

«--.

....
.

pjj BSSJ

ion for

Simpr.on With
States Exposition

I

the

-

first pl^ce,

"ica-

.

a- far as
writer knows, and the write
3 a tnembejj of a committee c.r threa
which passes upon all t-pplicatlcn*'
for membership.
Mr. J
v a
member of the National Outdoor
Showmen's Association, which had
in Itl membership circ-.j and carnlv
men, in addition t)
rk ow.-rs

the

at

un^e a «ie
by which the annual
engagement of tho Sells - Floto
sliOAs at the Coliseum "i.l be under the a '.'.spices of that p-der. The
local lodge has the matter under
consideration. Up to this tim- the
presentation of a circus under
lodge auspices has been qpnfined aljst
altogeth:.to
's.
the Ma
c:\

ACTS

.=~.

pplio

Jones has never made up.

.I".

Coliseum, Chicago

lyn.

•

muMng

tion to this Association,

Eastern

Springfield, Mass.. Feb. 7.
tion and soft drink stands
estate.
Charles A. Nash, assistant gendancing pavilion would pay interest
Mr. Wilson, who was 52 years old,
Five Main Organizations Reported on the cost of the Improvement.
eral manager of the Eastern States
died at the Long Island Hospital.
to Have Done Well
Coney Island concession m^n are He was found unconscious in the Exposition since 1917, has been
named as the successor .o John C.
against the scheme. While it might
The present winter has developed attract many excursionists, it is cellar of his home by his sister-in- Simpson, formei Vy general manager,
a distinct vogue for Indoor circuses feared it would keep them from the law. It was his custom to attend to who has become general manager of
believed that
in connection with benefits for fra- amusement places on the Island in the furnace, and it is
the newly organized World Amusehe had slipped on the stairway leadternal organizations.
It is esti- favor of the municipal pier.
ment Service Association of Chiing to this cellar and in falling had
mated that five major organizations
cago: Milton Danzlger of Washingstruck a post at the bottom. His
have been supported by this means
ton, who has been in charge of the
ANOTHER RIDE THRILL
father was the late Thomas A. WlPduring the season, besides special
agricultural extension organization
*
so*h, for many years president of the
shows booked in for single events,
Board of Assessors. He was also a for the United States Department
"Caterpillar** Device Tried fb Halike the Detroit outfit playing the
brother of the late James A. Wilson, of Agriculture for the past seven
vana, Added to Revere Beach
Armory this week and next, booked
years, has been named assistant
a prominent attorney.
by the Wirth-B'.umenfeld office.
general manager of the eastern
The prospective fashions for sumJohn W. Moore has two shows
states. He is a native of California.
park
ride novelties appear to
mer
MIX-UP
The first outfit is in Norfolk
YOUNG'S
out.
Receipts of the exposition in 1922
* ("rifting toward the rough-andthis week, and is reported booked
totaled $287,857.48, and the expenses
which
was
tumble kind. A new one
Two Prices Quoted for Revue- to were $21 5,857. 4S. Receipts from the
up, to May. This is Moore's second
Haed earlier in *he tinier
Canadian Fair Association
year out, and he has already conJuly race meeting weif $9^804.25
vana as a tryout is being p'.aeed In
tracted some stands for next winter.
and the expense was $10,169:35.
" Chicago, Feb. 7.
several American resorts. The lowThe Detroit show Is headed by
Erato Young has been unwittingMay Wirth. with Phil, Hal Jung est one reported is bein., bui't at
$100,000 FOR RIDER
Chinese Troupe (7 people), Interna- Rev .re Beach, Boston, by Roy Gil ly drawn into the midst of a dispute
one-tim"e treasurer of "101 Ranch," between E. F. Carruthers of the retional Arabs (9 people), Hip Raymond and Mildred Mason, Celeste, and last year manager of the war cently formed World Amusement Nettie McCrce Awarded $100,000 for
Personal Injuries.
high wire; Siegrlst-Silbon Troupe c .ibit with th* Johnny Jones Car- Service Association and Ed Marsh .
nival company. Tho Rever
Beach of the W. V. M. A., over the offer(9 people), Spader Johnson with a
Ir'pooL
ing of a Young revue at the meetChicago, Feb. 7.
clown act of 12 men, Aerial Shaws, ride replaces the Id
This device, like of! »•« beh : de- ing of the fair association of westAerial Rogers, Hill's Comedy CirMrs. Kettie McCree has been
r' ned, like J. J. McCarthy's "Trip
ern Canada at Calgary two weeks awarded the
cus. Silbon Sisters and others. The
largest sum ever given
es its appeal to ago.
Carruthers had a Young re- in
show is superintended by Edward to Paradise."
a personal damage suit in the
frolicscn
youn^ people. It is vue last season, but for the coming Toledo federal court.
Stinson, of the Wlrth-Blumenfcld t!:e
series of canvas covered cars, outdoor season the W. V. M. A. haa
a
staff.
Mrs. McCree was formerly a cirmade up in a train-like formation it as a feature attraction.
rider with the Hagenbeck- Walwhich is switched about swiftly on
When Marsh was going over his cus
lace circus. The case grew out of
DRIVE OUT FAKER
the snap- the- whip idea.
To make list of attractions with the Canadian the wreck at Ivanhce, Ind., June 22,
fair men, he was asked about the
it more difficult it has compressed
Attorney Cooper Stands Only For air hurricanes which rush through revue, replying it lined up too ex- 1919. The suit was for $150,000 and
directed against J. C. Davis, genClean 8hows at Fairs
the sectional air tunnels and play pensively for use there, the price
railroads, as the
being quoted at $7,500, including eral director of
havoc with hats and petticoats.
railroads
were -operated by the govPittsburgh. Feb. 7.
transportation, weekly. Marsh spoke
of the wreck.
ernment
at
time
the
A plea for cleanliness at carnivals
glowingly of the feature, however,
CIRCUS GARDEN DATE
was advanced by speakers at the
and the fair people were interested. The award will aid other suits
John
RIngling
flying
made
trip
a
pending.
annual meeting of the Pennsylvania
Carruthers later, in showing his list,
Flair Association
held here last from Florida to New York and back happened to display some photos of
week. Attorney Samuel Cooper of last week, witnessing the Dundee- the Young revue handled by him
SOUSA'S 31ST TOUR
Cincinnati, Who was engaged to Flores bout at the Garden, and at- last season* Asked if he could book
The 31st tour of John Philip
make the principal speech, him- tending to business connected with it, he is said. to have replied he
Sousa and Band will open late in
self noted as a strong advocate of the circus tour.
could, and quoted the price at $3,100,
The Garden opening has not been plus transportation. That led to a July, and will last 8 months. The
county fairs, urged a continuance
tour starts in Willow Grove Park,
definite
decided.
may
It
be
Thursverbal battle between Marsh and
of many such events throughout the
Philadelphia, followed by a trip to
in
a Calgary hotel.
state and, if possible, the opening day, March 22, or Saturday, March Carruthers
the Pacific Coast, then South, ter24, but it will be one or the other. The situation arose whereby Carof more.
minating
in Havana.
Last
year
the
show
Saturopened
ruthers is in the position of having
"But above all," he went on,
The tour concludes March 16, 1924.
to deliver the act.
But as the re"fairs must not be contaminated by day, March 25.
at Washington, D. C. The organizavue is contracted with the W. V.
tho evils that have been known
M. A., there is no way for Car- tion will consist of 100 bandsmen
HUTCHINSON SELLS
to crop up in carnivals. I believe
and soloists, the largest Sousa has
in the concessionaire, in fact, I
Fred Hutchinson is reported to ruthers to deliver except by a spe- ever assembled, and will again be
cial
deal with Young.
The latter,
would back him so far as to pro- have sold out his interest in the 12under the management of Harry
tect him from the cheap unprinci- car circus and Wild West show he however, is in between, and If he
Askin,
pled gambler with his tinsel, ef- operated last summer along the accedes to Carruthers' proposition,
he would assume the risk of anfects. There are too many wonder- Atlantic seaboard.
3 SHOWMEN'S LEAGUE TICKETS
ful exhibits at a fair, and too much
The show did not prosper, owing tagonizing the W. V. M. A.
Chicago, Feb. 7.
of the ideal at stake, to stand for principally to the difficulty of railThree tickets have been placed
this cheap faker, so I would ap- roading during the strike of the
3 PENNA. FAIRS SIGNED
In the leld in the coming election
peal to you gentlemen, to drive railroad shopmen, when transpornow tation was rati. -ned on a priority Frank Wirth Closes for $16,500 of of the Showmen's League of Amerthis fellow out, just as wo
ica.
It is expected one of the inWr^m Attractions
aro driving him out of Ohio."
system by the government.
Frank Wirth brought back from dependent tickets will win over tho
ticket
Fair.
regular
which was first
Indiana
Has
the Western Pennsylvania ConvenNew Combine
Ed Ballard Home From Florida.
The expected visit of Jerry Mug- tion' last week contracts for three placed In the field.
Chicago, Feb. 7.
E. F. Carruthers of tho World givan and Bert Bowers to Now county fair free attractions aggreContracts for Fairs Awarded
Amusement Service Corporation York last week failed to materialize. gating $16,500.
The County Fair Boards of three
LewLston, Me., Feb. 7.
has closed with the Indiana state Instead friends of the circus firm
The Lew Dufour exposition was
fair, which is held\at Indianapolis, learned that Ed. Ballard, who has events met during the general conawarded
and
closed
agreecontracts
vention
these
shooting
expedition
in
for providing
been
a
event.
on
fall's
for attractions for next
fairs in the state of Maine during
Florida, had returned to French ments:
of
1923.
Lancaster,
week
Sept.
that
24.
Harr? Baker, of Miller & Baker, Lick, Ark. It was presumed
Contracts for the free a^t*: wore
partners
had probably $8,000.
rldo builders of Now York, was his two
obtained by Keith Vaudeville exWarren, week Sept. 10. $5,000.
duo hack at his desk about mid- changed their plans to go to BalSept.
change.
week
15,
Hanover,
$3,600.
conference.
for
home
a
lard's
week after. two weeks of Illness.
r.-.

«

n'val man,

tirely erroneous.

SHOW

I

Editor Variety:
In a recent issue of your publU
cation there appeared r story with
reference to Johnny Jones.

4

-

'

—

'

Power's elephants from the New endeavor of yo...- publieati
to
uth and injure
York Hippodrome for the fair and publish only the
e.
no
The facts as give:, are enpark season.

.

—

•

Park Men Correct Story Carnival
Man Sought to Give Them

17.

ELKS' AUSPICES
and Thomas F. Wilson,
nephew, a $50 gold watch. All reBrookGclio-Floto
Run
Considering
side at 199 Hancock Street,

business.
The idea was that the public detailed plans for a $4,000.C*)J
companies might co-operate for the recreation pier project for Coney
operation of such an institution, Island, but outdoor showmen with
Boat Company,
cutting the c.t up on a pro rata interests in the big seashore p!ay- 'hares of Pleasure
ground figured that the deal is not owners of "The Whip" at Coney
basis.
Island.
$11,195.10.
It was figured that the sudden likely to go through, at least for
According to the appraisal the
show of activity was due to the the present, because of the bilte:'
has developed" Pleasure Boat Company operates
entrance of the
Thearle-Duffield political feud that
Whip" at Coney Island in three
"The
Mayor Hylan and his
into the World Amusement Serv- between
plates on Surf avenue, in Luna
ice merger of outdoor interests in Comptroller, Charlrs L. Craig, who
Park
and on the Bowery. In 1919
Chicago and the smaller fireworks has threatened to "bust the adminthe net earnings wero $18,750; a
display people took the opportunity istration wide open."
year
later,
$23,750, and in 1921, only
As Comptroller CraJ» is head of
to discuss the probable effect of the
$6,957.97. The company is a $95,000
development on their scattered in- the finance department and any
corporation.
terests.
Nothing definite was done special project of ttis sort, inas
The expenses,
$18,791.45,
about tho pooling proposition dur- volving the Jetting of large concharged up against the gross value
insure
pretty
would
to
be
tracts
ing tho convention, the time being
the
estate, are: For the funeral,
of
devoted to an exchange of opinion vite his opposition.
Harmon's plans call for tho bundl- $839. LM); administration, $725; credamong tho fireworks men on the
itors, $16,711.79, all due on promising of an ocean pier more than
situation.
sory notes to the sister-in-law, and
Other outdoor lines are concerned 3.100 *« et ^ong at the end of the executors' commissions, $515.46.
parking
Boulevard, with
at the Chicago amalgamation for Ocean
The sister-in-law, together with
tho reason that It Involves the pos- space for thousands of autos and
latter
plans Alexander Van Wagoner, the
concessions.
The
all kinds of
(Continued on page 9)
of
299 Hancock street, Brooklyn,
attempt to show that the sa'e of
without
bonds, were named and
concessions, such as food, confecexecutors of the
WINTER
VOGUE
and a qualified as the

1923

The attraction is under membership in thi:
Association.
the Jakel management for the seaWe assume that it Is the earnest
son.
The same agent has signed
Sept.

rings,

Lanlis. $.684.3f; jewelry, $200; bonds
and mortgages, $1,754.81, and the
rest hi securities, which includes TO

>

JONES AND PARK ASSN.
—

California

Net— Was

'*,

.•

-<anagers.
Becau e -' the 6U.>
versity^of interests of the - roun
classes mentioned, tho park men,
who constituted the majority of
me bership in "the original
— -;.
zatlon, withdrew and located tho
National Association at Amus- :ent
Pa.ks.
This reorganization
occurMiree years agj nest men
Mr. Jones r „ve c j. ributed $500
to this organizatic.
although he
did make a contribution of a lesser
amount for a special expense -n
As I said before h has n. er mad
application for membership in this
*

ar

4

.

.

.

>

organization nor would f .e Purchase of a small interest in any
parte enablo him to obtain membership, in my Judgment so long as
his mam efforts in the amusement

were expended In U

field

o cr

ival

fl-ld.

For your

information,

the

late'

Clarence A. Worthman purchased
Fair Park in Dallas, Tex
out two
years ago and his appli ition for

,

.

membership

for said F ir Park
v s passed at our December, 1922,
meeting, said membership being
f
*l-»d in tho name of the rr
-er,
of the park, Mr. Sln.psor.
Wo have no axes to grind with merj
in the carnival * siness and have
nothing but tho kindliest feeling
toward Mr. Johnny Jones, whom the
amusement world recognizes as cie
of the outstanding chr
'ts in the
carnival
1 u.iin
rs.
However, as

above stated, men whose

-

tlvities

essentially in the carnival field
are not eligible to
ber:
n
this Association.
,

Will you kindly publish these
facts In a near forthcoming issue
and greatly oblige?

NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

AMUSEMENT PARKS.
A. It

OF

HODGE.
Secretary.

GARDEN CONCESSIONS

'

Harry Stevens stepped out of tho
position of general concession hold*
er at Madison Square Garden, Feb.
1, the privileges going to a new contender, David Lantinberg, wTio outbid the old concessionaire. Stevens
retains the Polo Grounds conces-

The concessions for the new
ball park in the Bronx have
not yet been named.
The Garden concessions cover
everything but the annual engagement of the RIngling- Barnum &
Bailey Circus, when the big tops
take everything for thei. own. But
there are other rich events.
It is
estimated that the coatroom, food
and soft drink stands and other
privileges fc. the six -day bicyc'*
race alone are worth between $14,sions.

Yankee

000 and $18,000.
Lantinberg started his regime
with an innovation. He is getting
out a weekly publication called "The
Garden Gazette," No. 1, Vol. 1, of
which was dated Feb. 2. It contains
programs of all events, including
the veekly fight data, and is sold at
the Garden gate and in the building.
On Lantinberge staff is Harvey Mayer, son of Joseph Mayer,

who

publishes the

Ringling-B.

B.

program. Young Mayer is
named after Harvey Watklns. former Barnum & Bailey general
manager. He was graduated from
New York University last fall, after
circus

playing fullback on the 'varsity.
Lantinberg formerly ran the conceptions at the Grand Opera House
and other New York theatres.

EASTERN

PA.

MEETING

The

fair secretaries of Eastern
Pennsylvania met yesterday and today (Wednesday and' Thursday) at

the Lorraine. Philadelphia.
J. F.
Beldonbrldge, secretary of the association, had arranged an Interesting program of addre?£es on subjects oonnected with sii^h matters
of trade interest o" "Rain Insurance."
"Premium Li.*t Arrangement!*," etc.

j

•

Yjiin^uay,. February

fi,

1923

>M<:mwiiM#T 9'oncfv

.

One* mort Ik*
••Midnight Frolic*"

Bloom and hi* every six wiifci,
h*v* given Chi- steady patron* a little change.
Even with the corking show and
cago cabaret hound* something new
to shoot at. The mid-winter edition the good food Ike Bloom still reof this revue, Chicago's only all- mains the star of his own cafe and
Whether his cafe was on
night cabaret performance, outshines revue.
any of to* previous three editions the North. South or West Side, regiven 'this season. Bloom has defied vue or no revue, hi* friends, who
the usual tradition of cafe owners number into thousands, would still
around here and Is backing one of the go out to Ike's place. For 80 years
younger producers who looks like 100 Bloom has seen them come and* go,
per cent, return on his investment and is now taking care and treatHoy Mark Is the producer and sure- ing the sons and daughters the same
ly stepping out, making a name not as he did their fathers and mothonly for himself, but proving Bloom's ers.
No matter what the official
judgment In him, and is bringing name of bis cafe is, it Is always
patronage, which is the nice term referred to a* "Ike Bloom's place."
for dollars and cents.
•"The Midnight Frolic" charges $1
Echdss of the raids by the police
entrance fee and the first show goes in Creenwich Village still come
oh at midnight in four sections. forth.
The raid wherein young
Bach frolic is different, the final one girls were placed under arrest withgoing on at 2:30 a. in. It la seldom out their parents having been
the last patron leaves before 4:30. aware of their Village association
Bloom has helped by putting in *n may lead to a cleaning up in the
corking good chef and serving food Villuge that will not stop at the
at reasonable prices.
dumps.
The conditions there are
Th? present revue is the easiest amazing for the lure that "Greenand speediest in the city for a long' wich Village" has to the silly girl
which give* the

time. It has 16 people, six principals
and 10 coryphees. The costuming is
spleudid W-th a parade oriental

number standing head and shoulders
above

everything else.
.Another
noveity is a school day number with
the 10 girls carrying desks and little
rump stools and Fitting but on the
dance floor in regulation school-act
manner. Kach girl has a small hit
with everything in rhyme. Anoths.number, each girl acting as a postmistress, delivered souvenir parcels
to each guest at every table.
Out
of the ordinary trinkets we're given
away. A golf number, a Jasz num-

a

ber,

v.'ooden soldier

number,

fol-

low in rotation. The Lester Shop*
furnished the costumes and did
themselves credit. The cast of principals are Ede Mae, prima donna.
Buster Brown, eccentric dancer;
Marion Carl, ingenue; Jack Irving.
Juvenile; Betty Bernett. soubret;

Ralph Bart, tenor.
are changed every

The principals
weeks with

six

the chorus g*Lls remaining, although
they have a system of probably four
relief girls that allows each girl n
week to 10 days' vacation during

(Continued from page I)
slbillty of th* Barnes -Carnit hers Th**rl* - Duffield extending their
purely booking function to contracting for outdoor events on the
"blanket" plan, the agencies taking
over all concessions and handling
them from a central plant, instead
of the fairs letting out concessions
on a system of competitive bidding.

DOMINION FAIRS
Meeting H*ld— Opposed to Undesirable 8hows and Pictures
Montreal,

A

special dispatch
ford, Ontario, says:

Fe"b.

7.

from Strat-

Discussions leading to the general

improvement

and

of rural fairs

the elimination of undesirable features marked the annual convention of the district Provincial Fairs
Association here.
More than a score of delegates
from Perth, Huron and Middlesex
counties represented 15 of the leading agricultural societies in the
three counties.
Motion pictures were strongly

voicing
th*
criticized,
delegates
opinion that the movies haVe a
children
greater
effect
on
adverse
unlikely the few genuine artists living in the Village will shortly leave than many of the games of chance
for a cleaner habitation if they have and skill which make the rounds
not done so by now. If the youth of the fairs. A proposal was adescape the joints they must fall in vanced that Hon. Peter Smith, prowith the Short -haired women and vincial treasurer, be urge * to place
Savoy and Brennan a heavier tax on movies. No action
lisping men.
>eing pointed out that
totdthe entire story of Greenwich was taken,
Village in the "Greenwich Village the matter had no direct connection
Follies" when they said as a joke, with fairs.
"The women sing bass in Greenwich
Village and the men sing soprano."
ALICE
But the below -street dumps, joints
or dives are the curse for the chil- Former Bareback Rid«r Die* of
dren.
It is true that little more
Pneumonia, Uncared For
than children frequent those places.
One dump with a soda water founAlbany, N. Y., Feb. 7.
tain, to draw in the boys, allows little
Alice A mold y, formerly a baregirls not over 14 years of age to
back rider with the Sells-Floto Cirhang around. There is visual evi- cus, was found dead in bed in her
dence where this place sold a dish room at 154 Hudson avenue early
of ice cream to five girls, giving five
his morning.
She had not been
spoons with the dish order that each seen last night, although it had
girl could eat of it. through there
been her custom to have a late
being no boys around to pay for night luncheon.
With someone to serve
five dishes.
When William H. Skinner, who
the soda fountain could have dis- occupied the room adjoining Miss
gorged liquor.
Dissolute actions Arnoldy's, returned home soon after
(Continued on page 32)
midnight he found the cxrperforrn-

throughout

the

country.

It's

.

OBITUARY

FIREWORKS POOL

-

CABARET

10

not

\

ARN0LDY DEAD

l

door ajar. Investigating. Skinner found the woman lying" cold in
death on her bed. He notified Coroner John E. Mullen, who directed

DOROTHY THORNTON

FRANK HERBERT

Frank Herbert, of th* Eugene
support of
H. Soth.rn O'Brien "Steve" company, died, in
and others in the 80'.-, died Jan. 31, a hospital at Marlon, O., followia the Brunswick Home, Amityville. ing a sudden attack of heart failLong Island. Miss Thornton had
been a patient in the he o as a
Dorothy Thornton,

James A. Hearna,

In

E.

guest of the Actors' Fund for four
years prior to her death. The husband of the deceased, Charles 11 agan, died many years ago. Funeral
services were held at Amityville.
and the remains were cremated at
Fresh Pond, L. I., Feb. 1.
H. THOMP80N
H.
Thompson.
well
as a character actor, die!

WILLIAM
William

known

OP

MAT

*

SPORTS

Thomas

Dr.

II.

Holmes

to

perform

MARY

RKHT

I.

IN

May

and

Feb. 11th, 1921

her soul, through the mercy]
of God, rest in peace

THOMAS

J.

RYAN

ARTHUR WALLACE
(N. H.) Opera house, is dead. He
was connected with the opera house
from the age of 15. "He also was
owner of the Keene Poster Adver-

PBACB

tising Co.

FABER and McGOWAN

McGOWAN

RICHFIELD

who passed away

Arthur Wallace, 57 years old. for
many years manager of the Keeno

in l.o» Anveles Feb. 6th

KOI

beloved wife

He was unmarried and but past
20 years of age. The remains were
taken to Chicago for burial. Two
brothers survive.

URSA McGOWAN
JACK McGOWAN
RALPH McGOWAN,
Awiy

MEMORY
I

of

ure.

THE MOTHER

GEORGE HOLDEN

KNOX

George Holden. for 90 years stage
carpenter at the Orpheum, San
brated his 6ith year on the stage. Francisco, died Feb. 1 at the age of
He started his theatrical career a* 69. He had been ill for about a
week with pneumonia.
call boy at the Broadway In 1865
and later appeared with atveral
Jests E. Allman
Augustin Duncan companies. Ills
Jesse K. Allman, 43, manager of
last stage appearance
wa* with the Pike theatre at Dover, O, re"Enemies of the Woman."
cently died. He is survived by his
wife and mother.

MURRAY

MILLIE

Millie
Murray (Mrs. Thomas
Shiel). one of the best known of
Broadway chorus girls of a decade
ago, died at Saranac Lake, N. Y..
Feb. 5, after an illness of approximately six months. Millie Murray
was with a number of the Werba &
Luescher shows, and appeared for
a time as a minor principal in their

production of "The Rose Maid."

at

Mrs. Leo L. Lewin died Jan." 24
St. Bartholomew Hospital, foiLOVING MEMORY

ls

r sco's:

mj dear husband
titus

of

i.

who panes away oa Feb. lath, ltll
Misled store than erer by hla lonely wife

LYOIA YKAMANS TITUS

Oh. Iqr the tou<-h or a vanished hand,
Ithe sound of s roice that U sUU.

and

lowing two severe operations. She
was the widow of Leopold Lewin,

er's
'

1

Feb. 4 at his home in New York
City from pneumonia, following a
one week's illness.
The deceased
wa* 71 years old and recently cele-

P*Mft4

IN

my

j

ROBERT MEONHARDT

the

Robert Meonhardt,
baritone
with the Metropolitan Opera for the

American manager who went
\n 1901.
He promoted

Holland

to

Rembrandt theatre in Amsterdam and was successful in Importthe

an autopsy. The autopsy disclosed past eight seasons, died Feb. 2 in
the St. Marks Hospital, New York. ing acts from America.
death was caused by pneumonia.
Bantams, feathers and junior Scotch-Wop when he pulled the
Miss Arnoldy was 54 years old and
The wife of Clarence Harris*,
The crowd nad lived in Albany for the past
lightweights mad* up the Garden rupe bouncing trick.
To the Many Friends of
treasurer of the President theatre.
took exception to Dundee's severe seven years. Her right name was
card Friday night, with the main
Washington, died Feb 6 In that city
body punching in the clinches par- Alice Saunders.
E.
Idea of bringing wallopers rather
ticularly

than boxers together

—a

program

in each
this season

bout
her*

after

badly beaten.

Oriental

the

When Johnny

to show any of the jumping jack
Last week tactis, the wise fight followers
found two championships in th* started to believe he was "gone."
balance. Tuesday Harry Greb took The milling got tame around the
on Tommy Loughran of Philly and eighth round and a voice implored
got th* decision, though., many the boys to "get mad."
Strictly
thought it wm* a bad fight But from the side line* It looked like
that mad* two star bout* for the Dundee has changed his style of
same weak at $7.70 top and a* fighting, for the purpose of being
"ringside" extend* for any distance able to deliver a k. o. and that
back on the floor, attendance for proved apparent later.
the second championship bout FriIn the tenth round Dundee, realday when Johnny Dundee whipped izing he would have to go in order
Elino Flore*, th* game kid from to cinch the decision, did
shake up
Manila, wa* not up to the mark. Flores and for the first time. From
It wa* th* high priced seats that then on they went to it.
In the
•potted the empties and there were 13th Flores who had been able to
rows. Also the wast semi -circle of connect with a number of upperthe arena wa* quite free of patrons. cuts landed what looked like a real
Cop* stood ton feet apart all wallop. The crowd thought Johnny
around th* Garden with eye* fixed had gone down but It was Flores,
on the arena to spot smokers. A the victim of a counter left jab to
dozen or so were ejected but dur- the button. He took the count of
ing the main bout the atmosphere nine but was sent down again. Very
became blue with tobaoco haze groggy when he arose, Flores was
Just the same.
saved by the bell. In the 15th, the
Dundee was just about due for .brown-skinned boy from the East
a Garden appearance. There were was sent to the mat three times.
stories going about that he was The house wanted him to stay and
Over in Jersey be did.
nearly through.
Dundee was either too
the new Young Shugrue was cred(Continued on page 34)
ited winning over him via a newspaper decision. The Shugrue kid
with a snappy sock recently apDCG AND CHOP SUET
peared at th* Garden on the
(Continued from page 1)
strength of that with Flores and
the latter 'promptly floored him. places and sometimes he has only
depending upon the demand
a
few,
Later Srugrue knocked Elino to
the canvas and came off with the of Independent Chinamen for his
stands.
Just now he has closed out
though It was noticed
decision,
Floces was suffering with a bad all his establishments except the
hand and fought four rounds with- one at 101st street and* Broadway,
out using It. Elino has showed his in order to concentrate on the imnerve and willingness to mix It pending drive for summer park esand as he qualifies to go against tablishments.
Chinn c!osed two deals this week,
any 130-pounder, the match with
both with J. J. McCarthy, ori" fora
Dundee sounded right.
full
sized restaurant and several
Johnny also was reported having
been badly shaken up ahout four small stands st Columbia Park,
months ago when his motor car Hoboken, and the other for th" new
went over-an-enbankment and that park at Freeport. I,. I. Ch.'nr. ha I
Island
he has been going back since then. figured it out. that C >•;.
looked that way for the first and Roekawoy are tho only Long
It
points
whor
island
se
food
battle.
night
Friday
the
of
half
Flores was not afraid of anything can be had and he declares lv is
prepared
open
establishments
In
to
to
Johnny showed. It was a laugh
fixed

•—again

th*

We wuh

OUTDOOR ITEMS

keynote.

note

how Elino

followed instrucaway from the

tions anent keeping

( "•

it

the shore resorts as well as In
the parks.

all

after a brief illness.

to acknowledge with sinthanks the kind expression of
your sympathy.

cere

Barry,
Florence
14 - year - old
daughter of Frank Barry (Barry
and Nickerson), died In" Chicago

MR6. LUCIA COOPER
MI83 HENRIETTE COOPER

Eddie Arlington, former circus
man, now hotel keeper, tipped hi*
friends to a hot one at New Or- from

Jan.

27.

a complication of diseases.
Mary Moffstt, aged 76, mother of
leans last week.
It consisted of The deceased was born in Prague
"Green Gold" and "Irish Kiss" for and Is survived by a widow and Jack Moffet (Golden Gate Trio),
died Jan. 17, at her home in New
a parlay and they came through at two children living In Be-lin.
York.
8 and 2V4— 1 or $400 on a $20 bet.
The mother of Arthur Fisher
The mother of Ruth Page Ruben,
Harry B. Hessler has resigned a* (Fally Markus Agency), died sudchair.nnn of the attraction com- denly Feb. 1 at her home in Italy. banjoiste, died Jan. 27 of pneumonia at her home in Middletown,
mittee -of the Reading, -Pa., fair

and has joined the Wirth-Blumenfelt fair department staff.
He Is
represen'ing the office on the road.

Conn.

Charles Elsom, aged 37, brother of
Olive May (May and Hill), died last
week at his home in Louisville.

The mother

of

Jack

stage juvenile, died Feb
Angeles.

McGowan,
5

Los

in

Richard Ringling, son of the late
The mother, aged 71, of John
Alf T. Ringling and owner of an
The mother of Carleton Hoag'.and
Burke (vaudeville) died Feb. 4 at
interest in the big show, Inherited
died Feb. 2 at Brookline, Mass.
her home ia Atlantic City.
from his father, stopped a few days
in New York late last week on hit

way home from

Florida to Three

Montana. Young Ringling
experimented with the Richards
Motor Circus some years ago, but
since then has not been active
among the tops. He ha* devoted
himself to developing oil properties
in Montana with "Doc" Keeley, for-

mer
in

theatre

New

manager

for B. S.

Moss

York, as his general man-

ager.

ILL

AND INJURED

Bert Baker is recovering from an
attack of auto-intoxication of the
intestines. During his recent illness
he lost 22 pounds in one week.
*
The curtain was run down on the
Joe' Fanton
act
at the Casino,
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sunday night,
when the rigging collapsed, all three
members being thrown to the stage.
Aside from a bad shaking-up none
was reported seriously injured. Severn boards in the sfacr'' gave way
during Fanton's blind-folded ring
1

stunt.

NEW

ACT8

Ffnm;i
Halg with twn
boys.
Dick Keepe »ind Midgio Miller,

two -act.
Miss** Roma, sister team.
Sam H\<-o (Kire !,roth<r."\ single,
writlen by hi* brother, Andy -tlce.

ROCKETS

BIO JAMBOREE

Forks,

.

•

COOPER

JAMES

was

failed

(Continued from page 7)
costumes were old-fashioned,

(Continued from
In

vidua!

pa,",e

7)

One

of the best of
the tough chorus girl song,

turns.

costume color them is
"Jevver Meet One o' Them Ouys
schemes at times awfuL The num- by Miss Meroff, a first-rate bit of
bers disclosed two tries for novelty, comedy character work. Miss Glasco's song specialty was one of the
one an effect that had, one of the applause hits of the evening, thanks
choristers carried out over the foot- to her smiling, easy style and agree.
able voice.
lights via a crane arrangement, and
The settings are elaborate and
the othet a number on which the unusual for burlesque, as might bo
around. expected from the fact that they
balloons
tossed
girls
once dressed a Broadway revue.
Neither caused any excitement^
They are not so fresh and bright a t
Miss Adams docs a ballad with they once were, but they make a
the girls going through gesturing flrst-rate flash in their wheel environment. The women principals
Thr.t is one of the dressed up to the production. Miss
calisthenics.
old-school things that should go out. Clasco was stunning In half a dozen
The show is clean. It has laughs sightly costumes, one of rich green
and entertainment, but not enough material moulded to her buxom figconsistently of either. What it needs ure. The others had plenty of pretty
clothes, a tan model on Miss Meroff
I" new material and a general tightening up of the scenes, with every- being particularly easy to look at.
thing that doesn't register thrown A rather better than average chorus
Even with that, without an of 18 b.nks up the troupe. Rush.
out.
up-to-date chorus and costumlnt:
the show would have a hard tim»*
ENGAGEMENTS
approaching the top notehers of
Helen Ware, Emily Ann Wellpresent -day burlesque.
If the "Jamboree" had played the
man, Frereic Hurt, Ben Hendricks,
weeks ago it Anne Mack, Berlein, Harry TownsColumbia abOUl
would" have looked much better. ley, Louise Muldener. Sydney ShepThere's been too much competition ard. Royal Stout, William Cornett.
since then, with too miny top-not'
Tai imany Young, "The Wasp."
shows to show up the "Jumb oree"
general,

and

the

<

•

i f.:

1

1

1

Ji

licU

Tyler Utooke,

Peaches.:*

,

„

•
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Ferdinand Zosller .has started
erection of a 1,000-seat house In
Farmlngdale, Long Island.
Connelly and Cuiglcy ha v.- opened the Strand, Xanticoke, Pa., playing pop vaudeville booked by the
Keith office.

Ernst Lux, musical director for
Loew Circuit, has left for the
west to Inspect the musical equipthe

ment

of the coast houses.

"The Blimp," produced by John
Henry Mears and opening last week
at Bingham ton, N.
Constructor G. B.

T., is

by Naval

Westervelt,

In

charge of aircraft construction at
the League Island Navy Yard,

Philadelphia. ~

r
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ANGRY AT VARIETY
i

Lee 8hubert promoted a flop and wants to keep It a secret Because Shubert vaudeville, probably now much to Lee's regret, for Lee lat<
Variety won't be a party to the secrecy, Variety most be punished In the found out he couldn't sell out.
Lee Shubert way, which way is to withdraw advertising, also theatre
courtesies. As Variety had neither from the Shubert for over 14 years
Anyway, after the first season came the second, the eunuch seas
it will again attempt to get along without them.
Again Lee sent for a Variety man. But this time it was business, o
scheme, that unit thing, eh? said Lee or words to that effect. The Variet
Everything In connection with Variety seems to break wrong for man, not being a professional yesser, answered the opinion was aroun
Equity. After the Equity chumps had sent broadcast for months that the the, unit plan seemed a good idea If properly worked out. And Leo
Keith office owned Variety, they suddenly switched around. For the past agreed, twice. Then he proposed his proposal; that Shubert vaudeville,
three months the Equity propagandists have been telling anyone who bigger than over, would need acts.
He had concluded by that time
would listen how and why the Shuberts owned Variety.
he really needed Variety, but he held that out on the Variety man. An
the Innocent Variety man, having been told a few days previously Leo
was going to send for him, could only guess if his information had been
Now that the Shuberts have thrown Variety out of their offices, as correct
as to the purpose. It was. Lee wanted to advertise. Once mors
Equity did before them. Equity and the Shuberts are together In their
the Variety man refused to be shocked. He almost broke Lee's heart by
It is an open invitation for Variety to publish that remarkable
class.
agreement Equity secured from the Shuberts. It may Indicate in a asking Lee if he didn't have, a paper of his own. Lee had forgotten it,
sometimes
way why Equity and the Shuberts don't know their cues any better than the Shubert paper having only existed for eight years andthe
doing as well as $300 net for the week through making all
Shubert
they evidently don't.
houses, also attractions in them, pay their quota for the Saturday spread.
Well, said Lee, what's the difference, you know what that Is. and he
The present barring of Variety, from Shubert theatres and advertising reiterated he wanted Variety to advertise in. But and there are more
is an individual act of Lee Shubert.
J. J. Shubert is not concerned in It buts to Lee's talk than there arc busted unit producers along Broadway
any more than he has been In the Shubert vaudeville failure. We want
you Variety fellows must write the ads. That's what he said, said Lee,
to make this clear, for in the past when Lee Shubert started his annual and he sort of hinted that the ads should be a "slug" at the Keith office.
or less frequent fight with Variety, he involved J.^J.. and often to the "I'll show that guy," said Lee. probably referring to anyone you want
displeasure, also annoyance of both J. J. and Variety. It has been quite to read instead of "that guy."
well known, however, among the insiders* that J. J. Shubert, with a far
superior knowledge of vaudeville and vaudeville conditions, "walked out^*
Lee wao informed^ he had a couple of press departments with nice
on Brother Lee when Lee commenced to think he wrote vaudeville. Lee
boys in them and one "department for vaudeville only. But they didn't
thought that .way very fiercely when he found out how easy it was to
know vaudeville, said Lee, and they, couldn't talk to the actor the way
get $100,000 out of Joe Leblang to start his vaudeville with the first
season.
Then came the second season with the Leblangs and their he wanted to get to them, etc.

—

—

'

i

ready cash, Shubert-shy, to be told later on.
Fall Hiver has
taken the granting of lice.. sea for
theaters and dance halls out
the
hands of the city clerk's lepartment. Such licenses hereafter will
be handled by the mayo, a
"fice.
<

"ayor Talbot says that" 1- ismuch
as the law places the responsibility for 'conditions connected with
such licenses upon the mayor he
should be In closer touch with the
granting and approval.
Bristol, Conn., jublilated last

almost time to injx with some fodder. But
the Variety fellows didn't write the soaking Shubert .advertisements Lee
wanted, nor did they take advantage of Lee's generous offer to "Say anything you want to every week; don't show it me and I'll pay for it."

Got to skip a

Mayor Talbot of

Lee is not so bad personally, and he is a crack business man, as witness how he can rent theatres. Lee knows more about renting leased
theatres than the men who built them. He also knows more about building new theatres with second-hand materials than any other theatrical
manager, not to mention putting on "new" musical comedies with old
scenery and costumes. Lee is in Palm Beach now, so he must have had
a good season "renting'* so far. He hardly went down there to get
money or sell stock, as the only two men at Palm Beach with ready
cash are Percy Williams and Paul Salvin. Both are tough eggs to give
up; Williams because he knows better and Salvin because it cost him
$140,000 to find out ($100,000 on a picture and $40,000 on "Lassies").

lot

now, for

it's

:'i

——

The units started. Most of them died under a heavy load of "extras, " un'»
fair percentages, extra attractions, not to mention poor theatres, and
"Shubert Vaudeville." But the Shuberts still 'held the best 13 theatres in
the best 13 towns on the Shubert circuit. As these unit producers started
to flop they commenced to miss salary day. Acts weren't paid; chords
girls were not paid; nothing had been paid, only the Shubert house,
seemed to get a ything out of the mess. The people from stranded unft
York.
shows Bcturned to
They said the Shuberts owed them
money, that they had been working in the Shubert unit shows. The
Shuberts didn't owe them money and they had not been working in the
Shubert units shows, but they had been working in shows that played
under the Shubert name; that Lee Shubert had lent his name to build
up the most complete theatrical fiasco America has ever known, and

;1

New

week

Which brings everything up to the present, the Shubert barring presover the premiere of "Rita Covenent. Variety has been up against more bars than existed before prohitry." given there at the Community
bition.
There's always some one with a grouch against us. But Lee
theatre.
Bristol admitted It was
ain't doing right by our Nell, any more than he did with Ed Davidow's
the first time* a Broadway play had
pro-showed in the town, although "Nell," when he sent it to the roof with his own brother-in-law's coin
sunken away in and staying in. We ain't done not tin* to Lee; he done
it seemed doubtful if Bristol knew
Why penalize Variety for the Shubert vaudeville flop? We
It himself.
it was being used as a try-out or
even
tried to help It from the start, when Variety waited or printed
thought the piece' had just comcondensed
stories in October that could have foretold, if printed In full,
pleted
a Broadway run. "Rita
Coventry" Is a Brock Pemberton the flop in December. And in other ways. Often.
comedy, adapted from the Julian
Variety never would have held out for the Shubert vaudeville gamble
Street book by Hubert Osborne.

—

it

was

the Shubert

name

that

made

it

as possible as

it

was

impossible.

That's when Variety re-entered. It had held out for the Shubert circuit;
knew how many unit shows had started on a shoe string; Lee Shubert
himself told a Variety man he wouldn't advance any of the units .a
dollar; Variety knew the entire proposition was a four-flush with one
chance in a thousand It would get over, and It never got within 100 miles
had there not existed a possibility it would become "opposition." We of that chance. When the Shubert units started to break up Variety
knew
it was a gamble, others knew it and we knew as the others did
commenced printing the full reports. When a dissatisfied "Shubert act"
The Clinton Square, Albany, N.
that Lee Shubert never started his vaudeville circuit in good faith; we that couldn't get work elsewhere wanted to advertise in Variety what It
T., has been leased by C. H. Buckit from the time he started and from the time be sent an emissary- thought
knew
of the Shubert unit circuit, Variety printed the advertisement.
ley and J. E. Tarches from Fred
to the Keith office for certain concessions to call off his Shubert vaudeElliott, owner and manager.
The
didn't get the concessions, but he got $100,000 from Joe and
theatre will be run by the lessees ville. Lee
didn't
like those advertisements. They interfered with his business
Loo
some more from others until the $500,000 Lee says he lost the first sea'in connection with the Leland, Osof kidding actors.. He sent another emissary, this time to the same
car J. Perrln (formerly with Co- son of Shubert vaudeville was a loss but it wasn't Lee's.
Variety man, the cold blooded one who believes it needs a better man
lumbia Amusement Co.) taking the
When the second season came around and there wasn't so much easy than Lee Shubert to bull him. The emissary said that the "panning ads"
management of both. The property
were bad for the Shubert circuit; Lee wanted to know if Variety would
happened
sight
vaudeville
money
in
for
rainbow,
burlesque
people
the
the
will change hands Feb. 6. The thevictims.
They proposed producing the not turn down those ads and refuse to print them; Variety could send
atre is located in what was for- along to make themselves the
shows, the units and playing on percentage in Shubert theatres. Did the bills just the same to the Shubert office so Variety wouldn't bo
merly
the
Third
Presbyterian
losing anything. And no lightning calculator ever played on the Shubert
chun h, but has been used as a that strike Lee as the goods" Yea, bo! Anyone who can produce any- time!
thing and will stick it into a Shubert theatre can get the theatre as long
theatre for several years.
It
is
it isn't costing Lee anything.
producer
as
Although
the
must
often
understood that the lessees will
The Variety man told the Shubert emissary that Variety has never
take over other theatres and make pay rent. That's another story though, the story of how the American
a chain. It is proposed to re-deco- drama has been commercialized into a sure thing by Lee Shubert and turned down a legitimate advertisement, that it never will, and that the
American
his
luncheon,
associates,
probably
the
ultimate
cost
the
at
of
Shuberts
or anyone else had the same privilege of answering as the ad*
rate the theatre. Pictures will be
theatrical producer and a third circuit. That third circuit stuff will set vertiser had of publishing— and also that the ads then printed were no
continued.
Lee wild down in Palm Beach, but Zieggy is there and he can ask Zieggy different in character than the very ads Lee Shubert previously had
wanted to publish about someone else.
"Les»ons in Conjuring," by David about It
Do van t (printed in Great Britain),
But lot's get back to Shubert vaudeville. It's interesting, is Shubert
So the ads kept coming in and Variety kept printing them; will keep
Is a volume of 152 pages by the
English
magician,
formerly
of vaudeville, more interesting to those who know it, know of it and knew printing them If they continue to come in. and we are rooting for them.
Masklelyn & Devant, famous Lon- all about it, which takes in Lee Shubert. Lee is a nice oily boy; puts Variety did not organize Shubert vaudeville; Variety had nothing to do
don illusionists, where for years you in mind of gas with water in it When Lee wanted to start his with its flop; Variety can't hold the Shubert advertising if Lee wants to
they had their own hall. Mr. De- vaudeville about three years ago he sent for a Variety man. A Variety withdraw it; Variety can't even hold Lee's friendship if he thinks ho
vant, also author of "Our Magic," man Is usually sent for wnen they want to use Variety and the "they" can run this paper, as he has tried to run others, through advertising.
A Variety man had been sent for before, but Lee
in "Lessons in Conjuring" seeks to goes for them all.
aid the beginners or amateur ma- didn't know that. So, therefore, Lee thought he was the original buller.
So there you sro. That's why Lee barred Variety. Because Lee
gicians by clearly, also concisely, Lee has a good looking office in the Shubert Theatre building, somewhat started something he couldn't ilnish; because one Shubert unit producer
not
though.
Arranged
that
small,
over
one
legitimate
producer
so
can
explaining a number of tricks. Alis in an Insane asylum, another is in bankruptcy, another is in England,
most 30 explanations are contained get in to make a kick at one time. Lee told the Variety man he Intended another had to give up his country home and is in a cheap apartment
In the book. Devant says if "Con- to. start a vaudeville circuit; to paralyze and pulverize all vaudeville. and nearly all the rest of them are on the rocks. While Lee, himself, is at
juring" i» a success he will write The Variety man withstood the shock and Lee, not noting any enthusiasm, Palm Beach! Why blame Variety? Why agreeable to the boos and not
another along similar lines. "Con- asked the Variety man what he thought of it The Variety man asked to the slaps? Why try to cover the wreck of a circuit by an attempt to
juring"
was published in 1922. Lee what he thought of it. And Lee replied by asking the Variety man keep the actors in the wreck out of further work? Why not stand up
$1.50, on sale in New York and Lonwhat he meant and the Variety man said something about he would be- and take the medicine attempted to be administered to others? Why
don.
lieve it when he saw it or words to that effect, and Lee said he would make Variety the goat? Foor us!
see it by September, but the Variety man said nothing, neither did he
Sarah Ellen Stokes, widow of print anything and he didn't see it by September, nor at any other
Charles W. Stokes, former well- time until the next September, in 1921.
Dishonest vaudeville agents and grafting vaudeville bookers, as menknown actor and a member of New
York's oldest and best known famMeanwhile Lee's gizzard had been gnawing at him. Lee had .been tlonod in articles in Variety of late, have had much attention attracted
ilies, left an estate not exceeding
Many letters have been
spending as much as $75,000 on a musical production and the Music Box to them, mostly, however, through reading.
$12,000 in personalty and no will had spent $150,000. Lee thought they were crazy to spend so much, but received *oy Variety, nearly all from acts. The honest agent knowing he
when she died on December 20. ac- Lee" wasn't crazy enough not to realize his next show at' the Winter has nothing to fear has had nothing to say, while the crooked agent didn't
cording to her daughter, Hazel S. Garden or elsewhere (though the Winter Garden's is J. J's.) would have dare to say anything. And the grafting bookers are tickled to death
Turner, of 25 Fifth avenue, in her to cost $150,000 or so to stand alongside of the "Music Boxes and the two not to be mentioned in any way.
application for the appointment of "Follies," Zieggy p and the Greenwich Village.
Several #f the letter* criticised Variety for bearing down
Rowland E. Cocks, of 69 Kensington
heavily on
And the Shuberts had 13 houses in the bent week (stands in the East. the small time and lightly touching upon the big lime. The big time
road, Bronxville, N. Y., as adminis"Well,'* said Lee, "I'm going to play at is protected and so is the big time manager.
It has been announced
trator of the property, which ap- That's jumping ahead, though.
plication was granted by the surro- vaudeville. Why not? It's the softest thing I ever saw. Monday morn- repeatedly by big time executives that any act mulcted for over 5 per
gate's court, New York, last week. ing at 9 you have a theatre with bare walls. By 11 enough vaudeville cent, commission by an agent make jt known, and of course that
In addition to the already mention- jacts have come in with their own scenery to Mil back stage. Then all would follow for a hip: time booker. It leaves nothing for us to go after
you have to do Is to open at 2, play a couple of times daily without pay- on the big time. If the acts are content we are content; and as for the
is sured daughter, Mrs Stokes
vived by two other children, May ing pro rata for extra performances and by 9 that evening you are count- big time manager, he is so limited he is self- protected.
Stokes Graham, of $32 Highland, ing the gross, all your own and without It being necessary to think up
It's different on the small time.
That field is wider, contains more
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., and Gertrude extras against yourself,"- or words to that effect.
managements and more needy acts. There never has boon s small time
Stokes Cocks, of 69 Kensington road,
vaudeville
booking
its.;',
Several were approached to
agency, Cor
Vaudeville people were still dubious.
independently or for a cirruit, that
Dronxville. Because of her failure
to leave a will, all three arc entitled join. They were tou^h eggs, too. Asked Lee for a personally signed con- ever announced <>.• Informed acts that nut over 3 per cent, should be
the property- tract. One even had the nerve to tell Lee he wanted' his contract to paid by them to agents; n«>r n.»s one attempted to stop connivance
to share equally In
Mrs Stokes, who was 63, lived at read so if Lee sold out the vaudeville he would be declared in on the Between agents and bookers on the -small time. That left the outside
^5 Fifth avenue. New York. Her split. Think of that. Lee selling out! Ridiculous! Even wor?e! And the small time manager without any protection; It left the matter of bookhusband, who was 49, died Dec. 22, fellow unabashed agreed, but still insisted upon that kind of a contract. ings up to those who seemed to be able to get on the inside and as those
And ho didn't got that kin d of a oontract And he didn't go with
(Continued on page 32)
it
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TINNEY LIABLE, CLAIM

RULES

GERMAN SINGERS DREW

$40,000;

MADE BY PRODUCER

CLAIMS OF "PLAY DOCTOR'

•-

11

!

Hammerstein

Arthur

HAD TO ACCEPT HALF SALARY

Com-

'

'

plains to Joint Arbitration

•

Guy Finds "Rewriter" Is Entitled to CompenPaul
sation, but Owns No Part of Production

Justice

—

Dickey Loses Suit Involving "Last Warning"

•

Paul Dickey's motion to restrain
the production of "The Last Warning;," at the Klaw, New York, was
denied by Justice Guy in the New
York Supreme Court Wednesday, as
was the playwright's prayer to com-

—
inc. — to

Michael Mlndlln.
Michael Goldreyer and the Mingold

pel the producers

a bond.
Dickey is suing for a share of the
royalties, alleging that he helped
rewrite the Thomas J. Fallon script
during its out-of-town break-in.
David L. Podell, counsel for the
defense, showed that before Dickey
ever saw the play the New England

•Productions,
\

file

ROYAJLTY FOR "ALMA"

AFTER MANY YEARS
Composer

Yiddish

Obliges

Pay $75 f or
Sunday Performance

Company

to

i

Adolf Philipp, who has written
English and Yiddish plays and is
author of the musical production,
Do You Live/'
"Alma, Where
threatened to tie up Sunday's performance at the Prospect, Bronx,
N. Y.,Mnless $75 royalty was forthcoming.
Clara Young, who appears Sun^
days with the Yiddish company at
the Prospect, is said to have played
the piece for a number of years
without royalty throughout Europe,
although the late David Kessler

Board

Arthur Hammerstein has filed a
complaint against Frank Tinney
with the Producing Managers' Association-Equity arbitration commitAlthough the charges have not
tee.
been submitted in detail, the manager will ask the arbitrators to consider the liability of the player in
his contract relation. Hammerstein
contends he is entitled to liquidate damages against Tinney, the

proportion
to the losses sustained with "DaffyDill," in which Tinney starred and
which has cost the manager $80,000.
Part of this is production outlay and
the balance losses during the play
of the show in New York and on

amount to be Judged

in

Orchestra Paid Before Last Performance in Baltimore Troubles Follow Wagnerian Opera Co.
in First Stop

—

MANAGER GIVES DULCY'
TO PLAYING COMPANY
Show

Will

Baltimore, Feb.

7.

Artistically, the Wagernlan opera
is one of the biggest successes ever in * Baltimore at any
price.
William A. Albaugh, the lo-

company

cal Impresario, who sponsored their
appearance at the Lyric last week,
$38,000 as the gross for the

Continue Without claimed

performances.
Prices ranged
from $1.50 to $7 for seats, and at all
performances standees
were in

five

Geo. Tyler Participating

Company

Co-operative

evidence.
'•Dulcy,"
this

which was

week, will

tour.

have closed
contlnu on tour. An
to

The

company had

Its

financial

its American debut
and while playing here

troubles before
in Baltimore,

was

arran Into more. The cast was penThe grounds' of the manager's arrangement to that effect
claim are based ori the alleged con- rived at Wednesday-when the mem- niless.
Albaugh was compelled- to
go
agreed
to
company
the
stage
bers
of
the
on
while
Tinney
allot a small sum to each artist,
duct of
The plan is one of Because of this they were housed
press, like newspapers in Hartford
during many performances. Ham- co-'operative.
and Waterbury, acclaimed the show
merstein alleges that Tinney resort- the most generous commonwealth at a small hotel in the city. Their
a success. "It may not mean much,"
ed to frequent ad-libbing, which ideas ever given players by a man- first financial difficulty, the securing
the
refutes
"but
it
said Mr. Podell,
made for poor performances and ager.
at the last minute of a bond coverGeorge Tyler, who produced the ing the Imported scenery, guaranteestatement of counsel just made that
resulted in bad business.
It was Dickey's genius that made the
"Daffy-Dill" was out about 23 play, has turned over "Dulcy" in en- ing the return of the scenery to Gerpi»y."
weeks, including the Broadway en- tirety to the company. All the prof- many, prevented the use of It for
*
"It means more than that," said
gagement, and was brought in from its are to be divided pro-rata on the the first performance, 'Die Melstcr
literary
in
"because
Justice Guy,
the road recently because it was basis of present salaries. None of Singer."
the proceeds are to go to Tyler, nor
matters New England has always
losing money.
matinee
After
the
Saturday
rights.
original
had a high rank, and Waterbury controlled the
The claim of damages for loss will the manager receive any of the "Tannhauser," the orchestra, 7*5
and Hartford criticisms are not to Philipp heard Miss Young was to through the alleged short-comings earnings for office expense.
pieces,
struck for $10,000, their
The manager has decided to close weekly salary. Demanding immedo the play last Sunday and in- of an actor is a new principle so far
be sneered at."
Fallon dramatized the play from sisted on royalty in advance, which as the awards thus far given by the show and leave the production diate payment, the money was
a novel by Wads worth Camp. Manager Solly of the Prospect paid. the P. M. A.~Equity committee are on the lot. He, therefore, consid- available, but not In the theatre. The
Dickey was negotiating for a posi- Solly is manager for the Blaneys, concerned. It is argued, however, ered that as after this week he musicians refused to take Mr. Al
tion of director of the company and who operate a stock company on that if the player can recover from would have been entirely out of baugh's checks. About 16 minutes
made several suggestions concern- week days, the Yiddish troupe hold- the manager for contract breach, "Dulcy" anyway, if the show% cap- before the first curtain for the
ing the scenery and props, such as ing forth Sundays only on a per- the latter is entitled to considera- able of making any money it can go Saturday night performances of
to the players altogether.
•'cut window," "changes of scenery," centage basis.
tion for destruction* of property.
"Fledermaus,*' the musicians were
George Kaufman and Marc Con- paid.
Philipp says he will bring suit to
"repaint scenery," "put back the.
The manager also has declared his
* establish his exclusive right to the
tarantula."
intention of preventing Tinney from nelly, the authors, Joined with the
From the gross, of the five perforJustice Guy remarked: "A man production of "Alma." alleging that appearing in vaudeville, as was re- manager in making it as easy for mances $8,000 was sent to the U.
Who cuts a window in my^ house does every other Yiddish theatre ported several times since the clos- the company as possible, and have S. Shipping Board, The Shipping
Hammerstein cut tj^eir royalties.
iiot thereby become the owner of prompter has a cox>y of the script
ing of "Daffy -Dill."
Board bought the singers to this
the house and the doctor who heals ready for use.
claims the comedian is under excountry without payment, taking a
g does not become the
4t broken
clusive contract to him and that
Hen on the receipts In various cities
owner of tne patient, and, so, reTinney can not appear under other
where the company would sing.
painting the scenery or putting
management this season. He exAfter the Saurday nigh perforback a tarantula does not entitle a
plained his contract with Tinney
mance Albaugh threatened to send
man to claim authorship of a dracalled for a guarantee of $1,200
the scenery to the New York Cusknatlo production where the proweekly, with 20 per cent, of the
toms officials, thereby cancelling
ducers are under contract with the
gross applying if more than that
his band, If the Philadelphia supbehis
for
author of a book and the writer of
consideration
In
sura.
porters refused to take over a part
Sailing Back Home May
the play."
and the salary, it Is stipof the bond of $57,000 when the
Years— Holds 2d ing starred
Road Tour to Cover CounJudge Guy inquired whether all Played for 3
ulated Tinney's services are to be
Company sang there this week. One
Also
Hammersteln's.
great authors and dramatists gained
exclusively
York Record— Closes
Philadelphia subscribed $15,000. and
New
try Under Gest
by repainting
reputations
their
that .Tinney is guaranteed 20 weeks
several others contributed $10,000
in Portland, Me., Feb. 24
than
more
as
scenery and cutting windows. "If
that
and
season
a
for this purpose, dividing the reso." he said, "it looks like an easy
that time has been played. Tinney
The company playing "Chauve- sponsibility with Albaugh. He will
business."
of "The can not professionally appear with- Souris" on the Century roof, New also try to have New York interests
original company
The
Upon this point Dickey's lawyer Bat" which -ends its run at the out his consent until next season.
York, will leave for their foreign take over the bond^ when the comargued
and argueu
differed with the court ana
The manager does not seek to home about May 1, after complet- pany goes to the metropolis for three
next week
p , ay
D ro*en
neais a broken
breached. ing the phenomenal run of 15 weeks.
declared
that the doctor who heals
contract
following
week
have
the
n
°
years to run consecutive months in New York
leg Is entitled to_ be compensated. (Feb.
Despite the capacity house and
19) and then withdraw from The agreement has two
"But," said the judge, "he is not en
The other companies of and it is intended to send Tinney City at a continuous admission the income the majority of the arroad.
the
the small scale of $5 top.
to stop the patient from
through
titled
-Dill"
"Daffy
been
and
have
tists
were compelled to accept half
play
mystery
the record
breathing or living, and so you are routed to blanket the balance of the stands next season in the hope ol
Morris Gest, who lmpprted the salaries.
None was paid in full.
not entitled to stop the production. territory. iSome stands played last recovering this season's losses.
Russian group, will bring the show John Tjarks, proprietor of the
You may sue at law for such com- season are being repeated.
back again next fall, where It will Armistead Hotel, where the singers
pensation as you may have earned,
play for fcur weeks in Manhattan were lodged, gave monetary assist"Listening In" will be the sucDISTURBED before starting on a tour taking in ance to many.
but there can be no injunction In ceeding attraction at the Wilbur,
this play."
New
Attendance at all performances
all of the country.
leaving the Bijou,
Boston,
Dickey's lawyer then urged that York, Feb. 17.
Noisy Fight Fans Heard in Ad
"Chauve-Sourls" opened at the was greater than at any of the Onithe defendants be required to furjoining Theatre
49th Street theatre, New York, Feb. cago Grand Opera Company presBoston engagement
Bat's"
"The
Judge Guy refused
nish a bond.
It played there until the entations here except "Traviuta."
4, 1922.
of 24 weeks is the longest for that
that application on the ground that city in five years. 'Under Cover"
San Francisco, Feb. T.
commencement of last summer with Galll Curci. Over 13.000 peoany
have
to
claim
"Mother's
not
in
did
playing
Dickey
May Robson
when it waa moved to the roof, ple heard the five operas, an avholds the Hub record, having played
contract and that his part in the 30 consecutive weeus. Most of the Millions" at the Columbia found where it since has remained.
erage of 250 standees attending
reproduction, even according to his players Including Effie Ellsler and herself with a problem that
(Continued on page 15)
Mr. Gest followed the importaown claims, was of such minor May Vokes have appeared together quired all the skill of her many tion of the Russian "Chauve" playcharacter that he saw no Justifica- in the roiginal "Bat" company for years as a comedienne and emo- ers with the Moscow Art theatre,
week while play- the season's sensation at the 59th
tion for exacting a bond.
TIME'S"
nearly three years. It was this com- tional actress last
.
Oakland. Street, New York, also at 16 top.
pany which played the Morosco, New ing at the Auditorium in
The Auditorium immediately adGest is the only American the- $29,000 Last Week Broke WashingYork, for 106 weeks, ending the
MISS FREDERICK LOSES
ton's Record for $2.60 Top
engagement there last Labor day. joins a fight pavilion. It sometimes atrical manager who ever had two
productions In New Y'ork appearing
The Broadway record is next to happens a theatrical performance
Decide*
fistic
Jury
while
Will—
theatre
in
the
occurs in
simultaneously to a $5 top admisWashington, Feb. 7.
No Error
that of "Lightnin."'
Against Pauline Frederick
events are being held next door. sion scale and with both "hits."
"Blossom Time," scaled at $2.50
When the pugilistic encounters wax
top, grossed just under $29,000 lafct
Norwich, Conn., Feb. 7.
MILLER-PICKFORD PICTURE heated and the crowd enthuses
week at Poll's. It broke the boast
SOUSA'S "BRIDE ELECT"
proportionately it proves trying for
A Jury in the superior court here
record at this scale. The piece had
Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
Libby
the
O.
over
Richard
put
of
to
will
trying
Feb.
7.
actors
the
Philadelphia.
upheld
a particular appeal to music lovers
Marillyn Miller and Jack Pick- the
The Philadelphia Operatic So- locally and the advance publicity
be co- footlight a serious scene.
In an action brought by his daugh- ford, her husband,
will
Frederick, who had
As frequently occurs some es- ciety, a powerful amateur organi- campaign was one of the best put
ter, Pauline
in a picture production if
starred
appealed from the decision given a proper story is located for them. pecially pretty speech from the lips zation «if that city, produced Sousa's over here.
Mclntyre and Heath In "lied
by the probate court. In the will The announcement was made at th-* of an actor will be accompanied hy "The Bride Fleet." Sousa in perMr. Libby left his $30,000 estate to Pickford-Falrbanks studios, it was a leather-lunged voice advising a son conducted the performance and Pepper" next week (Feb. 11).
relatives of his second wife, the also stated Mis* Miller will not re- fistic favorite to "kill the big bum!" he had previously spent several
Miss Robson was in the midst of weeks here, rewriting parts of the
stepmother of Miss Frederick.
new her contract With Flo ZiegA clause in the will referring to feld. Jr., for musical comedy ap- a tearful scene of "Mother*! Mil- operetta and introducing two new 'REAR CAR' AFTER MRS. FISKE
deand
"I Rive
"The Rear Car," a drama "*y Edlions" and found herself In competi- song* numbers and a new ballet.
his daughter road:
pearances.
Beattion to a crowd of excited fight fans Musically the revival was highly ward W. Kcse, produced recentl' by
vise to my daughter, Pauline
to victory. praised,
Rutherford, nothing, and
but the general opinion the Selwyns in Boston and brought
urging their favorites
rice
DIPHTHERIA IN MICHIGAN Miss Robson, despite her fistic was that the book was hopelessly in for fixing, is again in rohc. -sal
mention this omission to show that
and not
attenl on lacking in up-to-date humor.
the
held
door,
next
rivals
and will succeed Mrs. Fiske in "The
7.
Feb.
as
the same was intentional
C
her
Dice of the Gods" in Chicago Feb.
It is rumored that Wassili Leps.
Blent in many of a large audience through
a mistake."
Diphtheri;ia is p
In
society
operatic
scene.
arthe
directs
25, .he latter show having a bookbig
who
Michigan point* and vaudeville
Taylor
efforts, was opposed to ing limited to four v ceks.
its
CIRCUIT
'of
victims.
most
OPERA
its
among
DrfPEL'S
tists are
particular
this
Il.dmes will again be featured in
The spread of the disease is at- DREW-CARTER CIRCLE" OFF the presentation of
Baltimore, Feb. 7.
Sousa,
otherwise
cast
the
persuaded
by
Car,"
was
Rear
"The
but
opera,
acwater.
tributed to had
"The Circle" starring ^ffohn Drew
Plans have been formulated,
to be anxious to having
been somewhat changed
grand
be with- who is reported
cording t<»- A -lira-- Dlppel,
and Leslie Carter will
bring about a professional revival. from the Hub line-up.
organizing
Tour
Ending
drawn
by the Selwyns .Tan. 24 at
opera producer, for the
Youth"
"Springtime of
drama was regarded as
new
The
be
to
wheel,
has been
Washington. The show
of a Hlx-city opera
'The Springtime of. Youth" ends
"Miss Daisy" on One-Nighters at $1 likely following suggested changes.
Opera
running two years and has used
titled the Inter-City Grand
It along with the Selro;ul tour this week at the MaIn
Interested
Its
producing
Baltimore.
is
William Hawthorne
Association, and to have
George MacT'.ir- up all the major stands.
one-night wyns are Sam H. Harris and H. H.
Loins. jestic. Brooklyn
Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, St
There Is another allstar company "Miss Daisy" to play
production
with
the
tenor
the
razee.
lane
stands. It will be scaled at $1 top. h
Milwaukee and St. Paul as its cenof "The Circle" on tour.
will take up a vaudeville route.
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The novelty of seeing Nares and
before the metropolitan debut.
the wide reading of the book doubtless account for the long tour minus
a London reputation: It will be Dillingham's third English importation
His presentation of "Loyalties" Is ens of Broadway's hits,
this season.
but his first try with "Tons of Money" never passed the try-out bookLEGIT
ings.
"If Winter Comes" has been sold here for pictures, but the
screening will probably be held up until the show is produced. There
should be no surprise in Maude being selected for the lead, which calls
It Is reported an out-of-town theatre in one of the week-stand cities
Most of Maude's characterizations have been
baa been seized by the government for failure to pay admission taxes. for a middle aged man.
The house is said to be fourteen months behind in its payments. To old men. He can easily pass in character for 35.
there
though
has
what extent the supposed seizure goes is not known,
Butler Davenport aroused the curiosity of uptown show circles %y his
been no attempt to interfere with the current attraction and none is
expected. The house changed policy some weeks ago, having started advertising and reopening of the Bramhall playhouse as a free theatre
week. It was announced there would be no admission charge for tho
last
may
surmised
the
season.
is
tax
moneys
in
It
vaudeville
early
the
with
have been used to counter some of the vaudeville losses. The house In performance of 'The Fool's Revenge." That obtains only for the first
nights, but regular box office prices are charged for the final perfour
firm
which
has a
question is under lease to a Broadway managerial
string of houses. The firm's orders call for all admission tax moneys formances of the week. The latter information was contained in the
to be sent to the New York office and from there it is checked out to press notices sent out, but not mentioned in the daily advertisements.
The Bramhall is one of the smallest of downtown's little theatres, seat*
the internal revenue collectors in the various districts in which their
houses are located. In that way the firm has the use of the tax moneys ing about 225. The play dates back 100 years, and is free of royalty,
written by Tom Taylor and is the same story upon which the
being
provides
paid
the tax is to be
the month
for thirty-three days, as the law
after collected. Under the time limit taxes for December taxes could be opera "Rigoletto" is based. It is reported the players in support of Davenremitted Jan. 31 without fines attaining. It is believed that the omis- port agreed to take the engagement on a small salary hauls, since they
sion of payment of the admissions might provide an "out" for breaking would receive an opportunity to be caught in action by the critics.
Davenport is playing the lead. On the opening night he was afflicted
the firm's lease on the house.
by a series of knee-cap dislocations and was in troub'e in every one of
the
four acts. Ne audibly asked someone to "pull my leg" and the pain
R. H. Burnside was recently annoyed by a petty grafter using his
times. The final dislocation caused the
name. The Hippodrome director lives in a New Jersey town in the met. caused him to topp?e over several
to be drawn, but a player announced the show would proceed
curtain
ropolitan district. An impostor visited another town close by and, repand did. That won Davenport a vote of gameness.
resenting himself to be feurnalde, secured a radio outfit from a local
store. The thief explained he wanted to experiment with the set at the
Among some members of the "Hamlet" company Shakespeare is partly
Hip and desired to borrow it for a few days. To show the shop keeper
he was grateful the man gave the dealer a pass on the Hip, signing Burn- blamed for the 'disaffection of Cecil Clovelll, second grave digger in
side's name. The pase was stopped at the box office, as Burnside never the play, arrested Tuesday by a prohibition enforcement agent charged
issues a written pass. The director on interviewing the Jerseyite dis- with being the go-between for the sale of booze. In one sceno Whltford
Kane, as the first grave digger, in directing the second grave digger, has
covered the trick.
the line: "Go get thee to Yon and fetch me a stoop of liquor." Y(fn is a
town.
Other players in the show laughed when news of the pinch got
Playwrights may be interested in a raised point during the recent
around because of the connection between Shakespeare's line and Clotrial of the action against Jack Lait by one Jo Swerling, wherein Swerlvelll's jam.
Clovelll sold a pint of rye to the federal agent, so the latter
ing alleged he had been partially responsible for the Lait play, "One of
Us." He asked the Supreme Court In New York to allow him an ac- avers, at the stage door of the Sam Harris theatre recently and told the
agent
if he liked- the stuff two cases of it could be secured.
The agent
counting from Lait for all profits. That would have included the proceeds to the author of the long tour in vaudeville by Valeska Suratt In called again and Clovelll is alleged to have taken him to a drug store in
per.
Then came
"Scarlet" which was the first act, almost intact, from "One of Us." The the Bronx, where the two cases were bought at $35
action was tried before Justice Ford, without a jury, and the Court evi- the pinch.
dently with a keen insight, dismissed the Swerling action from the bench
The most recent meeting of the sponsors of the proposed American
at the conclusion of the trial stating it had no merit.
A Jury might have been impressed with the single point that should National theatre was not productive of any announcement. Those at
secure the attention of playwrights. It's not easily conveyed to the the meeting refused to talk. At the first meeting there was mention
layman the laxity of theatricals in general and often authors in par- of "As You Like It" with Marjorie Rambeau. When it was reported in the
ticular.
"One of US'* when presented in the Bijou, New York, had the press that that would be the opening attraction it Is said to have
byline, "Jack Lait assisted by Jo Swerling?' Lait testified he had writ- drawn objections from some of the sponsors who are prominent perThe feeling appeared to be that
ten the billing himself, against the protest of Oliver Morosco, who pro- sons not identified with theatricals.
duced the play. Lait' said "I wanted to help the kid." referring to Swerl- for an American national theatre to select a play 300 years old was
That tho
ing, 'and further cross-examined as to why he felt so cordial toward hardly in keeping with the object of such an institution.
Swerling as to give him credit without reason, Lait answered, "Because Shakespearean play had been selected was not definitely announced nor
apparently was it official. At the session Augustus Thomas displayed
I was a sentimental sucker."
It's not unusual for playwrights to seek assistance or suggestion. photos of Miss Rambeau as Rosalind and it was agreed they were very
Lait swore Swerling was merely his typist for "One of Us," he having pretty, but- there was no action taken.
taken Swerling off of the Chicago streets and given him his first job at
newspaper work. But Swerling did while typing the play at Lait'a dicMcGregor and Vincent, who made a production try with "The Invisible
tation volunteer a suggestion here and there, and Lait remaining friendly Guest," announce another play soon to be done. When the script was
toward the boy he thought to "give him a boost" by joining his name closely read, however, it was alleged to be "Remnant," an adaptation
on the program of a Broadway theatre. However, the trial developed from the French in which Florence Nash appeared a season or two ago.
that Swerling had preserved letters and office data in connection with The play had been submitted as an original work. Its production has
Lait for several years back, presumably with a purpose since all of it' been called off. The managers do not charge it was lifted, but that

INSIDE STUFF

*

into the evidence.

the similarity in plot

Innumerable instances abound where liberal thinking authors have
mentioned a collaborator, who although receiving 'program publicity,
has received but a minute if any portion of the play's royalty. Frequently the playwright will call upon a hack to stick in a comedy line
here and there for a laugh or as in another case now current in New
York, use the name only on the program of the man who suggested an
idea while the actual author wrote every word and situation in the piece.
A New York playwright lately has been threatened with publicity
through a person with an imagined grievance asserting he had given
the writer the title of a hit, without receiving remuneration. Almost
any day in the Astor or any theatrical dining room may be heard an
author requesting an idea for a title without anybody offering one believing an obligation follows.
The program mention, however, appears to be evidence per se as the
lawyers say. In court it calls for a great djal more in the way of an
explanation than is required in Times square.
Barry's Harvard prize play, written in Prof. George Pierce
Workshop 47, practical course of playwriting, has been changed
Jilts" to "You and I" to avoid confliction with a forthcoming picture of similar name. Richard G. Herndon is sponsoring "You
Philip

Baker's

in title

and

from "The

I."

A New

England newspaper

man waxed wroth

last

LEGIT ITEMS

*

ON

was introduced

1923

0,

week, so

much

so

he informed the federal tax bureau of a theatre that had obliged him
to pay 50 cents as tax on a pass for two matinee tickets that had a top
price of $1:50. No admission tax was ever exacted by the Government
for a newspaper man calling at a theatre in the course of his business,
and the tax on all theatre passes was officially dropped some time ago.
The tax bureau receiving the complaint intends investigating as in other
instances, to find out just where that 50 cents finally landed.
Dr. Grant, who has kicked up some noise of late through professing
liberal religious views, took occasion last Sunday during his sermon In
New York to mention marriage and divorce. He suggested anyone
looking for Information see "Why Not?" at the Forty-eighth Street. That
is the Equity Players stand and play. The Equity used the notice in its
daily advertisements, but it failed to help business either Monday or Tuesday night. One actor, who had just witnessed the performance, when
asked what he thought of "Why Not?" replied. "What can you tell
when there are nothing but empty seats to play to?" The Forty-eighth
Street intends giving Friday afternoon and Saturday morning performances shortly of "The Chastening," by Charles Rann Kennedy, who
wrote "The Servant in the House." Meantime preparations are proceeding for "Roger Bloomer'* to succeed "Why Not?"*

is

quite apparent.

Meggie Albenesl, another prominent English actress, arrived here last
week, and, like Gladys Copper, she is said to have come merely for a
Miss Albenesl played the London lead in the Clemence Dane plays,
"A Bill of Divorcement" and "Will Shakespeare," and also was the
feminine lead in "Loyalties" there. Her most recent appearance was in
"East of Suez." The latter play was put on here as a drama,* but was
made more of a spectacle in London at His Majesty's. There were 50
Chinamen used in one scene and that brought about an objection from
English players, who resented the use of the Orientals.
visit.

A

column "controversy" between Heywood Broun in The World and
Alexander Woollcott in The Herald anent the closing of John Barrymore
in "Hamlet" brought a written response from the star, his letter being
published in last Sunday's Herald. It had been suggested that as Barrymore would attain a new American record of 101 times for "Hamlet,"
or one performance more than Booth's record, it looked as though the
star's hastening away to Europe upon gaining the goal as a sort of
"thumbing the nose" at Booth. Barryrrrbre declares that he Intended
playing "Hamlet" until the 1st of March, but illness in his family, who
are overseas, mad 4 it imperative the engagement be shortened and
that he sail Feb. 10 (Saturday).
Setting forth his regard for the farmer star, Barrymore wrote, "I
do not in sincerity believe there is any human being alive who has a
deeper reverence for the isolated grandeur and the perennially beautiful
and touching figure of Edwin Booth than I have . . . and anyone who
would be self-destructive ass enough to wittingly 'thumb his nose' at him

would be putting himself
position of doing th 2
unforgettable."

same

the unenviable and somewhat masochian
thing to himself in a fashion that would be

in

Barrymore concluded with the Idea that he does not think anyone plays
"Hamlet" to make or break records, as "it is too noble a vehicle to use
as a stripped iceboat."

The announcement that Charles Dillingham will present Cyril Maude
heri in "If Winter Corner*' brings in several interesting angles. The
play, adapted from Hutchinson's novel, only opened in London last
_M£*k^ though Owen Nares was in the pro vinces with it for six months

the house

Ed Rowland,

also.

Street, switched

to the Casino.

Jack Blake master of ceremonies
for the beefsteak dinners given oc«
casionally by Broadway treasurers,
has gone to Lake Placid for a winter vacation.
Florence Lee, ill at Stern's Sana*
tarium, New York, expects to re*
join "Kiki" at the Belasco within si
few days.

Louis Cline. formerly associated
with George Broadhurst as general
press representative, is now with the
Morosco forces assisting Louis Macloon and doing the publicity for3
"Lady Butterfly" at the Globe, New
York. Cline was lately associated
with Frank Pope In a free lance
publicity bureau.
Mrs. Richard Walton Tully, wife
of the
playwright -producer, arrived yesterday (Wednesday) from
abroad. Mrs. Tully crossed with her
husband early in the fall. Taken ill*
she had to submit to an operation.
The press of business compelled her
husband to leave her abroad until
she recovered.
In the east of "Cinders," by Eddie Clark, now in rehearsal, under
direction of Edward Royce, will be

Nancy Welford, Queenie
Mary Lucas, of Royce's

Smith.
recent

"Orange Blossoms" company, and

its

chorus, in addition to four
and Margaret Dale, Fred
Hildebrant and George Bancroft.

entire

new

girls

While "The Hindu." with Walker*
Whiteside,

played

Oklahoma City

at the Coliseum, burglars broke into

the dressing room of Harold Vosburgh, of the company, and stole
everything in the room, even in*
eluding his street clothes, collars,
shoes, neckties, etc. They took, be<
sides, $300 in jewelry and money.

"Old Man Smith," the Geneen ft
Mclsaac production featuring Tom
Juliette Day, opens Monday at Hartford, Conn. The cast In«
eludes William Wadsworth, Theodore Westman, Joseph Baird, Thorn*
as Carnahan, Catherine Dale Owen*
Stuart Wilson, Lois Francis Clark/
John Ray, Maud Allen, Mrs Charles
Willard, Teddie Hammerstein and
Herbert Japp. Ira Hards staged the

Wise and

piece.

Percy Hammond, dramatic
of the

New York

critic

"Tribune,"

has

been confined to his home, recovering from injuries he sustained to
one of his limbs while playing indoor tennis about 10 days ago.

KAUFMAN- CONNELLY SKIT
A benefit performance, the proceeds of which will be devoted to
the Girls Service Club, will he
given at the Booth, New York, Sunday night under the direction of
Frank Crownlngshield.
Although
there will be no reserved seats $6
will be
harged for the lower floor*
and $2 In the balcony.
Several special playlets will be
presented. One is by George Kant*
man and Marc Connelly, and is
<

called

Womr

"If

Men Played Cards as

Do."

Besides the authors,

Benchly and John Peter
^oughey will appear in the act.
The script of "The Marriage of Hamlet," successfully produced In Henry Clapp Smith president of the
France, has arrived in New York, and will be adapted for presentation Amateur Comedy Club and regarded
this spring. The play was written by Jean Sarmant, who was a juvenile as the leading amateur player in
in the French company under the direction of Jacques Copeau, which the city will also appear in a speplayed here several years ago at the Garrick. the house changing Its name cial playlet.
for the engagement to "Vieux Colombier."
The lead in the American
-r—
production will be played by Remy Carpen, a French girl who has
been here a number of years, but who returned to France during the
Subscribe for
war and went on the stage. Her first American appearance
early
this season in "The Plot Thickens."
The author of the new play has
conceived the Shakespearean characters coming to life again and there
and therefore two Ophelias. On their secon I lime on earth the characters

wn

1

than ordinarily, the saving being represented in fewer men
used back stage. There are but two sets in the three acts of "Ermine,"
and they are set up for the run at the Century "back to back." The play,
however, has three acts. The turntable was not feasible for ULossom
Time," which has three scene changes.

of

managing the 44th

Robert

There is a story going around that Frank Tinney while downtown on decide to become farmers.
an expedition to buy Christmas presents was crushed between two push
carts. The gag was really lifted from one of Tad* Dorgan's nifties'. Tad
Geraldlne Farrar, while her divorce action against Lou Tellegen was
pulled It about one of his "wop" friends who had gone to the East Side expectantly awaited In New York, was concert touring. At Watertown,
to buy a friend a necktie for his birthday.
N. Y.,' Miss Farrar, playing on percentage, secured $2,600 as her share
of one concert. But the date called for Miss Farrar to be In the up-state
For the first time in several years tho turntable stage device at the village for three days, during which time she lived in her private PullErmine"
Just
Lady
utilized.
before
''The
in
was
moved
Century is to be
man. That set back the net $1,000. Paderowski is another concert star
there from the Ambassador last week it was discovered the turntable who doesn't ask for a guarantee. He is ready always to gamble on a
would be practical. By its use tho house is able to operate the show percentage. His concert at New Orleans last week drew $8,000. Tellefbr $500 less

Lawrence Anhalt who has been
managing the Casino, New Tors;
and Us attraction "Sally, Irene and
Mary," moved with the show to the
44th Street Monday, taking charge

gan, playing in vaudeville in the west, is wishing his wife well in her
New York dally yesterday (Wednesday) stated one of
divorce action.
the corespondents named by Miss Farrar is Lorma Ambler, who appeared
with Tellegen In his vaudeville sketch, "Blind Youth." The paper said
Tellegen first met Miss Ambler in the Palace Theatre building, New York.

A

The Elmira

(N. Y.) Gasette printed as "Inside stuff" the closing in that

"The Sporting Thing to Do'* was through the refusal of the
Morosco Holding Co. to replace, at the demand of the play's author,
Thompson Buchanan, a member cf the cast.
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HOUSE SHORTAGE MORE ACUTE
THAN SINCE WAR BOOM DAYS
New Shows

Six

Ready, Score in Preparation LauTaylor Still Trying for House Guarantees
Sure Till After Washington's Birthday

—

rette

j

shape for immediate entrance,
doubtful

if

it

is

the situation will ease
Washington's Birth-

off until after

As long as the dethen.
mand for houses continues there is
likely to be little change in the matter of guarantees asked and secured
for houses. It is a condition when
the house managers have all the
best of it.
Among the new plays set for
day,

if

Broadway are "The Laughing Lady"
with Ethel Barrymore. which succeeds "Extra" next week at the
Longacre; Edgar Selwyn's "Anything Might Happen" succeeding
"Jitta's Atonement" at the Comedy,
Feb. 19; '-Rita Coventry" which
will succeed "Listening In" at the
Bijou Feb. 19; "Hail and Fare
Well" coming to the Morosco on

"He"

Audience

—

to the Fulton,

attractions for special matinees on
the February presidential 'iolidays.

you to come to see
pack the house'."

The

Business picked up a little each
remaining day with the two Saturday performances being sell-

Box

which

Revue,"

it;

I

want you

to

same date ("Mike AngeloV
until then); "You
outs.
and I* s'ated for the Belmont the to hold to $29,000 and over until
same week, succeeding "Passions mid-Lent.
Florence Anderson Receives Divorce
"Hamlet" with John Barrymore
For Men." All are non-musicals, in
Chicago. Feb. 7.
fact there, are but three musical got nearly $24,000 last week in nine
A divorce has been granted Florshows in the balance, they being performances at the Harris, tl.e top
Anderson,
donjia,
ihe

time extended

Record of Faith Biggest Affair of Kind Ever
Held by Benjamin Glazer in
Over There— Mostly Talent
His Adopted Play
From Local Shows

outs Saturday
St. Louis,

ence
prima
from
•'Peaches" the new George Lederer gross of the run, which ends toEli Dephillippi.
show, "Naughty Diana" the Woods morrow night. All seats were sold
Anderson
is a rlster of ArMiss
attraction and "Take and Chance." out for the final performances 10
thur Anderson, of Greenwald and
The latter show is reported being days in advance and last week Anderson. Both of the producers
The first two named standees were permitted for the gave evidence in her ca3e.
x>ff for fixing.
are floth mentioned for the new firs*, time. At one of the matinees
Dresden, the roof house atop the there were S50 persons standing.
New Amsterdam which will be The surprise dramatic hit developed with Jr.ne Cowl's "Juliet"
ready in another week.
Laurette at the Henry Miller : :id Indications
with
"Humoresque"
are
t win be one of the high lights
Taylor has been trying for a house
The
for weeks and may go into the Ritx of :he Shakespearean vogu
as successor to 'The Humming gross was nearly $12,500 and. a
Bird."
Wilmer A Vincent's 'The climb higher is sure this week. The
little Bigamist" (first called "The house record was broken at the
Blackmailers") is also named to Saturday matinee, when $1,941 was
come in soon. "The Wasp" which drawn. The Cowl succes is to be
will bow in at Allen town Friday; measured by the fact that the
"Old Man Smith" which opens at house can only do about $15,000 if
Waterbury next week; "Ladies for capacity all the way.
"The Dancing Girl" at the Winter
Sale" due at Buffalo, Feb. II;
••Thumbs Down" a production ef- Garden entered the lists for extraordinary
grosses. The takings last
fort by Charles Wannamaker which
opened last week; "Where The Sub- week are estimated to have been
way Ends" also seen in the try- well over $30,000. Remodeled the
(Continued on page 15)
•ut stands as was "The Invisible

ACTORS' FUND $14,000

Interesting

L

"BONEHEADS"

—

"Music

AFTER TWO YEARS

"Uliom," the Molnar play adapted by Benjamin Glazer and counted
as one of the leading successes of
IN ST.
the Theatre Guild, closed at Atlantic City Saturday.
The piece
Verbally Assaults we, on the boards for tw^ *»arj.
It
opened at the Guild' j Sarrick
Leads in Sellin February,
:i, original lypmovcd

Feb. 7.
Richard Bennett continued his
verbal assaults on the general public, inaugurated by him in Chicago,
last week was close to $44,000, and here with -"He Who Gets Slapped"
this week business is even stronger, at the Shubert-Jefferson last week.
'Czar Fyodor Ivanovitch" being reBusiness,
opening night, was
peated. The visitors will give ex- away off. It prompted the actor to
tra 'matinees Lincoln's and Wash- step forth for a curtain speech in
ington's Birthdays and the esti- which he denounced the inhabitants
mated total gross is to be revised for not filling the theatre to s?e his
upward.
Morris Gest's other im- show and stated In part:
portation "Chauve-Souris" attained
'The next time I come to St.
a year's stay last Saturday. But Louis I think I won't have advance
the manager's system of showman- advertisements but shall write a
ship soft-pedalled announcement of public letter that will read somethe event, so that It could not in- thing like this 'Look here, you
terfere with the Moscow players.
boneheads; I am coming to St.
The sign of the big business Louis next week. I'm going to bring
times could not be plainer than the a fine, beautiful play for you to see,
announcements by a majority of if you're intelligent enough. I wont

held to eight performances throughout the fall, has added on the extra
matinees and the attraction figures

PHD1Y BENEFITS NET

"LILIOM" IS CLOSED

BENNETT STILL TALKING;

Star of

The continuance of big business Guest" (reported off) and "The
on Broadway is making the basis Sheik's Love" a Wilson Colllson
for a house shortage, which was play tried out in stock at Waterseasonal following the war until last bury are among the Broadway
year when the rec&rd number of candidates.
The Moscow Art Theatre continflops forced a normal condition.
With something like a score of new ues to command the field thr-jgh
plays readying and about six in its record-making draw. The gross

13

where

it

ran through

summer and after the fir t ct
the year, for a total stay of 38
weeks. It was secure J by te Shuberts for the road and the tour was
made unique by the fact that "Lilthe

iom" was brought back to Broadway again for several weeks at
the 44th Street
tre.
The attraction was out 1 ' weeks
this season.
It was known "Liliom" would not continue much
after Joseph Schildkraut left the
cast, the star being under contract
with The Guild for "Peer Oynt,"
which opened Monda; at the Gafrlck.
Schildkraut has been out of
•Lillom" since the first of the year,

business was claimed to have
been as good without him for the
weeks.
The reason f
its
withdrawal was that It hai played
all the eastern time.
*
"Lillom" was kicked around by
the managers for several ssa one.
I* was originally called "The Daisy"
and unsuccessfully produced in
English. The United Plays, r
arm
of F -mous Players, when it started
play producing several years ago
made a film from the M<* '.ar script
but did not regard it suitable for
the speaking stage.
Glazer. then
in charge of Unite 1 Plays, H&'jted
confidently "Lillom" was good show
property and 1 c-r 'it it from Famous, later delivering it in adapted
form to the Guild.
b*it

final

.

.

Philadelphia, Feb. 7.
The money realised by the Actors'
Benefit Fund's three performances

Friday afternoon in this city,
broke the Philadelphia record for
last

these affairs.

The crowds compelled the use of
three theatres for the performance
—Broad, Forrest and Qarrlck. Oliver
Jones, financial secretary of the
fund, announced $11,000 was made
from the sale of seats, and $3,000
from programs, etc. The total gross.
$14,000. is $3,000 more than was
ever realised in Phllly before at an
actors' benefit show.
Jones also
announced that the overflow, which
compelled the use of three houses,
also broke records and set marks
for New York, Boston and. Chicago.
The compelling attraction was, of
course, Valentino, who is probably
more of a craze here than anywhere,
certainly more than in New York.
His recent appearance here to speak
over the radio, resulted in a riot,
and this time, copious police protection was used to protect him.
He
was hustled from one theatre to another, and gave hit tango with
Winifred Hudnut in each house. The
bills of the Forrest and Garrlck
were identical, with the Broad getting Valentino, and the pick of the
various acts employed.
curtain
speech was demanded of Valentino,
and even then the flappers could not
get enough of him.
Blanche Bates introduced him in
a clever fashion, but,' except for her
and the presence of a number of
stars, Including Robert Edeson and
Patricia Colllnge in the cast of John
Kendrlck Bangs, "The Real Thing."
which made duch a hit In the New
York performance, all the talent
was furnished from shows In town.
This was quite different from hurt
year, when a number of akits and
sketches were imported from New
York.
The usual society number, this
time,
entitled,
"Resorts of the
World," staged by Alexander Left
wlch, and including 17 Philadelphia
society girls in gorgeous costumes,
was included on the program.
Harry Jordan, of Keith's. and
Fred O. Nixon -Nird linger were announcers, and Mrs. John Eckel wai
chairman of the Hostess Committee.

A

.

:

STORM OVER DANCER
But

Sharon

Ula

Junior

Dances at Ya!e

Prom

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 7.
An invitation to Ula Sharon, the
17-year-old premier danseuse in th
Greenwich Village Follies, to attend
the Yale Junior "Prom" here Monday created a storm of advert
•

SCANDAL CASE DISMISSED

THOMASHEFSKY SETTLES

Court Fails to Sustain Oscar Ham-

Denies Civil Arrest Permanently
Absolved from Further Payments

merttein's

Widow.

—

comment

FRANK

l)

.•

.

Rut

was settled and Miss
Sharon went to New Haven Mon-

A report that Harry ThomashefMrs. Emma Swift Hammerstelh's
sky, son of the. Yiddish actor-mancharges against Carlos Valderama
ager Boris Thomashefsky, was arthat the defendant made a state- rested last Tuesday for non-payment with intent for "public scan- ment of alimonf/ obligations is
dal, infamy and disgrace" were dis- denied by him. He was served with
missed by Justice Cohalan in the a sheriff's order for $400 alimony
New York Supreme Court with arrears and $29 costs, which he
leave to the widow of the late Os- paid, and thus escaped the "alicar Hammerstein to plead anew mony club."
E.
Thomashefsky settled his differwithin 10 days and upon payment
Dramatic Editor, ihe Denver "Post"
of $10 costs. She asked $25,000 dam- ences with his wife, Ida, this week
Frank E. White has been dramatic editor of the Denver "Post" for
The motion for dismissal of for $1,200, which permanently ab- more than five years, succeeding his father. Frederick W. White, who
ages.
the complaint was granted because solves him from further payments won national fame as a critic and essayist as "F. W. W."
defendand automatically lifts the New
Prior to his father's death, Frank White was in the New York office
"the words spoken by the
Jersey exile he * has been forced of the Orpheum Circuit as publicity representative and previously was
ant not alleged."
The alleged defamation in the into. Thomashefsky pursued this the press representative of the Denver Orpheum theatre. He went to
youth and received his education there.
complaint filed through Franklin policy for some months, only com- Denver as a
ing to New York on Sundays, when
Bien occurred Nov. 30 .c 1 Apart
New
've.
he was immune from arrest. His
6, of 452 Rive.
n>
COHAN FOR RENT
ANN NICHOLS' VERDICT
York, in the presence of Max Rubin metropolitan invasion last Tuesday
and others. Rubin is the young Co- proved that his divorced wife was Given Judgment for $14,000 Against No More Musical Shows There
lumbia University student who intent on forcing him to fulfill the
Oliver Morosco
Without Guarantee
ried to assn t Mrs. Ham- court order, with the result Abner
vainly
merstein last fall |fl a financial way Greenberg has been called in to
Ann Nichols, playwright and auNo more musical shows at the
by means of a benefit, which was ft settle the case.
thor of "Abie's Irish Rose/' entered Cohan* theatre, New York.
The
foozle because of sparse attendance.
judgment for $14,000 against Oliver
management has -set its foot down
Morosco who produced the show in
'•SIX CHARACTERS" CUTTING Los Angeles. The $14,000 indebted- within the last few weeks Ofc*^nst
No Cut Rates— Dropped Dead
The members of the cast of "Six ness Is for money loaned the mana- any future housing of musical atGeorge P. Fallon, a teacher of
tractions there, except on an outmathematics at the High School of Characters in Search of an Author" ger in 1921. Morosco agreed to pay
which
has been running at the off the Indebtedness by installments right rental of the four walls at a
Publie
into
the
went
Commerce,
figure
that would guarantee the
Service Ticket Office on Tuesday Princess will accept a salary cut but failing to do so caused O'Brien,
Malevinsky 8c DrlscoM, counsel for house a substantial prufit.
and asked Bill Lambert behind the starting next week.
Musical shows played on terms
The Pirandello play was produced Miss Nichols, to take summary acbasement cut rate counter for a
necessitate a heavy gross before
couple of seats for "Rain." to wh »h by Brock Pemberton and It was tion.
the house can show a profit, and
states
is
there
Malevinsky
small
L.
able
show
M.
to
a
to
be
claimed
replied
gruffly
r
rath
Lambert
some $30,000 due his client, in pri- a non-musical attraction can play
••Xiwv, we don't carry th&s?" and profit at $5,000 gross weekly.
The Princess is a 299-seater and vate life Mrs Anna Nichols Duffy. to a gross of anywhere from $5,000
to his surprise the man collapsed to
the for
back royalties on the Los to $7,000 less on a week and show
on
unttr. can hardly beat $6,000
the floor In front of the
the house a greater winning than
An ambulance was called from week. It is understood the price was Angeles production.
Miss
Nichols is producing "Abie's what they would gel from a muachivemanagerial
as
a
more
done
surgeon
n.l
the
IJc'lcvue hospital
New sical attraction playing to I "• 3
•<!
the man inent than with the expectation of Irish Roes" at the Republic,
val \>. '.on
,.n
greatez gi*OSS,
York, Independently.
profits.
.i
,;
m h ..-. failure*
1

in local social circles.

finally

it

WHITE

i

mm
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•
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•

day night, and as she had promised
she would do, to show the sub-rifb*
of the city something about trie fine
art of dancing.
When the storm of protest rose
against the coming of Miss Sharon,
Hale Elllcot Cullom, from Memphis,
class of '24, remained firm in his
decision to Invite the attractive little
dancer, and hfs father backed him
up.

There now

is a general impresthe erstwhile complain-

among

sion

ants that an Injustice has been done
Miss Sharon, who happens to be the
daughter of a prominent Kansas
City civil engineer and who has been
accompanied during her stage career
by her own mother.
After Miss Sharon had received,

a special invitation from the Yale
"Prom" committee she said, "III be
there and I'll show the New Haven
sub-debs something about the fine
art of dancing."

MISS RAMBEAU'S LESSON
Issues

Orders Lata Syrseussns
Not Be Seatsd

Shall

Syracuse, N. Y.. Feb. 7.
Marjorie Ram beau gave Syracuse
theatergoers a lesson in theater ejlWieting this week
quet'.e at the
when, by her order, no late comers
were seated until the curtain fell on
the

first act.

was a lesson badly needed.
It
There are a certain number of local
tin -ur«» patrons who have made it
habit to walk in from five to ten
minuses lute, disturbing The rest of

,i

the

n

ml.«

m

'•.
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FOUR LOCAL STOCKS

STOCKS

Thursday, February

SELF-APPOINTED CENSORS

-

The Child
Tho Butler
The Friend
The Wife
The Husband
CJrant Frvm
The Secretary
The First I'aaaenger. .. Mablo Montgomery
i. K. Fried
The Doctor
Fay Vopht
Tho Second rausenK'i'
I>prKy Muniny
Tho Third Pawenger
A. Paul D'MatbOt
The Steward
(JUroy
Jane
Tho Woman
C. W. Seorest
Youn* rarmal.
Louia Albion
The Captain
Lenore Phelps
The Sister

Shubert-Garrick

May Be

suit of Edith M. MacMillan,
leading woman, of New Brunswick,

the company.

This week's bill Is a standard
stock piece. It has been done many
times and in many ways. As presented by this company it proves
equally as effective as some of the
newer plays and as a drawing power
for women appears to have the edge
on anything in the newer crop. The
presentation
includes
six
stock
tableaux, with Kipling's "The Vampire" need as a foreword, the poem
recited by McOwen, the second man
•
of the company.
The piece is played in three full
stage seta and one in "two." In the
production the management did

filed
Tuesday in superior court.
Birdie Flanders, ingenue of Knickerbocker Stock, in the house at the
time, aJso has filed suit for $20,000.
The women occupied the same
dressing room and both were injured when the ceiling collapsed.

She

will be the leading

ALEX CARR SETTLES

is

The

Pa.,

booked by Frank O'Brien through
the Keith office, will discontinue

Miss Magrane has estab- for vaudeville within the next two
stock organization, now
lished a corking following and nice- weeks.
being formed, will replace the old
ly fits requirements for the present
policy.
day style of plays. Her work in
i lie
current bill displayed her abilThe Harold Hevia stock opened
ty, notwithstanding the limitation
Monday at the Academy, Richmond,
of the part.
Vii.,
in "Civilian Clothes.'
feCharles Cahill Wilson, the leading man, appears as tho husband male instrumental quar et playing
in this week's pleceV-Wilson, as well in a stage box is being used in place
of a pit orchestra
;:s Miss Magrane, has built up a fol-

woman.

A

Tho Keith stock
i

The Colonial Players, Lawrence,
Mass., close Saturday
Arthur Bell rejoined the Keeney
Players at the Bay Ridge, Brooklyn,
N. Y., as juvenile this week.
Bell
was recently discharged from the
Cumbcrln id St. Hospital, Urooklyn.
having recovered from an accident
in which his arm was badly lacerated.
His appearance was in a
role in "The Broken Wing."

Miriam
,»layed

added

Battlsia, from pictures,
the child role, having been
to the company as a special

attraction for the week. The little
creen star is gaining a raft of fol-

lowers from her stock appearance
and displayed ability on the speaking stage well above that of many
of the more seasoned players of the
silent

drama.

Leonore Phelps and

C. W. Secrest, Ingenue and juvenile.
respectively, drew minor parts this

week. Sumner Gard carried off a
character role nicely. The remainder
f the cast held up to the high level
of the leads, including two amaeurs, who were given bits.
Harry Andrews, who staged the
piece, retires from
the company
after this week and will take a rest
His direction has stood the test for
several months with "The Fool
There Was" a good example. of his
handiwork.
George Fcrrand succeeds him next wetx, his initial product'on being "The 13th Chair."
George Kann has been retained i s

house manager by Loew.

Heavy snow Tuesday
to

hurt attendance.

night failed
Ilart.

The Cincinnati Lodge of Klks has
contracted to take over the Lyric,
where the Dunbar Musical Comedy
are playing, Monday and
Tuesday nights for three weeks. The

Artists

seventh week, but
business has only been fair since the
Harry Dunorganization opened.
bar, the owner, is considering offers
to locate elsewhere, bu( the management of the Lyric is trying to have
the company remain.
The Stuart Walker Stock Com-

company

is in Its

Richard

Leon
'

S.

Brown

$6,500

in

at the

SMALL DEAD?

to $1,087,831.

man.

will

Hill,

rangement

A

strong demand for "Ten Nights
a Bar Room" for stock comoanies
is in evidence with tho piece having been played by several com-

and

testa-

ment

of Ambrose J. Small.
devise and bequeath all my real
and personal property whatsoever
"I

and wheresoever
Hudson, resa Small, and

N. J., to close this week
will continue on a week to week ar-

Union

my

to
I

sole administratrix

wife,

The-

appoint her

duct ion of the Hopwood type farco
to avoid farther criticism.
In a letter written to Norman
Clark, dramatic critic of the Baltimore "News," George Marshall vigorously defended himself against a
vicious attack made upon him by
W. O. Atwood, local churchman and
politician, who said that Marshall

was a Washington laundryman who
was washing his dirty laundry In
Marshall in reply says
he is a laundryman and is
proud of it, for he Is a good laundryman. And In his closing thrust at
the zealous church-going politician,
asked to know who does his laundry.
The censor has arrived In Baltimore. BUt ministers form the body,
self-appointed to pass on theatrical
Baltimore.
that

and executrix.

"AMBROSE J. SMALL.
"Witness:
Mary
Madeline Holmes."

recently
panies
successfully.
It
established a record for the company In Manchester, N. II

Kormann and

John Lorrenze and Mildred Florence rejoined the Blaney Players at
the Prospect in the Bronx, this week
to play the leads. They recently
closed in Waterbury and re urned
to the Prospect, where they plaved

Edwards

is

collaborating

with Jack Lait on a musical comedy to be called. "Sunbonnet Sue,"
which title belongs to him by virtue
of his having created the song of
that name.
It will
story.

have

his house;

William Proctor at the

Folly, playing Mutual burlesque, told,
a local newspaper to "Send 'em
along; we'll take care of them."

Leonard

"SUNBONNET SUE" SHOW
Gus

mixed audience.
The manager of the Maryland, J.
Lawrence Schanberger, said that tho
committee would be given seats in

Palace made the same offer, while
my Simon
Dreisen, manager of the

in

Bishop has joined the
Stock, Woonsocket, for three seasons, to open in "The

Mass., as leading

IS

Alimony

Saturday.* The Poli
Bridgeport company is scheduled to
close Saturday.

,

week's vitally important part.

Wife

Conn., closed

A

lowing. His impressive work stood
up strongly in the current bill. Miss
G.lroy carried her difficult role with
case.
Her acting lias been one of
tho features of the company all
season and is ably displayed In this

a* light

melodrama

One

of the principals of his present vaudeville revue will play the
title role.

McLaughlin, manager of
the Auditorium, said he thought
they should buy their seats.
The local newspapers are treating
the developments in daily "Josh Jud
Stories," and no one is taking tho
reformers seriously.
This city is probably as wet aa

any

in the country.

Four

riots

of the Corse Payton stouk, which closed after a oneweek engagement at the Strand,
Newark, N. J., Jan. 28. are reported as having failed to receive their
The
sala.ies for tho engagement.

various sections of the city
dry agents have attempted to

rejoined the
in "Ruddies."

company Monday

their effort at censorship will bear
fruit

Sheik's Love."

registered

a
affects
sonally. This seriously
large percentage of competent people who secure engagements only
from managers for whom they have

worked before and gives them little chance to become well known
to all

managers.

Frances McGrath the stock leadGeorge Fcrrand replaces Harry An- ing woman is slowly recovering
drews as director of the dramatic from a severe attack *of double
stock at the Alhambra, Brooklyn, pneumonia. Although on the mend
His initial production it will be some time before she will
next week.
Andrews be able to resume stage work.
will be "The 18th Chair."

DE PAUL UNIVERSITY
BUILDING FUND

CONCERT

when
make

raids.
Reformers who have run for
office have been snowed under and
howled down. It is not likely that

been
Several complaints
have
by out of town stock
managers against dramatic agents
have
received
from whom they
actors who failed to live up to the
the
given
them
by
reputations
company was prepared to open agents. The out of town managers
Monday las^t week in "Up in Mabel's are at a disadvantage in securing
Room" when announcement was people by being unable to leave
made tho curtain would not go up their companies to do their own
for tho matinee due to a lack of selecting. They have been forced to
funds. Several of the people are re- take tho word of agents In many
ported being held up by hotel bills instances. It has been tho custom
Payton has opened in for some agents to givo actors
in Newark.
vaudeville in a sketch. The Fabians, Broadway reputations which they
owners of the Strand, who con- can not fullflll upon Joining the
ducted it us a picture house prior to companies. The condition has gotten
the installation of the Payton com- to the stage where tho majority of
pany, are to play stock under their out of town managers refuse to enown management, opening Monday. gago people they do not know perJack W. Lewis, juvenile with the
Maude Fealy stock at the City,
Newark, N. J., was forced out of the
cast of "The Girl of the Golden
West" last Thursday, due to illness.

havo

been caused recently by people in

The members

He

Not

I

fully recovered.

Altoona,

—Censoring
—

.

Hippodrome Players, which

Orpheum,

Shows

Frank Hughes, counsel for Mrs. attractions played here.
Theresa Small and the Capitol comFollowing the commotion raised
pany, will now endeavor to convince by the ministers over "Ladies'
Claims
Judge Coats worth that Ambrose Night," members of the Ministerial
Small
dead. This is a preliminary Union have organized a theatre cenMary Can* has settled her ali- step isproviding
sor committee composed of the Rev.
the will. The sisG. W. Haddaway, Dr. J. Martin
mony differences with Alexander ters to
of Small will fight, the will. Gillum and Dr. John O. Fleck. Their
Carr, now co-starri:.g* in "^•tntrt
They
have
entered
a caveat to deny first pronouncement came on "FollyAgai- ," in Chicar"\
"*Teder: 'c E.
that the will produced is the last town," at the Palace this week. Dr.
Goldsmith,
Carr's attorney, will
Mrs.
and testament of their brother. Haddaway considered the appearreached
the
settlement
figure,
The affidavit of Mrs. Ambrose ance of the chorus girls on the atage
Mrs. Carr Small says:
$6,500, in New York.
"The said deceased, in bathing suits as unbelievable.
sued for over $17,000 alimony ar- Ambrose Small, died,
•'What " he Baid, "they might just
as I verily beas well appear with all their clothes
rears.
lieve, on or about the second day of
The clergyman told of anThe Sylwyns, producers of "Part- December, A. D. 1919, at Toronto, off."
other scene in which men get locked
ners Again," are guaranteeing the and the said deceased
at tho time in two Statesrooms wi.h other men's
settlement which has been agreed of his death had his
He wanted to Itnow if the
fixed place of wives.
upon at t!.e rate of $3,000 cash abode at the city of Toronto."
police had reported It.
He also
(!"wn and the balance in monthly
commented unfavorably on an inIt is probable that some question
installments.
will be raised as to whether Small nocuous story which Johnny Dooley
Is telling in "Tho Bunch and Judy"
is or is not dead.
No evidence has at
Ford's this week.
The etory
resigned to go South for the re- been forthcoming
of the actual comes in the "Times Square" song
mainder of the winter.
death of Mr. Small, although he has as Johnny and the gang are pulling
been missing since the date men- their satire on the ticket specs.
Charles A. Bickford, leading man tioned.
Johnny is reading the board and
of the stock at Auditorium, Lynn,
The will is almost 20 years old. mixes the shows up as follows. "Just
Mass., has written a new play in a Written on a sheet of note paper, Married," "On© Exciting Night,"
"Good Morning Dearie" and "It's a
prolog and three acts.
it reads as follows:
Boy." Dr. Haddaway said that such
"Toronto, Sept. sixth, 1903.
stuff should not be- uttered before a
Tho Poll stock in Waterbury,
"This' is the. last
Pays

has been playing at the Hippodrome
In Dallas, Tex., has lost Leslie
Adams, leading man, resigned. Fred
Wear, director of the Hippodrome,
who recently underwent an operation,

—

The early passing of the Garrick Must Be Proven Through Will Conas the Shuberts* legit stand to stock
test—Wife Left All .'.
leaves only Walter Hampdon for
next week to finish out its regular
Montreal, Feb, 7.
season. The Belasco cuts out the
A dispatch from Toronto says:
Shubert unit vaudeville with its
Probate of will of Ambrose J.
switch.
The stock star system may be Small, missing millionaire and thetried at the Garrick, visiting stars atrical manager, is being sought in
weekly being in the current pro- the Surrogate court. It leaves all
ductions.
his estate to his wife.
The inventory gives the estate as amounting

at

Dudley Ayres, leading man at
Wilkes Alcazar, San Francisco,
closed hia engagement Saturday in
"The Bird Of Paradise."

The

Local

attraction.

woman.

present with Marshall's
company in Baltimore. George McClintock will
direct both
of the
Marshall stock houses, Marshall has
the Belasco leased until
Sept. 1.
He is in New York this week securirfg the remainder of the company.
is

Inspect

Ministers

been the continued hit of the stock
production. The President stocky is
rehearsing "Buddies" as its next

While a local stock company was
playing "Up in Mabel's Room" at
Newcastle, Pa., last week, a fire
broke out in the attic of the theatre.
Fire Chief Connery had the
curtain lowered and stepping in
creditably with the settings, worthy
front of it, asked the 1,000 people
of a Broadway production.
in the audience to don their wraps,
It is in the manner in which the
sit quietly and be ready to follow
plays are mounted that has matetho commands of the police and
rially aided the Alhambra Players
firemen. The audience did so. In
In establishing themselves as the
a
few moments, the fire was exrepresentative stock organization of
Greater NeW York. It is generally tinguished and the players went on
known the management has never with the play.
stinted In the way of a production
to back up the company, and with
a seasoned group of stock players,
has had little to fear in the way of
returns for their efforts.
lone Magrane, the titian-haired
leading woman, is in her second
season with the company, and in
"Tho Fool There Was" drew the
wife role, which is in reality secondary to tho vampire, handled by
Jane Gilroy, the company's second

the Fourth

*

Seriously Accepted Baltimore Liberal "Ladies'
Washington, Feb. 7.
With the leasing of the ShubertWithdrawn
Night"
Garrick for a stock to open there
Feb. 26, this city may soon see
four stock companies. Garry Mc*
Garry has the Garrick, and George
Lyceum stock, controlled by George
Baltimore, Feb. 7.
Marshall takes over the Shubert•'Ladles' Night in a Turkish Bath," Marshall, will open with a new play
Belasco early next month.
It is
at the Lyceum for seven weeks in by Kilbourn Gordon, called "Open
said Poll's may put in a stock be- stock, will close this week after All Night." The new opus has to
do
fore long. The President has been having been the target of the min- with the drug evil and will have
playing stock for some time and isters of Baltimore for over a week. Frances Howard and Orme Cadare
this is the 11th, also last week it Its closing is voluntary by Fred C. in the eads.
"Up In Mabel's Room" was schedIs
announced
of^ "Abie's
Irish Shanberger, Jr., manager of the
unwilling uled as the next production and reRose" in that houde, Leo Hoyt as Lyceum, who said he was
to see the Lyceum as a center of a hearsals had been under way, but
the Jewish rather in the, piece lias discussion of morals. Next week the the management abandoned the pro.

N. J., against the Chicopee, Mass.,
Playhouse, Inc., for $5,000, as a result of injuries when ceiling braces
in the Chicopee theater fell, was

Howard

'*

Shubert-Belasco and Poll's

Was." The company installed when
the Alhambra was under the Ward
George Marshall comedians take
& Glynn management was retained possession
of the Shubert-Belasco,
intact when the house was taken
Washington,
(now unit vaudeville)
over by Loew's. The n*»w management has found tho stock policy March 11 with a proposed list of
bedroom
farces.
Ira La Moot tee reprofitable with a record gross established last week with Bernard J. mains as house manager. Frances

McOwen's "Step Lively Haxel." the
author being a regular member of

Leased—Also

The

-•

The Alhambra Players in their
second season at the Alhambra,
Halsey street and Knickerbocker
appearing
avenue, Brooklyn, are
during the current week In Porter
Emerson Browne's "A Fool There

TRYING TO RUN BALTIMOI

-

.

1923

MAY BE IN WASHINGTON

P any whkn met wlth such dIsap "
pointing business that It recently
i tint 4
Sumner *it»r<l had to quit Louisville, will return
iUrnurd J. McOwcn
Ion« Marrane to the Cox, Cincinnati, about April J.
iharles Chill WllHon

ALHAMBRA PLAYERS
Miriam Ha

8,

DE PAUL UNIVERSITY
BUILDING FUND

PRESENTS

CONCERT

ALBERTA CURLISS—JOSEPH REGAN
Soprano
Tenor
Cohan's Grand, Chicago, Sunday. Feb. 11.3 P, M.
Accompanist. WM. SMITH GOLDEN BURG

——
Thursday, February

8,

—
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BROADWAY STORY

BEDSIDE CHATS

(Continued from page IS)

Garden

Is one of the most attractive
theatres in the country. Its scale
at $3 top with, $2 for matinees gives
it an edge for popularity and it is
claimed the house can gross $45,000
at those prices.

By NELLIE RETELL
•

"Reader, dear, and did you hear the news that's going round?" One
day last week I walked the full length of the hall outside my door. And
-when I reached the telephone at the end of the hall I could not resist
the temptation to. put In a call. I had not spoken over the phone In
over three years and a half. - 1 called a woman friend. She cried when

h

Moderate admission is expected to
favor to the presentation of Arthur
Hammerstein's "Wildflower" which
opened at the Casino last night. The
top is $2.50 except Saturday night.
The show came in with excellent

she heard my voice. I rang off. I -called another and she also cried
at me. I rang off again. And then it was my luck to call a man (my reports.
boss). He was evidently busy or sleepy. "What are you doing out of
There Is no change in the pace
bed?" he yelled at me. He did not seem near as much enthused at of the big money getters on Broadreceiving my telephone call as I was at making it.
I hung up and way. "Rain" Is $15,300 weekly, meanwent back to bed. I'll be jiggered if I am going to spend my nicke's ing all the Elliott can jam in; "The
and stand propped up against the wall to telephone people who either Fool" clicks at nearly $20,000; "So
scold or cry at me.
This Is London," $17,000; "Seventh
Heaven" over $15,000; "Polly Pre"Merton of the
In a few weeks I expect to hoist a be ok on the unsuspecting public. I ferred/' $12,000;
Movies," $16,500;
"Merchant
of
am very happy at the interest manifested in the book, not only by the Venice,"
"Loyalties" and
$17,000;
profession, who are writing in to order copies in advance, but by news- "Secrets" at $14,000 or better. Ziegpaper and magazine artists, who are very kindly donating their talents. f eld's record
"Follies."
$36,000;
Brlggs' picture is called .'When a Fe'.'ow Needs a Friend." The next "Greenwich Village Follies" between,
Nellie
$25,000 and $26,000; "Little
and
Goldberg
classic!
another
There's
one waa f:om Rube
what a
Kelley," $23,000; "Music Box Revue"
G. Drayton, who nukes the Campbell .soup babies, and I am $20,000; "Clinging Vine" and "Gingfrom
Also one from Ed Hughes, cartoonist on the ham Girl," $18,000. "Lady Butterfly"
sure you will love it.
Mail
Our beloved Irvin S .Cobb is writing the fore- the new musical at. the Globe picked
sport pa?je
he Mail.
pa?jo of
or The
word. James Montgomery Flaprg made the frontispiece. WT1 Johnson and and got nearly $17,000.
Thornton Fisher drew pictures of me as they remembered me in action
"Johannes KreislerV stay at the
before my breakdown. Tony Sarff. Tad. Harry Hershfield, McCutcheOn Apollo is in doubt. The novelty got
and John Cassell have contributed pictures.
strong box office support, but is too
If my description of the doctors' attempts to eliminate both poise and costly to operate, except at exceppoison frcm me doern't sell the book, I am sure the cartoons will.
tional grosses. This week the scale
was dropped to $2.50 and the run
is dependent on the business at the
My robm seems very lonely without my bird. I had no idea oY.e reduced prices/ A new attraction
He seemed to know when I may be brought in to succeed in
could berome st attached to a canary.
But I two weeks, but there is a chance
needed his talents to help cheer me up and never failed.
also know that it's bad enough for me to have to bo shut in. I want him of "Kreisler" holding on for some
-r
weeks, Until then plans for% sendI have no special nurse of my own and it was
to have sun and care.
V
ing it on tour are indefinite.
'"
not always convenient to have him cared for without something else
"Icebound" was made an added
"was neglected. I won't even allow the nurse to wind up the electric
starter on this week's list, and it
bird. I can
It would seem like being disloyal
it.
eap not bear to listen to It.
will
be opfned tomorrow night at
to my little buddie to listen to a mechanical bird.
the Sam Harris, succeeding "Ham-

—
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friend a**kcd

me how

I

managed

"The

to get along for over three year3, to

be so near and yet so far from the localities I once helped to clutter up.
I told her it was pretty hard for me, but reminded her of the story that I
once heard about a resident of Block Island.
A visitor learned that during the winter months when the sea was
rough they had no outside communication, and asked one of the villagers
how they got along without news of the outside world? The villager
said, "Well, they don't hear much from us either."
one thing calculated quicker than anything else to make me
time t have been here it was^when 1 received cards
announcing the bethrothal of Sophia Scharf and H. Jesse Lefkowitz.
Jesse was a member of my staff four years ago a boy just out of high
school. He afterward entered the John Cort box office and I understand
that now. he can say "All sold out, nothing left" as well as the rest of
them.
If there is

feel the length of

$12,300

of the

Melville and

many Christmas

cards

received

I

Stetson, Jennie Melville

and Mrs.

was from the

old

team of

Sam Gompers.

at

the

Brooklyn.

Majestic.

was a repeat engagement and
was not much under the first date
It

in September, which grossed
900.
"Humoresque," at the
>

$12.-

Mon-

tauk. Brooklyn, drew around $7,000,
the
same figure approximating
"Dulcy" at .he Broad Street, Newark.
"To the Ladies" did much
better at the Riviera.
"The Man
Who Ca;ie Back" pulled about
$6,700 at the Bronx Opera House.
•

—

One

Deml*yirgln" topped the
time last week, getting

subway

New Buys

Five

Boost Total

new buys added

With

five

regular

list

to the
in the brokers offices
the total jumped from 21

this week
to 26 by Wednesday.

At the same

time the proposition of attractions
offered for sale at cut rates remained at the same number as were
carried last .week.

There is another headline In the
"Hospital Using Oil for Fuel."
morning paper. Good! Now they have found out that it is good for fuel,
maybe they will stop giving It to the patients.
license costs only $1, while a dog license costs $2 in
Hoboken, proving that it costs less to be a married woman than a
morning paper. Having been married in
dog over there," says
Hoboken, I can testify that the initial cost may be less, but the upkeep

"A marriage

my

ir

more.

James Cullen says "D'jever hear the story about the stingy Scotchman
his wife dead and shouted to the cook,
•Only one egg for breakfast this morning.' •
it?
is
No, Jim, what

who awoke one morning, found

—

The nervous' male

patient, about to

have ether administered, anxious'y

Inquired, "Will It make me
"Not at all;" replied the anesthetician, who was also his pal.
"How long will it be before I know anything?" was his last question
as the mask was adjusted. It mercifully shut off the doctor's retort,
sick, doc?"

"Aren't you asking a good deal?"

_——
Hiram Green, whom I knew years ago as editor of the Illustrated
Sunday Magazine in Buffalo, sent" me a note sometime since to inquire if I
remembered the luncheons he and John Oishei, then manager of the Teck

The Shuberts put over "Mary The
Third" at the 39th Street for a
small buy, "Give and Take" at the
49th Street after a week of negotiation
was also Included as was
"Jitta's Atonement" at the Comedy
and "Wildflower" at the Casino
The Morosco office also managed to
get a buy for "Lady Butterfly" at
the Globe on the strength of the
business for the show picking up.
"The Lady In Ermine" on moving
from the Ambassador to the Century was again placed on the buy
list although during the last weeks
of its stay down town the buy was
off.

Buys for four attractions end this
week of which two will be renewed.
The two that will not be extended
by the brokers are for "Johannes
Kreisler" and Warfleld's "Merchant

THE TRIUMPH OF JANE COWL
It is the ambition of every actress to play "Juliet" and though
Jane Cowl was equally Imbued, it was some time before the persuasion of Arch Selwyn won her assent to essay the role. The preliminary tour of the star won ovations from the press, yet the business was not salutary. Miss Cowl's managers, however, were fired
by the warmth of her characterisation of "Juliet that they insisted
she appear In New York at once.
The confidence of the Selwyns was marked by the placing of
"Romeo and Juliet" at the Henry Miller theatre under a guarantee
arrangement, whereas they have three houses of their own on Broadway and could have spotted Miss Cowl's opening in one of them
by waiting a few weeks. The ticket brokers declared themselves
against tak^g a chance with the new "Juliet" because of Ethel
Barrymore's failure in the role. For that reason only 100 seats are
given the agencies with the box office selling all others, So quickly
was the new "Juliet" accepted that towards the and of the second
week it jumped to capacity, and last Saturday's matinee went -for
a new house record.
The critics hailed Miss Cowl as the greatest Juliet of the generation.
The torrent of praise in the reviews and follow-ups equals If
not exceeds that, given John Barry more in "Hamlet." Arch Selwyn, leaving for Europe Saturday, expects to arrange for Miss
Cowl'u appearance as "Juliet" in London, and his firm hopes to es'

v
the following:
Dr. Harvey came Into the front office one day and with an air of
large importance announced that at last he had discovered the circulation of The Blood.
"That's all very nice," was the reply, "but for heaven's sake don't
say anything to the advertising manager about it."
,

-*

Billy Burke, the booking agent, dropped in during the holidays not
long ago to see his old friend, Sister Marguerite, and to make his annual

donation to the charity fund (which, by the way, the nuns tell me he
revcr misses). Later both came in to see me. I was informed that their
visit had been prefaced by a sightseeing tour through the hospital laboratory, of which Sister Marguerite has charge.
"I saw more appendix there than you get with r set of the Encyclo.
pedia Britannlca," Billy told me proud' y.
Bolni? naturally concerned about my possessions whether present or
mine.
Keen
had
he
jinked
if
past. I
"Oh. no." rame from Slste. Marguerite. '.Tours has been sent over to
,

the college."
Well. It's comforting to know that even one's appendix la never too
o'd to leirn. and I hop*1 the present guardians will bring it uj» right and
1
suppose when it gets a co lege degree It
give it a good education.
cai e
AX that 1 don
won't i perk t<> the person it prew up with.
much about chumming around with a high-brow appendix

Bert Savoy claims that Germany stole the line out of their a^t when
they said to France, "you mu.st come over."

(Booth),

"Wildflower"

(Casino),

New York "Times"— This "Romeo and Juliet" Is
and beauty. Of Miss Cowl's "Juliet" it Is difficult
moderation.
The balcony scene was as familiar, as
to write with
a caress, utterly ingenuous and impassioned; yet It positively
sang with lyric exaltation. Never in modern memory has It been
rendered with such virtuosity and at the same time with such
simple conviction.
Hey wood Broun, New York "World" The most persuasive factor in Miss Cowl's extraordinary success in the creation of adolescent love lay in the amazing swiftness of her gesture. Upon her
baicopy under the moonlight she seems as deathlessly young as
any newly smitten person.
Percy Hammond, New York "Tribune"— Th e presentation of
"Juliet" by Mies Cowl Is the most gratifying of the generation
the thrill of pity and terror that you have a right to expect In
what is said to be "the lovliest lyric and the swiftest, vivldest
drama in our language or in any other."
Alexander Woolcott. 'New York "Herald"— Miss Cowl's performance represents the first break from a long line of popular
but eminently forgettable roles. and in the seasons ahead we shall
all look forward with a new interest to ber advents in New York.
"Christian Science Monitor'— It is a Joy to state Miss Cowl's
^Juliet" has put the seal of safety for this generation and the ones
thing: of life

—

to follow.
J.

Rankin Towse,

New York

love.

—

Alan Dale, New York "American"— Miss Cowl a delicious
"Juliet" could be understood without any Shakespearen references, and there is no need to compare it with any of its predecessors. It can hold its. own,. and It will.

—

N*wfYork "Evening Telegram"— Miss Cowl is the "Juliet" of
the present generation. Hers is a beautiful performance, transfused with intelligence and emotion.
James Craig. New York "Evening Mail" Jan e Cowl took her
place among the deathless "Juliets." Once every so often a great
actress and a great inspiration meet in this immortal role and
when they do what happens is something nobody can ever forget.

—

GERMAN

SINGERS' SALARY

(Continued from page 11)

This marked «m unusual departure, for Baltimore audiences,
who must usually have an artist of
great

Ermine"

bring the singers here In the
spring with the famous "Ring" seto

ries of

Wagner.

name

to attract.

Philadelphia, Feb.

The

German

opera

7.

company

opened a week's engagement at the
Metropolitan Monday night with

men, "Die Melsterslnger." It started out
have well-trained Wagnerian voices. with a wallop. The scale was tilted
Outstanding were Jacques Urlus from $1 50 to $7. All the seats at
$1, $2 and $3 were sold for the
and Paul Schwartz, tenors; Elsa opening performance. The gross
for
Alsen and Lorenz HoelTttscher, so- the evening was a few dollars over
pranos; Frledrlch Plasche, Alexan- $6,000, decidedly above expectations.
der Kipnis and Adolf Schwartz, The chief weaknesses consisted of
four or Ave vacant rows in the $7
bassos, and Ottllie, Metzger and

The

soloists, particularly the

orchestra section.

A heavy snowstorm, assuming
almost the proportions of a blizzard,
cut into the last night's cross for
"Lohengrin." but It did not fall
much below Monday's opening.
There is no* performance tonight,
20 years.
The orchestra was conducted by with "The Flying .Dutchman" tomorrow
night, and "Tristan and
(called
Tosaciani
the
Dr. A. Brech
of Germany); Eduard Moerle and Isolde," the matinee of the same

his official family, attended this per-

formance.
Negotiations are

<

in

|

each.

'

"The Lady

"Evening Post"— For Jane Cowl

the evening was a triumph and marked a big step upward In her
Her Juliet displayed more dramatic power
professional career.
than, Miss Cowl has heretofore exhibited. It is by all odds the
best we have seen hereabouts since the early days of Julia Marlowe.
Burns Mantle, "Dally News," New York.— The best of the Juliets
of our time is Jane Cowl. Counting that time as covering the lasj
twenty -five years. None is or has been more beautiful than she
None has been more intensely or seriously in
in our generation.

now under way

(Century*.
"The
Love
Child"
(Cohan), "Jitta's Atonement" (Com"1
edy
i.
(Daly's).
"Why
Not?"
"Lisa"
shows that
In the cut rates the
were offered included "Caroline" MSth Street). R. V. R." (Frazee),
(Ambassador), "Johannes Kreisler" "Extra" (Longacre), "Mike Angelo"
"Will
Shakespeare"
(Apollo), "Sun Showers" (Astor), (Morosco).
(National), "Up She Goes" (Play"It Is the Law" (Bayes), "Passions
for
M%n" (Belmont). 'Listening house), "A Square Peg" (Punch &
In' (Bijou), "Whispering Wire*' Judy), "The Humming Bird" (Rita),
Hroadhuret), Shubert Vaudeville "Dngmar"" (Selwyn), and "Mary the
(Central),

*!

John Corbln,

a

"The Lady "in Ermine" (Century),
(Comedy),
Atonement"
"Jitta's
"Merton of the Movies" (Cort),
"The
Masked Eugen Gottlieb.
"Rain"
(Elliott),
The final performances was a reWoman" (Eltlnge). "Rose Briar"
"Fleddermause,"
(49th vival of Straus*
and
Take"
(Empire), "Give
with a lightness and piquancy,
given
Street), "Secrets" (Fulton). "Loyaldisplayed
the
versatility of
which
ties"
(Gaiety),
"Lady Butterfly"
(Globe).
"So This Is London" these talepted singers.
ovaThere
a
great
farewell
v*"
(Hudson),
"The Clinging Vine"..
(Knickerbocker).
"Little
Nellie tion, the singers being showered
Ambaswith
flowers.
The
German
"Merchant of
Kelly"
(Liberty),
Venice" ^Lyceum), "Music Box Re- sador, accompanied by members of
vue" (Music Box), "Ziegfeld Follies"
(Amsterdam).
"The
Soak"
Old
(Plymouth), 'Mary the 3rd" (3»th
Street), "The Fool" (Times Square*.
and "The Dancing Girl" (Winter
Garden).
f

.

tablish her here as the greatest feminine exponent of Shakespeare.
The remarkable outburst by the critics Included:

Ths renewals will be
Masked Woman" and Latterman, contralto. Their performance of "Tannhauser," "Tristan
The complete list of buys include and Isolde" and "The Flying Dutch"Jo"Caroline"
(Ambassador),
man" equaled any Wagerian pertheatre there, bought for me. He added he deduced from my column,! hannes Kreisler" (Apollo), "Kiki" formances heard here In the last
Heaven"
"Seventh
was tremendously interested in circulation, apropos of which he related (Belasco),
of Venice."
"The
for
"Secrets."

•

3rd" (;:?th etreei

•

day.

The

sale for these, for

"Tann-

hauser" Friday and "Die Flledernight. Is very big.
A switch will bring "Die Melsterslnger" back Saturday matinee Instead of "Die Walkure.'
The success has brought forth
rumors of a second engagement
later in the wlnt?r or in the spring.*
All the dailies have been more than
kind, with display stories Sunday
on the arrival of the organization.
Morton Schumaker, who handles
the publicity for the opera house, is
given credit for the friendly recep-

maus" Saturday

of fhe company in the press.
The notices of "Die MelsterInser" were extravagant in praise
of the organization.
tion

;

Keith's press department mentions that Fashion Shows as extra
attractions on vaudeville bills are
being formed for several of the
Keith -bqpked thentrVs.

.
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SHOWS

SHOW AND DEPRESSION

FLIV AUTO

IN N. Y.

9,

1923

AND COMMENT

•

BOTH
"First Year"

CHICAGO LAST WEEK

IN

Going Out

in 18th

Enduring Anticipated Year's
of Attractions in

Week

Instead of

Run— Flounderings

Loop

#

been previously reported, gave "Applejack" corking reviews, but inside
gossip had it the play would not
be bought by Chicago.
"Partners Again" keeps going at
a furious pace, but it will be
watched to see if it can outdo the
ruling here this season that suc-

can't hold up aftef the
week for lofty figures. The
Selwyn is waging a campaign to
the number overcome the clumps around town

cesses
eighth

comment point to some attractions being
same grots accredited to others might suggeet
The variance is explained in the difference in

Figures estimated and
successful, while the

mediocrity or loss.

house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also. she size of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary, gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
*
play is also considered.
"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (38th
week). Management confident this
comedy will run into next season;
on remarkable record to date
would not surprise insiders. Last

flivver.

,

—

the latest, Mrs. Fiske. Names don't
attract local playgoers any longer.
The play's got to be the thing. "Dice
of the Gods" isn't a play that Chi-

room.
didn't
Several noted incidents
help show business at the hands of
the auto visitors. Banquets at show
horn- kept many visitors away from
the theatres. There appeared to be
a great tendency on the part of the
auto salesmen to renew acquaint
No
ances at private gatherings.
theatre-going spirit prevailed any
time durmg the week in the ranks
of those who were auto-show inclined.
This year's disappointment
will have to be greatly overcome
next -year if auto week here will
ever again mean anything to loop
hhnw houses.
At present there is the greatest
floundering of attractions recorded
for loop. houses for sometime. Before comment is
presented (and
same will tell of the departure of
"The First Year" from the Woods

for the first of

i

cago wants. Mrs. Fiske a business
at the Cort since the premiere, and
at the premiere, proves this. It' Was
announced as a new play, So strong
ly did the playgoers remain away
from the premiere until the word
of-moutti advertising got around
that the Cort experienced one of
the smallest gross figures for a
premiere this strongly fortified theatre has checked off for years. The
critics did the' rest.
The reviews
were a personal triumph for Mrs.
Fiske with the second thought writings by O. Hall and Ashton Stevens
adding to Mrs. Fiske's personal suc-

Quick managerial work^ends
"Dice" out of the Cort on Feb. 24
with "The Rear Car" announced on
the strength of Taylor Holmes, as
the star, and a Cort theatre favorite,
as .a possible "draw" for an apcess.

a series of surprises)

must be directed at the
managerial success of Frank Gazzolo and Thomas Hanks at the
Studebaker. They are serving as
attention

hosts to William Hodge's play, "For
to
All of Us," which continues
stupify
wise-ones
who Joined
thoughts with some of the critics
when the piece was terribly mangled in adjectives at its La Salle
opening.
•
For All of Us" continues to soar
high in averages, promising to hit
L'O
weeks at the Studebaker. It
had to be a good managerial gamble
to accept
Hodge's play at the
Studebaker, such as Gazzolo-Hanks
did,
after the apparently death
knell was dealt out in the newspaper reviews. There was considerable booking juggling at the time,
but the Studebaker management
acted independently, and as the result will check up a big winner.
Hodge's campaign is the talk of insiders who know what is being done
to keep high the weekly gross
A double dose of worry came to
many of the houses the past week
ih<> auto show flop being linked with
a wave of depression which carried
over into this week, helped by three
degrees below tero weather Sunday, Feb. 4.
The floundering has
been caused both by new shows
that Chicago evidently doesn't waht
and by the existing conditions men-

parently unknown piece.
The other premiere of the week,
Grace George, in "To Love," comes
to a quiek halt Saturday. The idea
of three people in the cast (Miss
George, Robert Warwick, Norman
Trevor) talking love for two hours
and a half never did set right even
in the anticipation of this premiere.
Sad was the business at the Playhouse ($750 at the premiere), that it
rapidly juggled things around town,
with "The Twist" moving to the
Playhouse Sunday, leaving the La
Salle ready for the local premiere
of Galtes' "Monster." It is understood that Lester Bryant is assured
of
financial
success with "The

ress at the LaSalle.

The Playhouse had some added

tioned.

As this report has repeatedly
stated, as the result of being at the
very heart of theatrical conditions
in the loop, "The First Year" finds
it impossible to withstand the odd
angles which constitute local conditions angles that Broadway magnates are either unaware of or else
don't act to overcome the consequences. "The First Year*' departs

—

from the "Woods. March 10, opening
at Minea polls. The first
alarm over the possibility of "The
First Year" not living up to expec-

a road tour
tations
$21,000

arrived shortly

after the
gross.

Thanksgiving week

After the big figure the attraction
kept slipping, and for the last month
has had a hard fight to keep above
the stop .clause.
There is only one reason to give
for the disappointing business of
Frank Craven's piece, and that is
the play was booked in the wrong
The Woods' lower floor is
house.
altogether too big for a play of "The
First Year's" type. In a more intitheatre
perhaps
Craven
mate
wouldn't be leaving town. Of course
that's guesswork, but it can be
stated "The First Year" made more
of an Impression with bona- fide
than did "Thank-U,"
playgoers
which reversed Broadway tabulations for both of the Golden office
plays by outliving the Woods attraction in the number of weeks

remained

each

here.

"Thank-U"

departed with logical neasons to advance that the piece could have
lasted more than 22 weeks at the
Cort. "The First Year" wljr depart
with only 18 weeks to its credit,
contributing much disappointment
for those who were reckoning on the
Craven piece sticking here for* one
unlifi

year.

The

experience

of

"The

.

First

Year" Is apt to make the Broadway
booking offices more careful about
the houses they selecf for various

fireworks to
pyrotechnics

with the season's
when William A
Brady made good newspaper copy
by telling the patrons what his idea
was about the Chicago critics.
Brady got front page copy and then
list

•

r

THE REAL ADVANCE AGENT!

•

.

around $7,000.
"For All of Us" (Studebaker, 12th
week in Chicago).
Crackajack
achievement for managers of this
house.

Clever engineering of campaign by William Hodge.
Daily
talkative ads big boosters, for each
carries credentials from important
citizens.
Whacked out another

Make

it

There

talk for you.

a

•

legitimate publicity for the legitimate producer in Variety.
Variety is the theatrical medium that connects the Atlantic with
the Pacific; the Orftnt with England Variety gets everywhere.
is

—

What

better channel to let the whole world
before they see it?

know what you have

It's hew for a theatrical trade paper to be of commercial value to a
legitimate producer, but because it is a fact and has grown to be .a
fact with Variety, don't allow old ideas to deaden your business sense.

$14,000.

"Captain Applejack" (Harris, 4th
week).
Last three weeks' anpounced, only hope for business to
hold over $10,000. Should revert to
Twist" because of a guarantee made big business on week stands, but
him to take "The Twist" on top of wrong play for Chicago tastes.
the play's weak showing to prog- Weeks
gross
estimated
around

1

of all previous re-

week again over $14,000.
"Better Times," Hippodrome (23d
performances.
Seats for last 10
week).
days sold out in advance and
Big house with biggest
show in years picking up somestanding-room sold. Last week
what. Felt decline of excursions
about 124,000 in nine performpromoted for it in other seasons.
ances. "Icebound" Saturday.
Season may be shorter than usual. "It Is the Law," Bayes (11th week).
"Caroline,'' Ambassador (2d week).
One of season's mystery plays
Latest operetta produced by Shugiven rating as exceptional. Pace
berts
opened Wednesday last
at Rita fairly good, but maintaining same business here.. Show 4s
week; accorded fine notices on
making some money. About $7,score.
First matinee (Saturday)
I
doubled that of "Lady in Ermine,"
500.
and indications will run the sea- "Jitta's Atonement," Comedy (4th
son.
week).. Send-off for this foreign
"Chsuve-Souris," Century Roof (53d
drama, which has Bertha K alien.
First of successful imweek).
starring, not reflected In business.
ported Russian attractions brought
Out after another week; 'Anyin town.
Old stagers, whj know
over byer by Comstock & Gest
thing Might Happen" succeeds.
their loop house trade, claim this is
now on way to completion of
"Jitta's" pace. About $6,000.
the time of the year that Chicago
second season and still charging "Johannes Kreisler," Apollo (8th
features
the
noted
mid-winter
$5 top. Should remain until May.
slumps, and unless the writings on
week). Complete nov.eltyin stage
the wall noticed in alarming in- "Dagmar," Selwyn (3d week). Nainvention thought to have great
zimova drama thus far counts as
stances in important spots last
Business Over $14\w0,
chance..
money show. First appearance of
week aren't hurriedly erased, next
but show expensive to operate
star on spoken stage here in sev- ' and may be taken off soon.
week's report will prove the olderal years. Almost $13,000 for sec- "Kiki," Belasco (63d week). Broadstagers have the situation hereond week.
abouts at their finger-tips.
way's run leader for dramatic and
"Extra,"
Longacre (3d week). Final
musicals, and indications; for comLast week's estimates:—
week.
Show only in for three
pletion of second season as bright
"To Love". (Playhouse, 1st week).
weeks while Kthel Barrymore
Holding up so well
as In fall.
Didn't get over. Society invited en
readied with "Laughing Lady,"
against wealth of dramatic sucmasse at premiere. Goes out Saturday with "The Twist" taking
hoi.s? on transfer from LaSalle.
Lingered around $6,000.
"Dice of ths Gqds" (Cort, 1st
week). Drug story idea failed to
interest for premiere, reported one
of lowest figures for some time at
this house, usually rod for sellout at premiere.
Play severely
/
handled by Sheppard Butler, who
again held right slant on new plays,
judging
from
business
done
throughout week.
Gross figured

7.
New York hits and of
That of weeks certain shows are probable Monday night.
Auto week was a
to remain here.
Experiences this
sentence isn't intended as a pun. year are at least affiliating
Harry Ridings had his famed
the bookLast week's report stated tone of ing offices in New York closer with Harry Ridings Club all primed for
the
expected arrival f George M.
managers conditions in Chicago, particularly
enthusiastic
less
the
weren't depending much on the auto with the local playgoers displaying Cohan at "So This Is London" Frinight, but "the great little guy"
day
These
trade.
up
Independency
a marked
show to whoop
for their
few managers took their cue from own selection of plays to patronise was forced to postpone the visit.
the experiences of the last four despite the trade-mark attractions Ridings' campaigns are keeping the
may cart with them from New York. Cohan piece going at a good clip,
years.
Oood crowds at times at the auto It's a great season for the inde- and Cohan's arrival, will b anticiexhibition.
In some instances the pendent idea, with more apparently pated because it is known it will
hotels held the atmosphere of auto "good things" going wrong than bring plenty of good news for Chicago playgoers, as he always does.
week but the general situation was ever before.
This week's report tells of the
For instance, the fate of the
far from the old time auto week in
had plenty of stage's so-called "set stars" now floundering of the attractions now
Hotels
Chicago.

Chicago, Feb.

Ahead

Easter.

vues of series in point of receipts.
Holds at $25,600.
"Hamlet," Sam Harris (13th week).
Ends run Friday. Record goes to
John Barrymore for role in 101

Make Variety your advance
Let

it

agent!

go ahead, no matter where or what the show.

i

1
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$11,700.

"Torch -Bearers"
Strength

week).

(Powers,

which comes

to

fared

2d
prediction

show not wanted ip larger cities.
Should draw well in' ordinary week
stands, where more is known about
amateur artists.
No chance here

d 5,p t e 8 P lendid cast Checked
returned to New York. He promf l7
ised to return next month for - cl08e to |7 300
"8ally" (Colonial, 4th week). Still
slated premiere of "The World We
sweeping
town at $4.40. but with
Live in" at the Auditorium.
"Shuffle Along" also makes a sur- individual "diggers" running into
prise announcement for farewell themselves
on
Randolph street,weeks. This will come in next Sun. furiously trying to dispose of "overday's newspapers when the final two stock" close to curtain 'ime. Darweeks of the sensational engage- ing tactics of these Independent
ment at the Olympic will be an- ticket scalpers causes empty seats
nounced. It's* getting so that, re- when Colonials curtain goes up.
gardless^of what a hit a show Is, Counted at $39,500 on week.
the
time
after
10
weeks
is
"8huffle Along" (Olympic,
tough sledding nowadays in Chi- week). Sensational engagement 12th
has
cago. The colored aggregation has struck time
to depart. Fell to $12,done remarkable business at the 200, good money for house,
but not
Olympic, only starting to slip two for show.
Opens at Milwaukee
weeks ago. It showed big weak- Feb. 25. Michael
Manton has done
ness last week, and a quick decision wonder
work
with publicity for
to withdraw was made since the
company took advantage of the high colored organization.
"Cat and Canary" (Princess, 29th
stop clause to depart. At this time
no new attraction Is spoken of for week). Will now proceed at moderate pace, depending wholly on
the Olympic.
"Sally" kept within the shadow out-of-town patronage to hold up
of the $40,000 marker while Eddie trade. Will own record all its own
Cantor's show, "Make It Snappy," at end of season. Checked around
came within $100 of equaling the $11,800.
previous week's business. Cantor's
"The First Year" (Woods, 13th
Saturday night "draw"
checked week). Planned one year's run has
$4,342 with the Saturday matinee gone
amiss with announcement
hitting $2,700, Just enough to hoist piece will depart March 10, giving
the week's gross to $27,400. Sunday it 18 weeks in Chicago. Final weeks
night (Feb. 4) Cantor was off $500 apt to help trade.
No definite
over the previous Sunday night, booking announced to follow, hut'
but the zero weather made it an "Light Wines and Beer'' mentioned.
off-night
throughout
the
loop WT ent close to $11,000.
houses except at "Sally'' and "Part"Wheel of Life" (Blackstone. 4th
ners Again," both shows selling out,
Elsie Ferguson"
as has happened' for each Sun- and final week).
day night since their respective can chalk up successful stay here.
Went around $11,000 for farewell
-*premieres.
"Elsie" showed more
improve- week, with "The Last Warning"
ment in business at the Illinois. "The taking house Monday premiere.
"Make It Snappy" (Apollo, 4th
Torch Bearers" got nowhere near
Held at $27,400 in marked
the $9,000 the Sunday nigfft busi- week).
ness of $r,150 promised.
"Zeno" slump now holding town in grasp.
held its hit pace for the Great Trim meant slight drop over preNorthern, but it will have more op- vious week, but checkers claim
position to show its real worth In Cantor will hold around $22,500 for
the coming of "The Last Warning" next
reckoning
three weeks on
(opened Monday at the Blaekstone). Cantor is always good for eight
"Cat and Canary" is feeling the weeks, top noteh figures in loop.
effects of the "Zeno" popularity.
"8o This Is London !'.» (Cohan's
"Captain Applejack" is without a Grand, 11th week). Cohans piece
box office "draw," getting its "push- goes merrily on for good profits.
ing" to keep from falling to pieces George M. (himself) expected here
The; critic*, is has lastweek.butpostponedvisit.comat the hotel*.

|S2

In

Monday.

but

may

"Extra"
try
Is

road.
also

New Amsterdam (36th
Earliest date marked for
of Ziegfcld's revue run is
Easter. Already tripled time formerly laid out for it on Broadway.

"Follies,"

week).

end

-

'

.

badly,

Guarantee $4,000, which
about week's gross.

cesses

is

mark

of merit.

Around

$15,000.

"Lady

Ermine," Century (19th
week). Moved here last Week from
Ambassador and will be cut-rated
prior to going on tour. Ought to
in

land profitable business and stick
until Easter.
$19,000 first week

in new house,, with no two-forAverage weekly gross over $36,000.
ones used; partial sales in bargain
agencies.'
"Give and Take," 49th St. (4th
week).
Max Marcin appears to "Lady Butterfly," Globe (3d week).
have money-maker with Aaron
Original booking of seven weeks
Hoffman's
extended two weeks and can recomedy.
Held
to
strong business last week, pace
main until March 17, when angoing to between $8,500 and $9,000.
other house can be secured. "ButGood for this house.
terfly" picked up last week; went
to $16,600.
"Glory,"
VnncTerbllt
(7th
week).
James Montgomery's bright mu- "Last Warning," Klaw (16th week).
sical comedy holding own, and
Second
company of mystery
though in against unprecedented
drama, leader of that class of
shown, this season, opened in Chicompetition
figures
stick.
to
Around $12,000 weekly.
cago Monday. Business here still
standing up to profit for house
"Greenwich Village Follies," Shuand attraction. Abe at $11,000.
bert (22d week). "Village Follies"
show aimed for continuance until "Listening In," Bijou *.(10th week).
Bates well enough as mystery
drama but business not up to
ing will reveal important plans for
profit
mark.
Leaves for road
new Cohan theatre. 'London'" hit
(Wilbur, Boston, first) after .ojie
off $13,200.
more week. Business last week
little under $6,000. -"itita Coven"Elsie" (Illinois. 2nd week). Owntry" succeeds.
ers believe they have hit.
Shows

enough

improvement in gross to "Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (13th
cause this encouragement.
Inferweek).
Capacity musical show
ence made in case piece does not
counting with best on Broadway
grasp local pull for big profit, Boswith all things considered. Top
ton will be tried before New York.
$3 and gross over $23,000 weekly.
Figure for "Elsie" around $13,800.
"Liza," Daly's 03d St. (11th week).
"Partners Agsin" (Selwyn, Gth
Best record for colored shows
week).
Gained Monday night on
since "Shuffle Along." Will hardly
strength of campaign but slipped
repeat that success, but going
over previous week Thursday night,
along to fairly good takings.
as the writer (viewing show for
Around $7,000.
Mentioned for
second time) observed, yet bettered
downtown.
previous week'H trade slightiy with "Loyalties." Gaiety
Week).
(20th
help of improved Saturday matinee.
Consistently
beating $H,0«0
Considering slump in town, great on
weekly, gross limited only ly raweek, at $17,100;
pacity.
One of Imported hits
running true on prediction.
"Zeno"
(Great
Northern,
4th
Weak). Hovering around $14,000 in "Mary the Third," 3fth St. (1st
phenomenal campaign to put it
week). Succeeded "The Egotist."
over bigger. Just what opposition
Produced by Mary K Irk Patrick.
one of Broadway's few women
piece wi'l receive from "The Last
Warning" remains to be seen.
managers. Opened Monday. Looks
good.
"The Twist" (LaSale, 2nd week).
Moves to Playhouse Sunday, sue- "Merchant of Venice," Lyceum (8th
week). Time extended four weeks
«•. <led at thin house by 'The
MonSrfd March 10 now uf
for date 10
ster."'
NlCS publicity campaign exbe ionl out.
At that time Be
ecuted to hold 'The Twist" and
laseo's
new production, "Thi
overcome small business thus fir
drawn. Tabbed around $S,0«0.
(Continued on page 17)
•
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'MOLLY DARLING' SHOVED OUT

attraction. Pace last
$1,000 for gross of be-

Billie

Burke

week

off

tween $10,500 and $11,000.
"R. U. R.," Frazee (18th week).

drama playing to
fair business now but probably
making some money. Pace be-
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CHANCE FOR MYSTERY PLAY

Guild's novelty

WITH

$21,300

ON FINAL WEEK

Present Booking Conditions Responsible for Forcing
Out Hit in Third Week— "Just Married" Surprises

Show Folk

at Boston

Boston, Feb. T.
belonged, business was not up .to
"Molly Darling" on the last week standard although everybody conplayed the Tremont did $21,300. nected and close followers of theatThis meant the house was sold out ricals felt that It was not being
The Opera house,
for every performance, matinees treated fairly.
*
•because of its construction, fs a
and evening.
Starting the four weeks' engage- handicap at the start, but it would
ment with a gross of $16,000 the not be surprising, in view of the
show bettered that figure by $3,000 many strange things that happen in
the second week and on the third a season, to have it turn out a real
week shot up to $20,800. The final money maker at the big uptown"
week's gross was better than the house where it flopped downtown
one before by $500. It is figured /on its first appearance.
here the "Molly" show Wasr good
Estimates for last week:
for a run of at least 10 weeks, and
"The Perfect Fool" (Colonial, 1st
possibly longer, and that it could week). Big opening. In final
week
have done real business during that "The Bunch and Judy" did $13,800,
period.
about $800 better than preceding
Irene Bordoni m "The French week and considerable
of disapDoll" which took over the house pointment.
Monday is not expected to do any"Lio,htnin'*
(Hollis,
7th
week).
thing like the business done by the
former show, but that is not a re- $20,000 last week, same gross registered for several weeks past now.
flection on the worth of Miss Bordoni's offering. It simply means that Established hit.
"The Guilty One" (Selwyn, 4th
Jack Donahue, a local boy, had the
Boston crowd coming to see "Molly" week). Less than $7,000 last week
like Cohan gets them wlttThls 'shows and not much pep left in business
and they were taking everything for comeback this final week.
that they could get.
It will go
"Naughty Diana" (Shubert, 1st
down in the records of the Tremont week).
Strong opening.
Final
theatre as another big bunch of coin week "The Passing Show" did
that is gone never to return and an- $20,000.
other regrettable angle of present
"The French Doll" (Tremont, 1st
booking conditions.
week).
Crowded out "Molly DarAnother feature for the week ling," showing added
strength
around town was the surprise given time and which hit top figure all
of
those on the inside by the business $21,300 final week.
for "Just Married," at the Plymouth.
"The Bat" (Wilbur. 23rd* week).
This show did $14,000 last week, the
third in the house and this figure Next week last for this show, which
has done wonderfully well. Grossed
Is better by $2,000 than was done
the week it opened. .A substantial bit better than $10,000 last week.
"Just Married" (Plymouth. 3rd
advance sale Is recorded for this
week and the show looks good to week). One of surprises of. season,
stay for several weeks to come. grossing $14,000 last week and
There is no way of doping this out iooked to for stay of several weeks
except through the fact that so far to good to fair business.
this season the run of .shows has*
been either toward .the melodrama
or the musical and that "Just MarSHOWS IK
YORK
ried" comes into town as the first
(Continued from page 16)
farce for quite a while. Its bustComedian,"
will
follow.
"Merness is building up daily and a show
that was looked to for a couple of
chant" over, $17,000.
weeks of good business has now "Merton of the Movies," Cort (13th
done excellent business for three
week). One of Broadway's cleanweeks and shows signs of keeping
cut comedy hits, with capacity
up the good work.
The figures at the finish of the
registered for all eight performengagement of the Chicago Opera
ances for gross that measures
at the Boston Opera House shows
$16,600 regularly.
that expenses were cleared and that
nobody will have to dig to make up "Mike Angelo," Morosco (6th week).
It

|

NEW

The engagement was
deficit
Another attraction listed* to sucguaranteed by several prominent
ceed Monday, but time for "AnBostonians and they promised to
gelo" extended when "Hall and
make good for any deficits. A sum
sufficient to cover the expenses of
Fare Well" could not be readied.
the two weeks, if a single ticket
Latter show now scheduled to
wasn't sold, was posted in advance,
come in Feb. 19.
underwritten by those who wanted
at least two weeks of grand opera, Moscow Art Theatre, Jolson's 69th
no matter what the cost. The first
St (5th week). Sensational Rusweek the gross was $60,000 and the
sians are repeating "Czar Fyodor
second and final week $90,000. ExIvanovltch" this week. Business
cellent business In this city and
for "The Three Sisters" last week
means that there will be a season of
as great as prior week and takgand opera next year as those who
ings almost $44,000. Papers constood behind the venture this year
tinue to rave and comment on Art
will be ready to back it again.
Theatre's work.
Three changes in attractions at
"Music
Box Revue," Music Box
Ed
houses
week.
this
the legitimate
(16th
week).
Exceptional reWynn in "The Perfect Fool" opened
building of agency call within
at the Colonial to a turnaway and
past month one of features it
Indications are he will draw quite
second Music Box show. Again
well for the balance of his stay.
hit $29,000, which race should be
••Naughty Diana" opened at the
carried close to Easter.
Shubert, replacing "The Passing
Show," In there for a three weeks' "Passions for Men," Belmont (10th
stay, and the change of bill at the
week). Going to road in another
Tremont.
week or so; smart draw but not
"Lightning" started the seventh
enough in It; about $6,500. Atweek at the Hollis still running
traction has been expected to rate
strong. It is reported there are no
with money getters. Original title,
more doubts on the part of those
"Fashions for Men," supposed to
connected with this show as to its
have hurt chances.
ability to hold on at the house for
"Peer
Qynt," Garrick (1st. week).
the balance of the season. It ran
Theatre Guild had house dark
to the regular figure $20,000 last
several
weeks in preparation of
same
to
the
should
go
week and
Ibsen presentation, regarded as
gross this week with any sort of
Guild's weightiest production this
weather break.
season. Opened Monday.
"The Bat," which winds up at the
Wilbur in a couple of weeks, clearly "Polly Preferred," Little (4th week).
Out of this list through error.
Indicates that the punch has been
Rates as one of Broadway's comtaken out of the business here for
edy hits and last week Inserted
this attraction, as it is now grossing
extra matinee, while scale was
In the. neighborhood of $10,000. The
lifted from $2.50 to $3 top.
That
run here has been real profitable
gives capacity in nine performand the stay of about four months
ances, about $12,000?
was up to the best records for hanging on in the annals of attractions "Rsin," Maxlne Elliott (14th week).
that have played this city in the
One of Sam H. Harris' hits; holdpast.
ing Its leadership of dramatic field
Pauline Frederick in "The Guilty
in point of demand, perhaps only
One" is finding the going rather
equalled by 'The Fool." Takings
The show
difficult at the Selwyn.
Of $15 300 weekly about $1,200 over
is the victim of one of those pecucapacity and Indicates that much
liar breaks of the show business, it
standee trade.
occupying a house that is soon to
end Juliet," Hpnry Miller
have the Selwyns* latest sensation. "Romeo
Surprise success of
(3d week).
"The Fool." This last named show
the Shakespearean presentations.
is being played up to the limit both
Failure
of
Ethel
Barrymore in
In
the advertising and publicity
"Juliet" cast doubt about chances
line, with of course a natural delatter is deJane
Cowl,
but
of
traction from the show at the house
veloping one of the finest draws
at present.
Takings last week
»n Broadway.
For this week the Opera house is
$12,500 and capacity likely this
dark, to be opened next Week with
week.
"Blossom- Time." When this show
"Briar," Empire (fith week).
"Rose
played here a couple of seasons ago
Looks»llke a month or so more for
at the Wilbur, the house where It

a

.

,

1

tween $7,000 and $8,000. May stay
until Easter.
"Sally, Irene and Mary," 44th St.

(23d week). Moved up from Casino Monday to permit entrance
of "Wlldflower." Three titled mu-

has been real money maker
from start. Will be cut-rated here
and should easily remain until
sical

Easter. Around $13,000 recently.
"Secrets," Fulton (7th week). English play, like "Loyalties" of like
origin next door at Gaiety, pulling
excellent bu lness and takings
last week little under $14,000. Regarded as set now until warm

GOOD NOW

IN PHILADELPHIA
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"Cat and Canary' Falls in Right— "Peaches" Picks
"Perfect Fool" Falls Down in Final Week—
"Blossom Time," $15,000 in 15th Week

Up—

Philadelphia, Feb.

7.

Anything that even faintly resembled a mystery play woufS
"Seventh
Heaven," Booth (15th probably clean up here these days.
week). If there is any degree of The craze which everybody thought
difference in demand for tftls
20drama with that of other leaders, had exhausted itself with the
very slight. Business better than week run last year of "The Bat" is
weather.

*

$15,200 right along; that figure
possible in this house only be-

cause of extra matinee Fridays
"Six Characters in Search of an
Author," Princess (15th week).
Cannot be classed with other hits
starting with* "S," yet has made
a name in tiny house ahd will
remain until Easter, according to
plans. Under $5,000 weekly.
"So This Is Londonl" Hudson (24th
week). George M. Cohan's comedy hit, which actually leads field
in class and has maintained that
pace through winter. Over $17,000
in eight performances.
"Square Peg," Punch and Judy (2d
week). Little attention given this
drama, but business indications
fair.

Doubt

if it

can

stick.

House

precludes other than small gross.
"Sun Showers," Astor (1st week).
House returned to legitimate
Monday with musical show presented by Lew Cantor, heretofore
Won fair
vaudeville producer.
notices.

.

"The Clinging Vine," Knickerbocker
(7th week). At top of $2.50 musicals; going strong for virtual
capacity all performances and
takings of nearly $18,000 weekly.

"The Dancing
(3d week).

Girl,"

New

Winter Garden

contender for top

money honors among Broadway's
Remodeled
musical attractions.
house makes it one of finest in
country. Show went to over capacity late last week and takings

approximated well over $80,000.
Fool," Times Square (ltth
week). Selwyns' dramatic smash
playing extra matinee and going

"The

clean for all performances. $20,• 000 weekly, beating all dramas ex-

now at its peak.
Some doubt as

to

"The Cat and

averaged $13,000 a week. At thii
figure, the operetta probably mad«
some money, though it was never
In on a strong demand, and
at no
time made a dent in "Blossom

Time's" business.
Monday's openings were "Humoresque" with Laurette Taylor at the
Broad, and the return of "Moly
Darling" to towi,, this time at the
Forrest "Maytlme" was scheduled
to return to the Shubert Monday,
but at a late hour Friday night a
delay was announced and it comes
.

the Canary's" chances after the
sensational business done by "The
Monster" at the Walnut.
Nobody
professed to- feel sure as to what
Wednesday instead.
the result would be, but by Monday In
Marion
Green and Nancy Glbbs "are anthe trend was seen, and by, Tuesnounced as the leads in this enday it was evident "The Cat" hit gagement, which will last
two weeks
town at the right time. The Adel- only and will be followed by "Red
phi can do just about $19,600 at Pepper" for a single week.
"Humoresque"
stays only two weeks and
the scale used by the "The Cat and
"Moiiy Darlings" run is indefinite,
the Canary." Last week its gross with an outside possibility
that it
missed $19,000 by only a few dol- may remain four weeks, which will
lars.
There were a few seats out give it eight weeks in Phllly this
on Monday, and Tuesday night was season.
again slightly off. but thereafter
Next Monday's openings are "Six
sell-outs were the rule,. That In- Cylinder Love" at the Garrick
cluded the gallery as well as down- "The Green Goddess." startingand
a
stairs.
It has been a long time return engagement at
the
since they have been clamoring for The first named is in for Walnut.
four or
seats way up top here, an'" this is five weeks, and the Arlisa
show
taken to forecast a long run.
stays two.
It is understood that there are no
Beyond
these, no bookings are
conflicting
bookings, and claims announced,
conditions being unthat "The Cat" will be on deck in usually
chaotic for the early spring.
April, or even 'until the end of the
"The Music Box Revue," for the
season, are common.
Its notices Forrest. "Bombo"
for the Shubert.
were tip-top. It is not questioned "Captain
Applejack"' for the Garthat this house, which has beer ex- rick,
"Mr. Antonio" for the Broad,
tremely spotty all season, with a and
possibly.
"He Who Gets
couple of flops, will largely recoup Slapped"
for the Walnut, are menwith "The C .:." Incldentt .y. "The tloped
as coming soon.
Bat" completed its long run at the
4
Estimates for last week:
same theatre.
Business was good an along the
"Humoreeque (Broad, 1st week).
line last week, the best level being Opened fairly wen. without
opporeached since the holiday Influx. sition. In for two weeks only.
"The
The house that was being watched French Doll" spurted and turned
in
the closest outside of the Adelphi big gain in gross for second
and
was the Walnut, where "The Mon- final week. Claimed $15,000.
ster" had gone out to capacity to
"Maytime" (Shubert, 1st week).
make room
J

for

"Kempy."

The Nu-

cept "Hamlet" and Moscow Art. gents' comedy won splendid noSpecial company opens in Boston tices—probably the best of any
next week.
comedy here this year, and Phila"The Gingham Girl," Earl Carroll delphia has had a number of
(24th week).
Success registered mighty good straight comedies-^
by. this musical makes season's and business heir* up splendidly^
run more than likely. Rated with with every Indication a boost of
best In class at $2.60. Weekly, tak- $2,000 will be registered this week.
ings around $18,000;
It Is commonly stated that "Kempy"
"The Humming Bird," Rita (4th would prove a real builder If h. for
week). Developed no draw, but a run instead of two weeks only.
management still hopeful. Has This house Is getting a regular clihouse for six weeks more; a suc- entele now, with plenty of society
Still
under theatre parties, and it is not becessor mentioned.
lieved It will revert to its former
$5,000 weekly.
"The Old ftV>ak," Plymouth (25th policy of sandwiching in musical
week). Arthur Hopkins brought shows, as its best seems to be in
this comedy hit in early; not ex- combating the Broad's class patpected to class with leaders, but it ronage.
"Blossom Time" dropped about
landed quickly and looks good for
$1,000 last week, but with a gross
rest of 'season. Over $13,000.
"The Love Child," Cohan (13th of $15,000 still remained with the
week). Has done far better than leaders. This is the 16th week of
this Schubert operetta at the Lyric
first indications. Last week, while
not quite up to mark of earlier and that It will pass the 20-week
January, was profitable.
About mark is not doubted. It is reported
that it will depart when it sinks
$10,500.
below
gross, but many claim
"The Masked Woman," Eltinge (8th it could$12,000
get by at $10,000 or a little
week). Drama has attracted atover. There are no bookings aptention and pulling big matinee
this
house,
which
trade.
Business last week about parently at
causes, for the first time in a long
$11,000. Like others, bad weather
time, a- settled situation on North
hurt one or two performances.
Broad street.
"Up She Goes," Playhouse (14th
In their ads the Shuberts have
week), indications house is set been using a list of
other recent
for season, with first musical it long runs by musical
comedies, Ineyer had.
Well liked as show. cluding "Very
Eddie" in 1917.
About $10,000 and profit both ways. at 11 weeks; Good
"So Long Letty" in
"Whispering
Wires,"
Broadhurst the same year, 10 weeks; "The
(26th week).
Shubert's mystery O'Brien Girl" last year, 9 weeks;
play has done very well since "Sally" and "Mary" 7 each. "Blosmoving from 49th St. Was money som Time" has been getting some
maker from start; last week tak- bully publicity, once with a marings again around $10,000. Routed riage of a member of the cast,
and
out, but likely to stick for time.
another time with a cantest to fin"Wildflower," Casino (1st week). ish the symphony used in the play.
Arthur Hammersteln's new muBig business was also disclosed
sical comedy won excellent re- for "The French Doll" with Irene
ports In tryouts on road. Opened Bordoni at the Broad.
Its second
last
Wednesday night, "Sally, week's gross passed the first week's
Irene and Mary" having moved to by a substantial figure, and mounted
44th St.
New show at $2.50 top steadily up to the departure Saturfigures to have great chance.
day. It is said that this was one of
"Will Shakespeare," National (6th the biggest matinee attractions the
week). Management appears set Broad has had in a number of seaThe weaknesses were upon trying thoroughly with this sons.
one; although got fine notices stairs.
Ed Wynn's "Perfect Pool" after
business never big. Around $8,000
lately, hardly better than even dropping somewhere around $4,000
in gross week before last continued
break.
to slip last week, and went out after
four weeks with a pros* of about

"BAT" LEAD N FRISCO

three- week engagement at the
Shubert, where it claimed to have

its

Monday opening postponed to
Wednesday; satisfactory advanced
sale claimed. "Springtime of Youth"
not far below $13,000 average in
three weeks.
"Molly Darling"

(Forrest.
1st
Opened with promise, but
length of return visit not settled;
may stay four, or maybe only two.
Wynn's "Perfect Fool" nose-dived
again, with gross reported under
$16 000.
"Peaches* (Garrick. 3d week).
Rapidly whipping into shape and
with big changes in cast and num-

week).

bers, beginning to catch on.
week's gross beat $14,000.

Last
"Six
Cylinder Love" Monday.
"Kempy" (Walnut, 2d week). Won
fine
notices and
business good,
gross of $12,000, with prospects of
gain this week. "The Green Goddess" Monday for two weeks.
"The Cat and the Canary" (Adelphi, 2d week).
Caught on with
bang and looks good for long run.
After some small weaknesses Monday and Tuesday hit capacity
stride and turned in gross of close to
$19,000 with maximum figure at
this scale In this

"Blossom

house

Time"

$19,600.

(Lyric.

16th

week). Off about $1,000 over previous week, but gross reached $15OQO. good profit all around and at
least $3,000 over get-away figure.

$45,000

FOR LAUDER AT

L.

A.

Los Angeles. Feb. 7.
Harry Lauder did a terrific, business at the Philharmonic auditorium here last week, playing six
nights and daily matinees.
The
gross on the week was about $45,000.
During the last three daye
the crowds were so great chairs had
to be placed on the stage.
At the Mason, Kolb A Din. in
their second week, had a sell-out
*

the same as the first week, eclipsing
the local combination house record
for a $2 top scale.

HAYAKAWA WILL TRY AOADI
A Jordan still Intend
Sessue
Hayakawa, the
a stage play
season.
Several scripts are

Sanger
starring

Japanese

film star, in

JRBOO.
this
rjeorge Lederer's "Peaches." way
San Francisco, Feb. 7.
off at the start, cnirve back stronply being considered.
"The. P.at" in Its second week at last week at
Fred de Gresac's "Tiger Lily."
the Garrick. and boat
the Curran got the big money of its opening week's gross of $11,160 which Hayakawa tried out last fall,
the town, $lfi,000. At the Columbia by nearly $.1000
has been abandoned.
It Is now consid-

May

liobson played to $7,000 on the

week.
"Struttin' Along." all-colored, at
!he Century, drew $Q 500 from the

opening Saturday up to last (Tuesday) night
f

ered to have a real chance, as there
have been five or six changes In
the 'cast, half the ftr«»t act Is new
"Shore Lesve" Closed
and there have b*en a number of
Frances Starr closed her road
weak songs dropped. This is its
tour
in
"Shore Leave" in Cleveland
last week here
I
"In Springtime of Youth" closed I la* t week,

,

LEGITIMATE
OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS
i
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HUMORESQUE
»

With it
end several changes In its three
"Humoresque" opened at the
Broad Monday. Its reception was
more than lukewarm, but
little
'

e^uit

acts,

impersonation
Taylor's
received with enthusiasm by a
good house. The same general opinion was expressed by the dailies
which dilated on the star's performance, but declared that the
play itself deteriorated after a

Lauretta

first act.

One of the chief cast changes
was the appearance Of Sam Sidman
as Papa Kantor, originally given to
Dore Davidson, who played it In the
Sidman was generally excelfilms.
lent, although lacking in warmth
and sympathy

until

the

last

act.

Here, in the scene in which he tells
of his son's departure for overseas,
Sidman put real grief and anguish
Up to
into an impassioned scene.
that time he had played more in
the spirit of a Montague Glass comedy.

"Humoresque"

is

now

in

good

playable form; the curtain rose at

about 8:20 and finally fell at 10.50,
both intermissions being nearly 15
minutes. The first act setting, the
Kantor's tenement home, was generously applauded for its adherence
to small details, although the simulation of the L'b rumble outside the
window was not so good.

*r

San Francisco, Fob.

ths stage for a

number

<—

of encores.

and Jack Tomson have happy balance.
Jack does a comic
Mamie Smith and her jazz band
and he could be one of the hits of are featured and Rucker and Perrln
ths show if he only had more to do. the added attraction. Miss Smith
They make a good dancing team.
showed a nifty wardrobe, featuring
The chorus apparently was chosen an elaborate ermine coat. She did
with great care and, with possibly four numbers in the first act and
two exceptions, each of the girls is another In the second, all well deattractive and talented both as a livered. Rocker and Perrln scored
singer and as a dancer.
a couple of times. The show has
The plot, which remains through Frisco Nick shouldering too much
ths whole piece without ever being comedy * when he is primarily a
Young,
who
loves
concerns
Clix
lost,
dancer. There are plenty of laughs
Frances Wearwell, but is not fa- with Nick as the sheik, but Rucker
vored by her mother because he is could give the scene more comedy
poor. Young's friend, Joe Bagley, value.
falls in love with Frances, and MarCarolyne Snowden is also given
joiie Frayne proposes that the whole opportunities and does well, espeparty go with Frances on a trial cially when leading the girls in a
honeymoon so that she can deter- "Hulu" number, which is a bear.
mine whether or not she can come
The second act strives for Class,
to love Bagley. Young has invented including a fashion parade displaya parachute, which Bagley promises ing some gorgeous gowns and Zoe
to manufacture if the test made by Ramee, a good toe dancer.
Joe Fallon proves the parachute to
The show closes as it opened with
be a success. The trial takes place a burst of speed and a dancing
at the mountain camp and it is a contest. Numerous attractive numcheck
from
Young
gets
a
success.
bers with the entire production
too

1923

7.

that existed as to ths
success of the Ackerman & Harris
colored production, "Struttln' Along,"
was dispelled after its opening at
the Century Saturday night.
Seldom has so much enthusiasm
been evidenced as for the plantation opening scene jammed full of
lively clever singing and dancing
specialties, that had a capacity
house applauding.
There are nine scenes in two acts
and over 60 in the company, including 30 girls and 10 men doubling in
chorus and offering specialties.
The first act set such a tremendous pace the second suffered in
comparison. By Monday night this
had been remedied, and it struck a

Tom Tomson

8,

BROADWAY REVIEWS

ALONG

Any doubt

number with Gus Shy and another
with Joe Mack are full of vim, and
ths three were prime favorites. Shy
is a clever dancer and has a good
part in the cast. Joe Mack Is a
comedian who knows how to put
over the goods the right way and in
his dances he was forced to ho: 1

was

promising

STRUTTIN'

voles for Orlob's music. Her acting
appears to be somewhat of an effort and her facial expressions apparently are greatly forced. Charles
Masslnrcer, leading nan, Is a good
singer and has a good appearance.
Sibylla Bowhan Is a high kicking
dancer and has a lot of work to do
and does every bit of it well. Her

(2d Review)
Philadelphia, Feb. 7.
number of switches in its

Thursday, February

scheming young man who Is coReicMtr.
executor and foils him.

•

>,

.

little to do.

PEER GYNT

final scene of ths return to Solvelg,
in spite of its ponderous poetic pre*
Theatre Guild production of ths Hearth tense, is no more profound than the
Ibsen dramatic poem In five acta and 14 sentimental state of mind of the man
•cenea, with Joseph Schildkraut in tho name who writes a "Mammy" song
ths
Production directed ay Theodore
part.
Sotting* and coatamss by one, for example, that runs "The sun
KosnlsarJeYsky.
Kdvard Grieg s mualc shines east, the sun shines west, but
Loe Simoneon.
played under direction of Prof. Ladlalaa I know where ths sun shines best,"
manager, Philip Loeb. At the etc. The sentiment is the same,
Kun.
e .d
derrick. New York, Feb. 8.
all ths difference in ths "Peer Gynt"
Joaeph Schl ldkrau
Pear
Louise Cioaaer Hale passage is literary hokum at least,
Aae
a
Bertha Broad so it seems to an ordinary lowbrow,
The Bride
William Franklin
Tho Bridegroom
Stanley Q. Wood uninstructed in Norwegian and theAalak. tho amlth
Albert Carroll. Barbara Kltaon atre guild reactions.
Dancers
William If. Grlmth
Solvelg's Father
It's an exceedingly large company,
Elizabeth Zachry Over 50 names are on the program,
Solvelg' s Mother
Selena Koyle
Solvelg
small parts and supernuincluding
\ Francene Wouters
Helga
Sdw. O. Robinson meraries. Besides the three characButton Moulder
Stanley Howlett ters and players named, Edward G.
The Lean One
Dudley Diggea
,
Trollking.
Robinson had a splendidly delivered
Others— Kllae Bartlett, Kve Casanova, Helen
as the Button Moulder,
Sheridan. Helen Weatley. Dudley Diggea, passage
William Franklin. Philip Leigh, Stanley Dudley Digges played a weird satirO. Wood. Francene Wouters. Armina ical scene as the Troll King effecMarshall. Philip Leigh. Stanley G. Wood,
•
Albert Carroll. Romney Brent, Alfred tively and Stanley Howlett's bit ai
Alexandre. Charles Taaewell. Llllebll the Lean One was an example of
Ibsen, Charlea Halt on. C. Porter HaH, good reading.
J. Andrew Johnaoa, William Franklin,
Several crowd scenes were expertStanley Howlett, Edward G. Robinson.
Barclay, ly staged, notably ths proceedings in
Howlett.
Patricia
Stanley
Claire Bruce. Kve Casanova. Prlscllla the Troll King's royal court and the
Platte. Betty Bobbins. Gladys Wees,
wedding scene in ths first act, the
Frances Simpson, Rllen Larned. Blissboth Zachry, Adele Schuyler, Diane latter a picturesque staging of a
colorful scene. But the stage picKestnon. Luigl Balestro, Romney Brent.
Albert Carroll. Warren Hill. C. Porter tures are depressing and futuristic.
Hall, J. Andrew Johnson, Barbara Kit- The mountains are Indicated by
two
son, Craig Kills. Patricia Barclay. Claire
Bruce. Prlscllla Platte. Betty Bobbins. fanlike spresds of slaty rock set
Frances Simpson. Gladys wesa. Kve down at each side of ths stage. They
Casanova. Barbara Kltson, Alfred Alex- vary the landscape once by sticking
andre, Lulgi Balsstrs. Romney Brent.
a spring of foliage ever one of .the
William M. Griffith.

—

Sun

—

|

—

prop rocks. At another time it is
during the village wedding they detakes all kinds of people to
sire a tree effect and get it by
make a world, including Theatre throwing
The group of children in this act
a magic lantern tree on a
Guild subscription audiences, who
won commendation for performgreenish back curtain. The only
lofty art flat,
the
enthusiastic
over
wax
ances untinged by smartness or afrealism
bit
of
was the half of one
of "Peer Gynt" and then laugh
fection.
Little Eda Hewitt was esper cent, costume of the Bedouin
through the mad-house scene as lbw dancing
pecially liked. Here Fannie Hurst
girl and Peer's feverish and
comedy, and reviewers, who honestsecured the atmosphere which charBagley's father that makes Frances' splendidly staged. The scale is $1.50 ly think that a lot of "Peer Gynt" is Intimate lovemaking after her snapacterizes her stories, and there
mother change her mind .about him. orchestra and $2 for boxes. It's phoney. You get to accepting Ibsen py dance.
wasn't a dull moment.
It's hard to work up any real enthen decides that Marjorle is great entertainment.
on faith, like Einstein's theory or the thusiasm
The second and third acts were Bagley
or Indignation over the
girl for him.
paintings of the Old Masters, but
•
Jotepht.
not so admirable.
Each one was the
although It may be obventure,
interpolations
amusing
One of the
when you get face to face with "Peer
plow in getting into high,- with un"Peer Gynt" was writthat
served
first act is that of Joe Mack
Gynt" it has a counterfeit ring.
necessary interpolations of foreign in the
trying to sell an automobile on the
This is in spite of the splendid ten in Rome by a Norwegian of formatter.
Miss Taylor's own skill stage in the bazaar scene to a fellow
antecedents.
Is here produced
eign
playing of Joseph Schildkraut as
saved the action on a number of
name has
Peer, Louise Closser Hale as his under a director whose
and his girl. Mack puts the scene
occasions, but she could not be exand
with a Germanflavor
Russian
Solvelg,
shape.
Selena
Royle
over in good
mother and
as
pected to do everything. There was
native
only
The
star.
American
players of the first rank and giving
There is no question that the
no reaction to the war appeal of
the
already are at work making
a brilliant performance in this pro- American atmosphere around
these acts in the Monday audience; authors
fragranthang
seemed
to
enterprise
duction. Schildkraut was scintillatas a song, "Doctor Koo-ey,"
in fact,* a reaction against it.
Nor changes,
But the
office.
not sung. Whc.i
programed
ing, but one got the impression ly about the box
but
was
was Lutha Adler, who played the
rather of a fine musician doing diffi- handling of the Grieg score was unminister is asked for in the list
Berlin, Jan. 2.
violin-playing son who was sudden- a
>?wa*.
deniably enjoyable.
act Joe Mack is told to look in the
At" the Theater In der Konig- cult finger exercises. The skill was
ly seized with a patriotic burst, as
but the result wasn't
for one. His reply is that he gratzerstrasse was given Dec. 23 the apparent,
woods
good as he might have been. His
the Catskills, not in New Jer- first performance of "Savanarola," musical.
part required a succession of emo- is in
Another gag is "I'll bet Al which the managers, Meinhard and
sey.
Maybe this production at the Gartional scenes or exhibitions of temSmith Brothers." Bernauer, Intend as a follower of rick, which departs from the Guild May Worthy
Bsrts Donn
perament, and Adler handled them Smith is one of the
also is made to Holly- "Johannes Kreisler." A popular suc- method, encourages a false atmos- Minnie Silver
Reference
Harriett* Les
unevenly.
Clalrs Orcnvllls
Its settings are bizarre at Mm. Thttnpaoa
cess like the last named it never wil} phere.
Some of the players, not even wood.
Stevenaon
Douglas
Brown
Bobby
Hilding Anderson is musical direc- be, for if "Kreisler'' had an empty times, but the whole thing is rather Jerry Jackaon
Harry Delf
excluding the star herself, were not
tor and a banjoiat is carried with the undramatic story the present effort shabby and cheap. The permanent Alice Worthy
Allyn Kins
entirely certain of some of the new
Dingle
Tom
Cliff.
Dugan
show.
contains nothing which would make hangings at the sides of the stage Tommy
lines and stage business, but as a
Tom OHare
Mike Rockwell
are limp, and several of the back Francois
it suitable for presentation on 'the
whole the performance ran smoothJohn Boawelt
particularly
drops,
those
representstage.
The managers have manuSpecialty dancers. Plator and Nstsiie;
ly.
Already, in the few weeks
factured it from the essays on the ing "On the Coast of Morocco" and Patay Delaney, with Tom Dingle; mem"Humoresque" has been playing,
the board, Eddie Wlnthrop, Mack
Renaissance by the French writer, "The Sphinx of Glxeh," are shock- bera of William
Miss Taylor has added little subtleSchutt, Jack Kennedy;
Utica. N. Y., Feb. 7.
Wella.
As this material was ingly crude. Mere shoddy painted waiters, Frank Anderaon,
Lee Houston.
ties to her role and has broadened
A light comedy of jolly situations Gobineau.
muslin,
and
badly
merely
that.
in
essay
painted
form
required
at
it
a
George
Berlow.
it in such a manner it can be conis "The Blimp," a play by Conrad
At
ths
Sunday
evening
performance,
real
dramatist
make
into
to
it over
sidered one of her greatest achieve- Westervelt, founded on the premise
vaudeproduced
Lew Cantor, who
stage material. This the managers which was in the nature of a dress
ments.
Waters.
that everybody loves a fat man. did not
rehearsal, backstage lights shone ville girl acts until the thrce-a-day
prove themselves to be.
Corthell has the leading
( Herbert
ambicontain
his
no
longer
could
The plot, such as it Is, revolves through the flimsy materials and the
role.
tions and his progressiveness, by a
around the historical figure of Sa- curtains had habit of jiggling.
Produced by John Henry Mears, vanarola, the reformer of Florence,
across
clear
leap
and
flying
long
It was hard enough to endure the
the piece is going through ite pre- during the 15th century. It shows
Times square from Loews State to
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 7.
liminary run up-State before open- him first as a young maji with ideals strain of four hours of dramatic the Astor, and made a spectacular
verse (the curtain rose at 8.30 and
Mrs. Wearwell
Jean N»'wc<>mbe ing in the metropolis.
entrance
as the newest of the Broadof
reforming
the
church;
shows
then
Marjorle Prayne
Siuylla Bowhan
"The Blimp" brought a three-day his power in Florence, how he was fell on the dot of 1 a. m.) without way producers. Cantor has a whole
of the Kfflclenry Sales Forcethese distractions. Besides which
Edith
Edith Halloway stay to a close tonight at the*Co- worshiped as a god by the masses.
to
learn from his new side
lot
yet
Pauline
PauMne Miller lonial, having been accorded con- But he soon got himself disliked by there are whole scenes of Peer's of the street. But a few of the caseManilla
Manilla Marian siderable praise.
The houses were the ruling powers of the city and monolog which are not enlivenir... calloused sharpshooters there might
Jean
Jean Young
The
principal
players
read
their
Babe Both
Lavina Gilbert but fair.
even by the Pope, whom he had the lines clearly, but there were pas- do well to take a few hints from
Shoppcra at the U.izi.ir Corthell's avoirdupois stands in audacity to criticize.
However, he sages that could not be understood. Cantor, too.
Bichard
Richard Barlett good stead as the "Blimp," a nick- made his position
"Sun Showers" is far from one of
very strong by his The two scenes following the specFdward
Edward McGctty name for Henry Watterson Blake,
skill in getting rid of the French tacle of the trolls
Thomas
Thomas Nealls
might as well have those instantaneous bang-up sensathrough
blunders
tJustave
Guatave Lynn who apparently
king and his troops, who were then been left out. "The Voice" off stage tions. But It is a clean, nifty, youthOi'ni'
his in Florence.
of
Grace Robinson life
stock
the laughing
recited a number of lines in a boom- ful, refreshing little zephyr that Is a
Theodora
Theodora Hudson friends, but who is shrewd to a
relief from a good many of the usual
In the second part of the play his
Dorothy
Dorothy Boa*
"You know, power is already beginning to wane; ing tone, but not one word was ineven the much more important—
Nella
Nella Hillhous? degree nevertheless.
,
telligible.
Bu'h
Buth Sato you can't hurry a blimp," declares he has even tried to combine forces
presentations typical of the Big
SBslls
To one who had made no special Alley.
ZcXa Sharj) Corthell on one occasion in the with the French king to fight the
Billy
Billy Jerome
but slowly Pope. The Pope realizes that his study of the play the first two acts,
Those who were in Chicago during
Ruth
Buth La Vllle comedy, as he sails easily
T->dd Throne
Tom TMHtOfl through" the three acts. Hie comedy Ideals are high minded, but when he particularly the episode of the the golden Singer-Askin era will
Dick Wearwell
Jack Tomson is clean and wholesome, despite the hears of the conspiracy against him- trolls, is largely meaningless. The understand just what this reviewer
Mix Young
Ch.irlea Masainger
lines abound in references to boot- self realizes that Savonarola must profound meanings that Ibs?n fans intends to convey when he says that
Trances Wearwell
Frances A. Bosa
attribute to the play are elusive and "Sun Showers" would have made a
Joe Bagley
Gus Shy leggers, prohibition and flappers. go. The people are aroused against
Bill Fallon
Joe Mack Flappers are not only discussed but him; he is taken from the monastery the shifts and twists of mood are perfect La Salle hit. It Is of just
Jasper Bagley
Chares Stlne vividly portrayed in action. There and tried. His sentence is first burn- perplexing. The first really enlight- about that grade, texture, tempo and
The Bears
Joseph Srhroed*
humor and ing at the stake, and should he by ening scene is that at Ase's death- character. And fortunes were made
Bev. Duncan
Thomas Nealls are some choice subtle
occasionally a neat bit of pathos. some diabolical means be able to bed, and more a fantastic theatrical with La Salle hits but never In
scene' than one of deep significance, New York.
A musical comedy that entertains There is something noteworthily stand the test he is then to be even
after reading the page-Ions
about "The Blimp" that hanged. The lines in the play are
It is probable that taking the Asis Harold Orlob's first production human
discussion
of the play in the pro- tor for this cuts little show was
it.
enjoy
all
purely
conventional
and
there
is
everybody
venture, "Take a Chance," that had makes almost
overrating it. Maybe it was a wise
Corthell is pleasantly awkward not the slightest suggestion of real gram by Philip Moeller.
its premiere at the Court square' Feb.
The spicy episode of the Dancing piece of showmanship st that, be1.
Happily enough, Mr. Orlob, as- and physically sluggish. He is sup- characterization; it is all mere
Girl in the Bedouin's Tent is an- cause the Astor is one of the most
Nlsted in the writing of the hr ok and ported by an able cast, among which words.
But this was also the case with other effective and comprehensible conspicuous theatres in the world,
the performances of Ann
lyrics by H. I. Phillips, has seen fit shine
to use only a few old bits, but he has Davis as Mary Standish and Marian "Kreisler," though not to the same bit of staging and writing, but the and Cantor may be buying that
Yet "Kreisler" stands or interminable doings among the stamp for what he regards as a
extent.
4:ut these short, so that the laughs Mears as Rose Standish, a giddy
Jean Green, as a flapper falls by the technical trickiness of trolls (hobgoblins) is far fetched humdinger after it leaves there. If
flapper.
are garnered in a hearty fashion.
Dancing features the show, and stenographer, does well in a role its staging. In the present produc- symbolism with meanings that es- that isn't his idea, he may be in for
while the music, also by Orlob, is of that demands much rolling of the tion, however, although the program cape the average. A program note a bump, because it seems but a resays that use is made of the "Kreis- informs us the poem was "written mote chance that such a swift pace
a rather light nature, there are a few eyes and inflection of the voice. ler"
stage, this Is really not so. What with no view to the theatre, and far as is required to keep up with the
Miss Davis is the "big sister" who
numbers especially pleasing.
is original about the present producaffections
of
exceeeds the ordinary limits of the- financial appetite and capacity of
the
between
swaying
is
"Take a Chance" is in two acts
tion is the scenery of the young Rus- atrical
presentation."
That's the the Astor can be picked up by so
and two scenes. Tho first is In the the Blimp and the villain (Lon sian
designer, Paul V. Tschelitscheff, truth; it exceeds the ordinary limits harmless, light and delicate an endecidedly
is
Mears
Gordon).
Mist
a
Wearwell
during
home of Mrs.
conducting and pretty and pertly coy. Her clothes who formerly did work here for the of endurance and stretch of atten- tertainment as "Sun Showers."
bazaar
she Is
"Blaue Vogel," the Berlin edition of tion.
Harry Delf plays the lead and
the second, according to the dialog are a revelation in the art of bright the 'Chauve-Souris."
The whole
James
The work is scattered and jum- wrote the book, lyrics and music.
colors.
(the program falls to state), Is In a and- barmonious
Dyrenforth plays Robin Standish production, costumes included, make bled, and tho bombardment of me- So far there has been only one man,
section of the Catskiil Mountains.
the stage look like a futurist picture
The opening scene is rather un- and Jerome Cowan is Sylvester of the maddest sort. Strange lines tered lines becomes unspeakably dead or living, who ever was able
monotonous. One is never sure w! at to do that with marked success, and
usual. With no mention as to what Vane, both college freshmen.
and curves disport themselves at all it is all about from Peer's long fable his name is George M. Cohan. Delf
equipment
is simple
scenic
The
the
be,
to
supposed
is
the scene
Tho costumes
imaginable angles.
sudlencs is left in wonderment. but effective; the gowns are unique are all made Out of stiff Materials, about riding the reindeer as a youth is no Cohan. He is a bright, witty,
to his return to Solveig's hut au artfstic little chap. But he is not
Several of the chorus girls are and attractive.
which make the actors look like gi- old man after a life steeped in vice the g(ant that Broadway and FortyThe story fs s simple one of gantic
dressed as harlequin dolls, and a
puppets (the Pope, for in- and pursuit of self. Even In his vice fifth was paging to do a one-man
Blake, better known as tho Blimp,
novelty dance is interpolated.
stance, to quote the most exaggerOne of the most charming mo- so called on account of his corpu- ated example, is merely a great idol Peer isn't sincere. One gets the idea startler at least not yet.
"Sun Showers" is charmingly but
ments In the entire piece is when lence, willing to accept people and through which the actor playing the that Ibsen esteemed him quite thi
devil of a fellow and a gay sort of undeniably thin. If It can last in
Blake
the curtain ascends on the second things at their face value.
role sticks his own head and arms). dog.
all
but
New
York long enough to get a bit
about,
blunders
apparently
act. Several members of the chorus
All the movements of the actors are
All the heavy matter'of Peer's dis- of reputation, it ought to get by
appear in a dance ennemble, all do- the time Is working faster than purely artificial and marlon<»tte-like.
course
with
the
Button
Moulder
for
with
executor
and
several
is
road companies. It will
him.
He
about
those
ening tos dances. Lighting effects
Taken ss a whole it must be adthe Standish estate, the property of mitted that this is ths moat elabo- the Lean One has been covered in a get pleasing reviews everywhere,
nance tbs number.
brief and flippant bit of verse by and it is a perfect evening for Inhe
whom
of
one
women,
young
two
woman,
Is
leading
Ross
A.
Frances
(Continued on page It)
Kipling called "Tomlinion.*' and ths sular and provincial consumption.
He balks a
right sort of holds In affection.
te
j

—
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|

TAKE A CHANCE

—

•

—

—

—

.

—
At

Thursday, February

8,

successes

politan

formidable

at

LEGITIMATE

1923

Competing against Ziegfelda and
Music Boxes and established metroprices, it is outweighed and out of
its class. Delf has written himself
a part as a gentleman light we I*?)
If he knew much about
pugilist.
':

that game he should have known
that no lightweight can get i.-to a
with Welters and
battle
royal
heavies and get out without cauli•
flower ears. •

it

present-day morale

ful

Is

new in the fastest of all known
rackets, he hazarded a fortune on a
- star-lyrlclst-compor.r.
Moreover, he brought new faces to
the old street; he put on a show so
pure that it dares tho tired business boy and the wicked visiting
buyer and the naughty traveling
self

salesman and those various accepted
bugbears- of the great market to stay
awake through it. It will appeal
moctlv to respectable people and
that takes a lot of courage right

—

a most

truly drawn caricature as to the way
the modern "younger set" is. prone
to think of the general situation
they're up against, these days.
It's almost too true, and it Is to
wonder where Miss Crothers secured her information.
Surely It

King, a former "Follies" beauty,
rather amusingly miscast in the role
of I melting ingenue. Is nevertheless

new

*

an important

in

role

and

easily

acer^plablo. Bera Donn as a comedy
soubret if a find, though not yet an
outstanding "talking point." Tom
Dingle, the most securely established it<*m in the troupo, has very
little to do, even in dancing. Piatov
and Natalie enter now and again and
do thdr vaudeville dancing two-

HOmoH with

and effectiveness;

spirit

they are in the show but not of

It,

and they are not humored so that
they might go for a punch beyond
the!;- di -aanoclated
ta'nor.-.

The

value as cnter-

are winning

but not
ringing. The book is almost unnarratabie there is a book, but it can't
be conveyed; the story never takes
itself seriously, save where it wants
to for "scenes" mostly in pairs
and nonchalantly loses itself when it
has no numbers to cue to. There are
tune.-*

—

—

no smashing laughs, though many
and muny a very enjoyable chuckle
and occasionally an outburst.
Of the laughs the most go to Harriette Lee (formerly Ryan and Lee),

who stands out

as the leading indiShe is the
baconbringer.
rainbow of "Sun Showers." The
same downcast, gentle technique
that made her sure Are in rough and
tumble vaudeville hokum* holds her
up and more so— here amid silks
and crepes in the big white spotlight. Miss Lee should be congratulated and thanked for her corned:*
methods. Ae a maid (that old relief
part!) she scintillates.
vidual

—

The chorus numbers have charm
but lack snap—certainly they lack
that finish that is representative of
the staging masters of today. But
they are sweet and heart warming
numbers. And only a few feet away
from the Astor a show called
"Lightnin" " opened once and had

recommend

to

little

it.

when

first

analyzed and dissected, beyond repression, human appeal and homely
touches and that show made an
immortal record where pornographic
shrieks and dizzy revues were tot-

—

and stumbling. So "Sun
Showers" may develop a strength of
the home folks following which Is
rarely credited in early reports here,
Itself
sometimes manifests
but
against the judgment of all the
lookouts and rail prophets.
One point le absolute, even now:
"Sun Showers" will coin on tour if
Lait.
It can hold out at the Astor.
tering

demanded more than mere observa-

except the too blase, who may turn
their nose up at the writing and
thence go out to continue to give an
unconsciously similar performance
themselves.
It's simply open and shut that the
second act can't be followed by anything that could equal it in tension;
besides, the play must have its satisfying ending.
Miss Crothers has
mannered nicely in adequately summing up without tearing to pieces
everything that has gone before, "but
It must be said
there is a let down.
Not that the final moments need repairing; just that the previous instance is too strong.
The play covers a period ranging
from 1870 to the present day, in

May Oalysr
Beat rke Terry
LiOUl«« Hurt

Cranny
Mother

Mary

the Third

Qeorge Howard
Morgan Farley
Ban Lyon

Father

Bobby
T^ynn

Wit. lam Hanley
Mildred Mncleoil

Ha!
fZtltUl

John Alexander

Muk
Nets

D'.ennor Montell

•

comedy and dramatic
mean anything to a legitiproduction Rachel Crothers
evidently has another "smash* at
the 39th Street. The play Initialed
Monday in the midst of two other
According to previous
openings.
data available one scene, styled
"daring'." has been entirely deleted
since showing on the road, though
the principal sequence of events was
If

aotlon,

tension

mate

retained.

Misf Cro{hera has turned in a
Intend Idly written work, betides
Which she is credited with the staging
The script is sn epic on mat*
rtmony that builds itself up to a
finale,
impressing Si
» second -act,
what I? probably the "sweetest"
.situation
and
nrntimeni
family
staged for at least this season.
Previous to the "kick" in the
evening's en e tainmenl (and It's all
of that) the first act
caliber to have made

is

of sufficient

qu?stlonab!e
li
whether the authoress could follow
Rul she has done just that
it up
and even lettered it with material
that run* the gamut from c imedy to
the dramatic second stanza conclusion thai as well entails Interspersed
hits

"t'

philosophizing

by

modern

youth.
Also,

whether

it

has any sense

to

sincerity

as

—

Skiff.

THE FOOL'S REVENGE
Malcolm Uaggs

CAROLINE
Helen

Manfredi
Kranceaca Hentlvollo
Ualdaeaare Torrelli
t#lan Maria Onlelattl

Brie;. (Jen.

Ser.iflno Dell 'Aqullla

Caroline Le«

(ialeotti

'!'••*

ICoau

Helen Shipman
Randolph Calhoun
Harrison Brockbank
Mrs Calhoun
Viola Gillette
Barnett PsrkSf
Dlffby Hretton
Capt. Robert l^ancdon
J. Haa-oM Murray
Roderick Gray

Amanda

Hannibal

Civil

secret agreement the trip is to commence immediately after the fes-*
tlvltles. which terminates the initial
episode.
The second take-off is by means
of a switchback Co the- insert show-

i

Ascanto

Mary's home. A guilty
conscience has brought on a fake
appendicitis attack to Mary, hence
the homeward return at dawn, much
to the disgust of the other members
of the party, except Lynn, who was
never In favor of the idea -but
trailed along so his boy friend
wouldn't be able to beat his time.
in

A discussion, the confession of
to Lynn of her love, is later
succeeded by the discovery of the
younger brother, Bobby, asleep on
He has been waiting
the sofa.
there to warn his sister the panic
Both children hide when
is on.
the parents come in, much upset
The
over Mary's disappearance.
elders indulge in a quarrel that reveals just why and what they think
of each other.
It's the first family argument the
children have ever been in on. The
true situation is displayed in all
of its nakedness; it's a wreck of all
the illusions they've ever had: embarrassing to the mother and father
the

offsprings

make

And

it

may have

been framed so for

going through on her promise to
Lynn and the supposition the father
exits to amiably settle matters with
the mother, whom the children have

Reports from Germany were
made the attraction

in.

i

{

i

-

GRAND GUIGNOL
Paris. Jan. 20.

The new bill of M. Choisy at the
Paris Grand Guignol ie neither better

nor worse then previous ones.

Pierre del Vidre, adapted from a
story by Wadsworth Camp. Again
the railroad signal box, where death
prevails. The signalmen drafted to
this lonely station are invariably
found murdered after a few days,
and the mystery defies the best detectives' skill until the crimes are
traced to a cunning maniac es-

caped from an asylum, snd who
Anally killed himself.

He was

is

for-

merly employed in the same signal
box and was condemned, though absolutely Innocent, to a term of imprisonment as responsible for a
eerioue railroad accident years ago.
He seeks revenge for this injustice
by suppressing the railroad m h
who dare to take his former position.
"Le Joeur," one-acter, by DenysAmiel, from an American yarn by
Fred Causse, Is of a banker whoso
wife Is about to elope with a fellow
he has ruined at poker. The husband is despondent, but cannot
tolerate the taunts of his former
victim.
He fells him with a jiu-

movement, telephones to his
abandoned spouse, and they are

jitsu

reconciled.

The program commences with
"Un Client peu Serieux," one-act
by Serge Veber.

farce,

A

burglar

enters a jewelry store with evil intentions, but is so charmed by the
All this idealistic and altruistic tasty little assistant
that instead of
detail was too good to be true, but stealing any articles he purchase.
a
was really convincing, even despite diamond ring, paying
«

|

I

i

'

—

of the first American theatre trust
In 1897 in which he quoted Joseph
Jefferson's telegram fo the New
York "Herald" wherein the creator
of "Rip" said that this marked the
death knell of the American theatre.
These and other points led up to
Davenport's announcement of his
aspiration for a "people's playhouse."

Lady

Louise

when Manfredi's wife poisons

is

.

.

Ths quarter-hour address touched
on a number of theatrical topics, including reference to the proposed
Shubert-Erlanger $100,000,000 merger and satiric comment that the
public will be graciously permitted
to invest in it. The fore part concerned Itself with the organization

management,

Huff (formerly
In pictures) plays the two Marys in
what might be called the prolog and ing" bit in the first act won the
A corking house! She led "Way Down South."
the modern namesake.
performance Miss Huff gives, ably which opened the short third aer.
seconded by May Calyer in a med- and her prancing to the melody won
dlesome "granny" rote, who runs applause that measured a shade better" than any other single performwlkl with the comedy honors.
However, if is Heat rice Terry, as ance. The number it an Interpoed excepl ion.
the mother, who seems to stand ou1
Mat tie Keene was in a "mammy"
beyond (he remainder of her coworkers, Wasting nothing and mak- role she ha enacted with credll for
ing everything count, without over- seasons, and Ben Linn, one time s
playing Miss Terry scored person- heavyweight vaudeville single turn,
bobbed tip In the burnt cork of the
al v in an effort that may well stand
with the best of this lype. The show general's orderly and manservant
Linn amused In
really belongs to the three women. about the house
Barnett
though the men are capable. George the bit accorded him.
Howard does adequately us the Parker, who talks tenor, carried the
father, but fails to ring with the comedy along with Miss Shipman.
tucked

max

.Marys ret It Bryn her husband's wine.
Jane Burly
Davenport takes all honors of the
.Hamilton Howard .
if, as reported, the sup
.Gertrude Kastment y company,
I.eland Morris porting players are working for a
.Oailion Fluell very nominal stipend in
order to
be reviewed by the critics in ths

political statue.

At the heels of the two leads was
Helen Shipman, who was in "The
Ermine" until recently.
Jn
Miss Shipman sparkles as a dainty
comedienne.
The smiles provoked
by her in what she called a "pump-

A splendid cast excellently directed does nobly in carrying out
the story, that -is titled a comedy
but might have the term 'drama"

really assists them in making away
with his life's treasure, his daughwhom he finds sincere comfort after the beratings of a fickle
master and his courtiers. Tho cliter, in

than "nationalism" which
about gives away Mr. Davenport's
vored

chance. The ensemble, "Love's Last
Day," at the act finale, gave way to
clear, splendid singing by both Miss
Kosta and Murray.

convinced should walk out on him.

aiding Lord Manfredi in kidnapping
the wife of Malatesta (against whom
the fool holds a life-long grudge),

house for Americans. Decrying our
lack of it and lauding the influence
of the Moscow Art Players' invas'on
in reviving it, he recited his first
intended decision in 1020 to incorporate as the People's Playhouse of
America, but having found that corporate title used previously he satisfied himself merely calling it the
People's Playhouse, Inc., adding that
it was a most fortunate thing in
view of his later convictions that
"internationalism" is more to be fa-

and handsome young tenor who was
wasted in another imported operetta, "In Springtime of Youth." is a
corking team-mate for Miss Kosta.
His "Pilgrim" song at the* first act
finale won spontaneous plaudits. It
came after very pretty duett ing
with "Land of Enchantment" with
Miss Kosta.
There is a Spanish lilt to "Sweetheart," another of their duets, and
also to "Argentine," one of several
ensembles excellently attained to
the credit for Fred O. Latham.
"Will o' the Wisp." which brightly
started the second act, swerved into
an ensemble which gave Viola Oillette and Harrison Brockbank some

the box office, but it concludes nicely as regards stagecraft, with Mary

townsmaiden

With Ave items, It contains the
same mixture of drama and farce,
to
excite horror and laughter In
Tuesday
explained
Davenport
The present attraction, as
night after the third act that it is turn.
usual, is a shocker, "La Mort qui
in-, dream and ideal to establish a
native art theatre, a truly folk play- Rode." drama In three scenes, by

She scored early with one of the
catchiest melodies, "The Man In the
Moon." J. Harold Murray, the fine

The logic of the final act, where
the children are bent on seeing their
parents divorced rather than living
together under such a prevailing
condition, will be open to debate.

fair

is not known to them as being
the daughter of the deformed Jester.
Planning abduction, tho court poet
hurries to warn Flordelisa, the girl.
of her danger, and takes iier from
her humble dwelling to the sfeeHSi'Ing roof of Count Malatesta's castle.
The conniving courtiers are aware
of this and succeed in kidnapping
the girl. The tragedy of it is that
the fool, under the imprebsion lie is

days.

out credits for the lyrics, it is assumed they were translated with
little change.
Tessa Kosta starring in "Caroline" takes her place as one of the
finest and best singing prima don-

their

a

who

performances from Monday through
Thursday of this show and charging
only for the Friday and Saturday
presentations. In those three shows
(two on Saturday) at a $2, 11.50 and
fl scale to a 225-capaelty audience
it Is obvious the approximate $1,000
intake could hardly pay for the free

that the score

presence known.
The daughter and son tell their
side of it (the dialog is almost cruel
in Its discernment here) and the
mother attempts to smooth the situation over, but the father thinks
of nothing but "silly kids'* and the
punishment of Mary for having
gone as far as she did with the trip.

uties reports of

—

War.

under Shubert

Manfredi, Lord of Faenza, is an
unfaithful noble and a confirmed
"chicken chaser." One of his dep-

—

one of the most likely of the recent
operetta crop. There are perhaps
one or two interpolations and, with-

nas

popular.

hope it will land them on Broadway,
there Is very little likelihood of any
creating a sensation. Ouy Douglass
as the poet has the bearing, but
lacks
aplomb, and Jane
mosphere and in which the Bram- Burly sufficient
in a small character bit did
hall Players have been conducting
well. Some others were miscast.
several seasons of repertoire under
There is no denying everybody
Butler Davenport's direction and
concerned takes his or her work
sponsorship.
Quite seriously. There yet may be
Davenport is the actor-manager something in the American theatre
of the troupe, although the Bram- having Its seed rooted in that Kast
hall Players. Inc., is reported "an- Twenty-seventh
street playhouse.
geled" by other influential capital. In any event it is worth a visit.
For some time it has been reported It may not strike the average theathis little playhouse is Davenport's tregoer's fancy, but for contract it
pet hobby, so made possible by re- should Interest.
Abel.
This
ported Independent means.
Davenport denied in a third-aot
FOREIGN
EEVIEW3
curtain speech during which he put
(Continued from page 18)
Burns Mantle of the New York
"Evening Mall" and Ludwig Lewls- rate piece of sty lira tlon that has yet
sohn of the "Nation" on "the pan" been carried through. Everything is
for their press reports of his al- stylised but—and this ie really the
leged affluence.
deciding feature the voices; the
The company and performances actors speak in the ordinary everyare unique in that they reflect a day manner and, as suggested above,
Davenport's
unique personality
the lines are totally conventional
and accordingly so much more in- cribs from the classics. The actors,
teresting than the performance it- including Ernest Deutsch In the title
The Times square show peo- role, are uninspired but oompetent.
self.
ple are wondering "what's the gag"
Business so far has been only fair.
in Davenport's decision to give free
Tratk,

The score by E. Kunneke and
Rideamus Is splendid music, apparently taken with little or no adaptation.

maws

At the Bramhall Playhouse on
East -7th street off Lexington avenue is a cozy L'L'5-seat theatre that
has not quite lost its homey at-

this class.

Mary

the version Booth

,

tuldo Malateata

Uenevra
Bernardo Ascoltl.

l.lnn

is

.

Brlarltta

It's
a direct Cinderella story.
Caroline being the ward of a Confederate officer, whose daughter.
Helen, was the favored damsel of
the household but who is devoted
to Caroline, unlike the first Cinderella.
The general has planned his
ward marry* a nephew whom she
detests from the memory of him ss
a kid. But she falls in Iqve with
him, thinking the young soldier another lad of her girlhood whom she
has waited for. The story is tried
and true, always prevalent in one
or more successful mdsical shows
in town. Any technical weaknesses
of the book mean nothing to the
success or failure of a musical of

ing Lynn, Hal and Mary in a machine bound for the camp, with
the blackout next illusionlng the

_

Kiordfllss

Jolio Adair
Mat'le Keenr

Ben

Helen Sinsor
Ralph Bradley
Joseph OoUilwra;
.Ouy Douglass
liutler Davenport

Berluccio

1

parlor

3S=*

edy and

Hs

the

The Shuberta' newest operetta,
which style of musical play the Ambassador, New York, virtually has
as its policy, bowed into that house
"Caroline" had drawn
Jan. 81.
sturdily out of town for the break in,
an indication weighted with
promise of success on Broadway.
The Mary of 1897. in the ensuing That proved correct. Indeed, so
insert, has nothing much to say good does this billed "musical roabout her marriage. She is simply mance" look that had it opened
swept off her feet, and when the earlier here it should have easily
play proper gets under way. the run the season. The Ambassador
first),
grandmother
(Mary
tha
looks ret until warm weather and
mother (Mary the second), and the "Caroline" might warble through
current Mary, age 20, all are on tho the summer.
Saturday's matinee
stage.
was excellently attended. "CaroBash of the first two jtfarys has line," like its predecessor, "The Lady
had two sweetheart*, one a prac- in Ermine" (moved to the Centical, norma) boy and the other a tury), owes its origin to Continental
dreamer, with the modern girl of Europe.
Its presentation here is
the family no exception to. that rule. almost concurrent with that in EngTwo youths, eaelt following different land, where it recently opened in
ideals and trains of thought, are Birmingham.
"Virginia" was the
the girl's problem. The free-think- title first used away from New
The original operetta as
ing boy. very much futuristic and York.
heralded as such by a flowing tie given In Berlin was called "Cousin
and pipe upon his entrance, h.ns From Dingsta," the latter meaning
suggested an unchaperoned trip into a town of no importance. The Engthe country by Mary, his rival, lish title more nearly follows the
Lynn, and another engaged couple, idea, the name there being "Cousin
Harry B. Smith
to definitely determine their feel- From Nowhere."
The mother and Edward Delaney Dunn adapted
ings for one another.
"Carol'ne" from the libretto of Heris told of the proposed undertaking.
Though disapproving, she is at a man Haller and Edward Rideamus.
loss as to the means of stopping They appear to have taken only the
bare outline, for the show is set in
her headstrong daughter.
Mary leaves for a dance under a the South, just after the close of the

when

MARY THE THIRD

of

-v.

J
where so many of the other sort
—
%
Cantor dressed and surrounded
and cast and set "Sun Showers" In
the same innocent, pretty spirit in
which Delf created it. The girls are
cute and young and their clothes are three acts and six scenes. The opensprightly and attractive.
ing- has a series of two inserts, reDelf. a vaudevillian. has an in- vealing the manner in which the
triguing personality and does not first Mary (of 1870) takes unto herhog bta o-.rn show; and he is a lik- se'f a husband who is about to
able light comedian always. Allyn marry another.

rr .ssed.

u

am

explained to her that Cupid had
others.
nothing on which buttons could be
Ths settings will cause little com- sewed to and duetted well with her
Black la a lively tune, "Shoulder Arms."
ment, albeit they suffice.
drapes supply the background for
There are nine playing parts in
the inserts, while something on the "Caroline," one a last act bit, and
order of a eye in drapes, with doors there is a chorus of six girls.
and French windows, form the pic- "Blossom Time," which went out
ture for both Interior scenes.
after tossing off 65 weeks on Broad
Miss Crothers has written some- way, had twice the cast and chorus,
Possibly not exceptionally and "Lady in Ermine" had thrice its
thing.
new nor original In its general idea, chorus number. That gives "Caroshe has nevertheless given it a cer- line"- an edge on any important
tain twist or lilt In her manrfer of operetta produced in years, because
expression that is refreshing, with it is far less expensive to operate.
the dialog being clever, bright and So the new musical not only looks
Not for- like a hit, but a big money maker.
of the spontaneous type.
J bee.
getting that it registers strongly for
comedy and it's very human.

same degree

or not. this Insight oa the youth-

tion.
Therefore it isn't difficult to
imagine how the young people are
Cantor is. a gambler and a lot of going to accept this ode to them.
They'll eat It up,
hats should come off to him. Him- For it is that.

new author

—

—

the wind-up that a house attache
will pass around two baskets for
voluntary contributions from whoever was moved to donate. In Justice it should be recorded that the
basket passing was done In a manner not to embarrass or cause anyone to be "Hhamed" Into paying.
"The Fools Revenge" is a fouract drama by Tom Taylor, written
about a century ago and based on
Victor Hugo's "Le Roi S'Amuse."
It was played with moderate success
20 years ago by Edwin Boot Is, although presented dllettantely off
and on many years preceding. The
small leaflet program makes no
mention of this nor of the cast
members, merely denoting the various characters which. Is in keeping
with the BramhaTf- Players' policy
of submerging tho individual
in
favor of keeping ever prominent the
the
character
creation.
Thus
patrons know little or naught of the
identity of the players, excepting]
perchance Mr. Davenport, whose;
histrionic prominence in the casting
incited
curiosity and caused requests for his name from a ho
attache en route out.

•

I

honestly from
pocket, which he asks the
woman to accept.
Fait Dlvere." one-act drama,

own

young

"Un

by Jean Bastia and Andre Levy
Oulmann, describing how rufllans
hold
up
nocturnal
pedestrians.
They lay out. a guy hurrying home,
but only And a flask of serum. It
was a father on his way from the
chemist's store to save his dying
child suffocating by an attack of
croup.
A girl present remembers
her own kid and insists on the gam;
taking the serum to the wounded
man's address, but her companions,
fearing to be arrested, lay her out
also.

The "entertainment" conclude* by
a revival of the sketch of Mux
Maurey, "Le Chauffeur.'' played at
the

Alhambra

some

years

among other places.
Mme. Maxla is the drams

««.•

sta

bJ
the Grand Guignol, which has a-i
excellent
trbupe.
notwlthstand n {
they do rot get an opportunity t<»
their
reveal
particular lab
-.*»every act
It
seems the ms
ment is experiencing difPcu.
jn
securing suitable works to rs -'n
the huch reputation of the bouse,
but it is recalled M. Chols*/ permitt<-d "La Bourlante Mme. Peud^t'*
to slip from his grasp, having de(-lined [\ when first submitted to th*
.

"The Fool's Revenge" opened
Thursday, during which perform u
Davenport in the ••fool" or court
jester role dislocated his knee cap
in his portruyal of a hunchbacked
Grand Guignol, and I have heard
lie lias played since In a other acts of which he had the fifsi
Clown.
plaster cast, which speaks much f"i offer, and refused which have na^dej
'/*••.
his gamcne*H.
good elsewhere
The play is a trn
A'
i

!

I

his

-r

j

so'

•

.

I
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JULIA ARTHUR and

Co. (S)

"BARNUM WAS RIGHT"

(7)

Side Show Act
Scene from "Hamlet"
24 Mine.; One and Full Stage
16 Mint.; Full Stag* (Special)
(Special Drop)
Palaca
This la vaudeville's contribution
An odd thought for an odd act for
to the vogue for Shakespearean re- present-day vaudeville; a side show
vivals.
It is a mere fragment of
of actual freaks giving a performthe play, comprising the Queen's ance within 25 minutes. It will do
cabinet scene in which the Prince for the small time and in the smaller
upbraids his queen mother for her towns should become a real attraction if properly handled by the act
It was a daring adtreachery.
iO has and the house management In adventure for the woman
vance matter.
t charmbeen called "America's r.
As the drop goes up, the freaks
ing romantic heroine," for the difare Been, much as a small traveling
ficulties of gaining a really dignified artistic effect were enormous. circus would exhibit in a side show
The atmosphere of a slap-uash. tent. To the left and running right,
rollicking vaudeville show U in vio- on a narrow scml-jircle (wooden
lent conflict with such an enter- stand, covered), arc first a bearded
prise.
There was nothing to sepa- lady, then 'Zip," the "What la It?"
rate Miss Arthur from a preceding next a living skeleton seated behind
comedy turn bi.- a short arrange- a post, and following a fat girl
weighing about 300 ("Baby Doll"),
It rement of musical setting.
quires a good deal of a«I iptabillty and at the other end, jointed twins,
for an audience to plunge from one girln.
It's the original "Zip," there could
extreme to another.
be but one. He is featured someIt was perhaps for this reason
what,
indulging in horse play. His
rather
'hat Miss Arthur began :
•rcjKllant appearance is stood off
too high and vehement a pitch. She
somewhat
by an animal skin of a
had to snatch at her audience, and
kind covering him. It is announced
even if she did for the instant seem
"Zip" is now 86, and he must bo
rather strident, she retrieved the
over 50. Just as spry and Idiotic
situation later, for the gentler pasas ever. The fat girl is the star, a
scvne
wero
the
sages at the end
peach
looker for her weight and
vibrant with true feeling and tensomething of an actress. As the
derness.
Miss Arthur's reading i*?
bearded lady, when requested by the
a compromise between the robust spieler, oommences to sing "Aching
*

v

•

conception of old and the newer
version of represser sentiment. Brginr'ng with vioVnt reproaches,
-.novas
Hamlet
feminine
the
through a wide emo'ional range,
rnd it Is just this quality that gives
d distinction.
her reading color
It
isn't
a wholly satisfactory
Hamlet, but it is a remarkably good
one in the face of the difficulties
that stand in the way of any sort
of a fragmentary vaudaville HamThe outraged Hamlet of
let
vengeful fury never gets into the
picture; it is only the plaintive,
agonised son that registers.
The setting Is a stately vaulted
chamber of utm 9. dignity, with
arches to break its bareness and thes
only touch of color a splash of ponderous red velvet hanging f ped
The hiding
heavily at the left.
place 'of Polonius was awkwardly
mr-pged with a sliding portier at
a lie
Ghost is handled
the back.
in the iraditional way, a real figure
mail enterin helmet and coat t
ing through a right-hand arch,
standing through the 1 : r oprlate
lines and then st; Iking away.
Miss Arthur's support was made
up of Mon*. Morgan, ormerly with
Walter Hampden, as Ge: ude;
George Henry Trader (who directed the staging), '^rmerly with
Charles Frohman, as Polonius, and
George Still well, of- the R:bert
as the Gho .
Mantell compa
,

'

The offering was well received
Monday nlfe'it when Miss Arthur

Heart." "Baby Doll" starts an infectious laugh. The spieler asks her
why, and "Doll" repeats the line the
bearded one ended with, *\4'ou made
me what I am today, I hope you're
satisfied," as
she points to the
speller, then at the whiskers on the
girl.

The twins do a song and dance
and work well together. If not
genuinely jointed, the simulation is
near enough to get over In any
house. A large laugh arrives when
the skeleton Is called to the ensemble at the finale. Up to that
time he had been seated on a chair.

The

tall youth looks like a match
two wires; in fact, he's
got something on Eddie Hartman
for less length and breadth.
More
laughs could have been secured if
the skeleton had been sized up
alongside the fat lady throughout

held up by

for

comedy
seemed

effect.

a> mistake to have the
take her beard off. That suggested a phoney throughout.
A
regular bearded lady should be cheap
enough in the winter.
This is a curious turn of freaks
and "Zip" will make anyone stare.
In the small towns, they should talk
about it. There also they will be
getting vaudeville and a part of the
circus lot for the pop price.
It
girl

Norman Jeffries of Philadelphia,
the agent, is reported to have put
out the turn. Perhaps it was suggested to Jeff by that Bingham
Hotel dime museum thing in Philly.
Anyway, it looks to have, a chance
for a long run in the sticks where
the small timers are dying now for
something that will give them an'

HUGH HERBERT

and Co.

(5)

Comedy Revua
18 Mine.;

Two and Three

(8pecial)

Bedford* Brooklyn

ERNIE GOLDEN and ORCHES-

TRA

(8)

Music and Songs
Full Stage (Cyclorama)

14 Mins

CHA8.

F.

BAND

(8)

Jazi.

STRICKLAND

and

Orchestra

;

18 Mine.; Three (Special Drape Set)
N
Chas. F. Strickland ia the pianist
probably from a
and leader of a Jazz combination of
sketch vehicles and more preten- cabaret. He it a pianist, leading* a
six
pieces, violin, two saxophones,
tious in production. It is built for nine-piece brass and string orchescomedy and every means to ac- tra. Golden has ideas, and ideas are tenor banjo and drums, in addition
to piano.
The six men composing
complish that end is resorted to. It what vaudeville craves.
One of his ideas would make the band sing as prell as play.
employs low, high, medium, burStrickland
starts the turn with a
lesque, travesty and acrobatic com- even a mediocre musical combinabit of talk, Informing the audience
edy in all its variegated forms with tion, and his are far from mediocre.
band has played around In cabone view in mind laughs. A sort of They compare favorably with any the
arets. This introductory is followed
dialectic Balieff introduces in "one" seen around the,big time. The idea
band
by
selection, with similar lnin
which
language
he
stilted
in
that mukes the act unique is a numnaively asks the audience to apolo- ber called. "The Thief."
The mu- troductories preceding ensuing numbers.
gize to him for his linguistic short- sicians don masks after the easel
The six get a lot of music for a
comings.
has announced the bit. One of the
The Brat episode is entitled "Tak- members, a tenor, informs vocally small combo. It's soft and tuneful-,
modern Jazz.
Nicely interpolated
ing Baby's Picture." The "baby" is they will show how the musical
among the band selections there are
disclosed as an infant hippo of Am- thieves
perform their dastardly
number
of
a
snappy
little comedy
azonian proportions with Mr. Her- deed, or something like it. The C
some done by Strickland and
bert as the pop and an undersized Sharp Minor Fantasy by Chopin is ditties,
others
by
the
whole
six.
mite as .the mother., A bide view rendered,
followed
by "Chasing
With two more pieces, say, cornet
of a prop auto is part of the photo- Rainbows," which tabs that melody
grapher's studio setting.
The be- as historical. The same fate is ap- and tromffbne, the volume would be
hemoth babe refuses to be kidded plied to "Souvenir," which turns increased and the general effect
As it stands the band
into having her features "shot" with out 'to be the modern "Soothing heightened.
can easily hold an early spot in the
laughs resultant.
Serenade"; "La Tosca" blends into big timers. With its
attractive pro.
The second episode is a day at the "Avalon."
"Songs of India" also ductlon setting and the ability
of
picnic, rather short compared to the Joins the ranks of the musical gyps.
the six people in it, the Strickland
first.
Mother, father* and the fat
In another pop number two of band is a feature for the
medium
gal enter. Baby brother is reported the brass pieces work in. an imitalagging behind. They wait for him tion of a "puffing train engine," grade and small time house.-.
Bell.
to catch up.
He is a lanky young novel and effective. The rest of the
man. patterned after a tooth pick repertoire is popular stuff, well
and easily over seven feet, with played. A tenor singer scores with THREE LORDFN8
probably two heads topping Eddie a ballad in the middle. Also a piano Acrobats
Hartman. He belongs in a circus accordionist, both members of the 15 Mine.; Two (Special)
Jefferson
although he ia *he last of the freaks. orchestra.
The third scene is Egyptian in moThe Three Lordena seem to have
But "The Thief ia the high light.
tif and backed up by a drop with
a new background and vehicle for
Its possibilities for elaboration are
pyramids thereon. The queen awaits unlimited.
their acrobatics.
A girl starts the.
Con.
her king;
special set
that's
act with a phone rail
Herbert.
This
makes for some good clowning with
showing the exterior of a house.
ALLEN,
ANNIE
KENT
MINNIE
the Earl of Cedar (pronounced "oil
The girl says the phone is out of
and Co. (1)
of cedar") entering to show up the
order and she requests -the phone
Comedy Sketch
king aa a phony.
company to send someone tc fix it.
A family album number in a lav- 20 Min.; Full Stage (Special Set)
Hardly has she finished phoning
ender hoed box set In "three" conAnnie Kent is credited with the when two men garbed aa mechanics
cludes, the three couples entering in. authorship of this comedy sketch appear. The men get to work imturn and topping off with a travesty which serves as a vehicle for Min- mediately, a prop pole containing
"Florodora" sextet ensemble.
nie Allen and herself.
Miss Kent wires concealing a bar apparatus.
There is considerable meat to the handles a comedy role with Mias The front porch of the house is a
act but it is not wholly cooked. It Allen doing straight with a maid trampoline. The trampoline is used
requires
seasoning
and
some character in support.
in the usual way by one of the men
paprika.
The action is in the apartment for bounding. The other man Is
Abel
Miss Kent sim'lar to a bearer in a casting
of a woman of means.
appears as a hard luck actress out turn.
GIFFORD and MORTON
of funds.
The mistress is not at
The act holds some comedy and
Song, Talk, Dance
home at the time of the other's arj the acrobatics are excellent The
18 Mins.; One *
rival.
Prior to striking it rich she girl does a short dance tha' exAmerican Roof
also had been a trouper.
hibits a good forward kick.
Act
Mr. Gifford looks like a single act
Miss
Kent does considerable shows a commendable effort to get
on the same time two or three sea- clowning with a makeup box and away from the cut and dried acrosons back. A young woman assists its contents prior to the appearance
batic routine. It can open r close
as foil for Gifford s knockabout, of Miss Allen, with cross fire en- in any* style of bouse.
Bell.
laborious comedy.
If nothing else suing.
The forlorn member believes
he really labors hard during his her more fortunate sister is securing
quarter-hour stretch on the ros- her wordljj goods from men, but is FRANCIS and WILSON
Acrobatic
trum, although not without results. informed at the finish her wealth
9 Mins.; Two
Gifford affects a nut make-up, tor- came from oil, discovered on a piece
A song and dance opening retards
toise shell goggles, eton jack, busproperty in the west.
In ad-

This

bert,

la

for Hugh' Herhis usual Hebrew

a departure

away from

Broadway

.

Ernie Golden

1st

—

i

I

<

of

ter brown collar and nondescript
toppiece. Miss) Morton opens with
an attempt at classical dancing, so
weak the veriest layman probably
detects Its a stall for the comic's
entrance to mess It up.
The ob-

the actual routine of this mixed duo,
dition, her friend is informed she
need never worry about being out though after they go Into their acro-

of work

again.

There are several real laughs in
gracious
In a curtain speech mad
the skit.
Miss Kent makes, her
acknowledgment to E. F. Albee and
clowning stand up. The 58th Street
the Keith organisation for their envious occurs and two or three min- audience howled at it.
couragement and assistance.
utes of'hoke classical dancing enThe present special set is no great
edge without breaking them. "Bar- sues.
77 »a.
asset. Something more dainty would
num Was Right" looks to be It.
Dance and gag stuff follows with be more advantageous. For bills
Jeff Is said to have copyrighted the woman,
8TILWELL and FRAZER
a fresh looking girl of where laughs are needed in a sketch
the "Barnum Was Right" title over pleasant appearance, essaying
Songs
a position, this turn will deliver.
20 years ago. Louis F. Werba re- high-class vocal number.
ITa rt.
15 Mint.; One
Gifford
cently produced a legit play with enters with a
musket, reminiscent
American Roof
the same name. It's off now for the of the
old bit of protecting the song- GEORGES DUFRANNE
The boys look familiar and probsecond time to be fixed up. If .It stress
and holding the audience up Tenor
ably of the old rathskeller trio,
goes back and gets over, the matter
for applause at the point of a bayo- 20 Mins.; One
Fraser, Bunce and Hardy. They are
the name may settle into an
of
net.
He
also does another bit as Palace
capab e song salesmen whose shortargument.
reminiscent. As "Nick the Greek"
coming I9 satisfaction in continuIn the act there Is a. dandy drop
Georges Dufranne is described as
he requests the audience to call out
ing on the small time. They have
in "one" of the front of the tent. It
any letter and he will name a fruit "the noted French tenor" on the
possibilities not taken advantage
looks like back home. The spieler
program.
He differs in no particuof and arc certainly retarded by the Is falrr probably new to it and will or vegetable starting with that letlar respect from the succession of
ter.
minor league talk attempts of intro- improve.
Sitnr.
songsters who have come
A cross-fire session between the operatic
ducing "a little song entitled," etc.,
and gone in vaudeville.
couple in the familiar sex-panning
with some ofttimes not so wise
His
voice has the lovely sympaFRANCI8
ROODE
and
debate
got something. A difficult
crack as the 'title." The limerick
quality that has made John
Slack Wire* Dancing
looking knee hock dance took them thetic
and alleged comedy versification
McCormack a popular idol an 1 he
14 Mins.; Three
off strong.
don't help It much.
an impressive command of
American Roof
A good variety comedy act for the has
But they can handle a pop song
language and operatic
umbers.
Man and woman. The man bears family houses.
natty
Abel.
in
looking
entertainingly,
He
sings in excellent English, in
brunt
the
of
the
labors
with
the
tuxes and took healthy recognition
French
and
in
Italian.
His
offerslack wire routine. The woman as- "A 8OUTHERN REVUE" (7)
in the before-closing position on the
ing is concert-like,
earin? Tuxedo
Roof. Their routine of pop stuffs is sists with the props and essays a Songs, Dance, Music
and accompanied by a pianist.
little aero dancing, more or less 14 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set)
'"brown
the
excepting
sure-fire,
Sings four numbers, standard- and
The opening is a sort of 23rd St.
It doesn't mean faked.
derby" number.
operatic of the popular sort, and
A well conceived "flash" for the does
enough for vaudeville audiences to flirtation attempt of man trailing
"Pagliacei" for an encore.
woman in "one" and off to "three'.' big time houses. Special set is the
Abel.
warrant use.
Rather complacent in demeanor,
His wire work consists of walking exterior of a southern mansion for
oa stilts on wire, balancing in large the background. The revue has a but the Palace went into transports
NADA LORRAINE
hoop and unlcyclo and playin:? the man and woman blackface pair, a over his voice, particular'; a liquid
8ongs
fiddle, a palpable phony.
A slack youthful male violinist and four high note. Well down toward the
13 Mins,; One
middle of the bill, he scored unwire stew stagger closed.
talented girls who quartet vocally,
Possessed of a double voice the
mistakably.
Bush.
Act
spotted No. 3 on roof. Opener solo dance, etc.
opening is off stage with the lower ordinarily.
Ahttl
The act is oonstructed around a
register, succeeded by the entrance
bit of a, story.
It Is "mammy's" JIMMY DUFFY and CO. (2)
and the higher range. Thence folbirthday. The young people of the Songs snd Talk
lowed by a mixture of the two for a HAPPY JOHNSON
Talk,
Banjo,
Ul
have
family
arranged
a surprise en- 10 Mins.; One
took
this
that
numbers
five
total of
tertalnment
her.
"Mammy''
for
himself
Styling
Jimmy <Sax)
girl along to an encore and the ap- 15 Mins.; One
American
Roof
obliging
turn
with a Duffy and with an additional "Co."
opens
the
by
plrfuse hit of the bill.
Working under cork in misfit "laughing" song which" Is. we'l tacked on, this turn reveals itself as
It's a straight semi-ballad routine
of melodies that a soulful neighbor- grey check suit. Opens explaining handled as to delivery though light an ordinary two-act containing average dialog, two songs, with the
hood audience will undoubtedly a dog act was billed in his stead vocally.
A male blackface character reg- MXOphone playing resolving ^itself
relish, backed by^an appearance not but one of the hounds became sick
deputizing.
he
is
so
Somo
blues
isters
a
comedy
soft
with
a
pip
of
displeasing.
Into the mainstay. A woman assists
Miss Lorraine might secure addi- vocalizing to uke accompaniment. shoe dance. A harp solo by a pretty as a "straight'' and nlso does the
tional value by using one of her Stories that follow are mild and not personable girl, a dance solo by an- vocalizing.
A poon other, and two quartet songs, folThe turn actually contains nothtones after entrancing and as more overly mirth -provoking.
of a surprise. The off-stage bass is song about a "last dollar" did not lowed by a violin solo by a boy Is ing to recommend It beyond being a
much.
get
"urchin",
complete,
costume
ensuddenly
eman
lacking in effect. If
deuce-spot offering that impresr.er'
Created no undue excitement In tertaining turn that can hold a spot as be;<»w pur for entertainment
ployed when In the open, It should
Aid.
the deuce position.
Skig.
Con.
on any of the pop bills.
fain more attention.
Skig.

batic work the interest is sustained
The
to a satisfactory conclusion.
man mainly adheres to falls, with
a two table back somersault on a
chair supplying the terminating bit,
but the woman Insists on dancing at
various Instances, though really
scoring on some of her work when
opposite her partner.
The outstanding trick is a backto-back twirl that was worthy of all
This team pleased, but
it secured.
it might be a fair suggestion to try
a straight routine minus the variations, which Includes the comedy
chatter and dancing. Just to And out

what would happen.
Skig.

ALICE and LUCILLE SHILDON
Singing
15 Mins.;
Jefferson

One

Sister act,
girls

singing

starting with one of
Introductory anent

losing partner, and she'll do the act
with another. Other girl does , Tactically same verse, with both arriving on stage together and deciding

.

|

they'll

stick.

From there on act Is straight
singing turn with pop n ambers.
Repertoire averages well on variety
and most of songs are of recent
vintage.

harmonize

Girls

nicely.

General running suggests team had
Wilton Slaters
mind when putting act together.
Can hold No. 1
*
in intermediate houses.
Bell.
'

PONGO TRIO
Wire
8 Mint.; Full Stage

Two men and a woman working
the tight wire.
Have nothing
novel or particularly' striking, but
get by On the strength of brisk
work aid wholesome appearance.
The two men do most of the wprk,
which is simple wire walking and
jumping over obstacles, while one
of the men does a little ground
tumbling of the most unpretentious
sort.
The feature has one man
astride the wire With the woman
using his feet as rings for a swinging bend.
The second man jumps
«»ver
his
partner.
A «mall-tlme

on

.

I

opening number.

Hash.
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QRETTE ARDINE and Co. (5)
MR. and MRS JIMMY BARRY
"The Sands of Henefoot Corrurt- "The French Model" (skit)
(Comedy)
21 Min..; Full Stage (Special
tarior).
t2 Mint.; On« (Special Drop)

In

.

Avenue.
A new skit for the Barry a with Dancing makes this act stand up;
Jimmy Barry <*s the rube carrying good fast dancing of different styles
everything la It. A drop of a email in singles, doubles and trios.
The skit foundation by Neville
town's main atreet la behind the
pair, with Carry opening the turn Fleeson and Al Von Tilzer suffices
9th

Fifth Ayf.

talking to the village barber, finally but does little else. It provides for
betting. him a cigar he (Barry) will .the opening introductory and the
win and marry the widow of the 'girl's changes. That may have been
all it was intended for since what
town.
When Mrs. Barry/ who la grow- little talk and song these three
and
more
more
look
to
like dancers must handle were badly
ing
j;inm.i Carus, appeara, Barry tells handled.
As Al Wohlman says in
her the inside gossip of the place, his .jingle act, unless his voice imbut getting to the marriage thing, proves he will have to join a quarahe turns him. He thinks over the tet. And Wohlman is a singer by
refusal for a few momenta after choice.
Tyrell and Mack are the two boys,
paying the barber his cigar, and
neat hoofers with one doing steps
exits, playing a mouth organ.
In between are the dialog and a calling for desperate chances of incouple of Eongs, without any of juries to his legs or feet, but he
Barry s former pantomiming. The does th#m with precision and exIn their double dances
taik is crisp and pointed, full of portness.
laugh*, but the stars of
e turn the boys look well and will do that
aee the rongs, a single by Barry better according to the music played
with a kidding lyric feat to an old for them. In handling Miss Ardlne
melcdy, and the other a double either is apt and both at one time
numbf r, full of punches with a real with her between them, do the prettiest swing around in seasons. This
snapper finish.
The turn is perfectly clean*. Mrs. swing is so good and good looking
Barry dor*sn't laugh as much as it should be reserved for the closahe did in the other turns (which ing number, as the opening is fast
gives the audience its chance at enough without it.
An Apache bit of brief- duration
laat) and tltCa new Barry act ia
In all there
is made rough enough.
right r:ady for anywhere.
The Bai-rya returned to Tt Willi are three ensemble dances with
vlllo after "Our Neil" fell off the each somewhat acrobatic. Miss Arroof.
gimc. dlne ia nicely gowned and works
well, also hard as do the two boys,
with the appearance of the proLINN and THOMPSON
duction and the principals entirely
Songs and Talk
agreeable.
15 Min.; On*
Full
and
Stag* • The set is a modisto's shop with
(Special)
the two boys Its proprietors and
Fifth Av.
Miss Ardine applying for a position
Tha prcaahj vehicle at Linn and as a model.
This turn played for a single week
Thorn pr on. man and woman, carr'es the names of Al Von Tilzcr at the end of last season with the
same
people. The 5th Avenue audiami Neville Fleeeon as authors.
The couple specialize in dancing ences evinced a strong liking for
with the authors having supplied the. act and it's about a certainty
Mae,
them with a light story and some for the big time.
special vocal material.
As 11 stands too much talk is VIOLIN BEAUTIES (6)
Indulged in. during the early por- Violin, Song and Dance
tion to get the turn underway with 16 M«ns.; One and Three (Special
speed. With the introduction of the
Hangings and Special Drop)
dancing it immediately displays 23d St.
signs of life as the couple are high
Some years ago there was a Five
kickers of the first
water, their
This
act around.
double work
of this style placing Violin Beauties
may be an off-shoot. There are
them with the best in that line.
still five instrumentalists with an
The story deals with the bringing to life of several styles
oP additional song and dance numbeY
The latter introduces in
dolls. Miss Linn impersonating the leader.
special drop disdolls in dances. Her first is a Har- "one" before a
a scrim
lequin dance followed by a "Sally" closing the quintet behind
dance
and vocal numA
drop.
toe
bit in which she does some backward toe stepping that displays ber by the specialist precedes the

'

'

•

During her five violinists' pop medley.
pronounced ability.
The hangings run to the orange
Thompson
offers
the*
changes
color scheme up to now.
vocal work which when not too and purple
chink number has a Chinese
A
long drawn out is productive. He
"three" with
can always be relied upon for re- street drop back-up in

.

turns while dancing whether alone
Miss Thompson.
Their
or with
final number starts as a waltz and
ends with some fast kicking which
places them In the running.
They carry an attractive special
set and have a vehicle which can
carry them along nicely in the InHart.
termediate houses.

THE WE8TONS

(2)

Variety Act
14 Mine.; Full Stage

the six women in abbreviated costuming, just smocks and full length
tights exposing legs above knees.
For obvious reasons that should be
covered up with Oriental pantaloons
or satin rompers. The same abcarried
is
costuming
breviated
through to conclusion and not to
best advantage.
The number leader ia a hard
worker, but could also Improve
sartorially and on vocal delivery.
The black ballet slippers for instance show hard usage. She wound
up with some difficult looking hock
and "split" steps that were accordingly recognized.
It Is a question if the "Beauties"
cognomen is entirely appropriate
although it's a nice enough Jo. 3
or 4 spot act for the three-a-day.

W«RK

«1

EDWARD BAMBERQ

OUT OF THE NIGHT

PROF.

Faroe Meller
15 Mine.; Three
23d St (Feb. 6)

-Syko*'
14 Mine.;

(1)

that!"

The

twist

should

not

baffle

many. The discerning will probably
deduce it will wind up aa being a
vaudeville
rehearsal
of a new
sketch or the plot of a story an

author is contriving.
It should do nicely No.
the intermediates.

3

around
Abel.

FELICE and LITO
Talk
15 Mine.;

One

is the undertaker demanding $60 fees for his advice and his
vis-a-vis retorting ia like wisa,
"you got it but you no got it."
Monday night try-ou* at the
Twenty-third Street
Fairly well

A

DUNN

and

DOROTHEA DAWN

Songs and Music
24 Mins.; Full Stage
Colonial

Bert Rome and Henry Dunn are
a vaudeville song act appearing in
a cabaret. The Original Memphis
Five are Jazz boys at an at her cabaret cloBe i.y the Coloi.lal.
Both
turns are continuing in their cabaret dates, which may also apply
to .'Jorotftea. Dawn, who has been
in

a Brooklyn restaurant.
combination was

The

probably

framed for appearance:* In the Ne\*
York houses, but it can go much
farther,

if
the princlpala care to
leave town. It is a cor/.iris entertaining unit. Home and Dunn look
well and know how to handle their
brand of songs, all duetted.
The
band is one of the "hottest" jaas
bunch. for Ave players hea i hereabouts.

Being

known,

band

both

singer, got a hand

.'.

and

the opening.

The Memphis Five swung

Into action with the first act flaale medley of the current "Music Box Re*

vue."

it

being "Pack

Up Your

Sins

and Go

to the Devil,*' and .n Infectious tune. Rome nd Dunn got
hand, not announced, but started with a Dixie
ber's
number with
The a high note finish
merely mentally requested.
that brou*
reprofessor works In tha audience turns.
The Five sup. lied a bluea
throughout the demonstration. The tune that brought Miss
Dawn
out
it
with
laughs
some
spelling carries
for \ warbling bit which sounded
in mlspelling such as m-a-c-h for well enough
but got nothing. The
match; w-a-c-h for watch which is leads had a ballad duet
and the girl
good showmanship, Bamberg ex- another bluas number
before tha
plaining that is the way Insects Memphis boys opened
up a rain.
Addition of four decimal
spell.
Someone called for "Slater Kate"
numerals is an important demon- and that was the band's
selection.
stration.
It toing over big.
The cornet 1st
"Syko/' in darting on the mir- had the only variation solo In the
rored alphabet chart, healtatea ef- going, with hia Instrument plugged
fectively before coming to the let- and then covered with a small
ter he wants, making for excel en
megaphone. Rome and Dunn reahowmanshlp. , It is unduly notice- turned for a ragged Idea of "Magable that Prof. Bamberg precedes gie."
They went Into "Chicago.'
all hia mental requests by touching Miss Dawn Joining.
dance bit
the rear of his white military Jacket Just before tha curta
kept time
and ahooting his cuffs repeatedly to the band's wide open playing of
which "cue-ing," if suoh it Is, be- the number.
came noticeable to other members
An -encore was insisted on and
If this was given by the band
of the audience adjacent.
alone. The
could b« covered up sufficiently the act's running time was 20 minutes
act is a corking novelty although it up to then, with four minutes
completely mystified the Chelsealtos added by the encore.
The new
Abel.
in the closing position.
combination ought to repeat Its hit
score, with a change or so, in all
the big houses.
Ibee.
BROOKS* and GRAYCE
'

'

A

23d St. (Feb. 5)
Straight "wop" dialectician opens
with a lengthy number, vocally
planting his undertaker character.
He is appropriately garbed in
apparel,
including
dull
sombre
black iop hat. Enter the 'corpse," Talk, Singing and Dancing
an emaciated looking countryman, 12 Mins.; One (Special)
who is being groomed by a con- State
spiring medico as the straight's
Man and woman. Man enters
next victim.
The talk revolves carrying* woman under arm, style of
about this premise with a fair share entrance creating impression
of laughs; gauged for pop Louse
woman is to do mechanical doll Imspeed.
personation. .Idea is dot carried out
The undertaker makes the comic further than opening, following
discard a bottle of cod liver oil
which pair enter Into conversational
described
tonic,
possessing patter, with woman having the
as
qualities of "cutting the liver," and
better of the exchanges. Talk runs
offers him Paris green instead. The
according to familiar pattern of
comedian Indulges and survives, double acts of type, with framewhich discourages the undertaker work permitting of interpolation of
entirely.
This cues for a Christian current topical stuff. It's rather
Science, bit with the straight in- light
on laughs now, but can be
sisting that the would-be corpse is
built up easily.
healthy' and that he should pracDouble conversational song, with
tise' Science for all his minor ailneat soft shoe double stepping for
ments.
He explains it aa "When finish. Special drape with center
you got it. you no got it."
The entrance and reproductions of man

wind-up

an4

ORIGINAL MEMPHIS FIVE,

Full

23d St.

Distinguished looking spellbinder
Out of the Night** start* off
like a rip-snorting meller with a enters to introduce Prof. Edward
villainous half-wit husband,
his Bamberg and "Syko." termed as
wife, her lover and a cop for atmos- "tha insect with the human brain."
phere, but saves itself by a somewhat The act is a variation of the mental
obvious variation on tin "Seven telepathy gag although purely meKeys to Baldpate" idea. It trans- chanical in this case. The professor
pires that all this hectic melo ac- enters, a slander little chap with a
and pedagogic
moustache
tion is part of a picture scene be- cute
glasses, studious and "nifty" in
ing- "shot," one stage hand entering from the right wing with a mannerism, who produces the ''inprop camera which he is cranking, sect" from a small eight-inch by
and another from the opposite end five-inch box. "Syko" looks like a
with a slate denoting the end of large size beetle.
that "take."
Prof. Bamberg's assistant explains
The plot is not unlike that the whyfore of the mirror, which
idea
of
the
central
which forms
la resting on an easel in view of
"It Is the Law," a current meller the audience. The mirror is chalked
on Broadway. The den nged vil- with the alphabet from A to Z and
lain plans his self-annihilation to numerals from one to nine with a
fasten it circumstantially on his little square containing a star to
wife using the telephone aa a relay which "Syko" returns after each
the demonstration. The latter consrsts
to "central" who overheara
pistol report and summons the po- of picking out any color on a spelice. In the Broadway production cial card called by anybody in the
the demented rejected lover slays audience;
distinguishing between
his double and makes his success- hearts, clubs, spades and diamonds
ful rival appear guilty. Here the as in playing cards; spelling out arhusband is supposed to really kill ticles he'd in the audience memfalling behind
a screen
himself,
to
which permits him to exit,
double aa the burglar character.
The latter shackles the blustering
copper to the table with his own
hand-cuffs and prepares to leave
the wife, her lover and cop to their
own devices in favor of a speedy
getaway when he steps out of his
character and ahouta to the offhows
"Well,
direction.
stage

ROME
with

..

received.
American Roof
Abel.
Mixed team in a mediocre small
time routine doomed to open small
"CYDALI8E"
time shows. They start in chink
Ballet
costumes with Oriental music for
Opera, Paris
atmosphere, and balance two lampParis, Jan. 17.
posts unimpressively while the -man
It ia rare in these days, a novelty,
Abel.
She
twangs a Chinese banjo.
at the National Academy of Music,
changes to a pantaloon effect that
generally designated as the Opera.
could be improved upon sartorially MARTIN and QREENWALD
The local press has hailed as a big
and he changes to street clothes. She Comedy Skit
success the new ballet in two acts
does some balancing on a huge 20 Min.; One and Two (8peeiaf) and three tableaux, ''Cydalise et le
globe trying to make it look as Fifth Av.
Chevre-pied,*' by Robert de Flers
difficult as possible and fooling Caw.
Owen Martin and Joe Greenwald and the late G. A. de Calllavet. The
He does ditto but wearing roller in the vehicle formerly played by music is by Gabriel Plerne, choreogskates.
Martin and the late Ed Lee Vrothe. raphy directed by Leo Staats,
A aeries of five swords are placed The
Irish comedy part as played scenery by Maurice Dethomas and
in a ladder contraption with conby Wrothe has been revised for Mouveau, while the orchestra is unsiderable much-ado for impresslveGreenwald who does a Hebrew der the direction of Catnille Chevllness. He announces she is the only
characterization. The turn is prac- lard.
woman who can mount a ladder of tically Identical with that done by
The producers have been well secswords, barefoot.
Wrothe and Martin with the excep- onded by Pericat, Avellne, Miles.
Abel.
Mild openers.
Craponne, Yvonne Franck
Zambelli,
when
portion
tion of the early
Greenwald appears as the land- and the corps of Opera dancers.
is trivial, as usual, hut
The
plot
in
house
THREE ARNIM8
lord of an apartment
as played by artistically conatructed. Fauns (or
Hand Balancing
place of a Janitor
and nymphs are
6 Mins.; Full Stage
Wrothe. The race track portion of Chevre-pleds)
Versailles
Fifth Ave.
the turn Is line for line as used gamboling in the Park of
when a troupe of players pass in
Male hand balancing trio with a by the former combination.
castle to
the
way
the
to
on
coaches
As its stands Greenwald is not
snappy six-minute routine in full
appear before Louis XIV. One of
stage.
The feats are displayed producing the comedy results his
and
baggage
the
the fauns hides in
upon a small pla form atop two predecessor did. The real laughs
with his In that marwer slips into the dresspedestals in the middle of 'he stage are developed by Martin
ing room of Cydallaa, a star dancer.
With the platform later rerroved flip race track chatter. Greenwald
lines and makes They fall in* love and are blissfully
for individual work on .he r. des- merely reads his
happy until the il-kle faun hears
laughs.
up
work
to
effort
tals.
Th* thiee men work together no
The act in itself is a surefire the call of his companions in the
almost entirely with the triple efarid, having by a spell, put
park,
along
«o
can
fect displaying ",<>nuino ability. The comedy vehicle and
of Martin's tho beautiful g*rl to sleep, he wafts
turn is comprised Of three clean nicely on the strength
kiss and slips through the
a
can
her
assistant
cut athletes who can get a vaude- work but his comedy
mortal love
not be looked upon for much un- window t'» freedom from
ville bill under way in proper style.
Kendrew.
and domestic cares.
Hqrl..
less new life is installed.
Hart.
.

•

<i

and woman

es on
classy hackGood lighting effects. Pair
le round.
work in easy quiet way and both

either

side

in life-size pi

i

makes

have ability.
Act classes as average number
for small

time

Bell.

bills.

Juggling

Full Stage

This
two man turn is lifted
above the track trodden by comedy
juggling
turns
because of the
laughable "nance" panto of «m»
He is supposed to be the butler,
called in to help fix the hanging
lamp. Without a word spoken the
house "got" him at once and he
delivered all the way. The straight
with a ladder
balance.
Juggled
plates aloft. That led to a plate
and platter bit with the comedian
that tickled. The latter pulled one
old bit, that of some one trying
to pull him through a door. H«
made up for it by mixing up with

and eating the apple.
while the
juggled clubs
and the
finale In "one" was also partly musical, both men using stringed instruments. The straight's playing
Is done while balanced atop a tall
the juggling

He strummed a mandolin
straight

ladder.

assignments for opening.

Song and Dance
23d

10 Mins.;
Celonial

The comedy looks sure fire and
the act will likely get more big time

GRACE TWINS
15 Mine.;

RIALTO and LAMONT
Comedy and

One

Jbrr.

CALEDONIAN FOUR

St.

Nice looking women, really appearing of relationship a.i claimed,
with beautiful auburn hair lending

Songs and Talk
16 Mine.;

One

Male quartet lo kilts, red Jackets
and black shakos offering a quintet
The Grace of melodies supplemented by Intercolor and personality.
Twins cognomen hints of ado- spersed stories and comedy by tha
lescent ages, although this pair
have passed their debutante period
by several yearn-.
The routine Is the sual pop song
cycle, all done% in double number
fashion.
A solo by each might
l

prove

Interesting

for

contrast.

Dancing tops off the vocal offerings.
Average pop house sister team
frame-up.

Abel.

LEONORE KERN*
Musical
14 Mine.;

One

(Special Drop)

Leonoro Kern

la

basa singer who looked as If he
would sing "Mandalay" and does.
It sums up as a presentable vocal
turn for the smaller houses with the
men harmonizing to a fair enough
degree and the comedy amusing to
the major portion of the audience.
The act follows the general routine
mapped out for quartets without
permitting the melodies to become
too heavy for general consumption.
Bklg.
The boys pleased.

—

PRUNDELL FOUR

a good-looking Club Juggling

Full
brunet. in three charming dresses. 13 Mins
Her latest "single" consists of spe- 23d St.
Two couples in a straight club
A
cial songs and violin playing.
They open with
juggling routine.
.rirl pianist is the accompanist.
A special drop of black oiled silk illuminated clubs >n dar?: stage
resembling patent leather made a rather striking effect. The Juggling
The opening throuKhout Is expert and perfect
novel background.
sonR sremed the weakest of h»r done in various formations, crossstraight
backwards
and
repertoire. The act builds up to the wise,
Of the worn n the one in
sure-fire violin and vocal finish. across.
.iue is more assured and wisely
Thla, coupled with her excellent
appearance and a big league ward- designated the fulcrum o the Jugrobe complete a turn that ought 'o gling variations.
Opened the regular 23d street
pass early on a big time bill. It has
Abel.
bill and pleased.
Con.
CBsas tha' helps.

—

•

,

1

•
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The Strickland Band of Ave pieces, fire ballad deliverer and, for her
perhaps picked to group
led by Charles Strickland, is giving proportions, a marvelous dancer, it
around the vaudeville debut
The bill Monday night was the small time "a good orchestra c$t will be a pity if she grows any
One of the Shuberts' own units. of Miss Arthur in the fragment from
"Hamlet" (New Acts). It ran to changed about generously over the On this bill it looked more than Lo- stouter, however. And she should
It opened In September and waa
good music and class and rather programed positions and from the pez' does at the Palace. Anything wear anything but a brown dress
subsequently taken off the circuit, light on vigorous comedy of the matinee running. Lou Miller and good would .have been elegant, how- and anything but gold shoes, in
but was dug out of the storehouse characteristic vaudeville kind and* Alice Bradford stepped out after the ever. And Strickland's is small time black she would make * mubh mors
There were only three matinee, but that did not concern good. The leader has gone bad: for advantageous appearance.
She Is
recently to replace one of the units dancing.
comedy turns out of a roll call of the other switching, which proved to a lot of the stuff to when he played very pretty and spirited, but if she
that closed.
nine
numbers,
but they were the be good showmanship. The night for Healy's cabaret, when bacon a .d doesn't look out critics will soon The attraction could be described essence of genuine
fun, minus rough performance went over excellently eggs were considered high at 91 and begin calling her that deadliest of I
as a small-time vaudeville bill closed gagging and knockabout and rich in and was properly supported by a booze was the cheapest thing in tha compliments
"wholesome."
Her I
by a girl act. That's about what it honest humor, it was an excellent close to capacity house. The out- shop; when Healy's had the t'l- partner is a hot stepper, too, and
The production is bill to introduce the non-vaUdeville- standing factors were songs and night thing to itself; before the $2 their comedy gets across. No reaamounts to.
goers to Miss Arthur in the two-a- comedy, with the warbling on top, couvert and the gouge of the lower son why they shouldn't be welcome
second hand, also the costumes, and day.
and likable entertainment was at- Broadway nick 'em places. Strick- In any company as they stand.
the producers have cheated wherland can travel aeywhere on small
Dave Harris and his band closed.
The Four Readings start their tained.
ever possible. The cast contains two
Charles Withers, just back from time, if a restaurant does t take Harris is a musician of versatility'
big-time teams in Moran and Wiser gymnastic routine with one of those
is him away.
"but his methods are reminiscent of
standing
his
where
leaps
England,
to
hand-to-hand
stand,
and
and the Klein Brothers. The rest are
The band closed the first part and other men who have worked and
small-time vaudeville turns that next do an exchange of two top- among the leaders of music hall arhave played around New York. The mounters from one understander to tists, headlined. The Colonial had Violet Carlson opened after inter- who still work with bands. That
perennially
the
chance
at
another,
thus
beginning
the
first
their
turn
mission. Miss Carlso* gets away may be a miraculous coincidence
cast includes. 12 chorus girls, the
principals remaining about the same with feats that many of the similar funny "For Plty's'Sake," and it was with it toward the finish, when do- which would be his misfortune. But
it. It seems every
formations
grab
feature
toward
mistake
to
the
finish.
no
ing
a vocal imitation of Galli Curcl this observer could not help seeing
production.
as in the original unit
That circumstance marks the class time the Withers act is away from
slap on the rear fun Henry Santrey, Ted Lewis, and even
This unit Is reported as hooked up of this four-man specialty. Their New York its return Is accompanied and taking a
Harris now uses
behind
the drop. That may prove Vincent Lopes.
for about $3,500 week, or about the finish is a fine bit of sensationalism, by new stunts in rural travesty
moving lights on his scenery, sugis needel besomething
how badly
same as a first-class burlesque and is a novelty. They have a board business. This time is no exception. sides
-Carlson. After the wal- gestlng In part the last allusion.
Miss
difference
Cen.
The
is
at
the
show.
incline like those the kids slide down Though the setting and all the props lop, such as was suffered only by Harris sings well enough, but his
tral box office, where the saps pay into the bathing-pools.
One of the look the same, there are new stunts. men in the past, -Miss Carlson did songs are all on the same key. in is
$2.20 but the wise ones get the same top-mounters shoots down from
a Most call for additional dexterity on
Martin and Court- his band encore he does two blues
seats from the cut rates or through handstand, rises on an upward take- the part of the comedian. There is a better. And then
ney, with the man mainly depending numbers. Variety would help. For
2-for-l's at less than half that sum. off and goes into a catch in hand-tonew finale scene, "the railroad tres- upon a laughing song; but the audiences that have not seen the
Monday night the lower floor held hand. That's what got them the tle."
There the villain ties Clemen- woman is laughing nearly all t the bigger and finer bands and who 2
less than 200 people, mostly two-for- demonstittion at the opening of the
tine to the tracks as the express time, so that dented the effect. But aren't/ too familiar with the other
•ne, cut-rate tickets and paper.
show.
whistles on the curve. The company laughing songs are best put over by singing, piping, playing directors,
The revue section is preceded by
aids Withers in making his whistling heavy comedians who can laugh and Harris, affords a strong headllner.
an olio of four small-time acts and in Joe Roberts, banjoist, fitted nicely speech funnier by working some of make the audience laugh with them. He Is a performer of talent and
the No. 2 spot for a change
The Manhattan
two big-timers.
showmanship himself. But to one.
the props without being seen. Drop- The man laughed by himself.
Trio and Wilson Sisters open. The of pace, a bit of a let -down that did ping tins and pistol shots brought
who sees them all the impression
harm in the running and made it
Chic and Tiny Harvey had some- that the work
trio are three men with good quality no
is not entirely original
soft ad libbing from Withers and
had
good
going
they
for
Chaa.
B.
song;
Maddox's
than
a
better
thing
roices that blend nicely. The girls
will bob up.
front.
The
turn
laughter
from
the
are on at the finish of the specialty new production, successor to the was listed seventh, but was moved a woman dancer of around €0_who
Mankin, a contortionist so good
"Hickville"
her.
piece,
with
-lose
Harry
never
B.
they
danced.
May
for a duo dance, the men accomup to close intermission and landed She made their act and carried it that his work ceases to seem amazThe turn was Watson again featured in his well- for all it was worth there.
panying vocally.
known rube character. The new
along after they had opened without ing and becomes freakish, opened.
mildly received.
sketch has 11 people, and is meaty
An important feature of the show starting anything.
The elderly The man, doing the frog style of ex- v:
Jack Horton and Mile. La Triska. with fast comedy bits, novelties and was made up of cabaret entertain- woman
plotting his double joints, can twist
Is suddenly introduced, not
a clown and mechanical doll, were* specialty material. Its starts quietly ers and is to be counted on as a being billed
thereafter she Is his limbs into any position he wants, *\
and
light No. 2. The "doll" portion was, in "one" with a snatch of talk with draw. The act is Rome and Dunn,
Is a human rubber band. He was'
He
act. The turn was No. 4. No. 8,
well handled by the girl, but has Dan McNeil and Olga Woods, who from the Little Club, and the Mem- the
two men, Mallon closely watched and well liked.
been .done to death in vaudeville. promptly go into a novelty "school phis Five, from the nearby Healy's; next to closing, had cross fire and Bennington and Scott, the monopede
with
Buddy Doyle, last seen around on days" number, with a series of writ- with Dorothea Dawn also in the turn and McCabe, Instead of slapping .dancer and girl partner, a Loew
the small-time, was third in a black- ing slates as a background. As they (New Acts). The songs and band rough comedy.
steady, got its usual results. Their
the face,
face singing and talking specialty. sing, crude kid drawings appear on combination was listed to close in- the comedian in
him down, to talk wasn't loud enough for the caDoyle can sing a ballad with the the slates. This furnishes a prelude termission, but more than made good straight man knocked They did, and pacious State. Otherwise the team 1
gags.
the
emphasize
best, but his attempts at comedy to a good village square
came up to its past average. Lait. i<fl
setting, with later, down on No. 7.
the roof audience thought it :jnny.
registered but quietly. Marie Stod- a country band and various
atmosHarry Holmes and Florrie La
Other acts were Gangler's Dogs,
dard next In her travesty of opera phere, leading to the introduction of
&> Hubert, No. 2;
Jessie
fourth
to
Vere
were
moved
from
opening;
singer, ingenue, burlesque queen, Watson's quarrelsome old
man and next to closing, exchanging places the Falcons (two), No. 3, and the
etc., a familiar specialty, also a vethis ancient enemy, played by .Reg. with Aileen Stanley. The two-act's Dare Bros., closing.
The last show at the Broadway
Shnc.
eran turn of the three -a -day.
B. Melville.
The
give and take of skit is not changed in substance, but
held the usual seven acts Tuesday
The Klein Brothers followed In conversational thrust and comeback
night, with the snow storm probit is kept up to date by the introtheir cross-fire nut routine. Al Klein fairly crackles with laughs
to the
ably accounting for the almost cahas picked the cream of the current end, with a light story punctuated duction of lines here and there. The
Tuesday night a blizzard raging pacity business, "he Broadway is
crop of gags, the brothers getting with song and dance specialties by "chicken booze" gag may be theirs,
stirrlm?
a drop-in house of the type the
zephyr
a
hardly
and
quickly
depreciate,
value
will
outside
but
its
was
over with sure-fire material that
the three girls and Watson himself,
for it is being used by others and in within. The State is one of the most storm would-.benefit. It lines up a
liked. Al Klein is the whole works and ending, of course,
in the bass New York houses. Here, however, it comfortable of all theatres to sit in. mysterious
clientele
weekly, reIn the revue section which follows, drum smash.
sounded fresh and/ got a real laugh. So restful Is it that one-third of cruited from sightseers, hotel guests,
registering repeatedly in comedy
Charles Dufranne, French tenor The couple had no trouble in hold- the audience is asleep and the other residents and catches some of the
situations with his "nance nut"
The show overflow from the Times square
characterization and ad lib talk. *!n (Ncw^Acts), was another riot, even ing the house to the finale in "one." two-thirds are numb.
he did
severely
a
polite The routine is a mixture of fun a>.d Isn't half bad, but the laughs are houses further north.
The show
their vaudeville specialty, which if
meagre "pulls" some and the feature picdoesn't contain an unreleased gag. concert number. It was nice placing class. Incidentally, there are few few and brief, the applause
ture the rest.
the Kleins pressed an "encore" and again, a laughless interval to pre- male impersonators who can par and scattered.
Harris
Is
pare
the way for Douglas Leavitt with Miss La Vere.
Dave
It is all over.
This week's bill proved an exceldid an unfunny and unprepared burMiss Stanley went over for a hit. bowing and bowing and trying to lent blend of variety turns closed
lesque mind-reading bit, with Doyle and Ruth Mary Lock wood. Leavltt
as an unseen confederate planted is a natural fat man clown come- The ease and clarity of her lyrical look modest yet wiggle off the hook by the Ernie Golden Orchestra (New
under a table, tipping Harry Klein dian, and in his proper person and expression are the secret of her suc- at the same time. The sleepers go Acts). The orchestra can and probas to what objects the comic was appropriate environment he makes cess in recording disk records, and on sleeping, the comatose remain ably will remain at the house Inholding up out front. The bit has first-rate entertainment. The pres- they count a lot in her vaudeville limp, the curtain falls In silence, the definitely, for it stopped the show
been done in burlesque for ages, and ent routine carries a lot of punning, contribution. How well that was picture sheet comes down and Ofi cold at a late hour. The musicians
but it is sprightly and lively, and proven could hardly be better dis- It are the words, "One Exciting have a couple
much better.
of original ideas in
Moran and Wiser, with their hat- Leavitt carries it off with a spirit played than the use of a last sea- Night"!
orchestrations
On the bill were two acts from the foj: vaudeville. that Will make them
juggling and comedy, closed the that reminds one somewhat of the son's comedy lyric for encore. Miss
should
late
Pete
Dalley,
one
that
of
who
made
half
and
the
fat
time
vaudeville portion, getting consistent
Stanley made them like it. and quite big
Comedy predominated. Newell and
be. That half is Cora Green.
laughs through Moran's eccentric man funny and welcome to another properly.
Miss Green supports Hamtree Most dividing the honors with
dress and character.
In the revue generation. Miss Arthur's "Hamlet"
Another hit came with opening inGeorge
Le Malre, who mauled Joe
scene
stock
closed the Intermission.
section Moran did fairly well as a
termission an/i Jim McWilliams. He Harrington, late of the Park
Phillips about for big returns in
Vincent Lopez, starting his third may falter early in the going, but burlesque. Harrington does an uncharacter comedian in the role of
"The
Doctor
Shop."
Newell and
creditable
entirely
not
and
credlted
Deacon Titmouse, around whom the week running at the Palace, had to he never changes pace, and that
Most are a man and woman who
make a speech Monday night. His wins out. Also, the position of his imitation of Bert Williams. That will
wisps of the plot are wafted.
eventually wander musicalout.
him
let
should
and
off
him
gets
dozen
of
musicians
get
miraculous
two
fullbetween
Doyle in "one,"
material -counts.
comedyward.
They have everystage scenes, put over a meritorious effects. They can work rings of beOne of the few echoes of the war Miss Green enters. There Is some- thing—personality,
appearance, desinging specialty here, and wisely witching musical embroidery around In vaudeville Is the turn of the "Yip thing about her walk, her smile, her
livery, light comedy, singing ability
instantly.
clicks
personality
that
the
simplest
of
melodies.
And the Yip Yaphankers," and it is so good
Al Klein had a
laid off the talk.
corking song-and-danee specialty means are simple enough at times, an act that it should range through Miss Green, Hike Harrington, is of and both can dance. The man is a
with Jeanne Steele, and the cute and at times elusive and baffling. big time for seasons to come. Four African extraction. That is the only- corking light comedian and the girl
bobbed -haired, bare-legged Hermosa One curious detail that is stunning of them, at least, are real ex-sejrvlce point of similarity. She has that a delightful foil. They were fourth.
The McBanns, a fast pair of male
Jose led a "hot" number, backed by is the odd tom-tom-like beat of the men.
John Rothang and Frank spark. She begins to sing in a voice
the chorus and a Jazz dance in a ba*s horn that gives to the arrange- Mel no lead the supporting octet that resembles only one ever heard jugglers and boomerang hat maThe act got
black short-skirted costume that ment a fascinating touch of the through Its clever medley routine on Broadway not the greatest by nipulators, opened.
several laughs with a special drop
The barbaric. A comedy interpolation on third, and It supplied the rignt far, but one" of the richest Bee showing
accentuated her comeliness.
a
barn
with
domestic
aniPalmer's.
Kleins got laughs in a comedy scene of the "Florodora" sextet, with three speed for the show there. Melino
One or two of the somnolent sit mals painted on the canvas with
built around the old "sleep-walking" of the boys in skirts, is out of order. ran off with the laughing honors as
immediately practical tails, etc. The comic" regHarrington
But
up.
bit from burlesque. Al's antics on a It is crude clowning and has no usual.
Substituting Monday night
shuffles in, cross-fires into the song, isters mildly with a loose suited
place in this smart frameup.
comedy bed made it look different.
for Miller and Bradford in the No. 2
up and shortly has the nance character, but the strength it
The other revue principals were
Next was no soft spot for a single spot were the Stennards. boy and breaks itMiss
Green doing straight the fast club passing and excellent
Irma Bert rand, prima donna; Allan singing woman, but Yvette Huge), girl xylophonlsts, and they served electric
Glen, a musical comedy leading man,. who plays the Palace about as often welKenough. The girl is a slim to his old-fashioned typical black- hat manipulating.
Lane and Harper were second.
and the Wilson Sisters, rounding out as Jim Morton used to play Ham- blonde, making a good appearance. face sidewalk chatter. That goes
foresome 10 minutes, after which The act holds a pip of an Idea in
an ordinary cast.
merstcin's, is proof against any po- She handles padded hammers. The on
The book of the revue resembles sition at the 47th street corner. Her boy Is proficient with his instru- he lets her finish the chorus and "vaudeville baseball." A miniature
they both exit and take no encored diamond mounted on an easel is the
the original in title only, the pro- opening number is a pippin.
It ment.
The song Isn't half good enough for basis of the game, which consists
ducers using the title for whatever might be called "The New Songs Are
Rialto and Lamont* (New Acts)
value it may have from its musical Old and the Old Songs Are New," opened the show. Babette lost some the girl, and the Interruptions ruin of a gag "battery," the laughs scorit.
The act gets by as Just fair. Miss ing according to volume, with
comedy origin. It could be called and consists of weaving in a snatch patrons, there being a wait between
anything else and be Just as Appro- of a beloved old melody and then the closing of the Holmes and La Green, with a chance to do two apt errors, etc., In reverse ratio. The
alone might be a sensa- man takes a kiss which
numbers
priate.
is rated a
matching it with a current popular Vere act because of the time reHarrington should stay off steal and moves his player up a
There isn't a name in the com- number that seems to be an echo. quired to set her rigging. The tion.
pany, and the value of the title as a Thus "Mighty Lak a Rose" turned Frenchy wire and ring artist, how- while she sings. The whole talking bag. It's the strongest moment of
encore.
as
first
done
a
can
be
bit
draw is nil if Monday night was a out to be a sister song to "Stum- ever, held the majority of the house
the turn.
The girl Is a "looker"
Then she should sing again. Then with a figure that attracts
The Palace, across the bling." So through a series. The with her pretty work.
criterion.
in a
Ibcc.
It will be
It would be a Palace act.
street, sold out, and the Columbia beauty of the idea is that it works
close fitting dress at the finish. A
the
Harrington
rouyet.
Not
even
held a good crowd, so it couldn't be two ways. It gets the appeal of an
bit of dancing by her also helped.
tine can keep that girl from It.
blamed on the weather.
They liked the act muchly.
old-time song and the kick of a
Cora Green has been submerged,
The Central's marquee signs split modern
"Swanee"
topical.
is
A typical American roof show the for several years and is not a new Maurice Diamond and Co., next,
up the names of the principals, giv- switched to the second, a light first half. The saving
grace was performer. She got a disadvanta- kept the bill in high. The "Sally,
ing the Klein Brothers the Broadway number for the third and a new one Strickland's
Band. It was about the geous deal in "Put and Take." She Irene and Mary" opening, with Dia*"
display and the other the side signs for the encore.
J
nearest
approach
to
vaudeville
in is onqe more delayed in transit here. mond doing an 'Errol" and taking
on the north and south None of the
Moran and Mack, the two black the show, oth.T than the acrobats, But slVwas Florence Mills, her old falls, started the act swiftly. The
angles would attract a vaudeville crows, are
tempo
A
team
that
can
ffever
unique.
and
far
above
abated
so
everything
up to the fast
else
in
the
Panama
in
Trio,
team-mate
patron, for the '^arae" of this show stand rooted
to the spot and talk in cJaes that the band stood all alone.
smothered until she got a chance finish. Diamond's "hoch" specialty
played across the street (Keith's) in darky dialect without a gesture or a
was
sold in his usual flawless manthe
Some
of
material
in
other
of
became
star
in
white
man's
and
a
a
a No. 4 spot the last time around.
shade of emphasis for eight minutes the acts sounded as though it had theatre and is tonight the star of ner. He encored with a "toe" step
It's a small-time attraction at $2.20
and keep an audience in an uproar been purchased at Woolworth's.
one of the smartest cafes on Broad- that looked difficult and dangerous.
Con.
for the uninitiated.
is notable.
For quiet humor this
Besides, there was that Wc'.ly way.
Miss Green is a far better Helen McMahon's "scarecrow" went
pair approaches the genius of Bert Reid "Thirty Days picture, the one natural" performer then Miss Mills, as strongly as ever.
Williams as nearly »s anybody that indicated long before the denth who alio was at one time HarringLe Maire biffed Phillips to a fareworking in bhxekfaee. The talk is of the late film star how badly he ton's vaudeville partner and didn't thee-welT, the. -turn pleasing the
in matter and in man- was off. Still, the Famous Play tre get much attention then.
She Is Broadwayitei and going strongly ail
The Palace crowd is the Jollies: richly funny
Phillips takes plenty 6f
audience this side of that mythical ner of delivery, and its very artless* sent It out, and now, after Reid'* prettier, too. She hasn't the spec- through.
point. The death, it is being played. Were it tacular "lines of Miss Mills, but she punishment in the act. but X^c Maire
place where, the story says, they nest gives it irresistible
And her doesn't seem to reduce any despite
begin to laugh at the box office. boxing pantomime is just as funny. billed as the living reminder there has a dash and sparkle.
did only 11 minutes, but it was might be an excuse, but if Famous voice Is a w( nderful thing. .All she his strenuous role of the hybrid
Monday night the bulk of the assem- They
Players had any regard for the mil- needs is the right audience and the dentist-osteopath. They licked their
blage was present before eight, and 11 minutes of serene joy.
John Giuran and "La Petite" Mar- lions of film fans who once made right situation — and a spotlight for chops here over the rough stuff.
they began the evening by giving the
This doesn't mpan that she A new Rirl in the turn had two
opening turn, the Four Readings, an guerite, dancing production, with Reid the greatest male card on the one.
And they went right on Lilly Griffith at the pla^no, closed the screen, it would have, shelved tr.'.S should split with Harrington. But lines and nearly muffed them.
ovation.
getting more and more enthusiastic show in the very difficult closing distorted remembrance of him. It's it means he shou'd let her do her watching J.e Maire give Phillips an
They erred in a sad spectacle, made doubly so own specialty. She lets him do his- - "adjustment."
as the evening progressed. It indi- spot for this bill.
and it isn't even his own.
Eddie Nelson held ;he next to shitt
cated numberless infrequent pa- opening with the posturing. It made now.
Columbia and Victor "worked and spot and sang his way to safety.
The roof was about three-quarters
Their livelier toe
probably drawn by Julia a slow start.
trons,
about
they
had
Monday
night.
fared
as
Downthe
upper
filled
fhe
cold
perhaps
would
on
Kelson
hali o£ the Bobbc and
followed,
Is
that
dance,
Arthur.
stairs the orchestra wasn't as much. circuits. The woman is still a sure- Xt!s?n turn,
Hush,
lie is under cork
unusual bill for the have started them better.
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the new "single." Opening with a with the kids all of the while, the
pop song, Nelson monologs follow- comedy antics of Jane being equally
ing. The talk gets very little. The effective with her strong dramatic
responsibility is equally divided ts- work la the final moments. The
tweea the author and Nelson's "de- turn proved a tip top' topper for a
Closing with a semi-ballad top notch bill.
livery.**
Willie Solar followed the young* la Jolson, Neleon was forced to
encore. Lovers of volume will o. k. sters in the next to closing position.
Nelson on his pipes, but the act will Willie gained several laughs on the
not be big time until the comedy strength of his comedy makeup,
end Is built up. The cork gives which is somewhat newer than are
a negative personality, some of his numbers. His efforts
Neleon
were somewhat curtailed, with the
which his voice overcomes.
The Golden orchestra closed be- familiar dance and headspin at the
,.

—

fore the feature picture.

Con.

-

JEFFERSON

•

Penetrating cold weather pretty
well cleared 14th street of pedestrians Monday night and the zero
atmosphere didn't do the amusement places any good either.
The Jefferson plays a continuous
style of show that of necessity must
be interrupted frequently by patrons arriving and leaving. The entrance and exit condition tends to
make any continuous show run in
a Jump sort of fnsh.on at best, but
just to make it harder Monday night
there were stage waits after several acts.

-

The audience inside was probably
affected by the thermometer, for
they were about as cold a bunch as
ever sat through a vaudeville show
and dared the ac'ors to make 'em
laugh and applaud.
Van Hoven succeeded in waking
tip the blase east siders, and what's
more he did it right from the drop
of the hat. Many a nut comic has
made an audience laugh at him.
With Van it's different, and It's an
Important distinction for instead of
laughing at him they're laughing
With him. The firing of a fusillade
of revolver shots by Van Hoven and
commented on by him as a means
of keeping the house awake struck
the Jeff regulars as very ""funny.
Those 14th streeters have a sense
of humor.
Van entertained them
throughout and sneaked In three or
four bends, but the Jeff wasn't inclined to make any one break their
backs Monday' evening.
Sharkey. Roth and Hewitt, with
a rathskeller turn, two singing and
a pianologist was another act that
caught the house's attention and
held It. The trio handle pop songs
In an individual way and each of the
three possess talent.
No drapes,
scenery or bank, just three guys
with voices who deliver. The act
ahould play around New York far
more than it does.
Victor Moore and Emma Elttlefleld with
their classic "Change
Your Act" had the assistance of
Van Hoven for a few moments at
the opening. The sure fires of the
old turn remain as certain as they
ever did. The c.omedy recitation -at
the finish made 'em yell, but the
Closing seemed a bit abrupt.
Mme. Ella Bradna with her
prancing steeds, bare back riding,
dogs and doves, suggested the imminence of spring and the circus
at the Garden. Two men in clown
costume are assistants. The act
neat flash for the closing
of the eight act bill.

made a
number

Gordon and Healy in the middle
of the show did well with their
talking and singing skit. The pair
have a natural way of exchanging
gags that makes the patter sound
like real conversation.

The Three

and Lucille Sheldon
Morine, dancers (new

I«ouden8, Alice

and

Lew

FRENCH SMALL TIME

unish eliminated.
Solar provided
several good laughs.
Linn and
Thompson (New Acts) closed the
show with the audience seated and
Hart.
entertained.

FAMOUS LEADS STOCKS

A

Paris, Feb.

Mme.

7.

lette's

is

Paris, l«eb.

A

at the Theatre

met with a

Emma

1

.".

and May. Mosl of the buying for
f<»r atmosphere in the
of looks, Their fast acrobatic tii. long pull has been done between
dance let them <>n' to returns.
is and If and a considerable quanJane an! Kat her trie Lee appeared tity of the hig floating supply has
No. 6 with their picture vehicle been taken otlt of the market. Tinwhich has served them in good stead
ought to be a fav oiable u< umsUnca
for some time. The audience was

used mainly

way

*

1
It

a dressmaker whom
he had abandoned 16 years before
while a soldier stationed at LunePierre falls to recognise any
and the woman explains that she, Anna, has returned
to help him out of his financial

ville.

resemblance

When further informing him their child has since died,
he becomes affectionate and finally
retains her. But the next morning
Anna suddenly leaves, but Irene
return*** reproaching Pierre for his

difficulties.

infidelity

and demanding

details.

Dilrlng an absence of Irene, Anna
again appears, expressing her love,
but when gone, Irene returns to

tempt

Pierre.

She compels him

to

write Anna a farewell letter, which
she dictates. It is a duplicate of
the epistle Pierre wrote Anna before abandoning her years previously,

He

attempts to

kill Irene.

Dur-

ing the struggle her wig and makeup fall, revealing Anna, Txiey embrace with the woman explaining

-

5TH AVE.

-presented Feb.

du Vaudeville.

fair reception.

finding Anna,

—

to

.

Pierre's room.
During his temporary absence she doffs her wig and
makeup to reveal herself as a very
plain and ordinary looking woman.
Pierre returns and is astounded at

.

Orpheum Buying

,~~

the script is more suitable for a
picture scenario.
The story tells of Pierre, a rich
young banker, meeting Irene, who is
a Russian -American picture star,
with the former becoming infatuated.
Despite he is to marry a rich
widow in the morning, Irene persuades Pierre to elope to Luneville,
where they reside separately. She
torments him, without yielding herself, until the lover becomes ruined
through neglecting his business.
Irene finally promises to visit

.

situation in Orpheum seems
to be better than the price appreciation indicates. Times square speculators who tried to get aboard

In four

The situations involved are too
exaggerated for modern comedy and

i

The

was

Luneville"),

music hall here) life of what
you would term French small timers. will produce a show on the lines of
Leopold Marchand made the four- topical revue. This will run simulwere pleased rather than disapith the cabaret, which
The apparent sluggish- act adaptation. It opened Saturday taneously
pointed.
will occupy a room that has not
ness of Loew Indicated the tactics and. was liked at the premiere.
been used for over 20 years. It Is
The story Is of an exasperated said to have a capacity of 1,400.
of a strong- clique in control inwife.
Renee, who abandons her
stead of weakm
In the issue itself.
It merely meant that the pool brutal tfiusband. taking up a music
In the Divorce Court Jan. 22 the
Shortly after Renee King's Proctor succeeded In pre*hall
career.
was not ready to move the stock;
that it was still intent oa adding to meets a wealthy suitor, Maxlme. venting the divorce petition of Lady
She exacts from Maxime that he Maxwell-Willshlre against her husits holdings and did not propose to
band. Sir Gerald Maxwell-Willshlre.
invite a following of outsiders un- nccompany her upon the modest theabsolute.
It was proved
atrical tour and share an actor's ex- becoming
til Its accumulation was completed
the lady had herself committed mishis
becomes
Later
she
istence.
or until It was satisfied with the
conduct at various places with a
surrounding situation and prepared mistress.
man called Higgs. Prior to her marCora Laparcerie Is Renee and riage she was a well-known actress
for a sound market movement.
Harry Bauer Smitten Maxime. They playing under the name of Birtles.
Trend Established
do extremely well, as do Jacques She played in America in "Afgar."
This week's improvement Is not Baumer and Madeline Guilty in sec"The Private Secretary," at the
so important for its actual en- ondary roles.
Playhouse; 'The Blue Bird," at the
hancement of prices, as for the
of York's, and "Peter Pan." at
Duke
puts
complexion It
on market sentithe St. James, all finish Jan. 27.
ment. For two months the list had
VAUDEVILLE IN PARIS
been backing and filling within a
Hetty King has brought a libel
Paris, Feb. 7.
narrow trading area without showsuit against the Glasgow "Weekly
The current local variety pro- Record," claiming damages to the
ing anything definite cither way.
extent of £30,000. She repudiates
Speculative views downtown have grams are:
ISeals; an alleged interview with her which
Winston's
Alhambra.
been divided as to whether the long
purported
to give her impressions of
troupe;
Spanish
Duval's
Paulette
distance trend war going to be
her last visit to America. Miss King
higher or lower.
Everybody was Willie Rolls}' Fernando Willnha and denies having been interviewed, and
girls;
Two
Ismay
Felovls;
partner:
waiting for an aggressive move
the defendant pleads the article was
The fact that prices Spyras; Paul Stephens; Nina Ger- published in good faith, having been
either way.
broke their trading limits upward ard; Coleman's dogs; Cycling Dor- obtained from a press agency in
Morue London, which in turn claims to
Lucette Ninon;
seemed conclusive proof to the ma- mondes;
secured It from an American
jority that* the weather vane is set (clay modeller); Green and Wood; have
press agent.
Heli.
M.rc
for much higher levels, and that the
Olympla.— Kock and son; Morelly;
season
which
normally
spring
Phillip Yale Drew ("Young Bufbrings a general advance in a bull- Miss Gilbert's Pigeons; Hugonis falo") will return to the Lyceum to
ish period will disclose material «oeurs; Joe and Willy; Mary Chris- produce a new play in the spring.
Allegrls,
Aragone
Tre-JCi;
T
betterments. This week's develop- tian;
Despite its success in London.
ments were not a sudden change of Marie Ley (comic dancers); Four
Turl "The Broken Wing," is doing none
Animals;
Knle's
sentiment. Rather they represent- O'Dellys;
too well In the provinces.
Nors-Bert-Tys;
Damhoffer
Troupe;
ed the disclosure of the. set plans of
big financial interests which .have Strathmore.
Florence Turner, the old VitaCirque d e Paris— The Leapers; graph picture "star," is to go on the
been operating quietly up to now.
The banks have taken up an Florls Trio; Jean Houcke; Yievarls, legitimate stage.
enormous amount of new securities ladder act; O'Connor and Angelo;
Rixfords (aerial);
Robert Courtneidge has secured
In the last six months, and it Vasco's Troupe;
"Polly" and
presently will be desirable for them Miss Woodford, rifle; Victor and the touring rights of
will send out two companies imRegina Fratellini; Hedjaz* Arabs.
to

new comedy-drama

by Alfred Savoir, "La Couturlere de
("The Dressmaker of
Lunevllle"

•

doing nicely at the Renaissance. It
proves Interesting through chiefly
dealing with the Intimate vaudeville

Dual Rote

in

Abandoned Mistress Recovers Former Lover

2)

A bull
distribute this mass.
market, of course, is essential for
this purpose and thus the stage is
These last few days indioate
set.
that not only is the bull campaign
in preparation, but is well under
way. The immediate upturn may
suffer a setback at this time, but
the future appears to be pretty
well assured for the longs. For the
first time there were signs that the
public is in the market.

TO CONVINCE

Mme. Simon

Sir Alfred Butt is about to open a
cabaret at the Empire, which at the
moment Is playing pictures, following the failure of "Arlequln." An
attempt will also be made to bring
the theatre back to Its old fame as a
rendezvous for all kinds and conditions of men.
During March Butt

Col-

novel, "The Vagabond,"

FAILS

2)

The recent revival of Plnero plays
has proved so successful Leon M.
Lion Is contemplating others. Including "The Gay Lord Quex."

Novel

play from

NEW FRENCH COMEDY

Eternity."

(called

(Continued from page

it exceedingly hard
buy stock on quotations. One
player called on his broker for quotations and got 19 bid', 19V4 asked.
He placed an order for 200 at the
full evening's entertainment was asked price, but it couldn't be done.
Supplied at the Fifth Ave. the first It appeared from floor reports that
half, with the Lee Kids topping a
offers were being made and withbill of standard acts. Monday evening the standees were three deep drawn in one breath, while the bidders were not over anxious to folion the lower floor, with all seats oclow the asked price up. The trader
cupied by 8 o'clock.
The Three Arnims (New ^Acts) quoted raised his bid a fraction to
epened the show, making way for llM/it but even then could get only
Stephens, Ne. 2. Miss Ste- 100. All this put a pretty cheerful
phens, with a straight vocal routine, aspect on Orpheum, as indicating
warbled away to a fair degree of
influence was on
aucoess. Her "Prudence" number In that the weight of
-the early portion of the layout was the buying side and that probably
easily the best in the novelty class. the pool was operating definitely.
It could succeed the old clock selecIt Is a trading axiom that when
tion used later in the routine. The one member of a group fails to get
latter has seen considerable usage. into a general movement there is
The audience took kindly to this something specifically wrong with
young woman's efforts, with Martin
and Greenwald (New Acts) taking that member or it is being held hack
Not only is there
the next snot for the first comedy for a purpose.
returns of the evening. The two man nothing wrong with Loew. but it is
combination garnered several real understood to he in better condition
•*
laughs.
than at any time since the passing
Billy Sharp and Co. in a revue of the dividend n arly two years
turn held forth No. 4. The feature
answer, then, ought to be
member is supported by four girls ago. The
and a jazz band of six boys. An ad- that strong clique interests are
If the pool is
dition to the cast since itsjast ap- keeping it pegged.
pearance here is a little blonde girl sufficiently In control to accomplish
who gained considerable prominence that maneuver, it seems reasonable
in several restaurant floor shows, es- to suppose that when it is ready to
pecially some of those at Maxim's do so it can bid prices up practiwhich date baclc a few years. She is
Probably a profit and
at will.
entrusted with an Impersonation of cally
"The Creole Fashion Plate." which hiss statement will come out during
the late winter or spring: rumor will
she carries oft to a nicety.
Johnny Sully and Muriel Thomas refer hopefully to the possibilities
produced the fiecessary comedy of a June dividend, and then the
punch for the No. spot. Sully car- stock will move u»». There was conries several laugh proVoking devices
siderable outside buying In Loew
upon his person to help his nut
'the week by players who
characterization. Tin- laughs came during
now
With rapidity, with Miss Thomas sought a modest profit between

Bell

(Continued from page

.

An adapted

LONDON

sprang into prominence In the illfated Byronic play, "A Pilgrim of

9
"The Vagabond' Dramatized
—Follows Mme. Collette's

acta)
Business was fair considering the
bold, the house being about three Monday found
Quarters.

IN

INTERESTING PLAY OF

mediately.

Julian Frank will produce "Just A
in addition to the others enumerated.
Brighton, Feb.
Famous Players is now close to Girl" at the Royal,
12.
Iris Hoey will have the lead and
the level where it began Its swift
the play will be produced by Holdescent to 82%. It is fair to pre- man Clark.
sume that during the weeks while it
produce
fluctuated between 83 and 84 the
will
Tempest
Marie
pool shook loose pretty much all the "Good Gracious, Annabelle," at the
14.
Feb.
York's
Duke
of
gathweak holdings that could be
ered in at that level. It is signifiIlayden Coffin and Adrian Byrne
cant that as soon as the daily turn- have been added to the cast of John
over began to drop below 1,000, and Drlnkwater's
Cromwell,"
"Oliver
even 50Q, and offerings began to which Henry Ainley produces at
stop, the price was promptly bid up Brighton Feb. 19.
where outside buyers at the lows
"Katlnka" opens at Folkestone
would be tempted to take profits.
April 2. Those practically engaged
It Is probable that Famous will get
Bobby Hale, his daughter Blnare
Into another trading area in the
nle Hale, Robert Mlchaelia, Thorpe
lower 90's and stay there for a while Bates and Winifred Barnes as a
before the forward sweep gets under possibility. Interested In the venway toward upper levels, where ture Is Robert MacDonald of Macpool distribution may be expected. Donald & Hastings, provincial tourIt may even dip momentarily, but ing managers.
the ultimate upturn Is looked for
with a good deal of assurance.
The trading in Triangle stopped
abruptly this week, as did activity
in the other curb stocks.
Paris, Feb. 1.
The summary of transact ifltoi Feb. 1 to
operetta is being rehearsed at

she continued as a dressmaker until her child died, whence she migrated to Los Angeles to become a

famous picture actress.
Mme. Simon plays the dual role
an average way, while Jules Berry

In

indifferently interprets Tierre. The
piece holds excellent comedy situations, but is unconvincing in its
dramatic phrases. Other roles are

adequately sustained.

CHRIS COLUMBUS OPERA
Milan, Feb. 1.
Baron Alberto Fanchettl's work
"Crlstoforo Colombo" terminated In
1892, was produced at the Scala
after undergoing many changes by
the composer, although the third
act, which describes savage lire in
the New Worfd, does not appear to

have been an Improvement.
The opera was declared a success
by the local critics, the leads being
held by Slgnor Galefft. Walter and

.Signora Carena.
The first is of Queen Isabelle
patronizing the explorer; the second
is the deck of the historical ship
with the waves dashing over the
An
7, inclusive;
the Marlgny signed by Wllned and bulwarks. This latter set particuThe piece has four larly constitutes proficient stage
Grandjean.
STOCK EXCHANGE
Sa1e«.IIifh.Low.La*t. Ch*
composers responsible for the scare craft.
Thursday—
Hl<4 4- Vi
S4
Fam. I'lay-L... 1,100 h:,
In the persons of Mercler, Guba<4
100
OOVi
BfVt 6fJ
Do. pfd.
and Valsien. Milton against Leon Volterra for cancellaW0 O'i r* 515 - J4 roche. Pearly
Ooldwyn
OOO 18\ 1H* lH>i - * and Jane Pierly are included in the tion of the lease granted to Rejane
Loew. It*
400 im% 184 lttt — » cast.
by the late (5. Edwards and taken
Orpheum
Ronton sold 40 Orpheum at 18*4
over by Volterra. The suit is based
"Rip" (Georges Thenon), the revue on the assertion he had not folM
Fam Wv-I,... 2,700 M Hl\
- % writer, was taken suddenly ill with lowed out the conditions relative to
00
1i HI
00
86
Do. pfd
CVl
Ooldwyn ...*. 200 O'i •
apoplexy while attending the per- the class of performances, having
200 16% 1M4
Loew. Inc
J>
formance of "Kpouse La." He has mounted a revue .at the Theatre die
100 16% ISM l»Vi —
Orpheum
been ordered to take a rest for Paris, also sub-let the house for
U
pictures, contrary to a clause in
Fun PU>-I.... 4.^00 87% SO , BMfi
three months.
goo
0%
04
Ooldwyn
8$
the
The plaintiff, Mme.
lease.
is',
18'*
18^
loo
u
Loew, ir.o
Mme. Marie Nelson Ponotchovny Dreyfus, known as Colonna RoMonday—*
mano, legatee of Edwards, claimed
is giving o series of dance matinees
r*m. Play-L... 2.000 87', SO'l S7
Li'*)
4
i
Ooldwyn
100,000 francs damages. The counat the Corned. e dee Champs BlysO
*»• '*
Ii>
w. Inc
J
sel for the defendant contended th*
«'«
ooo I»4 I8!i 18%
Orpheum
Porte original clause, Intended to prevent
le
revival of Georges
A
BoHton aold 1,610 Orpheum «'- \8\Qi V
Tu<*.«r1av Riche's comedy, "Le Vieil Homme" competition between the two estabFam. Play-L... R.S00 *8* 87, 68* +2-X ("The Old Man") Is to, succeed lishments, had lapsed In 1913 and
i.<><"'
<
8
Ooldwyn
young RosAand's "Phoenix* at the Judgment was rendered In favor of
ih
,
16%
19%
+
U
2,800
Inc
Loew,
"i*
The piece is the present lessee, Volterra.
10% HHi 18%
Porte Saint-Martin.
Ornh»um
Ronton eotd MS Orpheum at r "T.ei.
staged by the co-director Paul Ga\v e In^iduy —
hcln,. DaraAwaiting a new comedy now rethe
protagonists
vault,
Fam. Play-L... 0.500 80% Rh'i 88% -\%
07
07
100 07
gon. Verge* and the Mmes. Co- hearsing, the management of the
Do ,.fd
o^;
o
% quelet and Briejr,
2 700
Ooldwyi
Potiniere has put on "I/Enfant
™ ~%
» mr
Jacques
by
Natanson,
TrUQue"
!><¥>
L'O
f
jffi
pli'-um
A new revue is being rehearsed which was created last year at the
Roger
I'Oeuvre.
Maison
signed
by
de
Henri
Krtmer
Ba-Ta*Clan
at
the
CURB
THE
Ferreol, Deilfy and .f *e de Barya. and Mme. Corclada now hold leads.
Mt. C'hf
Thui la
Mmes. Lucy Pezct and Missio are
Friday "Monsieur Bretonneau," the mai
INH »1S
11
U -2 in the cast.
Ti ansle
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Flers

Europe for G. A. de CalHavet,

and the

late!

being revived
Franchise, wiih
the Corned ie
the past two years as impresario. at
Henry May'et, C. Granval, Dessonnes,
has returned to New York.
Roger MonteaUX, De Feraudy, Eaton.
The landlady of the site of the Rene Rocher, Mmes. Madeleine ReCasino de Paris and Theatre de naud, Andree de Chauveron. Cathepari*. u"-fnU>
brought an ac'ioti rine Eoii'eney, etc.
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THE HEART OF YOUR AUDIENCE Wl

THIS APPLAUSE GETTER WILL
MAKE THE GRADE
^
IN HIGH
BERT
KALMAR

HARRY
RU6Y

->
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ERA NHL
CLARv?

Ma

m

x

9SBH
I

.

M

WA TERSON,- BERLIN
JOE FULLER,

DON RAMSAY

._

Professional Manager
MURRAY WHITEMAN
LESTER LUTZ

240 Tremont Street

381 Main Street

Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

•

36 East 5th

St.

Cincinnati, Ohio
".-•

BEN FRIEDMAN

HARRY LORENZ

163 Market Street
Newark, N. J.

Columbia Thoa.«3!dg.

/'

St. Louis,

IVi

d.

FREty
42 Mofir
Tuxedo Hot«l

-
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8,
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A SIX CYLINDER HIT WITH FORTY LAUGHS
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SNYDER
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oe Avenue
Detroit, Mich.
,

Strand Theatre Bldg.

CO.

NEW YORK
FRANK CLARK,

81

W. Randolph

JAMES KESSEL

PHILIP JULIUS

MORT HARRIS

FRANK WATERSON

Superba Theatre Bldg.

Hannah Hotel
Cleveland, Ohio

Pantages Thea. Bldg.

Globe Theatre Bldg.

Los Angclec,

Calif.

San Francisco,

Calif.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St, Chicago

BEN FIELDS
347

Fifth

Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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VARIETY
BILLS

IN
hoasss opto for the

(All

Heated

Tho

GREENVILLE.

NEXT
WEEK (FEB.
VAUDBV1LLB THEATRES
week with Monday math

••.

12)
othonrlM

oot

bolow art groupsd

bills

according to hooking

In division*,

aappllod

office*

Tho mann* in which these bill* nro printed dooa not donoto tho relative
Importance of aits nor tbolr p-ogram poa'tlona
• boforo namt donotto not to doing now turn, or r*s>pp*arlng aftsr abaano*
Tnndovlllo. or appearing in city whom listed for tbo Oral Una
i

keith cntcurr
Rooney & UenfHev

Long Tack Sam
(Two to fill)
Keiths 61st 81.

Seed A Austin
Chaa Withers Co

Aunt Dinah Co

RKW YORK

CITY

Palace

Keith's

Leedum & Stamper
Mildred Harris Co
Vaughn Comfort
Espe A Dutton
Davis & Pelle
Rafayette'* Dog*
Keith's Riverside
Irene Franklin

A Bergman
A Carroll

Clark
Segal

Wilton Sis
Claude A Marion

Mrs Qene HukIus
Carter A Cornish
The Mclntyres

•Lime Three

Wellington Cross

A Dody
A LeRoy

Lewis
Follls

Yip Yaphanker*

Gordon A Healy
Virginia Mllliman
2d half
•Dickson Fltxg'd Co
Saxl Unit a worth 'Co

Hampton
M it

at

A

G A Q P

t)

The Canslnos
Holmes A l«a\'ero

i

Proctor's
2d halt

Louise Lovely

Oil)

half (12-14)

A Dooley

Jo Jo

Mary Hayes
•E Blelbtrey Co
Welch Mealy A M
(One

to

St.

(SStli

(8-11)

HARRY

WALTERS
D'ANDREA and
Dancers
Featured

i

ALWAYS

2d half (15-18)
•Collegians

JOS. M.

K

T A

O'Meara

Boreo
Katharine Murray
(On* to Oil)

R

J

Johnson Co

Yrette Rugel
Laura Pierpont Co

Mang A Snyder

A

Hall

Dexter

Markell A Gay
Great Johnson

Phenomenal Pl'yers
Keith's Alhambra
Mollie Fuller Co
Frank Farnum Co
R'mblers

California
Sabinl
FAT
Combe A Nevlns

St

John

(Others to Oil)
2d half (16-18)

Tower A Darrell
Langdon

HAH
(Others

tp

Oil)

H

to Oil)

Texas Four
Weber & Ridnor
(One to fill)

Frank Farnum Co
Mack A Lane
Joe Browning
Boganny's Co
Flying Nelsons
(Others to Oil)

(Others to Oil)
2d half (16-18)
E Taliaferro Co

Co

Howard A Lewis

Frank J Sidney Co
Martin

Lee A Mann
Fisher A Hurst
A C Astor

Direction:

BILL JACOBS

A Francis
(Others to Oil)
Moos' Coliseum

Mullen

•Frank McGlynn
Bon Dodger

Besser A
Shura Rulowa Co
H Raymond Co
Irwin

OH)

(Two

to Oil)

Proctor's 2Sd
D Sadller Co

Harmon Co
Morris A Shaw
•J

Hilly

Gould

•Alice Hamilton
(0 Miles from By

8argent A Marvin
•Dlas 8is A Powell

Four Camcrons
(One to Oil)
2d half
Lovo's Yo'ng

Ruby Norton
Jim Thornton
Weber A Ridnor
Moss' Franklin
Barrett A Farnum
Rltter A Knappo
Bul.<*heviks
to «11>

2d half
Miles from

Earl

FAR ROCK AWAY
Colombia
Harry Stoddard Co
Mary Haynes
Franklin Ardell Co
Allman A Harvey
Oil)

to

Keith's Bufthwlck
Williams A Taylor
V'enita Gould
Madeline Collins
Kellam A O'Dare
Van A Corbet
The Duttons

Hempel Co
Co
* DcRex

Harriet
•<

lifton

m;w

GARDEN'S, l. I.
Phone Richmond Hill 9683

Ruby Royco
Kelso Bros
DeLisle
Flying Nelsons
Bosser A Irwin
Keith's Hamilton

Kenny A

Hollis

Brent Hayes
(Others to fill)

Hamilton

Holland Trnvere Co
^Rockwell A Fox

A Farnum

to Oil)

Keith's

Jefferson

•Alyn Mann Co

A C

Astor

Booth A Nina
Jim McWilliams

2d half

Cavannugh

A

Price

Welch Mealy A

Co

M

(Others to Oil)
Moan' Regent
Franklin Ardell Co

Ruby Royco
Holland Travers Co
Rockwell A Fox

(Two

,

to nil)
2d half
Now h off A Pfcelo*
Kenny A Hollis

Brent

Hay

»

C DornfleM
Watts A Kawlsy
Marga Waldrnn
•Rupert IiiRalese

Lillian

Oil)

Oil)

Mors A Fryo
(One to Oil)
Keith's Green point
Ellis

Bison City Four
Holland A Rae

Mulcahy

A Weber

•Three A minis
(One to nil)
1st

half (12-14)

Mabel Burke Co
•Young Wang Co
Harry Breen
Lytell A Fant

(Two

to nil)

2d half (16-15)

Johnny Burke
Smith A Nash

Adams A

llnrin

(Others to Oil)
Keith's Prosper!
2d half (8-11)
Healey A Cross

«

A

CINCINNATI

READ

William Ebs Co
Morgan Dancers

of the
It.
too

(Others to OH)

DAYTON JOURNAL.

Bert Levy

Madam Herman
A Wallace

Powers

Edna Aug Co
Fenton A Fields
Three Danolso Sis
Palace
Jack Joyce
Four Yellersona
Blossom Seeley Co

A

Mac.k

Chic Sale

"BOB MURPHY'S

Pleasure with
very well. He

Business.' goeu over
original In his songs

la

Colombia

One

help* to

ALF

Owen McOtvney

BAB Wheeler
The Wager

Morgan

Salle

Rolls

2d half
Casting;

Campbell

Jazz Jubilee
Horace -Laird

Mules

Fink's

A A E Frabelle*
LOUISVILLE
National

TR1X

PERRON E and OLIVER
Symphony"

ORPUECM CIRCUIT

(Nashville split)
1st half
The Vanderbllts
WriRht A Douglas'

B Hughes Co

Frank Farron
from Toyland

Girl
to

Murray A Gerrlsh
•Burke Barton A B
Ben Barton's Rev

ATLANTA
Lyric

(Birmingham

LOWELL, MASS.

Traps

Oil)

split)

1st half

2d half

Wyoming Duo

Louis Stone Co

Tom McRae Co

Jack Sidney
Bezazlan A White

Deylys Sis Rev
Yates A Carson

ELIZABETH!

BALTIMORE
Herbert Clifton
Bill Oenevieve A
B C Hilliam Co

W

Emma

A O*

•Arthur Huston Co

Alleen Stanley

(Two

Moran A Mack
Southland Ent

BATON HOt GK
Columbia
(Shreveport split)
1st half

The Marios
Frank Devoe Co
Eastman A Moore
LaFrance A Byron

A N

BIRMINGHAM
Lyric
(Atlanta split)
half

Gray Sisters
}.
Morton
I

Viola

May Co

A

2d half

to Oil)

PHILADELPHIA
B. F. Keith's

De Lyle Alda Co

Hawthorne A Cook

Lonesoni" Manor

The Brian!*
A St F Steadman
"Awkward Age"

Howard Nichols
Dixie Four

A

(One to

Maybell

SP*GFIELD, MASS.
Palace
Deszo Better

to

WEST

9533

45th ST.

MOBILE
Lyric
Orleans

split)

2d half
Bernard A Betta
China Blue Plate

A Rhoda
A II Scholder
Loew A Stella
to Oil)

M Montgomery

Frank Wilson
Trip to Hltland
Florence Brady

Page A Gray
Princes*
(Sunday opening)
Yost A Clady
Boyle A Bennett
Lillian

R

Si

LsltSCl

E Dean

Marlon Harris
Mitty A Tilllo
Santos A Haycv
Valentine A Bell
MT. VERNON, N.Y.
Proctor's
2d half (8-11)

Mabel McCane Co

Jeanetto

Chllds

Chapman A Ring

Paulette

Davis
Loyal's Dogs

Dave Roth
Lang A Hlakely

Shaw A Lee

Grace Huff Co

half

Web

Man

Off Wagoa
Nellie V Nichols

Lee A Cranston
Conners Revue

Arthur Bryson
Sonny Thompson

to Oil)

NEW HAVEN

WRC'ST'R. MASS,

Palace
Leach LaQuInlan

Bostock's School

(One to

•SHI"

Vererbell

Co

Frank Tinney

Joe Roberts
Baal Bek
Victor Graff

(One

(One

to Oil)

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT
FLINT. MICH.

CINCINNATI

Palace

Palace
•Rosher A Muff*

Hickman Bros

•Dana

Natalie Harrison

A Lohr

Barry A Layton
Four Songster*

A Golson
Fred Lewi*
Creedon A Davis
Lopez's Orchestra
Maxfleld

CLEVELAND,

2d half
Sylvester

Let's Go
Caits Bro*

INDIANAPOLIS
Palace
Frazer
Bessie

Fred Lindsay

to Oil)

BAN'GOK, ML.
Bijou
Hasele & Rodfleld
Rich Hayes

DAYTON
Bender A Armstr'g
Olady* Moffett
Nlobe
2d half

Week

Hamilton
Harper A Clark

M

Sia A
to Oil)

Ward*
(One

(Scollay S(juare)

2d half

Brown A D* Mont

The Featured Juvenile Dancer nnd
Clever Mimic

La

B A E Sharroek
Kelly
shriner A F'zsim'ns Jean

Fetter

thel Hopkins
Lew .Seymour Co
McGrath A Deeds
II err as

(One to

Geo

St

Will*

Howard
St

Ray

l'erry

Row,Mlddleton
Clayton Drew Co
A-

Walmsley

Tyle

BROCKTON
Strand
Paul Nolan
Holland & O'Den
Saxton A Farreh
Pantheon Sinijers
(

'

Strand.

Quinell*

& Winn

Nlobe

Render A Armstr'g
Kva Fay
KVNMILLE, IM>.
If'torj'

M'Ooodf L'nt'n c
in A | xton

lt.irti

\ruiind th*
Ernest Hiat
*

Map

2d half

Mack Velmar

WAYNE,

<•<>

IND.

l'aluce

to

lill

i

2d half

Nash A O'Donndl

2d half
<"rafu

Arthur

to 01!)

LIMA.

Prances & Seo^t
Pour Volunteers

(Two

Karl Rial Revue
Armstr'ng; A PhtlSg

(Two

Mack

Oladya Delmar Co

FT.

2d half

Gladys Moffett

Jii>3
<:•

t

Ben All
Hubby Jaxon Co
James Thompson Co
Ben Nee One
(Two to Oil)

«

i

A Ermi

Werner Amoro*
Norrla Follies
2d half

Harvey Haney & O
(Two to fllil
LEXINGTON, KY.

2d half
EddjT

Bernard

Karl Gardner
Ooeler A Lusby

f'rollu*

<fe

Kva Fay

Ke.it'

St

Newman?

KOKOMO. IND.

Maxon A Brown

Olive

RAO

Brooklyn

Hamlin A Mark

Garden

Salle

A

Hill

Kooan

Gus Edwards Reioe

i

.

FAIL Dl'RAND

DETROIT

\

'lb'

Four Songsters
Barry A Layton
(One to Oil)

(Feb. 0). Proctor^. Yonkers,

Ben Nee On«
(Two to Oil)

•

CHESTER FREDERICKS

Marshall Revue
(One to Oil)
Gordon's Olympia
(Washington St.

Sd half

Brown A La veil*

nnd Prospect
Direction:

Dixie

J

Regeht
Eary A Eary
Caits Bros
Sylvester A Vane*
Lets Go

"HOKCMEDIANS OF THE WIRE"

George Morton
Girlie A Dandies

John Geiger

Duo

KALAMAZOO

McKlnley

Nell

(One

/•no Moll A C-irr
Gordon'* Olympin

Melnette

'

Rehearnal
Barron A Burt

Boston

-

Jewell'* Manikin*

B. F. Keith's
Craft* A Haley
•Earl Rial Revue

Dres*

Kovac A Golder
Smyth* A James
Hurry Kahne
Keene A Williams
John Regay Co
Bowdoln Square

A Bunc*
Browning

A Hollidar
Sammy Duncan

North

•Australian Wait*
J McCurdy Co
Echoes of Scotland

nils

Monroe & May

S

A Eary
A Vane*

Eary

O.

VALDO, MEERS and VALDO

to Oil)

2d half

Frazer

Wayne

Oil)

JAMES

Bobby Jaxon Co
James Thompson Co

Poll's
3

P A O Hall

Van A Schenk
Aunt Jemima
Oil)

La Fleur A Portia

Sharon Stephens Co
Lew Harkina

Fred's Pigs
2d half

(3-4)

PoU's
(Scranton split)
1st half
The Adroit*

Third Season with

A Step*
PITTSBl'RGH

2d half

Drew Co
Du For Boy*

Clayton

Capitol

W'K'S-B'RRE, PA.

Rainbow Sextet
Cook A Oatman
Marmein Sisters
(Two to Oil)

(

Melodies

Empire
.La Fleur A Portia
•Municipal Four

Telephone Bryant 1543
Palace

Local

Rogers A i onn'ly
Franklya F.irnum
Wilson Bros

Paula
Fern A Marie
Harry Bolden
H Brockman Revu*
(One to Oil)

LAWRENCE

Hippodrome
The Le Ray*
Rob Murphy Co
Rounder of Br'dway
Gene Greene
Carl Roslnl Co
Inc.
Kelso A De Monde
CLINTON, 1ND.
Now York

A Roy

2d half
Jennler Bros

Colonial

A Beck

Haynea

West 40th Street

A

Right

NEWPORT

Deszo Retter
(One to Oil)

Griffith

JEWELERS

Fridkin

(One

Griffith

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT

II

Barnum Was

Raymond Bond Co
A Hayes

DWYER

A Green

Tabor

BOSTON
Gordon A Stewarts

Cook A Oatman
Du For Boys

HEMMENDINGER,

Stlllwell
Clifford

Revue

2d half
Hasele A Redneld
Pauli A Goss

Johnson

Oil)

Adam* A

Lee

2d half

(Two

Boyle

Slatko's

Johnny Reynolds

Palace
Spider* Web
Chas Keating Co
Conner* Revue

McKlnley
(One to Oil)

E.

A

Pinto

A Thomas

(One
2d half
Mnzie Lunette
Malinda A Dad*

WATERRl'RT

Neil

Adams A

Olympia

Knapp A Cornelia
Raymond Bond

King Bros

Cameo Revue

Sisters
Oil)

K

A

NEW BEDFORD
Artistic Treat

Colonial

Sully

A De Mont

Fairy Tale Follies
Victor Graff

Capitol
Bernard A Betta
Stanley A Stevens

J

Roberts

HAVERHILL

2d half
Vererboll Co
Joe Roberts

Oil)

2d halt
PAG
Hall
Frank Tinney

Marmein

to Oil)

(One

Haynes A Beck

M^Iroy Sisters
Tabor A Green
J A K Lee

Meredith A Sn'zcr
Grey & Old Rose
Shone A Squir*

Empress

Morgan A Ray

Yorke

N T.

Tylor A St Clair
Saxton A Farreli
Sully A Thomas
Fred's Pigs

Pantheon Singer*
(One to OH)

Dress Rehearsal
Yorke A Maybell

Barron A Burt
China Blue Plate
(One to

I

Monroe A May

Fairy Tale Follies

Imperial
(Sunday opening)
M'C'rthy A Stenard
Musical Geralds

GRAND RAPIDS

(One

I'd

MONTREAL

1'

Leach La Quinlan 3
Charles Keating Co
Stanley A Stevens

Spider'*

Will Mahoney
Oliver A Olp

Case A CavanaiiKh
Charles Ahearn Co
William Penn

Sybil VanSaffer Mids;ely Co
Elinors A Williams

Nell O'Connell

Geo La Mafr* Co
Clinton A Rooney

Four Phillip*

Han' y A Morgan
llarmonyland

George Toelmans

Dunedln A Play

(One. to Oil)
5
2d half

Bek

a.

2d halt

(One to Oil)
2d half
Paula
Jack Little
•Hodge A Lowell

split)

1st half

(One to Oil)
Palace

O'way (Pstsia Bids.

Bloom A Sher

Mystic Clayton

Poll's

(W'k's-Barre

A Frazer
Wayne 3

Cameo Revue

Cecelia Watson
Ella Bradna

(Two

Dog*

8CRANTON. PA.

Poll'*
Sisters

V

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
40:i

to Oil)

POLI CLBCUIT
BRIDGEPORT

33

Oene Morgan

Keystone
The Marchons

A Band
G'KM'NTOWN, PA.
Orpheum
M'Caths A Marrone

A Bradford

flll>

(N.

Van Oils A Mary

Co
•Rhodes & Watson

Palermo's Dog*

1st half
Al Striker
Stanley A Wilsons

B. F. Keith'*
Cross A Santora
Howard's Ponies
Olsen A Johnson
Bernle A Band
Mr A Mrs J Barry
Dillon A I'nrker

M Diamond

Green A La Fell
Jack Wilson

A King

Williams
9 Rulova
Miction
Palermo'*

2d half

Melroy

Official Deatlat to tke *

Roberts A De Mont
Mystic Clayton

Burns Bros

Kane A Grant

Kai.azawa Jap*
(Three to fl'.l)

(Others to Oil)

to

2d half

M«rJorie Carson
p.ebby Jarvls

NEW YORK

H

Green

Singer'* Midgets
Proctor's

Morgan A Ray

(One

Aid! ne

Dancing M'Donalds
Ahearn A Pcteraon
Franklyn Farnum
Bobby Heath
Caesar Rivoll

Cross

State
Frabelle

Wyeth A Wynn
II

A

Healy

Fred Gray Co

Bob Hall
Flashes ^oiigland

Zlecler

A Macy

Falls

BRUNSWICK

Bob Willis
Garclncttl Bros

MARGARITA MARGO. ARDATII DE
HALES and HELEN E BETH
Direction EAGLE A GOLDSMITH

BOSTON

148

Colonial
Shields

assisted by

Lyons A Yosro
A Gray

N.

A A E

BRYANT

W
Barne*

HENRI MARGO

Clifford

Dorothy Ramer
H J Conley Co
Elliott A Latour
Van A Ty»on

Appointments by Phone

Shaw
Mack A Reading

J

Princeton Flv*

H

A

WILM'GTON. DEL.

Off

MANCHESTER
Palace
Stanley A Doman
Wills A Robins

Novelty Peretto*

Ball

Triil.-

Henry's Melody Six

A Capman

Tunes A Steps
(One to Oil)

Proctor's

North A South
Anderson A Graves

B. F. Keith'*

A A O
Miller

The Show

2d half
Cornelia

Knapp A

Jones A Ray

Malinda A Da.de
Sharon SI>\pheui

Ann Grey
Wm Edmund* Co

2d half

2d half
•Norrls Sis A

(Two to Oil)
ERIE. PA.

1st half

Y.

Raninay's Canar:es

S

HARTFORD

split)

-

2d half

to Oil)

Barnum Was Right

FITCH HI HG
Cummlngs

Lydell

Academy

Music Arranged

to Oil)

Qortrnd*
Morris A

NORFOLK

Vaudeville Act* and Special
Song Material Written

Halg Co

Mack A Lane
Polly

Angel A Fuller
Rose Clare
Reynolds A D'neg'n

AL W. BROWN

N. J.

Gus Fowler

lr<t

Anitta
Mel Klee
Francis A Day
M A A Clarke

rroctor's

Maryland

Lovenberg Sis

B. F. Keith's

Mercedes
Four Runaways

Walsh A Ellis
•Drug Clerk

Four Bards

K A E Kuehn

(Richmond

to Oil)

IT

K ASTON, PA.

in a "Song

A

(Two

A

Able O. H.
Williams A Daisy

COL'NT

A Sambo

Lew Dockstader

Harry Burns
Belle Baker
Osborne Trio

Lew Dockstuder

Turner Bros

Broadway

Brown A Whitaker

Fink's Mules

WAG Ahearn
Master Gabriel Co

LONG BRANCH

Dooley A Storey
Anderson A Burt
Sheldon Bl'nt'e

.

1st half

•Betty Washington
Russell

Temple
Csnova

Donnelly

Palace
(Mobile split)
1st half

Three Renards

DETROIT

Street

NEW ORLEANS

Arcade
(Savannah split)

Four Readings
(One to Oil)

SYRACUSE

Olympia
Mazle Lunette
Herron A Gaylord
Pauli A Gob*

•Municipal Four
Herron A Gaylord
Holland A O'Den
Oil)

)

LYNN. MASS.

•Jon** A Ray
Boatock's School
2d half

(One to

Oil

H

A

Sisters

(On* to

Empire
Nathane A Sully
Lew Hawkins
•Tivoll A Lo Vere
C Lansing Co

2d half
Frozln
Mile Modiste
Shone A Squire

N.

Ward

FA LI. HIV KB

Revue

TROY.

2d half
Dixie Hamilton
Rich Hit ye*
Harper A Clark

A Le Vers
Lansing* Co
Fern A Marl*
(On* to Oil)

Slatko's

A Row*

Kelly

Walmsley A Keat'f
The Newmans

to Oil)

2d half
Paul Nolan Co

/

(Twc

P.aal

Llbonatl
(Others to Oil)

A B

Bradnn

Oakes A De Lour

8tillwell
Clifford

T. WILTON

JACKSONVILLE

Trio

Wm

ASBIRY PARK

(Two

across

put

style."

Watson

Cecilia

UEWISTON. H*\
Mosie Hall
Jean Mlddleton
Brown A De Mont

King Bros

2d half
Alva Ducross Co
Force A William*
Pam Hill Co
Jean Sothern

Annette

Bronson A Edw'rds
The Storm
Stars of the Future

COLIMBL8
Autumn

SCHENECTADY

Miller

DIRECTION

S. C.

1st half

"BOB MURPHY

brunette,

N. J.

Capitol
Jennler Bros

Ella

Van Armani Mins

Februarv l*t:
combine* business
with pleasure in hi* act in which he
sings and talks the audience into liking It. His puns make you think and
then laugh, and his partner, a pretty

DAYTON HERALD.

to All)

TRENTON,

Here There
Wilson Bros

RICHMOND
(Norfolk split)
Lyric

pantly."

their act in

Janet of France
Joe Watson
A Joe Mandell

Chas Harrison Co
Jimmy Lucas Co
Trella Co
(One to Oil)

2d half
A Rolles

February 1st:
act. 'Combining

and the pleasure of the act Is his
partner, a very charming girl, indeed.
She sing* a tiny bit and dance* flip-

small

Ted Lorraine Co
Ruth Roye
(Two to Oil)

COLUMBIA.

He know* how to project
With him i* a little maid

CAMBRlDOa
Central Square
•Johnny Reynolds

C

Murray A Oakland
The Hart.well*
Kerr A Weston
Mr* Sidney Drew
Harry Jolson

1^3

Bob Hall
Flashes 8onglansl

Tivoll

B. F. Keith's
Harry Moor* Co
Joseph Dlskay

(On*

Follies

Alanson
Betty Donn
M'L'ughlin A Kv'n*

per-

dance*, swallow* hi* Insults and
supplies the reason for hi* several
special tonus."

103th St.

Home Town

l»t:

breezy

a

bill.

who

CLEVELAND

Deagon

READ

February
I*

to Oil)

PORTLAND. ME.

J-'ampsel A Leonard
Chas Harrison Co
Jlmmv Lucas Co
Henry's Melody Six

Wow

READ

"BOB MURPHY

2d half

Proctor'*
Trella Co
Gilbert Wells

former whore line* are very amuxing
and whose singing vole* I* the best

B. F. Keith's

Salles

Eva Shirley Co
Duncan Sis
A Ray
3E
Holland

Next to Closing

DAYTON NEWS.

Hymack
Mac Sovereigns
Al Herman

to All)

(Two

Oil)

TOLEDO

Jack Wilson
World M'ke Believe

Adl*r Co

AND—

Smith A Barker
Bobby Heath

N.Y.

to Oil)

N. J.
Proctor'*

MURPHY

Peterson

Stanley McNab
Oddities of 1S23

(One

NEWARK.

BOB

Roger Williams
Golden Gate Trio

Force A Williams
Paul Hill Co
Jean Sothern •
Alva Ducross Co

Shaw

Craig Campbell
Worden Bros

A

Caesar Rivoll

Rlalto

A

to Oil)

JTellx

B

A King

2d half

Johnny Clark Co

Main

A Ramsdea

Frank Work Co

2d half
Ado'hls t'a

Gene

(Two

F. Keith's

It.

2d half

WmSisto
Revue La Petite

Moss' Flathush
Travers Douglas Co

2d half (8-11)

Demarest A Col'tt*
Leavltt A Lockw'd
(One to Oil)
Gibson

•W &

Walsh A

Creations

M

Keith's Orpheom
Vincent Lopez Co
Richard Kean
Gordon & Rica

Bas E Ball
(One to Oil)-

2d half

(Two

Murray A Gerrlsn
•Burke Barton A B
Ben Barton's Rev
A I TOON \. PA.
Ornfaram

Sehenck

Willie

B'y

LEFFERTS AVENUE.

22S

Barrett

2d hair
Williams A Daisy
Traps

A Mullen

HUGH HERBERT

Alice

Bezaxzian A White
Walsh A Ellis
•Drug Clerk

BROOKLYN

A Knappe

Allman A Harvey

(Two

Sampson A D'ug'.as
.Tack Doran
Salbinl & Alberts
Glrard's Monkeys

(Two

Texas Four

00

Wyoming Duo

Rogers

B O A Q P
Movie Mask
Tip Yaphankera

(Others to Oil)
Keith's Fordham

•Four

St'.

2d half

Jim McWilliams
Stanley A Burns

Rltter

Oakes A De Lour
AI I.KNTOHN, PA.
Orphean*

The Dohertys
Radio

(Thro* to

4,"

WUla A Robin*
Fred Gray Go

Boyl*

Nathan* A Sully
(On* to All)

Franklin A Hall
Nash A O'Donnell
•Hodge A Lowell

Johnny Clark Co

Barker

B. F. Keith's.
Cahtlt A Romaine

Virginia Orchestra

Oil)

Dancing M'Donclds

Wm

Ernie Ball

2d half
Gilbert Wells

Three Arnauts
Bob Pender Tr

2d half

When

2d half

(Three to

I

Tom Smith Co
Walters A Walters

B. F. Keith's
Paul Sydell

Ramsay's Canaries
Ann Grey
Edmunds Co

1'rinces*
lat half

Kane A Grant

Y.

A Macy
A Bradford

Lydell
Miller

NASHVILLE

2d half

A

(Two

V

(Louisville split)

Wm Sisto

891T

N.J.

Plalnfleld

Smith

Mr A Mrs J Barry

Adonis Co
Thornton A King
Hartley A Paterson
Fro sen
(One to Oil)

Mile Modiste

North A South
Anderson A Graves

AMSTERDAM,

ORPHECM CIRCUIT

to

N.

Lytell A Fant
Valda Meers A

BRYANT

NEW YORK

Casting Campoel's

Craig Campbell

Majestic

to

Halg Co

Off

St.

A

Plato

(One

Sd half (15-11)

•Emma

W*st 47th

Phone

PLAINFIELD,

to Oil)

Show

Meehan A Newman
The Comeback*
HAKRlSltl KG

Mignon

Oil)

(Others to

BOBBY "UKE" HENSHAW*
And ENCORE

(One

to

(One

Jordan Girls
Beeban A Mack
George Moore A Co

Burns Bros

Alu*arn

248

Kddi* Nelsoa

Lyric

INDIANAPOLIS

Adgemrnt

SUITE tor ROM AX BLDO.

When Love's Yo'ng
Janl* A Chaplow
HAMILTON. CAM. Monroe Bros

(Two

CHESTER. PA.

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

to Oil)
1st half (11-14)

Harry Stoddard Co

Barrett A Cunnecn
Revue LaPetite

Fallon

J.
BOOKING WITH ALL

(On*

Wills

Buchanan A Ca'pb'l
Rawls A Von K
Loney Haakoll
Ed. J an is Rev

Harrison Circus

Williams

2d half
Creations
Leavltt A Loekw'd
Four C'amerons
Sargent A Marvin

(Two

A

Fiske

Jack Sidney

Proctor's 5th Are.
2d half (8-m

Margie Coates
Thos J Ryan

Mom' Broadway

A

A

Johnny Burke

Barbette

Marino

Allen

•Leonard

CHATTANOOGA

Nixon A Sans

(Two

K

Kay Hamlin A

The Duponts

Proctor's
Zlegler

1st half (12-14)

•Mark* A Wilson
Bob Albright
Van Clove A Peto
•Ernie Golden

A

Basil

Clark Co

Sisters

Mack A Lane

L A H

1st half (12-14)

Keith's Colonial

Howard A

GAITE8

Aunt Dinah Co
Eddie Borden Co
Warden A LaCosta
Phondcll Four
Franklin Ardell Co
(One to OH)

Biltmore Orch
Barclay A Chain

Brown

Sophie Tucker
Wells Va A West

Eddie Nelson
Howard Kyle Co

ALBANY.

Pergonal direction of

shea's

Daly A Berlew
Redmond A Wells
Bowers W'ters A C

Rlalto
2d half

j,

CRCKLK

Bl'FFALO

Oil)

Mo**' Riviera
A Blakr Joe Browning
Th'raton -Mr & Mrs J Barry
Coughlm Josephine Dunfee

•Rruch A

*

Keith's Royal

A Carp

Sis

(One to
1st

Bros

Moran

Allen A Kent
Francis A 4 Johns
Basil A Allen

Show on

•Sophie Brandt
Margot A Francois
Proctor's IS 5th St.
•Holland Romance
Rein*

V

Valdo Meers A

A

Christy

FREEMAN

CHAS.

Howard A LewU
Ruby Royo*
Mori* Masqao

split)

1st half

whoa

)

A Dakla

Harrison

B.C.

Grand O. H.
(Augusta

Thursday, February

& Haley

A Lloyd

Tyler A <'rollus
Kansdeli A Deyo

O.

Faurot O. If.
Birdland Follies
Eddi.- X W.nn
Five Balliots

(One

to nili

2d half

Maxon A Brown
Byal A Early
Duval S- Symons
Bernivfccl

Hr>»-.

MIDDLETOWN,

O.

Gordon
Driscoll Long & H
Cosier A Lusby

,

^

.

•

f

-i-Wrf a y» February

.

VARIETY
J —
—

1923

8,

—

Pat*
(Two
n

Oreea

ft

Id half
Sternad a Midgets
(Three to 1J11)

to All)

M

half
Charles Gerard Co

Murray

fill)

Pulton A Mack
Trio
Burns A Prancl*
Oladj a Delmar Co
2d halt

Orpheam
Julian

Bltinge

MCSK'GON. MICH. Jada
J A O

Oullfoyle

John West

Moon

Girl in

2d half

Burnum
Hickman Bros
Natalie Harrlaon Co

Dallas * Walker
Olive A Mack
* Pbelpa

Armstr'ng

Kane Morey &

Bill

INI).

Neil

M

Witt

ft

(One

to

ft

Kramer

ft

SILBER

A Ford

Gordon

Weaver Bros
Meehan'a Dogs
O'Donnell

Vincent

AndrlefC Trip
State Lake

M'Devitt Kelly ft Q
Weak Spot
Around the Corner

Ishskawa Japa
Mlllershlp ft O'r'rd
Coscla A Verdi

DENVER
Dugan
Raymond
GAP
Magley
Bl Rey Slaters
ft

J P Hymer Co
Jack Hanley

Warrjn

OMAHA, NEB.

Burke & Durkln
Conlin ft Glass
Parlor Bedr'm A

McKay

B

Ardine

ft

PORTLAND, ORE.
Orpheum
Faversham

Jack Oaterman
Davis ft Darnell
Johnson ft Baker
Love Slaters.
Crystal Bennett
Carl Francis ft C
Lucas ft Ines

Orpheum
P

W

Merka Stamford

Oh What a

plays

bill

Collier

Crescent
Frolics of 1D2S
Else

Paulsen

ft

NEWARK,

N. J.

Orpheum
opening)

(Sunday
Florenls

Bsrnsrd A Garry

Hall Ermlnle A
Dance Creations
Lou Tellegen

B

Jack Benny
Hlly
Clara

Donegsn

Sam Howard
Will

W

Philbrick

Alexandra Dagmar

Baker

ft

Irene Castle

O. H.

St.

Courtney Sisters
Ann Codes

Althoff Slaters

Ann Lowenworth
Sim Bennett

Spencer A Wllll'ms
•Boy Scout Band

BOSTON
Majestic
Blushing Bride

Open Week
Main Street Follies
Fred Ardath
Three Dalace

Lean

Bert

Howard

H

81s

LOEW

A Burt
Ellsworth

G

ft

Open Week

**-

Midnight Rounders
Smith ft Dais
•Green
Regal

Max

Morlts

ft

Carlisle ft Lamal
Aerial Valentines
WhlteAcl'd ft Irel'd

Shoes.

New

St.,

N. Y.

Empire

A Devere
Dashington's Doga
Pad wick

Central

(One

to

DU)

Rlyler

ft

Lola Chalfonte

CITY

Nelson A Burt
Doral Blair Co
Keller A Waters'

(Two

to All)

Hart
Military Maids
NIAGARA FAL1J4
ft

Nettor

Jimmy Flynn Co

A Howard

(Others to

fill)

ft L Gardner
Pedwlck ft Devsrs
Conn ft Hart
Shuffle Along Four

Sd half

ASTORIA,

L.

I.

Astoria

Victoria
Bayes ft Fields

Robyn Adair Band,
2d half

Worsley
Tarzan

•Horlick

Mammy O D TwHis
Hillyer

Fulton

ft

Marlon
Burt

SPRINGFIELD,

O.

2d half
Bnt'nera

.'dangler's

West
Edm'nds A LaVelle
•10-40

BORDEN

ft

& Matthews

Earl

Dan Downing

ft

B

Reed ft Selman
Renard A West
Roy A Arthur

Orapd

A Dunbar
Baraban Grohs Co

Adler

Cliff

A

Dolly's

Bradley
Blanchard

•Rolling

ft

Onn

Chaao A West
Kirkw'd ft O'Neill

M&LIMAN

Character Impressions

WE MEET*
ft

Mammy G D

A C

Kublc
Twina

Louise Carter Co
ft Hillysr
National
Gangler's Dogs
Felix Bernsrd
Columbia A Victor

Worsley

A Roaedale

Vincent Bros
Stevens ft Laurell
Ovsrholt ft Young

Jarrow
Gr'nwich Villagers

BIRMINGHAM

2d half

•Roy Dorn

Hippodrome

Bijou
Bicknell
Jones ft King

Dresm

*

Orgy
Moors

Palerlcla Trie

'

N. J.

State

Bsnh'gton A Scott
Lew Wilson
Rose's Midgets

NEW ORLEANS

GOLDSMITH

Accountant

Tax Expert

N. V.

Paces Pass. Ma7.
your returns ««en when rou
Write me about your elrcumiu&ces and I will ask you for tuck details
at I need.
St..

New

are not la

file

York.

ft

ILL.

Orpb<

Lsrlmer

J

ft

to

fill)

FORKS, N.D.
Orpheum

A

•Drlako

Ear)

Mason A Scott
G'D ISL'ND, NEB.

B'ldwln

Majestic

2d half

Fagg

Hudson
•Davis ft Bradner
Harry L Cooper Co
B'dway to Bowery
Minstrel Monarchs
Jonla'a Hawallana

ft

White

Three White Kuhns
(One to fill)

GREEN BAY,

WIS.

•

1st half
ft

•

Bro

DENTIST

A

Vincent
Herman Berrena
Dobbs Clark A D

Marston A Manley
Snapshots

OTTAWA, CAN.

Prices within reason to ths profeseloa.

CARY

Dr. M. G.
Cor. State and Randolph ate
Second floor ovsr Drug Store
Entrance • W. Randolph St., CHICAGO
N.

W.

(Two

to

fill)

ABERDEEN.

S.

Orpheum
(11-1S)
A Sedalla

Laew

D.

Columbia

Brady A Mahoney

Musical Shermans
TTugble Clark
Flashes

JO LIFT, ILL.
Orpheam

A

Blnns

Belle Montross
Great Leon Co
(Ons to fill)

Grill

A Dunbar

Collins

(Three to fill)
Sd half
•Antoinette A
(Four to fill)

2d half

Mantell Co

Lucy Bruch

A Ebnsr
New Csr

Selblnl

Samuels
(Ons to fill)

ft

Grovlnl

A Lee
FAB
Halls
Doree's Songs
•Marcua

Charles

A (I
Ward Ca

Sid Lewis
Murray Kle-en

SIOUX CITY,

IA.

J Elliott

'Orpheum

FREEMAN AGENCY

(One

to

fill)

Althea Lucas Ca

(Ons

Billy

to

Rlalto

fill)

Bsard

A Wynn
A MacGowaa

•Broderlck

RACINE, WIS.

Faber

Rlalto

(Two

to

fill)

DARLMacBOYLE
Exclusive Material of Every Description.

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.
US W. 4Kb st^ N. Y. City. Bryant
Sd half

Sd half

.

Hardy Bros

Mason

Carnival of Venice
La Palericla Trfo

Green

(Two

to

fill)

ILL.

Palace

Lawton
•Paul Rahan Co
Bevan A Flint
Al Moore A Band
(Two to nil)
2d half

A

FiUgerald

Car'oll

fill)

HIO! X F'LLS. S.D.

Orpheum
Blllle

Gerber Rev

Wright

Hug
(One

i

A

Sldelll

-Johnaon
to

fill)

2d half
•Irene Trevstt
•Milton Pollock Co
4 Harmony Boys
DsWitt Burns A T

BEND, IND.
New Palace
•Msrsh A Williams
SO.

Alexandria

•Garden

Pryor

See*

iAi.

'

.

RA B

A

Scholl

Trscey

A Burnett
Birds of Paradise
Rubevllle
(One

to

fill)

H 11 TE, 1MD.
Hippodrome
Humberto Bros

T'RE

•Kuniiu* A Barrett
Claudia Coleman
Al K Hall Co
Birds of Paradise
(One to fill)
2d half
Roae O'Hare

Bronson A Baldwin
•Garden Poor Co
Alexandria
Moore A Fields
(One to fill)

TOPEKA, EAR.
NoVelty

Dave Winnie
•Shannon A Gordon
(Two to fill)
2d half
•Berrl ft Bonnl
•Harry Bewley Co
Thrss Buddies
•Herbert Lloyd Co

MARGUERITE DeVON

CDR

W

KETCH

WILMA

'

ii

»

Ca

Kimlwa Japa

fill)

Sd hslf
Leo Beers
Stranded

ft
Wilds
•Horlick ft H Bis
A Girls
(Two to fill)
Dalley Bros
Teddy
Will Morris
2d half
American
Rainbow A M'h'wk
Gene A Mlgnon Co
Maurice ft Girlie
RI/MINGTON.
ILL.
PANTAGES
CIRCUIT
Grey
Byron
A
Lockhard A Clair
Hsll ft Shapiro
(11-14)
Msy McKsy ft 81s •Grant
Copes A Hutton
Gardner
Majestie
(Three to fill)
DeWitt Burns ft T Earl A Matthews
MINNEAPOLIS
Zlntour Bros
•Ardell Cleaves Co ^3arr Mayo A Renn B Brown Co
Msntell Co
Roy A Arthur
2d half
Eric Zardo
Dunbar
Adler
A
Barr Carrell A 8
2d half
Silver Duvsll ft K
Pantages
Man Hunt *
Murray Senna A D
Wslmsn A Berry
H Catalano Co
A A M Havell
PROVIDENCE
Ergot tl A Herman Baraban Grohs Co
•Johnny's New Car Fsber A McGowan
Sensational Togo
Harry Bloom
Grazer ft Lawlor
Plynn
Arnold
A
2d
BOSTON
half
•Roy Dorn ft K
(Ons to All)
Holden ft Hcrron
O'Neal Sla A B
Reed A Selman
Hoffman
ft Jeasle
Orpheam
JESSE
Raymond ft Stern Ling A Long
JOPLIN, MO.
Brady ft Mahoney
Jean Qraneae Co
Nada Norralne
(One to fill)
CHARLES YATES, Msnager
Electric
(Ons to fill)
Armstr'ng A Tyson Helm ft L'kw'd Sla (One to All)
Moore A Arnold
CHICA80
Central 024C
Orpheum
MIS Maasale Tsasls
Dobbs A Watklns
Harrlaon Moas
Sd half
with "The Sheik's Favorite"
RAPIDS,
IA. Norrls' Monkeys
Becking Kxcluarrsly with W.V.M.A.. B. P. Keith's
M D'Armond Co
4 Queens A Joker
EJUXBgrVB DIRECTION Or
Russ Le Van ft P
Majestie
Wilfred
De
2d half
(Western) Exchange, Orpheum and Affiliations.
2d half
WISER ft rSlfOLANOCR
George Bosener
Green ft Myra
Ambler Bros
•Elona ft Sierra
•Ruth Glanvllle
Peres A La Fleur
Erford's Oddities
Co
Nancy
Boyer
Seym'r ft Jesnnette •Ada Weber
Sankus ft Silvers
Armatr*g
Reeder
A
Green
Harr'gton
ft
Royal Venetian I
Chaplns
SPOKANE
BUFFALO
Ethel Davis Co
Leona Hall Rev
Frisco
Greenwood
Co
Leo
Dance Evolution
R'NS'S CITT, MO. Davis A McCoy
Fl'nlg'n ft Morrla'n
Stsver ft Lovejoy
Dooley ft Salss
Pletro
Pantaxee
State
Jimmy 8a.vo Co
2d half
Karl Km my 'a Peta
•2S Mln In Ch'town Rial ft Ltndatrom
Globe
Scott ft Chryatie
The Arleys
La Toy Bros
Llllle Faulkner
Francis
ft Wllaon
MEMPHIS
Hill
Flnley ft
2d half
•R A E Tracy
Kelly A Wlae
2d half
Rogers Roy A R
Blrdls Kraemer
Morrlasey
Dolly
SP'GFIELD, M'SS. Will Morris
•Drapler A H'ndrle Wills Bros
Orphenm
Wright ft Deltrich Carey Bannon ft M •Mardo ft Rome
Virginia Bell
Faber ft King
Jarvla ft Harrlaon
Sd half
Kennedy ft Nelaon Old Timers
Hysms A Mclntyre Dooley ft Sales
Morrlasey A Toung
Broadway
A ft D Morley
ST. PAI L
Will ft Mary Rogera •Dave Winnie
Flashes
Roscos Alls Co
Eva La Rue
Alex Hyde's Orch Perez A La Fleur
Victoria
(One to fill)
Bird
Cabaret
Paatasee
•Shannon
A
Gord'n
Torke A King
Bill Robinson
La France Broa
SEATTLE
Boulevard
(One to fill)
Juggleland
Harvard
LA CROSSE, WIS. Bob La Salle Co
ft B
Four Byron Girls
Pantages
Beanie Clifford
Joo Jackson
(One to fill)
Francis ft Wllaon
" nd
CHAMPAIGN. ILL.
Riviera
Ed Brbndcll Co
K
lUilla Bros
Smith ft Strong
•Mnrdo
ft Rome
LaDora
A Beckm'a
lat halt
Raymond ft Stern Loulae Cnrfpr Co
Orphenm
ST. LOUS
Ch'ck Suprsms
Fisher ft Gllmore
O A E Parker
•Inez Hanley
•Brown's School
2d half
I'.oee
A Roma
Willie Smith
Orphrum
Oklahoma Four
"Vocal Variety"
Jolinaon Broa ft J
A It liea Lucas Co
2d half
MILWAUKEE
Lewis ft Norton
Bert Walton
Twina
Henry Snntry Co
.Silver Duval ft K
Br'kaway Barlows St Clair Twins Co
FRED KETCH Is the only man Jack
Palace
Eva Tanguay
2d half
I'mnklln chae Co
George
Oreen A Myra
WIN Nl PEG
LINCOLN. NEB.
(Sunday opening)
•Russ Le Van ft P ACTUALLY ainging In two voices •Brodorlck ft Duo
Jack Norton
Jean Grantee Co
W
Co
VANCOIVER.
B.C.
Liberty
Pantages
Rath Bros
Wahl
accomplishDorothy
at one time. A VOCAL
Hurna A Lynn
Krncat Hlatt
S* Clair Twins
Ths I'hllmera
Pantages
Adolphus Co
Julie Ring Co
Shepp's Circus
ment. NOT A TRICK.
Four Acr-s
Great Leon Co
Lincoln Square
•Berrl ft Bonn!
V » J La Volla
Fred Hughe*
Plnck A O'DonnHl
PLATING KEITH CIRCUIT
Hope Vernon
II A A Seymour
F«»rd A Trujy
DA YEN PORT. IA. •F Kelcey Co
Galettl A Kokin
•Brown's School
Three Phillips
Dewey ft Rogers
Em in carva »'o
Three's a Crowd
Three Buddlea
Rubin ft Hall
Hold n & Ilerron
Cave Man Love
Avenue B
Reerlrr A Armatr'g
Orpheum
chong ft Moey
( Mil li.o
K
2d hair
H'llst'r
Brooks ft Grace
Harvard Molt ft II Hter «ma
2d half
•Oha!a ft Adricrmc
Leo Or<"»nwood Co
MINNEAPOLIS
Rlalto
Bsllclairs Bros
•O
Mall*y
ST. PAUL
Leon Varvara
Beym'r A Jpannette Lambert ft Mazf'd Jack Doran
Jimmy Havo Co
Kelly ft Brown
Vsrdon ft Perry
Hennepin
ft Fiah
•Naomi Brazil Co
Kd Claras Co
Karl Emmy's Pets
Orplrnm
Ncvlns
ft Oordon
Llllle Fnullcnor Co
REGINA, CAN.
(Sunday opening;)
Corradinl'a Anlm'la
Whoo'.er ft Potter
2d ball
Andy dump
(Su nday openrgj
McCoy ft Walton
BELL1NGHAM
•Oeborn -Orrhevtra
(One to fill)
Zd half
Paatagee
Helen" Datia Co
M r n V >r
Fl'n'n'n ft Morrison
Dan'-inr Shoes
La M6nt Trio
Pantages
Lea OHl'.a
CharV*. F Seamon
Gardner • Aubrey
Belle Montrose
(U-H)
Pour of lis
Sd !:.«!f
MADISON.
Hoffman
A
WIS.
Rantlgo Trio
J^safe
Little Hilly
of Long Ago
Bd Blondell Co
George Lovett Co
(Sams
bill
plays Whits A BUTTT
Wriier
Martells
Three
Letter
Norrnlno
N'nda
Clara Howard
Orplienna
iiarrcton & Oreen
Saal.atoon
15-17)
Houdini
Conroy
DAYTON
Helm A L'kw'd Sl;i
Msude Leone Co
Theo Roberta
DI BI Ql E. IA.
•Fitr.gerald a (Troll
Foxworth A Fr'ncis Harry nines
tVl
Urerley Squure
I)»-Yi')«i
D 1) II?
Ilohl.a A Watklns
Rovni Sidneys
(Five lo fill)
Dayton
Mnjestlc
•Ada Earle Lewis
Hrava Mich X- T
Pna I ltrl:f
John Ls Clair
M U'Armond Co
Hsnnaford Family
Adelaide neii
2d half
Tlir. * Wa!tr ra
(IMS)
Toney ft George
o to nil)
WaM
Kennedy
Dorothy
rrariffi
won
La
Wy'.kIfartman
•Hardy Broa
TACOMA
•Stmma * w.vnne
Chsrtes Howard Co
Pijnn * Arnek
TORONTO
•Paul Rahn Co
BROOK1 n
Jarvla ft Harrlaon
Morin Slaters
Whtn W« firow Up
Pantages
NEW ORLEANS TANCOI VI K B.C. Pra nl Ford
Bevan A Flint
Yonge Htreel
Andy liunip
MctreBolttaii
Wilson a- MeAvey
Mrs Janaieys
C A T Hnr\'\
Orphi m
Orpheum
The
Lumara
Al
Moore
Band
A
i>;>
fr
Co
Bird
Si
Hmnton
Cabaret
Will
'
Bweeta
Travel
t'4-17)
L«n.i of Fantasia
Philbrick
A DeVoo
rallan
Delsos
(Two
fill)
to
(One to fill)
alt
half
Thank V"ou Do< lor
Ruth Budd Co
IIOIiOKF.V, N /.
(Open week)
\Mt Burrs
Tifou
i.i
Pran
Tlir ••• li IIHl a
FARGO, IT. D.
MILWAl KEE
Babio -;. K Dolly
Kdi in
Sherman Van A H
•fth.il-.'s Farorlts
horr A Gordon
lulr
V
%
tli
sm
Willie
Oau'
Hire
Herbert
Majealie
Grand
Adrian
n.«..v Morrlasey
l*Wi Mm
StOli
Pour Byron t=ir>
(Continued on Pag« 40)
Lloyd
DUfal A
l0<
•Wild ft S'dalJa
K Sinclair Co
A Alunnder Co
in Bjrne.Co
le
r
Ualettl'a Monkeys
-Ml
P Beat A Bru
ft
p|

Orpheum

Circumstantial Ev
CDo.inell A Blair
•tan Stanley Co

.

M

Grand

Il.i"

(Five to

Orpheum

P Bremen

Crescent

Meyers A Nolsn
Geo Randall Co
Ross A Coatello
Beaahols Orch
Sd half

•Moore A Shy
•Frankle Kelcey Co
IT. LOUIS

A Vernoa
Jack Hughes Duo

ROCK FORD,

(11)

Barlow
•Moore A Shy
•Frankle Kelcey Co

ft

•Martial Singer a

PEORIA. ILL.
Orpheum

Billy

fill)

•Politics

Three White Kuhns
Herbert Lloyd
Sd half
Baall Lambert!

John Alden Co
•Hugh Johnson
Wright A Sldclll

"

2d half
•Daniels A Walter*
•Seven Soils Sisters

A McGsrry
A Psttlc'ts

•Smith

A Fish
Sd half

•Kingston
•Johnny's

Monkeys

ST. JOE, MO.
Electric

A M'xfd

•O'Mallsy

•Lambert

Sd half
A Arnold

Norrla'

Pm press

(10-17)

2d half
Three Voice*
(Five to All)
Majesile

•Ruth Glanvllle
Moore

OMAHA, NEB.

•Stranded
(One to All)

Mary Rogers
to

(1I-1T)

A Daly
•Gardner A Revere
Ths Parkers
Swift

(One to

fill)'

Leo Beers

CRD

A Lyons

Manns Bros

West
Rdm'nds ft LaVelle

West 4Tb

can prepare and

.

GALESBURG,

2d half
•Paul Howard
(Pour to fill)
Lincoln

(Two

Lord Robert
M'C'mack A Irving
Joe De Koe Co

•10-40

A.

n -*--. Public
Certified

10s

QIINCY. ILU*
Orpheam

A

(One

Monte

Will

Little

Nsstor

INCOME TAX RETURNS
BLir

Daniels A Walters
•Seven Soils Girls

•Ines Hanley
Johnaon Bros
Twins

to All)

Bronson

Laew

Edwsrds A Allen
Edna Dreon

NEWARK.

Fieri rie

fill)

ft

Sinclair ft Gray
Crane Slaters

MONTREAL

2d half

ft

J Elliott A Girls
Wilson A Jerome
(One to fill)

A A

M

ft

(Ons

Archer A Bel ford
Frank Mullane

ATLANTA

Murphy

•Gilbert Sis

fill)

(Five to All)
Sd half

La

Dawaon L'gan A C

to

Sd half

(Four to fill)
Kedslo
Kobsn Japs
Flanders ft Butler
Green A Burnet te
•Honeymoon Khlp

Rector

2d half

•Teddy
(One to

American
Three Voices

•O

Miller
ft

•Ada Weber

Basil

N.Y.

•Avon
Samatead ft Marlon
Three Mast Kids
Fulton ft Burt
A ft L Wilson
Wy alt's Lads ft L

WESTERU VAUDEVILLE

Sinclair

EODIE

Aubrey

Proctor's 125th St., N. Y. (Feb. 12-14)

2d half
Fsrn Blgelow

Sis

MILWAUKEE
Reck

H'UTE. IND.

W'T*RTOWN,

(Two

CHICAGO

AH

SFR'GFIELD. MO.

Three Buddies
•Marah A Williams

ft

Laddie ft Garden
Bayes ft Fields
Kobyn Adair Band

Palace

A King

Jones

•Raotine A Barrett
Great Lcstsr
Al K Hall Co
Birds of Paradise

fill)

RCHF.STER. N.Y.

Y.

Bud Snyder Co
Murray Girls

Blcknell

Bramlnes

ft

J'M'STOWN, N.

Snapshots
Sd halt

Goelet ft Hall
Halllday ft Wilette

Sd half

Sn»-il A Vernon
Jack Hughes Duo

Auditorium

I

Paramount Four
Permatns ft Shelly
Baby Edna

THE

Bryant 18$4

Vincent

ft

Berry

fill)

The Phllmers

G

Ferry Conway
Bobbie Brewster Co
Ward A Wilson
Willard Jarvls Rev

CO., Inc.

Herman Barrens
Dobbs Clark A D
Marston A Manley

Edge
Warwick Follies
•
ft

(One to

Cataract

Samatead

2d half

Hanley

Tel.

BALTIMORE

Burt

Conn

ft

Rubevllle

NORFOLK, NEB.

Along Four

Shaw Co

(One to

GL'NS F'LLS, N.Y.
Empire

State

A Girlie
May McKay A 81s
Barr Mayo A R

Delancry Street

Mankin
Gardner

VIRGINIA

Phil Dsvls
•Gilbert Sis

GAL
Gardner
Shuffle

Indiana
Nonnette

MEMPHIS

Maurice

CIRCUIT

•Cooper A Seamon
Bthel Davis Co
Herbert Ashley Co
Burt A Rotfedale
Old Timers

to

Sheika of Araby
2d half

Leila

Walman

A Edwards
Hayes A Lloyd
•Don Lanntng
•Henry Marge Co
Moore A Kendall
Reddington A Gr't

'

Black A O'Donnell
Sparks of Br'dway
2d half
•Br aminos
Morton A Brown
Geo Alexander Co
•Copes A Hutton
(One to fill)

York.

Frolics
2d half
Louise ft Mitchell

A Moore Co
Jaok Strouse

(Sunday opening)

(One

Ms

Marry

GENEVA,

l(a,y field

ft

Brendel

State

In

LOS ANGELES
Tuscano Bros
Billy Dale
Alan Shaw
Langford A Fd'ka

Manuel & Edwards

Harry Coleman
Robert Halllday

"THE PEOPLE

Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Rogers ft Allen

Dancing

Jessell

tSoorge

Knee Girl
Argo Bros

SEATTLE

Howard

Hill Street

Worcester
2d half
Troubles of 1022

LllUan Norwood

Milt Collins
Farnell ft Florence

Johnson

Fisher

Lee
Gorry

Walter Weems
Harry D'wnlng Rev

fill)

RAH
Walaer
Baldwin Blair Co

A Gordon
A Sheppard

Nevirfs

ft

A

DsVoy ft Dayton
Mme Du Berry Co

Three Martells

(Three to All)
2d half
Pearsons
Kelly A Brown

Race

Anna Chandler

State

Steager

ft

Ward

JERSEY CITY

Fox ft Brltt
•Day at the Races

Warwick

James Barton Co

Mmhert
Gaieties of 1923

NEW YORK

(Sunday opening)
Harry Langdon
Harmony Kings

(Ons to

Palace

O.

James
Delmore

(Feb. 12), Vancouver. B. C.

Dave Harris Band

46th

Detroit O. H.
(Sunday opening)

CLEVELAND

Orpheum

Week

Pearsona

DETROIT

Nat Nazcrro Co

Bert lijttsgibbon
Eddie Miller
Ethel Parker

Profiteering

Gordon ft Day
Prawley A Louise
Bobby Folsom
Jack Benny

COLUMBUS,

Herman. Tlmberg
Darling ft Tlmberg

Jamea Watts Co
De Wolf Sisters

La Tour

-

•

PERRY

and

Harry Median
DeVlns A Williams

West

67-69

Commodore Band

Bobby Henahaw

Jack Norworth
Rose M auras Rev
(One to fill)

an accomplishment of

Llbbey ft Sparrow
Rhep Camp

Berzac's Circus
Doree's Opera

VARDON

BAYER-SCHUMACHER

BROOKLYN

Louie Simon Co

A De Wald

Milton

Grace

INDIVIDUALITY IN COSTUMES

Buddy Doyle
Marie Stoddard

Cheetnnt

MAX PHILLIP

A

A Jerome

•Mason A Scholl
Mabel Harper Co
Moore A Fields

7th St.

Nippon Duo

Paramount Four

Lafayette
Curzon Sisters
Julia Dika

Majestic

MINNEAPOLIS
Earl

Eddie Car* Co

JrT

Girl

Manhattan Trio
Horton & LaTriska
Moran ft Wiser

PHILADELPHIA

It). B. F. Keith's,

•Dillon

Dance Dreams

BUFFALO

A Duncan

•Mills

half

Humberts Broa
Honeymooa Ship
Claudia Coleman
(Two to fill)
SFR'GFIELD, ILL.

Dancing Kennedys
(One to fill)

Phillips
O'Neill

A

Clark

U

Valentine Vox
Favorites of Past
Coscla A Verdi

I

OUS SUN CLBCUIT

Ring Co
Weber A BUlott
Bits of Dance Hits
Gordon Girlie A G
Fred C Hagan Co
Murray Bennett
•Jack Walsh Co

Warwick

Witchlo
Claire Devlne Co
Three Chums
George Mayo

W'RC'STR, MASS.

Freano 16-17)
Hurst ft Vogt
Jac La Vere
Valand Gamble

Roosevelt
Julie

2d half

Brooks
Wllaon

A

•Lson A Mitxl
H Wslzsr

T A

•Leon A Mltxi
Pbll Davis

WASHINGTON
Strand
Alvares Duo
Jean Boy del

MB)

A

Chamberlain

Mr A Mrs

2d half

HOBOKEN

Harvey De Vora t
Weber A Elliott
Dance Hits

BIta of

CITY

Golden Gate
(Sunday openjtig)
A Wilson
Wilfred Clark

ft

Ramsey

ft

A

Rlgga

Klein Bros

•Frets

Foley

Purcell

of Feb. It)

Mala Street
opening)

Mid nit e Revels
Whipple ft Huston

Ross
Franklin

SAN FRANCISCO

(Sunday

Open Week

ft

KANSAS CITY
*Bealo

Rpyal Balls:
Morris ft Campbell

Townes ft
Do Koes Trio

(Week

Hazel Moran
Walton
Harvey De Vora t
Carey Bannon A M
Dave Harris Band

fill)

HEADLINING

Shubert
(Sunday opening)
20th Century Rev
Four Marx Bros
Marie Rossi

Musical Johnsons
Skating Hamilton*
Mason ft Keeler

NEW YORK

to

W.

B A L

Next

CINCINNATI

WASHINGTON

Keating

(Two

»

Jack* Rico

Philadelphia

Kellson Co
ft B Stsnton
McRae ft Clegg
Hilda MorrU

ft

Llacola

Gordon Girlie A O
Mortoa A Brown
•Fred C Hagan Co
Murray Bennett
Jack Walsh Co

PANTAQE8 CIRCUIT

William Prlngls

FOUR PHILLIPS
Alma

Olga

UNION HILL

•Caledonia Fear
Hori Trio

A Herman (Oar to All)
Sd half
Adels Oswald
Wilbur A Jordan
Rensrd A West
Dan Downing A B McCoy A Waltoa
Kara
Stever A Lovejby

Green
MfBhka

Orpheam

THE ORIGINAL

Management:

Kings Syncopation
Chappelle ft St'n'te

Clemona ft Belllngs
Ford ft Goodrich
Haahi ft Oahl
Joe Towls

=5=

Shaw

ft

Horlick A Sar Sis
Adler Herman ft
Richard Wally
(Four to fill)

Sensational Head-Balancing Equilibrists

Next Week (Feb.

ft

Law lor

Fulton

2d half

Frank Masters

(Same
ft

Kyra
Keno

i

John Ls Clair

SACRAMENTO
(12-14)

Pauline

opening)

27

t
;
3 ^—
—sb—
mj—

Brgottl

Florence Schubert
Purcella Bros

Watson Sisters
De Haven ft Nice

Harlem O.

(Sunday opening)
Juggling Nelsons
Neal Abel

PES MOINES
Pearson N'wj/t
C ft F Usher
Byal ft Early

Debrau

ft

(Sunday opening)

(Saturday opening)
Walter C Kelly

ft

Zelaya
Peres ft M'rguerlte
Zelda Bros

Wm

Orpbenm

Wayne

Stara of Yesterday

Mallia Bart

Jenkina

ft

Harry Hoi man Co

Orpheum

(Sunday opening)
Williams A Wolfua

Glenn

Orpheum

Hughes

Cummings

Follies

OAKLAND, CAL.

fill)

Oarrlck
(Sunday opening)
Whirl of New York

Boyle

Two Johns
ST. LOUIS

Bflaaeo
Frances Whits

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

,

£is

CHICAGO

Wsnrlch

Empress

PANTAGES'CIRCUIT
•06 FITZGERALD BLD(1.. NEW YORK
Phones BRYANT 7»76—1829
Palace
(Sunday opening)
Creole Fashion PI.
Hackett ft Delmar
Billy Glason

(One to

Milo Futurlat Rev

Frank Fay

fill)

BOOKING B.XCLUSIVELT WITH

CHICAGO

P A O Walters

Hayataka Japs
Harry 8crantou Co

Walsh

Connolly

R

ft

—t

2d half

Beck

ft

Pelletler

A

Qraasr

iiiimi

Manicure Shop
Gates

Peru

ft

"Whits

A Johnny

Frankle

(Sunday

ARTHUR

Parish

•)

BOSTON

(One to

Liberty
Downey ft Clarldge
Octavia H'dw'tb Co

Orpheum

(Weak of Feb.
Majestic
Aerial Shew*

fill)

Casey

ft

SHUBEKT CIKCHIT

Hamlin A Mack
Bartram A Ssxton
•M'Qoode L'jiz'n Co

T'RE HAUTE,

PADCCAH, KY.

Coogan

Charles Wllaon
Rus;el ft Dunig-sn
Mignonette Kokia
Lloyd, Nevado
Richard Keaa

.

WINNIPEG

Bit HMOSI), 1ND.

WUUajna * Clark
(Three to

J Ainoroa
Pord Dancers
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CHICAGO

CORRESPONDENCE

tttST
otherwise

OFFICE

applauded.
Simms and Winnie have a sister act
in which one sings modern jaas and
the other old-time songs, making
an offering which invites applause.
McCals and Paulie do a two-men
comedy talking act. with a sprlnkling of song, and obtain much
laughter. Callahan and Bliss follow
with the same style of act, excepting there is dancing added, and soon
put the audience in merriment.
Powell, Gilmore and company offer
a dancing act to close, made interesting by changes in view of the audience.
The dancing is average.
Other acts seen at an earliir show
were Wilson and McElroy, who displayed good voices, and Eddie Tanner and Palmer Sisters, who present a novel handling of a sketch.
acrobatic feats

bill this week. None stand out
enough in that line to make the appeal necessary to put over a vaudeville show. But in spite of this and
In -spite of a lack of comedy and in
spite of there being too many full
stage acts, causing Rath Brothers
to be forced to close in "one," ahd«
other brief waits, it Is a good entertainment, with threo headline feat-)
ures in Karyl Norman, Jack Nor-

ace

I

worth and "The Storm."

Benny Davis, on fourth, starts off
the songwriter stuff, and while he
has not much of a singing voice he
demonstrate his numbers to get the most from them.
He exploited a new one "Dearest,
You Are Nearest to My Heart"
by bringing Harry Axt, who wrote
to

—

.

the music, from the audience, and
by having Shirley Lane, a local
singer, discuss the aong with him
from out front and sing the chorus.
He referred in sort of song to his
many aong successes, including
"Margie." His various songs when
mentioned brought applause at the
Sunday matinee. Karyl Norman, on
sixth, with Edwin Weber, his conductor, wrote "Nobody Lied." and
hope for ita successor In "I'm
Through Sheddin' Tears for You,"
Introduced on this occasion with a
little

Harry Carey,

State- Lake

Togo opened the show for first
half of the week with juggling and
finishing with slide over the heads
of -people in the audience, a feat
which did not seem -to particularly
plea?e those who were under him.
Cortex and Ryan, harpist and violinist, scored in second position with
a musical offering. Mahoney registered in third pla.e. Five Chapins

west, regalia, chewing gum and
and kidding bashfully turning the rim of his
wim everyone.
hat. He has some good stories, deSeibini and Grovini opened the livered in an ad lib manner reshow with their vaudeville offer- minding of Will Rogers, Ifs'a neat
ing, appreciated to the limit. Gehan turn, but Carey's reappearance in
and Qarrettson followed with a song vaudeville Is but for one week.
and piano number in which the man Billy Dale and Co. register the
displayed a good voice.
comedy hit of the bill. Dorothy
Newport, Stirk And Sue Parker Aubrey and Walter Kane were able
followed with a number which kept assistants.
Peres and Marguerite
the audience in good humor. Valen- opened with a juggling routine that
with a single figure, holds novelty, and is entertaining.
tine Vox,
offered excellent ventriloquial enter- "A Night in Argentine," a dancing
tainment. Herbert's act had sixth couple accompanied by a girl with
Landfield was seventh. a stringed quintet, pleased.
position.
The
The Kressmoor Four closed the Tuscana. Brothers, with their axes,
show with a roller skating exhibi- closed nicely. Allan% Shaw, successful.

phone number of

girls

mostly dancing, with the one

tion,

swing of Rose Kress the fea-

foot
ture.

theatre organization has
been
perfected
here with
Mrs.
Rockefeller McCormick at its head
which will bring the Ave "best
plays'' of the season to Chicago
civic

fine reception

accorded him at hia two weeks' engagement at the Majestic last summer as evidence that Chicago vaude.
ville fans still held out arms to him
Jack Norworth, on eighth, approached hla songwriting record
with kidding, so that It was hard to
tell just how serious he was.
His
mention of aong successes of the
past did not bring a speck of applause, not even "In the Garden of
Eden" or "Jersey Shore." Norworth
explained this by saying they had
been musical comedy successes.
Pour American Aces opened with

•

•

NEW

i

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Off den Avenue
CHICAGO

R. R.

TICKETS
DAVm

I

TNF.B

CUT RATKS.
BeecM aad Sold.

I7TON8

Licensed R. R. Ticket Broker.
Teleatiene Hairtaon 8f78
CHICAGO
111 S. CLARK ST.

Work

Called For.

Pheee Dearoere 1253

GREEN MILL GARDENS
BROADWAY AT LAWRENCE
*

L

Harry Ealing who has been prop,
erty man at the Golden Gate will
sever his connection with that house
to be property master at the Century
for
Ackerman A Harris'
"Struttin* Along."

—

Curran D. Swint. dramatic editor
of the San Francisco "Call." was
taken ill last week and ordered by
his physician to remain away from
his desk foe at least a month. During his absence the work will be
handled by. Arthur Johnson.
>

At Pantages. Oakland, business
has not been up to expectations for
some time. In order to present a
draw the Rex Reynolds Light Opera
Company,* consisting of 35 people,
has been engaged to play for four
weeks, in conjunction with the regIn order to keep
ular vaudeville.
the show within the customary time,
the number of acts will be cut
down. If the venture proves successful this operatic aggregation
may be brought to Pantages' San
Francisco house.

Dick George, formerly with Henry
joined the Paul
the t'ranada.

Joe Weston and Grace Ellnc. on
the Pan bill here last week, received
a note from Mrs. Swan, of Swan's
diving seals, advising that her husband was enroute to Honolulu to
seek engagements and that her baby
of five months had died that day
and that she was without funds to
defray funeral expenses. A collection was made on the bill and the
letter sent to the Orpheum and
acts, and enough was
raised and u little over. Mrs. Swan
and her four other children are here
waiting world from her husband. In
the meantime she is in need of
funds.- The address is 1350 Webster

Golden Gate

street.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
By L. B. 8KEFFINQTON
LYCEUM.— George Arliss in "The
Green

Goddess." first half; last
Office Recreation Club,
amateurs, in annual plays,
"The China Shop."
Ackerman & Harris are planning a
FAYS. Lads and Lassies, Doral
big white revue to follow the all- Blaci and Co.. Connors and Boyne.
colored aggregation which opened at Howard. Taylor and Them. Irene
the Century for a run Saturday in Myers, Jackson Brothers; "The Sign
"Struttin' Along."
of the Rose," feature.
EASTMAN.— "A Taylor Made
The musical comedy policy trie«l Man," feature.
out at the Strand during the past
Pictures.— "The Voice from the
few weeks has proved unsuccessful Minaret,"
Regent;
"Youth
to
and the house will revert to its for- Youth" and "The Lying Truth,"

He is -going east in the interest of
his firm and expects to remain away
at least a month. There Is a report

mer

policy of pictures.

half,

Kodak

local

—

Piccadilly.

Richard Burton, vaudeVllle. reFlorence Macbeth was unable to
turned to Vancouver from Australia appear at the Eastman last WednesWhile in the Antipodes day evening, where she was booked
last week.
Burton had the misfortune to lose to appear
with
John Charles
his right eye.
The accident occurred in New Zealand and caused
him to be laid up in -the hospital for
six months. He is booked to open
on the Ackerman & Harris Circuit
Feb. 9.

Illness.
Mr. Thomas gave the entire program himself, winning praise
from the critics.

Mme. Margaret Matzenauer. opera

two weeks' run.
"Monte Cristoi" did capacity at

singer, -was granted a divorce here
last week from Floyd Glotzbach, a
former chauffeur of Del Monte, Cal.
The slnper was not present, her testimony being in the form of a depo-

Thomas

in

a

joint concert,

owing to

"Knighthoad" la to open at the
Piccadilly next week, scheduled for
the

Eastman

last

week.

sition.
Mme. Matzenauer alleged
alienation of Glotzbach's affectations by another woman.

Sol Pincus, assistant manager of
the Imperial has been appointed

manager of that house to succeed
Van D. Clement who resigned.
Within sight of a crowd of theatregoers a daring bandit walked
Up to the box office of the Tivoll
one night last week, reached in and
grabbed a sack containing $600 and
made good his escape. The cashier.
Miss June McKenna, sounded the
alarm and pursuit of the thief was
begun, but he dodged In the crowd
and made good his getaway.

MISS FRANKIE CLAUSSEN
PHOTOGRAPHED THIS SEASON BT

The

old Francisca which has had
a stormy career, and been renamed
at least a dozen times In the past
three years, has been sold and probably will be remodeled. The prop-
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Van Buren and Wabash Avenues

CHICAGO
ENTERTAINMENT
S P. M.

NBWMr

Table

<

TO 9:30 P. M.
NO COVER CHARGE.
FRIAR'S 80CIETY ORCHESTRA

MILLLION DOLLAR RAINBO ROOM

4526 Sheridan Road
EXCLUSIVE SECTION.
EVEBT ROOM With a PKIVATE OATH
*bNE BLOCK PROM LAKE
TWKNTT MINUTE* to All THE ATE BE
IN CHICAGO'S

ATTRACTIVE RATES

CHICAGO

Ground Floor

Featuring

HUNTINGTON HOTEL

Bee Step* at Door.
£>,/S£-C"-CV

Pi

IN

State -Lake Theatre Bldg.,

Chicago

Qur Steaks and Chops a Specialty.

who hare loa*
will enjoy a
by ataxias at
"CHICAGO'S

WHEN

Inc.
St..

FRIAR'S INN
DINE

Artleta

CHICAGO

TO CLOSING

Special Discount to Performers

8RND FOR CATALOO.

,.f

EDDIE CANTOR Says

TO THE PROFESSION

Immediate Delivery.

The
attraction for the boxofflce.
band consists of 27 musicians, all
veterans.
The men, in
offered
seven numbers

All-Star Show Featuring
Late fllnalnr Feature of George. White Scandal*
BELLE OLIVER (Formerly of the Orpheum Circuit)
Dancing by

,/S/G

EVERYTHING

AMR ARRNDS
LLOYD GARRETT

Under the Pereonal Management

FROM

The Choy Ling Foo Troupe were
Canadian
and
the
appreciated
Northwest Veteran Band proved an

STAGE SHOES "ELI," the Jeweler

<2%

overseas
Ownership uniform,

CHARLEY STRAIGHT'S ORCHE8TRA

*»

m

to William Cranstoa
B. Smith.

M

Phoae Barley tsei
<

number of laughs with some fool- routine.
ing which Is proof that inane maHe venterial is often popular.
The Pantages current bill is made
tured down into the audience and up entirely of men on tire stage.
gave out candy, asking for the tele- Addie Beer, working in the audience, is the only representative of
the fair sex on the list. Incidentally,
Wilson and Beer were the laughing
and applause hit of the show.
Goatt Remodeled in One V eek
Siegel and Irving opened the perWe|
tnto dolman* and wrap* of UUrt style.
aim clean, gtaae and reiiee with allk for $10
formance with hand lifts of which
oaoca your furs nowi
the finishing shoulder whirl brought
Walter Brower ofsolid applause,
Par when you went them.
fered his witty monolog that mostly
BLUMENFIELD'S FUR 8HOP
went over the heads of the audience.
7*4 State Laka Bide.. CHICAGO

was sold
and Norwood
erty

The young woman San trey's band, has
Ash aggregation at

:<

SAN FRANCISCO

*

day's receipts.

every year. Donald Robertson will
be dramatic director.

a casting act cut down to only the
Walletistein Bros.,
sensational feats. It went biggest are a brass quartet and. a singing western office.
of any opening act this season at girl at start and five saxophone who have the Starland theatre, also
the Palace.
The Dixie Four fol- finish, liked. Finlay and Hill, three manage the new house.
lowed with singing, harmony results people combination, have smart
and dancing, also establishing an fooling. Evelyn Phillips and Co. do
Pat Campbell, of Trianon, dance,
enviable record for applause. The a song and dance revue in which was badly injured in an automobile
dancing disease which these fellows the dressing is the strong point.
accident in which a yellow taxi figspread one to another is a clever
ured and is laid up at the Illinois,
idea, certain of big applause results.
Quite a bit of spice in the Majestic Central hospital, where he will be
Grace HufT and Co. were third in a show Sunday night. The suggestive forced to remain for three or four
John B. Hymer sketch. 'IThe Trim- stuff scored. Mrs. Eva Fay. who is weeks. He is badly bruised and has
mer," a sufficiently true picture of at the Majestic for a return date, a broken pelvis.
Mrs. Campbell
human nature to keep an audience appears to have two acta and in- (Mildred Booth), whose last stage
amused. Davis followed, with Billv jects material in bad taste into some appearance was with Allan Pollock
Joyce at piano.
The Baths held of her fortune-telling performances In "Why Certainly," is at his bedfifth place to appreciation. Norman, and
from others. side.
it
eliminates
sixth, was an easy hit.
Adolphus. Either that or she Is governed by
who dances and plays piano accom- different rulings at different houses.' Warren Trons (Irons & damage)
paniment for one of three girls in Sunday niffht she went the limit. \ \ a i\\ an(j has been confined to hi3
hlr company, who is a violinist, hold
Joseph Herbert's musical comedy
fortnight.
down seventh position, though he skit is rather entertaining though it De(i f or a
would be better earlier. One of the is based on a situation which is not
girls of his company is an excep- suggestive of morality.
js
It
a
tionally clever dancer and another honeymoon night aboard a ship with
does some surprising athletic stunts a husband who, it develops, has
for a rather large though shapely been taken on a day before her year
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
woman.
Jack Norworth does a is up and her divorced spouse in the
OFFICE
monolog In connection with songs, cabin- across the way. The situamostly topical, and has Dorothy tion gets to such a point where the
PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING
AdeTphl at the piano. His comedy is finish of the act is getting to be a
not of the riot order, but his offer- ticklish matter, but a closing has
ing is liked.
peon studied out where the girl
Irene Castle makes a good head"The Storm* closed the show, «onds a wireless to a third admirer line name for the Orpheum this
With Edward Arnold and associate promising to wed him and the rivals week, and with William Reardon a«
players doing their usual fine work jump overboard. The skit travesties her dancing partner displayed the
and with scenic effects which are a the lightness with which marriage usual graceful ballroom dancing
source of surprise to aVyaudcvillti is considered in some circles.
supplemented with a rich wardrobe.
audience.
won
Operalogue
Doree's
The third act to enter the sug- Mme.
There are
appreciation.
gestive class is Sidney Landfield, heavy
The Bialto has one of the best all- who does a combination monolog, some excellent voices. Harry Holround bills of this season. Will pianolog and smutalog. He goes man and Co. created their usual
Stanton is the headliner and creates stronger than any one heard re- interest and went over for big
laughter.
Australian Waites, an- cently when it comes to discussing laughs. Arthur ahd Morton Havel
other feature of present show, prc- experiences with girls in autos and with good patter ..nd comedy scored
aerting liked entertainment.
in telling of his rambles mentions nicely and deserved a later spot on
The last show Monday night was resorts on the Southside that do the bill. Bob Henshaw won the
opened by the Waites. Bell and Le- not bear the best reputation. When house with his voice mimicry. The
Clair. a couple of Bowery types, en- there Is laughter he comments there Zelda Brothers, going about the
tertained. The Three Alex perform are others who may have made "the limit with contortion, closed, and
Landfield got quite a Bernard's Dogs did an interesting
rounds.".

— HOFFMAN

theatre

CORRESPONDENCE

speech in which Norman made
to his songwriting and

Aek.

Last week, while Miss Taylor was
box oftlce of the San Mateo
a man wearing a heavy
overcoat and with his face masked
stepped up to the wicket. He demanded she turn over to him the
in the

A

succeeded in convincing him ho was
too late, that sh; had already given
the money to* the house manager.
The robber took her word for it c.d
The new Tivoll, Michigan City, departed. A few nights later, as
Ind.. will open shortly and will play Miss Taylor was leaving the theatre,
vaudeville supplied by the Keith a large automobile drove up to the
curb and a man at the wheel invited
she
her to take a ride. As soon
heard the voice she recognized it aa
that of the bandit. Making a hurried
excuse, sho hastened to the police
The cities under Correspondence in ihis issue ef Variety are
station, first making a mental note
as follows, and on paoaa:
of the license number of the machine. With this clew the police got
38 KANSAS CITY. e * «
BALTIMORE
23
the holdup man and a charge of attempted robbery vas lodged against
BOSTON
33 MONTREAL
29
him.
ORLEANS
30
38
BUFFALO
29
23 PITTSBURGH
CHICAGO
Charles- Alphin. who has been producing the musical comedy shows at
28
33 ROCHESTER, N. Y
CLEVELAND
Strand, which closed Friday, has
the
28
33 SAN FRANCI8CO
DALLAS, TEX
taken his company to El Paso, Tex.
38
38 SYRACUSE
DENVER
Irving Ackerman of Ackertnan &
32
38 WASHINGTON, O. C
DETROIT
Harris left for New York Friday.

reference

commented upon the

loudly

In person, headlines

at the Golden Gate beside his picture, "Good Men and True." also
Carey appears in wild
screened.

Theatre Bldg.

Three songwriter acts on the Pal-

knows how

are also included in tie routine that
closed to a solid response.

CHICAGO

indicated.

ranged between (he classics
Various solos
pop roelodtee.

••

Rxeetleni Oale.

—

WISE FOR EESBBT ATIOMS

Clark Htre*t, at I.awremo Avenue,

MR. FRED

MANN

CHICAGO

Presents

Edward Rerk'e Kprrtarular Production

"RAINBO TRAIL"

With OOLETTA RTAN., "LINDA," RUTH ETTINU. Buddy© Feleen GarrtU Conway, lone Carleaon and Elenore WilUne, Frank Weathal and hia Ratnbo On-heetra.
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BARBER
your patronage

Invites

at his

new

LONGACRE BARBER SHOP
Longacre Building '(Subway Arcade)

New York

N. E. Cor. Broadway and 42nd Street,
h

A

first class

up-to-the minute sanitary barber shop with all

modern

facilities

and a force of

skilled attendants always'

your service

at

FOR OUR CUSTOMERS WE HAVE SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFERS

LADIES HAIR BOBBED—SHAMPOOING—MASSAGING—MANICURING
JOHN

J.

Longacre Building,
Subway Entrance
Broadway and 42d Street,
New^ Ycrk

R1ESLKR.

Mgr.
riionwi:

*

BRYANT

•

10207-10208

GARDEN— Bridge Musical
"Stop Thief."
ORPHEUM— Vaudeville.
GLOBE — Vaudeville.

PITTSBURGH

presence of some 400 friends of the
promoters, and stockholders, turned
The manthe f\rst shovel of dirt

KANSAS CITY
By WILL R. HUGHES
SHUBERT— Walker Whiteside
'The Hindu."
GAYETY— "Keep Smiling."
ln

^t><>0^

&&&<$^^

<g*0x0x^^

in

Stock

,

Photoplays— Newman. "The Voice
from the Minaret": Royal, "Minnie";
Globe, "The First Degree"; Mainstreet, "The Light iu the Dark";
Pantages, 'Thelma."

By

agement announces the park will be
ready for the public about June 15.

PICTURES—Grand and

The Ukrainian national chorus,
the Russian organization which has
been meeting with great success in
Mexico, gave its first concert in the
States since its Mexican tour here
Jan. 30. Oda Slabodskaja, who was
seen here a few months ago with
Mrs. Vernon Castle, is the soloist
with the organization. The chorus,

j

;

i

!

'

when in Mexico, were compelled to
sing in bull rings to accommodate
the crowds. One of its audiences
contained 32,600 persons.

MONTREAL

in the

JOHN GARDINER

By

HIS MAJESTY' S—"Blossom
G A Y E T Y— Finney Revue; bu.
lesque.
PICTUR ES— Capitol, "KnightTime."

-

8MARTE8T FRENCH SHOES
For Ob and Off Stage

The Duquesne which has made
two attempts at Mutual wheel bur-

Allen, "Voice From Mina- lesque this season with aa many
Midway. "Trail of the Axe"; failures. Is now running pictures
vnt
Belmont, "Lorna Doone'*:
a dally change of program.
Maisonneuve. with
"Nobody";
Royal
Announcement has been made of
•Man's Law and God's"; Par' -au. the engagement of the "Passion
^ack
Regent,
•East Is West";
Way" during the week of March 19.
Home and Broke"; Strand, "All
Night"; Plaza. "Stolen Momenta";
The Duquesne Garden Amusement
Crystal Palace. "Mother Eternal."
Co., which but recently emerged
from the hands of receivers, is being sued on a $15,000 promissory
West note by the First National Bank
One
pf Wilkinsburg, which alleges it
of Broadway at
has discontinued the name and that
default has been made.

hood";

Spontor*

§jK~\

iftaerl

Vtmp
Shoes

from the Minaret;" Olympic
and Regent, "My American Wife;"
State, "Strangers' Banquet;" Black
ntone, "Alias Julius Caeser;" Cameo,
"The Flirt" (Fourth Week); Cam(/raphone,
Jack"
(Second
"Dr.
Week); Alhambra, "The Light in
the Dark;" Kenyon, "The Flirt."

An ambitious reporter on one of
the local dailies interviewed Otis
Skinner, who was at the Nixon In
"Antonio" last week, on a report
that the star waa to Join the ranks
of Shakespearean actors. "Heavens,
no!" was the immediate retort of
Mr. Skinner. "Why, I have already
played all the Important Shakespearean roles years ago. Let somebody else try them today. It will
complete their theatrical education."

:

week when Mayor Cromwell,

Liberty,

"Voice*

Harry
Stone.
Following Fred
Lauder and Al Jolson, Ted Lewis
and "The Greenwich Village Fellies"
The dramatic students at Centra!
were up against a hard ganie at the
The show re- High School are rehearsing "A
Shubejrt last week.
ceived good notices op its opening, Tailor- Made Man," which will be
and business held up fairly well dur- presented Feb. 8-9-10.
ing* the week. No matinee was given
Wednesday.
Fairyland, Kansas City's newest
amusement park, got its start this

COLEMAN HARRISON.

ret";

•

'

West 45th

St.,

Opp. Lyssum The*.

B«*.

at No. 154
B'wmy and 6th A»*.

OEL'S

Moment

staging similar affairs in the same
amphitheatre. As many as 10,000
people attended on each of several
evenings. The show was presented
under the auspices of tho Knights
of Malta for the benefit of their

home

at Granville, Pa.

Johnny

with
Duquesne
Gardens, has been appointed man*
uger of the Garden Ballroom to succeed M. F. Lane.

(Any Style) $1
$1 Our Special: A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes
LADIES
In the GRILL with SPECIAL RESERVATIONS for

in

NEXT WEEK

|

theatrical

men

are

for territory embracing
Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, West
Virginia, Michigan and Kentucky

same

organization.

———

"Plantation Days,- a colored musical show, ono of the popular priced
being presented at the Lyceum, with
85 cents top, proved a surprise as
the draw was mostly
from the
whites, and one of the best weeks
so far was recorded there. A spe-

Al Jolson in "Bom bo" opened at
Monday to the. largest advance iq the history of the house. cial midn'ght show was given on
Kibble's
"Uncle Tom's
"Tangerine" packed them in last Friday.
week.
De Wolf Hopper and his X:abin" is doing fair business, with
comic opera company for two weeks "A Night in Honolulu" next.
the Alvln

to follow.

Quite a few changes have taken
place on the local
map. Jos.

Mm

who has been manager
Pittsburgh First National
Exchange since its Inception has resigned to accept the position of
S. Skirboll,

of

the

division sales manager of
States, with headquarters

Western

at Los
Angeles. It is rumored that A. 8.
Davis, formerly a well known film
man here, will toe the new manager
for First National.
B. M. Moran, Pittsburgh Pathe
Branch manager, President of the
Film Board of Trade since last
June, has resigned the latter post.
D. J. Selznick, vice president, will
officiate until the next election.
Meyer Fischer, a veteran of the
film industry has been appointed as

50 Models Wanted
Olrla of unusual type for Bhoo
Stylo Revue which will be held
In Id ay.
Mutt conform to the

following standards:

flight

t

S'

*«•*

IN

of Shoe* 4 to

12)

B. F.

A

52

B

Commodore
Ball Room

Hotel,
Floor,

Saturday, February 17th,
9 A. M. to 1 P. M.
df

and

GOWNS

WEST 46th STREET. NEW YORK
Phone: Bryant 5660

TRIX"

KEITH'S WASHINGTON. D.

or

Apply: Shoe Committee,

FRIGANZA
C

(FEB.

& 1W
lbs.

5,

THOSE SMART THINGS FOR THE. SPRING

HATS

contemplating

"MY LITTLE BAG

to

Weight! 120 to ISO

BIm

JEANE RUSSELL

WILL OUTFIT YOU

The Winter Circus, arranged by
.
Samuel McCracken, which played
a whole week at the Motor Square
Garden, was so great a success local

The Rendezvous of the Leading Light* of Literature and the Stage.
The Best Food and Entertainment In New York. MoWM and Dan* log.

has been appointed general sales

manager
for the

Jones,

41st Street

'

manager of the local Federated Film
Exchange to succeed Joe Lefko who

C.
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PUBLICITY!
Make

ute o/

INCORPORATED

if

sedations
140 West 39th Street

Without regard to her
.standing on the ladder of
fame and fortune* the

NEW YORK CITY
•

actress is expected to be
It

goes

No

one

business

upon

business

"Jingle Bells" 12

&

V>.

her slippers she has had
recourse to the shops of
I. Miller, where every

in a trade pub-

lication.

Trade publicity

is

an

in-

vestment.

Empire Hoboken.
n MajMt,c

waKKg^f^
a

n ThrU l92Z " 12 **"*

(Feb. 12- Feb. 19)
"American Girl" 12 Grand Worcester 19 Hurtig &. Seamon's New York.
"Beauty Revue" 12 Columbia Now
York 19 Empire Brooklyn.
"Big Jamboree" 12 Casino Brooklyn 19 Miner's Newark.
"Big Wonder Show" 12 Lyric
Dayton 19 Olympic Cincinnati.
"Bon Tons" 12 Gayety Omaha 19

"Merry

Maidens"

"Midnight

Maidens"
*^

Baltimore.
"Mischief

G*yetv

12

Brooklyn.

Makers"

*

12

&

W York

Jr "

"Monte

Carlo

Girls"

the

Town"

-

BUou

12

12

Lyric

Broadway

Gayety Minneapolis.

"Runaway Girls" 12 Garden Buf"Broadway Brevities" 12 Empire falo.
"Step Along" 12 Majestic ScranProvidence 19 Gayety Boston.
"Broadway Flappers" 12 Miner's ton.
return on the* invest"Sweet Bay. Bees" 12 Olympic
Bronx New York 19-21 Cohen's
York.
ment is received in ojie Newburgh 22-24 Cohen's Pough- New
"Town Follies" 12 L O.
keepsie.
White
Pat 12 Majestic Albany.
way or another. Years
It

goes to the trade.

it is

only

of late air of the theatrical

has commenced
to believe Variety is the
business

greatest publicity

the

hm

show

medium

business". ever

had.

"Bubble Bubble" 12 Star & Garter
Chicago 19 Empress Chicago.
-Chuckles of 1923" 12 Olympic
Cincinnati 19

L

O.

Frank Finney 12 Gayety Boston
19 Columbia New York.
"Flashlights of 1923" 12-14 Colonial Utlca 19 gayety Montreal.
"Follies of Day'; 12 Hurtig & Seamon's New York :9 Empire Providence.
"Folly Town" 12 Gayety Washington 19 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Giggles" 12 Gayety Milwaukee 19
Colombia Chicago.
"Greenwich Village Revue" 12

no medium that Empire Toronto 19 Gayety Buffalo.
"Hello Good Times" 12 Palace
OM carry an announce- Baltimore
19 Gayety Washington.
"Hippity Hop" 12 Gayety Rochesment as far and as surely tar 19-21 Colonial Utica.
"keep Smiling" 12 L O 19 Gayety
as Variety it goes to the Omaha.
Knacks" 12 Empire Brookvwy people it should go lyn"Knick
19 Yorkville New York.
"Let's Oo" 12 Orpheum Patereon
to; to the best and most 19 Majestic Jersey City.

There

is

"

—

"Maids of America" 12 Casino
in Philadelphia 19 Palace Baltimore.
Marion Dave 12 Casino Boston
the
English
speaking 19 Grand Worcester.
"Mimic World" 12 Majestic Jersey
world.
City 19 Miner's Bronx New York.
"Radio Oirls" 12 Empress Chicago
Whatever the objective, 19 Gayety Detroit. f

influential, theatrically,

"Record

Vaudeville,
Pictures

anywhere

or

and

Legitimate,

Burlesque,
all

over,

Breakers"

Gayety

12

Pittsburgh 19 Colonial Cleveland.
Reeves Al 12 Columbia Chicago
& Carter Chicago.
"Rockets" 12-14 Cohen's Newburgh 15-17 Cohen's Poughkeepsie
19 Casino Brooklyn.
19 Star

Variety will take you to it.
The only theatrical pa-

"Social Maids" 12 L O 19 Gayety
St Louis.
"Step Lively Girls" 12 Miner's
Newark 19 Orpheum Pate'rson.

per ever published recognized as the

"Step On It" 12 Gayety Montreal
19 Casino Boston.
,
"Talk of Town" 12 Empire Toledo
19 Lyric Dayton.
"Temptations of 1923" 12 Colonial
Cleveland "3 Empire Toledo.
"Town Scandals" 12 Gayety St.
Louis 19 Gayety Kansas City.
Watson Billy 12 Gayety Minneapolis 19 Gayety Milwaukee.
Watson Sliding Billy 12 Gayety
Kansas City 19 L O.
Williams .Mollie 12 Yorkville New

INTERNATIONAL

MEDIUM
of

the

speaking

York 19 Cisino Philadelphia.
"Wine Woman and Song" 12
theatre whether Gayety Detroit 19 Empire Toronto.
"Youthful Follies" 12 Gayety Bufstage or screen. falo 19 Gayety Rochester.
>

Co-

"French Models" 12 Penn Circuit.
"Girls a la Carte" J5-17 Bijou
•

Follies"

12

Howard

Boston.
"Girls from

Reno"

"Hello Jako Girls"

12
1-'

L

O.

Broadway

Indianapolis.

"Jaws Time
Cleveland.

Revue"

12

Allen
Aator

Empire

"

Mae

Mrs

Lang-ford

Mildred
Leonard Jean
l.ee

Young Revue

Lewis Harry
Lloyd Dr

Bender Hasle

Lorraine Alio*
Lyle Cecil

W

Conway B

B

Cooper

H

Cohean Reg.nald
Frank

Croirlnshield

Cuecaden Sarah

Darey Mrs Harry
Daves Xteward
Delro Outdo
Dolly Eddie
Doula Frank
Dreano Josh
DuBolse Wilfred

Dunn

Valeria

Eadle & Ramsden
Klsenbera- Esie
Elrot Jean

Ford Ray
Forrest

Am my

Franks Jessie
Freehand Harry
French Bert
Franklyn Wilson
Oallonay A narrct
Oallander John
Gallon Jlmmie
Gibbons Patrick

Gibbons F H
Gibson Mrs James
Gilbert Robert
Gulran May
Ooulborn Howard
Guuld Heleu
Greer Jesse

Haley Slaters
Hammer Beulan
Hnrcourt G K
Harrison Adria

Helms F & K
Herold Claire

Hope TIelfn
Housh Ja< k

C & L

Mr & Mr*
Johnson Mr & Mrs
Jones & Sylvester

Jamea

Kelso

Bros Co
Kennedy S P
Kerwln Kthel
Kinrald Perce
Klna- Helen
Klna-xbury IT (5
Klark Happy
T.

nddle Walter

I.a
I.a

Groha
Mar Dorothy

Norrls Follies

Nathans Cssper

E

Pern Steve
Riley Joe

Earle Paul

Regan Sydney
Reed MYs Joe

Freehand Harry

Rogers Wilson
Randell Earl

W

•

Emll

Shelton Jean
Silverman Morris

Som«rs Eddie
Stsnley Fred
Starke Marie
Stevens Mllll»
Stewart Wilms
Strang Thn

Tlue

Tate Beth
Tenley Klm^r
<"th*rlne

Van Horn Hobby
Wallach Jarob
Walsh Jack
Water* Tom
Welch Milton
Wellington PylV>S

Wheat on Ann
Wilder Addle
Wilson Phyllis
WUlschrat Gus
*
Wolf F.
Wolfe R
Woods Williams

Rice Matmle

Simmer*

W

Cecil

B

Starr Joe

Schulpber Elsie
Savoy Paul

Tracey Palmer A T
Tarry Bob
-

Unger Arthur

R

also

Weaton Burke
White Bob
Woody Arch

Harrourt Leslie
Houle Fred B
Hallo Eunice

Williams

T

Walsh Bud

Ifart Lisle

tverson Frltto
Imperial Rubs Trio

.

Williams Joe Jazx

Hooker A Davis
Hardy A Gibson

Sullivan John
Sydell Paul

In his

Sheridan Bobble
Stanley George"

A Haw

Gibson Hardy
Oaffney Girls
Glrton Louise
Gibson Gladys

>
resumed.
Paderewskl played at $8,000
one concert here last week.

Ponsford Virginia

Day George

Elide Ballet

Gibaon F
Gibson A A E
Goldie Sadie
Golnes Jay
Gibson Florence
.Gilbert Mrs. Ben

Savoy Beatrice
Sawyer Mat hew

high prices.

Palmer P E J Mrs
Parker L B
Psrks Emily

Fair Polly

Relchy Roy
Richards Charles
Roe L Murray
Rogers D
Rogers Harry
Roaenberger Miss
Rosenthal Louis.

selling at

«

Nleland Walter Mrs

Fawn White
Firman Malda

W

Potter
Preston Claudia!

Thompson

Billie

Demming Mrs N

Poe Lester

is

Walter Leopold and Emma Cams
remained New Orleans three weeks
Murray E H
in order that Leopold might hays
McNally James
his tonsils removed. The pianist has
McDonald Harry
Mclntyre Anna Mrs entirely recovered and the act ha*

Dunn Joseph J
Do Haven Mllo
Demlng Bob
De Soto E C

Perry Rudy

Selr

Cotton
Meakln Walter

Coburn Sydney
Cain Vera *
Cohen M H
Crafts Charlie
Catlln Margie

Parker Florence
Parker Lue
Parker Ruth
Patrowar Oacar
Pellen Theo
Pelton Grace

Dorothy Dodd and Zelda Dunn are
local visitors.

P

Malloy Pat Miss

Cross Oeorge

Carr

Schubert
Sears Ror

Nathan
Lane Jean
Leff

Melville Ethel

Montrose Belie
Morris Leo
Morton James

Phillips

Larson Jack
La Vail Ida

Buckley Mr a- Mrs
Borgo John
Beardmore Gladys
Blough Chad
Burke William

Manley Cecil

Naae Louise
Noblette Vensa

changed, except Anna
A new entertainment is
being given, which has had the effect of bringing many of the "nightlifers" back for a second peek.

have been
Greenway.

Llsette Mile

Oil

Brooks Anna

Maldacea Nicole
Manners Cecil
Marlyn Jim A I
Maaon Billy
Mence Lew
McChlleush Maud
McEachern Sttne
Mlddleton

Lss Mildred
Lee Bryan Mrs
Lerner Dave
La Rue Mabel

Baker Jack

Mack Happy
Coffman Roy
Collins Dorothy
Coloma Anthony
Combs Addle

Lekmann Max

Barnes Stewart
Barbee Beatrice
Braase Stella

Brown

«

Beat Bart

Clark Dorla
Clarke Sylvia

Bell Betty

Bentine Billy

Anderson Charles

.

follows.
All of the principals of the Ernie)
at the) Grunewald

Kelly Andy-Joe

Gertie

Lewis Harry

Adami H T
Adams Ted
Amdewaky Samuel
Ambit Mr

(Mm).

O'Brien's Minstrels at the
Tulane next week. "The First Tear*'
Neil

Kellogg M R
Kaufman K Miss

Edna

Amber

in the Minaret."

LIBERTY— "Fury"

Kh&yra

Anderson Lucell

Monroe

"The Voice

Jove^ah

Adair Jack

Jester

lumbus.

— State Street at

CHICAGO OFFICE
Abbey Eve
-Alberto Harold

Jerome Nat

L

12
O.
"Flappers of 1923" 19 Lyceum

Fall River.
•Girls from

LETTERS
When sending* for mall te>
VAKIKTY addrrw Mall Clerk
A ?PS- ADVKRT181NG sir
£V22£
CIRCULAR
LBTTKR9
NOT BK ADVKRTISKD WILL
LKTTKRR ADVERTISED £R
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

Jarrot John
Jeannette Mile

MUTUAL CIRCUIT
"Band Box Revue"

at Forty- Sixth Street
Open until o p. m

In Chicago

A

have passed but

MILLER

Gayety
y

12

Louisville.

"Round
Newark.

stunning

Folly

Philadelphia.
,

is

Peonies

12

Cincinnati.

M !?8
r>K

slipper

though prices may range
from $10 to $18.50.

**

Cl^e iTn d

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

it.

better publicity any-

where than

.

Representative

"Jersey Lillies" 12 Star Brooklyn.

BURLESQUE ROUTES

The show

No

perfectly attired in every
In the matter of

detail.

neglect

to

publicity.

thrives

FRANK DODGE,

Designer

too big or too

is

known

well

D.

show

the

in

DODD ACKERMAN,

P.

over.

all

W

Wilsow Eth»l

ED

\'.t%

To, Ue

LOWRY

'

NEW ORLEANS
O. M. SAMUEL
TULANE— "LightnlnV
ST. CHARLES— St. Charles

By

you 'want clean, whole*
brand new comedy
for your bills.
1/

TMay-

ers.

S T R A X D —Norma Talmadgc

in

some,

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

enmshlp nnommndntlons srranseil on all Line*, at Main PISS
Ices.
Boats are aolna eery fnllt arranxe early. Forelarn Money
bonuht and sold
Liberty Rands Uonghi and sold.

PAUL TACSIO *
Phone

104 Bast 14th St..
Stnyvesaat tfl3tt-<M37.
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EVERYBODY'S TALKING ABOUT THE SENSATION

EDDIE
IS

CREATING

IN

"MAKE

MESSRS SHUBERTS PRODUCTION

IT

SNAPPY

AT THE APOLLO THEATRE. CHICAGO

WITH THESE TWO SONG REVELATIONS

FORGET TO COME BACK HOME)
WALTER DONALDSON and GUS KAHN

(DON'T
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BALLAD THAT CANT MISS
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HAS

IT
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THESE BOYS 30ULDNT WRITE

A

A KICK

— IT

HAS

A TRICK

BAD SONG AND THIS

IS

THE BE^T THEY EVER WROTE

AND

•?*

HI

*

(MY DIXIE PAIR

;
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H

By
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O' DICE)

WALTER DONALDSON and LEW BROWN
i

HERE

E£3I

YOUR CHANCE TO SING

IS

NO

A

NATURAL

GAMBLE— NO CHANCE TO LOSE

LUCKY FOR US TO HAVE IT— LUCKY FOR YOU TO GET
JLwff

'

WE MAKE NO -BONES" ABOUT

m

IT

THkS BEING A POSITIVE SENSATIONAL SONG
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i
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NEW YORK CITY

47th Street,

-
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>«•
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VI

CHICAGO

BILLY STONEHAM
Grand Opera Hous* Building
1

h

WILLIE PIERCE

SAN FRANCISCO
FRANK SNOWDEN

BOSTON
CHARLES BRADLEY

BALTIMORE
SAM TUMIN

25 South 9th Street

Pantages Theatre Building

240 Tremont Street

1405 Maditon Avenue

PHILADELPHIA

ST.

DETROIT

LOUIS

LOS ANGELES
BARNEY WEBER

MINNEAPOLIS
VINCENT MARQUISE

STEVE CADY

318 Superba Theatre Building

329 Lindley Skiles Building

7th and Chestnut Streets

NED NICHOLSON
206 Ryerson Bldg.
150 W. Larned Street

PITTSBURGH

DOC HOWARD

SEATTLE
STANLEY HUMBLE

JOE JACOBSON

1803 Hewitt Avenue

809 30th Avenue

310 Cameo Thtal.fi Bldg.

CINCINNATI

NEW YORK, GEORGE

PIANTADOSI,

General Professional Manager
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WASHINGTON.

inside of small time booking agencies as a ruie
notoriously crooked agents, that tells its whole story.

seem

to be the

Variety is not attempting to reform the world, the show business nor
audeville. We don't care how many crooks get money through standing In with the bookers, for it makes all concerned plain crooks, no matter what either may think of it There are better men in Sing Sing than
some of these crooked agents and they are in Sing Sing for doing much
less than the crooked agents have done. But that's just between themselves and their conscience, if there's any conscience left on the small
time. And we don't care how much 'acts pay their agents or booking
men. That's their business if they don't care either. If an actor want*
to buy a Job we don't see, if he is agreeable, why he should not purchase
it Just the same as he would a suit of clothes.
He needs it or he
wouldn't buy it, either of them.

*

D. C.

But there Is vaudeville, whether big or small time, it's vaudeville.
Vaudeville is inanimate, a name only to cover only a business. All
within it are individuals. THb individual may do as he pleases in vaudeHow is the manager who
ville that centers in New York or Chicago.
places his theatre, maybe his only theatre, in small time, and thatnheatre
located 200 miles or more away from New York or Chicago, going to
protect himself if the crooked agent through Increasing the cost of his
bills by being In cahoots with a booker drives him out of the vaudeville
business T
People in vaudeville don't have to be told what's going on. Here's an
extract from one of the letters written by a respected act:
"If some means could be devised whereby we could all be on an
equal footing, then there might be some chance to get worlr on our
merit, but as the thing looks to me now, it is the fellow who 'pays'
best who Is the one most in demand."

There Is much in the theatrical
offerings this week that will appeal
to the higher tastes of local theatregoers.
The Chicago Grand Opera
Company is holding forth at Poll's
for the first half with Mary Garden
as the principal attraction.
The
appearance of the company was
made possible through the efforts
Mrs. Greene, whose concert
of
bureau secured a guarantee for the

company.

The

entire free list (or the en-

in that sentence is the entire agents' situation. It also suggests
the solution that would be a protection to talent, to managers, to theatres, to honest agents and bookers and to all vaudeville. Let merit count.
But merit will never count while there is a horde of agents hanging on
and around; not one in 20 among them competent to make a living in
any other way; most of them parasites who not alone are living on and
off of the acts they claim to, but don't really represent, but are living
on the dying debris of a vaudeville they are helping to kllL

liberal

policy,

under

Gov.

Smith's

Mclntyre and Heath, In "Red
Pepper." come into this house for
the week of the 12th.

"Blossom Time** appearing last
is reported to have broken
the house record with a gross approximating close to (29,000.

week

is

demanding equal

attention this week with a new
Belasco production, Lionel Atwill in
"The Comedian.** which had its first
performance last week in Baltimore.
Business indications point to an exDavid
ceptionally
week.
good

Belasco is in town and will remain
here throughout the week.

The Shubert-Garrick which has
been dark for a week reopened Monday night with Pauline Lord in
Christie.'*
Walter Hampton
Shakespearean offerings comes

"Anne

^ Right

KEITH'S BUSHWICK,

In
in

for the

following

week, while

February 21 Garry McGarry. who

Apprehension is felt in all New
Al York liquor selling circles through
the possibility of a federal injunction descending almost anywhere.
Reports have been around of late

leadership atid the prospective repeal of the Mullen-Gage
enforcement act at Albany, Enright
concluded if it were not suggested
to him that New York could open

the federal district attorney's office

New York has a list of selling
places that will be plastered with
injunctions before long.
The procedure appears now so simple the
restaurant or saloon man who may
be affected has no out. It Isn't even
.restraining order against the po- required under the recent U. S. Cirlice invading Honest John Kelly's cuit Court opinion in the Reisenhouse on West 41st street.
The weber case that there first shall be
Court said the province of the po- a conviction for selling before the
lice is to prevent law violations Injunction closing the place is apand to make arrest when commit- plied for. The court passing upon
ted but that did not include the in- the application from the federal
vasion of private rights.
few officers will apparently pass upon
days before another Supreme Court the evidence submitted, with no
Justice in New York had refused previous conviction. The possibilito grant Gypsyland an injunction to ties are worrisome to those who feel
keep the police out of that restau- some alarm and there are plenty of
rant, on contrary grounds.
(Continued on page 84)
up a little wider than It has been
for a long while.
Although the
same day the Commissioner issued
the withdrawal instruction a Supreme Court Judge had issued a

in

A

operated a stock company last summer, takes over the theatre for a

Cabaret keepers along Broadway
appeared to get a double vision on
the extended dancing order. Some
The Cosmos Theatre Co. has said dancing until two o'clock
started to demolish the old buildings on the site of Its new theatre. meant a money saving to them
through not being obliged to furnish
John Hoffman, a local actor is so much show to nold in patrons
The solution is to weed out the agents, big and small time. It would staging a production to appear next after one, while others commented
be the best for every booking office, for every act and for every house.. week at the Shubert-Belasco as that the two o'clock thing meant
Agents are overcrowding each other, but somehow they don't crowd out added attraction on the vaudeville little alongside of the cops being
the
each other, which tells why some of these agents can't' make money or a bill. Hoffman is to appear in
ordered out of their place. The poplaylet.
•
living at anything e'se. If the agents were weeded out and only those
licemen in uniform, according to
remaining authorized to book with the various booking offices, there
these restaurant men have kept
CABARET
would be no graft, there would be better acts playing at least, if not
neople away from the cabs through
more acts, and vaudeville would be more healthy in its business operaprospective patrons not feeling at
(Continued from page t)
tions.
ease whether drinking or not In a
the
of
dlsplte
disregarded
are
youth of the children. In time prob- place where a blue-coated guardian
had
them under his eye.
One
It must come sooner or later;
It's the certain way and the only way.
the
ably the police will clean out
the sooner the better. Let out the dishonest and incompetent agent on entire Village, taking It off the New cabaret on the evening the extenthe big or the small time. There will be enough left in both divisions to York map, and when that time arhandle all "of the acta seeking engagements. The actor who wrote rives New York will have thankVariety saying all acts should book direct, said it without giving the mat- fully lost the vilest section it ever
ter much thought. The matter of booking direct has been up for discus- held. There is such a nasty side to
sion for years.. There is an argument for it both ways. Our opinion Greenwich Village in its viclousness
is that an act is better equipped when properly represented, for a good that daily papers have shunned it,
business man Is never a good actor. The two don't Jibe. But there not wishing to dig into the internal
IS
must be honest and impartial agents to be the representatives; there or infernal life of the Village, but
must be a condition wher merit counts, not a bank roll nor "parties" nor it's likely some magazine will have
ii
friends nor summer vacations and a lot of other things. »
to make the start, for the Village
n
like venture.

the TAYLOR
Now
ita

the agents

It

EDDIE

threatens the unrestrained young
and the small time together or separately should weed out from all over. The exposure in
should be done somehow and soon.
Greenwich Village and the persistent raids have led to an expression
from local police officials that they

—

MACK TALKS:

No. 120

CHOICE OF THE HOUSE
OR OVERCOAT

SUIT

one Village rendezvous out of business if they have
The
to clean it up every night
particular resort has been visited
six times irt four weeks, and every
minor in sight has been arrested,
causing panio and indignation In
many respectable families through
the length and breadth of the city.
will drive at least

e\
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Sole Agents
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paint

GRATIS

Reicherfe Grease Paints are for eat* at
Appleton Pharmacy, 724 8th Ave* Cor. 48th St, City
George Shindhelm, 109 W. 46th St, City

Waas A Son, 226 N. 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa. .
J. Q. Japp a Co., Main a 12th 8ts„ Cincinnati, Ohio
Theatrical Costume Co., 339 Macomb St, Detroit, Mich.
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••and

sad 4Sth StraaU

have for decades used this unsurpassed quality
line, famous for its blending properties.

JULIUS PAULY,

factor*

ant

— aadr

Germany)

36 EAST 21ft STREET,

Unit* State

nakaa

Raada
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and America's Stars

Ask your druggist or costnmer, or direct from

FACTORY
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Europe's

t
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A.CCOROION

MACK BUILDING
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MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP
BROADWAY.
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GREASE PAINTS AND
COSMETICS

H
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Guerrini
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REICHERT'S CELEBRATED

•
!

Indecent dancing, bootlegging, flask
carrying, open love-making and the
presence of admitted professional
"vamps" some as young as 15 are

Values up to $75

OTHER STORK

only $75

e

YOUR MAKE-UP PERFECT?
USE

—

big time

XX

WARDROBE TRUNK

.

The

BROOKLYN

the causes given. One result so far sion order came out dismissed the
has been that there has been a lme entire show with one exception,
waiting to get in up to as late as 2 also notifying the orchestra it imo'clock in the morning.
mediately went upon a week to
week notice. Business had been off
Somewhat spotty business In the along Broadway for some time in
New York cabarets braced Up fol- the restaurants. It picked up with
lowing the withdrawal of the cop- the publicity given the Enright orpers from' the restaurants last week der* and Saturday night most
of
and the order extending the dance the places held big crowds. Up to
time limit until 2 a. m. by Commis- Wednesday this week, however*
sioner Enright.
The dailies has- tnere was no boasting heard over
arded several reasons for the Com- business.
missioner's order.
It's likely that
with the Democrats now pursuing

gagement hail been suspended. The
advance sale has been enormous.
a

The National

FEB. 26

'

By HARDIE MEAKIN.

(Continued from page 10)
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the local Keith house where acts
that had already appeared on the
bill joined with later acts in putting
over some sort of freak specialty,
evidently conceived back stage on
the spur of the moment and Of
necessity crude in construction and
handling. In other cities this sort
qt thing had been tried before it
Was attempted in Boston, but It is
not too much to say that those who
went in for It would not have been
surprised if they discovered the new
departure to be a flop here for Boston audiences, and especially those
that attend the local Keith house
have the "rep" - and have demonstrated occasionally that they are
not prone to become enthusiastic
over something original unless that
something has the added charm of
being interesting or amusing.
In
the instances that occurred last
season good results were obtained,
so good In fact that an endeavor
was made to book some acts on the
same bills throughout the country,
with the "extemporaneous" bit at

every performance.
This season quite a few cases of
this sort have been observed. Last

EATDICAL CUTS
THE

STANOAPD ENGRAVING CO
15 »l NEW YORK

H'M

happened later in the week.
This week there are two acts
take advantage of the latest

.that

innovation in big time vaudeville,
when Wellington Cross, after doing
his routine, hauled Bob Hall out of
the wings and the pair put over
some stuff that sent Wellington off
to one* of the best hands' he ever
But no student of vaudeville
got.
could ever understand how Billy
Van and Jim Corbett could pull Into
their act Princess Jue Quon Tai, the

who appeared
contralto,
three numbers before they did, and
use her with good result in their
travesty. But they did. And what

Chinese

a

wow

proved to

be.

by Jim Corbett. and Van
"What you doing, Jim, selling
pajamas'?" the house from bottom
In the cpmedy stuff
to top roared.
that followed, with Van using the
girl as a foil for some lines that
were jewels, the audience enjoyed
every minute of it. It closed this
act so strong that unless there is
strenuous objection to the doubling
by the house management it should
be continued the balance of the
week.
It would be worth money
to the Keith people to have this
piloted

said,

finale left in.

The
runs

lie

it

When she appeared on the "ltage,
dressed in a native Chinese costume,

first part of the
entertainment,
is

bill

as

but

slow.

Lies Splendids, a roan and woman
in a roller skating act in very nifty
.
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KATHLEEN "RED" DEXTER

week Aileen Stanley and the California Bamblers band teamed up
By LEN LIBBEY
together for an encore on her act
This
Toward the end of last season which went over strong.
some isolated cases were noted at doubling was not done Monday but

BOSTON

.•

•

New York

City

Between 38th and 39th 8tr*ets

costumes, opened the show, up ception. The sketch is put together
against
real
opposition
because well, runs without friction and has Renton, general representative for
the Interstate Amusement Co. in
similar openers have been quite in some fair comedy openings.
Cun- South Texas. Galvin formerly was
vogue this season, but got away nmgham and Bennett kept things on
the Poll staff, while Randolph
very fair.
Followed by Gilbert hustling, and they are assisted in formerly
was with the Kelth-OrWells, who, working alone and this in no small part by "Little Bits
pheum
interests.
using a combination of blue num- and Yonder/' with their dancing
bers, found himself floundering a specialties. ••
The Yale Theatre, Cleburn, Tex.,
bit.
Not until he worked into his
After Van and Corbett, who have
was sold
dancing routine did the house begin the spot position, Miss
Robbie Gor- to R. A. by Mrs. Josle Fitspatrick
to give him any encouragement done closes the show
with her pos- McDonald Kelly of Cleburn. W. A.
has leased the theatre and
that was worth while, and his sav- ing act. The bill ran
late, but there
will open It.
ing grace was the dancing, with was not as great a walkout
as Is
which he closed.
generally the case at this house at
C. A. Doerr, manager of the Audi"Flashes from Songland," an act the Monday matinee.
torium, has leased the Temple Opera
that includes Ave singers, three men,
House, Temple, Tex., for »0 days to
doing songs that have figured more
try out attractions in this town,
or leas in late. years in musical com.
which has a population of 1?,000.
edy and semi-classical shows, found
The house, which Is owned by the
themselves up against one of the
By MADELEINE CASH
city of Temple, has been a white
drawbacks that only too frequently
James
B.
Kelly
is
about to bust elephant.
have bailed things sip at the house,
out as pufflicist for Pauline Hampthe seeming inability of the orcheston, Dallas beauty and winner
of
tra in the pit and themselves to
work in cohesion. As a result much the first prize in the Bathing Review New York'* Oldewt School With Newest
at Galveston last year.
Method*.
that was good in this act was not
over to best results. Added to this,
Robb and Rowley have opened a
the spotlight man had a. lapse of
memory at the matinee performance new picture theatre in Durant, Okla.
HTAGE DANCING
something that he doesn't very
John Galvin, manager of the new
often have.
Majestic, Houston, and W. H. Ran- Productions and Vaudeville
The Runaway Four, seen here be- dolph have
Acts Staged
arrived in that city to
fore and liked, brought some real take
up their duties under Edward 200 WmI SOth St.. Phone Behayler 3431
pep into the show with their act,
which runs speedily for just the
proper amount of time. These boys
work fast, have cut out all superflu'
ous stuff and are worth the spot
they occupy.
Pi incess Jue Quon Tal, with Fred,
die Farber at the piano and her
younger sister in the wings, brought
the tone" into the show.
After a
naive introduction she swung into
her routine of songs, starting with
a Chinese number and then doing
some songs that are well known
here.
She got plenty of bows, and
for :m encore called on her sister,
who she explained was new in the
.

DALLAS, TEX.

Ad. Newberger

—

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

and would like to sing something for her. The sister proved to
be a sweet singer, beautiful; and
.conducted hefself with a modesty
that «*as charming.
She helps this
turn immensely and, it is presumed,
is due to travel with it all the time.
Cross, who Inst appeared here with
act

Babe Rutfl and who even under that
handicap registered, appears this
time In something entirely new for
him.
It Is a satire, In which fuilRtnge is used. Croat as the autho.
of a book, "Wives," written und» r i
imiii de plume, meets .-' vral of his
•

m

:i

TRAMPOLINE
ACROBAT
FOR PRINCIPAL WORK IN

BILLY BOUNCER'S CIRCUS
APPLY TO E. K. NADEL
Producing Dept.,

PAT CASEY AGENCY
232 West 46th Street
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EVERY WAY, IT IX GETTING DIGGER AND BIGGER, "

Of$OV°' l*QSISTERS

6gm
^&19*3
HARRY T. HANBURV General Man*fer_
CABARET
the latter. It also
net* touching field.

may

open up a

The New York cabarets may

be-

to have to stop
dancing at 1 a. m., but they are not
residents of Eureka, Cat. Eureka
lieve

It's

tough

has an ordinance that all gambling
must cease by midnight, and means
It When W. J. Scott was caught

-tfyrf/jfe/hryouto6/

COMEDY VElUlOftf- PATTERXETC.,OrtCHE.f TRATION/*
ready in all **ys-+S£fifDFORITT01>JW

*s

(Continued from page 32)

1823

8,

so that second opening night was
necessary.
Hess and
Bennett,
dancers, are featured, with Vincent
Rose and Jackie Taylor's orchestra
furnishing the Jazz.

MUXIC

connected with the Lynn, White
Plains, N. Y., has opened a road
house on Central avenue, Hartsdale,
near that town.

f

SPORTS

week.

Lauretta

is

Troy's best and

most popular boxer.
In his story

McDonagh

do not think Lau:

te

to feel "yellow' to fight

(Continued from page 9)
Abe Lyman's orchestra, now at
The Barney Gallant cabaret In
tired or just could not beat Flores
Greenwich Village looks to be the New Ambassador hotel. Los down for the count.
He asked
Angeles, moves to the Ambassador.
one of "the" night places of the
Patsey Haley to stop the match but
city.
Were Its capacity larger it Atlantic City, May 1.
the referee refused.
At that it
.would be "the" place. Gallant turns
'meant nothing for Dundee to win
away two or three hundred people
8am Sslvin has gone to Europe. by a knockout for the bout was
nightly. There is an entertainment
His father, Paul Slavin. is in Palm safely his. Flores has become one
attached and it is the resort for
of the most popular glovemen at
Beach.

said:

"W*

had reason
Nelson the

second time. And now for the first
time we'll enlighten you arid a few
others who are so knowing. The
real story was never told about
Young Nelson. Some know it, and
know it well. We do not care to
rattle the o!d skeleton, but

if

we

are

charged to do it, and because you
demt.nd recognition we'll tell yf>u
the celebs.
that Laurette didn't have to be yelthe Garden. He looked slight com
low that night, or even gime. Nelpared to the solid Dundee, but both
Mildred Gifcmore has a tea room
son, with the point .of a revolver
The 8om Toy opened at Broadway
men were under 130. When it was
guilty.
at his stomach, and threatened othand 48th street as a cabaret, with* and cabaret in Havana
over Elino trotted across the ring
dancing, and under the direction, of
and shook Johnny's hand; then they er bodily harm, was told to lay down
in that fight or be sent back to his
Strict regulation of dancing In Al Wilson. Among the entertainers
Blossom Heath on the Merick posed for a flashlight with arms Massachusetts home » corpse. Any
cafes and dance halls in Minneapolis announced are Jimmie Shea, Joabout each other.
wonder Laurette could knock him
has been put into effect by A. C. sephine Davis and Rosa Rosalia. road a' Lynbrook, L. I., has closed
Once again the main bout went down when he wanted to?"
for the winter. The dealers (crediJensen, superintendent of police, Chew Ming Boar is the manager.
tors) had been operating the place on amid a terrific din.
The crowd
Nelson took Laurctte's measure
following reports that dancing has
didn't like the awarding of the easily once. nnd,on the next occafor some moifths.
been -permitted after 1 a. m.. and
Monte Carlo, New York, one of
semi-final
decision
to
lanky
Frankie
there has been Improper dancing. the Salvin cabaret group, closed
sion the Trojan boxer, then at the
Jerome over Larry Goldberg. The height of his sensational career In
The Women's Co-operative Alliance recently, reopened with a floor
Just about on the western boun- match like many others in which the Capitol
Is back of the movement to make show and
district, mau'ed Nel-on
a Meyer Davis band dary of the middle west, around
Jero-ie has figured looked uneven, all around the ring. Nelson kissed
Minneapolis a 9 o'clock town.
under the leadership of W. C. Perry. midway between north and south,
because of tho advantage the Bronx the canvas in the third round of
Sal
It had been reported the
v Ins had they get their boose through the
boy has in height and reach over that fight and was carried to his
Henry Fink has opened the Little offered Monte Carlo for sale, but it
air.
It comes from Canada but the
usual bantams. He started corner, but revcral fans at the ringRlti Club, Brooklyn, appearing In resumed under- their management.
the rum handlers out there have right off by Jabbing Goldberg's head side w'ere rot convinced that everythe cabaret show.
passed up the idea of bringing it off. The latter came along rapidly thing was "on the up and up," as
A verdict of $2,000 against Shan- across on the land by auto or ex- however and made Jerome respect Nelson had not been on the recfivHollywood now has an up-to-date ley's, New York, was given by a
They have it de- him. Frankie knew too much Eur ing end of a solid punch throughpress freight.
cafe. The Montmartre, operated by jury in the City Court in favor of
enough Goldberg and displayed^a far. su- out the bout. \t has been charged
Eddie Brandstatter, who has Marcell Clyde Doerr. Doerr sued for breach livered by planes in large
all of the bootquantities
fill
to
perior defense.
The decision was by more than one fight follower, not
In Los Angeles, opened last week on contract with his orchestra by
Prices
are
legging
orders.
a little perhaps a just one but the fans friendly to Laurette. that some, if
place
overflowed
the
and celebrities
the restaurant. The cause of action higher than in the eastern large yelled for a draw.
Goldberg got not not all, his bouts were "—
'ardated from last summer.
centers.
himself known by smearing one ranged."
"Irish" Johnny Curtlah-.now up on
The Oriole Terrace* Detroit, has
The guardian of
"Century Follies" is the second charges of having run out of a
Nat Holman, one of the greatest
been leased to Fred St. Johns, who
Young production at the Cen- match with Carl Tremaine. The players of all times, and author of
good complexion
has placed Arnold Johnson and his Ernie
Roof, Baltimore, and in his lat- Utter boy "sunk" Mike BallerlnO the book
Basketball.'*
tury
"Scientific
band for the dancing. Has been a
Mr. Young has surpassed who substituted. Mske is the lesser picks as an "all" team in profes?
losing proposition from the start, est effort
light
the
Philippino
stable
of
that
his
return
to
the
slonal basketball Johnny Beckman,
due to bad location and poor policy. his first here since
Pancho Villa,' the American fly- the late Jack Inglls, Barney Sedran,
roof. Frank Libuse, nutty comedian, has
and Peggy Davis, the soubret lead, weight fighting-cock, and Flores.
Ed Wachter, Marty Friedman and
The Sta]
A new "Midnite Follies" show were the outstanding individuals of
The real soaking affair of the Andy Suils. Holman modestly omits
opened Saturday night at Ike
the show, while the Pogo Stick num- night was between two feather- his own name. With the exception
The Boudoir
Bloom's in Chicago. Marlon Clark,
ber was good, as the girls did it. and weights, Bradley of Brooklyn and of Beckman, all the men played in
Jack Irving and Buster Brown*hold
ten times as good when the folks Daley of Jersey who went six the old State league; Sedran is now
over. Edna Mae will be among the
The mauling each took playing in the reorganised State
This rounds.
dining on the roof tried it.
newcomers.
stunt, which was the closing of the was astonishing in the light that no
(Continued on page 36)
Members of claret was noticed. It was a' draw,
show, is uproarious.
Pooktet Upon Request!
Richard "Ricky" Hsyes, formerly
•
the First and Second Families of which got a long, loud cheer.
STEIN COSMETIC
Beautify Your Faae Maryland, sitting side by side on
4-30 BROOM
V»u Mint iMk «t«t (• mak« the roof in their own dress suits and
Martin B. McDonagh, sporting
•Me. Mmv «t th. u Pr*f«.
»#«" haw •btalne* an« r»- the dress suits of their friends, near- editor of the Troy Record, threw a
talnM Mtt«r wit ft* havlM ly broke their necks when they atinto local fighting circles
bombshell
<«•
faatural
mt carrel thtk
MTfMtMRt and raaiaVf Mam- tempted to lump with the sticks.
last week when he charged that
IMW. Contultatlon 1r— Faa»
The show is conventional in its Young Nelson, North Adams, Mass.,
>-aas«naala
For the stage
outlines, and Libuse is the only real scrapper, had a revolver pressed to
F. E. SMITH, M. D.
His nutty stuff reached a his stomach and had been threatnovelty.
For the boudoir
347 Fifth Avenue
climax when he began kidding the ened with death before his bout with
N. T. City Ops. Waldort
audience, going as far as to kiss Young Laurette at a Troy club more
one man on the forehead and then than a year ago. McDonagh made
bringing his activities to a close by this startling charge in answer to
Circuit
After a successful tour of the
touching hip-pockets, and finally a "letter arising out of Laurette's
hooking a bottle of liquor and flying alleged "runout" of a fight with Jimshowing in
York at Moss 9 Jefferson across the floor with it. Miss Davis mie Kelly scheduled at the Collar
are
sings several songs well and has a City A. C. Monday night of this
(Feb. 12-14), Keith's Ford- demure appearance that will stand
(Feb. 8-11). Next
her In good stead in shows to come.
(Feb. 15-18), Moss* Franklin,
York.
Of the others, Adele Jeanne, of the
A New Collection of Millinery
Elida ballet, won honors with her
Including Straws for the
Esrly Sprirtfl
1 dancing, while the costumes of the Can give threa to five week* In Montreal,
the 'Paris of North America. Team* or
chorus, particularly those in a but- ingles. Write or wire.
160 W. 45th St., New York City
terfly number, were elaborate afTwo
Doors
Canadian Vaudeville Book- 10% Dlteauat ta East of Broadway A.
fairs.
All In all, the show frames
N. V. A. • free) as N. V.
ing Office
up as being a good example of roof
ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS
dealing a gambling game in a cigar
store of the town the other night
after 12, the court the next day
lined him $50 upon his plea of
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STEINS MAKEUP
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we

Orpheum

New

now

week

New

ham;

RITTER *™> KNAPPE
(Rudolph Wagner)

(Kurt Tarzan)
"The Young Hercules"

"The International Comedian*

Direction

HENRY

NOW ON

ACTS WANTED

PAT CASEY

Albee Building-,

entertainment.
Patrick B. Sullivan has purchased
Inn, one of the best known of
kind In Western Massachusetts/
for $25,000. The establishment Is to
receive new equipment and will
open early In April.

Auto

DISPLAY

MONTREAL. Canada

Imitation,

They Say,

Is Flattery

its

ESTHER

B.

T00MER and DAY

ULLY
AND
MURIEL

with

"A VERY BAD COLD"

JOHNNY

v

By FRANCES NORDSTROM
a Story by KENNETH HARRIS

From

—

Dear Miss Nordstrom:
Thanking you for the best act we have ever had.
»

If it proyes unsuccessful it will
be through no fault of yours or its presentation. Artisu usually blame the author; let
Toomer and Day
this acknowledgement prove the exception. Sincerely,

ion H. B.

MARINELLI, LTD.,

Inc.

Do Not Wish

to

Be Flattered

So one and all are 9 hereby warned
Personal Representative, LEO FITZGERALD material, which is protected.

to lay off all of our

—

Thursday, February
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Popular Writer of Popular Songs

»

Many Friends (or the Wonderful Reception Accorded Him During His Engagement
PALACE, CHICAGO, and for the Way They Received His Latest Song Hit, "DEAREST."
Last but Not Least—Thanks to BILLY JOYCE for His Assistance at the
Wishes to Thank His

HARRY WEBER

Direction

at the

/

,

KB
SPORTS
(Continued from page 34)
league; Wachter appears occasionally anil Frfedjnan has just retired.
Wachter, Inglls and Suils were on
the old world's championship Troy
team, which was almost unbeatable.
Inglls dfed of influenza while an
officer la the navy during the war.
For forwards, Ilolman chooses Inglls
for his masterful art of dribbling, a
great shooter, aggressive, steady and

a

fine team man; Beckmnn, of the
Celtic*, because of his great speed,

wonderful shooting and coolness
under fire; and Barney Sedran,
captain of the Albany team, for his
marvelous shooting, his unerring
basketball brains, and his skill in
advancing the ball. For center Hal-.
man picks Ed. Wachter, Harvard
coach, for his leadership qualities,
great passing and mastery of following the ball when his teammates
take shots from the field. The guard

positions go to Friedman and Suils
for his calm temperafine
shooting,
wonderful
strategy and dependability in picking off men who come through uncovered; Suils for his unselfishness
in passing the ball to his fellow
players rather than shoot himself,
and for his maxims "Make 'Em
Short'' and "Follow the^Ball." Hoiman is a graduate of City college
of New York and coached its team.

— Friedman
ment,

The

Investigation following the
death of Andy Thomas, the young
Italian boxer, has been dropped.
'

Thomas, began boxing about a year
ago and forged rapidly to tr > front.
His first important bout was with
Pete Hartley, the Durable Dance,
at the Velodrome, New ¥ork, last

summer. The lad showed a he.tlthy
right-hand punch and looked like
a great prospect.
He went along
fast until he met Joe Welling at the
Garden. Thomas received the decision but many thought Welling
entitled to a draw, as he had
Thomas down twice for long counts.
Thomas was fouled by Bobby.
Michaels, but later knocked Michaels out in a round. Thomas made
13f pounds for the Johnny Clinton
bout, although normally a welterweight. He was a flat-footed boxer
of the type who recei-.
the full impact of an opponent's punches when
they don't block them. The weight
weakened him so he was a set-up
for Clinton. After the Welling bout
at* the Garden. Kelly and Keyes.
managers of Thomas, sent out a
statement to the press they were
going to rest the boy up until he
had filled out. He was considered
a serious contender for Mickey
Walker's welterweight crown. The
lightweight division is more lucrative, however, with more opponents
i

BIGGEST
'

FUR
VALUES

Saving of one-third of
wiors on every garment
in the house

/

Special

the

\
Profusion —

Discount

to

of calibre. tJ Thomas was shaved
down for Clinton.
Whether the
weight was indirectly responsibfe
for ids death is a question. ' T » collapsed in the 12th round without

musical comedy .piciously, and hence his resort to
pictures.
"Odds and Ends of "his revolver.
1923" company, a tab. organisation,
supplies the musical comedy. Like., Lowville opera house has been
House added conditionally to the new
price,
very cheap.
the
scenery used. Sixteen in company, Northern New York Vaudeville cirevenly split as to principals and cuit, embracing towns in the Mofive -to -forty -cent

and

being hit and never regained consciousness, dying the next day at girls, tut the chorines do as much hawk
and Black River Valleys and
"Sweet Marie" the north country.
a local hospital.
as the principals.
If patronage
title for first half; "The Girl and warrants, the house will be
a fixDude" for last half.
ture on the circuit.
Lowville saw
Jimmy Darcy, Pacific coast mid- theTEMPLE—
Vaudeville.
its first vaudeville Tuesday night.
dleweight champion, battled 12 hard
STRAND— "The Voice from the
rounds to a draw with Jimmie Minaret."
The Corn Hill, Utlca, has been
O'Hagan, the up-state boxer, before
ROBBIXS - ECKEL
"Nobody's sold
to Charles Gersten and Harry
the Knickerbocker A. C. In Albany, Money."
Brooks.
The neighborhood house,
Saw
"The
CRESCENT—
Man
Who
N. Y.. Tuesday night. Darcy piled
one of the Jt>est paying in the city,
up a good lead in the early rounds Tomorrow."
was previously owned by the estate
EMPIRE—
"All the Brothers Were
of the fight and although O'Hagan
of Mrs. Jesse English.
It is now
Valiant."
devoted to films, but its policy may
came through with a rush in the
be changed when existing leases exlatter part of the mill, the Albany
Constance Binney in "The Crooked
boy had to be satisfied with an even Square" is slated for the Wieting pire.
break.
The western fighter out- here Feb. 26-28.
"Children's
movies" became a
weighed the Albany scrapper by 10

—

reality at Ftica this week when the
Mrs. Blanche Goldman, 72, for- first program for youngsters was
merly of this city, mother of Philip shown at the Avon
( Bobbins
Goldman, press representative of the owned) theatre under the superviWieting, died at Cleveland Feb. 4. sion of the Rachel Proctor Circle
Interment was made there thts week. of the Child Conservation League.
the interested spectators was Sen- Mrs. Goldman, besides her husband, The kid programs include travel
left
14 children and 80 grand- subjects, clean comedies and outator James J. Walker, father of the
children.
door feature films.
boxing law.
Arthur Wells, 20, former machine
Jennie Marie Wilson, Watertown
operator at the Avon, Watertown, musician, this week joined the Llndwas sent to Elraira State Reforma- ley Serenaders (Keith time) at
tory this week, following his plea Schenectady. Miss Wilson has been
By C. L. WALTERS/
of guilty to charges of burglary active in amateur productions in
'The Awful Truth" at Hanna last and grand larceny. Wells, after his the north country.
week. Attendance light, tendency departure from the Avon service,
for some weeks past.
Theatres robbed the theatre safe of $200 in
generally here have found the pres- cash.
A married woman, with
ent season unprofitable.
whom the youth was infatuated, is
declared to have been the cause of
Unable to buy her
"Shore Leave" at Ohio enjoys ad- his troubles.
vantage by virtue of its location on presents with his rather moderate
the avenue in the heart of Play- salary, he stole it, it was said in
court.
house square.

pounds, the weights at 2 o'clock in
the afternoon being: O'Hagan, 158;
Darcy, 168. They had agreed to
make 160 pounds. O'Hagan refused
to accept Darcy's forfeit
One «of

CLEVELAND

Albert A. Van Auken, manager
William II. Kibble's "Uncle Tom's of the Temple, held Kenneth GilCabin" company appearing at the more, 21, at* pistol's point outside
Duchess four evenings and four the Van Auken home in Onondaga
matinees.

•

Valley until state troopers- arrived

—

Burlesque. Colonial. "The Bowery Burlesquers;" New Empire,

and took the youth into custody.
Gilmore claims he was simply looking for a house number when the

"Night Owls;" Bandboxi "Bandbox theatre man commanded him to
Revue;" 8tar (stock), "Cage Cuties." throw up his hands. Van Auken
said he saw Gilmore looking through
Movies. "The Voice from the one of the windows and acting susMinaret" at Stillman. Held for second week. Other pictures. Allen.
"Hearts Aflame:" "Strand, "Queen
of the Moulin Rouge."
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spite of the star's drawing power,
this play opened Monday night to

the usual Syracuse "first night"
audience mere handful. Tuesday's
draw better, probably due to enthusiastic notices.
Last half. George
Arliss
in
"The Green Goddess."
Heavy advance. Next week, flrpt

—

"Barnum Was

half,

Right."

CRAWFORD

WANT
ATTRACTIONS
FOR FEBRUARY, MARCH, APRIL

Fri-

day-Saturday, Otis Skinner.

KEITH'S— Vaudeville. Something
wrong with this week's bill. Weak
from start to flninli, with Raymond
Fagan's
orchestra
only
number

showing strength, and this due in
part to Fagan's "home town" drawing power.

ran

way

EVERY GOOD ATTRACTION SHOULD GET CAPACITY
BUSINESS IS GREAT IN WICHITA
FOR OPEN TIME, WIRE OR WRITE

Show Monday afternoon
past

5

o'clock

and the

house calmly walked out on Lillian

THEATRE

KANSAS

MARTLING, Mgr.
Crawford Theatre

KANSAS CITY OFFICE

Shaw, headlining.
BA8TABLE— Opened Sunday with

E. S.

E. L.

brigham

WICHITA, KANS.

808 Victor Bld„.

a

TAKE WARNING:
BAROMETER INDICATES CYCLONIC APPROACH OF

EDITORS, MANAGERS, THEATREGOERS,
,

BARNEY

FOLLIES
QAJA CWVUCD

GERARD'S
WITH THE GREATEST
OF COMEDIANS

DUaCU

9PI

T

UKLtX

AND

THE DAY

HIS B,G PAL SAM GREEN; HARRY SEYMOUR,
"THE ESKIMO PIE MAN," AND 40 OTHERS
'

Following Boston, Swept Away the SEASON'S Record at the Columbia, New York; Casino, Brooklyn, and the HOUSE Records
at Miner's Empire, Newark, and Orpheum, Paterson. Gave 3 Shows Saturday at Newark and Paterson, S. R. O. Each Pepforrnance. Next Week, Hurtig & Seamon's, New York. Advance Sale Indicates Another Hurricane.

3
P.

COMPANIES ON TOUR NEXT SEASON

S.—Can Use

Tall

Show

Girl

Now.

Call 245

West 47th St, New York

City.

;
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WONDERFULL

GREAT

JAZZ

STRAIGHT
BALLAD

BALLAD

GREAT

HARMONY OR
COMEDY "DOUBLE"

& BORNSTEIN,
AGER, YELLENCHANDLER,
Prof. Mgr.
1591 Broadway. Cor. 48th St.

BII.L.Y

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC CO

NEW YORK

LONDON. ENGLAND

KDDIE LtWIS

POPULAR
SILVER

8WANEE

(Fox

Trot)—

CUHAN-

8

Eddie Elkins' Orchestra

CAROLINA IN THE MORNING—
Same— Columbia No. 3737

own musicians for the Okeh delssohn "Spring Song" worked into
people under the name Rega (name the chorus.
reversed)
"Swanee
orchestra.
Smiles" vamps off with a snappy THAT
DA DA STRAIN— Anns
choo-choo effect and what sounds
Msyere and Original Memphis
like an accordion also makes the
Five
recording spicier.
TAIN'T NOBODY'S BIZ-NESS IF
Sam*— Paths No. 20870
I
FATE— (Fox Trot)—Ted Lewis snd Another Mamie Smith and jazz
Band
hounde combination and equally as
Paul worthy as the Okeh coon -shout er.
A DREAM OF
Specht snd Orchestra— Colum- The "Da-Da** is a seductive strain
bia No. 3738
which requires no descriptive title
"Fate" (Byrori Gay) reveals Ted to suggest its meaning. The cornet
Lewis minus wild Jazz and more and clarinet figure nnappily in pitchsymphonic in his syncopated inter- ing the vamp notes. The reverse is
pretations. It is a wild gipsy strain a typical indigo wall with some
with a seductive Oriental motif that "blue" lyrics typified by one line,
should make it one of this season's ''If I should go to church on Sun-

—

tions.

MOTHER

IN

Cormack

IRELAND—John
(Vocal)

—Victor

66112

Herman Kahn

MeNo. I'M

co-composer of
•Mother in Ireland." Fellow -Hibernians (Griffen and Lyman) helped In
concooting this, John McCormack's
newest light Irish number of the
waits song type he favors so well.
is

THROUGH 8HEDDING TEAR3

OVER YOU— (Fox Trot)— Don
Parker's Western Melody Boye
8WANEE SMILES— Long Beech

— Peerless

(Vocal).

LOVE 8END8 A LITTLE GIFT OF
R08E8 — Same — Gennett No.
10067

This ballad couplet should prove

Two of the most
seller.
popular of the present day better
class compositions are pleasingly inThe
terpreted by Henry Moeller.

a good

'

—

Hairdressing Parlor

AT LIBERTY
MAN—

Qusrtot— Victor

t.

YOU

No.

18975

H&

Paul Specht and
Orchestra

WHEN THE

M TRUNKS

NATHANS
SEE SAMUEL
Avenue, New York
529-531 Seventh
SOLE AGENT FOR THE EAST

912 Washington Avanue

MO.

LOVE YOU—

—

—

SAYS BOB LA SALLE:
"Sure

I'll

your

to

renew

subscription

and Original monologues, smart
It coneach about

cross-fire routines, etc.
sists of four pages,

the size of LIFE, and is intended
exclusively for top-notch cnte: tainers who realize it isn't quantity, but quality, that counts.
SERVICE No. Ml Is
now ready, price $2; or tho entire
10 thus far issued for $11; or any

COMEDY

4 for $5.

JAMES MADISON
1493

New York

Brosdwsy

Astor

COME

Columbia No. 3716
Specht, now an exclusive Columbia artist, is turning out some corking records of late. This duo has
some surprisingly effective tricks
worked into the orchestration. The
"Japanese" number (Huntley), posa choppy
of
originally
sessed
la
further enOriental rhythm
hanced by Spechts interpretation.

my

MONTHLY COMEDY

SERVICE when my year Is up."
JAMES MADISON'S COMEDY
SERVICE Is a bulletin of N*w

Trot)—

Hotel

LEAVE8

I

M

You never saw the merciless
lighting of lh« stag* mar h*r personality— nor detract from tb*
charm of her face. Careful makeup shelters h*r beauty. Be sure
.your audience oe*s you st your

(Richard
sonp
"Leaves"
The
Howard) which started sensationBoston and spread westward
h»* h fetching snaf< h of the Men-

ally in

best.

The

«.

Use Le/cibter's Make-Up.
reams, paints, powders, and

m*«t ev*ry demand— play
•very part. Quality
that's
Leichnar's. B* sure to us* it.

liners

RENT

ANY NEW 8KT IN STOCK AT MODERATE
CHARGE— THEN DEDUCT FROM M KCHAfcB PRICE.

srM.E
WE HAVE MANY ATTRACTIVE FROM
SETTINGS YOU MAY CHOOSE

At your

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
"SERVICE
220 West 46th

THAT

IS

DEPENDABLE"
NEW YORK CITY

Street
Phone Bryant 6617

MY

Sterling

WHILE THE YEARS ROLL BY—
Hart and Bates (Vocal)
FOR THE SAKE OF AULD LANG
SYNE—Same—Qennett No. 4646
A ballad couplet. Mr. Hart and

TUMBLING DOWN — Same —

_

CO
-1- HERKERT A MEISEL TRUNK
ST. LOUIS,

(Fox

OF

Frank

Arthur Wilson—Petho No. 20666
songs, from George M.
Cohan's "Nellie Kelly" show, sound
even better vocally than the previous dance recordings. The "Mother"
number has an engaging, rollicking
swing which Frank 8terllng'e baritone makes the most of, Mr. Wilson Is also convincing with the
"Nellie Kelly" waits ballad.

HARRY WELLER

Oi.e„n.inu.d Our

For 8aleo or 8ervice of

as sure-

Both

FRENCH

JAPANESE MOON

sa«

NELLIE KELLY

793-8tbAv. *££* OpcBEveainp

BOSTON AGENCY

is

ME

REMIND

MOTHER
(Vocal)

FOOTWEAR

DONALD HEEBNER

Advi.. th. Pr.f...i.n Th.t

song

Another Dixie song duo. Every Mies Bates, tenor and soprano, exday in every way they're coming act some fine harmony from the
faster and faster, and in dozens of numbers.
For ballad lovers it
different ways and means to ex- leaves nothing waiting.
press the same old gibberish. But
if theres a market for it somebody must supply the deman". ALL FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE—
"Carry Me Back to Carolina" carVan and Schenok (Vocal)
ries with it the melody lift of
YOU CAN HAVE HIM BLUES—
'Carry Me to Old Virginny." "A
8am* Columbia No. 3735
Picture Without a Frame" was sn
Van and Schenck, those Inimihonest attempt at varying the table pop song salesmen, sell this
Dixie idea with a descriptive lyric couplet handily. The "Mike"
numthat carries a story which Harry
Von Tilzer has liltingly set with
(Continued on page 3f»)
one of his inimitable tunes. It has
some nice saxo passages for dis-

.

:

B..

"stutter**

vocally for laughs as* a sneese
recitation used to be.

Waving

W.

The

it.

HER— 8TUTTER—

NOTICE!
W. Mm

vocally by Murray
The tune would carry

fire

MISS ANNA'S

New

Sraalle.

interpretation, although this
does not belittle their handling of

orchestral accompaniment lends apSociety 8erenaders Pathe No. propriate color to the vocalizing.
20895
"I'm Through" (Weber-Norman)
UNITED ORDER OF THE POSis a follow up of Karyll Norman's
SUM CATCHER8 LODGE—
Tommy Lyman, " since his return "Nobody Lied" and equally as enMiller and Lyles (Dialog)
from Parisian boulevards and his gaging a blues for dance purposes.
DO IT— Same— Okeh No.
CAN'T
own club, has forsaken his post at
"Swanee Smiles" (Rlng-Hagcr)
4727
is composed by the director of the
have
Miller
and Lyles, who
his
and
laboratories
Okeh recording
proved themselves funny comedians tinction.
assistant which explains the whyin vaudeville (and with the book of
fore of its sterling worth for danchave written them- HOME8ICK— Billy Murray and Ed
Having directed and super- "Shuffle Along")
ing.
selves two laugh-making dialogs
Smalls (Vocal)
vised tho recording of the nation's
over
in their unique
get
they
which
is
it
tunes
dance
TELL
most popular
I
manner of delivery. At the YOU
Billy Murray—Victor No. 18682
natural they would realize what droll
the chairman is accusing the
"Homesick" (Berlin) after sweepfor a good dance tune. Fred lodge
the
of
making
use
of
treasurer
Specializing in Permanent makes
with
records
ing the country as a dance tune is
Ilager incidentally also
order's funds. The latter retaliates
and Hair Dyeing
with the inuendo story of a certain
•poclal Reduction to Professional*.
lodge member who was seen with
Weiier's
WAVING
a certain pullman porter's wife
Bass Singer; holding hands in the movies where8TRAIGHT
$25 for entire head
gets a change of
appearance and wardrobe, for upon the chairman
good
I* tsisrtly DtStrsat.
heart and reassures the treasurer
$15 for half head
high class team or act, or musical
Th* W—sst Parts
not to worry about trifles such as
comedy.
Wo do pormancnt Waving w^h th*
Vortfta* Is S*r|*fth**
lodge funds, but concludes with an
latest oil method*.
ominous "Brother, I'll see you on the
J.
York 552 West 146th St. New York City outside." The "Can't Do It" dialog
1455 Broadway,
(Apt.*) concerns itself with a hog thief.
Phone Audubon 156.
rhon*. BRYANT S1SS
Quite a few laughs in both sides.

PERMANENT

BLDG

SE

>U)\

now rendered
and
any

ROMANY—

—

distinguished and suggests Us posThe "Carolina" (Donaldson) Is its sibilities as a melody fox trot. A
usual snappy, melodious self as soulful, sobby saxo particular makes
Elkins and orchestra render it.
itself heard. The theme is a variation on the "alLby myself idea.

.

DO—

It matters little If the Swanee
WHILE THE YEARS ROLL BY-*
is far from silvery,
Irene Audrey snd Chsrlos Hart
but as a dance tune it ranks with
(Vocal).
Jean Schwartz best. Eddie Cantor NO WONDER I'M LONESOME—
Is
co-composer.
Naturally
the
Whit* Way Quarts!— Brunswick
"Swanee River" theme has been
No. 2331
adapted but in a new angle, eschew"While The Years Roll By"
ing the usual strains which accom- (Lewis-Young-Austin) is a slow most popular dance numbers.
day strut my stuff on Monday*
pany the ''way down upon the ballad of the "without you" type
The reverse ''Romany," like its •taln't nobody's blz-ness if I da"
Swanee river" lyrics—except for the sincerely duetcd by Miss Audrey and name, is smooth and dreamy in confinal getaway. That was inevitable. Mr. Hart.
cept which idea Specht carries out CARRY ME BACK TO
MY CARO*
But the theme itself is tellingly
In "Lonesome," another Lewis effeojtively.
LINA HOME Campbell snd
conned from less overworked strains and Young lyric effusion, the quartet
Burr (Vocal)
of the southern classic. A hiccough-y evolves some excellent harmony. THE WORLD 18 WAITING FOR
sax is prominent in the Jazz gyra- The orchestra accompaniment is
THE 8UNRI8E— Henry Moeller A PICTURE WITHOUT A FRAME

river actually

*

C.RAND OPERA

•

Kelly's on Hester street, but how
he could make some of the murderers down there weep with this soulThis type of song has
ful "bullet"!
always been applesauce for Lyman.

*** •*

.
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druggist or supply house.
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B. F.

President
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MURDOCK,

General Manager
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(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building,

Vice-President

EXCHANGE

KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE

B. F.

PROCTOR,

i

New York)

Founders
B. F.

KEITH,

EDWARD

book

Artists can

F.

ALBEE,

PAUL KEITH,

A.

direct addressing

PROCTOR

F. F.

W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH

/p

^

AMALGAMATED
f\ \

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
1441

Broadway,
Phone

New

12

Philadelphia,

York,

%

^V^V^^ ^T^ft

Palace Theatre Building

-V»

BOOKING DEPARTMENT

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

State-Lake Building

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

New York

PENNSYLVANIA

BOOKING

a

Marcus Loew's

upon Denver in the Immediate past
Jobyna Rowland, formerly with the
show, hailed originally from Denver.
Her father, "Joby" Howland.
and her mother, Mary Howland. live
here. "Joby" was a performer himself in his day, having been with
Primrose and West, Hi Henry and

BOOKING AGENCY

other first-class minstrel organizations.
He is now 72 years old and
exceedingly proud of his talented
daughter. Although the latter is not
now with "The Gold Diggers," the
fact that she used to be was press
agented locally, with good results.

3580

WEEKS

Washington,

Baltimore

and intermediate towns

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

General Executive Offices

DETROIT
By JACOB SMITH.

SHUBERT DETROIT.— "Troubles

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

FALLY MARKUS
Bryant 6060-6061

GARRICK— Margaret Anglin in
"The Sea Woman." Next. Al Jolson.
Advance sale tremendous. Scale,
$4.40 top for week nights and $5.50
Saturday night. First time any
musical show has charged this

160 West 46th Street

New York

1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

of 1922."

maximum.

SHUBERT MICHIGAN.
ste'lle

MAJESTIC—Woodward
in

BLDG.

LUBIN

H.

J.

TIIEA..

REGENT.— Larry Harkins; Mark
Hart and Co.; Carson and Kane;
and Duffy; Rovinson and

Pierce.

MILES.— Billy Swede

1602 Capitol Building

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN
and was accorded a favorable reception. The house was bought from the
George Marshall Company, playing
"Ladies' Night." for two evening
performances.

Society

patronized

the event.

AUDITORIUM—Walter Hampden

MARYLAND—Keith vaudeville.
LYCEUM— "Ladies" Night," sevlast week.
ACADEMY— "Abie's Irish Rose,"
seventh week.
PALACE— "Folly Town," Columbia burlesque.
OAYETY— Stork burlesque.
FOLLY— Mutual burlesque.
HIPPODROME— Loew \ audeville.
enth and

CENTURY—

plause/'

RIVOLI— "The
Minaret."

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
fit W. 8*th

Phone
Bond

Business in Baltimore was tip top
all around last week and everybody
was happy. "The Comedian" with7
little heralding managed to roll up
By SIDNEY BURTON
fine business and "The Wildflower."
with even less heralding, proved itThe Lafayette Square appears to
self to be a spontaneous hit.
be uncertain just what the feature

St.. N. V.
Pits Roy 0344
for Tatu 1n»u«»

Lionel Atwill,

who

starred in "Tho

Comedian." drew volumes of pra' »e
to himself, and Edith Day. the
bright particular star of "Wildllower."

did

the

same

thing.

made its memorable opening
Academy of Music.

EJ

T'.ie

at the

"Mil". Potpourri," an amateur production given by the Junior League
an aggregation of local
society girls, was piven at the Ly-

of Baltimore,

ceum Monday and Tuesday

nights,

Cood Similar Town.
»T AOK. BCESEBT,

i"«\ion.
>«

APPLY TO: —

LARUE

MOW

BLANEY PRODUCING CO., Inc.
NEW YORK

1400 Broadway

Pictures.

Inc.

of

Shrine annual circus opened Monday for two weeks. Wirth famdy;
Slegrist Silbon Troupe; Hai Jung
Chinese Troupe; Aerial Cromwells;
show Hills Comedy Circus and Spade
The Johnson and Clown Band.
last

New

has opened a Ituffalo exT. Murphy being in

R.

charge.

NEW

CiTY

most out of the question.

Rumors were

EDWARD GROPPER,
THEATRICAL

WARDROBE TRUNKS

"The Gold Di ggers." playing the

Broadway
for at the

MM

Neighbor
and

l«i**»l

"

Wednesday
night after the closing of the MarkStrand that the Mitchell Mark interests were contemplating remodeling the Criterion for a new Strand.
The fact that the Mark people are
now left without a downtown Buf-

1,000,000

In Perfect Condition.

city

change,

N. J.
NEWARK,
TO DRAW FROM
VmnrntUr 1.650.

A. W. STONE
Denver's verdict on the unit
idea is unanimous. It's good,
attendance at the Orpheum

'

York

ORPHEUM THEATRE
!

DENVER
By

week proved it. The new show
DETROIT.— "Music Box
opened Saturday and closed the fol
Revue." Evening price, $3.60 top.
lowing Friday night. Business for Next. Mantell.
the week exceeded that of many
Colonial has an all-colored show
weeks previous, with the single ex- tli is w©p!c
ception of holiday week.
PHOTOPLAYS—
"Money. Money,
That better vaudeville can be Money- at Madison: "My American
attraction for the coming week is to shown through
the unit plan
be.
Half of the newspapers have dent, in the west, at any rate.is evi- Wife" at Adams; "Town That ForThe
Rita Gould underlined and the rest bills are more evenly balanced. This got God" at Washington; "One Exciting Night" at Broadway-Strand,
are featuring Janet Adair for the makes for better shows,
even
though
and "Voice from the Minaret" at
Lafayette
Incidentally, the
house.
the individual acts may be no better Capitol.
has adopted the small-time "Try and than many under the old
plan.
Get In" slogan used by the company
The units come now wlth*the soliA new big downtown theatre is
in the old Olympic days and more darity whichgoes with 15 weeks of being promoted in Flint, Mich.
Morecently associated with local bur- working together.
Denver
likes it. tor car factories there expect
to add
lesque.
to far. Indications are that Denver 14,000 workers within
next month.
will continue to like it.
The United Film Porductions. Inc.,
Helen Goodhue in 'Parlor, BedAl Mertz has been appointed Deis negotiating for the purchase of a*
room and Bath" was the hit of the troit manager
for Universal, sucsite in Ituffalo to be used as a pic- show.
ceeding Joe Friedman, who goes to
ture studio. The roof of the former
the home office in New York.
German-American brewery and a
The Wilkes Players at the Denportion of the Curtiss airplane factory are under consideration. The ham essayed "The Bird of Paradise"
United States is producing two- last week, with surprisingly good
The scenic embellishment
Inc.
Tefft Johnson is to be in results.
reelers.
was creditable and the Hawaiian
charge of the Huffalo studio.
music well played and sung.

Ronown

FOR RENT OR LEASE
'

Charge

BUFFALO

Belasco show in its first real weeplayed to between $13,000 and $14.000, while "Wildflower" is said to
have played to $16,000. This musical
comedy production of Arthur Ham'The Worlds Ap- iherstein's jumped into the greatest
favor of any production of a li!:e
Voive From the kind in Baltimore since "Sally"

CENTURY ROOF— Cabaret.

in

ing 10 acts.

SAN FRANCISCO
O'FARRELL STREETS
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW HF.ING ISSUED.
end

in repertoire.

Ned

The Orpheum opened Monday with
a new policy of vaudeville and a
two -reel comedy and now.-) weekly.
Prices 40 and 65 at night with matinees at 20 and 30. Every .Saturday
night there will be a midnight show.
For the opening Miles is advertis-

CHICAGO OFFICE

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

BALTIMORE
F. SISK
—ROBERT
"The Bunch and Judy."

Hall;

other acts.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

By
FORD'S

Players,

Village Re-

Nort and Co.; Ross Wyae Trio and

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
MARKET, GRANT

.

Goetz

General Manager

CHICAGO

RLDO..

Bon-

vue.

BUILDING,
PAUL GOUORON

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS

"A Woman's Way."

GAYETY.— Greenwich

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE
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OPERA PUMPS
Gold and Silver Cloth,
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Pink Satin.
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•tory, but the physical difficulties of
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels

*

AND
GRANT—CHICAGO
LORRAINE

amous

Special Rates to the Profession
Phone: Leogacra 9444

kind—within means

THE DUPLEX

urnitui

Ju
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rJZ?£l
pletlon, and
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will

of Broadway, containing 1.000 rooms with bath,
be ready about March 1st, this year.

The> rates, nine

GRAND

RAPIDS,

to fourteen dollars weekly, will afford any
tbe pleasures that only such places commanding Higher prices
standards will be maintained.

THE

WORLD'S BEST FURNITURE
Can Now

lie

Branch Warehouse.

New

lork'a larson and most compile <JU-

Dlay

of up-to-Uate quality

Is

nearlng coruv

a monument to

FuiSltture un.Jer

roof.
Furniture In all grade*— woods- flnlihes.
Shipments are coming regularfrom our Factories.

daman

ly

EVHRTTH1XO NEW— EVEnTTHIXO
PHRKECT-EVEBTfTMlNO GUARANTEED

HOTEL

Open

Temporary

I to 5 P. M. d.iily and Saturday.
Easily reached by yth and 10th Areoue
39th street cro-stown cars and B.tl.T.
subway at 05th Street

Office

:— 241

WEST

<

I

AM

STREET.

48d

valet,

and

BRYANT

7nl2

restaurant,

=

AND RAPIDS

FURNITUPE

.REHOUsV ASSOCIATION

Douglas Hotel

Hotel Florence

BEN DWORETT, Manager
ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED
COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Everything New
Remodeled and Refurnished
Under New Management
Home of Theatrical Professions
The 1IOTEL that stood by you

Reasonable Rates

All Conveniences

[•520i522«524'52b WEST5S ST

On e

E&Z?
PENNSYLVANIA
—

207 W. 40th

St.

of

1264-5

Phone:
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(Continued from page 37)

during the tear

MUSIC MEN

via

explains the theme. "You Can
Have Him, I Don't Want Him,
'Cause I Didn't Love Him Anyhow
Blues."

ALL MUDDLED UP (Fox Trot)—
Zez Confrey and Orchestra
TRUE BLUE SAM— Sams—Victor

Three Doers from Jefferson Theatre.
One lllock from Loew'i Theatre.
One-Half Block from Lyric Theatre.

WEEKLY—

.

SPECIAL THEATRICAL RATES:

the Cromwell divorce

IN NEW
WAY DOWN YONDER
ORLEAN8 — Blossom Seelsy

Maurice Abrahams,

CHARLES TENENBAUM

Installment

"amounts

'

getic in her blues delivery,
offering bespeaks of possibilities

pold,

her

engaged

lines.

Trot)— Glantz's

to

many

.

CHOO— Same

LADY OF THE EVENING

office.
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THE ADELAIDE
754-756

EIGHTH AVENUE

Between 46th and 41th St recta
One Block .Went of
Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments.
Three,
iiiree, rmu
MRU KEOROB H1E41EL, Mer
Strictly Professional.
Pho— Bryant

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
CENTRALLY LOCATED,

Just

computed,

in

piano

J.

Walter Leo-

accompanist,

are

a music publishing ven-

conjunction with their
In
ture
vaudeville dates under the coined
name of Carpold Co., formed by a
Miss
syllable from each name.
Carus and Leopold collaborated on
the song numbers of the brief cata-

(Fox

Metropolitan

Inc.,

CAROLINA HOME —

—

MOON

MOON—

•

WESTERN STARS—

—

i

I

,

I 8 and Up Single
$12 and Up Double
lot and Cold Water and Telephone
in Bach Room.
108 WEST 44th 8TR1ET

NEW YORK

Fees*:

has been

wintering in

New

BRYANT

CITY
7ttt-tt

HOTEL FULTON
<!

the Heart of

$ • and
$14 and

New

York)

Up 8ingle
Up Double

shower Baths. Hot and Cold
Water

and Telephone.

264-268

Eugene West, the songwriter,

VVE8T

46th

NEW YORK

is

Orleans.

Phone

»

STREET

CITY

Bryant •H93-4394

"

Opposite N. V. A.

Zez Confrey. the jazz planiPt-composer, is writing a book on piano

decision of the Appellate Division,
Players
reversing her
First Department,
E. C. Mills, the M. P. P. A. execuBailees
Judgment of $2,803.82 against Wat- tive secretary', left for Cuba SaturLucky Seven Gannett No. 5002 log.
erson, Berlin & Snyder company, day for a short vacation.
the
'
The "Lady" (Berlin) is one of
New York music publishers.
Chris Pender, cabaret entertainer
outstanding numbers from the new
The action was brought to reAlleged copyright infringement of
a
instituted
orhas
Olantz
songwriter,
and
'.'Music Box Revue," the
cover royalties of one-half cent on two musical comedy songs forms the
ganization delivering satisfactorily. New York Supreme Court suit the sale of the song. "Daddy Long basis of a Federal court action Joe
The Bailey aggregation is some- against Ray Klages, Ray Brown Legs." It was after Miss Pick ford's Mittenthal, Inc., has instituted
claiming
Inc.,
Berlin,
what of a surprise in their treat- and Irving
appearance in the play, "Daddy against Irving Berlin, Inc., and
ment of "Carolina" (Silver), paying co-authorship of "Early in the Long Legs," and she was being Irving Berlin personally. Mittenthal
more attention to the melodious Morning Blues" with Klages. Ber- filmed in "The Hoodlum" and published "I Love You. Sweet Ancompossibilities and eschewing the Jazz lin, Inc., Is the publisher. The
"Heart of the Hills," that the music gellne," written by the colored songand blues as has been their wont. plaint, filed through Abner Green- publishers proposed a contract by writers, Henry Creamer and Turner
berg, asks for an Injunction and ac- which hes picture and fac simile
ton, and featured in the Creamer
counting of the song. The attorney signature were to appear on the Lay Layton colored revue, "Strut
and
SOUTH SEA
•NEATH
states he has been offered a settle- covers of three songs to be written,
Berlin's "Pack Up
Lizzie."
Miss
the
—Lambert Murphy (Vocal).
interest,
ment, cash or a fourth
pictures, Your Sins and Co to the Devil."
Olive Kline- publishers representing they had bearing the names of the
JAPANESE
and for which she was to receive from the current Music Box Revue.
it.
on
leader
Victor No. 4533f
orchestra
an
In"
"cut
The contract was Is charged with Infringing on the
royalty.
the
Lambert Murphy is assisted by penlpr wants a third Interest.
made for her in New York by her "Angeline" number. Nathan Burkan,
soothing orchestral accompaniment
attorney and mother, Mrs. Char- acting for Mittenthal. asks for an
promifigures
which
guitar
In
the
Louis Brcau and Harry Tobias lotte PicUford. At about the same injunction and accounting.
nently in getting this "Follies" South
a song on their own. time the Broadway Music CorporaKoa song over for a perfect score. are publishing
Cantor collaborated.
tion sent a similar contract to Miss
Shapiro. Bernstein A Co.. through
IMdie
the
Another Oriental number,
Pick ford at Hollywood. Cal.. offer- San Francisco counsel, are sulnf?
oddly rhythmed "Japanese Moon."'
ing her a similar royalty for her Gilbert M. Anderson to recover IVconKcolored
Bradford,
sung
by
P4lTy
accompanies, this time
to four picture and signature for its song. 500 advance royalty on a musical
Olive Kline.
The orchestral back- rr iter- publisher, entenced
Essex County Peni- •Dear Old Daddy Long Legs," which production, "Broncho Billy," conground Is striking and distinguished months 'in the
The defendant sold templated sponsoring in 1917. but
of perjury, she accepted.
subornation
for
tentiary
by a marimba effect.
bond pending an 460,000 copies of the song, but re- failed actually to produce. The show
[a out OH a ir».u00
Columbia fJrapho- fused to pay the royalty on the was titled "I Love You."
The
appeal.
Guido Deiro
the
Co Interceded In Bradford's around that her contract with had
NEAPOLITAN POLKA Sams- phone
Mostly Greenwich Village resorts
Broadway Music Corporation
behalf.
Columbia No. 3728
violated the contract and reduced are named defendants in a new
jOne of the best accordion re :orda
Broad
Tho
series
of eight copyright Infringesong.
its
vales
of
the
Carls V.' niehardffofi. tf Thartnan
c^fnade in a long while. Both are
404,210 copies ment stilts filed by the Stark A
furniture dealer- of way f'orporafion sold
_-,.original compositions with Gviido & Bo< ne Co.,
Daddy
Cowan
(2). Harm?. Inc. CD. Water"Dear
Old
song,
rival
the
of
statement
Deiro and performed with his usuai Roanoke, Va„ made
Legs." Miss Pickford's claim soh, Berlin A Enyder and Witmarks.
J Rilssel Rbbiflaoti wants to deny. Long
Abel.
finished technique.

THE

HOTEL HUDSON

to trial.

Irving Berlin, Inc., has made a instruction.
motion through Gilbert A Gilbert
for a preference In their suit against
Paul Specht's "Georgians," a now
Waterson, Berlin A Snyder Co., jazz combination, will make blues
publishers of "Tomorrow" written recordings for the Columbia records.
by Roy Turk and J. Russell Robinson.
Berlin, Inc., alleges the song
E. C. Mills of the Music Publishis a piracy of their "Homesick."
ers' Protective Association, is arbiThe cause for action is novel in that trating a^mix-up in songs. Willie
the Idea of "Homesick" is alleged to Raskin and Maceo Pinkard, a co'have been copied and paraphrased. ored songwriter, collaborated on "He
May Be Your Man Friday, but He
E. B. Marks la exploiting locally Sees Me on Saturday Night," which
the European "Chimes" (Glocken) Harms. Inc., accepted for publicafox -trot.
tion. Pinkard and another colored
aongsmlth, Lem Fowler, wrote up
Witmarks are publishing the that same title, which Cal De Voll
Sissle-Blake contributions to the accepted for publication. The author
Chicago.
show
now
in
"Elsie''
of the latter song is given as Mel
Relof (Mel Fowler reversed). Both
The Court of Appeals at Albany. publishers have same titled songs,
N. Y., last week heard arguments in and Mills is to decide who has prior
the appeal of Mary Plckford from a right thereto.

the agthousands of pounds . .
gregate amounting to more than
any popular music business Is really

MISSISSIPPI CHOO
—Columbia No. 3731
worth."
Blossom Seeley is a new Columbia
disk artist. While a bit too enerEmma Carus and
this first
along those

communications to

Hildona Court, 341 Waat 46th St., New York
\partment8 can be teen evening*. Office in each building.

went

trial.

elected to membership in the Music
Publishers' Protective. Association.
Beliin & Horowitz have also Joined.

—

^

all

SINGLE WITHOUT BATH—
SINGLE WITH BATH

No. 18973
Smooth foxes both, with saxos
Confrey's piano tickling of co irse figures ever and anon
for variation. Percy Wenrich has
evolved a soothing melodious dance
number in "All Muddled Up," while
Walter Donaldson's "True Blue
Bam" is more marked In rhythm.
stallments.
Wright's version is that he he
was sole founder and supervisor of
EVENING
THE
(Fox
LADY OF
Trot) Majestic Danes Orchestra the business and that not until the
war did he permit Feldman to asPACK UP YOUR SIN8 AND GO sume
Wright
financial interest.
TO THE DEVIL— Same— Path. says hea allowed
Feldman to buy him
No. 20657
in His Maenlisted
when
he
out
trot
smooth
fox
a
The "Lady" is
After demobilizaconventionally. jesty's service.
rather
played
tion Wright claims he bought back
••Sins," a!so from Irving Berlin's
business at a
the
in
Interest
an
"Music Box Revue," makes for figure several times In multiplica•nappy contrast to the decorous tion of what he originally sold out
choppy
rhythm
Its odd,
"Lady."
for, which amount he is paying off.
distinguishes it as a corking dance
Wright, however, denies that he
number.
only satisfied one installment, but
says he paid three, and that each

prominent.

West 48th Street
Longacre
4<
9830

341-347 West 45th Street. 3660 Longacre.
1 -Z -3 -4 -room
apartments. Each apartment with private bath,
phone, kitchen, kitchenette,
$70 00 UP MONTHLY
$18.00 UP
Tho largest malntainer of housekeeping, furnished apartmenta
directly under the supervision of the owner. Located in the center of
the theatrical district. All fireproof buildings.

—

the

title

(Vocal)

i

HILDONA COURT

consisting of two rooms, parlor, bedroom
$ 1.25 and bath, accommodate 3 people, also 32.00 room apnrtmentn and bath: electricity,
Milt Feiber la with the Ager, Yel- DOUBLE WITH BATH
1.50 each heat and up-to-date. All newly furnished,
len & Bornstein professional staff
cosy and homelike.' Must be seen to be
appreciated. Ready for occupancy.
in New York; Morgan Brown rep^
Louis.
St.
at
Arm
resents the
The furniture man wrote Waterson.
804 Sixth Avenue
Berlin & Snyder he has a warrant
Between 45th and 4Sth Streets
for Robinson's arrest for obtaining
e
The Lawrence Wright-Bert Feld- money
under false pretenses. The
man music publishers' feud in Lonsays he never has been was assigned to Elizabeth A. Rellly
don now has Wright taking excep- aongsmlth
brought
action
to
be
enable
to
the
in the state of Virginia and is under
tion to Feldman's statement that
the impression somebody is using in* the courts of New York State,
he (Feldman) would not Jeopardize his name. The songwriter
has writ- and she is the nominal party to the
the success of Wright's business for
ten
Richardson
demanding an action.
the reason upon Wright's making apology.
good depends the reimbursement of
Gladys Rice, the singer, claimed a
various sums of money which FeldIrving Mills of the Jack Mills contract to record vocally for the
man claims. Wright bought out an
Gull records. The sum of $500
Grey
interest in a publishing venture he publishing firm would like it underbeing efand Feldman were concerned In, stood that he is not the person cf was involved, a settlement
last week just before th$ case
fected
that
name
who
was
in
Inmentioned
pay
in
to
the former agreeing

the love of Mike."
ditty

312

51st Street

6-640 Circle
rcie

t

The German imported "laughing"
ber Is a lyric discourse on the
chances the heroine had to connect record of the Okeh is still selling at
wedlock with a bootlegger, top speed. It's looked upon as one
In
garage keeper and others of the of the year's, novelties in discs.
elite, but passed them up "all for

The indigo-hued

West

Principal

4 on request.
Telephone Circle 9342.

s

350 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
IRV1NGTON HALL
HENRI COURT

cars,

Monthly Bulletin No.

of.

.....

Address
Tel.:

CITY

Private Batk, 3-4 Rooms, entering to the comfort and convenience
the profession.
STEAM, HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT
tie.* UP

\N

NEW YORK.

CLEAR AND AIBY.

NEW YORK

323-325 West 43rd Street

enjoy
Hi chest

service.

Everything modern has been provided: barber shop,
other features, at moderate prices.
Reservations can be made commencing February loth.

aod

COMPLETE FOR nOCSEKEEPINO.

to

one

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

1

355

employee
can rive.

Hotel daman Is destined to become a rendezvous where the touch of home
will be felt immediately one enters.
It's tremendous lobby, mezzanine, writing
room and artistry will quickly appeal. No expense has been spared to make this

New Tors

Uoutrht at This

COURT

Boom arrangement creates utmost privdate three or more adult*.
acy.
f lt.00 UP WEEKLY
RATES: $17.00 UP WEEKLY
Refer communications to If? CLAMAN.tll West 43rd St.
FIFTEEN STORY PIKEF~ROOF BUILDING
HOTEL (UMAX, EXCLUSIVELY FOR MEN, occupying a plat 100x75 on 43d

kctory

Gee. r. Sehaeider, Prep.

4tSS

1

241-217 Went 4Sd Street
Bryant 7»lt
One, three and four room apartments
with hiU-henettes, private hath and telephone. Directly weak of Times Square.

Langncra 71 St
Three and four rooms with hath.
Modern la every particular. Accommo-

Irom

of economical folks)
Y AM1I8

SSO Weit 43d Street

—Bryant

TUC
DCDTIIA
ML DHI\
II A

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments
(of the better

Wabash Avenue

417-419 S.

NEWS OF THE DAILIES
Mrs. Leslie Carter waa made defendant in a suit tiled Feb. 1 in
Dayton. Ohio, brought by Charlea
W. Sanders, a former liquor dealer/

who

alleges the actress owes him
for wine purchased In mt.
Hearing waa set for Feb. 10.

$120

•

Henry

Ziegler

and Garry Herr-

mann, the

latter owner of the Cincinnati Baseball club, are organizing a corporation to finance a theatre venture in the Times square

which will be known as the
Weber and Fields Music Hall. The
comedians will head a stock ordistrict

ganization there similar to that
which played at Weber'a theatre
several years ago under their man-

agement.

Moses Goldman waa brought before

Magistrate

Sweetzer

in

the

Yorkville Court last week on a
charge of disorderly conduct made
by Dorothy Taylor, a show girl. Tna
plaintiff alleged Goldman refused to
icavo her apartment when she re*

quested him to do so. The defendant said he had known Miss Taylor
for some time and he believed aim*
self to be her "sweetheart."
After
hearing her testimony, in which she
stated she did not care to have
anything to do with him, he de Idedl
he had, been laboring under a falsa
Impression. A suspended sentence
was given with the understanding
he leave the young woman alone.

Supreme Court Justice CohalaS
reserved decision last Thursday on
an application cf Major A. Hart to
annul his agreement to transfer a
gasoline station on West 24th street
to Lorraine Harding, a picture ao*
tress.
Hart alleges the defendant
secured his signature to a document,
transferring the property to bar
name while they were riding in the
park which he did not know he was
Miss Harding, la her
signing.
denial, alleges she suri-Hed Hart
Contiivued^n J**EO 4<^
(

"

T

'

'

8 :*

ii^>( ?

i
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Thursday, February

WILLIE ano EUGENE

HOWARD

1023

8,

OSWALD

STARRING IN

"PASSING SHOW OF

Now Aaisterdasa Theatre— W. 42d St root
HARRIS Attractions
POPULAR MAT. WEDNESDAY.
W. 46 St. Ev* f:lt Kfsolngs I
Plil
TON Theatre,
rUL-lUn
MaU Wed and 8at ijf|
REGULAR MATINEE 8ATURDAT.

8AM

H.

Ilk

.

HAM

HARRIS

H.

Direction

#

The Sweetest Le»e Story Ever Told

A

Presents

National Institution

New York and London

the

Stated by

Snreess,

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

By Rudolf Bcsler A
Msy Edington

SAM FORREST

West 44th

HAKRIS

1MUSIC

IRVING BERLIN S

Presents

Presents the Hit o( the

"A

HASSARD RHORT.

wrrn a great cast

i

Town

William O'Clare

"SO THIS IS LONDON!"

BOX REVUE'

Stated bj

HOWLING 8CCCE&S."—Eve.

Post.

THEATRE. W 43d St.
ID PEP TV
L1DE-I\
1 I
Mata Wed* A Sat.

ANO

I

Maxine EUiotf sKlrJKS&s:
8AM

H.

HARRIS

Presents

in

Story. "Mies Thompeoa.'*

GAIETY

A Mth 81

g*wsy

Mats. Wed. A

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

Svs.

I:M.

Sat., t :»•

ALL NEW THIS 8EA8ON

GEORGE M. COHAN S
COMEDIANS

NOW PLAYINO LOEWS

HEWS OF THE

"LITTLE NELUE KELLY"

DALLIES

BETTER TIMES

Presents

Produced by Basil Dean

"SEASON'S BEST PLAT.-—
4|th St.

Era

1:15

Mat*. Wed. and Sat. at 2:16.

MERTON
—

Flo, ci cc Nash
with Glenn Hunter
Harry Laos Wlsaea's story dramatised by
Gee. 8. Kaafsaaa and Mar* Cenaelly

West

LYCEUM

Bvea. at
Thar. A Sat. at

Mata

St.

t.

DAVID WAHFIELD

"THE MASKED WOMAN
With LOWELL SHERMAN

800 for professional services. $10,000 hungry collector of rare prints and
she gave him to buy Liberty Bonds, etchings, announces an exhibition
nnd $5,847 alleged to have been col- under his auspices of the etchings
lected for her but never turned of two contemporary artists, George
over.
O. Hart and Edward Hopper, at the
Sardeau Galleries, 7 W. 51st street.
Free performances the first four
for a month beginning this week.
nights of the week for "The Fool's
revenge" at the Bramhall Playhouse were inaugurated this week.
A New York daily this week
The last half of the week the reg- printed an Item that is the reverse

"ST COHAN

2& £?' tftA

THEBr LOVE
CHILD
HENRY BAT
IF
A 1 1.

Adapted for the American Stage

SHOWN

By MABTIN

with a Notable Company, Including

SIDNEY BLACKMER
JANET IIEECHER

"MERCHANT OF VENICE"

SffSS

Matinees Wed. and Sat at 2:30

BILUE
BURKE
BOOTH TARKINOTON'S
In

"ROSE BRIAR"

•

Apollo

ular admission is charged.

LRE BARER

West 42d

St.

The engagement

of David Warfield in 'The Merchant of Venice"
at the Lyceum has been extended
until March 10, an addition of four
weeks.

Evss. at 8:15.

Popular Mats.: Wed. A Hat.
Superb Spectacle— 11 Marvelous Scenes

BEN-AMI

in

Johannes Kreisler
TIMPQ
imtO QO
Old.
I

A N.w

ANDRE PICABD

Character Study by

VANEvaDERBILT -Wed.feA.1.ST
A
Mats.

8:30.

"

"SEASON

ITTI

17 Thea..

W. 44th

St.

Era

S:30

L.1 1 1 L-IL Matinees Wed. A Sat. S:>0
F. Ray Comstock A Morris Oest present

PREFERRED
POLLY
OUT BOLTON
A Vtm
Comedy by

GENEVIEVE TOBIN
BMSTC

with

thka.. w. «sd st

M

JANE

"TTJXTJET"

(JRMTMT
TRH M, H OF

TIIE

'

U

Nights |1.M Is StM).

HER CAREER.
Tbura.

CRITERION

Mat. TSc

to

Salts ef the OevN.

Fsrty.faerth

Strett

F.

lAtHIII PRODUCTION
WH.LIAM
'Takes

first

prise

I

'

EARL CARROLL "ft&UsflS
Eves. 8.30.
Mata. Thurs. A Sat. 2:20.

A

dele-

curtail

removed.

restaurant it seriously affected the
business of the place.
They also
agreed to establish 2 a m. as the
closing hour.

of

Bring Yott

Dorothy Davenport Held, widow
Wallace 'eld, who died Jan. 18,
I

requested letters of administration
of his estate in the Superior Court
Tke
In Los Angeles last Friday. An apwith EDDIE BUZZELL
proximate valuation of the estate
Heloa Ford
Bertie Beaumont
Louise Allea
Russell Muck was placed at $50,000 wlCh the most
Alan Edwards
Amelia Summery II le valuable asset the Reld home, valued

GINGHAM GIRL
BUST CHORU S

on

BROADWAY

4M8t W ofBway
EVENINGS at •:»•

REPUBLIC
WDLf v

-

***«•*

Mata Wednesday and Saturday

at

2 20.

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
M

THK PLAY THAT PITS
'V IN III MOK

ODL
ULUOL

It

w«y A 4«th St. Efenlnas at S:M.
Wed. and Sat. si 2:24).

Matlneta

Dees' Bslaeey Seats si

Bex OBss:

91.50. |2. $2.3t

OLIVER stOROSCOS MUSICAL COMEDY

IHf BUTTERFLY'

—'•WORLD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL CHOBU8"—

BRADY'S Musical Comedy Triumph

A.

issued last

in their power
drinWng if the officers
They contended
that when officers were placed In a
to

were

—AM

'SCHWAB A KUSSELL

was

would do everything

I

A

among musical

plays."

'

at $40,000.

Olga Petrova. who has completed
her road tour la "The White Peacock," will appear in a new play
entitled "The Harlot's House."

John E. Kellerd

Is preparing for
a road tour in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."

brought before Magistrate Uyttenberg in night court the defendant
described himself R" an actor out "f
funds and gave his address as the
Lambs Club. A suspended sentence
was granted.
Paul Specht, appearing in vaudeville in Newark last week, received
a pawn ticket through the mail Friday for a violin valued at $SC0,
stolen from him earlier in the week.

Supreme Court

Nyack.

at

UP SHE GOES tranU
.

MARK

''It is a clean-cut. wholesome and amusing musical
score both lovely and lively."— Quinn Martin, -World.
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"PASTIMES OF HAWAII"
Direction: SIMON AGENCY
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SALT LAKE

Animals
Margaret Strain

Vallccits's

Vantages

PORTLAND. OBI.
Pantage*

a

Clark

(15-17)
if

\

Chase

.1

t'h'jrnyoflf

Story

Nooill-'S

Thaloro's Circus

Exposition Four
Sp.u-'acuk.r Sextet

•Pohby Lehman
RlleSM A Ritchie

OGDEN. nVTMM
Panlagea
T-each Whallen 3
Kaufman A Lillian

Morgan A Gray

Cunningnsm
Band

Cecil

•T.yron Bros

Green

Billy

Major Rhodes

fendent

was represented by counsel

who had

the cascpostponed until

February

14.

Wil»on A Addis
Walter Bro.ver
Choy Ling Fou
•Canadlau Band

COLO. SPRINGS

run.

Gibson

Cecil Clovelly, appearing as the
second grave digger in "Hamlet" at
the Sam H. Harris theatre, was arrested Tuesday by Agent John Givney of the prohibition forces on a
charge of selling liquor. The agent

A

Paatagee
<1*-14)

(Same

play*

bill

Pueblo 16-17)

A hearing will be held Friday In LOS ANGELES
deportation
proceedings
against
Pontages
James Dale an English actor ap- Kelson's CaUaad
pearing in "Loyajties" at present Dave Thuraby
under $1,000 bail on a charge of Jan Rubinl
importing or attempting to import Weston A Elalns
a woman into the United States Bits and Pieces
for an illegal purpose. The. charges SAN DIEGO, C AL.
arose out of statements made by
Pantageo
Ada Gladys Powell, a Welsh girl, Penman A Lililaa
who arrived in this country two Rowland A Mooh'a
months ago and was deported at McFarland Sisters
El Cota
the request of her mother.
Cheyenne Days
Bright A Click
Charles Mere's "La Flamme" will
have its initial presentation In I/O BEACH* CAL.
America Sunday night at the PlayPaatagee
house, New York, under the direc- Arnold A Plurenco
tion of William A. Brady. Negotia- Jewell A Rita
tions are underway to bring the Miss Nobody
Tlghe
piece into a Broadway house for a Harry
Haverm'n Animals
Beatty

Weldoaaa
Buddy Walker
Chlsholm A Green
Bronaoa A Reneo
Great Blackstono

OMAHA, NEB.
Pantageo
Tollman Revue
Bensee A Baird
Charbot A Tortoal
Plplfaxa

Little

Blake's Mules

KANSAS CITY
Paatagoa

The Avallons
Le Grohs

De Michelle Bros
Four Ortons
Youth

MEMPHIS
Pantages

*

Tuck A Claire
Joo Bernard Co
Far re 11 A Hatch
Rigoletto Bros
Great Maurice

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
DALLAS,' TEX.
Majeotle

The Nagyfys
Coffman A Carroll
Emille Lta Co
Edw'rds A Beasley

A Mack

Miller

Senator Ford
Blue Bird Revue

TX

and 17th Street

NATIONAL INSTITUTION"

Direct loa ....:........ .Joseph

,

Plonfceit

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
in

"FURY"

STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CABL EDOUARDR
Conaaotor

Majestic

M'C'm'k

Reed
The Speeders
Cervo A Moro

Christie

rests.
Jessie

Ruth Chatterton is to appear in
"William's Wife." scheduled to have
its Initial showing in Philadelphia
on March 5. Henry Miller will
stage the production.
H. Harris

to star

is

Mary

a new play by Norman
Houston and Sam Forrest entitled
"The Slnvemaker," which goes into
in

'

no

Key os A

Whiting

HOI-STOW. TEX.
Mnjeetle
Willi.- Hale & Bro

Frank Whitman
a Deaa

Sltapoos

duction

i>r

Miller.

"Passions for Men " close" at the
Belmont, New York. Feb. 17. It will
play one week at the Bronx (). H.
and than start a road tour In Philadelphia.

A

fire

Tut.nday in Long Branch,
Grand to the

N. J., damaged the
extent of $25,000.

t

A

Burt
Gauticr & P'ny B'y

made by Avery Hop wood

for proin this country by Gilbert

M

A KeMey

Henry B Walthall

x

An adaption of the French play.
"La Sonnette d'Alarme." hi being

Majeotle

Majestic

Huston Rsy

Thompson

Morgan & Gate*
Fields Family Ford

J A J Gibson
Hector
Lldell A Gibson
Leo Donnelly
Rinaldo
Bryan A Broderlck
TULSA, OK LA.

Orpheum
(Okla. City split)
1st half

Raymond

i<-

Karoli UroM

Reed
The Speeders
Flo Lewis
Jessie

TafnaUJ C<»
2d bslf

Chandoh Trio
CJ

-

.it

Jell

A

Esther

Wllbert

Henri Scott
Tango Shoes
Green A Parker
Four Erettos

WICHITA. RAN.
'

LITTLE ROCK

Ma jest

Wallace
Bennett

SAN ANTONIO

WORTH, TEX.

Swirt

A
A

•Demarca Band

Bros

Karoli

FT.
ICo

Sam
Ryan

rehearsal next weftfa

xtrphen llothbun, Hun.
N. Y.. Feb. 3, Justice Tompkins
granted Evan Burroughs Fontaine

1

Dancer
in

OKLAHOMA CITY
Orphean
alleged Clovelly sold him a flask of
(Tulsa split)
John A. Larkin was arrested last liquor and took him to a drug store, Olcott A Mary Ana
1st halt
week in front of the Lambs Club on where he bought two cases of whis- Tan Arakfs
Three Weber Olrla
a charge of soliciting alms. When ky and later made two more ar- FT. SMITH, ARK. Jason A Harrlgan

In the

ANO

"EKEIA." the Tropical Beach

Howard C. Potter, press agent for
DENVER
Mary Garden, failed to appear ia SAN FRANCISCO
Paataree
Pantages
the Municipal Court in Boston MonAlex Bros A E
Ridiculous R:cco
day where a charge of assault and Ward a Ooolcy
Barnes
A
Hamilton
Maude
Earle
battery was brought against him by Norton
A
Plate Mins
Katherine Donovan, a reporter on Jack GollleMeinotle Fashion
Brltt Wood
Blake's Mules
Friday a local paper. The plaintiff alleges Seven Algerians

gation of restaurant men had been
in conference with the police head
earlier in the day and promised they

Offers

Estlra Ores.. $2.50: astlrs «r«t Bala.. $1.50; astir*
2« Bale.. 50c— avery nifht. Incluclini tiolidayi aaS
Saturdays. Far Mat
Or h .$2; ail Bale.. $1.
Beat Saatt
at Box o flics.

NOW

order

rests for liquor violations.

JBV9SS1S

IIKNRT W. SAVAGS

CI

A

An

NEW COMEDY—WITH MUSIC

A

$200

SCHULBERG PreaaaU
A LAVISH PLAV OF LOVE AND SACRIFICE
B.

is

pro-

!

btiirv
miir&'d
a East or ur.->adway.
I
PIlLLvH
OLRR
THE 8ELWYN8 Present

I II Ui
si
11
^a/V/ If

Knickerbocker

and the

Stated by WINCIIEl.I.

^

HAWAIIANS
PRESENT

by Commissioner Enright removing Potter refused to let her see the Rinaldo Bros
uniformed
policemen
from opera star and that he seised her OAKLAND, ©AL.
cabarets and restaurants who had and pushed her against a wall in
Pantugrs
been stationed there to make ar- the Copley Plaaa Hotel. The de- The Gladiatnia

WOOD

—Eva. TeWsrsa.
1

GEO. KALALUHI'S

all

THE CLINGING VINE
with PEGGY

BEST MUSICAL COMEDY."

S

Tha Play That SsaeaaSed

Sat.

GLORY

Theatre. W. 43d St Eves S 30.
Ma».v Tues.. Thuni. and Bat.

OOL

LENORE ULRIC
asKIKI

I

his latest Qlrlls

revue.

Pasln
of the usual. It stated 200 women Kate A Wiley
presented themselves before thfc Jesie Heather Co
Palo A lalot
authorities of West New York, N. 'Richardson
Twins
J., and stated that if Sunday picTravel
tures were barrel in the town, 'the
(Op«.-n rook)
women would start a reprisal Pierce A c: »IT
Berfcbart
through refusing to attend church Lmian
Kiincr A Reanoy
on the Sabbath.
B & L, Hart

would place a bronze bust
of Charles Frohman in the Empire
theatre. A fund will be established
for the purpose and donations accepted through a committee of
three managers.
ject that

I

"Seasational Saeeeas
Darntnn. Eve. World
OAVIP BEI.ASCO Pr»i#ent»

Woods has sponsored a

Al

The Marvelous Musical Romance
ALLAN 1)1 N EH ART A FRANK CONROY PRICES: $3.00. 22.50. $2.00. $1.50 A $1.00
K "**"
Thur. A Sat. 2:30
J-J""*-

playing sixth consent ve tour for

Ackermnn A Harris with

j

as SHY LOCK
IN SHAKESPEARE'S

BELASCO

Producer and Comedian
Now

.

I.

DAVID BELASCO

EMPIRE THEATRE

BUD SCHAFFER

HELEN MacKELLAR

OF THE MOVIES

4Sth

S-ll>

SO days more to file her appeal from
a decision setting aside the annulment of her marriage to Sterling L.
Adair.
George Parker,
watchman at

(Continued from page 39)
with the necessary funds to open
the station. She contended she was
forced to discharge him from the Miner's Bronx, was attacked by
AT THF
position of manager in September, three thugs Sunday night while
1921, after he had struck her.
making his rounds shortly After
midnight. Parker's cries attracted
MAKA<2CMENT-4?HARI.RB OIl-LIWCEAM
George Edwin Joseph. an attor- the attention of William Treete, a
BBEATEST SPlCTACLf IVM
ney,
has brought suit in the cleaner, who summoned help. The
STABEB AT THE HIPPODROME
Superior Court in Los Angeles thugs made their escape, leaving a
MAT. DAILY. t:lS; BYES.. S:t«
against Pauline Frederick for $36,- bag of burglar's tools. They had
000 alleged due him on picture con- been unable to reach the safe in '/
West.
St.
42ad
THEATRE.
CI TlainC
office through meeting
LL I IIYUC Matinees Wed. A Sat.. 2 30 tracts. The actress has a counter manager's
suit against Joseph for $46,647 which * arKor.
•
A. H. WOODS Preaents
is also scheduled for trial.
The attorney's suit is for commissions
in
Sidney Phillips, the vaudeville
alleged due him with Miss Fredercomedian, who has for years been a
ick alleging Joseph owes her $31.-

LOYALTIES HIPPODROME
By JOHN GALSWORTHY
THEATRE. W.

FULTON, BROOKLYN (FEB.

la the Kasj Koas and >•"*'J* J,*....

"RAIN"

in

Founded oo W. Somerset M»uihara'i

Whole WTde World"

the

HI8

SHAMROCK GIRLS

SIX

"Best Amtrican Musical Play

JEANNE EAGELS

CORT

LL

GRANADA THEATRE. SAN FRANCISCO

8:15. hint*.

St.

a

WOODSIDE

8ECONO YEAR

Mats. Wed. A
MUSIC BOX THEATRE HUDSON
GEORGE M. COHAN
Wed.-Sat.
Eve.
WMt 45th

SAM

KENNELS

WORLD'S PREMIER MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST

'Evs. 8:30.
Sat. 2:30

St.

ME88R8. 8HUBERT

OLIVER WALLACE

MARGARET LAWRENCE
la

MCCPDCTC"
OtUnulO

WOODSIDE

1922"

Orpheum
A Adams

Wilher

Emerson * B'ldwla
Vadie A Oygi
Saxon & Farr.-li
Phireen
2d half

Harry

.Gilbert

Valerie 'Bergtre Co
Elaine' A Marshall

The Keltons

•

...

^

P1CT.U.RES

t HttrscfayV S^tWilar? »*;• 19C3
Zt-L li.

THE BOHEMIAN GIRL

ly poetical,

'

1

Ivor Novel)
Ellen Terry

Buda
The Oyp-y Queen
Devilhoof

.

Constance Collier
Aubrey Smith

.^

C.

Henry Vibart

Sount Arnheim

"The Bohemian Qlrl" should be a
drawing card as a regular
To what extent an exhibitor may make it draw will wholly
depend upon tho exhibitor. There
sure-fire
release.

Is

much

and on

to exploit in this picture,
the exploitation will depend

the business, with the picture stand
in* up under the most flamboyant
advance work that sticks closely to
that

much heralded expected sopplanter
of Valentino, and who la now over
here to appear under (Irifllth's direction. Then there is Gladys Coopacclaimed as England's bos'
er,
looker and foremost actress on the
legitimate stage. After that. Ellen
Terry, who neally should be first
through it all, but i3 made secondary
in the billing, even on he:* first
screen appcarnnco and in an 2ngpicture.
There Is no
limit of latitude for the Terry connection. And after that, Constance
Collier, the American actress, who
appears in this picture produced by

lish-made

another American

in

VOICE FROM THE MINARET
M Schenck-Flret National attrac-

Joeeph

Adapted
starring Norma Talmadge.
from the play by Robert Hlchena by
Frances Marion. Directed by Frank Lloyd.
Shown at the Strand, New York, week
Feb. 4.
Norma Talmadffe
Lady Adrienne Carlyle
tion

Lord Lealle Carlyle
Itishop Kllwworth
Secretary Barry
<'<iunt.>*M La Fontaine

.

'The Bohemian

attests

to
It

Girl"'

England.

England, Har-

lev Knoles, who also directed.
3osides for curiosity may be cited
what the American. Knoles, did with

Milt c,odd«ird...

f.Mchu Klldare
Sheriff

Jennie Parker

i

f

Lee

from

the

Mincret"
i

does just a wee bit of

herself (for sho has a
Emerson becomes obsessed

for freedom

—

man's vanity.

But he hasn't much

time to think it over, ./or there's the
letter to the wife, enclosing the request to call everything off. That

must be recovered. An attempt to
beat the epistle home falls when he
misses the train, which allows for
the race between "gas" and stesm.
After finally catching the limited it's
not over, for there's still a possibility of the letter reaching tho wife

—

EINSTEIN

THEORY

JduratU-nai subject of feature length. es>
tography to perrAit a Hindoo fakir
in non -scientific terms Dr. Albert
do a couple of tricks. The Afri- Blainlns
Ostein's theory of relativity.
Prepared
can sssnes are well worked out with under
the auspices of the scientist himself
an aye to atmosphere.
and arranged for American presentation
Playing the heavy Is the late Ed- under the direction of Prof. Garrett P.
Drawings and animated diagrams
win Stevens, who. as the husband, Servian
by Max Fleischer, maker of the "Out of the
put over a role that in- spots was as Inlcwsll" series of animated
drawings. Spewonderful a piece of work as any- cial showing for educators at the Rlroll,
thing that was ever done by Mans- New York. Feb. 8. Announced aa part of
the'Rivoll program next week.
field on the stage.

to

Bhumwav

Hunt

Bltnc.

Excellent melodrama with several
splendid thrills, much fine scenery,

JAVA HEAD

Lawrence

Alb;rt Fresco

Voice

who

girl,

will give tho Norma Talmadge fana
It seems a trifle
entertainment.
lengthy, but nothing in it needs
speeding.
The locale is In India. Africa and
and it does.
England. It is in India where Mis.i
The homecoming
on his daughTalmadge as Lady Adrienne, wife of ter's wedding day. isHehad muffed
the Governor-General, falls In love the wire demanding
his presence for
with the young Englishman who Is the occasion, so that
constitutes a
Irr Africa
going into the church.
"break," but It takes a few feet or
they discover their lovo, and finally film to square
the pen and Ink
in England, after the* wife has re- ultimatum.
turned to the husband, on the latA cleverly presented film this, that
tcr's death* the couple are left to
will draw to the box office from that
work out their life's happiness.
of
advertising
sometimes
In the opening is a corking polo type
termed "mouth-to-mouth." Hence,
game in which Eugene O'Brien plays as
said before. Btahl and Stone can
Also
important
role.
several
big
an
Hcenea as far as the number of peo- both take bows on this one.
8kig.
ple used are concerned in the early
After the polo game IS a rereels.
ception in the Governor-General's
gardens, where there Is trick pho-

John Dill
Gordon Mice*
Irene

Carl Gerard
Claire Du Brey
Lillian

Salelm

•

Knoles' work in a strange land.
should do a great deal for him

Winter Hail

.

Lady Gilbert

"The

the

cheating
fiance),

with the idea he is about the best
around. He writes his wife asking
and then finds the girl
always regarded him as a father.
Eugene O'Brien It's a wallop to the iron -gray haired
Hklwin Stevens

Andrew Fabian

HEARTS AFLAME

th«i facts.

Tlvst, there is Ivor Novello.

is

m

Glbb McLaughlin

ount Florestein

41

the gypsy betrothal lent story embossed by an excellent
ceremony immediately following.
sense of production. -Java Head" is
It's a nice, sentimental story of
picturesque and entertaining to the
holding value and interesting to point where it
actually grips, while
those knowing the opera as well, b-t surmounted by the
performances of
trie importance of the personages la
Misses Joy and Logan, to which the
it overshadows the tale.
former has added a touch of path s
In photography the picture does that is as neat a piece of work, or
not always run true. It is also a art, as a lens has gleaned in promatter of camera work and lights jection for these parts in months.
as to the looks of Miss Cooper and
It is also of note the captions are
Mr. Novello. Miss Cooper is a hand- minus any trick phrasing
r e
some girl In the English Style, and Chinese girl's utterances^ she on
speaks
this style should never allow an English) and is, additionally, shy of
American to see the profile of
the usual "cute" business generally
English beauty.
For seldom h
allotted to such a character. Hence,
what the English consider a pretry it m.\y be understood that there are
girl a likeable profile to the Ameri- no
superfluous
Involved,
scenes
can idea.
ji
every incident has a direct bearing
Novello will bo the subject of most on the story, and it's straightaway
attention by picture fans, particu- "shooting' to register a cork In
j
larly the American girls.
He's a featuro that connects purely on
manly looking follow, of good ap- merit.
Sklg.
pearance, but there is no telling how
our girls will see him. The men will
like him as a good looking average
picture actor.
Professionals will
Metro special presented by Ixrnis H.
recognize his brunet type when it is
produced
by Reginald Barker.
Mayer,
said he looks much like Fred Niblo Aoaptfd from iho novel. 'Timber." by
did 20 years ago, without Novello Huroid Tltu*. Scenario by J. G. Hawks
Rlgby.
and
L.
Frank
Keenan In lead,
O.
being as go<M locking, as Mr. Niblo
Anna Q. Nllsson opposite. At Rialto. New
then was.
York, week Feb. 4.
Miss Cooper plays "graciously," Luke Taylor
Frank Keenan
Anna Q. Ni'ason
which means nothing. Miss Terry Helen Fo raker
Cral? Ward
as the nurse had an opportunity or John Taylor
Hobby Ki'dare
Richard Headrick
so. Mr. Smith rade his Devilshoof niot-'t Joe
Russell Simpson
character devll'rh in looks and wan Philip Rowe
Richard Tu k. r
Stanton Heck
splendid. Gibb M<*I arjgblfn as Count Jim Hirrls
Martha M^ttox
unty May
Florestein had an Austrian" makeup / •lis'rley
Stump
Wa!t Whitman
that might be true to tho country
linger
Joan Standing
w.
Thud Parlier
Ralph C'onlnger
but it looked burlese»uev

Engllsh-roade production by Harley
Knoles (Atnerica.it). who alio directed.
Adapted from "The Bohemian Girl,"
Stara Ivor Novello. Gladys
light opera.
Cooper and features Klleii Terry, Constance Collier and C. Aubrey Smith.
Distributed through * American ReleasAt Cameo, New York* week of
ing.
February 4.
«... .Gladys Cooper
Afllne

Thaddeus

as

flrst-rate comedy and dramatic inr
The direction is good, Prank
a picture made abroad as against
Presented by Jesso L. LasUy (Famous
But It falls down Lloyd keeping the story moving.
crest in spots.
The picture occupies just 40 minwhat the English make themselves. Players) from the- novel of Joseph Her- for some reason. The trouble Is not His
close shots held action instead utes and doesn't hold for that
arsetiHmer,
releasing
through
Paramount.
Yet for further attention is the piece Georgo Me! ford production, with WaJd»« on the surface and is difficult to of being
mere poslngs.
Fred,
stretch of time. What Inspired them
itself, an adaptation of "The Bo- mar Young nda.it ins for the screen. At point out.
Probably the picture goes
to book It into the Broadway film
Rivoli. New York, week Feb. 4.
h"T»Jnn Girl."
awry because the producers have
house, is a mystery. A title quotes
Leatr'.ce Joy distorted its romantic appeal in orPossibly the present generation Is Tnou Yuen
Nettie Vollar
Einstein as saying that only 12 sciJacqueline Logan
not familiar with the standard light Jeremy Ammldon
vehicle
for
Prank
der
make
It
a
to
Frederick Stron«r
distributing production by entists in the world are capable of
First
Na'lonal
operas of the everlasting past, -id it Gerrlt Ammidon
Albert Roneo*- Keenan as an old man. The affairs Louis B. Mayer from th- atory ot Frances
That
should be future, as it would have William Ammldon... .Arthur Stuart Hull of the young hero and heroine are Reel. Direction John M. Stahl. At the understanding the theory.
ought to be enough to keep it from
Dunsnck
George Fawcett subordinated to the character^aketch strand. New York, week Jan. 28.
been without tho jazz. "The* Bohe- Harzll
Bdward Duniack
Rnvmond
Hatton
Lewis Stone boring a mixed lay assemblage of
John Kmerson
mian Cirr ranked with "The Light Kate Vollar
Helen Lindroth of the hero's father, a rugged old Mary Kmerson. his wife
Cleo Madison Valentino and Swanson fana and the
Hussar" among the classical^ light
lumber king, and the thing won't Ruth, their daughter
Kdlth Foborta army of women who do their popuop rae.
hold together. Interest is dissipat- Gloria Sanderson
.....Ruth Clifford lar
A few current reports waiting ed
science, reading in May Manton
Myrtle 8te4man
Instead
of being economically Mr.t. Sanderson
And still again, what girl has ot about lately
have carried the idea
James Morrison and tho Butterlck publications.
directed along a simple line of nar- Bob
felt nn answering thrill* to the lyric that a campaign
is about to start oiThe
film Isn't even Illuminating in
rative.
of "I Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble ls under v/ay to exploit
either LeaHalls." almost the theme song of trice Joy or
Stahl and Stone will be allotted a popular way. It doesn't explain
First, because he Is the only good
Jacqueline Logan for
"Bohemian Girl." and a classic that permanent big type In rcrcen
the major share of credit for this anything that wasn't already clear.
billlnr- actor among the principal characeven timo cannot efface from the It isn't exactly recalled which gl:l ters, and, second, because every ef- release. Both have msde an aver- It seems a waste of footage to create
world's most favored numbers?
and elaborate and intricate diagrams to
is to be on the receiving end
the fort is made to hold him in the cen- age tale not only presentable
demonstrate that if you step off the
There Is almost too much for the drive. As far a3 this picture isofconter of the story, attention is at- likable, but as good a feature as
earth's surface there is no such thing
rewrite mr in this picture. Never- cerned it really doesn't mako
Mr.
any
of
the
first run houses have
to
confined
tracted
and
to
mr.ch
as
east and west; that, there Is no
theless, It is there, and the picture difference, for each
The
will gather a Keenan, playing old Luke Taylor. held within recent months.
Mr. Knoles mi.st host of admirers on the strength of He engages interest and attracts film looks as if the director had meaning to the conception of large
is there with it.
and
small unless you establish some
have given a punch to the English her performance.
faith,
script
ingood
sympathy and understanding. Once taken the
fixed standard of
and
directors when they saw his output.
The picture Is splendid and t'.<» he has attracted, you want to see adding numerous touches sufficient that fast and alowcomparison,
don't' mean a
develop•He made it on American illm line.*.
the
vital
and
beyond
prominent
the
it
above
lum
in
lift
to
two girls run away with It amidst n
thing except In relation to someMr. Knoles' best is the handsome well selected cast. Whatever "edge" ment. Instead of which all the he- av«'rapre.
thing
else.
It's Just a labored expovisualization of the "Ma'rble Hall.*" there may be between the
Philosophizing on tho danger ago
two roic action revolved about the
song on a moving platform, with a women goes to Miss Joy. It's diffi- young couple, John is victor in a of a man in marriage (placed at 40), sition of the obvious. The picture
palace set of simple but highly ef- cult to recall when has been
Helen the picture takes its subject seri- toils through a morass of these elefight
rough-and-tumble
seen
mental matters and then gets down
ficient effect, that has a throne on such a wistful
performance as this wins a victory over those who plot ously while including comedy to the
the extreme end and an art gallery girl gives as a Chinese princes.* against her to cheat her of her tim- extent of two or three MOneat out- to the abstruse substance of Einsprinkled throughout with marble brought to this country as the wife ber lands. It Is John and Helen who right laugh.*, a neat bit of suspense stein's theories.
The conception of bent space and*
objects. To the throne, on which sits of a young seafaring captain.
She drive the locomotive through a rag- that is splendidly worked up. sus- bent light rays is illustrated
by
the queen, come the many claimants has succeeded in spreading a per- ing forest fire and save the hemmed
tained interest and a touch of
in villagers, but all the time you pathos for those inclined to view, elaborate diagrams, but they give
for her hand, but Arline (Miss sonal appeal across the
screen
have the feeling (because of the romantically the screened narra- no enlightenment. They use up an
Cooper) rejects them all in favor of is most emphatic. To sav Miss that
JoyThaddeus (Mr. Novello). who is the is charming might possibly sum it way emphasis has been placed on tive. Further than that the film immense footage to demonstrate
Prince of her dreams as well as r r up. Miss Logan, too, is cast in a the Keenan role) that all this is sec- will be attractive to the women, that if a man walks toward the stern
Prince at the picture's finale. There role abundant In its capacity for ondary. Since the old man's part whether because of the title or after of a moving boat at the boat's exact
has been italicized, you have the actually seeing the version.
And speed forward, he Is standing still In
is a heart throb in this for any girl. gaining
the sympathy of the specAccompanying, of course, by the tators, though she has failed to real- sense that all that happens that is its odds on men will take kindly to relation to the shore, but moving
to be vital and significant must it, if for nothing else than the ldon .backward in relation to the boat
house orchestra is the operetta's fa- ize on It as did her counterpart.
him as the central figure. of witnessing a .man 20 years mar- Itself. A title would have covered
vorite s tea in.
*
George Mel ford has accomplished havs
This scene, as studio made, equals creditable directing In his subject. Hence the edge Is taken from the ried wanting to step out for himself, that. But when they come to deal
with the bending of light they mereany seen on this side In its pros- It's a costume picture, with the time real action because he is not con- doing so and the blame placed on ly
declare the principle and let it
the wife.
The theme may offer
pective, simplicity and effectiveness. placed in the late '40s and having cerned in it.
at that.
go
where
case
techniHere Is a
bad
various angles on a new alibi for
The moving floor is again utilized most of the action in a town alon£
The diagrams are extremely infor a coming out party in an Eng- the New England coast, other than cal dramatic work has spoiled what the "hooked" boys, at that. In fact,
capital
picture.
should
have
been
a
genious
be
duck
for
to elucidate obvious things,
the
picture
will
soup
lish castle, with the dancing coupl
the episode in Shanghai. That perbut when they get Einstein into the
doing it In the English way. a pleas- mits of the princess' entrance into The "stunt" stuff Is great. In one both ends* of the dinner table.
scent* the hero and heroine build a
Lewis Stono as John Kmerson. rare"fled atmosphere of pure sciening departure from the "Greenwich the tale.
dam in order to back the water up
husband (but not Equity's boss), tific reasoning they are baffling and
Village" thing or the "midnight
Not having read the novel. It Is until it will float enormous moun- the
has given a superb performance. It tho spectator is befogged. The thing
cabaret."
beyond saying just how closely th3 tains of cut logs, then blast the dam Is questionable if Mr. Stone ever has Is meaningless and gets down
to the
The adapted story lends itself to film version follows Hergesheimcr'*
away and send the timber rushing done anything finer. Arid he always mere Juggling of words. They esplcturesoueness, and it has been story, but the screening dor>s irr
taken advantage of. There are «ryp- press as though It should be a and tumbling down a mountain tor. has been of the most dependable tablish the meaning of measuregldskipping
lumberjacks
rent,
with
ments
by
leads
merit
of
the
male
for
among
the
yardstick of "time
sles and a gypsy camp, the latter credit.
Everything Is conservative
over the tossing logs. It must work. The role would easily have space," and then describe the myssomehow never made really real but not necessarily meaning by that d'ly
through an undetectable fault. But cheap. Tt is tasteful, while the action have been a big job to arrange the lent Itself to overplaying. A deft terious "fourth dimension." If the
effect, but It's worth it.
The
other
three
tnown
dimensions are up and
touch of refinement and certain
the gypsy famp, however, contains a has been toned down and kept down,
big forest fire a rush- mannerisms that are terrific In their down, right and left and near and
fetching romantic scene on the night where it would have been so easy to "punch" Is a
ing, thrilling passage of melodrama, power to register the idea desired far. the fourth Is "soooner or later."
of Thaddeus* declaration of love for become melodramatic.
accomplished with stunning scenic across total a piece of work Mr.
The whole thing Is about as clear
Arline, when they meet outside ArThe film story tells of an engaged effects.
Stone has succeeded In <fnaking and useful as this description of- it,
line's wagon by the light of the
couple. Nettle Vollar and Oerrlt
and It will probably bore the film fan
The whole picture is a revel In human.
moon, to he discovered by the gypsy Ammidon, kept apart by a feud be- scenery
the noble forests, but its
On the other end John M. Stahl "tiff.
Ruth.
queen (Miss Collier), who is the vil- tween the boy's father and the girl's story is ofscrappy
and jumbled and supplied tasteful settings for tho
lalness
(and excellent with her grandfather. While away on a voy- confused.
Values are disproporwhich he definitely carries
Spanish strut). This scene is sweet- age to China he rescues a Manchu tion^, probably because a novel action, to the conclusion without
along
princess (Taou Yuen) from an at- nearly always has too much mate- overdoing any of the stressed points
A romantic tale of the early days
tack and marries her to save her rial for a film unless wise selection or becoming flabbily sentimental. A
For example, the Incident night race between an automobile of California— days before the gold
life, thence bringing her home with
is made.
him. Meanwhile, th* relatives have of tho death of a settler's wife bears and a train, seen mostly by the lights rush and the film stampede, when
3
patched up the family feud, but
but obscurely upon the main story, of each conveyance, is a corking the Spanish ruled and the men were
Subscribe for
effect on the youthful nair is nulli- but It is played out at Interminable piece
of production and camera dashing horsemen, with gay trapwife.
foreign
length and with tiresome detail. A work, bound to cause comment. pings and a ready knife and gun.
fied by the
In a sense this picture is a-romance,
The family accepts her (no dra- mere title would have covered the Neither does the casting director still
in another it Is almost a commatics here), as dors the town, fol- passage adequately. In a dramatic seem to have b<»en lax In choice outedy.
It Is the sort of picture that
lowing the example of the hot: e- version all this action would have side of Ruth Clifford, who fllusioned
will get by nicely in the smaller
hold. It's a delicate situation until happened off stage and been made as offering a somewhat colorlesn
daliy change houses.
line
of
dialog.
husband's
or
two
in
her
known
a
of
effort.
princess
learns
the
Capt. Fly-by-Nlght wna one of
The theme takes Mr. and Mrs.
love for the other girl, when she There are other similar scenes ai^
takes an overdose of opium ajtd of them reacting against a simple, John Emerson as the personalities. the most famed bandits of the early
cohesive story.
They possess a daughter of 20. days. This picture Is of his escadies.
The comedy is excellent. Russell Emerson, the husband, hungers for pades, although the plcturixatlon
hour and a half is ^onThat is the certain way to Close to an
sumed In the presentation. Much Simpson has a capital part as the companionship and a touch of ro- does not profess to be a true tale
footage is taken up at the begin- husband who hasn't spoken to his mance. The wife Is too busy taking Just an excuse for a film feature. It
receive it regularly each
ning in planting the tale and regis- wife except through a third party care of her household to allot any won't pull 'em In, but It will help
thought to her spouse's them pass their time once they are
tering the atmosphere, with the ex- for 20 years. Joan Standing does a serious
week
neat bit as a "hired girl." and Ralph youthful reflections. When she re- in the seats.
teriors of the fniall town (suppOS*
Johnnie Walker is a fairly lovable
looking to be Cloningcr handles a low-comedy role fu^f'S to accompany him on a trip
r-dlv SaTem. Ma«s.>
sporty hick with nice judgment. to Now York it's the beginning of a hero, although there Is an effort
authentic. Lengthy or not. the p*There are a lot of arresting'shots continuous gay panic for him. most- early in the action to place him in
trouble in holding a
no
had
ture
Annual subscription $7
They
Sundav night assemblage at the <-f wild animals, such as wolves and ly catlsed by the meeting of a minn. the light of the heavy.
deer fleeing before the forest flames th^ name age as his daughter, who couldn't get away with that at all.
Rivoli until 11.40.
Foreign (incl. Canada) $8
Those in the c.v t, betides tho two and one of a big black bear tum- Is on the train going east with her Johnnie was spotted as the hero the
moment he got within range of the
iding down a tall tree as the fire mother,
girls, to stand out were Albert Ro
The utmost care and
Everything Is strictly on the up lens, shannon Day makes a very
cos, Ceorge Fnweett and* Frederick approaches.
acceptable
taken
over
these
heroine, and the balance
.and
been
badper
\)\rhave
up
—
no
game
or
frame
pains
and
tho
husband
Strong as
the main point of lurking in the offing. It's simply a of the cast is quite good, especially
ADDRESS
grumpy old sM»»rs, resosctivcly Incidentals, butattention
has been matter of a neglected husband step- Eddie firlbbon as a swashbuckling
concentrated
deman
Hatton
Raymond
while
th e work falls to ping out from the sheer Joy of seem- Spanish soldier.
nr> ^
attention in a "dope" character!, a- neglected,
The direction Is fair and the phonieces in fpi'e of its many excel- ing to have regained the lost ention.
Ruth.
vironment of his youth. Led on by tography decidedly good.
.rencies.
Fred.
extf
an
Having a foundation of
t
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PICTURES
SOUTH 07 KORTHERN LIGHTS
Wllltasa Stslnar production, with Neat
Hart as th« star, author, adapter and diAt LoeWa Circla. Now York, on
rector.
double bill Feb. ft. IMS.

Jack Hampton

Corp.

•

v. ,
Jl7.
Jamei* McL*ushlln

McAUIs'ter

Chick Rawlina
iane Wilton

Ben

."

t-Orbatt

ll&zt>\

Deanc

Juat a western built by a star to
Directed with the
suit himself.
same idea in mind, with the result
the
it is a picture that will fit in in
cheapest houses, where they Ilk?
general
A
woolly.
wild
and
•em real
idea may be obtained, from the fact
there is no love interest until about
the last 100 feet or so. Prior it is
rough-and-tumble stuff, with the
story told with the aid of a series of
cut-backs, long-drawn-out posing by
the star In close-ups and about the
most draggy action caught in a long
while.

Hart has the heroic role u a
nothwestern rancher falsely accused
of murder by a gang that wants to
obtain possession of his ranch because gold has been discovered on it.
He makes his escape and crosses
the line to Canada. There he has
the Northwest Mounted after him as
well as the American sheriff, who
assist In the
It seems the gang after the
rancher operates on both sides of

the

crosses
chase.

line

to

the line. They are respected citisens on the American side and criminals on the Canadian side of the
line.

Their leader, Chick Rawlins, runs
in partnership with another fellow, and
the.Canadian authorities have sent a

a dump at a trading post

woman

Into the

camp

dence against them.

shows up

to get evi-

This

MONNA VANNA

,and finally becomes a
convert. Agnes, her cousin, Is the
principal feminine role, and AdeBerlin. Jan. 10.
laide Polettl Is a pretty girl who
"Monna Vanna," a new monuplays it effectively. Fulvius is the mental film shown lately at the
heavy to the finish, when he. too. Is Marnorhaus. Is called a tragedy of
converted, and Is well played by the Renaissance. It Is certainly a
Anthony Novelll (the John Barry- tragedy, but not of the Renaissance.
more of Italy), though the part is This film will be probably sold to
not of a kind that will give movie South America.
Has there ever
fans a chance to enthuse over. been a film that hasn't been sold
There are several other roles quite there?
as important to the story as those
But it has seldom been our misnamed on the program that are
omitted. Including characters of the fortune to be present at a more
boy, Pancratius; the mighty Quad- deadly hodge-podge of bad scenery,
ratics and the son of the prefect, tawdry costumes and impossible
acting.
Corvilus.
This Is all the more extraordinary
The photoplay has enjoyed good
business because of the interest when one considers that Paul Wegworked up in religious societies and ner. one of the finest heavies now In
is well spoken of.
There was no captivity, plays the role of the Govapplause, excepting for prolog num- ernor of Pisa. And how badly he
bers on the night witnessed. Many does play it! Yes. the responsibility
things remove the possibility of for this atrocity must rest directly
popular applause. A blind girl is on the shoulders of Helmuth Ortstoned to death, much time is given mann and Olga Alsen. the scenario
to the burial of Agnes, the most writers, and those of the director,
Trask.
lovable character, and there is tor- Richard Eichberg.
turing of Christians, including the
casting of the boy. Pancratius, into
FALSCHE DIMITRY
the arena of the Coliseum and turning loose a panther. This scene is
Berlin. Jan. 2#.
badly done.
"The False Dimitry," a film taken
There, has been much money from Russian history, has had
a
spent in reproductions of homes of successful showing at the Ufa Palest
wealthy patricians of the fourth am Zoo.
The scenario by Hans
century and in showing the mag- Steinhof and Paul Beyer is far from
nificent buildings of that day.
being a model of its kind, as it is
much too spready. Instead of concentrating on a few characters and
making us either sympathize or
hate, it takes in so many that we
can really know none of them perv

shakable

woman
Cap-

in the last 200 feet

tured by the crooks, she has been
imprisoned la a cabin in the mounHer escape from there and
tains.
a long chase on the part of the
crooks on one hand, the hero on the
other and the sheriff and mounted
on a third take up a great deal of
Finally Hart, in a
the footage.
hand-to-hand battle with the leader
of the crooks, manages to best him
and save the girl. At the same time
the leader manages conveniently to
fall on his own hunting-knife and
mortally wound- himself, confessing
before passing out that he was the
one that framed the murder charge
on the hero. That leaves it dead
open and shut for the lady detective
and the hero to fall in love within
60 feet of the fade-out.
It was the weak sister of the Circle's double bill, and just a hoak picture that even the Circle patrons,
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THE VIRGIN QUEEN
Apparently

London. Jan. 23.
Blackton

Stuart

—

•

ambitions

paramount

become

Fablo'a
tion,

made

Nicbolaa

Photoplay

produc-

Corporation

la Italy, baaed on the story by
Special
Wiseman.
Cardinal

music composed by Alexander Itenneman.
At the AuJItoHum.
of Washington. D. C.
Chlcaco. two performance* dally, with prolog;

featured.

Elaine dl Sangro
.Adelaide Polettl
Ninette Dlnalll

Fe biota
Agnes
Afra

Sanfilippo
Anthony Novelll
L. Pavenelll
S.

Cecilia

Fulvius
Sebastian
Kuroatas

M. Paola

A

photoplay which will easily secure the endorsement of religious
Catholic
especially
organizations,
societies, as It shows the contest of
Christianity with Paganism in a
It Is divided
very effective way.
Into two parts, each having a proHalf a dosen singers and a
log.

his third marriage a& the suoBut the boy is not of age.
oeesor.
la the meantlma Boris GoduWhen the Former Mansger Wants $18,760 Alnoff rules in his stead.
boy dlea before coming of age. Goduleged Due Under Agreement
noff baa Dimitry, the son of Martha?
Ivan's seventh wife, murdered, and
Testerday (Wednesday) afternoon
takes the throne himself.
Peter, a young boy, playmate of the Frederick E. Goldsmith law ofDimltry's, has escaped and later fice, representing John F. Connolly,
gives himself out as the real Dimi- served papers upon Jack

by

JACKIE C00GAN SUED

and

With the aid of the Poles he
conquers Godunoff, and for a short
time is Czar. The Russians do not
like to see the Poles in power. Dimitry la ousted and shot.
Many of Germany's best actors are
in the film, and they generally do
their best; only the Boris Godunoff
of Eugen Klopfer is really bad, while
the Peter of Paul Hartmann and
Friedrich Kuhne In a small role are
try.

excellent.
The direction of Steinhof and the
scenery of Walter Reimann are competent throughout, but. as remarked
before, the effect is chilling, as no

personal touch
the characters.

is

established with
Trask.

press stuff.
However, "The Virgin Queen" Is
only a super film from the angle of
the elaborate staging it has received.
To this end the producer
has gone far in his search for locainteriors.

enemy in the Countess of Lenox,
who wishes her son to become the
husband of Mary. Queen of Scots,
with

the

object

of

placing

Omaha, Claims Rights
Ksnsas City, I'eb. 7.
The Emprecs. Omaha, celebrated
its lttth anniversary last week and
as a feature of the event has anEmpress,

Coogan,

father of Jackie Coogan, in a Su-

preme Court

New York

actioi in
county, asking for 118,750.

The amount is alleged by Connolly to be due him under a contract made with Coogan, the father
of the boy star, through which Connolly was fo manage Jackie, receiving 7H per cent, of his earnings
within a year. Before the expiration of the agreement, Coogan, the
father, summarily dismissed Connolly.

Jackie Coogan with his parents
arrived in New York Tuesday, receiving much publicity through the
manner in which he was received
at the Grand Central.
Arriving on
the 20th Century at 9:30 a. m., after

he

For weeks past the trade journals
have
published
ornate
inserts
boosting this picture and the lay
papers have
been flooded with

and impressive*

1923

%IN NEW YORK^
IN CHIC AGO—
They Call

fails badly.

tions

8,

is

beset by two obsessions the pull
of the aristocracy, from a box office
point of view, and th glories of his
Prisma color photography. Bereft
of the^e two he can turn out excellent
features,
as witness "The
Gypsy Cavalier," but when social

The story is that of Queen Elizabeth (The Virgin Queen) having an
7.

Thursday, February

having been billed to reach New
York at noon, Jackie was held
around the station until 12 noon,
when he again alighted from a
nounced that contracts have been train to greet the waiting mob.
closed whereby it will be the only
house in Omaha to play Paramount
King Vidor has been selected to
pictures excli-r-vely.
direct the production of "Three Wisa
The policy of the house Is vaude- Fools." Shooting on the picture
ville and pictures continuous from started this week.
This is the first
fectly.
with • four vaudeville production that this director will
till
11.
It begins with the death of Ivan IS
shows
daily.
make for the Goldwyn organisation.
the Terrible, who puts his son Fedor

tised feature.

FABIOLA

'

DER

It is not even
conspicuous for
case-hardened as they are to poor
ones, laughed out loud when the good acting. Extremely doubtful is
dying crook saw a vision of the the likelihood of its drawing busiGrim Reaper In a double exposure ness to the Leicester Square house
which impelled him to make his and its attractiveness, as regards
Fred.
the provincial kinemas, is nothing
confession.
above that of any other well adver-

Chicago. Feb.

!,'(

the

It

Melford's
Masterpiece!
'Mel ford
screen.

lias

enriched

'Java Head*

is

the

worth

two or more visits.**
Chicago Daily Journal

—

''One of

umphs of

the

film

tri-

the year.*'

—A/. V. Sam
"Every minute it a dolighf
—A/. Y. Tribune

Jiff I

t. lAittY

PRIUNTJ

young couple on the English throne
in place of the

present ruler.
The story is not strong and is
disjointed.
This feature is in dire
need of drastic cutting.
Of the cast, the less said of the
majority the kinder. A. B. Imsson
does nicely as the Spanish' Ambassador, and Carlyle Blaekwell gives
an average, performance as Lord
Dudley. Lady Diana Manners offers
a splendid appearance, but cannot
be said to fulfill the "queenly" requirements of her characterization
as Elizabeth.
It might also be added that the
inserted color in idents are not
brilliant and impress as a long way

Mel
George
PROJECTION

dancer pay homage to Caesar and
the gods for the Paganism part, and from approaching perfection.
a male quartet and a girl at the
Cross lent atmosphere to the second part, which Is Christianity.
The performance opens with picBerlin, Jan. 17.
tures giving a splendid idea of the
This long-awaited film, officially
Rome of ancient days; maps show- authorized by Dr. Steinach himself,
ing the Roman empire, and with the discoverer of the process for
views of the present day, which give making the old young again, is really
an Idea of the buildings erected to much better than was to be expectgive grandeur to imperial Pagan ed from such a venture. The putRome. Throughout the perform- ting of anything scientific on the
ance has an air of propaganda screen for the general public seems
which there I* no attempt to c n- almost a hopeless task.
Yet. alceal, since there is a program an- though rhe present film is open to

THE STEINACH FILM
o

nouncement that the seeing

picture
it

is

mean

of this

not "time lost." nor does
filling
with
the mind

many objections, still
much more tha-n was to

teaches
it
be expected.
This film could never be circulated
generally in America, even though

"frivolous ideas."
The announcement concludes: "Rather let It be it was cut from six to two reels. If
hoped that some admiration and leaving anything which would make
love may be inspired by it of those sense, the American censors would
primitive times, which an overex- be after it. If it had a hard time
cited interest In later and more getting by the German censors (who

brilliant epochs of Christianity is are very liberal, as* children under
too apt to diminish or obscure."
16 are not allowed to enter film theIt Is not the style of picture atres except to see certain fairy
which gives opportunity to players. films, Cooper's leather Stocking
of
wealthy
a
Fabiola, daughter
Tales, etc.). then you can imagine
pagan patrician, although having what a chance it would have getting \
the title role, figures but to a small by on your side. To pfit it frankly,
extent In the picture and is impor- the whole film is about the sexual
tant only that she is first a selfish, life and organs of man and beast,
heartless, cruel woman, who later and shows how Steinach, by experisees the faith of the "Teacher of menting on rats, achieved a method
Nazareth" triumph over the treach- whereby he made old rats young and
ery, hate and greed of the world energetic again.
From this it goes
she had known and believed un- on to show how the same method,
slightly varied, was applied to man.
The film In very discreet. In that it
docs nnt pretend that the fountain
of youth has been found, but merely
that so far the present process seems
\ory hopeful.
There is no doubt about It that If

i&tfadeifM

Look Betters Wear longer

this film were discreetly cut (much
of the evident material about copulation among the animals and about
homosexuality should go at once)
be food for colleges and,
it should
perhaps, even for selected lecture
public.
Tfttk.

with

LEATRICE JOY, JACQUELINE LOGAN,

RAYMOND HAHON, GEORGE FAWCETT,

ALBERT ROSCOE
By Joseph Hergeeheimer

Adapted by Waldemsr Young

Ct (paramount Qictum
(3-col. adv.

Mat a

at exchange*)
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COAST FILM NEWS
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STUMPS LICENSE OFFICE

DIM

Sightseeing Bus for Suburbs

-

llama and Alios Calhoun also
Uon Angela*, Fsb. T.
Richard Ordynsky, former Metro- prominently in the csat.

With 10c Admission
Washington, D. C.

politan Opera director, will direct
for the first time when he wields
the megaphone for "The Exciters,"
which will have as Its featured

Cutting and titling of "Brass," the
Harry Raph production for Warner
Brothers, which Sidney Franklin
Slayers Bebe Daniels and Antonio directed, is well under way.
[oreno.

picture

Washington, Feb. 7.
theatre on wheels

stumped the license

Scott's novel of
the Crusaders, will be Doug Pairbanks' next big vehicle, after he
finishes with the pirate* story which
he is now filming.

Cleo Madison has been signed by
the Sanford Production Company
to play the lead in a new "miracle
picture.

Mike Donlin, noted former

ball

has arrived in Hollywood
and Is to go into the movies. Mike
has been brought west by Lee
Moran, the former Universal come-

player,

dian, who has purchased the screen
rights to Ring W. I^ardner's book,
"Too Know Me, Al," and will put
on the screen the character of Jack
O'Keefe. the immortal "Boob of
Baseball."

postponed,
as he could not be present to represent them at the hearing, being detained on state business in Albany.
At the same time the organisation's
Mrs. Louis Sherwin, wife of the executives were present
at a meetformer dramatic critic and play- ing in the Will
H. Hays' office for
wright, who announced earlier this
the
ratification
of
the
uniform
conweek that he hoped to get a divorce
from his wife in order to marry tract.
Senator Walker will make the ad
Mary Miles Mintr screen star, was
located living in Oyster Bay, N. T., dress opposing the bill before the
and declared she will not consent to aldermanlc assemblage Feb. If on
her husband's plan to gain his legal behalf of the exhibitor organization
freedom. Mrs. Sherwin, according In the greater city.
to dispatches, knows all about* her
The ordinance provided for the
husband's romance with ^he pretty
placing of an apprentice operator in
screen star.
all booths of the theatres of New
Viola Dana, Metro r.tar, has been York city to assist the regular operMiss ators and was fathered, according
•tricken with appendicitis.
Dana' was operated on by Dr. Mau- to the exhibitors, by the union of
rice Kahn at the Good Samaritan the operators.
accord,

I

.

A

in

officer

of the

Gerald Bring and Inez Gay hare District of Columbia. The official
been added to the cast of "Souls for
Sale,"
Rupert Hughes' story of was at a loss as to wha* sort of a
license to issue for the vehicle.
motion picture life.
Joseph C. Boss is the person planMonty Banks has just completed ning to operate a lght-t ceing bus
his second comedy this )oar for renovated for the projection of nocFederated. His latest one Is called tures w'.th which he intends to can"Oil Is Well."
vas tha oJtlying sectirns around
this city.
Educational ».nd amus.*ment
films will be shown frr a
OPERATORS' BILL HEARING
charge
of 16 cents.
The hearing on the operators' bill
The matter of Issuing a license
which was to have come up before
the Board of Aldermen last Friday has been passed up to the corporawas postponed until the afternoon tion counsel of the district, after
of Feb. If. The T O. C. C, through nonplussing the commissioner ef
New York State Senator James J. licenses, the secretary to the district commissioners and other offiWalker, had the meeting

"The Talisman,"

man"

There is to be a dinner at the 0. C. FILM CREDITORS GALLED
All creditors of the C. C. PicHotel Rits, New York, Monday
night tendered to J. D. Williams. tures, Inc., Chaplin Classics, Inc.,
Who la tendering the affair Is un- and the Clark-Cornelius Corporaknown, although it is accepted tion must prove their claims before
Williams is tendering it to himself April 1. next, to James A. Hamill,
to frame the ground work for the the receiver of the C. C. Pictures,
announcement of the plans which at 239 Washington street. Jersey
he has for the furthering of his City, N. J. The proceedings were
picture corporation. Among those brought there, as the company Ininvited are trade press men, which corporated in New Jersey.
indicates something Williams haa
The company distributed various
in his mind to say may find Itself film
subjects, primarily a dozen
in print.
Lone Star-Chaplin reissues which
Incidentally while Williams per- are among Its prime assets.
sonally has not issued a formal deLast week the Housman Comenial that he has concluded a con- dies, Inc., secured judgment for
tract with Harold Lloyd to become $19,025.73
against
Chaplin
the
operative after he completes his Classics, Inc., as a result of a conpresent series of pictures for Pathe, tract whereby Housman's "Snitch-

hospital. The film actress,
ing to advices, had been suffering
several
for
appendicitis
from
months and had steadfastly refused
to undergo an operation.

Mrs. B. Thompson brought suit
against the Universal for $107,500.
The plaintiff alleges that on May 1,

Al Lichtman

Europe on

sails for

Feb. 20, for a stay of about a month
abroad, connected with the marketing of the Al. Lichtman releases In
England, and on the continent.

she sold and delivered to the
defendant at its laboratories In New
Jersey six film manufacturing machines and four coloring machines
for $107,500. and that no part of the
money has been paid. The plaintiff
asked judgment for the amount.

cials.

RAT, LLOYD AND URBAN

0. K.

Cincinnati, Feb. 7.
"Model Movie Matinees." for children, are being given at occasional
intervals by the Cincinnati Council
of Better Motioa Pictures Association and the Woman's City Club.
The films shown, at the initial per.

the latter

company

is

in

the fore-

ing

Hour"

five-reel

eomedy was

ground with a statement issued by guaranteed $20,000 income through
a personal business manager of the release by the C. C. firm.
Only
comedian to the effect that he is $1,196.60 was paid and the balance
going to remain with Pathe.
was sued for.

ENGAGES CONDUCTOR

SUMMONSES IN BAYONNE

Indianapolis, Feb. 7.
The management of the Circle has
announced that Modest Altschuler,
organizer of the Russian Symphony
Orchestra of New York, will become
the conductor of the orchestra at
that house about Feb. 16.
The Circle claims this is the first
Instance of a recognized symphony
orchestra leader entering the picture field.

summonses early this week
for violation of the Vice and Immorality act. The charge was operating on Sunday. The chief of
police personally made the rounds
of all the theatres on that day after
purchasing his admission at the va-

Bayonne, N. J,, Feb. T.
Five picture theatre managers received

rious box offices.

Oscar Mu'iler, a veteran exhibitor
Carl Harbaugh had a contract and one of the charter members of
with the Clover Productions, Inc., the Theatre Owners Chamber of
worth $3,500. when the latter de- Commerce, died Tuesday af* the
formance, were "The Old Swimming cided to abrogate It.
Harbaugh, Lenox Hill Hospital. Ho was the
Hole," "Get Out and Get Under" and just returned from a picture tak- owner of the Oxford, Garden and
ing jaunt in the South Sea Islands, Roosevelt theatr~i la the vicinity
Urban Movie Chat*.
took judgment for $4,217.20 this of Jamaica, Long Island. He was
week against the company.
about 60 years of age.

ROTH LEAVES ROTHSCHILD

San Francisco, Feb. 7.
Eugene Roth, who for the past 12
years has been the managing -director of the, Herbert T. Rothschild
theatrical 'interests here has resigned.
The future will find Mr.
Roth giving his full attention to the
handling: of "Hunting Big Game In
Africa" pictures in which be is interested.

ARK

XRAN
Broadway

at 47th Street

D

Beginning Sunday, February 11

1921,

Presaging a tremendous area of
activity, Joseph M. Schenck, leading independent motion picture producer, purchased controlling interest in the United States. The deal

INSIDE STUFF
OH PICTURES

"

•

The fascinating game of doping out a new set of alliances for the Keith
Exchange picture time continues the favorite indoor sport. Although

Keith interests declare there is no prospect of an outside booking tieup
of any kind, and that it is satisfied with a division of Famous Players
material for first run, the mere fact that the situation in New York is
made to order for a division into two big exhibitor camps, encourages
speculation.
The assurances that vaudeville booking relations between
Fox and Keith interests are4 altogether amiable, was all that was necessary to start the dopsters to figuring on a pool of Keith and Fox first
run booking days in the metropolis. Keith has always been figured for
between 90 and 100 days in New York.
Clifford S. Elfelt, head of Elfelt
Fox played "Knighthood" for about the same length of time, by
completed
has
Co.,
Productions
feasix-reel
stretching
some of his single days into split weeks" and using full weeks
shooting of his latest
for the splits. The two groups booked together would about equal the
ture, "Danger."
approximate 200 days of the Loew first run time. In the offing there
Tod Browning has reached the always remains the somewhat weakened but still functioning A. B. C
biggest dramatic sequences of the which played 'Teas" for over 350 days of all runs
and still has a large
Universal-Jewel special, "Drifting,"
time, in spite of the loss of the Sawyer and Haring & Bluadapted from the Brady stage suc- block of
menthal
A.
time.
The
have
B.
people
C.
yet
Priscilla
not
started a drive for
name.
same
cess by the
Dean and Anna May Toung are affiliation with collective groups at other points in the country, concerned
for the present in getting additional New York time to fill in the gaps
featured.
left by Sawyer and Haring Se Blumenthal.
Its progress is checked for
George Dumond has been en- the present, but, Its sponsors declare, not blocked.
gaged by Warner Brothers as exIn this connection, the exhibitor-distributor project backed by the
change representative.
National Theatre Owners organization Is doing nothing. All is quiet
Rupert Julian i« going to plsy the around its 43d street headquarters, and no publicity is forthcoming.
lead as well as direct his next big This circumstance confirms the suspicion that the Theatre Owners project was started to be in line with the A. B. C. local enterprise, and is in
production.
abeyance while the A. B. C. scheme stands still.
Scenario for "The Girl of the

involved $2,600,000, for that was the
figure that Mr. Schenck and M. C.
Levee, who is associated with the
producer In the purchase/ are said
to have paid for it. and it Is stated
that practically all of the stock is
in the hands of these men. Schenck
will head the board of directors.

Golden West," which Edwin Carewe

.producing for Associated First
National, has been completed by
Adelaide Hellbron.

Is

-

Emory Johnson has. started production on a big railroad drama,

The Famous Players is said to have paid $35,000 for the "Java Head'
script last year it had turned down a few days before when submitted
with others at $10,000 for the lot. The higher price was simply the oft
repetition In pictures of when you don't want it and when you do. The
script stood the owner (reported as Griffith) at $10,000, what hs had ad-

vanced the author. When the author (Joseph Hergeeheimer) heard it
"Westbound It."
had been offered for the price along with other scripts, he wrote Griffith
enclosing a check for $10,000, and asking his story be returned to him.
Peaches Jackson, Jackie Coogans This was attended to. Meantime on the coast Jesse Lssky in search for
has
aged
7,
erstwhile leading lady,
stars heard about the very story then in
been cast by Marshall Nellan * in a script for one of the F. P.
New York and available, he was informed. Wiring New York to obtain
"The Ingrate."
it, it was traced to the author who placed a valuation of $35,000 upon it,
Protean Arts has loaned Cecil and completed the sale. It's doubtful if anyone connected with F. P.
Holland and Raymond Cannon, star krfew of the facts either before or after the sale occurred.
and director respectively of Protean
Productions, to the Fred Cad well
•The Keith people are behind the Bushman-Bayne picture, now In the
Productions for the comedy-drama,
making. While the starring couple will personally appear with the film
"Knighthood in Hollywood."
for several weeks in vaudeville or perhaps in picture houses, that is not
Cullen Landis is working in the the reason for Keith's interest. Just what may be the cause of their
forthcoming Vitagraph special en- financial backing of this film production is unknown, but it wouldn't be
Earle Wil- surprising to hear at any time the Keith extensive organization has at
titled "Master of Men."
lsst seriously taken up the picture project in an effort to adapt themselves to it for their business as well as protection. The .American Releasing, sn independent picture distributor which has rapidly como to
Exhibitors
the fore in the comparatively short time it has been in esiatonce, is to
hand's the distribution of the Bu«hman-Bayne feature, which may or
in
1
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not be significant

in

connection with the whole.

making

An epidemic of ills and -sickness followed the film
Old Nsw York" by the Marion Davles company af a Brooklyn, N. Y..
armory last week. Miss Davies was somewhat Injured when Louis Wolheim carrying her on a run as called for in the role, fell, and on top «»r
Seveai
her. Miss Davies wss st home for thre t or four day* recovering.
of the other principals picked up heavy coldi, one or two escaping pneumonia.

of "little

"You mean you've got to murder »ome
one before you can marry met"
Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

Charles H. Duell, President, presents

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
With

Miss Dorothy Gish

His biggest and best— 9 reels of tremendous drama
made before the mast by the same producer, star,
author and director who made "Tol'able David"
By

Edmund

Directed by
r<«.v

P,

(iouldin^

HENRY

Kl.VG

Overbawgh. camera man *
Robert

A JiTAt

M

Ha.iH. art director

national 9ictu*e
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Passing

where Last Week

"Robin Hood" Did $55,000 at Capitol—This Week
Started Off Better for Regular Picture Houses

Chicago, Feb. 7.
"Fablola" la held over a third
at the Auditorium, where the
picture haa awakened interest largely due to the efforts made to interest
religious organizations, though there
is some Inquiry for tickets at the
agencies throughout the loop.

week

Cohan Intake Sunday $1,200

was

LOS ANGELES SLUMP

responsible for

New

war

$58,097.66 exclusive of the

Scale Does

is

away

off

and Wednesday

It

ness Off

was

fact there would not be

the required amount of business by
that night to make it possible for
the picture to remain I.r the third
week at the house. Beginning with
Sunday the receipts dropped and
Monday night they were off again.
Naturally the storm Tuesaay had its
effect on the box office aud Wednesday, even If the house did capacity
on the day the gross could not
reach the required figure for the
third week's stay.
Business In general along the
street the early part of his week was
somewhat better than the week
previous as far as the regular picture houses other than the Capitol
were concerned. The Strand with the
Norma Talmadge production "The
Voice from the Minaret" did a big
Sunday business, while the Rialto
and Rivoli both got a share of the
patronage*
A novelty lust Sunday was the
presentation for the one day only at
the Cohan theatre of "While Paris
Sleeps." The house was rented for

—

at the

(P. B.
Mats., $1

ENDS

BEOW NORMAL

This picture waa well exploited.
went around $12,000.

Hood"

Capitol— "Robin

(United

Artists).
Seats,
5,800.
Scale,
55-85-11).
Record of $55,000 gross
receipts created by "Passion" two

years ago smashed at the Capitol
last week.
Played to $58,097.66 on
week. Sunday picture got $11,500,
Monday showed $7,104.52, while
Tuesday gross was $7,134.
The
current week, second for picture
here, started off rather badly, and
Wednesday it was certain business
this week would not touch the figure
which would make it hold over -for
a third week.

—

Criterion
"Poor Men's Wives"
(Al Llchtman). Seats, 608. Scale:
Mats., $1 top; eves., $1.50.
First

week

in house drew $4,825. This is
second and final week, with business off first three days.
Lyric
"Hunting Big Game In
Africa" (Eugene Roth-J. J. McCarthy).
Seats,
1,400.
Scale:

—

Mats., $1 top; eves.-, $1.50.
Fifth
week and one of freak attractions
of town as far as class patronage
Film drawing full
is concerned.
dress clientele from social set. Al-

most

$11,000 last week.

Rialto—"2 'cbody'e

Money"

mous

Players). Seats, 1,960.
65-85-99.
Played to little

than $18,000 on week.
Rivoli—.'The World's

(Famous

Players).

Scale, 55-85-99.

•

Applause"

Seats,

Business

2,200.
little off

on week, with gross growing
over $17,000.
"The Dangerous
8trand

trifle

—

(FaScale,
better

to just

Age"

2,900
Seats,
National).
(First
Started off with
Scale. 30-60-85.
Sunday and then built along on
week on strength of word-of-mouth
advertising which picture got on

Thanks

It

Fox-Washington — "The Town
Kansas City Houses Experi- That Forgot God." It went over
with a bang and is being held a
ence Off-Week for No
second week. Went over $10,000.
Capitol—"Back Home and Broke."
Reason
Good picture. Grossed around $20,-

Buffalo. Feb.

HOUSES

associated units of entertainment
the best business of the
downtown houses, yet the receipts Film Theatres Hitting an Even
were but ordinary, not up to the
regular house average.
Using the Stride in Business
Comedy
same system employed by the management of "The Bat," patrons of *
Gets Big Final Week
the theatre were requested not to
tell the solution of the play and, in
San Francisco, Feb. 7.
order to make the thing strong, no
The Warfleld led the field last
one was admitted to the house during the last 20 minutes of the photo, week with "Love in the Dark", and
a Buster Keaton comedy. Business
play.
The Hardings with the "Flirt, at started well for Saturday and Suntheir Liberty, also went in for extra day, but slumped slightly during the
advertising and were aided by the latter part of the week.
The other houses seem to hit an
local Universal office, which put out
thousands of personal cards and even stride from a box office standcame near getting into trouble with point.
California.
"The World'e Apthe government on account of the
reading matter. Extra features were plause" (Paramount). (Seats, 2,700;
scale 55-90). Fair returns. $15,000.
added, but business was only fair.

—

—

Hipp— "Trifling Women" first
"Man Who Played God" second

'

Grsnada.

—

Newman

houses will show First Nationals,
"Minnie," Royal; "The Voice
the
Minaret,"
Newman;
"Strongheart," Twelfta Street, and
the Liberty will try an old Valentipo
picture, "All Night."
Last week's estimates:
Newman— "One Exciting Night"
(United Artists). (Scats 1,980; scale,
50-75
nights.)
Carol
Dempster.
Well liked by fans. Several other
acts and reels added.
Gross little
better than preceding week, about

(Paramount).

(Seats 2,840; scale 55-90). Did betthan average, $17,000.
Imperial,— "The Flirt" (Universal).
(Seats 1,425; scale 35-75). Ordinary
week. $8,000 the gross.
Portola.
"Dr. Jack" (Pathe).
(Seats 1,100; scale 50-75). Final and
seventh week. Record run for this
ter

week.

For the current week the

— "Gimme"

Got $6,000.
Loew's Warfield.— "Love
Dark" (Metro) Viola Dana.

city.

vis.:

from

,

the

Buster
Keaton. $14,000.
Tivoli.— "The Hottentot" (First
NatlonaJ) (Seata 1.800; scale 40-74).
Held up well, second week. Laugh
hit of town.
Went to $9,000.
Frolic.

!

in

— "The

(Universal).
10-30).
here.

Usual

Power

of

Business just

— "Dark

fair,

Around

Secrets."

but picture well
$5,800.

Prinoess (Paramount)

(seats 1,*
nights, 40).— "Making a Man."
press-agented, but receipts
hardly in fair claas. Around $5,100.
America (Blshop-Cass) (seats 1,530; nights, 40).— "Robin Hood" five
days, changing to "Blind Bargain"
latter part of week.
Receipts ap250;

Well

proximated
Colorado

$4,600.

(Blshop-Cass)
(seata
nights, 40).— "The Strangers*

2.486;

Banquet." Suffered somewhat from
"Robin Hood." which preceded it
About $5,350.
-

I

(Fox)

sis

30) ,— "If I

cold

(seats

weather

latter
Close to $4,000.

WEATHER
Disagreeable

nights,

1,776;

Were Queen."

Hurt by

part of week.

PITTSBURGH

IN
Laat

Week—"World's

Applause" Drew at Night
Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
Flirt," now on its fourth
at one of the smaller houses.
Cameo, controlled by Universal.

"The

week,

is

Without much advance publicity
Grand ushered in "Peg o' My

the

Heart." The name of the star and
play were a good draw. The Duquesne,
formerly
burlesque and

has pictures, dally change of
program and_ drawing fair patron-

stock,

age.

Eatimates for last week:
Grand'
"Peg o' My

7.

half,

—
(Seata
—

2,500;

Heart"

scale 25-40-

About $14,500.
Olympic "The World'a Applause"

55.)

Business at downtown housea
dropped off in all quarters during
the naat week. Inclement weather
played a large part in the slump, no
other cause being apparent
The Strand closed its doors for
good Wednesday, with the management issuing a statement in the regular feature advertisement expressing thanks to the public for the patronage and bidding Buffalo adieu.
The Palace at the same time acquired a new line in its regular advertising extending a cordial invitation to former Strand patrons to
visit
the house.
Both theatres
played to the same scale and to
about the same class of patrons.
Last week's estimates:
Loew's 8tate— "Making a Man"
and vaudeville. (Capacity, 3,400.
Scale, nights, 30-50.) Dropped over
$1,000 during past seven days, with
depression only cause assignable.
Loew'a really only house doing extra
advertising. Last week's show featured unit review, popular. Between
$13,500 and $14,000.

enjoyed

The week was an off one for some
reason.
The papers gave most of
the first runs excellent notices, and
all had opened big Sunday, but in
the same manner they all gradually
slipped together, the business getting worse toward the end of the

— Lafayette

nights 40).

prices,

received.

(Metro).

NOTHING UNUSUAL
IN FRISCO

Public

Square Peculiarly Reported

000.

—

65-76.
Thriller did usual
at ohis house, around $4,000.

ONE HOUSE

RUNNING START

eves., $1.50.

Scale,

—

—

Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
Pantheon. Burt Earle and girls an
There has been a slight slump in the extra feature at the Senate.
the picture houses all along the line, Woodlawn haa "Making a Man" for
with the features that have been the first half and "The Flirt" for the
here for a run hit the hardest at the remainder of the week. The Stratbox office. Both "Robin Hood" and ford has the same program for this
"To Have and to Hold." which have week, with a Wednesday change to
been playing at the Hollywood and "The Flirt." The Castle has "Thirty
Rialto, respectively, were the prin- Days"; Orpheum. "A Tailor Made
pictures for the week this attracted
cipal sufferers.
the greatest interest at the box ofAn estimate of the business for Man."
Last week'a estimates:
fice.
The gross a little over $9,000.
last week is:
Chicao o— "Quincy Adams Saw- Thia houee
"My yer"
Metropolitan
after a slump that was
Graumm'i
ordinary picture but
(Metro);
(Seats
American Wife" (Lasky).
noticeable
some time ago has gradwith big cast, permitting extra adually climbed upward in a most
2,400; scale: mats.', 35-50; eves., 60r
vertising; lots of money spent in
65.)
With the $5 scale for the open, newspapers; extra features; gross gratifying manner.
Crandall'a Metropolitan. Conway
ing night the new house completed about $32,100.
the week with a gross of $36,000.
and Elaine Hammeratein in
Roosevelt— "Robla Hood.** 2d Tearle
"Robin
Hollywood
Qrauman'a
Week of Love" (Selxnick
"One
won general praise; around Super-Special).
Hood" (United Artists). (Seats 1.- week;
This picture got a
$24,000.
This feature
800; scale, 75-31.50.)
McVlcker's—"Java Head" (Para- great play from the ladies; in the
has been in this house for a long
predominated
at the
house
they
around
Clccolini extra;
run and was one of the worst suf- mount);
rate of at least ten women to one
$?1.000.
ferers last week, when the business
popular
here,
very
man.
Tearle
Is
R a n d o p h— "Monte Crlsto." 2d
slumped, dropping to $11,000, as
The week
week (Fox); splendid picture; busi- aa is Miss Hammeratein.
against $15,600, which it did the
about
$8,000.
grossed
have
to
looks
ness, $7,800.
week previously.
Loew'a Palace (capacity, 2,500;
Grauman's Rialto "To Have and
scale, 35-50 nights).— Dorothy Dal(Seats
PROFITABLE
to Hold" (Famous Players).
(Adolph
Secrets"
ton In "Dark
800; scale: mats., 35-55; eves., 55Zukor). This star haa a consistent,
This house also was hit In the No Records Broken, But All Detroit regular following and if the picture
85.)
slump, principally because of the] Houses Did Business—On© Holdover measures up gets the usual busilong run that its feature has had,
Reports have
ness of the house.
the takings dropping to $6,300 on the
Detroit, Feb. 7.
this society drama aa being excepweek, which was about $2,500 under
Nothing went over to any box tionally good with resultant rethe previous week.
Did
office records last week, although Bponae from the box office.
At the California business was every house enjoyed good and somewhere around $8,000.
also off to a certain extent, while at profitable business.
the Mission "Susanna" also took a
Adams— "The Flirt." This was
slight drop.
The Kinema had no the second week of the engagement
particular strength at the box office, and the gross hit around $12,000,
SUFFERS DROP;
while Loew'a. State just about held making a total of around $28,000 for
its own.
the two weeks.
CLOSES
Broad way -Strand "Thorns
and
Orange Blossoms." Showed a steady
WEEK'S
gain every day and brought the
week's receipts to around $8,000.
Madison— "Heroes of the Street." Strand, Ending Picture Career,

Fourth and final
week, picture just about got by,
Kansas City, Feb. 7.
doing something less than general
Heavily advertised as a "Masterexpense of house and advertising. ful Mystery Melodrama,"
Griffith's
Little under $5,000.
"One Exciting Night" failed to creJewels" ate any unusual
"Million
in
Cameo
excitement at the
(American Releasing). Seats, 500. Newman last week. The film
and

week

:s

BUFFALO

Astor— "The Third Alarm"
top;

"Racing Hearts"

WEEK

Strand for the week pulled corking
of the
business on the strength
picture with business building toward the end of the week on the
strength of word of mouth advertising. At the Lyric the "Hunting
Big Game in Africa" pictures held
their own.
Estimated business last week war:
Scale:

popular prices.

at McVlcker'e. "Notoriety" opened
this week at the Randolph. "Fury''
la at the Tivoll and Riviera, and
"The Flirt." recently at the Randolph. Is now at the Senate and

—

Sunday.

Seats, 1,131.

and advance advertisa departure, announces "Mighty

tra features,

I

there this. week with the Universal
production "Driven" coming next

O.).

EUgene

and

Denverites Don't Like 8 Beta
Sudde.. Chanqe Hurts
Business

ginning of the week saw the receipts heading downward and indecision on the part of the management as to whether it would be
Denver, Feb. 7.
"Robin Hood" lasted five days at
advisable to carry it over for a contemplated fourth week. Toward the the America, to which it waa translatter part of the week, however. ferred laat week from the Colorado
business took an upward trend and (Bishop -Cass), and then waa replaced with "A Blind Bargain." The
a good week resulted.
The abatement of the grip epi- film drew well enough to hold over
demic has shown a slight Increase for a time. "Robin Hood" probably
This, however, caused moce talk Ahan any other
in the box offices.
haa been offset considerably by par- picture Denver has had of late, wit
ticularly strong opposition- from the the exception of "Knighthood." Tl
Taking it all Colorado and America played It
legitimate theatres.
in all, however, the local picture SO, matinees, and 40, nights, whlcl
houaea have little room for com- represented no advance in prices.
Last week, on the whole, wi
plaint, they having a steady play
that always takes a noticeable jump what even an optimistic manage
when they offer something excep- would call "quiet." The weath<
had something to do with it. Ui
tional in the way of attractions.
Loew's Columbia (capacity 1.200; to Thursday it was warm and fair,
Douglas Fair- with the thermometer traveling ul
scale, 35-50 nights).
Third to 60 or higher every day, seldom
banks in* "Robin Hood."
week and being field for a fourth. below 30 at night. 'Friday morning
somewhat at a snow storm set in, followed by a
dropped
Business
opening of week, but jumped later drop that brought the minimum
and held this picture as the chief down to eight below. In Denver
money getter with about $10,500 the residents are so unused to regular winter
they hug the steam
being grossed.
Moore's Rialto (capacity, 1,900; radiators when it gets cold.
Last week's estimates:
"The Strangers'
scale, 50 nights).
Rialto (Paramount) (seats 1,050;
Banquet" (Goldwyn). Of the new

—

The

Age"

EVERYBODY SHIVER!

—

Third Alarm"
A st or
finished Its run last Sunday to make
way for "Sun Showers" a musical
show, and the Criterion held "Poor
Men's Wives" for the week on a
remaining
Is
rental. This picture

Dangerous

Others

DENVER'S QUIET WEEK;

Gives

Tilt

—

day by B a Moss and with a
good Jan band of nine pieces and
the picture, they did about $1,200 on

"The

in

Upward

—

jthe

the day.
At the

$36,000— Busi-

tax.

This week the picture holding over

Talmadge

Lak a Rose" for next week. "Robin
House With $5 Opening Hood" continues at the Roosevelt at

it.

Last week "Robin .Hood" played to

an accepted

Norma

O'Brien are at the Chicago in "The
Voice From the Minaret," with exing,

figures at the house which stood for
more than two years. The figure was
around $55,000 and the production

of "Passion**

IN

the record

smashed

Hood" that

Epidemih

of Grip
Offices an

Washington, Feb. T.
"Robin Hood," Douglas Fairbanks'
which has just comAuditorium Has Film Spec- latest picture,
pleted its third week, has held up
remarkably well, although the beNothing Extra Elsetacle

—

LONG RUNS HIT

Box

AT BIG CHICAGO HOUSE

NEW GROSS RECORD

Broadway's business had a new
high water mark hung up last week
at the Capitol for the future produce
at. It was "Robin
tiona to shoot

WASHINGTON BETTER

"FABIPLA" IN 3RD WEEK

BROADWAY HOUSE LAST WEEK
SET

.

Thursday, February 8/1923

(Paramount).

(Seats

1,200;

seal*

About $7,950.
Liberty— "The World's Applause**
(Paramount).
(Seats 1.100; scale
35-40-56).
Well advertised. Good
evening crowds in spite of disagreeable weather. About $7,800.
25-40.)

TREMONT TEMPLE
TAKEN OVER BY FOX
Nothing Exceptional

town Last
for

in

Bean-

Week— $8,000
"Hood"
Boston, Feb.

7.

Without much of anything in the
of a preliminary notice Fox
took over Tremont Temple again
this week and is showing 'there
"The Town That God Forgot." Up

way

to the time it was definitely anhalf.
(Capacity, 2,400. Scale, nights, 85- nounced he would take the house
60.)
First half feature started off again and the release was named It
with
rush,
but dropped
before was not believed Fox would exerWednesday. Arllss picture run in cise the option he has on the house
conjunction with star's personal ap- and which he has not used for some
pearance at Teck here during same month's past.
period. Did not get additional busiIt is the last two weeks of "Robin
ness despite featuring of this angle. Hood" at the Park. The gross for
Film seemed to lack appeal with last week was about $8,000, the same
women. Much of last week's, busi- business the house has been doing
ness due to personal appearance of for some weeks past.
Tommie Edwards, an oriental dancer
Loew's Orpheum, the big downand former Buffalo girt
Over town house, started off this week
$12,500.
with the "Frolics," the vaudeville
Lafayette 8quare "Yosemlte act made up from local talent as
Trail" and vaudeville. (Capacity. the feature, and carrying "Dark
3.400.
Scale, nights. 36-55.) Accu- Secrete" as a picture.
rate line on this house's business
Estimates for last week:
for past fortnight difficult to obtain.
Loew'a State
2,400:
(capacity
Rumored loss of organist, together scale, 25-50). Business fair last
with considerable uncertainty in week with "Missing Millions" and
vaudeville bookings partly responsi- "My American Wife." About $16.ble for drop In gross. For several 000. Using "The World's Applause"
weeks now this theatre has been ad- and "Crinoline and Romance ."
vertising coming vaudeville attracPark (capacity, 1.100; scale. 50tions, but forced to change program 1.50).
Last two weeks of "Robin
at last minue. Estimated last week's Hood." Gross for last week $8,000,
gross was around $13,000.
on par with week before.
Modern (capacity 800; scale, 28-

—

Life"

(Seat?

scale
1,103;
$2,100, regular thing

Story one of mystery and
suited to the drop in
house.
Gross In
children, 10.) Jack Holt
Regulars neighborhood of $2,000.
own. Almost touched $30,000.
gave cast and picture approval.
Liberty— "The Flirt" (Universal Business hardly up to normal. Jewel). (Seats 1.000; scale, 35-50.)
Around $6,500.
Eileen Percy. Picture received fine
PAUL POWELL JOINS METI10 40). With "Bulldog Drummond"
BILL MORRISEY'S FILMS
12th 8t.— "Shadows." (Seats 1.100; notices and was thought week would
house did $8,500 last week. Using
-.Lea Angeles, Feb^ 7.
Bill Morrlsey Is now directing for scale for this engagement, 35; chil- be close to record, but house suf"Hungry
Paul Powell, long a Famous *"Phe World's a Stage" and
the Smart Film Co. a series of two- dren, 10.) 35-cent price boost of 10 fered with others and final count up
Hearts" this week.
Players director, has left and will
Beacon.—Capacity, scale, attracreel comedy films. It's a new con- cents over regular house scale. Lon who wad but normal returns'—about
direct one of the Metro unit*.
Chaney and Marguerite De La $6,000.
tion and gross on par with Modern.
cern promoted by Morrlsey.
big

$12,500.

I

Royal— "Making a Man" (Para-

mount).

(Seats 890;

scale,

35-50;

Motte.
thrills

i

|

just

business of this

'

1

'

'

I

•
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UNIFORM EXHIBITION CONTRACT.

PHILLY'S BIG GROSSES

Agreement, mad*
It
between

AND SOME CHANGES

in triplicate tkl*

**. of

called "tko Distributor"), party of the first

Theatre, No
£tr««t.
City
State (hereinafter called "the Exhibitor")

party of the second part,

Witnooaoth:

That in consideration of the mutual covenants herein contained and
of the payment on account herein provided for, the parties hereto agree
as follows:
First:
The Distributor hereby grants to the Exhibitor, and the latter
accepts, a license under copyright, subject to the terms and conditions
hereinafter stated, to exhibit, during the year commencing
19
each* of the copyrighted photoplays hereinafter designated as more particularly described and identified in the schedule
herein contained (or
copyrighted photoplays starring
) at the abovenamed theatre only, for the number of successive days hereinafter
specified;
The Exhibitor agrees to pay for such license as to ^aoh of
such photoplays the sums hereinafter specified, at least three *($) days
In advance of the date of shipment from the Distributor's exchange or
the last Drevious Exhibitor of the positive print of such photoplay in
time for fJbchibltion in the Exhibitor's theatre on the first exhibition date
of such photoplay, hereinafter set forth or determined as hereinafter
provided. Such license shall be specifically for the exhibition of such
photoplays at said theatre on said exhibition dates and for no .other

7.

Big business In the downtown film
houses was reported despite some of
the worst and most changeable
weather of the winter.

,

The feature of last week was the
sensational turnaways at the Karlton for "Fury."
This film was.
booked In at this house instead of
the Stanley, where most of Barthelmess' features have shown of late,
in order to get a quick booking, it is
said. At any rate, it is hardly likely that the Stanley will let slip any
more of the Barthelmess series,
At the Karlton. which, although
splendidly located, has beep doing
•
business that ranged from spotty to purpose.
mediocre, "Fury" did the biggest
If any of said photoplays shall be released by the Distributor after
business of -any picture this season. the period above specified, •the Distributor shall be obliged to deliver
It 48 reported the gross was in the
such photoplays to the Exhibitor hereunder as though released within
neighborhood of $10,500, which for a said period; and the Exhibitor agrees to accept, pay for and exhibit them
1,100-seater, 50 top, is considered
at such later period pursuant to the terms hereof.
big here.
Second: The Exhibitor agrees to return each positive print received
"Robin Hood" opened to the expected jam Saturday after a big by the Exhibitor hereunder, with any appurtenances furnished for temporary use, to the exchange of the Distributor from which* the Exhibitor
advertising campaign.
Indications
are that it will gross around $20,000 is served (herein termed "the Distributor's exchange"), or as otherwise
this week. The scale is the same as directed by the- Distributor, immediately after the last exhibition of such
ever 35-50 in the daytime am} 60- -positive print permitted hereunder, in the same condition as when re75 at night. Lines formed both last ceived by the Exhibitor, reasonable wear and tear due to the proper use
Saturday and again Monday morn- thereof excepted. The Exhibitor agrees to pay all costs of transportaing, which for a Philly film house tion of such positive prints and appurtenances from the Distributor's
In the last two years*is an unusual exchange or the last previous exhibitor of any such positive print (as the
occurrence.
The notices were ex- case may be) and back to the Distributors exchange; or if directed by
the Distributor, to ship positive prints elsewhere than to the Distributor's
travagant in praise.
It was first
aid that five weeks would hold this exchange transportation charges collect. It is understood that the defeature, but now six is set, with an livery of a positive print properly directed and packed in the container
agreement which can keep it in furnished by the Distributor therefore* to a carrier designated or used
by the Distributor, and proper receipt therefor obtained by the Exhibitor,
indefinitely if business warrants.
shall constitute the return of such positive print by the Exhibitor.
it is said that the Stanley-Fox
company agreement for the running
Third*- The Exhibitor shall pay to the Distributor the sum of six
of a Fox film every so often at this cents (6e) for each lineal foot of any positive print lost stolen or dehouse is now off. This is borne out stroyed or Injured in any way in the interval between the' .delivery thereof
by the placing of "The Town That to the Exhibitor and the return thereof by the Exhibitor in full settlement
God Forgot" at the Karlton next of all claims for such loss, theft, destruction or injury. .Such payment,
week for a single run.
however, shall not transfer title to or any interest in such positive prints
The combination of Victor Her- to the Exhibitor or any other party, nor release the Exhibitor from
directing the orchestra, and liability arising out of any otker breach of this agreement. The Dis. bert,
Gloria Swanson's new film, "My tributor shall repay or credit to the Exhibitor any sums paid by the
American Wife," brought his busi- latter for lost or stolen prints upon their return to the Distributor within
ness to the Stanley for its anni- thirty (30) days after the dat when the same should have been returned
versary last veek.
It was freely
hereunder.
The Exhibitor shall immediately notify the Distributor's
claimed that Herbert drew the exchange by telegram of the loss, theft, destruction or injury of any
crowd, as the Swanson pictures have positive print. If any print shall be received from the Exhibitor by the
shown a tendency to mildly flop here Distributor or any subsequent exhibitor in a damaged or partially deof late.
stroyed condition it shall be deemed to have been so damaged or deBeginning this week* and for a
by the Exhibitor unless the latter, on the day of receipt of such
number of weeks to come the Stan- stroyed
print, shall have wired the Distributor's exchange that such print was
ley is running films without big
received by him in a damaged or partially destroyed condition and setnames attached. The result is being ting forth fully the nature of such damage and the* amount of footage so
watched, as the house has usually
tuck to Reld, the Talmadges, Chap, damaged or destroyed.
Fourth: The Exhibitor agrees to exhibit said photoplays only at the
lin, Betty Compson, Elsie Ferguson
and one or two others. This week's theatre above specified on the date or dates above set forth or determined
as
hereinafter, provided. The Exhibitor will not allow any positive print
attraction is "The Hottentot" rather
to leave the Exhibitor's possession during the period specified for the
off at its opening Monday.
It will
be followed next week by "The exhibition thereof by the Exhibitor, and will not exhibit or permit the
World's Applause" and then "Quincy exhibition of any such positive print at any other time or place than those
Adams Sawyer," the first Metro at herein specified or determined as herein provided.
The Distributor agrees to deliver to a common carrier or other
Fifth:
the Stanley in a long time.
The Aldine did a fairly good busi- agent of the Exhibitor a positive print of each of the above photoplays
ness last week, but is expected to In time for exhibition at the Exhibitor's theatre on the dates above
crowd them in thts week. Judging by specified or determined as hereinafter provided, but the Distributor shall
Monday's start. Last week's feat- not be liable for any failure or delay in making deliveries resulting from
ure was "Thorns and Orange Blos- the elements, accidents, strikes, fires, court orders, censor rulings, desoms," and It attracted some mati- lays of any common carrier, failure of the Producers of any of such
nee business, but was off in the photoplays, to make or deliver them to the Distributor, or any of the
above-named stars or. other performers to sppear therein in time for
evenings.
Griffith's
"One Exciting Night" delivery as above^jrovlded, or the failure or delay of any prior exhibitor
dropped with a thud at the Stanton in returning any positive print to the Distributor, or forwarding it to a
subsequent exhibitor, or -by reason of any cause not within the control
in its last five days.
It had evidently exhausted its. patronage in of the Distributor whether of a similar or any other nature. It is understood, however, that the neglect or default of the Distributor** emits fourth week and was submerged
pldyees hereunder shall not bo deemed a cause beyond the Distributor's
in the splurge on "Robin Hood'*
•

—

•

"

•

last

week.

control.

Sixth: During the life of this agreement the Distributor agrees not
to authorise or license the exhibition of any of the photoplays above
specified in violation of any protection or "run" clause contained in this

Some
week.

maker

rather unusual bookings this
"Dr. Jack," a big moneyft the Stanley, is at both the

Karlton and Victoria— an

elite

a drop-in house. On

and

Seventh: In the event of default by the Exhibitor in exhibiting or
paying for any photoplays in accordance with the provisions hereof or if
the Exhibitor shall exhibit or permit the exhibition of any of said photoplays at sunf time or place other than those above specified, the Distributor may at its option terminate this contract or suspend the delivery of additional photoplays hereunder until such defaults shall cease
and be remedied, but the election of either of said remedies shall be
without prejudice to any other of the rights or remedies of the Distributor in the premises by reason of such breach. In the event of the
intentional violation by the Distributor of any protection or "run" clause

the other hand,
Palace, usually a second -run
theatre, has "Dark Secrete" first
time here.
rather husky advertising campaign, linking up thia film
with Dr. Coue, has been used in the
dailies, in itself unusual, as the
Palace seldom splurges.
Estimates for last week:
Stanley "My
American
Wife"'
(Paramount).
House celebrating
second anniversary, with Victor
Herbert conducting orchestra. Busi.
ness good-^around $24,000.
(Capacity, 4,000; scale, 50-75 evenings.)

the

A

—

contained in this contract, or in the event of the intentional default of
the Distributor in delivering any photoplay to the Exhibitor hereunder
and while such last-mentioned default continues, the Exhibitor may at
his option terminate this contract by giving Immediate notice in writing
shall be without
to the Distributor, but the election of such remedy
prejudice to any other rights or remedies of the Exhibitor in the premises
No waiver by either party of any breach or
by reason of such breach
default by the other party shall be construed as a waiver of any subsequent breach or default by such other party.
Eighth: The Distributor shall give the Exhibitor at least four (4)
weeks* notice in writing of the date upon which each photoplay, the exavailhibition dates of which are not specified in this contract, will be
able to the Exhibitor and shall at the same time notify the Exhibitor
within
fortnight
the
comdates
exhibition
select
may
latter
that the
mencing with such date of Availability.. Within two (2) weeks after
in
Distributor
notify
the
shall
Exhibitor
the
notice
such
of
mailing
the
writing of the exhibition date or dates (within such fortnight) selected
by the Exhibitor. In the event of the failure of the Exhibitor so to do.
the Distributor may, at any time after the expiration of said period of
two (2) weeks from the date of the initial notice of availability sent by
the Distributor, designate the exhibition date or date* of such ptioton'ay by mailing notice In writing thereof to the Exhibitor at least three
exhibition date so designated: and the period
3) weeks before the* first
Exhibitor under this contract shall
of protection (if any) afforded the
commence to run with the expiration of t)»o fortnight described in the

—

Aldine
and
"Thorns
Orange
Blossoms'' (Preferred). Good matinee draw, but didn't seem to interest

men.

Gross

fair

(Capacity, 1,500;

— around

$7,500.

.50.)

Stanton—"One

Exciting Night"
Played first five

(United Artists).
days, with "Robin Hood" opening
Saturday. Demand for Griffith thriller
showed early in week It had spent
itself; gross only about $9,000 for
fifth week.
(Capacity, 1,700; 50-75
evenings.)

Karlton— "Fury" (First National).
of biggest money-makers house

One

has had

months' existerfce;

18

in

gross said to be between $10,000 and
$11,000.
(Capacity, 1,100; 50 scale.)

POLICE FAVOR DRUG

KanniiH City, Feb.
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is

in

receipt of a
from Loi:
oaks,
police chief of Los Angeles, asking
endorsement of the picture lani
by Dorothy Davenport Re! 1, depict'

rootle habit.
i the evils of the
It is understood the Lo
Angeles
official is asking the police chiefs in
all the
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cities to en<l
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Thief
r sent a lelegram wi'h
his endorsement.
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I
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i

issues from
following:

Tenth:

,

* corporation (hereinafter
part, and
aa exhibitor operating the

"Fury" Did Sensationally Last
Week— Palace Given a
First 'Run
Philadelphia, Feb.

45

initial notice of availability.
•In the event that the exhibition date or dates selected by the Exhibitor
Exhibitor, the notice of availas above provided are not open to the
the Distributor shall be null
ability theretofore sent the Exhibitor, by
and void and the Distributor shall be obligated to mail a new notice of
availability to the Exhibitor. Any exhibition dates selected by the Exhibitor (if open) or designated by the Distributor as above provided,
Distributor and the Exhibitor,
or otherwise greed upon between the
photoplay as though
Khali be for all purposes the exhibition dates of such
originally specified In this, contract.
In cas,- of a contract for a scries of feature photoplays, five reels or
more in ength. and featuring a particular star or director, the Exhibitor
photoplay of
hull not be required hereunder to exhibit more than one
such series every five (5) weeks.
None of the photoplays specified in this agreement are reNinth:

old-

negatives or are old negatives renamed, except

by the
elements,
public
calamity, or the order of any Court of competent jurisdiction which shall
prevent the performance of this contract by the Exhibitor, the latter
shall not be liable for damages of any kind, nature or description, but
the Exhibitor shall give prompt notice to the Distributor of his inability
to perform said contract and the reason therefor.
Eleventh: This contract shall not be assigned by either party without
the written acceptance of the assignee and the written consent of the
other party; provided, that If the Exhibitor sells or disposes of his interest in the theatre above specified, he may assign this contract to the
purchaser of such interest without the written consent of the Distributor
and such assignment shall become effective upon, the Written acceptance
thereof by the assignee, such assignment, however, not to relieve the
Exhibitor of his liability hereunder. This privilege of assignment without
the cdnsent of the Distributor shall not apply to contracts, not to -be
performed within one year.
Twelfth: The Exhibitor agrees to run photoplays as delivered without alteration, except with the written or telegraphic approval of the
Distributor, subject to requirenvepts of competent public authorities
necessitating any change.
The Exhibitor also agrees to advertise and
announce each photoplay as a "
Picture."
In all newspaper advertising and publicity relating to said
photo'ploys, the Exhibitor shall adhere to the form of announcement contained in the advertising matter furnished by the Distributor.
Thirteenth: The Exhibitor agrees to pay to the Distributor, upon
demand, any Government tax imposed or based upon the sums payable
under this contract.
Fourteenth: If this contract calls for payments computed upon the
Exhibitors gross receipts, the Exhibitor shall furnish to the Distributor
daily a correct itemized statement of the gross receipts of said theatre
for admission thereto upon the play dates of said photoplays, upon forms
supplied by the Distributor should the latter So demand; and the Distributor shall have access at all reasonable times for the purpose of
inspection to the box office and to ali books and record* relating to the
Exhibitors box office receipts during the period of exhibition of said
photoplays.
Fifteenth: The Exhibitor shall charge an actual minimum admission
* e © of
cents at said theatre on the dates when said photoplays shall be exhibited thereat.
Sixteenth: All advertising matter used by the Exhibitor in connection with the exhibition of said photoplays must ho leased from or
through the Distributor and must not be sold, leased or given away by
the Exhibitor..
Seventeenth: The Exhibitor agrees to pay to the Distributor upon
execution hereof, the sum of
dollars ($
) aa payment
on account of the sums last payable hereunder.
Eighteenth: No promises or representations have' been made by either
party to the other except aa set forth herein. This agreement shall be
deemed an application for a contract only and shal} not become binding
until accepted in writing by an officer of the Distributor and notice of
acceptance sent to the Exhibitor as hereinafter provided. The deposit
-^y the Distributor of the dheck or other consideration given bv the Exhibitor at the time of application as payment on account of any sums
payable hereunder shall not be deemed an acceptance hereof by the Dia-

•

tributor.

Unless notice of acceptance of this application by the Dfatributor is
sent to the Exhibitor by mail or telegraph within the following periods
after the date of application, to-wlt, seven (7) days If the Exhibitor's
theatre is located in the City of New York, Essex, Hudson or Bergeif
Counties, New Jersey or Westchester County. New York, ten (10) days
if said theatre Is located elsewhere East of the Mississippi and twantvflve (25) days if located West of the Mississippi, said application shall
be deemed withdrawn and the Distributor shall forthwith return any
sums paid on account thereof by the Exhibitor.
A copy of this application, signed by the Exhibitor, shall bo loft with
the Exhibitor at the time of signing, and in the event of acceptance
thereof as Above provided a duplicate copy, signed by the Distributor,
<shall be forwarded to the Exhibitor.
Nineteenth: The parties hereto agree that before either of thorn
shall resort to any court to determine, enforce or protect the legal rights
of either hereunder, each will submit to the Board of Arbitration established or constituted (pursuant to rules and regulations now on file
in the office of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., and identified by the aignature of its President, a copy of which
will be furnished to the Exhibitor upon request) by the Finn Club or
Film Board of Trade in the city wherein is situated the branch office of
the Distributor from which the Exhibitor is served, all elaims and controversies arising hereunder for determination pursuant to the rules ot
procedure and practice from time to time adopted by such Board of
Arbitration.
The parties hereto further agree to abide by and forthwith comply
with any decision and award of such Board of Arbitration in any such
arbitration proceeding, and agree and consent that any such decision
or award shall be enforceable in or by any court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to the laws of such jurisdiction now or hereafter in force;
and each party hereto hereby waives the right of trial by jury upon any
issue arising under this contract, and agrees to accept. as conclusive the
findings of fact made by any such Board of Arbitration, and consents to
the introduction of such findings in evidence in any judicial proceedings.
In the event that the Exhibitor shall fail or refuse to consent to submit to arbitration any claim or controversy arising under this or any
other film aervice contract providing for arbitration which the Exhibitor
may have with this or arfy other distributor or to abide by and forthwith comply with any decision of such Board of Arbitration upon any
such claim or controversy bo submitted, or if the Exhibitor shall be found
by such Board of Arbitration in any such arbitration proceeding to have
been guilty of such a breach of contract as shall in the opinion of such
Board of Arbitration justify this fir any other distributor in requiring
security in dealings with the Exhibitor, the Distributor may, at its
option, demand, for its protection and as security for the performance
by the Exhibitor' of this and all other existing contracts between the
parties hereto, payment by the Exhibitor of an additional sum not exceeding $500 and not less than $100 under each existing contract, such
sum to be retained by the Distributor until the complete performance
of all such contracts and then applied, at the option of the Distributor,
against any sums finally due or against any damages determined by said
Board of Arbitration to be due to the Distributor, the balance, if any,
to be returned to the Exhibitor; and in the event of the Exhibitor's
failure to pay such additional sum within seven days after demand, the
Distributor may at its option by written notice to the Exhibitor suspend
service hereunder until, said sum shall be paid and (or) terminate this
contract.
In the event that the Distributor shall fail or refuse to consent to the
submission to arbitration of any claim or controversy arising under any
film service contract which the Distributor may have with the Exhibitor,
or to abide by and forthwith comply with any decision and award of such
Board of Arbitration upon any such claim or controversy no submitted,
or if the Distributor shall be found by such Board of Arbitration in' any
such arbitration proceeding to have been guilty of such a broach of contract as shall In the opinion of such Board of Arbitration justify the
Exhibitor In refusing to <Jeal with the Distributor, the Exhibitor may
at his option terminate this and any other existing contract between the
Exhibitor and the Distributor by mailing notice by registered mall within
two (2) weeks after such failure, refusal or finding, and In addition the
Distributor shall not be entitled to redress from such Board of Arbitration
upon any claim or claims against any exhibitor until the Distributor
shall have complied with such de. islon. and in the meanwhile the provisions of the first paragraph of this section Nineteenth shall not apply
to any such clsim or claims.
Any such termination by either party, however, shall be without
prejudice to any other right or remedy which the party so terminating
may have by reason of any such breach of contract by tho other party.
The provisions of this contract relating to arbitration shall be construed according to the laws of the State of New York.
The parties hereto agree that every existing contract between the
parties hereto shall be ahd hereby Is amended so as to include the foregoing section with the same force and effect as if originally incorporated
therein.

Twentieth: (Optional Clause.) If this contract designates certain
photoplays by title, it shall be non-cancellable as to such phctoplaysIf it embraces a series of photoplays not designated by title It may be
cancelled as to mrh series by either party after two photoplays of such
series have been played apd paid for, by notice In writing to the other
party witlWn ten (10) days after playing the second of said photoplays,
such cancellation to take effect after
additions
photoplays shall have been played and paid for
•

i

>4|

!
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the

If prevented by censorship, fire, or similar damage
riots, insurrections, acta of God or the public enemy,

•
I

•
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Although no release date hat been
announced through the trade pa-

FRIENDLY TRUCE IN SELECT

pers, Flrst"*rational 1j offering the

TYPE OF FILM SH01

Charlie Chaplin picture, "The
ne*
nigrlm, M for release In certain ter-

Aa
^^

far as

is

discoverable the pic-

ture has not been booked in

Larger

Camera, Projector and Film,
Standard Talk of Developing

of

Invention

Than

—

"Different" Entertainment

4

York.
Ordinarily it
the Strand for pre-release showing,
with a sone protection clause for
Up to
the metropolitan district.
Wednesday the picture was not
Strand.
blllel at the

-

*•

New

would go

Own

ELIMINATES THE SELZNK

ritories for Feb. 20.

*

to

Trust

Company

Representative in Charge of Selznick
Distribution Chattel Mortgage and

Pictures

—

Stock Control
-

Chicago, Feb.
la

7.

AMONG "DOPE"

George K. Spoor, picture pioneer,
nearly ready to put out a brand

WHAT

moving picture show,
involving a new camera and projector principle which are his own

new

tvpe of

invention, developed during nearly
three years of Independent experi-

mental work.
All the apparatus is larger than
etanda-d machines and the film itself is greater in surface. The device Is said to give the best and
simplest stereoscopic, to be clearer

and to allow of better vision and
more light. No details of construction or principle ha\x been allowed
to become public. It is understood
the projector cannot be adapted to
receive standard fll.n productions.
The pictures muat be made especially for the Spoor machines.
The whole project ia still in. Its
promotion stage, but the suggestion
has been made that the special field
of the new machine wauld be in the
combinition vaudeville and picture

houses which would welcome a 'different" kind of screen feature to
distinguish them from the straight
Another circumpicture houses.
stance is that the .upply of pictures would be small at the beginning and it would be desi bte to
confine the* ahowa to Lcuaes where
the jame feature runa for half a

week

Will H. Hays done since he came Into the industry? It
be a year since he stepped out of the Cabinet of
President Harding and assumed, the position at the head of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. March 5
will mark the circling of the initial year of the Hays regime in
motion pictures Observers in the industry an d.^ outside of it are
speculating as to whether the end of the first year of the Hays
dictatorship will see a report on the activities of his organisation.
Some intimate that Hays wl'l render such a report, while others
contend that if he does the report will be only for private consumption of the members of his organization.
Those who hold the latter view insist that If Hays renders a
report that is issued for public consumption, his summary of his
year's activities, if a candid one. will act as a boomerang and that
no one knows this better than Hays himself. In support of this
contention, they point, first pf all. to the fact that from the very
beginning Hays and his organization have been somewhat under
cover as to the personnel of the membership of the organization.
It is true the Hays organization. has not been broadcasting who
its members were, but this may have been because there were
but a baker's dozen represented in the ranks.
In alt bfs piibllc utterances Hays has invariably apoken for. the
entire picture Industry, or at least given the impression he was
talking for all. In the name of the industry as a whole ho has' made
promises of one kind' and yiother and has pledged the industry
at various times to carry out the?e pledges. He has sentimentalized about the "cause with a capital C." Yet what haa he- rea'ly

The defeat of censorship in Massachusetts and the final putting
over of the uniform contract are the only concrete things he will
be able to point to. Both are benefits within the Industry. Both
are for the good of the producer, distributor and exhibitor, but
there haa been naught done that has definitely been a help to the
public, that public which built great hopes on Haya and his possible deeds when he stepped into the chair as the czar.
Today Hays denies that he Is the czar of the industry. He doesn't
want to be known as such. He insists that he is nothing more than
an advisor to the- members of, his organization. An advisor just
as much aa though he were an attorney seated In a law office In
some part of the town far away from the center' of picture
activities and ready to give those who have retained him the best
that it is within his power to deliver for the fee that is being paid

V

PICTURE SHOW;

him.
Incidentally though it may not be generally known. Hays is in a
rather peculiar position at this time. He is with an organization
of which he ia the absolute head for aa long as his contract stipulates, and although he may step down and out of the picture at any
time that he sees fit to, there is no one in the entire organization
or in the organization as. a whole who haa the power to remove
him.

CAPACITY 60; SCALE $1
C.

&

It— Not

A. Tried

able Yet

—

Profit-

Special Car for

Showing

Picture

Last week the Chicago and Alton
r lilroad exp amen ted on picture
exhibitions aboard its nightly train

running between

Chicago

a*hd St.

Louis. One car was equipped with
projection devices and a $1 charge

was made. Sixty persons could be
accommodated for each show, of
which they were several during the
evening.
m
The train U principally made up
of sleeping cars, carrying an observation car and diner. The addition of the picture

show car was

made as a feature

for diversion of
a question yet
whether it will be profitably It is
understood the load will be satis-

passengers but

it

is

do a HMle more than break
even on the stunt.
fied to

RECOVERED DEPOSIT
Ballard Given Judgment for $5,000;
No Notice Given in Cancelling

Minneapolis, Feb. 7
Charles Ballard, theatre manager,
won a suit to recover $5,000 from Joseph Friedman, St Paul, paid on a
contract of purchase of the Park
Ballard
theatre, St Paul, in 1919.

made

initial

payment

of

$6,000

to have
under contract and wa.
paid $30,000 March 1, 1919. He asked
for an extension which was refused.
The theatre was leased to others
and Friedman refused to return

Ballard's payment of $5,000.
The court held that no notice of
cancellation of contract was given
and that as it is now impossible for
Friedman to perform the contract,
ordered judgment for the amount

thortly

done?

at least.

R.

.

However, there are those that are pounding at Hays who Insist
that he has used the name of the industry without the right to do so.
He is not, they contend, by any possible stretch of the imagination,
to the motion picture industry what Judge Landis Is to baseball. The
industry is not organized behind him. Hays' power begins and ends
with the membership of his -own organization. Hays lately admits
that he is not the czar, nor yet the authorized spokesman of the
entire industry. He represents but those that hold membership In
his organization, and they are, according to the latest list handed
out in his offices, 13 in number. Of these it is understood one has
given 'notice of withdrawal, leaving only 12, which would comprise
First National, Educational. Famous Players, Fox, Griffith, Goldwyn, Kenma, Metro, Jos. Schenck, Selznlck, Universal and the
Warner Bros.
,

Observers say that this situation is far from the idea that is
prevailing in the public mind. By his utterances, his speeches and
statements, Hays has deliberately or otherwise fostered an entirely
different idea. The press, pulpit and the public at large have all
been led to believe that Hays represents the entire Industry. It
is only recently the truth ofthe situation has begun to dawn on
the public and then only through the broadcast statement from
Douglas Fairbanks to the effect that Haya was not the representaItive of the industry as a whole, but only a censor squarer.
Now the publi ;, looking into the affairs of the Hays organization,
are asking where are some of the other important corporations of
the industry? Where are Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks. Mary
Plckford, Pathe, United Artists, F. B. O.. American Releasing and
other kindred organizations? Where are the "little fellows," the
independents, who, Hays stated at the beginning "bf hia regime,
were to be protected by his organization?
There are a lot of people who would like to know what the membership requirements of the Hays organization are.
Who it ia
that passes on the applications for membership and have any
applications been rejected? If so, why?
That Hays reprcsenU only a portion of the industry Is sooner qr
later going to lead some one into a general mess, especially if his
representatives re permitted to wander about the country and
proclain themselves as the represent itives of the industry. Sooner
or later someone, either politician or reformer, is going to demand a
showdown and then when Hays is compelled to show Just what portion of the Industry ho represents, it Is quite possible the showdown
will jeopardize more than help the battle against censorehip.
Some keen reformer some day is going to corner Charlie Pettijohn in one of his speeches before some legislative body and
Charlie is going to have a hard time explaining why he gave the
impression that he lepresented the entire Industry, just a3 much
as Hays himself is going to have r.s hard a time telling the public
at large why he led them to believe he was "the works."

sued.'

now

Hays doesn't want to be known as czar. What's
Is it
didn't object to It when first taking office.
because he realizes it is only a question of time when he is going to
be sorry he touched the picture business at all? It isn't at all nice
to be one of those "I told you so guys," but it is quite a few months
ago since the expression was coined, "Hays is a nice little fel'ow,
"
Right

the reason?

BERNHEIM SUCCEEDS AT U
Los Angeles. Feb. 7.
has been apJulius Bernheim
pointed general manager of Unive-sal

rife

City

succeeding

Irving

HAYS-AND WHY?

What has

wilt

Spoor has been out of the picture business ever* sL.ce the disintegration of the old Patents Co. and
the General Film Co., and has devoted himself to the development of
real estate Interests here. He owns
large parcels of lake front property
an * is now building blocks of tall
apartment houses.

R

IS

I

but

Will

He

The

Select Pictures Corp., the di
trlbuting organisation of the Selz

FILMS,

nick organization,

WHICH WILL BE FIRST?
Cummings Has One on Coast

— Ringer

for

Reid

what

is in

the hands

amounts to a friend
ly arrangement.
Lewis J. Selznic
has been removed from the director
virtually

ship at the head of the organiza'ti
Y.) Trust Co. h
placed Its representative In char
of the affairs of the distribution
the Selznlck pictures.
Manag
the affairs of the company at pres
ent is one Frazcr, who represents
the Utica bankers, with McDermltt,
who has been with the company for
some months, assisting him.
Behind the tale of the ousting ot
Lewis J. Selznlck comes the report
his son Myron has been retained in
charge of production on the west
coast under a salary.
The Selznlcl^ company was on the
verge of being placed in a difficult
position several weeks ago when
Motley II. Flint, the Los Angeles
banker, arrived in New York and
stated be was ready to withdraw
five productions from distribution
through Select. The pictures were
,4
One Week of Love," "Pawned."

and the Utica (N.

as

Leading Rote
Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
-Working quietly for
-several
weeks Irving Cummings has practically completed a "dope" picture.
There- is no direct reference to the
Wallace Reid case in it as far as
Is concerned but the principal character in. the story is a
ringer for the dead star.
The plan is to go in for a heavy
exploitation campaign and to get
the Jump on any other dope pictures that may be coming along.
Undoubtedly the fact that
Mrs*
Reid, the widow,
is preparing a
picture to be made
at the Ince
studios has led the Cummings outfit
to coram into the open with
their practically finished product.

titling

"The Common Law," "Love Is an
During the past week the rush Awful Thing" and "Rupert of HentThe latter is an unfinished
for "dope" pictures in the trade znu."
around New
York
has not let production. According to Flint, he
down. One promoter heard there had a chattel mortgage on those
was a picture on the drug evil productions on which he had adcompleted in England some months vanced $375,000. His contract, he
ago and Lent a lengthy cable said, permitted their withdrawal
abroad in an effort to secure it for from the Selznlck releasing organithe United States. Up to mid-week zation and their distribution through
whatever channel he saw fit to
he had not received a reply.

PREACHER

IN

in

Sandusky, O., Feb. 7.
All who could squeeze Into the
Star Sunday night heard the Rev
N. H. R. Moor, rector of the Grace
Episcopal church, discuss a picture
and draw therefrom the lessons he
said in advance he was sure were
there. The picture was, "To Have
and To Hold."
The audience was composed of
men,

women and

children, in about

equal numbers, and as many who
gained admittance
were turned
away. The rector.sat through a presentation and then stepped to the
stage to deliver a 10 minute ser-

mon.
Later the rector announced that
he was so impressed by the results
of his first venture into the picture
theatre that he would continue his
stage sermons several times a week
instead of limiting them to Sunday
nights as originally intended. He
further stated that it was his belief that his message, delivered in
the theatre, reached many who

would never have heard
other wa:

It

.

any

in

.

ANGERS CORP.—SCHENCK'S?
Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
The Lou Anger Productions .have
been organized here with a capital
of $1,000,000, to produce two-reel
comedies. Anger has for a number
of years been production manager
on the coast for Jos. Schenck, and
according to pr tent plans, he will
1

retain that portion.
He also had
charge of Roscoe Arbuckle during
the time that he was making short

comedies.
It

is

possible that the

new

cor-

poration may have something to do
with the comedian's announced intention to direct

FILM ON TUBERCULOSIS
The

first instructional film for the
College of Physicians and Surgeons
of Columbia \jnlverslty has been
completed by Carlyle Ellis. It is a
two-reel production entitled "Meeting the Menace of Tuberculosis.", It
was made in conjunction with the
New York Tuberculosis Association,
with Dr. Iago Oialdston in charge

—j*.

REPRODUCING "SPOILERS"
Los Angeles. Feb.
Jesse D.

Hampton

is

7.

to reproduce

"The Spoilers' the Rex Beach story
lirst made about 10 years ago by
Col. Selitf.
That picture was the

of clinical detail.

The story was prepared by the
doctor and shows the history of a
tuberculosis family carrying four
cases through the free clinic, preventorium, hospital and sanatorium
back to the regenerated home from
which the menace of the whlto
plague has been removed.

-

designate to protect his investment
on loan in the productions. '
At the time there were a series
of meetings of creditors of the Selznick organization and several of
those who held an indebtedness
against the company were in favor
of placing the organisation in bankruptcy so as to protect their Interests and to prevent Flint from withdrawing the pictures he held a
mortgage on. Flint refused to be
a party to driving Selznick into the
bankruptcy courts and maintained
that stand through all of the meetThe film trade press, repreings.
senting the "Exhibitors' Trade Review," "The Exhibitors' Herald,"
"The Motion . Picture News" and
"The Moving Picture World," are
creditors to the extent of approximately $40,000, possibly $50,000, but
all four refused to be a party to
forcing the organization into bankruptcy.
%
New York private bankers -who
held something like $80,000 of in*
debtedness against the organization.
secured by exhibitors' notea_for pictures which had been contracted
for, wanted to send the organization
along into a receivership in ths
event Flint was to withdraw his
pictures, this despite that the notes
they held were being met rapidly
and the indications being they would
have a surplus of approximately
$20,000 over what they were to receive, which was to be turned over
to the organization to meet the demands of creditors.
The Utica Trust Co., which held
51 per cent, of the stock of the company as security for a number of
bonds which it had made loans on
to approximately $500,000, stepped
into the breach at this point and
stated that as it had control of the
company through the stock held,
hypothecated with it, it would designate an active head of the organization, who, it hoped, would lead the
corporation through the period of
lean finances and protect Its interests as well as those of the other
creditors.
The present status of
the company is that it will proceed
under the guidance of the banking
corporation's representative, with
the Selznicks eliminated for the
time being, at least.

THEATRE

Picture
Talks
on
Sandusky, O.

Minister

\

1

opening attraction at the Strand.
New York's first btg picture theatre. Hampton liar, also secured a

number
which he
*

of other

Beach

will produce,
bert Hjllyer directing.

with

sterlet

Lam-
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COPYRIGHT DECISION

UNIFORM CONTRACT DRAFT APPROVED;
PASSED BY TRADE'S BOTH BRANCHES

U. S. Circuit Court

signment

SAILING ON "OLYMPIC"

TOLLY TAKING CHARGE
and Exhibitors Meet in Hays' Office
Cohen Holds Out Clauses of Benefit to Either 1ST RATI PRODUCTIONS
Side Most Decisive Step Forward in History of

Distributors

—

Industry Contract
of Variety

Form

People

Film

Passengers

on the "Olympic" sailing Satfor England, from a picturo
standpoint. Adolph Zukor and Albert Grey, brother of D. W. Griffith,
are. to be aboard, with E. J. Bowes,
vice-president of GoUUvyn, a paslist

Handsomest

Woman

in

France

»
•

•

Elsewhere In this issue of Variety provisions of a penal nature In
Richard Walton Tully has been senger who made sailing arrangements within the Uuit few days.
printed verbatim ^he first pub-* /avor of the distributor have been
designated by the First National
Speculation .Is rl*a as to the purfished draft of the new Uniform eliminated.
genexecutive
have
committee
to
pose of Bowes' visit at this time. It
Contract ac passed on by the Motion
The provision for fixing piay dates eral charge of the production ac- is understood he is to be the adPicture Producers and Distributors
has been so altered as to give the
vance man to complete
rrange*
of America, the N. Y. State Exhibit- exhibitor
ample notice and oppor- tivities of the organization on the ments
for.th* production of "Benors and the Theatre Owac^s' Cham- tunity to select his own play
dates, coast. The First National will cenHur" in Italy.
ber of Commerce, at a meeting in and only in case of his failure to do
That Griffith's
the offices of WHl H, Hays last Fri- so is the distributor given the right ter its production at the United brother and general manager is
day. At that meeting the executives to fix arbitrary play dates on three Studios in Los Angeles. Tully and also ailing at this time has revived
is

•

weeks' notice. Further, this clause
only becomes operative if the exhibitor has failed or failed or neglected to come to the exchange and
agree with the booker upon mutually acceptable play dates.
In no
event fan the exhibitor be required
to show more than one photoplay
of any "star series" every five

Hays ocganization as well as
those of the two exhibitor organiza-

of the

tions mentioned were present. Sidney S. Cohen of the M. P., T. O. A.
was absent,, as these Interested in
or nging the contract into actual existence after eight months of negotiations were anxious some definite
move should be made, despite that
Mr. Cohen on behalf o{ his organization asked for. a postponement and
incidentally for 80 additional copies
ef the final draft of the contract for
submission to members of his organization.

]

Earl

Hudson

Tully will

The contract
photoplays
issued or

will specify what
Included "therein are re-

renamed picture*

first

he

has

secured

most

the

beautiful girl in France for the title
role.
She arrived in New York this
week and will leave for the coast

when

i

the reports Goldwyn is t. /rng to
secure the master director \o handie the production of "Ben- Hur" for,

them.
it is known,
would not
the direction of tho
spectacle u'pless he Was to'
receive 60 per cent. o2 the produc
tlon for his directorial work.

Griffith,

make his production, Undertake

of the film version of "Trilby,'' for

which

weeks

will start for thq coast

within the next few weeks to make
a survey of the ground.
According to the present plans

Mr.. Tully goes west.

decison on film copyrights

Draw handed down

in Full in This Issue First Work on "Trilby" With urday

•

A

was
week by the
"Ben- Hur" Rumors
U. S. Circuit Court of Apnea Is In
Rather an interesting passenger the case of the Goldwyn Pictures

—

.•

Says AsCopy-

of. Original

right Essential

«

:

—

IN "VENDETTA" CASE

Roman

GOVT. STOPS "STUNT"

As yet

last

Corporation against the Howells
Sales Co., Inc., which may have important bearing on future litigation
concerning picture copyrighs
nfrlngements.
Although it Is con-,
curred the Howells importation of
a Pola Negri subject, "Vendetta,"
resembles the story and a plot of
Goldwyn't "Mr. Barnei of New
York," the court holds that, because Goldwyn does not actually
control
the
copyright
of
the
"Barnes" novel it ha* no redress
for copyright infringement.
Accordingly,
tho
Injunction
against Howells Sales Co., Inc.. Was
vacated and suit dismissed.
The higher court maintains Goldwyn Is merely the licensee of the
story as concerns the screen version and unauthorised to attempt
protecting tho copyright thereof.
When Goldwyn Induced John FStephens, the owner of the copyright, to appear as co-plaintiff for
the purpose of again prosecuting,
Injunction was granted, but
the
again reversed by the appellate division of the Federal Court on tho
ground Stephens merely Assigned
the claim to assist Goldwyn and to
suing to protect his copyright,

•

For the first time the exhibitor hi there has been no arrangement
exempted from liability for failure
Generally it is accepted Cohen to perform the contract due to va- made for the role of Svengali, although William Faversham has remay, within the near future, launch rious causes beyond his control.
The Howells company contended
ceived considerable consideration for
an attack on the contract and state
Cards Sent Broadcast Cause It purchased the "Vendetta" picpart.
the
The provision permitting the disit is an Instrument of the distributor
ture
because of Miss Negri's drawAt the United Studios the present
and does not work out to the ad- tributor to assign the contract has
Family Rows Indignant
ing ability and not for the story's
vantage of the exhibitor; that the been eliminated. On the other hand, plan of arrangement is that a picsake.
"Vendetta" Is a Germanthe exhibitor has been given the ex- ture production is turned out at the
Wives Complain
exhibitor will eventually find, his
made picture and entered this
press privilege to assign the cononly salvation in the distributing or- tract without the distributor's con- studios under a flat contract rate
country with the erase for Negri
for the use of stage space and the
ganization Cohen and his associates sent upon the sale of his theatre.
Kansa.. City, Feb. 7.
subjects
started
by
"Passion."
standing set as well as properties,
hope to finance and float.
That the United States Govern- "Vendetta", showed at the Strand,
$10,000
being
figure
contract
etc.,
the
All time limitations upon the
Seemingly up to the present time
ment
will not lend Its Postoffice In New York, December, 1121.
the new form of contract is the right of the exhibitor to file claims per picture.
Department to nny_ advertising
This decision means that a film
It is pos.ible First National will
most decisive step forward that has and commence actions under the
scheme which may play on ficti- producer,
hereafter,
in
buying
occurred in the picture industry in contract have been eliminated, ex- look over the ground and possibly tious
clandestine
meetings was screen rights to literary material
cepting only claims for receipt of make somo sort of arrangement
its entire history, as between exquite forcibly impressed upon a must specially provide for the conthe film in a damaged Condition.
over
take
to
be
able
it
will
whereby
hibitor and distributor.
renr ^entativo of Universal-Jewel tingency of being compelled to sue
The important changes brought
A defln'te time limit for accept- an entire studio for its own produc- here.
for copyright protection by acquirabout by the new form of contract ance of the exhibitor's application ing units to the exclusion of other
In a publicity scheme for "The ing actual assignment of the copyhas been adopted, and unless the producers. In this event First Na- Flirt" at the
may be summarized as follows:
Liberty, several thou- right. The mere copyright ng of a
the
one
purchase
of
distributor accepts within the speci- tional would
Of Advantage to the Exhibitor
nd cards were sent out read!ng film is not sufficient protection.
fied period the application shall be existing plants now in operation on
"My Friend:— I want to warn you
The photoplays to be delivered deemed withdrawn and the distribunder the contract are specifically utor shall forthwith repay any sums tho coa3t.
that the pretty girl you met on the
described and identified either by paid on account by the exhibitor;
street Saturday is my rister, who
GOLF PICTURES
name or by the star who is to ap- and a copy of the application is to
Is a dangerous flirt
I'll explain all.
pear in them* and the distributor be left with tho exhibitor at the with the exhibitor, and in the event Meet me at 1104
Alain street, Sun- Hagen and 8arezen in Picture Proexpressly agrees to deliver and the time of signing. These provisions of the exhibitor's failure to furnish
ductions
exhibitor to accept all such photo- should do much to eliminate the such security, each distributor may day, at 3. Laura."
No sooner were the ca-ds delivplays, whether released within the evils duo to undue delay on the part (but is not obliged to) terminate
ered
around
town
than
service
the
police
suspend
•contract period or at a later date.
contract
or
the
of distributors In accepting or reLos Angeles, Feb. 7.
jecting applications signed by the thereunder. Conversely, In the event department and postal authorities
Now come the golf champs In
'Hie period by which payment for exhibitor and uncertainty on the ex- of the distributor's failure or re- commenced to receive calls from
fcaturo pictures. Walter Hagen and
each picturo is to p.ecede exhibition hibitor's part as to the exact pro- fusal to submit to arbitration or Indignant wives.
Gene Sarezen are to bo the heroes
has ween shortened from seven days visions of the application which he abide by the result thereof, the exThe c mplaint that cause! a of different picture offerings In
hibitor may terminate all contracts showdown,
to three days In advance of the dato signed.
it is claimed, was from
addition
which the 19th hole Is to be barred
the distributor and in
of shipment from the exchange.
Of Advantage to the Distributor with
the distributor is deprived of access a husband arid wifo who had re- and the action will be on the green.
The benefits of the new contract to the board of arbitration to en- cently moved. The card went to
The contract makes It clear that
way
half
Sarezen
Is already
proper delivery of a print by an ex- from the distributor's point of view force its claims against any ex- the ">ld address. It was Interesting Through his production which be hi
hibitor to a common carrier for may be summed up in a single hibitor until it shall have complied to tho new occupant of the house,
making
for the Warner Bros., while
phrase:
The
arbitration
clause.
As
award.
with such
ahipment to the exchange shall conwho saw that I* was sent to the Hagen is Just about getting ready
stitute the return of the print by the will appear from the foregoing, the
man's wife. An argument followed to start.
exhibitor, and that in "routing" distributors have been willing to
The classification of the arbitra- and the agent was summone'"
apprints the exhibitor Is not respon- mako substantial concessions to the tion clause as one primarily adpear before the district 'ttorney,
sible for transportation charges to exhibitors for the sake of securing vantageous to the distributor is
where
he
was
Informed
such
their
believed
trds
arbitration
consent
to
an
It
ie
changes,
arbitrary.
These
next
exhibitor.
somewhat
the
designed to conform the contract clause which it Is hoped will prove that every exhibitor who intends In were In violation of a federal REID LEFT $40,000;
provisions to the prevailing practice, fair and effective In protecting and good faith to live up to his con- sta'ute.
should eliminate the possibility of enforcing the rights of both parties tracts has nothing whatever to fear
After showing there was no InJOINS
from the arbitration clause, but, on tention to damage the character Of
friction between the exhibitor and to the contract.
the contrary, will be materially anyone
the exchange.
or to cause trouble, he was
This arbitration clause has been benefited by Its effective operation
Tho varying amounts required by prepared with the greatest care and both as against such of his fellow allowed to go and tho matter was
Dead Screen Star's Estate Apdifferent distributors as compensa- subject to the advice of the firm of exhibitors as have less regard for dropped.
tion for loss, destruction or inju,*y to Cadwalader, Wlckersham A Taft, their contract obligation* and as
praised
Claude Tynar Waltfilm have been uniformly fixed at counsel specially retained for the against any exchanges which might
JUANITA HANSEN'S OFFERS
six cents per foot, which figure rep- purpose of passing upon the legality be tempted to disregard his contract
man Commits Suicide
rights.
resents a substantial reduction of of the plan.
Juanita Hansen has been deluged
tho amounts heretofore required by
with offers to star in over-nightWhile arbitration of disputes beIn addition there is a clause to
most distributors.
Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
mado dope expose films; also to go
t^SPen distributors and exhibitors be embodied in the contract that
The Wallace Reid estate has been
on
lecture tours with narcotichas
been
in
effective
operation
for
The distributor expressly assumes
is to prohibit a salesman trying to
appraised
at
$40,000.
Mrs. Reid.
denouncing pictures; also to make
responsibility for neglect or default some time past in New York City sell opposition
in
any territory
on the part of its employes in con- and various other localities, the new where he has accepted an applica- a short anti-dope film and go on widow of the late screen star. Is
petitioned as guardian of the two
nection with the delivery of prints contract for the flrRt time embodies
tour with it, lecturing.

PUBUCTTY FOR

TURT"

i

—
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WALTMAN

PAL
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a provision for such arbitration as
an essential part of the agreement

in time for the scheduled showing.

The

'

distiibutor expressly agrees
not to authorize or license the exhibition of any photoplay in violation of any protection or "run"
clause in the contract.

The events

In

which tho distrib-

may

terra nate the contract or
suspend service for default by the
exhibitor have been limited to failure of the exhibitor to play or pay
for a picture and "bicycling" by the
exhibitor. In ndd'tlon tho exhibitor

utor

has been given the right to terminate the contract in the event of the
intentional violation by the distributor of any protection or run clause

or the distributor's Intentional default in delivering any picture to the
«.- htbitor.
Thus, e**h party has the
contract only
lit to terminate the
breach going to the
material
for a
other
ecsen e of the contract by the
party.
i

All arbitrary penalties

and

oie.

i

of the parties.

tion for the run of his product,
until that application is either acor rejected by his home
office. This will do away to a great

cepted
|

It has been the aim of those who
prepared this arbitration clauee to

extent with the over-selling evil,
where an exhibitor will buy everyoperation and
hence a protection alike to the dis- thing in sight in th<3 way of product
tributor and the exhibitor who de- to prevent.hls opposition from sesires to live up to his contract and curing it.
require the other oarty to do likeThere is also a provision that no
The arbitration boards are jjaid advertising of any kind shall
wise.
to be organized In each locality by appear
on any feature picture,
the local film clubs or boards of
comedy, scenic or news reel.
trade under rules and regulations
New York State Exnoth
the
which have been submitted to the
exhibitor organizations and which hibitors and the T. O. C. C. ratified
with the signatures of
tho
contract
provide for absolutely equal representation of distributors and ex- their executives In the Hays office
hibitors on each board. The parties Friday.
agree to submit all disputes under
:
the contract, to arbitration and to
^
abide hy the result. In the event of
COMPLETE TEXT OF
the failure or refusal of the ex-

make

it

mutual

in its

so, each distributor
not obliged to) demand
from such exhibitor security not
exceeding $600 under each contract

hibitor

may

to

(but

do

is

UNIFORM CONTRACT
ON PAGE 45

likely that
he wilt do the
under auspices of Hearst's
Magazine, which is condicting a
vico crusade and exposure, thus
seeking to serve th^ double purpose
of drawing money and making exIt

is

latter,

children.
Claude Tynar Waltman, a seenarlo writer, who was found asphyxiated In a hall bedroom here was a
friend of Reld's and
left a. note

saying "going to Join

my

K

pal."
*

ploitation.

Miss Hansen was in conference
with tho Hearst officials this week.
though tho "JoUrn.':r' and "American" puhl shed rhe mogt conspicuous accounts and follow-ups of her
recent arrest »>y a detective from

•—

the narcotic division.

MARRIAGE NOT PUBLICITY
.<•Feb. 7.
A ngel<
Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis,
t;

l

,

his leading woman for three years,
announce that they are to be married soon.
not to be a
Thin i» gui rant<
publicity y rn.
<

l

-

MILDRED WITHOUT CHAPLIN
Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
No longer la it Mildred Harris
Chaplin, for the former wife of the
comedian has decided that In the
Mildred
future nhe will bo just
Harris and as such is returning to
rt'ms. She h«s been engaged by the
Graf productions which is making
Pictures in the vicinity of San Francisco and will appear in their feature entitled "Fog," to be released

by Metro.
To appear In the screen production, Mihs Harris- has temporarily
uuit

vaudeville.

*
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DRUG PLAYS CROWDING
SYMPHONIC CONCERTS AT

13C.

STAGE AND SCREEN

BY MYSTERIOUS MUSIC LOVER

LITTLE THEATRE

FOR FLOOD

IN

Pcopie of Providence Hear of Unusual OpportunityThree Concerts for 40 Cents Total Admission-

RICHARD BENNETT PROMOTING

Take That Trend—Decries DeAmerican Theatre Interests Audiences and Encouraged by Newspapers

Star's Stage Talks

OF EXPOSES

cadence

Proceeds for Charity
Four Plays

On

in

Subject

Preparation

and

—

A YING FOR THEMSELVES

—

of

Many

Providence, Feb. 14.
Films Are Being Hurried
To place the beat music of the E.
orchestras and
symphonic
great
Release governInto
grand opera soloists within reach *
ment Inquiry Said to Have
even of the' smallest wage earner
Brought
Taylor
In Providence, a lover of music,
who withholds his name from the
Murder
Clue
Eugene Strong, a well-known
enterprise
launched
an
has
public,
which will make its debut here next leading man in pictures and the
Sunday with a concert by the 100 legit, is walking about with a proThe screen and the stage are
musicians of the Boston Symphony nounced stubble on his checks and
each other during
Orchestra, for which the admission chin. He is far from being without going to vie with
the next few months in an effort
cents.
13
be
will
charge
the price of a shave. In truth he to see which can spill the greatest
The second concert will be on is drawing salary for raising a
propaganda against the use of
(Continued, on page 8)
beard.
There are at least four
drugs.
Strong has been engaged to do plays under 'way or contemplated
a special picture requiring a beard that deal with the drug evil; on the
about three inches long. He and film side are at least a half dozen
the management decided it should
(Continued on page 41)
be a genuine one. Strong pointed
out it would take at least six weeks
to raise it, as that is one thing noGR1SS;
$40,000
body can hurry along.
The management offered to pay
Takes Care of Company Agent
for "services" while he was getting
fn "Bunch and Judy"— Unthe requisite quantity of nature's

STRONG'S WHISKERS

COLLIER AND ALICO ATE

B'WAY'S BEST LOSERS

New

DILLINGHAM PROVIDES

NEW PARTS FOR CAST

WEEKLY

SALES AT BOX OFFICE

facial vegetation.

precedented Action

Chicago, Feb.

There arc half a dozen plays new
and old withdrawing from the road
this week and next. Four are muattractions.
terest attains to
sical

Charles

Mdst unusual

inof

the closing
Dillingham's "The Bunch

SPECIAL "APE" SHOWii
"The Hairy Ape," with the orig-

When the notice of closing
last week, beside the
of each cast member
was
listed the name of another attraction Into which the actor or actress
is privileged to play. The new engagements worn soc u red by Dillingham to soften the disappointment of
the players bora use of "The Bunch
and Judy's" short season.
Globe.

was posted

It is

understood there
(Continued On page

8)

"Mike'* Donavan, head treasurer,
Russell
Morrison, assistant
treasurer, handling all of this business, with every seat sold direct to
the purchaser at the box-office.
The Colonial box-office has not
only handled the biggest advance
sale a Chicago theatre has ever had,
but at the same time tickets have
been sold for the other Powers
theatres at that box-office.
J.

at the Plymouth, New Yor':, Sunday
night, as a courtesy performance
to the Russian Players of the Mos-

and

theatre

and

"Chauve-

A novel part of the performance
will be the special programs to be
The same voluminous
supplied.
plan of the Moscow Art at Jolson's
After each player's
will be used.
naftne there will be printed in Russian a description of the character
The "Ape" and "Anna Christie."
with the original casts, are to be
presented by Arthur Hopkins in
Ijondon this spring in association
with an English manager.

14.

box-office staff at the Colonial

has handled $40,000 weekly business for the last five weeks, has an
advance sale of $115,000 with Harold

inal cast, will be specially presented

and Judy" in Washington, it lasting
but four weeks on the road after the cow Art
eight-week
engagement
at
the Souris."

name

The

MOVEMENT

The work has been heavier owing

Wiliam
and Jack

Collier,

Alicoate,

Jr.

("Buster"),

whose

initial

Dayton. O., Feb. 14.
Richard Bennett, star of
"Ho Who Geta Slapped." appeared
here Mr. Bennett made a certain
speech of the same tenor as his
others have been reported.
Ha

When

lightly flayed the more culture! of
tnelr neglect

Dayton for

of thj l>e*t
managerial try, "Extra," flivved at in
the theatre and urged that thty
the Longacre, where it closed Sattake up the little Theatre moveurday after three weeks, were voted ment;
that they promote it to their
the best two losers who ever pulled
utmost. Mr. Bennett said the J,lta bloomer on Broadw.ay. Buster has tle Theatre
is the salvation of the
inherited his father's sense of huAmerican theatre.
mor.
Though there wasn't much
The following day in the local
money taken in at the box office daily, its dramatic reviewer
laud, d
there were many laughs.
Mr. Bennett for his utterances and
Young Collier was surprised

at said
the s'tar had not goiie r.ir
the number of passes and the fre- enough
In his remarks about Dayquency with which the treasurer's ton. Taking
it
for granted Mr.
punch was used caused him to in- Bennett may not
have been familitr
vent the name ot "clickers" for the enough
with the townspeople to say
ducats. The new name is likely to
more, the dramatic man added vbat
supplant the vintage term "Annie
ho thought along the lines :ut:Oakleys." as it has taken the fancy
gested by the Bennett talic.
of Broadway treasurers.
Buster
Jake Isaac, manager of "II."
said as long as there were so many
when asked by a Variety represenpasses he might as well give some
tative as to the reports bis star
away himself. In taking care of "panned audiences,"
called
tlM
friends he told the box office men to
patrons and those not patronizing
"give 'em two good clickers." The
"He," names, Mr. Isaac replied:
(Continued on pajje 41)
"The reports have so garbled the
truth that perhaps you would ike
the truth for Variety. Here is the
QUICK FILMING

verbatim report of the speech Mr.
Bennett made in St. Louis. It is in
Syracuse. N. Y., Feb. 14.
While the Bastable block was general tone and intent about the
burning Monday, the System, a pic- same as Mr. Bennett has been talkcontinued on page 41)
ture house here, exhibited on its
screen moving pictures of the burning block.
Probably establishing a recoj^for
pictures,

this

was

ii'vnniJl

being sold direct. There through Earl Crabb, manager^^the
has been no "buy" or "sell" to any System, with his own moving picbroker for "Sally." When brokers ture camera, taking a full r*»el about
have gotten possession of seats they as the Bastable fire started, returnhave had no trouble disposing of ing to his theatre and developing
them at $7.70 and $11 each.
the negative immediately.
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POOLS BID LOEW UP TO 21%;

"PLANTATION" SAILING

'MONKEY GLANDS'

TITJ

,

Restaurant's Colored Show Sailing
March 20 for London

FOR BUTT'S EMPIRE REV,

-

FAMOUS GOES THROUGH

90

Orpheum Motionless After Chicago Meeting Elects
Heiman President General Market Movements
Disregarded by Amusements

—

Loew

motion Tuesday
And yesterday under pool buying,
climbing to 21'4 around noon yesterday.
At the same time Famous
got

Into

way

Players crossed 90 In the

COMEDY ABOUT OPIUM
SMOKERS

IN PARIS,

WEAK

up.
the

The colored revue, headed by
Florence Mills, which is now current at the Plantation ( a Salvin
restaurant) will be taken intact to
London next month, the company
sailing March 20. Lew Leslie, producer of the revue, will precede the
troupe across by a couple of weeks.
It is planned to insert the floor show
Into a new musical production of
C. B. Cochran's.
Will Vodery's orchestra, playing
for dancing and the show at the
take the
to
Plantation, is also
voyage with the players. Passports
necessary.
be
for 32 people will
"Shuffle Along'' has been underscheduled for a spring
stood as
showing in London under Cochran's
•management although the project,
Next Thursday, at noon "sharp." at this time, looks to be uncertain.
look up inte* the sky juet over
Boyer's Drug St6re s I know you're
going to say: **IIa hit "that's origin•LOVE HABIT" UNLLK1XY

Orpheum, which had been In
van last week, when the Chicago
"Le Venin" Is of Drug Addict,
meeting of the board was in prospect, was dull and easy, holding
Reformed Through Love
fractionally above 19.
Author in Leading Role
Individual consideration governed
Van Hoven is stealing an idea
al.
London, Feb. 14.
ell these moves.' "When Loew and
that's been tifced." Is that so. Go to
Paris, Feb. U.
At the Royalty Feb. 7 "The Love
Famous were getting Into their new
Variety's office, look over the files
highs on the movement most of the
A comedy dealing with opium of back numbers, turn to August, Habit ".was produced. It's a typical
rest of tho list was undergoing a smokers entitled "Le Venin," by 1919. In Van Hoven's ad you will French faxve and was favorably refind the prediction of advertising in ceived, but is unlikely to enjoy a
minor reaction or only holding their
Pierre Pradier, was given Feb. 10 the sky.
run of any length.
own. During the general upturn of
"But, Van Hoven, at Country Fairs
The show features Seymour Hicks
late
last
week and before the Under the direction of Irenee Mau- before
you were born .they had ads
>
amusements held back. The answer get at the Theatre Albert I, which on balloons in the skies." I know, and Dennis Eadie
appears to be that the listed theatre little theatre he has taken over but I said in 1919, as you read.
stocks are In the hands of pools
There
wotrtd be writing. Anyway,
Yvette Guil- at 12 noon,; next Wednesday, just
and their desires furnish the motive since the departure of
power rather than the surrounding bert. Mauget has a better chance over BoyerSl Drug Store, near 48th
street and Seventh avenue, look up.
market situation.
of success here than he had at the
If the day Is. cloudy, look jon first
—»
Nouveau theatre (Musee Grevin), clear day thereafter.
Orpheum Puzzling
Albert
although
the
I is out of the
As usual the situation in Orpheum
London, Feb. 5.
Is obscure.
It touched a new 1923 way.
Andre Chariot han postponed his
The plot is weakly constructed,
high of 20 last week and then eased
promised revue season at the Royal
off.
The significance of the action also indifferently acted for a total
Court in order te allow Bromley
in Chicago seems to be the failure that Impressed as but mediocre eri- LITTLE RISQUE
Challenor and Norwood Barrett to
of
narrates
tertainment.
The
script
produce the comedy, '.'Three's a
of banking interests to impose their
has another
.hlloner
Crowd.''
will on the management but that Colette- leaving her lover, Count
-IT'S
farce, "The Man Who Knew the
addict
to
an
Jacques,
because
is
he
would not necessarily involve weakFuture," for production at some
ness in the stock, although it might opium, although she ultimately refuture date.
bring about a realignment of the sumes relations and reforms him,
pool personnel. If trade reports are during which time she impairs her Adventurous Widow With
_ Meggle Albanesi has left "East of
to be believed, some pretty sub- own health and is nursed by Jac6uea f" at His Majesty's, replaced
Changeable Heart New
stantial
Orpheum holdings have ques.
by Norah Johnson, the understudy,
role
Pradier,
author,
the
The
plays
Potinlere
Bill
at
stepped into the breach when
who
liquidated
been
in the last year or
the principal was taken ill on the
so, and now are In outside hands. of the opium smoker, with Mile.
production.
Slgnoret
of
eve
Regina
Badet
and
Jean
Assuming that that is the situation,
Paris, Feb. 14.
also in the cast.
it would appear likely that there
Raoul Audler, the hustling manon the Queen's Hall
cabaret
The
sketch,
short
CompBons
"Les
A
will be no major advance in the isager of the Potlniere, presented his roof is going strong. The company
sue until this scattered stock baa tes," by Henri Dhuy. was included new bill Feb. 9 with "Pouche," by has been further strengthened by
again been concentrated In the on the same program. It made but Henri Falk and Rene Peter.
The the inclusion of Jack Buchanan and
a fair impression while depicting comedy is listed as meeting with a Sylvia Leslie. A further addition is
(Continued on page 31)
the rapacity between a brother and
promised in Raquel Meller.
fair reception. It is in three acts.
sister who are watching their dying
The plot unfolds with the father
The mysterious "Viscountess Bclmother and hesitate between the of Viscount LaFajolle ordering him
FOREIGN
lais," who should have Riven a concost of an operation to save her
to marry an unknown widow. La cert at the Kingsway Hall but did
life or the inheritance which will be
Fajollo is In love with Cccile, a not, turned out to be the wife of a
theirs Jf she dies.
She exmarried society lady. In the emer- confectioner's foreman.
gency he agrees to follow friend plained that, finding the show was
succeed, she first paid
not
going
to
LONDON GETS WHITEMAN Bridier's advice and become inti- a visit to a dressmaker and then
mate wiUa a demimonde Pouche. consoled* herself by going to see the
Hopkins Has Molnar's Play
Sam Salvin Also Books Plantation He thus compromises himself while "Robin Hood" picture. She had herHarris, Capek's, and Dillingallaying the suspicions of Cecile's self down on tho night's salary list
Show Overseas
husband and disgusting his intend- for £50 and declares that she Is a
ham, Musical Sensation
ed bride-to-b<\ But the widow who great artist, although her colleagues
London, Feb. 14.
Sam Salvin will sail aboard the is his intended spouse overhears affirm her amateurishness staggered
London. Feb. 14.
Sho obtains Pouche's them when she rehearsed.
President Harding for New York the plan.
"Heavenly
Molnar's
and Earthly tomorrow. While here he arranged permission to impersonate her durGeorge Bernard Shaw's "The
Love'' has been secured by Arthur through Foster's Agency for Paul ing the scheduled sojourn at the Philanderer" will be the next reHopkins of New York; "Makropu- Whltcman and band to appear at seashore.
So LaFajolle mistakes vival at the Everyman. It has not
lo8,"
by Capek, is now owned the London Hippodrome.
White- tho widow for Pouche until the been seen in London for some years.
(American rights) by William Har- man will be rn the new Wylio & widow
prefers
Bridier,
which The leads will be taken by Hilda
ris, Jr., while Charles Dillingham
Murry revue, "Brighter London," throws her would-be lover back to Moore and Milton Rosmev.
has what is claimed to be the there, and Is under contract for his flirtation with CecUe.
Seymour Hicks' version of "Pour
musical sensation of the continent eight weeks at an option. The band
The cast includes Puylagarde,
Adrienne" will be known as
this season.
may also play at a London cabaret Talau, Numes and Mesdames Alice Avoir
"The Love Habit' at the Royalty
"The Flame." by Hans Miller, Is in conjunct: n. The revue will also Cocea and Jane Raymond.
Feb. 7. The adaptor will be supsaid to be held by Jane Cowl for have in it Billy Mcrson and Lupino
It Is understood Falk and Peter ported by Dennis Eadie and Frances
American presentation.
Lane.
are also adapting a Viennese oper- Careon.
These foreign productions are reSalvin also arranged for the etta for the Mogador, to bo mounted
Baroness Orczy in collaboration
ported to have been plated through Plantation colored show now run- by Gould this, season.
with her husband, Montague BarHans Bartsch, the play broker, who ning in New York for the Pavilion
stow, has dramatized "The Elusive
has been on the continent since this spring. It will be under the
Pimpernel," a sort of sequel to "The
PARIS DISCOURTEOUS
November. He sailed Feb. 10 on management of C. B. Cochran.
Scarlet Pirn, ernel."
It is due in

FRANK VAN HOVEN

Allan K. Foster Staging Dance

Numbers—American
cipals

London, Feb.

The new revue

named "Monkey Glands."
The stager of the dances will be

tentatively

Allan K. Foster, the American producer. It will be Mr. Foster's

work

•

COMEDY

«

—

WILETTE

GUARANTY TRUST
622 Fifth

CO.

New York

Avenue

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
OF DANCING
143 Charing Cross

LONDON

i

Director,

Road

JOHN TILLER

RHINESTONES
THE LITTLEJOHNS
226

Wast 46th

rhone IlRYANT

.London, Feb. 14.
syndicate of players Intends
shortly producing a revue of their
own at the Court theatre. In the
syndicate up to now are Odette
Myrtil and Tubby Edlin.
Ronald Jeans is writing the book
and Dion Tithcradge will siagc the
show.
.

GRAFTON GALLERIES CLOSING

Disturbing

London

Among

courteously during her songs and
ironically appla .ded in conclusion,
despite the obvious talent of the

Robert Courtneidge, met with a
painful though not serious accident
While standing in the
last week.
wings the sleeve of her dress caught
wa.
fire from a candle and she
severely burned

Fougez has since revised
her routine more advantageously.

Good

Matir.ecs

Holiday

on

and

are playing a three weeks* engagement at tho Coliseum. There is

ages.

to

Franchise

Taris, Feb. 14.
Mary Marqucnt, French actress,
has been engaged for the Comedie

Franoaise, Feb.

12.

SAILINGS
1

•

•!».

10

(from London

Sam

for

New

Kothapfol,
Hans
Bartsch (Berengaria).
Feb. 17 (from New York for Lon*
...
don), Al Hickard (Baltic),
YJDrk),

OTHER FOREIGN

1

NEWS

We

(Continued on page 41)
14ft

'

1

some talk of getting up another
special night at which the Arnauts
will be the guests of honor.

The Orchestra Association, the
British musicians' trade union, is.
out once more with its periodical VJ
squawk against the invasion of the
American musician, thereby depriving the native players of an op*'
portunity of earning a living. Theyallege some of these imported instrumentalists receive as much as £40
and £50 per week as members of
jazz orchestras, adding that misguided managers will take on an
American before an Englishman
from a mistaken idea thaN-because
the American comes from the land
of Jazs. h« is necessarily a better
jazz player. The complaint is un- V
founded, as no English manager
,

,

^

would pay £40 or more a week for
a player as a member of an orchestra if he could get a native player,
or In fact one from anywhere, of
that
one-fifth
merit
for
equal
amount. The manager knows that
jazz players are specialists and,
when he wants them, buys them at
market price. All other things being equal he might give the Englishman the preference, but nobody
knows better than the musicians'
trade union here that there are no
native jazz players.

—————

A

«

.

dec.ee of divorce was this
week granted against Harry Welchman, the comedian.
final

The experiment of placing the
house orchestra iipon the stage for
an act, tried at the Victoria Palace
a few weeks ago, is being given &
further trial at the Finsbury Park
Empire the current week. Harry
Foster brought the idea back with,
him from New York and is said to
have rehearsed the band at Fins*
bury in an endeavor to mould them
into a semblance of a jazz band. He
has taken Jack Bruskc, the conand placed him and the 14
Instrumentalists from the pit upon
the stage, surrounded by some
draperies, hanging lamps, a routine
ductor,

(Continued on page

8-7)

50
GOOD

•

CIGARETTES
j
I
'

GENUINE

BULL"
DURHAM
TOBACCO

FOSTERS AGENCY,
GEORGE FOSTER

the'
his

In-

Mary Marqucnt Goes

has instructed his attorney to proceed against the Galleries for dam-

.

",

•

British

public with the result that business was excellent all over the city.

Jack Haskell, who had prepared
to produce a new floor show for the
Galleries to have opened Feb. 27,

4

uncertain.

Bosalinc, Courtneidge. daughter of

The Pret?s Club, a large
organization
of
fluential

u

principal!

London engagement at the Empires
The date of his return, however, is

Victoria Palace.

tors.

Paris, Feb. 14.

14.

American

,

laati •?

stood this week that before sailing

Hall, manager of the Victoria Palace for 11 years, leaves in
to become the
manager of the Palace, Blackpool.
He was associated with the latter
house prior to taking charge of the

a fortnight or so

Mile.

the

he had arranged to return to
Shuberts upon the completion of

shortly.

Paris, Feb. 14.
Mostly due to an - ill-advised
repertoire
Anna Fougez, Italian
vaudeville star, met with a detrimental opening at the Alhambra
Feb. 9. The audience coughed dis-

artiste.

first

de Cour-

engaged are Ada Mae Weeks, Grant
and Wing and Earl Ricard.
While It has been reported Allan
K. Foster resigned from the Shubert'8 employ after seven years of
service with them, it was under»<

Harry

Special matinees on Shrove Tuesday (Feb. 13), augmented by rainy
weather, were well received by the

L. J.

O'NEILL
PEGGY
THEATRE ROYAL

Meets

The Grafton Galleries cabaret
suddenly concluded to close Feb. 17
at a meeting of its board of direc-

«*87

J

Fougez

newspaper men, tendered a dinner
Saturday evening (Jan. 27) to several member of the judiciary, and
provided an excellent entertainment
recruited from the loeal vaudeville
*
The
theatres.
of the evening
was scored by Arnaut Brothers, who

London, Feb.

New York

St.

Anna

Paris Premiere

Group of Actors Producing 8how
at Court, London

A

KERSHAW

\

He and

sailed from New York
Saturday on the "Olympic."

AMERICAN PRODUCERS

PLAYERS' REVUE

England.

vllle

PLAYS FOR

the "Berengaria."
Before leaving Bartsch arranged
to have tho Ziegfcld piece, "Sally,"
played in Budapest with Irene
Palasty in the title role.

in

LONDON

IN

FRENCH!

14.

Sir Alfred Butt

have at the Empire, to be produced by Albert de Courvllle, is

.

BUT THEN

.

will

1

FRANK VAN HOVEN

Prin-

Engaged

n

Ltd.

IIARRf FOSTER

Place All the BIGGEST ACTS ifc England
COMMl NICATE TIIROIGH WILMAM MOKKIS AGENCY. INC.
BROADWAY: PUTNAM BULGING
MEW YORK CITY

Thursday, February

15,
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1923
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•

•

PENALTY FOE HOOD AND MASK

CONGRESSMAN SOL BLOOM WILL

GUARD THE SHOW BUSINESS
—
•

Says Theatrical Interests of
Country Centered in His Constituency Congress*
man's Ideas Expounded on National Legislation

Representative-Elect

—

Kansas City, Feb. 14.
Denouncing the Ku Klux Klan for
the many acts of violence charged
against the organization. Representative Button has introduced a bill
in the Missouri legislature making
a felony, and providing for a
it
penalty of from two to Ave years
in the penitentiary, for any one to
wear a hood, mask or other paraphernalia to conceal his identity..
Exception

Is

made -of

ties,

Congressional

On

PARLIAMENTARY VIEWS

Entertainment

Tax,

Senate and House at
Over It—Bid Passed Senate Last Week

down to
means

got

is

close all Tennessee theatres on
is now practically "dead"
through a statement made by Representative Frank Hall of Dickson,
leader of the House, that he felt certain the House will not concur with
the Senate in its later action on It.
After the Senate had overwhelmingly passed the measure last week
Senator Frank Hoyt Oailor changed

it legislation by Localities
legislation
business.
by

Sunday

There are southern legislators who
consider all law making in the light
of Us effect on cotton.
A^en go to
Congress as the representatives of
wool, wheat and what not.
"Congressmen propose laws that
Will benefit their constituencies and
it becomes the business of other
Congressmen to study such pro-

vote from "No" to 'Yes" and
then offered a resolution the action
of the Si rate be reconsidered. The
move made the bill (Jailor's for two
days. It has already been passed by
th » House, and even the local papers
conceded it would become a law,
closing every theatre in the state on
his

posals in the light, not of the rection specifically benefitted, but of
the whole country and their own
home people. New Yqrk has a big

harbor and when legislation comes
up from some other state that
might have an effect upon New
York's shipping, it becomes the
plain business and duty of New
York's representative in Congress
(Continued on page 31)

Sunday.

CONGRESSMAN SOL BLOOM

BILLS
Another

IN

PENN.

—

on

Billboards Oris
Prices of Tickets

on

the
bill to the Senate, the Senate by a
vote of SO to 13 extended the time

Harrisburg, Pa.. Feb. 14.
A second bill to place a tax on
billboards has been introduced in
the Pennsylvania Legislature. This
sponsored by
Is
Representative
Charles C. A. Baldi. Jr., of Philadelphia, and provides for 3 cents
a squa.e foot. The first bill came
from Senator Edward W. Patton, of
Philadelphia, "and provided for a
•-cent tax on each foot.
The bills in all >ther respects are
similar,
both providing for the
making of reports to the auditor
peneral, the pay//g of the tax to
state treasurer, who shall furiiish metal license tags.
So far but one bill relating to the

Jhe

LEGIT

SHOWS IMPENDING

William A. Brady Goes to Mat with Reformers Following Sunday Drive Against Playhouses Re-

—

New Jersey

IN KAN. LEGISLATURE

.

LAW

•)

for violation is a fine of from $100
to 1300; or imprisonment for one
year, or both fine and Imprisonment.
This bill has a chance of passing.
•

If

wAJa.

..

arose

the

in

House.,

Ha

tertainment

tax,

if

that

abolition

meant the further taxation of neand he could not hope the
Chancellor of the Exchequer would
cessities,

see his way clear to do away with
that source, of revenue dqring the
present year. If alterations were
made he would like to see them on
a scale which he did not consider
equitable at the moment. What he

would wholeheartedly support
would be a flat percentage ofc from
10 to 12 Vi per cent.

Speaking of the Performing Animals bill he said his view waa that
total abolition of such acta would
mean a very large number of people would be thrown out of work.

No academy

or college could teach
training and those who
trained animals were the descend-

to

become

(Continued on page 32)

effective

HUNG UP

IND. BILL

Reported from Commit-

Expected

action
tee Without Recommendation
which brought about the statement
from Representative Hail.
The
Indianapolis, Feb. 14.
contemplated action by the House
The Senate committee on public
would automatically kill the statute, morals was expected to report the
also mean that no similar law could movie cepsorshlp bill without
recbe introduced at this session of the ommendation this week.
A public
,

Legislature.
Senator Oailor

hearing was held, but since there
has been- very little aaid about the
measure on either side.
With the appropriation bill and
WASH. SAVES CARNIVALS
other important measurea
upon
Spokane, Feb. 14.
which there have been big fights
till
awaiting
passage
and only
Following a movement initiated
by President T. S. Griffiths of the three weeks of the seasior. left. It
appeared unlikely the censorship
Spokane Interstate fair, members of measure would go through unless
the state legislation committee of by some quirk it is rushed over in
the Spokane chamber of commerce the last few hours.
While the committee was not exyesterday voted almost unanimously against the so-called carnival bill pected to recommend paasage or
defeat
of the bill it will suggest
LegisWashington
the
now before
amendments, action in the public
lature.
hearing
Indicated.
The measure would stop traveling
As amended the bill provides for
carnivals from showing in the state.
Telegrams were sent to the Spo- a commission of three, at least one
kane county delegation at Olympia a woman, appointed by the Govurging them to oppose the bill which ernor, the chairman to draw $3,000
is being opposed generally by all a year and others $2,500. *
Every theatre showing moving
fair representatives.
pictures in the state would be required to pay $10 annual license
and every film would be
fee
,

is

from Memphis.

.-

FREAKY AND BLUE LAWS

theatre has made any progress in
the 1»23 Legislature. That was in- Children Under 18 Can't See
troduced in the House by RepreAmusement Without
sentative William W. Long,
of
Chester county. Primarily it was
Consent
intended to stop scalping of tickets
of all prices.
It defines places of
Kansas City, Feb. 14.
amusement as all theatres, concert
halls, circuses, shows, ball parks,
Freaky laws and Blue laws conathletic halls or fields.
As intro- tinue to be introduced In the Kanduced the bill made it unlawful to
sis legislature and while many will
sell any ticket to any of these
places unless the admission price fail for passage either in the house
or
senate there is 0, possibility of
was printed upon them and also
If "sold or offered for sale at a price some slipping through.
In excess of this amount.
Two of the blue variety have been
The bill was sent to the House introduced
by Representative Snyjudiciary general committee and
of Atchison.
One prohibits
last week reported out with an af- der
firmative recommendation.
It was minors from attending public enthen passed on first reading and tertainments and the other forbids
Hrhen it came up for second read- amusements of any kind on Sunday.
ing was amended so that the pro- The bill relating to minors would
nrfaiions of the measure would relate
Ito reserved seats only.
Another make it unlawful for any minor un^amendment
then
offered
and der 18 to attend any picture show,
adopted made it a misdemeanor to theatre, public dance, wrestling or
change the price printed 'ipon any boxing contests or other public
/
ticket.
amusements without the consent of
The bill, after passing second parent or guardian. The bill would
reading, was recommitted and a
put the penalty upon the parents
date for a hearing will be fixed.
or guardians and they might be
The penalty for violation of any fined $500 for a violation.
of the provisions Is fixed at $500 or
Among the freaky bills are one
six months, or both.
providing for 'pure' beds, •pure"
tobacco, and another banning the
BLUE
HELD UP ENGINE use of automobiles by students. »
The "pure" l>ed measure would
Oklahoma City, Feb. 14.
While responding to a fire alarm require all mattress makers to steribefore
on Sunday in Temple, Tex., an auto lize the materials used
placing the snorts on the market.
fire truck broke dov n.
Upon a loom dealer in arc; teorles The "pure" tobacco l»iil makes it
being; appealed to for replacements unlawful to sell any tobacco conthe dealer said he would have to taining any injurious narcotics and
sale might also provides that each container
consult hts attorney, .-is
be a violation ot the Sunday law tobacco must contain a certificate
the contents are free from
\ that
forbidding it.
The dealer's attorney advised him opium or opium products or other
The penalty
narcotic.
injurious
the
and
against making the sale
truck was not repaired until the
next day.
Fortunately <h#» ala m proved to
be a false one.

it

tion to reconrider.
It
was this succeeding

\*

formers Active in

welfare

would not advocate the abolition of
the "war-time measure," the en-

until August 31. next, after unfavorably voting on Senator Gailor's mo-

FIGHT TO LEGALIZE SUNDAY

out to help his fel-

low men and the country. He had
always been sympathetic wtth the
profession and his knowledge would
help when questions concerning its

animal

Upon Senator Gailor returning

limit for

He was

terest.

Memphis, Feb. 14.
believed the bill passed by
the Senate, 18 to 7, last week to
It

to

BRJEVED "DEAD"

BILL

which com-

When you

Butt's

London. Jan. JJ,
a Variety representative. Sir Alfred Butt, M. P. for the
London suburbs of Balham and
Tooting, said he had entered ParliaOcfds ment to support no particular In-

Speaking

,

localities.

—Performing
—
Thea-

Conditional

TENNESSEE'S "SUNDAY"

prises the theatrical district, when
the 68th Congress convenes in December, will go to Washington committed to the purpose of giving special attention to legislation affecting the theatrical business.
"The Hourfe of Representatives,"
Representative-elect
said
r3loom
this week, "is made up of men from
all sections of the country, each
chosen "by his constituency to safe-

guard

GIVES

P.,

•

in

district,

M.

Animals Bill Against Restriction
trical Ventures

ing robes' or masks for
tertainments or plays.

real estheatre properrepresent the 19th

specialist
who will

ALFRED BUTT,
HIS

those wear-

Congressman Sol BJoom,
tate

SIR

>.,>,..

1

i^^n

nlMtfisilfcslil

The beginning of a movement to
legalize Sunday night performances
of

legitimate

York

attractions

city is forecast aa

In

New

a result of

the Intrusion of the Lord's Day Alliance back stage at (ha Playhouse

evening when a special,
performance of "La Flamme" waa

Sunday

given under the direction of W. A.
Brady.
Summonses wars handed
the manager, John Cromwell, Mae
Hopkins and Jack Grieves, the
charge being violation of the "blue
laws," the case being set for hearing Tuesday

morning
The Sabbath Day observance orMonday a statewide campaign to "clean up" had
been planned. Action waa expected
at Freeport, L. I., where officers
witnessed the Sunday matinee with
orders to serve summonses if a violation was detected. No action was

ganization stated

licensed

at $3 for the first 1,000
$2 for each additional
and $2 for duplicate
This is twice the fee provided in the original measure.

feet
1.000
films.

and

feet

taken.

Every season about this time activity on the part of the Sunday
entertainment prohibitionists has
been recorded. That the reformers
will carry out their program and
attempt to curb all classes of attractions is regarded as quite possible.
But that a counter movement will be carried to the New
York state

ligislature

to

MICH. CENSOR
The

ministers

JANET

(Continued on page 30)
sV

introduced

by the state exhibitors*

association.

.

Pa. Film Machine Booths
Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 14.
Following a series of hearings before the Industrial Board a bill has
been introduced into the I gislature requiring permanent booths for
machines and portable
picture
booths for stereopt icons.

CLEVELAND

spiring aspirations.
The manager
IN
declared his intention of seeking
"Janet of France is a real surrelief by asking for legislation that prise.
She and Charles Hamp offer
would permit Sunday night per- a charming little musical play that
formances for regular attractions. in full of laughter and harmony.

k

bill

Michigan, has been killed. There is
no sentiment for a censorship bill In
Michigan on account of the co*
operation given the club women and

the "blue laws" and along the same
lines as Sunday baseball is permitted is declared certain.
Mr. Brady stated the action of
the Lord's Day Alliance -did not
surprise him because of his past
activity In Albany against the organization's lobbyists with law in-

!

censorship

into the state legislature in January, calling for a board of three
to censor all films coming Into

liberalize

He said his idea was to have such
a law optional.
That would likewise apply to the attractions themselves and the managers.
Brady
stated he interpreted the action
page
bringing
front
ifainst him as
publicity to the Lord's Day Alliance, which is an angle he thinks
was considered by the organization
The manager said he did not be-

BUI KILLED

Detroit, Feb.. 14.

Janet has a trait which we call a
and when
personality,
winning
added to a rapid flow of French
and a droll mixture of slang English, she lias no difficulty in comcharming her audience.'
pletely
This is an unusual act"— Plain

I

i

NED WAYBURM
STUDIOS or

Dealer.

absent, the'
"But were
bill would not be lacking an attrac*A Little Touch of PaiiH' in
tlon.
1 fit headliner on most any variety
ftage."-- News.

m
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QRPHEll CIRCUIT'S MEETING
MAKES MARCUS HEIMAN PRES.

HORWITZ

Succeeding Morris Meyerfeld, Jr.
cent Now on Executive Committee

JAM';

'

.

'

i

:

Office Agent's Inflamed Chest

lantic

of Directors,

—Frank

ANOTHER

THIS TIME WITH HIS WIFE
Loew

Martin Beck Elected Chairman of Board

IN

City

Ways

Elusive

Vin-

with
in

Another

Taken

to At-

Woman— Horwiu'

Money Matters
-

•

Mrs. Edith Livingston -Hoi witt
conferred with her lawyer this week
with the object of starting divorce
proceedings against Arthur Hor______
witz, the small
time
vaudevtHe
Shubert Vaudeville Attraction agent. That followed the wife's Hurried trip to Atlantic City last week,
Pays in Cash Chorus Girls when she walked Into the Breakers
hotel and surprised her husband. It
Also Reduce Claims
Is alleged he waa accompanied to
1
the shore by a dancer who is marSt. Louie. Feb. 14.
The members of the "Echoes of ried and who Horwltx placed with
"Queen of Hearts," the Nora Bajes
Broadway," Shubert unit, operated show at the Cohan,
New Yoifk. \n
by the Butler. Estate of St. Louis, the fall/It is further alleged the pair
have effected a settlement with the have been friendly for some time.
management whereby they accepted
Horwitz stated in the Loew bodkah aggregate of $5,000 cash for ing office last week his chest wis s
claims totaling $30,000. The" reason inflamed' and that he was going' to
was because practically all of the one of the upstate winter resorts.
cast members have been successful It is said he told Mrs. Horwitz'the
in securing employment elsewhere. same thing. The wife, who was forThe principals accepted three merly a professional, however/ Is
weeks' salary for their claims, and said to have been suspicious of her
the 12 chorus girls one and a half husband for some time and is reweeks. The latter's claim was for ported having had a detective on'his
two weeks, while the principals trail. Presumably acting on such inclaim a season's play or pay con- formation she. hurried to Atlantic
tract.
City accompanied by her brother,
The principals include Captain Edward Livingston, also a vaudeville
Irving O'Hay, Ethel Davis, Fred agent. The latter had words with
Rich,
Nip and Fletcher, Henry Horwitz recently over an alleged bad
Stremel, Five Jansleys and Murray cheek.
Sisters.
When the wife and her brother
The artists were compelled to arrived at the hotel they found J
bring suit originally, assigning all Horwitz in the lobby chatting with
their claims to O'Hay to facilitate two other men.
They claim, howmatters legally.
ever, the woman in the case was
Kendler & Goldstein, New York in her room and allege she was regattorneys,
acted
for
the actors istered under the name of 'Mrs.
through their St. Louis correspond- Arthur Wriston." Mrs. Horwitz told
ents.
her husband that she "had the
goods on him." He swore he 'was
innocent, but later In the week
TINNEY
called a New York attorney on the

BUTLER'S UNIT SETTLES

Chicago, Feb. 14.
Is president of the

,

Marcus Heiman

Orpheum

Circuit; Martin

Beck

is its

chairman of the board of directors,
succeeding Morris Meyerfeld, Jr., to
that post, and Frank Vincent has
been made a member of the circuit's
executive committee.
Thrt was the gist of the meeting
held ly the Orpheum's directors
here last Thursday. Following the
meeting the Circuit sent out a very
announcement giving the
brief
changes. The next meeting will be
held March 13 at Wilmington as
the Orpheum is a Delaware cor-

M. Finn and B. B. Kahanne. All
of these excepting the newly electlooked
are
ed member, Vincent,
upon as of the western contingent of
Orpheum.- which lately has been
Muring the policy of the circuit.

No changes were made among
the other important officers who are
Messrs. Singer and Finn, with Mrs.
C. E. Kohl, vice-presidents and Mr.
Kahanne, secretary-treasurer.
The meeting here Is said to have
with
proceeding
l.een a routine
Heiman,
Messrs.
Mrs. Kohl and
Herman.
Singer,
Finn, Kahanne.
Fehr. Tale and Cella (St. Louis)

voting as a unit. Heiman is looked
I'pon as the leaoer of this group. He
hat made himself felt as a factor

Orpheum's success. Helman'a
foresight in the change of the policy
his
Chicago,
Majestic,
the
at
switch of policy from the Orpheum

In

Orpheum,

Jr.,

Milwaukee,

and

iho similar operation at Vancouver,
looked upon as revolutionary measures recommended by Heiman, with
each successful, gave him the utmost confidence of the western contingent.

»

—

4

1,

years ago when Beck replaced him.
Previously Beck had been general

manager. Meyerfeld was one of the
Orpheum. founders.

poration*

The directors voted the present
executive committee full power for
two years, instead x>f one. which has
been customary. The committee has
many plans under promotion or con.
that
require
will
It
^deration.
lengtB of time it is anticipated to
work them out. The other members
of the executive committee are:
Mr. Heiman. Mort H. Singer, Jos.

to

$30,000 FOR $5,000

the western faction three weeks before he sailed.
Beck is said to fiave disposed of
$1,000,000 of his Orpheum's stock
holdings to the western group at
$21 per share with the understanding (in writing) that if Orpheum
stock goes to $25 a share within
two years, he is to receive an extra dollar for each share sold (about
48,000 shares).
Mr. Meyerfeld waa president of
the Orpheum circuit before it reorganized, up to the time several

FLORENCE TtVOLl
I

B. F. Keith Circuit
Direction FRANK DONNELLY
Booked Solid
P.

ANOTHER UNIT SHOW

S—

BOOKED BY PANTAGES

ADELINE JUDGMENT

—

"Gimme a
Week

!

of TIVOLI and LA VERE
MEAN?"
'<YOU KNOW WHAT
N6w meeting with big success on

in

4

at $2,500 Spiegel's Corporation Sued by Overland Trading Co.— $3,091 Amount
Second Unit

Thrill"

—

for

Pan

The Overland Trading

Joe Gaites' "Gimme A Thrill" has
been booked by the Pantages Circuit as a regular vaudeville bill
to open in two weeks.
The show
recently closed on the Shubert unit
circuit.

The booking

will mark the second
(Weber-Friedhtnder's) to be
booked by Pan as a regular bill.
The first was "Steppin* Around,"
now touring the Pan circuit as "The
Sheik's Wife."

unit

Co.,

Inc.,

has taken judgment for $3,091.60
against the Adeline Amusement Co.,
Inc., and Maurice L. Fleischman.
The Adeline is one of the corporado;. s

Max

theatrical

the

Spiegel,

promoter

unit producer)

now

(also
in

bankrupt
Shubert

a Stamford,

Conn., sanitarium adjudged insane,
has been connected with. The action is based on a $5,000 note dated
Sept. 1, last, and payable within a
montlf. Spiegel made the note with
the endorsers the Adeline Company

The Weber-Fried'ander unit was
booked for $2,900 net weekly on the
Pantages Circuit. "Gimme A Thrill" and Fleischman against whom judgtaken.
A payment of
will receive $2,500 weekly, accord- ment was
account.
ing to report. A new cast is being $2,000 was made on
About the same time this action
assembled for Immediate rehearsals.
was begun. William Klein .acting
for the Shuberts settled another
suit in which the Overland TradAUTHORITIES
ADER
ing Co. was plaintiff, and filed a
Chicago, Feb. 14.
formal order of discontinuance by
Edward J. Ader, formerly prom- mutual agreement of both parties.
inent as a theatrical attorney in In that action the co-defendants
Chicago, who has been convicted as were Shubert Advanced Vaudeville,

WANT

Orphe- a swindler, may have his bond for- Inc., Lee Shubert, Newark Bialto
presumed the feited as it is claimed that govern- theatre Corp., Max Spiegel and M.
Fleischman. A $2,500 note payPacific coast shareholders of Orphe- ment officials have grown tired of L.
um are agreeable to the current the "hide and seek" he has been able at the Shubert offices was in-

With Meyerfeld out

of the

I'm's directorate, it is

lianges of officers, while the elecn of Beck to the chairmanship
of the board is believed to be In
pursuance of the Orpheum's intention to take up as Beck requested
the contract he is said to hold with
the Orpheum Circuit for a number
officers?
of years
as one
of its
Beck's salary is reported a liberal

•

i

volved. The discontinuance of the
The mandate and commitments to suit indicated an amicable adjustLeavenworth penitentiary —ere is- ment.
playing.

sued after the United States Sur
preme Court had affirmed the lower
court's decision ordering Ader to
serve seven years and pay a fine of
?' 0.000

for his part in the fraudulent
promotion of the Consumers Pack-

°>mpany.

one.

ing

Vincent goes on the executive
committee as the representative of
the eastern contingent of stockholders, generally believed to be headed
by bankers. Vincent at one time la
paid to have entertained a hope he
would be elected to succeed Beck
hut this was dissipated some weeks
the
been with
ago.' Vincent has
Orpheum Circuit for 18 years and
is the general booking manager of

Steps have been taken by friends
of Goldie Skolnik, former pri-ate
secretary to Ader, to secure a presi-

It.

dential

pardon for

sentenced to
county jail.

six

her.

months

She was
in

the

EARL STEWARD HARRIED
New

Orleans, Feb. 14.
Earl Steward, manager of the Or-

NEW
Dorothy

Byton

ACTS
in

a

new

six-

people miniature ballet. Ralph Farnum producing.

Jean Adair in new playlet.
Harlan Thompson, formerly with
the Kansas City "Star," has a new
sketch,
"The Sheik's Favorite,"
starting over the Pantages circuit.
Nine scenes and 30 people.
Molly Mclntyre has a new playlet in preparation for vaudeville by

Paul Gerard Smith.
Lucille Daley and
two-act.

woof and

Belle Irwin,
of HayIrwin, while the former

The

latter

was

WANTS

Sam

H.

Harris

Negotiating

with

Arthur Harrrmerstein

Sam H. Harris is negotiating with
Arthur Hammerstein to take over
Frank Tlnney's contract for the
next "Music Box Revue."
The
Tinney-Hammerstein contract has
two years to go at $1,250 weekly
salary guarantee against .10 per
cent, of the gross.
Tlnney closed
in "Daffy-DlU" recently because of
Hammerstein's
determination
to
curb the comedian's practice of ad
libblng and straying from the set
"book" lines.
Tinney opened in vaudeville last
Friday afternoon at Moss* Columbia, Far Bockaway.
The booking
was hurriedly arranged, he replacing Fritzl Srheff.
He appears in
white face for the first time in
vaudeville. His wife. Edna Davenport, is in support.
Tinney is asking $2,000 weekly through Harry
Fitzgerald,
his
agent,
with the
vaudeville salary to be set later. He
playing Poli's, New Haven and
Bridgeport, this week.
Alfred Beekman, of House, Grossman & Vorhaus, acting for Hammerstein two weeks ago, has notified the Keith office of their previclaims
ous contractual
on the
Is

comedian's services. Mr. Beekman
states he will take necessary legal
steps to enforce his client's contract, although the pending Harris-

was of the team Sheldon and Daley. Hammerstein
negotiation
may
Bessie Wynn. a new singing turn, eliminate any such possibility.
A
assisted by a pianist. (Alf Wilson.) meeting between the legit producers
Tom Howard, princip: 1 co.nedian is due early next week, with the
at the Park Music Hall burlesque likelihood the contract will be efstock, in a comedy turr. ir "one." fected.
assisted by Joe Lyons. (Alf Wilton).
An,Qdd-a»gl4» is involved in tlie
Gertrude Arden and Co., including Hammersteln-Tinney contract. The
William Elliott, in comedy sketch. actor is guaranteed 20 weeks' work
"The Land of Tango," musical com- with the privilege of playing vaudeedy act, with three women and a ville "between seasons" in any city
singing band of five men from Soutn (excepting New York (Manhattan),
America. An American comedian is Boston or Philadelphia. The questo be added to the turn here.
tion is whether this is a "between
seasons" periods, made so because
.

pheum, was married last week to
Orphe- Mrs. Genevieve Sundln, of Kansas
Steward had been married
City.
.um Circuit executives is contemplated just now, according to report. previously as had the former Mrs.
It is said the Orpheum Circuit, Sundin, but they had been boy and
under its new direction, plans new girl sweethearts. A lover's quarrel
theatres for Orpheum vaudeville in had directed them in different paths
With the real romance of their
Chicago, Memphis, St. Paul and
Omaha. It also has In view accord- lives happily culminated, the Stewcouple of
ing to accounts the disposal of the ards are as Joyous as a
.
Orpheum, Oakland. There are many kids.
other angles of development to* be
taken up. Some have been talked

No

ance

other changes of any import-

in tha, personnel of the

RECEIVER FOR ACT'S SALARY

over.

.if
Hammerstein's l.ivlnfi voluntar\VHliam T. Collins has been apMARRIAGES
Court
pointed receiver by City
ily closed a money making producHarold Lloyd, picture comedian. er ork
Judge Walsh of Jane and Erwin
Mildred
Davis,
his
leading
Connelly's salary receivable from to
Tinhey is hilled for Keith's Palthe Keith circuit for their "Ex- woman, in St. John's P. E. Church. ace, I'h'veland, next week.
Elizabeth Los. Angeles, Feb. 10.
travagant Wives" act.
Edmund Wilson. Jr.. managing edLeigh and Bert Leigh, former memMAY BE
bers of the act. sued and recovered itor of "Vanity Fair," to Mary Fulatrical proposition.
Robert Warwick may take a flye:
ler, who recently appeared in "The
Martin Beck is now In Europe. judgments for $65.30 and $372.80.
vaudeville,
Clerk
J.
in
with
In,"
by
J.
Live
a sketch as a
World
We
consalary
due
on
respectively,
for
Shortly brfore sailing he sent out a
AfacCormack in the Municipal Build- likely vehicle. M. S. Bentham is
denial of Variety's story he had re- tracts.
Blair
negotiations.
18.
Miss
Warwick
York.
Feb.
conducting
New
The receivership is a supplemen- ing.
as Orpheum's president.
sinned
satisfaction of secured a divorce from her first was with Grace George's ''To Love,"
Beok had writtrn out his resigna- tary move to enforce
husband, Charles Meredith, in 1020. lately closing In Chicago.
their claims.
liot tr.d placed It In the hands of

looked upon as representative of a substantial body of
business men who
and
showman
know- the Orpheum Circuit barkward, are aware of its possibilities,
and can see nothing but the Orpheam Circuit as a strictly the-

Heiman

Is

;

WARWICK—

phone for advice.

The lawyer

reported having answered that

if

Is

he

which the
attorney had examined Horwitz in
supplementary proceedings recently,
and would post a retainer he would
act, otherwise Horwlt-: must look
elsewhere. Horwlta remained at the

settled a judgment, over

shore for. -the balance of the week,
but is reported having returned
early this week, and was due to confer with his wife's attorney over
the shore episode and alleged other
incidents.
This is not the first time the Horwitz' have been near a break in
their
marital relations.
Several
years ago an attorney brought them
together and advised them a child
was needed In their home. That
resulted in the couple adopting an
Infant which was secured at a Cin-

cinnati orphan home.
Horwitz books principally with
the Loew Circuit, and is accredited

as influential In the Loew booking
office.
He often baa been concerned
in agency matters and has been reported of late extremely lax in his
financial
matters, alleging many
causes for failure to meet his obligations. Among the obligations is
said to be one for rent due the Loew
building in the annex of which Horwitz maintains an office.
According to report Horwitz suggested to
the Loew people that they deduct*.

commissions from acts booked
by him for the circuit and apply
the proceeds towards the liquedatlon of his past due rental.
Another claim against Horwitz

his

for services rendered

was placed

in

judgment by Sadie Kusejl, whom
Horwitz brought on from Chicago
Miss
be his office assistant.
Kusell is accounted a very bright
but could not get her salary
out of Horwitz, nor could her attorney obtain anything when placing the Loew agent under supplementary proceedings.
Horwitz is
said to boast he is "judgment proof."
dlorwitz has been reported a«
having made real estate purchases
around Rye. N. Y., placing the
property in the name of his wife or
to

girl,

relatives.

YVETTE RUGEI/S INVITATION
Yvette Bugel,

now appearing

in

vaudeville, has been Invited by the
La Scala Opera Co. of Milan, Italy,

appear as a guest -artist. This
honor not often accorded to
American artists.
Mis Ttugel sails In September to
fullill tho engagement.

to

an

—

—
.
.

Thursday, February

15,

1923
3C

•=

$17,000 SALARY ACTION

ON

HAY OR PAY
Sues

Weber

—Another

WEEKS

&

lander

Fried-

Sues

George Gallagher
Ik Lawrence Weber and William
Friedlander, producers of the
"Facts and Figures" unit, evidently
were optimistic of the success of
the Shubert vaudeville venture,
Judging; from the fact they issued
play or pay contracts for this and
next season to the Mile. Twinette,
Nicholas Boila and Edna Charles
act Having played but 11 weeks of
their contract this season up to the
Jt^me "Fact3 and Figures" took to
the sto.ehouae. the Twlnette-Boila^
Charles combination has institute!
a 'Joint action for the balance of
their contract through Hess & LllB.

,

VAUDEVILLE

_.

enfeld.

"SPICE" REVUE SET

AT

mmm

Reopens Monday in Philadelphia— IK.
13 Principals and 32 Choristers

&J Uti

5

PIANO CONTEST

THREE ORIGINAL UNITS

Players for Loving Cup to Appear
at Winthrop, Mass., Theatre

LEFT OF OUTSIDERS

<voufciy

"Splce of 1922," revamped for a
Shubert vaudeville unit show, will
reopen a tour Monday (Feb. 19) at RuQCUlUt
the Chestnut Street Opera House,
90JJ
Philadelphia, playing under new*
management. It was formerly operated as a legitimate musical attraction by the Armand Produ-'.lon Co.,
a corporation. Its present operator
is reported as Lee Shubert or some
one representing him.
The production is the same and
the piece carries some of t>e prinTh principals formerly with it.
Sam
Kallz,
arc Armani1
cipals
Hearn. Martha Throop. Alice Ridnor, Alice Harris, Florence Brown,
Johnny Berkes. Arthur Corey, Brendel and Burt, Hacutra. Evelyn DowFeatured Comedian of
ney, Dolores Suares. James Cody.
D. MADDOCK'S "RUBEVILLE"
There will be 32 choristers. 24 C.
whicli act recently celebrated its
girls and eight men.
5500th performance and achieved a
Nat Phillips is the manager with new record In Vaudeville. "RUBEthe she*
VILJLE" opened September 26, 1»1G.
and has worked consecutively since
that date. Still going strong to the
end of the season.
.

FELIX RUSH

.

Boston, T*b. 14.
piano playing contest for the
Shuberts Also Have Three
championship of Greater Boston will
be held Monday at the Winthrop
Six Remaining Out of 30
theatre, just outside of this city. It
Starting
is being promoted by the Entertainers' Club with a silver loving
cup to the winner.
Three of the original independThe contestants may play any ent producers of Shubert vaudeville
composition they wish, including units are still operating units on
their own, b i one condition obliges the circuit.
The survivors are I.
each to play "Kitten on the Keys" H. Herk's "Frolics of 1M1"; Davifor comparison.
Positions In the afbw &
LeMalre's "Troubles of
order of appearance will be decided 1922". and Henry Dixon's "MJdnite
by lot drawing, whilo the audience Revels," which will leave the cirwill select the winner through ap- cuit in two weeks.
plause.
The units remaining other than
Entered so far are Sid Beinberg, the above are operated by" the ShuJoe Solsnan, Leo Kahn. Tom Kerr. berts, and are about eight in numDoc Cohen, Walter Johnson, Phil ber. Of these the originals are
Cladf, Bay Sinatra, Sam Siner and "The Midnight Bounders"; "Rose
\

A

Jack

Miller.

Girl";
Girl."

The plaintiffs claim 30 -in- 35
week contracts and want remuneration for the 19 weeks due for the
current season and 30 for the
1923-1924 season at $350 a week,
totaling $17,150.
Another unit salary suit fil^d
through different attorneys Is the

claim for $1,125 by Burt Mel-Burn?
and Mrs. Mel-Burne (Pearl Savoy
Mel-Burnel against George Gallagher for services rendered in the

"Broadway Follies." The ac*t alleges It worked eight weeks at $353
weekly and expenses ami claim
$1,125 due. Gallagher generally d?nies all allegations.

$50 NOTORIETY
Zeno's Claim Resented by New Bed
ford Post Office

New

Bedford, Mass., Feb.

14.

Zeno of Zeno, Moll and Carl won
a lot of notoriety for himself, ao well
as for the profession, when he
spread a story during his engagement here that a woman clerk in

SHUBERTS EXPECT
-

HEP

FROM INDEPENDENTS MATTER OF MUSICIANS

Need Acts
ville

for Straight

Biils

REMAINS UNCHANGED

Vaude-

— Canvassing

The Shuberts

in their attempt to
straight vaudeville bills are canthe independent booking
offices for acts.
A scarcity of turns
for their bills has been in evidence
for several weeks.
Last, season the Shuberts often
sought the aid of the independents
in farming out acts they had under
contract.
The independents received the acts at half salary with
tn « Shuberts making good the othe
portion, according to the contract.
Due to the fact the independents
were able to secure acts at a greatly reduced salary by this method,
the Shuberts feel they should help
them out at the present time.

fill

vassing

others waiting in line, pushed in a
*
$50 bill and asked to have It
Jack Joyce, the monopede dancer
changed. A clerk at an adjoining and
monologist
in
vaudeville,
window told Zeno he would wait on known as Harry Hall in private life,
him in a minute. Zeno then grabbed has been held in $2,500 bail for the
up the bill and dashed out of the Grand Jury in Court of General

M. J. Cohen, assistant manager
of the Olympia. where the troupe
was playing, identified the man as
Zeno. It was to Cohen that the performer related the story of the refusal to change the bill, in which
his. inference was directed at New
Bedford as a "one-horse town.'* The
money was paid Zeno on Saturday
•vening with his salary.

•"'*

Sessions by Magistrate H. Stanley
Benard of (he West Side Court.
Charges preferred by Doris Reynolds, a 19-year-old dancer, figure
in the warrant.

Miss Reynolds acknowledges Intimate relations with Joyce on an
alleged promise he would marry
her.
Joyce's arrest followed his
exit from a Broadway restaurant,
where he was seen- by the girl and

her mother.

STUDYING UNDER TILLER
Frances Grant Taking Course
Famous Dancing School

in

To take a course in dancing under Prof. John Tiller in Tiller's
School of Dancing, London, is the
purpose of Frances Grant, leaving
New York Saturday.
Miss Grant is of Wing and Grant,
the dancers, who have been engaged through M. S. Bentham to
appear in the Butt-deCourviile revue at the Empire, London. That
will get underway in the early
spring. Mr. Wing will later follow
his partner across.
The Tiller School of London has
a world-wide reputation. In Eng-

land it is nearly looked upon as a
national institution.

Joyce is an Englishman.
His
hearing In the Court of General
Sessions comes up later this week.

TED WORKS FOR KITTY
Comes Out

in

Mrs. Doner's Sepa-

ration Suit

Mrs. Dorothy Doner, who is suing
Ted Doner, with the "Dancing Girl"
at the Winter Garden, New York,
for a separation, was granted $45
weekly alimony and $350 counsel

by Justice Carswell In the
Brooklyn Supreme Court. Cruelty
alleged.

Mrs. Doner asked for $150, alleging Doner receives $300 weekly salHis sister, Kitty (Kitty, Ted
ary.
and Rose Doner), denied this, saying Ted works for her and receives
$100 a week.

Providence, Feb.

theatre contest for the best one-act
play written by an amateur.
Over 100 manuscripts were sent
in.

Miss Sanborn's play

is

BAND ACT BREAKS UP

14.

entitled

"They Also Serve." It will be sent
to New York for casting and* rehearsing, and will be produced at
the Albee in Providence.

BILLY CRAIG WEIGHS 60 LBS.

Rome and Dunn and The Memphis Five, the cabaret act, have
separated as far as vaudeville is
concerned and will resume their

A. & H.
San Francisco, Feb.

"QUEEN OF CANADA"

—

Montreal, Feb. 14.
Winifred Blair of St John, N. B.,

won

The boycott

Chicago. Feb. 14.
of the Chicago Pan-

entries were

14.

mann Agency,
this

firm in Chicago.

Schallmann left here Sunday for
a trip through the northwest, to
acquaint, himself with the Ackerman & Harris houses In that territory.

Myrna

j
4

productions.

Pantages Boycott Boomerangs
in Chicago
No Hope of
Reinstatement

Sidney Schallmann, of the SchallChicago, has closed a
deal with
Ackerman & Harris
whereby his concern will represent

dissolution waj on account of
the amount of salary the act would
require to continue in the two-aday nd leave cabarets. The Memphis Five will return to The Little
Club, and The Monte Carlo, while
Home and Dunn will continue at
The Cascades atop the Biltmore
Hotel.

The

•.

UP BUSINESS

REPRESENT

cabaret bookings.
The act framed up for one week.

ville.

GIVING

Ardell.

Chicago, Feb. 14.
Billy Craig, formerly of Craig and
Renault Leaving "Passing Show'*
Cato, who is suffering from cancer
Boston. Feb. 14.
at «he American hqspital, weighs
Frances Renault is being withreceived
has
He
pounds.
but 60
many calls at the hospital from drawn from "The Passing Show of
has been neglected 1922" by the Shuberts, to tflfaft
agents, but
by performers, according to. his ance more playing'in Shubert vaudefriends.

units

have been produced since the ciropened to replace vacancies in
the ranks caused by the failure of
the original independently produced

cuit

at the jlobe. New York, is also
suing White on a two-years' play
or pay contract at $600 a week.
Ardell's grievance against Bestry
is that the latter exacted his (Ardell's) first weeks salary for having secured the "Scanda.s" contrac*.
Hess & I.llenfeld are acting for

PRODUCING PRIZE PLAYLET
Alta C. Sanborn, 265 Broadway,
Newport, R. I., was announced this
week as the winner of the Albee

INDEPENDENT AGENTS

'

fees
Is

and "Oh What a

the "Queen of Canada" contest
from nine contestants Feb. 10.. The
from Winnipeg, Regina,
Montreal, Quebec, American and
tages office has turned out differentvarious parts of Canada.
15) Midnight
ly from what the artists' represenMiss Blair was entered In the
tatives expected. There is a disposicontest by Walter H. Goldberg,
The conference to have been held tion on the part of independent
manager of the Imperial, Montreal,
between representatives of Musical agents to make new arrangements.
a Keith vaudeville house. As "Miss
Mutual Protective union, former No. It Indicates any hopes for reinImperial St. John" Miss Blair swept
*
the
of
and representatives
statement in that office have gone
310,
everything before her and was acAmerican Federation of Musicians, glimmering.
claimed queen by the three Monthe national body, to effect a soluGladden & Morse, long associated treal
Judges..
tion to 4he musical situation in New as agents and one of the leading
Miss Blair la a typist, the daughYork, failed to materialise last week. offices among independents, have
ter of a Canadian soldier who died
The M. If. P. U. men headed by dissolved.
one month ago from wounds reWilliam Flemen is selling out his
Paul Vacarelli, business agent of
ceived in the war. She is now one
the M. M. P. U., were at Hugh agency office.
of the big features of "The Winter
Hubb it Weston also have dis- Sports Carnival" and "International
Frayn'e's office but the representatives of the American Federation of solved partnership. Jack Hub now
Skating Contest," being held at St.
Musicians, or Weber faction, so- has his own office while the Al .John.
called, failed to appear. The M. M. Weston agency continues at the old
P. U. men were informed the mat- stand.
Charles Mack, of Iffack & Porter, TRACEY AND McBREDE TO PAT
ter would have to go through the
executive board of the A. F. of M. left Chicago some time ago and is
Tracey and McBride have been
and no other means of settling the booking manager for the Interna- restored to good standing in the
difficulties of the last two years or tional in Detroit.
Keith office. The act walked out of
the bill at the Rita Jersey City,
more would be considered. This
Change in Youngitown'i Hip
objectng to the No. 2 spot.
left matters in the same condition
The Keith people Instructed the
as they have been since the original
Youngstown, O., Feb. 14.
trouble started.
Walt
Beade was here last week Keller office they would hold the act
It was rumored in musical circles t"»
complete negotiations for the responsible for $175 and not to subthis week Jos. N. Weber, head of the leasing of the Hippodrome.
The mit the' turn for bookings until that
A. F. of M-> had secured the support house has been operated by C. W. sum had been paid to the house for
of Sam Gompers, president of the Miller, its Owner, a local furniture the contract breach.
Tracey and McBride are said to
American Federation of Labor, in dealer since the retirement of Jack
have agreed to the sum being dethe controversy among the musical Elliott several months ago,.
unions in New York recently. With
The house will continue with ducted from their first week's salary.
Gompers back of him, Weber is re- Keith vaudeville under the Beade
ported to have grown cold on the management.
FAIRBANKS TWINS' ACT
proposition of Vacarelli that the
The Fairbanks Twins are reported
whole trouble could be smoothed
JAMES TRAVERS PROMOTED to be readying an act for vaudeville,
out by the different factions getting
James Travers has been appointed to be staged by Ned Wayburn autogether for a discussion.
manager of Proctor's 125th Street. thored by Edgar Allan Woolf with
A special meeting is set for today Travers has been assistant manager the music to come from Irving Ber(Feb. 15) at the M. M. P. U. head- of Proctor's 5th Avenue for several lin.
quarters at midnight. The failure seasons, and at one time managed
Bichard Keene will assist the
of the conference plan to work out B. F. Moss' Hamilton.
twins besides another miss who has
as expected has left the M. M. P.
Sol Levoy, who has been manag- yet to be chosen.
U. men in a belligerent humor, and ing the house temporarily, will rethe more venturesome are calling turn to the personal staff of J. J.
"Remnants" in Three Aots
for a strike. A strike of the M. M. Murdock, Keith's general manager.
Raymond Bond has elaborated his
P. U., it is claimed, would mean
vaudeville sketch "Remnants" into
the calling out of the rank* and file LOEW'S, ASTORIA,
CUTS SCALE a three -act comedy -for the legitof the opposing local, No. 802, as
Loew's, Astoria, Long Island, has imate.
A producer has the piece
the bulk of the 802 membership also reduced its admission
scale, to 25under consideration for early proholds membership In the M. M. P. U. 40 for matinees
from Monday to duction.
Friday and 30-50 for the night
Bond has turned out a dozen or
shows those days. The Saturday more vaudeville playlets, but "RemARDELL SUING BESTRY
Harry Bestry, the agent, was and Sunday top is 80 cents, the nants" marks his first try for the
served Tuesday in a suit for 8600 former top during the entire week. legit
by Franklyn Ardell. Ardell who
was a member of White's "Scandals" for five weeks during its run

No Conference as Arranged
Meeting for Thursday (Feb.

Booking Offices

the post office money order department had refused to accept a $50
bill
"didn't
because she
know
whether it was good or not."
JACK JOYCE ARRESTED
'The clerk said that while she was
*
working at the money order window One- Legged Dancer Accused by
a man brushed aside two or three
19-Year-Old Girl

building.

(revival);

The other Shubert owned

.

HENRY

GLADY8

Stanfield Le.aves Unit.

Chicago, Feb. 14.
Myrni Stanfield left the Shubert
vaudeville unit "20th Century Revue" while it was playing at the
CJarrick, last week.

CLARK

and

BERGMAN

"SEMINARY MARY"

in
with

MARGARET HOFFMAN

By JOE BROWNING
r. S.— Watch for a picture
•

of

OUR

WEBER
OUMk

Direction HARRY
scenery as soon as Its

•

—

'

VAUDEVIL
IOC.

PRIZE PACKAGE

Thursday, February

BREACH CASE UP

CANDY

suit of the Shubert Theatrical Co. against Ed Gallagher and
Al Shean of the Ziegfeld "Follies"
.for breach of contract comes to trial

Monday

—

—

of Petty Practice

Chicago, Feb.

14.

candy packages
in Orpheum theatres and smaller
by the
vaudeville houses booked
Western Vaudeville Managers' association is to be done away with,
it is understood. The bad features
of this practice which has enjoyed

The

sale of prize

some favor

in

MUST SET ACTS' SALARY
BEFORE "PENCILING IN"
New

the smaller houses,

be called to t»® attention of
the Vaudeville Managers' Protec-

Keith

Bookers

Office

ling" With

New

"Stal-

association,

there

will

be a

making

it

concerted

likely

drive

against the practice.

The

main

argument

advanced

before

Acts

Bookers in both the big and
small time departments of the
Keith office have been forbidden to
"pencil in" acts until the salary has
been set at the weekly booking
meeting.
An order to that effect
was issued by W. Dayton Wegegarth this week.

New York Supreme

Earle had been

MILES RETIRING?

not going to tell you how good
his act is. Wait until you see nim, Negotiating to Sell the Miles in
then you will know why he Is a
Cleveland
Roxy La
headliner in England.
Rocca is doing an act that does not
Cleveland. Feb. 14.
includinterfere with any other act,
Negotiations are on for the sale
ing Jazz Bands. He is not only the
Wizard of the Harp, but also the of the Miles theatre heii to a
wizard of an audience.
local bank.
It Is understood the
deal will bo closed early next week.
C. H. Miles holds a 99 -year iease
on the property with 87 years- unCIRCUIT

ORPHEUM

WILL

ADD WESTERN

CIRCUITS

&

&

expired.
C. H. Miles recently disposed of
his Detroit theatre and appears to

withdrawing from the show
business.
His circuit of four oi
five
houses a- one time played

be

vaudeville principally.

&

BOOKINGS

NWI4

WEEK

HUNG

of Musicians' Strike in

1921—Burt

Earle's

vlction.

WIZARD OF THE HARP

against the selling of prize packages
at meetings of vaudeville powers
held ^bere recently was that it disThe order banning the "penciling
pels a certain illusion in the youthful mind. The child with a possible in" practice of turns whose salaries
period
a
lives
and
unset came about through
spend
remain
to
10 cents
of enjoyment in the theatre while a reported custom of some of the
performance.
booking men holding "penciled" Affiliations Reported with Ackunder the spell of the
The effect of the entertainment is acts on their books for an unnecesFinkleHarris
erman
lost if this dime is expended with sarily long period before informing
,
stein
Ruben
the hope of getting a valuable prize. tho act's agent definitely whether
package pur- the booker could use the act or not.
All that is in the
It is Intended also to make the
chased is a clicker. The child may
Chicago, Feb? 14.
leave the theatre with the idea he bookers cease the practice of "stalIndicative of the increased confihas been cheated and may forget the ling" when new acts are submitted
A large part of the dence given to the Orpheum Circuit
merit of the show in* the sting of for time.
his disappointment anent a prize stalling is due, it is claimed, to the through its executive changes, it is
failure of the bookers to get around reported here an affiliation or bookpackage.
The racket of the eating of the to the break-in-house promptly to ing connection is in the immediate
candy and that the attention of see the new acts.
prospective with the circuits of
patrons is distracted from the perFinklestein & Ruben and Ackerman
formance in opening packages are.
Harris.
&
,
MIXED
UP
further indictnv nts. From a moral
These deals are said to have been
standpoint the fact that the selling
Orpheum
the
upon
dependent
Vaudeville Proand buying of these packages is Shubert Announced
Finkchanges as they developed
gram for Detroit Not as Billed
gambling is not overlooked. It is
chain
have
strong
a
Ruben
lestein &
pointed out theatres lose the conplayNorthwest
the
theatres
in
of
Detroit, - b. 14.
fidence of .the best element of the
ing pictures and vaudeville, while
The bill at the Shubert, Detroit, Ackerman & Harris with a similar
people by permitting such sales. It
is known the packages are plainly this week, playing Shubert straight
circuit on the coast occupy relativemarked and that the sellers know vaudeville, isn't as billed or an- ly even a stronger position.
just what is being handed out; there nounced.
Exactly how the booking connecis no dcubt as to what the package
Frank Fay was hurriedly called tion, or whatever it may mean, will
contains in the minds of the boy in to appear on it but couldn't arwork out doesn't appear to be
disposing of it.
rive from New York In time to known. It is believed, however, the
There have been instances of make the Sunday matinee, opening vaudeville bookings will go through
on
indicted
being
butchers
candy
Sunday night.
the Western Vaudeville Managers'
charges of violating the gift enterThe absence of a horse act from Association with the added circuits
prise act, and selling boxes of candy the program caused the confusion.
possibly utilized as portions of the
the value of which was exaggerated. It seems the Shubert vaudeville coast
circuit proposed by Charles E.
Not only does this danger confront agency thought it would take the Bray, the association's general manmanagers but there is a rapidly* act and billed the turn, then in ager. One advantage of the coast
growing sentiment against the prac- Chicago, but waited until Saturday bookings through the A. & H. time
purveyors night before informing the act it
tice which amusement
would be the Orpheum, Jr., situacannot afford to oppose. The fin- had been booked. By that time it tion, the coast bookings being bus
ear to ceptible
ancial returns connected with the was too late to secure a car
of bel
han dled for the
reached bring the turn here for the opening
proposition have seldom
junlor bi „ g more convenlently by
further than the manager of the performances
the Orpheum's main line offices
scheme
house who looked upon the
While neither of these deals Is reas a sideline by which he could
ported as anywhere closed, they are
FLORIDA SPLIT
being in "wrong"
profit without
so reliably rumored to be on the
with his employers.
tapis that vaudeville circles here
Instances have come to the at- West Palm Beach and Miami Are have about accepted them as a matOpening
tention of leading vaudeville powers,
ter of fact.
recited in connection with the birth
The Rialto, West Palm Beach,
of this crusade. It is said that one
prominent vaudeville man's wife Fla., opened Monday. It will play
BY
was asked regarding a Shubert vaudeville two days weekly, splitvaudeville show and roasted it. The ting with the Fairfax, Miami, which Electrician's
Escape from Fall
vaudeville man was interested. He takes the bill the last four days.
Saved Himself on Way Down
looked at her program and analyzed Jules Delmar, Keith southern booker,
found wrong is booking the houses; also Tampa,
it. Nothing could be
Chicago, Feb. 14.
with the show. After a discussion St. Petersburg and Orlando, makEarl Wagner, electrician, hung
of the bill the wife confessed she ing two weeks in Florida. The acts
with
the receive transportation b h ways for 20 minutes head down with a
had became* displeased
rope looped about one foot in front
show through purchasing three on the Florida bookings.
The Auditorium, Winston-Salem, of the Chicago theatre Thursday
get a
to
prize packages hoping
morning while firemen staged a
doily such as a woman near her N. C, opens Feb. 1; Grand, Green-

Echo

Complaint
Court Justice Delehanty. The Shuberts lost out on the injunction to
restrain Gallagher and Shean's ap*
Chicago, Feb. 14.
pearances for Keith's and were
The case of extortion, against J.
equally unsuccessful on the appeal. E. Winkler, which grew out of an
The team signed for the production attempt to fine Burt Earle for
later.
playing the Riviera, for Balaban ft
Tobias A. Keppler will defend the Rats two years ago, during a time
actors. Their filed answer will con- when
that
theatre
was having
stitute the major portion of the de- trouble with musicians, is set for
fense; that the Shuberts had signed Monday, Feb. It, The charge against
them for a production, and the Winkler Is one which carries with
vaudeville clause was contingent on It from one to five years
in the
the production "flopping."
penitentiary in the event of eon*

is

will

tive

ROXY LA ROCCA

Order for

—Stopping

CASE UP NEXT

The

Injurious to the Playhouse Through Distraction of
Patrons Children Particularly Affected Other

Bad Features

1923

WINKLER'S EXTORTION

Shuberts' Action Against Gallagher
and Shean Nearing Trial

CONDEMNED BY MANAGERS

15,

CLAYTON-EDWARDS PLAYING
Clayton and EdwaYds will play
Keith's Bushwick, Brooklyn*, N. Y.,
next week instead of the Palace,
New York, as scheduled. The act
is a reformed team which dissolved
some time ago.
Edwards played for th« .Shubert
vaudeville circuit in the interim.
After the team reunited they appealed to the Keith office for book-

Edwards claiming a Shubert
production contract with a vaudeville clause therein a3 his alibi for
playing a Shubert vaudeville.
'She act reopened on the Keith
Circuit at the Palace, Cleveland, and
has. been playing Keith dates since.
This week the act is at Keith's,
ings,

Washington.

Dave Marion, Jr., Rehearsing
Dave Marion, Jr., the son of the
burlesque manager, has placed in.
rehearsal a musical tab with 1$
people under the title of "The
Beauty Review."
Marion will play a "Snuffy" character similar to that used by his
father,
with others in support,
Belle

Wilton and Mike McDonald.

booked

at

tne

Riviera from some distant point and
knew nothing about trouble with
the musicians. His contract provid.
ed a penalty of $1,000 for refusing
to play. When Earle arrived Abe
Balaban told him t'.at they expected
him to play
or pay
liquidated
damages. Earle played.
The next week at the Apollo Earle
was informed he had been fined
$225. After legal advice he refused
to pay it. As a result the musicians
union is said to have kept him from
playing some dates. Earle figures he
lost .$1,800 which made him angry
enough to fathc. the proceedings
which have been in the court since
that time. Winkler is out on $5,000
bail.

Earle's act i ; playing the Majestic
this week an$
at Jackson, Mich.,
next week at the Gladmer, Lansing.
The act will lose next week through
the ease coming up in Chicago.

BASKETBALL EXTRA
Keith's J. C. Usts Extra Local Attraction Tussday Nights
-

What

*

believed to be a new
idea for building business on the
off nights has been devised by Manager Sol Schwartz of Keith's Jersey
City, who is .iow staging a weekly
basketball game between two local
school teams at his theatre. Every
Tuesday evening at 8 j'clock, just
before the last show goes on, the
stage is cleared, a basket is set up
on each side, a net is stretched
across the arch to prevent the ball
? r om going out Into the auditorium,
and the audience alts back for half
an hour and enjoys a real honestto -goodness basketball game.
The idea has caught on so well
Manager Schwartz is organising an
eight- team league, composed entirely of local school or church
teams.
He intends to conduct a
is

tournament.

Loew's Dayton Afternoon Teas
Ldew's Dayton under the management of Charles H. Wuerx has inaugurated afternoon teas for the
patrons. The tea is served on the
mezzanine floor with cake, candy

Arrivals from Australia
*
San Francisco, Feb. 14.
the
the
arrivals
on
"Sonoma" from Australia were
Ruby Miller, English playwright and]
picture
star,
and Kella Webtt,

and cigarettes included.

vaudeville.

Among

ONE FOOT

nothing ville, S. C, opened Monday, and thrilling rescue. He was changing
All
of the globes on the huge perpendicular
Knoxville, Feb. 26.
worth while.
when he fell. He made a grab
There have been instances report- houses are booked by Delmar and sign
f> *
the guide rope and missed it.
are
split week stands.
ed of people buying several packAfter falling fully 40 feet, by rare
ages of candy and opening them to
chance the rope looped about his
see the nature of the prize, then
SHUBERT ACT BOOKED
foot and hi
descent came to a
floor.
pitching the candy on the
Tempest and Dickinson are booked sudden halt.
There Is also danger of encounterobtained and had gotten

1

play the Palace, New York, next
ing the health authorities in this week, following which the act will
connection on the quality of the play the Orpheum Crcult. The Vim
candy.
is composed of Florence Tempest
The feeling of vaudeville powers and Homer Dickinson. They are
here is so set against the sale of one of the two former "Shuberts
prize packages it is believed that acts'* to be taken back by the Keith
weight that will be brought to !><>ar people.
on the V. M. P. A. to brins: about
Steppe and O'Neil; Adele Rowaction promising to discourage this land; Irene Castle and Max and
side line of endeavor.
Moritz, all former Shubert turns,
to

Flemen

His Agency
Chicago, Feb.

Sells
•

14.

William Flemen has disposed of
his office in the Capitol building to

t

Jack Hub and Leo Nadel. who have
formed a partnership. Flemen announces that he plans to enter into
another line of endeavor. He has
been giving hi* attention mainly to
*
the booking of clubs.

He was

afraid

to raise himself
for fear the rope would slip and had
to await rescue, which was very
slow in being effected.

"TROUBLES" LEADS UNITS
& LeMaire's unit show,

Davidow

"Troubles of 1922," with George Jenand the Courtney Sisters, played
a repeat engagement in Detroit last
have subsequently appeared on The week and grossed S12.0Q0, equaling
Orpheum Circuit. The Keith people the business of the first engagement
have relented on but two occasions. there.
The repeat date ran ahead of the
Deiro, the accordeon player, was
restored to good standing in the first arpearai.ee up until Thursday
night,
when a snow storm hurt the
Keith office after playing the Shu'
bert vaudeville circuit but has hern box office.
unable to appear on account of illThe successful repeat here and
ness. He is booked to open the last at the Englewood, Chicago, gives
half of the current week at an out "Troubles" top rating among the
original Shubert unit shows.
of town Keith house.
sell

HARRIET

J

and

MARGIE McCONNELL

who, with their mother, Mrs. EL R. McConnell, the well-known New
York vocal teacher, have been studying in Paris for the past Ave months.
Marie expects to return to the States in February, while her mother and
sister go on to Italy.
The McConnell Sisters appeared at the London Coliseum for two consecutive weeks this summer with great success.
[The picture, underlined as above, in Variety of January 12 last, was
not of Harriet and Marie McConnell.]
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SYRACUSE CATASTROPHE

SHOWS; 19 WEEKS

—

Season With 11 Weeks Opening
Season with 30 Weeks—No Split Weeks

Started

PARK

—

Next

W

Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 14.
With a property loss of $2,000,000

MINSKYS LOSE $50,000
Stock Burlesque Policy Failure

—House

—

An orJer

signed by U. S. District
Court Judge Knox allowing Samuel
Pett to enter a claim for $400,000
against Max Spiegel caused an adjournment of two weeks of the cred-

,

itors*
meeting from Wednesday
(yettterday) morning to Feb. 28. The
meeting will take place in the office
of Referee in Bankruptcy Harold P.
Coffin, 217 Broadway, New York,
when a trustee will be elected.

breadth escapes

'

Two other adjoining blocks were
badly damaged by fire. Sparks fired
a dozen other buildings, Including
the roof of the Wieting Block and
opera house. Tho Monday night performance of "Barnum Was Right"
at the Wieting was cancelled, Manager George A. Chenet of the Hubert playhouse refusing to take any
•
chances.
The Bastable property was owned
by Mrs. Hannah Bastable.
Her
brother, Stephen A. Bastable, was

the theatre rental, orchestra, etc.
Around Dec. 1 efforts were made
to boost the dropping business with
extra attractions. The night business the first 10 weeks was rated
as from fair to very good, but the
matinees never did get started.
Al Jones and Joe Leblaij control
the lease of the Park, with John
Cort also reported* interested.
The Minskys also operate a stock
burlesque show downtown at the

ager of the Robbins-Eckel, to leave
the burning building.
Today, the
condition of Bastable is reported
serious. He was overcome by smoke,
and the attending doctors fear

pneumonia may develop.
The Rialto, a picture theatre, was
operated by Samuel Slotnick.
His

after playing the

Mutual bur-

lesque wheel shows since the season
opened.

l.>'iiu

I-ydla

Duih<*ta

Harris
Kred Han>«"
Eddie Fo«

Eddie

I

Thompson, Helen Wei la.

A chorus of IS peppy girl*, with
Hasel Miller, a sweet-looking brunet
as the class of the ensemble, worked
hard and shimmied through every( Continued
on page 8)

This Is Jimmle Cooper's first season as manager-comedian, producing and heading his own company.
Hud Hynicka has furnished the
franchise and the capital for the
venture with Cooper declared in on
a sharing basis. Last year Cooper
piloted his own troupe over the
American wheel and won the recognition that carried him into the
major league ^circuit. From the
showing of hla organization at the
Columbia. New York, this week he
is pretty sure to prosper.
There is a fresh and energetic
touch about the show. It radiates
enthusiasm, from chorus to Jimtnie's
own lead. A faster, harder working
organisation is not to be found on
the circuit. If there is a fault it Is
that Cooper overdoes the "personally conducted thing."
lie has a
Jolly knack of free-hand kidding,
somewhat after the manner of Al
Reeves, and his intimate atuff, in
such bits as bawling out the chorus,
is excellent for laughs, but the business of addressing the audience can
be carried too far. Jimmle la on
steadily for the first 40 minutes and*
then he disappears for a like period,
coming back for the greater part of
the last half. A wrestling travesty
as the finale la as funny as anything
burlesque has seen In that line.
The whole show is a real bur(Continued on page •)

JAFFE PUT BACK WHAT

COLUMBIA BUSINESS END

Belle

The Mutual burlesque shows, as
they begin to play repeat engagements, ace changing their titles and
books for the second trip over the
wheel.
"Sweet Bay Bees," at the Olympic,
New York, this week, was formerly
"Smiles and Kisses." The principals
are In the main the same as before,
with Mona Mayo, a new prima
donna, and Pep Bedford, an exColumbia Circuit chorus graduate,
in the soubret role, new faces among
the women.
The men hold over intact. Fred
Binder, .in a crepe-haired Hebrew
role, carries the chief comedy burden. Jack Ormaby, in a mild eccentric offering, works opposite Binder.
A. Wm. Young, a very good juvenile
straight, la among those present.
Jack Carlsrn passes In semi-straight
roles, and one character bit as an
"old legit" in a quartet number.

The second edition is in two acts,
each played in a single full-stage
set.
The second act is broken up
by several droppings of the street
drop, but a cyclorama is used for the
entire act

when

full

stage

is

needed.

—

Burlesque grosses up to the present time have not been up to the
expectations of the Columbia circuit, with poor shows blamed for
the depreciation.
The refusal of the Columbia burlesque people to take back the producers who deserted to produce
Shubert vaudeville units is looked
upon as a bad business move by
close students of burlesque.
They
think the circuit could have been
built up to 40 weeks and the shows
so strengthened the circuit would
have been in a stronger position us
regarded attractions than at any
time in its career.
Despite the censors of the Co-

its

first

lumbia circuit, weak shows have
been allowed to get by this season
on account of the Shortage of experienced
burlesque
producers.
Changes have been ordered in casts
and books without the necessary
improvement that turns a poor burlesque show into a good one.
The -producers who left the Columbia circuit were experienced
men with burlesque reputations
back of them and with attractions
that were more burlesque than
vaudeville and ready for the transition. In addition to these men, new
producers would have been attracted to the circuit from the other

at

performance here, and the

very same bits that you complained
St. Louis, Feb. 14.
of were ordered eliminated after
- Bertha Liebner. with the "Slidthat performance, but it Is plain
show at the that they were immediately placed
ing" Billy Watson
Gayety last week, told the police back for your city.
she had been attacked in her room
When a performer, I do not say unit producers' ranks.
The last two shows to play the
at the Alamac hotel, here.
an artist, la permitted to use such
Miss Liebner stated that while bits aa when he refers to. the par- Columbia, New York, were ordered
changed
early In the season by the
attending a party in a room which ents of the child,
and remarks
burlesque censors, but after playadjoined her own. she vas taken "funny how you three
got
toing the entire circuit came into
111 and assisted to her own quarters
gether,.; when he uses such bit aa
by a man she did not know but the kissing with the girl after slap- New York in such shape that draswho it. reported to be a prise ping her face, her arm and her but- tic changes were ordered following
fighter.
Her screams attracted tocks, remarking after each "do the Columbia engagements. •
others In the next room but the you feel better now"; when he is
'TAMELY ROW" IN COURT
man escaped before assistance ar- allowed to aay to the girl, after he
rived. He has not been found.
falla down on a lounge "come over
Ithaca, Feb. 14.
here before the folks get home." and
Thelma Colimere, a show girl
again In the same scene allowing the with "Flashlights of 1023," a burOFF MUTUAL CIRCUIT
With the completion last week of girl to pull his shirt out of the front lesque troupe, had the manager of
of his pants, and then turns her the company, James Fulton, arthe first round of the Mutual BurAssociation
the around with her back to the audi- rested, alleging assault back stage
lesque
circuit,
ence
and commences pulling her at the Lyceum. The complainant
Frank Damsell show "Pacemakers"
and the Mike Kelly show "Cabaret dreaa over her; there are many charged Fulton held her while anvulgar
and suggestive lines and ac- other girl in the show tried to strike
Cirls." falling to receive the repeat
tions, it la refreshing
to find
a her.
privilege from the Mutual, will be
Judge Baldwin In the City Court
critic who haa courage to put hla
withdrawn, with neither manager
honest opinion in type of a paper told all parties to settle their trouproducing new shows to take the
bles outside.
like Variety and it Is just such pub.
places of the two mentioned.
The Mutual's loss of two full liclty aa that that will aid greatly
Albany's House, 10c. Msts
in cleaning up such
shows
or
playing
recently
reduces
the
weeks
Albany, N. Y.. Feb. 14.
time to 19 weeks as against the dropping entirely such men from the
public stage.
Majestic,
The
playing Mu
former 22 weeks.
John Af. Caney
wheel shows, has lowered the ad
Chief, Licensing Division
mission price to 10 cents for women
COLUMBIA'S SEASON CLOSING
at the matinees. To others th* prices
Before the "Step Lively Girls" are 25 and 50. plus war U x, mat
So official date has been set as
for the ( losing of the season left the Columbia, New York, the snd night.
Columbia wheel shows. Columbia Wheel certsors notified
for
the
^
April II is expected to be the date. Jaffe unleaa his performance was
BURLESQUE ROUTES
within
up to standard
Last year was the earliest clos- brought
reported
In last
ing in the history of the Columbls. three weeks fas
wii i, nr Pf>Vh i' "V p \<:i:
TlilltTY-aiX /-V THIS 1BBUM
most of th% shows stopping by the week's Variety) the show would
^
be dropped from the wheel. *•
latter part of Apr*'.

TWO

j

ganized.

acted

"Step Lively Girls Give Per- Grosses Not Up to Expectation
formance in New York, With
Shortage of
Censored Matter Reinserted
Producers

The show waa reviewed by me

PARTY ENDS IN ATTACK

contract. Ke.»l* was diHcharKcd last
October when the show was reor-

Goldstein

CASEY ORDERED OUT AFFECTEDBY BAD SHOWS

•

lumbus

Kendler &

Low

r'rwl

Destruction of the Bastable the"Step Lively Girls." the George
ranks of Syracuse's Jaffe Columbia wheel attraction, was
playhouses devoted to the spoken censored in Boston. Certain objecdrama to three, marks the passing tions! bits and dialog were ordered
of a theatre that at different times out of the show.
was Syracuse's home of the legit,
These
features
were
deleted
repertoire,
melodrama and bur- later reinserted and were in the
lesque.
show when it played the Columbia,
Bastable
The
was originally New York, the following week
opened in 1893, the dedicatory at- (Jan. 26.) Variety's revue of the
traction being, "Beau Brummel." show was read by John M. Casey,
with Richard Mansfield.
At that the Boston police censor and chief
time, the house was the finest in of the licensing division. Mr Casey
the city, and was patronized by the in a letter to Variety calls attention
elite of Central New York.
It had to the bits mentioned in the revue
been constructed on the site of the as objectionable being the identical
old Standard, theatre and museum, ones he ordered out of the sjhow
which had fallen prey to the flames after witnessing the opening pertwo years previously.
formance in Boston. The letter folThis season the Bastable, without lows:
burlesque, has been dark for the
Boston, Feb. 7.
greater part of the time. The Vogel Editor Variety;
and Miller "Odds and Ends of 1923"
I was greatly pleased
to read
company moved out Sunday without Con'B review of the "Step Lively
a ghost of a show of the ghost walk- Girls" which played the Columbia
ing. This brought a cancellation of theatre In your city the past week,
this week's "Spice of Temptation" and his criticism was entirely justiand further Gus Hill tab bookings.
fied.

National Wintergarden, on Houston street.
Pictures will most likely be the
next policy at the Park. The Co-

Reals.

Murray

George

loss is $10,000 in furnishings.

MAKE

Moti,

Ruth Osborn
Betty Delmonto
Genre;*

I

atre, cutting tho

week, succeeding Leon Bergman.
London, Feb. 14.
Prior to leaving the Columbia four
Sir Oswald Stoll has exercised his weeks aeo Zattorelli was the secoptipn on the American burlesque ond man in the box office for eight
players imported for eight week^ for years.
"You'd Be Surprised," running at
as
continues
Greaves
Walter
Covent Garden.
treasuser.
'he show is doing "sottip business." but is under enormous operaJAFFES SHOW ATTACHED
tion expense and demands continuous capacity to make money. The
Lou Reals, former manager of the
performance is being steadily Im- Cieorge Jaffa's Step Lively Girls"'
proved.
(Columbia burlesque) attached the
Rhow In Newark, N. J.. Tuesday to
satisfy a $3,100 claim on a season's
Plaza, Springfield, Closed
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 14.
has closed for thC *ea-

Jitnmle Cooper
>

A

>

,

I'la/.a

by leaping
innumer-

—were

able.

Circle Producing Co., Inc.,
consisting of Joe Leblang, A. L.
Pett's suit was started several Jones and William Minsky, is nemonths ago, preceding the filing of gotiating for the re-sale of their
the bankruptcy petition against the lease, which will probably be closed
theatrical promoter, now in a Stam- this week.
William Minsky and John Wenford, Conn., sanitarium.
It
is a
claim for a third interest in any ger, the scenic artist, contemplate a
stock Spiegel may realise from or- legit production adapted from the
ganizing the Mitchell H. Mark French.
Realty- Corp.
An interlocutory
judgment awarded Pett brought the
HIT COLUMBIA
matter before a referee to decide BAD
The Columbia. New York, did
just how much his percentage of
Spiegel's Interest was, with the slightly under $8,200 last week with
court entering a claim for $400,000 the "Big? Jamboree." Snowy and
rainy weather throughout the week
In Pett's favor.
This brings Spiegel's liabilities to hurt the business somewhat. The
$900,000. excluding the $400,000 Pett previous week. "Step Lively Girls"
The
olaim, which the receivers and cred- did $8,317 at the Columbia.
business of both shows is consider,
itors' are opposing.
Spiegel's
tangible
assets
are ably under what the Columbia figtermed by the receiver's counsel as ures as a good average for this
"not enough to pay expenses," al- season of the year.
"Beauty
though there are over $200,000 in
The Jimmy Cooper
stock shares assets, all consistii.g Revue" had a sell out at both shows
of equities in stock that has been Monday (Lincoln's birthday) at the
pledged as collateral for loans. To Columbia.
realize this money the hypothecated
shares must first be paid off in full
MANHEIM'S OFFICE IN HERK'S
for the amounts loaned on them.
The Manheim interests with MuThe two weeks' leeway is for the
purpose of permitting some sort of tual Burlesque holdings In shows
arrangement to be arrived ajt be- and houses and several Independent
tween Pett and the receivers. Mean- theatres in the middle west will
time the talk that Is being heard make their offices with I. H. Herk.
around, about bringing Spiegel back taking part of the suite occupied
to New York to stand criminal pro- by the Affiliated Booking Offices in
ceedings, is hanging fire. No defi- the Robertson-Cole building, benite action is being taken by any- ginning March 1.
body concerned, although several of
Jake Li German will be In charge
the creditors have expressed them- of the Manheim New York offices.
selves desirous of taking such steps
and consulted the District AttorBURLESQUE CHANGES
ney's office prior to the filing of the
Al Zattorelli, formerly assistant
bankruptcy petition.
treasurer of the Columbia, New
York, returned to that post this
GOOD
BURLESQUERS

The

— many

from the windows

WEATHER

I

in-

manager of the theatre. The building was held at $750,000 with apThe weekly overhead of the Min- proximately
$500,000
insurance.
sky company the first 10 weeks Stephen A. Bastable was forced
averaged about $6,500, including bodily by Francis- P. Martin, manI

"Not Enough Assets to Pay
Expenses"
Creditors'
Meeting Feb. 28

dead and

—

It was the worst fire in a generation in this city. Five hundred persons were in the business offices in
the theatre building when the Are
started.
Daring rescues and hair-

Play Films

•.

1

in

utes.

on Columbus Circle

The Minskys' stock burlesque organization closes at the Park, Columbus circle, New York, Saturday
attractions,
"Kandy Kids" and (Feb. 17). Tom Howard, the prin"Pacemakers," were dropped from cipal comic, left the company Satthe circuit as they were not up to urday.
stands rd, according to Mutual ojflDuring the 20 weeks the Minskys
ciais, and not on account of the have occupied the Park
ith burtwo open weeks.
lesque they figure to lose someOthers
excess
of
$50,000.
what
The Mutual circuit will start next
in
season with a 20-week circuit, ap- besides the Minskys were interplications for that number of towns ested in the Park burlesque propbeing already on file at Mutual ositions, most cf the money besides
headquarters.
that put into the venture by the
v
Minskys coming from people outThe
side of the show business.
report, are
Minskys, according
"in" for $20,000 of the $30,000 loss.

NEW $400,000 CLAIM
AGAINST MAX SP1EGF

toll

full list of the dead may
known the Bastable
be
Building, housing the Bastable theatre and the Riatto theatre, was
wiped out by a fire which, spreading
rapidly, doomed the six-story brick
structure, fronting on three principal business streets, within 30 min-

jured
never

Hetty

I»r«tta Reyes, Ellta Chester. Fritrl Anderson. Oladya Blair, Teddy Russell. Dolly
Lewis. JeanaJte White, Dot Baker, llabe
'.llama. Marl* Gardiner. Dolly Anderson.

table Seriously Hi

CIRCLE, CLOSING;

May

(Columbia Wheel)
Jimmle Cooper
Huth

Principals:
StrauM.
(Falls Binder). Jack Ortniby. Moim

Bastable and Rialto in Flames Vnd
Mayo. Pep Bedford. Princess Livingston,
Ononis:
Carlson, A. Win. Young.
Stephen Bas- Jack
Lives Lost
Irene Binder, Madly Winters. H.txel Miller,

— the

finish the current season with Its
present 21 shows and 19 full weeks.
The Mutual has turned down all
franchise applications from split
week cities on account of the increase in baggage haul, musicians'
and stage crews' salaries.
In. the split week towns a crew
receives a full week's salary. The
elimination of Utlca and Springfield
leaves the circuit with 19 full week
stands.
The Mutual started the
current season with 11 weeks.
Kelly and Damsel's two Mutual

BEAUTY REVUE

(Mutual Burlesque)

and a heavy
circuit will

"SWEET BAY BEES
Prodao*d by Fred

—

The Mutual Burlesque

BURLESQUE REVIEWS.

$2,000,000 FIRE LOSS IN

FINISH SEASON

for
i

•

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

Thursday, February
.

.—

,
,

-

AERIAL ACTS SCARCE

SUB-ZERO WEATHER HEADLINERS

PREFER OPEN ICE SKATING CIRCUIT
New and

Profitable

Winter Outdoor Show Branch in EAST-WEST AGENTS

—

the North Country Performers, Skating Stars,
Draw People Into Wind-Swept Grand Stands

New

Possible

Would

on Island
Street
Alter Topography

remains a possibility
a street may be cut through Surf

Brisk competition for 'fair and
other outdoor bookings is promlS3d
between the Thearle-Duffiend- Car-

avenue, Coney Island, intersecting
that thoroughfare in a way that

ruthers- Barnes outfit in Chicago and
the Frank Wirth Fair Booking as-

There

I

COMPETITION

World Service Ass'n Reported
to Open N. Y. Offices— E. F.
Carruthers at Convention

CHANGING CONEY

BY ROBERT

R. MILL
Saranac Lake, Feb. 14.
Showmanship of a sort that lures
reserved seat coupon holders into
apt- mling
afternoons in a wind•wept grandstand with sub-zero
weather, and pay -for that privilege
at a rate that will not suffer by
comparison with the price scale of
any Broadway box office, has been

IN BRISK

still

would necessitate ;he tearing down

The first
sociation in New York.
three-quarters of the building hipt of the tug of war came with
Lorthe
Hotel
at
convention
the
occupied
by
Henderson's.
exhibited here in a series of outThe plaw to cut a street through raine, Philadelphia, of the PennsylFirst came the
door ice events.
County
of
from Neptune avenue to the ocean vania State Association
three-day Saranac Lake Tourna- would
obliterate
a number of Fairs, which was attended by E. F.
ment of the Adirondack Gol l Cup amusement structures, rides, con- Carruthers of the Chicago amalgaSkating Circuit. Each afternoon it cession stands, e^tc, as well as mation and Frank Wirth.
drew 4,000 spectators to the rink.
Henderson's. The matter has been
Gossip in the hotel lobby while
W!.:ie primarily a speed skating before the Board of Aldermen sev- the convention was In session in•vent, a canvass of the spectators eral times. Three or four hearings dicated the Chicago men are making
would, this writer believes, reveal have been held and the plan laid arrangements* to establish a New
that fully l»alf of those spectators aside temporarily.
It is likely to York branch and go after Eastern
Journey to the rink to witness the bob up at any time, however, be- business in an aggressive way.
exhibition events.
tween now and the closing of the
A full membership was present at
Ths fact proves that the amuse- Board of Aldermen's tessions in the Philadelphia conference and
ment world is, perhaps unknow- June.
pretty much all the fair agents were
ingly, witnessing the birth of a new
on hand. Among those present were
In this
and profitable branch.
Wirth, Carruthers, J. A. Driscoll
branch can be named at least a
and Frank Melville. Melville, who
G.
CIRCUS
dozen performers, all artists in
was prominent in the summer park
their line, who have found the
business ten yens ago, has been
•'winter outdoor theatre" to far surN.Y.
building up a fair booking business
established
anything
pass
the
years
in a quiet way for soma
vaudeville circuits have to offer.
back and is said to have recouped
Hilda Ruckett, exhibition skater,
park
a
in
dropped
he
fortune
the
Looking for Brooklyn Locahas for three years appeared beventure in Bayonne, N. J.
in
the
outdoor audiences
fore
tion
Western Organized
contracts
scattered
As usual only
Practically
Northern New York.
were closed in Philadelphia. The
Circus in Metropolis
the same act each year has won
first day's session was given over to
renewed approval.
For the outaddresses by. various experts in
door spectator is drawn largely
For the first time in upwards of branches of the business. The secfrom the tourist class, and is con- 15 years or more a western circus ond" day the booking men made thtir
stantly
changing.
Engagements is likely to play in Greater Now announcement | and afterward made
are close, and according to the per- York this summer.
their personal canvass of the secreformers, profitable.
T,he A^ g. Barnes circus is the taries, pav.ng the way for definite
Bobby McLean, professional speed show that has the New York inva- business arrangements later on.
skater, is another of the pioneers sion in contemplation, scouts having
in
the outdoor amusement line. been looking around in Brooklyn for
Speed skating; McLean told Va- a suitable location for the last week
SWEET BAT BEES .
riety's correspondent, is but a small or two.
Several have been considpart of his income, the balance be- ered as possibilities with the transContinued from page 7)
ing received from exhibitions and portation
facilities
figuring
as thing. Including the ballads.
The
vaudeville engagements, which his against most of those looked over.
wiggle title went to Princess Fifl, a
racing made possible.
There are but a few locations in specialty dancer, who must fee good,
Edmund Lamy is another foot- Brooklyn at present, having the cen- again for next week, running her
light veteran now appearing on the tral location necessary for as large stay, into
months. The Princess
outdoor circuit.
Formerly with a circus as the Barnes outfit. Bay undulates a mean torso.
The book has been changed
the Hippodrome, New York, show. Ridge, Flatbush and the East New
the show being of the type
Lamy is now booked solid on the York sections each have lots that around,
the principal comedian had a large
ice circuit.
could hold a big circus, with Flat- hand in putting on. judging from the
G'ailys Lamb, who appears in an bush favored through transportation bits. Among the veterans is one so
with Norval Baptie, speed facilities handy to the whole bpr- popular this season at least six
act
skater, is another performer who ough \*ia transfers and intersecting shows on the Columbia and Mutual
has deserted the footlights.. During car lines, and likewise handy to wheels are using it. It is the money
business, where the straight man
the American Professional Cham- New York and other boroughs.
the acquaintance of one of
pionship Races, which were held
The Barnes circus is an independ- makes
the women by dropping money in
here during the past week. Miss ent coast show, with an extensive front of her. He asks her if it is
Lamb, estimating conservatively, animal attachment.
hers, ant her denials lead to a conwas responsible for at least oneThe other circus from the "West, versation which terminates in a
The comic tries to imitate
Quarter of the attendance.
Sells-Floto, has never appeared in date.
the technique of the approach, only
These facts give rise to the very the metropolitan area.
to
pick
a gold digger, who grabs the
natural question as to why this
coin and leaves him flat.
branch of the amusement wo: Id is
Another
old boy was a 'trick
MASS. INCREASES
not more generally sought by the
flower." which squirts water into the
average performer. The answer is
nostrils of anyone admiring it. The
simple. The requirements are rigid. 100 Per Cent. More Fairs in 1921— comic buys the contrivance, only to
Watching Gambling
have the bulb which ejects the
Take the average Ice act which
water separate in his pocket and
might pass muster, even on the Big
give
him a bath.
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 14.
Time, and place them on the outThe second act held a "table bit,"
An unusually rapid growth in the also
door circuit, they 'would be at a
familiar, with Binder getting
loss.
It Is an exacting audience number of fairs in Massachusetts laughs as a waiter.
Several portions
the outdoor ice performer faces. was~reported last week; As acainst of the dialog were draggy and meatApplause is hard to gain.
Yet 56 in 1920, there were 109 iast year less. Binder's tangled talk and long
almost a 100 per cent, gain in two arguments with the straight about
when forthcoming it leaves no doubt
of

AL

BARNES'

AFTER

OPENING

1

•

—

•

•

.

fcv

^

W

—

as to the status of the performer.
It Is also filled with hardships.
Scanty
cosi^mes
and
sub-zero
winds do not blend. Eut ask any
performer who has tried both as to
their
choice
between
draughty
dressing rooms and an open lake in
the mountains.
The ice performer also contends
with a combination closer than even
the tightest vaudeville trust.
The
same promoters are behind every
meet. A hit at Saranac Lake means
an engagement at Lake Placid. A
cold audience at Johnson City results In cancelled booking for the
event.
Montreal
And audience
with" frozen hands show their ap-

proval or disapproval in no uncertain terms.

For these reasons the ranks

of

the Ice performers are never overcrowded. Yet each year sees them
back on the circuit once more, and
those that stay have proven that
they possess the quality of real

showmanship.
For in no other
branch of the profession is it de
*
^eloped to such a high degree.

years.

OUTDOOR ITEMS

1923

STRICT RULES FOR

A

shortage or aerial turns, castL. L
ing acts, etc., is reported for the
circuses this season. .The lack of
new turns Is credited* to the fact
vaudeville Louses for a number of Nassau County District Attoryears past have not played casting
ney Tells Park Men
acts because of the necessity of pets
over the audience.
"No Wheels"
With no field other than the outdoor shows to develop in th i. umIt's going to be tough going on
ber of gocd aerial acts having grown
smaller each year, with the current Leng Island this season for traveling
carnivals, for District Attorney
season producing even lesi available
aerial turns than in the past 'five Weeks of Nassau County has laid
down the rule that all sorts of
years.
Another factor credited by out- games of chance are barred* The
door showmen for ths lack of good rule goes even against merchandise
casting turns is that a number have wheels and other devices for the
drifted out of show business within winning of prizes. The only games
the last few years into mercantile allowed will be games of skill
pursuits, going into business in the where the element of chance is

CARNIVALS ON

winter months and doing well, not eliminated.
The edict became public when »he
caring to return to the sawdust.
of the new Playland
y3*ho shortage has ctni the salaries p-~motors
of known acts to top-notch figures Park enterprise at Freeport called
the
on
prosecutor
to discuss the
fcr the coming year.
character of concessions to be run
in the new resort.
They explained
Engaged for St. Louis Police Circus the
merchandise
prise
devices
St. Louis, Feb. 14.
which are recognized as legitimate
Manager David Russell, of the amusements in many localities
Columbia, who handles all muni- where they are operated in summer
cipal entertainments has engaged parks.
for t
annual Police Circus, which
The authorities, however, pointed
will be held in the Coliseum April out that such devices would set up
2 to 15. the following acts:
Mme. a precedent and the visiting carniBedini; Five Riding Lloyds; Pat- vals would take advantage of any
son's Elephants; Fantino Sisters opening
t
to
introduce
forbidden
& Co.; Lady Walton, riding act; games. The Playland people agreed
Morales family; Fred's Seals; Five that if the authorities would aee to
Flying Fishers; All's Eight Arr.'j it that visiting organizations were
B'.ue Devils; Five Canton Chinese strictly
regulated,
they
would
Troupe; Victor's Dog and Pony pledge themselves to keep the park
Circus; the LaSalle Trio and a clear of any game of chance.
Nassau county constitutes the
number f comics.
richest territory on Long Island for
summer traveling shows. Several
DILLINGHAM CASTS
under the auspices of fraternal or(Continued from page 1)
ganizations
and charity objects"
ligation on the manager's part and it have drawn the attention of the
is believed his interest in taking authorities and the visitors herecare of the company in the novel after will be kept under strict surWith Nassau county
manager is unprecedented. Several veillance.
players wh
came from vaudeville eliminated from carnival routes, the
into the show have been routed at whole island may be scratched by
Dillingham's suggestion. Accepting the carnivals.
the new engagement is of course optional* with all
the players.
The
manager's
interest took
in the
PJ..ANS
show's staff also. Arthur Kellar,
who was in advance, has been assigned for a similar position with
"Good Morning Dearie," the latter
show now having two men ahead.
Paul Davis continuing.
Centenary of -Opening of Erie
"Lady Billy" in which Mitzi
and Champlain Canals.
Hajos has been on tour for two
seasons and which is in Its third
Plans Being Made
season will close at Allentown, Pa.,
next week. She will rest one week.
Albany, N. Y.. Feb. 14.
then starts rehearsals for a new

NEW YORK STATE

$1,000,000 CANAL FETE

'

Plans for a public celebration of
musical play to be produced by H.
W« Savage, due in April. -The new the opening of the Erie and Chamshow is by Zelda Sears and Harold. plain canals are being made. SenaLevey, who turned out Mitzi's pres. tor Ferris this week introduced a
bill appropriating $125,000 to cover
ent vehicle.
"Peaches," George Lederer's new the expenses of a commission to
musical, will come in from Balti- formulate a plan for euch a fete,
more Saturday, stopping temporar- and it is expected the measure will
ily. The attraction played in Phila- pass without opposition.
The bill specifies that the celedelphia for three weeks. It will be
recast before the Broadway debut, bration be held this year, leaving
the
place to the committee. It is
due in March.
"In Springtime of Youth" sched- believed the event will overshadow
pageant of 1909,
the
Hudson-Fulton
uled to stop at the Riviera, Ne«
York, Saturday, may continue and Involving the expenditure of $1,000.000
altogether.
The*
scheme is to
be aimed for Chicago. It was said
the show's continuance is dependant have various sections of the State
on the company ^accepting a cut in co-operate with the State authori-

and the

ties,

salaries.

ested

13 CENT SYMPHONIES
Continued from page 1)
Sunday, March 18, and the third
Sunday, April 15.
Tickets adt

mitting 'to all three concerts are
being sold for 4p cents, making the
cost of a single concert 13 cents.
Tickets have been placed on sale in
all
sections of the city and are
being purchased rapidly. The Keith
interests have given the use of the
"How do you spell wrong?" were
The rest of
fairly funny when developed, but Albee theatre at cost.
the build-up was nonsensical and the expense will be borne by the

Reform measures are to be started
year if fair ^directors fail to inconsequential.
ban gambling, swindling devices
The funniest was a travestied
and cheap midway shows as prom- "Apache" dance, with Binder the
inent attractions. The warning has Apache and OfmsPya hideous-lookbeen sounded by the State Board ing "dame." The dance, with Binder
tossing his partner around in neckof Agriculture.
breaking fashion, was funny enough
for anywhere and well done.
Miss Mayo, the prima donna, had
the voice and refinement of the feFloral Pari; In Hudson
county. male principals, while Princess LivNew Jersey: about opposite 42d ingston talked her songs, but was
street, Manhattan, is to be develop. liked by the house for her jazz deA double
ed into a recreation resort, financed livery and personality.
as handled by May and
by the Peters brewing interests of pop. song
Young received several encores on
New Jersey. It has been used as a the harmony and patter chorus. An
picnic. grounds mostly, with only a old-fashioned
quartet
of Binder,
few minor amusements such as Ormsby, Young and Carlson was cut
considerably to allow Princess Fifi
merry-go-round, swings.
to go to work.
"Sweet Bay Bees" in the second
Billy Hanley, who has been run- aspect is probably up to the average
ning a carnival company in South of "Smiles and Kisses." but there is
America, has been in New York for room for considerable improvement
bits
several weeks
He proposes to take in the book. One or two of thesides
strengthening and several
new material back to .open an en- n^ed
of dialog are due to be supplanted
larged carnival outfit in Rio e-irly in before it will be hitting on all six.
the spring, traveling south aa the It's a fair attraction for the Mutual
Con.
warm^weather approachea
at present.
this

15,

-

public-spirited citizen, who believes
that there are thousands it persons
whose love of music would be stimulated
and
their
appreciation
sharpened by the opportunity to

districts

most inter-

contribute substantial
appropriation
State
made in the bill 'covers only the
cost of the commission's work. The

sums.

will

The

commission

will

be

appointed

by

the Governor, the Senate and the
Assembly .and shall serve without

compensation.
It shall be their duty to arrange
for and conduct the event.
In the
language of the Ferris bill, "The
commission shall adopt a plan for
appropriate ceremonies at one or
more times and places, which shall
include, by historical pageant or
otherwise, a portrayal of the more
notable events in the upbuilding of
the State from the time of De Witt
Clinton to Alfred E. Smit'.i."

hear good music.

HEADING FAIB WHITE'S

two concerts cperThe Frank Wirth office has signed
brought from New
contracts for the open air show at
The sum realized from the
the Reading. Pa., fair week
Sept.

For the

last

atic stars will be

York.

sale of tickets wll- all be given to

Providence

charitable

organiza-

tions.

The conceit series will be given
under the auspices of a xtewly
formed organization known as the
Providence Music League, connected with the Providence Chamber of Commerce. The entire finanburden is being shouldered by
the mysterious wealthy music lover.
If the response7 of the public is
what is expected by the promoter,
the next logical step will be one
toward the goal of an endowed
foundation, to make the work thus
started enduring if suoh a founda-

of
Last year the fair association
took its service from two or three
agents. The show involves an appropriation of more than $10,000.
The Wirth establishment has also
closed for the Cobelskill, N. Y.. fair
Sept. 25, which is allied with the
M).

Pennsylvania association.

cial

tion

.

1

is

established.

SNAPP BROS. STARTING OUT
San Difgo,

Cal..

Feb.

14.

Following two vreekc for the municipal radio benefit,
the Snapp
Bros, carnival, wintering here, will
appear at the
San Bernardino
orange show, then start en its coming season's travel^.

—
Thursday, February
aaas=

b«S

15.

VARIETY

1923
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SLIDING' BILLY

MONEY
INTO PARKS AND GROVES

SOLID INVESTMENT
•»

•

LED WHEEL LAST WEEK
$12,500 in St. Louis;
"Mimic World/' $3,365;
Majestic, J. C, $6,160

Did

.

.

street railroad management becamea inferior to showman
management.
m
The Increase in construction appears to* come from three special

or

Ride Builders Remark on Commercial Stability of
Promoters Heavy Inquiries for Construction
From Fair Associations and Picnic Groves

—

later

Baker,

An

and

designers

official

Miller & Baker
over a score of rTew

of

aeea pos-

ties in the local situation and
purauades local capital to venture;
(2) fair associations which want

>
.

I

MR. AND MRS. ROSENBERG
Few Hours

Within a

of

Each

Other

Henry Rosenberg, aged

68,

and

wife. Tlnnk, fO, died within a
hours of each other at their

his

JOHN BUCHANAN

FRANK KATZE

John Buchanan, long identified
with the O. E. Lothrop theatrical
enterprises in Boston, died at his
home in Revere, Mass., Feb. 9, aged
71.
He was connected with the
Howard theatre, Boston, for many
years, and was active until a few
weeks ago. He was born in the
south and traveled with shows and

Frank Katze, veteran theatre
owner and manager, died recently

few
apartment

Hotel Seymour, Lynn, Mass.
With his brother, Harry, Mr. Katze
opened the first vaudeville and
in the

In sad

ANNA

Ion her birthday,

Providence, R.
1

I..

Died at
Thanksgiving Day,

Feb. 18th.

920.

many

CHARLES
years before be-

Charles

T.

T. 8LOCUM
Slocum, Civil

War

coming connected with the Bowdoin veteran and one of
the oldest minSquare theatre, Boston, and later strels in the United States, died
the Howard. He is survived by a
Feb. 8. at Barrington, N. J. He was
also two sons, Walter and Jerome daughter, Mrs. Irene O'Hara, and a in his 95th year. Mr. Slocum was
The latter son, John Buchanan, Jr., both of born In Pawtucket. When a young
Reade (Rosenberg).
operates the Savoy theatre in New Boston.
man he began his career as a minYork and houses in Long Branch,
strel, serving as end man and InAsbury Park and Cleveland.
terlocutor with such troupes as
FRANCI8 M. BYRNE
Among the theatres built by Mr.
Francis M. Byrne, aged 47. died Minor and Rooney, Pat Rooney's
Rosenberg was the Metropolis, no- on Feb. 5 of heart failure, following combination. Primrose and West,
table as the first theatre to be a collapse which occurred at the Dup.
and Benedict, and Charley
erected in the Bronx. He was as, Players' Club a few hours after, the Fay's Minstrels.
He also traveled
sociated with Oscar Hammersteln
with Barnum and Bailey's and
in the building of the 125th Street,
Forepaugh's circuses. His war recIN MEMORY OF MY DAKLINO
Harlem opera houss, Olympia (the
ord was a notable one.
present New York theatre) and
passed thla world of suffering
Who
Hammersteln's Victoria. A double
February 6th. 1»23.
RALPH BARNE3
MAY SHK RKST AS 8HK LIVED—
funeral was held from Campbell's
— IN PEACK AND HA^PINKSS.
Ralph Barnes this week died of
funeral parlors Tuesday.
Gone, nut She Will Never Be
•

Forgotten by Her Heart- Broken
•
Daughter,

May

LEILA WEST
(WALKER and WEST.

l

v

died Feb. 8, in
Florida, following a

Naudaln,

50,

Jacksonville,
Miss Naudain
short illness.
the wife of Chas. H. George, a

was performance on Monday night previously.
Byrne was appearing in

New

support of Bertha Kalich in "Jitta's

Twenty years ago
MIsh Naudaln, who was born in
Omaha, was one of the most prominent light opera prima donnas of

York banker.

the period.
cess In "It

Atonement"

prima fonna

her marriage

in

retired from the
to the stage in
aPP« are <* in the

role in "Katln'.:a."

In Loving

I

i

i

i

I

,

I.

.

^

by his

Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 14.
Following the last performance of
the "Georgia Peaches" at the Park,
the management decided to close
the house.
That left the "Smiles
and Kisses" show without a date
and it was obliged to lay off.
Tho Mutual rodte now wiK be
shortened by dividing the shows
from Fall River, Mass., to the
OIymt»i New York.

Memory

of

My

Dear

,

Departed Thin Life Feb. 4. 1*23
Interment Feb. i. Fair Haven. Conn
.MisNc*! More Than Kver by Her
Lonely Dnughter,

WILLIAM HANLON
William Hanlon, of the acrobatic
act of the Six Hanlon Brothers,
died Feb. 7 at the Actors' Fund
The deceased was 87
hospital.
years old and had been oji ftie stage
Of th*» six brothers;
for 61 years.
but two are still alive, (Joorge. age

FLO GEORGES
i

8tricken with a hemorrhage while
returning on the train to his home
Mass..
In Salem, Mass., from Lynn.
where l.e was employed as a memTheatre
Olympia
ber wf Gordon's
Orchestra; William A. Latarski, n«ed33 years, a cornet player, di^d on th<>
Sevfray to the hospital Feb. 9.
ho
eral days previous to his death
it
but
had complained of feeling 111.
a
only
had
he
that
believed
was
touch of the grip. He is survived

widow and two children.

Mutual Out of Bridgeport

New

Who

tiful

calibre.
n
«i

Comedy,

MOTHER

She

rated as one of the most beauwomen on the American stage
as well as possessing a soprano
voice that was of grand opera

was

"

the

York. He died without recovering
consciousness.
Byrne was born in Newport, R. I.,
in 1875, and his stage career covered a period of 28 years during

She made her first sucHappened in Nordland"

in 1904. Following
1909, Miss Naudain
Returning
stage.
1915 Miss Naudaln

at

which time he was in support of
such prominent Mars as Modjeaka.
whom he first appeared in
witli
"Measure for Measure," wh^n he
was about 20 years of age. lie was
leading man for Ethel Barrymore.
Ferguson. Rose Btahl and
Elsie
Maude Adams. He was unmarried.

The father of Helen and May Kil
duff died in Chicago Jan. :« at the
age of 79.

.

,

RALPH FARNUM
I

*

'

!

.

I

I

l

.

I

I

'

I
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BEAUTY REVUE

last year.

(Continued from page 7)
entertainment.
has a
It
wealth of genuinely funny low comedy, a signally good looking group
lesque

of choristers, three satisfying women principals and a pervading atmosphere of .good humored fun.
There Is an excellent sprinkling of
specialty material, well placed interludes of dancing, and always the
numbers are brightly dressed and

up resembling that done by Tom
McNaughton when he worked with
his brother.
Harper has a lot of
effectiveness and his wrestling Is a scream.
He can dance
with the best. His acrobatic stepping early in the performance stood

quiet

out even in a show that was especially strong In this department.
Eddie Fox Is his comedy aid, with
an Indefinite character and an
Two
equally Indifferent method.
young dancing boys also are carried,
George Murray and Lew Durhers,
and they are allowed to stick to
their specialty without breaking
into the comedy, or even singing.
Besides the specialties of the regular cast the show carries a colored
jazz and dancing act of 10 and
Lydia Harris, a whale of a coon
shouter. Both turns won a tumultuous outburst, the colored turn
pretty nearly breaking up the speed
tuberculosis at Phoenix, Ariz. The of the whole show by the Insistence
deceased wps a vaudeville artist of the upstairs customers that they
and the husband of Billle De Rex do more. Miss Harris did the same
(Clifton and De Rex), tht vaudeville thing with her solo specialty during
an Interval in "one." The apache
team.
dance of Alice Bidine and Romanoff,
which was displayed in a special

MOTHER

MAY NAUOAIN

Morris Wood since 1913 of 8ft
seconds to 6% seconds; 150-yard
record by Don Baker of 14)4 seconds
to 11 % seconds; 100-yard dash of $3,750.
The Majestic, Jersey City, usually
9% seconds, held by Charlie Jewtraw, was broken last week by Mc- among the tall-cnders, benefited
Lean when he skated It in 7% sec- through having "Follies of the
onds.
Day." doing $6,160 on the week.*
At Saranac Lake last Sunday Mc- The Dave Marlon show at the
Lean* lowered John 8. Johnson's Empire,
Providence,
got
$7,400;
quarter mile of 37% to 29 ft; Joe
Village
Revue."
at
Moore's half-mile record of 1 mln. "Greenwich
17% seconds to 1 mln. 12% seconds, Gayety, Detroit, $6,407; "Let's Go."
at
Miner's,
Newark, $7,100; "Broadand Jewtraw's 220 -yard record of 19
seconds to 15% seconds.
way Brevities," at Miner's, Bronx,
McLean will reopen in Ketth $5,000; "Step Lively Girls," Emvaudeville March 6 with a sensa- pire. Bropklyn, $5,300, and Mollie
tional skating act, assisted^ by Don Williams,
at
Casino,
Brooklyn.
Baker and Burke and Blue. Mc : $6,350.
Empire,
with
ToJedo,
Lean's vaudeville bookings will be
"Bowerys."
did
Gayety.
$5,585;
under the
Rochester,
with "Flashlights," did
Direction of
with "Giggles," $6,000.
Business last week on the Co(EOW. 8. " KELLER OFFICE)
lumbia circuit was again below the
l
average for the corresponding week

of

leaving the character -stuff to hl3
two aids, Eddie Fox and Fred Harper, the latter In an eccentric get-

city.

MOTHER, SISTER & JACK
circuses for

,

DAMAGE CASE UPHELD
Court

Refuses to

Dismiss Ameri-

can's Complaint

In the $500,000 damage suit on
conspiracy
allegations
the
by
American Burlesque Associations
against the Columbia Amusement
.

handled with exhilarating vigor.
The bits are away from the Co., and its officers and directors,
threadbare devices, but still char- Justice M. Warley Piatsek in the
acteristically burlesque comedy. The New York Supreme Court has rebawling-out episode Is just the fused to grant the motion of two
chdrus number from a new angle. of the defendants to dismiss the
also owned a number of hotels in Another elaborate bit is a Josh on
complaint.
Lynn.
Mr. Katze is survived by film making, which is merely a
Tom Henry and John G. Jermon.
five
brothers.
Harry, of Lynn; travestied melodrama with a dif- of the co-defendant
directors of the
kink.
The
medicino
faker
bit.
ferent
Charles and Max. of New York
Columbia
asked for its dismlssnl on
combination
of
the
of course, is a
city; Michael, of Philadelphia, and
changing game and the flir- the allegation the complaint does
money
Joseph, of Providence, R. I., and tation bit with an individual slant.
not set forth facts sufficient to cona sister, Ella Katze, of New York
Cooper works straight all the way, stitute a cause for action.

and loving memory of our

darling',

BOBBY McLEAN
the following world's
records bit the ice this season: lie
lowered the 75 -yard world's record

has broken

stock theatre in Lynn in 1904.
After their initial vonture they acquired the Empire, Salem, and Colonial and Center, Lawrence. They

ANNA WALSH

in New York, Sunday,
Feb. 11, both being victims of pneumonia.
The couple were HI but
three days, they having attended a
theatre Wednesday night of last
week. Mr. Rosenberg was formerly
a theatre owner, and both were connected with prominent showmen.
They were the uncle and aunt of
Arthur Hammersteln, Mrs. Rosenberg having been a alater of the
Her slalate Oscar Haramerstein.
ter, Mrs. A. Obendorf, survives, and

wheel- last week with
at the Gayety, St. Louis,
topping the previous week's business of "Keep Smiling" at that
house by some $3,000.
The Yorkville, New York, got
$4,225 with "Maids of America." It
was a drop of about $100 for the
Yorkville.
Cooper's "Beauty Revue," at the' Casino, Boston, last
week, did $9,100. The Casino last
week I eat the Gayety, Boston, the
latter getting $7,80Q with '^American Girls" The Orpheum, Patersoh, N. J., with "Mimic World" did
$3,365.
Grand, Worcester, Mass..
with
"Broadway Flappers," got
$12,500

si bili

'

.

Columbia

(I) new projects with local capital, inaplred by aome for-

counted off
builders of standard rides, report
parks under way without consulting
bookings for construction work in the books. He estimated if the field their own rides instead of using the
sifthmer parks close to capacity of were thoroughly combed there would portable affairs carried by carnival
and (3) picnic grove
their present plant and force.
A be around 40 places where new companies
proprietors who are seeking new
estimato reflects business amusement devices involving from sources of income through rides,
rt^Vrh
$25,000 to $50,000 each were being
eif^e^r closed or under inquiry at
installed.
Before the building sea- dance halls, swimming beaches and
negfjy double in quantity, in sight
the like to take the place of the
son
is over, there will probably be
at^his time last year, the period
in addition to this total a last-min- vanished bar.
frpija January to May. being the
Example of Converted Fairgrounds
ute rush of business.
buay. season for this class of &cSpring Brook. South Bend, Ind.,
Trolley Companies Not Active
is an example of a fair ground ConMore significant than the vt.'.ume
One of the biggest of the new verted complete into a flourishing
ofi business, according to die com- projects is the one
at Kansas City., park proposition under the managepany. is the class of summer amuse- financed by local capital. The trolment of George W. ("Doc") Owen.
ment promotors who are described ley companies do not appear to be It is being improved now for ita
aSifcf better commercial rating than active in new promotion.
On the second season, after paying its way
the usual, run for projects of this contrary the roads appear anxious
As a
last year, its first as a. park.
sdrt.
The season for this is be- to divorce themselves from park fair Spring* Brook was badly down'
lieved to be the new system of the operation.
Several instances have a i the heels, but as a park it got
aifetrsement men "who engineer new come up lately in which trolley
better than an even break on Its
paVk enterprises. It appears these companies have disposed of their start, even with heavy depreciation
prbtnotion specialists have discov- leases on parks in favor of experi- charges.
ered that substantial 'ocal business enced amusement men.
In both
Fair associations arc fully alive
mh' can be interested in recrea- cases the traction people saw to it to the advantages of a self-owned
tion parks as a profitable field and that the new lessee gave sufficient
amusement plant. Without its own
thV money of professional business guarantees the park would continue equipment (other than a ' baseball
mVh is being attracted.
to be operated in such a manner field and a race track) the property
T,hejre Is a remarkable absence of as to preserve its popularity and Is
practically deadweight for 50
"shoe string'' operators. Initial pay- insure patronage which, of courje, weeks in a year, while a dance hall,
ments on contracts are reported as means tro'loy fares. Traction com- a rink, and a place of assembly
generous and serial payments fre- pany experience seems to prove a rides can be made inti> revenue getquently are made in excels of the paik cannot be successfully operated ters over the greater part of the
by a traction specialist and sooner summer season.
construction company's demands.

OBITUARY

"Sliding" Billy Watson's show
did tho banner business on the

sources:

mer conceaaion man who

&

Miller

WATSON

no,

and Edward,

^"..

C DWARD O.

scene, was killed off by Miss Harturn, which preceded and set a
pace that couldn't be maintained by
so mild a performance as a crude
pantomime and a weak version of
"My Man" by the girl from the
chorus line.
».
The show has three good principal
women, two peppy souhrets In Betty
Burroughs and Betty Delmonte, the
former blond and the latter. brunet,
and both Jolly, vigorous number
leaders, and Ruth Osborn, an imposing figure of a prima donna, who
is not above parading in tights for
ris'

the edlffcatlon of the boys.
The
show has plenty of frank costume
displays and plentiful seasoning of
spice, but the ginger la smoothly
handled and generally on the safe

ments

The

production

The dressing

K«'ts

Is

generously

and costumes.

especially looks fresh

and crisp and is cheerful in color
and effect, The IS girls are as good
looking an aggregation as has come
this way so far. and by lone: odds
the most ener^etie and cheerful of
workers.

sufficiently

stated.

The

to be filed
this plaintiff caused
against the plaintiff a petition In
bankruptcy."
The defendants must now fie an
answer to the complaint unless
they decide to appeal further. Leon
Laskl of Columbia';! counsel says he
Ide.
1.
s 20 days to d

LOCKETT IN SANATORIUM.

side.

equipped as to

is

obligation of the promisors to p.iv
booking fees is alleged, and it i«
unnecessary to state what p'aintlff's obligations were.
It is enough
that the agreements are alleged to
have been made for valuable considerations."
The contracts and agrcemo its referred to are those whereby some
of the defendants covenanted to
book their shows through the A. B.
A. booking office. The co-defendants
with the Columbia Amusement Co.
are J. Herbert Mack, Jules Hurtig,
Rud K. Hynicka, Sam A. Scribner,
John G. Jermon, Warren B. Irons
and Tho;uas Henry. Irons and Jermon are alleged among others to
have discontinued booking shows
through the plaintiff's organization.
AH defendants are charged to "have
conspired, connived, planned and
schemed to destroy the business of
the plaintiff, and the plaintiff's good
will."
One allegation mentions the
formation of the Burlesque Booking
Office, incorporated by the defendants,
for that purpose. Another
defendants
"alleges
that
these
through their influence and control
over certain alleged creditors of

Lou Lockett (Lockett and Lynn)
vaudeville dancer was placed in a
sanitarium this week suffering from
.

a mental disorder. Lockett suffered
a h.cak down about a year and half
sgo but after a course of treatment
was pronounced cured.

LYMAN
He wan at one time the dancing
Only one g< ntle hint is tn order*
Lyman, "ti years old,
partner of Kmma Haig. For the past
home in Holyoice, Mass., .Timmic Cooper's show speaks for
son be han been playing the
Jimmie and for itself, and
»e's
Sunday, Feb. 11. .He had been a bally booing, near
Keith Circuit, partnered with a Mlfif
the .end, „
;
iynn.
(Continued on page 46)
evening Isn't necessary.
Muth
Edward

O.

died in his

.1

•

<

1

Justice Platzek differs: "I think
the complaint states a cause for action for inducing the breach of contracts between the plaintiff and its
patrons. The existence of the agree-

'
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Captain Irving O Hay spoke at
the noon hour last lTiday before
the Friars In the grillroom at the
Monastery. Captain O'Hay accomplished almost the miraculous as a
public speaker he
spoke about

—

himself, making it intensely Interesting and highly amusing. O'Hay
la
now a professional public
speaker; in demand for dinners,
parties, fetes, banquets any affair
that can use a speaker to interest
and entertain and is willing to pay
for it. It's along the same lines as
'Will Rogers is booked for similar

—

but O'Hay takes an opposite
Rogers speaks about others;
about O'Hay.
Describing
himself a.3 a soldier of fortune who
traveled with many others in his
day, Including the late Richard
Harding Da* 's, Jack London and
O. Henry, Captain O'Hay (win his
adventurous record known to most
of the show people) experiences no
difficulty in convincing his hearers
he is relating facts; facts that
ordinarily wbuld be heard only in
books of fiction. For if ever there
was a real soldier of fortune It is
Irving O'Hay.
He Is now retired
as a captain in the United States
Army, invalidated out of the World
War, in which he participated for
two countries. Canada and his own.
He was with the Princess Pat contalks,

(ine.

O'Hay

tingent from

Canada and

rose

to

rank

in it, afterward securing his
discharge to enlist as a private in
the U. S. regulars (infantry), securing promotions on the field.
Captain O'Hay has been a general
In South American revolutions (he
said that once when general he had
an "army" of 2sl— some white), a

MONEY" FOR

"BIG

NAMES"

ff there is a Hrnii to the amount of weekly salary or guarantee a
will go to for a "name drawing card." it does not appear to
have been thus far reached. The report in Variety of a picture theatre
offering $15,000 weekly to an operatic star is the instance.

manager

When

Charlie Chaplin was first reported by Variety some years ago to
have received an offer of $10,000 a week for 52 consecutive weeks for an
exclusive picture contract for his services, we received scoffing, often
indignant, protesting letters that a theatrical trade paper would give
utterance to an Improbability of that nature.
had so sincerely disbelieved the report ourselves when first receiving It that it was not
published until fully confirmed.
Yet, now in pictures are stars who
refuse to accept any salary sum, demanding a share in the proms with
a guarantee.

We

1

•

*

fill

in normal weeks
in for the additional

half that

around

The margin is over $20,000. To
$20,000 either theatre would give up
in advance they had a fair

*

Yvette Rugel at the Colonial with her fine voice wore a becoming
afternoon frock of French blue organdie, ankle length, the skirt being
decorated with pink organdie flowers, giving a dainty Dresden effect.
Laura Plerpont appears on the same bill in the clever sketch, "Women
Who Pass in the Night." In an ingenue dress of green dotted Swiss
looking very much like a real "Peg o* My Heart." J. Rosamond Johnson with his negro spirituals was assisted by Elolse Bennett, who was
dressed In good taste, wearing a gray changeable taffeta s'mply made
with a long full skirt and trimmed with pink rosebuds.

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE

$32,000.

draw of

amount, could they be assured

prospect of achieving

>

1923

fashion. Maude Drury as a blonde colcen had a neat green taffeta knee
length dress with the laced peasant bodice and milkmaid panlera. Anita
Nieto as the buxom Spanish lass wears a native costume of black and
orange. Her head dress is especially
' clever, a high orange comb effect
covered with black lace.

8ince those days there are larger theatres in the picture business, theatres of immense capacities, and with their "grind'' policy of always
playing, means must be ^found to take up the margin between the
actual and the average money capacity.
For Instance, the Capitol.
New York, or the Chicago theatre, Chicago, both seating over 5.000
people, can play to a top gross at their present scales of $55,000 a
week. The Capitol, New York, can exceed that amount. Both houses

average

•

15,

it.

Or a new theatre of larger capacity to be "put over" in a hurry; money
for the attractions means nothing, other than that it does mean pictures
alone in picture theatres at present are not sufficient to fill big houses,
unless it is an unusually big drawing film. The latter doesn't come along
often enough to be depnded upon.
Stabilized vaudeville and burlesque are better protected through established trade in medium sized houses as a rule. The legit often looks to
the play itself and that frequently occurs, but the legit, especially
musical comedy, is always after "names," but can not compete with the
picture houses in salary offers, though the legit has an edge through
the picture field not yet being looked upon as an open sesame for all.

WOMEN AND CLOTHES
It's a shame such a really fine play as Mr. Galsworthy's "Loyalties," at
the Gaiety, with such splendid actors, should not have prettier ladies
are better actresses and dressers. Even the negligees in the first act
are far from ravishing. On the whole the women are rather frumpyvgll.
save the languorous, handsome, blase Margaret Orme (JanetteSherwin),
who redeems herself (in clothes) In the last act when she wears a stunning black and white afternoon costume on dlrectolre lines with a dashing three-cornered black hat.
She is a lasy, graceful lioness and we
like her very much.
But Capt. Dancey fell in love with the insipid,
plain little Mabel (Diana Bourgon).
Some American flapper should
show Miss Bourbon how to fix her hair and begin by removing that
atrocious bandeau she affects in the last act.

who

Speculation In big time vaudeville runs to the prospect of Keith's
engulfing the outside big time houaes booked through that office, not
now on the Keith circuit. Included are the Moore theatres in Rochester
and Detroit, the Shea houses in Buffalo and Toronto, Davis Grand, Pittsburgh and the Canadian houses. With the Keith organization swallowIng up about all of the big time except the Orpheum Circuit, the future
of all big time including the Orpheum Circuit often enters in the talk.
The Orpheum Circuit is not any too big for the Keith people to handle.
It was but recently rumored following the Martin Beck :*eports in connection with Orpheum that Keith's was seeking control of that western
big time circuit. It has been an eventuality long predicted.

An aftermath

of the "gypping" agents expose in Variety is the story
two independent agents who formed 'a partnership. One held the
combo to the safe. HIS partner had lined up several acts known to* be
good for about $25 weekly side money in excess of commission. When
questioning his partner the latter would evade by pleading for the acta
on the grounds they were only small turn* that needed the money, and
that he didn't have the heart to make them pay more than i\xe per cent.
The other partner couldn't reconcile these statemnts with hie knowledge
of his partner's cupidity.
He finally succeeded in getting the safe combination and examined the contents one night while alone, discovering
that the acta had been "kicking in the extra dough" regularly.
The
money orders had been addressed to him, but were taken by the first
partner who was always on hand to meet each incoming mall. He
threatened suit and exposure, effected some kind of a settlement and
terminated the ptirtnership.
of

The twin theatres in Union Hill, N. J* called Capitol and State, both
reached through a single lobby, have become opposition to one another.
The theatres were promoted by Frank Hall on the pass-for-life system
to each purchaser of stock.
About 1.000 natives are reported to
have Invested. The Capitol, playing split week vaudeville and pictures
at 76-cent top, seats about 1.600, and the State, with a straight picture
policy at 55 cents top. has about 2,000 capacity. The Capitol started with
colonel in South Africa, a "chaman all-vaudeville program at $1 top. but shortly after reducing the top
bermaid to mules" across the Atto 75 cents it divided its bill between acts and a feature film.
The
Margaret Lawrence, in the first act of ••Secrete.* will always be a latter brought it into competition with its neighbor and the outcome is
lantic, a baseball umpire, fight reflovely
picture
to
hold
in
memory along with Doris Keane in "Romance." speculative. Union Hill is not so enormously large in population it can
eree, and "a 'straight man* in burlesque." He is 52 and again ready From the very rise of the curtain, when, in trembling excitement, Miss easily absorb two new houses of those capacities in addition t£ its other
to go to war.
•'The only time I Lawrence flutters about her toilette wearing that fetching boudoir jacket places of amusement.
have been discontented has been to when appearing as a beautiful old lady in black silk and old lace
between wars," said Captain O'Hay kerchief, she is a pleasing picture.
Patterson James excepts to Variety's statement he resigned from The
In the cabin scene Miss Lawrence was pretty in her calico twas it Billboard.
to the Friars.
He also told them
4tfr. James prefers it be known he was "fired."
France is perfectly right in invad- calico?) and the only fault was her hair didn't get mussed up when she
ing Germany. The Captain employs was in the shooting affray. In the third act, as the charming and digniThat Lee Shubert did become Incensed at Variety through advertiseno braggadocio when speaking, fied middle aged wife and mother. Miss Lawrence was again a Joy. Her
talks forcefully and direct, uses no heavy silk dress with its bustle, its graceful train and lacy collar was ments published in. this paper, which have been directed against the
set routine (at least not before the
Friars when he employed too many
"locals" to have had them rou-

tined)

the

and spoke

for 58

minutes

in

securing a larger applause
the finish than any
speaker in the Friars' grill has ever
grill,

reward

at

received.

completely becoming, accurate and suitable. In this act Diantha Pattiscn, as the 1888 vamp, was flashy and vulgar In her striking green
costume, which was, of course, Just as she should look. All the world
loves a lover— which gives the first act a great advantage and certainly
half the theatregoers like a "costume" play.
While "Secrets" 'is not a
great play, it is charming.

Mabel Wlthee's costume in the first act of "Lady Butterfly," at the
is quite engaging in the French blue chiffon dresa and cape trimmed
with silver fox.
She and Allen Kearns were most pleasing in their
"Dolls* House" song.
Gertrude Maitland, as Mabel's mother, Mrs.
Stockbridge, was formidable in a black and white traveling outfit.
When Marjorle Gateson as Enid Crawford came aboard the "Lady
Butterfly" she was most unbecomingly dressed In a flame colored sport
skirt, white jacket and white turban with a black quill.
In the second
scene of the second act she looked so pretty in a sand colored crepe de
chine with red trimmings, with hair in the small roll and pompadour
fashionable in 1900, that Miss Gateson seemed another girl. And she
wasn't ashmed of her hips either.
Miss Gateson has about the
smallest waist in the company, if not on the Broadway stage.
Anna
Hefd aways kept her hips and waist small, no matter what the fashion!
Janet Stone, as the cabin boy, and Aline Maghill, as a ladies' maid, were
especially easy to look at. Their costumes were white and buff. Imogen
Wilson was a favorite show girl, though she doesn't like being a mere
show girl, but as pretty as she is, she shouldn't mind it. In her first appearance she is a- tall, languid bored baby dressed up in her big sister's
white satin dress with a graceful shoulder train, a wide brimmed poke
bonnet, buff shoes and a feather muff. Next, In a wide-skirted lavender
afternoon frock with a pink rose falling off of one slender, sloping
shoulder and wearing a most becoming lavender gaxden hat.
Globe,

Al Davis of the "Liza" colored re-

vue at the Sixty- third Street was
served this week in a $255 claim by
Eddie Fields, a colored dancer.
Fields, this weejc appearing at the
Central (Shubert vaudeville), New
York, as a member of Leonard and
Eddie, is suing for two weeks' notice at |100 a week and the balance
on three I. O. U.s given him as part
payment on salary- Leonarjl left
"Liza" Saturday because he was not
paid, Davis contending the company
gets paid off every Wednesday.
Leonard holds a contract as a specialty dancer to be paid Saturdays.
Eli Johnson is acting for the stepper.

Mildred

Wayburn's

Armstrong,

"Town

last

of

Ned

Gossip,"

has
brought suit for $25,000 damages
on alleged violation of the Civil
Rights' law against Alfred Cheney
Johnson,

Ziegfeld's

photographer,

and the Atlantic Refining Co. Miss
Armstrong charges that her photograph has been used without
authorization in advertising matter
by the Atlantic Refining Co., manufacturers of candles. The ads appeared In "Vogue" and "Harper's
Bav.aar" last October.
Hess &
Lillenfeld are acting for Mia j Armstrong.

William Waldron will play pop
vaudeville in the Rivoll, Rutherford,
N. J., commencing March 5, booked
It Is the first
by' Fally Markus.
time split- week vaudeville has been
tried in the town.
'

Lois Josephine (Cross) has been
granted an Interlocutory decree of
divorce in her suit against Duke
Wellington Cross. No alimony was
asked, a private settlement having

In the picture production of "Java Head" Jacqueline Logan is quite
entrancing in her 1840 costumes with their pointed bodices and full
sweeping skirts. Leatriee Joy, as the Chinese bride, is so cunning, clinging and helpless Albert Roscoe had to fall for her. The young Ammidon
Sisters add considerable to the atmosphere in their quaint pnnteletted
costumes, profusely trimmed with quilling and with their sub-deb hats
hanging on the back of their heads.
•

Edna Leedom (Leedom and Stamper) at the Palace this week is ao
entertaining and goodlooking what she wears Is a matter of indifference,
perhaps also to her. Such perpetual motion needs something plain without furbelowa that might fall off or go astray In the excitement. She
appeared In a cerise afternoon frock of some soft material cut on plain,
straight lines with an ankle hobble skirt. She wore blaek slippers and
stockings, a becoming black tulle turbln, black heads and a fitch neckpiece that was very cleverly covered over with black tulle. Miss Leeder
later donned a smart white beaded evening gown of Infanta lines.
It
was made longer on the sides than in back and front and from the sleeveless shoulders hung heavily beaded streamers.
Being a natural born
clown Miss Leedom couldn't resist using the crinolined sides of her dress
to push about in a ridiculous and amusing fashion.
She wore white
satin slippers and no stockings.
Mildred Harris in an amusing sketch by Edwin Burke was verv smart
ir, the last scene when she appeared in a long ermine evening wrap with
her beautiful blonde hair becomingly dresaed high on her head. Marlon
Bent in the elaborate and rather long act with Pat Rooney wore a ailver
cloth dress made with tight bodice and flowing skirt, the latter lined
wJth cerise and cunningly embroidered la gay colors after the prevailing

Shubert unit circuit as a whole, seems a perplexed thought, even to
adherents of the unit circuit. Advertisements similar in character were
published by "Shubert acts" In Variety toward the end of Shubert vaude#
vilie last (its first) season.
Neither liee Shubert nor anyone connected*
with his vaudeville circuit commented upon them at that time, other than
to say "Bet someone else besides the acts are paying for those ads."
However, the acts advertising of late and relating their experiences
with the Shubert unit shows are paying for the advertisements. Variety
knows that, as Variety has extended credit to some of them to enable the
acts to so advertise. The impression abroad appears to be that since the
big time, after edicting against all acts playing under the Shubert
vaudeville name, has relented to some extent, giving routes to a few, the
big time to be appeased and accept back the acts, look favorably upon the
advertising propaganda against a circuit that has continuously declared
itself to be big time and ^opposition" to the established big time vaudeville.
That may be part of an opposition fight that, on the record, was
started by the Shubert vaudeville circuit.
The second season of Shubert vaudeville turned out more disastrously
than the first. It didn't require advertisements by acts to Inform the
vaudeville people the condition the unit circuit had worked Itself Into.
Nothing could have been more expressive than Variety's report but a few
weeks ago of one unit producing company going Into bankruptcy and con*
fessing it owed Shubert unit actors over $40,000 in unpaid salaries.
story of that kind would reac. more against the Shubert vaudeville venture than all the advertisements all the acts in vaudeville could publish.
Yet Lee Shubert did not complain against that story nor any other of the
many stories Variety has printed about the units, for he knew them to
be based upon facts. Mr. Shubert also knew the advertisements printed
by the acts-advertisers were founded on fact, yet he protested against the
ads. So there must have been a reason.
The reason as generally viewed by vaudeville men is that Lee Shubert
has been "steamed up" by an inefficient booking department. The Shubert vaudeville booking agency has never commanded the confidence of the
vaudeville acts it needed and wanted. As the units commence to pass
out that lack of confidence was more manifest.. When the Shubert vaudeville circuit required straight vaudeville bills to supplant some of the
disappearing units, to keep the unit houses open,, the Shubert booking
office was unable to secure them.
Those they did secure probably asked
and maybe received a higher salary through the scarcity of acts for
Shubert vaudeville than the Shuberts wanted to pay. But they had
to pay the price, no doubt, with Lee Shubert rightfully, if he did, blaming
his vaudeville booking office.
That booking office for an "out" must
have told its chief about the Variety ads, how they were interfering
with the Shubert booking office, and Lee must have believed It.
They had not interfered with Shubert vaudeville a year ago, didn't
prevent Shubert vaudeville units from scouring all the acts they wanted
last summer and didn't prevent the units early this season from filling In
with other acts. So it sounds implausible that the advertisements In
Variety, after the Shubert units not belonging to the Shuberts had about
passed out with the unit season noaring Us close, could have been as
injurious as Lee Shubert or his booking office professes to believe. If they
were injurious th« y should have been answered without Variety having
b< .-en* asked not to publish thorn on the theory -What
is an act alongside
of the Shuberts; we will be here forever," etc?
Lee Shubert some months ago asked a Variety man If he would tell
him what was the matter with Shubert vaudeville? The Variety man
said he would think it over and mukc up his mind whether he should.
A couple of we<ks later he saw Lee and said: "The trouble with your
vaudeville is your vaudeville booking office." That was true then, had
B
true from the outset, has been since true, and, Lee, It's true now.
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WHITEMAN BAND TOUR

AUTO PEDDLING TW0-F0R-0NES

11

ONE-NIGHT MANAGERS WILL

STARTS TO BIG RECEIPTS

FOR SHUBERT THEATRE, BOSTON
•

.

•

'

i

•

—

25,000 Coupon Tickets Distributed Premium on
Cut-Rates Not Shared by Show— Pass Fund

Amounts

•'

•

to $150,000 Yearly

big

tour

Eoston, Feb.

14.

Ford sedan car carrying 25,000 two -for -one tickets deployed from the Shubert theatre
last a

MANAGERS AND AGENTS

distributed the cut rate invitations about Host on and environs.
The tickets applied for Monday,

WANT TO

JOIN EQUITY

;

df a two-for-one ducat Can purchase two tickets by paying for one.
There Is, however, ari Additional
charge of 25 cents on each pair of
tickets thus- 'sold, the extra Quarter
"going to the house without the at-

Protection-

for

Expressed

Grievances

—

Consummation Expected
-

•

....

.

.

.•

..

'

'

two tickets, as there is the regular
10 per cent, government tax amounting to 25 cents and the quarter for

•

•

•

,

-.

the "Shubert beneficial fund" added
to the $2.50.
If the entire 25.000
two-for-ones are presented at the
box office the Shubert fund will be
enriched to the amount of $6,250,
Were the added 25 cents classed
as a part of the admission, the attraction would be entitled to its
share which would approximately
be 60 per cent. The Shuberts contend it is not an admission though
it Is understood the government has
ruled that 10 per cent; of such funds
be paid the collector of Internal
revenue the same as other admissions. The addition to the two-forone tickets is in line with the collection of. 10 per cent, of the face
value for all passes to the Shubert
houses. The pass tax has been collected by the Shuberts for their
fund ever since the government
called off the tax but the collector
is supposed to receive 10 per cent,
Showmen argue
of such, funds.
that that establishes the pass tax
as an admission but have been unable to secure their share.
Other theatres collect 10 per cent.
5n passes but turn the money over
to the International Theatrical Association to wipe out the deficit with
which the organization operated last
That is optional with the
year.
managers and the Shuberts have
never subscribed to the plan, holding that their fund is more import-

•

The managers object to being laid
off when their attractions play the
Subway Circuit (Greater New York)

DECORATED VETS
Company Playing French
Drama
*

term of service from 1914 to
He also was decorated by Marshal Petain and three times received
his

dele-

Takings

totaled $29,640.85.

receipts to date

were

Mechanics* hall, Boston, Saturday night, with the gate $12,095.
Big money is regarded as certain
foe the balance of hi* week, armories being played ih several stands.
The band is appearing bitt' one nl^ht'
There is a concert;
In each towri.
followed by dancing to the music

at

t

Whiteman band.
The opening date was

of the

nt

Worces-

turn a transcontinental tour
be started.

is

to

Edward E. Pidgeon is directing
the publicity for the present Whitetour and secured some excellent results by publishing the route
on the first page of the Boston

man

was
information
picked, up by other newspapers in

dailies.

That

tract with the Salvin group operatto aid in its establishment with acing the several Whiteman ventures
tual steps for its formation to be
said for the Salviris to pay
taken this summer when a meeting is
Whiteman
$3,000 weekly, for himwill be held in
York,
self and band, «this including the
Among some of the demands to one night tour as well. Another
be. made by the organization are:
agreement Whiteman is said to
no engagement for less than four
his record making reweeks; salary, railroad fares and hold affects
turns, on which he receives 50 per
expenses guaranteed; all debts incent, of the proceeds, the remainder
curred to be in the name of the
going to the Salvins. Sam Salvin is
producer; all telegraph arid telesaid to be In Supreme control' of
phone messages to be sent to the
all the Whiteman operations with
producer collect, an' allowance of
no one but Sam having authority.
$10 a day for incidental expenses.

New

D0WLING DIDN'T PLAY
Refuses to Appear at Ash Wednesday's Matinee

Although a matinee Wednesday

was advertised up until Tuesday
for "Sally, Irene and Mary" at the
44th Street no performance was
given. Eddie Dowling featured with
the show, the book of which he
wrote, notified the Shubert office
Saturday that because of religious
respect for Ash Wednesday he

The show started

ownerships and managements,
playing legitimate attractions. The
Grand's present ruanagomon is under Fred v Btegtnnler sa lessee,
with Ed. Kosenbaum. Jr.. manager.
of

Forgotten

Them

—Broadway

Managers

Have

The one-night stand managers,
alarmed at the scarcity of attractions offered them, are formulating
6
an ambitious plan whereby they will
enter the production end of the field,
controlling and ploying
Wo Theatre Selection For owning,
their own shows.
Ths proposition,
i'Peer Gynt" Up to Wed.—
which is nearly complete, oalls-for
•the- creation. of a production
pool
DUe Uptown by March 15
which will toial between $75,000 and
iv
$100,000.
Something, like 40 small
Despite the prevalence of guar- stand managers have bean invited
to subscribe, and each is expected
antees asked
by. managers
for tQ invest $2,000.

THEATRE GUILD'S CHOICE

UPTOWN THEATRES

OF

•

•

off the

.

Broadway theatres, the. Theatre
Guild has been offered six houses
,

uptown

G

uJ,

Id

,

Gym," which
produced last, week at
for ."Peer

the
the

Garrick.

Sharing, terms,, with the Guild
getting a more favorable percentage than usual, accompanied the.
.

bidding.
.It is definite "Grntr will
be .moved into a Broadway house
March J 5, although the house was
not
selected
up to yesterday

(Wednesday). The Guild has a fiveyear arrangement with Oliver p.
Bailey; which provides he has the
first choice of any Guild production
for his "theatre. As "Abie's Irish
Rose'* holds to big takings at the
Republic, Bailey will be unable to
exercise his option this season.
The Guild's highest admission
scale attains at the Garrick for

"Peer Gynt," the lower floor being
priced at $3.50, the Guild stating
the cost of production calls for the
high prices. It is claimed the advance sale is from $3,000 to $5,000
daily since the premiere.' For its
first week the gross was $10,000,
which means capacity. Subscriptions
somewhat held down the
gross, but there is no extra charge
to that class of patrons. Monday's
matinee (Lincoln's Birthday) was
called off

on account

of illness,

Jo-

seph Schildkraut having laryngitis.
The lead went on at night, however.
There will be at least, two more

The one-nlghters have come to
the, point where they realise the
only solution to their problem is
to buy and control attractions.
It
is claimed that most of the small
stands do not play but one attraction in one p? two weeks and that
they do not. get an opportunity to
book cftener than that. Whereas,
since the war, the high costs of
playing attractions veered the onenight men off to pictures and other
forms of entertainment, the demand
for legitimate shows, now Is far in
excess of the supply. The operating
costs have not materially decreased,
but the small stand territory is
show hungry, regardless of claims
to the contrary.^
The soundness of the Idea has appealed to every small stand manager approached.
Recently D. N.
Appel, president of the mi Idle
,

western group of one-night manawho comprise the largest number of showmen of the kind in the
country, came to New York to confer With Hari»y Somcrs, who congers,

ceived the plan. Somers is manager of the Knickerbocker theatre
and Is also Interested In a number
of one -night stand houses. Lee M.
Boda, secretary of the International
Theatrical Association, Who also has
Interests in the middle Western territory,
pool.

has aided

Advantages

In perfecting

will

the

be

SHOW

for

Pal Moran
Madison Square
at
Garden before the swimming pool
is Installed
for the summer.
He
will be ready for a summer campaign to include a title match to a

Lew

Tendler

HITCHY'S

SHOW NEW

Unit's Psopls, But Not Production
Aimed for Chicago Run

"Hitchy-Koo"

with

Raymo

I

with
at
being produced by A
Yankee stadium, New York, and a Hitchcock,
Jones and Morris Green, will i>o a
crack at Mickey Walker's welterproduction, tho managers suitnew
weight title.
ing as erroneous the reports any
Leonard is anxious to annex the
tive statement Reinhardt will come
part of their unit show "Spice of
over here by next season under the welterweight crown on account of Life" Is being used in the new
Gest auspices.
There have been his increasing weight. He figures "Koo." Several of the unit show's
reports of Reinhardt coming for that at 142 pounds he can remain cast, however?
are to be in Hltchy's
without
ring
Indefinitely
in the
some time.
revuo, aimed for Chicago, following
In that connection the linking of weakening himself and shortening
decision

the

I

week excellently, getting $4,000 American season.
The announcement appears to be
Monday for the two performances
a prelude to the actual authorita(Lincoln's Birthday.)

Dowling said it always has been
his custom not to play on Ash Wednesday afternoon and when with the
"Follies** he did not appear on that
afternoon.^

The Wednesday night

performance of "Sally, Irene and
Mary" was given as scheduled Although Lent continues from Wednesday on the final religious ceremonies for the day cease at sundown.

A

second company of Ihe attracbeing cast by Dowling.

tion is

'WINES AND BEER" IN

CHI.

"Light Wines and Beer." the new
Aaron Hoffman comedy being produced In the east by A. H. Woods,
will arrive in Chicago at the Woods
theatue March 11, bowing in at

Kahn's name also recalls Kahn

is

highly interested in the theatre
proposed by Gest for exclusive and
public use, reported some time ago.
Ka'hn is said to head a coterie of
financiers who want to pledge support to Gest and guarantee that
Oest shall be the sole arbiter of
the now theatre. It'« reported Cost

would assume tho direction
no other understanding.

BILL OF

tir:*i>-<

NEWLYWEDS

Kansas

City. Feb. 14.

There was a regular "Love Nost"
0. 0. H., WTLKES-BARRE, SOLD Cincinnati on the way ou:.
The opening date in Chicago atmosphere around the stage of the
Wilkes -Bar re. Pa., Feb. 14.
street
theatre
week.
Main
last
The Grand Opera house has been is just five years from thai when Headlining the bill was Ja'k Norpurchased by the "Times -Leader" 4 he houso opened with "Fr.Lendly ton and Co., all three members of
Enemies.'*
jwith the newspapi r taking possessmembers

ion April 1, next. It will to converted into a plant for the paper.
The theatre w. erected In 1892.
•It has passed through u succession

Offices

gained by
productions by the Guild* one to be subscribers to the pool in a number
a special performance for subscrib- of ways, and the skillful direction
ers, which may later be regularly of the plan is expected to increase
presented, The other play is "The business in tho small stand terriAdding Machine," by Elmer Rice, it tory. That would be accomplished
to follow "Peer Gynt" at the Gar- by the directors successfully selecting the kind of plays that would
rick.
GEST INVITES REINHARDT
please small town patronage. Showmen acquainted with conditions
Announcement of Proposed Tour of
claim to be able to select attracBENNY LEAVING
Germany's Foremost Stager
tions that presumably make money
on Broadway, but which would not
Forsaking Stage
to Return
to
An announcement has been made
draw money In the sticks. DiscreRing
by Morris Gest of an invitation extion in that direction is, therefore.,
tended by him to Prof. Max Reinconsidered necessary.
Benny
Leonard,
lightweight
hard t,
Germany's
most distinIt is claimed if each of the manchampion, will leave "The Dancing
guished theatre producer, to stage
(Continued on page 17)
Girl" when his
10-week contract
plays in English with American
actors in New York. The invitation with the Shuberts terminates. Leoncontemplates a Reinhardt season ard will box either Johnny Clinton or

from four to six productions,
would not appear^in the mid-week each to run four weeks.
same announcement says
The
matinee. As there was little or no
Otto Kahn has accepted the chairnotice of the cancellation, many
manship
of a committee of patrons
persons were turned away from the
and patronesses for the Reinhardt
box office.

1917.

the croix-de-guerie.
Jean Miel is the third veteran. He
took part in action at Arras, the
Argonne and twice at Verdun.

biggest

$60,000.

week

territory.
underway for three years. .It is said the New England
Paul Whiteman's personal con200 managers and agents are ready

Just what benefits Shubert employees receive from the fund is unknown, It is estimated that the
extra money on two-for-ones and
passes amounts to upward of $160,000 annually. The "beneficial fund"
tax on passes is 50 cents a pair,
doubling that on the cut rate
scheme.

Lewiston, Me.. Feb. 14.
Three veterans of the World war,
two decorated for bravery by Marshal Petain of the French forces,
troup
are members of the Miral
now presenting French drama at the
Jules
SavMe.
Priscllla, Lewiston,
arin received the "medal milltalre"
from Marshal retain for saving the
lives of two wounded officers in the
battle of Verdun. Previous to his
war service. Bavarin was manager
ot the French •Canadian theatre in
Montreal.
Robert Gifts, another of the trio,
was wounded seven times during

office

gated to operate it; also to be
forced to do press work for which
they can't qualify.
Agitation for the formation of an
organization of this order has been

ant.

»n

reach

.

fice

and someone from the

Booking

stands started off to
The gross for the

ter. Mass., Feb. G, and tin final engagement will be nt Bridgeport
Sunday night. At Worcester the
draw was surprising, nearly $3 300
being grossed* The date was covered by rain insurance, and $2,000
The interest of the organization was added to' the gross' because of
bad weather. That has been the
is to eliminate alleged evils existing
among the managers and agents. only inclement weather" since the
band went out.
among
the
agents*
griev?
Included
Hugh- Ernst, general manager for
ances is they are often called upon
Paul Whiteman, -Inc., received a
to work on two shows .at the same
of
time and receive but one salary; cablegram from C. B. Cochran
London, confirming the opening at
also being laid off when the show
London
Hippodrome
the
of
the
York,
occomes In to New
which
Whiteman Band' on March 10.
curs in Other large cities where the
will remain in England
shows are handled by the home of- Whiteman
at least one month.
Upon his reand being closed without notice.
.

.

Thres

Intend to Pool and Control Play a

.

According to ft ports 1» ,;,PK are
under way for the formation of a
union- Jto be affiliated V lb the
Equity, which will -include -as .its
traction -sharing.
members legitimate attraction 'manThe two-for-one buyer actually agers and advance agents.
pay's $3 at the box office for his

'

1

Organizing

Tuesday and Wednesday performances at the Shubcrt of "Naughty
Diana.*'
The show is playing at
$2.50 top and technically ttie holder

may

for the first

The

and

business.

—No Support From
.

>

New England

•

1

The two weeks tour of Paul
Whiteman and his band through

i

Friday

PRODUCE THEIR OWN SHOWS

One-Night Stands Only— $12,
000 at Boston SaturdayTranscontinental Tour

CHALIAPIN REFUND

$14,000

Sar
Illness

romp

here ottht

I'r.u.
!•

epr.eetrt

i

.m-c Feb. 14.
bf cur elJution
.

'

;.

C'hatlapln, Ih

Russian op. mi! .«'...'. jirhedaled for
Feb. 11. There wa« nn advance sale
of $11,000. which had. to be, rel inded
•

the
the

act

b$ing recent

"Home and

Family**

of
associa-

tion. M. Norton and Miss L. Haley,
opposite to him. were married a
couple of weeks ago. and Feb. 9
F. HuFranei r.lso of the n^f. was
the
of
married to Iiill.e Craig,
l^eona Hall Revue.
The iitier net is on the came bill.

its premiere at Kalamazoo, Mi<h.,
his boxing career by the rigors of
Monday.
drying out and making lightweight
The score of tho ne.w flltchcock
limit of 135 pounds.

show

is by Lewis Gensler, the lyrics
by Irving Caesor and the book by
George V. Hobart, Kdith T*
and Walt Kuhn. The dances nro
S;m Francisco, Feb. 11.
Charles Gilpin, the negro actor being directed by Sehooly of Chiappearing in
"Emperor Jones." cago. Monday a car carrying lie
John
designed
caused something of a sensaTion production,
bf
in Wenger, was sent west. In support
last week at the Auditorium
Oakland, when at a matinee per- of. Hitchy the players from the
are
unit
Hickey
the
formance packed with women pa- "Spice"
the
trons he failed to appear. The cur- Brothers, Irene Delvoy and
tain was held until 3:45. at which London Tivoll girls, made up of 12
are
choristers.
Others
Morse.
Lee
time the management refunded.
developed later Gdpin was Ruth I'rban, Maurloe Black, Charles
It
asleep at his hotel and did not Bennett, Al Soxton and Dolores Ferwake until after 4 o'clock. He had riss.
rn sleeted to advise his managers
where he was stopping.
SYNDICATE FOR PAINTER PLAY
William Munster, manager of the
D00LEY IN 'LADY BUTTERFLY" Fulton, New York, with associates
Inside corpora"The Bunch and Judy" close* is at the head of
With tion to present Elonnor Painter and
this week In Washington.
the closing of the piece Johnny Jose Ruben In "Exile," written by
Dooloy will go Into the cast of Sidney Toler.
The piece will be placed lr re"Lndy Butterfly," opening Feb 2«
hearsal in a week or so.
replacing Wlnthrop Ames.

GILPIN CAUSED REFUND

t

r

'

-

LEGITIMATE

I

STOCKS

Thursday, February

having been with the company dur-

1983

«

ing the two years.

INSIDE STUFF

The demands of the stage hands
union at Norfolk, Va-, has necessitate* the postponement of the
opening of the Harold Hevla stock

5TH AVE. STOCK

15,

OH LEGIT

borhood theatres. Their popularity,
however, was disclosed by the fact
Sarah Kylea that several presents were passed at the Academy until Monday. The
Afagnoljd. a housekeeper
Nancy L«« over the footlights to various memAmelia Pugley
unicn demands nine men be used
Cecil Spooner
Jenny
George V. Dill bers of the company Tuesday even- on the stage.
Jim Wetherby
The stock manager
Count Stanislas Nevski. Benedict McQuarrie ing.
the
Paul Martin
Caaslmer. his assistant
For the current week the com- contends the number Is above
A/lsle St. Mauer
KHen. a parlor maid
for
stock and refuses
quota
usual
Frederic Ormonde pany is doing "The Sheik's Love,"
Herman Krauss
adcompany
until
an
his
open
to
Collison.
melodrama
Wilson
by
George
a
Franklyn
Power
Hamilton J.
Allan Ramsay It is a revised version of that au- justment is made by the union ofWilton, a butler
Tba Duke of Middlesex..... Percy Kilbride thor's "Burning Sands" produced ficials.
Ilarry Clay and Charles Blaney
operating the Fifth Ave., Brooktime this season.
The house formerly played stock

re

lyn, for the first

under

different

management, and

also vaudeville. With the installation of the Blaney company Cecil
Spooner was selected aa leading

The Spooner name In
Brooklyn stock circles has been
prominent for years, with this
blonde bobbed-haired leading woman adding to the prestige established

woman.

by the family.
The Fifth Ave.

la

a 1.200-seat

neighborhood house in South Brooklyn, in a thickly populated section.
It has built up a large family clientele with the stock policy, giving
25rcent matinees twice weekly, with
the night scale except Saturday at
SO, with 75 Saturday at night and
50, matinee. Last Friday night capacity, with no paper in evidence.
"The Goldfish" last week, one of

There is a possibility of an Interesting development in regard to the
Sam H. Harris production of "Rain,* current at the Maxine Elliott, and
one of the accepted biggest hits of the season In Mew York. The piece
has Jeanne Eagels aa the star. The Shuberts hold a 60 per cent. Inter*
est In the Maxine Elliott theatre. Harris according to the report is much
incensed as the treatment accorded him by the Shubert management in
the matter of extras for advertising, electric lights, eto. Last week ha
was on the verge of withdrawing the attraction from the Shubert conin Feb., 1922, at the Princess, New
trolled house, it is said. With a hit of the terrific proportions of "Rain"
The
York, with four principals.
The Edna Park Players at the it is certain Harris would have no difficulty in getting another theatre
stock version calls for several addithe show despite the shortage of available houses that now exists in
for
Texas,
put
Antonio,
Royal,
San
tional characters, with the story
•
over the biggest beat of the San New York.
switched in several ways.
It depends almost entirely upon Antonio stage when the Mayor O.
Its title as a drawing power.
A B. Black, issued a proclamation There is a new time indicator for those with offices In the vicinity of
weird melodrama of the desert, the naming Feb. 11-17 as "Welcome the Morosco and Fulton theatres. It la the battle with the attendant
Gotham company did as acceptably Stranger Week." It will be ob- gun play In the production of "Secrets" at the Fulton where on each
with it as could be expected of any
served in connection with Mer- matinee day at exactly 3.58 the first shot Is fired. In the past those
stock organisation.
Coincident, around the Morosco theatre were in the habit of setting their watches
Frances Gregg, the regular second chant's Trade Week.
woman, handled the. role of Lady the Edna Park Players are playing on matinee days while "The Bat" was the attraction at the house at
Marehbank the first in the way of "Welcome Stranger," the current S.25, the hour for the "killing" in that production. It got to be a habit.
Now they wait with great regularity for the shooting to begin in
importance.
She has been well week.
•
schooled for melodrama tics, getting
"Secrets" to see if their watches are correct.

away

easily with a role that furGeorginnna Hewitt, ingenue with
nished ner with no great opportuniThe sudden death of Francis Byrne of "Jitta's Atonement" at the
ties. Clifford Alexander in the Sheik the Poll stock at the Hyperion, New
Comedy, New York, last week almost forced the sudden closing of the
role gave it 100 per cent. In ap- Haven, was removed to the General
Kalich starring piece. With no understudy ready by Tuesday
Bertha
pearance. Alexander is a great local Hospital Sunday night in a critical
favorite, having been with the com- condition, having taken bichloride night, Gustav Blum, who is Miss Kallch's personal representative and a
pany for some time as leading man. of mercury tablets by mistake. veteran actor and director, jumped in. He got through the Tuesday
He is youthful and not of the cum- Wednesday she was still confined to night performance, being fed line by line from the wings. From
bersome type. Inclined to be a bit
Wednesday until Saturday he played the part, reading his lines from the
mouthy at times, that may be over- the hospital, where it was reported script. Charles Richman assumed the role Monday. The show leaves
the latest stock releases, and as looked on the strength of his all she was improving. It was believed the Comedy next Saturday and goes to Boston.
played by this organization proved around stage deportment.
Miami she would be able to rejoin the comproductive. It should do the same Campbell, the ingenue, was the slave pany next week.
Lester Bryant, lessee and manager of Chicago's only Intimate theatre
for any well organised -ompany. girl, giving an abundance of life to
Playhouse, picked himself a mess of four-leaf clovers, running through
The former Marjorie Hambeau role the part in addition to doing a
The Rev. Father Charles Carter prcbably the worst legit season of any theatre in Chicago. Bryant picked
fitted Miss Spooner to perfection. double vocal number with II. J
of New Haven, who four years ago a winner on the stock market. It is said that he walked away $35,On her shoulders rested the bulk Montgomery.
ef the work, and she ably handled
The Misses Gregg and Campbell was a member of the Poll Stock 000 ahead on an inside tip garnered while having lunch at the Congress
It.
Her ability with slang stood the have been sharing the leads here for Company in the Hyperion theatre Hotel, where he overheard two men discussing the market. Bryant claim*
test, with laughs filled up from her the past few weeks, due to the here, has been appointed dean of
this was his first and last play for the nulls and bears and that the
first appearance until the find cur- absence of Dagmar LInette, the regAll Saints Episcopal Church in Altain.
George V. Dill Joined last ular leading woman, forced to tem- bany, N..Y. Father Carter became suspense of running $1,500 into a fat bank roll was even more nerve
wrecking than switching shows and keeping his house open with a
week aa leading man. Dill is of porarily retire -from the company
Christ
Church, New string of failures.
of
the robust type long popular in due to illness. Miss Linette has ap- curate
stock. His assignment was as Jimjpeared at the Gotham for three Haven, when he retired from the
Wetherby, the first husband. Al- years and is an exceptional draw, stage.
Sam H. Harris will Join Arch Selwyn abroad next month. Mrs. Harris
though failing to appear at ease at her absence having been felt.
sailed Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn. The party will spend several
all times his work was sufficiently
Stanley Andrews, a six-foot secAl Trahearn, the veteran stock weeks on the Riviera.
convincing. Benedict McQuarrie as ond man, is an established favorite. manager who has been ill
for several
Count Nevski stood out promlnenfly. In the current bill he drew an unCounting "You and I," which opens at the Belmont. New York, next
McQuarrie is a finished actor and sympathetic role, which he played months and was forced to retire
from
traveling
playing week, there have been nine Harvard plays since 1911, when the first of
the
stock
was well cast. Frederic Ormonde easily. Albert Vees had the comedy
did a comedy role for fair returns, assignment, banging over several Long Island towns under his man- the so-called "prize plays" was heralded. A play was not selected for
with Franklyn George In a minor laughs with a comedy English char- agement last summer, has fully re- prize honors every year aj|d only four have reached Broadway. "The
part providing some of the best acter. The remainder of the com- covered. He intends to organize a End of the Bridge" was the first. It was written by Florence Lincoln
work in the piece. Nancy Lee did pany lived up to the requirements new company to play Long Island and produced at the Castle Square, Boston. At the same house the 1912
lit»le with a tough girl character and of a standard stock.
towns with headquarters in Say- winner, "Product of the Mill," by Elisabeth McFadden, was presented.
would undoubtedly appear to better
Dan Malloy has been directing the
"Believe Me Xantippe," by Frederick Ballard, which took the prize
advantage in a role of a different company for two seasons. He like- ville.
in 3913, was produced at the 39th Street theatre by W. A. Brady, being
style. Sarah Kyles handled a small wise makes the curtain speeches and
character bit nicely.
Due to a scarcity of traveling at- the first of the Harvard selections on Broadway. Cleaves Kincaid won
Percy Kil- plays parts. Prior to joining the
bride in an English comedy part was Blaney company Malloy was under tractions the Mishler, Altoona, Pa., fame and profits with "Common Clay," the prize winner for 1915. Jt was
credited with several laughs, not- the A. H. Woods management for under the management of I.
first done at the Castle Square and later produced in New York at
withstanding the part displays no several years. The manner in which Mishler, plays stock March 12. tfhe the Republic by
»
A. H. Woods.
great strength. The other players he has worked out the plays sehouse has contracted to play MuThe Boston house again figured in 1916 when Charlotte Chorpenning's
had roles of minor importance.
lected for his Gotham company has
Lines'*
presented,
Kenneth
tual
'Between
again
1917
burlesque
shows
was
and
when
and
the
in
Fridays
Allan Ramsay is directing the met with the satisfaction -of the
will arrange for the stock company Andrews* prize winner, "The Year of the Tiger," went on.
Oliver
company. His players gave a fin- management and audiences.
ished performance last week, RamThe production end of "The to play in Johnstown, Pa., on that Morosco got the 1920 winner, "Mama's Affair." by Rachel Barton Butler,
say also makes curtain speeches for Sheik's Love" rested almost entirely day.
which he produced at the Fulton, New York. "The Copy,- the 1931
the company and plays small roles upon one full stage tent seating, the
winner, by Thomas P. Robinson, has not been produced. 'You and 1" ia
capably, doing everything.
greater portion of the action taking
Guy Harrington, who was lead- by Philip Barry, and It was awarded the 1923 prize.
The Blaney s are not supplying place therein. It served adequately,
ing
man
with
Colonial
Players
the
this eempany with all they should in with the first act set created by
"Dulcy'' will not continue after this week after all. It will close Satur*
the way of productions, if last John Conlon, the house artist, suffi- in Pittsfleld, Mass., at the time the
week's piece is a criterion. With ciently effective to meet require- company
has day at the Bronx opera house, George Tyler's original plan for the Kauf.
Saturday,
closed
two sets of *Tho Goldfish" calling ments.
abandoned the stage. «He and his man-Connelly comedy. Last week it was agreed on by the players to
for props denoting wealth the manThe Gotham company is doing wife, a non- professional, will con- accept the generous offer of the manager to continue the tour on a
agement failed to make the grade. business at 55 top at night and 25 duct Meadow View Inn in Pittsfleld, co-operative basis, whereby the entire proceeds were to go to the
The settings were ordinary and for the matinees, three times weekcompany and the royalties be cut in halt, Late Wednesday Lynn Fonshowed much wear. It is in this ly. The members are popular in Mass.
tanne, the featured lead in "Dulcy," telephoned the Tyler office ahe had
department the Blaneys can improve their neighborhood, and the manwith this slock.
At the Rivoli, San Francisco, Fer- changed her mind and would leave for the south to make a picture
agement makes every effort to give
with Alfred Lunt, her husband. The withdrawal of Miss Fontanne reWhatever shortcomings at this the patrons full satisfaction.
ris Hartman and Paul Steindorf are
Brooklyn house, they do not inHart.
presenting former musical comedy sulted in the manager finally calling off the show. The production will
clude the annoying candy butchers,
be left on the lot and the costumes will be presented to the players.
successes and attracting large patprobably the most active lot in exThe Strand, Newark, N. J., re- ronage The productions are deistence excepting the Polo Ground
Recently when "Peaches'' opened at the Garrick, Philadelphia, George
upon by, the voting
bunch. The management likely is opened wiih stock Monday with a termined
Lederer was given the Hey to the city. It was a wooden key gilded by
standing for this cheap way of mak- company organized by the Fabians, method.
the property man and handed to the mayor, who in turn, handed it to
ing«a theatre look cheaper for the
the owners, appearing in "Lawful
George. Before the show left the Garrick the producer was asked who
small piece of change it may receive
The Marshall Players. at the was going to pay for the key, as the man who made it presented a bill
Larceny." The company includes
for the privilege.
llart.
Howard Miller and Lillian Des- Lyceum, Baltimore, will produce for $5. Lederer told him to see the company manager, who said the bill
monde, leads; Anthony Blair, Jes- "Up in Mable's Room" next week was news to him. While in Philly a motor car, in which Lederer was
GOTHAM, BROOKLYN, STOCK sica Page, Priscilla Knowles, and will follow this with "Blue- riding, was stopped by a policeman
George pulled forth
for speeding.
Eleanor Carlton, William Lemuels, *beard's Eighth Wife."
the key. The cop said it didn't mean a thing to him, but he forgot to
"The Sheik's Love"
*
Marie
Barbara I?ertran<] Eleanor Jamen, J.Dallas Hammond,
give the driver a summons.
l.*dy Alicia Marehbank
Prances Gregg Adrian Morgan, Kerwln Wilkinson
Belle Cairns, leading woman, and
Jxird Marchbank
Thuman Clark
Arthur Lamlran. afterwards "Pickering"
and Harry. Horne. A. Gordon Reid Marion White, ingenue, formerly
When the Sohvyns posted a deposit for the production and effects for
Stanley Andrews is directing -the bills. The company members
of the Park Players in "Johannes Kreisler" in Berlin, the money was paid in marks, which
Hugh B«mdon
Clifford Alexander
4'apu'n of police
Rupert I.a Belle is playing three matinees a week Manchester, N. H., for two years, had an equivalent of $1,100.
German money has depreciated so rapidly
Policeman
Bernard Stone scaled at 25-50 with
night have returned to the cast.
the
since then that if the same number of marks were required now it
Ben All
Ueorge Nolan
35-75.
Ilelgie
prices
Fabiar.s,
The
who
conwould have cost ihe manager $70. Whether the losses on the show are
•
Albert Vers
Ka-Jra
Miami Campbell trol several Newark picture houses
James Carroll is organizing a sec- lessened is not known. An American dollar now in Germany gets
Kvak Nova
Howard Bout on
Ben Abdu'a
Robert Ashworth are pushing the stock venture by ond stock for Nova Scotia. A com- 22.000 marks.
Abu Haraen
H. J. Montgomery special publicity methods in their pany under his management has
Col. Hemming way
Dann Mm Hoy
"The World We Live in" will not open at the Chicago Auditorium
Arhroed of the Bazaars
Thomas Clerk other houses. Stock was originally been playing in Halifax for several
El Hamad
Rupert I a Belle tried at the Strand two week's ago weeks.
nfxt month, as planned. The production for Brady's "Insect Play" was
with a company installed by Corse
shipped to Chicago last week, but was ordered sent back without being
The Gotham, one of Brooklyn's
Payton. It closed after one week.
Miriam Battista, the. child actress, unloaded. Plans were canceled because the Auditorium could not be
theatrical landmarks in the East
has signed to appear with the Al- secured for uninterrupted playing. Prior bookings called for other funcNew York section, is housing a
Blaney Stock organization for the
hambra Players, Brooklyn, in "Alias tions there on several Saturdays and Sundays during March and April.
The current month marks the Jimmy
third season. Stock has been played
limmv Valentine" the week of Brady expects to put the Kopek shn«- c n there later.
there for several years, originating completion of .he second year of Feb. 26.
vhiJe the house was under'the man- continuous playing by the Blanche
Light business by two attractions on tour is responsible for a sort of
agement of Percy G. Williams and Pickert stock on Long Island The
The dramatic stock headed by "panning bee" by persons interested. "To Love" and "Humorcsque" are
later continued by the Keith intercompany
plays six towns a week, Willis Clair and (Miss) Leslie Rice, the shows concerned. When the former opened In Chicago W. A. Brady,
For the past three years the
ests.
theatre has been under the man- winter and summer, making the has been transfered from the Lyric, who produced it, snapped back at the critics there in a public address,
agement of J. V. McStca, who ec- jumps by motor. During the incle- Knoxville, to the Victory, Charles- saying that the reviewers treated it "like a leg show" and made it "look
like a hunk of cheese."
Last Sunday Laurette Taylor and her husband,
cured it for a term of years from ment w In' er weather when the roads ton, S. C.
.
Hartley Manners, were the guests of a club function in New York, and
Keith's. The Blaneys installed the are in bad condition the company
company on a sharing agreement never fails to give a performance.
The play written by Charles A. the author in his speech alluded to the managers as "glorified Janitors."
with McStea.
Erlau Wilcox has managed the com- Bickford, leading-man of the Audi- "To Love' stopped at the Playhouse, Chicago. Saturday, having played
Business during the three years pany for the two years with Mies
torium Players in Lynn, Mass., haa two weeks. That is the average run at that theatre this season. Only
of the McStea management has dis"He Who Gets Slapped" and "The Dover Road' remained longer, but
appearing in the leading been titled "Kinsmen and Pride'
Pickert
with
prospects
played encouraging
neither put over a real run. The business of "He" also started convera neighborhood clientele established role of a different play each week.
sation, Richard Bennett, its star, having gotten the habit of delivering
P'ttsfield,
Players,
Colonial
is
appearing
in
company
a
The
The
support
to
hearty
given
has
that
the stock organization. The mem- series of new plays and former Mass., closed Saturday and will not vivid curtain speeches. "Humorcsque" is said to afford a fine opportunity
for Miss Taylor.
bers of the Gotham company ex- Broadway attractions alternating reopen until after Lent.
The show is in Washington this week and is slated
perience a local popularity which each week. The present members
for Broadway at the end of the month. Sam Sidman Is now playing the
existed in days gone by In BrookMarie Louise Walker has joined father in the show, having replaced Dor e Davidson. The latter appeared
Walter Boggs. Marjorie
During the past few years it Include
lyn.
the Bay in the picture version of "Ilumoresque," but was not suited to t*«
has dwindled away, largely due to Evelyn, Bruno Wick, B. M. Fox, J. the Keeney Players ai
*
Ridge,
Brooklyn, as leading woman. characterization on the spoken stage.
Mathes,
several
Clara
and
Kennedy
neigh
in
f
amusement
•ther styles of
I

C

,

.
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LENT'S OPENING DID NOT AFFECT

ESTABLISHED

BROADWAY

IS

RECOVERY

HITS

—Grew

—

to Believe Religious Period Will

Leaving List Saturday

Critic

Hos- "Abie's Irish Rose" Plays Over.
100 Performances $125,-

in

—

Stout, Develop-

pital

000

ing Diabetic Condition

—Latest

Not Break Busi-

Newcomers Have

Chicago. Feb.

14.

bedridden at Henrotin

in 1 1

Weeks

Washington, Feb.

Amy

Leslie,
veteran dramatic
critic of the Chicago "Dally News,"
is

Good Chance— "Will Shakespeare" Stops Next Week

.

BREAKS THEA. RECORD

DOUBTFUL

IS

News"

"Daily

\

New York Producers Affect
ness Boom Six Plays

LESLIE BEDRIDDEN; PRODUCTION IN STOCK

14.

"Abie's Irish Rose" completed its
100th performance Saturday night.

hospital
in her

and may never again function

The event, which smashes

journalistic capacity.

ords for Washington,

all

rec-

was marked

by special program upon which
each of the players had autographed
h's signature after the character he
portrays and with the presentation
to each patron of a Jew's harp.
Speeches were made by each of
in "The Mikado." She was married
to Harry Brown, the comedian, and the cast, including Harry Shutan,
later to Frank Buck, a much younge r Anna Sutherland,
Guy D'Ennery.
man, whom she divorced. Buck is
Leo Hoyt, Henry Duffy, Eileen Wilnow in the Orient.
son, Robert Lowe and John CarMiss Leslie of late years grew
mody. These players appeared in
very stout, due, it is raid, to a
the cast from the opening with the
diabetic condition, which recently
exception of Mr. Hoyt and Mr..
caused a hemorrhage of the optical
Duffy, who switched to the Baltiretina,
more company (also under the direported Miss Leslie is blind
is doubtful.
Miss Leslie has been the reviewer
on this afternoon paper for some
30 years and was formerly a soubret
appearing successfully as Buttercup
It Is

and her recovery

Broadway's big season swung
into Lent with confidence expressed
that the boom would not be greatly
affected.
Business during Lent for
the past four years has demonstrated a decreasli g effect of the
period on theatre attendance, par-

going

away from Broadway and house

will hold at the scale.

Bar-

Belmont will offer "You and I" rymore's exit was last Friday night,
next week; "The Humming Bird" tn the final seven performances ho
will be caged and "The Sporting drew $20,900 and the box office was
Thing to Do" succeeds at the Rlts. stopped from selling admission tickThe Apollo will be the third park- ets at every performance by the
ing place for "God of Vengeance," firemen. The actual, takings for the
a daring drama first shown at the week before, $24,300. "The Merchant
tiny MacDougal Street theatre and of Venice" at the Lyceum is holding
ticularly in New York.
moved to the Village theatre Fri- to strong business .with the takings
The mid-week matinees (Ash day of last week.~DEvery manager reported over $17,000.
Wednesday) were not up to the with an available house bid for the
The Moscow Art Theatre at Jolusual, but every one of the hits piece, which is -id to have teen son's has held to astonishing busitoned
ness
down
from
the
original
up to now. A gross of nearly
presgiving performances was reported
entation. Which proves that guar- $44,000 was again drawn last week.
capacity. Some attractions dodged antees are cast aside when a likely The Russian attraction has two
the Wednesday afternoon, but more money-maker is in sight. That ap- more weeks to go according to orbecause of the afternoon perform- plies also for "Peer Gynt," the new iginal announcment but Morris Gest
ance Monday (Lincoln's Birthday) Theatre Guild production, which will extend the New York booking
will move up from the Garrlck next to 12 weeks.
than because of Lent's beginning. month.
Six Broadway managers
The opening of "Icebound" at the
The Monday matinees were enor- are after it.
Sam H. Harris gives that manager
mous and in a number of cases
That the fling of Shakespeare this four attractions on Broadway which
bettered the night business.
The season is still strong is marked by tops the list In point of number.
evening trade may have felt the the constantly growing takings of Under his direction are "Music Box
holiday scales applied, some show- Jane Cowl's "Juliet" and the stand- Revue," "Rain" and "Secrets." The
men stating residents have grown ing room business attendant the latter two are In houses not under
wise to the extra holiday impost.
closing weeks of John Barrymore's his control, but "Merton of the
Six attractions will leave the list "Hamlet."
Miss Cowl's "Juliet" Movies" is housed in a HarrisSaturday, able to take advantage went to nearly $13,000 last week at leased theatre (Cort). The Selwyns
of one holiday, but not strong the Henry Miller and was virtual have three attractions on the list,
enough to last for Washington's capacity, the figure being held down "The Fool," "Romeo and Juliet" and
Birthday next week, a date re- because of the house going to a "Anything Might Happen" (opening
garded as one of the blggewt the- party for one night Indications for next week). The latter pair are in
atre days in the season. "Johannes this week are for $15,000 all the
(Continued on page 15)
Kreisler" will stop at the Apollo,
the

—

with *The Qod of, Vengeance" moving up from the Greenwich Village
theatre; "Jltta's Atonement" goes

on tour from the Comedy to make
for "Anything Might Happen";
"Mike Angelo" goes south from the
rr Morosco and "Hail and Farewell"

way

i

&

A.

&

rection of Smith
Duffy, owners of
the local company) for a few performances when the opening oc-

H.'S HIT

Colored Show Did $13,000 Last Week.
Stock Got $10,000 at Alcazar.

San Francisco, Feb.

1^»

the Ackerman
Harris, colored show at the Century, did $13,000 Its first week here
and is holding up strong. The doubters along the street i.re now admitting that the show's a hit.
"Struttln* Along,"

&

At the Alcazar the stock, with
Holbrook Blinn heading, last week,
In "The Bad Man," drew $10,000.
For the second week the returns are
correspondingly good.
Harry Lauder at the Curran, however, will get over $20,000 on the
week. The Scottish comedian will
sail on the Sonoma for Australia
Feb. 20.
Fritz Leiber, in Shakespearian
rep., at the Columbia, started out
fairly well this week.

win replace

It; "Listening In" also
goes to the road and the Bijou's
attraction Is to be "Rita Coventry"; "Passions for Men* will try

STEINFELD

new

IS

DISBARRED

Harry N.

Steinfe'd, theatrical attorney with offices In the Loew
building.
York, has been dis-

New

barred by the Appellate Division on
charges of deceit and conversion.

NO "SPRINGTIME" CUT
Harry K. Morton Takes Lead'
Refusing and

curred In that city.
This performance was originally
set to close the run of the piece, but
because of the marked upward trend
of the receipts toward the close of
the week an additional week was
given the play, with the closing now
set for Feb. 16, completing 12 weeks.

The receipts have exceeded $155.000 on the 11 weeks. Nearly 200,000 of Washington's population hare
seen the play.
"Buddies" by nearly the same
company opens Saturday at the
President.

20 WOMAN PRODUCER
Mrs. H. B. Harris Applies in First
Class

Mr. H. B. Harris has applied to
the Producing Managers' Association for first class membership, ae
she is re-entering the production
field and will shortly offer "The

Crooked Square."

# The-

only other

woman member of the P. M. A. in
that division is Mary Kirkpatrick.
the representative of Rachel Crothers, author and producer.
Membership activity has been
noted at the P. M. A. of late. The
number of members is steadily

Sreinfeld Is attorney- of record for
in the Oeraldine Farrar divorce matter. He also acted
Porter Emerson Browne,
for Anna Held for a long time prior growing.
In the public hearings of the an author, who has gone Into proFarrar-Tellegen marital embrogllo ducing on his own, was elected last
His
"Ladies
before Referee Thomas F. Mahony, week.
for
Sale"
100 East 45th street, Arthur E. opened in Buffalo Minday.
Perry
Kelly
Schwarz, an associate of Steinwas also elected to mem*
bcrship.
feld'a, appeared for Tellegen.

Lou Tellegen

in

Company Follow Him

There is something of a question
whether or not the Shubert production of "Spri.igtime of Youth"
Will go into the Illinois, Chicago.
The managers are trying to get the

members

of the organization to accept a cut in salaries for the Chi-

cago run.
Harry K. Morton and Zella Russell,

who

carry the principal com-

"RENTING"

edy portion, have refused to accept
a cuL Without them at this time
the attraction would find it difficult to get by in Chicago.
Morton has a contract with the
Shuberts for five years. When it

was known

STILL

POPULAR WITH SHUBERTS

was a

possibility
the managers were likely to break
their contract with him through in.
elstlng on the salary cut, there were
offers from two Broadway productions for Morton.

there

AND "GUARANTEES"

•CATHERINE LYONS

Bijou "Guarantee" Rites $500

Weekly—$3,000

for

Wilbur, Boston— $5,000 for Boston O. H., Which
Dramatic Editor, Boston "Traveler"
Katherine Lyons is the only woman dramatic critic in Boston, a disThe company in "Springtime"
Formerly
Shubert Vaudeville for
the
five
Bosenjoyed
by
her
for
years.
A
born
and
bred
tinction
past
were strengthened by the attitude tonian, she has been active with but the "Herald" and "Traveler," and is
that Morton „t/>ok and a general said to enjoy as great a popularity among the advance agents of the
refusal to take the cut is under- profession, having about as wide an acquaintance with them, as any
who meet the publicity pushers.
stood has been voiced by them.
The bidding for New York thea- To Do" for the Rita. Kgan had
Miss Lyons has met all the agents who have hit the "Hub," from the
youthful "Cy" Perkins to the dean of the profession, E. D. Price, and still tres by producing managers contin- turned down an offer from George
Tyler of $4,000 a week for eight
agents
are
truth
tellers.
Even
the
recent
visit
thinks
press
of
J.
that
J.
HURLBUT VICTORIOUS
ues unabated. Within the last few
Rosenthal with "The Bat'.' failed to convince her otherwise.
weeks to let him have the house
days several deals have been closed for the Taylor production.
listed
Oeorge
are
Cohan,
looks
Among
her
favorites
M.
whom
she
Wins in Court fro-n Landlady, Who upon as the real genius of the stage in America.
for attractions coming
Into brnall
"Rita Coventry," at the Bijou
Will Appeal
Miss Lyons' Saturday night page in "The Traveler" is one of. the most houses to guarantee anywhere from next Monday, is guaranteeing $3,500
Her
ambition
is
theatrical departments in New England.
read
widely
a
week. "Listening In." which
house
week
$3,000
$4,000
a
as
to
the
is
William
The legal differences of
some day to write on a New York daily as a dramatic critic.
leaving there was
share.
under a $3,000
j. Hurlbut, the playwright, with his
guarantee.
Taylor's
husband,
Laurette
HartThe
latter
attraction
in
landlady, Mra. Florence B. I „ monds,
ley Manners, alleges she is being turn goes into Roston to the Wilwhose house. at 441 East 22nd street,
M0LLERE BY NEGROES
NEXT HAMLET
kept from presenting "Hurnoreque" bur following the "Cat" at. that
New York, he leased for a private
Chicago, Feb. 1 1.
because
"glorified house
and putting up a $3,000
in New York
dwelling, have been adjudicated in
'The Rogueries of Bcapln, M a Whitford Kane at Greenwich Vil Janitors," as lie dubbed th>> mana- .surety weekly for thaLflfeuse. This
his favor. Justice Nathan Bijur in
Moliere. is the bill
by
comedy
farce
lage
Theatre
attracted iJ^pFiw.iy atlatter
deal
demanding
too
a
gers,
are
high
the New York Supreme Court has now being presented at the Avenue
guarantee and rental from an es- tention as thor^e backing "Listening:
dismissed Mrs. Symonds' complaint,
Folk
company.
The
the
Negro
next
by
theatre
this
season
"Hamlet"
tablished Mar such as HlSf Taylor In" are shrewd showmen in their,
holding that Hurlbut did not violate
The players won recognition In will have Whitford Kane as the wlio has devoted alt the years of own theatrical line, which Is other
his lease by sub-letting and tfat
"Salome," which was the opening melancholy Dane, and he will ap- her life to the stage in an etiFot' to than the legitimate.
the alterations he made, such as inpear a( the Greenwich Village the- present
bill. Raymond O'Nell is director of
The rental bee got buzzing so
something really worth
Btr.Hing an extr;« l>oll and another
atre.
In.
been planned to pre- while.
the company.
wildly in Lee Shubert's mind that
bath tub, were trivial.
'I I. unlet" there for special matsent
was
but
recently he decided H'WRfCUBr"
The Manners speech
delivered
Hurlbut set forth that he diu not
inees during the run of "The Venge- at a Lotos club dinner tendered to wanted the Boston opera house, the
sublet to one Enoch Rector and
MACK WANTS CREDIT
ance of God," but with the, attrac- Miss Taylor, making her one ',: the rent would be $3,000 a week. Even
family, but that they both pooled
tion moving uptown next week, the few women so honored at any time. Lee shubert couldn't imagine any-Los Angeles, Feb. I.
expenses, which the court held was
one v\h might want it but the quoAmong the guarantee! ('<>• ed
Willard Mack has threatened legal Shakespearean work will be the rogan "out" from the sub-let restriculur
play.
week was one of $1,000 for the tation sticks. The .Shuberts tried
restraint if the Morosco Theatre
tion.
Morosco,
'Hail
and
tudevllle in the Opera house for
the
Kane
first
grave
for
Farewell
dinplayed
credit
him
give
fail
to
notice
of
continues
to
filed
Mrs. Symonds has
."
week wit htm t guaranteeing it.
The ger to John Barrymore'l Hamlet, which Joseph Shea is bringing In
appeal. Hurlbut paid, $.',500 annually as the author of "Tiger Roa
as
with
war.
th<
Friday
at
the
HarReed
only titing that has
closed
last
Florence
the
which
stock.
on a four-story private dwelling. piece is now playing In
ink lived
there
besides at) ope ratio
in Morosco in turn is giving
appeared
us
Dane
ris.
He
the
issued
an
have
attorneys
Mack's
costs
of
$109
awarded
b^en
has
He
roii
piece
"A
oi
F.gan a
Sport i;:f Thing
been the janitor.
England some years ago.
ultimatum to th e management.
with the favorable verdict.
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One Week
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itREISLER" CLOSING;

PASS GRAFTERS, WATCH OUT!
P. A. A.

HAS YOU SYSTEMATIZED

1923

MRS. EDITH K1NGD0N GOULD LEFT

ESTATE OF OVER

.

Expected Success Didn't Materialize—Too Heavy for

Road Travel

•

•*

$2,000,000
•

.

Will Dated July 30, 1920, Divides Property Mottly;

Information

Agents'

Press

15,

$75,000 INVESTED

Committee*
Weeding Out Undeserving Answers Required to
Questionnaires "Beating the Gate" Popular

Organized

Thursday, February

—

—Was

Famous Act*
Her Seven Children
"Johannes Kreisler" will be taken
off Saturday after eight weeks at
ress Before Marriage to Millionaire
the Apollo. "The God of Vengence"
will be moved up to succeed from
the Greenwich Village theatre. The
Mrs. Edith Kingdon Gould, once
"Kreisler" play is regarded too big
Watch your step, Mister Pass
BIRD"
a leading actress, who had disIN
a show to bo 3ent to the road. The
tinguished
herself
in
Augustin
Grafter, 'cause If you don't the
Sclwyns attempted to figure a way
company, left an estate,
P. A. A. is goin' to git you good and
$25,000 IN N. Y. Daly's
the novelty could be toured, but it
wherever situated, amounting to
hard.
was finally agreed It Qould not be
about $2,600,041.88— $1,690,027.12 beThe newly formed Press Agents'
done without loss.
ing in New York when, as a resi"God of Vengence" is considered Leaving Ritz
'Sporting Thing dent of Lakewood, N. J., she died,
Association has been getting the Charged
with
Fraudulently
the most daring play of the season.
Nov. 13, 1921, according to a transOld Guard of the pass grafters right
Egan's
to Do' Succeeding
Obtaining Money from GovIt opened some weeks ago at the
fer tax state appraisal of her propand left during the month it has
Provincetown Pkxyhouse. being the
erty, filed last week in the SurroDramatic Schools
ernment Married Twice
been actively co-operating to wipe
initial vehicle in English for Rudolph
gate's Court, New York, part of it
Sehildkraut, who had played it in
consisting of the following:
out this particular cancer of the box
"The Humming Bird," the Maude
Yiddish. The drama is considered
Melrose, Mass., Feb. 14.
office.
Pass grafters who year in
Equity in realty at 857 Fifth
several
classic abroad, Fulton comedy produced
and year out have been getting hunavenue, New York, $750,000, with
Mary Elizabeth Raab, formerly a more or less of a
conthe
years
ago on the coast and prepresented
on
having
been
dreds of seats each season, and who
member of the Harry Hatfield tinent originally about 15 years ago. sented here by Frank Egan, will be contents therein, $5,075; in realty
in some instances have been feeding,
at 177 East 64th street, New York,
dressing and warming themselves stock under the name of Mary Gor- The growing demand for tickets taken off at the Ritz Saturday. $33,000; jewelry, $1,071,603; clothFriday to the "The Sporting Thing to Do" will
and
their
Immediate
families don, was arrested here Friday by caused its removal last
ing, $6,750; cash en hand and on
not appreciably succeed Monday. Egan stands to
theatre,
through
"slipping"
the
grafted agents of the Department of Jus- Village
banks,
with
deposit
$76,392.14;
larger than the Provincetown thea- lose about $25,000 with his initial debts due, $1,033.25, and stocks and
passes to the butcher, baker, coal
obfraudulently
tice, charged with
Broadway venture. He secured the bonds,
tre.
man and tailor, have suddenly been
$185,244.73.
novelty house from William Harris, Jr., on
"Kreisler" is a German
cut off.
Their wailing is heard taining money from the war risk
Charged up against this sum.
The warrant and when first disclosed last season a 10 weeks' guarantee of $4,000 a $2,600,041.88, however, are expenses
from the Circle on the north to the insurance bureau.
It is now in its fifth week
in Berlin attracted much attention week.
Square on the south.
stated Mrs. Raab had obtained alof $211,663.87— funeral, etc., $15,The newly-formed P. A. A. has lotments from the government un- from managers here. Its presenta- and the average business has not 219.92; administration, $95,248.25;
for been much
over the guarantee
guaranteed
regarded
was
tion
been formed for the purpose which
creditors, $1,195.70, and executors*
der the names of Mary Elizabeth success. The first week, when the figure.
was originally that of the Friars,
$100,000
which
Raab. scale was $4 top the takings were
Egan Is well known on the coast. commissions,
when about 16 years ago a group Studich and Mary Elizabeth
She was married to Max Studich of over $22,000 (during the holidays.) At Los Angeles ho has been con- makes the net value, unless in the
of the geneVal press representatives
New
York city here In 1916 and to The admission was dropped to $3 ducting a dramatic and vc
school future there is a further $50,000 deof New York got together on a simSamuel J. Raab of Rochester, N. Y., and last week to $2.50. The business for 20 years and also sponsored the duction allowed for the sale of the
ilar project.
But the Friars soon
here in 1921. Both were seamen in at $3 was between $16,000 and $17,- Little theatre, where "The Hum- jewelry, about $2,388,378.01.
grew into a big theatrical club, and
Under her wl"!, executed July 30,
the U. S. Navy.
He has
000 weekly. At that pace only a ming Bird'' ran 21 weeks.
after a few years the original purIt was said during a court case small profit could be made and al- arranged
to establish a similar 1920, Mrs. Gould, who was the wife
pose was overlooked.
Since then
In which the woman was involved though the gross did not fall under school in Washington and may take of George J. Gould, the financier,
the pass grafter has been going his
in 1921 that there was some doubt
over
Bradley mansion there for directed her net estate to be diway unmolested and pulling a lot as to her marital status. Samuel $13,000, which was losing business, that the
purpose.
Recently Egan has vided as follows:
the Selwyns decided it would not
of perfectly good duckets out of the
Raab, her second husband, stated stand up.
To each of her daughters, Marbeen invited to make a number of
unsuspecting press agents without
that when both he and her first
About $75,000 was invested In speeches in New York on the drama jorie Gwynno Gould Drexel, Edith
doing anything In return for the husband were in the navy at the
Gould
Wainwright, Gloria Gould
and
chances
working
people
the
of
Selwith
the
"Kreisler." Interested
courtesies received.
same time Mrs. Raab was drawing
Irving participating via the little theatre and Vivien Gould Deeles, as well
Since the formation of the P, A. A. 130 a month from the pay of both. wyns were Sam H. Harris and
«
aa
granddaughter.
Edith Kingdon
movement. Egan won many friend
and the appointment of an informa- The Navy Department began an in- Berlin.
Drexel, any piece of jewelry, to the
It cost $10,000 weekly to operate here through his gameness in taktion committee, of which Murdock
vestigation when Raab said that
ing his losses on "The Humming value of $10.f00, which they cared
Pemberton is chairman, over fifty her first husband was not legally "Kreisler" and about $5,000 more Bird."
to select, and all in excess of that
added on tour, since four
of the pass-grafting species have separated from her. Soon after her would be
"The Sporting Thing to Do'* was sum should be paid by the recipirequired to equip the
would
be
days
been taken by the heels and cut off marriage to Raab, the couple sepaent to the estate, the guardian of
tried
out
Oliver
on the coast by
of half
from the free lists. Pemberton has rated and Raab returned to Roch- stage with tracks. The loss
was any minor to do tho picking for
It
a week for each engagement and the Morosco last summer.
evolved a bulletin system that is ester.
requirement of salaries to be paid, written by Thompson Buchanan. such infant.
being held somewhat secret by the
Julius W.
She was released- in bail of $1,000, accounts for the extra operating Several weeks ago it was sent out
Noyes, friend, two
members of the association.
It which was furnished by her aunt.
45 stage hands and from the New York office and called Melssonier paintings, valued, both,
cost. There ar
takes the form of card reports Isat
Margaret
with
$400;
in,
report
of
diragreement
Melcher, servant.
a
operators working the show, with 80
sued as soon as an Investigation is
salaries in the company which in- between management and author $2,000, and she is to remain as
made of a suspected grafter, and
PEARL RETURNS
It Is now servant In the household; Caroline
cludes a Fokinc ballet. In addition over script changes.
this report Is broadcast to every
an orchestra of 30 pieces has been stated the dispute was over cast Cortis, friend, to be permitted to
member of the association.
Comedian Again with "Dancing used for the special score. Five changes. Last week the play was live with the family so that Gloria,
Thus far three regular bulletins,
Girl" at J. J. Shubcrt's Request.
baggage cars would be required to released by the Mor >sco Holding tho daughter, could be taken care
have been issued by the committee
transport it. There is a deal of steal Co., a corporation, and will now be of; George Philip Langford, em{ Continued on page 21)
returned
the
to
Jack
Pearl
structure supporting the "stages'' personally presented by Morosco. ploye, $5,000, and he is to remain
"Dancing Girl" at the Winter Gar- above the regular stage, besides Emily Stevens is to be starred as in his employment, and William
den Monday night, having been out electrical apparatus. The show has originally planned. Clara Joel has Bishop, servant,- $2,000. Maughan.
BRIAN IRISH STAR
since Friday when Jim Barton depu- 41 scenes, some being full stage and been engaged to replace Frances Carter, uncle, $1,200 yearly for life.
Barton did some being repeats, the latter be- Underwood.
tized until Saturday.
George J. Gould, husband, who*
Donald Wilt Leave Musical Comedy not appear at the Lincoln's birthday
at Lakewood, N. J.. May 1, 1922,
ing among the miniature scenes or
Of Irish Descent
matinee with Lou Holtz assuming cameos.
married Guinevere Jeanne Sinclair,
double duty in the cast. At J. J.
a former actress, he having been
It was stated the production must GEO. AND MARC'S MUSICAL
Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 14.
Shubcrt's solicitation Pearl, who has
born Feb. 6, 1864, a life interest or
be shipped back to Germany along
Donald Brian, hero of musical been ailing from high strung temwith the apparatus, invented by Kaufman and Connolly's First Book until ho remarried In the two pieces
comedy, nimble dancer and just perament, returned. J. J. Shubert
Sven Gade, a Swede, who superin- to Music Rufus LeMairc Producing of New York real estate and also

—

Among

COST

"HUMMING

UMBO

MARY GORDON

EGAN

FOR DOUBLING HUSBAND
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—
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farceur, is passing.
the theatrical ashes, rising
Phoenix-like, will come a new edition of Chauncey Olcott, and, as
such, the star of a series of ro-

at px-esent

From

mances

of old Ireland.

Playing hero this week at the
Wieting in the new melodramatic
farce, "Barnum Was Right," Brian
confided that this would be his last

>

season in anything save Irish roles.

Brian confessed he had practically
closed with New York interests to
star in a series of Irish plays, the
type made conventional by Chauncey O'cott and liske O'llara
Brian 5s a native of Newfoundland, but is of straight Irish descent.

"And

that's

mere than seme

—

himself

is ill abed.
tended 'its presentation here. The
This also caused the examination production is under bond, without
before trial of a suit I. H. Perk has
actual duty being paid.
pending against the Shuberts and
Herk alPearl to bo adjourned.
leges a contractual claim to the
"HOUSE" IS HISTORY
comedian's services prior to the

Shuberts'.

Kendler

&

Goldstein have been

called In by Pearl to act for him
Instead of Milton R. Weinberger of

the William Klein office, which is
acting for the Shuberts, for the purpose of effecting an amicable adjustment.

BRULATOUR'S EXPLORING

Irish

romantic players can say," Brian

Gaining

Experience

Hope Hampton

confides.

Promote

Comedy

of pictiires is to

become a musical comedy

star, providing the present plans of Jules
Mme. Petrova is making ready her Brulatour
are carried out. '"o that
for
has
she
written
new play which
end Miss Hampton is shortly to go
herself. It goes into rehearsal imabroad for vocal study. Meanwhile
mediately and will open out of town, Brulatour
Is to locate a suitable
playing in the middle west and per- script to exploit her on the speakhaps Chicago, before starting a ing stage.
roadway ru n.
To' obtain an insight on the busiTho first title selected for the ness end of legitimate theatricals
piece has been rejected with an- Mr. Brulatour is said to have inother to be found for it.
vested $5,000 in the Joseph Shea
production of "Hail and Farewell,"
in which Florence Reed is to come
CHICAGO'S BUSINESS 'SHOT" to the Morosco, New York, receivChicago, Feb. 14.
ing a 25 per cent, interest in the
With zero wcaf. ..- now around production for that amount.
business for the loop's legit houses
looks to be "shot" for the remainder
J. J. SHUBERT ILL AT
of the week, up to Saturday.
The
A heavy cold has kept J. J. Shubox Offices we.e dull la:;t night, also
bert
confined to his homo, although
ndny evening, although all the
bouses had a very big matinee on ins office expected he would return
luring tliis week.
the holiday*

HOME

M

L

Donough

Mack

in

Writing by MacWill Produce

— Hilliard

business manager

Hilliard,

of the Selwyn,

who produced on

his

•

first

book

the

household- contents,

$5,075

to be written

season or two ago, will try
again with a drama called "The
House," described as a novelty in
playwrightlng. Tho play Is by Glen brightness of their collaborated dlMacDonough who has tried portions j alog. with "Merton of the Movies."
one of the season's comedy hits, to
of "Tho House" at various times,
principally at Lambs Gambols. The their credit, also "To the Ladies"
author has been at work on the idea and "Dulcy," among their Broadway

own a

Subscribe for

successes.

for eight years.

Hope Hampton

PETROVA MAKING READY

to
in

Eight Years

in

by after which they are all to.be sold
George Kaufman and Marc Connolly and tho proceeds become part n t
for a musical comedy ha been se- the residuary estate.
Lillian
Hamilton, cousin, born
cured by Rufus LeMaire, who will
produce the piece, likely in asso- Oct. 1, 1865, a life Interest !n a
$25,000 trust fund, after which the
ciation with others.
Its music and lyrics will be fur- principal is to become part of the
nished by Harry Ruby and Bert residuary estate.
Caroline Cortis, born on Feb. 22,
Kalmar, "Helen of Troy, N. Y.," Is
1860, a life interest in a $50,000
the title.
Messrs. Kaufman and Connolly trust fund, after which it is to go
have agreed to deliver the script by as a life interest for Charles E.
March 15. They are noted among Cortis, born June 3, 1874, and at bis
(Continued on page 21)
metropolitan playwrights for the

The

The LeMairc production Is to bp
"The House"
of a New York residence dating made during April with a New York
is

a sort of history
,

There are
1830.
the year
scenes in the two acts, but
each scene is really a little play
though the whole Is made to adhere
by means of a counter story. The
cast calls for 20 players.
MacDonough is best known as a
from

eight

and

librettos for
musical comedies, but earlier in his
career wrote long plays successfully.
Ills "Dclmohico's at Six" ran a season at the old Bijou.
specialist in lyrics

"CINDERS" ON

house selected, but remaining un-

named for its housing. LeMaire is
Davidow & LeMaire, but Is reported making this production an

of

A couple of
independent venture.
produced
seasons
ago LeMalro
"Broadway Brevities" that had
something of a run nt the Winter
Garden. He is also interested with
his partner, Ed Davidow. in the
Shubert vaudeville unit, "Troubles
of 1922." with the show traveling
over the unit time thus far without
changing its name.

is

is

the certain

receive

it

way

to

regularly each

— week

Annual subscription $7

BROADWAY

Edward Royce has
Louis Masson III
upon the Broadway house
Louis Masson, general stage diEddie Clark's play, "CinDavid Belasco, is conrector
for
ders." that will open in New York
Oneii to his home in New York reEaster Monday.
As a preliminary the Royce -Clark covering from a slight stroke. Mr.
It

That

repor' f»d

Foreign (incl. Canada) $8

settled

to hold his

piece will start its career in
adelphia for three weeks.

I'hil-

Marson was taken

of this week.

in

Wednesday

ADDRESS

Variety, New

York

—
Thursday, February

'
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.
(Continued from page IS)
Examination Held of English Actor outside theatres and the managers
On Deportation Warrant
are really concerned in five attractions, as their trio of 42nd street
James Dale, the English member houses are tenanted.
Of the newer attractions, "The
of "Loyalties." at 'the Gaiety, New
promisYork; almost missed bis Saturday Laughing Lady" looks most
ing.
It was the only premiere of
matinee after being questioned for this
which
"Icebound,"
week.
over two hours by Ellis island offt- bowed in Saturday night, also Is
clals that morning
to
answer favored and finely reported by the
Hammerstein's musical
charges against him in a warrant agencies.
for deportation.
"Wildflower," is off to a strong start
As in the Pat Somerset case, at the Casino, drawing $5,000 in the
"moral turpitude" was alleged. The two Saturday performances. "Peer
hearings have been closed and It is Gynt" is regarded as having a good
up to Washington officials to de- chance to run out the season after
cide finally.
It moves from the Garrlck in March.
Dale was implicated because of "Caroline" the newest operetta got
the admissions of Ada Gladys Pow- between $14,000 and $15,000 at the
Ambassador its first full week.
ell, a British girl, deported to England two months ago upon
the "Give and Taken" Jumped $1,000 at

By NELLIE RE VELL
to see me a hospital attache
asked If he* wasn't a runner or something. When a letter came bearing
Irvln Cobb's name a nurse said the name seemed familiar and asked If
he were an actor. An interne had never heard of George Ade. Postmaster
General Hays came and went without being recognised by anyone. A
brigadier general of our standing army called a few evenings ago and,
outside of being asked by some nurses who that splendid looking man
was, he incited no interest But when William S. Hart called, just
And last week when Jackie
before Christmas, everyone knew him.
Coogan came in they all knew him.

Some months ago when Babe Ruth came

Is

"Jackie Coogan Turns Down Movie Contract to Become Book Agent"
the startling headline you may expect to see in the papers any day

now.

"A young man tP 8e e you," said the nurse one day last week, poking
*
her head inside my partly opened door..
Recklessly I squandered my entire French vocabulary and said "entree,"
and in walked Jackie Coogan, accompanied by Pa Coogan, Ben Holsman, dramatic editor of The New York Evening Mail, and Frank
Hughes, head of the 'squawk" department of the J. P. Muller advertising
agency. I had been sitting up working on my book all afternoon, and the
first thing that struck Jackie's eye after the "hellos" had been passed
around wa9 the mass' of manuscript that surrounded me.
"What's that?" he inquired.
I told him it was a book I was writing and he came right back with the
Information that he was writing a book, too. The teacher was showing
him how and so far he had written "Honesty is the best policy" 94 times.
He expected to hove it finished by the summer vacation, but after all that
hard work on it he wasA't going to see it like I was mine.
'But, say," he volunteered, after thinking it over a moment. "I'd like
I know a heap, of fellows out in Los Angeles would
to sell yours.
buy 'em from me."
So it seems as though the movies are about to lose a popular favorite
in favor of the publishing field.
I feel rather good about it myself, for
if Jackie turns out to be as good a book agent as he is a screen attrac-

cabled request of her mother.

!

•
my book is assured.
Jackie has grown some since I first knew him. In those days he was
barely large enough to fill the tray of the trunk in which he slept backstage while Pa and Ma Coogan did their turn before the audience. However, he hasn't changed a bit in sweetness and Innocence and naive sincerity. He is still what the rest of the kids call a "regular."
Somehow the nurseo got Wind of the fact he was in my room, and
ever since I've been marveling at the number of nurses they have
in this hospital.
I never had fo many drop in the room to see if there
was anything they could do for me. Nurses, whose existence I didn't
even suspect, came in to pass the time of day and didn't take their
eyes off Jackie while they were talking to me. Ida. the pantry-maid,
who had never honored me with a visit before, came over just to see

—

my

coffee

was

hot.

fortunate for the rest of the patients that Master Coogan doesn't
drop in on me every day.
It's

Jackie left with a kiss for Norma Talmadge, which he promised to
if someone doesn't steal it from him.
And I recalled Abe
Martin's remark that Jackie Coogan's success only proves what a clean
life will do on the screen.

deliver to her

my first introduction to that great funcast as "Little Billy" in "Sherlock Holmes,'

Speaking of Charlie Chaplin,

maker was when he was

,

which William Gillette played the title role at the Lyceum, London.
I was visiting* back stage between acts and noticed a very good-looking
little boy about 12 eyeing intently a paper which I was carrying. It was
the Sunday edition of an American newspaper and contained a comic
supplement, including the Katzenjammer Kids, which was the very thing
in

was

Charlie

was

eyeing, but

too polite to ask for.

Seeing his interest in

I gave it to him. I went out in the audience to watch the rest of the
performance and imagine my feeling when Charlie's cue was given and
he did not respond. It seemed ages befoYe he put In his appearance.
Years afterward, when I was press agent at Hammerstein's, he came
there with a vaudeville act called "A Night in an English Music Hall,"
In which he was playing a small part. He remembered me and told me
he had missed the cue while looking at the pictures I had given him.
it,

Zoe Beckley dropped

day for the express purpose of dehad. it seemed,
the
story of a great man's demise. On
New York to cover
arriving he went straight from the train to the office of the evening
paper, for Miss Beckley had been his. pal and from her he expected to
get the salient features of the famous person's* life and death.
"Aw, don't ask me," sulked Zoe, "I'm off him. Here I've been doing
sympathetic stories about him 15 years and now he goes and dies for the
morning papers."
livering this
been sent to

in the other

An out-of-town newspaper man

story.

down

2D

"COURT AWARDS ONLY

in

A YEAR TO

$90,000
MRS.
to give her a benefit.

than

STILLMAX."—

Next

"CALLS OX ALL CREEDS TO PURIFY CHICAGO."— I
it

as

ANSWER TO

is

until

I

can get there for one more look at

INQUIRY: Dear Bide Dudley: Why,

are just as good looking as Irvin Cobb.
beauty.

DREW

ARLISS

Jyracuco Proves

It's

Attraction

the

if

Is

I.
Syracuse, X. V, Fob.
go to the theatre if—
Ihe attraction happen"* to
1

Syrat-U! e will
First,

something
wants ;«• be

that

the

city

really

keep up this pace until May.
"The- Twist" Is forced out
La Salle by Joseph M. Galtes'
"The Monster." "The Twist* Is a
new show with an all-star cast. Its

to

Now

of the

Venice"

Revue"
Follies"

rondly.

if

it

presents

.»

recog-

nised star and ihr supporting comthe legitimate use
rinits
!•
pany
of

the

The

phrase "original
three -day

New Yofk

engagement

of

as was.

at

starring

the Wicting last

week, offered ample proof of this.
The evidence, coining on the heels
of the "recent local "clean Up" by
Ju'ia HdnUM'SVM's "Taiijjuti ii e." hr

—

—

conclusive

The Arl
not Quite

••,.-.

touch

for

the

three days

surprising

"Tangerine," hut. In addi»f
total
tion to breaking all matinee records
in the history of the house,, 'Thf

Green

drew the bigg est
single day (Saturdayv

Goddess"

business f>r a
that has ever been don<-

mate attraction

at

J.y

a legiti-

the WlettQg.

"Why

First Equity

25%

Show

Outside 48th St.

Not."

the

Jesse

Lynch

Williams comedy produced by
Equity Players at the 48th St.. New
York, will be taken over by Charles
Miller,

manager

of the house,

moved to the National, Feb.
succeeding "Will Shakespeare."
It

was

and
26.
*

the announced policy of

Equity Players to turn over sny
show produced by It to commercial
managers aftev the subscription
period, the Players r*5t to assume

ably but in the cut rates the religious holiday seemed to have no
effect whatever.
The cut rate list experienced a
slight falling off this week, but the
big wallop will come for the first
few days of next week with five
new shows in town, they going into
houses where the current attractions were all on sale at reduced

The complete list of the 19 shows
offered at the bargain counter in-

CHI

"Caroline" (Ambassador);
"Johannes Krolsler" (Apollo); "Sun
Showers" (Astor); "It Is the Law"
(Bayes); "Passions for Men" (Delmdnt); "Listening In" (Bijou);
"Whispering Wires" (Brondhurst)
"Shubert
Vaudeville"
(Central);
"The Lady in Krmlne" (Century);
"Liza" (Daly's >: "Why Not?" (4Sth
Street G "R. I*. It." (Frnzeej; "Mike
Angelo" (Mo.osco); "Will Shakespeare" (Notional); "T T p She Goes"
"A
Square
Peg"
(Playhouse):
(Punch & Ju dy); "The Humming
Bird" (Rtr.i: "Dagmar" (Selwyn);

cludes

"Old

Soak" and "Polly Preferrtd'
Included for Spring Trip

Two

current successes on Broad-

will

have

special

companies

readied for spring entrance into Chlago.
"The Old Soak." planted at
the Plymouth for the balanc* or the
season, will organize a special due
for the Western metropolis In April,
while "Polly Preferred." which is
anchored at the Little, will have anoMi.r company aimed for there
about thf same time.
'The Last Warning*' was the fir \\
of the Rrondway attract ion • this
»n to send out an extra company
to the road, the mystery i>]<'».y now
running in Chicago. A special for
"The Fool" opened brilliantly In
Springfield, Mass, last week, r\nd
No more
entered P.oston Monday.
"Fool" companlen wl'l be sent out
until next season.
<

•Mary

members

of the association, resent
the activities of the free lance boys
the principals
of a production Immediately on Its
opening In New York and with glib
promises of everything from front
page spreads to pictures over all of
the papers win themselves some
sortwf weekly stipend.
The regular line press agents do
not blame the boys on the outside
getting what t hoy jenn In this way,
but they protest their appearing in
the offices.of the dailies an<L.r$pre-

who swarm down on

senting themselves as "hooked up"
with the attractions regularly and
trying to land stuff for one particular member of the cast, which In
instances where it does land usually
does so at the cost of the exclusion
of the matter the regular house or
showman sends out.
At tomorrow's meeting at least
two press agents are going to bring
the matter up with a view tha,. the
association as a body make a request on the dramatic editors and
their assistants for the exclusion of
all outside press matter offered for
any of the attractions which they
represent.

•TWIST" GUARANTEEING
Chicago, Feb.

TAKE A CHANCE"
Spi Ingfieid,

Ma

s.,

IS

OFF

Feb.

14.

Harold Ortob'f musirnl comedy,
"Take a Chant e." in* ckscd. The
" n disbanded and sevcai
has
eral c i.i;"v
111
be made In
f

i

f,

•-

1

p

••

14.

•The Twist." opening at the La

the 3rd" fifth Street.)

has been forced out of that
house and will go to Lester Bryant's
Playhouse for a six week engagement. The prospects for this pluy
looks good as business constantly
picked UP at the La Salle.
The Playhouse date is a guarantee of ;:.G00 a week for the house
with no tXBCnSf,
Salle,

'

''

(Lyceum), "Music Box
Keen's Chop House tomorrow (Fri"Zlegfeld
Box),
(Music
The regular line press agents,
(Amsterdam). "The Old day).

prices.

TWO FOR

yes, of course, you
a different type of

Goddess,"

Shown

—

week

Soak" (Plymouth), "Mary the 3d"
(59th Street). "The Fool" (Times
Dancing
Girl"
"The
Square),
(Winter Garden).
Ash
The mid-week
matinee
Wednesday found the business in
the advance agencies off consider-

prosper.

way

did

<••

s-

is

"The Green
George ArliSS,

'EM

There

Only yours

of Profits

PRESS AGENTS CURBING

wish they
it

for better

Miller Will Give Players

'

Looks as though we may have
would leave

week

$0,500.

NATIONAL THEATRE

SALLE

Texas are declaring their
profits for income tax purposes.
Barry Macollum rises to suggest that, business picked up at the La Salle
judging by some of their product, they ought to be compelled to pay a from $7,000 first week to $8,500
water tax also.
second week. It looks »o good the
transfer to the Playhouse is under
"Women who do not travel grow narrow," is the informative head- a contract guaranteeing Bryant
line in an evening paper, quoting Mrs. Hyde.
The lady is in error. I $3,500 a week. A campaign Is being
haven't traveled very much in the past four years and I am wider than laid out to awaken further Interest
•
I ever was.
and the hope is that It will run at
-—~~~~~
the Playhouse until warm weather.
'
Other headlines I noticed:
Another Item In connection with
"DRESSMAKER STRIKE CALLS 30.000 TODAY."— Somehow or other the removal of William Hodge to
It's hard to view this impending crisis with much alarm when you haven't
make a place for "The Deml-Vlrgln"
had a dress on for nearly four years.
was that the latter show did not
states that bootleggers

the 49th street last

"WHY NOT" LEASED FOR

financial responsibility after leav"Will Shakespeare" ing
the 48th St. "Why Not" Is the
will bow out of the National and first attraction,
that has been ac"Why Not"- will move there from cepted.
the 48th street. The failure of the
Though producers were not interClemence Dane play is a disappointested in taking over the play. Milcause why he should not be deport- ment though It never did draw imler accepted It as a gamble. Miller
ed on the ground of "having import.' pressive business. London failed to
is to pay Equity Players 25 per
ed, or attempted to import, to the accept the drama either and the encent,
of profits which may
be
United States a young woman for gagement there was less than the earned. It
is
assumed that the
an objectionable purpose."
eight weeks here.
Playerg will turn over to Equity
"Blossom Time" easily topped the
Dale denied every
allegation
one-third of- such profits, as the
sweepingly at the Saturday hearing, business of the subway circuit Players agreed to give Equity
that
last week in getting $16,000
houses
was
accompanied by
He
percentage. Whether Equity will
Burkan and Joseph Levine, his at Teller's Shubert, Brooklyn. At actually* receive any such moneys,
counsel. The hearing was behind the Majestic there, "Springtime of however,
Is understood to be exclosed doors. No immigration offi- Youth" pulled about $11,100. while tremely
doubtful, as the producing
cial would make any statement in- at the Montauk, 'To the Ladies"
unit Is reported having a considercluding Special Inspector Mcintosh, grossed close to $8,000, which was able deficit on the season
to date.
who conducted the examination. profitable. "The Demi-Virgin" got
The show will play the National
Mr. Burkan's statement refutes all about $9,000 at the Bronx opera
under a guarantee arrangement
reflections on Dale's character, add- house while Otis Skinner In "Mister
whereby the house Is Insured $4,000
ing the actor corresponds with his Antonio" drew $1,000 less at the
weekly. Miller undertook to handle
wife regularly and remits periodical- Broad Street, Newark.
"Why Not" on his own because of
ly for the support 'of his wife and
Renew Five Buys
the recent business pulled by the
child in England.
This week there were 26 attrac- show. Last week It grossed nearly
It was alleged that Miss Powell
tions listed as outright buys by the $9,000 and a tidy profit can be sestated she was to marry Dale as brokers.
Of this number but one cured from It If equal business Is
soon as the thespian had secured a was new, "Icebound," accredited by
drawn at the National.
divorce..
„
the brokers as one of the real hits
It is reported a booking executive
of the year, they taking around 400 n also interested fn "Why Not" and
seats a night for four weeks with a that he was jiven a quarter InterLA
SHIFT
20 per cent, return. Of tfui renewals est in return for the bookings prom•M^ya
the five attractions which had buys ised. That has been denied, how"Twist" Follows Hodge into Same ending
"The over, as have been other stories
were
weak
this
Building
Masked Woman," "Give and Take." .about persons said to have a "piece*'
"Secrets," "The Clinging Vine" and under cover. Miller stated he was
Chicago. Feb. 14.
"The Fool," each of which had the alone In taking over the show.
The removal of 'The Twist" from buy extended for another four
Equity's
next
play
was anthe La Salle to the Playhouse Is weeks.
With the withdrawal of nounced as "Roger Bloomer." There
the second removal of a show from "Johannes alreisler" this week that will, however, be
a series of special
the La Salle to one building on buy drops from the list, while the afternoons and Saturday mornings
Michigan avenue.
«
buys for both "Rose Briar" and for additional plays to be tried.
•Tor All of Us" moved to the "The Merchant of Venice" ending The first will be "The Cha»tenlng."
Studebaker, under the same roof as this week will not be renewed.
Also listed is a revival of Harrigan
Lester Bryant's Playhouse
The complete list of buys are and 'Han's "Old Lavender." The
which
"Caroline" (Ambassador), "Johan- rights are owned by William Harnow has "The Twist"
The La Salle, which is getting a nes Kreisler" (Apollo), "Klki" (Be- rigan, son of Ned, who is appearpeculiar break this season, had Wil- lasco), "Seventh Heaven" (Booth), ing in "Polly Preferred" and who
liam Hodge in "Fdr All of Use" for "Wildflower" (Casino), "The Lady is listed to appear in the special
a few weeks, but that attraction in Ermine" (Century), "Merton of showings of the revival.
was forced out to make room for the Movies" (Cort), "Rain" (Maxinc
"The Demi -Virgin.- Frank A. P. Elliott), "The Masked Woman"
Gazzola, who is taking his first (Eltingc).. "Rose Briar" (Empire).
crack at loop theatre management "Give and Take" (49th Street),
"Loyalties"
(Fulton),
in handling the Studebaker,
saw "Secrets"
Free Lance Publicity Men Interpossibilities In the Hodge show and (Gaiety). "Lady Butterfly" (Globe),
fsrinfl With Shows' Press Work"
proved himself to be a smart show- "Icebound" (Harris), "So This Is
man in arranging for this continu- London" (Hudson), 'The Clinging
The free lance press agent is go>
"Little
(Knickerbocker),
ance of the Chicago engagement. Vine"
ing to come in for a severe lacing
The Hodge attraction has not fallen Nellie Kelly" (Liberty), "Polly Pre- at the meeting of the Press Agents'
"Merchant
of
below $15,000 a week and promises ferred" .(Little),
Associatibn which takes phv-t at

—

The press

The

had admitted coding to America to meet Dale who paid her passage. This resulted
in his
being
notified to return to England. Failure to comply with the request resulted in his arraignment to show

girl

tion, the future of

if

BRT)ADWAY STOBY

DALE WAITING DECISION

.'

—
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SHOWS

NEW YORK BOOKERS AGAIN ADVISED
TO STUDY LOOP THEATRE SITUATION

-

Thursday, February

between "The Monster" and "The
Last Warning." This credit to "The
Monster" is given before the newspaper reviews of the Sunday opening have been spotted. The writer
attended the Sunday premier* of
"The Monster," and the general at- "Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (39th
titude of the audience indicated
week). Around $14,000 right along,
Gaites' play will be talked about
which gives it rating with nonhere as well as patronized.
musical leaders.
The town's got an over-dose of
found the "demand'' for "Sally" at mystery plays, but the prise chance "Better Times," Hippodrome (24th
Chicago. Feb. 14.
week). Holidays this week and
the increased prices is waning. The
theatre
There was $19,8*0
for big success for something the
next assure big house brisk busisituation showed empty seats in the
going to the loop legit houses last Colonial when the curtain went up. local calendar wanted was lost by
ness. Takings reported better re"Elsie" at the Illinois. ''Elsie" was
cently, though Hip has not g^ne
week over the previous week, In- The scalping aituation is going to on the threshold of being a Chicago
to grosses as big as formerly when
dicative of the universal manner in have its effects on "Sally" shortly, riot. A little more care and money
scale
was $2.50 (as now);
for the gyps are going to lessen
investment in the costumes and
Which trade was off.
their
"overstocking" habits;
the scenic arrangement would have "put "Caroline)," Ambassador (3d week).
Surprise was manifested only by price of 54.40 at the boxoffice is govery good for newest opeLooks
over" big this musical show, which
retta.
Last week first full eightthose who refused to abide with the ing to be seen as too high after a
goes to a Shnbert theatre in Bosperiod and attendperiod
performance
of
10
weeks,
and
the
tip-off
slowly
was
tip-off that this town
ton with a Shubert show ("The
to Zieggy from the area of the cold,
ance was excellent; takings about
Springtime of Youth") due at the
but surely slipping into what is now bleak
winds
$14,600.
of
Lake
Michigan's
authentically considered the severIllinois.
"Youth" will give the wants
Roof
Century
Freaky shores as he Is sun-basking on the of the local populace for a musical "Chauve-8ouris,"
est slump here for years.
(54th week). "Kiki" only attrachappenings characterised the whole sands of Florida is that there ia apt play a good test, and somewhat subto
slight
be
decreases
from
that
tion on, list leading Russian Imweek, with many Instances checked
stantiate the assertion that "Elsie"
portation in point of run. Balietf
where the gross on certain nights capacity figure of $4,(142, with the lost a 'big chance, according to the
bunch still, holding to $5 top and
surprised the managers, while .on show holding a weekly average, reckonings of the close ftgurers.
after the first 10 weeks, of between
pulling great business. Indications
other usually good nights the figures
peep into the estimates will tell
A
and
for
$33,000
the
followI3M00
are
for continuance until May.*
depths.
unbelievable
to
dropped
how the shows fell down last week.
Impresarios back in the New Yo-k ing five weeks. While the more en- The new week starting Feb. 11 didn't "Dagmar,"
week).
(4th
Selwyn
booking offices who aren't acquaint- thusiastic ones believe "Sally" can convince the house managers the
Xazimova
drama .not as strong as
ed with the facts undeniably had hold until May 30 at $4.40, it will slump was approaching an end. Lent
first weeks indicated' Last week
be
worth
watching the happenings
some wonder moments when the figfound drop but takings around
must be contended with this week.
ures for respective nights came to after 15 weeks under what the handwhich ought to mean
$11,000,
A bunch of new openings approach, good
them by wire. The drop in trade on writing on the wall now indicates. and
profit for short cast play.
as the local situation offers its
Last week it was reported Eddie
certain nights was terrific. It all hapAmsterdam (37th
"Follies," New
the
booking
and
downs,
perhaps
ups
Cantor
would
strike
a
slump
and
of
combination
pened because of a
week). Ziegfeld's prize winner of
circumstances this report has been hold an average of $22,500 for the managers in New York will com"Follies" series still in commandnext thfee weeks, following his pletely overhaul their ideas of Chirevealing for the past month.
ing position at head of musicals
cago and steady the local situation
It had been tipped the midwinter wonder business at the Apollo. Canand likely to etick until weather
slump for Chicago would strike tor fell last week from $27,400 to with more conservative thoughts;
breaks.
Over $36,000 since holithe
match
up
plan
think
some
to
$21,996.
Cantor
will
have
eight
big
was
kept
around this time. An eye
days.
owners
of
hustling
of
the
methods
weeks,
but after that time it will be
on the average business the 16 theatres have been doing since Christ- bard -sledding because of the way the dance halls on the outlying sec- "Give and Take," 49th St. (5th
week).
Aaron Hoffman Comedy,
mas. The thunderous array of con- the local populace is limiting even tions, and, above all, step out here
tried out on coast, figures to net
tentions shortly after New Year's such a hit as "Make It Snappy." A and look into the ticket scalping
Busireal profit on Broadway.
prevented an earlier appearance of surprise booking may be expected business such as Eddie Cantor did
Cantor found enough
ness last week moved up $1,000
the present slump. Out-of-towners for the Apollo after the Cantor de- last week.
disastrous facts to make a report
Strong busifor total of $9,500.
made possible the sensational fig- parture.
ness in this house.
A big cut was made into the busi- to the Shubert office in New York.
ures at the theatres mid-January.
Auto show visitors were expected to ness of "Partners Again" (town's
After all is said and done, play- "Glory," Vanderbilt
week).
(8th
continue the convention good busi- leading dramatic hit) true to the goers' tastes govern all business, yet
One of best liked of musical
ness, but failed. This brought con- prophecy of those watching local a proper fumigation of ticket scalpshows, but for some reason has
ditions to the state last week when conditions. There was a difference ing here will do more to return betnot built to big' takings which
it
was clearly visible local play- of $2,000 in the Selwyn business ter business for the loop theatres
form Indicated was due. Around
goer* aren't going to the theatres in over the previous week. Tire Selwyn than any one other item. Some of
$11,000, no more than even break.
the loop as of yore.
got the big wallop Thursday night the house managers are attending "Greenwich Village Follies," ShuThree good nights on the week when the business fell to around to this. These few will probably
Holding up to
bert (23d week).
can't give shows profitable grosses $1,300.
Saturday night fell within be followed when the new adminiscorking business. At this period
when the other nights, regardless of $150 of a sell-out. For the first six tration goes into office in the spring,
in run of former village shows
the success a show may be, are way weeks of the Bernard-Carr engage- for it's going to be a long time bethere was decline, but this one
off.
Chicago isn't going to the loop ment the business averaged $17,500. fore the loop houses will have such
appears cinched until Easter.
theatre's
Monday, Tuesday and House at capacity only holds $18,500. a warm champion of theatrical
$25,000 and over right along.
Thursday nights.
Saturday and The attraction is now slipping into boosting as William Hale Thompson
"Icebound," Sam Harris Qst week).
Sunday nights are featured with a $15,200 average where it will stick has been.
Makes fourth Sam H. Harris progood business because of the influx for the next four weeks, and all
Last week's estimates:
duction ^n list. Opened Saturday,
of neighboring town playgoers.
over 12 weeks this attraction gets
"The Last Warning" (Blackstone,
succeeding "Hamlet." New play
More and more every day opposi- at this big figure will be unusual 1st week). Not over here yet, but
attracted interest out of town.
tion of the dance hall on the north for Chicago this year. The Selwyns
Sunday
Some strongly favorable reviews
and south sides is manifesting itself plan to hold the comedy until May showed good prospects
night (Feb. 11). Will require much
won here.
for the loop theatres. The class of i, but this can't be done unless the
hard campaigning in face of mys- "It Is the Law," Bayes (12th week).
people finding enjoyment at these managers are satisfied with an
Will
hold
opposition.
tery
play
wonder palaces are those who have average of $12,000 after the third
This mystery play ought to- stick
around average of $11,000 until reon roof for some time. Business
been driven away from the loop box week in March.
Not even the sults of campaign assert themselves
week under former pace;
offices because of the ticket scalp- smash hit that "Partners Again" is
last
gross around $6,000.
ing situation. It's easy to solve the known to be can alter the Chicago for climb.
"Make It Snappy" (Apollo, 5th "Jitta's Atonement," Comedy (5th
Chicago situation if one tfill travel situation, which is interesting and
Started to slip Sunday
into the midst of those who make only can be overcome by the book- week).
week). Final week. With Bertha
up the paying class of playgoers.
ing offices in New York making up night; big slump Thursday night
Kallch starred in satire adapted
Magnates in New York have been their minds that it needs attention and important controversy with
by G. B. Shaw, run expected.
speculators hurting Friday. $21,996.
repeatedly told they don't linger from their angles.
Business averaged $6,000. "Anyhere long enough on their visits to
"Partners Again" (Selwyn, 7th
thing Might Happen," by Edgar
Before comment Is passed on the
study the local situation to satisfy
Went little under $15,000
Selwyn, succeeds next week.
only nrcmiere of the week ("The week).
their own ideas why business should
or
by
falling
somewhat
on
two
Warning" at the Blackstone)
"Johannes Kreitler," Apollo (9th
slump so badly as it did last week. Last
three nights.
week). Off Saturday; not going
Early as last fall it was said the those who believe in oddities for
"So This Is London 1" (Cohan'e
out.
Too, costly without condays of long runs in Chicago were their success find hope for ''The Grand, 12th week). Endured Monsistent big business.
Failure to
gone. This fact has been emphat- Twist," being moved to the Play- day night slump to- extent of $732.
house
from
the
LaSalle.
The
two
land
keen disappointment, as
ically shown this winter.
Chicago
Helped greatly with Saturday night
foreign many-scened novelty rehas undergone a complete reversal outcasts of the LaSalle ("For All sell-out, pulling week little over
of Us" and "The Twist") are now
garded cinch. "Godof Vengeance"
of form.
$10,500.
will move up from Village.
Nothing is wrong with the tpwn. neighbors along Michigan boulevard
Bearers"
(Powers,
"Torch
3d
Only trouble is with the booking (Hodge's play at the Studebaker and weekj. Dropped $1,800 under pre- "Kiki," Belasco (64th week). Broadway's run leader of both divisions.
managers and the producers, both "The Twist" at the Playhouse). The vious week, with official gross for
Nothing should stop it running
of whom are slow in catching up moment "For All of Us" was trans- last week placed at $5,100. (Second
business
leaped.
"The
season;
business
out
second
with the Chicago idea. One or two ferred,
week
drew
instead
$6,900
of
$7,300.)
Twist"
drew
big
its
promise
at
among best among non-musicals,
of the theatres are pounding away
Leaves Saturday, with Ina Claire
at campaigns, which, while strange opening at the Playhouse Sunday to follow.
$14,000 to $15,000.
at the moment, will displa\ their night. The sharp commentors don't
"Captain Applejack" (Harris, 5th "Lady in Ermine," Century (20th
week).
Started off excellently
full worth just when the whole area give 'The Twist" much prosperity,
week).
Went little over $9,000,
hefe after moving up from Amof loop legit theatres pick up the despite the change. The same good helped by sell
to local organization
fortune,
the
however,
may
come
to
same campaigns to overcome the
bassador. Large capacity greatly
Monday.
chance
gain
No
to
this
difficulties which are now prevalent Byron-Hamilton-Andrews combinaaided gross in Saturday performweek. Frank Keenan opens Feb. 25
and visible to the far-sighted show- tion as pursued Hodge's play when in "Peter Weston."
ances.
Cut rates should hold It
it left the LaSalle.
If "The Twist"
to good business for time. Around
man.
"For All of Us" (Studebaker, 13th
Every show in town felt last does receive the blessings that the week in Chicago).
$17,000 second week up town.
Went
into
LaSalle
offered its recent December
week's slump. "Sally" didn't show
matinee of $1,500 with "Lady Butterfly," Globe (4th week).
Business for MorOsco musical
much effect in the total figures, yet outcast, others will strive to seek Wednesday
$900 decline over previous week.
the attraction received a curbstone the LaSalle as a haven for a turnrates fairly well and though not
slipping
from average of $14,Kept
comparatively big hit stride of
blow that is apt to offer serious ing point.
000. eventually hitting $12,000.
"The Last Warning" started off
about $16,500 weekly.
consequences shortly in the way of
Twist" (La Salle, 3d week).
"The
"Last
Warning," Klaw (17th week).
failure of Ziegfeld's hit continuing slowly but has caught on for what Did around
$7,000 final week at
Pace not equal to early months
at the record-breaking pace it has looks like a hit. The youthful pro- this house.
Moved to Playhouse
of engagement, but etill making
set from the moment tickets for the moters got a good baptism of Chi- Sunday night on first money to
for new producers.
profit
engagement were placed on sale at cago's strangeness in following up a house contract.
Be"The Monster"
tween $9,000 and $10,000.
the Colonial with the label all seats successful premiere. It is reported opened at this house Sunday nigh
"Laughing
Lady," Longacre (1st
were to be had at the box office. the owners were considerably dis"Elsie" (Illinois, 3d week). Lost
week). Third production for Ethel
Independent ticket scalpers have turbed because the show didn't sell big chance here.
Went tumbling
Barrymore made by Arthur Hoplanded all the seats they want for out the second night after the play at $400 clip after big gain of previkins at Longacre.
Opened with
The Couthoui offices were received good attention from the ous week. Will be succeeded Sat"Sally."
promise last week In Cleveland.
told they couldn't have them, so it critics another instance that New urday by "Springtime of Youth"
Premiere Monday only one of
has been quite apparent the Cou- Yorkers must acclimate themselves Shubert show going into syndicate
week.
Figure I to land.
thoui offices haven't bothered with to the difference between Broadway house with "Elsie" going to Shubert
The brokers were house in Boston. Under $11,000 for "Listening In," Bijou (11th week)
them. Some of the best Couthoui and Chicago.
Final week, show going on tour.
trade, however, has been cared for ranght short on this one and on "Elsie."
__
.Made run here to moderate busiin the cunning way the system has Friday were offering premiums for
"To Love" (Playhouse, 2d week).
ness of atx-ut $f>,0(»0 average on
"Warning" is going to have
of getting what it wflnts, regardless. seats.
Struggled along at extremely low
plenty
of
guarantee basts, hut was well
proves
opposition
mystery
in
situation
The whole "Sally"
figures, barely hitting $4,000. House
spoken of. "Kita Coventry" huc"The Monster" got under now acting
it Is impossible to keep tickets out plays.
as host for "Th»» Twint,"
ceeds next week.
of the hands of the gyp brokers', for way Sunday at the LaSalle and it and much pulling for repetition
the- art of organising a "digging promises to cut a wide path in the similar to that landed by Hodge "Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (14th
week). George M. Cohan's fastest
crmy" is well mastered hereabouts. fight for supremacy of mystery plav after leaving La Snl!<\
musical play, which will be dupli"Sally" kept on the capacity mark plays now swamping the town. The
Northern,
(Great
5th
"Zeno"
cated in London this spring. Makthroughout the week because the n«'Xt to arrive will be "The Last week).
Tumbled fast enough to
at
ing good promise of gre.it Boston
featuring
Holmes,
Car,"
Taylor
seats.
plenty
hold
of
of
"diggers" sot
scare owners, who are holding big
start last, summer and pars In
But these same "diggers" got stuck the Cort, Feb. 26. "Zeno" and "The expectations to land New York
demand Jiny musical here. $23,000
had.
Friday and Saturday nights Cat and Canary" are both slipping house. Tip off that wise ones in
:ind over weekly ($3 top).
"Sally" tickets (some with center C fast, the latter now being cut-rated New York didn't like show at Stam"Lira," Daly's G:id St. (12th week).
Tocations> were offered on the side- It begins to look as the final fight
page
(Contiinied
on
17)
Colored show ought to remain tinbe
will
medal
mystery
play
walks for $1 each. . The "specs" for the

Ticket Speculating and Sectional Dance Halls Con*
tinue to Affect Legit Box Offices—$20,000 Drop
in Grosses Last Week
#

'

:

-

*

til

__

Making

spring.

scW

profit

with average weekly takings $7,000.
Slated to move downtown
but another attraction selected
instead.

Gaiety (21st week).
Dillingham's
best
this
season.
English drama opened strongly
and has not faltered. Regarded
sure to run out season.
Storms
hurt early last week, but total of
little under $13,500 means capacity
for balance of week.
"Mary ihe Third," 39th St. (Id
week).
Rachel Crothers' newest
play and under her management
has commanded attention and
"Loyalties,"

ought to do paying business.
.First week's gross $6,500; figures
to build.

.

"Merchant of Venice," Lyceum < 9th
week).
Three weeks more for
Belaseo's
Shakespearean effort,
originally booked in for eight
weeks. Will go to road March 10.
Quoted between $16,000 and $17,000.

"Merton of the Movies," Cort (14th
week). Hardly varies from week
to week, gross being close to $t£600, which means about all Cqrt
can do.
Comedy wallop which
ought, to run through summer.
"Mike Angelo," Morosco (6th week).
Final week. Show originally tried
on coast but not strong enough to
land

as Indicated at try"Hail and Farewell" next
"Angelo" to tour south.
Moscow Art Theatre, Jolson's 69th
St. (6th week).
History-making
Russian
organization
repeated
"Czar Fyodor Ivanovitch" last
week, and demand for it Almost
as big as first week.
Close to
$44,000 for fifth week.
"Music Box Revue," Music Box (17th
week). One of Broadway's stellar
revues with no more than few
here,

outs.

week.

hundred

dollars variation from
to week.
Touched $29,000
week; still running at $5 top

week
last

(only two other attractions at
same scale "Chauve-Souris" and
Moscow Art).

—

"Passions for Men,'/ Belmont. (11th
Week)-.
Final week for Molnar
comedy, . which will be sent to
road. "You. and I" succeeds next
week.
First called "The- Jilts";

Harvard

prise play.

"Peer Gynt," Garrick (2d week).
Theatre Guild won plaudits *from
press on manner in which Ibsen
mirage is staged. Sure to command attention; will be moved
uptown in another month. Got
$10,000 first week, big with sub*
scriptions counted.
Playing to
$3.50 top.

"Polly Preferred," Little (5th week).
Kept up capacity pace last week
with exception of Friday after-

noon (added matinee weekly) for
of $11,500.
Four matinees

.total

tills \V* t*K

"Rain," Maxine Elliott (15th week).
Solid dramatic smash; could sell
out twice daily.
Continues a
standee draw for all perform-

ances and weekly betters $15,300.

"Romeo and

Juliet," Henry Miller
(4th week). Moved up surely as
promised, with almost $13,000 last
week.
Totals would have been
higher but for telling of one per-

formance to party. Advance sale
building daily and Cowl attraction should run through season.
"Rose Briar," Empire (7th week).
Over $10,000 last week, business
after first two days of week
counting. About month more indicated.
One of few dramas
charging $3 top.
"R. U. R.," Frazee (19th week).
Guild's
foreign
novelty
drama

making
tion

if

About

little

money

it will
$7,500.

lately. Quesrun until Easter.

Irene and Mary," 44th St.
(24th week).
Moved up from
Casino. Business first week here
virtually
as good,
if
stormy
weather discounted. Nearly $12,000 without cut rates used.
"Secrets," Fulton (8th week). Business considered very good though
takings have not equalled pace of
dramatic leaders.
English play
ought to stick until warm weather.
"dally,

.

Last wockjabout $13,200.
"Seventh
Heaven," Booth
(16th
week). One of dramatic leaders
on nine-performance basis since
holidays and goes clean for all
shows. Perhaps strongest attraction house has ever had and ought
to run into summer or beyond.

—

__^

$15,000 right along.

><

"Six Characters in Search of an Author,"
Princess
(16th
week).

"Week or two more fnr this one.
Limited good only possible in
small
houeo and management
about got even break or slight
profit.

'

•

"

'
,

Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being
successful, while the sarna gross accredited to other* might suggest
mediocrity or Iota. The variance it explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
"
play It «lto considered.

•

!«

1023

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

}

15,

"So Thic

i

$4,000 to $4,500,

Is London," Hudson (25th
week). No stopping Cohans comedy running mate to his musical
Signs
X»-llie
Kelly."
"Little
point to run going into summer.
(Continued on ifage 17)

—

—
^
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STRAIGHT DRAMATIC ATTRACTION

TOOL" STARTS WELL
ON ITS BOSTON RUN

RAN AHEAD

.

IN PHILLY LAST

WEEK

Opens to Turnaway— Mitz'fs
Business
"Perfect Fool" in Boston

Disappointing

"Cat and Canary" Did $19,000— "Molly Darling'
Return, at Forrest, Did $14,000— "Humoresque»>
Can't Get Started

IT

BUNHIHO AUDITORIUM
Toledo, Feb. 14.
with
business
attractions
is claimed
traveling legit
by Manager Billy Vogt of the local
Auditorium, the only Louse in town
playing combinations.
Since January 1 the Toledo Newsboys' association has had ths thea-

A

.

tre.

Philadelphia. Feb. 14.
ous week. This, however, Is still
The unuaual situation of a well above the get-away figure, and
straight dramatic attraction leading considered remarkable for the 16th
the town occurred here laat week, week. No underline is mentioned,
when "The Cat and the Canary" but the general feeling is that the
played close to capacity. It turned Schubert operetta will get out when
in a gross of approximately $19,000, the Holy Week slump begins. Sevand beat the best musical attraction eral
ambitious
business-getters,
such as a contest to supplying an
by several thousands.
Aside from this knockout at the end tor the uminished symphony
Adelphi and a fine boost for, and advertisements in the papers
"Kempy" at the Walnut, business for amateurs to sing in the chorus,
suffered a slump over the preceding are being employed to prolong the
Among the attractions run.
week.
The only opening other than "Six
which dropped were "Peaches" and
"Blossom Time," while the Broad, Cylinder Love" at the Garrick this
Forrest and Shubert, all of which week was 'The Green Goddess," a
changed shows, showed shrinking return engagement of two weeks at
the Walnut. Thi3 melodrama, with
grosses.
Despite this slump, an Indication George Arliss, reopened the Walnut
of general optimism and good busi- In December, 1920, after the house
ness is seen in the fact that five of had been torn down and practically
The advance sale of the
the seven legit houses played spe- rebuilt.
It will
cial holiday matinees. The only two present engagement is big.
be
followed,
not by "He Who Gets
which didn't join the procession
were "The Green Goddess," which Slapped" as reported, but by "Pasopened a return engagement Mon- sions for Men," announced for an

.

day
night;
"Humoresque," indefinite engagement.
and
Next Monday there will be two
which has shown little strength at
the Broad. The Shubert, playing a repeat attractions, Otis Skinner in
return of "Maytlme," dropped its "Mr. Antonio," which played here
usual Wednesday matinee in favor four or five years ago, and "Red
Pepper." announced for a single
of one on Monday.
The boost in "Kempy's" gross week at the Shubert. Those conwith the show and ths local
nected
was forecast. Entirely different in
nature from "The Monster," which Shubert office claim definitely that
both Mclntyre and Heath will apit followed at the Walnut, this Nugent comedy required a little time pear, despite that Tom Heath is
to get up steam, but it got going by now recuperating in the south. Its
Friday of its initial week, and, with successor is not at present known,
"Bombo" is returning
the aid of some splendid comments although
in the Saturday and Sunday dra- shortly to this house.
Estimates for last week:
matic columns, began attracting
"Humoreequs" (Broad, 2d week).
some really big business all last

•

Laurette Taylor play has not caught
on despite high praise for star.
Gross about $7,500.
"Maytime" (Shubert, 2d week).
Good money opening Wednesday,
and sell-out Saturday night, with
Gross
matinee of same day off.
claimed at $9,000 for five performances, more than expected.
"Molly
Darling"
2d
(Forrest.
week). Fighting to get back into
stride it developed during run in
this city in December. First week's
gross about $14,0€0. Advance sale
points to nice boost second week.
"Six Cylinder Love" (Garrick, 1st
week). Opened big, and is out for
extended run. "Peaches" did about
$12,000 in final week.
"Green Goddess" (Walnut, 1st
week). Opened«to fine house. Ons
of few shows in town that did not
"Kempy"
play matinee Monday.
did about $13,100 in second and last
week, jump of $1,000 over first

week.
attendance
at
The
expected
was
forthnot
"Humoresque"
coming. This Fannie Hurst drama
attracted neither the Laurcttc Taylor fans nor the Jewish trade expected and limped decidedly, espe-

Unenthusiastic
upstairs.
notices and the fact that the Philadelphia public has considered itself
the goat of & number of tryout
flivVers this year are two reasons
given for the weaknesses.
"Molly Darling," which came
back to town, opening at the Forrest

cially

last

Monday, seems

have been

to

Slaying in tough luck

all

around,

luring its first run at the Garrlck,
in December, it was just beginning
to get into the real "hit" class in

when
its fourth and last week,
other bookings necessitated its deIt went to Boston, and
parture.
reports have it that it turned in a
gross of better than $20,000 in its
final week there when forced out
by other bookings. Coming back to
Philadelphia, it is being forced to
make a fresh start, and so far hasn't
been wholly successful* .although
<lvance sals is promising. It
th
is now playing a house whose top

Tims"

"Blossom
week).

Still

(Lyric.

dropping and hit low

mark of $14,000 last week, but even
this making real money for all con-

cerned and length of stay in doubt.
Does not appear to be getting overflow from Adelphi next door.
gross is something
"Cat and ths Canary" (Adelphi,
$4,000 over the Garrick. There was
week). Again rang bell with few
a hole of four weeks in the Forrest's 3d
seats
out Monday and Tuesday.
bookings between "Perfect Fool"
and the "Music Box Revue," March Gross covered close to $19,000.
keep
intended
to
First it was
i.
Ed Wynn for a couple more weeks,
but business dropped so decidedly
in the third and fourth weeks of
as
appearance
Cowl's
Jans
his engagement "Molly Darling"
was suddenly switched in, with the "Juliet" at the Henry Miller Is now
understanding that if its business given extended managerial credits.
warrants it will remain the entire The programs and all printing carry
four weeks. At present with noth- the line "The Selwyns In association
ing else on the horizon for this with
Adolph Klauber present,"
musical comedy house. It looks as whereas when the show opened only
if "Molly" will stay until the "Music
the Selwyns name was used. Those
Box."
the inside have always known
The end of the run of "Peaches" on Klauber has been a factor in
Lederer that
that
showed
Saturday
management and production of
the
musical comedy in neat running
order, although a number of cast all attractions In which Miss Cowl
the
until
reserved
appeared, though this is the first
changes were
show plays other bookings. With time he permitted his name to apGarthe
"Peaches"
of
departure
the
pear. In private life Miss Cowl is
rick settles down for a considerable Mrs. Klauber.
period with Sam Harris bookings.
The first. "Six Cylinder Love."
A traveling tab company. Includopened with a matinee Monday, and ing
18 people, under the manageis expected to remain five weeks, to
ment
of Wash Martin, opens, Monbe followed by "Captain Applejack."
day In Tarry town, N. Y. The comA tryout by the same manager may
folor
pany will play three-day and week
be sandwiched In between
lowing "Applejack" in case an un- stands, appearing in two bills under
occurs.
flop
expected
the titles of "The Rosebuds" and
"Maytime" did not open until "Twinkle Toes."
Wednesday last week, and accordregular
ingly drew some of the
Edna Walton is suing Guthrie
critics which it would not otherproducer of "The Square
wise have done. Its reception from McClintic,
was Peg" at the Punch and Judy, New
audience
night
first
the
strangely cold despite some excel- York, for four weeks' salary at $175,
Breach of contract
lent vocal and acting powers on the totalling $700.
parts of a number of the principals. is alleged.
Miss Walton, alleges
The house, which had about $1.300
to have opened in the play
was
she
surprisingly good business sat on
but was suddenly let f0 out. She
its hands throughout the evening.
was guaranteed four
With five performances It is esti- claims she
mated "Maytime" reached the $9,000 weeks' work.

mors

than

I

•
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mark, an
"Blossom

Time"

fell

off

some

at the Lyric, evidently not
receiving much help from the turnat the Adelphi next door. Its
gross last week was $14,000. another drop from that of the previ-

more

aways

agented
"Liliom" this season, is now ahead
of "Listening In" which succeeds
"The Bat" at the Wilbur, Boston.

Helen

Monday

Hoerle

who

"Bunch

14.

NEW

—

—

done

just-

Arthur

Hammersteia's

latest

ness whils here and no toots havs
musical comedy got off to excelbeen overlooked. "Listening In" Is
Opened Wednesday
lent start.
scheduled for the houss nsxt week.
last week and Friday night saw
Estimates for last week:
nearly $2,000 in. At pop scale of
"The Perfect Fool" (Colonial. 2d
$2.50 top no reason why this one
week). Ed Wynn's show did $19,000
should not land. $5,000 first Satopening week, and in opinion of
urday.
those closs to situation hers that
figure Is about as good as attraction "Will .Shakespeare," National 7th
week).
One of season's disapwill touch while playing Boston.
pointments; will be taken off after
"Lightnin'
(Hollls,
8th week).
Spurt made for
week.'
another
Gross of $19,000. General let-down
few weeks by means of cut rates,
in business all over town last week.
business under
week
but
last
Natural this show should havs been
"Why Not" will move
$6,000.
eff with others.
down from 48th St. Feb. 26.
"Ths Fool" (Selwyn, 1st wsek).
Whale of opening night. Packed,
with big turnaway. In final week
SHOWS IN CHICAGO
"The Guilty One" did $7,000. about
(Continued from pago 16)
on par with business show had been
ford tryout, but show completely
doing.
"Naughty Diana" (Shubert, 2d changed here. Little under $10,000.
"Cat and Canary" (Princess, 30th
Flopped badly here, and
week).
with end of week supplanted by week). Gone into cut-rate system
Possibility of
"Elsie," another musical comedy. as conducted here.
owners now picking farewell date.
Only $9,500 on first week.
Little
over
$9,000.
"The French Doll" (Tremont, 2d
"Dice of the Gods" (Cort. 2d
week).
Rather surprisingly low
business first week $13,000.
Not week). Big flop with two weeks
much pep to draw for second week. to go. Did around $5,500. "The
"The Bet" (Wilbur, 24th and final Rear Car" opens Feb. 25. with
week).
$10,000 last week.
Better Edna Hibbard in support of Taylor Holmes.
business looked for this week.
"Shuffle Along" (Olympic. 13th
"Just Married" (Plymouth, 4th
Winning edge completely
week). Excellent business, pulling week).
Another Instance of sensaout $14,000. Looks stronger all the gone.
•

—

time.

"Blossom

Tims"

(Boston

opera

SHOWS CLOSING
"Thumbs Up"

closed in Pennsyl-

vania Saturday.

Where
backed
cleaned
docking

the

Subway

by a Brooklyn

up

Ends."

man who

a young fortune in
during the war
Saturday In Pennsyl-

facilities

days, closed
vania.

tional hit remaining too long. Went
into the Cll.OOO class. "The Blimp"
to follow.
"8slly" (Colonial, 5th week). All
well-outs at box office, but indegot
"diggers"
pendent
ticket

due

house, 1st week>i

and Judy"

Paying

.

Ringllng Bros. -Barnum -Bailey
With things framed up nicely by circus. Clara Stein, publicity pusher
splendid advance publicity and ad- for three years at ths Auditorium,
vertising that has extended back is retained by the new management.
several weeks, "The Fool" opened at
the Selwyn Monday, having the town
alone for an opening and doing caYORK
SHOWS IN
pacity business with a big turnaway
(Continued from page It)
for ths first night and a substantial
Tempestuous weather did not hurt
advance sals for this week. The
draw last week, gross being not
Selwyns figure they have a big thing
far from $17,000.
in this show, even with a second
company something that isn't at- "Square Peg," Punch and Judy (3d
tempted very often in Boston and
week). Critics' attention to this
drama ought to give it life. Conthey hope the play will remain at
sidered excellently enacted. Only
the house for many weeks, possibly
The
small gross can attain, house
until the close of the season.
company came in here after doing
seating 299.
in
three performances at "Sun Showers," Astor (2d. week).
$7,980
Springfield, and on this record is
First week's business not 'quite
figured to threaten the house record,
$8,000, which hardly qualifies it
which at the present time is held by
for run. About low. money for the
a show of a totally different charmusicals on list.
acter— "Shuffle Along."
"Ths Clinging Vins," Knickerbocker
Business around town last week
Savage's musical
(8th
week).
was rather spotty. Only one of the
success continues to pull corking
holdovers built up in receipts, and
business and weekly takings nearthat was "Jus( Married," one of the
ly $18,000.
surprises of the present season. This "The Dancing Girl," Winter Garden
show, put Into the Plymouth on the
(4th week). Regarded as best atchance that it might run a couple
in years;
traction
at Garden
of weeks to fair to middling busiclaimed to equal any of musical
ness, has been forging ahead all ths
attractions.
$35,000 or more last
time, and last week did $14,000. Even
week. Scale $3, with $2 for all
though the gross be cut down con(ons nine-perthree matinees
siderably in the weeks to come it
formance musical house on Broadwill hold on at the house, and noway).
body connected is thinking of a "Ths Fool," Times Square (17th
change of attraction just now.
week).
The Selwyns' dramatic
"Lightnin'," at ths Hollls, did not
wallop holds to sell-out trade for
do so well last week by $1,000 as
all nine performances and weekly
was done the week before. No speThat
gross of nearly $20,000.
cial reason could be assigned for
leads non -musicals with exception
this drop, as weather conditions
of Moscow Art. Special company
during the week were normal, withopened in Boston Monday.
out the storms that characterised "Ths Gingham Girl," Earl Carroll
the other week when the show
(25th week). On way for season's
dropped below $20,000 back in Janurun.
Holds position as ons of
ary.
However, no alasm is being
musical leaders at seals ($2.50).
felt by those connected with the
About $17,000.
show, and it is still figured to remain "Ths Humming Bird," Rits (5th
a money maker until the end of the
off
Saturday.
week).
Going
imoa,
Operating at a loss and under
Irene Bordonl was somewhat sur"The
arrangement.
guarantee
prised when at the end of her fin,;.
Sporting Thing to Do" succeeds.
week at the Tremont it was found "Ths Old 8oak," Plymouth (26th
the gross was a bit better than $13,Several nights of bad
week).
000.
Compared with the business
weather last week counted in takthat had been done at the house the
ing this comedy hit down, but
preceding week by "Molly Darling,"
pace held to very good profit and
which went above $21,000. it can
gross not far from $12,500.
easily be understood why those con- "Ths
Love Child," Cohan (14th
nected with the house were wishing
week). Slid off again last week,
ths booking conditions allowed for
taking
dipping
under $10,000.
the musical show remaining.
Claimed show and house made
Ed Wynn in his first wsek at the
money, however, and continuation
Colonial registered
$19,000
plus.
expected until spring.
There is nothing to be excited over "The Masked Woman," Eltinge (9th
in this business, as It is about norweek). Strong enough to run to
mal for a show of this type at a
Woods
Easter or close to it.
houss that has had nothing but mureadying "Morphia," which will
sical shows all season and which is
have Lowell Sherman featured in
one of the best houses in the city
"Woman" cast and which will be
for that kind.
"Ths Perfect Fool"
played at Eltinge at special matiand "The Fool" are figured on to
"Woman" got $10,600 last
nees.
give doormen something to think
WGok.
about in' the weeks to come.
8hs
Goss," Playhouse (16th
"Up
"Naughty Diana," at ths Shubert.
eek).
Brady's musical comedy
flopped badly last week, doing less
Soing fair, business. Weather hurt
than $10,000, and this is losing
last week, but box office lively this
money for this show, with ths big
week. Takings around $9,000.
orchestra and company. It will be
Broadhurst
"Whispering
Wires,"
replaced at the end of this week by
Pulled surprising
(27th week).
John Jay Scholl's "Elsie."
business hers since moving over
"The Bat" ran to $10,000 last week
Pace continues
from 49th St.
and Is looked to to better the figure
strong and grOss around $10,000
this week, with any kind of weather
weekly. That makes money for
break, as there are many who would
attraction of kind.
hold out for the finish to go to sss
(2d week).
"Wildflowsr," Casino
it.
It has
one wonderful
Boston, Feb.

—

excellent figure.

$12,000 IN BALTIMORE

Patrons

Pleased

— Over

$13,000 for "Abie"

the

r

17th

HAMPDEN'S REP DID

Vogt was formerly treasurer with

9

•

comfortable

healthy wallop. House now scales
Re$4,042 at night performances.
ported around $.18,890.
"The First Year" fWoods, 14th
week). Drew $1,0*0 Sunday nigv,
went Into big slump w.th
but
on
barely hitting $9,000
others,
week. "Light Wines and Beer" for

March

11.

Baltimore, Feb. 14.
Buslnsss fair last wsek. with Walter Hampden at ths Auditorium getting a good play from the students,
whils "Ths Bunch and Judy," despite the critics wsre unkind, got its
share at Ford's. Hampden grossed
about $12,000 on ths week, getting a
big amount on his performances of
"Hamlet." A noticeable thing all
during ths weak was that the galleries were constantly populated,
while ths downstairs portion was
oftsn scattered and thin.

"The Bunch and Judy" had a big
opening night and everyone but the
seemed to enjoy it Immense-

critics

especially the episodes In which
the Dooleys are concerned.
"Abie's Irish Ross" drew capacity

ly,

houses all week and had many
standees at some performances. It
drew considerably over $13,000 on
ths week and Is sst for what promises to be a run of considerable

How this show, after aa
opening which was desultory and
a four-week period during
which buslnsss was unexceptional,
ha/i picked up so much as to be the
biggest draw In Baltimore,' is nothing short of marvelous
The house Is taken for 12 weeks,
with an option on mors tims, and it
is a cinch now that ths "Able" show
will run every day of that time If
not more.
r
length.

aftsr

"Ladles' Night," in its last week
at the Lyceum, played to good business and could havs stayed longer.
The average for the show during its

run was about $8,000, hjit this was
lowered last week, as ths Junior

League hers rented ths houss for
two nights to stags a show of its
own.
•

ONE-NIGHTER P^ODUCTIQNS
(Continued from page 11)
agers concerned invests in the pool
he Is really taking little risk. Ths
main objective la to get attractions.
Evsn if ths plays operated by ths
pool did not net big profits ths
houses should be able to get back
ths amount of ths subscription
within a fow months. Productions
secured for the small stands wHl bs
so geared they will bs able to operate at moderate costs and that
would Increase ths chances of successful operation.
Ths pool will not produce new
plays of Its own according to present plans, but will purchase ths
productions and rights to attractions, which hare finished playing

ths major stands and in-between
small stand jumps. Shows with reputations will in that way reach ths
far corners of ths one-night territory, under ths direction of ths
hinterland showmen. As it is now
few Broadway managers care about
playing the sticks, figuring It* small
change and little more than an odds
against chance of making any

money

at

all.

Insuring their bookings through
ownership, ths small stand mana.gers will through ths well -conceived
pool at least receive the kind of attractions thsy want not what ths
booking offices offer.
When mounting costs chased road
shows from ths road after the war
and left the one-nlghters barren of
plays, the inland showmen came to

-

—

New York and

asked the Producing
Managers' Association for aid. At
the time a uniform contract was
worked out, the number of stags
hands and musicians limited for
sharing purposes, and ths ons-night

men 'Went home expecting something to happen.
failed to

But railroad

rates

come down and other oper-

ating costs are about the same, with
the result that the New York managers havs nearly forgotten there is
such a thing as ons-nighters unless

ons

is

needed for a jump.
.

"EMPORIA OUT"—8HUBEBTS
Kansas City, Feb. 14.
The following special telegram
comes from Emporia, Kan. 'Ths
wrath of ths Shubsrts, theatrical
bookers, has descsnded upon ths
head of Emporia. Following the request of Frank Beach, who books
shows for the Kansas Normal auditorium, that ths play, "Tangerins,*
be cancelled so It would not Intera revival In Emporia, ths
Shuberts struck Emporia's nam*
fere with

from their booking

list."

Emporia is a Kansas city of
some 10,000, with a couple of thousand students attending ths Stata
Normal college during the winter
season.
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Jane winning and novel he is writing on butter. Ha
The
is a simple, touching seene, In which
Miss Bmmett quite holds her own marrying the bad boy. She then explains he has already written 40
with the will. The chapters and haa five to go and that
letter
left
It
reads
a
takes
more
(who
Barry
with Miss
mostly with her back to the audi- mother had had a natural first love the first five chapters are really a
Esther How"
ence), and as a result the heroine for her last born, her black sheep, •diary of a dairy."
gives up the lawyer, who returns Xo and, knowing the girl loved him, ard ia the comedienne, working well
his wife, while shflTTeturns to her figured she could get him to marry opposite Howland and with Judeis
husband, who fell in love with the her for the money and thus have a her stage husband. Between they
chance to save him and at the same get something out of who should
pathos of her situation.
time divert the money to her favor- order each other about.
Miss Barrymore Is, of course, ite. It so transpires.
Howland sent .the performance off
The many deeply witty
superb.
There are many homely touches to fine pace, leading "Iloveyoullovelips,
her
from
lines roll as pearls
of humor the nagging, the com- you."
The 12 violins In the pit
Jersey Churchmen's Lenten Drama, "Veronica's and her eloquent hands and eyes plaining,
the backbiting, the snarland arms gild it all with a fasci- ing, the cadging and the squawk- counted strongly In making the tune
stand
out.
and the evolutions of the
Veil" Grown to Impressive Spectacle Devout nating art that is hers alone. Cyril ing all so true and all so depressKeightley, as her leading man, is ing for afterthought, if not on first chorus then and for the second
"Some
Like
to Hunt," sung by Justraightforward
Decline
Actors
Stage Offers
the same durable,
Young
There is not an inimpression.
English, good sportsman, and inde- tense moment. The reading of the deis, counted about the best work
scribably natural middle-aged lover letter promised for a second to flare on the part of Dave Bennett. His
that he was in "A Texas Nightin- up, but subsided. Davis, most cer- handling of the chorus, both girls
and boys (eight of the latter) was
McKay Morris, who played
gale."
chose to tell his story in good work at all times. Both first
The ninth season of the American the corner opposite the church Romeo to Miss Barrymore's Juliet tainly,
that mood and tempo— he surely and second numbers won extra
building itself and
enis capable
swashbuckling
of
her
been
had
and
auspices
under
the
produced
if
play,
he wants to. cores.
holding about 1,000. During the pre- seducer in "Rose Berndt," is reduced can do heavy writing
The acting is as unspectacular as
Then came "Wildflower," sung by
of St. Joseph's (Catholic) church of sentation of the Passion Play a tall to the ranks in her support with a
the
style, though the entire cast Guy Robertson.
The male octet
Hoboken, N. J., began Sunday eve- cross at the peak of the church simple bit as the husband.
performs, apparently, about as the
steeple is illuminated and >s visible
The end of the play is just a trifle author intended. Miss Povah and warbling with him established the
ning, (Feb. 11) in the church's au- for miles around.
melody, and with the entrance of
flat; though the sense of it could
Ames,
in the leads, stand out. Miss
ditorium for Its annual Lenten stay.
The* annual Passion Play 2s be- scarcely be changed, it might have Wooster as the rural ingenue de- Miss Day it took on new beauty.
The star followed on with "HamNumerous changes in scenery and coming an increasingly important just a wee bit of trimming; one of livers soundly, and young Lawlor ballna," a novelty melody
that went
religious incident
the clever punch lines that serve so is one of the most amusing jfrVenile
of the
Lenten
this
costuming have been made
over
surely. The two songs are outseason. Of late years the play has well up above would help there. It players
the memory of this re- standing in the score and the variyear and the production has been made a substantia] profit which has is the English way of doing things. porter. in
Sam
Harris has given "Icevastly enriched ia accessories.
been used for the expense of the Tut that much could be Interpo- bound" a cast and production that egated melody orchestrations seem
Rev. Father Conrad has made this celebration, all excess funds being lated for American inclinations. contribute rather than Just cover to get all there is out of them. Late.'
In the first act Miss Day and Robmay
low-brows
though
devoted
Otherwise,
charity.
to
religious drama his constant care
the obligations.
ertson had a pretty number called
It is all a question of how many
Newspapers all over the. country call the play "talky," which it is In
end study for nearly a decade, sel"April Blossoms," a score contender.
the
to
prior
(unnecessarily
so
spots
citizens
today are eager to give The juvenile did not shape up voecting the players from his parish- have shown increasing interest in
and
act
first
st. r's entrance In the
their* time, their money and their
cally as strongly as expected, howioners and building up the spectacle the play and the publicity devoted
to it has been enormous for two in a few unprogresslve movements other competing exhilarations and ever.
His best effort was with
on the side of popular appeal, until months
before the first presenta- here and there), it is too clever and comforts to sit through something "Good-by. Little Rosebud" in the
church tion. The first
It has became a notable
anywhere important, weighty and (in its way)
presentation was too human to miss fire
second act. A little ahead of it Miss
event of the winter, with an even modest and unheralded, designed on this continent.
fine, without the allure' of display,
with James Doyle and HowAnd Miss Barrymore, ideally cast, broad amusement, high-pitched ex- Day
widening circle of interest. In its only for St. Joseph's parishioners,
land put over a graceful Interlude
The odds with "Course I Will." Miss How30 odd performances from the Sun- but a New YorkniwspoVeVreportVrican more tnan counteract the few citement and beauty.
appear
must
as
such
would seem to shade against the
pon one performance and shortcomings
day before Ash Wednesday until happened upon
and Howland got their chance
anything turned out by mortal probability of a long continuance ardthe last aat and scored a hit with
Kaster it annually plays to nearly the exploitation that he began has in
in
Lait.
brains and hands.
on 42nd street, though this in one the comedy lyric, "The World's
Rush
all
over fhe increased with the years.
60,000 persons from
of the sort which. If it "catches Worst Women."
The business on
Americas. In past years many noton" at all will outrun its flimsy and Thais and Salome accounted for the
ables have acted as chairmen of the
frivolous neighbors.
Lait.
strong scoring.
exercises,
including
W. Bourke
Dancing was made submerslvc to
.Lotta Linthicum
Harry Pllmmer Emma Jordan...
Cockran. This year United States Hamilton Playgate
John Westley
the other features, but there was alEUis
Walter Howe' Henry Jordan
...Boots Wooster
Senator-elect Edward I. Edwards of Caroline Playgate
ways pretty stepping when Miss
Alice John Neltie Jordan
Neilson
Frances
Jordan
«••••*
Ella
I.uigi
Jeromn Daley Day was in action. Evelyn CavaCynthia Dell
Violet Kemble Cooper
New Jersey, officiates.
....Eva Condon Oabriel>
Fellow*..
Olln Howland
8ir Harrison Petera
Kenneth Hunter Sadie Fellows
Andrew J. Lawlor. Jr. Gaston La Roche
St. Joseph's auditorium at Trap- Ksmee Fair
Orin
Chares Judeis naugh as the Ingenue looked well in
Katharine Emmet
Lawrence Eddtnger Bianca Benedetto
She got her stepping
Evelyn Cavanaugh a light role.
Cyril Keightley Dr. Curtis.
hagen street and Central avenue, Daniel Farr
Povah
Phyllis
.Tame* Doyle chance at the opening of the second
Alberto
Lady
Marjorle Collidine.. Ethel Barrymore Jane Crosby
Robertson
Willard
Bradford
West Hoboken, is a fully equipped Sir Hector Colladlne
.Guy Robertson act, first with a background of girls
McKay Morris Judge
Robert Ames Ouido
Ben Jordan
Edith
Day
Nina
Benedetto
theatre with a generous stage, foot, Rose
Eva Leonard-Boyne Hannah
Edna May Oliver Lucrezia La Rache
Esther Howard and then with Richard Dorc as partCharlea Henderson
lighting
lights and a back stage
Jim Jay
Dore was unprogramed and
ner.
Ethel Barrymore came home to
equipment capable of intricate and
second mu- mfght have- fceen one of the chorus
Arthur
Hammerstein's
to
turned
Owen Davis has again
similarly togged out in the
men
impressive lighting and scenic ef- the Longacre Monday in Alfred
"Wildflowseason.
sical
play
the
of
almost to the sordid. er," was disclosed to Broadway Feb. smartest French officers' uniforms.
fects.
Every advantage has been Sutro's problem comedy and scored. the serious—
It is the real Miss Barrymore again,
As in The Detour" he has thrown 7 at the Casino, a house wherein a Formerly the pair danced profesthe Passion
Play the first time
tarken
to give
since "Declasse." She awav the bombarding effects at number of his successes were staged sionally, appearing as a team and
colorful presentation. Counting the should play the rest of the season which he Is adept in plot-turning
other seasons. He chose it from with parts in a musical show some
tableaux there are no less than 15 in this palatable piece, and thereby and story-mane.uverlng, and has in
a trio of theatres offered for his time ago.
scenes, each involving the setting of help herself and her devotees to sought to build up a character "Wildflower," and that looks like a
The costuming generally was
treatment,
diminuendo
study
In
the stage ar.d every scene calling forget the grisly "Rose Berndt."
splendid. Charles LeMaire was the
It is in the cards for Hammerhit.
which* might become as stein
for delicate manipulation of lights which she played, too well, and her something
to put across a winner, tor he designer, but the clothes were made
play" of a phase of American has an inherited love of music, is a by
who
Hammerstein,
Arthur
nueh as would do credit to an actual Juliet, which she played not well "folk
life.
enough.
judge of melodies and gener- opened a department for that purtheatre. These churchmen have deHe has succeeded admirably In crack
Here, at last, is a delightful thing.
There were individual cosally sure-handed in whipping his pose.
veloped the technical side of their It fits Miss Barrymore, not as she many respects.
"Icebound" is as shows into form.
tumes for eight choristers who were
pageant to a remarkable degree.
was a score of years ago, or as she good as most of Ibsen's and better
Edith Day, who shot up the ladder first rigged out in sport clothes.
Since the project of a semi-com- will be when she becomes a classic than any of Hauptmann's minus with and after "Going Up," was the The two sets were brightly carried
invests
that
the like Sarah Bernhardt; but the Ethel the fad for the foreign
of
Morange, and
rnrrcial visit to America
ideal "Irene" and then a London out by Gates and
transplanted documents with favorite g the election to feature within their bounds Oscar Eagle
Oberammergau Passion Play has of 1M23, at the full of her charm theseartificial.
specUttU aftd frean
...
It WJW principally handled the staging of th&book satbeen discussed from time to time, a and her powers in a high comedy quently fallacious importance. That m WiWflow „ r
role, where her unique diction and
Miss Day who held up "Orange isfactorily.
fresh inspection of this American
her authoritative individuality in Davis is a serious thinker, a stu- Blosoras" in New York, and had she
One of the prettiest bits of "Wildoresentation brings to mind the diffi- projecting subtleties revel on the dent of the best in the drama and
remained with it the Royce musical flower" came at the final curtain.
It does high peak of her early maturity.
a laureate of moods and conditions might still be on tour. Surrounded Reversed from the usual routine of
culties of such a project.
dedenied,
be
cannot
time,
his
of
the Miss Barrymore is a young woman
to bold
not seem possible
with a cast that measures a clever having the company on the stage,
young to be a Miss Barrymore; spite his reputation as a scribbler group of artists, Mils Day dominates only the two lovers were there.
religious drama outside the reverHe has the entire Hammertein performance. With a scream of joy Nina (Miss
claptrap in the past.
end auspice's of a church, or even still young enough to convey a of
short
within
a
proven it twice
move it from its strictly locaj and woman who can ravish the peaceful space, and each time conclusively. Her fire, grace and sweet voice made Day) went to the arms of her counsouls of men into volcanic and even
her every moment on the stage a try sweetheart. Nearby an apple
intimate setting without destroyWhether "Icebound" will be a visible or audible pleasure.
felonious follies; mellow enough to
tree in blossom became the prey of
ing its devotional appeal. The at- treat these men like sense and financial .winner is, however/not so
The numbers, as for all musical a wind preceding the coming storm.
mosphere at St. Joseph's is distinct- sentiment, not like a galloping flap- convincingly established. There is comedies, are made paramount. The That provided a picture of the
will
theatre-goers
that
ly that of the "home church"; the per, a frightened virgin or a scarlet a chance
book of Otto Harbach and Oscar couple being showered by flower
rise to this biting, sometimes rasp- Hammerstein, 2d, has been picked^ petals from the tree,
audience has the character of a jezebel
>iFsutro didn't write "The Laugh- ln *« alwa 8 relentless stage bro- on. but it is quite adequate. The * By all the rules Ha
Hammerstein has
parochial congregation even to the
• t o,i„" *n \**r. v,- -h«„i* *•»,» chure on that proposition which Is story is a romance, perhaps a varia- a winner in "Wildflower."
The
nhort address by a young priest as ing Lady" for her, he should have.
fact in the minds of every tion of the Cinderella story, with a scale
Arthur Hopkins is said to have
is topped at $2.50 and the
the play opens.
of
that
most
analytical
observer:
change of locale. There is plenty of management has announced good
gone
to extraordinary outlay in pro Even then the utmost ingenuity is curing it as her vehicle some claim the families that live together hate plot; in fact, too much, and dele- locations can be bought at the box
called into play for the management he paid $30,000 in advance.
Quite each other; that tenderness and tions in the first act probably have office. With the prices rated popuof the passages which involve the a sane Investment, Loo. and not at affection soon perish and give way been made by this time. The pause lar there is no reason why the new
of
name
presence of Christ. The
This will be the play to selfishness, cupidity, jealousy and in the action Immediately after the show should not run through the
all incredible.
sheer hostility of propinquitous
Ibte.
the young member of the congrega- in which she will tour, and a jour- bodies without any common sym- show's rapid get-away with two season.
quick-tempo song numbers was apney
of
triumphs
it
will be.
It is
tion who enacts the figure of the
pathies doomed to keep rubbing to- parent, and spotted at once by the
Xazarene does not appear. He ap- not likely that she will emulate her gether in wearing, exasperating authors as a weak spot. The apdistinguished brother and strand a
friction.
pears only in motionless tableaux
proach to the song numbers imsuccess high and dry just because
For this purpose "Icebound" rings pressed as well designed, that being
and never speaks. The effect is as it is a success or Just because she
Baltimore, Feb. 14.
though these passages were paint- has a whim for the ocean air. This up on a family of brothers and sis- principal product expected from the
Four-act melodrama by Willard Robertters assembled in the sitting room writers.
son and KUbourn Gordon, produced by
ings rather than posed groups and in should give her another typical
Kilbourn
Gordon and George Marshall at
of a farmhouse, waiting for the
The score is by Herbert Stothard
this way the spirit of reverence is Barrymore swing around the prin- comparatively rich mother to die.
Lyceum Theatre with the Marshall
and Vincent Youmans, the latter a the New as
cipal cities, with satisfaction and
the caat.
preserved.
She dies. They have been uneasily youthful composer who is a comer. Players
Miss Moore, maid
Olga Las
all
glery
enough
for
prosperity
and
series
of
The play opens with a
watching one another the widowed They have delivered three or four Captain Salisbury, caller
Rslph Murphy
tableaux three in number, protray- involved.
Orme Caldara
and Impoverished sister with a hits, and all the tunes have been Doctor Morice, physician
The story is simple enough. child; the married brother with a expertly
Mr. Adams, patient
Joseph Crehan
Ing the betrayal of Judas, with a
handled, as demonstrated
Martin, patient
Emerln Campbell
background of Roman soldiers with Were It by any one less than the bankrupt store and a growing flap- by the corking orchestrations. An Miss
Doctor Mason, pharmacist. .William Evarts
dark intervals for the changing of masterful Sutro, it would be a light per daughter; the old maid sister unusually large orchestra was in the Mr. Greer, professional dancer
melodnma
mean
little.
and
would
the striking groupings. The story
Jerome Renner
who has never had an hour of fun pit under Stothard's leadership and
then shifts to the place of the High As it is, there is a shrewd satire and has waited all her life for the the melodies trickled forth to the Mr». Wilson, cx-patlent
Jean Downs
From there the through it all in epigram and situa- old woman to die so she could very best value. Counter -strains Marcla Moody, patient
Priest Calphas.
Dorothy Leeds
on
tion,
a
sweeping
commentary
Bible narrative progresses dramaticspend her share of the money; the and variated tricks in the melodies 8ybil Walters, dancing partner
Betty Williams
ally with swiftly changing scene to about all types of matrimonial re- sister-in-law who regards the whole made the music the more catchy to
the Crucifixion (a powerful dram- lation, and one big fact: that love family possession as hers by natural the ear. and count almost as impor- Ann Chapman, college friend
Francis Howard
thence is great, but life is greater; that right for having married into such tant as the score itself.
and
presentation)
atic
Frank Harrison, collet© friend
through the struggles of the early we may burn and rant and tear our a mess. etc.
Robert Brlster
The play is localed In the farm- Mr. Johnson,
young man.... Will Fitzgerald
ending with a final hair, but we must go on living, and
Christians,
There is also a wayward boy, yard of an Italian village and in a Miss Lamb, guest
of Adams. .. .Alice Moyer
the world outnumbers us and will born long after the rest, who Is mansion at Como. Nina,
tableau picturing the redemption.
the niece Smith, Adam's valet
Donald Gregory
Over 300 persons, wfrkmen. pro- not let us justify bruising its con- away in jail for a petty but nasty of a wealthy old man. is bequeathed Rose, a beggar
Emerln Campbell
Donald Gregory
fessional men, stenographers and ventions just because wo love.
crime. And there is a sort of gov- his fortune, with the condition that Jimmie, truck driver
Barrymore
Miss
of
plays
the
role
in
two
concerned
are
girls,
telephone
crness-nurse-servant, who is in the she not lose her temper for six
To parody O. Henry let us say:
casts which alternate in the pre- a young woman just divorced in a old woman's confidence and is al- months. So she moves to the rich
The critic has his point of view.
sentations every Sunday afternoon sensational #*.tri;U wherein she is lowed in her death room. The will home for the test period, and though
and evening and Tuesday and convicted as^guilty of misconduct is read. Lo! The money has all the attorney from Paris who repre- It is as single minded perhaps, as
Thursday evenings through I>nt. with a whipper-snapper (he does been left to .the outsider, the girl. sents another niece who would get that of any other single calling.
There Is gnashing and the money if Nina failed to live up From the velvet cushion of his aisle
Some have appeared for five or six not. appear in the play) through the Jane.
hiavellian cross-examination of storming.
The sons and daughters to the condition, tries to "steam her seat he looks at plays and players
years, as in the case with Anastnsia y
a
brilliant
lawyer.
she
her
night
That
a:
Veronica,
feel
robbed
and shriek aloud. They up," the country lass wins the in- and forgets them as his first city*
appears
as
who
edition goes to press. Be the play
Anotncr is meets the lawyer while London Is hate one another and curse the heritance.
brother, J. C. Wallace.
Charles Judeis as the lawyer with by Belasco or Hoyt, it la only a play
Mildred Tabercke, who has played rlnginp with her notorious disgrace memory of the departed. But there
—
meets
him
the
at
home
friend,
of
a
ideas
fits the part well.
He has not at the best and a piece of bad writis the will.
Ruth for five years. Father Conrad
The boy comes back Jane gets the opportunity for a deal of laughs, ing at its worst. He takes it up,
said a leading theatrical manager where she has gone for sanctuary
scandal.
from
the'
Miss
but
does
make
that
she
transpires
such
offers
to
out.
It
comedy
him
lines Juggles it for a minute in a mind
had made repeated
She sets out to in.rigue him «o loves him. He has fallen In boyish allotted him count. One of the best which has set standards. Then the
Tabercke for stage appearances, but
whip cracks, and if the scales of the
for
break
was
that
she
can
heart
in
the
enhis
blue
dress
that
mansion
to
girl
in
a
with
scene,
refused
love
a
when
steadfastly
had
she
tertain the idea of a professional revenge. Sho succeeds so well that he saw in France while a soldier. Nina's country sweetheart views the mind do not balance, his typewriter
career and looks forward to enter- he and she fall headlong In love Jane gets a blue dress in a pitiful richly appareled guests wide-eyed. clicks with venom. The copy reader
with his mind more on press time
He, being a attempt to charm him, but the He asks if they are all actresses,
ing a convent. Theatrical tenders wi.th one another
have been repeatedly to other play- hlunt, terribly sincere soul, goes to brother's adolescent daughter, a Judeis answering "not one." That than copy lets It slide, a few
minutes
later the linotype operator
in
light
of
the
fact
steals
it
he
divorce;
little
vamp,
was
and
asks
for
a
always
wife
bush
league
alluding
his
but
ers in the Passion Play,
the wife has been his mate for 20 and appears before him in It and to the chorus was a nifty.
Olln has let the slugs drop tho makeup
they have been refused.
Howland plays an author come to man has screwed up the page the
The he is carried away and kisses her
St. Joseph's auditorium is a pro- years and has "mode" him.
There Jane, of course, walks in just then. the village to get atmosphere for a
(Continued on page 37)
It occupies 1 wife calls On the charmer.
of the church.
finish sees
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

1923

LEEDOM

and STAMPER
Songs and Talk

MIN

LADIES

(27)

fb Mint.) Full 8tsge

One

Mins.;

25

•

MAMMY

(Special)

Palfoe

ith Ave.

Another male vaudeville partner
The im&t«ur girl minstrel turn,
following the boys' minstrel .act for this elongated blond girl and a
vehicle
that seems to be the best
that Bill Quald, the Fifth Avenua'a
4-she has yet encountered. It allows
manager, has auoceaalvely and auc
plenty of territory and time within
cessfully built up for the theatre aa which she may make use of her
Thia act will ability as a comedienne. The skit is
the atartlng point.
travel; the boye are traveling, or credited to Paul Gerard Smith, as
author, but it is logical to presume
were the first half, when at Mt. Dave Stamper, the Ziegfeld "Follies"
.Vernon.
But the girls may be in composeri is responsible for the
for a regular vaudeville journey; melodies the act includes.
Mr. Stamper does straight for the
firstly, because they are girls and
with the material
leaning
look well, and, secondly, as they girl,
mostly to cross-fire and Miss Leegive a pleasing show of its kind for
dom kidding her physical qualificaIS minutes.
tions. Other than presenting quesThe limited running time obliged tions the songwriter steps forth for
some of the young women the first individual recognition with a melody
selection of former hits while his
half to be omitted as specialists.
changes costume.
(
They probably are receiving their partner
Both comprise a pleasing piano
chance this half, as the turn held
two-act
that besides appearance,
over for the full week. In a semihas the ability to connect on any
circle, the girls are grouped in two
rows of 12 each, broken in the twice daily program. Some of the
center by Minnie Allen as inter- comedienne's mannerisms will imlocutor.
Miss Allen was on the press as being reminiscent of other
same bill the first half, with Annie' work done by her although such inat the
Monday
Kent, who held .' wn an end. Mar- ferences, drawn
gie Coates on the other end (with matinee, mattered not according to
response
forthcoming
the
from
the
both ends under cork, remainder in
white face)„'was also on the regu- audience.
neat,
clean-cut
skit
comprised
A
lar program.
The lower row of
girls wore a sort of hurt costume, of sprightly chatter and a diio of
silk hat and riding coat, with the melodies, of which one may call for
too
as
somewhat
young women on the top shelf substitution,
dressed In reguration girlish clothes, lengthy. Other than that one possible
exception
the
act
is
undoubtedly
The ends passed some jjkes back
*

•

and

fortn, also kidding each other
while doing it.
The kidding appeared to be more enjoyed by the
audlen ~. Miss Allen often was Inclined iv be hasty as interlocutor.
breaking in on the laughs, but it all
shaped up without mishap.

Among

the young women who
piece in the minstrels
opportunity
contest
held at the Fifth Avenue last week,
a tall girl, Betty Hale, and a kicking dancer, ran away with tin turn.
wotiv their

through

If

an

this girl

is

an amateur

she's a

wonder

I

-

Skiff.

LEONARD and ST. JOHN,
Songs and Talks
11 Mine.:
One (Special)
58th Street
A fem'.ninc duo, having one member dressed in a dinner coat for* the
opening number with her partner
Some talk
also In evening attire.
followed with a song by the male
impersonator
takes
the
couple
through an insert in the drop for
presenting
announcement
the
of
Wesley Barry and Jack!? Coo^an.
The imitations, if they are, impress
as being decidedly the artists' own
impressions as neither comes ctosc
The
to duplicating the originals.
seems merely the excuse
idea
around which to build an act. Over-

for her style of dancing.
There's no one in a Broadway show
with anything on her and anyone
doing high or side kicking anywhere can well envy Miss Hale.
Besides she's a good looking brunet.
If the week passes without an
offer for her from a production alls for one and ragamuffin attire
manager, it's because the "scouts" for the other comprise tho nearest
have been loafing.
resemblance.
Another "specialty" was conAiming for comedy the turn is
tributed by the Carroll Sisters, two shy of that particular objective with
cute kidlets with harmony singing not much left except the two meloand dancing, both having looks dies. The women received fair apenough on top of that and.thelr preciation, not substantial anougb
youth to land them professionally. to bring them back despite flagrant
Then there was Mary Carson, she stalling in taking bows supplementwho spoke the prolog so invitingly ed by an Hawaiian instrument.
and beseeched favorable attention
Skiff.
to "the girls." Mary Is a standard
amateur at the Fifth Avenue. She
PLAYERS
PHENOMENAL
(6)
also did a song in the act proper,
"Looking Backward" (Sketch)

and another young woman

in

it

acored with a ballad. A little toe
dancer wearing socks needs a bit

more tuition and practice for grace.
Very agreeable entertainment,

«

"in."

18 Mins.;.
Colonial.

An

Three

old timer's act, three

men'and

women. Two program phrases
Looking Backward"
this Ladles' Minstrels as put to- modify the
gether by Bill Quaid.
Mr. Quald title; one is "nearing 60 but can go
40."
The other, "headllners behardly' wfll want anyone In the like
business to believe he did it be- fore you were born." The cast contween Saturday and Monday; he sists of Maud Detty, "world's greatPaul Hamlin,
did it too well for that. The young est lady dancer";
women are made more interesting formerly of Hamlin and Hamlin;
through the announcement of their Maggie LeClalr, "the natural Irish
lady"; Blanche Newcomb, daughter
amateur standing.
To travel the turn will be no and impersonator of her father,
Newcomb; W. H. Thompson,
Bobby
Even the bona fide
light expense.
amateurs have Inflated opinions of ''premier baritone vocalist;" Banks
their professional value, like the Winter, author of 'White Wings,"
The act idea is a surprise party
Carroll Sisters, for instance, who
believe they can get enough club to Mr. Winter with Mr. Thompson
the host. The guests arrive and
as
work at remunerative prices to
keep them off the professional each docs a specialty. Their identity
And they can. is denoted on removal cards on
vaudeville stage.
Or that young fellow a few weeks easels at either end of the stage.
ago at the Fifth Avenue, lucky to ..ThJBL-fipecIaltles performed by each
be on the stage at all, but who de- are entertaining amTTh"e~aet pleases
manded $150 a week for profes- generally although there have been
sional appearances, saying he had some better "old timers" frame-ups
a good job downtown and wouldn't hereabouts; likewise worse. Abel.
three

:

Wise boy, if he
leave it for less.
stuck downtown.
The amateur thing leading up to
a female band of minstrels is not
bad keep Gus Hill away from ,it;
Gus would send it on the road at
Sime.
$1.50.

—

IDAHO FOUR
Rope Spinning
Four (Spscisl Drop)

12 Mins.;

Two couplet In western get-up,
chaps, spurs, sombreros, hair pants,

LEONARD

snd

EDDIE

Dancing
11

Mine; One

Central.

Twp

colored

steppers

who can

Both boys are specialists but
"go."
deliver good duet dancing too.

JINNY and Her

Georgia

|

Protean Skit

Full 8tage
81st St.

Colonial.

Apparently a planned imitation
of Aunt Jemlna and her band.
woman in blackface la
large
Jinny, who changes her
clothes often and sings without any
great effect before a male Jaxs combination of seven pieces.
Jinny also dances. It is this stepping by a ponderous person that
seems to inspire the audience to
give something of an applause return for the labored effort.

A

Mammy

Mammy

The band gets very little for Its
playing, with or without the singer.
Its leader is driven to the extremity of playing his violin and dancing
to It, a feat so long ago accomplished by young girls without bands
it lost all semblance of novelty before any of these musicians ever
thought of vaudeville.

husband.

'

The
the

;

cast does well enough with
lot, especially the husband, al-

though it's decidedly problematical
whether the act can ever get over
for consecutive dates In the larger

houses. It's odds the neighborhood
audiences won't know what it's all

A

bit of pruning apd some
to whip into shape may
skit in better cordition
with the deleting of a few moments
from the running time to be one ot

about.

more time
see

the

the remedies.

Skiff.

RITTER snd KNAPPE
Cannon

Ball Juggling
15 Mins.; Full Stage (Spscisl)

Jefferson

Strong man juggling and manipulating cannon balls after the manner of Paul Spadoni, Paul Conchas
and others in the past. As good
as the best and better than most
of the others. Male assistant works
Assistant is small
in comedy vein.
slender anaemic looking chap whose
delicate appearance presents excellent contract to robust principal.

plate after tossing both to height
of 10 feet, balancing two fish bowls
and cannon ball on scaffold appu-

w;

women doing
bit With the Australian bull-whip,
the sole relief from the straight
rope stuff.
Fair small time openers.
Abel.
Interesting, one of the

23d

to Chain's ukelele. Barton, In boggy
clothes, grotesque make-up, with
the zig zag hair part, is funny as a
semi-nance sap, but unfunny the
moment he digresses.

a

ragtime

soldier

These boys probably figured thai
.,.,
i.
He l< >nard borrowed their
color they can borrow his name and
invert it.
But they make a clever
i

Comedian has tunny pan. Ijc is not
as funny ss be looks, but secure a
average of laughs, with* ut
fair
making himself too conspicuous.
Act Is standard for inter nediate.

i-ara

i'"""-

ill

or big timei opening or

r'.'^s

Skit

snd

KENT

.

Four (Parlor)
5th Ave.
Minnie Al!en and Annie Kent .n«together In a comedy skit.
M ss
Allen was formerly of Montgomery
single
Kent
Miss
and Allen;
did a
previously and is best recalled as
of Kelly and Kent.
The present turn has Miss Albn
playing straight to Miss Kent's nut
stuff.
The latter centres around
should round out a noxt-to-closlng Miss Kent, after "working for 42
weeks and having null and void at
act for the best of the bills.
the finish," calling upon Miss Allen,
In the next-to-closing spot at the
who hasn't worked for a year and
Palace, with no comedy ahead of
one-half through having struck an
them, they did nicely, but were
oil well on her California lots.
down a bit too late. The mind
In between are gags, cross fires,
reading bit as done by them wan
sure fires and antics by Miss Kent.
their strongest bit.
Con.
On the stage they address each
other by their given names.
EDITH WILSON snd Bsnd
The turn should do In the smaller
Songs and Music
time houses and less. It's plaeed
18 Mine.; Full Stage
Misa Kent looks
in a parlor set.
Jefferson
rather well as a blonde souhret,
Edith Wilson is assisted by a while Miss Allen Is picturesque with
jazz band of seven men.
Miss quit* grey, almost white, hair.
Him«.
Wilson and band are colored. Band
consists of piano, two saxophones,

of the cross fire Is extremely
familiar, especially the "cake" routine and "we had to walk back."
The act Is dreary in spots, but holds
enough .entertainment to insure It
*
for the riwo-a-day.
Chain is as alwaya an excellent
straight.
Barclay, with sure fire
material consisting In character,

cornet, trombone, drum and cello
banjo.
They get real music from
the seven Instruments, with the
selections, as well as Miss Wilson's,
t-onfined to jazzy Hy-ncopation. Just
seven
colored
musicians and n
pretty mulatto vocalist who handle
lit

five

great

shape.

numbers,

oil

the real "coon"
type. She hai a pleasant Voice, puts
her stuff over easily without forcing
and reads real character into the
lines.
Act shapes ns excellent singing and musical turn, minus flash,
but containing plenty of talent. Wi
Jtrll
fit No. J, In the be
lyrics

pt

I

'

<lan<-e

ALLEN

Some

syncopated stuff
.Miss Wilson did
of

One

St.

Gould is back in vaudeville
Laura Pierpont's current vehicle,
"Women That Pass In the Night" Is after quite an absence. Opening
with
comedy
song, "He's Satisfied.
a
by Edgar Allan Woolf and gives
the star an opportunity for three You're Satisfied," his old singing
characterizations. Two men are in standby, Gould followed It with ansupport although not even distin- other comic, "I Remember Her." A
guished by "Co." mention on pro- routine of talk next, Including the
gram or,annunciator. The men meet panning of Freeport in comedy vein,
accidentally before a prop practical and some Irish stories. There are
lamppost and recognise each other some familiars. It's well done and
as old friends. One had a 10 o'clock aa the old boys afe beyond the
appointment at this corner with his memory of the present vaudeville
wife but it "is 10.30, having purpose- generation it doesn't matter.
A song, "Sin,. Me a George M.
ly arrived a half hour late in view
of his past experience with wife's Cohan Melody" and an encore comedy
bit showing the walks of the
punctuality.

holding

"Impression"

10 Mine.;

—

seen

a

Songs and Talk

A

a

drill.

BILLY COUL-*

(2)

(Special Drop)

inhabitants of various
for
citiea
The other boasts of being the closing.
happiest man ip the world— he was
After a couple of weeks of p'aydivorced a year ago. The married ing,
Mr. Gould will undoubtedly have
one claims abject misery for his separated the sure Area from the
lot and wishes he had someone other
blanks. The basis of a first class
than his wife for a friend. Enter an single is there; it only needs work.
ingenue, fresh from boarding school
Belt.
Mammy Jinny may be an old who
proves herself a wise country
timer, who caught the Aunt Jemlna
the gallant
chick. She "touches"
the
from
idea after an absence'
and Ce. (3)
his PAUL DECKER
husband for taxi fare and
n (Comedy)
stage with Increasing* avoirdupois.
which he did not offer volun- *l Heard
Full Stage (parlor)
No one around the 81st St. could watch
tarily.
6th Avenue
recall ever having seen her before,
That's the first woman who pass.
anywhere. She and her band can
light trifle
for a vaudeville
night. The second is Mrs.
the
ed
in
big
the
on
not hope to compete
laughs are not
woman of comedy playlet. The'enough.
society
time with other turns of similar Farrlngton, a
It's of
hearty
frequent
nor
What they will do on mature age (Miss Pierpont sports the unwonted habit of gossips excharacter.
wig for this character)
small time Is problematic, but they an elaborate
aggerating scandalous hearsay.
who abhors the breath of scandal
Sime.
should do better.
A young married man , Intends
but is not averse to "dating" both
teaching his wife a lesson In curbmen for lunch unbeknown to each ing repetition of "I heard so-and-so
"LOADS OF MISERY" (4)
other, in accordance with her resay." He Informs an older married
Comedy Sketch
quest to keep it "sub rosa." The man companion of his plan.
The
21 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
by the men's
third is introduced
he desist
older one suggests
Fifty-eighth Street
conversation anent their admiration
"never try to teach a woman anyHectic melodrama and kidding it for the woman who does things and thing," he replies. But the younger
with the title registering under the rules In her sphere. In answer, enter does it, through a friend of his wife,
same classification as "For Pity's a female "hophead" who admits a much older woman. The husband
Sake" and "More JSinned Against she's an authoress and the origin- tells her that the evening before the
Than Usual." The act s credited ator of a currently popular work. other man was out with another
to May Tu.ly with Charles Henry But she must have her stimulation man and two young women in an
Smith mentioned in the outside to assist in creations. She has a automobile. He asks her to exactProbably as author. Three "date" with a "snow" peddler at ly repeat that to his wife.
billing.
men and a woman comprise the wit- this corner but, being disappointed,
Between the tale bearer and the
nessed cast, although an additional makes her way to another place wife, they increase the story througn
member or possibly two seem like- where she knows she can gej it.
•repetition, to the other man and his
ly to be present off stage for the efThe last finds Miss Pierpont ap- companion having been all night
fects used.
and with five women In two cars and
clothes
proaching In street
All props are imaginary. The clos- spied by her husband's friend who the entire party was a drunken one.
ing of doors, telephone, setting of a enthuses at the sight of " a nifty To make It harder, the eldest woman
table and so forth are taken care dame." Hubby resents the "dame" informs the other man's wife.
of by the characters going through and explains it's the wife. Clinch
It Is cleared up when the husband
the motions and the appropriate and and curtain.
reprimands his wife for the exagdeaccompanying noise off stage to
A bright protean novelty this, gerations, also informing the eldest
note the action. Besfdes which the suitable for body-of-the-bill spot- woman the fault originally rested
emphasized ting. It was No. 2 after intermission with her, since she failed to repeat
lines
are
fire
red
exactly as requeeted.
through the orchestra rendering a at tho Colonial.
Abel
This story might have better
chord as the cast strikes a pose. The
value for big time were It not disconclusion has the characters in a
counted In a way by the Keane"jam" with one phoning the author BARCLAY and CHAIN
"VVhltney
playlet,
"The Oossippy
to get themout. Possibly suggested Comedy Talk, Sengs, Music
Sex," that may have inspired the.
by the current attraction at the 17 Mins.; One
This Is a new two-man comedy latter one. Nor does the playing
Princess.
."
The player of
The Idea registers as being par. combination comprised of Don Bar- aid "I Heard
For a wise audience there are a few clay, he of- many partners, and Del the elder woman does nicely; withpartnered
around
seen
last
out anyone else seeming to seek t<>
logical laughs, although the Fifty- Chain,
Nelson.
give the sketch anything beyond tli«s
eighth Street assemblage enjoyed with Eddie
The duo have the frame work of r« citation of their lines, excepting
ths off-stage rattling of dishes,
Mr. Decker, who provides some exturn,
comedy
next-to-closing
closing of doors and let it go at a
clamations with actions.
It unfolds the tale of a hus- which spot they held at the Palace
that.
It's quite mild entertainment for
band short $5,000 on his company's on account of conflictlons r.nd the
a playlet and its reception will deswitching.
necessary
the
blame
books, the wife taking
when confronted by her boy friend
The routine consists of cross fire, pend upon the callbr« of the audon the police force with the father comedy mind reading bit, and a ience It plays before; the lower the
Bhne.
of the girl walking in to kill the couple of topical limericks doubled better it ma y go.

band

gagg
any sucn Kinaerg
"Do you know .'my Jokes?" "Yes,
I know, you."
The roping is mildly

Two

Billy

The juggling of three 45-pound
They opened with a slow tempo cannon balls manipulation of cannumber and after it there was dia- non ball and egg, catching both on

logue cueing the specialties. A soft
shoe waltz clog by the taller member gave way to acrobatic stepp.ns

LAURA PIERPONT

Band
Band Act

16 Mine.;

10

-

THE

FIVE STEPPERS

(5)

Dancing
18 Mint.; Full Stage

(Special)

City
Pour men. and a girl. G;rl OJMMS
aet with song telling of danch
strur.tion she IS' to receive.
Bong
leads to entrance of four nrK'i. dancsupposedly.
Different
ing teachers
stiles of dmcing follow in order
Tbe four men are all good soft ehdancers, with a couple standing rut
w th eccentric stuff, tiiri is petite
brunet, also good stepper.
A flash act for the ninaH thru
unusual in that it holds talent \fcf
well aa a silk eye.
Bell.
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CENTRAL
the first straight vaudeat the Central since the
season started with Shubert unit
shows. With the units reduced to
one-third of their first number the
policy of the houses continuing with
Shubert vaudeville must necessarily
vary from straight bills to "pro-

This

ville

Is

bill

.

duced/ shows. There was no change
In the admission scale $2 for the
floor obtaining from Monday
to Friday and $2.50 top for Saturday,
Sunday and holidays, although Monday night (Lincoln's Birthday) the
Attendance
held.
scale
regular
downstairs for the holiday night
performance looked . between onehalf and two-thirds capacity, the
dressing of the house by the box
office covering up empties rather

lower

as

its star.

Edna Leedom and
Dave Stamper (New Acta* sold their
wares and well, and earlier Vaughn
Comfort held forth for *a seniiPreviously

classlc episode of bailed singing tb>t
a <ltlItior»ally produced a trio of en
core?, not necessarily
called
for
This tenor's voice is neither parwell.
ticularly sweet or tone nor is he
The bill was made up almost al- Instilled with any great degree of
together from overture to exit of personal magnetism so that it actacts which appeared in or featured ually comes down to rest on this
unit shows "gone west." There were basis of his selections.
If they're
six such turns yet they themselves good, well enough, but if tuev're net
might hestitate to subscribe to the Mr. Comfort is minus that superior

programing of the show as "a big

star

bill

of headline favorites."

program

had

other

all

I

weaknesses.

the absence of any
descriptive matter and credits for
supporting players. The mere mention of the turn's name gave the
impression the billing 'was not

gathered by a press department.
The bareness of the billing did not
stop this side of the footlights. But

one act had Its own settings which
made for a change of pace from the
unit shows; too much so. Comedy
was aimed for and that feature did
carry the show along satisfactorily

were some clever comedians in the line-up. Of the nine
acts six worked on "one," there was
one full stage turn, an act partly
in full and part of another in "two."
Jimmy Hussey headlined and
closed the show, using his doughboy
comedy business but with a house
drop. The dialog appeared unchanged

for there

but the material got over very well
for its vintage. Hussey landed with
his comedy songs, the new ones
making him solid for two of the
older favorites.
Joe Towle was beaten to one of
his gags by the program which had

him down as "Towel." When Joe
got warmed up he let out the secret
that when the Koo-Klucks got on a
paying basis the "Hebrews are going
Parked on his
to take it over."
"chummy roadster, 1914 Khrefs
model" he sure played piano. Towle
had a chance to- explain that when
he did play, he played hard, for a

•

—

PALACE

did Chaplin pretty good,

With the Monday night (Lincoln's
Birthday) scale topped at $2.20 the
Riverside failed to hit a high percentage of attendance with nine
rows at the rear of the lower, floor light. Tony Pastor's most aspiring
unoccupied during the evening. The dreams probably never imagined
current show had sufficient in the vaudeville would produce a classic

moment.

Gladys Clark and Henry Bergman
Under- followed closing the first half with
way at 2.10 Monday and still going their new "Seminary Mary," one of
at 6.40. It totaled as coming under those light song and dance vehicles
an "overboard" classifl* Atlon with the style of which they have been

not sufficient material <n the three
hours and a ha f to make the running order impress as being entirely
Frank McGlynn
a good show.
(New Acts) Impersonating Abraham Lincoln, opening after inter-

following for qome time.
Their
present vehicle with an attractive
setting carries a neat story with
several good comedy situations for
Bergman and opportunities for the
double vocal and dance specialties
by the couple. The act proved one
of the applause winners of the evening.

In place of the customary intermission ex-Senator Abe Kaplan offered a 15-minute talk on Abrahnm

'

Lincoln,
Monday evening.
The
audience sang "The Star Spangled
agreement between this young Banner" at its completion.
The second half started imwoman and h.er former husband
Whether or no, they flocked in to mediately after the showing of
standing room with Miss Harris en- Topics week with Irene Franklin.
tering No. 4 though programmed as Miss Franklin had Jerry Jarnagan
closing the first half. The sketch re- at the piano and went after the
She had
mains Identical with its initial pre- audience with a bang.
sentation minus the opening film them immediately eating out of her
letter to the audience. It clicked for hand. Her character numbers were
although ^ the [ served up in rapid order each and
lair
appreciation
tion

Miss Dexter agreed thar her partner
"but not
as good as Mildred did."
And
Mildred at the Palace!
The Joseph E. Howard -Ethlyn
Clark revue was the evening's high-

RIVERSIDE

this week.

mission, was an added starter for
the holiday with his characterizations of the great President.
Mildred Harris topped the outside
billing which carried an insert of,
"The former Mrs. Charles Chaplin,"
not believed to be absolutely according to Hoyle as regards the separa-

—

5

chip of ivory flew from one of the way of names to fill the house and
keys as he was speeding to the it proved an entertaining bill runEither that or "one of the ning exceedingly long, the final act
finish.
bolts" fell off, though it didn't hurt not appearing until 11.20, something out of the ordinary.
the Instrument.
The Lime Trio (New Acts) a
With DeHaven and Nice, Towle
was in the George Gallagher unit knockabout combination opened the
show.
The audience was still walkSeventh and eighth here,
show.
they teamed in revue style to real ing in with those present giving
the
trio
attention. Carter and Corwith
through
purpose. Towle when
his own turn was in almost at the nish, colored male dancing team,
The
start of the DeHaven and Nice act. picked it up from then on.
Brendel and Burt made a laughing boys are fast and nimble steppers
interlude to close intermission. The topping off their offering with a
crackerjack bit. The act appears to
lines, numbers and breakaway stunt
though be one that appeared in the thrcea:e virtually the same,
"Yonson" declared himself getting a-day houses known as Carter and
The routine is identical.
wiser day by day in regards to Buddy.
Jnoney. ..Just ahead were Connelly Satisfied with eight minutes the
boys
had
little difficulty In producthe
and Wenrich and they easily led
song features of the evening, with ing with their dance work.
Mrs. Gene Hughes and Co. in the
vocal talent running next to comedy
comedy sketch '"Youth" provided
in the show's factors.
Bert Baker and his company pro- somo of the laughs of the evening
No. 3. Mrs. Hughes has selected a
show.
vided the first laughs of the
on third. He is using "Prevarica- capable supporting cast with Bention" and his amazing activeness ton C. Ressler handling the male
gets every bit of value from the lead the others in support being
The actress playing the Hazel. Stone, Alice Davenport and
materia).
Vera Merrill. Miss Merrill in a
wife was excellent.
The Futuristic Review opened in- comedy maid role delivers several
The sketch is
termission making the usual song opportune laughs.
in
27
minutes.
operatic flash.
It did not provoke now being played
enthusiasm perhaps because it did Vivienne Segal an/1 Harry Carroll
programed
No.
for
3
after
intermisnot really fit in the going. Leonard
and Eddie (New Acts) were second. sion appeared fourth in the first
opened, half. The graceful and well voiced
The Musical Johnsons
though the spot was marked Xflr the Miss Segal with looks another great
Pickfords and did well enough with asset captivated the audience in a
their xylophone playing. The Argus nicely laid out routine of numbers,
piano. The
Trio was programed to close but the with Carroll at the
curtain
descended when Jimmy pianist -composer is getting all he
Hussey bowed off about 10 minutes possibly can out of the act as a plug
for his new songs, even going so
past eleven .
Roughness was noticed in three or far as to announce what disc conis
releasing them. With a
four acts and while the points may cern
not be classed as really objection- partner of Miss Segal's calibre it
able, the show seemed to lack dele- seems unfitting to connect attach
tions often necessary after the first song plugging methods tojthe act.
The Segal -Carroll combination enI bee.
matinee.
tertained doing 34 minutes during
which there was never
idle
an

Too much show

For a compact big time bill of
Frank- limited numbers, In conjunct i%n
had supplied them with her en- with a feature picture, the 81st
including
"Red
tire
repertoire
Street put up a corking program
Head."
Claude and Marlon wkh the only for popular approval this week.
comedy act in "one" of the evening The house was well filled on the
followed Miss Franklin. The audi- holiday matinee for a neighborhood.
Wellington Cross got the headence was ready for this style of
turn and gave It its approval, the line in his sketch, a satire called
"Wives."
It's a departure for Duke,
couple registering nicely with their
tried and true methods. The Wilton as he mentioned in his up-curtain
closing speech, that nearly became a monoSisters drew
the next to
position.
Their start was after 11 log. Another error was Duke's unwith the vocal and musical work wavering tendency to deliver the
averaging as good entertainment. asides abruptly toward the audiThat's hot considered reThe girls would have appeared to ence.
advantage earlier in the bill but due cherche in legit playing, although
a favorite \audcvllle trick.
to the abundance of singing it con- it's,
tained, a different spot was hard to Otherwise this Lewis & Gordon
produced playlet just misses; it's
find.
comedy with a reverse, and the reThe Mclntyres with a well devised verse is waiting for a big laugh
Sharp shooting routine closed the that never arrives. The story, by
show bringing down the final cur- llo.vard Emmett Rogers, has been
Hart,
lain around 11.30.
written for a curtain -raiser, not for
vaudeville.
There are smiles in It
and* good players In the main, with
Gretchen Sherman
Mrs. Kiijgsheavy Lincoln's ley far outdistancing the others,
reported
, The
birthday matinee took the edge off but the characters have been overtimes, finally satisfied Miss

lin

COLONIAL

of this sort.
Those eight "wooden
soldier" steppers could take their
number into a production and k. o.
them. The revue is the last word
in vaudeville flash acts and decidedly different from the others.
There are 17 in the company, of
which James J. Morton is far from

:

.

drawn fpr their actions without the
plan of broad farce being carried
out still it may be all right for
vaudeville, where they chuckle over
slaps at either husbands or wives.

—

"The married and single men,"
worked in somehow, was the cause
of the unrecorded first vaudeville
gag, some claim.
A bad stage wait Monday afternoon held the curtain for at least
five minutes for this full stage
playlet, although
preceded by a
single turn in "one."
The single
was Sophie Brandt, new to the east

and from grand opera. Miss Brandt
sang several numbers, ranging from
the classical to the pops, and will
re -routine her songe before
trying for the big time around New
York.
With that in form,. Miss
Brandt is apt to achieve recognition, as she has a nice personality
and her voice is undeniable.
Next to closing were Lewis and
Dody with their "Hello" songs,
made topical with a little blue stuck
in for sure fires, besides, some rewritten old gags as punch line
laughs.
They made every extra
verse an encore and eiung around
for quite some time, Until Sam Dody,
in his condescending curtain speech,
said some other time when they
again
played
Keith's
vaudeville
they would sing all the verses the
audience might want.
From the
indications they will be busy that
day. All they need U the "Hello"

likely

—

song and that's about
in

all

they have

this act.

Mammy

Jinny and Her Georgia
Band (New Acts) closed the first
part with "The World's Applause,"
the feature film. Margot and Francois opened the show, followed by
a mere flller-ln. Spotting Morton Follis and Le Roy, then Miss
as the master of ceremonies to plug Brandt, with Violet Martens at the
Simc.
the waits between ecene changes piano for her.
was a bright idea and will likely induce patterning.
Yvette Rugel, the prima donna of
Monday night the show at the
grand opera voice, concert bearing
and vaudeville schooling, combines State was clipped to meet the Linthe three qualities for one of vaude- coln's Birthday crowds and get four
ville's classiest vocal turns.
Miss in for the day. The final showing
Rugel knows her vaudeville alpha- for the six acts started at 9:10 and
bet and proved herself a star pupil. finished at a little after 10:30 with
That opening number about "the. "The Old Timers," the offering of
old songs are the new and the new, applause value to the show, althe old/'^has unlimit d possibilities. though they were not given the
Miss Rugel sings a strain of a headline billing which was befamiliar
standard
number and stowed on Frank Burt and his
shows how it has been "adapted" partner in their "The Substitute"
ekit.
All told, the State offered an
for a modern pop song.
If Mise
vaudeville
entertainRugel is interested, Leo Feiner, her interesting
ment.
accompanist, can show the simiCooper and Seamon opened with
larity between
Chopin's Fantasie
combination
of
music
and
impromptu in E and "I'm Always a
Chasing Rainbows"; "Souvenir" and strength. The latter was the apUlis
"Soothing Serenade"; two of Cho- plause winner for the pair.
pins waltzes and "Broadway Rose" and Lee on second with a double
and
"Caetle
of
Dreams" from singing number interested those in
"Irene"; "La Tosca" and "Avalon." the front half of the lower floor,
among others. Chopin has been a but back of the divisional line It
popular base for the tin-pan alley was difficult to figure what it was
boys.
The worth of this opening all about. The boys handle five
number was attested by the atten- numbers of the popular variety
on their double work imtion it commanded and the spon- and
pressed.
taneous enthusiasm it evinced.
Ethel Davis, once coupled with
Phenomenal Players, No. 3, and
Laura Pierpont In a new protean Freddie Rich in the billing, is now
offering,
second after the sleeta billed alone. The red-haired little
single shot over five numbers and
(New Acts).
J. Rosamond Johnson in the be- received about 50-50 as far as apapproval was concerned.
fore farewell position was a bit too plause
far up, but acquitted himself nobly. Her "sneeze" song retained from
His colored company of five have other days is still her comedy hit,
a classy frame-up, although there although the elang satire on "Romeo
and Juliet" ran it a close second.
is a trifle too much of the "spiritual"
harmonizing in the rouMne and not Herbert Ashley, assisted by Jane
enough of the synco. That shivery Lackaye and a straight man, scored
jazz drummer ie a show in himself with the combination of comedy
and was partially responsible for talk, straight singing and parody
the hurrah finish that elicited calls offerings.
Next to closing Frank A. Burt
of "more music."
This was not
forthcoming because of the late with Myrtle Rosedale started rather
hour. Mang and Snyder, herculean slowly, but before the finish trfere
were plenty of laughs and considerhand-to-hand
performers,
closed
and held 70 per cent, of the house, able applause. The act is billed as
"The Substitute," undoubtedly becreditable In view of their 11:10
cause there must be some dialog
entrance.
at the opening to justify it, but all
Al Markell and Nell Gay twlccd
of that dialog was lost half-way
with a snappy song and dance rouback at the State.
tine.
Markell's acro-etepping is a
"The Old Timers" closing the
worthy feature, although it should show
were the real wallop, and
be varied a little for contrast. John- especially
did
Josephine
Sable
Abel.
son opened.
stand out among the sextet in the

STATE

|

The Palace, Jamestown, N. T.,
which opened Feb. 5, is booked by
the Sun office and plays combinaThe
tion vaudeville and pictures.
house le managed by Peterson &
Woods, and was reported as to play

The

offering.

addition to

Van

act

includes,

in

Miss Sable, West and

Siclen,
with their musical
offering; Andy Gardner, Dan Barrett and Ruhe Wohlman.
Imogene
Comer, originally with the act, is

missing.

The

the
The Keith bills Hobart Heiiley-Uhlversal was
Keith vaudeville.
producplay Shea's opera house, James- tion. "The Flame of I,lfe," with
town, booked by Billy Delaney.
Priecllla Delhi.
J ted.

feature

picture

15, 1923
.
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AMERICAN ROOF

81ST ST.

was loathe to see the comedienne
depart and called her back several

delivery to make an averag? melody
for results.
H1< current
routine includes a pop number. 1 ordered as an encore, that ee WMfti to the night's business, although the
predominate above the otk«r selec- gross intake was more than fair to
t.cn* vocalized.
middling, all things considered, the
Raffayette's Dogs provided ihe sloppy, snowy weather included.
getaway to marked approval being
The customers, ordinarily generous
succeeded by Espe and Dutton.
and enthusiastic in their applause,
Rooney and Bent took v»p the appreciation and approbation, seemmajor portion of the later stanza, ingly were all from Missouri.
for
72 minutes, with
"Rlnjs of
The process of showing them was
Smoke." The dancer's light comedy
augumented by ad libbing tickle.! no cinch. Two of the acts that
technically
"showing"
the fancy of the afternoon gathering were
though about 5.30 they started to clicked the prettiest. Julian Hall
migrate generously. Ahead of he and Kathleen Dexter with their
production turn wero Seed and versatile frame-up were an unAustin who "hoked" it up nicely for qualified hit. The cute Kathleen's
was
a generous reward. The "fiult and aggressive rag ballad delivery
fetching.
The duo
vegetable" bit, in front of the diop, undeniably
continues to be the pair's best bet labored hard and, it should not be
Hall's
although the comedian seems to be omitted, to good purpose.
giving a smoother performance nil Chaplin number is that close that
along the way and. lienor secures if Chaplii. should ever require a
double for some film reasons where
better results in proportion.
Davis and Pelle could have had duplicate exposure and trick phodinner served on the stige at their tography is not sufficiently satisfying. Hall could deliver with a ventermination. It was time.
S-chi.
geance, and it would puzzle the
fans as to which is the original.

The connect

Among them was

everyone ringing true. The audience

'

''-

1

former screen star's
actual work, is but mediocre at
best.
The playlet may continue to
ease by on the strength of the billing. An extremely fair looking girl.
Miss Harris. Her support remains
the same, S. Miller Kent and Lavine
Shannon.
Charles Withers changed places
with the movie sketch and provoked
considerable laughter with his "For
Pity's Sake," the travesty that has
played so many return dates on both
sides of the ocean with Mr. Withers
vehicle, or the

The

holiday probably accounted

for almost capacity attendance on
the Roof Monday. The entire lower
floor was filled, with most of the
side boxes capacity also.*
Eight acts and the feature picture
of nearly all small time calibre with
Jean Granese holding top billing
and taking the hit oX the show m»xt
to closing.
The "audience" entrance of the act was new to the
roof bunch and started it off flying
Charlie's singing and the "wop"
.comedy clinched it for big returns.
'

Murray, Senna and Dean, another
who have been seen on the
two-a-day looked like a different
act with a new straight man. The
turn has gone back a mile. About
trio

all the entertainment act holds at
present is the vodling'and singing of one male member.
The
straight adds nothing to the total
and the girl just dresses the stage.
The singing of "blues" a; the finish
to each line ending "without a

shirt" was dragged in*
fourth.

They were

Roy and Arthur on just ahead
made them yell with their plate
breaking and comedy Juggling. The

blackface comic gets a lot out of
the cracked china which is about
the whole act.
Earl and Matthews held the deuce
spot getting unusual results for the
position.
The act is a man and
woman song and danee combo with

the accent on the stepping. Opening in male attire the girl does a
well conceived "souse."
A double
soft shoe dance follows.
is a corking stepper.

A

The male
medley of

parodies sung by the girl introduce*/
him in dances of different countries
as Scotch, Irish jig. etc. The self
same idea is used later down in the
bill by Grazer and Lawlcr but the
conflict didn't seem to affect the
latter.

The Grazer and Lawler turn on
before intermission in their familiar
dancing revue went strongly with
the finish which is the only big time
moment. The girl is an attractive
brunet with a shapely figure that
she costumes well but the act lacks
entertainment and novelty up to
the finish where both land with a
double toe dance routine. Thrman
elevates well in this dance which
goes over for a bang through the
novelty of a male dancer doing this
type of work.
After intermission Roy, Dorn and
Duke (New Acti) kept up the tempo
with a mttsieal jazz and singing
stunt, followed by Reed and Selman in a fnll stage talking skit.
The act is constructed about a
young couple locked on a roof. They
become acquainted and Routine
about crooks, etc. The talk Is fairly
interesting but lets down in spots.

Two songs sounded special and
fl,tted.
The pair have considerable
appearance and look well. The turn
is good
three -a -day but not big
time.

Fox and Sarnow closed In a
smooth routine of hand balancing
with some Intricate lifts, and Lockhard and Clair comedy acrobats
opened the show satisfaetorilv.
Con.

5TH AVE.
Old home week the first half at
the 5th Avenue, through most of
the acts on it, and a Ladies' Minstrels (New Acts) for the special
attraction.
Then again Monday

evening Walter Murray spoke convincingly in describing the greatness of Lincoln, besides miking it
brief.

The house had a holiday audience

so much so one nice looking old
man slept through the show which

him as a vaudeville critic.
After Margie Coates had finished
singing pop songs No. 2 and Minnie Allen and Annie Kent fNew
qualifies

had finished their comedy
Nd\ 3, they had to hang around
to finish off the Minstrels closing
the show.
Miss Allen on one of

.Acts)
skit.

the ends mentioned she was tired.
She must have been. Miss Kent
was probably more so as she had
danced
previously
and
danced
again for her minstrel specialty.
Lively girl, that Annie.

Other dancing was done by
Thomas J. Ryan who said he would
do a buck and wing as he did 60
years ago at Miner's on the Bowery.
To settle any doubting Thomas' as
to his career, he mentioned he would
do the dance he did with the late
John T. Kelly at Harrlgan & Hart's
at 508 Broadway, 46 years ago.
Mr. Ryan and a company of two
are doing "Ahead of the Times."
It seems to be a verv slightly different version of "Mag Haggerty's
Father" that Ryan and Richfield
did as one of the most favored of
the "Hnggerty" series years ago.
In the lobby Edgar Allen Woolf Is
mentioned as the author. Soft for
a vaudeville author who has so
many of his own sketches playing
and commands a formidable figure
eomehow for vaudeville, to be set
down as the creator of this piece
and original with him.
Anyway,
Mr. Ryan was at the 6ttf Avenue
and probably hopes for the big
time through the combination.
If
his dancing can do it, he will get

hut the sketch can hardly
stand up for big time, though "Is
it!" and "I'm a pretty wise guy"
still remain.
The daughter, Magthere,

gie,

H

well

plryed,

much

better

than the modern chauffeur in uniform.
Johnny Burke wowed 'em next to
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gag

lines la "what do you care as tances most of ths skating tricks
long as they laugh"— and It's short- of its typo. A smartly costumed
sighted philosophy.
and modernly produced turn that
The trojan work; done by this will stick out anywhere Its put.
team, the young Diamonds and the
Billy Gould (New Acts) next, and
main Diamonds with Goidch's band Josephine Harmon and Co., third.
are worthy of reward and comment. Miss Harmon does character stuff
The spontaneous comedy and the with an individual style and method
is also laughing.
Pilcer and Douglas with company k^ds' flashy dancing kept the packed that suggests she should do that
of two men, one on the stage and house in a clamor far beyond the mostly. The material used in her
the other leading the orchestra did regular blowoff hour.
And the present turn may bo the kind of
about their old turn in hew settings weekly repetition of this sort of stuff neighborhood houses like, but
and clothes. Miss Pilcer dresses home-made entertainment, topping It doesn't look to be the best suited
are continuing to be the feature of bills already good enough for the to Miss Harmon. There's too much
an act that seemingly never cnanges money, cannot help giving the conventional comedy and too much
In actual work. It slid away quietly Broadway
the
most prosperous that is familiar. Four exclusive
after a flash dress arrangement for career.
character numbers, one a ballad
Lait.
all three, the third member on the
that would exhibit her pleasing
stage being an average dancer. Mr.
singing voice, and an accompanist
Douglas is ruining his French hit
nothing else appears
that* does
with the old "Toot, Tootsie" song.
to be the thing for Miss Harmon.
That song4vas through months ago.
The City's show the flrst half With that arrangement she ought
Capacity Monday night. Stmt.
was just one of those machine- to jump right up with the single
made cut and dried eight -act ar- women big league leaders In a
rangements with slow spots, weak hurry.
spots and others that might best
Dorothy Sadlier and Co. In the
be. described as unconscious spots
satirical comedy "1999" made 'em
regular vaudeville-goer, ac- as* far as- the audience was con- laugh all the way. The transposing
customed to the routine of the vau- cerned. Maybe the audience came of the relative positions of men and
deville idea as it is executed in the to see the pictures Tuesday night, women as De Mille predicted it in
houses where shows are shipped in though. There wasn't an overflow 1999 has been done numerous times
and* 'run off every man for himself by any means.
sketches, dating back to the days
Two piano acts within a turn of in
opens his eyes irwidmiring wonder
woman craze,"
"new
the
of
in the Broadway. Here seems to bo each other didn't help the. running. "bloomer girl" of 25 years ago. etc.,
were
Brother,
No.
nnd
2.
Sid
Gold
one theatre Intelligently booked and
but the idea Is always good for
constructively managed. It is any- the flrst to reach >m with the comedy resulta
No two music box. The "Mr. Booze" song
thing br.t cut-and-dried.
Morris and Shaw next to closing
weeks are alike. There is always for a finish called for a blue spot. with talk and singing caught a
something individual to each show That's what Gold wanted. What he quieter house than the turns who
light
blue
was
a
hazy,
foggy
got
that reveals the hand of someone
had to battle 'em earlier and kept
who has idea>, enthusiasm, dlscrim- that pretty nearly blotted out the 'em laughing and applauding con-

closing, doing it with his orchestration bit at the finish. Oscar Martin
and Co. opened the show with Mullen and Francis fourth. Miss Francis still lauths so heartily and
shrilly at her partner's gags it's
hard to determine if the audience

*

It is up to the county attorneys to enforce all laws alike. If he does
of Kansas to enforce the prohibitory it will mean that the theatres in a
laws, according to an announce- few of the Kansas towns, especially
ment made to those officials, at their those on the Kansas side of this
recent meeting, by United States city will be deprived of their banDistrict Attorney Williams, of Kan- ner days business.
sas. The later official served notice
Leslie J. Stevens now has ths
that no help could be expected from
his office, except in cases where the orchestra privilege at Olovrr Gardens,
New York (dance pla ). sucaction was necessary by reason of
federal jurisdiction The advice was ceeding Joseph C. Smith of the Hogiven during Mr Williams' address tel Plasa, New York. Smith had
to the county attorneys and caused agreed to personally appear and
a sensation. He said "The United direct after 10 evenings but did not
States court will not be turned do so. Harry Pearl, for some time
Into a police court, for the prosecu- with Irving Berlin. Ire, is managtion of booze cases." He also inti- ir j the Clover Gardens, which almi
mated he had received orders rela- for seml-exclusiveness. The $1.50
tive to the question and It is sup- male and 11.25 female admission la
posed the orders referred to came scaled for that ^jrpose.
from Washington. The meeting at
Dorsldina,
Frankie James, an
which the Williams address was
made was called by Attorney Gen- acrobatic team, and 10 girls are due
eral Charles B. Griffith, of Kansas, to leave New York, to open around
who gave the county officials some Feb. 23 at the Green Mia Gardens,
straight from the shoulder instruc- Chicago, with Doraldlna handling
tions regarding their duties. He told the whole show at $3,000 weekly and
them that the state laws were go- 50 per cent, of the oouver. Tha
ing t be enforced for the next two Green Mill will charge $1 at the gate
years or they would have to account or It may be as a table charge. It
personally for the failure. The dry seats 1,500 and lately changed hands.
stagr.
Masques" a forces are jubilant over the stand Tom Chemales sold the place ho
"Movie
Ina tlon:
sistently.
Biglqw and Clinton, the second dancing turn with several people taken by the head of the state's had operated so long to Joe Glaser,
Since the Holloway direction of
this Muss house the business has turn to upe a piano, were fourth. in it closed. "Paris by Night" was legal forces and predict that the a Chicago dealer in used cars. The
did a flock of published num- the feature.
They
proportions
Bell.
for a
leaped to amazing
state will really be bone dry in a Green Mill was threatened
The
Tuesday evening, with a storm out- bers, handled competently.
short time. Mr. Griffith made no time with a federal' injunction for
Trio, third, entertained
Curley
Pete
and
stondside, the rule was fill-up
selling but a court declined to grant
ESTATE
EDITH
GOULD'S
distinction
over
violations
law
and
up downstairs and upstairs. The with a pleasant little arrangement
(Continued from page 14)
(Continued on page 21)
show ran until 11.23. with the pic- of singing, talking and dancing. death the principal is to become has stated before that he intends
tures yet to come. And ;i!mos; Curley's ability as a "Tad' comic
calls for a better vehiole with more part of the residuary estate.
everyrnc remained In.
The remainder of her property when it started overseas for a sum- tlonnalre' and refused to answer it.
Again there was a hand closing weight than the one now used. The
the i-'ho\". It wasn't tha greatest dancing got Vm. The turn suffices equally between the seven children mer tour, and a report of their en- The Y. M. C. A. worker says that he
houses.
neighborhood
for
the
alive
it
was
It
earth,
but
on
of the testatrix, who are Klngdon gagement caihe from Paris. He re- makes "oral reviews" of plays. He
bandHenry Frey and Betty Jordan Gould, born Aug. 15. 1887; Jay turned to this country in advance of has not been heard from as yet < n
had little novelties that v,ot very
near" «he audience; almost the en- next to closing with a routine of Gould,
Marjorle the company and met Miss Kingdon the questionnaire sent him.
Sept.
1888;
1,
remained in and worked hoke made to order for houses like G wynne Gould Drexel, Sept. 11, and her mother upon their return.
bill
tire
In one of the general press repreFrey Is using a trick
with the band to close. The per- the City.
Two weeks later they were married sentative offices there recently was
l!i90; Vivien Gould Decies, May 2,
formers put in not leJtt than T5 m 'staehe and appears to .have
lr» an order to the effect no passes
Gould,
home
of
at
at
the
Jay
a
make-up
March
Gould,
Jr.,
changed
his
George
1892;
J.
otherwise
minute^' overtime, and that part of
vington, N. Y., with all the members were to be Issued without a written
28, 1S96; Edith Gould Wainwright,
of thy show. bit.
it was -the' star part
Preceding were the Breen Family Aug. 3. 1901, and Gloria Gould. of the Gould family present.
request One of the regular pass
That sort of thing draws money and
Mrs. George J. Gould subsequent- getters objected to this and sugpopularizes a theatre because it with dancing, music and club Jug- March 3, 1906, In trust for :ife, with
sends people out happy and talk- gling. The spot ahead held Emily
few times in private gested that he be placed on the *ecDarrell at the power to will the principal to ly appeared a
Mise
comic.
nut
Darrell.
Mng.
most of the his or her Issue in such proportions theatricals. VU Christmas time, 1899, ond night list, as he was on that
The hand is Ernie Golden's. It is least is^ different from
The as such beneficiary cares to give. she took part in 'The Twilight of list of a number of producers.
vaudeville.
up'to the standard of the day. The single women in
comedy turn is If there be any issue and the power the Gods," a playlet by Mrs. Ed- search of the records revealed that
numbers are alive, varied and idea for a dandy
lot of
a
n:cds
material
the
but
there,
appointment is not exercised ward "Wharton, presented in an Im- such was not the case, but the queseffects
pinctuated with shrewd little
Miss Dar.-ell then the issue of such child is to provised theatre in the carriage tionnaire was sent anyway. His an.
strengthening.
that cost nothing but are effective. of
laugh, but there were take the principal of their parent's house at Georgian Court.. In Janu'em
made
the
up
to
stand
musicians
the
Artd
swer was that he' had no New York
too many points at which the act
equally.
Should there be no ary, 1908, she played Mrs. Van paper connection and that "he had
test. too. Splitting the headline with
seemed to stop cold. Five Steppers share
this hold-over attraction was Dolly
Vechten's his own syndicate to which he sent
Trio issue and the power to will the Vechten in "Mrs. Van
Steubenfleld
and
closed
Kay, Miss Kay sang only two songs
"The Marriage Chance" principal be not exercised, then Divorce Dance," a play f!ven at one a weekly theatrical and literary letand did perhaps abouy live minutes, opened.
Bell
such principal is to go to "my performance in the ball room of the ter. The syndicate consisted as fir
picture.
begging off with a speech claiming was the feature
lineal descendants."
Hotel Plaza. New York.
as could be discovered of two puba cold. This caused the Aesop
The husband, George J. Gould;
During the World War Mrs. Gould lications In one night stands.
Fables to be run after her and In the
ST.
of
Lakethe son. Jay Gould, both
was chairman of the entertainment
middle of the bill to make a fullA member of. a large firm of
stage set.
Only five regular acts carded for wood, N. J., and Charles Prentice committee of the mayor's committee decorators also claimed to be the
Noel Lester and a pretty little the first half due to the "Local Fol- Noyes, friend, of 7 PArk avenue. for Women on National Defense, di- correspondent Of a west coast pubbob-haired girl opened in a melange lies" in the closing spot. The neigh- New York, without bonds, were recting entertainments given at the lication which in reality is a hotel
of wire, ventriloquy and skillful borhood girls drew early.
At 8 named and qualified as the exeNavy Yard and at various house organ. Another regular pasn
magic with comedy exposures by the o'clock they were standing. Each cutors of the estate. The Equitable Brooklyn
She fiend was formerly on the sta.'Z of
hospitals in New York city.
girl.
An excellent turn from every of the quintet of turns had comedy
is also took an active part in other a New York theatrical paper, now
York,
New
company,
of
Trust
standpoint. The Diamonds follow- as its principal item, with the retrustee.
war work, including the Red Cross. defunct Still wlfh the pass bee
ed, a youth and a girl, with two sult it was a laughing evening.
Mrs. Cculd, who died of heart
little boys brought on for a windMiss Sinclair, who played In "The he Claims to be working for several
Van and Vernon, preceding the
up hurrah; this act is all there amateur production, "cleaned" for disease while playing golf on the Girl in the Film." a musical farce of the larger news syndicates,
except bromidic lyrics before each the performance with their hap- private golf course
Georgian adapted from the German by James which deny he is with them.
at
number, of which the following is a hazard routine. The couple could Court, on the outskirts of Lake- T. Tanner and produced on Dec.
Then there is a foreign tongue
verbatim and typical example:
have returned for an additional en- wood, was a native of Brooklyn, N. 30, 1913, at the 44th street theatre, publication which from its letterthe
core, but were satisfied with
"Nowadays upon the stage
before
old
and.
years
the
56
Grossmlth,
head
about
would lead One to believe it
Y.,
New York, by George
Dancing seems to be the rage, situation and bowed away graceto Mr. Gould, Sept. English comedian, is now about 30 wis published in New York, while
And so I'll take a little chance fully. Previously the bill registered her marriage distinguished
herself years old.
She was born at South in reality it is a little community
And show to you my latest eveply and to fat point where the 14, 1886, had
professional end ,r»f, the entertain- on the stage. Among the scores of Dakota, and is a daughter of Alex- paper.
dance."
at 9:30.
and
One report which deals with the
Sinclair
messages of tribute received at the ander
Campbell
Miss Diamond is an extravagant ment endedand
St. John (New Acts) Georgian Court at the time of her
Leonard
representative of a southern paper
Letltia E. Moell Sinclair.
Her two imitations in
dresser.
it, following Ruge and Rose,
and
men
from
states that he t>cnds a negro with
were
many
death
•'My Man" were well done, though deuced
with a see -saw pole locked to
his requests, which come so frenot close Imitations. The young who,
women of the theatrical profession.
swinging trapeze, did seven minman hoofs variously and engagingly autes
quently that the soles of the negro'*
Edith Klngdon, as she was known
PASS GRAFTER6
This opener
to appreciation.
for
it
topped
youngsters
and the two
shoes are worn very thin. Another
flavor that with on the stage, was playing in amateur
continental
a
has
page
14)
from
(Continued
a slam. Paul Decker and company one or two flash tricks added should theatricals In Brooklyn in the early
of the grafting ilk w.as once a winin ft falr_sketch called "I Hear" held
Some dow dresser for B. Altman & Co.
to step forth as the be- 80's when a business manager of via the trusty mineograph.
able
be
up Tne spot, marred only by a ginner in any of the twice daily
the
on
reports
card
more
or
and claims a syndicate connection
the Boston theatre thought he saw hundred
by
speech
dramatic
hysterical
applicants for sending in clippings to which a
houses.
in her promising material for the activities of various
Decker in an effort to reach a
Basil and Allen, No. 3, extracted
organization, and she free seats also have been forwarded type-written slip is attached statHalf of the speech, declimax.
oMhat
stock
the
from
howls
outright
a few
ing that it Is from a Florida paper.
livered with somewhat less cres- patrons with their reccultlng skit. consented to try out for the cast to the members
cendo, would leave it a pleasanter
A questionnaire has been framed Oh checking up It was discovered
It was reported the men had re- of a new play on the road. She
farce and get it further, as it will cently reunited after having been opened as Eve Malvoise in "Youth" by the committee, which is mailed that the clippings resembled the
never qualify for a morality play or separated, although they played toseats. The "Evening Journal" in type style
at the Academy of Music, Baltimore. to various applicants for
a problem drama.
gether for years previous to the Jan. 30, 1882, and for the next two information gathered is compiled and carried the typographical erRobert Reilly and Co., also show- break.
act is a solid laugh
The
This ques- rors that the "Journal" had.
record.
general
She
apthe
road.
for
ed a little fellow. This boy is an procurer and can make certain years played on the
Another who has been getting
Bor clienteles scream- Beyond that it peared as Mabel Hungerford in tionnaire requests the name, address
actor, too good, if anything.
applicant, passes along the street for 20 years
the
of
In "The and phone number
his years and inches he bares a should prove sure entertainment "The World," "Daphne"
stage ease and surencss that is al- throughout the larger family the- White Slave" and Ada* Summers in his New York newspaper connec- is a free lance press agent.
All
most alarming. Reilly is a pleasing Atr68
out-of-town papers repre- press agents have given him counttions,
"A Free Pardon."
singer of romantic Irish songs, asand
service
syndicate
"Loads of Misery" CNew Acts)
Kingdon
less
Miss
sented,
passes during the years he has
In March. 1888,
sfsted by an amazingly pretty col- took about five minutes before the
Maitland in "50.000 whether the publication is dally, been operating.
In reply to the
leen (Molly Kennedy according to house had a gleaning as to what It played Ellen
Bos- weekly or occasional. There is also questionnaire sent him. he stated
the lobby billing) and the whole skit was all about and finished with at Lbs.," a story of pluck, at the
servof
the
nature
the
for
request
on
that
time
he
that
a
was
writing for any
"not
moving
from
and
acceptable and keeps
is
least half the patronage still in the ton theatre,
briskly, though never attaining star dark. Nevertheless, the accompani- until she was engaged by Augustln ice, general or exclusively theatrical, city or out-of-town publication, but
the
for
sprung
request
was
was
encore
end
a
sketch
the
the
Bosspeed.
If
hoped to," also that last spring he
and at
Daly, played leading parts In
ment to the action in the
sooner and Miss Kennedy .went appreciated, with the conclusion ton successes. As Princess Meta name and address of the employer.
was negotiating with a New Jersey
further for a new encore (perhaps bringing forth an average outburst.
questhe
The replies on some of
publication, but that the deal foil
she appeared 250 nights In "Jalma."
Skiff.
with Reilly in an epilogue in Amerare
they
such
been
have
and
tionaires
through.
"Love
in
appeared
She also
ica after emigrating to the promised
amazing when judged by what
The P. A. A. is holding its meetMoney" and "Kit."
land from the dear little isle) it
base
grafters
various
ings regularly and adding to the
In 1884 she was engaged by Mr. standpoint
23rd
could easily work up to the best
upon.
tickets
free
to
tour,
right
their
European
list
of information cards almost
eve
a
of
the
DaTy
on
time.
A rough and ready holiday crowd
November
Among some two dozen reports dally. It fe»ls in time that throughfollowing
Howard and Lewis, a typical
the
and jostled good and in
pushed
form
card
in
Issued
been
have
straight -unci -<onnc two-man next- that
city
country there will be some
York
that
the
New
out
rush for seats scored a success in
to-shut team. made, good heavily. noturedlv In a wild
'Love by the information bureau there Is sort o' a responsive movemet':
turn Monday night. Be- as Mrs. Margery Gwynn in
Some of their material is deplorable. after eachholiday
informainteresting
some
:i?nne
among the local press representathere wan try-out on Crutches." Previously she had not
It is not only blue, but vulgar. They sides the
tion hilt some highly humorous In- tives or house managers whereby
bring 'em in. three tria. appeared in "The Wooden Spoon."
spit in each other's faces beyond night to
as supplementary
the pass grafters In their own terMiss Kingdon met Mr. Gould dur- cidents are brought to the surface.
even low comedy necessities, and entries startingsix-art show These
tmong th >se listed are a minister ritory will be wiped out and thai
some of the asides to the folks in to the regular White, Lindervlllc ing the yens at Daly*'. His presThe through each of these local organThe closing were Joseph
and
a Y. M. C. A. worker.
front were offensive.
f flowers and his nightly perents
and Murphy, Bartels and
song, though it drew encores, is of Brothers
formances of escorting her to her former usually writes and says: "I izations there will be ah intera sort discarded years ago by per- Co.
caused some comment as would very much appreciate the ehange of Information whereby the
i:.-ege and Qupee. a skating Uirn carnage
the
on
thrive
to
expect
who
formers
of seeing pass grafter will be ended, with the
of classy tricks started to bow J ay Ciould. his father, then pleasure and privilege
upmost strata. Here Is a clever and with a flock show
A
gallop.
a
off at
world, would your p*ay not alone for my own Joy- deserving newspaper man coming
worth-while team, deliberately mak- the regular Introducing a patented famous in the railroad
to New York supplied with creden
thftt l' could the better extol and
enbut
an
neckwhirl
of
news
by
t
Hie
possible
he
the
for
receive
ing itself impossible
that arrangement with the girl of the duo gagement to the actress. George J. commend, it from my own nersooulj tials so that he fjUi receive U
unsavory laughs
going
" to their
" after
well as whirling, while
as
pivoting
courtesy
due him.
ques-.
sent
He
was'
a
knowledge."
Teressarv
company
Daly
even
aren
Gould followed the
O ** their pet' the man is also whirling, outdis--^- -*-"—««—
preseent progress
--
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Marlonn Murray
Morgan Dancer*

Monday math
matli

wltb

week
wesk

th*
tho

houses open (or

(All

indicated
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otherwise

not
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Tbo minn«- In which these bills are print ad dooa not donoto tbo relative
Importance of aits nor tbolr p-ogram position*
• bo(oro nana* donoto* net lo doing now turn, or reappearing af tar abaoooa
from
n rnndovlllo. or appearing In city wbero Hated (or tbo llrat time.

KEW YORK
Keiths

•

CITY

Palace

I.elpalg
«° n « to

,

I

Proctor's Mth St.
3d bal( (15-18)

Carroll

ft

flU >

Howard-Clark Rev
Jean Adair Co
Tempest ft D' kins'

Margaret Ford
Campbell ft Coogan

Bob Albright
Shirley * Band
Lydell ft Macey

Tower ft Darrell
White Black ft U

K

Oliver * Opt
Marga Waldron
G*o Yeoman
Anderson ft Pony
Markell ft Gay

(Two

A Band

Blake
Marino ft Martin
Robbie Gordon

'

ATLANTA
Baggott

Kavanaugh

Rica
Millard ft Marlin
Keith's Alhnnsbrn
Austin

(One

(Shreveport split)
1st half
Al Striker

Stanley

Montgomery Co
Haney ft Morgan
Harmonyiand

Columbia,
3d half

•Guiran

(Others to

l

Keith'* Bashwlck

Ona Munson Co

BIRMINGHAM

Carter ft Cornish
Lime Trio
Clayton ft Edw'rds

(Atlanta split)
Lyrle

Claude ft Marlon
(Others to All)

Long Tack Sam
Irwin

1st balf

Betty Washington

W

Keith's Orphean
Irene Franklin

Wnrren

Sisters
(Others to All)

Master Gabriel Co
•RufscII

Raymond Bond Co

2d half
•H ft H Beholder
Stanley ft Burns
(Others to fill)

Cahlll

LaToy's Models
Clark ft Bergman
Alice Hamilton
Wilton Sis*Walsh ft Ells

Mom* Franklin
Newhoff ft Phelps
Johnny Burke
'rent ions

BOSTON
B. F. Keith'*
Rafay*-tt*>'s

Leavitt

Mayhew

Stella

2d half

Dody

Sisters

The Roomys

BUFFALO

JAMES

SIR"

Dogs
Lockw'd

Moor* g& Freed
Madeline Collins
Barclay ft chain
&0 Miles from By
Carloton ft Bellew

O Weston Co
Demurest ft C'lette
Ben Welch
Franklin Ardell Co
F J Sydney Co

fill)

ft

Duncan

Most' Flat bosh

The Lordens
Follis ft LeRoy

Sambo

ft

Three Renards

Romaine

ft

O Ahearn

ft

Shea's

Ernie Ball
Stone ft Hayes

Warren

Swor

Sisters

(One to

(Others to fill)
Keith'* Hamilton

Band

E Raymond

M Civanaugh Co
Holland Co
Johnny Burke
•Gofarth

(Two

(Two

to

Mrs J Barry

fill)

2d half

H

Emma

Russell ft .Marconi
Vardell Bros

Bob Ponder Tr

(One

Valdo Meers

to

fill)

Haig Co

Venita Gould

Gibson ft Prire
(Others to fill)
ft

•J

Sed)e>

All)

Keith's 81st St.

•H

Th* Cansinos
Laura Pierpont Co

(Two

A ft F Stedman
R ft E Dean
Edna Aug Co
The Storm
Palace
Loyal's Dogs

Du<M d*. K*r'kjartr>
Eddie Foy Co
Senator Ford
(Others to fill)
ipsth st.
Margaret Taylor

Scholder
Tweite*

to All)

(Otbers to

All)

ALBANY

Rita Gould Co
Morris ft fihnw
ft Christy
Ergot 1 ft Herman.
1

V

3d half

Trella

Oden
IT.-ix'

Dane* Varieties

1

Moran

Chester
•

I

ft

Devere

Taylor Howard
Tay

ft

T

J

3*11*

BIJon

ft

&

Selblnl

B

ft

Donn

Alanson

Kovac*

Goldner

ft

2d half

Andreiff Trio

Sampsel

Crawford

I

Leonard

Danny Dugan Co
Joe Ho ley Co
1

DE

Melva Sister*
Brook* ft Morgan
White Bros
Frincee*

Brod'k

ft

ft

Chic Sale
Artistic Treat
•

(Sunday opening)
The Ruetter*
Rule ft O'Brien
Schlchtr* Manikins
Elizabeth Brlce
Right or Wrong

Beban & Mack
v

Jones ft Jones
Meinotte Two

GERMANT-WN.PA.

Leslie

A

to

Zippy

fill)

D Humphries Co

•Gofarth ft Br'cken
Allen ft Canfleld
(Others to All)
2d half (22-2S)

Evans ft Wilson
•P ft E Rosa
Gibson ft Pric*
(Others to fill)

Four Cameron*
Julia Arthur Co

Mack

Jones

Joe Cook

(Others to

Rea

ft

Frank Farnum Co

Orpheum
Bon

ft Tip
Bryant ft Stewart
Schenck Co

HERBERT
LEFFERTS

W

Aileen Stanley

KRW GARDENS.

GRAND RAPIDS
Empress
Harry Moore
Wytth ft Wvnn
The Weak Spot
Al

GR'NVILLE,

8.

(.rami o.

If.

(N.

rplit)

E McRae Co

Deslys Sis Rev
Yates ft Carson
•«

Four Bards
Proctor'*
2d half US-IS)
ft Mrs J Barry

Mr

Gaut

Three Kltaros

Lytell

Brown

Melodies

ft

(One

fill)

to

.Sis

Emma

(Others to

Rae

Halligan Co

Ehs'Co

Berlew
Miller ft Bradford
Redmond ft Wells
Lane ft Freeman
Sophie Tucker
Well* Va ft West

TRENTON,
Williams

fill)

I

ft

X. J.

(Feb. 19), Keith's RovrI,
of Feb. 26, Keith's Alhambra,

Produced by CISSY
l*
Haines

(Two

ft

to

Beck
PA,

Majestic
Follies C.irls

Ma*on

ft

G wynne

Little Cottage

Lnng A Blakeney
•Black & W Band
2d half
Claire

Olrl*

Traps
•Black

(Two

ft

to

W

ft

D

Band

AN)

INDIANAPOLIS

Harry Burns Co

B. P. Keith s
Paul Sydell Co
Joseph Diskay
9 Blue Demons

Chief Caupoilcan

Gordon

ft

Ford

PLAYING KEITH CIRCl IT

Direction

Arnaut Three

fill)

HARRISBIRG,

MAPCAP

Harry Mayo Co
Gut Edwards Co
•Oscar Martin Co
(Other* to

All)

NA8HYILLE

King

The Marios
Frank Devoe Co
Eastman ft Moore
LaFrance ft Byron
Lovenberg Si*

NEWARR.

N

ft

N. J.

Praetor'*
California R'mbi'rs

Mary Haynes Co
Movie Masque
Genevieve ft
(Other* to fill)

Bill

Stale

Mtgnon
Shone A 8qulres
Chaa Withers Co
(One to

til)

Sybil

C

01s»n

ft

fill)

m

ft

(One

ft

Johnson

Ben Bernle Band

READING, PA.

ft

Ball

W

Smith ft Nash
Ring Tangle
•rollie* of 1823
(Two to All)
2d half

Arena Bros

Wm Sisto
Hartley

A

P't'rs'n

LAWR'NCE. MASS.
Empire
ft Day

Crane May ft C
Saxton ft Farrell
The Sharrocks
(One to All)
2d half

Anitta
Calvin

Mack

Music Hall

BROCKTON.MASS.
Robins

Direction:

Lane

ft

Archer

ft

W

H*nnings
fill)

Reilly
Blair

ft
ft

hi. If

Bobble Butler

.

Central Sq,

Hazele

Cook

Redttcld

ft

ft

Gatman

Shrlner

ft

F'zs'm'ns

•Girlie

ft

Dandles

Follis Girls

ft

Portia

I.YNN, MASS.
Olympla
Ethel Hopkins

2d half
ft Hall

Franklyn

Clayton Drew Pl'rs
ft Bobbins
Girlie ft Dandle*

NEW BEDFORD

Evsns

ft

La Fleur

Wills

2d half
Fid Gordon

Furmftn

Margie Carson
Fred Gray Co
Malinda ft Dade

Lew Seymour Co
Hodge ft Lowell
Nathann ft Sully

The Newmans

(One

2d half

PAIL DC RAND

Ruby Norton
Howard ft Br'km'n
Johnny Clark Co
CAMB'DGE, MASS.

Revue La Petite

Olympla

The Diamonds

Herras ft Will*
Harper ft Clark
Clayton Drew Pl'rs
Baxley ft Porter
Pantheon Singer*

to nil)

FALL RIVER

Smith ft Nash
Ring Tangle
Lang ft Blakeney

Empire
Jhnny Clark Co

•Follies of 1923

Paull

ft

Goss

Leon

Leon

ft

Dawn

Bobby Jarvis Co
McGrath ft Deeds

Green

Tunes

Miners
to nil)

Adsms

Sisters

Inez

ft

KM*

'T<ee

2d half

Bobby Jarvis Co
McGrath A Deeds

•Swanle's

Serr-n'trf,

to nil)

Capitol

ft
Steps
2d half

».

Fid Gurdon

Fern

FREEMAN
ROMAN

West 47th

NEW YORK

BLDG.
8t.

BRYANT M17

R.

I.

Colonial

•Ann Frsncis Co
(Two to nil)
FITCHB'G, MASS.

Camming*

Tunes ft Steps
(One to fill)

Co
Brown ft De Mont
Keene ft Williams
Ellis

McKinley

Nell

Dawn

ft

NEWPORT,

Rich Haye*
•Zeck ft Randolph

Griffith

ft

BOOKING WITH ALL

243

.

Pierce

2d

2d half
Kelly

Tom

fllf)

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
PaesM

F

and Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

HARTFORD

307,

ft

Caverly

Bob Hall
Mack ft Manus

Tigs
ft

A

Deland

Strand
s

Cornelia

ft

LEWISTON. ME.

Manus

ft

O'Connor

ft

Knapp

Baxley ft Porter
Pantheon Singers

Maree
Furman ft Evan*
(Two to nil)
ft

Municipal Four
R
J Feifer

—

2d half

Stanley

Domin

ft

Harper ft Clark
Hazele ft RedA'ld
Shrlner ft Fltz'on*

Nathans

ft

Sully

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT
CINCINNATI

SUITE

Thornton ft King
•Revs* La Tctlt*

Caverly ft
Bob Hall

Lew Seymour Co

(One

J.

2d half
Francis ft Day
Municipal Four
Fern ft Maree
Hodge ft Lowell
Beeman ft Grace

"HOKI MKDIANS OF THE WIRE"
Week (Feb. It), Paterson. N. J.,

•Leah La Qulan Co

CHAS.

ft (V Conner
ft Randolph
McKinley
Rev

H Brockman

Francis

Blair
Reilly

ft

fill)

This

2d half

Conn

Deland

Dunbar

to

•McCanby

K OMearas

ft

•Zeck

t

Hartley ft Pafrson
Thornton A King

Carlo

Tip Taphankers
<One to nil)
Palace

to

HAVHILL. MASS.
COLONIAL

Neil
Ri'ht

Revue
fill)

(One

Calvin

Sher

to

Mont

I)e

ft

E Sharrock

ft

Rich Hayes

Harold, Kennedy

•Gretchen Eastman
Jansen Co
•Oscar Martin Co

(Two

2d half

T
s

(gcoilay Sq.)
Tylor ft St Clair
ft

Fiefer

Brown

H

•

Bloom

G

ft

VALDO, MEERS and VALDO

to

Fink's Mules

Johnny Reynolds
D*Lange ft Anger

fill)

Bradna Co

MAjeatle

NEW BRrNSWICK
A A F FrabeUe

L*« ft Cranston
RafavMte's Dogs

to

2d half

R

Walmaley ft K'ting
King Bros'
Gcxdon'* Otympla

Wills

N. Y.
Proctor**
2d half (15-18)
Thos J Ryan Co

•4

Poll'*

Co

Eric Zardo

(One

POLI CIRCUIT
BRIDGEPORT
Tabor ft
Mazle Lunette
Zelda Stanley
Richard Keane
Mnrk* ft Wilson
(One to nil)

«

The Diamonds
Bee man ft Grace

Wm Slsto

Landau's Seron'd'rs

2d half

•Rainbow

•Conner'* Revu*
Stiiiwell ft Fraxer

The Newman."

Boston
Bernard ft Betta
Dixie Hamilton
Louise Ix>vely Co

Fred

fill)

YORK, PA.
Opera Hoa*e
Arena Bros

Lew Dorkstadter

F. F. Albee
Beger- ft Quepee
•Mara-t Naasler

Vane
Mrs Gene Hugh,

to

ft Francis
Bostock's School
'Lorraine How'd Co

North ft South
The Drug Store
Tealock ft Dean

(Others to

Geo LeMsIre Co

PROVIDENCE

Princes*
(Louisville spKt)
1st half

Aldine

«

The Marchons

Princess N Tsl Tal
Ooldle ft Thorn*
r-orraine's S'nad'rs

details

Mullen

(One

Ethel Hopkins

(Others to fill)
2d half (22-26)
H Stoddard ft B'nd
Casting Campbells

JIMMY DUNEDIN

B. F. Keith'*
Mercede*
Four Runaways
Frank Wilson
Mel Kl»e
Musical Geralds
M ft A Clark

Gerrish

WILM'GTON, DEL.

Pardo

New York
New York

PORTLAND

(Others to fill)
2d half (22-26)

Snyder

ft

mob

ask you for

DuFor Boy*

BJJoa
•Bobble Butler
Margie Carson
Fred Gray Co

Duncan

Mack

4NextDANCING
MADCAPS
Week
Week

will

BOSTON KEITH CLECTJIT

(Two

l*t half (tt-fl)

Kanaznwa Jnps

Tax Expert
Pbes* P«ss. MS7.

BANGOR. ME.

ft

K

ft

Capitol

S'n'd'rp

I

•Eric Phillip* Co

Slatko's

YONKERS,

Shea's

Par'cr

Hall

need.

»» I

When Love's To'ng Malinda ft Dade
Rae E Ball ft Br©
LaFleur ft Portia
ft Thomas
(One to AD)
Kavanaugh ft E
2d half
Sherwin Kelly
A ft F Pierce
Murray

Ella

ft

Kay Hamlin

cumatanres and

(One to fill)
Gordon's Olympla
(Washington St.)
Mclla ft Bruin
James Thornton

2d half

TORONTO

Moore

Doris

(One

-Trio

Ruth Roy*
Ted Lorraine Co
K Watson

Plainfleld

Rolland

ft

Petersburg 21Orlando 23-24)
Boudini ft Bernard
Boggn ft Wells
Lew Cooper
McLellan ft Carson
P Granados Co

Jos

(Others to fill)
2d half
ft

ft

2d half

plays

U

ft

N. V.

St..

Sully

22:

Daly

Mang

All)
-

P

ft

Odd Chaps

ELY GOLDSMITH

II.

Wort 40tk

Barnum Was

TRaX

Hymack

Mrs Valentino

Lang
Klem

Gllfoyle.ft

TOLEDO

PLAINFIELD, NJ.

•Lorraine's

fill)

Lynn

•Casson

bill

Autumn

3 Whirlwinds
Four Yellersons
Blossom Seeley Co
Deagon ft Mack
Geo Du France
Rockwell ft Fox
Lytell ft Faut

Henry

to

ft Mrs J Barry
Hsrry Kahne

St.

Wm
Wm

PITTSBURGH

Halg Co
(On* to fill)
1st half n»-21)

(Two

Mr

B. F. R»lth'*

Steps

Aunt Dinah Co

V

ft

(Same

Jack Wilson Co

Fant

ft

Off
HAMILTON, CAN. Show
Valdo Meers

I.

Davl*

MT. VERNON. N.Y.

Brill

ft

split)

Louis Stone Co
C.

The Rozellas

Rome

Lyric
Orleans

L.

Hill »6H3

1st half

1st half

B

S'th

ft

MOBILE

Herman

ft

Phone Richmond
Alexanders

The llartwells
Aunt Jemima Co

R

AVENUE,

223

Aqua Band

2d half
O'Brien ft Hall
Macart ft Bradford
Jean Sothern

6

Victoria
(19-20)

•Splendlt
•3

BOSTON

WHITE PLAINS

TAMPA, FLA.

Poll*

FA.

Certified Public Accountant.

Ctevenc

ft

'

Williams ft Dalny
Paul Hill Co

LaRue

ft

to All)

RAN TON.

S(

I

OWPWTITM CIRCUIT

Keystone
Anderson ft Yvel

(One

Heath A Sperling
Dexo Better

Pa a re

"Song Symphony"

in a

WOR'STER. MASS.

SPRING'LD, MASS.

N. Y.

PERRONE and OLIVER

Gus Fowler
Joe Roberts
Howard's Ponies
Ten Eyck ft Welly

Fink's Mule*

Jimmy Reynolds

Muddot
Moran

COUNT

B. F. Keith'*
Trlxle Frig ansa

Joseph Rankin
China Blue Plat*

Olympic

2d half

PHILADELPHIA

•Cross ft San bora
Zelda Santley
Dress Rehearsal
•4 Miners

Polly

Proctor'*

Henry's Melody
Johnny Murphy
Monroe Bros
(Two to fill)

split)

•Vererboll Co

2d half

Split)
1st half
•llolde'n ft Graham

Maureen Englin
Ben Meroff Co
(Two to fill)

Florence Brady
Harrison Dakin Co
Van ft Corbett
Harry Jolson Co

Fall'*

(Scranton

1st half

Chas Keating Co
Yorke ft Maybell*
•D Mart on' s Rev

•Stanley

Yost ft Clady
Grace Huff Co
Santos ft Haye*

9

Ser'ders

BAH Skatelle
Murray
WTirws,

Homer Romaine

Allen

ft

WIL'8-BAR'E, PA.

Wayne

ft Griffith

to All)

Pedestrianlsm

SYRACUSE

I

I can prepare and Bis your returns even when you
art not In New York. Write sat sbout your dr-

ft

All)

Wayne

Four Phillip*
ft Williams
Winsor McCay
Elinor*

1st half

B. F. Keith'*

Co

1st half (li-Il)

Imperial
(Sunday opening)

GOLDSMITH

ft

MONTREAL

Basil

(One

Angel ft Fuller
Rose Clare
Reynolds D'gan Co

(Others to

t

Melroy Sister*
Clifford

Victor Gr*ff
•Fairy Tale Follis*

•05

Glencoe Sister*

Kenny ft Holll*
Singer's Midget*

Majestic
2d half (15-18)

•Norma

Connell

(Nashville split)
RUa Gould Co
1st half
Sam Liebert Co
•Turner Bros
F ft M Collins
Norman ft J'nettes K ft B Kuehn

'

N. J.

(On*

Elton

ft

2d halt

Darling Twin*

•Pllt)

(Others to fill)
2d half
Brent Hayes

Ruloff

Leach LaQuinlan

INCOME TAX RETURNS

Bent

Mlllershlp ft Ger'rd
Herbert Clifton

Rlalto
(Fairfax. Miami.

Singer's Midget*

.

Polls
(Wilkes- Barr*

W. PALM BEACH

SCHENECTADY

Palace
ft Sanbor*
Mabel Burke Co
•DeLange ft Anger
Lee Kid*

OMeara*

•Swanle's

WASHINGTON

Oake* ft DeLour
Zuhn ft Dreiss

•Adams A Morin
•Bermuda Bound

National

oloaial

19th

PATERSON.

Follies

LOUISVILLE

ft Whalen
Greenwood Kiddies
ERIE. PA.

K

Jania Revuo

i-.d

ALP T. WILTOI

•George Co
(One to All)

4

Ben Meroff Co

Praetor**

Betty

Alberts

Llbonati

C'pb'l

Twnwls ft Von
'.oney Haskell

DIRECTION

Home Town

Stark
Hurst

ft

Anderson ft Graves
Maureen Englin
Allman ft Harvey

ft

WATERBURY
•Cross

Graff

Adam*

H

Rooney

Mullen ft Francis
Bostock's School

Palace

Clifford

Y.

B. F. Keith'*
Davis ft Pell*

SAVANNAH

ft

*
TAX
Victor

to All)

,'i

Part

ft

Tabor ft Green
Mabel Burke Co

to All)

Maale Lunette
ft O Hall
•Lorraine How'd Co
(Three to All)

Ziegler
•Stanley ft Stevens

H

•Splendlt

P'

Colonial

ft

ft Wilson
Richard Keane
Maple ft Watson

Kirklllo*
2d half

SI*

(On* to All)
24 half

Conn

ft

Mark*

T

Diamond Co

ft

•Bell

S

O'Brien ft Hall
Macart ft Bradford
•4 Casting Stars
(Other* to fill)
2d half

(Jacksonville split)
1st half
Christy A Will*

WEEK

2d half

NEW HAVEN

rfICA, N.

Whltaker

ft

N. Y.

Annette
Healy ft Cross

L

All)

Melroy 81*
Carlo ft Ines
DuFor Bros
Dress Rehearsal

Al Shayne
Edith Clasper Co
2d half
Trella Co

(On*

Baker

Brown

Rainbow

to

Johnny Reynold*

fill)

H axel Moran

M

Temple
Canova

Sheldon B'tyne

MARCH

McLaughlin

"Vocal Variety"

td half

Av*ry

Smith

Praetor's

•Bobby

ft Tyson
Dqrothy Ramer

Dooley ft Storey
Anderson ft Burt
Fenton ft Field*

FIRST OPEN

Corinne Arbuckl*
•Magic Tablet
Joe Laurie Jr
Little Driftwood
ELIZABETH. N. J.

Fisher

Van

Van Annan's Mins

MURPHY

Barrett ft Cuneen
Five Avallons
2d half
ft

Roanoke
(Wlnston-S. split)
1st half

RUiott ft Latour
Princeton Five
H J Conley Co
2d half

Next to Gosing

Abie O. H.
•Ed Stanley Co
Lane ft Harper

Zemater

Day

ft

ROANOKE. YA.

luchanan

FRED KETCH is the only man
ACTUALLY singing in two voices
it one time. A VOCAL accomplishment, NOT A TRICK.

Co

Princess Wahietka

EASTON. PA.

KETCH and WILMA

Proctor'*

Burt
Llndauor

ft

ft

AND-

-

Williams ft DaisyAnnette
Sager Mldgley Co
Healy ft Cross

Scott

Albert*

CLEVELAND

Dave Roth
The Lordens-

Ruby Royco

ft

ft

Patrlcoia
The Brlants

Th<> Saytdtis

Hart

2d half

Van Cleve ft Pete
Praetor's l?5th St.
•Vernie ft Versatile

elbiaJ

ft

H

ft

Smith

G Valentine Co
B C Hllliam Co

ft
ft

B. F. Keith's

Jack Joyce

Mo**' Rivera
Meyvrs A rfnnnnf'd
Paul Decker Co

Raymond Co

Henshaw

half (19-21)

(Other* to All)

Creation*

Holland

CINCINNATI

R Johnson Co
Pardo A Archer
Arnaut Three

LeRoy

ft

ft Squire*
(Others lo All)

J

(Otbers to All)
2d half

Valdo Meers

Shone

(O'hers to fill)
Id half (22-1*5)

Richard Carle
Texas Four

(Others to

2d half
M.ir<h. MiTrip to Hi'lanrt

Hennine>

Berrkk

Mom' Regent

ft Oakland
Weston

fill)

The

Bison City Four
Casting Campbells

(Other* to All)

ft

W

ft

1st

Texas Four
•Royal Danes

Follis

«<>ne to

Manilo Bros
Eddlo Nelson

2d half

Long Tack Sam
Carroll

Leltsel

Murray
ft

Gordon

«•

•Conner's Revue
ft Fraxar

Stiiiwell

(Two

I'm lace

Cheater ft Devere
Taylor Howard ft

•J
p.\.

Adgement

Howard Kyle Co
Much ft Lano
Bi Ba Bo

Dave Roth

Doue-Ias'

North ft South
The Drug Store
Ten look ft Dean
Ella Bradna Co

V
_

ft

ft

CHESTER,

(Others to All)
Keith'* Prospect
2d half (15-18)

Keith's Jefferson

Emma

Wrla-ht

(Others to fill)
2d half (22-25)

Haig Co

Walter*

ft

Lillian

Lyric

B H'iKhes ft Co
Frank Farron
The Vanderbllts

to All)
1st half (19-21)

Stoddard Co
-Oscar Martin Co

Venita Uould

Walter*

Kerr

Alexander ft Elm're
2d half
from Toylan<y Bowers W'tets ft C

•Girl

Br'kcn

ft

spilt)

Do'glos

ft

Hank Drown O*

Yip Yaphanker*

(Two

Proctor'*

Osborne Trio

Awkward Ago

Mile Vanity Co

ConroV

Academy

BOB

DETROIT
Temple
Lady Sen Mel

Rlalro

«tn«

Co

Mr

ft

ft

Sampson

Wallace

ft

(Augusta

Mmc Herman
CHATTANOOGA

fill)

Keith's Greenpoint
2d half (15-18)

•Guiran ft M'g'rit*
Lewis & Dody
Kddie Nelson

Power*

Ann Gray
II Rempel Co
Tbach's

W

NORFOLK
(Richmond

TROY.

John Regay Co
McCormlck ft
•Southland Enter

Gray

ft

(Other* to

ROCHESTER

Edwards

ft

Shaw ft Leo
Mac Sovereign

Three Donise Sis

DVVYER

Tosco

ft

split)

1st half

SURE FIRE

Keith's
Glad Moffat t
Bert Levy
F.*

*}

EAGLE

Son Dodger

(Norfolk

=

COLLMBCS
B.

assisted

BROOKLYN

(Others to fill)
2d half
Sargent ft Marvin
Paul Decker Co
Kddie Nelson
(Others to fill) *
Keith's Lord ham

Lyon*

2d half

Mlgnon
Chas Withers Co

LyrA

Wheeler Trio

HENRI MARGO
by
MARC
ARDATH
iai
EA and A39°HALES
HELEN
E BETH
Direction

All)

Cook

ft

RICHMOND

May Co

Fulton
Plsano

Ned Norworth Co

g

1st half

•Gray Sisters
Ed Morton

•McCanby Sisters
Ruby Norton

Cor. Stat*

1

Lynn ft Thompson
Gen* Morgan

B. F. Keith's

Hawthorne,

and Randolph 8ta>
Second Aoor over Drug Store
Entrance * W. Randolph St.. CHICAGO

W.

N.

Pnlare
(Mobile split)

Viola

a CARY

Dr. M.

All)

1st balf

LOWELL

Kramer

M'g'rite

ft

Johnny Burko
Newboff ft Phelps

Gus Edwards Rev
Stanley ft Burns

ft

Rooney Co

(Other* to All)

Jans

Wilsons

ft

FAR ROCK AWAY M

fill)

lifewls ft

Columbia

All)

Josle

<OlUBBbl»
2d half

•

BATON ROl GE

Llbonati
Emma Earl Co

Me**' Coliseum

to

Dreg ins
1>

ft

Lane
George Co
ft

(On* to

Farnum

ft

Cunningham ft B
Lynn ft Howland
Freda ft Anthony

-

•Dixon *Lynch

Mack

Hallen ft Day
Pinto ft Boyle

(One

Barrett

2d hair

ft Townes
Holmes ft LaVere
Weber ft Rldnor
Monroe ft Grant
(Two to All)
Mo*** Brand way
Ernie Golden Co
"Tom Howard Co
Jo* Browning
Beslzan ft White

Patricola

•

to All)

W

Grace Hayes

Lelpsig

Juliet

ft

Maryland
ft
Roberts
DeLyle Alda Co

R

Holland ft Oden
Louis Hart Co
Shaw's Dogs

Shaw

Remig

BALTIMORE

E

ft

Sheldon

ft
ft

Joe Darcy
•Clare's Minstrel*

M

ft

split)

1st half

Ormsbee

C.

Van Hoven

Lyrle

(Birmingham

R

Willie Solar

Besser

Palermo s Dog*
Rooney Co

(Others to All)
2d half
Flashes of Songland
(Otbers to ill) *

Gordon

ft

Street

Josi*

Camilla's Birds
(Others to All)
Proctor's tSd St.

to

Main

Flashes of Songland
(Others to All)
3d half
Palermo's Dog*

Star* of Future

PARK

ASBl'RY

•

Welch Mealy

ft

Graves

ft

8.

to

Clifford

H

ft

Mrs Sydney Drew

Bronson

(Others to All)

(Other* to All)
2d half (22-26)

Gretta Ardine Co

RJalto
Ziegler

Zuhn ft Dreiaa
Oake* ft DeLour

Johnson Co
Victor Moore Co

J

H

ft

2d half
Sager Mldgley Co

Mann

ft

lit half (11-31)

to All)
Keith** Colonial

(Two

Most

Kenny ft-Holll*
M Diamond Co

Three Arnauts
Female Minstrels
(One to fill)

Barbette

ft

Newell

HARRY

Polly ft O*
Four Madcaps

Seed

v

Anderson

Fisher ft. Hurst
A C Aster

ALWAYS
Personal direction of
JOS. M. GAITER

Lillian

ft

Brent Hayes

Featured Dancer*

Lopes

Kennedy
El Clev*

L

CBCELE

Show Off
Hampton

Joe 'Laurie Jr
Little Driftwood
2d half
Ed Stanley Co

(Other* to

D'ANDREA and WALTERS

V

Senator Ford

COLI MBIA,

Victor Moore Co
Bison City Four

Bob Pender Tr

Nevlns

ft

ALLEN TOWN, PA
Orpheueu
Zemater ft Smith
Corlnne Arbucklo
Magic Tablet

AMSTERDAM. N.Y.

Lee

Frank Farnum Co
Lonriome Manor

Snow Col'mb's

Five Avallons

Praetor** 5th Ave.
3d half (16-11)
E Taliaferro Co

Keith'* Royal
Cross Co

Edith Clasper Co

(Others to fill)
3d half (22-16)

fill)

•Stanley ft McNab
Oddities of 1921

Broadway

Tom Smith

Lane ft Harper
Van Hoven
Barrett ft Cuneen

Evans ft Wilson
Bob Pender Tr
Sargent ft Marvin

Craig Campbell

Combe

Follies

1st half <1»-31)

fill)

Keith'. Riverside
Fanny Brlce
Rupert Ingales*

W

ft

Langdon

Hometown

Tbo Dattons
(On* to

H

H

•Roger Wms ft V
Golden Oat* Trio

Prices within reason to th* profession.

NEW ORLEANS

1st half

LONG BRANCH

Al Shay no

3d half

Landau's Seren'ders

(Two

1:^3

IT,

==

DENTIST

Williams ft King
Geo LeMaire Co

Frank Work Co

—

4

KEITH CIECUIT
legal

Arcade
(Savannah split).

Thursday, February

*

=

Pa lac*
Musical

Hunters
Bender ft Armstr'g
Fred Lindsay Co
North ft Halladny

Cnmeback*
Ramsdell

ft

Deyo

CLEVELAND
Hippodrome
Roshtr

ft

Muffs

Eddy ft Wynn
Bobby Jaxon Co
Hickmnn Bros
Mrs Eva Fay
C'F*DSVILLE, IND.
Strsnd

Brown ft Lavelle
Kobnn Japs

DAYTON
B. F. Keith's
U"aunio;>t Sift.-

)

Thursday, February

15,

)

»

'

•

VARIETY

1923

—

)

'

:\

23
=33=

Boasts Browning
A Scott

Roy La P«* rl
Ankar Trio
•Taylor a Bobbe
Id half
Creedon a Davis
your Aces

Co
Rosy La Rocco
Harry Kahne Co
<Ooo to mi>

Llletta

Letter Writer

(Two

Orpheum

fa <he

Howard

Max A Morit*

t

U'war

40:t

Putnam

I

A

Whlte'd

Weaver

Ireland

SACRAMENTO

Bld«.» M. I

Leon Varvara
Fred La Heine Co

A Girlie
May McKay A Sis
Uarr Mayo A R
Adler A Dunbar

Rounder of B'dway
Ben Nee One
Ned Nestor Co
Besale Browning
Carl Roslnl

WAYNE,

IND.

Palace
C Gerard Co

^

Miller a Freer
Billy Beard
Lopez' Orcheatra

KOKOMO,

a Bobbe
till)

'

id heir

Downey a 01* rl !?<>
Olive a Mack
(Two to fill)
LANSING. MICH.
Be rent
Humberto Bros
Ca Us Bros

Go
Burnum
Brown a La veil*

Let's

II

fill)

RICHMOND. IND.
Murray
Oowjiey ft Clar'dge
Karl Gardner

Harvey Haoey ft G
& Lusby

Hosier

2d half

Walker

Frazer

A-

LEXINGTON. KY
All

Fred Lewis
Creedon & Davis

ft

Reiser

LOEW

—<82»

A

Bddle Miller
'Vlsser Co
Corinne Ttlton

.

Jane Connelly
Moody a Duncan
Rubin a Hall
May Wlrth Co

Plator A Natalia
State-lake
(Sunday opening)
At K Hall
Craft* A n >' y
Rath Bros

A Kokln
Carr Band
Bernard A Carry
Sully A Houghton
Murdock Mayo ft M
Oalettl

Jimmy

DENVER
i

Eric Zardo

Burke

DurKm

ft

A

Sales
Trio

LaMont
Lou Tellegcn

Emma

I'arr

Weber

Girls

ft
ft

Mammy &

Fred C Htfgan

Flint
ft

T

Bedr'm *

B

d

<'uid

Ethel
2

Cii

Felix Bernard
Ionia Four

Mammy

Ls Franc* Bros

Flash*!

Dayton

A

PalniT

ft

lOmiiy Darrsll
k Towel! SI it
Delaneey Street
ttiow*
Earl ft

Mm

•Murray Benn<

<i:ites

Elliott

.1

<
i

For'

"

liar

l

Hind

Lester
•Brasillan Helre*s
(ireat

Midgeti
National
John LcCIair

c

Neal Ab-i
Conlin A Gls i
Perone A Oliver

A Gygi
McKay & A l'ii«
Vadle

i

uggleland

D»ss.e Clifford

Smith

ti.iin

>v

.

Harrj

<

Al..

Langdon

Harmony Kings

Vera Gordon
Ma! la ft Ban

•Fries

Earns II

ft

\

<

1

Bast r
Wilson
si Flerene

M

H

i

HI'

IO

Palm*?

s

S

^-1

I

I>a

."

i

(

>i

Hi ioke it
Ionia
•

>

I

«;;«''

i»ri.-.'i

Four

•

a-

'

Francis

I'os

•V

'.tos

«.>
,

.

i

•

''.iri<*r
v.

Ce

'>».

How'd
DuBarrj
Mi
( (inn. anil

T

ft

ii

,

(

frankle

M

i

..M

11

1

ft

v.

Johnnie

' >os*a
TON. N.

HMm««
l!i>.-,

Perry

DeMs

I

<

J

\MI>1H

I

M

p

t
.

A

f«es

ft

Hat.

Carter

ft

Royce

A Mary Ann

Loni*e
Psrsdise
l\

to

VKOO.

(<»n» to

fill)

Mil

N. D.

T.nrining

DC

GhitIcIc

Shermnns

ai

FT.

War

to

till

'

RII.EY. KAN.
Dept. Theatre

(H>

swuh; a

si

•

phyns

i

Itr.idy

Saxon A

Griffin

The Speeders
(One to

fill)

WICHITA, KANS.
Orpin mi

Rnymon W Ibert
A Harngan

Jason

Tango Shoes
Henri Scott
Four Tamaklg
Id half

John

ft

Nellie

oims

Thanlt You. Doctor
Little Hilly

Herbert

In»re

ft

Chl"k Supreme
Roes \- Roms
Lewis ft Norton

ELGIN
(V)

3

Pantagea
Togo

C\N.

t.

PuntHses

Vernon

Bessatlonal

2

1

(Same
bill
plays
Beak a toon £.-2t>
Shepp'a Circus
Hope Veraos

Dewey & Rogers

ft

Orsnt

Seventh Street
Dancing Kenned>«
hamberlsls A v.
•Morgan Wooley r?r
»hnsoa Bros

J

ft

•Twins
•Mills

ft

Duncan

•Cath Sinclair C

Empress
Trevef"
11

i

•j<>

.is

.

McCoy

ft

Uin
y

Iti

*

thru

U.rv,
Js

Rill

I.I.

.

Holt

i

»orjin'

A K

Travel

WhitS Bros

(Open WreW)
Foawor*h ft Frum-'s
•Ada Ea'le A Lewis
Tnuey A G"orge
nob LaSalls * >
fitson
has Howard Co
Jos
Moria Slaters
Ea.ulllS Hros
(Continued on page 2S)
I'lintngea

.'

•

Cave Man LevS

Cos pins
i>

Inc.

New York
Meat 40th Street
Telephone Bryant 1343

;:::

WINNIPEG

•

OMAHA, NEIL
ft

HEMMENDINGER,
JEWELERS

E.

Mahnney

ft

•Diapler
I

ft

PAUL

ST.

wton
Dsvla ft Bradner
>[ ry
L Cooper Co
Paul Itahn Ce
•Seymour ft Hestey
< arnivsl
sf Venice

Ir>ne

Sidsltl

split y

1st half
Rt-ed
Valerie Itergere Co

Jessie

Taxle
Betty

PSSQSsll Bros

T i

J

Mabel Harper Co
.'•••.(

Hurke ft
Mimmlea

• >

1

1

WIS

I.AC.

TULSA. OKLA.
Orpheum
(Oklahoma City

ft

•Prince'n

MINNEAPOLIS

Hro

ft

ft Gates
Fields Ford

1

W%IKFE

Thompson

Morgan

•II

Sop it

Xr

IA.

Rerers

Majestic

Itedd'gten

ft Earl
2d half

P Bremen

M

Dr.

Pantagee

CaalssS

Majestic

Hale ft Bro
Frank Whitman
Simpson A Dean

MINNEAPOLIS
Ed All-n

M'RSH'LT'WN,
ft

SAN ANTONIO

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

s

ft

Dewery

to

Oardn*r

IA.

(

Nori

Packer

fill)

Majestic
Will Morris
F'sgerald ft r\irr. r
Rillle Gerber Rev'
Will ft Mary Rogeri

ft

2d half
Millet

Harry Gilbert
Elaine A Marshall
Flo Lewis

Bros
Bennett

ft

Christie

Edith cnrr.ir.t
'Three to fill)

.

ft

Pony Boy

ft

P Reat

flu)

»,)

•B'dway

2d half

(Two

Cautler

Coleman

(Thri'e

Will Morris
Will ft Msry RoVers
T.ennn Hall's Re i.
Jonla's Hawailans

ftsyes

Huston Ray
H B Walthall Co
Swift A Kelly
td half

'

Colnmhla

Cl'h

1

'

Majestic

Keno

191:

'tnlia

I

DAVENPORT.

Musi*
i

liaf

Julia Dika

(FEB.

ft

Mini*- of

New

lAroaka

•K Adair

Frawley

I'D

Wfi.i

Ar

2.1

Phil
N. \. V.

Field

ft

Holmea

TEX.

LITTLE ROCK

PERRY

PANTAGES THEATRE. SEATTLE. WASH.

\t.l*4.»n

Oory

ft

i

J'ulare

r

Ward

and

WFEK

' v'.s

I

Majestio
J A J Gibson
Hector
Lldell A Gibson
Leo Donnelly
Rlnaldo
Bryan A Broderlck

Oleott

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
NEXT

Drlsko

atnraet

f'-.r >th)

Orpheum
Yarmark

(irn nd

KiPldi

WORTH. TEY.

Majestle

Monte A Lyons

CITY

Orpheum
(Tulsa split)
1st half
Wllbert AAdams

W

Tan Arakis

I

W rlhi

ft

&

M

The Nagfyay
Coffman A Carroll
Emllle Lea Co
EdwSrda A Beasiey

MADISON, WIS.

Orpheum

*

AID

The Keltons

t

HOUSTON,

•Tints and Tones
.Merbert Lloyd Co

2d half
Msntell Co

(fine to n;i

NIAGARA FAI.1>

Dayes

>asbington
Thl •:<! t" fill

Re\

\ Wltchte

;*

«

\.

•

•Haby Kdns
v\ ird
Gpry

i

(|uirk
•

Roj

ft

•

.Hard .Jarvls
2d half
.t

'

v

•
-

Mot

Band

ft

ILL.

R A E Tracy

DIIH QIE.

<

•R AJair

I«ro

ft

1

'

Dl

.Tulla

Girls

r..-1-n.'!

H

i

Orpheum

FFALO

l.-.ifnyette

M

U l«^v^ Irk

Viiiag'-rn

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

Bdi

•..

<»

-<-

Strand
Vincent Bros
Stevens ft [.aural
Overholt ft.«Voung

Jarrow
Greenwich

Frolics

\'v

•Newkirl;

half

Baby

'r

WASHINGTON

<

'

*

<;

Co

Kllst

Lee

ft

ortland
Carmen Ercelle

•
i

i

He K raemer

«^

"lis

•Ubert Carlton

•

Low

Mi'7.1

ft

•Maude

fill)

•St rnnd.-'d

Reed ft Bel ma a
Harrington A
Sparks of B'wny

fill)

2d half

Teddy

•Hon Andy Gump
«'•

Gr<»en
Girls

DeVine * Williams

i

Albert

ft

ft

2d half

•

•

KUUHH

ft

!

Ha r t on

Dial Monkeys
I.oon

<i

w

a'

i

(< Ml.

:

Orplienm

Johnson

ton i

i

••

Four Byron

OAKLAND.

Juggling "
I

Strong

tk

her

Orpheum
(Sunday open

,i

Sol man

(one to

i

Royal

A.

K'i's

.v

Pulure

•Ganglefs Dogs
Leo f Alffy

Twins

ft

Halls

TFRADMMN'O

Frolics

GrifTin

liberty

Gardner A Revere
•Milton Pollock Co
Fagg A White
The Parkers

ILL.

VARDON

ft Williams
Ch^rt Carlton

Twins

FT.

A Burt

to

OKLtHOMA

Walthall Co

Keno Keys A
(Two to fill)

LINCOLN. NEB.

fill)

CHAMPAIGN.

L. to

2d 'half

H B

A Shy

•Moore

A Wallace
F'r.Rerald A Carroll

to

Chandon

(18)

Crsnt

DeVine

Haby

Orpheum

fill)

E

(One

Majestic
2d hslf

KAN.

Martini Slnaers

ft

Whiting

Four, Eerettos

FT. SMITH, ARK.

(One

CENTRALIA.

TEXAS

Harry Watson Co

Rlvoll

Peggy Bremen
Don Lanning
I/V'NW'Tir.

MM

N. T. City; Bryant

St..

Majestic

The Phllmers

(Three to

49th

Berk A Saun

Leona Hall's R*vue
Moore A Kendall
Jonla's Hawailans
.«•

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.
W.

Corrndlnl's Animal.'*

Majestle
The Florenls

Co^

Slngero

Martini

DARL MacBOYLE

Dunham & Oinalley
Green A Parker
Thos E Shea Co
LA CROSSE, WIS. Swarts A Clifford

IA.

C'D'R BAPIDS, IA.

(Two

Co

Filet

Central

Kormandte

j

A

Vlis

BOONE.

George Lovett
2d half

Hugh Johnson
George Lovett Co

Lambertl

DALLAS,

•John Alden Co
•Moore A Shy

Wolfe ft Ward
Three Boys

F

Lincoln

•Maude

fill)

Grand
Marcus A Lee

Dolly Dumplln
Permaine A Shelly

fill)

to

The Phllmers
Ads. Weber
Moore A Buy

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

2d half

Three Ruddles

Youge Street

JERSEY CITY

Bl

I

'

Dun

Monks

TORONTO

Roosevelt

f

Bernard
lagan Co

Fells

Elliott

Galettl's

UNION HILL

Wilson.

it

S

WEST HOBOKEN

(iiris

.Vr

ha

:••!

Francis

EH

I

Primrose Minstrels

('<m|t<-r

.if

ii

Wise

.<•

y

Harry

L

Leo Zarrell t
Irving A Ellwood
Tom Martin Co

Louise Carter Co
Brown A Elaine
Kiddle Revuo

(One

(Three to fill)
Id half
•Bluebird Revue
(•Others to fill)

Exclusive Material of Every Description.
116

The PhUmers
Ada Weber

2d half

Weber A

2d half

Harring'n

Ls u lor
Murray Senna v !•
Black A O'Donn**'.!
•Murray Bennett
ft

R

A M

•Nova A Allen

Reed

i

A

S

•Howard A White

to

A

d

I

•Irene Stone

(One

W

n

Carey Bannon
(One to fill)

Griffith

24 half

':

L

K

*',i

Ro> ft Artliur
mil
(On«
Orn •r

i'r-

'

Royal Midguts
I'd

A

a

N

Graca

ft

M
L

2d half
A Caverly
Graclosa

1

Lyric

fill)

4

DeWllfred
Stolen Sweets
Duponts
(Three to fill)

'Gangler's Dogs
Gilhei is
A Ar'sfg

Wilson

I-

ft

i>

h;.lf

Orpheum
Ilclntyn
Hyama

R

t

Gold

ft

2

to

2d half
Wilton & Leo
Adele Oswald
Queens A Joker

J.

2d half
Manicure Shop

1>..>- la

t

ft

Jn

•Demarcos

Audrey

ft

Brooks

Herman
Mabel Drew

fork & King

Fish

Gardfn

Greeley riqnare
Ergotti

.v.-

Warrea

Rev

Belt

ft

Fulton

Harvey
\\iison ft Jerome

NEW ORLEANS

Street

(Sunday opening)

Lambert

(Sunday opening
Cummlngs.a White
Wright a Dietrich
Hill Robinson
ft

Harrison Mo<.*
SUelly

cat

Ileiinepiii

Revan

2d half
Ergottl ft Herman
Gardner ft AubreyLoo Greenwood 'Co

EXCLUSIVE TiinWTlON 09
WEBER 4 FRlEDLANDtH

MINNEAPOLIS

(Two

A P

E

F

Metropolitan

Breakaway Barl'ws
Evelyn Cunningham
Harvey DeVora S

with "The Sheik's FuvorWe"

Cars* Co

N.

1.

-

fill)

Electric
Hasil

Rubeville

Jaok George Dae
Ceveue Troupe

Novelty

SPR'GFIEI D, MO.

Globe
n»-rrl ft Bonn!
Three Buddies
Herbert Lloyd Co

fill)

T'RE HITE. IND.
Hippodrome

TOPEKA, KAN.

Latour

(Others to

KAN. CITY, MO.

Bros
Walters

Qulnn

Oddities

Erford's

A

A

Bobby Polsora Ce

A M'afld

•O' Mai ley

McDonald Trio

fill)

Columbia ft Victor
Geo Rosener

Wheeler A Potter
Helene Davis Co
Chas F Seamon
Boys of Long Ago

.Sdlis

Daniels

SP'GFIELD. MASS
Broadway

Dayton,

Earl

Majestic

Seven

Alexandria
•Stranded
Ernest Hlatt
•Birds of Paradise
(One to fill)

'

BL'M'GTON. ILL.

Victor

Erford's Oddities

Ed Gingras Co

Russ LeVan

Monks

(Three to

A

Ray A Edna Tracy

Folsy

Electric
•Glanvllle A S'nd'rs
2d half

(18-1S)
A' Scott

to

.

Basil Lambertl

Orpheum
Mason
Drleko

fill)

Columbia A
Geo Rosener

Belford

HOROKEN,

Elliott

(Two

2d half

•Grjndell A Esther
KAN. CITY. KAN.

D.

8.

HUU

Ernest
Alexandria
La Palerlca Trio

•Althea Lucas Co
A Harrison
(Three to fill)
2d half
•Ethel Dare Ce
Vernon

Jarvls

Majestle

Id half

to filO

2d half

DAYTON
%

to

2d half

A LaFlor
A Perry
Barton A Sparling
Dancing Shoes
(One to fill)

MARGUERITE DeVON

II?

(One

Dreams

Doily's

Perez

Burt A Rosedale
Jack Walsh ft Co

Russ LeVan A P
Dorothy Wahl

Kimna Cams
McRse A Clegg

DeWUI Hums

KANSAS CITY
Main

2d half

Burns A Wilson
Harry Cooper
Fred LnRcine Co
Lincoln Sqnare
Manicure Shop

Geltla

f;allottl's

ft

(One

ABERDEEN.

Wilton ft I»elo
Adele Oswald
Queens A Joker
4

Rector

Faber A MrGowan

.

Rubeville

David Winnie
•Dave ft Tressla

Norris Follies

Emery

Rlalto

A

Irv'g

Bobby Folsom Ce
(Two to fljl)
2d half
Four Glrton Girls

Jack Georga Duo
S PR '«. FIELD, ILL.

Electric

Mack A'Velmar

BUI to
•Bluebird Revuo

011)

BEND, IND.
New Palace

B

y

A Latour
A Fields

Moore

SO.

JOPLIN. MO.

Doss

Hilly

PROVIDENCE

CHICAGO

BROOKLYN

2d half

Barriscale
Around tho Corner
Billy Arlington
I»

fill)

Violet Cnrleson

Roscoe Ails

Les Kellors

Wayne

Pnlace

>

Flirtation

::

MILWAUKEE

MOINES

Orpheum

Dooley

A Seymour
A Grovlni

lilts

Drlscoll

A Matthews

Earl

(Three to

2d half

F'avorltes of Past

M

•Sensations" Arleys
(Two to flUi

Foley

Monte ft Lyona
Yarmark
Claudia Coleman

Dave Ferguson Co

O'Neal Sisters A
Great Leon Co
(One to fill)

Current of Fun

Edwards A Allen

Weber A

Lyrie

Dance

Bits of

Howard A Ross

Orpheum

1»

Mae A Hill
Lew Wilson

Dorothy Wahl

Beast*

Or i»l on m

Barto ft Melvin
•Hennington A Sc't

Louise Carter Co
Helm A Loc'w'd Sis

Henry Santry Band
Franklin Chas Co
Billy Clason
Jack Norton

Majestic

•Kingston A Ebner
Johnny's New Car

Majestle

S

ft

Sd4ialt

JOL1ET. ILL.
Orpheum
Mantell Co

2d half
•Stuart GlrU
(Others to fill)

Ai Mopre Op

Miller Packer

to Bowery
Edith Clifford
(Three tq fill)

Drapler A Hendrle
Four Harm'ny Boys
J'NESVilJ.E, WIS.

Nippon Duo

Dreon Sis
Lord Roberts

•Grant Gardner
Bothwell Brown Co

Archer

B

Avenne

Victoria

MEMPHIS

fill)

Kane Morey A
(Two Co fill)
Snell A Veinon
Mo are ft Arnold

•B'dway

Klrby S Bryan
(Three to fill)

Loew's

A Byron

CJrey

Sierra

Mankln

Berzac's Circus
Frisco

(Sunday opening)

(Saturday opening)
Eddia Leonard <
Hallen & Russell
Rcanlon Bros X- 8
Mlddleton A Bp'yer
Qulxey 4
Herbert*

to

II.

(Sunday opening)
A Daley
Gardner it, Revere
The Parkers
.2d half

•Kimiwa Trio
to

N.

Se>v*h Soils 'Bros

Host ma A Barrett
Shannon A Gordon*
KOI K FORD. ILL. Broderlok Wynn Co

Apollo

OTTAWA. CAN.

Ward

•Rodero A Brown
A A L Barlow
Barnes A Stremel
(One to Mil)

McDermott

(Two

La Vler
Valand A Gamble

State
•Dalley Bros
Northlane &

LaFlor

Valda Co

.i;i<-k

,

.

Co

Grand O. H.

A

Swift

CO., Inc.

R

ft

McCormnck ft
Joe DeKos Co

Frank MuIIano

Evelyn Cunningham
Billy

Lincoln Hipp

(Four

A Dunbar
Baraban Grohs Co

BIFFALO

Harrison Moss
Sparks of B'way
2d half

Stolen Sweets

A Vogt

8 II &
SelSlni

Wilson «v- J.«rnme
Dave Harris Band
2d half

Rerk

2d half

Orpheum
Hurst

Adler

Dawson Lanigan&C

John LcClalr
Ford A Fries
Byron Girls

Doree'* Opera
Ethel Parker

Barr Mayo

Boulevard

Leo Haley
(One to fill)

Bart Fltegibbon

Stanton
VaB
Bailey a Cowan

MM

A DeWald

Harvey

Groen

Perclval Noel Co

Hill Street

BOSTON

A Myra
Hums & Wilson

A

Elona

New York

2d half,
Three Boys

Flandiirs'
Bustler
Land of Fantasia
(Three to fill)

G'D ISLAND, NEB.

Belle Montrose

P'Cc'ts

Walman A Berry

Rlalto

A Ward

Wolfe

A

Norrls*"^ii4>an

Palace

FORKS.

McGarry

ft

•Politics

The Volunteer

RACINB, WIS.

(17-18)

Vance

to All)

•Smith

S

'

I

Orpheum

Phone: Bryant 1S34

LaFranr-e Bros

F A M Collins
Brown A Elaine
Skelly A Heit Rev

LOS ANGELES

Girlls
A Sis

May McKay

Hoffman A Jessie
Reeder A Armst'i\g
Jimmy Savo C
Holden A Herron

Howard Bros

Stevers tk Lovejoy
•Al' Segal Band
(/Two to fill)

Peres

Rao Samuels

CAT

Mankin
Armstrong * Tys'n
Perclval Noel <o
Ethel Davis Co

American

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Van A Bchenck

M

McDermott

7976

Maurice &

Jean Granese
Jewel Faulkner Co

Blrdi»* Kraeiii(»r

Leon Varvara

FITZGERALD DLDG.. NEW YORK

(Others to nil)
Palace
(Sunday opening)

CIRCUIT

CITY

Roy & Arthur

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

•Collier

of l'»

4

•Al Sefcal Band
2d half

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

Horllck A' Harrl* S
2d half

Orpheum

Conelll

Frances Kennedy

White Kuhne

Billv

A

P.ibson

How'd Winlfd & B

Carey Bannon &
Ed Blondell Co

SILBER

O'Neill

Dance Dream*

67-69 West 46th Strsst,

Steppe & O'Nell
Josephine Amoraa

NEW YORK

A

Lynn
fill)

PHILLIP

CPU.

BllUe Qerber Revu*

Edmonds & LaVelle

•Clark

Gl INC Y,
Orpheum

Royal Venetian
(One to Ml)
2d half

•Jos Herbert ar Ce
(One. to fill)

Simian Co
Green & Burnette

TO

Donald Sisters
Violet Carlepon

.

Wilfred Clark

Jean Boydell

MAX

2d half

—
— COSTUMERS
THOSE WHO KNOW

State

Olive ft Mack
*Rubeville Four
Sweet's Band

Engelwood

Pan la go*

A

Venetian

Otis

I

Columbia

Rums A Lynn
'

Itoya'l

to

ST.

Powell Troupo

ill..

fill)

2d half

(One

The Parkere

2d half
Daniels A Walters
Dainty Marin
(Others to fill)

(Feb. It). B. F. Keith's,

(Two

Lloyd

Third Heaaon with

PHILLIPS
FOUR
Week

Sylv'ester'A

A Bonn!
A Goods

Berrl

Louis*

Gum Edward* Rc\ ue

Burns'

Norrls*

A King
West

10-40

Jack Renny
Bian Michihn & T

Ford Dancers
Gautier's Co
Dugal A Leary

Girls

O'Neill

WINNIPEG

Butdey

Gill

(Other* to Oil)
•
2d half

Jonce

A

2d halt
Alva res Duo

2d 'half

The Featured Juvenile Dancer and
Clever Mimic

Head-Balancing Equilibrists

Nert

Animals

Corr'dlnl's

CHESTER FREDERICKS

& E

I'hiladernnla

BAYER-SCHUMACHER

Orpheum

Liberty

Ra* Samuels

Crescent
Bickneli

Klrkwood

to
'

Management:

NEW ORLEANS

On
Moore A Goodwin

(One

)

State

Bijou

La Graclosa

FrawUy A

THE ORIGINAL

•Roy Born A K
Julie Ring Co
McCoy A Walton
Old Timers

Blanchard

Military Girls
2d half
Howard Nichols

•Jos Herbert Jr Co

Kedtle

/

N.

fill)

.Sensational

Cooper A S^eamo*

Rolling

Edwin George

3

T'RE H't'TE, IND.

CHICAGO

NEWARK.

•O Handworth Co

Seafo

SIOUX CITY

Burnum

L'olsos

Nat Burns
Bckhoff A Gordop
Adrian
A Alexander Crt

Murphy A Bradley
f'liff

(Sunday opening)

Calts Bros

BRYANT

I.oew'*

Australian

O'Neal Sisters A B
Qulrin A Cavarly

Hardy Bros
Connor 'fcjlstors
Vernon
Brest Leon Co
(Two to tilt)
I

Co

Stanisloff

•Kimiwa Trio

Co

Gil're

Dogs
Hanley A Howard
A Lawrence
Johnnie
Frankle A

Harry Carr Co

Moore A Fields
(Others, to

MONTREAL

Norton * Wilson
Nancy Hover Co
Tos P Dunne

Mr&MrsNPhlMlpsCc

•Love Sisters
•Francis Williams

2d half

ARTHUR
Phone*

Darnell
•Carl Francis
Jack. Osterman
Lucas A Inez
J>avls

Jessie

Gene & Mlgnon
Grace Ayer A Bro
Sylvester A Vance

A Piano

•LaSovn A

Hippodrome
& Eva

Houdini

Orpheum

JeaTers Strand

Burns A

Richard Kenn
Lloyd Nt-vadii
Mignonette Kokln

SEATTLE

SAGINAW. MICH.

Jerry

Charlie Wilson

(Sunday opening)
William Faversh'm

Bur.ce

ft

Coogan A Casey
Rude-I A Dunigan

Miller

Bobby Hcnshaw
K. J. Moore
Orpheum

Austin

ft

•Around the Map
(One to fill)

Weiser

P

ft

Crystal. Bennett

Dallas
Briscoe

.11. II

•Ed

BILL JACOBS

(Sunday opening)
Marc McDermott

Humberto Bros

2d half

Welser a Reiser
Oene a Mignon
Grace Aver & Dro
Eddie Hill
Nlobe

td half

Helen Miller
•Fox A Ailyn
Louis Love Co
LaWranc* & Bur'n
Snyder's .Animals

Dashlngton's

GALEKBl'RG, ILL.
Orpheum
Walman A Berry

2d half

& Pag*
Hughes A Pam

BIRMINGHAM

Scenes

ft

(.One to

Jada trio
•Around the Map
McGoode Lanze Co

Klmberley

BALTIMORE

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
Direct it n:

.Tame* Worth Co
(Three to fill)

Pallas *Va'kc-

Ban

to

The Belle
Koban Jopa

IND.

1 -S"!

Dance Dreams

Co

erica

MO

Mai ley A Masf'ld
•John Alden Co
•Harry Bewley Co

O'

Ada Weber

American

Q

•Bent'y Hunks &

I

Treaale

ST. JOE.

Electric

Stuart

Eld'ge -Barlow

CHICAGO

Miller

Hubort Dyer Co

La Pa

A

Dave

PEOBIA, ILL.
Orpheum

N. Y.

Jerome & France
Harry Downing R
JSs T Crowley
I

Co

Three Ambler Bros

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

MILWAIKEE

Mr&MrsN Phll'psCo
•Clark & O'Neill

Julian Eltinge

BOBBY "UKE" HENSHAW
And ENCORE

P.VDUCAH. RY.
Orpheum

P

ft.

H

Moore A Goodwin
Kirkwood a O'Neill

Alvsrss Duo

'

On

Rolling

O.

Regent
Ralph Seobury
Lejla Shaw Co
•Conn A Hart

Bradley-

Blanchard

Cliff

Jean Boydell

fill)

Llcrvd

Songs

K. H. C.

Orpheum

FRANCISCO

Golden Gate

(One

Strand

-

SAN

.2d half

Co

J.tog.-r*

Stirlc

to

VANVtHA

Collms

Milt

•Taylor

Romanoa States
Newport

ft Steger
Zelda Bros
Perez A Marguerite

Tyler & Cruitua
MiiToh ft Brown

Arthur

.

Eary A Baty
Ben Nee One
Kelso a Demonde
Roy La Psarl
INDIANA POlIS
Palm e
Bart ram & Suxton

Charloa

Doncgan
<>.

2d- half
J a. I a Trio

BernlvtC* Brja
Hill
2d ha^f

Zelaya

Gordon
Knrf Rial RoVue
(One

Duval a Symoni
Collins

Harry Holman Co

Nestor Co
Melnotto Duo

MIDDLETOWN.

Biasett ft rtcett
(Two to fill)

v

Bob Murphy

M

mi)

to

Sedalla
Milton Pollock
Hinkl* a May

Avon

T.

SPB'GtTKLD.

2d half

Murphy A

(•rami

(Sunday opening)
Fred Hughes
Pear'n New pt ft P
Theodore Rob"***
Wyll* ft Hartmnn
Adelaide Bell
Valentine Ves
Royal buln>\

(Same bill plays
Fresno 22-24)
Stars of Yesterday

N'.'l

£d ha!f

FT.

2d half
Tyler A Croilus
Karl Rial Revue

GAL
(One

Baraban Grohs Co

Sc't

Ar'nrg

ATLANTA

ii

Bob Muaphy

A

N.

Columbia
Paramount Four
Gardnsr

Stats

Maurice

Ed Blondell Co
Carey Ban no n A
•Jack Walsh Co

PAIL
Or phe m

(19-21)

A

•Bennington

SHARON,

MEMPHIS

A

Wild

•Baby Edna
Tumbling Demon*

WATEBT'N,

•Orlndell

2d half

N. T.
Library
Geo A Lilly Gard'r

Hanley A Howard
Hud Snyder Co

Waltons

Minims a Wynne
Will Stanton Co

A Bather
24 half
David Winnie

Four Harm'ny Boys

WARREN,

2d half

S

ST.

Or |» Ileum

Bell
4

2d half

A Band

Trctts

T.

Victoria

Harry Downing R
J era ma A Francs

Astoria
Francis A Wilson
Phil Davis
Black A O'Donnell
Louise Carter Co

Gilbert Sis

Mcehan's Dogs

A

•Ooldls

American

I.

2d half

Weaver

ft

L.

HOCH'STEK, N.

Loow's
•The Nellos

LaToy Bros

B

Hall Ermine A
Dance Creations

Carlisle A Lamal
Aerkil Valentines

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Emmy's Pets
8T. LOUIS

Orplienm
Williams a Wolfus
Creole Fash'n Plate
Vincent O'Donnell
Bronson A Baldwin

(Sunday opening)
Alan Rogers A A

V. a.

fl.

a Mpr'on
Kendall

a

Moore
Carl

Marry Me

DenlUi

ASTORIA,

CaF
Uaher
Flanagan

*

Official

fill)

2d half

PORTLAND, OBE.

Bert

Fori*

The Florenls
Semon Conrad Co

Clara Howard
Paulina
Alma Neilson
Slgnor Frisco*

011)

to

LONDON, CAN.

Id half

A West
Hart a Rubinl
Fisher A Bheppard
(On* t* flU)

Walter Kelly
•Tints A Tonea

Frank Ward

Faurot O. H.
Arthur Lloyd
Williams A Clark
(Three to fill)

Garden
Eary

a

Blly

Beaumont Slaters
Sammy Duncan
Ankar Trto

LIMA. O.

La> Sail*

Profiteering

Orpheasa
(Sunday opening

2d half
Williams a Clark

(Ona to

DETROIT
Eary

OMAHA, MSB.

Four Aoos
Llletta Co
Harry Kahne Ce

BlSSOtt

•
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DOUBLE VERSION
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FOR MUS/CAL ACTS
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DOWN

m
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THAT
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CAPTfKIM

for

FRANK

CLARK

MEAT PATTER
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TWO-TIME ME
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W4 TERSON, BERLIN
JOE HILLER,

DONRAMSA7
240 Trsmont Street
Boston, Mass.

Professional Manager
MURRAY WHITEMAN
LESTER LUTZ
381 Main Street
.

Buffalo, N. Y.

36 East 5th

St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

BEN FRIEDMAN
163 Market Street
Newark, N. J.

HARRY LORENZ
Columbia Then. Bide.
St. Lc f \ M?.
t

FRED KR/ME
42 Monroe /yei
Tuxedo Hotel, Defroi
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IN

ANYTIME
X
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JOE HIL16R
CHJCFOF
THCNSY*
SECTION
HARP-Y R«/OV
FREDE.RHLERT.
^.FREP

/
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MUSICAL ACTS

GET THIS

ACAL ftCCITATION
A:©mcpv
chorus

AND OOUBLtS

F

;

NYDER
IER
renue
-oit, Mich.

JAMES KESSEL
Superba Theatre Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cilit.

,

Strand Theatre Bldg.

CO.

~NEW YORK—
FRANK CLARK,

PHILIP JULIUS

MORT HARRIS

Hannah Hotel
Cleveland, Ohio

Pantages Thea. Bldg.

San Francisco,

Calif.

81 W. Randolph
FRANK WATERSON
Globe Theatre Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Chicago

BEN FIELDS
347

Fifth

Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pa.

-
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Thursday, February

CHICAGO

refers to current

week unless

OFFICE

otherwise

State- Lake
Theatre Bid a.

indicated.
F. Keith office, which turned it
The
to the Orpheum officials.

the sinfile big feature. Morton and
Glass, who had just concluded a
week at the State-Lake and appeared at the Palace last August,
were substituted for Sunday only,
placed third, in tht position on the
program for the Hacket and DelHilly
(Jlason,
promar revut.

grammed

for sixth, between NorMiss Iiarriscale. moved
to fourth, and this running put
Norman in the headline position,

man and
up

while with the coming of Miss Bar-

moved up

to

and

fifth,

her playlet, "I'lfking Peaches,*' gets
the most responsible place on tho
program.
The present Palace A\\ is strong
on comedy, dancing revues and
Every
singers ef popular songs.
turn was Mberally applauded at thq
actsj
Several
Sunday matinee.
scored such substantial applause}
•hits there is no gainsay in* that (hey
met the requirements ef the big
time audience-.
Tho show as it run Sunday afternoon opened with the Andrkff Trio,
a dancing revue much like many
dancing good
others,
but with
enough to -vin approval and with a
special feature in a'comedy charac-^
ter portrayal by Marie AndriefC in
which she danced with her back
toward the audience with a costume which permitted ft to .ppear
that a figure waa dancing.
Vincent O'Donnell, a youthful
singer of songs, who has mastered
all the tricks of the profession, and
who not only has a pleasing voice
but a winning smile and a jovial
^manner, scored in second position,
Morton and Glass have a vehicle
which is ideal inasmuch as it
serves to introduce this clever pair
to splendid advantage in singing,
dancing and talking and ha» scenic
'

1

question

money

did

neighborhood, inaugurated its newest vaudeville.
This is the first
time the Orpheum has ever operated a South Side house, although
having booked 6everal. The Englewood has been the home of American burlesque for quite a few
years. This year, its owner, Thomas
E. Beattie, turned tho house over
for Shubert vaudeville.
It always
has been a cheap house to operate,
and working on a 65-35 basis with
the units, it was supposed to have
made money. With the failure of
the Shubert vaudeville, the Columbia Wheel having a burlesque theatre just around
the corner, the
question came up what to do with
the Englewood.
It was offered to tbe Chicago B.

EUGENE COX

will

The

bill

this

j

tho burleaquer happened t*
learn that tho Majestic was
no
longer tho big time house of th*

west

in

this

Variety

issue ef

36

LOS ANGELES

34

MONTREAL

27
26

28

INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY

36
28

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

was well received here *ind
duplicated former success at lhis
house.
Helen "Smiles" Davis, with a male
assistant, offered quite a pretentious
act which displays her ability tc
v

perfection, and which is especially
well suited for this house, where
the audience is largely composed of

men.
Ross

Sisters,

a*

pretty sight

SAN ANTONIO, TEX
SAN DIEGO, CAL
SAN FRANCISCO
LOUI8
SYRACUSE....:
ST.

with

Harmony Kings

Ask:— SANTOS and HAYES
Phone Seeley 3801

34

34

,

A

C

D.

34

clientele.

35

aroused

27

ing

tions

has

There is talk of another downtown
theatre in Flint. Mich., which will
seat 2.000.
The town is already
overtheatred.
"Shuffle Along" will end
ly
profitable engagement

highat the

its

Olympic next week and will move
from here to Milwaukee.
From
there it has a route east.
Mrs. Erla Clayton,

chorus

30,

girl

i.-j

Under the Personal Management of ARK ABENDS
All-Star Show Featuring LLOYD OARKETT
Late Singing Feature of Geor** White Scandals)

a

SAMMY WHITE

(Formerly of tho Orpheum Circuit)
Dancing by

C lurk

Tahar Troupe
tumblers who

in the closspot.
Jack Goldie held tho
next to closing position and registered. Hamilton and Barnes, mixed
duo with good patter eiTeclively

handled, encountered little difficulty
gaining laughs and breezing
through.
Ward and Dooley took
away the No. 2 spot to corking returns while the Rinaldo Brothers
made a spleridid impression in opening the entertainment.
in

The Colden Gate held an abundance of singing and comedy though
the bill moved along pleasinglv despite its lack of balance.
All except two of the acts employed the
piano.
Bert Fitzgibbons held the
final spot but the position made no
difference to him.
Wilfred Clark
went over with a wallop. The. farce
is made to order for this house.

j

Fries and Wilson

made a favorable
impression with their comedv songs.
Eddie Miller with songs got over.
Parker and Allen supplied a pleasing song and dance schedule in
which Miss Parkers dancing is the
principal item.

Berg and English,
two men with a film introducing
them as formerly having doubled
for Harold Lloyd and Snub Pollard,
appear as those characters for corking straight and comedy acrobatics

who

scored strongly in opening.

Will King has Jay Bclasco, a
stock actor of the Coast, in the
King Company at the Hip.
Berkeley,

suburb of Oakland,

is

VERA GORDON
I'llOTOMt AI'lII n THIS

SEASON BT

6*
loo/\
CMlCAOO
«c*oo

'

;

«U*Ism iMdodA mi

4wipk

Street, at

Lawrene* Avenue.

MANN

——^R AINBO

CHICAGO

Presents

Edvvnrd He<-k'a Spertnoulnr Production

Says

-

"CHICAGO'S NEWEST*'

ReooleiMeef After the Show_

Sie
of

TRAIL

'i
u
Artltta who h»ve Ions angare me«tB" Im With roi.ETTA RYAN. ;-MNI»A." RUTH KTTINU
Buddy* Kelven G.rreH rotiCHICAGO will enjoj a more pleaaaat ".»>. loaa carienon and Elonore
VVIU.na, Prank Weithal and hli Ralnb.. Orckeati*.
tlait by •toying at
FAMOUS iuxxkhs A\I> a i.a CARTE PERVED

TO CLOSING

ic'p rhicifRENDEZ-VOUS
^WH EfcE Professional

trio

much applause

MILLLION DOLLAR RAINBO ROOM
MR. FRED

CHARLEY STRAIGHT'8 ORCHESTRA
FROM
6

finish.
It is a highly entertaining
number.
Chappell and Stennette registered

legular

•

The

included

.

Now Under New Ownership

tl»o

to appreciation with a routine that features syncopated selections.
colored dance:- prcvlded
a substantial touch to th? finale.
Fftfnell aV»d Flore n~e deuced to fair

tuming.
The act did l.totjy but
proved a bit too classv for this

..... 27

to drink

GREEN MILL GARDENS
AVE.

BROADWAY AT LAWRENCE

closed

program

^~

hammer.

act

'

vocalists.
Harry Langdon
his golf travesty prov?d a
comedy smash. The Ten Seattle

.than,

'

$43,000.

songs,

I

'

cared

to.

gave tho show a good laughing
finish.
Irene Castle topped for The
second week and continued a worthy
drawing
attraction.
The
dancer revealed an entire new
wardrobe which is the usual feature of the act. The remainder of
the bill ran mostly to. comedy.
Milt Collins secured Uugna continuously and finished a- big appifcusp winner. DonogA.fi and Steger
scored a legitimate hit with an tvcellent
dance routine.
The act
seems to hold too much tinging as
the /couple •are far betier stoppers

Norton and Melnote provided a
pretentious headliner Tor the Pantages Wll.with rich stage settings,
lighting effects and a wealth of cos-

on percentage with pictures,
been sold under the -sheriff's
The buyer is the Genesee
Trust Co., which had a claim of

Curt Galloway, tramp comedian,
who has some good talk and comic

The Orpheum held seven instead
of the proverbial eight acts though
an additional afterpiece, with Hi»rry
Langdon as the principal funmaker

the house. Johnson and Baker set
a fast pace in opening.

enough dancing to show that
Miss Tallman can kick and a bit of
singing which indicates that they
might vocalize successfully if they

Just

policy

SAN FRANCISCO

33
36

WASHINGTON,

had a four-a-day

retnrns though the act doesn't impress as reaching the ttandard of

are

f,

BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
DETROIT

bAit

TO THE

1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO

OLIVER

under Correspondence

"EU," the Jeweler

SCENERY

HEI.I.E

cities

as follows, and on pages:

with several changes of costume,
in the burlesque stock at the Trocaand a young woman another number which finds favor dero, drank poison in her dressing
of the house whose main forte is at this house.
room and was taken to the county
indignation. There is nothing parEd Gingras and Co. present can- hospital. She is expected to recover.
ticularly clever about the offering. non ball juggling, and his feats are
but it made the Majestic audience sufficiently sensational to keep the
Fiske O'Hara was forced to canlaugh right along.
Rialto audience applauding all dur- cel dates in Michigan owing to illJonia and Co. is a Hawaiian act ing the time devoted to his most ness.
with girls that do better than the important stunt.
average, both as singer and dancer.
Irma Marwick, who became a star
One chap does a single specialty
Pantages shows which open over night in ''Elsie" at the Illinois,
which stands out. "From Broadway at The
Minneapolis are supposed to play was taken ill last Friday.
Naida
to the Bowery" is obtaining the
maximum of entertainment from the Chateau the Sunday previously Harris, her understudy, went an
four fairly clever people. There are for four days, but for one reason or that night after rehearsals under
the
direction
of
Bert
French.
three scenes and dances which another it is seldom that Chicago
range from classical to Bowery gets to pass on the show intact. "Elsie" leaves this week and will
This week only three of the Pan- be succeeded by "In Springtime of
apache. Two other players double
tages acts opening at Minneapolis Youth."
to splendid advantage.
Maidie DcLong registered quite a Sunday are on the Chateau bill
Filling In around these three acts
The new company presenting
hit with her characterizations, which
include a bell boy crazy about base- a fairly good show was construct- "The Last Warning" at the Blacked, but It had no closing feature, and stone opened with success, and the
ball and a Swedish comic type. Her
an act which belonged somewhere in play promise's te> prove quite as big
talk scored big here.
"Echoes of
middle of the bill was forced a hit here as it has in New York.
Broadway" is a Scotch revue, en- the
into this position, which caused the
tertaining at all times.
performance to finish rather tamely.
Two fellows who were vaudeville
De Lyons Duo opened the show partners a decade ago renewed
Boys of Long Ago" is the big with hand-balancing, in which there acquaintance this week. One Is at
feature at the Rialto this week, and are some good tricks, although the the Majestic, vaudeville, the other
on the same bill is Charles F. Se- two men have nothing in the way of playing at the Columbia, burlesque
mon, entitled to rank along with the style excepting a panorama drop. when the burlesquer, who is playing
dancing veterans and who appears Frances Dougherty followed witn a bit, found his old partner was
in the act with them after it gets songs rendered in the center of the 'next to closing" at the Majestic, he
started and shared in the enthu- stage and pianolog.
She was well was delighted. He grabbed his forsiastic applause at the finish of the ilked, wearing a particularly attrac- mer associate and made it a point
first show Monday night.
The five tive costume. Her last song" 'Style," to introduce him to everyone in the
old timers, ranging in age from 61 to is a departure from the usual song Columbia show.
"My old partner,"
70, are chipper and pert and dance routine.
he would say. "next, to closing this
La Pine and Emery are a come- week at the Majestic." The dream
in a lively way late in the act when
Semon plays the fife with the or- dian, whose face is ideal for the
chestra. One of the quintet has his portrayal of rube character and a
daughter along and offers some old- girl whoso best is a comedy eccentime ballroom dances. Another does tric type. They open as a newly
married couple and have a dandy
song which they put over splendidly.
PROFESSION
CUT RATES,
The man's rube single follows, also
Special Discount to Performers
R. R. TICKETS nought end Sold. well done.. The two have a singing,
WHEN IN CHICAGO
DAVID LYONS
talking and dancing bit in which slu>
Licensed R. R. Ticket Broker.
takes the eccentric type.
He then
Stste-Lake Theatre Bldg.,
Telephone Harrison 89?ft
a song about beautiful faces
Ground Floor
311 8. CLARK ST.
CHICAGO sings
requiring beautiful clothes, and she
comes on looking her best for a

suaded

with others.
He
it
later brought on Vincent O'Donnell
In feminine costume for a rendition
of "Indiana" jointly, announcing the
young lad as a candidate for vaudeville encountered on the street.
Weaver Brothers, next to closing,

the Orphoum's
latest home, situated at 63d and
Halsted, on the South Side of Chicago's
most
densely
populated

proposition.

it

he does a drunk. The other characters ar^e a butler, who is per-

and followed

The Englewood,

what

is

Larimer and Hudson opened with
a bicycle act which includes many
good tricks well executed. Ed E.
Ford was second with a novel opening by means of which he popularized story telling and even serious
recitations.
He was encored a
couple of times and recited sentimental bits. Harry L. Cooper and
Co. have a comedy sketch in which

60ng!

rube characterizations
their*
with music and scored. Moehan's
Canines brought the performance
*
to a close.

no
be a

one there

Klncaid's "Echoes of Scotland*"
Tom Powell's "From Broadway
to the Bowery" are two big features
which made the last show at the
Majestic Sunday notable vaudeville
for popular prices. These acts and
every other number on the bill received enthusiastic applause, which
Is proof that the entertainment is of
a style which suits the people attracted by the cheap prices.

for comedy.

new

but

first

and

they mean "yes," and follows it
with parodies after a verse of the
original song. He then jumps into
talk and does a regular monolog.
He worked quite a long time, but
held his audience evc.y moment.
Gordon and Ford contribute one
of those vaudeville bits of eilliness
which make such capital entertainment. Gordon has a face which is
his' fortune and is a comedian of
Gene Ford
the sure-fire variety.
sings well, but is satisfied to permit him to Capitalize all her effort^
a

the

week cost around $3,500, quite
heavy for a split week house. As
these shows average around here
they generally cost anywhere from
$1,800 to $2,500 a week.

equipment which is novel.
Billy Glason opened with a smart
song which comments upon the disposition of girls to say "no" when

Norman opened with

like

CORRESPONDENCE

The

1923

until Saturday

when

over
Or-

Alexandria, the xylophonist, was
the comedy hit, and his black cat
helped the laughs. "Yarmark," the
Golden Russian spectacular dajjeing
act, closed the bill, gviing it flash.
ij the Orpheum circuit continues
to give this neighborhood theatre
bills

waa not punctured

A

bone playing, a specialty similar to number* which waa liberally apthat with Primrose's Minstrels at plauded.
pheum closed the deal within six this house a few weeks previously.
Henry Regal and Sim Moore, with
Semon does his act just ahead in iheir sideshow drop and a third man
days after the proposition was first
the program and sticks very closely as announcer, presented their fa'handed it.
It looks like a cinch money getter.
to the routine he has done for a miliar burlesque by-play with splenWith a capacity of 1.3J0, 50-cent quarter of a century or more. He did comedy results, although the
top, the eplit week policy and typi- obtained some laughs and finished fact that there was no way of
cal Orpheum Junior bills, it should with fair applause.
knowing Just when tho act waa comnot fail. Shubert vaudeville closed
Maurice Samuels and Co., in the pleted led to less applause at the
Saturday and the Orpheum opened familiar "Ellis Island" act, now finish than would have otherwise
One of called "Gates of America," carried been accorded them.
its show Sunday matinee.
the best Sunday matinees that has away heaps of applause.
The Five Kings of Syncopation,
Samuels
ever been at this house started the has studied popular-priced vaude- who Jazz on instruments and in
circuit off for its premiere. "Youth ville audiences until he knows every dance, do a very good act, but there
and Melody." a jazz band, composed trick of getting by. His company is have been so much larger combinaof five men and a juvenile singer little qualified to aid him and the tions that it seems out of place on
and dancer, opened the ehow. Con- two men characters are poorly a lull, especially in closing position.'
sidered a very expensive act to played, while the violinist is too The drummer is a shimmy hound,
open, it was still placed properly large to be called a "boy," but in and this, with the entire band but
Jack- spite he does what is expected -of pianist up and dancing, enabled
for the benefit of the bill.
George, .duo, man and woman, the that kind of an act. At some of the them to close to fair enthusiasm.
man in blackface, did well on No. 2. shows the act is running eight min-.
The second show Monday nightj
Don Quixano and Co., two men in utes over its allotted time.
had a big crowd when the picture
novelty,
high-class
singing
a
Tallman and Kerwin introduced opened, but only a small audience
scored; they are favorites around Jacqueline Tallman as a comedienne* when the vaudeville was concluded.
here, Quixano having been in sev- of a type just a little
away from!,
eral of the
cafes and Chicago what others have offered, and her
The Globe. Flint. Mich., which,
musical comedy productions. Gib- fooling won many laughs. The act lias waged an uphill fight all season and Connelli, in. an Orpheum is really all talk, though there is son, playing tabloids and attracproduced net, ecored with light
travesty and special drop.

Karyl Norman divides headline
honors in hit* second week at the
Palace with Bessie Barriscale, but
she did not open until Monday, so
the Sunday performances had but

Yiscale he

the hit of the hill on fourth. It la
possible that tho applause waa
prompted by a. desire for either
dancing or hokum, hut there was
Their
nothing of this character.
routine la high claaa throughout and
enda with an impreaslon of Jack
Norworth and Nora Bayea singing
col"Come Along. Mlaa Mandy."
ored pianist rendered a solo between
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FRIAR'S INN

HUNTINGTON HOTEL
4526 Sheridan Road

Van Buren and Wabash Avenues

EXCLUSIVA SECTION.
EVERY ROOM With o PBI\ ATE BATH
IN CHICAOCVfl

ONE BLOCK FROM I.AKlD
TWENTY MINUTES to All THEATRES
Boa Stop* ot Door.

Eieellcnt Ca/o.

ATTRACTIVE RATES
WIRE FOB RESERVATIONS

CHICAGO
ENTERTAINMENT

DINE

Qur Steaks and Chops
P. M. TO
•

» Specialty.
»:»0 P. M.
NO

Featuring FRIAR'S

DANCE

Table d'Hote

Di-.ner, $125.
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HT/AF FH£ CRITICS HAVE SAID FROM COAST TO COAST

'

•AN FRANCISCO "EXAMINER"

CLEVELAND "NEWS"

OHPHEUM

talk

KEITHS PALACE

"Just as
Beck said on his recent visit to
it is not
the
advertised
headliner
-which
proves the biggest hit/ This week
it is 'Marion' who carries oft top
honors, although her name is in
comparatively small type. 'Marjon'

I

"Claude and Marlon scored heavwith the first audience for their
nonsense akit called 'Still Arguing.'
She's of the Marie Dreasler school
of comediennes the possessor of
one of the funniest walks In captivity and he's a boob foil who
feeds, and feeds, and feeds laughs."

tin

San Francisco, 'Sometimes

ily

—

—

she is announced to be, but to
two capacity audiences yesterday
proved herself a comedienne

la all

he

ROCHESTER "TIMES UNION"

This veteran team won the crowd
as only that group of old-timers

seems able to do. The woman la a
real comedienne with her unctuous
fun making. Her work is exquisitely funny in a low comedy way,
but it never becomes vulgar. There
are mighty few women of her type
who can handle that particular type

sortment of players of the kind.
the tricks of Sophie Tucker,
TEMPLE
Somehow they don't seem to be
Trlxle Friganza and Emma Cams
"Comedy honors for the week go very abundant among the newcomall welded into one, with Marion's
Claude and Marion, a meek hus- ers.
Rush."
own personality added. Marion and to
her partner are designated as band and a belligerent wife, who
become Involved in much argument
'Claude and Marion*."
to the delight of the audience. The KEITH'S DAYTON (Opening Bill)
woman is one of the funniest comeBy James Mulr
diennes of the rough and tumble
MINNEAPOLIS JOURNAL
"The comedy honors of the bill
school that has come this way in
many seasons, and her original may be divided between the teams
"CLAUDE and MARION in method of winning laughs carries of Claude and Marion* and Billy B.
•Sllll Arguing.'
This always popu- the audience along on a tide of fun." Van and James J. Corbett. One is
lar pair prove their right to •nextas funny as the other. In Marlon one
VARIETY
to-closing' honors.
Miss Marion is
finds a breezy sort of comedienne,
atlll rotundly healthy and happily
FIFTH AVE,
YORK
stout, assort ive, ebullient, and her
argumentative, and one of the best
"Claude and Marion fitted in partner is just the opposite in build
laugh-roakers in the two-a-day."
neatly with their capital comedy and disposition. They both sing."
.

ORPHEUM

—

NEW

Playing B. F.

LONDON

IN

last

on business.
Following the
of Carl
•

week

at a Russian concert. She
to enter wpon a dancing

career.

"Snow

and

the

Seven

Dwarfs" will be presented in the
week Plaza
Saturday when the Children's
current Theatre will resume Its season. The

visit here list

Laemmle

report is
he is planning to erect a theatre
upon the site of the present Frolic,
the Universal*! house in San Fran-

cisco.

play will be staged by Mrs. J. J.
Cuddy, who is sponsoring the children's theatre in this city.

_________—

Arthur B. Williams was arrested
last week on complaint of Paul
Ash, orchestra leader at the GranBy SIDNEY BURTON
ada, who charged that Williams
Legit business slumped again last
stole two clarinets from the music
"Bamum Was Right" at the
week.
room of the Granada.
Majestic drew indifferent notices
Marina Yurloff, knqwn as the and failed to attract. "The Mon"Fighting Cossack Princess," whose ster" at the Teck excited only-passing Interest and limped in for a
Currently
gross.
week's
tame

BUFFALO

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
Brosdwsy

New York

City

This season Local No. 5 apparently
kicked over the traces, with the result that a permanent stock composed of No. 6 members is now
playing the Temple, Buffalo, a small

Herman E. Schultz, orchestra
leader at Shea's Court Street for
over a dozen years, is seriously ill
at Jacksonville, Fla., suffering from
a nervous breakdown. Schultz was

tors,

y

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

•

YOU

—
COSMOS— Six

Anderson Sisters;
Joe Stanely in "Welcome Inn";
Bobby Mllliken; Marks and JoseLionel A twill in the Belasco pro- phine; Clare and At wood; Harvey
and Stone.
duction of "The Comedian" made a

WASHINGTON,

D. C.
By HARDIE MEAKIN

Revue" next week.

Pictures— Columbia, "One Exciting
Night";
Palace,
Rlalto,

Metropolitan,

"Daughter

"Ebb

"Minnie";

of.

Luxury";

Tide."

Poll's naff week of grand opera,
followed by a big Shrine affair, gave
that house a comfortable week. For
the current week Poll's has Mcln-

Garrlck has Walter Hampden in
and Heath, minus Heath. The
Shakespearean rep. "A New Way tyre
show got splendid notices, and they
Pay Old Debts," an old-timer, was liked the man substituting. Next
played Tuesday night. "Kempy" Is week, John Drew and Mrs. Leslie
the final traveling production for the
Carter in "The Circle."
Garrick, opening Sunday.
Stock
to

FISHBACH

GA YET Y— "Folly Town."

Costumes and Gowns

Wanted Immediately

For the stage at sstoundlngly low prices.

Attractive young lady singer and pianitt
for recognised vaudeville act booked.
Address Miss Rochelle, care of George
Dupree, Suite 215, Gaiety Tbcatre Bldg..

164 West 48th Street

LIBERAL TERMS

NEW YORK

rbone Bryant

n. y.

10? 1

Al Beckerlch of Loew's put over a
neat trick last week.
All of the
conductors on the Main street trolley cars in calling the Mohawk
street stop are now adding "Loew's
State theatre." The phone and box
office girls of the theatre answering
the telephone are also using the
greeting, "Loew's State theatre
best theatre in town."

AND

"AS

NEW YORK

will follow.

i

Geo. P.'Wilson
in

"A laughing hit of the early part
full moon, a voice like a bird at came out when Claude and Marion
times and a steam calliope at others, appeared. In vaudeville somewhere
and the former quiet individual and are Claude and Marlon Cleveland
excellent foil in looks and size, maybe at the Broadway this week
rocked the house with their comedy. with the Ohio section cut off. The
They are as clever a pair of enter- woman of the act Is the act, though
tainers as have been seen here, and the man, for\ contrasting physicallv
the mirth they provoked was real and in character, helps it along*
and hearty. The buxom lass yclept Miss Marion knows how to sell her
Marion does the work, and she does size and voice, whether singing or
it .well.
The act is filled with speaking.
That with quips and
snappy lines and bright twists, and some nutty business stopped the
here and there a comedy song and show when they finished.
Bime."

a

protected and closed to competition.

time

east side house. The Toronto company continues, to play here weekly,
with the result that war is now
being waged between the rival fac-

Addie

"BEE"

VARIETY
BROADWAY, NEW YORK

KEITH'S
"Claude and Marion, the latter a
very buxom between the teams'

great impression here. It is seldom
receipts have increased so steadily
as during the last week at the National. The current week it has "The
Bunch and Judy." The opening Sunday night had less than half a house
This house will have the "Music Box

first

of local theatregoers

Leon Blanc, with the Toronto
Standard Theatre Co. (Yiddish) did
slightly less than $1,000 at the Criterion
Sunday night with "The
Watchman." Blanc plays a return
engagement next Sunday in "The
Tiger."
Clara Young, Max Gabel,
Jacob P. Adler and Boris Thomashevsky have been booked for Toronto and Buffalo during this and
the coming month.

.

OMAHA

SYRACU8E "POST-8TANDARD"

within the
Buftown
"open"
falo has become an
so far as the Yiddish theatre and
the Hebrew Actors' Union are conDuring the past 20 years
cerned.
Buffalo has been "closed," the local
management here working in conjunction with Toronto, where a permanent Yiddish stock Is maintained.
Local No. 1, In control of the situation up to now, has supplied the
Toronto company and always tacitly kept that town, together with
Buffalo, Rochester and Syracuse,
the

Majestic;
Sale" at
for
"Irene" (Dale Winter) fourth return to the Teck.

"Ladies

1580

For

memory
White

in

JUNE

to have a new combination theatre war record of five years with the en route to Miami for a rest, but
as a result of a deal just closed in "Devil Horsemen of the Caucasus," was forced by his condition to stop
which Frank Atkins of Marysville, is one of the paradoxes of the great for extended treatment at JacksonHomer Curran and Fred Cci&ca are war, made
her debut in Oakland ville.

expects

drove

facial

NADEL. PAT CASEY AGENCY

SAILING FOR

Bill Jacobs, representative of Irving Berlin, Inc., is in San Francisco

Marion

bull's-eye laughs on Miss Marlon's

KEITH'S RIVERSIDE,

Direction E. K.

Interested.

and

"Claude

eccentric dances that convulse
the audience."

little

and physical accompaniments
ORPHEUM
to her points and Claude's dying
"The particular laughing hit is
daisy submission.
Marion was in offered by
Claude and Marion, being
spectacular voice and her ballads
rang to the echoes and the echoes a mere man, married and meek, and
rang back withy applause. Went as a woman of Junoesque stature.
Marion combines figure and voice
of fun without being rough, but she well as anything on the bill.
in a manner which makes the audi"Jack LatW
has the gift. This generation of
ence roek with laughter."
vaudeville can use a plentiful as-

•with

Now

VARIETY
PALACE, CHICAGO

and the business of the big
bullying the little man.

woman

Archie Bell

Orpheum President Mar-

Productions

"CINDERS"

now

in the

for Mr. Ed.

"LIGHT WINES

P.

Direction

ARTHUR SILBER

D.

Roycc

AND BEER"

for Mr. A. H.

LIKE IT"

making:

Woods

DODD ACKERM AN,
FRANK DODGE,

Designer

Representative
:

VARIETY
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.
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"MY UTTLE BAG
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NEXT WEEK
BILLS

Puntage*
Tollman Revue

(Continued from Page 23)

JaasWa

Jack Ooldie

1POKANB

•T Algerian*

Flya

Bensee A Baird
Charbot A Tortoni

•Sheik's Favorite
Zintour Bros

Man Hunt

LOR ANOBLE8

4

•

Pontage*

CABARET

The Gladiators

Harry Bloom

•DeMichelle Broa
Ortons
Youth

Plplfax
Blake's Mules

Rlnaldo Bros

•Wilson A Addis
Walter Brower

(Continued from T>age 21)
the final order. Charley Straight's
Chins; I.lni Too
•Canadian Band
band is at the Gardens. Rasputin,
Rial <* LJndatrom
SAN DIEGO, CAL. who has been in Chicago for tome
Rosen Rojr * R
time, came to New York, repreVirginia Ball
Morrtaoey * TOttSt Nelson's Catlaud
senting Olaser and closed with DorKla Laftua
Dave Thurnby
four
is for
aldlna. Her contract
V ANCO'ER, B. C. Jan Ruolnl
weeks with an option, she furnishWeston A Elaine

Paatacea
St Beck mas
Parker
Oklahoma Four
Bert Walton
I.aDora

Q

St

B

Eva Tanaruay

RCaXlNGUAM
P *J

LaVolla
Truly

4

Ford

Stephana St Hol'tsr
Be II clalre Broa
Yardon St Perry

Iacoma
Trio

A

White

Hannaford Family

TORTUS!!, ORE.
Pontages
The Lumara
Phllbrlck A DeVoe
Ruth Budd Co
Sherman Van A H
Valletta's Animals
Margaret Strain
Travel

A Story
V oodles Fa (fin
Kate A Wiley
rosle .Heather Co
Palo A Palet
Richardson Twlm

mark

FRANCISCO
Fanfare*

&

GofT

Burkhart
Kitner A Reaney
3 A L Hart
r.illlan

rhalero'n Circus

OAKLAND, CAL.
Pantagea
Ward A Dooley
'Barnes A Hamll'n
Norton

A

•Jewell A Rita
Mia* Nobody

times," in the ball

room

"A

week.

of the St.

-

Francis hotel, San Francisco/ upon
a specially constructed stage Frisco
has something in the way of a nov-

ly make the restrictions in club circles the more severe. The La Montagnes are well known in New x ork

One of the best known clubs in
the theatrical zone has a nearby an-

may

and the Racquet and Tennis
among the most exclusive.
brothers, in pleading gui'ty,
caused a sensation.
society

club

A

A Good Male Trick

'V

*,

read like a comic opera

WANTED

is

The

or
the

j

night" was adverthe
Minneapolis
for
hall.
Calhoun
Terrace
dance
It's a Finkelstein & Rubin prop-

from

in

Cyclist

Acrobat > Dancer to Join

flrat -class

well-known

CAM PR El.

'theatrical

tised

'

It

scenario, but it was real tragedy to
Sheriff .Frank Smith,
of DeKalb
county, Mo., when he was arrested
Friday by federal officers and locked in his own Jail, charged with
(Continued on page 30)

eorrdy

who

I.,

has

man,

"DOC"*

returned

Juat

Write

ahrontl.

"DOC" CAMPBELL
tit

Npruoe Stroet

RCRANTON, FA.

A Beatty
OGDEN. IT MI

-

Pontage*

H A J Chase
CherynofT
Exposition 4
Spectacular Sextet
Bobby Lehman

A Ritchie
DENVER

Ritchie

Pontage*
Leach Whallen

Melnotte

York "Morning Telegraph"

Mag

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS

19S2

D.

AT THE PALACE

IS

-

M

How

FAST FRIVOLITY

S

Oreen

Seed and Austin Develop Scientific
Idea of the Vegetable Kirgdom

COLO. SPRINGS

Which

Pontages
plays
22-34)

Is

a "Riot"

bill

Pueblo

STANDS

X

Alex Bros A E
•Ridiculous II. <<i)
Maude Earle
•Fashion Plate

Mm

FOR

The

XPARAGUS

all

While the bill at tha Palace Theatre
his week abound* In rmislr and dancing,
there seemed no question that yesterday
afternoon's audience appreciated most "f
all the foolish development of a crafty
Idea In funmaking, and whnt may bo
said of one audience In the agrcgate will
probably hold good for every matinee and

Weldonas
Buddy Walker
Chlaholm A Green
Bronaon & lU-nge
Great Blackstone

'

knows

all artists,.for

—and

knows

it

better

—

it

should

if

vaudeville manage-

know

better

the benefit of itself to secure the good will of

managers should protect

—

it

should

all artists,

and

original material.

At Loew's American Roof, New York, last week, Variety reported. in its New
Acts department that Gifford and Morton, among other material used by them
open to the question of ownership, was our original

I

Pantages

small time

protect

By AsmiY DFFRING

Wood

Britt

Injustice?

What's the use of "digging up" new ideas and business
ments permit them to be ruthlessly stolen?

(15-21)

(Same

About This

Lillian

Morgan A Gray
Cecil Cunningham
Byron Bros Band
Billy

New

OMAHA, NEB.

Rhodes

llajor

Paniages
<»-*4>
Arnold A Florence

Kaufman A
*

(Open week)

Pierce

ish; lone Pastori, lyric soprano;

the

at

!

•Gibson

Barry

•Maude Leone Co
Harry Hinei'

SAN

The turn

erty.
tists

Harry Tighe
Haverm'n a Anlm'la

Pantasre
Santiago

ing production.

Gardens will 'be the one Doraldina Country Wedding." a song number;
picture a Harlequinade. "The Merry Death**;
the
ourlng
gave when
Penman A Lillian
houses In personal appearances, "In a Persian Garden"; Four Merry
Rowland A Meehan
however,
and Street Singers and other miner seelaborated
somewhat
HcFarland Slaters
staged in New York by Sammy L*>«- lections.
El Cota
Cheyenne Days
"Estrellita." Spanish dancer, is
•Bright A Click
f
In Reginald Travers' 'Salons In- announced as the attraction next
L'G BEACH. CAL.
Paatagea

SALT LAKE

Crowd

Three's a

Bits of Pieces

The firm tried to secure arplaying in the city at the
time to attend but the other managements,
principally
Orpheum
Circuit, enforced the rule against
its acts appearing elsewhere during the local engagement. Calhoun
Terrace waa formerly a neighborhood picture house. It has
en
doing good business since converted
into a dance hall.

It is drawing nex for drinking purposes.
It is not
hundreds of people to the hostelry. known whether the club is interThe "Salons Intimes" consists of ested in the annex, but none but
gain
admittance.
dramatic, operatic and terpslcho- members
can
rean tid-bits, all delightfully pre- Sometime ago liquor was blamed
sented.
for an affair between members in
The hotel makes a charge of $2.20, front of the club and -since then the
which includes admission to the regulations about liquor brought inper form" ice and refreshments, such side the building are more strictly
as tea with light foods with cigar- upheld.
ettes.
The performances are given
The investigation of the LaMontwice a week. Monday afternoon and tagne brothers, resulting from a
Tuesday evening.
dinner given at the Racquet, and
Last week's bill was made up of Tennis club, where- champagne was
"Bits of Music": served and sentencing of the broththe following:
Calesera, an Argentine dance; 'No ers to the penitentiary last week
Smoking." a farce from the Span- for two. months with a fine will like-

elty In entertainment.

Pontages

The Avollons
LeGroha

Little

KEITH'S WASHINGTON, D. C.

(FEB. 12) B. F.

MEMPHIS

.KANSAS CITY

NEXT WEEK

0> TRIX"

THE GREEK" MATTER

"NICK

night.

With Seed and Austin the Invention
may be a peraonal
belonging or it may be so old that it is
again new. Rut It Is Inconceivable that
any team could do it better than this.
"Let any person In the audience think

in

a letter and my Inarticulate friend
tell you the fruit or vegetable
represents," says one of the partners.
hardly possible that Walter
It
Is
Kingsley, the king of press agents, could
have hired a claque for thla comedy
turn, because the receipts of the theatre
under natural circumstances must be

protected?

of thia little specialty

which the audience

is #

requested to

call

out any letter and

we name a

fruit or

vegetable starting with that letter.

of

here will

It

enormous

to pay the performers.
And
here was almoat every one In the
audience clamoring to know the secret
vegetable formulas represented by the
letter* A. X. T, Z, O. P. L and C. B.
Q.
and so on until the alphahat was ex-

yet

In the SpotlightAnd on the Street— you war>

a

complexion pleasing, yet it's
tO keep your skin cleat sod
clean when constantly using
make-up. Wherever you're playing,

begin tonight — do

it

ths

natural way.

hausted.

Seed Sprouts Applause
And the perform** it may have been
Seed or It may have been Austin, but It
was probably Peed, becsuae the epplauae
Instantly began to sprout— rattled off the
anawers with amazing rapidity.
"What does the letter X represent In
BUrbank's
history
of
ths
vegetable
world T"

Lemon

Cleansing

Cream

richest Ojlof Lemon
A aeerec formula ofeleanaera.
This better

and pure, natural
cream penetrates ths pore* etfily and
quickly, takes out freaeeend dirt, nourUhes tl**ue* and keep* your akin velvety
•oft. Try this "*ur*-*t* hit" with Mass
folks.

I/not told uhert you art slay'"* ptn S
dollar bill to thit coupon and mai. now.
.

tummm-.mswsm

FRIBDRICH-FIUEDRICH
Philadelphia
V-a.
Fuiey
I encloM $1.00. Send tne your
Folk*" Package of Prledrlcht Lemon CleantIng Cream -enough tors whole month'* u*e.

valuable,

yes.

thank you.

A

lady's

mind

of

ap'.rlr

ours— can't we be

For proof of ownership, see clipping attached, dated May 9, 1922. For other proof,
necessary, we will give you extracts from Variety's reviews of otir turn.

,t

*

Do

if

-

i

something for Vaudeville and

DAVE

voice

«

RALPH

SEED i AUSTIN

aaks for the plant life of the letter W."
quoth the delightful medium.

"Wubarb!"
The brilliant

it's,

for In

'"Orseradiah!"
"Come now. ladies and gentlemen, you
must give him time to think for the
tenth part of a second.
Don't let him
g»t numbed by your enthusiasm.

"Ah

and

Won't the vaudeville managers, both big and small time, protect us? Please do. We
work, think and pay for our material. Do you believe it's just to play and pay an act
that steals it? Steals it knowingly and that it has stolen material belonging to others is
known by the agent and booking man who route it.

—

"Xparagus"
Then s roar of appreciation.
"What doea the letter O stand
the vegetable kingdom?"

In the Special Professional Package
for Fussy Folks

It's original, it's

"DEPENDABLE COMEDIANS"

thing*

•

among

fruita. flower* and garnishments
was almoat stumped by the call of the

E

letter
in hia
v.

lib

Hut after a slight confusion

subconscious prnrisass,
itir of triumph:

h<i

I'

I* for

THIS

WEEK

(FEB. 12), B.

Next

Week

(Feb.

Week

of Feb. 26,

almutetl

un

Kprlrot*

"De answer <a Eprlcots.".
I'or T he gave Yeggs.
For 8 ho gsve
Scabbage: and for a twister— the combln
of WC— well, what else could It mean

19),

F. KEITH'S PALACE,
KEITH'S ALHAMBRA,

KEITH'S ROYAL,

NEW YORK.
NEW YOR1C

NEW YORK.

•

rVams...

but "weretablv soup"?

TXesarter Hotel.

Town

Direction

HUGHES & MANWARING

Statt.

.

!
Thursday, February

15,

_

VAK1ETY

1923

7_

sne:

Fox pictures

during

the

season.

new house he

Should the

huilt on
the location proposed, Main etreet,
between ISth and 14th, It would be

on

the most expensive property
available for a theatre in the city.

Something

The promoters of "Fairyland" the
park, on which conduction has Just been started, are
running full page spreads in the
Sunday papers calling attention to
the fact that the "public will be
given an opportunity to participate
in the ownership and profits" of the

,

new amusement

About Them

—

place.

When a slipper is more

A preview showing of the "Third
Alarm" film was given at the
Pantages Wednesday with a large

thana slipper— whenit

number
stirs

of city officials' and firemen
as guests. The picture will be on
the regular bill at the theatre week
of Feb. 17.

your imagination

—when

it

makes you

Dolores Farris, a local girl left
week after a short visit with
parents, to Join the "Hltchy
Koo" company, as solo dancer.

think of lovely gotwis

or silken stockings
then very probably

this

—

her

The epidemic of grippe or
it is

a

light

flu,

in

form, has struck this city

and has caused some

a

slipper by

falling off in
the theatrical business. It has also
reached some of the artists and

Miller.

J.

around the play houses.
Lawrence Lehman, manager of the
Orpheum, was away from the house
for a day or so; Ous EysetfTmanager
of the Newman, was sick enough to
go home, but managed to stick. At
the Pantages one of the Swanson
others

^i

Sisters

was out

of the bill for the

week, and James Mitchell of James
and Etta Mitchell was suffering, but
did not miss a show.
Colored Brocades

Qold and

It is disheartening for members of
the big musical comedies which play
the Shubert theatre, here especially
the comedians, to learn one of the
reasons why their stuff does not get
over as expected is that in many
cases the same stuff has been done
before them either by those in some

Silver

I4.50
t

MILLER

I.

Broadway

at

In Chicago

until

/>.

m.

— Sra'e Street at Monroe

"What Did Her Husband
and was recently at the

called

Say?"

KANSAS CITY

week proved opposition to the regThursday
ular amusement houses.
night it reported a total of 18.91S
in
admissions for the day, breaking its
big day record of last year by over

R. HUGHES
SHUBERT — Elsie Ferguson
"Wheel of Life."
QAYETr — Watson's "Big Fun

By

WILL

Show."

GARDEN— Bridge Musical Stock
ORPHEVM—Vaudeville.
MAINSTREET—Vaudev ille.
PANTAGES—Vaudeville.
GLOBE—Vaudeville.
PHOTOPLAYS— "Heroes of the

Co.

Street,"

Liberty;

500.

The new comic song "He Went
Riding in His Henry," written by
Jack Wortman, a, loral composer,
was featured at the Royal this wrek
connection
"Minnie."

in

with

the

been planning a trip to
can now have a 6ix weeks'
vacation on the 8ea and abroadyir only $4Q5*
Send the information blank below for the
.special booklet/* Economy Trips to Europe,"
which shows how' such a trip is comfortably
possible for $495, gives you your choice of
a number of attractive itineraries and contains
a great deal of helpful information about

you have
IFEurope,
you

preceding company or more probably by some of the many burlesque
shows.
An example of this was shown In
bits of the "Greenwich Village Follies."
Two of the principal comedy
scenes had been seen here many
times.
The first was "A Village
Apartment House" with the bit

Forty-Sixth Street

Open

Trip to Europe

Gayety.
Not quite so elaborate
but the same stuff with the same
characters. The second scene which
was even older to those who take in
the burlesques as well as the legitimates. It was Joe Brown's big act
entitled "Arrest Me,'' the old stuff
of trying to get arrested, and has*
been Just about worn out on both
burlesque wheels. Brown played his
stuff up nicely but it Just simply
failed to get the laughs expected,
for- to many the business was too
familiar to laugh at.

travel conditions abroad.

The price of $495 covers among other
things a round trip passage on one of the
luxurious U.S. Government ships, operated
On
to Europe by the United States Lines.
the famous "Cabin Ships," widely known
for the speed and service that they offer at

picture

DETROIT

"The Hottentot,"

The annual automobile show
By JACOB SMITH.
opened Saturday and will continue
A] Jolson In "Bombo" capacity at
until Feb. 17. Orchestras on the difGarrick.
Scale for Saturday night.
at
Walker Whiteside will present his ferent floors and radio concerts
highest price ever charged
$5.50,
"The Hindu" play in a number of all hours will furnish the amuse- here
fof legitimate attraction. Rebeing
is
admission
50-cent
ment.
A
the bigger one night stands In
ceipts
for
week approximately
Kansas following the Kansas City charged.
$36,000.
Next, "Tangerine," with
date.
Julia
Sanderson.
relaThere is much speculation
The Better Homes and Building tive to the proposed new picture
Robert Mantell at New Detroit.
Exposition, in convention hail last house in the down town district, reported in Variety a couple of weeks Next, "He Who Gets Slapped."
ago. Many of the knowing ones are
Shubert-Detroit, straight vaudeof the op.nion the house will be built
by the Fox Picture interests as a ville. Anna Chandler, Frank Fay,
means of getting a "big time" show- Nathal, Billy McDermott, Adler.
ing for their productions here. At Well and Herman (local, at Hotel
\>KS.
KStl Ir ATIIKK It Kit:*'
present the three Newman houses Addison)), Horlock and Sarampa
are tied up with Paramount and Sisters, Peggy Csrhart, Richard
ART BOOKBINDING CO.
First National and the Liberty has Wall/.
been running many Universal, al119 WEST 42d STREET
though this house has shown some
Majestic Woodward Players In
NEW YORK CITY
"Squaw Man." Next, "Tn> Night-

Newman; "The

World's Applause,"

Royal.

•

low

Send Today

interior*, of the vast Government ships that sail
Learn in detail about,
to all parts of the world.
the United States Government's splendid service
No obligation. Mail the informato Europe.
tion blank now.

—

cap."

RAFFAYETTE'S

DOGS

-

from September, 1922, until
June, 1923, on the B. F. Keith Circuit

Booked
B. F.

MARGARETE

HESSLER
THE YOUTHFUL VIOLIN VIRTP"S0
Direction H. B.

MARINELLI

Michigan
"Lady

"We

—

Bonstelle

Windemere's

Girls."

—

Orpheum
First week of new
vaudeville policy successful.
Midnight show every Saturday.
This
week's bill: Twelve English Daisies,
American Comedy Four, Taylor.
Howard and Thefn, "Stateroom 19,"
Harris

•

liant,

tc

Lyman, Klass and

Kawana

Duo,

INFORMATION BLANK

To U. S. Shipping Board
u. s. rxsjz Washington, D. C.
Information Section

Bril-

Australian

Please tend without obligation the U. S. Government literature
I am considering a trip to Europe Q, to
described above.
The Orient Q, to South America Q. I would travel 1st
class D, 3d D-

Woodehoppers.

solid

KEITH'S PALACE, NEW YORK,
THIS WEEK (FEB. 12)

-

class distinctions

Mail the information blank today for the travel
guide, " Economy Trips to Europe," which will
show you how to get the maximum return for
your time and money spent abroad. Also get
the handsomely illustrated booklet showing actual

<

Shubert

and second

have been abolished. And cabin passage to
English ports is as low as $1 20.

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

Players
in
Fan." Next,

rates, first

Colonial

— All-colored

show

week broke season's record for
ceipts.

last
re-

Amateur nights three times

If I go date

a week.

—

will be about

My Nam*
My Street So.

Photoplays "World's Applause,"
"One Exciting Night"
Madison;
Broadway- Strand; "Beautiful and
Damned," Capitol, "Fury," Adams:
'The Face on the Barroom Floor,"
Washington,
and
"Front
Page
"

or R.

F.

1_

.

D
State

To ivn

Story," Colonial.

The Colonial was robbed of $3,000
early Saturday morning when the
safe ua.s n:o\rd from the ticket of.•
of the house.
fice to the

—- United States Lines _
For further information regarding sailings address

The

Ferry

theatre will
Field
change to vaudeville and pictures
The policy calls
starting Feb. 19.
for
•

1

•

Two performances
!v.

daily,

split
II

New York

45 Broadway

"R^bin Hood," which played five
weeks at the Orpheum, has been
booked for an indefinite run at the
Adams, smarting earfy in March.

City

Agencies in Principal Cities

Managing Operators for

\

U.

S.

SHIPPING
t

BOARD
»

.
.

...

ML.

VARIETY

-

Thursday. February

15,

1923

fc

To my dear

friends in the profession

take this means of thanking you all for the kind wishes
bestowed by wires and flowers on my initial appearance at the
Palace Theatre, New York, with Mr. Dave Stamper.
I

What a wonderful
that you are

as

all

thing

happy as

My

is friendship.

only wish

Sincerely

EDNA
thanks to Mr.

closed a quantity of corn whiskey.
CABARET
The agents said they had been buy(Continued from pace 38)
maintaining- a nuisance in the coun- ing the liquor from the bootlegger,
ty jail at Msysville. The nuisance by tapping on the jail window, after
referred to being; a local bootlegger. which he passed it out to them.
supposed to be serving a six months
Jail sentence, who used the jail for
Ons manner of cheating the
a bar room; carried the key to the cheaters has been successfully
jail, coming and going aa he pleased. worked at a single point along (he
When the federal officers raided the Canadian border where a railroad
jail they were unable to get in until crosses.
Illicit
importers of rum
they found the supposed prisoner when spotted by the Pullman poron the public square and secured ters are informed the customs men
search of the Jail d!s- are extraordinarily strict.
the key.
If they
have any liquor the travelers are
the
him,
better
advised
had
tell
they
New York'. Oldest Hch—l With Xaweat
porter, who will suggest how to
MeCheee.
avoid seizure. It succeeds with the
porter furnishing strings, advising
the liquor evaders to tie the bott'es
STAOC DANCING
and let them hang out of the win-

Ad. Newberger

Productions and Vaudeville dow until the customs men leave
the train. When that happens the
Acta Staged
*ee West 86th at..

We

strings Invariably have been cut on

Phoae Bchajlar 34S7

NOTICE!
We

Beg to Advise the Profession That

J.

Fitzpatrick
SHOWS

wall decorations are fantastic picSUNDAY
tures of Russian tavern scenes. A
(Continued from page 3)
new brand of cabaret entertainment litve more than 19 per cent, of the
is aimed for with the feature a band
shows oa Broadway would take adSam Salvin's trip abroad Is partly of Russian gypsies, said to have re- vantage of Sunday 'nights if made
Cochran
to arrange with Charles B.
cently arrived in this country. There legal, as it would mean an' extra
of London for the "Plantation" cab- will also be a Russian balakaika performance and entail
additional
aret show to be moved over there orchestra.
operating expense. Only successes
for the summer, perhaps with other
would take advantage of such a
entertainment, to make up a colored
The Century Roof, Baltimore, un- law, although the policy of Broadshow, but with the likely proviso it der Eniie Young's wing now, has way theatres would be partly elaswhether "Shuffle taken a new lease on life. His two tic and the Wednesday matinee
depends upon
Along" goes over, before or after. productions have been big flashes might be eliminated .in some cases
If "Plantation" goes over Lew Leslie and good floor revues and are drawin preference for Sunday night.
will amble along. Last week, when ing the people.
Capacity Friday
The Rev. Henry Bowlby. of
one of the company at the Board- and Saturday eVenings Is the rule,
walk fell ill for a few days. Leslie, with the single matinee show Sat- Orange, N. J., head of the Lord's
Day
Alliance, stated some persons
manager and producer of that res- urday turning the crowd away. The
attending the Sunday night showtaurant
show,
replaced house is a bit light Monday and
floor
ing of "La Flamme" had paid for
him.
Leslie said it had been 14 Tuesday, but 2 for 1 tickets are filltickets and that he "could not be
years since he was an actor, in the ing the bare spaces. Young is gamdays when he appeared in a double bling on the gate with C. E; White- deceived" by the announcement it
was a subscription performance.
singing act on the small time.
hurst, owner of the theatre, and so About $300 is reported tiaving teen
far has been coming out on the take*n in for the show on subscripErnest Evans and a girl dancing credit side of the ledger, according tions which could be had at the
partner are appearing at the King to information obtainable.
box office. There have been a num-

the outside by the waiting confed-

erates, and
a thing.

a squawk doesn't mean

hotel. Toronto. Evans is reAfter
ceiving the couver charge.

Have Discontinued Our

& M TRUNKS
SEE SAMUEL NATHANS

523-531 Seventh Avenue, New York
80LE AGENT FOR THE EAST

HERKERT & MEISEL TRUNK
flZ Washington Avenue

A Greenwich Village resort
King Edward engagement Evans known
"Black
Parrot
as
the
and his partner will begin an en- Tea
Shoppe Hobo- Hernia" was
gagement at the Hotel Windsor, raided. Nine men were arrested.
Montreal.
One of the men was found
in
complete
be
togged up
to
the

For Sales or Service of

H

Thomas

Club Pstrousha is the name of the female attire at the station
new Russian cabaret due to open its and is said to have answered
doors last night. It is located on name of "Rosebud."
The
street near Madison avenue,
having been converted from an old
residence.
Geneen and Mclsaac,
sponsors of the club, planned the
cafe along the lines of a Moscow

50th

CO.

in

is

A

Reminsoff

charge.

this

HAVE QUIT SHOW BUSINESS
1

HAVE NOT

BILLY GLASON
"JUST SONGS

AND SAYINGS"

BY MY NEW AUTHOR

CHAS. WINSTON, BOSTON
Here's where

I

NEWSPAPER HUMORIST

have been, where

I

am, and where

1922
Sept.
Globe, Atlantic City
Sept. 18 Orpheum, Winnipeg
2 Orpheum, Vancouver (2 weeks)
Oct.
Oct.
Orpheum, Vancouver
Oct.
16— Moore, Seattle
Oct.
25— Heilig, Portland

1923
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

4—

—
—

9—

v*

—Orpheum, Frisco
Oakland
— Sacramento and Frssno

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

22— Golden Gate, Frisco
29— Orpheum, Los Angeles

Dec.
Deo.
Dee.
Deo.
Deo.

—Orpheum,
26—Orpheum,
31 — Orpheum,

1

8—Orpheum,

4— Hill

Street,

11—Orpheum,

18

7
14

I'll

— Orpheum,

— Hennepin,

be:

21— Orpheum, Dos Moines
28— Orpheum, Omaha

— Orpheum,

4

Los Angelee

Lake City
Denver

9— Majestic,

April
April
April

Lincoln
Sioux City

to

Little Rock, Ark.

15— Tulsa and Oklahoma
23— Wichita, Kan.

Variety
his

placed

Court Tuesday to ask for an ad-

journment which was granted- for
two weeks.
He is pleading his
cause personally ami would prefer
to have it tried in the Court of Special Sessions.
His main defense is
based on the Provincetown Players
case wherein a magistrate discharged the charge against the producers of "The God of Vengeance"
three times on as many complaints
preferr.d by a local preacher, who
objected to the Sunday law violation.
Three different magistrates
ruled that because of the subs. ript'ion idea of admission and the fact

under an Indefinite engagement by
r
tickets /ere sold, It is consid1 te WLAO radio station at Minneapered no violation.
olis, to broadcast from it. The band
The
Sunday closing campaign in
opened for the week Sunday at the
State. Minneapolis, as an extra at- Jersey City, wh'ch has effectually
shut
the
town out of all Sunday
traction -to the picture show.
Its
broadcasting will start following the amusements for the last four weeks,
and which has spread throughout
local theatre's engagement.
the state, has lined up the forces
The 2 o'clock closing order has of the liberal and conservative elements
in a battle that threatens to
brought about changes in the cabarets.
Some that gave two perform- be the bitterest political scrap the
ances nightly, each after midnight, state has seen In many years.
Charges by proponents of the
have reduced to one. with the restaurants clearing by 2:30. One of blue laws that a slush fund of
healthy
proportions had been gotten
the reasons why they clear promptly
appears to be that outside of the
Broadv.ay places around 2:30 a
policeman stands. He notes if they
are coming out and especially
anyone is going in. The restaurant
men promised the police they would
observe the closing hour order if the
detailed cops were withdrawn.
|

gained prominence with a dance hall
.several years ago, which gained the
favor of theatrical people.
He
played the violin in the orchestra
there and later installed a cabaret,
being known as the originator of
that type of entertainment in this
country.

Kansas City

— Palace, Chicago
19— Orpheum, Memphis
11

—
—

Salt

wire

ber of subscription performances
in New York, but no interference has been made because of
receipts being given to charity.
Brady appeared in the West Side

Sunday

Fritz Freiberg, dance hall
and
restaurant proprietor in Chicago,
died Feb. 6 at his home in that city
in his 83rd
year.
Freiberg first

Paul
Minneapolis

St.

26— Orpheum, New Orleans
March 11— Majestic, Dallas
March 18 Majestic, Houston
March 25 Majestic, San Antonio
1— Majsstic, Fort Worth
April

15

Minneapolia

week said Art Landry and

Commodore Band had been

LOTS OF PEOPLE THINK

HIT

latter

claimed to be in the chorus of "The
Lady in Ermine" at the Century,
which was verified by the police,

and it cost the chorister his Job.
The men were freed by Magistrate
night restaurant.
Nicholal Remi- Renaud.
zoff, artistic director for "Chauve-

ST. LOUIS, MO.

•

house,
to the

'

Souris,"

I

LEEI in

Edward

BOSTON AGENCY

is

I.
.

Many

.

City

A Bayside, L. I. f native vouches
for the fact that .y or Scotch sells
locally for $4.90 the qu.r:, but by
reaches New York
with "fixing" en route.

the time

U

it

it

is

NOW ON

DISPLAY

A New

Collection of 8pring Hats
Including Some Smart Milans

W.

160

45th

Two Doors
10% DlMtunt

St.,

New York

City

East of Broadway
A.I from an N. V. A.

to N. V.

ALSO TO PROFSS3IONALS

•

After
it;

this, I'd like to

make

negotiations for a

show

for next season.

Producers?

"^

How

about

MR. LEVEY
I

Direction

My

LEW GOLDER

&m

Permanent Address

336 WEST 46th STREET,

NEW YORK

I

Longacre 4219

Now

Playing (Feb. 11), Palace, Chicago.
Patient doing nicely, thank you.

Moved from

72
4th to Next to Closing.

Engagement

Thank You

Now

Extended

¥n

Mmm

YEARS YOUNG

HE SINGS
my tenth week JBERT LEVEY CIRCUIT,
EIGHT OR MORE WEEKS TO FOLLOW

in

with

«

Thursday, February

VARIETY

1983

15,

31

ATTENTION!!!

ATTENTION!!!

- MANAGERS — PRODUCERS

lit :t
-u

•

•

JULIAN

KATHLEEN

HALL

"HER FIRST LESSON

in
Their

DEXTER

AND

New Act

Written and Produced by

WILL

J.

99

HARRIS

HOWARD ANDERSON

and Suggested by

(Anderson and Graves)

B. F.

NEW YORK

KEITH'S COLONIAL,

WEEK

THIS

(FEB.

12)

FULLY COPYRIGHTED AND PROTECTED
(

Direction

M.

S.

BENTHAM OFFICE

Personal Representative

CHAS. ALLEN

JULIAN HALL

KATHLEEN "RED" DEXTER

—

manager of from around 18 19 seems to inditogether by the liberal elements in
SOL BLOOM
peatedly been amazed at the lack
-favor of Sunday theatricals to put Keith's Hudson; Harry McCormick. cate pretty clearly that the cam(Continued from page 3)
of Information on the part of lawover Senator Simpson's open Sun- Twin Capitol; Edward Schroeder, paign of acquiring stock has been to protect
yers and judges about the theatrithat interest.
That's
day local option bill were made Twin State; Albert Mobbs, the completed and the issue will get in what the representative
cal business.
In court the pleader
is in Washrecently, with vigorous and indig- Lincoln; Prank Rose, Pastime; E. line with the general improvement, ington
for theatrical litigants Is under s
for.
perhaps
culminating
in
discussion
Franklin.
of
the
Braunstein,
All
nant denials by the liberals that
"Following the same line of rea- severe handicap, for ths show busiThe of June dividend prospects. Discus- soning, I
any such fund has been thought of. managers pleaded guilty.
have been elected by an ness Is generally misunderstood or
The Simpson bill would permit Union Hill campaign, like the Jer- sion of this sort is likely to bring important urban population.
The not understood at all.
reaction due to profit taking. The
a
drive,
is
Sunday
sey
City
closing
"A legislator may have the greateach municipality to decide whether
theatre interests of the country are
backed by the several reform asso- pool itself may do some realizing if centered in
it wanted Sunday theatricals or not.
my constituency. It est fondness for the theatre as s
the price is right.
The Lord's Day Alliance and sev- ciations operating. in New Jersey.
becomes my special province to place of recreation, but Jie seldom
The Hudson county grand jury
Famous Players' Tip
eral other reform organizations are
represent that particular gr oup and regards its business Interests when
out to beat the bill and have been during the week wa;. to take up the
Famous Players continues to run see that it Is not exploited for the they are affected by legislative prothe
whether
violators
of
matter
of
The theatre as a line of
campaigning strenuously against
t
form.
It has drifted back and benefit of any other business. This posals.
its passage.
A number of picture Sunday blue law should be subject forth at two established levels would necessarily be my attitude commerce Is outside his range of
house owners in Hudson county to criminal prosecution or not.
once around 83 84 and again in the even if I had not been identified vision and I know of no department
88— S9 zone and now is due to move with show business during my of business that so sadly needs repclaim they will sell their theatres
into higher' ground, say around 95 whole career.
and quit unless the Sunday shows
That I have asso- resentation at the seat of governGoldhardt,

William

—

—

STOCK MARKET

are restored.

An

illustration of how the exhibitors feel about it is contained
in the wording of a sign which appeared on the Courtlandt theatre,
North Bergen, last Sunday which

the Blue Law.
This Theatre for Sale."
Seven theatre managers in Union
Hill were fined $1 each Monday by
City " Recorder Louis C. Hauen-

read:— "Closed by

atein for violations of the

law

last

Sunday.

Those

Sunday

lined

were

'continued from page

for another re ting period. All these
t)

possessions of the management* or
its allies.

The new management stands com-

ciated with the

men

movements have the earmarks of merely puts me
syndicate acci mulation.
Bid and knowledge which

of th<» theatre
in posseiaon of
.should be valu-

asked quotations are fairly far apart able to such important interests.
"It is too early to plan a line
in the absence of sales, but when
of
quotations come out they are usual- action for a session that is still
ly at a point between the b' yer and months off, but it occurs to me

mitted to a business administration
and n understood to frown on stock seller ideus. The speculative tip is that a representative in the House lihood,
"Pretty much all legislative bills
manipulation, bnt this might work in circulation that the common will with an intimate knowledge of the
are drawn up by specialists. Given
out in favor of an outside clique op- cross par and may even top the 1922 theatrical business should be imlegislative proposal, a lawyer will
a
The more company hold- peak of 107 before the pool takes mensely valuable to one of the most
eration.
necessary and important lines of
ings that are held off the market the any profits.
Nothing came out in curb trading, business in the country. I have r*'smaller the floating supply, and the
simpler a coup on the long side. Be- although there was inquiry for Triangle
with 15 cents bid, 20 cents
have
holdings
important
sides if
Weller's
sales.
bee'n disposed of, the stock prob- asked. n
Two young men. experts n exploitation
The
summary
of transactions Feb. 8 to
ably is in an oversold position with 14. Inclusive:
work desire to make a connection with
»• Smartly DiSsrsst.
tho former sellers probably anxious
STOCK
EXCHANGE
owner of picture or vaudeyllle house.
Ths Ntwett fsrls
Jn any
to get back their stock.
Thursday— - Sale*. TI gh 1a>w I.a.-» Chg
Vsrsisni la Ssrlsftimc
Capable of taking charge of one or mora
event it seems probable that at a Fsm. Play-L...- 1,200 M',4 ttM 88
elate
300
«* W^ 8'ii
houses. Show us the house and we'll get
price around 19 the strength ought Ooldwyn
Loew. Inc
M00 19>-i 18* 18^
them In Now employed bat can start
KnJay—
to bo vastly superior on the buying
Fam. Play-L... 1.900 *%\ 87»4 88% + %
side. The failure of the issue to adimmediately. Address Box 841. care of
Ooldwyn
200
6% fl'j, 6%
«*g* Open Evening. Variety, New Tork.
vance apparently represents pros- Loew. Inc
J. 700
19\% 18% 19V, + % 793-8thAv.
Orpheum
700
10*
19»4
Jf>H
%
accumulation.
purposes
of
sure for
BSHTttn 4«m 100 Orpheum •». 19ft.
The same reasoning applies to
Saturday*"
Fam. Play-L... 1.200 88\ 88«4 «8»4
Loew. Tho theatre stock has been Ooldwyn
100
t% «V»
S'fc
No. 121
held within narrow limits for many Loew, Inc
200 19',; 19* lOVi
«iK>
ISft 19
19!i
months, while the clique has taken Orpheum
Monday
upturn
sudden
The
on supplies.
Holiday.
Tuesday—
3.000 9"
Fam. Play-L
884 89* + K
HIMJ
99
Do. pfd
98* 99
•H*
N
/
Joldwyn ....
900
0% 5fc e
*

FRENCH

The guardian
good complexion
of

Pretty much all the other
sectional Interests are represented,
but I doubt if there is a member
of Congress. who is in a position
to speak for the huge total of men
and women who depend upon the
amusement business for their live-

ment.

TO THEATRE MANAGERS

FOOTWEAR

.

-i

HARRY WELLER

%rFor The BoudoiA**

STEINS MAKE UP
^Booklet Upon Reauestl^

^^V STEIN COSMETIC CO^/jy /
VV\*3° BROOME SJv>^fV

EDDIE

CHOICE OF THE HOUSE

CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS
FOR LADIES OF THB ST At R
J

For the stage
For the boudoir

MACK TALKS:

•

I.iicw,

orphfum
"Wednesday—

Oo!dwyn

NESSY BEAUTY PARLOR

orphoum

East Washington Street

P K«"'

f"am. ii'lay-I
ixv ofd

Expert Haiivoloring, Artistic
rlairdressing, Marcelling, et<15

II 100
9<>0

Inc.

I.oew,
I.,.

Inc

i"

20H 19* 20*
19H 19* 19*

OO'fc

8ft

99

Mrli
f.\
'.'IV*

20%

2*>%

1K)0

19%

19%

.*•»'-

W>*

19*

t'H

.

SUIT

'.;

W\ h
I

500
300
l-.V-O

I

•»-

89* + %
•

THE CURB

$32.50

NO s>ALKS

YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
AREarcommodatfona
Main
Mnra
at

<>tti<T

arranged on all
fenmahlp
Foreign Money
Rost* lire roIhr »ery rnllj arranue early
Prices.
Liberty nondi bonuht and sold
bought and sold
PA17L TAUSIG A SON. 104 Kaet 14»» St.. New Vork
rktstl Stayrasant U13U-S137.

In the new act review of Harry
Hart and Irene Kubirii it was std
wa* formerly of the Rubin! fr-isfprs ami also of Rubinl and
Kosen.
The Hulini Sister* turn
however, still retains the four orJg
••

ths latter

inal

members.

OR OVERCOAT

Values up to $75

••

MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP

I

MACK BUILDING

!

|

Just a step East of UruaJway on

OTHER 8TOHK:

1582

liHOAYMV AY,

4Kb

Het. 4?th

Street

and 48th Street*

VARIETY
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-

MAZIE

y.

Week

Next

(Feb. 12), Keith's Bushwick, Brooklyn

Week

15,

1923

BILLIE

•

CLIFTON and
This

February

REX
New York

(Feb. 19), Keith'* Riverside,

IMITATION IS THE SINCEREST

FORM OF FLATTERY
The Florador. Sextette Idea

U Open Territory

BUT—The Costuming and Business We Use

Original With

Is

Us

HUGH HERBERT
WEBER & RIDNOR

LOPEZ'S BAND
SHAW & LEE

AND SEVERAL OTHERS
HAVE LIFTED OUT ORIGINAL DRESSING SCHEME AND BUSINESS
Direction H.

now and

frame

tween

•hall

when the
this mass

it with special care that It
be legal and constitutional,
and probably he would spend more
care on making It good law than
on seeing that it worked no Injury
upon some distant section of the
country. Nearly every bill Is desirable fgr some portion of the
country and the public, but most
would work wjme hardship on another group or section. That's why
every representative must study
every Individual proposal ln> t> 3

complished

because
anyone can understand that encouragement of traveling salesmen
also
encourages
p eduction of

Co
A •«

"But it takes a good deal of arto make plain the equally
obvious fact that a railroad rate
encouraging free movements of
theatrical companies has a commercial value as well as a social

Lartttt

gument

ACCORD Oft
FACTORY
I

la t*» Unite* State*

The

Factor*

only

tnat make*
of Read* -

any

set

mad*

»>*

Hand

A

t77-I7» Ceiu*ba»

Aveant

8aa

FraMteM

in their behalf,

goods, activity of business and circulation of money, which means
prosperity.

Leading

Tfc»

December, • prosperous theatre makes for local got the best results from kindness.
prosperity in any locality. If the
Sir Alfred said he Is ,ln favor of
people have somewhere to go the a genuine trades unionism for
street cars carry them. The down- actors. This imposed on the unions
town merchant gets trade from the a great obligation to use their power
theatre trade.
The traveling com- for the genera! advancement of
panies in the mass contribute to members, this power should not be
the earnings of hotels all over the used In support of direct action and
country*
All this is beside the unconstitutional methods.
Speaking of ex-enemy alien arttruth that an active theatre Is

session begins.
When
of legislation is introduced I think It will be well to
have at least one representative to
study it on behalf of the theatrical
business. In* the matter of railroad
legislation the show business needs
a special pleader in Congress. The
salesmen who represent the commercial merchants have had a hearing and something has been ac-

light of the Interest* of his own
constituency.
"The members of the new Congress will prepare many bills bs-

OUsrrim

next

Cat

I

value.
town isn't
until it has a theatre.

BART McHUGH

on the map
A going and

among

the greatest civilization Instruments.
"Outside the theatre Itself the
Impression seems to prevail that
sensational and startling plays are
the money-makers.
Any preacher

ists

and acts the prejudice was

should be
sunk. It should be remembered, he
remarked, nothing was so international as art.
Sir Alfred referred to "Decamcan pack his church by announcing eron Nights" at Drury Lane as a
that his toplo is the stage, because phenomenal success and there was
the public mind immediately as- no*chance of its finishing for some
sumes that the discourse wil' be time to come, despite rumors afloat.
sensational.
It Is only the man When It did finish all was ready
who is familiar with the show busi- for the production of "Kreisler,"
ness who knows that the money- but the new title, said to be "Anmakers are those like "Light n In'." gelo," was not yet definitely settled
"The First Year," "The Fool,", and on. The Empire would be run with
that there are 10 fortunes made out a light revue and a cabaret show
of clean and wholesome produc- and the plans for both are practitions for one profitable risky ex- cally complete.
When a successor
travaganza,"
to "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" is re-,
Mr. Bloom will go to Washington quired at the Queens, he has a play
for a short stay when the new Con- by a very well-known author, but
gress comes into being March 4, would divulge no particulars.
but will not make his home at the
capital until next December.
Dimitri Fabinoff, formerly assistant ballet master to Theodore KoslolT at the Paramount studios, HollySilt ALFRED BUTT
wood, is now with the Shura Rulowa
act In vaudeville.
(Continued from page I)
ants of people who had been doing
It for generations. He was not sure
there was a good case for abolition
at alL Cranks were always pernicious and unreliable and should be
treated as such;. the solution of the
problem was in the hands of the
and
public All the information he possessed went to prove the trainers Flats, Box and 80ft Tos Ballets
natural,

but he

felt

it

#

'

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Back

to

Pre-War Prices

Send for Catalogue.
Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
Used trunk* and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand

SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 Seventh Ave..
Phone: Fit* Roy 0620

80LE AGENT FOR. H A M
TRUNK8 IN THE EAST

New York

City

NEXT WEEK
B. F.

KEITH'S

Late Feature of

—Most novel act that ever came from Europe

B.

Theatre During

—Two

Sunday

Killed

Paris. Feb. 14.
persons were killed and many
injured when the National theatre*

Two

Sofia,

Bulgaria,

was destroyed by

Sunday. Feb.

fire

13,

during rehear-

sals.

The casualties were mainly due to
a panic which occurred when the
flames reached the stage.

SAYS BOB LA SALLE:
"Sure Til renew
to

your

my

subscription

MONTHLY COMEDY

SERVICE when my year is up."
JAMES MADISON'S COMEDY
SERVICE is a bulletin of New

and Original monologues, smart
cross-fire routines, etc. It consists of four pages, each about
the size of LIFE, and is intended
exclusively for top-notch entertainers who realize it isn't quantity, but quality, that counts.
SERVICE No. 10 is
now ready, price $2; or the entire
10 thus far issued for $11: or any
4 for $5.

COMEDY

JAMES MADISON
1403

New York

Broadway

STREET SHOES '%££*?

$5

SALE

OPERA PUMPS
Gold and Silver Cloth,
Black, White,

Pink Satin.

W. 42d St.
NEW YORK

225

PALACE THEATRE, NEW YORK

EIVII1L.
.

in

Rehearsals

(FEB. 19)

OOREO

GUS EDWARDS

.

Panic

HOIiTVAM

STAGE

Between 38th and 39th Streets

NATIONAL, SOFIA, BURNED

Presents

"CHAUVE SOURIS"
Week

of Feb. 26, B. F. Keith's Riverside.

New York

Thursday, February

15,

__

1023

•

CORPORATION
GOLDEN GATE THEATRE

BLDG.,

SAN FRANCISCO
/
,

'

-,i

.

••.

•

•

.

••

-

.

•

•

ALL KINDS OF VERSIONS AND ORCHESTRATIONS

NOW READY

GOODWIN MUSIC CORPORATION
•

GOLDEN GATE THEATRE

BLDG.,

SAN FRANCISCO

VARIETY
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Thursday, February

*

1923

•

iili

SI

AND

WILLS

15,

•

ROBINS

IN

a AMATEUR
Direction

NIGHT"

FRANK EVANS OFFICE

Personal Representative.

PAUL DEMPSEY

New Disciple," at tne municipal son. -William Parsons, chorus mas.
routine that they got an encore
auditorium in BalbOa Park. This ter, and Ralph Nicholls, stage mansomething unusual for an opening
By LEN LIBBEY
was used as the local pic- ager, have also been re-engaged.
type.
ac t of This typ
ROYAL Edna Park Players in building
ture houses are oh the open shop In fact the entire staff will remain
Another week when the boys in
"Smilln' Through."
the same as last year. The manplan.
the orchestra had plenty of work to
MAJESTIC Interstate VaudeLocetta Rhodes and Ruth Watson
agement has contracted Tor a sound
do. As has been the case, the past
ville, Henry B. Walthall In sketch
amplifier.
The advance subscripfew weeks, the bill ran strong were In the second position with a "The Unknown/*
tion for seats has already reached
toward the musical end, seven of the sister act that registered at the
ST. LOUIS
EMPIRE— "Pride of Palomar"
$65,000.
nine acts leaning this way.
Ben start and built up as it went along.
By JOHN ROSS
Bernie and his orchestra gave thorn Both girls can. sing, even though the (film.)
PRINCESS— "Third Alarm" (film.)
about the only breathing spell they blond one does the greater part of
The old Havlln was partly deWilliam Monroe has been engaged
the work of this character, and both
had during the entire program.
Several
stroyed
fire last week.
by
RIVOLI— "Theodora" (film.)
take turns at,the piano. They closed
months ago the building was de- as attoiyiey for Harold Van Alstyne,
RI
ALTO—
"Voice
from
Minaret"
Bernie, no stranger to the local with a duet along semi-classical (film.)
clared insanitary and a fl ret rap. who shot and killed Marian Mcfollowers of vaudeville, got his act lines that was well received but
BEETHOVEN
Viena Operetta Damage to the building Is esti- Laren in a cafeteria on Eighth aveover despite the ragged work of the showed signs of the girls not work- Co.
mated at $1,200. The famous old nue several weeks agro. Mr. Monroe
I
boys behind the drops who were in ing together as well as they should
GRAND— San Carlos Opera Co. playhouse was the home of melo- has applied for a commission in lu-

BOSTON

SAN ANTONIO
—

—

—

charge of the curtain and the lights.
Isn't any doubt that Berwas nervous at the Monday aft.
ernoon performance over the ragged
manner in which his act was being
handled by those folks, and his
drummer was equally on edge. Bernie had to keep one eye on those in
the wings all the time to get his
instructions over and also had to
help the spot operator, although this
week the operator, working under

in their timing.

There

did exceptionally well
considering the act went on without
a rehearsal Judging from the reception given Ben and his orchestra
the local bunch are not yet fed up
on orchestras, although they are
having them shoved before them
with surprising regularity.
difficulties,

drama, but has not been used for

San Antonio had Its first snow
Maurice Diamond and his com- storm for many years Saturday
pany were next with a combination night and Sunday morning.
It
singing and dancing act. with Dia- ruined business Sunday night. Sunmond opening with a burlesque on day matinee was packed as the
Leon Errol and his three girls storm drove people into the thedressed as "Sally." Helen McMahon atres. This was the first time overin her specialty does exceptionally coats have been worn this winter.
good work and helps not a little in The change was very quick and

nie

j

putting the act over. Diamond did
a deserved encore alone, showing the
house something new in the way of

difficult steps.

Marie

Walsh and

Frank

Ellis,

starting off with their chatter stuff,
had the house warmed up when
their best work was due. He scored

tion.

Jay Dillon and Betty Parker used
stage with a pianist for their
which is taken out of the regulation class by their method of handling it. Marie. Lehr is used to put
some extra punch into the act, and
while far from being an accomcomedienne
violinist
plished
or

full
act.

brightens up things quite a

bit.

EftaUkbed 1002

SHORT
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Sand

EC.

FIFTH AV.

Edna

looked at the start as though

week's
eighth

Park

The play

here.

last

Through."

"Smilin'

lead,

week

Players

well

done and excellent company playing
to packed houses.
old Grand Opera House now
playing 10-20 cent musical tab gave
the house for two days to the San
Carlos Opera Company.
did
It
capacity business. The GrancL which
used to house all of the road attractions was made nearly useless
for productions by the widening of
the street and cutting off half of'
the stage.
How Galtes' "Take It
from Me" is going to play there is

The

The same producer's
"Up in the Cloud" was booked at
the Princess and went over big but
W. J. Lytle. head of the syndicate

a mystery.

houses here, refused to give "Take
Frank Dixon in "Lonesome Manor" It from Me" the Princess, not
was going to break the run of mu- wanting to hurt the Princess picfor
did
hold
out
and
he
sical acts,
ture policy by playing the few road
quite a while before he and Miss attractions offered this season. The

Murphy swung into a song. Dixon's Empire, the best house here was
comedy Is swift, is all o. k. with the turned over to the "Circle" some
wise ones in the audience, and the weeks ago but the changing of the
act Is kept running smoothly every house for the production was so
miqute.
expensive and stopping the picture
so damaging Lytle decided to only
Ola Olsen and Chic Johnson, two use the Grand in the future.
boys who have appeared here many
times in past seasons, have not
The Vienna Operetta Company did
changed their act much in construc- so well on its former engagement
tion, although livening the lines up here it returned to Beethoven Hall
a bit They had Diamond, Ben Ber- for another week and packed them
nie, Frank Ellis and George Freein.
BaBMaaaaaaaaaaaaal

Patoat Coltikln
witS dull k ,4

.

theatres unprepared.
By Wednesday It had cleared up and Thursday regular summer weather again.

The

with "Our House Is a Nice House
Gross and Santoro opened the Ours Is,'* and the girl with her dancshow with a hand-balancing acro- ing displayed both grace and ambi-

batic act. One of the men in this
act is a splendid double for Rodolph
Valentino.
The boys work hard,
without extra movements, and put
themselves over so well with their

511

|!

far Catalaf V.

8IXTH AV.
NEW YORK

(Both bet. :*Oth -31 at sia.,
10% Discount to Tticatrical People

years.

.

man, the tried and true stage hand,
to assist them in their act on this
occasion.

Howard's Spectacle, an animal act,
closed the show.

ALLEN

H.

Several

Lyceum,

who has

—

Oooley and Morton rc-ume their
Keith bookings at the Bushwlck,
Brooklyn, next week, Martha Morton having entirely recovered from
her recent operation which forced
the team to cancel several w»eks*

and appeared. In the meantime the
good natured "boneheads" sat in
the dark without a word or sign of
pntfest.
-The following day "The time.
Midnight Revue" arrived late and
didn't get started until 4 P. M.
Dixon and his company did all in
their power to overcome, the lateness and to entertain the few

PINK PILLS

David Russell, managing director
the Municipal Opera Co., announced plans for the 1923 opera
season.
The season will run 10
weeks and will open May 28, at the for
Municipal Theatre in Forest Park.

of

Shows

4

LYDIA PINKHAM'S

present.

Pale People

will be given

seven nights
of the week, with premiere of each
production taking place on Monday
night. In previous years one night
was allowed for dress rehearsal.
The following principals have been
engaged: Blanche. Duffield. Craig
Campbell, both were members of
the 1919

ED

LOWRY

Dorothy Maynard.

cast;

Helen Morrill, Thomas H. Conkey,
Detmar Poppen, at present in "The
Lady in Ermine;" Roland Woodruff
and Flavia Arcara. Frank Moulan.
principal comic, and William McCarthy, second comic, are the only
principals held over from last sea-

in his

new

act
a

Beautlfy

Your Fsoe

for all the people

Vou Mutt laak aoa« ta ataka
•MS. Manv «f tba "Prefaatloa" nava attained ana m.
tataaa battar a art* by haviai
«• eorraet thai* faatural i«.
Rarfacttaaa and rbmavr b!a»aiha*. CoAtultatUn fra*
F*a*

F. E.

WRIGHT

SMITH. M

347 Fifth

Blachley, house manager of
the Colonial for the past year, has
resigned to go on the road with a
Everett,
company.
William
C.
treasurer of the Mission Amusement
Corporation, which operates the
S. S.

theatre, is

it.
He was in his room at the
hotel asleep. At the time for Towle
to go on last Saturday night he
wasn't there. A search for him began and it took 15 minutes before
he was found asleep in his room

did

all the

time

reawnabla

SAN DIEGO, CAL.
By

Joe Towle. Shubert-Empress. last
week stepped into the "show -stoppers" class when he held up the
performance exactly 16 minutes, but
Joe wasn't in the theatre when he

nacy for Van Alstyne. Van Alstyne
is now in the Tombs, having recovered from the self wound inflicted
on himself at the time of the McLaren shooting. Frederick E. Goldsmith, formerly representing Van
Alstyne, withdrew from the case a
•
couple of weeks ago.

N

TON

O.

and for

Avenue

*0|>l»

sick bills

Uitlilnn

managing.

new faces are at the
Including Lou Newman,
first

comedy and

Is

in

charge of producing, under Manager L. Fontanel. Jennie Newman,
his wife, as ingenue, is also new.
Larry Mack is second comedian and
character man, while Charles Hendricks

Is

company

A

SURE-FIRE BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
a

NOW

HEADLINING PANTAGES CIRCUIT
FRANCOIS VERNON, Manager
/*

new Juvenile lead. The
also includes eight girls.

the

Pictures: Plaza "Dr. Jack": SuRialto,
perba, "Slim Shoulders":

"Must-Get-Theres"; Pickwick. "The
World's Applause"; Cabrillo. "The
Third Alarm"; Colonial, "The Kick
Back."

The

local

federation

of

labor

unions presented the picture, "The

JACK

ELSIE

BARRETT and FARNUM
"DANCING-AND THEN SOME'
This

Week

(Feb. 12), Moaa» Broadway,

New York
Direction

<

f

Next Week (Feb 19), Maryland Theatre, Baltimore

MAX HAYES

*

f

W

.

t

,

Thursday, February

15,

VARIETY

1923

**

§

-

.

MASTER ORGANIST
•

-

.

Now

in

His 81st

Week

at

•

•

>4

i

.

•

•

BALABAN and KATZ'
*

Tivoli Theatre,

Chicago

.

•

MONTREAL
JOHN GARDINER
MAJESTY'S— This

By

HIS
dark.

week,

expected plans will have progressed
sufficiently to permit of at least the
tentative arrangement of the program for each day.

STRAND — First part, "Lorna
last half, "Youth to Youth."
CRESCENT— "Clarence."
EM PI RE— "Jazzmania ."
ROUB1NS-ECKEL— "The Siren

Doone";

Next week. "The Dumbells."

ORPHEUM— "The
GAYETY— -Step

Burning paper towels In a wash- Call."
•
room at the St. Denis endangered
that building. Firemen of the eastern
In the light of local theatrical
lesque).
division
responded
when
history
the
autoplayhouses
when they deHouses— Capitol, "My
Picture
American Wife": Allen, "The Flirt"; matic sprinkler system in the St. velop into the white elephant class
Denis
and
sounded
operated
an
nine
of
times
out
ten go up in
Mount Royal, "The Man from Glengarry"; Maisonn'euve, "Till We Meet alarm. They found one of the thea- smoke. Successful houses, too, have
dressing-rooms
filled
with been wiped out by fire here t^me and
Again"; Crystal Palace, "Kindred tre
The first Wletihg theatre
Courage'; Plaza. East Is West"; smoke and a bundle of paper towels again.
It Is burned on July 7, 1SC0; the second
Midway, "Dr. Jack"; System, "The In the washroom blazing.
thought
that
lighted
match
was
a
Wieting
on July 19, 1881; the first
Moments";
"Stolen
Trap"; Belmont,
Pepineau, "Back Home and Broke"; accidentally dropped on the dis- Grand opera house on Sept. 13, 1888;
Shakespeare Hall on Nov. 21, 1891;
Regent, "Hurricane's Gal"; Strand, carded towels.
the third Wieting on. Sept. 3, 1896;
'The Pride of Palomar."
"Blossom Time*' did not come up the Alhambra, Dec. 20,. 1899; the
The Delphic Study Club of Mont- to scratch on its second showing Lyceum, April 2C, 1904.
here. It should have been a sell-out,
real, which is organizing a week of
concerts, oratorios and similar mu- but the Montreal public thought
Forty-eight hours before the Basotherwise.
sical entertainment, such as is the
table went up in smoke troublo in
custom in New York and the larger
The Venetian Gardens continues large juicy bunches dropped into
cities of the United States, anthe playhouse when, after the curnounce that plans for the "Music to do record cabaret business. tain rang down for the last time on
Week," which is to start here on Among the new acts booked are Na- Vogel & Miller's musical tab, "The
and
Co.,
tacha
Finowa
dancers,
and
March 11, are assuming definite
Dude and the Girl," played by the
form. There will be a meeting in Petersen and Charlotte.
"Odds and Ends of 1923" troupe, the
the Windsor Hall, to which have
house management was unable to
A
member
the
French
of
Opera
been invited representatives of all
obtain
the $850 contract price. Nor
organizations and musical clubs in- Comique Co., from Paris, now play- was there money available for the
this city, lost his life by asphyxing
tending to co-operate with the sponhouse attaches, the orchestra and
while
iation
the
company
was
playsors of the movement.
Many sothe back stage staff. The musical
cieties and clubs, directly or indi- ing Quebec city.
comedy-movie policy at 6-40 was
rectly interested in the cause of
idea of Abo Epstein, erstwhile
the
Mendelssohn
The
Choir, Canada's
harmony, are ready to help. The
treasurer, who took a lease from the
schedule for the Music Week calls largest singing aggregation, will General Amusement Co. to book in
give
two
recitals
at
the
St.
Denis
for a concert each day, to be given
Gus Hill's tab. Judging from what
n various public halls, as well as in next month. The choir just recently has .developed, the fact that Epstein
he assembly room of large schools. returned from a tour of the States. wassteering the craft wasn't plain
and at the meeting^ on Friday it is
to the house employes or the Vogel
Rapids'* (film).
on If (bur-

-

'

-

SYRACUSE,
By

MISS ANNA'S
Hairdressmg Parlor
Specializing in Permanent

Waving and Hair Dyeing

CHESTER

B.

N. Y.

BAHN

WIRTINri— First half, "Barnum
Was Right"; last two days, Otis
Skinner.
Next week,
"Ladies for Sale."

BASTABLE— Wiped
000.000 fire.
RIALTO— Ditto.

last

half,

out by

$12.

[COUPON

$25 for entire head
$15 for half head
Wc

do
permanent waving with the
o pcrr
Iat est oil mrthod*.

1455 Broadway,

New York

1IBYANT

{book'stkip

8188

fWELPON.WlLLIAMS&LICKj
FORT SMITH. ARK.

Famous SHIRT HOSPITAL

SHIRTS,

UNDERWEAR AND PAJAMAS MADE TO ORDER
EXPERT REFITTING AND REPAIRING
SPECIAL RATES TO PROFESSION

142 Mason Street,

the lead in "Springtime."
sings
given at the Avon, Watertown, this
week with home talent under the
auspices of the White .Shrine.
the grandparents of the
highest paid juvenile screen star in
For
captivity has its drawbacks.
the past three weeks, sin^e Jackie
I?»ing

MAX HASE

I'hone

SAN FRANCISCO

Fred J. Hatheway, formerly press
agent for the Alhambra, Utica, and
more recently with the Schino
Amusement Co.. has lined up with

Metro as exploitation

man

in this

district.

The Strand, Oswego,
new idea in amateur

Is using a
acts in a
Contest," staged
Saturday afternoons. Six prise* are
awarded to contesting juveniles.

"Kiddie

Talent

The amateur craze
store

employes

in

is even hitting
Northern New

York.
Employes of the Elkhorn
Market, Watertown, will produce a
full-fledged, minstrel show at the
Strand there next month.

lie

bow

20.

at the Little Theatre Feb.

i

The Schine
Amusement Co.
changed its operating policy at Its
Carthage theatres this weok. Tho
Hippodrome will be closed save on
Friday. Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
The Strand will also somewhat

alter

its

picture

schedule.

changing bills some days dally and
other daya on a two-day run plan.
Lowvillo and Carthage, neighbortowns, on the new Northern

ing

New York

vaudeville circuit, are,
waging a cut pries war. E. J. Wolf.',
of tho Lowvllle opera house,
says
that when ho lined up with tho

venture he was assured all houses
would have a 75 cent top. Then tho
Carthage opera house announced a
o0 cent rate and Wolfo this
week

cut to meet

it.

Ruth Margaret Heymann.of Galeton, Pa., was married at
to Lawrence P. Foster,

Cortland
an actor
Cutler stock
company there. Foster hails from
Pent Water, Mich.

appearing

with

the

Syracuse's newest organization
"The Three Arts Club,"
a reorganization of New York city's
old "Rum Club," in which the same
leaders were interested In their
study days, will make its first pub-

the TAYLOR
Now

of amateurs,

W ANTED,
New York

only $75

Un ronfttant

«•«

by

Hie profession prove*
Ita
soperl >r
quality

TAYLOR'S
CHICAGO

TOE DANCER

with aperialty, and aoprano or contralto
aoloiat.
Apply by lottrr ;»nd state lowest
salary.
M. Brlce, 366 West 118th St.,

XX

WARDROBE TRUNK

NEW YORK

28 E.

Randolph

City.

St.

210

W. 44th

bert counsel.

George Millert, of this city, who
has appeared in both professional
and amateur musical shows her"

Special Reduction to Professionals.

PERMANENT WAVING

& Miller troupe. The majority
thought Bastable was the man behind the gun. Vogel &. Miller, before moving to Auburn, their nexl
stand, consulted District Attorney
Frank P. Malpass, who referred
them to Wilham Rubin, local Slr.i-

architecture,
and the playhouse
promises to be a genuine novelty.
Herkimer and Little Falls capital
is behind the venture.
Work was
started this week.

Coogan was
be

a

llrst

Syracuse,

announced

to soon

visitor,

Jackie's

grandparents have had no peace
The bouse is besieged dslly by callers and bombarded by phone calls,

His audiences entiiuse over bis personality. Spotlights and footlights never
reveal the make-up on his face. He Is
an artist
and ins characterizations
are always perfect. Ba sure you use
Leicbner's Make-up. Whatever your
part in the cast— you will find just the
rnake-up you want in tho Leichner
line - always roady to use
always the
finest quality. Specify Leichner's and
be sure.

—

—

At your

for Jackie.

RaUs' new theatre will >><
Its
as
"The Gateway."
turning aside" from the
usual type of theatrical consti
have adopted Old En|
lion,
Lit !«
t

known

builders,

I.

druggist or supply house.

LEU (CHINEId.

TOILET PUFPAMTSONS**! THEATRICAL MAKEUP
tfefe V4ttr.bi.ln*.

Ua.O. DUfctiffcLdT

4 CO.. 16th

St.Mud

b via* H.. New York

8t.

.

VARIETY

Thursday. February

18, jj
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

•i

as

SIDNEY SCHALLMANN AGENCY
NOW SOLE CHICAGO
REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE
HARRIS CIRCUIT OF THEATRES

ACKERMAN &

CAN GIVE ACTS TEN-WEEK CONTRACTS

CHICAGO

39 West Randolph Street,

ELLA HERBERT WiiSTON,
BURLESQUE ROUTES

i
COLUMBIA CIECUIT
(Feb. 1»— Feb. 26)
"American Girl" 19 Hurtlg & Seamon's New York 26-28 Cohen's
Newburg 1-3 Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
"Beauty Revue" If Empire Brooklyn 2« Miner's Newark.
'Big Jamboree" 19 Miner's Newark 2t» Orpheum Paterson.
"Big Wonder Show'* 19 Olympic
Cincinnati 26 Lo.

General Booking Manager

"Record Breakers" 19 Colonial
Cleveland 26 Empire Toledo.
Reeves Al 19 Star & Garter Chicago 26 Empress Chicago.
"Rockets" 19 Casino Brooklyn 26
Yorkville Netiy York.
"Social Maids" 19 Gayety St Louis
26

Leonards Len
LeRoy Harry
Lombard Bros

D

Mirano Oakar
Mondooye James

sas City 26

O'Conner Ariel

L

O.

McGuIre
Mclntyre
Milton

A
Sam

Holc'b

Murray Paul

Travla Helen

Trayne Jane

O

26

Gay-

Finney Frank 19 Columbia New
York 26 Casino Brooklyn.
"Flashlights of 1923" 19 Gayety
Montreal 26 Gayety Boston.
"Follies of Day" 19 Empire Providence 26 Casino Boston.
"Folly

Town"

It

Gayety Pitts-

burg 26 Colonial Cleveland.
"Giggles" It Columbia Chicago
26 Star & Garter Chicago.
"Greenwich Village Revue" It
Gayety Buffalo 26 Gayety Rochester.

"Hello

26

Atlanta

Hop-

"Keep Smiling" It Gayety Omaha
Gayety Minneapolis.
"Knick Knacks" It Yorkville New
York 26 Casino Philadelphia.
26

"Let's Go" It Majestic Jersey
City 26 Hurtlg
Seamon's New
York.
•Maids of America" 19 Palace
Baltimore 26 Gayety Washington.

&

Marion Dave

19 Grand Worcester
Bronx New York.
"Mimic World" 19 Miner's Bronx
New York 26 Empire Providence.
"Radio Girls" It Gayety Detroit
26 Empire Toronto.

26 Miner's

Est.

INERS

MAKE UP
Inc.

Dunbar Chaa E

Parker L*n

Freehand Harry

Rice Malmie
Randell Earl
Riley Joe

BusK-h Cleita

Butler Floy

Hope Helen

Clark Ji
Cleveland Claude

James John
Johnson A McKn'ht

Know Irs Robert

Edwards A Ed'rds
Edwards Jack
Egan Jack
Ewlr.-d Frank

Kramer Dane

Evans Harry

Labodl Jack

Fields Billy
Fiorite Ernest

Forcythe J

Lavine Al

Richards

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
W

Phone
Send

SSth St.. N. T.
Roy SS44

Fits
for

Catalogue

Q

THE FIVE
CHAPINS
TOURING PANTAGES CIRCUIT
Direction

ARTHUR SILBER

Fair Polly

Gaftney Girls
Gibson Hardy
Gibson F Miss
Girton Miss
Gibson Andrey
Goldle Sadie
Gibson Fladys R

Gue A

Haw

B

Regan Sydney
Starr Joe

Standley Geo
8chalfler Elsie
Simmers Recll

fore.

A

Gibson
Leslie

R

W
B

Sheridon Bobbls

Vardel Robert

White Bob

Toung Cy

A

Vernon

McDonald A Mack
Cordon Ruth

Mitchell Otis

Hudson Muriel

Vivian

West 45th

St.,

Opp. Lyieum Tbee.

Bet.

at No. 154

V

Discount to
the Profession
Put* Repaired and

F.

Reicherfs

AUDITORIUM— "The

Make Up
(Made

SISK

in

Theatrical Cosmetics

ACADEMY— "Abie's Irish Ropc."
eighth week, stock.
MARYLAND—Keith vaudeville.
PALACE— "Hello Good Times."
GAYETY— Stock burlesque.
#OLLY — Mutual Burlesque.
GARDEN— Pop vaudeville and

JULIUS PAULY,
36 East 21st
*»4*
PftedH

Street,

Inc.,

New

N

<£

,

4-inch
8tiek

RTISTS — Send

„., i \
and
wo
i

will

JStUgmBL

us the

aend you a

number

4-ln.

of the grease paint you una

trial atlck

GHATIS/

SIDNEY

AND

a
STRUTTIN'
in
THE

PERJtIN
DECIDED

ALONG"

ALL-COLORED REVUE

IS

Sole Agents
York, N. Y.

Appleton 'liarmary. 724 ftth Ave.. New York
<>eor*e Sehlndhelm, 10» W. 46th St..
New York
Waas * Hon 226
«,h St.. Philadelphia, P^
aln ."." d Uth
C*"»SmW Ohio
KMt*lp'r"?«
Krttler
Co..**i^&
St W. *lWashington St.. (lrra
Miioacfo Contume Work*. 116 N. Franklin K() III.
St Chirac in
Theatrical Costume Co.. 38© JlacomT St..

A

THAT

blending proper-

FOR SALE BT

Teint

T: e Uneonquered."

HIPPODROME— Loew vaudeville.
NEW—"One Exrituj^ Night."
century— "Mv American Wife."

its

colorings, etc.

ties, its

Circ!e."
All Night,"

stock.

^^

Germany)

World renowned and celebrated for

FORDS— "Peaches."

LYCEU M— "Open

t\emodeled

FAMOUS ARTISTS USE

BALTIMORE
ROBERT

B'way.and 6th Ate

Anna

JOHN

RUCKE

#/ Special

Ketch Fred

Lang

'

in the house

Vam»

Mm

Fay Nina Pearl

By

A saving of over 50%
on every piece of fur

SpOMtOM
ef Sasrt

Howard Paul

DeHaven Carter
Delsos Australian

February
Clearance Sale

and Off Stage

8AN FRANCISCO OFTICB
Bob

2* WwC34fe«et

Co.

8MARTE8T FRENCH 8HOE8
For On

Imperial Russ Trio

Austin

the-

It hasn't

a year.

money

Hallo Eunice

Harcourt

The Russian Grand Opera

reported to have lost considerable
for the local backer thethree nights it played at the Murat.
Last Thursday the Ukranian chorus
was brought to Cadle tabernacle by
Mrs. Talbott. About 10,000 persons
can be seated In tne auditorium.
To popularize the event Mrs. Talbott set the scale at from SO cents to
$2.50.
Thursday night a few over
700 persons are reported to have
bought tickets. It is said Howard
is

Tarry Bob

Hardy
•

Krause Emma
Uublich Harry

Lamore Harry
Langford Howard
LaRue Norma
LaVar BUlle

&

A Young

Franklyn Wilsoa
Franks Jessie

Hall Billy
Hall Paul A Geor'la
Henry A Adelaide

Ccballot Larry

Meakin Walter
Mettne

Francis Marie

Gordon James

Burton Richard

E C

Nathans Casper

Boyle Jack

Bozka Sleona
Brown Ernest

Desoto

Dunn Joseph J
Day George

Gallagher Edward
Glenco Jessie
Gold titan Lew

219

Henry C. Miner,

Lucille

Apparently this Is no grand opera
town.
Supported by the newspapers to the last ditch in an effort
to building up sufficient interest to
warrant a brief grand opera season.
Mrs. Ona B. Talbott of the Ona B.
Talbott Fine Arts Association had
little luck when the. two supreme
musical events of the year were
staged last week and the week be-

Mclntyre Anna

now a

Willard Mack has decided to go
on the road with "Red Bull Dogs."
He originally planned to whip the
play in shape at the Egan before
striking out for the "tanks."

Girls."

Modest Altschuler will take his
place as director of the Circle orchestra next Sunday.

Vail Ida

Mi'ton Samuel

Edw M

Jake

is

atrical "white elephant."
had a production in over

last

ENGLISH'S— Dark.

Lee Mildred

Clarke

first half;

BROADWAY— "Hello

Left Nathan P
Larson Jack
Lane Jean

Brown GU

Baffley Gladys
Itelmont Al
Bordoe Irene

Fargo

M

Ted

Khaym

A Mrs La

Bentine Billy
Brasse Stella
Bell Betty
Barnes Stewart

Ford Ray

Asbury BUlle

lt-21 Colonial
Ut'.ca 26 Gayety Montreal.

"Hippity

When •endlnit for mall to
VAH1ETY address Mall Clerk
POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING or
tlHtll.AH LETTERS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

19 Gayety Armstrong
Gayety Pittsburg.

Good Times"

Washington

Buckley Mr
Brooks Anna

Trinity Auditorium

FOWLER

B.

half. dark.

R

Kellogg Myron

VOLNEY

MURAT-"Steve,"

|

LETTERS

Adama R

INDIANAPOLIS
By

Jovedah

Alberto Harold
Allen Edna
Astor Mae
Amber Gertls

Biene,

soloist at the Rivoli

is

Joe Toplitzky, theatrical financier,
She is using the "Will
You Remember" number and a bal- underwent an operation for appenlad as her contribution to the pro- dicitis.
gram.
It is said Oliver Morosco will not
return to Los Angles to reside.

Trundal Trlzle
Watson Billy 19 Gayety Mil- Oskumon Chas
Turner Charlotte
Owen Alice
waukee 26 Columbia Chicago.
Watson Sliding Billy 19 L O 26
Robinson Ghita
Valentine Variety
Gayety Omaha.
Robinson Minnie
Vincent Vivian
Williams Mollie 19 Casino Phila- Roe L
Vincent Helen
22-24
Cohen's delphia 26 Palace Baltimore.
Newburg
hen's
CHICAGO OFFICE
"Wine Woman and Song" It EmPoughkeepsie 26 Empire Brooklyn.
"Bubble Bubble" 19 Empress Chi- pire Toronto 26 Gayety Buffalo.

"Youthful
Follies"
19
Gayety
Rochester 26-28 Colonial Utlca.

Van

By ED. KRIEG

Ivan St. John, formerly press
agent for Majestic, is doing film
publicity.
Jake Griffin succeeded
him in the Majestic berth.
late star of

with success.
Eileen

"Bon Tons" 19 Gayety Minneapolis 26 Gayety Minneapolis.
"Broadway Brevities" 19 Gayety
Boston 26 Grand Worcester.
"Broadway Flappers" 19-21 Co-

cago 26 Gayety Detroit.
"Chuckles of 1923" 19 L,
ety St Louis.

LOS ANGELES

a^ond

Meanwhile, across tne vkfeeet
from the Rivoli. the Victoria is continuing its Sunday midnight shows

"Maytlme."
at present

Toomer It
Toomey Fred
Tracy Roy

M

Morrison

all

week.

Wm

Sully

Picture retained for

aret."

Sears Roy
Shelton Jean
Sherman Cleo
Sprightly Florence
Stevens Harry

Wm

came near breaking

Rivoli

movie records in Baltimore' last
week with "The Voice in the Min-

Savoy Beatrice
Sawyer Mathern

Olympic Cincinnati.
"Temptations of 1923" 19 Empire
Toledo 26 Lyric Dayton.
"Town Scandal" 19 Gayety Kan26

The

Russell Nelly

Mack Al
Madison Gen
Murcus Billy

E. Cadle, owner of the tabernacle,,
charged $700 rental for it, although
this is $800 more than he charged
several political organizations last
year.

Minaret,'

2d week.

Rowland Gladys
Rush Florence

Meadows Francia
Mence Len
Merrow John

•

RIVOL,I^» "Voice {rem

Rows Madeline

"Step Lively Girls" 19 Orpheum
Paterson 26 Majestic* Jersey City.
'Step On It" 19 Casino Boston 26
Columbia New York.
"Talk of Town" 19 Lyric Dayton
I

B

Rolfe

London Louis

Marshall

Gayety Kansas City.

*

Phelan Bldg., San Francisco

CREATING A SENSATION AT THE CENTURY THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO

;f

*

*
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OPEN ALL RIGHT
(Continued from pane 18)
Mlereotyper has contributed bis share
i— the pressman has put tbe
In their

f cylinders

paper

on the

l»

THE DANCE

and tbe

place

street.

The play is either dunned or
The manager la either
praised.
pleased or- displeased. The critic Is
through with his work he is think-

—

of coming attractions.
play like "Open All Night,"
press
a critic isn't much good.
man could write -as sensible a review on such a play as the most
humble of the toilers In the dramatic vineyard. It is bunk, pure and
simple, written for no good reason,
and thrown on the stage for even
But with all that, the players
less.
and the producers have done an excellent production. Job on what appears to be the poorest piece of
play writing in several seasons, although recent dope happenings may
have Inspired this production.
The sinister theme of the doctor
his dope patients; the story of
an innocent girl came near being drawn ' into the net of the
demon; of how the brave young hero
saved her »u the right time, and of
how the villain drinks poison and
dies easily as the curtain falls
these are the component parts of
"Open All Night.*
The play has been well staged by
'

ing*

On a

A

OF

tdw

t

SAMMY

Ralph Murphy.
Frances Howard,
§obert Brister, Jean Downs, Orme
William Evarts, Jerome
aldar.e,
Henner, Joseph Craehan and Emerin
Campbell contribute some acting,
and of the list, Miss Howard, Mr.
Brister, Mr. Evarts and Miss Downs
dp the best work. Miss Downs, in
a small bit, that of a drug crazed
woman, did what seemed to be

CLASSES

NOW

FORMED FOR INSTRUCTION
STYLES OF DANCING

BEING

IN

ALL

PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

genuine emotional acting.
It was
short but it brought the first and
only burst of applause of the evening.

Prances Howard and Mr. Brister
were the hero and heroine, respecUvely, and though thero was little of
the love theme in the play this being abandoned so that the whole accent of the drama might be placed
on dope they did a short love scene
With admirable repression and much
This Miss Howard is lovely
taste.
to look upon and is a good actress
r— fit to lead any stock organization.
However, it doesn't take a playgoer to analyze "Open All Night."
Risk.

Mr. Lee,
GIRL,"

—

—

who produced the dances and ensembles in "THE GINGHAM
"PEACHES," "LITTLE MISS CHARITY," "THE LITTLE

WHOPPER"

and other

successes, will also stage routines for musical

comedy, vaudeville and revue

ILL AND INJURED

/

Aileen Stanley was out of the bill
at the Maryland, Baltimore, MonShe was ill, according to a
day.
message sent to the management
Sunday.
Ida May Chad wick and
her Dad and Marion Weeks sub-

OPENING FEBRUARY

from

Dixie Hamilton has been forced
to cancel her immediate vaudeville
bookings, due to grippe.
Sam Fallow, the agent, had his
tonsils removed at the Broad street,
Hospital, New York, last week, and
remained there several days to recuperate.
Harry Herk, brother of I. H.
Berk, and associated with the latJter in the Affiliated Booking Offices,
convalescing at Dr. Nelson's
is
Sanitarium, Baltimore, following a
major surgical operation, last week.

50th

St.

and 7th Ave.

Circle

Georgia Lane (Lane and Moran)

sively in grim silence, the strain of
which to tbe performers can rcadliy

LONDON

vous breakdown.

BIRTHS
To Mr. and Mrs. William
10,

at the Hill

K.
Sani-

(.Continued from page 2)

piano

and

accompanying

himself

a ballad solo, unwinding an untrained but pleasing light baritone.
The front line of the member* of
the band also attempted comedy
with their instruments and with
Fordham, Bronx, New York City, tempts the exaggerated gyrations awkward stepping, to the huge deJan. 29, twins (boys). The mather for which the American jazz leaders light of the patrons. Although a
was professionally Mary Creighton are noted. That he is a bit stiff cool evening, the players were so
(Three Creightons); the father is a and awkward about it can readily nervous at the opening performance
be imagined, but he pulled one sur- the perspiration stood out in huge
non-professional.
at the globules upon their foreheads. After
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. P. Malherbe, at prise by seating himself
a week of appearances upon the
their home last week in San Franplatform it will be sufficiently easy
The parents returned home fh New YorK, Feb. 11, daugh- for them to be called upon to fill
cisco, son.
jptfin. 20 from Australia. The mother ter.
father is with the Eddie out a bill that is short of a special
The
la professionally May Alberta. •
Cantor show. The mother is pro- attraction. This stunt should dean emergency turn
into
velop
Mr .and Mrs. Lew Hearn.at their fessionally Katherine Wyley.
)
capable of unlimited lengthening or
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Murray. Feb. 11, condensation.
At the first house
tarium, New York, son. Mr. Wells
is the theatrical author.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Flanagan, at
their home, 2361 Valentine avenue,

for

of dimming, etc., but without augmenting the band. Attired in dinner
jackets faced with pale blue satin,
they are Jed by Bruske, who at-

daughter. Mrs. Murray

'-

^ r

DICAL CUTS

AN0APD ENGRAVING CO l-c
I}) V',|l 39 f' NEW YORK

was Gladys Monday evening Mr. Brusue and

tuiy,

New

York.

Through no

JEANE RUSSELL
IN

THOSE SMART THINGS FOR THE SPRING

HATS

52

his

Turner professionally, of "The Last orchestra did 19 minutes and had
Waltz." Mr. Munay is stage director to take a number of bows to seal
of the "Lady in Ermine*' at the Cen- the insistent demand for more.
ment, the

WILL OUTFIT YOU

NEW YORK CITY

6690

STUDIO ALSO AVAILABLE FOR REHEARSALS

Muldoon's Sanatorium at Purchase, N. Y., recovering from a ner-

Feb.

1923

EARL CARROLL THEATRE BLDG.

Is in

.Wells,

26,

FIFTH FLOOR OF THE

stituted.
atit

Coutts has recovered
.John
J<
Lw
^rTs recent attack of flu,

artists.

and

GOWNS

WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK
Phone: Bryant 5660

Alfred

Bedini'e

fault of the

manage-

firsl performance of Jean
"You'd Be Surprised" at

Covent Garden Opera house. Jan. 27.
beld a most undesirable aggregation of "wise" folks connected with
and on the edge of tbo theatrical
They
Those pcou'e paid.
world.
were in a "show me" mental atti-

and

when

performa'i<
proved to be not altogether what
s designed for it, they sat j-

tude

the

In the evening the
be imagined.
show was interrupted several times
by the "booing" of George Robey,
the disturbance coming from an informal aggregation known as the
This is
"Gallery First Nighters."
an organization h re, the members
of which pay their way to the upper
portions of the house at premieres
and feel they are entitled to certain
privileges.
Saturday night they
came in droves and purchased what
are known here as "rover" tickets,
nothing more or lees than admittance which permits the holder to
stand up in all portions of the auditorium where standing room is permitted by the fire laws. When informed at the box office "roving"
tickets were not on sale they started
more or less of a demonstration in
the lobby, but as the Bow Street
police station is directly across from
Cov*nt Garden, it was not long before a bunch of the constabulary
put a check to the noise. It is alleged in some quarters these gallery
first nighters have nome sort of a
grievance against Robey, and the
persistent "booing" of him whenever he appeared would scorn to
indicate such is the case. If "You'd
Tie
Surprised" does not enjoy a
pro:u'*rous

engagement

in

week ago when Albert Whelan was
placed in that position at the Palladium. He had a contract with the
Gulliver people calling for his appearance in London for that week
and the management wanted to
switch him to Brighton. As Whelan
had some important business to
transact in town that week, he refused to accede to the switch, and
as a consequence was allotted the
opening position, which he held for
the entire six days.

The George Edwnrdcs revival of
"The Merry Widow" due at Sheffield
Feb. 12, is booked for 16 weeks' tour
of the larger provincial cities. The
cast includes Evelyn Laye, Marjorie
Maxwell, Flora Courtenay, Carl
Brisson, George Graves, Ivor Walters, W. H. Rawlins, Somers Bellamy, Edwin Dodds, Claude Goodchild,
Clifford Seyler and R. W.
McQueen.
George Crossmfth is serious about
his intention to produce "The Gay
Lord Quex" at His Majesty's with
himself in the name part. Instead
of Margaret Lawrence for the role
of Sophie Fulgarney, the part will
be played by Viola Tree. The revival will be for a limited time, just

London

will be a severe financial blow to
Bedini, who has a contract calling
for $200 a week from the time of
his arrival hore until the opening.
if»"iwhich he receives five j^r
cent, of the srross.

it
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3CC
long %nough to enable Grossmith
Co complete a spectacular production of James Fiecker's
drama, "Hassan." Basil Dean will
be the producer.

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

and Malone

So great Is the business with the
Pinero revival of "Sweet Lavender"
at the Ambassadors that there will
be matinees daily with the exception of Monday. According to contract, the run has to tern Inatc
Feb. 17.

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels
N
c

GRANT-7Sf »^-LORRAINE

Having written and .run musical Special
comedy for years, G corse Dance is

Rates to the Profession

now

featuring as a philanthropist.
Only recently he came to the rescue
of the "Old Vic," and the other day,
Just before the curtain rang up on
that cheerful little play of the long
dead Ford's, "It's a Pity She's a
Whore," it was announced that he
had come to the rescue of the
Phoenix Society, who produced these
dainty trifles, and paid off a debt
of £500 for them.

Arrangements are well ahead for
the production of the "Orphans" at
the Lyceum and Dennis Neilson
Terry, Sam Livesey, CoieVte O'Neil
and Mary Merrall have" Joined the
This play provided the story
cast.
for the Griffith picture, "Orphans
of the Storm," nnd has Jong been a
popular provincial attraction in one
form or another.
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1-2-3-4-room apartments.
phone, kitchen, kitchenette.
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$18.00 UP
$70.00 UP
largest maintainor of housekeeping furnished apartments
directly under the supervision of the owner. Located in the center of
the theatrical district. AH, fireproof buildings.
Address all communications to
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sergeant with the American Expeditionary Forces. He was married to
that time, but upon returning to
this country secured a divorce.
He
la Voix." created in Paris, alleging Informed the Swiss
actress he could
the latter farce is a counterfeit of not afford to marry her, but she reher husband's comedy, insomuch fused to take no for an answer and
that M. Froneon has been inspired came to this country and was marbeyond the usual measure by the ried immediately after her arrival.
characters and situations contained
in "La Prima Donna."
Tho courts
Henry Miller, Blanche Bates and
has asked for the scripts.
Ruth Chatterton are to appear in a
The present season's projects in- new play by Lee Wilson Dodd, enclude a revival of the late Henry titled/The Changelings."
Bataille's "Le Femme Nue" at the
Vaudeville; revival of Louis Ganne's
The backers of the proposed
"Hans le jouenur de Flute," at the Weber and Fields Music Hall are
Mogador; "Le Sphinx." new poetical making an attempt to secure the
work of Maurice Rostand, at the financial support of members of the
Theatre Sarah Bernhardt; "Le Som- Social Begister.
Literature of an
meil des Amants." by Martial Pie- attractive nature has been sent out
chaud, at the Antolne; "Les Lin- to the socially prominent in an atottes." from novel by G. Courteline,
by Sonoiet, at Tfkcatro Albert I.
Irene

Manget has assumed the

Montmartre. recently taken over by
Oscar Dufrenne, is to reopen as

Le Palace with a revue by Rip."
produced by Verna. The cast includes Harry nicer, George, Mrr.es.
'

Polaire and Nina Myral. It is ono
of tho prettiest houses in PariH but
Under
hitherto failed to' attract.
the management of Dufrenno and
Verna, who also direct the Concert

Bouffes du Nord, It
appeal to the habitue* of

Mayol, and
should

*Uky
'
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EIGHTH AVENUE

One Block West of Broadway
Between 46th and 47th Street*
Illgh-Claws Furnished Apartments.
ran nigh-Clnes
Three. Four and Fire-Room
Phone*? Bryant HRf-l
MRS OKOROE HIEGEL Mgr
StrlctlT Prwfeaainnal

Hotel Florence

$ 8 and
$12 and

Remodeled and Refurnished

in
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7228-tS
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HOTEL FULTON

SPECIAL THEATRICAL RATES:
%

44th

NEW YORK

Phone:

Three Doors f rem Jefferson Theatre.
One Block from Loew's Theatre.
One-Half Block from Lyric Theatre.

Each Room.

WE8T

102

during the tear

SINGLE WITHOUT BATH—
SINGLE WITH BATH

Up Single
Up Double

[Hot and Cold Water and Telephone

Under New Management
Home of Theatrical Professions
The HOTEL that stood by you

(In the n>«rt of

1.25
2.00

$ 8 and
$14 and

130 each

phower

tempt to secure their interest in
furnishing capital for the venture.

New York)

Up Single
Up Double

Baths. Hot an« Cold Water
and Telephone.

264-268
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NEW YORK

Billie Burke is not to appear in
'Peter Pan" at the Empire. New
York, next season, as reported.

STREET

CJTY

Phoae: Bryant 0393-0391
Opposite N. V. A.

After a few minutes thore is a great
outcry and he is brought in on a
stretcher all bandaged up, having
supposedly fallen from a great
height.
In the next act his wife
ccmes to see him and the advertising agent gets the mother away,
leaving .him alone with his wife.
She discovers the trick, but forgives
him as she had never ceased to love
him.
The music by Waldeck Is
competent but uninspired. The cast
as a whole is adequate.
Alfred
Laeutner, as the advertising agent,

BERLIN
By

C.

H00PEB TRASK

Berlin. Jc n. 25.

At the Deutsches Kunstier theater

new
mama"
a

sensational

farce,

(Grandmother)

"Gross-

by

Hans

Muller, is a good deal of a disaptiller's plays usually
have commercial value for Germany
if not for other countries.
The play,

pointment, as

M

moreover, had every chance In the
world as Kathe Dorsch, famous -for
her performance of Gretchen In
Faust, had the leading role and
could make nothing of it. The piece
.

ihortlv

The

plot revolves about "Grandmother
(Grossmama),
rejilly
a
Boyale.
young girl of 26 or 27, who has sacrificed
to
youth
make
homo
her
a
dispatches
According to cable
Bar&h Bernhardt has not started re- for her father, younger Bister and
hearsatl in her new play "The! brother, the mother having died
Although re- when she was still a young girl.
Sphinx" in Paris.
j

ported physically aWe to start. re
hearsing her physicians have re
fused to permit it.

At

the

Walhalla

theater

*»

j

'

Prager, music by Ernst Waldeck, Is
having a nice success. The first act
is miserably amateurish and the
whole is not put together in any
too workmanship-like a manner.
Put the main idea is amusing. *
Hans is being sued for divorce is extremely funny and mention
by his wife who believes he has should be made of Eugen Rex,
been unfaithful to her with a Span- Jenny Kraus and Crete Ly.
ish dancer; this, however, is not
Reinhardt's Production
the case, but the mother-in-law is
Max Reinhardt directed "Schone
such an old tyrant she will not al(Beautiful
Women), a
low Hans to -explain in person or Frauen"
even write his wife. Hans is ad- farce translated from the French of
vised by his attorney that his wife Etienne Hey, at the Redouten-Saal
and mother-in-law are going to in Vienna, and the production has
spend the summer in an obscure been brought almost intact to the
resort and the attorney also tells Kammt rspiele in Berlin.
It is "an
him that if he can manage to spend amusing evening, made so entirely
one night with his wife, it will then by the acting of the principals: If
be impossible for her to obtain a this is the best that Reinhardt has
divorce from him. Hirschfelder, an to offer as director* surely no one
advertising agent (a very well writ- needjniss him now in Berlin* There
ten comedy role), says he can holp are at hast P0 other directors who
in the matter.
Hans, with a guide could have done it as well.
The
who has been bribed, starts off up farce, moreover, has a few amusing
the mountain side pretending that twists, but keeps at the ancient trihe does not any longer care to live angle with very little variation. The
and that he is going to cross a playing of Hermann Thimig is, as
pass from which there is very little usual, brilliant, but in this farce he
chance that he will come back alive. starts in a little too high and there-

^ma^

'

oigiret girl at
the Kn'okorhooker Grin, N?w York.
been
the cast ot the
to
has
added
Follies."
Ziegfeld

Marcelle

HOTEL HUDSON

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Everything New

expected.

Faubourg

year,

HOTEL CLAM.AN

PARIS

hall,

plot 200x75 dfi
is neatissj »<

rooms' with bath,

di-

and
"Le

i

Eden musio

l'JOOo.

\

St.

i

Everything modern has been provided: barber shop, restaurant,
other features, at moderate price*.
Reservations can be made commencing 'February 15th.

Germany while Clark was a

In

|

j

.

Hotel Claman Is destined to become a" rorideavoua where; the touch of home
It's tremendous lobby>im\s?.anine. writing
bo fett immediately one enters.
room and artistry will quickly appeal. No expense has be«n Spared to make thie

754-756

"Der
Kuhne Schwimme:" (The Courageous Swimmer) by Arnold and
liach, is one of the best farces for
The literary properties of the late some
time. The plot is built about
Lillian Russet] were placed on sale
tho
idea of an elderly man whom
Monday at. the Ami rlcai) Art Gala beautiful young girl believes to be
leries, New York.
her rescuer from drowning, when
swim a "d
Tho opening of George Bernard ln *?"*?e SSL**"'!
^vhen sho came to. Out
la>t ""^ thf
Man"
the
and
'Arm.
Shaw's
sen, Billy Boberts of Manny and
tt
and tfJ»t «*?JJ»J|?L?J!!*»
Boberts and Ida CrispL Another is work in Vienna caused a notbeing
him. Leading role played by Guido
n
necessitated the performance
entitled "Boiling Stones of l»24.
Others are Loo PeuThicslscher.
Stopped. The Czech press agitated
kert,
Pertold
Relsslg,
Josephine
against the piece prior to its opencontending it ridiculed the Dora. Klsie Pack and Camilla Spira.
ing,
Business very good and long run
Balkan soldiers.
.

i

|
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Temporary Office:—341

BEN DWORETT. Manager
ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED
COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS
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revues are being proid Furious" is due
duced.
"Fast
at the Penge Empire Feb. 19 with a
cost Including Rex London, Margaret Bays. Fred Granger, Boss and
Goodwin, Pat Williams and the Six"Bang" will
teen Shurley Girls.
open in Newcastle, the company including Hedges Brothers and Jacob-

*

-

FIFTEEN STORY FIREPROOF RLILDING
I.AM AN, EXCLUSIVELY FOh' MlftN. occupying a

Street, Juat west of
ptetion* and will be

Street

7t»l?

gaai—

Alec Waugh, the novelist whose Venln," the three-act comedy of
book, "The Loom of Youth." writ- Pierre Pradier, and "Les Bona
ten when he was only 18, has ob- Comptes," by Henri Dhuy.
tained a decree of nullity against
his wife, the daughter of W, W.
OF THE DAILIES
Jacobs, on the plea of her incaThey were married when
pacity.
Evelyn Nesbit was declared to bo
but
he was 24 and the girl 18'^,
in contempt of court by Vice-Chanthe marriage was never consum- cellor Bobert H. Ingersoll in Atmated. The wife entered a defense lantic City Saturday and fined $50.
denying the allegation, but did not An injunction had been obtained by
appear.
Henri Martin a cabaret manger by
whom Miss Nesbit was employed
Elsa MacFarlane. one of the "Co- restraining her from appearing at
optimists." was married Feb. l to the Falais
Boyale an opposition
Clifford Whitley, a director of the
establishment to hit. When taken
company.
Laddie Cliff was best into court for alleged disobedience
the
other
ladles
of
man and the
of the order she contended she only
company, Phyllis Monkmun, Betty visited
the place as a guest of,
Chester and liabs" Valerie, acted as patrons. She is now associated in
bridesmaids.
management of the Palais
the

Many new

Went 4*d

Bryant

One, three and four room apart menta
with kitchenette*, private hath and telephone. Directly west of Times Square.

a—5gg== THE ADELAIDE
Douglas Hotel

office.

rection of the Theatre Albert I,
will
produce there shortly

The Lawrence Wright Music Co.
announces it now controls all the
publications of the following AmerShapiro, Bernstein,
ican bouses:
Jack Mill*?, Ager, Vel'en & Bornstein and the Joe Morris Co.

:»7

Hildona Court, 341 West 45th St., New York
Apartments can be seen evenings. Office in each building.
Principal

The widow of Helndrick, author A
Herbert Thomas, author of the
play, "Out of Hell," and of the pain- "La Prima Donna," has brought an
ful "Two of Them," four acts, two action against M. Fronson. manar r
characters, has broken out again of Galerie St. Hubert theatre in
with a new drama in a prolog and Brussels and author of "Fintje a de

a>

wins COURT

Y

r

private

.

of economical folks)
Ml

330 Went 43d Street
Lonracre 1182
Three and four room* with hath.
Modern In every particular. Accomaiodate three or more adult*.

The rates, nine to fourteen dollars weekly, will afford any employee to enjoy
the pleasures that only such places commanding higher prices eaji give.
Highest
standards will be malutalned.

3560 Longacre.

Street.

Hearth."

playing at Olympia in 1914.

4Sth Street

Kach apartment with

—

seum, where she will appear in her
haute ecole act with Menelik, the
horse presented to her by a public
subscription headed by Queen Alexandra after the mysterious death
of her foui -legged partner when

West

3330 Longacre

i

Madame Schreiber, the Danish
equestrienne, who is the star of
the Bertram Mills Olympic circus,
is the latest attraction at the Coli-

—within means

THE DUPLEX

313.00

HILDONA COURT

the denizens of the
Blackfrairs road really did this
after everything has been tried "Gaby. Faiseuse d'Anges." in three
from grand opera to pictures and acts, by Leo Lelievre, Jr., ar.d A.
the results worked out at for vaude- Denis.
ville, 2,461; pictures, 67; drama, 23.
"David Copperfleld," created as a
So It appears that drama, which
made the theatre famous, will dis- French piece at the Odeon, is to be
appear, and that pictures are rtot the incorporated in the repertoire of the
devastating power on all' other Ambigu-Comique, as also the play
spheres of the show world they are Inspired <rom "The Cricket on the

down.

CP

350 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
IRVINGTON HALL
HENRI COURT

tertainment

capital punishment, for and against.
and the cast includes Frances Ivor.
Mary Lincoln, Harold Anstruther
and. the author. The great thing
about this author's play is that
traveling expenses are well kept

$15.00

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments
(of the better kind

»

,

three acts, entitled "The Law of
Moses," produced at Folkstone Feb.
12, If a short provincial tour gives
an excuse it will be brought to
London. The story revolves around

-----

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT

been, allowed to
the fate of the old Surrey.

be.

CITY

Private Dalh. 3-4 Roouin, Catering to the comfort and convenience ot
the profession.

Frank Mundill. the manager, ran a
ballot to ascertain what form of en-

supposed to

APARTMENTS
CLEAN AND AIRY

323-325 West 43rd Street

The audience has
settle

FURNISHED

COMPLETE FOR HOl'SEKEEPING.

341-347

provinces.

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

4393

Wabash Avenue

417-419 S.

*•

THE BERTHA

L

Although "Three's a Crowd" is
but an indifferent farce and ffad but
an indifferent reception on its production at the Court, two companies
are being formed to tour the

.

—

Miller,

Operetten theater
I'Yau"
the faroo "ITelrate Peine
(Nfarry Your Wife) by Beiges and

At the

]!fouos

'

Mabel Norma nd, who arrived this
week on the'"Baltic.' denied that r
is married, although wearing aj
wedding ring. It Is reported that
she had been married in London and
that her husband was a wealthy
tniddic-uged American.

RENT

she

J

Christine Peters, a Swiss actress,
was married Tuesday to W. \V. Clark
Tho couple
in Independence, Kan.

ANY NEW SKT IN STOCK AT MODKK ATK
MIAKOK— TIIKN DEDUCT FROM TUBl
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MANY ATTRACTIVE STACK
SETTINGS YOU MAY CHOOSE FROM
IIAVK

OEL'S

One Moment West
of Broadway at
41st Street

The Remlezroii* of the Lending IJahtS of I.itrralnrr nnd the Since.
Tho IleHt food and Knterttiitwnrnt in New York. Mttele end Duncinc

$1 Our Special: A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
In the GRILL with SPECIAL RESERVATIONS for LADIES

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
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'
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(AGENCY)
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•

(Palace Theatre Building,
Founders
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KEITH,

B. P.

Artists can

EDWARD

book

F.

ALBEE,

VAUDEVILLE

New

York,

Philadelphia,

12

•

.

Palace Theatre Building

BOOKING DEPARTMENT

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

State-Lake Building

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
direction of Jurgend Fehllng,
stylized them very a nuslngly.

3580

Marcus Loew's

WEEKS

Washington,

Variety Bills

A

BOOKING AGENCY

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

acrobats;
Fortynato-Bossl
gladiator troupe; the trainer, Hundrleaer
and his elephants;
the
humorous clarinettist, Fred Jans,
.and Laos Rigo, the violinist; for
dance numbers the prima ballerina,
Llskowaky, and the Budapester solo
dancer, Nadasi; Paul Paetzold and
Co. with their amusing bicycle act.
Admirals Palast— This vat.^ty Is
beginning to pick up a little, but
cellent

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

FALLY MARKUS

160

West 46th Street

still

its

New York

BLDG.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE

J.

H.

LUBIN

JUDGMENTS

General Manager

(First
creditor

BUILDING,
PAUL GOUORON

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

8AN FRANCISCO
MARKET, GRANT and O'FARRELL STREETS
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.
or Write

mm

toanccMVaudEvm
JOSEPH

1493

ft

A. JM'KL, Geaeral M. naeef

BROADWAY,

Putnam Bid,.,
Phone 0308 Bryant

VEW YORK

fore

nes Rlemann, V. Twardowsky, Hani)
Hermann and Hermann Picha.

Hauptman the Rag«.
Hauptman is now all the rage in
Germany and even America has

At the Deutsches theater "Kaiser
Karl's Geissel" (Emperor Charles'
Hostage) by Gerhsrrt Hauptmann
has Just been revived with Ileinrich
George as the emperor. It is not
considered one of the better plays
of this author and has never made
a big success on the stage, but it

cannot achieve the climaxes
Others in the well
he should.
rounded performance include Luis
Rainer. Enny Mewis, Johanna Terwin and Charlotte Hagenbruch.

been getting an overdose of artiabout him. Not a word about
Prank Wedekind. unquestionably a
far greater intellect and absolutely
unknown in America, except through
clea

one miserable performance of his
"Awakening Spring." The reason
for these reflections is the revival
of "Erdgcist" (Earth Spirit) by
Wedekind at the Komodionhaus
with Maira Orska as Lulu, the half
This
child, half devil of the title.
play is not only intellectually but
also dramatically thrilling, each act
having a climax which lifts you out
of your seat. Orska, although ai>
parcntly a little tired, gives sa ex-

performance, and she
was well seconded by a cast inchuling Ernst Stahl-Nachbauer, Johantraordinary

"Kaiser Karl's Geissel"

rcfi'ly lias

more

in

it

Farms

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN

in

than

many

of

It
his more often played dramas.
requires, however, very good acting
the
in
particularly
along,
to carry :t
Heinrich
of the emperor.
role

George, who in many parts hns
performances,
interesting
given
lacked here the necessary variety
and became tedloua and overboisterous towards the end. Moreover,
Elisabeth Berlin r, who was to have
played the hostage, "as ill and the
part was taken by Llaelotte -Den era,
soniewhnt of ;i COW, and >his quite
killed the sensual not" SO necessary
Menfor n complete performance.
tion nhouJd he made, however, of

H.

x

Dalberg;

Co., Inc.;

.

Sheffield

$72.86.

Bsrnsrd Gallant; D. R. Almy et

1602 Capitol Building

al.; $145.80.

8turoie W. Macomber;
$6201.
C. C. Pictures. Inc.;

Charge

Comedies,

T

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

ACTS AND TABLOIDS—Call

name is Judgment debtor;'
and amount follows.)
J. Rembuech; M. Sulzber*

ger; $2,815.62.

CHICAGO OFFICE

ACKERMAN & HARRIS

r* AGENCY INCORPORATED

Prsnk
Melvin

ASTERN REPRESENTATIVE). WOODS THEA. BLDQ.. CHICAGO

NOW BOOKING

has a long way to go to catch

nearest rivals. The present bill
includes the training act ef Kurt
Prenzo, the middleweight boxer;
the lion-taming act of O. Seller
Jackson; Mile. Delilia, posing; the
Two Rogges, balancers; the Five
Balastls, acrobats; the Braun Markana troupe, tight rope walking;'
Kara and Sek. and the dance act of
the Severn s Sisters.

.

1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

who

Seala— This theatre still remains
the' moat
interesting
vaudeville
stage in Berlin. It la jammed every
evening.
clean ahow at a reasonable price.
From the present bill
special mention should be made of
the three Blanks who Juggle with
silk parasols; the Three Adonis, ex-

Baltimore

and intermediate towns

B ryant 6060-6061

NEW YORK

&\M&VS0k

'

'

BOOKING

PROCTOR

New York

PENNSYLVANIA

Phone

F. F.

W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH

<*
<\k»iAsi>3^Sb

AGENCY
Broadway,

PAUL KEITH,

A.

direct addressing

AMALGAMATED
1441

New York)

Inc.;

W.

Holt;

Housman

$19,025.73.

Anderson
T.
Herd;
National
"The Bigamist," has Just been pro- Surety Co.; $70.28.
duced at the Central theatre. Rather
lazy H. Herk; I. Oestreicher;*
an amusing idea, but quite impos- $5,038.20.
"Geschaft 1st Geschaft" (Business is sible for America: It is laid Just
Eddie Polo; N. Burkan; $2,215.02.
Business) by Octave Mirabeau, yet after the 30 -year war, when it was
Art e\ Science Photoplay, Inc.;
today when revived at the Lessing made legally possible for a man to S. Catania; $553.85.
theater it seemed almost as modern have two wives, ae the population
Max R. Wilner; Apedio Studio,
The hero of Inc.; $357.95.
as ever. It is a story of a profiteer needed building up.
Amalgamated Exchangee of
who loses his daughter because* she the play is therefore not a bigamist
refuses to marry who he wants, out of licentiousness, but out of America, Inc.; A. M. Putnam et al.;
whose wife dies, and yet who after duty. What a time the poor man $822.70,
When does have, as both -wives believe
Wilner • Romberg
It all it still stays on top.
Corp.;
Fay
All Marbe; $400.
all Is said and done a master-role that* he is favoring the other!
Lionel
Barry more;
for an actor, and Emll Jannings is well, however. They each have a
P.
Suva];
made the most of it, from grotesque child in the last act. The produc- $217.59.
comedy in the first to grotesquo tion was adequate with Franz
He was A Hand. Hilde York and Till Clock
SATISFIED JUDGMENTS
tragedy In the last act.
well supported by Rosa Bcrtens as hoff in the leading roles.
Harry Reichonbach; A. T. Sevhis wife and Dagny Servaes as his
enth Corp.; $83C83; Aug. 31. 1922.
daughter.
Jeanne Eagels; Dr. C. G. Child,
At the Theatre in der Kommand- Jr.;
$1,565.90; Feb. 9. 1922.
antenstrasse
der
"Schrei
aus
At the Schlosspark theatre- "Xach
8ame; II. F. Plersons; $92.12:
(Cries
from
the
Street"),
Btraafte"
Bagdad" ( "Towards Bagdad"), a
May
20. 1922.
four scenes by Rolf Laukner, atmelodrama from the Spanish of in
The play takes tempted to sketch the life of the
Lorenzo Azertes.
city.
Too
"without
melancholy
and
LeRoy
Morton, vaudeville, has
place in September. 1914, just beThe sufficient dramatic action. "Es lebe filed a suit in Common Pleas court
fore the outbreak of the war.
das Leben" ("Long Live Life"), an in Bridgeport for
$2,000
scene is along the route of the then
damages
play
old
by Sudeimann, has been
under construction Bagdad rail- revived
against the Provident Development
at the Reaidcnz theatre, and
way. Five engineers (two English, only
corporation of this city. He alleges
how
succeeded
in
showing
one French and two Germans) have utterly
we have outgrown this sort that he was seriously scalded and
promised the first woman they find
of thing. It really does not seem to Horned by steam
which escaped
shall be the common property of all.
much to lis any longer Just from a faulty radiator In the Provl.
Jimmy, one of the English en- matter
what
does
happen
these
counts
to
dent
hotel
January
23.
In his bill,
native
however, finds a
gineers,
and countesses because they never Morton states that he was earning
girl, and falling really in love with
were human beings, but merely
others.
from
the
her
conceals
her,
wearers of uniforms. The cast In- $150 a week in vaudeville at the
Then, lust at the end,, over the tele- cluded Hans Marr,
Heinrich Schroth time of the accident and that since*
graph wires flashes the announce- aT,a tline
then he has been unable to follow
**
glrl]
native
ment of war. The young
I,.
Moir
his
is found, and to save Jimmy takes
At the N'eues Volks'heatre two
the bullet which is meant for him
Ben Form*rt has been elected to
Fairly good melodrama and mod- farces, "Die Laune des jcllebten,"
"Der Neffo a!s the office of secretary-treasurer of
erately well placed, except by Miss by Goethe, and
L'nruh as the native girl, whom she Onkol." by Schiller, were revived Theatrical Protective Union No. 1
plays like a sweet little German with comparative, success, while at
New York local of the International
the Staatathe tre two old farces Ajliance of S(age Ernploy ee8) to
debutante;
about Berlin life. Angelye "1- est
i„.
„„„_ ,v,„
v %r
vlh
at * ^H/ rC;.~„
Conv *y« —
who
der Handwerker" and "Ein Poller- ™f***
"The Bigamist"
abend," by Glassbrenner, only aUc- I **•* ftctntly, following .a 12-year
Cto Ernst Hesse's new comedy, ceeded in interesting because of the^"ure of office.
the chancellor of Paul'Gunther, and
the Alcuin of Gregory.
Written some 20 years ago,

.
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SOUTH AFRICA

"PASSING

.Morton's

play,

fine

and Edle (American team). Same
business as on previous visit about

Direction

SHOW
OF
MES3R3. 8HUBERT

WOODSIDE

1922"

KENNELS
.

OLIVER WALLACE

WOODSIDE

WORLDS PREMIER MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST
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NEW YORK THEATRES
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•

STARRING IN

"Woman to Woman" was staged
Cape Town. Jan, 5.
Gertrude Elliott (Lady Forbes January 2. with a capacity house,
Robertson) and her company opened and big enthusiasm.
the Cape Town season at the opera
The Tivoll (African) has been
house December 19, under direction
of African Theatres, drawing a b!g drawing big holiday crowds. Week
Dec.
with
play,
"The
20, Musical Monarchs. Lyons
the
fine
Sign
house
and Moore. Charles Grant ley, Bart
•n the Door."
Michael

•

__l

HANSON

By H.

HOWARDOSWALDm

WILLIE and EUGENE

*

two years

ago.

Christine

rollard

Whirligigs.

Roy, Eight

and

Yorke and Adams In Jewish playlet, Whyte. Les Novas.
"Two Sweethearts," scored laugh- •
ter, but two women in support failed
His Majesty's (African Theatres)
-

SAM

HARRI8

H.

414

Harris

OWEN

New Amsterdam Theatre

Attractions

of Bway.
Evening* at l:*0.

8AM

W.

St..

Mats Wed -Sat. |:tl
DAVIS* New Play

ICEBOUND"
NEW* YORK'S NEWB8T TRIUMPH

FlTLTON Th«ats»ft, W. «« St. Eve
«WJJ»VH
M|U w#d and &at

8 :3s.

a

.

M

West 4lth 8t. Bra
Mats. Wed. A Sat.

HUDSON

GEORGE

MARGARET LAWRENCE
Nrw T«rk
nrw
ui _ ami
_nw London
i/tmuiiii oil
Sneeees,
sler &
Br Rudolf Bcsi
May Bd«nrt<on

"SO THIS

t:IO.
2:»t.

COHAN

M.

LONDON!"

IS

"A HOWLING SUCCESS."— Eve!

SAM FORREST

IRFRTV

proper touch to characters, doing big business with pantomime,

comedian,

week,

third

but Crusoe.

change of business poor.
Tom
Payne and Vera Hilliard, Dora Dare,
__u
Grand Guignol plays produced at
comedienne. The Daros. Remain- the Standard (African Theatres.
ing on bill. Bart and Eddie, yorke
Ltd.) by Scott Alexander, under diand Adams. Week Jan. 3, Fred rection of Leonard Rayne. failed to
Barnes, English light comedian,
The
create any unusual success.
tops and got big hit. Henri Merton,
PRESENT
was «taged
"Cinderella."
mimic; Albert Bees, comedian, big panto,
Dec. 22 by Leonard Rayne and Scott "EX3LA," the Tropical Beach
applause; Flora McDonald, Scottish
Alexander.
vocalist,
fair.
Remaining, Dora
Dancer
Dare, Payne and Hilliard.
The
Daros. Week Jan. 10, Fiend Barnes, - Orpheum (A. T. T.) having good
OF HAWAII"
Week Dec. 18, Three in "PASTIMES
Harry Hemsley. Andrey Knight, houses.
Direction: SIMON AGENCY
Pall Malls, Les Novas, Ten Ken- Scamps. Flora McDonald, pictures.
Week Dec. 25, Harry Hemsley.
nedy Entertainers.
Louis J. Seymour, pictures. Week short through the members Jumping
Jan. 1. Oswald Bernard, Huxter their contracts.
Alhambra recording good business Bros.

GEO. KALALUHI'S

HAWAIIANS

SBBsksnenssMBsBR

Tewa

Presents the Hit of the

"QFPRPTQ"
5tUKtlO
Staved by

National Institution

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

Sweeten* Leva MUry Ever Told
H. HARRIS Presents

to give

James Findlay and Louis Christian- Robinson Crusoe"; started Dec 22.
sen.
Week Dec. 27, Belle Mora, Rowland Hill Is Mrs. Crusoe;
Scottish comedienne; Charles Grant* Bertha Wensley Russell is Robinson
ley,

A

8AM
»»is
— thf

—

W. 4Sd Street
POPULAR MAT. WKDNRSDAT.
fl-CULAB MATINEE SATURDAY.

Kcenlna* 1:11.

Post.

THEATRE.

W. 42d St.
j__ ta wed. A Sat-

I
s-IDE.IV
1 I
"Best American Musical Play
Whole Wide World"
the
in

with fillers.
cent Brute"

Dec. 21-23, "Magnifi(Frank Mayo). Dec.
African Theatres announced some
"Treasure Island." Dec. 23- attraction
Yorke and
for 1923:
West 45th 8t. Era. 8:15. Mats. Wed.-Sat.
30. "Jim the Penman," (Lionel BarM.
COHAN'S
Adams
In "Partners Again" and
AM H. HARRIS
IRVING BERLIN'S
rymore). "The Race of the Age,"
COMEDIANS
"Welcome Stranger"; Irtne Vanshowing
the
race
between
Man-oIn the New Song and Dance Show
ugh and Dion Boucicault in "Mr.
War and Sir Barton, hit. Jan. 1, bt
By," "His House in
"The Kid." drawing capacity daily. Pirn Passes "Miss
Nell o' New Orand
Order"
NELLIE
"LITTLE
Beating "Way Down East" record
Stated bf HAS8ABI) 8I10RT.
English
actor, Percy
leans";
the
at the Alhambra.
WITH A GBBAT CAST t
Grand pictures.
in
"Bulldog DrumDec. 21-23. "Valley of the Giants" Hutchinson,
"Nightie
Night"
and "The
mond."
(Wallace Reid). Dec. 25-27, "Call
,,
Pleasants,
Maxine Elliott'$2rSiTi;^ ;S
of Home" (Irene Rich and Ramsay Luck of the Navy"; Jack
Empire.
opening
at
comedian,
THE
AT
Wallace). Dec. 28-30, "Jack Straw"
SAM H. HARRIS Preeente
(Robert Warwick). Jan. 1-3. "Wit- Johannesburg, early in. January.
ness for the Defense" (Elsie Fer- Several musical comedies will be
guson). Jan. 4-6, "Son of Kissing produced. Including "The Golden
in "RAIN"
MANACSEMKNT—CHARLES DILLINGHAM
Moth." "Whirled Into Happiness."
Cup" (British production.)
GREATEST SPECTACLE EVER
Pounded on W. Somerset Maugham's
Wolfram's Bis attracting capacity. "Adele." "Canary Cottage." "Oh.
STAGED AT THE HIPPODROME
Story, "Mia* Thompson."
Lady!" "Tangerine" and
Dec. 21-23. "Betsy's Burglar." Dec: Lady!
MAT. DAILY. 2:15; EVES., R:1S
The final selec25-27, "The Wallop" (Harry Carey.) "You're In Love."
B-waj ft 44th 8L Cts. I SO.
West.
42nd
St.
THEATRE,
above plays is not yet
tion
of
the
CI
IIiUC Matinees Wed. ft Sat.. 3:30. Dec. 28-30. "Girl With No Regrets" confirmed.
tLITlWPr
Mate Wed. ft Sat.. 2:10
(Peggy
Hyland).
1-3.
Jan.
"FightCHARLES DILLINGHAM Presents
ing Love" (Frank Mayo).
A. H. WOODS Presents.
The
Ethel Hook, sister of Mme. Clara
serial, "The Whirlwind," screened at
in
this house.
Jan. 4-6. "Hands Up" Butt, is due to pay a return visit
to
South Africa on her way home
(Wilfred Lucas and Colleen Moore.)

MUSIC BOX THEATRE

Richard J. Powers, representing
in the east, has returned to New York after six weeks
on the coast for the firm.

Shorman-Ciay

25-28.

GEORGE

BOX REVUE'

'MUSIC

KEU.Y"

BETTER TIMES

HIPPODROME

JEANNE EAGELS

GAIETY

HELEN MacKELLAR

LOYALTIES
GALSWORTHY

By JOHN

"THE MASKED WOMAN"
With LOWELL SHERMAN

Produced by Baall Dean
"SHARON'S REST PLAY."—Tribune

THEATRE. W.

PORT
vUnl

4Sth St.

Mata Wed. and

Era

8:15

Sat. at 1:16.

MERTON

COHAN 2&ZWed.
THE LOVE CHILD

u

Gienn Hunter

—

5?

Sat.. 2 30.

HENRY BATAILLE
MARTIN BROWN
SIDNEY BLACKMER
JANET BKKCIIER
IKK, BAKER

B.T

Adapted for the Amerlcnn Stage

OF THE MOVIES

tfilh

way st 42d St

Ity

with n Notable Company, Including

Nash

Florci ce

Harry Leon Wilson's story dramatized by
8. Kaufman end Mnrc Connelly

Gea.

West 46th St. Evea
Mata Tbur. ft Sat.

LYCEUM

DAVID BBLASCO

at
at

I.
2.

TIMPQ
iniLO CO
OU.

Theatre. W. 42d St. Ere*. S 30.
vi tti Tuea.. Thun. and Sat.
I

I

.

Preeente

OOL

DAVID WAHFIELD
at SHYLOCK
IN SHAKESPEARE'S
"MERCHANT OF VENICE"
,

EMPIRE THEATRE

tff'M

Matinees Wed. and Sat at

B1LLIE
in

ft

E

th

"

DAVID

ft

PEGGY WOOD

" s 8 30

SaL 2:30

— Harnton. -Eve.
BELASCO Prapsou

World

LENORE ULRIC
A New

Entire Ore*.. |2.S0: astlra flrtt Bala., 11.50: eatire
2d Bale. 50c—very night. Includlne holidays and
Saturdays. Far Mat
All Ore*.. $2; all Bale, $|.
Beit Seat*
at Box Office.

—

NOW

KUSSELL

ft

ANDRE PICAHD

Bertie Beaumont
Russell Mark

•

Alnn Edwards
and the BEST

Met

Sat.

"GLORY"
"SEASON

S

Amelln Summer-file
on BROADWAY

CHORUS

42d 8t •

—

&.

Evs. 1:30

present

POLLY PREFERRED
Comedy hy OTTY BOLTON

with

BENEVIEVE T0BIN
WINCHKI.L SMITH

l'
(11 Hilt
ULUOt

IN

W

43d

St.

[HENRY MILLER'S Eaet of Broadway.
THE 8ELWYN8 Present
as "JULIET"
THE OREATERT
TRIUMPH OF

Cowl
Klg_W JLCO

te

$LSt.

HEM

CAcTEEB.

Tburs Mat., 73c

to $1.00

MOK

III

* Men

''•'"•'

st

St.

Wed.

Matinees

Good Bslcoay Seats

Ercnlncs at i:30.

and

Box OUce:
8

Sat.

at

t.M.

11.50. 12. 12.SS

MUSICAL COMEDY

cured

African
the

lease

Theatres
of

the

has

WILLIAM

A.

BKAtTIFUL mORl M"—

BRADY'S MUSICAL

coMKUT TRIUMPH

UP

"Teltes

first

— Stephen

San Francisco.

Ferdie Grofe. pianist and arranger
for Paul Whlteman, has contracted
to compose a series of piano solos

which Jack

Mills, Inc., will publish.

The Jack Snyder Music Co. has
opened a San Francisco branch
with Billy Haynes in Charge.
Wendell
F. J. A.

Hall has signed with
Forster of Chicago aa staff

writer.

Saul Bornstein returned from
Wednesday
(yesterday)
with the same cold he took away
from New York. It necessitated
Mr. Bornstein going directly home
from the boat and he may have to
remain indoors for two or three

Havana

days.

MUSIC MEN

t

into the matter.

connection with feature films that

have played at the Capitol.
.Rumors are current of big developments in the coming year in
The Witmarks' p. a. announces
the moving picture and legitimate two numbers Just issued by the
world of bouth. Africa.
firm: "Gone but Still in My Heart,"
by Benton Ley and Lee David, and
"Way Down East," recently filmed "When Will. the Sun Shine for Me."
at the Alhambra, drew capacity for by Benny Davie and Abner Silver.
two weeks. It is a fine film.

(African The-

Good
atres)
drawing capacity.
vaudeville.
Week Dec. 18. Eight
Whirligigs, Pollard and Whyte. Les
Novas. Brunnlng and Desmond,
Sam Hudson, Three Huzter Bros.,
Harry Hemsley.
Arthur Reece,
Week Dec. 25. Sam Hilton. Gladys
and Dennis Hoey. Eight Whirligigs.
Pollard and Whyte, Les Novas,
Brunning and Desmond. Huzter
Bros., Arthur Reece, Gaumont film.

Wrtk Jan. L.George Bass. Lyons
and O'Moore, Mariajanos, Sam Hilton.
Gwladys and Dennis Hoey,

JOHN GOLDEN

Hate

home

in Erie, Pa., Feb. 6.

The

father of Norman Stein,
treasurer of the National, New
York, and Bennie Stein, at the Ambassador, died at his heme Feb. 10.

The father of Al Curtis (Curtis
and Dunn Sisters) died suddenly
In anticipation of the tango's re- Feb. 6 at his home in Philadelphia.
______
turn. Ferdie Grofe, arranger for
Paul Whlteman, has composed a
Mrs. Bessie Moonsy Howard died
tango which Jack Mills, Inc.. will January 30 of
penumonia at the
publish.
South Side Hospital, Pittsburgh.
Four members of Charles Mc- Mrs. Howard has been wardrobe
Clain's orchestra, now with "Aunt mistress of the "Talk of the Town"
Jemima" in vaudeville, are being (Columbia burlesque). Her husband
sued for $200 each by Arthur M. Is the property man with the show.
Kraus, musical booking agent, for
commissions due and breach 'of
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith, wife of
contract.
The defendants are Mc- Cornelius
J. Lynch, died in Quincy,
Clain.
Ignatz
Gruber,
violinist;
Mass..
Feb. 8.
She and her husFrank Ouilfoyle. pianist, and Saul
Nathanson. drums.
The dispute band at one time conducted the
arises over a booking into Bougio- famous old Cook's Place Hotel In
vanni's cabaret. Pittsburgh, for a New York, a rendezvous for theacontracted period, which was cut trical people.

TRANU
MARK

Presentt

HEAVEN
BOOTH

her

.

Johannesburg

EMPIRE PALACE

Rathbun. Sun.

Birthdey A Saturday

Joe Goodwin, songwriter, is with
the Campbell -Campuno music •• publishers,

—

mnatnnl playa."

W. 4SthSt. Eve. 1:10.
Dl IVUAIICs? Mau
Washmston-e
rLAInUUjaA
t uiiiiivvwu

NATAL

entertain-

j

Durban
ments on the Pier. Cape Town and
Musical comedy company, undei
Pavilion.
Sea Point (suburb of
Theatres,
African
Johnny Clements, of musical
of
Cape Town). Programs compris- direction
ing pictures and costume comedy opened Dec. 25 at Theatre Royal shows, according to report, will be
Week married to Margaret Schultz (nonwith "A Southern Maid."
company at each place.
Jan. 1, "Irene."
"The Beggar's professional) in Pittsburgh, Feb. 27.
The colored fraternity of Cape Opera" follows. Business good.
Town put up a Minstrel Carnival
John Buck, manager of Proctor's
Criterion (vaudev"le), week of
on the Pier Jan. 2. Some hightoned
costumes
and
makeups Dec. 25. Lucille Benstead, Siedel 58th Street, New York, will celeSisters, the Mariajanos, pictures. brate his silver wedding (25 years)
caused amusement.
Week Jan. 1, Arthur Reece, Brun- March \.
Commencing
Jan.
16,
"The ning and Desmond, Musical MonRoyalino, contortionist; picarchs.
Masqueradere." " costume
comedy
compaqy. occupy the opera house tures.
OBITUARY
under direction of Leonard Rayne.
(Continued from page 3)
CAPE COLONY
James La Fane, clever member
member of several minlstrel shows
Port Elizabeth
of the Lady Forbes Robertson Co.,
GRAND Week Jen. 3. Costume and was noted as a soft shoe dancer.
died of injuries received by a motor
car.
He was crossing the main comedy company, "The Futurists";
Mrs. Mabel Wixom, aged 33, wife
road, Sea Point, at 11 p. m. Dec. 23. pictures.
of Clayde Wizom, manager of the
when struck by the car. He was
Adame
theatre, Detroit, died Jan.
removed
*
the hospital, where a
80.
Death caused by pluro pneubroken les was attended to. Memmonia.
bets of the company visited him
Deceased was related to the
the following two days. He chatted
Brno Rapee and William Azt of founder of the famous Wizom Cirwith them, and it was thought he the Capitol, New York, orchestra cus which quarters every winter In
was not seriously injured.
The directors' staff, have signed a three Michigan. Survived by her husband
news of his almost sudden death years' contract each with Rlch- and
nine year old son.
on the evening of Dec. 25 came as mond-Robbine, Inc.. which will puba shock.
He was buried Dec. 27. lish all their musical compositions.
Mrs, Elizabetl. Beers, aged 76,
Mr. La Fane was 65 years old. The Both directors have been identified
authorities are holding an inquiry for their musical score creations in mother of Andy Gardner, died at

SHE
GOES"
among

prise

Australia.

se-

"Secret Life of the Eziled Kaiser."

LADY BUTTERFLY'

— "WORLD'S MOST

8t*ged hy

THE A

Comedy

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

OLIVER MOSOSCO

A New

Bw

of
»*
at I M0
at 3:10.

"THE FLAT THAT FITS

Set. 1:30

Ray Comet oek a Morrte Seat

-

Wednesday end Saturday

-»a. Tolosrasi.

IT Tl»*a-. W. 44th St.
I ITTI
**
* *B_a_ lfntlneee Wed.
F.

i

w

EVENINGS

ANNE NICHOLS' New

BEST MUSICAL COMEDY"

_^_____

Bring Toe

BUZZELL

Helen Ford

lai

Mata Wed. _

Sat. 2:30.

ft

"» GINGHAM GIRL
wKh EDOIK

yANDERBILT'%-^;', 34B way REPUBLIC
IXli * M eW lV
Eve. I:te.

A-e.

mt nftleth Street

Mats. Thurs

SCHWAB

«

Th «» tr«.

EARL
CARROLL
L«nLUHnnULL
Eves. 8:30.

l^>ui»r Allen

a.KIKl
Character Study by

SZ W_T«_i:8

THE CLINGING VINE
with

FRANK CONROY

W " M
BELASCO Mt
Tbur.
XT
"Sensationalr^y
Success."

Spite ef tha Devil.

la

HKNRT W. SAVACE Offers
A NEW COMEDY— WITH MUSIC

BURKE

'ROSE BRIAR"
ALLAN DIN
.,

Knickerbocker

2:.10

BOOTH TARKTNOTON'S
EH ART

Tht Play That Succeeded

from

The

.

West 4Mb

Btrtet.
Beeotlnsrs at t:St.

Wedaeedar, Friday a Saturday

T%

Rroadwey and 4?th Street
"A NATIONAL INSTITUTION"
Direction

Joseph

I'luiiL-t

"THE HOTTENTOT"

.

Maggie Ripley, about
age, died at her

home

in

i>5

years of

New York

Feb. 12.
She was considered one
of the most efficient wardrobe mistresses in the production flsld, and
was sent abroad when "The Belie of

New York"

was presented In LonDOUGLAS Marl. K.%N and Star Cast don. She was.
in charge of UhSTRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CARL BDOUARDB.
Conductor Shubert wardrobe department.

with

>

T2 _.~uay/ February

VARIETY

1923

IS,

BENNETT'S LITTLE THEATRE

MUD "CHAIRMAN"

(Continued from page 1)
all times while

lng from the stage at

FOR PALLADIUM'S VETS

with this play.
However, Mr.
care for opinion
statements as he
He says what he

—

Old Time Performers
and Songs Reappeared
ever
They
Bill Too Machine Made

Many

Bennett does not
expressed on his
plays no favorites.
thinks and hardly

same thing twice.
app'aud him while talking. He

says the

audiences that 1-10 of one per
cent of th» American, people can't
London, Jan. 21.
understand their own language and
The entire first half of the pro- not 1-20 of one per cent can speak it.
'"That is why,' he says, 'our Ihcgram at the Palladium, occupying
just under one hour, la given over atrea-'-are filled with one-syllable
to what is announced to be a re- dramas" and Joe Miller musical comvival of the old fashioned music edies.'
The address made by Mr. Bennett
hall, with the second part made up
of standard turns of contempora- in St. Loulo follows:
Ladies and Gentlemen:
vintage.
neous
Much was promised for this reI thank you for this evident
version to the old style of presentappreciation' of what we must
ing a variety show, which is sponall consider a very worthy efsored by Albert de Courville. yet
fort on the part of the guild to
little or nothing was done to create
present to the public at large a
the proper atmosphere. The dozen
worth while theatre.
»
or so veteran acts that ha>e been
The cry is constantly going up
appearing at the Palladium .since
Christmas are retained and have
that the pub'ic is ceasing in its
been augmented by several others,
attendance at the theatre berevealing seventeen performerj on
cause they feel that they are
the stage, with a "chairman seated
no longer getting anything good.
at a table in the orchestra pit. The
Do they want anything good?
latter is Henry V. Henson, the last
Do they know what is good?
"chairman" of the old Metropolitan
I'm afraid not.
Music Hall In Edgeware road, which
dispensed with his services in 189-1.
It occurs to me that the gradHe is still a young looking man,
ual influence of the masses has
clean shaven and with no indicaso vitiated the taste of the
tion of gray hair. It was expected
handful of Intelligents remainhe would resort to more or*" less
ing to the theatre that eventfacetious remarks anent the enterual we will be playing to an
tainers, but he contented himself
audience composed mostly of
with reading from a slip of paper
the names of the artists as they
Morons and that the small
came forward from the minstrel
group of peop'e whoso souls resemi-circle, prefixed by a commonfuse to be atrophied by the inplace complimentary adjective.
flux of trash on our stage must
Barring the "chairman" and the
of necessity turn to the Little
dropping of a small sheet for proTheatre movement, which is
jecting a slide containing the chorapidly springing up all over the
ruses of all the old songs, to enable
the audience to join in, the acts do
country.
not differ from what had been
Pay attention to them. Fosshown at the Palladium the past
ter them,, good people.
month. No attempt was even made
They
are more Important than
to assist the players in concealing
you think— they are the dear
the ravages of time— in fact, the
renegades
who resent the decalines on their faces were accentudence that is increasing and in
ated by the constant projection of a
pink spot.
their revolutionary hands lies
The 17 performers do 15 numbers,
the eventual salvation of our
there being a double number and a
theatre.
skit, "The Haunted House," by a
If the average play is bad,
straight and blackfaced comedian
whose fault is it? Vol are getwhose popularity is set down for
ting what you deserve. You jam
the year 1892. It is a mild form of
the place to 3ee the average
"Razor Jim," with a "ghost" coming upon the scene. In it the pair
mystery drama, the filthy bedpull such old gags as "a miser is a
room farce, or the sa'acious muman who eats mice." For this skit a
sical comedy headed by a coup!?
drop in 'two" is lowered, shuttir-r
of 50-cent vaudeville performoff the semi-circle, and to set this
ers or some jazz band, and you
one song is rendered by* another
come out of the theatre hiding
old-timer in "one." For the remainyour shame behind a smirking
der of the act the entire company
smile and go to bed with a bad
Is on view.
The list of performers in the agtaste in your mouth* and the
gregation, fhe years in which their
puny excuse that it's just fun.
songs were most popular and the
Well, let me tell you that
ditties they render are as follows:
salacious fun is the most danT. W. Barrett (1880), "A Noblegerous morass through which
man's Son."
your sense of decency and good
"Not in
Florrie Robina

F0LIES DRAMATIQUES
"Le Marriage," However, New
Work, Poorly Received
Mediocre Score

tells

Paris, Feb. 14.
It

(1888),

Versus Horse."
Charles Lee (1888),

tor

song

and

lance.

Marguerite Corneille (1902), "Hello! My Baby." .
Charles Bigncll (1893), "What Ho!
She Bumps."
Lily Burnand (1903), "Man, What
Can the Matter Be?"
Clark and Glenny (1892), "The
Haunted House."
Marie Collins (1898), "Drink, Boys.
Drink."

Leo Dryden (1891), "The Miners
Dream of Home."
Sable Fern (1903). "What Is the
Use of Loving a Girl?"
Jake Friedman (1898), "The % e

Man

Opera."
Roberts

Arthur

"Topsy

(1894).

Turvy."

Tom
Church

Costello (1893), "At Trinity
I

Met My Doom."

noticeable that the majorIt
ty of the songs were in "two-Jour"
time and the methods of their rendi-

was

monotonously
Needless to add, they were
tion

were

times

like old

when

the

it.

ficiency in

making when ex-

love

amined before a committee that has
Princess Ibis presiding. Pyramldon
secretly is in love with a mummy,
whereupon Ibis undertakes to cure
him by taking the figure's place.
leads to the youth eventually
It
marrying Ibis
while
Kapahose
speedily finds another aweetle.
Serjius plays Pyromidon while
A. Massart is the father, Ranisepois.
Mile. Darbelle Is beautiful as
Ibis and
licious

Bauge

Germaine Andrey the maKapahose.
Mile.
Tariol
an adventurous mofher-

is

In-law.

The
mous

Folies Dramatiques was fafor operetta 54 years ago.
Many of the best known French
musical comedies were created at
this house, one of the oldest In
Paris.

Turkey's Boss Never

Had

One Wife— "Harem" BunkJust Maids and Dancers

B. Marinelli in his day traveled
over the world he said it. In
those days Marinelli was a performer himself he admitted It.
When he reached Turkey he played
before the Sultan and his Harem
II.

—

all

—

lie

saw

it.

Wherefore witness without presthat Marinelli himself, when
he read the Sultan had fired his
Harem, cabled all over Europe to
send the gals right along to America; he would make a vaudeville
act out of them.
That meant cabling, but cabling
to Marinelli is what whistling la to
his office lad. The eables went and
they came
back.
The Sultan's
Harem had broken up. Some of the
girls had gone to work and others
were looking for Jobs. How many
could Marinelli use? All of them
-^he said it— at 25 cents a word.
The cables kept arriving. By and
by Marinelli had figured up 10 ezHarem inhabitants he could import, buT he wanted the lot, 35, and
bring their own veils.

My

friends. I want you to jot
this down on one of your brain
tablets; just as nations are remembered through the apes for
their contributions to art, their
Integrity measured by the calipolicies,
their
of
their
ber

morality gauged by the quota
of their Christianity, so Is their
culture reflected by the stand*
ards of their theatre, and as
the theatre is my mission, I resent the lowering of its standards.
I thank you for listening and

you should thank me for thinking enough of you to take the
trouble to make you think.

—

turn

the

gibe,

against

\\n

perpe-

trator.

quirk f c t of these,
vhlch would have resulted In pan-

Probably

the

The
humor.
of "stag"
(Continued from page 1)
"chairman" announced that "Mile.
So-and-So will sing 'The 'Oly wife of a newspaper man was tipped
(Holy) City."' Voice from the gal-

strongly

off to the "clicker" name In asking
for tickets one night last week, and
she was smilingly told "You are
stealing our stuff."
"Extra" went to the storehouse.
It is claimed plenty of people saw
the play and enjoyed it, but few
paid. The young managers are out
$25,000 on the try, but that may be
partly recouped by the sale of the
picture rights, for which they have
been offered $15,000, according to
reports. The producers toss off the
flop by figuring that if they can put

"She's a bloomin' bum!" Inthe "chairman" rose from
and responded: "Neverthe"
less, she will sing The 'Oly City.'
Another of th»_- stories told of a
lery:

stantly

his sent

"chairman" is his announcement of
a male vocalist, immediately fol-"
lowed by a voice: "Ah, hn's rott'r
Accepting the remark with apparent
seriousness, the "chairman" replied:
"It doesn't say fo on the program."
Palladium
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is al-
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er Stage Unio.is

—

Needs
More Members

London, Jan. 28.
Energetic efforts are being made
make the Actors' association
of
importance in English theto

atreland. Weekly propaganda meetplaced a piece
"Morphia" secured in Ger- ings are being held, delegates are
many about a year ago ia rehearsal all over the country, everything is
being done to obtain recruits and
with Lowell Sherian playing the

A. T.
entitled

distribution

arrangements

"The Drug Traffic." produced by
So! and Irving Lesser, is being
rushed and prints arc to be ready
on the picture by March 1.
"Dope," the feature produced 10
years ago by Thanhouser, with
Herman Lelb, has evidently been
but given oxygen, for prints have
The
cropped up here and there.
negative has ako reappeared and Is

ents;

together too palpably machine mad"
lacks spontaneity— just r.
It
quencc of turns. Even the smoki .?
"chairman"
the
of a cigar by
jolo.
viously par; of the routine.

originally entitled

Possible Federation With Oth-

Woods has

OF SULTAN'S HAREM

vulgar complacency.

ityli variety at the

was

MAKING SELF STRONGER

"Snow."

MARINELU HEARS NEWS

taste can pass, and I, for one,
refuse to be your entertainer
if that is your taste.
I have a
bigger mission in life than to
pander to the low and vicious
in my pub!ic. I'd rather waste
my time in some shackled pul„pit than be a bed- fellow to such

The current presentation

It

Harris
Mary Ryan ao

have been made.

s

to see some indication of it in the
revival. This mi«nt easily have been
"framed" by a few "impromptu" remarks carefully rehearsed. From rll
accounts, in olden timrs th^ "chairman" was on hand not only to announce the turns, hut to maintain
order. Owinc to the numerous a id
often crudely rude remarks from the
gallery, thru? salih-s would result In
the performer getting "the bird"
were it not for the quick wit of the
"chairman," who was compelled to

the star.

Sam H.

definite

because of business interests. The
is unable to prove his pro-

youth,

<

and his ready wit it seems a pity
they were not given an opportunity

Slavemaster," which
is to produce with

operetta.

The operetta was poorly received,
mainly due to 'a mediocre score and
an inconsequential book that borders on silliness.
The Egyptian
production is well mounted.
The script tells of Ramsepols, an
embalmer, whs desires his son
(Pyramidon) to marry Kapahoj;e

Then yesterday Tuesday) came
TALKED AND SAILED
applauded, most of the artists reanother cable, from Berlin, where
turning to repeat the chorus.
London, Feb. 14.
Turkey supports an ambassador.
Florrie Robina sings a ditty t.ie
The "Berengaria" brought in Sam
late of which is set down as IT 88, Rothafel Feb. 5, and the same boat He said the Sultan never has had
but one wife; the Harem was the
entitled "Not in England, No, No,
took him away Feb. 10. back to New bunk and the girls la U were
No." The melody of the chorus
York.
identical with that of "The Ne
merely the lone wife's dancers or
Bully," one of the first of Am. -lea's
maids— on the word of an ambassasyncopated numbers, sung by Ma;
dor he read it.
is worth repeating, only
Irwin. If memory serves, the credit demonium.
necessary to modify the verbifor "The New Bully" went to the it is
In its original form it flavors
late Charles E. Trevathan, a well age.
BROADWAY'S BEST LOSEB
1

H

features aimed at the same terror.
Atop of this from Los Angeles
comes the tale that the drug investigation the government officials
are conducting has stepped into a
mass of evidence that may lead to
the disclosing of the person responsible for the death of William Desmond Taylor, the picture director
found murdered about a year ago.
Among the plays under way dealing with drugs is one entitled "The

For the past six years it has been
devoted to pictures, but reverted to
comedy last August, and now to

Larbes*.

matiques for the present lessees.

si.nilar.
all loudly

known newspaper man.
The present generation has hear
so much of the old time "ehairma-

(Continued from page
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ENGLISH ACTORS' ASSN

principal role. It hat; but three cr
For the present
four characters.
the plan Is to look the production
If It
progress.
rehearsals
over as
shows any signs of getting over It
may be presented as a series of speAlice
cial matinees at the EUlnge.
Fleming and Mariam Sears are possibilities for the cast.
Juanita Hansen a' so Is a possibility as a star in a "dope** play
with a view to making a flying tour
of the country following her series
of lectures ehe Is to give under 'the
direction of the Hearst publications.
The Hansen play has not been
selected, although several manuscripts are under consideration.
the
Baltimore
This week In
George Marshall stock company is
trying out a play entitled "Open
All Night," a melodrama by Willard
Robinson and Kilbo-n Gordon. It
also deals with the drug traffic.
In the film field a survey of the
situation this week discloses there
companies working
several
are
overtime In an eU'ort to be the first
one on the scene with a drug picture.
The first to arrive east is
"The Greatest Menace," a seven
part picture, sponsored by Angela
Kaufman, the noted social
C.
worker.*
It was made under the
direction of Albert Rogell. and features Ben Alexander, Ann Little
and Robert Gordon. J. G. Mayer
has the production, and although it
has been exhibited to the heads of
companies, no
releasing
several

Louis

Boyer,
from Marseilles, manages the draVictor

by

*

A»-thur Albert (1903), "Daddy's
on the Engine."
Th% Sisters Desmond (1903), "Mo-

seemed

new management of the Folles
Drama! vca resuscitated a policy
of operetta Feb. 7 in the form of
"Le Mariage de Pyramldon," an
original work by Piccque et Trlque
(pseudonyms of two local authors
already well known). The music is

-

England."

ANTI-DRUG PLATS

OPERETTA REVIVED AT

ss

as

=s

VERY

are being published of "white"
I.e., those who issue the
association's standard contract.
Feb. 12 the association is to meet
the other two employes' organisations National Union of Theatrical

lists

managers,

—

Employes and the Musicians' Union
to drawing up plane
of federation between the three. The

—with a view
formation

is suggested of a "federal
council," composed of representatives of the three unions.
Its ultimate object is stated to be the
unionization of all places of amusement. A practical scheme will prob-

ably be evo'.ved.
At the moment the association is
well known to those in the profession to be anything but a powerful
body and the membership is nothing
like what it should be.
The membership is strongest in London.
Those on the "Inside" know of a,
scheme whereby the managers not
only in the West End, but throughout the provinces may combine in
one organisation with the object of
uniting in combating any effort on
the part of the actors to enforce
what the managers consider unjust

demands.

Up

to now the association officials have rot proved too successful in standing up for their
bers' rights and bending .the managers to their will, despite threats

mem-

wh'-h they could not afford. The row between the players
and C. B. Cochran just after the
war, owing to the employment in
the production of "Cyrano de Bergerac," ended in the manager doing
as he pleased, the two attempts to
dictate to May Palfrey how she
should run her 'Night of the Party"
revivals both failed, the "East of
Suez*' dispute over tho employment
of "Chinks" at His Majesty's termiof strikes

nated in the A. A. secretary taking
back what he had previously said,

and the dispute between the association and the touring managers
a laboratory, where prints over 'the Standard contract still
are being made.
drags on with no sign of settlement.
Along the street In film circles

now

in

they are already coining expressions
to fit the various types of narcotic
The opium pictares are
referred to as "lay on your hip
dramas," and cocaine* productions
Inciare called "sniff operas."
dentally there Is a production under way to be entitled "Cocaine,"
while another is to be called "The
Curse of the Poppy."
Nathan Hirsch ha's a drug drama
called "The Great Monsier," a German-made production originally

TAX ON COMMISSIONS

pictures.

named "Opium."
In the east Jack Noble, a welldirector has been at work
for three weeks on a picturu dealing with the drug traffic in America,
but up to the present no title has
been announced for it. The p'.cture

known

is

to

be

in

readiness in about an-

other fortnight.

Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
police and the
agents here of the Department of

The Los Angeles

Justice are 'predicting that within
a short time they will make an arrest that will go a long way toward
clearing the murder of WMlliam
Desmond Taylor, the, picture director found elaln in his home Feb.
While detectives de4 last year.
cline to discuss the report that they
have located a person long wanted
In connection with the shooting, it
is rumored they are on the verge
of making an arrest in the case.
An arrest a short time ago in one
of the northern coast cities of**a
narcotic peddler
formerly active
here has furnished the Department
of Justice men with a mars of evidence which has been amplified by
underworld informant*. The name
of a prominent actress of the legitimate stage is being coupled with
that of a film actress who was questioned by the investigator* shortly
after the shooting.

EXPECT VALENTINO -ABROAD

Made in N. Y. Legislature
Would Apply to Agents.

Proposal

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 14.
A meayur which would affect all
imh pi ndent small owners of unincorporated amusement enterprises
wa« introduced! in the Senate on
Feb. 6 by the Joint Legislative Committee on Taxation and Retrenchment (the Davenport Committee).
This measure adds a new article
(17) to the Tax law, imposing an
annual tax of four per cent on taxable net income allocated to the
(.

State, derived from any trade or
business carried on within the State
for gain or profit by an individual,
statutory or common law trust, es
tate, partnership or limited partnership, other than business in which
profit is derived principally from
professional services.

Net income from commissions or
brokerage fees shall be subject to
This Is one of the measures
which the Miller administration intended to Introduce last 'year, but
tax.

deferred.

is

in

Paris

Paris, Feb. 14.

Avery Hopwood, who is here, will
remain until the summer to finish
two plays for Belascc and Charles
Frohman, Inc.
Pearson Off for Berlin
London, Feb. 14.
Arthur Pearson, who has been
here several weeks, will leave for
Berlin to-morrow.

A new act review last week confused the StlllwcU'and Frazer act
with that of Frazer. Bunce and
Harding, a standard act of several
years' standing.
The trio Is now
known as Frazer and Bunce, a comedy act. Stillwell and Frazer are •>
new piano act combination.

London, Feb. 14.
expected Rudolph Valentino
wifsr will appear over here
Daniel Froamsn
in April with the Charles B. Cochran's production of The: Motto Box month at Nassau,
Indies,
Revue" at the Palace.
It

,

Avery Hopwood Remaining

and his

"

\4U

is
spending a
Bahama, West
-

1

•

A

'

PICTURES

.

ADAM AND EVA
CoamopoMtan feature atarrlna Marlon
Da v lea and distributed by Paramount.
Scenario adapted by Luther Reed, from the
aUura play by Guy Bolton and George
Mlddleton. Directed by Robert O. V1«nola
At the Rlvoll. New Tork. week of Feb. 11.

Adam Smith

..

Mr. King
Un«!e Horaca

Marlon P&vlea
Roy B*rne»

....T

••••

Tom
Wm.

I,ewli

Norrla

Percy Ames
Gordon

IatA Andy

I/eon

Clinton DeWitt...*.
Julie DeWitt
Dr. Delarmter
Lord Andy's Secretary

Luella Gear

Wm.

Davldeon

Edward Douglas
I

»¥»•• Admlrara
Gardener

}

Bradley Barker

John pOW ers
Horace James

A

distinctly promising photoplay
light comedy
has ever played. The
picture has the charm of gay youth
and makes an appropriate setting

and one of the best
roles this star

Marion Davles* blonde beauty

for

Thursday, February

and her knack of carrying off breesy
comedy parts with a certain jaunty
chic.

regeneration of the entire group of
society wasters.
The party, of course, gives capital
opportunity for the introduction of
striking
costumes and
carnival
pageantry and it also gives point to
the dramatic action of the family
ruin.
In other ways the script has
been altered for its new purpose. In
the play Eva was at times forced to
the
background while here the
action centers in her character development, a change that is an unqualified improvement. Eve is ever
the main interest, from the Garden
on down the stretches of time. Thus
several new passages have bee.n deAdam and Eva share the
vised.
secret of the stolen jewels, instead
of Adam alone committing the theft.
Again when they all go back to the

to
Is a credit
Uncle Horaca.

The

direction

capable and

the
la

the

part

rich

settings

For

picture purposes the changes in the
original are all for the better. For
example Eva baa cajoled Adam into
permission to give "a little party"
which turns out to be an elaborate
and costly Venetian fete. It is in
the midst of these gaieties that
Adam breaks the news of the
family's
financial
crash.
That
frightens off the false fortune seeking lover and paves the way for the

intelligent

and never condescends

to

the supposedly crude tastes of the

has something all new
In the film laugh line, in a cowmilking scene.^
A fust rate company surrounds
the star. T. Roy Barnes makes a
manly Adam while Percy
quiet,
Ames has several effective moments
aa Lord Andy. Tom Lewis brings
fans.

And

THE LAST HOUR
Inc.

Broadway

The

Greatest Society
Racing Classic Screened
Starring

Douglas MacLean and

mirthquake

the

of laughter, the
earthquake of
thrills!

Even Willie Collier's

whirlwind

stage

success
doesn't pack the
wallop of the
picture.

Roas
Looney Luke's Girl
lira

Here
ard

is

Ivan J.lnowr
llmily Fitcroy
Jess* May Arnold

Dorothy Otsh
I.ure Backus Seger
Patterson Dial

has appeared*

in

I

Madge Bellamy

his

mother who was lured away and

tackles the

man who

Jas.

W. Ho

and
Del Andrews
under the
personal supervision of

Thoe. H. Inoe.

Walter Long

1

seduced her.

The ending, however, comes rather
abruptly, but suffices the needs of
the story.
The tale is laid in the Limehouse
district of London and the wharves
of Glasgow, with the star on board
the "Lady Spray" as second mate,
his father being the master of the
The father is embittered at
craft.
the world due to the fact that his
wife deserted him for another man.
The opening scenes disclose the life
on board ship and plants the types
The master of the ship
perfectly.
stern and unforgiving, without love
of a single soul on earth; the first
mate a bully of the roughest type;
the master's son an easy-going, lovable boy with a shrinking spirit.
The other ship board characters are
also skillfully drawn.
Then on shore there is revealed
the girl in the person of Miss Gish.
She Is her same flip, half humorous,
A
half pathetic, self as of yore.
waif who is employed as scullery
maid in a sailors rest in the water
front district, with the first mate of
the Lady Spray and the master's
son both trying to win her. The
latter is one that she favors and

THE LOVE LETTER

Perhaps

it's the fault of the direction of the story itself.

lias

outdone

themselves

mate who has

been

made

All Exhibitors
in

Michigan
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Tuesday
If you want to reach this clientele
there is no better medium.
Rates V9ry low
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DETROIT

th's

digest.

The narrative covers a period of
about six years which gives Steve
Cline (Mr. Sills) a chance to return
from South America after making
a fortune, and Saidee McCali (Miss
Myers) the necessary time to reach

i

womanhood

besides permitting the
insertion of a few feet of film on
the late war./ The one battle flash
pictures, an *over-the-top instance
that has a flag-bearing individual
leading the assault, will probably
bring, a snicker from the average
witnesses. The charge was a distinct reminder of previous Blue and
Gray engagements as generallyproduced before the camera.
The picture is projected by means
of average photography with most
of the sets running to interiors;
one or two of which might be
termed pretentious if compared to
the majority of scenes it includes.
Relating of the Cline brothers,
famous safe crackers, the story
opens witfe the return of Steve on
the day the papers carry scare
heads on a bank robbery. Tom, the
other brother, is responsible for the

crime

with the brothers meeting
In the flat of Saidee McCali and
her father who are forgers. The
cops blast in. During the ensuing

mlxup Tom Is killed, after which
Steve gets the girl and her father
away.
A Jump to France shows the girl

is concerned, but a feature picture
sure to go in factory neighborhoods.
Its combination, sium underworld
and rural, with a certain amount of
appeal.
In it Gladys Walton looks
more like Alice Brady than ever.
The story starts orf with an idea
used in a fiction story several years
ago, only that instead of overalls a
shirt was used, with a factory girl
sending a letter" in the pocket of
one of t"he shirts she finished in the
factory.
The reply waa the means
of her wedding a clrap in a small
town and living happily ever after.
However, the slum stuff was effective, except the author is unaware that in these days in the
nelgl *>orhoods
near the
Bowery
there aren't any gangs that are run
by the Irish boys. It's the wops,
Hebea and Greeks who run the
worke these days.
Miss Gladys Walton has the role
of a worker in the overall factory,
where the girls place mash notes in
fhe finished product and The replies
that they get are good for laughs.
The small town and the blacksmith hero are the next points of
Interest. The gang leader shows up
after the girl has been happily married and a mother and then the
smash of the story comes along
with the wife willing to sacrifice
her own happiness to save her husband's life, when the gang leader
insists she -accompany him back to
the big town.
It's the old. old hoke, and not a
good picture for anything except
the real small houses.
Fred.
.

ALL

Critics

Praise

"On e of the most genuine films ever shown on Broad-

way."— 2v\

finally she consents to go to Glasto meet him there and marry.
is on that trip along the coast

burly

in

presentation.
One or twp Rlips in
continuity Mere noticeable while th«*
working up of the finale unfolds a
few overly Imaginative instances
that make it hard to reasonably

gow

that the father dies and places into
the hands of his son the task of
finding the man responsible for his
mothers downfall with an oath that
In
will wreak vengence on him.
Glasgow he finds the mother and in
turn discovers that the first mate is
the man responsible, ahd thj^ fight
wallop of the picture occurs here,
with the boy being worsted in the
Later, however, en ship
battle.
board he manages to carry out his
task when during the course of the
second clash between the pair the

A

trite and commonplace tale aa
far as the twisting of the triangle

Milton Sills and Carmel Myers
hold the leading iigures and neither

Y. Time$.

"We

haven't the space to be as enthusiastic as
would like."— N. Y. New:

It

Directed by

Ada ran'

,npan
Kric Mayne
crook story supplemented with
an Imposing cast that fails to sum
up as anything more than an averUniversal starring Oladya Walton. Story
age feature while typifying the by Hra.lVay King, adapted by Hugh Hoff"blood and thunder" release every man. King Haggot dirtrtor. At Loew'a
so often. The players comprise a*" New Tork. Fob. ». W28.
May Ann McfCee
Oladya Walton
list of established names that cerKate' Smith
Fontaine La Ruo
tainly should secure better results Red MJl;e
George Cooper
Kdward Hearna
than the finished product reveals. Bill Carter

the best picture that Rich-

Barthelmesa

It.

A

D

Beginning Sunday, Feb. 18

Hear 'em roar at

Waif

Minnie.

Frank

m

Governor

it

TRAN

when

Zece
Mies Matilda Brent

f iliie

from

Red Brown

Barry MacoUum
Harry HJakemore
Adolph Hilar

I.ooney Luke
Hop
Tuka

since "Tol able David." It isn't a?
great a wallop as 'David" was, but
it is a picture that is going to do
a whale of a business. It is the firspicture that Kdnuind Gou'.ding has
this star since he adapted
all his portly aplomb to the role of done for
real father and William Morris the "David" tn'e and that may acI the
count somewhat lor the punches
that there are in it. Goulding seems
to know how to fit Barthelmess. and
seemingly this current attraction
and the previous one that this writer
did for him a*e the proof of the
The coupling of Alias
pudding.
Gish with the star is also bound* to
develop a certain pull at the box
In addition "Fury" is a great
office.
story as screened, coupling a corking touch of humor here and there*
through a story that is replete with
action and heart interest.
at 47th Street
"Fury" has a little touch of the
strength of "Madam X" in it. only
in this instance the boy discovers

MARK

yell

11.

.e,

Mr.

Adapted

"Blind Justice" with Max Dupont. photographer.
At the Cameo, New York*, week
Feb. 11.
Steve CHne
Mlltoa Sll|s
Saidee McCali
Carmel Myers
Philip I^aran
Pat O'Malley
Tom Cilne
Jack Mower
Keeyer McCali
Alec Francis
Willi*
Mallory
t harles
Clarv

ton
Tyrone Power
First Mate...
Pat Hartlgan
!.eyton
((.chard Barthelmeaa

I

Morgan
"Boy"

The situation
threat of exposure.
concludes when the father calls for
his daughter and shoots the "bull."
Leaving Steve to again get the
couple out of the "jam" which* he
does by taking the blame for the
murder.
Sentenced to be hung, all the action pends until the final 24 hours
when the girl takes a 400 -mile trip
to the governor 'and back, misses
the prison In time with her secured
pardon, but the trap on the scaffold sticks which jtist makes it conven!ent for the father to entrance,
confess and then pass out. through
having been hit by a machine on
his way to square matters.
If you think you can arrange
things more conveniently than that,
8kig.
try and do It.

Presented and directed by Kdward B'.odistributing through Mastodon Films

Watch 'Em Go!

They're Off!

horses crash!

"Dog"

Steve, though Saidee doesn't learn
that until after the return to thin

country where her patient is fully
recovered and is now insistent la
his demands for marriage.
The suitor's father is governor
At a dinner to the
of the state.
executive Steve, Saidee and the detective whom they gave the slip
the night of Tom's death but who
The
Is now a political boss, meet.
copper is wise. When circumstances
leave the girl without anyone to
escort her home it leaves an opening for the usual proposition under

man

,

week Feb.

pal.

she again easily qualifying as being
absolutely alone in her particular
style of work on the screen.
In direction the picture holds the
Interest all the way. There isn't a
moment that drags anywhere in the
picture, although it is more* than
the average feature length, and
Henry King and the script of GouldIng is to be credited with having accomplished this. In detail the picture seems perfect, and the square
rigged schooner that was used for
the ship scenes adds much to the
picturesqueness o£ the production.
Fred,

FURY

"A

palpitant picture."— N. Y. Hun.

it

71

DRIVEN
A
A

Chas. "-abin Production— Presented by Csrl
Lasmmle
Universe; -Jewel with an exceptional cast, including

ELINOR FAIR

CHAS.

BURR McINTOSH

EMMETT MACK

(Courteay D. W. Griffith)

EMILY FITZROY

"The Dramatic Photoplay Gem

Year"

of the

"Whoever mi*** seeing this misses a film that
he
she would have been g'ad to remember."

—

r
.

—.V.

MADE TO ORDER

V.

Telegraph.
.V.

Y.

F.

Mail

Telegram.

Driven' could well be used to serve as a model for
f
th<»r producers."
2v\ Y. (Hob*'.

—

the great mnjority

Rqthacker Film Mfg. Company

CRITERION
.

wa

"Fascinating and real."— N. Y. Tribune.

"Every element of an exceptional picture."
'Among the host cinemas produced here."
Commercial Developing and Pointing

who

how he was saved by his
The boy friend Is, of course,

relates

conflict.

Through It -all Barthelmeea as the
boy carries with him a certain wistfulness bound to appeal, especially
with Miss Oish acting aa an exMiss
cellent foil for his work.
Gish gets the laughs in the picture,

notable

—

—

Hear 'em

1823

as a nurse tondlng to a boy

of master oa the death of the former
captain tumbles over the side dur-

always euro and ing the

examples of artistic Judgment and
sound taste. The atmosphere of the
form is especially good and the
romantic closeup at the finish Is a
neat and picturesque touch, with
Eva sending an affectionate hint in
a note floating down a jolly little
forest
brook to the disconsolate
Adam mourning below in solitude.
"Adam and Eva" is far from
"Knighthood" in character and production, yet Miss Davles will not disappoint the horde of new admirers
her superb performance aa Mary
Tudor won for her in that most remarkable production of all the
screen; "When Knighthood Was In
'Adam and Eva" will
old farm to work for a living, it is Flower."
financial bring to those who have seen Miss
Eva who solves the
problem by driving off in the town Davles only as the fiery Princess
car and coming back with a bank- another side of herself, and Just as
charming.
Ruih.
roll and a flivver.
-The picture is plentifully besprinkled with wholesome laughs.
•
Eva's shopping tours will hand the
woman fans a giggle anywhere. So Inspiration Fi< :\ir** production released
through
Ktrst
National.
.Has Ft chard
of
will her high handed bullying
Barthelmeea starred with Darothy Olah feaher real and her counterfeit father. tured.
Story in by Bdmund Uouldtng. and
And the single sentimental passage the direction ttie work; of Henry King.
of the five reels Eva's emotional l<enf!h about 7 reel*, running an hour
greeting of her supposededly im- and 3d minutes At Strand. New Tork,

The adaptation from stage to
screen has bean shrewdly managed.
The picture version puts all the emphasis on the humorous, side of the
story of a spoiled daughter of luxury
who meets adversity with the sporting spirit and carries on to triumph.
It's a story of American social life
that is modern and "smart" and yet poverished father- will surely make
Miss Davies hahasn't a dry twist. It's atmosphere a strong appeal.
is happy and cheerful.
The whole never handled a pretty bit of
more
with
acting
production puts on a smiling front sentimental
and is an altogether refreshing en- sincerity and conviction. The picture, both as to its comedy and Its
tertainment.
The soft pedal la on the senti- drama, is managed with admirable
mental angle with the whole appeal restuint. The humor is genuine,
toward comedy and romance.

15,

g*=

•'

Eva Klnc

.

and B'wsy
Twioe Daily
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and that

is to establish her as a at home in the picture, and the motorcycle speed boys, Induced to
character actress of no mean ability. writer and director managed to sail to a foreign port for the purWallace Beery as the heavy gives give her a chance to appear In the pose of racing, which turns into the
Baaed on Prances
rin* Priacllla Dean.
a fine performance of the brutal altogether for a brief minute in an cash offer being considerably raised
Hedffwn Burnett novtl "Tnat Lum O"
swimming bit, and if he'll double for the king, of whom
^Dwria'i." adapted by Elliott Clawaon. father of the' star. Robert Ellis is under-water
Shown at Ix>ewa State, New York. Feb. acceptable in the heroic character that perhaps is counted on to give he is an exact replica. It's a frame
Seven reel*.
12-14.
although he seems entirely second- the thrill quality to the production. to turn a portion of territory over to
Priacllla Dean
Tx>an Lowrie
Frti.
Robert Ellii ary in the part.
The contrast between tht star in the rival country with the plotters
}&2uil>«rrick
Katbryn McGulre
ante-bellum and the mode**- flap- making Martin believe everything is
Anlce Barbolm
Wallace Beery
Dan Lowrie
pers in their costume of the day all right until he suspects something
ivonirr
irrea
Snrlna ....•
CRINOLINE AND ROMANCE
also serves to furnish a laugh or phoney about the deal.
Beatrice Burntaam
jj %
Metro feature marring Viola Dana. Story two.
Thence starts the unraveling of
and script by Bernard McConvllle. Directed
John Bowers is fairly satisfactory all he has done, the saving, by him,
The Universal seems to k* com- by Harry Beaumont. Bbowo at Loew'a
State. New York, Feb. 8-11.
as leading man, but d 1 not seem of the real ruler, and the switch of
in
class
mutter
of
in
the
along
ing
Col. Cavanaugh
Claude QJlllnswater to develop the punch in this pic- the king rescuing Martin as the
Viola Dana ture
production, at least as far as the Kmmy Lou Wlmbfeton
that he has had in productions loyalists are about to execute him
Mr*. Wimble ton
Lillian Lawrence
A semi-heavy played from impersonating their ruler.
pictures that Hobart Henley directs Betty Biddle
Betty Francisco in the past.
David
Gordon
Bowers
by
John
Allan
Talmadge in dual role f the
Forrest was convincing.
picture
this
In
cast
are concerned.
Augustus Biddle
Allan Forrest The star performance of the pic- young American and the king offers
pr^
the
any
of
with
own
Its
holds
ture, however, was- contributed by a nice appearance while running
A romantic comedy drama evi- Claude Gillingwater as the old wild through the picture. It should
auctions turned out by what are
dently designed to order for Viola
be fair enough amusement for those
Fred.
classed the better program pro- Dana. A picture that has consid- Colonel.
who crave seeing a youthful stalducers and in direction there is erable comedy in its action, and
wart continuously besting gangs of
asked
for.
one that is certain to please the
nothing that can be
five and ten.
The film has been
Presented by Phil Goldstone. featuring adequately produced and illusions
The picture, however, is not going Dana fans. For the ordinary run
Talmadge.
Adapted from "Hail proportionately as to backgrounds
to hold the bo* office strength of of picture houses it will serve Richard
King"
the
Gordon
under,
the
of
direction
This is a nicely, but it isn't a feature that Jonen, with
Mr. Henley's "Flirt."
photography by Arthur Todd. and getting?.
period picture, laid in the worst any of the better first runs would At Loew'a New York, Feb. S.
Just straightaway, fast-moving
Directed by Harry*
period, as far as dressing goes, that want to show.
melodrama that should suffice for it-*
Much melodrama revolving around assignment in the intermediate picthere Is for picturizing. It 'in 1870 Beaumont, the story by Bernard
with its hideous attire for women McConville holds the interest to a two Balkan musical -comedy coun- ture theatres.
BMg.
and men. although as far as the certain extent, with the laughs tries that has Richard Talmadge
women ki this story are concerned coming from the manner In which doubling for the king of one of the
they are all with one exception em- the director handled his situations. fatherlands and straightening out
Ben Wilson Production starring Roy
Miss Dana had the role of a the diplomatic' contingencies after
ployed In the coal pits of. a Lanwritten by J. Grubb Alexander.
cashire mine, so dressing for them Southern lass, whose grandfather having been backed up against a Stewart,
Seml-weetvrn and society drama. Released
has kept her secluded from the rest wall before a firing squad. It holds through Arrow. Shown at Loew'e Circle,
doesn't matter.
"The Flame of Life" carries as of the world on his plantation in an abundance of action that takes N. Y., double feature bUl, Feb. 18. 1928.
Wilbur McGaugh
Longdeer
mountains, his reason being the star frori this country, as a CharlieBurgees
its real thrill the coal mining scenes, the
Oeorge McDanlsl
Tyler
the explosion that wrecks the mine that his daughter, the girl's mother, motorcycle speed king, to ^he for- Apache Joe Murdoch:
Richard La Reno
flse
and
flood.
accompanying
and
made
an
unfortunate
Roy Stewart
its
had
eloped
Murdock.....
eign
with
shores,
where he" battles Brant
In addition, it has a corking fight marriage, and he seemed deter- through the national army- and a
In mined
earlier scenes.
the
grand-daughter group of Apache hounds to win the
that -the
One of those regulation program
in one of
pictures grqund out by the producthese scenes in particular the direc- should know naught of the outer princess.
tion carries the picture along. The world and thus avoid the pitfall
The director has carried along his ing mill in order to fill in whenever
story is a- sordid tale, but Henley that her mother fell victim to. The subject fluently. One situation swift- a gap occurs in«the bookings here
has lightened It here and there in result is that the girl finally «runs ly follows .another, with each pro- and there, in the hope that some day
skilful touches with ''kiddies," and away to vieit an aunt on her father's voking some sort of a fight or a It will eventually return its cost and
There is
again shows he can handle young- side of the family, and there she chase. It keeps Talmadge on the possibly a little profit.
before
the meets two young men. Both fall in jump away out of proportion to any nothing about it that means anyperfectipn
to
sters
love with her, and finally both fol- one man's physical prowess.
camera.
The thing to the box office, either in the
Miss Dean has a terrific role for low her to her home in the hills. picture ^nevertheless entertains with way of star, story or direction.
a star to uphold. It is rather sur- She cannot determine which of the its consecutive action and the rough However, if a .theatre is doing
prising that she would consent to do two she prefers, and finally when and tumble stunts the male lead lousiness anyway, and they come in
She is one of the pit girls at The they start to battle and the grand- performs. The photography is par no matter what the program is, then
it.
mine working through the entire dad suggests a duel she makes up at all times, and the cast, in- this is one that the exhibitor can
picture, except for a brief moment her mind.
cluding Virginia Warwick, as the afford to cheat with.
It is a combination western and
just before the final fade out, and
The story in. itself is simple, and princess, supplemented by the usual
Didn't cost very
does not appear except with a the half-kidding performance that number of. soldiers of the king, society story.
smudged face, for the greater part the star give?, assisted by flip titles, peasants and cabinet, is satisfac- much to produce, for the majority
•
of the scenes are exteriors. One fair
of the time with a shawl tightly are the things that put the picture tory.
drawn across her head. One thing over for whatever it gets from an
The narrative tells of Jimmy Mar- interior sequence of scenes supMiss Dana is perfectly tin (Mr. Talmadge), monarch of the posedly laid in a Long Island counthe picture does do for her however audience.

production

Hobart

-

THE SPEED KING

ONE-EIGHTH APACHE

'

that had any money at all.
Of course, ths heavy learns ths
secret of ths hero's birth and ths
taint of Indian blood, but not in time

prevent ths marriage. Instead hs
waits until the marriage is consum-

to

tries to shake down
the boy's father to keep ths secret.
succeeds, only ths boy
learns ths truth and refuses to
stand for ths blackmail. In a row
which follows the father is shot
and killed by ths hsavy, whoss plea
that it was self-defense makes it
possible for him to beat the case.
The bride's feelings are much shattered by ths scandal which follows
and the airing of the fact of her

mated and then

He almost

husband's parentage, and she moves
to have the marriage annulled, after
a settlement is fixed for her. Then
she marries the heavy, only to find
that she got the wrong man after
all, and in the end she realises that
Then
it has all been a mistake.
comes the task Of getting rid of the
husband, which is nicejy accomplished when an Indian humps him
off and leaves the road clear for the
r '
usual happy ending.
There are a couple of fairly good
•

fights in the picture

which

will

make

a certain appeal in the cheaper
priced admission houses. The Circle's
audience, however, which is far from
being highbrow, gave it ths laugh
Fred,
razz.

100,000,000 PEOPLE ARE READING OF THIS TODAY!
IT IS ON EVERY TONGUE!
IN EVERY NEWSPAPER!
.

IT IS

try horns. However, the story han
one distinction, it is a wsstern
without a horse.
Roy Stewart has ths role of the
son of a wealthy cattle man who
became many times a millionaire
when oil was discovered on his land.
The son for ths greater part has
been living in the east' since his
dad became wealthy. Hs is the result of an affair his father had with
an Apache squaw in the early, years
of his wife in the west, though unaware of his Indian blood. At the
Opening he has made a trip west
with his father and two women,
mother and daughter. Botl- of the
latter broken society folk with ths
daughter offered in the marriage
mart. The heavy is a society man
who is in love with the girl, and
who has also taken a trip west to
seek a fortune so that he may be
able to support her. It's a funny
thing, but if pictures were true there
wouldn't be any society folk it seems
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Cummings Production of Harvey

SUPER
Gates' Story
~

"THE
Starring

BARBARA

GLADYS

BROCKWELL
Also
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BOB WALKER, 'The
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COAST FILM NEWS

Paris, Jan. ST.
Collett PreteMe has gone to Germany to appear in the new picture
of Hagenbeck, "Der Westlauff urns
Gluok" (The Race for Happiness").

By

EDWAKD

0.

KRIEG

Olga Printzlau now holds a three*
Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
Announcement Is made of the as- year contract with B. P. Sen ul berg.
Pathe Consortium (picture sociation of William Dudley Pelley She will do originals and adaptations
producing), will be reappointed at of New York, magaslne writer and for that organisation.
Competition Through Quality of Attractions "Robin the
next general meeting of stock- novelist, and H. H. Van Loan, well9
known screen author.
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
"Big holders.
Hood' Dropped $17,000 in Second
now in the producing field. Joseph
the
American
Grasse, directing, has taken a.
The
rights
Negri's
second
picture
of
late
Pola
De
Hunt" Picture Held
•
Batallle's
comedy,
"The starring'vehicle will be "The Cheat." company to Truckee for snow scenes
Henri
Scandal," have been secured by Hector Turnbull's screen drama.
for "Out of the Night."
Granger of London.
•
Charles Ogle and Lucille Ward
According to a cable received
A slight depression hit Broadway
The
latest budget proposals Voted have been added to the cast for here, William F. Adler, scientist sad
NIGHTS
as far as all of the picture preby the Chamber of Deputies, and "Seventy-five Cents an Hour," explorer, and his cameraman. Junta
Boyle, both Well known in Hollynow before the Senate, include a Paramount.
houses were concerned.
release
wood, have completed their filmFELT
slight relief for the smaller exhibitSome were hit harder than others,
James W. Graham signed with making junket into the Dutch New
ors by decreasing the entertainment
while one or two held to their
Marshall Neilan as assistant to the Guineas and will sail for America.
tax.
general manager, Leed L. Baxter.
average business through the fact Women's City Club
Besides
revising
Has In- Jacqueline Logan on Wedding List
and
filming
they were playing attractions of unGo Round" in the last few
Rowland W. Lee Issues word that "Merry
fluence
on
Neighborhood
Angeles,
Los
Feb.
14.
months.
Director
Rupert
Julian
has
usual box office strength. The latter
a week will see the completion of
Jacqueline Logan, with Famous "Desire," which he is directing for written three original stories and,
Picture Trade
was particularly true at the Strand
what's more, he sold them to UniPlayers, usually *->und working un- Metro.
versal.
where "The Voice From
the
der the direction of George MelMinaret" held forth and had Norma
Kansas City, Feb. 14.
ford, Is reported as engaged to
Leach Cross, famous ring Idol of
Val Harris has been added to the
Talmadge with Eugene O'Brien.
other days, is making a comeback Hunt Stromberg staff to "gag" for
The three Newmn houses- gave marry.
t
At the Capitol, where the previous their screens oyer to the First NaJack Nolan, a young college grad- on the screen in "Fighting Blood," the Bull Montana comedies.
which stars George O'Hara and
week "Robin Hood" had broken the
tional last week in honor of that uate and son of a Colorado Springs Clara Horton.
house record with a gross of $58,000.
Marion Aye has been signed to
company's anniversary, and the rancher of wealth is named as the
play the leading feminine role in
there was a drop lp receipts of Liberty, the only downtown opposi- possible
groom.
Kid McCoy will be seen In "Ben- Sol Lesser* production, "The Mean$17,000 for the second week of the tion, featured an old Universal with
Ilur" as a fighting gladiator.
est Man in the World." Bert Lytell
picture, with the gross just better- Valentino starred. The week, howwill be seen In the leading male
The screen version of "The Rear
ing $41,000. At the Rlalto and Rivoli ever, was far from satisfactory.
Sada Cowan has just been signed role.
Car."
which
Edward
E.
Rose
wrote,
spotted.
At
extremely
was
Business
the receipts were about neck and
by
Lasky's
to
six
do
big
special
prowould have will be produced by Goldwyn under ductions. She Is now preparing .the
houses
the
neck, while in the smaller houses times
Catherine Bennett, Enid Benand at others hardly the title of "Red Lights." Clarence script for Gloria Swanson's
capacity
grosses were all shot to pieces.
next nett's sister, will have a leading
enough to count. The condition is Badger will direct.
vehicle.
role in "When. Knights Were Cold."
The one possible exception was a
hard one to explain. Some at''Hunting Big Game" at the Lyric. tributed it to the opposition of the
This picture more than held its "Good Homes Exposition" at Conown and bettered the receipts of vention Hall, which drew nearly
JXSSK L. LASKY
PRESENTS
the previous week, doing a little 100,000 during the week; others
alibied with the weather, which
better than $11,000.
there's
snappy,
and
The* current week saw a mad was cold and
Kansas
scramble all along the street with no use in denying it, these
City people do like their mild and
stiff
opposition at four of the springlike weather even in the midhouses,
all
having features of dle of winter, and as they get It a
strength.
At the Capitol "The greater part of the time, they stick
It is now foregone Charles Pathe.
eliminated from the board of direct-
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the
Strand,
"Fury";
"Adam and Eva," the Marion Davies
follow-up to "Knighthood" at the
Rivoli, while at the Rialto "Java
Head," moved down from the Rivoli.
Yet with all this bidding for business and the heavy advertising
wallop, everyone of the houses put
over the business the first two days,
Sunday and the holiday, Monday.
This was especially true of the
Monday matinees, although the ever
ning was slightly off.
All the houses look to finish
strong this week unless another
Christian,"

heavy snow storm breaks.
Estimates for last week:

— "The

Cameo

Bohemian

close

to the fireside

DeMilles
PRODUCTION

"when winter

qomes."

A

careful analysis might lead to
the belief the troubles of the big

Adams

ones in the business district might
be from the opposition of the resiLast week several
dential houses.
of the leaders offered first runs* and
a number featured big pictures recently at the downtown houses.
At the Regent "The Inner Man"
and "A California Romance" were
"given their first local showing, and
the Apollo's featured film was the

"Vendetta" with Pola Negri.
In addition to this the neighborhood theatres are taking advantage
of the crusade for better pictures,
and several featured films bearing
Girl" the approval of the Woman's City

(American Releasing). Seats, 600;
scale, 55-75.
Rather unusual inf
terest in this picture in ranks
film experts, because it marked Ivor
Bid
Norvello's American debut
about $4,000 on the week.
Capitol.—"Robin Hood" (United

Club, the dates these films are
shown being given extra publicity
as "Approval Nights," the advertising carrying a special seal of the

organization.
These pictures are drawing heavily and keeping the fans from going
to the main stem for their amuse-

Seats 6.300; scale 55-85- ment.
The biggest thing in the way of
Picture held over second week,
publicity for a picture is being put
record first over by the Pantages for the
week with $58,000. Did not hold < "Third Alarm." which starts next
pace, falling $17,000. getting $41,000 week. Billboards are being extenon week. Had business held up sively used, as well as tack cards,
third week was to have been played. and the newspapers have been libCriterion.— "Poor Men's Wives" eral with their space.
Last week's estimatees:
(AL Lichtman.
Seats 608; scale:
Liberty— "All Night" (Universal).
Mats., $1 top; eves., $1.50). Run for
Seats 1.000. Scale: 35-50. Valenadvertising flash for two weeks, tino.
Two comedies, capital shots
getting $4,800 first week and $3,200 and a couple of orchestras comArtists.

$1).

after breaking house

pleted the bill. The picture, farce
Lyrc.->Huntlng Big Game" (J. comedy affair, gave star and Carmel
McCarthy -Eugene Roth. Seats Myers big opportunities. Well re-

second.
J.

$1,400; scale, $1 top, mats.;
Held to pace last
$1.50).
Little over $11,000.

Business failed
eves., ceived by regulars.
week. to justify expectations of management. Grose around $5,000.
Royal— "Minnie" (First National).

Rialto.— "Hearts Aflame" ( Mayer Metro. Seats 1.960; scale 55-85-99).
all of Loew houses advertising
this Metro-Mayer release, was at
Rialto this week; house pulled lit-

With

tle

better than $18,000.

Rivoli.

— "Java

Head"

(Famous

Player s-Lasky.

Seats. 890.

Scale:

35-50.

Leatrlce

Joy and Matt Morre. Christie comedy and juvenile Jazz band other
Picture announced for
several weeks ago, but
Real comedy, with
side-tracked.
excellent -tory, and as produced by
Marshall Neilan regular entertain-

attractions.

showing

Seats 2,200; scale
ment. Did not seem to have proper
55-85-99).
Rushed in to beat ad- appeal and title did not create unvent of "Fury" at Strand. Good usual Interest; consequently reweek's business, jtxst about $18,000.
ceipts little below average; about

—

"The Voice from the
(First National.
Seats
30-50-85). Combination
scale
2,900;
of Norma Talmadge and Eugene
Strand.

Minaret"

O'Brien seemed unusual box
draw, with box office showing
better than $30,000 on week.

Newman— "The

THE
novelty—the

$6,000.

Minaret"
1,980.

(First
Scale:

nights,

50-75.

screen's

greatest
story of
the flapper from fig leaves

Voice from the
Seats
National).
35-50;
Matinees,

Norma Talmadge.

office

supported by Eugene O'Brien. Nov-

little

orchestra, scenic, comedy and
new reels; also Oriental dancers
and vocalists added features. One
of biggest programs ever shown
Business on
here as regular bill.
and off, week grossing close to

to French frocks.
Made
in DeMille's most luxuri-

elty

Negotiations for American, Spokane
Spokane, Feb. 14.
Outside picture Interests are said $12,000.
to be negotiating for the recently
Twelfth 8treet "Brawn of the
darkened American here. Lyman North" (First National).
Seats
"Stronghcart."
Scale:
30.
Reed of the Union Trust Company 1,100.
said, "These interests if they take dog. featured as hero. Grossed near
over the American are prepared to $2,000.
j
Opposition films art the vaudeoperate it on a big scale."
houses "The Light in the
ville
Th0 American is owned by Sen- Dark," Malnstreet; "Thelma." Panator T. C. Power, of Helena, Mont.
tages; "The First Degree," Globe.

—

ous manner, from the most
unusual story he has ever
had.

Svcvr

—And
lovely
Girls!

those

More

big scenes than
can count
more
magnificence than you
ever saw on the screen.

cave

you

—

—

Fisher Productions, Inc., has secured the screen rights to Georgo
Gibbs* novel, "Youth's Triumphant."

The Elbert, at
was destroyed by
Of $40,000.

Elbert.
fire

W.

Va.,

with a dam-

Uly S. Hill, manager of the Mark
Strand (pictures) of Albany, N. Y.,
has been appointed manager of the
nqw Mark Strand (also pictures) at
Troy, which is scheduled to open
Feb. 21. Edward Crawford will be
house manager at the Troy Strand.

(X (paramount picture
~
(8-column adv. matt,
at exchange*)

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION
AOOCPH ZUMOM.

IVmiJh

I .

1

.
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,
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PICTURES

IMS

"HOTTENTOr FELL BELOW

QUITE EVEN BUSINESS

MARKS BUFFALO HOUSES

STANLEY'S USUAL AVERAGE
p

"Dr. Jack"

Week— "Robin

Last

Clean

Up Pace
Philadelphia, Feb.

14.

at

Hood"

Karlton,
Starts

BANKRUPTCY

PETITION
Any. doubt as to "Robin Hood's"
on for a real wallop
at the Stanton was dissipated by its FILED
AGAINST
SELECT
pace during- its first week.- In a
house that has done well all season
and has turned in some big grosses
with "Manslaughter," Monte Crlato" But Judge Hand Refuses
to Apand "Knighthood," the Fairbanks
picture set a high water mark. point Receiver— Suits Against
the
rule.
have
been
The
ways
Turns
L. J. Selznick on Notes
house's capacity Is $1,706, and this
alone kept the picture from setting
a new film attendance record for
That the Select Pictures Corp.
the city.
The clean-up of this picture was and the Lewis J. Selznick organisathe big noiSe last week, but business tions
have been having financial
was generally good all along the
Large grosses were turned in difficulties, as has been rumored,
line.
by both the Karlton and Victoria is evidenced by the Involuntary
(a drop- in house on East Market
with "Dr. Jack."
There petition in bankruptcy filed in the
street)
hasn't been a feature in a number U. S. District Court last week. The
of months which has had a better petition fs against the Select,
a
combined record of first-run at Selznick" subsidiary.
Stanley a-fd second run at another
In the New York Supreme Court
downtown house than this Harold Patrick
A. Powers has begun suit
Lloyd film.
- The Aldine had a good week with to recover on an $8,000 note dated
"The Beautiful and the Damned," Nov. 13, last, maturing In two
which caught a large matinee trade. months. The Select company and
Some of the dailies were caustic at Lewis J. Selznick are namrl cothe changes from the novel, but the defendants.
Selznick and his wife
-women eeemed to like it.
This are also defendants
in another suit
house has developed a matinee by
Charles, Gold to recover $5,500
trade, partly from the society section of Rittanhouse square and, now loaned on two notes.
The bankruptcy petition alleges
just beginning, some of the lower
Chestnut and Walnut street shop- Select committed an act of rankping clientele.
There has been, r-rtcy by making preferential payhowever, little improvement in the ments In transferring part of its
sbility to catch

*

evening business except in the caee assets to the Pacific Cii.ema
Corp.
of special features like "Zenda."
to pay
The Stanfey was a bit off last Trust a claim of the Los Angeles
& Savings Bank. Mark HiIts
week with "The Hottentot."
young star, Douglas McLean, used man, representing the Los Angeles
to be a big drawing card here, but bank and other creditors, opposed
the motion for the appointment of
liis prolonged absence has cut into
that, and it looks now as if the a receiver.
Stanley were a trifle too large for
On the motion to appoint a rehim to fill. There were no special ceiver Judge Leonard
Hand denied
attractions advertised, with
I added
the motion.""
the exception of a line i.i all* the
The three petitioning creditors*are
dailies that* there would be "real
hordes" on the stage.
They were John J. Rochford, who claims $150
use* with a sort of "Ben-Hur" weekly salary due from Jart. 1;
treadmill effect during the steeple- A. H. Weiss, $171; Graphic Photo
chase scenes shown in the picture. Engraving Co., $484.
Many unfavorable comments on the
Select has three pictures under
interpolation.
way, "Rupert of Hentzau," ''The
Not in a long time have there Common
Law" and "Modern Matribeen such an array of program pictures as are occupying the main mony," which, fV is stated, have
houses this week.
Stanley has been responsible fo.- tielng up its
i'The World's Applause"; Aldine financial resources. Refinancing of
'has "Making a Man"; Karlton. the company is
nder way.
The
"The Town That Forgot God" (Fox Utica Trust Co. controls 51 per
special is coming in without splurge cent, of the capital
stock, having
of heralding).
It is the second of
advanced $500,000 in loans.
the Fox specials not to get a StanAnother creditor is Motley H.
ton showing here this winter. The
Palace has "One Exciting Night," Flint, who holds a $375,000 chattel
mortgage
on five Selznick pictures
and the Victoria "Fury," both second runs; Arcadia has "Conquering
'th the option of distributing them
the Woman," and Regent "A Ques- through other channels than Selxtion of Honor."
The star in this nlck.
last named, Anita Stewart, formerly
played at the Karlton, but her following here has fallen off to such
A. B. C. STILL BIDS
an extent her pictures are being
booked In the tiny Regent and
Capitol theatres.
Four Features Under Negotiatio
"Salome" at the Aldine and
New Members Up
'

|

'

•

•

-

Hip

and

Lafayette

NOTORIETY' MOST NOTABLE FLOP
CHICAGO'S FILMDOM HAS

KNOWN

Draw About Same Gross-

.

Did $8,000, Second Run,

Ph illy,

Loew's,

nj

"Quincy Adams Sawyer" at the
Stanley are next Week's Important
bookings.

The Associated Booking corporaEstimates for last week:
tion has four features under negoStanley— The Hottentot" (First tiation and there are applications
National).
Apparently liked and
for five new members before the
built business as week went on, but
gross below average of house; committee awaiting approval. It Is
reported that what Independent opfeaattractions
$23,000.
added
No
tured. (Capacity, 4.0C0. Scale: 60- position is left in the several dis75, evenings.)
tricts tied up by the Loew combinaAldine "The Beautiful and the tions are ready to enter the co-opDamned" (Warner). Did nice busi- erative booking group, but are reness despite bad weather. Matinee
the franchise situation.
estimated. strained by
trade
biggest;
$9,500
Haring & Blumenthal in Jersey
(Capacitl, 1.500. Scale: 50 straight.)
still
Brooklyn
in
and
Schwartz
Karlton— "Dr. Jack" (Pathe). Big
business second run, though below hold the franchise for the 12 picmark set by "Fury" previous week. tures due under the system for the
About $8,000. (Capacity, 1,100; 50 first year and hold certain rights in
straight.)
those territories. The opposition can
Stanton— "Robin Hood" (United
for first run only on a
Artists).
wallop be admitted
biggest
Year's
the
or with
day-and-date basis
here.
p^st
First week's gross well
$20,000, and heavy turnaway every privilege of playing alternate picnight.
(Capacity, 1,700; 75 even- tures. The latter arrangement could

Shea's Court on Sunday
Buffalo, Feb. 14.
Business helds up steadily last
week with slight fluctuations. Good
weather also helped some. Improved
traffic conditions after recent tieups helped all of the downtown
*

houses.

Loew's and Hippodrome are now
running neck and neck, the latter
although smaller in capacity keeping
up its hteh grosses by reason of a
double turnover every evening, while
the remaining houses playing pic-

Taken Off

—

Randolph Friday Had Not Reached
Then—Ordinary Grade of Films
Loop Held Down Last Week's Business
at

$3,000 Gross by
in

.

UMS BACK TO

STRAND;

SWITCH TOO

SUDDEN

Chicago, Feb, 14.
"Notoriety," scheduled for an engagement of a week or longer at
the Randolph, registered the most
notable flop which has ever been

known

in local film circles. Thursday after the Monday' opening the
Randolph management was scurry"Suzanna" Doesn't Hold Up, ing to find something to replace it.
Including Friday -Notoriety" didn't
is now getting a very strong play
Replacing Musical
reach $3,000.
Saturday, Priscilla
from tho organ and music fans as
Dean in "The Flame of Life" opened
well as those looking for a straight
Comedy
there*
picture
Loew's
program.
and
Lafayette are depending more on
"Notoriety" Is classed by Chicago
the vaudeville and featuring It alpicture show folks aa one of those
San Francisco, Feb. 1,4.
most to the exclusion of the picture
ftictures which drive people away
Despite
tho
downtown
picture
feature.
rom a theatre. It Is felt that it
Strong week-end business at all houses had unusually good features Will take some hard work on the
houses.
Downtown theatres went last week, business was not rushing. part of the Randolph management
to overflc — Saturday and Sunday. The Portola, after seven Weeks with to get back in tho good graces of
movie fans. The Randolph had had
Shea's Court Street is now offering "Dr.
Jaek." brought in Griffith's good
a day and date feature with tho
plcturea ao far thia year and
Business the flivver is tho more to ho reHippodrome Sundays and, also five "One Exciting Night."
acts from tine regular week bill in started off well, but as the film re- gretted.
Business was off in picture
addition.
At $1 top the show is quires over two hours and the seat*
going to sell out every Sunday night. ing capacity is small, the receipts, houses all over Chicago last week.
At present time there seems to be while good, were not exceptional. The lagging business In the loop is
an unlimited demand for Sunday The picture is evidently in for a attributed to tho fact that the picamusement hereabouts.
run, but how long Is still a matter tures meant nothing. Tho Chicago
had "The Voico from tho Minaret,"
Last week's estimates:
of. f onjecture.
Hippodrome "Voice From the
The Granada showed "A Front above tho average aa a picture and
Minaret."
Capacity, 2,400; scale, Page Story," but the feature, con- in addition had many special feaGot off to flying trary to expectations, was a failure tures including six men in a burnights, 35c. -54>c.
start on Synday and contrary to ex- at the box office. The Imperial held lesque of classic dancing which was
pectations held up through entire over for a second week "The Flirt." a laugh. Tho six fellows were made
up as tramps, dressed ragged.
week with Saturday strongest. Hipp Business only fair.
now skimming along under full sail
The Strand having abolished its though in white, and performed
with every week showing an in- musical comedy, policy returned to dancing stunts.
Tho Chicago is
crease of from four to five thousand pictures with "Susanna." The fea- making a special effort to get busiover the same week last year, fairly ture won high praise, but did not ness and is advertising three weeks
indicative of the general condition of turn out satisfactorily from a money in advance.
Barbee'a Loop theater offered an
Hit $15,000 standpoint. The sudden change in
business hereabouts.
last week.
policy is believed to have been a old Julian El tinge picture called
"An Adventuress" under the title
Loew's 8tats Buffalo Police Band en use.
Capacity,
and "Anna Ascends."
California
"Making
a
Man" of "The Isle of Lots'* and Rodolph
Fea- (Paramount).
3,400; scale, nights, 30c- 50c.
(Seats 2.700; scale, Valentino who played a small part
tured attraction looked like flivver 55-90.) "No Luck," band and other In it. was featured. It was advertised as having "Rodolph Valentino
for first three days, after manage- attractions. $15,000
ment had' sunk considerable money
Grsnada— "A Front-Page Story" and Julian Eltinge." The producInto exploitation and settings for (Vitagraph). (Seats 2.840; scale, 55- tion is brought up to data by a sub.
Band above average and will 90.) Did not draw well despite other title writer who refers to "Tho
act.
stand up in comparison with any excellent features on program. Got Shiek," "Blood and Sand" and "The
Young Rajah" with tho idea of conAct $14,000.
brass
band in vaudeville.
Imperial— "The Flirt" (Universal). vincing that Valentino made this
caught on by Wednesday and end of
week proved one of strongest house (Seats 1,425; scale, 35-75.) 2d week picture after the three named.
has seen in some time. Result was below previous week's poor business, About all that Valentino does In
this film la to Writs at a desk and
last three days turned loser into with $6,500.
'
Portola— "One Exciting Night." smoke a cigarette.
winner with gross nearly $16,000.
Last week's estimates:
Lafayette Square "Alias Julius (Seats 1,100; 50-.75.) Not up to exChicago
"Tho Voice of the MinCeasar" and vaudeville. Capacity, pectations, but drew well. $10,000.
Loew's Warfield— "Brothers Val- aret" (First National.)
3,400; scale, nights, 30c. -55c. DropMcVicker's
"Racing
Seats 2.800; scale,
Hearts"
ped off slightly again last week with ant" (Metro).
Did well making movie with Agenes Ayres and Theodore
plenty of seats in evidence at almost 55-75.)
(Paramount);
business
every performance. Film feature tests in conjunction with local paper Roberts
totalled just a little 'over $21,000.
was applesauce and vaudeville look- tie-up swelled receipts to $17,000.
Roosevelt— "Robin Hood;" held
Ti vol!— "Voice
from
Minaret"
ed like "profiteering" bill. House
shows lack of feature organist, al- (First National). (Seats 1,800; 40- people out much of time and ran
though effort is being made to locate 75.) Norma Talmadge. Started big, up gross exceeding $21,000.
Randolph
"Notoriety" (Bobby
one. Gross probably did not reach with the gross going to $13,000.
Strand— "Suzanna" (United Ar- North and L. Lawrence Wober), real
much over $14,000 last week.
(Seats 1,700; scale; 50-75.) fizzle picture which did less than
"Kindled Courage." tists).
Olympic
House returned $2,800 up to Friday when taken off.
Capacity, 1,500; scale, nights, 15c- Mabel Normand.
The Senate is celebrating Ita anshow some to pictures after unsuccessful try at
Beginning to
25c
niversary thia week and has "Back
strength probably by reason scale pop musical comedy. Gof. $8,000.
Frolic— "Blind Bargain"
(Gold- Home and Broke." That house is
has been slashed for afternoon and
(Seats 1.100; scale. 10-30.) having a good break this fortnight,
night.
Saturday stood them up for wyn).
having had "Tho Flirt" last week,
$3,000 on the week.
first time in some weeks with show Lon Chaney.
one of the most satisfactory photoreported satisfactory from straight
plays in Chicago at this time. Burt
picture standpoint. Closing of the
BOSTON NORMAL
Earl and his California Girl OrchesStrand responsible for showing of
tra were the added feature at the
strength at this house, scaled about
the same. With the new top last Extra Local Act Helped Orphsum S.nate last weak, a combination
notable for having pretty girls
Week's business estimated between
Last Week
somewhat musical.
$2,500 and $3,000.
The Chicago has "Mighty Lak a
Boston, Feb. 14.
Rose" this week which came In
The house record was all but without the picture followers knowDETROIT WEATHER
equaled at tho Orpheum, Loew's big ing much about it It is a Fisjt
Hurt Business the First Part of downtown house, last week, when National Picture.

and vaudeville are able to fill
up only once. Tho Hippodrome also
tures

.

.

—

—

—

,

—

—

—

—

—

'

the gross

Week

$23,000.

for tho
best

The

week was over
record

for

the

LEGIT 0PP0SISH
house is a few hundred better than
Inclement weather hurt business that with Valentino's "The Sheik."
Washington Had No Film Laat Weak
at the picture palaces the first part The reason for this big business
to Stand It Off
picked up was the placing at the head of the
but
it
of the week
Wednesday and the balance of the vaudeville bill an act msde up of
Washington, D. C. Fab. 14.
week resulted In a lineup every 50 boys and girls selected from
Too many worthy legitimate atnight at all of the first-run box amateurs living in this city and the
immediate suburbs and which runs tractions strained the family budget
offices.
for
45
minutes.
for
At
a
40-cent
top
amusements to ouch an extent
Adams
"My American Wife."
Drew smart clientele due to pop- the houfle was packed all the time. the picture houses suffered someularity of Gloria Swanson. Close to The act was switched to the up- what last week. Woather conditions
town house, "State," for this week, were fair, but, with "Robin Hood"
$10,000.
Madison "Money, Money. Money." about the' second time since this In ita fourth week and the other
house
was opened, that vaudeville houaes lacking In big namea with
Business profitable, but not due to
feature. Buster Keaton comedy and of any kind has been shown there. the exception of tho Metropolitan,
Outside of the Orpheum business the pictures failed to pull excepjazz band added attractions that
around town was normal, the Park, tional business.
brought business.
Estimates for laat weak:
Broadway -Strand "One Exciting however, where "Robin Hood" is on
the final week, showing a decided
Loew's Columbia— "Robin Hood."
ings.)
be made only with the consent of Night." Big business most of week. brace last week.
The gross was (Capacity, 1,200; seals, 11-10 nights.)
Ovrr
for second week
$10,000.
Held
M's.
meml
the present
$10,000.
When
"Robin
Hood"
Pourth
leaves
week and again topped in rethird
week.
may
and
go
Strand, Concord, N. H., Burned
"The Town the Park the house will be used for ceipts, running little under $10,000.
Fox -Washington
Concord, N. H. Fe'i. 14.
tho showing of "The Christian."
Moore's
Rislto "The Beautiful
week;
Second
God."
That
Torgot
Loss which may reach $40,000 w;i^ MOTHER ARRESTS JOE MOORE
Estimate-* for last week:
and Damned" (Warner Bros.). (Caaround $9,000. Biggest of any Fox
caused by a fire which destroyed the
Loew's State
(rapacity,
2,400; pacity, 1,000; scale,
night.) Title
special this season.
Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
Strand, picture house, a chain store
"World's Applause" and
popularity
of
story
aided.
Minaret." rcale. 25-50).
of
Capitol
"Voice
Jos Moore, brother of Owen
and two wooden business blocks in
usiness latter half of and "Crinoline and Romance" did Around $8,500.
Splendid
on
a
arrested
w*l
Tom.
and
bit hotter than $16,000 last week.
Crandsll's
Metropolitan Norma
Penacook. a suburb. Tenants on tho Matt
off
but
big
Reek.
Business
Sunday
^.... , .t ..rru.w^vr. use of alcoholic
Tnlmadjfc in "The Voice from ths
r
C|n«» to Al'Ont normal.
upper floors of the burned hlo<l
M»i(*J^ and Tu#>Ktln v
Park <<>apa<iiv, 1.100; scale. 60- Minaret."
(Capacity, 1,700; scale.
$21,000.
escaped with difficulty, losing mo.-f beverages.
Jl.f.n.
Last week of "Robin Hood.' 35-50 nights.)
Receipts were litre
rplainod thai
v. ho
her,
Hi,
of their belongings.
last
Business
week
took
brace
off.
About
and
$8,500.
himkill
Small House Takes Vaudeville
Deep snow in the roads prevented she v.is ftfrakWis would the com
topped $10,000.
Loew's Palace— "All the Brothers
for
resnonsibh
the Concord fire apparatus from seit'. wa
Modern (capacity, 800; scale. 28- Were Valiant."
i'«
(Capacity, 2,600;
N'ewark, x. J
$6,000 last week with "The nrnlo, 35-00 nights.)
Lon Chsney.
reaching the fire in time to *a\c the plaint,
Th< «'!int(,n *o,uare, a ani;tl) neigh* 40).
a Stage" and
"Hungrv Chancy has appeared in three difproperty.
borh< o«i house at Hayes Circle, has World's
Using
"The
ferent plays In three of the smaller
Hearts."
Little
Church
:;;r»l the experiment of running
The Motion picture Salesmen's
Around the Corner" this week
hollars here in one week.
Picture
CJoldw.vn has signed Conrwd Nagel
This is
an- vaudeville twice a week.
Btaco n Capacity, attraction, drew well among men; story of the
ass, ci&tlon is holding its second
for feature roles.
II" has been lead
the only picture house s^iil^ and business on par with sis- season and brought the usual busiapparently
ConrmoHotel
tinat
nual dinner
ing man In numerous Famous Play
ter hou.se, Modern
ness of the house. About $$.•••.
Xew Voiu. Saturday (Feb. 17). in town runniog vaudeville.
Detroit. Feb. 14.
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PAY CHECKS

"SHAVING" EXTRAS'

WITH BROKEN CONTRACT

BASE OF COMMISSIONER'S PLAINT
Service Bureau of Lot Angeles Charged With Illegal
Discounting Movement to Wipe Out Booking

—

Office Control of Extra People

Through *hia

studios.

The

with
Deputy Labor Commissioner Thos.
filing

Barker

of

a complaint

the practice of
pay
discounting studio
checks by the Service Bureau, is
said by the leaders of the extras
to make the opening of what will
be a battle on their part to wipe out
booking office control in furnishing
extra and atmosphere people.
The complaint specifically charges
Harry St. Alwyns. manager of the
Service Bureau, with discounting
pay checks for employment his
bureau did not arrange for. The
fear of being blacklisted by directors has led the Labor Commission
to keep the name of the complainant

Termed Communist Propaganda—Stopped for Beneat Springfield, Mass.

fit

alleging

illegally

a

secret.

The extra making the charges
against St. Alwyns is one who has
been in pictures for 14 years. He
personally arranged for a month's
work at Universal City, but was
forced to discount his pay checks
through the Service Bureau where
60 cents was deducted on each check
presented, over the protest of the
actor.

Springfield, Mass., Feb.14.

At the request of federal and
state authorities. Mayor Edwin F.
Leonard of Springfield, banned the
showing
the
of
film,
''Russia
Through the Shadows," at the
Plaza Sunday night, (Feb. 11.) The
order was on the ground that the
picture is Communist propaganda.
Offlciais of the joint conterence for
famine relief here planned to present the film as a benefit show. They
taid they had obtained a bona fide
city license to show the picture
and that a considerable sum had
been spent for advertising.

The license was grantei without
the knowledge of Mayor Leonard,
but when he learned of it he took it
upon himself to order the Jban.
About IS hours after doing this he
received word from agents of the
United States department of justice
and the state commissioner of publicity safety to prevent exhibition
of the film.
„
"Russia Through the Shadows''
has been investigated and pronounced Communist propaganda by the
department of justice. Steps have
been taken to prevent its exhibition
throughout Massachusetts.
'

2 ELECTORAL TICKETS

FOR THEATRE OWNERS
Over
SecretaryNominations Will Be Made

Contest

February 27

GRIFFITH FILM

MAY

1

merce at the coming
inations

are

to

election.

be

made

Nomat

the

meeting Feb. 27. Two tickets will
be in the field. One may be headed
by William Brandt, the first presiWith
dent of the organization.
Brandt, Sam Moross, the present
secretary, may run for re-election
to office.
The opposition ticket likely will
have Lee Ochs for president and
John Manheimer for secretary, or
Vice versa.
The battle will wage over the office of secretary, which is a paid
position. That the opposition ticket
is coming into the field with a view
of ousting Moross leads Brandt to
run again.
__
At the same time matters are
shaping for the annual meeting of
the New York state organisation,
w^ih the chances Charles O'Reilly
will step down from the office he
has held for a number of years, and
Sam Berman, present secretary,
step into the leadership.

EMPIRE CIRCUIT IN

N.

L

RESOLD INDIVIDUAL' Y
Taken Over

First

in

Liquida-

—

by Trlist Co. Many
Houses Disposed Of

tion

Boston^Feb.

14.

The Empire Circuit of Theatres,
sold by the Cosmopolitan Trust company in liquidation to Samuel Lebowich Nov.

1,

1922,

has been entirely

resold to the following parties:
The Strand and Colonial theatres.
Newport, R. I., to Louis M. Boas;
Central square, Waltham, to James
H. Doyle and Isaac Gordon; Strand

and
Premier, Newburyport.
Strand, Amesbury, to Adolphus M.
Burroughs and Louis M. Boas;
Strand, Portland, Me., to Capitol
NickelTheatre Co., Springfield;
Anthony
River, .to
odeon. Fall
Gesomlnski; Riailo and Bijou. Fall

and

River, to Nathan M. Yamins; Empire, Fall River, kased for term of
years to the B. F. Keith vaudeville

D. W. Griffith proposes to have
new picture ready for special
pre-release exhibition around May
1, timing the presentation about the
time general picture releases is
reaching its ebb season. The plan
is novel and daring in as much as
most producers of specials seek to
get them started at the top of the
fall season.
The picture has suffered something* of a setback in the illness
with influenza of the star, Ivor Nohis

who has been

bed for more
than a week and forced to remain
vello,

in

behind, while Griffith and the rest
Franklin,
i.t
of the company ar

on location. It was expected
Novello would be able to travel late
this week.
Before the producer and his players left New York locations had
been selected in five states. John
Powers, location man, had traveled
La.,

for

nine

weeks picking the spots

aceordance with Instructions to
cover a large section oi the old
south so that a composite picture
anslbn
of a typical Dixieland
could be made.
in

INJUNCTION AGAINST BIALTO
The Rialto Productions, Inc., has
been restrained by court order from
making any new contracts for the
distribution of Tony Sarg's Almanac comedies or from disposing
of the cash received or the 45 prints
of 12 single reel subjects they are
alleged to have in their possession.
Louis T. Rogers and Nathaniel A.

Thompson secured the temporary
injunction because they did not receive accountings of 50 per cent, of
the revenue.
The restraining order was a.sked
for on the allegation of fear .the
Rialto is not responsible, since several checks came
sufficient
funds"

back marked-"inand judgments

have been entered agifinst the

Samuel SchwarUberg
for the plaintiffs.
i

Griffith

is

of 150.000
against Hugo
Riesenfeld and Charles Stewart. Albano is a .singer who appeared in
several Broadway picture • houses.
He alleges the defendants placed
him under contract and that during the several years of the agreement he did not receive the
moneys they guaranteed him. The
complainant
declares
Riesenfeld
was the real principal with whom
he did business, though Stewart,

who was manager

of the

hous\ was

used as a blind.

Riesenfeld, the managing director,
called Albano into his office and told
him. he was willing to groom him
for big things and provide
uisical
and vocal instruction. Albano alleges
on the strength of the proposals,
he signed a contract for seven
years, the defendants to receive 25
per cent, of his earnings.
Relsenfelt, the complainant state?,
explained the tuition would be costly and that he felt so confident of
i

Albano'a ability he would use all
the money he could get and would
even pawn his Stradavarius violin
if
necessary. The contract was
signed Jan. 1, 1918. Albano sane at
the Rialto, Rivoli and
Criterion,
New York, under a two years agreement starting about that time for
which he was paid from $100 to
$200 weekly.
According to, the contract alleged

acting

and Co. Making Exteriors

New Orleans, Feb. 14.
D. W. Griffith and company, which
includes Carol I>empster and Mae
Marsh, are at Franklin. La., a town
near this city, making the exteriors

to be released
it was reThe story market in connection
jected because there will be three 'with the motion picture field it
companies of "The Old Soak" on again approaching the fever heat it
tour next season.
was at several years ago. That
1924,

was in evidence within the last
week when within two days after

POLICE ARBITRATING

MINNEAPOLIS FIGHT
Factions* Battling
session of Blue

for

Pos-

Mouse

Theatre
Minneapolis, Feb. 14.
expected the courts will be
called upon to settle the battle ragIt

Is

sion of the Blue Mouse theatre
(pictures), located downtovrn and
seating 2,000.
So far the police have acted as
arbitrators, lhe police have been
called in the .theatre to settle disputes between the opponents as to
which side is in control, without
that point having yet been agreed

upon.

Both factions allege stock con-

He

alleges he earned $3,600
during 1019 of which the defendants
retained $1,710; that he got $5,000
during 1920 of which he kept $3,210
and the defendants $1,790; in 1921
his earnings were $4,400 of which
$1,247 went to the defendants and
last year he only earned $1,400 and
$350 of that went to the others.
Regarding the aspirations for a
chance in grand opera, Albano
alleges a deal was made with Anthony Bagarozy late in 1921 but
that nothing came of it

HELPING OUT EASTMAN
Rochester. Feb. 14.
Courtland Smith of the Will H.

Haya

is coming to this city
His purpose in making
an unusual one in as
much as he is believed to be coming
to help George Eastman straighten
out the booking tangle he is in with

Finklesteih & Ruben assert
51 per cent., but the rival

trol.

they

own

forces have been opiating Their
operation displeased F. & R., who
want to run it themselves. The
Sobelman & Roive crowd are
desperately resisting the attempt.

publication of Cosmopolitan, three
picture producers started on the
trail of the screen rights for the
new Belasco Ibanez story "The
Temptress," the first installment of
which appeared in the March issue
of the periodical.
The bidding for the story became
so fast it jumped from $30,000 to
$60,000 within two days with the
Hearst organization finally stating
when a bid of $75,000 was made on
the sto r y it would not be for sale
at even $100,C00, as their own organization was cu produce the pic*
ture.

Incidentally

Company

the

Louis B. Mayer

secured the screen rights

Wagenhals & Kemper for
"Why Men Leave Home"' paying

from

$20,000 for

it.

CAMPAIGN FOE HOPE DROWN
Los Angeles. Feb. 14.
According to an announcement
recently

made

here,

Hope Drown

will be groomed for film stardom
by Jesse Lasky.
Miss Drown has become very
popular throughout :hls section, due

her work in stock both here and
the
.She is
San Francisco.

to
in

daughter of Clarence Drown, formerly

manager

of the

connected with the

Orpheum and

starve for years.

INSIDE STUFF

Albano states lie was
guaranteed his earnings the first
year would be not less than $2,000.
for the second year, $4,000 and in-

ON PICTURES

-

^___
The

of llodolph Valentlneiand .his wife (the former Winifred
»n their dance act at thV^New Majestic dance hall «tn Detroit
roused the Ire of Carl Fischer. owner of the Majestic. Fischer's

"fluti"

Hudnut)
last week

statements anent Valentino's alleged "snobbishness" were widely played
up throughout the country in the daily press. Fischer's grievance is that
the Valentlnos kept him waiting long and many minutes ere they would
receive him in their suite for which he paid $600. This roused the dance
place manager to the point of reminiscence, recounting that years ago
as a guest of Mrs. Cornelius N. Bliss at her West Wheatley (L. I.)
country estate, Valentino was assistant gardener and had even performed
the chores of fixing his (Fischer's) golf club. Valentino denied this.
stating he was head landscape gardener f£r Mrs. Bliss at the time and
never fixed Fischer's golf club. Valentino says he unwillingly signed this
contract in "a thijd rate dance hall," and denies he would have done so
had be known the nature of the place. Valentino received $7,500 for
the week and half profits, Fischer's plaint being he stood to lose about
$15,000 on the proposition, although he actually broke even because of a
week-end spurt. Valentino had asked for a $5 admission. Fischer
opened at $2.50 to 250 people and cut the scale to $1. The admission, be*
sides watching the Valentinos do four tangos, carried full dance privileges with it.

office

tomorrow.

the visit

is

the local exchanges. There, are a
great many who doubt whether this
particular office is in the province
of the Hays outfit.

Seemingly the Eastman faction
tried to gobble the entire product

on the market for the combination
booking in the Eastman. Regent and
Picadilly theatres with the result
that they overloaded themselves
with contracts and now that the
exchanges are insisting on dates
there is considerable of a tangle
locally.

Eastman has

joined the

Hoys

or-

The contract between Juanila Hansen and the Hearst papers has been
signed. Miss Hansen is to be used as a sort of horrible dope example,
traveling at the Hearst behest, making speeches and otherwise employed
to promote the Hearst drug campaign. That is to be made important
by the Hearst publications. It may be supported by a specially made
propaganda drug picture by Cosmopolitan, entirely away in trend from
the many dope films shortly to be shunted on to the market. Miss Hansen, formerly in pictures and of some film fame, lately came to New
York declaring she had been cured of the habit. Following difficulty
in a police court, where she had been taken by the police. Mi?s Hansen
made a series of disclosures of her knowledge of drugs, their users
and peddlers in a daily newspaper.
accounts by Westerners lately reaching New Tofk the "HollyInvestigations" have been farces, in so far as they failed to reveal
in connection with the picture colony and that they were not
seriously undertaken by the investigators, who knew the real picture
people out there are as clean in all of their 'ways of living as, relatively,
any other class of hard working people. Those who idle find vice and
viclousness much easier in New York or Chicago, as a matter of fact,
than in San Francisco, Los Angeles or Hollywood.

From

wood

anything

ganization.

RECORD ORDER FOR PRINTS
Chicago, Feb. 14.
A record order has been placed
here for the final comedy of Charles
Chaplin which is to be released
through First National. The Rothacker laboratories are commissioned
to turn •»••! 210 prints Tor the United
Str.tes alone. It Is 10 prints In excess of the previous biggest order
which was 200 prints for the production of "Blood and rand." -

INVESTIGATE JUDS0N DEATH
Los Angeles, Fob.

14.

The

police are probing the- mysterious death of Sheldon .tudfon.
who was found dead in his hath.
It la the general supposition that

Judson. who was a screen "heavy,"
took his own life as a result of
brooding over a charge of manof Griffith's newest picture, which slaughter In connection with his
has a working titl e of "The White having run down and killed a pedestrian New Year's Eve.
Rose."
«

and that

to exist.

firm.

_—

was

1,

Albano sang at the Rialto in the
ing between Finklesteln & Ruben
of 1017 at which time he was
having much promise, and Sobelmnn & Jtowe for posses-

regarded

t

•

screen version

by Jan.

fall

year.

Company
There is a contest looming in the
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Com-

J.

&

creasing thereafter, with ,$10,000 set
as his earnings for the seventh

Illness
Leaves Whole
Idle in Louisiana

Novello's

Max

attorney.
for
whom

amount

SHADOWS" BANNED

FEVERISHLY ACTIVE

of $50,000 for the picture rights
Bids Jump from $30,000
Sues Riesenfeld and offer
to "The Old Soak," the Don Marquis
comedy at the Plymouth, New York.
Stewart for $50,000— Re$75,000 for Ibanez
The manager explained that the
- Story
tained 25 P. C. of Earnings
the
stipulated
proposal
picture

Meyer,
Block are counsel, Edward
Zinco, known professionally as Albano, is seeking judgment to the

organized against the booking offices here furnishing extras to the
Film

IS

"for Pictures

Singer

Finkelstein,

"RUSSIA THROUGH

FUN STORY MARKET

>laya Sale of "Old Soak"
Hopkins Delays

Arthur Hopkins has refused an

Ehrlch

Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
This seems to be an echo of the
statement made here several weeks
ago by John Emerson, of the fight

REFUSED

$50,000 OFFER

RIESENFELD CHARGED

A peculiar sample of a territorial jam in New York came up laBt week
at 159th street and Broadway played the Harold L'.oyd
feature "Dr. Jack" for a half week immediately following the picture's
full-week engagement at Fox's Audubon only six blocks away on the
same thoroughfare. The district is the narrow Washington Heights
neighborhood which is only about four blacks wide between the Hudson
and Harlem river, but which Is thickly sprinkled with picture houses
besides the two principal big combination houses. The Audubon and
Moss' Coliseum at 181st street. A full week of a feature in a big house
like the Audubon would come close to exhausting the neighborhood.
The Rio's business was reported materially off on the engagement, which
was played only because the Loew people bought the Lo'yd picture for
a maximum block oT time which had to be played out
when Loew's Rio

I

A lot of gossip is floating around about the Fox f-tablishment. following the changes in personnel around the first of Hie year. One item is
that Joe Pincus, manager of the comedy producing department, may be
raised to the post of general studio manager on the coast? Another report is that lhe Fox studios cose to Los Angeles and almost adjoining
the Famous Players plant will move shortly, taking a site in th» Beverley
Hills section, closo to the Charles Chaplin studio.
The Goklwyn presa department still runs a whole lap behind current
news of its own company's doings. This week's batch of publicity furnishes the Information known tc the trade for several months that June
Mathis has prepared the scenario for "Ben-IIur,* but stops at that.
will be engaged is all the addi-

That a "big director" and *a great cast
tional information furnished.

'

j
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$15,000 BID
10'S

SUBJECT OF

PICTURE FUTURE

MUCH SPECULATION

g on "Americanism" in
urt Battle with
ar!

Louis This

St.

Famous Players

Still

Fisher Broke Even on Detroit

PLAYERS PICTURE

FAMOUS

WANT HER

Billing for Picture in

Offer Four

Weeks

Asked
in Coatt

—

Diva
Refuses Want Features
For $10,000 Weekly for
10 Weeks Coast Houses
Vie in Presenting Operatic

—

$6,000,000 FLOTATION

—

FOR FOX REPORTED

Fisher,
to

itood

owner of the dance
lose $15,000 on Jbe

he found tho^ public
not pay $2.50 to see Valenreduced the price to $1. This
'a little the next night, but
third day there appeared a
lot'* story in the local Hearst
i which Fisher unmercifully
Valentino, calling hhn a
all" and accusing him of
polished his golf sticks a
of
irs ago while a guest

Stars

New

York Bank
Reported
Ready to Underwrite Issue

When

AFTER

LOEW

HOUSES

for Public Offering

The officers and directors of a
downtown bank are reported having considered favorably a project
to float an issue of $6,000,000 of

Toronto Started Agitation
Sent Out
Postponement

—
—Advance Notices May Be Included
Order

Restrictive

pscted.

Ctrl

w

•

Houses «t $60,000

Detroit. Feb. 14.
^engagement of Rudolph Vali and "Winifred Hiulnut at the
sviinol of Dancing last
[lajestii»gj.'did nut ])i«'Vi' such a fliv as

UP IN ONTARIO, CANADA

AS

Week

Waging

Engagement

AD CENSORING COMES

Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
Tetrazzini at $15,000 a week as
star
attraction
the
at the new Metropolitan picture theatre is the offer

FILMS IN KANSAS CITY

made

scription.

ABRAMS

:
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Montreal, Feb. 14.
regulation of the Ontario board
of censors that has for a lengthy pe-

A

more or less dormant, has
been revived following the vjbllcaTeachers' Association Actively t ion by the medium of bill boards,
window cards and newspapers of adMonthly List of
at
vertisements calling attention to the
Recommended Pictures
picture now being shown at a Toronto theatre. For somo time past
tho board of censors has had power
Kansas City, Feb. 14.
Kansas
rarent
Teachers
The
by virtue of an order-In-council
City
association has taken upon itself sanctioning the regulations, to cenreviewing
pictures
be
sor all picture advertising.
the job of
to
A notice was forwarded to Col. J.
shown here and placing the stamp
of Its approval on the ono they A. Cooper, representative of the
Canadian Motion Picture Distribucharge
committee

in New York by the Famous
Players theatre department.
It surpasses all. offers for special
The issue is understood to be added features for film theatres, on
He said
at Dong Island.
The
in
like.
[hMfte had to pay Valentino $7,500 backed by large theatre properties, top of their regular picture bill.
the
Fox studio and other realty
>Vne week, $330 for his railroad
The Famous Players would have really functions. Every day memholdings of the company and the given Tetrazzini a contract
ire, and 50 per cent, of the receipts.
for four bers are on duty at the city cenThe story started something and ent.ire producing and distributing consecutive weeks at that figure sor's office watching pictures, while
proposed
terms
the
The
assess.
of
weekly.
[hat night nearly 2.000 people were
others are doing the same thing at
flotation are not mentioned in the
the dance hall to see Valentino.
It is understood the same picture
At the
hty cheered him and in a speech reports, but it is believed the stock people are agreeable to pay $10,000 the many film exchanges.
end of the month the committee
will be of $10 par with- 500,000 a week for 10 weeks for a
le toocluded by saying "I have a
suitable
tonight; I shares offered.
:ttkk surprise for you
attraction. The 10 weeks are to be make out a list of the pictures applayed on the coast and through proved with the announcement of
;aatr:jQ\\ to meet Mr. Carl Fisher,
the theatres where they will be
ny Wend, and I hope you will all
the south, particularly in Texas.
GIVES
IN
naJtf.Jt a point to becomo better
The Metropolitan, new, is believed shown.
As an illustration of the pictures
LcofMkrtcd with him.
to have sought Tetrazzini for imSigns Agreement with Michigan
The- balance of the week showed
mediate playing, to send over the approved the Associations last list
Cxhibitcrs
are:
"A Front Page Story," "Pawn
ii
inorea.se
attendance and
new house with a rush, also to forein
stall the forthcoming engagement of Ticket 210," 'The Village Black•r Just about broke even on the
Detroit, Feb. 14.
smith,"
Making of a Man," "A Fool
raient.
W. S. McLaren, president, and Orville Harrold at Loew's State, for Luck." "The Scarlet Car,"
Valentino told the press he was
Henderson Richey, secretary, of the where he will shortly appear as the "Kindled
Courage,'
"Drums of
bounded upon reaching Detroit to
Michigan Motion Picture Theatre added attraction at $3,000 weekly. Fate," "A Friendly Husband?"'" "The
e the type of dance hall operated
Owners Association, were in New Tetrazzini had to decline the pic- Flirt," "The Third Alarm," "Suture theatre proposal through her
Ksher and that ho offered to York last week and signed
a peace
inctl
engagement
which treaty with Hiram Abrams, presi- operatic engagement interfering. zanne," "The Pauper Millionaire,"
the
it refused.
Neither is it stated either way "The Town That Forgot God," "NoFisher proposed
dent of United Artists, whose picwhether the diva considered the body's Money," "Dr. Jack," "Heroes
Valentino give out tickets to
tures have been temporarily banned
U the women attending with the
offer otherwise, although it is be- of the Street," "The Kid Reporter,"
from Michigan, because of "Robin
"Nanook of the North," •Fire Fightle* Of having ft drawing contest,
Hood" having been sold first-run to lieved she was favorably inclined ers."
»• winner dancing with Valentino,
toward it.
a theatre operated by Masons.
dch the latter refused to do callOne
condition imposed was to the
Abrams signed a letter stating
kg the scheme ridiculous.
effect she sing three times daily in
that ho would not in the future sell
the Metropolitan, one aria to each booking agents. The policy of picUnited Artists releases to individThftre's considerable "inside stuff"
appearance with the understanding ture strengthened «uch as single
uals or non -theatrical organizations
the Val.ntino-F. P. imbroglio. It
she should not appear over thrice singers, concert vocalists, musicians,
until afer they had been offered to
n>t generally known that Valendaily on any day.
The Harrold- etc., will be adhered from the start
exhibitors.
Loew contract calls upon him to at least, with acts more approaching
was quite willing months ago to *Ial the boycott continued the
time- working for Famous in his
sing three times a da y during the vaudeville added later.
loss to United Artists would have
xt planned production, "The Spanweek days with four
The F. P. houses in New York
or
Imme- more Saturdays and appearances
h Cavalier" under Allan Dwan's easily run up to $100,000.
Include the Rialto, Rivoli and CriSurldays.
diately after the peace treaty was
ction which was perfectly satlsBesides Harrold,. Dorothy Jardon terion, with affiliation* that riaeh
>lin
H. Kunsky booked will also appear
k 'orjr to the star, at the same signed
at Loew's local to the coast and back.
"Robin Hood" for the Adams theatre
.- 5ft salary he last drew.
State;
It is not
Ciccollnl sang there last
at
60-cent
prices
and Phil Gleich- week as the special
MieraUy known the hitch revolved
attraction.
>un4 the securing of June Mathis man booked "Garrison's Finish"
Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
The Metropolitan Is a new picfirst-run for his Broadway- Strand
<lo the cutting, this being the only
A reliable report states that of the
ture house opening two weeks ago
theatre.
>i
litlon Valentino required so as
several
offers
recently made to the
and promoted by Sid Grauman, who
has an Interest besides being its- Loew Circuit for its two coast picPTftJttnt the cruel slashing ac«1*4 him in his last P. P. release, canization thrice daily from the ormanager at $50,000 a year. The Fa- ture houses, one for $5,500,000 cash
?lf>o4
and Sand."
The Famous chestra pit, not from the stage. mous Players is Grauman's partner. is being considered at the Loew
K> i»J* countered
that Miss Mathis This is not considered a violation F. P. initially bought a half inter- headquarters in New York.
Th e Loew's theatres are the Warsigned by Gqldwyn. The Mathis of
professionally
appearing
on est in the house. Following a long
rtoftce is because of that scenario
stage or screen.
Mrs. Valentino delay during the construction, F. P. Meld, San Francisco, and Loew's
lt ****
friendship for Valentino, (Winfred Hudnut) is on the same financed its completion, The build- State, thiH city. Each ranks among
helng primarily responsible for bjll in a dance act, also appearing ing represents $4,000,000.
It seats the biggest and best picture the^covering" him as a screen mati- three times daily. Cyrena Van Gor- something over 3,000 people and has atres of the west.
Both are comk idol.
modernly
scale
a
of
55
cents
don, Chicago prima, is another featop. It can play paratively new houses,
T h4s has always been played up ture of the program this week. At to a gross nearly of $40,000 a week. built and equipped. Dropping for
wess stuff in linking the "EeH" StrVents top business the first three
Recently Loew's State doubled its a while, tho Loew People finally
"'"
rumors with Valentino. Miss days was capacity. He opens at the business and this condition is re- Jacked up the business, which
at his prepared
each starting some
in
the scenario of the Trianon, the new Chicago mammoth ported to have alarmed the Grau- doubled
in. Lew
man's interests as the opening of weeks ago, continuing up* to now
Wallace story and reports dance hall, Feb. 20.
at Valentino was
Graham makes mention of the their new house approached. Grau- with several hig attractions anto be the leading
•e Were thus
given added weight. fact that Valentino finally acceded man has another new picture the- nounced for the future besides the
*rtb,ur Butler Graham who has to a talk with Adolph Zukor, the atre in Hollywood.
picture features.
actor's local F. P. executive recently after being
i^ acting as tn
"•man again deniea any reports persistently sought after but that
In Neif York during the pa^t week
>alrntin(.n signing with Metro no definite arrangement could l»" it was reported Famous Players
At the Loew ofMcs in the Loew
last press story
Despite the salary conces- hf*, been urging theatrical agents building no comment would be made
in which Harry made.
'J
•Jus,
the actors manager, was sions, Valentino is holding out for fo submit "big names."
No limit on tho Los Angdes dispatch other
imed) for the
simple reason the artistic CO-operation to meet with has. been placed on tht salary and than the statement the Loew Circuit
Junction prevents any such em- his Meal which somehow or other the agents were inform* d no name conduct! its business tho same ns
yment. Tl„- i, gf ,i end of the Fa- F. P. will not grant.
was too big. The agents un«l< r any other theatrical operator When
's litigation |.buying or selling; it will buy or
Mt ill In th v courts.
Regarding Carl Fisher, Orornm stood the stars were wanted a-- ex
,fl
y (Thursday)
Graham and mentions Fisher's antecedent a as tra attraction In Famous Players sell anything for :t price mat sutrs,
s Marshall
theatres
on the Pacific it was said,
of Untermeyer, Gug- being of (Scandinavian extraction, picture
Iheimer & Marshall, acting for formerly known as Carl Fisher Han« Coast and In the south.
The Broadwaj belief is that Mar!,>< w i<,.-.\
will oppose each other In a
let
Ml WO C(
Famous players' booking deportsMi win) married
daughter of W.
ion whereby
If
satisfactory price Is
hous<
a f/"
acts
for
string
ment
suitable
foi
Us
the him company Gould P.rokuw and later became
""« have
They arc f:.r 'removed
Valentino's, a:. sun known as "the millionaire lawyer" of picture houses will be akin t<> a received.
'CJien out
istern boundary of tn<'
i:nd judgm ut awarded fo.' Ins philanthropies towards the vnud \ ille circuit, with continuoun from tinm on Hi, pleadii
poor legally. Fisher was also sfreal bookings for the acts. It i>- expect- I. ew chain and while »•< in^' suc^lemjn,. i,
fullj op+ruted, through the dlsQ .io we< ks ran b< nrrang
t.i!..currently appearing
operator of parte in New
L'ne T>,- imonte
ay
om th main office
The F. P. houses hen tofon hnv< :.. in o
th atn
He cannot understand how
a picture York.
iiic
unui
•:
and c ml nwhatever attractions other
he)
I
he came to be the mnnng t
1 l**«iinute
'ii.
needed from concert UOUI
speech on Amerl- dance hall in Detroit.

stock to be offered for popular sub-

.
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tors* association, by Major Hamilton, chairman of the board of censors, pointing out the regulation.
Col. Cooper is calling the picture

men

together to discuss it.
The notice received by Col. Cooper
stated that after Feb. 12, all advertising. Including "newspaper copy,"
must be forwarded to the advertising department of tho board of censorship. Col. Cooper asked for a stay
until Feb. 19.
"It Is just a reminder to the motion picture people," stated G. K.
Armstrong, head of the advertising
an* 1 poster censorship for the board.
'There never as boen a legal opinion as to whether the film exchange
can be held responsible for theatre
advertising." stated Col. Cooper. "It
will be impossible to handle newspaper advertising copy to be censored by the board."
It Is understood under- the regulation as it now exists, that if the
measure is enforced oven advance
notices by press agents will be subjected to scrutiny.
!

VAUDEVILLE COMEDIANS

DOUBLED FOR FILM STARS
Acrobats Carrying Slide Stating They "Doubled" for Harold Lloyd

and Snub Pollard

San Francisco, Feb. 14.
At the Orpheum (vaudeville) this
week in the act of Berg and English, comedy acrobats, Is a slide
stating tho members' of the team
have "doubled" for Harold Llyod
and Snub Pollard, the picture stars.
The fact, undisputed up to now,
la
not expected to promote the
popularity of cither film comic

among

his followers, who believed
all of their own stunts.

they did

WALKER'S CENSORSHIP

REPEM MEASURE
Administration
in

Bill

New York

IN

Introduced

State

Senate
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 14.
Senate Majority Leader James J.
W.'k.r, nf .\.-w V«>rk. today intr
duced in tho Senate tho Administration Pill, calling for a straight
reneai of the Motion Picture Censorship Li'v.
U is anticipated this measure will
reported out oi' committee in the
ite at an early date.
Louis A. Cs villi er and Frank A.
from New
Miller, both !»• n
'.rk
both Introduced simitar bills
t>e

'

t

in

tb<

Assembly previously.
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NIT SHOWS LOSE $1550,000
TIME VAUDEVILLE AGENT

CONFESSES TO HIS METHODS
Arthur Horwitz Told His Wife He Receives as
High as 25 Per Cent and 50 Per Cent "Commission"
Mrs. Horwitz Sues for Divorce

—

LOSSE SJCANADA'S PICTURES INCLUDE
900 THEATRES AND $30,000,000
REACHES LARGE

LIST OF

jaany casea he receives as high as

CROP UP

IN

NEW

MEN

MGRS.

and

50 per cent, of the salaries of
actors he booked and that he is able
to keep within the law by claiming
an interest in the acts, though his
books do not show it."
This is but part of the revelations
contained in the complaint of Mrs.
ft

'

'CHICKEN CHASING'

—

Lee Shubcrt Not Mentioned

Among
"In very few cases, he told me,
he confine himself to the comlion allowed by law, but in

Comparative Figures WithU. S. Given by Ontario's
Fire Marshal Other Statistical Figures Show
Canada's 300 Exchanges Against 800 in the U. S.

AGGREGATE
Losers

—

Among

—*.

Affiliated

Theatres Corp, Set Back
$350,030—1.
Herk
H.
Most Heavily Stung
Individuals

PREACHER'S SIDELINE;

—

THE SHOW BUSINESS

Chicagoan in for $120,Agency Throws Out 3 Houses

When Mgrs. Request Women They Could Approach

—

OOO

All Losses Suffered Minnesota
Man of Cloth Has
Since Unit Season Opened
Theatrical
Booking Scheme
Several
In September
Burlesque Men Hit
for Small Towns

—

(Continued on page 3D)

The speculative

SOCIETY ENTERTAINING
fAV0RED BY ARTISTS
"Society" entertaining, a variation on club dates, seems to be favored by certain song-and-danoe

.

artists of

average

talent.

They f.et
more con-

interests

which

have entered the theatrical business
during the past few years by acquiring theatres in the smaller cities and
suburban towns have revived a custom known to vaudeville rutnagers
15 years ago as "Chicken Chasing."
The term in former years was applied to house managers who forced
their acquaintance upon women appearing in their theatres. In cases

GERMAN OPERA

©n Saturday and Sunday).
Richard Bohnen, Baritone, Being
^ The social angle seems to be conGroomed for Metropolitan
sidered important and ofttlmes more
than compensating financially. It
Metropolitan opera house,
The
-opens social avenues. One recounts
New York, directors are holding
the Interest a society woman took
new baritone. Richard
back
a
In a fellow artist and paved the way
Bohnen, to "spring" him on the
for a soft Wall street berth in her
public as a singing sensation. Mr.
husband's brokerage business. Sim- Bohnen is a German and enthusiilar instances of generous bounties
astically heralded by local German
of jewels and otiier things from dot- newspapermen, who predict a briling Ladles of leisure are mentioned. liant debut on his appearance at
the Met, due some time next month.
The opera house offick Is are
HOUSES WANT VAUDE
k.
'

Newark, N. J.. Feb. 21.
Vaudeville once or twice a week
In th© small picture houses hero is
growing rapidly. Resides the Clinton Square; the Hillside, Walnut,
and the
Art and City in Irvington have all
These house?
adopted the policy.
are booked through an Independent
agency which is pushing the idea

New Amsterdam, Ronson

It is

rumored that some

of the

New-

ark houses in the big Stern strin
are going to adopt this policy.

holding his antecedents as secret aa
and refuse to comment on
when and in what opera be will
make his American debut.
In Germany Bohnen enjoys an enviable reputation both on the opera
stage and screen. Some years ago
when theatrical conditions were
none too good fo» opera and other
itage stars he was forced to resort
He
o the screen for a livelihood.
as appeared with Mia May in sevproductions.
German
•r.il

possible

U333

Minneapolis. Feb. 21._

The show business for a side line
the scheme of the Rev. J. F.
Tucker of Lynd, Minn. Sixty small
towns in the state are threatened
to be served with entertainment by

(Continued on page 22)

is

A loss from th^e opening of the
Shubert vaudeville unit season last
September up to now approximates
$l,55Q,00O> according to a table of
losses appended herewith, partially
estimated.

The name of Lee Shubert as a
where their attentions were shunned manager or producer does not apupon the list of unit losers,
pear
the engagement was made exceed-

forth that the work is
genial and has the advantage of
being confined to the meJ&opolis,
ingly unpleasant for the artiste.
.which omits traveling and lMel exAmong the newer crop of small
pense on the road. The net, even
time house managers or owners are
for one or two dates per week,
(Continued on page 22)
•quafer-or exceeds what the act could
get In vaudeville doing 14 shows a
week on the big-time or 23 a week
"FIND"
la the three-a-day (counting four

MALL

WHAT'S LEFT OF UNITS

Montreal, Feb, It.
Canada's Investment In picture
theatres represents 130,000,000.
Canada has 900 picture theatres
and SO film exchanges, aa compared
with 15.000 theatres in the United
States and SO0 exchanges.
These
comparative figures wars given by
George F. Lewis, deputy firs marshal of Ontario, in a recent address
here. The magnitude of the picture
industry and
the
immeasurably
great possibilities in store for the

nor is Shubert reported to have lost
through Shubert vaudeville, excepting possibly from his contributions
(Continued on page 36)

ADS"—
SHUBERT WAR CRY

"TAKE OUT THE

the minister, who says
gets over, 100 leading

each village must pay

the thing
citizens of
him L'S cents
if

weekly.
The Rev. has figured it, although
not announcing the data, that with

hanging around
and Minnesota not so populous, if
(Continued on page 22)
48 first class states

LENT, 40 YEARS AGO
Did Not Deter Artists from Appear-

ing—Names

Cited

MIDNIGHT SHOWS

PUN

FOR WOODS' "MORPHIA"
A

novelty in regular presentation

on Broadway Is planned by A. H.
for "Morphia," the new pluy
which will feature Lowell Sherman. The idea Is to begin the performance at 11 p. m. at the EItinge, immediately after the final*

Woods

of "The Masked Woman" which
la running in
the house and In
which Sherman is a featured plaj'er.
"Morphia'* has been announced

for special performances at the Rt-

tlnge on off-matinee afternoons, but
Kansas City, Feb. 21.
the producer believes the late trick
That the Lenten season did not
(Continued on pag» 22)
scare the troupers from coming to
City 40 years ago *« shown
Again Picks Chicago ''Post" Kansas
by the following list of attractions 'UNFAITHFUL HUSBAND' NEXT
booked to appear In the old Coates
Two Theatres
for Battle
"The Unfaithful Husband" is the
Theatre, as given by one of the loWithdraw from Paper
cal papers in its "Forty Years Ago" title of the newest drama being
column. The list recalls names of readied for the road. It is a comattractions and stars unknown to panion piece to "The Unloved Wife"
Chicago. Feb. 21.
present generation.
the
Among and was written by the same auThe Playhouse and the Stude- them are Minnie Hauk, M. B. Cur- thoress, Florence Edna May.
The play Is due in Boston Marvh
baker have withdrawn their adver- tiss in "Samuel of Posen," Maggie
tisements from the Chicago Eve- Mitchell, three nights; Lotta, four 12 at the Arlington. The Unity Play
Co.
Is
producing it with Ueorga
controlled
is
by
ning Post. Neither
nights; Callender's Georgia Mina
the Shuberts, but both are booked strels. Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge 8. Gatts.
by that firm, and pla^" Shubert at- Knight, Barry and Fay In "Multractions.
doon's Picnic," Baker and Farren in
The fight between the Shuberts "Chris and Lena," Emma Abbott in
and the Post has been going on for "Iolanthe," Robinson and Crane,
romnort MaMa of Stan
Aiiln tat XVamwm sad Mm
over a year. There was a rumor Willie Edouin and Alice Atherton in
We Invite Comparison of
some time ago the troubles were "Sparks," C. W. Couldock and EfDesign, Price and Workmanship
likely to be adjusted, but this chance fle Ellsler in "Hazel Kirke." Lawseems to hate gone glimmering, and rence Barrett. Tom Keene. Ford
the breach widened with this action Opera Company in "Iolanthe" and
1137 ITw«y
K. T. City

—

COSTUMES
BROOKS-MAHIEU

of associated theatres.

"Patience."
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FANCIERS OF STAGE AND SCREEN

LONDON'S

MAKE MANY WINS

MARIE TEMPESTS REAPPEARANCE

Ackerman, Irene Fen-wick, Giida Gray, Al
and Chat. H. Christie, Anna Case and Mr. and
Mrs. E. K. Lincoln Among Exhibitors at Garden

Irving C.

Press and Public Against Piece With Terrible Business Following Notices Coming Off Right Away

—
—Miss Tempest Explains—Has Played

London, Feb. 21.
"Good Gracious. Annabelle," la
unanimously voted by public and
press the worst play London ever
has scon.

It

Before

SACHA GUITRY PLAYS
HIS

Following the notices after the
•how opened at the Duke of York's

IN

NEW COMEDY

"L'Amour Masque" Presented
Yvonne Prinin
Paris
temps as the Girl

was terrible. Immediate
arrangements were made to revive
"The Marriage of Kitty'! for that

—

business

house.

FRANK VAN HOVEN
Well, it took me 100 weeks to get
a vacation from vaudeville, and I
had to get sick to make it. When I
worked for Gus Sun 1 had vacations

every other day. Now that I've got
popular with the SKUtf and PneuParis, Feb. 21.
bookers have allowed me
With the departuro of Lucien monia, the bed.
The "Croaker" says
reception was tremendous at the Gultry for a foreign tour the run of to stick to
I can't have company, but you can
opening, but nothing could offset
few laughs addressed
me
write
Sujet
Koman"
"Un
de
terminated
the impression the piece created.
care Variety. When I get well and
At a semi-public dinner tendered sooner than business warranted. To have convalesced, I'll hit Broadway
Miss Tempest Sunday, she said it replace Guitry's comedy Manager with my cane and monocle. In the
was foolish to have produced "Anna- A. Franck presented Feb. 15 the op- interim, if any of those copyists can
There were many eretta, "L'Amour Masque," at the think up a good epitaph, let them
here.
belle''
mall it to Variety.
others with her. She had seen the Theatre Edouard VII.
Temperature 104; respiration 30;
York presented by
New
in
The piece had a most successful
play
pulse 100. No liquor. That's tough.
Granville Barker, and she also had opening and is by Sacha Gultry,
Sick but laughing,
Ausand
Africa
with the music by Andre Massager.
played it in India,
FRANK VAN HOVEN
tralia, besides trying it out here at The lyrics are well constructed and
comoften continuously witty, with the
Cardiff, also Brighton, before
music harmonious,. light and. youthing into London.
Its reception justified the London ful despite the composer will reach
IS
the age of 70 next autumn. Mespresentation, said Miss Temyest.
•Annabelle" marked the return
here of Marie Tempest after an absence of eight years. Her personal

The stage and screen were well
represented at the 47th annual Dog
Show of the Westminster Kennel
Club at Madison Square Garden
last week.
A win of any kind at
the Garden event, the largest Dog
Show in this country, is the highest
honor obtainable in the canine show
world.
The premier honors was taken by
Irving C. Ackerman of the Ackerman & Harris Circuit, on the Const
Mr. Ackerman came down with 11
wire-haired fox terriers and an
Irish terrier. Tho popular w!n for
Ackerman was one of his own bred
puppies called "Humberstone Hair
Trigger," that got first fn a class of
26 dogs. The others of the Ackerman string in the winnings were
"Humberstone War Cry," "Humberstone Rapid Fi*e," "Criterion Wireboy," "Humberstone Long Trail,"
champion
famous English
the

SPANISH CENSOR

sager condi^rted the orchestra at the

AGAINT ELLIOTT'S FILM

premier performance.
The production is based on the
story of a demi-mondaine, age 20,
Provincial Theatres Are Promised who has two protectors, but falls in Alba Family Protest
Picture
Tax Relief
love with a handsome young fellow
Made in Belgium Spanish
whose picture she has taken from
Paris, Feb. 21.
a photographer's.
Informed the
Occupation of Flanders
Arrangements had been framed owner of the negative Is calling, she
lust October to shut down if the tactfully dismisses her protectors.
government failed to give relief to When an elderly man appears, reParis, Feb. 21.
the amusement industry by provid- sembling the original of the photoIn consideration of the Alba famon
tax
war
the
reform
of
for
a
ing
graph, she supposes him to be the ily's protest, the Spanish censor has
entertainments still in full force in father and expresses disappointprohibited the showing of William
France.
ment.. However, sho relates of her Elliott's Paramount production enThe buJget commission has not infatuation, and the man promises titled "Opprimes," made in Belgium
S'fn fit to satisfy the Paris man- his timid son will attend her masked
last autumn.
The story narrates of
agera' wants, but promises a cer- ball and will wear the rose she* ofthe Spanish occupation of Flanders
tain redress for the provinces, with fers for Identification.
under the cruel Duke of Alba, which
the result the country legitimates
During the second act she meets is the cause of the descendants'
have broken from the city men and her masked Ideal at th e ball and complaint
against the picture.
decided to postpone the threats to becomes enraptured with him, meanSteps are being taken to convince
close this month, as previously ar- while, commissioning two eoubrets
the Spanish authorities there Is no
ranged.
to occupy the two protectors.
The detrimental criticism of the Alba
The action of the Paris managers final act has the girl awaiting him, family intended, and the scenario
is not certain but the same course
but the elderly man again arrives but follows the orthodox records
will probably now be taken and with apologies for his son's absence
which were obtained.
tli'ie will be no general closure this
from the previous night's affair.
Requel MeJler ia starred In the
month.
She recognizes a scar upon his wrist feature.
and falls contentedly into his arms,
declaring agp makes no difference,
Miss Mellcr has been engaged for
ACT
FASHION
with the explanation following the America to appear in pictures for
Runs 75 Minutes as Palladium Re- photograph was taken when he was Famous Players and in stage proyoung.
ductions by Charles Frohman, Inc.
turns to Variety.
Tho author plays the elderly Jover, Her American salary is $2,500
and Yvonne Printemps is delightful weekly, with the engagement made
London, Feb. 21.
as the girl. Others to stand out in through M.
S. Bentham.
With the return this week of the tho cast
were Louis Maurel and
Palladium tu the variety policy, Urban.
Fashion
Harry Foster inserted a

PARIS MGRS/ STRIKE OFF

—
—

'

-

SHOW

.

DRINKWATER'S 'CROMWELL'

Show
It

in the bill that ran 75 minutes.
contains a jazz band and other

The gowns aro of the
specialties.
finest London and Parisian models.
Properly condensed and exploited
al for
the act bhould bo sen. iti
over hero. The' Alhambra also has
a fashion show this week as a part
of its bill. It contains a mannequin
parade but is not as elaborate as
the Blmilar show at the Palladium.

NO COPYRIGHT ON OPERAS
Chelsea

Palace Rented by Fosters

Author's New Plsy Closely Follows
Oliver Cromwell's Life.

for Their Production.

"Humberston^ Wyche Wayfarer,"
"Thorneroft Wire Girl," "Humberstone Warriors Mischief," "Kings
Point Cinderella" and "Humberstone
The Irish terrier
Flips Melody."
greatly admired by {he exhibitors
•

was "Humbersfbne

Celtic Startler."

This dog has a remarkable record
in England and will make
for himself in this country.

a name

another
Fenwick
was
Irene
strong competitor in Irish terriers.
She exhibited her champion, "Tattler," second in the regular classes
to the newly imported "Thorncroft
Celtic Playboy" that won for the
best male dog. "The Tattler" holds
an enviable record for winning at
six straight shows for the best Irish

Al Christie sent from Los Angeles
terriers,
wire-haired
fox
"New field Black Pearl," "Prides
Hill Trilby," "Newfleld High Ball"
"Gin
and "Newfleld Gin Fizz."
Fizz," a youngster of eight months,
With
scored high in her classes.
more maturity she undoubtedly will
develop into one of tho leading show
winners.
Charles IT. Christie, a brother, of
Hollywood, brought along a team
of Scottish terriers that figured in
"Mine Brook Nancy,"
the money.
one of the Christie entries, only 10
months old, won first in the Puppy
and Novice Classes.
It seems tho Coast is a place to
All of the leading
raise winners.
terrier classes for young dogs were
Won by California bred dogs. "Tay-

other Scottie entries. Mr. Christie
exhibited
his
champion.
"Heatherlne Boy," a bull terrier
bred and raised by him. To raise
a champion is one of the big honors
with fanciers.
Gilda Gray, the "Follies" star,
was one of tho Shepherd (police
dog) exhibitors. Her "Prince Folly
of Rendez-vous," a youngster of
only 10 months competed against a
class of 35 and received mention

also

.

JOHN

THE LITTLE JOHNS
226
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London, Feb.

Apropos

21.

of the story in the late«t

impoW

tation.

Mi

Anna

Case,- the operatic stilt
scored for the best Russian wolfin the show with her "Nickof Vadeska."
this Win was,
made defeating the best specimens
of the breed, Including many cham•
pions. -—

hound
olal

i

,

Chow Chows were a clean victory for the Greenacre Kennels of
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Lincoln. It won
for the best chow in the show with
champion "Greenacre Li Ping Fow,*
the second time in succession this
marvelous animal has taken the
honor at the Garden show. The
best dog in the regular classes,
Ths
"Greenacre Ho Ling," won.
best female was also taken by the.
champion, "Pecknall
Greenacre's
Tsen Tal." The best brace and

team

classes

also

went

the

to

Greenacres.

was

Boston
Mr. Ackerman
early this week, judging- at the Bos*
ton Dog Show.
wr
in

..

DUNCANS SEPARATE;
ISADORA CRITICIZES
Serge

Essenin

for

Moscow

Leaves Paris

—We

Didn't

Appreciate Her Art
Parts, Feb. 11.
Serge Essenin, husband of Isadora Duncan, left here for Moscow,
following further domestic quarrels,
leaving his wife behind.
At a pretended lecture on srt
given by the dancer's brother, Rayhis own hall Saturday
night, Miss Duncan adversely criticised Americans for their unappreclatlon of her artistic efforts.

mond, at

SAILINGS
March 1G (London to
Fred Leroy Granville.

•

New

York)*

Feb. 20 (New York to London),
John Abbott (Berengaria).
Feb. 20 (from San Francisco to
Australia) Sir Harry Lauder end
wife, Harry Mosgrove (Sonoma).
Feb. 20 (from San Francisco to
Honolulu) Mr. and Mrs. Snub Pol-*
,

lard.

i

LONDON

i

delra for a vacation. On his return
he will start rehearsals for his

forthcoming

appearance

in

"The

Gay Lord Qucx."
Andre Chariot will produce a new
revue at. the Vaudeville' Feb. 20. It
has not yet been given a title. The
book is by Ronald Jeans, with
(Continued on page 42)

WILETTE

KERSHAW
GUARANTY TRUST

CO.

•

New York

FOSTERS AGENCY,

Ltd.

GR0SSMITH NEVER SAW MOLLY
Variety to arrive thai "Tho Cabaret
Girl" of George Grossmith's is similar to the American "Molly Darling,' Grossmith says he has never
seen "Molly Darling," that be wrote
and signed contracts for "The
Cabaret Girl" erer a year ago.

;

strong competition for her

bank Pilot," "Taybank Harmony"
and "Taybank Music" were the

THE TJLLERlCHOOLS
OF DANCING

RHINESTONES"

commended). Ar*
rangements was made by Mitt'
Gray with one of the leading EnM*
lish experts at the Garden show to>'
secure the best Stalyham terrier
obtainable.
The Sealyham terrier
is coming in very strong at the
shows, and Miss Gray will flfatf

C. (very highly

four

IN

York "Daily Ndws" CarTuesday, mentioning
more names than has been customary with the same story.

from the judge. Sealyham terriers
found Miss Gray showing "Picadilly
Whiskers" and was awarded V. H.

terrier.

London, Feb. 21.
John Drinkwater's "Cromwell"
London, Feb. 21.
was produced Monday at Brighton.
George and Harry Foster have It
stars Henry Alnley with strong
leased for a brief term from tho end
support.
of March with an option for five
Like the author's "L I n c o 1 n,"
years longer, the Chelsea Palace for
"Cromwell" closely follows a biothe production of Gay's old English
graphical and historical form of narIDEA FOR CHAPLIN
opera, "Folly*" the sequel to "The
rative, with the main features of
Beggar's Optra."
London, Feb. 21.
Cromwell's life vividly developed.
There is no copyright on the old
The Ideal Film Co. thinks it
On the same evening Matheson
would be a good idea to get Chalie opera and If the Foster venture is Lang played "The Bad Man" at
Chaplin to play the aunt in the film successful, it will be followed by Lectin.
others of Gay's light pieces.
of "Cnaricy's Aunt."
London, Feb. 12.
Another version of "Polly" is runThe Ideal has the picture rights
Among the theatrical arrivals on
ACTORS' PLAY
to the play; all it needs is Chaplin, ning to good business at tho Kingsthe Berengaria were Samuel L.
way, while "The Beggar's Opera" is
Dolly
Rothafel,
Sisters,
Bobby
in its third year at Hammersmith. "The Dancers" Written by DuMaurSyd Kirby Dead
Leonard. Phil White, Jack Haskell.
ier and Viola Tree
Harry Green, Gladys Cooper. Sam
London, Feb. 21.
Salvain and Arthur Pearson arSyd^virby died of pleurisy, aged SOME ONE SAYING SOMETHING
rived last week and are "looking
London, Feb. 21.
33. lie was a well known English
With
its authorship credited to a around.'*
Paris, Feb. 21.
Hebrew comedian.
The rails edition of the Chicago fictitious Hubert Parsons, and called
Matheson Lang will produce "The
"Tribune" printed a story yesterday "Th e Dancers," opening February 15
Bad Man" at Leeds Feb. 19. He
of a third circuit to be formed in ft. Wyndhams, it since has developed
Will play tho Holbrook Plinn role,
American legitimate theatricals.
the writers of the piece were Gerald and the supporting rast includes
It told of a conference to be held DuMaurl.r and Viola Troo.
H. O. Nicholson, Albert Drayton.
on this side In April with many
DuMaurler is starredMn tho pf*>re, Allr-o J. Hogan, W. E. Hallman.
143 Charing Cross Road
American producers attending
a melodramatic sort of wild west Clifton Boyne, Florence Saunders.
LONDON
There are several American and drawing room drama, but adGeorge Grr*»smith has left the
showmen now over here.
mirably unfolded.
Director,
TILLER
cast of "The Cabaret Girl" at the
Winter Garden and gone to MaThe New
ried tho fctory

<

O

•
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THE DRY AND DREARY WEST

FAMOUS PLAYERS DROPS TO 87;

By JUDGE WALTER

,

C.

KELLY

-*

OTHER AMUSEMENTS STEADY

Proposed

—

in

—

The feature of the week was the
three-point drop in Famous Players, which got down to 87 yesterday
(Wednesday).
The other amuse-

Atchison,

ment

issues held steadily. "Orpheum
maintained a level fractionally above
20 and Loew about kept the same

The latter stock droppel to
I9ffc for a few trades around noon.
hut recovered to 20 promptly.
<v<£he market influences we; c badly
(Continued on page 45)

MAe.

Lord's

Day

—

Arrests Follow

Comment

Managers along Broadway

•

radio craze in th's part of the country

is

evidenced by the

numerous

for considerable activity on the part
of the reformers next Sunday. Last
Sunday the managers of four house/'

were a rested. Two, the Jewish Art
Theatre and Thomashcfky's. the first
In
the Madison Square Garden
building and the other on Houston
street, give performances in Jewish.
William A. Drady recently commented on the fact o'f the foreign
language houses being permitted to
play Sundays. Brady's remarks following the police Interference with
the performance of "La Flamme" at
the Playhouse two Sundays ago. It
Is generally accepted the reformers

Sunday showy took their
cues from the Brady remarks.
The other two houses affected by
Sunday's closing campaign
last
were the Loew's Delancey St. and
after the

city

councils

...

DAN McNEIL
Long

ctlon of
comedy.
In passing in C. B.
i

imposing

associated with musical
Now playing Juvenile role

MADDOCK'S

"50

MILES

penalties

numerous instances
where some amateur wireless oper-

siasts there are

starts
sending
interesting part of

Just
"the
a radio conof dots and

causing a medley
dashes which spoils the radio
cert,"

AUTO CLASSIC DOOMED

^

City

Fights

of

Bill

Patriotic

So

cieties

stuff.

the measures
Indianapolis, Feb. 21.
being adopted In this part of the
Memorial Day will mean nothing
Wo8t to stop this interference the
following in taken from the ordi- to this city if the state legislature
nance adopted by the city of Atchi- continues in the attitude it evison. Kans:
denced last week as regards the
"By reason of the educational and measure to prohibit all commerinstructive Information being con- cialized sport on that day. It apstantly broadcasted from many parts pears as if the annual motor speedof the world by radio, same being way clusslc is doomed.
The 500received, at least in part, by people mile auto grind drew 125,000 people
of Atchison and vicinity, it is hereby last year and Is this town's one best
made unlawful for any one to un- advertising bet. And the crowd
necessarily disturb the atmosphere generally is around for one or two
within the limits of the city of evenings, which means much to the
Atchison by any means whatsoever theatr.es.
not necessary incident to the operBusiness and civic clubs, almost
ation of some device, mechanism or without exception, along with the
apparatus used and useful in any theatrical Interests, have adopted
business, trade or occupation. Any resolutions condemning the measTwo-thirds of the Marlon
one violating the provisions of this ure.
section shall be fined not to exceed county posts
the American Le$50 or sentenced not to exceed 15 gion denounced their state officers
days in the city jail, or both such who are behind the bill and who
tried to suspend the charters of the
fine and imprisonment."
posts in retaliation. The O. A. R.
and Sons of Veterans Inaugurated
the movement two years ago.
INCOME TAX LIMIT
No one took the bill seriously until it passed the senate by a big
Final* Day March 15—4 Per Cent, on
majority and it began to appear as
$4,000 Net Income
if it would be rushed throigh the
illustration of

<

National Wintergarden, the
latter operated by the Minskys.
The Lord's Day Alliance, which
started the Sunday crusade In JerThe final day for the filing of
sey City six weeks ago, apparently Federal income tax forms is three
Is directing the New York Sunday weeks off, the law providing that
closing campaign.
all forms must be filed with the
collector of internal revenue on or
before March 15. On that date a
MISSOURI BILL KILLED
partial payment of the tax must be
made
or the entire tax can be paid,
Woman Talks About Censoring to as Is usual
for moderate incomes.
Legislative Committee.
The' exemptions allowed are about
—
the
same
as
last year. For married
Kansas City, Feb. 21.
Declaring the political picture persons with a net income which
means
amount
remaining after
the
censor the "greatest failure on the
face of the earth," Mrs. Henry N. legitimate deductions are made—of
$5,000
or
less,
exemption is
$2,500
Ess, of this city, leading clubwoman,
who has been opposing the proposed permitted. For a married person
the

i

—

Censorship bill, told the
of some of her
experiences with the Kansas City
•ensor.
As a member of local women's organizations she stated that It was
with difficulty the committee were
able to interview the censor and
that they gained nothing by their
visit She further stated: ."All the
money paid to censors fn Missouri
the last eight years might just as
well be piled on the table and
burned." The Rev. Burris A. Jenkins, of the Linwood Boulevard
Christian Church/* and Rabbi H. H.
Mayer, both of this city, also opposed the measure, whicji was sponsored by the Committee of Fifty of
St. Louis.
The action of the Kansas City
people was effective, as the House
Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence killed the bill. It Is said the
committee's action was unanimous.
State

BILL FOR BILLBOARDS
Kansas City, Feb. 21.
to license bill boards has
been introdi/ccd in the state senate.
The measure provides for an annual license fee of not less than 10
cents a square foot of bill board
space, the tax to, be collected by
the city f\r town roller-tor who is
required to issue tags to br placed
On the boards.
The owners or
operators of the bill hoards will be
required to frive a surety bond that

A

bill

the boards wou'ld be properly constructed and maintained in a safe
condition.

The revenue derived would be
divided

and

evenly

state.

between

the

city

Time was. In the dear, dead days
when Patrick Henry's spetch was a
part of our language, that a trip to
the Coast was looked forward to by
all troupers as a holiday -Jaunt, but
since the curse oL Volstead was put
upon us It is now about as cheerful
as the route of the Wandering Jew
of some centuries ago.
The time spent in the theatres Is
the only relief I get from the deep
and all -pervading gloom that has
settled over the once merry Wet and
Wooly West! There the audiences
laugh as of yore, and make a comedian feel like a missionary carrying
the gospel of laughter to these sadfaced dwellers in what was oncer a
land of mirth and romance.
The •octal life of western cities
now revolves around gasoline stations and Greek restaurants, with
here and there a foul-smelling poolroom where auto bandits lay out
their routes and dope fiends dream

of

The bill provides that the price of
must bd printed on their
face and that it/is Illegal to sell
them at a sum/higher than that
-stamped upon them. The" bill would
even put an end to the sale of tickets at hotels at the usual fifty-cent
increase.
Representative Long made the
only speech for the bill. He outlined the plan by which the scalpers
get the tickets and said it is impossible to get good seats at the box
offices until a few minutes before
the curtains go up when seats are
available if there are any returns
of unsold tickets.
The penalty for violation of the
provisions of the bill is $500 fino or
six months in prison or both.
The easy passage of the bill attracted attention among* old members of the legislature, for the same
measure in practically the same

whose net income is above $5,000
the exemption is $2,000. There is a
legitimate additional deduction of
$400 for each person dependent on
the taxpayer for chief support. That
means persons under 18 years of
age, or incapable of support because mentally or physically defective.
The head of a family is
allowed deductions similar to that
Single persons
of married persons.
are permitted an exemption of

When

came up

for a second reading friends of the Speedway attraction offered. In rapid fire
order, half a dozen amendments In-

house.

it

tended to vitiate the

bill.

Among

these vers actions to make It apply to theatres as well as commercialized sports and to include all

NO FISHING SUNDAY

.

the last tax of the taxable year.

exhibits have been added to the list
of amusements sought to be barrsd
in

introduction In the

10-PE0PLE PARTY RATE
Chicago, Fsb. 21.

A widow

sued

i

by railroads on the part

of

theatrical people.
At a meeting of western railroad
men held here this week It was
practically* decided to put into effect
a 10-peeple party rate If the theatre
folks ninke the showing with mileage

expected.
the 10-people party rate propo

i>'.'>ks

If

sltion goes through as outlined It
will not be confined to theatrical
troups, but will be op^n^tjMrne gen
eral public.

Rotary luncheons with commuBoy 8cout rally s and
meetings of the T. W. C. A. and
nity singing.

limerick contests In the local press
life out here just one hideous

make

revel.

On my

his

appearance bi-

where, according to the blotter sellers of the press, I could defy Volstead and abandon myself to every
excess.
first visit was on a fine
evening, about 11 P. M., to the home
of Herbert Rawllnson, the screen

for

My

knowledge of the scalp-

ing game was gained at first hand.
Representative Richard D. Burns.
Philadelphia,
on Tuesday Introduced a bill that would prevent the
boosting of prices on holidays and
upon other special days on all tickets to any placo of amusement. It

of the week.

The penalty for a first offense Is
$500 and for a second offense $500
or imprisonment for six months, or
both, at the discretion of the court.

$1 FINE

DAMAGING

Managers'
Opinion
on
Theatre
"Passion Play" "Sunday'' Arrest

I was greeted by the shocking
spectacle of Mr. Rawllnson dseply
engrossed In teaching the art of the
ukelele to Earl Fox, another screen
star.
Shocked at this evidence of
Hollywood's excesses, I decided to
visit the home of Buster Keaton.
Ther e I was informed by one of the
servants that Mrs. Keaton and the
* _•
__.
. *»
._
baby were asleep and that Buster
was still at the studio and had been
there since noon. Stunned at this
evidence of Hollywood's depravity,

star.

makes

it unlawful to sell admission
tickets for any particular day at a
*tt*l«%A
lifcrtiAr*
tlinn for
fr\r> nntr s-htl\**i- /laic
price higher than
any other day

arrival In Los Angeles I
I would visit the fa*
Hollywood picture colony,

thought that

mous

committee

|

.

decided to visit Roscoe Arbuckle,
the big. good-natured victim of a
most tragic circumstance. I found

I

him reading "If Winter Comes,"
while in a room adjoining Hoot Gibson and Jed Prouty were trying to
harmonize with a Victrola playing
"Pal o' Mine." To cap the climax
of

this

horrible

spectacle,

a

little

Theatre owners In New Jersey flat-footed Chinaman served orange
Recorder Hauen- pekoe tea, with sliced tomatoes and
steln In fining Father Grief $1 for chicken sandwiches.
This concludes my arraignment
the exhibiting of the "Passion Play"

feel the action of

in Vnion Hill for alleged violation
of the State "vice and immorality"
act, will mark the beginning of the
end of the old vice act of 1872.

strengthened the anti-closing fac-

The

showmen believe.
Lord's Day Alliance and

sev-

eral other reform organizations are
out to beat ths Simpson bill, which

would permit each

Jersey

muni-

cipality to deolde whether it wanted
Sunday theatricals or not.
An odd local angle occurred fn
Union Hill when a list of*petltioners
to close the houses was led by the
name of an organist who subsequently substituted for the regular
organist at a vaudeville house. Th*

sub accepted the day's work when
the regular musician became 111.

TENN. BILL PASSED
Assembly Concurs With Senate
Theatres Must Close Sundays

Memphis, Feb.

of the Picture Colony.

San Francisco

is making a noble
the life and color
which made It the Mecca of all
pleasure seekers in other years. * Salt
Lake as you know Is now off the
Orpheum Circuit and the only
thing open there now is the Mormon Tabernacle. Life In St. Paul,
Minneapolis, Seattle, Winnipeg and
Portland, while sad is still worth
while for the troupes.
Vancouver Is the one oasis where
the Witches of Intolerance have not
yet lit their fires.
Tou are no doubt aware that T
have finally suppressed Lincoln,
Neb, Kindly convey thhj news to
Julius Tannen as 1 know It would
greatly add to his peace of mind. If
I can suppress Its principal exhibit,
W, J. Bryan, my Joy will be com-

effort

to retain

plete.
I will

close my season early In
May at Washington, D. C, and
shortly thereafter hope to sit across

from

you and the "sentimental
sucker," Jack Lnlt, and the matt
with the Iron mask, Pulaski, holding ths low hand.
Meanwhile I remain yours until
Charlie Miller kisses Max Wiley.
Jmdge Kelly,

<En Pilgrimage).,

21.

The Assembly concurred with the
Senate in the Sunday closing law,
accepting the amended measure,
which extends the time to Aug. 81.

The extension was made in the form
of an amendment by Senator Gail-

Much depends upon ths reception
new mileage books being is-

of the

or widower who.se mate
died before the end of the year is
classed as a single person, and
Divo cees
$1,000 is the exemption.
and person,* ftrparntwi by muii ai
Ingle
consent ate also clacscd ••
persons.
Illness or abeenee m:;.v be count*
not fll
ed an excuse i<>i [<
by March*!:, but application "must
be made to the collector, who is
empowered to grant a 80-3*)
r
*
•
tension.

man and

tions,

Oklahoma City, Feb. 21.
Motion pictures and stereoptlcon

married on that date or before,
the full J$*»300 deduction is allowed.

If

here

lost in

in years is anticipated as the result of inserting the "religious" ele.
ment into the situation, and has

last desperate stand.

$5,000 or over.

31,

its

their dreams.

years and then
if not actually defeated.
Representative Long
is a former Philadelphia newspaperennially

been

amusements to which admission is
charged. These were voted down
The Sunday closing campaign In
as fast as they were offered and
Jersey City has closed all of the
the bill passed by a two to one mahouses
for the past four weeks,
jority.
It, is expected to corns up
and has spread throughout the
for final passage In a few days and
Indianapolis proper is making one stats. The most bitter political fight

Arkansas on Sundays with ths
House of a bill
making it unlawful for any person,
corporation or organized body of
people to operate or cause s uch machines to be operate on Sunday.
$1,000.
The norma] tax is 4 per cent, on
In some churches In Arkansas
the first $4,000 of the net income stereoptlcon views are being shown
remaining after deductions are In connection with the Sunday
made. The tax is 8 per cent, on all services.
above that sum. The forms 1040A
The bill came on the heels of the
are to be used for net incomes of passage in the house of a measure
$5,000 and less and t: e 1040 form to prohibit Sunday fishing, football,
applies for net incomes in excess. golf, tennis and othsr 'games, with
Forms must be filed by all persons the approval of an amendment in
whose net income for 1922 was over the Senate making It mandatory on
$1,000 or whose gross income was prosecuting attorneys to enforce the
$5,000 or more. Also of every mar- law. The measure will be taken up
ried person whose net income was as a special order In the Senate in
$2,000 and whose gross income was the near future.
Liability to file returns depends
on the status of the person on Dec.

form has made

•

-

House Committee

bill

certain.

on FROM BROADWAY."
B. F. Keith's, Boston, this %eek
those who disturb the atmosphere TFeb. 19). Keith's Orpheum. Brookto the annoyance of local radio fans. lyn, next week (Feb. 26).
It is claimed by the radio enthu-

As an

-look

scalping

all tickets

Alliance Directing most

Brady's

anti-ticket

Representative William W. Long.
Chester county, was passed by the
unanimous vote of the House last
night.
The 172 members present
all supported It and It now goes to
the Senate where its fate is not

Kansas City, Feb. 21.
That there is no abatement in the

ator

Crusade

The

Kant., Passes Soothing
Aerial Ordinance.

ordinances

MANAGERS ANTICIPATE
MORE SUNDAY TROUBLE

Hotel

Ilarrisburg, Pa.. Feb. 21.

^

WIRELESS ANNOYANCES

Would Stop
Bill
Ticket Privilege.

of it

General Market Mixed Speculators
Fear Setback Might Go Too Far Look for Distribution at Higher Prices
#

Influences

Denver, Feb. 17.
Editor Variety:
Just a wail from Denver to say
that I am homeward bound and glad

PENN. AFTER SCALPERS

or to allow theatre owners to adJust seven-day contracts. Representative Beasley declared the Senate

had adopted the amendment In good
and a*ked the House to rati-

VENTRILOQUISM RADIOED
Ketch and- W.lma claim they are
the first ventriloquial act

to per*
radio. It happened Jan.
at broadcasting station KDKA,
Pittsburgh, when the act entertained
at the Veterans of the Westinghouse Electrical Co. banquet.
The entire show was broadcast at
>•the same time.

form for the
27

faith
fy It.

*»

The

theatre maiiagers'meanwhlle
may open a legal battle on the
p round, the Sunday closing of theatres is class legislation since the
Legislature has legalized baseball

on Sunday In this state.
A bill to create a state board of
censor* for pictures hr.s been iniroduced Into the Legislature.

STUDIOS Of
i

%/
p— 2291rt4S£ttlt«ttrfc

||

/fry 3c»tA*v

#?99~0/v#'

VAUDEVILLE
PUBLISHERS SEEK

U. S.

SINGER SECURES RELEASE

HENRY ROSENBERG'S WILL CLARIDCE DANCE PLACE

Deaf Song Writer in Jail for Peddling Tried and Convicted

About 1600,000 in Personal Property
Bequeathed

—

ROYALTIES ABROAD

St. Louis,

Day & Hunter Back

Francis,

Deal te Join French
Society
__

—

the

of

music

British

Tuesday

after

21.

The
eran

*

publishing:

cWing contracts
New York music

Hemick
Including the
Forster of
Feist, F. J. A.
Co.,
Chicago and others which may open
a new avenue for revenue for every
publisher in the business.
It concerns the French perform
sjje investigated.
Later in the week sha succeeded
lng rights which are collected by
the French Society of Authors, in bringing about the release, of
a Henderson on a bond, which HenPublishers,
Composers
and
counterpart of our America.! Society derson vas permitted to sign. Acof Composers, Authors and Pub- cording to the prima donna, the case
Henderlishers which controls the licensing will probably be dropped.
of music to uance hall", cabarets, son departed for Chicago last Satpublic urday night to rejoin his wife 'and
all
picture theatres and
meeting places where popular and two small, children, who have been
copyrighted music forms part of destitute since his incarceration.
a program for profit. The French Railroad fare and funds for other
situation differs from the American necessities were provided by Miss
plan in that sheet music means Van Gordon. It is said that Henabroad.
little
Player pianos are derson wrote several ballad-, that
few and far between in French arc being used .by the singer.
publishers.

|

Authors and Composers
society for the purpose of sharing
the license revenue. The F. D. ..- H.

French

some

firm, as authorised agents of

America's leading publishers,
will open a new field for our music
men and take charge of collecting
any performing rights' fees and
of

royalties due.

This
feasible

may

plan
if

a

more

become

proposed

affiliation

between the American and French
authors-composers'

societies

is

Such arrangement is being currently worked out by B. C,
Mills of the Music Publishes* i rotecttve Association on behalf of the

effected.

American music men.

SARAH PADDEN

Miss Padden Is doing a new ad
written by Johnny O'Connor, entitled "She Takes Tea," and is assisted in the presentation of

same

by Pert Wilcox, Mark Sullivan and
Marie Rcalls. The act is now playing* the Keith theatres under the
Direction of

RALPH
(Edw.

G.

FARNUM

S. Keller Office)

TWO CURTAIN CALLS
NOW PALACE'S

MT

It

manager and

WILLIE SEGAL

IS

INSANE

Willie Segal, vaudeville actor, was
to the psychopathic ward
of Bellevue hospital Friday for observation as to his mental condition, and was later taken to the
Kings Park hospital pronounced
insane.
Segal was known profess. onally
as James of Armstrong and James

His partner Armstrong
eiiy
cis

w.is

form-

known as

Fran-

and

Milt Francis.
Segal adopted the

Arm-

Number

of
in

and James names upon
teaming as blackface coined. ans.
Last season the turn played the
Shuhert vaudeville circuit.

strong

an Injunction againat the use of the
floor for dancing.

Palace,

New

York,

rtart-

lowed

but

Chicago, Feb. 21.
Jacqueline Tallman, of Tallman
and Kerwin, who appeared at the
Rialto last week, has started divorce proceedings against Eddie
Tallman. who was at the Palace
last week as stage carpenter for
Bessie Barriscale.
The divorce is asked for op a
charge of <?p crtion.

means

that

two
after

curtain

calls.

the^ curtiin

It

de-

scends upon the finale, the turn's
people may remain behind It Ion?
enough for the curtain to be uplifted twice only. The rule does not
prescribe bows or bends before the
curtain in "one" if the audience
should persist in exprersinuf appre-

That requires the princifrom the full stage to walk
onto "one" from the entrance.
SPICE'S" PHILLY RECORD
Philadelphia, Feb. 20.
Curtain taking has grown to be
Spice of 19.
Shubert a
as
nerve- wracker
vaudeville.
In
unit, had the biggest opening of
Principals of acts and sketches
the .season at the Chestnut street
stood
often
have
or
moved
about
opera house and broke each successive record for the lirst six per- awkwardly upon the sta&e "stallformances.
The indications were ing" for "another curtain" and as
for more than $13,000, about $2,000 often device* were arranged xn order that the curtain operator should
above the previous high week.
ciation.

not loaf.

may

As a time-saver the
work out, since with

rule
the

New

hotel' stated ha was never concerned
Jerome with the arrangement between
Adolph and the dancers and in fact

who

resides at

New

100

Clarmont

York, with the prin-

cipal a*, her death to her issue, and
in "default of such, to the Js^ue of

has been opposed to the use of the
Part of the profloor for dancing.
posed dance floor is on the Claridge
property and pan on the Cadiii.ic.
Arlington is a former showman
who has made rapid strides In b,«tel
ownership and management. H«»
contros the Broadway Claridge
alone and also several pther Broadway hotels and one In Jamaica.
Adolph is interested with him in
the Flanders. It is said the latter
Invested $30,000 in the Flanders and
has drawn out $50,000 a year. It
had been the Idea to run the
Cadillac and Claridge in conjunction.
Recently Adolph succeed/ha"
In out voting Arlington and took
charge. The two bote's have been
operated separately since then, the
Iron door connecting their lobbies
having been closed and bolted. Arlington Is seeking to recover his

Walter Reade.
The remaining third share as a
life interest to Gertrude BlumbergReade, wife of Walter Reade, of
Now York, with the principal at her
death to her issue
Friday, March 2. is the date set by
Surrogate Fole> for the proving of
the document, executed Feb. 28,
\vitnes.se(T"by F. Bateman. of 142
Delacy avenue, Plainfleld, N. J., and
J. P. Normauly, of 2 413 Tiebout avenue, New York, which names his
widow, Anna Rosenberg; his sister,
directorship
the
in
Alice Oppenheim, of 303 West End controlling
avenue, and George J. Daumann, of Cadillac, the matter also being In
courts.
the
72 Morningside avenue, New York,
The Claridge, first called Rector's,
without bonds, as the executors, directs them to pay all inheritance has never been a money maker. It
A few
taxes out of the residue, and reads: broke Rector, the father.
"I suggest that if at the time of years ago Boomer, one of the leadhotelmen,
It
ing
New
took
York
my death I am the holder of shares
Last year ha stepped out
of stock in the following corpora- over.
tions,
to wit, Broadway Theatre
Company, of Long Branch; St.
James Theatre Company, Inc., and
Savoy Theatre Company, Ltd., of
Asbury Park, that the stock of the

stating the place could not compete "againat the booze." Arlington
has taken the position that a
straight dance cafe could not be
operated without liquor creeping in
and does not desire to have hie
hotel under fhe eyea of the state
and federal enforcement agents.
Arlington said the Claridge could
only be made profitable by means
of structural changes which the
previous tenant was unwilling to
undertake. The series of stores on
the street lerel were ordered immediately by Arlington when taking possession. He has Installed in
the hotel an oil burning heating
plant, which started operating this
week. The new system which cost
$14,800, will effect a saving on coal
costs of 10 par cent. The modern
device Is along the lines used by
the trans-Atlantic liners. It Is said
the Ritr la the only other hotel In
New York nsing the crude oil fuel
system.

three corporations should be respeedy ending of the act behind tained by them, and In the event
"one' with 'Scant curtains, the stage of their concluding to sell same
crew will be enabled to start on that the stock for the three corporations be sold at the same time
its labors immediately .in clearing
for one lump sum if possible."
and se'ting.
Mr. Rosenberg, who was 69 years
Ordinarily
looked
upon as a
simple matter where time is con- old, was laid to rest beside the body
of
his- wife, Anna, a sister of Oscar
cerned, the repetition mourns up in
actual time lost. * While it io not Ilammerstein, at the Mount Hope
known whether Mr. Rogers has cemetery, Westchester, N. Y. He
computed this angle, it is quite well built the first theatre in the Bronx,
understood among theatre men that the Metropolis, and with Oscar
Ilammerstein was interested in the
In vaudeville wheie there Is a time
limit of six and one-quarter hours management of the Columbus, aftfor musicians to play on their regu-' erward called the 125th street thealar scale, when the performance tre. Harlem;
th
Olympic, afterextends over those hours dividcJ ward the New York theatre, and the
between the two dally shows, .ver- old Victoria. Several years ago be
time at double pay commences. For retired from active business and he
a vaudeville bill to run 10 minutes and Mrs. Rosenberg, the latter who
over the limited time would bring was 67 at the time of her death,
with It a charge of overtime for an spent a great deal of their time In
PEGGY MARSH LEGACY
hour, making it two hours on the recent years In travel and sightAlbert L (Bud) Johnson, nephew
day or four hours at double pay, or seeing together.
28 hours extra weekly for each
of Tom L. Johnson, Cleveland's
musician.
former traction reform mayor, who
Unit Aids Dance Hall
The "bows and bends in one" demarried Peggy Marsh, the Englisl
Newark, Feb. 21.
veloped so. abnoimally they have
Paradise dance hall (formerly the dancer, In 1921, left an estate not
been travestied as well as ridiculed Paramount
theatre) opened Satur- exceeding $500 In personalty and n<
by acts, often when the acts poking
day night with a smash. The place will when he died en Jan. t, 'acfun at them have appeared upon
was crowded to the doors and had cording to hie widow, Peggy Marsh
the same bills with notorious bow
a turnaway. It is being run by Ar- Johnson, In her application for the
stealers. The bowing thing seems
thur Klein and Ray Miller. The lat- appointment mi herself together
to be a mania with some turns that
ter, with his orchestra, is furnishwith his brother. Tern L. Johnson,
look upon 'it as an omen of future
ing the music. They are getting 55 as administrators ef the property,
hope, whether applause warrants or
cents for women and 85 cents fof filed and granted te her by the Surnot.
Last week In a New York
men with no charge fc' dancing. rogate's Court, New York, last week.
theatre, following the appearance of
Monday night is being billed as proa single woman who remained In
fessional night and tonight the Timthe wings after concluding her act,
berg company, from Shuberts, are
cCOY SUES TAJTGUAY
the lights were down for about a
slated to appear.
Loa Angeles, Feb. 21.
minute through a wait. As they
flashed for an instant the name of
An action for two weeks' i
Mrs.
Colvin
Allowed
$60 Weekly
the succ eding
ct. a popular one,
has been commenced by Harry Mcwas on the enrnclalor. Slightly
Detroit. Feb. 21.
Hs
Coy against Eva Tanguay.
Irritated
Mrs. Marie Covin was awarded claims the amount following closing,
through the wait the
audience started to applaud, where- a verdict of $60 weekly alimony while Misa Tanguay Insists she
upon ihe single woman aga^i agaln.it her husband. James O. Col- gave him two weeks' notice.
stepped out Into the light ar\d had vin, of Emmons and Colvin, who for
It Is announced
Miss Tanguay
jerformed about half a bow amidst a number of years have been play- says she will retire from the stags
the laughter of the house when the ing the first-run, picture houses.
when reaching here. She owns conlights were suddenly darkened upon
She says Colvin makes $150 par siderable property around the city,
her.
week. Drunkenness was the charge. mostly ss the fisem eg bmngalows
also

M

RUTH

FRED

EASTER

and

HAZELTON

AMERICA'S MOST VERSATILE TEAM

.

Stopping the show with the "Merry Widow," they couldnt go any
further than Los Angeles. Why? Sid Gran man 'wouldn't let them. After
seeing their final numbers in the "Merry Widow," Sid stated "They era
the last word when it comes to dancing," and Immediately secured them
under contract. With their names up In lights, they are appearing at
Grauman's Five -Million -Dollar Metropolitan Theatre, Los
•

restraining

Is

'

three equal shares.
One as a life Interest for

berg,

Keith's

The

so stringent, the space cabnot be leased for any use until 'iha
action is adjuated by the counts.
order

The Mosconi's put up $7,100 of their
money in the venture. The' In(Henry Rosenberg), who are Walter own
against
Is
K.
Robert
Reade, Jr., bon: on Dec. 16, 1917, junction
and Susanne Reade, born March 18, Adolph president of the Cadillac
1919.'
company and the Moscouis. It- is
Lydia Hammersteln, niece, of Beralleged the leaae stipu ates there
lin, Germany, a life interest in $20,000, after which the principal is to must be no structural changes for
Edward Arlington
,<«uch purposes.
go to the issue of Walter Reade.
The remainder of the estate into who is Interested in the Caditfac

Avenue,

Under a new rule promulgated
by Manager Elmer F. Rogers at

TALLMANS IN DIVORCE

•

for G.

'

Permits

ing thi» week, acts on the stage
following their performance are al-

Orchestra Leader's Sleeping Sickness
Ithaca, N. Y., Feb. 21.
Hairy P. Putton, orchestra leader
in the Crescent, is suffering from
sleeping Mckness, which is the third
case now listed in this city.

set back.

Any and in default cf such to the issue
of Walter I'eade^/
Bows However
One as a life interest ifoY his
widow of his late son, Leo Rosen->
"One"

House

Keith's

box where the

is

Jerome Eisner, attorney
A. Schulte, the cigar store
interested In the CadilIs
man, who
lac operating corporation, secured

—

York, with the
principal at his death
»
his issue,

pals

removed

is set aside for the care of
his plot, to be divided as follows:
Anna Rosenberg, wife, who died
Feb. 10, $10,000, absolutely, and a
Her
life interest in the AnuUnder.
death, prior to that of her husband.
cancels these two intended legacies.
Louis Rosenberg, brother, of the
Grand Union hotel, Saranac Lake,
N. Y„ a life interest in $20,000, with
the principal at his death to the issue o: Walter Reade, formerly
Rosenberg, sou of the testator

Rosenberg, son,

but was
had gained

theatres,

$500

tickets,

discovered before
hen d way.
Philip J. Philbln
owner of the Star.

Harlem and Bronx

The Mosconi Brothers proposed
dance Innovation planned for the
especially constructed second ffttor
Bioadway-Clarldge
about $500,000 in personalty, after of
the
and
all debts are paid and a sum of Cadillac hotela haa been indefinitely

here on the charge of having attempted to set fire to the Star after
st week. The
1

doorman drops the

—

Dancing There Mosconi's
Have $7,100 Invested

died Feb. 12. filed for probate
last week in the surrogate's court,
New York* directs his estate of

Clinton, Mass., Feb. ^1.
12-year-old boy Is under arrest

a plght performance
blaze started in the

Henry Rosenberg, ret- Injunction Against Permitting
showman, pioneer theatre

who

CHILD UP FOR ARSON
A

LEGALLY INVOLVED

will of

earliest

homes.

Day & Hunter have
Francis,
Incorporated under the French laws
and established in Paris the publications Francis Day with J. H.
Wood in charge and P. Benao, a
Frenchman, as professional manThis, it is hoped, will give*
ager.
the new company entree into the

IS

builder associated with Oscar Hammersteln In the development of the

Opera Co., C. Leroy Henderson,
deaf, song writer, was released from
trio St. Clair county Jail at Belleville last week after trial and conOn Feb. 6 Henderson was
viction.
arrested in East St. Louis for peddling song books on the streets
without a licence. He was triea in
police court and given six months
Miss Van
in
the Belleville jail.
Onrdon, working at the Delmonte
(pictures), was told about the case.
Knowing Henderson and feeling
that some mistake had been made,

house of Francis, Day & HurrteV, returned to London ^P the Berengaria
with some of the

Feb.

Through the intercession of Cyrcna Van Gordon, Chicago Grand

John Abbott, executive manager

K, IMS

Thursday,

"

Thursday, February

AUDEVILLE

22, 1923

ADDS TWO VAUDEVILLE CHAINS
TO ITS CIRCUIT AND BOOKING OFFICE

KEITH'S
1

•

-

—

Moore-Wiggins Templet, Detroit and Rochester, Leased by E. F. Albee for Long Term Stanley Company's Vaudeville Houses (Sablosky & McGuirk'*) Merged With Keith's Philadelphia Theatres, Excepting Big Time Keith's There—Albee President of New Corporation Which Will Erect Theatre on
Bingham Hotel Site—New Keith's is New York, Boston, Brooklyn and Detroit
.

'

:

-

..Announcement has been issued of
13. F. Albee acquiring by lease the
Moore & Wiggins' Temple theatres
playing big time vaudeville booked
by Keith's at Detroit and Rochester,
with the announcement stating also
that the Keith's Philadelphia theatres excepting the big time Keith's
there, will Be merged with the theatres playing vaudeville in the lists
of the Stanley Company of America
Among the latter are the
houses.
vaudeville houses of the Sablosky &
McGuirk circuit, also other theatres
probably that may move with the
Stanley housese when the latter
%pnss Into the Keith's booking ofllces
Each of the deals 13 fastly important to big and pop time vaudeville. The acquisition of the Stanley
theatres comes under the latter classification. In Philadelphia the Sablosky & McGuirk theatres are the
Alleghany, Broadway, Globe, Cros3
Keys and Alhambra, with the Towers, Camden, N. J. (Just across the
Among the Keith's Philariver.)
delphia houses in the merger will
be the Grand Opera house, now operated by Keith's in association with
Fred Nixon -NirdHnger.
Securing the Temples as additions
to the Keith's direct big time vaudeville theatres may be the forerunner of an all big time vaudeville
Keith circuit in the east. This was
hinted at in Variety's Inside Stuff
on Vaudeville in last week's issue.
The only other independently owned big timers in the east are the
M. Shea houses at Buffalo and
Toronto, the Canadian Circuit, the
Harry Davis (Davis) theatre at
Pittsburgh and the Fred Schanbcrger
(Maryland) house, Baltimore, all of
which, however, are booked through
#

.

Keith's.
In connection with procuring the
Temples on a long term lease it Is
announced E. F. Albee will build
replicas of the magnificent and new

Keith's 'Palace, Cleveland, in four
other cities, among which Detroit
The other towns menIs Included.
tioned are New York, Boston and
Brooklyn. A new Keith's for Brooklyn was previously announced.

The Moore & Wiggins theatres
have been among the big time group
booked through Keith's since vaudeville became an institution under

=

l

the

Keith -Albee guidance.

E.

EVELYN T WICE PINCHED

ALIENATION SUIT ORDER

W.

Wiggins retired from active management some years ago and with Mrs. Mac Dermott's Action Against
Stella Qilmore Transferred
the passing of the Temples to
Keith's,
retire,

James H. Moore

both

will also

Charged With Disorderly Conduct.
Bail Set

'

Atlantic City, Feb. SI.

made wealthy through

For the second time within a
The alienation of affections suit
by Mrs. Miriam Nesbit MacDer- month, Evelyn Nesbit was served
Gilmore
mott against Stella Helen
with a warrant for disorderly conmerged
(vaudeville) has "been ordered transtwo detectives had
after
be .ailed the Greater Philadelphia ferred for trial from Westchester duct,
Amusement Co., with E. F. Albee, county to New York county. The searched the entire beach front bepresident.
Its executives and gen- separation suit by Mrs MacDermott
fore they finally locftted Miss Neseral managers will be Abe Sab- against Marc MacDermott, picture
her under arrest
losky and James McGuirk. along nnd vaudevil'e actor, was previously bit and placed
The warrant was issued by Rewith Harry T. Jordan, the Keith's similarly ordered. The Westchester
general representative for Philadel- county justices in both instances corder Corio when she failed to anphia. The corporation will take up decided the principals' residences swer to her name when called in
and complete the "erection of tl * brought them within the New York
court Evelyn had been arrested on
new theatre and office building in- county Jurisdiction:
Sunday morning after an altercation
tended for the site of the Bingham
in vaude- in the Palais Royal cabaret with an
appeared
Gilmore
Miss
hotel In Phllly.
ville at one time in an act written unknown physician, in which it is
Jules Mastbaum, president of the
by Mac Dermott. Mrs. MacDermott
struck^him in the face.
Stanley Co., will be an officer as is suing Miss Gilmore for $20,000 charged she
to take large proMr. damages. The latter posted a $2,500 The fight started
well of the new corporation.
police arrived
Mastbaum, who left last .veek for bond following her arrest on Mrs. portions when the
was placed under
Nesbit
Miss
and
two months Inspection of the Hollyinstigation.
MacDermott's
arrest She posted $10 ball for her
wood studios, Is largely interested
MacDermott was also arrested at appearance before the recorder the
In the Famous Players, but noththe following morning, and did not apincarcerated
in
and
one
tim"
closer
picture
ing is said as to any
short while.
pear.
affiliation between Keith's and the "alimony club" for a
When no response was made to
Stanley people, although the anher name the recorder declared his
nouncement does state the Stanley
their big time vaudeville ventures.

A

controlling

company

for the
Philadelphia theatres Is to

LOCAL NEWS NOTES
Those who were luckey enough to
be around the court house pump
Sunday afternoon about IP.M. saw

Mint Newsbaum drive his new
spanking nice pair of strawberry
roans thru town. Mint got the team
thru a swap with Casper Crump of
Beaver township, and if what we're
false,
Casper
hearln'
ain't
skuned right good.

CHARLES ALTHOFF
Direction

EDW.

8.

KELLER

NEWSPAPERS SYNDICATE
GALLAGHER-SHEAN SONG

v

MAUDE FULTON'S ACT

Company's picture theatres wllf be

intention of -prosecuting the charge,
anil set her ball at $200.

conducted independently as at present.
It is mentioned the new Brooklyn vaudeville house is to be named
the E. F. Albee theatre, as was the

new house Mr. Albee opened In
Providence a fe\v years ago, these
being the only two big timers on
the direct Keith's Circuit not carrying the

title

of "Keith's."

During this season Keith's has secured many former "outside" or independently-booked theatres for Its
routing sheets and with the annexation of the Sablosky & McGuirk
theatres, about the only Important
small time circuit in the east outside of Keith's office, is the Loew
Circuit, although there is a large
number of small time houses east,
mostly detached In ownership.
There is no accepted big time
vaudeville in the east not booked
through the Keith's office. In the
west the big time is the Orpheum
Circuit, affiliated with Keith's book-

Returning to Vaudeville in Comedy
Dramatic Sketch

MISSED CHI FOR 20TH TIME
When Stella Wlrth wai attacked

;

Maude Fulton, whose legitimate
starring venture "The Humming
Bird," written by her, closed at the
Ritz, Saturday (Feb. 17) will enter
vaudeville shortly with a sketch.

with Influenza a. Detroit last Saturday, May Wlrth and the Wlrth
Family act were compelled to cancel the Palace, Chicago, this week
and are laying off in Detroit. The
Wlrths have ne er played Chicago

The playlet will be of a comedydramatic nature and includes a
Miss in vaudeville. Though booked there
d nee interpolation by her.
Fulton formed with the late Billy 20 times, their appearance has been
Rock, the team of Rock and Fulton, continuously delayed because of illa feature turn for. a number of ness or route changes.
years up to its dissolution about 10
Next week the Wlrths will apyears ago.
pear In St. Louis and will be again
The Pat Casey office is handling billed for a Chicago date In three
weeks.
Miss Fulton's vaudeville business.
\

Verses on Topicaf Subjects to

Run as Comedy
Feature
The "Mr. Gallagher and Mr.
Shcan" song is to be syndicated
through a string of dallies throughout the country* The newspapers
carry a couple or more verses
weekly according to the
service taken,
with the verses
treating of current topical, political
and economic* events.
The instance* or popular songs
being syndicated in the dallies are
rare, but few having reached that
stage of popularity.
"Mr. Dooley"
will

dally or

by Billy Jerome and Jean Schwart
was used as a basis for parodying
news in the dallies a score of years
ago, and ons or two others have
been handled similarly. The syndicating of a pop song in the manner "Gallagher and Sheen" is to be
*.

handled, after the fashion of a cartoon, column, etc.', marks a new development in the pop song writing

*

field.

SMALL TABLOID COMPANIES

ings.

SUSPECTED OF SMUGGLING

Like practically every other song
of sensational Importance, the "Gallagher and Shean" verses precipitated a lawsuit wherein Bryan Foy,
son of Eddie Foy, brought action
claiming part-authorship of the

number and demanding a
terest In the royalties.

third In-

It is

prac-

conceded that Foy suggested
the "mister" Idea of addressing each
by name, but that has been done
before with "Mr. Dooley" and "Mr.
Duffy and Mr. Sweeny." Duffy and
tically

Customs and Secret Service Thoroughly Searching
American Citizens in Canada One Company
Held Up for Five Hours

—

St. John, N. B., Feb, II.
Traveling tab companies ere suspected of smuggling drugs over the

international line from Canada to
The United
States.
the United
States secret service has taken
cognizance of the situation on the
Maine and New Brunswick border,
being alleged that some memit
bers of the tab organizaffcms have
been acting as drug carriers from

•

John and Halifax

to

New York city.
A thorough search

Is

St.
*

Boston and

now

being

made of all luggage- and baggage of
knoWh members of tab companies

•

this rule has been widened in
scope to lnc-ude members of all

and

traveling

SHURA RULOWA
.'

PREMIERE RUSSIAN DANSEUSE

Now ploying B. F. Keith Eastern Time.
What the Critics say:
^- • '
••Wonderful dancing, beautiful costumes nnd rich stage »tings won
favor for Shura Rulowa nnd her ballet."— SPOKANE CHItOMCLL.
'

j(

,

"Rulowa herself gives an artistic exhibition of the light fantastic art
h as Is seldom seen on the vaudeville stage." -TACOMA TIMES.
No better Russian ballet act has ever been shown here. It's as good
ts Pa vlowa's."— HEADING NEWS.
"Fokine himself, were he handling a road ballet, would be dchglued with
the performance."— ALLENTOWN CALL.
^
Personal Representative!

NORMAN JEFFERIES

btage organizations.

The

customs agents have been ordo«-*M
to make minute. searches of lugguge.
shipping and "trinity bags. Women
a*c mainly unJer suspicion, it being
the theory that the males who are
instrumental *h smuggling the cocaine and morphine Into the United
States via the Maine and New
Brunswick frontier, are handing
the drugs to the females because o
the 1< sser risk.
Customs agent.have been known to succumb to th«
blandishment! of female tab troupers, and the search of the luggaiv
f

W\ uld he but a formality.
One company was held up Co
five hours at St. John, before beln
allowed to cross the border despite

were American citizens and carried proof of citizenship
Meanwhile the secret service agents kept
the wires hot to New York city
endeavoring to ascertain if members of the troupe were known to
the servloe as smugglers of narcotics. Descriptions were sent over
the wires.
Owing to the Immense volume of
drug smuggling through the ports
of St. John and Halifax this winter,
the Maine and New Brunswick border has been utilized by drug smugglers to cross Into the United States.
Owing to the very large number of
tab companies that have been touring the maritime provinces this winter, there having been no less than
3."> organizations In
the course of the
winter thus far, the customs agents
have become suspicious and held the
opinion that the companies were
but a blind to cover extensive drug
smuggling Into the United States.
Some of the companies would be'
out three weeks in the maritime
provinces when they wotUd cross
he line back into Maine then In anit her
week or two would cross
all

Into Canadian territory. Soval n.en known to the secret servo »gents as drug smugglers have
n in the tab troupes, but al-

-:aln

•

•

Sweeny ,a vaudeville team, also
have a suit pending against Gallagher and Shean claiming infringement of trade-mark.
The song has been a surprising
money-maker, although it started
off merely as a restricted number.
Jack Mills, Inc., which publishes
the number, did not think much of
Its chances on the "mechanicals"—
rolls and records and surrendered
full record and roll revenue to the
actors and also gave them a royalty
on the sheet music sales.
Both
ways the number is proving a sensation and has maintained that pace
conslsten ly for several months,
which will probably last as long as
Gallagher and Shean are with the

—

Zlegfeld

"Follies."

TABLEAUX BOOKED
By Stanley Co. In Picture HousesFirst Tims Outside of "Follies"

The

Ben

All

.

Haggtn

tableaux

from the Zlegfeld "Follies of 1922"
have been booked for a, series of
engagements in plcturs houses,
opening at the Stanley, Philadelphia, Feb. 28. The booking marks
first time the Heggin tableaux
have played in any type of performance other than the "Follies."
The booking also sets a new record as regards the expense of a
picture strengthened the tableaux
being reported as receiving a four

the

lougn suhjected to search no drugs
ere found on their persons or In figure
salary
for
their baggage.
.house bookings.

their

picture

VAUDEVILLE
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AGENTS TRYING TO BOOK ACTS

SHUBERT UNIT PRODUCERS

SAW ON STAGE
THEY NEVER
r

MAY TRY TO RECOVER "EXTRAS"

•

—

Another Try-Out House in Mots' Franklin TryOuts Becoming Standard Feature of Small Time

Reported Conferring With Counsel as to Chances
Locating Who or What 'to Sue Added Acts to

—

Be Included

in

Amounts Named

Producers of Shubcrt vaudeville
•nit shows, since closed, this season

are said to be talking with counsel
as to the possibilities of recovering
the "extras" charged against their
•hows while on the Shubert unit circuit.
These extras include the additional salary deducted from the
producers' share of the gross receipts in Shubert theatres through
the Shubert vaudeville booking office or the Affiliated Theatres Corporation ordering an additional act
or so as "a strengthener" in unit
•hows for a week here and there or
for several weeks.
One producer who consulted a
theatrical attorney the other day,
when asked who or what he
expected to Jiam e as the defendant,
could not answer the lawyer. The
producer said he thought the Affiliated or Shubert Advanced Vaudeville, Inc., was the proper party, and
perhaps both should be mentioned
as defendants.
He was informed
by his counsel it was unlikely recovery would be certain against th»

even" though judgment
were secured. When askeJ what diTContinued on page 38)

Affiliated,

Theatres

KEITH'S PALACE, N. Y„

INDEPENDENT ASSN.

WUJL CHANGE BOOKER

PASSES OUT IN

CHI.

six-act

Darling

March

Succeeding

5— Keith's

cuit Controls

Gottlieb

Agents May Reform

Cir-

ciability

House

The vaudeville booking of B. F.
Keith's Palace, New York, will pass
from the Orpheum Circuit's office
the Keith office March I.
On
that date Eddie Darling will replace George Gottlieb as its booker.
Darling is in charge of the bookings for other Keith's big time In
the metropolitan districts.
Tacking on the big Palace conveniently
fits into the Darling list.
Gottlieb
will continue booking the Orpheum's theatres In the middle west
as he has been doing. Gottlieb has
booked the Palace, New York, since
He built up an enviable
it opened.
reputation as a blender of bills
and as a courageous booker.
While the Keith's Palace. New
York, was promoted by Martin
Beck, the Keith Interests havo held
51 per cent, of Its stock continuously.
Out of regard for Beck,
however, the Keith people permitted the Palace to remain on the
Orpheum Circuit's books.
With
Beck's resignation as president of
to

—

tect

A PLAY FOR JANET
Janet of France has commissioned
Paul.Gerard Smith to write for her
a three-act play, to be ready early
next season. There is a slight suspicion that the negotiations were
brought about through E. K. Nagel,
who represents both principals In
the matter.

KEITH ACT SOLICITING

STOPPED FOR AGENTS
Booking Office Advises Representatives to Fill Lists
For Protection

for

So-

Failed to Pro-

Each Other.

Chicago, Feb. 21.
The Independent Agents' Association, with its title appropriately describing its vaudeville membership,

has dissolved. Members of It may
reform for a social club, but aa a
protective organization it .became
defunct through lack of protection
afforded, as a whole, Or through the
individuals.
Its purpose was to
band the independent agents together, to work as a unit on common causes and for each member
to stand for the other. That was an
idyllic aim appearing to b: something over the head of a* independent vaudeville agent with a narrow gauge idea of his business.
Each member though did expect the
others to protect him, but had noth-

ing in sight he could see to protect
the other fellow against.
The plain example was a boycott
NO.
An order has been issued by the against the Pantages local bookKeith office to avoid the condition ing office. The agents boycotted the
arising from two or more agents office at the front door and tried to
soliciting the same act.
Several sneak in at the back. So many arthe Orpheum Circuit, It was foremonths ago the Keith agents agreed rived at the back door simultaneTurmoil Between Musicians' gone Keith's would take over the not to solicit any vaudeville act ously it caused a double jam in the
Palace bookings.
rear that led to the association
The Palace is naturally of course, with Keith office representation.
Unions Results in Move
The order is aimed to avoid con- blowing up.
a house to be booked out of New
One contributing and immediate
as
regards
new
fusion
especially
Matters Stand
York. With it having what Is "first
acts approached or caught by the reason for the latter certainty may
call' on the best vaudeville of Amerhave been that the Pantages local
other
requests
agents.
The
the
The action of Musical Mutual ica at all times, the theatre had a
office when tired of being boycotted
Protective Union, former local No. booking advantage. Added to Dar- agents to file a complete list of by the agents, boycotted the
agents.
on their lists
810 of the American Federation of ling's bookings, the Palace com- acts, old and new,
That was a panic.
Musicians, in adopting resolution." pletes the Greater New York big with the Keith booking manager,
C. Dayton Wegefarth.
Tuesday asking for an Increase of timers in his office.
The order follows:
BILL LIKED
from $15 to $25 weekly In the wage
Next week at the Palace with the
Artist's Representatives:
scales of musicians playing in the final Gottlieb-booked
Fanny
bill,
It is a rule that one represenReports From Ail-American VauNew York picture, legit, vaudeville Brice will be No. 4 In order that
deville Show Abroad
and burlesque houses, is another she may double into the act by the tative will not 'solicit an act bemove in the campaign of the M. M Biltmore Society Orchestra that will longing to another representative.
avoid
this
it was agreed some
To
Chicago, Feb. II.
P. U. to secure reinstatement in the close the first part of the program.
The first venture in the way of
The following week, for the first months ago that you were to inA F. of M.
quire of the office whether the
Importing a complete vaudeville
The M. M. P. U. la not recognized Darling- booked
Palace
program,
show to Europe to play over there
by the different managerial associa- among the features will be Hal act you were about to communias a road show appears to have
tions, the latter since the M. M
Skelly,
Fairbanks Twins, Frank cate with has a representative or
not.
been successful from reports which
P. 0. was ousted from the A. P. of Tinncy and Valeska Suratt.
If this is to be completely procome back to Chicago.
M. two and a half years ago doing
Charles
must
representative
tective,
every
Lewis, managing director of the
Attico Bernabini becomes chorus
business with the new local No. 802.
register with us every act he has
American Community Attractions,
the A. F. of M.'s New Y< -k organi- master of the Chicago Opera Assoand every new one as it comes
ciation once again next season. He
organized the company in Chicago
zation.
to him for representation; othersued ftie company for breach of
and it opened at Bath, England. The
If the musical situation in New
wise, If you lose acts through
acts were considered ''small time
¥ork arrives at a point where the contract for unjust dismissal but
not doing so, It is your own
material" over here, according to
M. M. P. IT. should call a strike It effected monetary settlement and
Wegefarth.
fault.
Mr. Lewis, but over there press and
is very likely
the big vaudeville, secured his post back.
public are generous in the extreme
lep:it. picture and burlesque houses
would be affected, notwithstanding
and a long tour resulted from the
showing.
the
musicians playing in such
houses ar.' members of the 802 local,
The show runs this way Strad
and Legato, Fay and Weston, Miller
Inasmuchyas a large bu'k of the
and Rainy, Sonla and Escorts, in802 membership also belongs to the
termission, Pathe Weekly, Hope
M. P. U.
Wallace and Maureen, George and
The M. M: P. U. has -been trying
Lillian Mitchell, Lillian Sieger and
to. get back into the A. F. of M.
Girls, Jerry and Gene and Armento
for two and a half years, the campaign havii.g been renewed with
Brothers.
StraS and Legato have
(Continued on page 38)
sent cards to Chicago friends saying
that there was only one bad day encountered on the trip abroad. Hope
BOOKINGS FOR A. & H. CIRCUIT
Wallace writes the show la a
Chicago, Feb. 21.
"wonderful success."
The Ackerman & Harris shows
Coast
for Pacific
time are booked
MENLO
practically solid until May 4, acIN MICH.
cording to Sidney Schallman, who
Menlo Moore, vaudeville and
is now representing the circuit in
legitimate producer (Moore & MegChicago.
Schallman submits acts
ley) is again abed with a stomach
to Ella Herbert Weston, who is the
complaint which physicians have
booking manager in San Francisco.
not been able to diagnose.
When
Some of the acts booked to open
returning from the Maine woods
on the A. & H. circuit shortly are
recently he planned to visit Lake
Crescent Comedy Four (March 2),
Placid.
Instead Moore visited his
Pantzer Brothers, Tom BrantTord
parents in Chicago and was ordered
and Seven Flashes (March 9), Arto the Battle Creek (Mich.) sanithur Abbott and Co., Frances Doughtarium.
erty and Stuart's Revue (March
Doctors there believe the seat of
23), Janies McCurdy and Co., and
affliction
is
an affection of the
Moore, Brown and Christie (March
spinal cord.
SO), Moore and Shy nnd Musical
hunds (April «), Delton Brothers
LENETSKA, BOOKING AGENT
and Flo Adler and Boys (May 4).
Harry Lenetska, former Orpheum
Circuit booking man, is with Floyd
Not Rebuilding Temple, Ft. Wayne
Stoker. Keith and Orpheum agent,
Chicago, I'eb. 21
and will book acts with the OrThe Temple, Fort W.iyne. Ind.
pheum Clrqatt through the Stoker
destroyed by fire at three <>'< lock in
franchise. ^*
BY "RADIO"
the morning of Feb. J>, will not be
Lenetska resigned from the OrU. B. O.
It had not been a paying
rebuilt.
pheum staff about a year ago to, enDear Children, this is a picture of the two people of whom
spokf*.
venture during recent years.
ter the independent agency field. He
I
don't know their full names but his first name is Henry and her's is
An office building will go up on (Jlatlys.
was booking most of the Junior OrI saw them this week at the Hushwick Theatre, Brooklyn, In a
the site. The four walls were all very nice playlet "Seminary Mary." If you can get your parents to take pheum string at the time of his resthat was left after the firo.
1 you, you will enjoy Henry and Gladys very much.
ignation.
They are so nice.

FORMER LOCAL
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ASKS SALARY RAISE

How

—

•

bill.

The professional tryouts are now
regular features at Proctor's 23rd
and Proctor's 126th Street and are
regarded as the only feasible solution of the new act problem by the
Keith booking men.
The bookers contend that when

an agent
of which

offers

a new

act, the

name

unfamiliar, the act reor no consideration on
account of the prevalence of acts
with which they are acquainted.
If the act accepts the professional tryout the booker is bound
by the rules of the Keith office to
see the act under favorable conditions. The booker gives the agent
an immediate answer one way or
the 'other and in many cases gives
the agent a line on his act, for some
agents have acts on their lists they
have never seen on a stage.
A typical example occurred last
Thursday at the Franklin when The
Three Longfields, after unavailing
efforts to secure bookings in the
Keith office, appeared among the
tryouts
and were immediately
booked for several weeks in other
Keith houses, with the possibility
of being routed at the next booking meeting.

ceives

is

little

ENGFJLW00D EIMIN ATES
"PRIZE"

CANDY SELLING

Understood

Orpheum

Circuit

and Association Issuing
General Order

AMERICAN

'

.

—

M

MOORE

BEDTIME STORIES

BROADCASTED BY

I

.

Professional try-outs have been
added to the policy at Moss' FrankBeginning last Thursday the
lin.
house plays six try outs every
Thursday, in addition to the regular

Chicago, Feb.

The most notable change

21.

in pol-

the Engelwood outside of
switching from Shubert to Orpheum
vaudeville and from one show a
night to two is the elimination of
the "prize" package candy selling,
which has been one of the most
Important factors of the intermission period.
This disposing of prize packages
under the impression conveyed to
buyers that they had a chance to
"win" articles of value with a purchase of candy has been cut out.
at

icy

The new Engelwood staff understands that that is a country-wide
ruling among the smaller houses
controlled by the Orpheum, and is
a policy to be adopted by the associated houses booked by the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association.

TAX

IN

WASHINGTON

P. Hood Leads Fight Against
State's 10 Psr Cent Measure.

Frsnk

Seattle, Feb. 21.

Frank P. Hood led the fight last
week in the Capitol at Olympia
against the bill the State Senate is
trying to get over adding 10 per
cent tax on theatre admissions in
Ho
addition to the Federal tax.
has lined up all of the managers
of the state against the measure.

The

Senate

Committee

having

strongly in favor of enThey estimate that it
will produce at least $1,226,000 in
revenue.
It is proposed that the
revenue be turned into the school
fund.
The. tax is not to apply to.
any other amusement except theatrical and outdoor.
Recreational;,
games are to be exempted.
the bill
acting

is

it.

TINNEY AT THE PALACE
Frank Tinney has been booked
for the Palace, New York, the week
of March 12.
Tinney opened in
vaudeville Feb. 9 at the Columbia,

Far ltorkaway,

L.

I.,

and has been

playing for the Keith office since.
The March 12 booking at the Palace will be the first New York

(Manhattan) booking since Tinney
closed with his musical comedy.
For vaudeville Tinney ie asking
$2,000 weekly through Harry Fitzgerald, his agent, with the vaudeville salary to he set later.

-

Thursday, February

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

22. 1923

7

I

— "Mi**

Providence, R.

—Everything

at

and

STAWEY

receive billing

and position

in

any den

fl^yy WINTER STORMS

England

indefinitely.

Miss Mount Royal (Helen Morgan), candidate of the Mount Royal
Hotel, was disqualified because she

Was an American

citizen.

The upshot of the competition
was an indignation meeting held by

Combined Sells* Flete and Hagenbeck Shows Start with Ringftnga
as the
Floto

the out-of-town

i

citiaen on the , street,
the carnival committee
program for tonight?" he
would have been stared at In sur-

costs.

prise.

be
added to the Pennsylvania events
this season. Pottsvllle entering the
field.
It will be known as the Schulkill County Fair and is due to open
The investment In the
Sept. S.
grounds and buildinge le being
mnde by county bankers and farmThe plant will have about 175
ers.
a^res and the plans are along the
same lines as the Reading Fair
plant, considered the best in the

asked

the

floats

NEW

Its

The carnival started off with
what at first promised to be a monUpwards of 50
ster float parade.
were promised, but

less

than

A new

number came across.
Comparing the famous Quebec
tercentenary In 1908, It wMI be remembered that the pageant alone
A
took over a year to prrpare.
high-priced expert
was engaged
to work on this end of the carnival
and a well -organized publicity com- En st.
About
mittee handled the exploitation.
half that

Ilagenbeck

-

Wallace

fair

PA.
and

plant

will

become a fistic battle with
Don Moore in the lobby of the Auditorium Hotel here last night, f. lends
of both intervening and preventing
the encounter.
Corey, tt is said,
was the aggressor, he taking offense a. a speech of Moore's last
night, during the co'urse of which
Moore aaid the troubles of the carnival business were due principally
to the strong stuff pulled by the
smaller carnival companies. Corey
is of Corey's Greater Shows.
The
convention of the midwest fal.mep's
association opened late this evening

(Wednesday).
The middle west state fair secretaries held an impromptu meeting
yesterday, about 20 fair secretaries and about SO carnival owners
and other outdoor showmen at-

await
the

tending.
Don Moore, secretary of the Iowa
state fair and secretary of the International
Association of State

Fairs and Expositions, delivered a
vlctrlolic denunciation of grafting

TRADE

carnivals,

slamming

Donaldson.

Charles RIngling and the Billboard.
(Continued on page t)

MAY SKIP BROOKLYN

Waterways

to Escape Poor Business
Ringlings' Efforts to Find

New

Still

demonstrated to D. W. Griffith and
his company here a few days ago

when

company away from

tlon for the evening.

trade has lost
ness.

.

.

|

all

its

loca-

ators.

But the old
picturesque -

RIngling
rspressntatlves
have
canvassed the situation, but have
not been able to closs for a new
lot.
The Fourth 'avenue ground
waa examined with a view to a new
arrangement by which the top could
be put up inside the ball park and
the menagerie outside, but. this was
found impossible.
Ths next move was to open negotiations for the use of the Brooklyn
parade ground out beyond Proaprct
Park on the Sea Beach line, but the
authorities felt that the circus could
not be permitted to occupy public
property.
The lot out in Ridgewood, which several shows havs
used, "101 Ranch" among them, has
not been considered.
The section
Is hedged in by foreign settlement

*

French's manager, who
looks,
dresses
and talks like Freddy
.

Zwiefel,

Let

The Barnum A Bailey- RIngling
Br0i circus may have to akip
Brooklyn this year. As reported,
the old Fourth avenue lot adjoining
h « *£* p*** &* **;•" brok * n UB
;
for buildings. One plot will be occupied by a new theatre promoted
by Levy Bros., real estate oper-

j

"French's Floating
Opera
tied up here and lured the

Griffith

New

Unavailing

Iberia, La., Feb. 21.

That there still exist floating
* theatres as gorgeous as 25 yeara ago
on
the
Mississippi
river.
was

House"

i

ised to

Gulf Into Wcst-

ccn La. Bayou

Chicago

manager

of

Ed Wynn, says

.

'

|

,

j

I

i

PARK

Coney Island, haa been purchased
for $300,000 by J. W. Hubbard, steel
magnate and steamboat owner of
Pittsburgh, and W. EL Roe, a local
resident.
The resort, which covers 108 acres.
will

undergo remodeling which will
It class with any establish-

make

of Its kind in ths country. The
largest river steamboat in the United States, "America," which
Is

ment

'

,

CIRCUS' OPENING

DATES

Chicago. Feb.

Hagenbeck-Wallace

point

to

carry

OUTDOOR ITEMS
David

Lantinberg,

The John Robinson and
Gollmar Brothers show also makes
Pent winter quarters.
quartern.

general

Madison

for

con-

Square

day bike race at the Coliseum, Chicago. The Coliseum is ths Chicago
stand of the opposition circus of
Ballard and Mugglvan and is tied
up as the Garden is tied up by thp
Ringlings. Lantinberg also has several ball parks around New York,
aside from the big league places
and a number of New York small
time theatres.
•

Harry Baker, Miller A Baker, ride
builders of New York, Is back at
business after two weeks of influThe doctors 1st him come
$5,000 will ^be expended for enza
What Montreal's wlnte.* carnival the outdoor vaudeville show, which to the office for a couple of hours
Wirth
Frank
a
day.
but
li
sets.
he has not yet been per
lacked was organisation.
consist
of
had
will
It
been planned te finis's up ths car- secured the contract.
mlfted to put In a fall day.

One Look Enough for'Pissno, But
Another Troijp Strands in Lima

Two
In

coutrastlng tales of ventures

South America and the Indies

The John Robinson and Gollmar were

Brothers shows, combined, win open
will be
The Sells passengers to the In Indiana, April 21.
amusement park as will another Floto show will assemble at Chicago
and
the
open
at
Coliseum
April ?.
ship, the East St. Louis.
The two boats belonging to the The road tour will start at Peru.
Ind., now winter quarters of that
old Coney Island company were
Last season
the
show
burned at their wharves last No- show.
wintered at Denver and shipped to
vember.
Indianapolis to open.
This season
the opening will be at
winter

used

DUCKED THE ISLANDS

21.

show

wlir open Its season April 28 at
Louisville, the third season that eity
has been the opening point. The
show win also assemble at that

owned by the purchasers,

Garden, bran bed out last week,
securing the program for ths six-

FAIR

Towed Around

About

business on ths river was so bad,
they had the opera
house
boat
towed out into the Gulf and around
into the Bayou territory of Western
Louisiana, where things have been
so much better they expect to make
out a prosperous season.
The arrival of the "theatre"
stopped all work in this community,
The entire population attended the
show. "D. W." himself called off the
usual evening scene rehearsals for
the next day and saw IS 9 performance, which was sold out.
The show opsns with a minstrel and Is difficult to reach.
first part followed by a series of
Another location considered Is the
specialties add ends with an after old Sheepshead Bay race track, with
pleee in which all performers take transportation
facilities
figaring
MD. W." called
somewhat against it
part.
ft a first rate
show, better than "Price's Floating
A lot within a half mile of Coney
Extravaganza" or "Donnelly's River Island, with the advantages of
Troubadours" which he had seen Coney's many car lines as an imBUY CINCY'S OLDEST
when he was a youngster in Old- portant factor in its favor, has likeCincinnati. Feb. tl.
wise been among the numerous lo1&am County, Ky.
This city's oldest pleasure resort.
cations under^dvlsement.

cessionaire

"What has
got on

and

shows at the C ilcago Coliseum.
This matches the Garden opening
inchea of snow since Jan. 1, and ex- in New York of RIngling Bros.perienced outdoor showmen predict Barnum &. Biiley a day or two
that a dry aummer, favorable for earlier.
the park and clrcua business is.
The two shown will separate impretty sure to follow. There were mediately after the Chicago stand,
26
snow storm in January and each taking up its Individual rou'e.
February has been a succession of Last season they split at the St.
miniature blizzards.
Louis engagement.
The theory is 'hat a g'vsn section
The Ringlings Are reported to
goes through the year with about have abandoned their project of
an average of precipitation.
A putting out a No. 2 show with the
winter of heavy snow is commonly Forepaugii' name next season. It is
followed by a summer of little rain possible that the big show will not
and the reverse. The records go to make its usual Brooklyn stand uncorroborate this trade belief. The der canvas owing to difficulties enwinter of 1900-01 had 68 snow and countered in finding a substitute
rain storms in the East and the fol- lot for
the old Fourth avenue
lowing summer still stands as a ground.
record one for the outdoor business.
The annual talk 'from the MuggiMarch and April of that year had van-Ballard camp of a New York
IS inches of rain.
The following engagement has not been heard this
June had less than an inch and July year, and this fact has Inspired a
and August were about normal with suspicion in the minds of some
about 5 inches each and September showmen that the French Licks
with two.
The following year outfit would make a try for Brookmarked the opening of Luna Park at lyn if the Ringlings don't play the
Coney' Island and the summer was town. Last season the Sella show
one of disastrous weather. It is got as close to New York as Jersey
recorded that during part of. June City in May, but remained on the
and July there were 40 rain/ days. other side of the river, crossing at
The records show t Inches of rain Albany into New England terriIn June alone. The winter fall had tory. The Hagen beck outfit crossed
the northern tier of New York
been below normal.
Last winter was a conspicuous counties, going into Canada by ths
example of mildness followed by a Plattsburg- Rutland (Vt.) route.

candidates at bad summer.
There was little
the Mount Royal Hotel, and for a snowfall and the season was one
few days It was a ease of touch or succession of wet week-ends.
go. Many of the candidates, allegFigures for snowfall bear out the
ing that they had been misled, prediction of the showmen. For the
wanted to withdraw from the com- entire winter of 1900-01 the total
petition, and It was only after a
was only 5 Inches from October to
great deal of persuasion that they April.
J. K. Burke of the Kei
remained in the contest.
Exchange, a pioneer In the developThe general impression ©T~ the ment of parks in the »0's, when
public in regard to the "Miss Canmost of the 50 resorts In the counada** com petition Is that it was a
try were controlled by Mark Hnnna,
"pink tea" affair. One of the candeclared that his experience went
didates was quoted as saying she
to show that a winter of heavy
did not come to Montreal to be
snowfall was normally followed by
banqueted and feted and "pink
dry summer and a prosperous
a
teaed," but she did come to match
season for the- outdoor ahowmen.
her athletic ability against the
There Is an unusually large
choices of other cities.
construction work In
of
The Winter Sport Carnival, to the amount
progress In the parka thj* winter
layman, merely suggested a series
this will be hampered and deand
of banquets for this and that, at
the time lost can be
layed, but
which wine flowed.
made up at the last minute by
It cannot be said otherwise than
construction crews at
doubling
up
Montreal's winter carnival flopped.
minute. This will Involve
Montrealere. season sportsmen as the last
expense,
but If the weather
an
extra
they are naturally, didn't know half
form the showmen
the time, and if the American vis- prophesy runs to
up the added
cheerfully
make
will
itor to our fair metropolis had
all

unofficially reported
opening date of the Sellsis

Speech

Chicago, Feb.* 21.
Frank Corey started what prom-

SHOW QUITS

MISSISSIPPI

COLISEUM MARCH 25

£5

to

from

developments

FLOATING

PRESAGE DRY SUMMER

March

position

standstill

country In the world. They were further
accorded second headlining at the
Palladium, Holborn Empire and
Victoria Palace, and can remain in

-

'

Ire in

prohibited,

is

Moore's

Graft Rouses Frank Corey's

which, according _o the order, haa
been done, the horse races ct the
the American aerlallsts, In their reWoonsocket
t.
ting park will not
markable act. "Limits of Daring
and Endurance," are creating a pay. Preparations for this year's
furore In England with their sensa- racing season havs ..lready been
tional trick of "forward heel drop" made at the Woonsocket track, but
and are the first acrobatic team to the promoters have assumed a sud-

'

candidates were chosen for their
"beauty or charm, and In many cases
the candidates would not know a
skate from a Tutankhamen relic.
When all the entries for the final,
the "Miss Canada" competition, arrived In the ctiy there was a lusty
howl from many of the candidates,
who believed that they were entering a sporting contest and not a
beauty contest. The candidate of
the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association withdrew, for she had entered as a sporting candidate and
In no Innot a beauty contest.
stance, so far as the Montreal candidates were concerned, did sporting ability play any great part.

bookmaking

If

KAFKA

;

competition.
Even this
bad' » and hopelessly balled up.
pities
throughout the Dominion
were called u,.on to choose a candidate, Miss Montreal, Miss Winnipeg,
In some cases
Miss Regina, etc.

Don

proclamation by threatening prosecution to violatora.
Private notices of the general
shut-down order have been served
on all the notorious gambling
houaea The most popular ones m*c
located In suburbs of Providence,
Cranston, Marieville, East Greenwich, Narragansett Pier and other
summer resorts along Narragansett
Bay.

I

was

21.

Attorney
state closed tight.
Carpenter
I*
(ieneral
Herbert'
strengthened the Chief Executive's

'

Canada"

Feb.

the

Montreal, Feb. 21. +
The Montreal Winter Carnival nival with a buffalo barbecue, but
has officially- petered out with a this has fallen through.
The carnival is over. It created
deficit of $J0,000.
Lack of public enthusiasm was less of a stir in Montreal than the
f
Stillman case.
evident from ita start
When the
Winnie Blair of St. John, chosen
scheme was Drat broached, late last as IflsaV Canada, denies that she
aummer, an ambitious program was will enter the movies.
Yes, I have heard loads and
decided upon and the co-operation
loads of reports, but you can say
of all the hotels and railroads promfor me that the only offer that has
A winter sports committee been made so far has been that of
Ised.
was formed, headed by one of Can- a royalty to allow my picture to be
ada's best known hotel men, and u8 ed on the box of a candy firm."
the project was launched.
•
It later transpired the carnival
„a, pumn, a, odd. and ,nd._ In
the first place, the project wa
verely criticized as being too long.
In former days carnivals lasted one
or two weeks, not one or two
months.
Then, again, the argument was set forth that In Montreal
Hampthe* skiing and skating form part Outdoor Construction
of every winter's sport and the city
ered. But Statistics Bring
!.*» » long been the home of professional hockey.
Comfort
The Canadian railroads did not
get much benefit from the carnival,
Vv>athtr bureau figures for the
as the large part of the advertising
appropriation was spent in an en- Atlantic seaboard show nearly 60

deavor to entice American visitors
to the city, who would naturally
travel on American lines.
The one successful enterprise of
the Winter Carnival was the "Miss

I.,

Rhode Island, long known as the
"Monte Carlo" of America, received
the surprise of ita life this week
when Governor William. S. Fllynn
ordered' every gambling house in

Canada" Com-

Became Beauty Contest
Odds and Ends

petition

AND CARNIVAL
MEN NEAR BLOWS

FAIR

!

Order Covers Stats and May Affect
Race Tracks

FLOPS BADLY; LOSES
Project Severely Criticized

STOPS GAMBLING

R. L

MONTREAL WINTER CARNIVAL

C0HVENTI0NS Df CHICAGO
Chicago. Feb. 21
International Association of
Fair Secretaries is holding a meeting at the Auditorium*, today and
tomorrow. .which has attracted leading fair men from all parts of

The

America.

The American Trotting Association held a meeting at the Auditorium Tuesday.
The International Motor Conte*:
Aesoclatlon held a meeting at the
Auditorium Monday.
The eighth annual meeting of the
Car Owning Managers Association
Is being held at the Sherman hotel
y ester day and today.

In circulation this week.
One
group of American performers v ho
organized a tour on their awn got
as far rs Lima, Peru. There they
stranded, and had to cable friends
In America for funds to get home.
Ths experience of a company
sponsored
by Leo Pisano and
George Mets had
better
luck,
founded on better judgment. The
organization was framed for the
Islands. Pissno and Metz Journeyed
straight to Porto Rico, but they
never opened there. They made a
hasty survey of local conditions
and went straight away from there,
revising their route to open in
Panama, where about I.00Q men
from the fleet, Just back ftom winter maneuvers were due for shore
liberty this month.
The outfit is
reported doing satisfactu.
taffneejt
In Panama, Colon and other C<nIral America towns.
..-

Bandt With Cireucee

Ch
Don Montgomery

cago, Feb. Si.

will have the
band with the Ilagenbeck -'Vaiaee
this Reason and Al Massie w:ll
havs the band with ths Sells F'oio
show. Montgomery had the Sells
Floto band last season.

show

BURLESQUE

Thursday, February

BASTABLE

CINCINNATI'S MAYOR REVOKES

*

.

of the Cincinnati Federation of
Churches, which charged the People's with giving shows described as
"vulgar. Indecent and Immoral;"
Mayor Carrel Friday last revoked
the playing permit of the house. No
Friday
given
performance was
night, and the house was also dark
Saturday.
The performances objected to by
the Church Federation were those
given by the Mutual Burlesque 'Association shows, which have been
playing the People's for th e last
couple of months.
Mayor Carrel's closing order for
the People's came after a number of
Inspections of the Mutual shows had
been made by the Mayor's secre-

Newbold L. Plerson, the latter
acting in the capacity of official
censor of theatricals for Cincinnati.
The attraction last week at the
People's was Tom Sullivan's "Mischief Makers." Mayor Carrel's revocation of the People's playing license (or permit, as it is termed in
Cincinnati) followed the summoning
of Joe Jermon, the manager of the
People's, to a conference with the
Board of Control of the city (the
latter corresponding to the Board
of Aldermen in other cities), *ith
City Solicitor Saul Zielonka attending as representative of Cincinnati's
tary,

Jermon maintained

legal interests.

the Mutual shows presented at the
People'3 were no more liable to censorship than the average musical
comedy shows playing In the legit
houses. The city officials disagreed
with Jermon's viewpoint.
Mayor Carrel issued a statement
In which he said the management
had been warned some time ago to
"clean up" the Mutual shows playing there or official action would
follow. Jermon, in reply, said
of the orders to clean up had
to his attention.

none

come

Mayor Carrel about three months
stopped the showing of "The
Rubicon" in Cincinnati, likewise an

aero

in

the case

of

the People's,

the

Mayor revoking the license of the
Cox Theatre, where "The Rubicon"
was playing. The banning of "The
Rubicon' came after one perform-

COLONIAL, CLEVELAND
Two

Quick-Witted

Girl

Ushers

Checked Rush— 1,800 PeoNone Hurt
ple in House

THE SOLDIER OF FORTUNE
Veteran of Seven Wars and ths

—

Cleveland, Feb.

Shub'srt Vaudeville Circuit

(GIVE

America's Most Humorous Afteroverture preceding the evening perDinner Speaker,
formance of Jack Reid's "Record
WILL ROGERS
Breakers" Sunday night 4L fire
America's Most Unusual Afterstarted in the women's rest room
Dlnner Speaker,
on the second floor and, spreading
CAPT. IRVING O'HAY
rapidly, did $2,000 damage before
The fire,
placed under control.
Representative AL SANDERS
starting at 8:10 or thereabouts,
Romax Building, New York
found the Colonial with a sell-out
•
audience of 1,800 people.
The—presence of mind of a couple
of girl ushers, Minnie Nesbitt and
Hazel Steninger, prevented what
might have been one of. the %orst
theatre panics in historyi. Each of
the ushers contributed to keeping
the situation in hand. Miss Nesbitt
discovered. the fire and Miss SteninAliens Advance Brand
»ger assisted materially jn quieting
Hurt
the crowd.
Cause at Ithaca, N.
Frank C. Drew, manager of the
Firm's Other House
Colonial, took personal charge of
the panic-allaying squad. Standing
on a chair in the auditorium, he
Ithaca, N. Y., Feb. 21.
succeeded in quieting the entire
The Lyceum, playing the Columhouse, getting every one out withbia wheel shows for one night a
out the slightest injury. The empweek since November, stopped last
tying of the house was accomplished
week, with the Auditorium, Auburn,
in a remarkably brief space of time.
The Columbia
It.
The fire meanwhile, through the N. Y., replacing
shows will play Auburn Mondays,
efforts of the firemen, was confined
Elmira and Blnghamton, N.
with
to the front of the building, destroyY., completing the three-day split,
ing the rest room, located directly
and Utica filling in the last half as
over the canopy in front of the
formerly.
lobby, and doing considerable damThe Aliens, a Canadian theatrical
age to the marquee. The lobby was
firm, control the Lycetrmr Ithaca,
also damaged.
Majestic in that city. The
After the fire had been extin- also the
vaudeville and picguished a number of the audience Majestic plays
Cowho had been watching the work of tures. An unusual angle of the was
losing the Ithaca house
lumbia
the firemen filed back into the house
said to have been
objection
the
about 9 p. in. and, seating themvoiced by the Aliens that the Lyselves, prepared to see the show.
The performance had to be called ceum did too much business, taking patronage from the Majestic.
off necessarily because of several of

Y.—

|

the "Record Breakers" having
the Colonial in the belief

left

the

matinee.

umbia Amusement

Co., wields strong
political influence in Cincinnati.
It has been stated by Columbia
people that the powers in the Columbia burl sque organization were
not particularly keen towards John

G. Jermon's Mutual wheel interests.
Another condition, that supported
the belief the People's closing might
have a political connection is that
the People's is owned by Thomas J.
footer. Democratic leader of Cincinnati.

NO DAVE MARION,

JR.

Dave Marion, p'aying in Worcester, Mass., this week denies .there
is a Dave Marion, Jr., and has instructed his office to go after any

impostor using his name.
As was reported a Dave Marlon,
Jr.
was rehearsing a tab, the
'Beauty Review," which is the title
of Jimmy. Coopers shr w at the Columbia,
New York, last week.
Cooper Is also incensed against the
At the office of the Mutual Bur- man using a show title identified
lesque association Wednesday it was with him for years.
The burlesque producer, Marion.
tated the People's would reopen
again Thursday, K*b. 22, with Mu- says he has an only son, Harry, who
is traveling witli his father as comtual burlesque, a wire to that effect having been received from Billy pany manager.
A tab under the title of the
Vail. Vail is said to have the Peo"Beauty Review" played the last
Die's on a leasing arrangement with
half of last week at the Myrtle.
the owner, Thomas J. Nocter.
Brooklyn, with Its featured comed-

MUTUAL IN Y0NXERS
Yonkcrs, N.

Y..

Feb.

will play

21.

Mu-

tual burlesque attractions the
three days of the week, beginning
week of Mar^h 12. The policy, the
first four da)
of the week will be
last

ian billed as Dave Marion Jr. Matt
Brody of 245 W. 47th street, NewYork, the producer of the tab,
claimed when securing tho Myrtle
engagement the comedian of the act
was tho son of Dave" Marion of
burlesque.
.,

i

Independent vande\ Hie.
The Warburton played stock un-

UNDERSTUDY GOOD DOCTOR

til several months ago, since which
time It has boon dark. It is a 600scat house on "Warburton avenue, a
few blocks abo\e Getty square, the
heart of the business section.
No burlesque has been seen In
Yonkcrs for the past ten years. The
Columbia wheel was the last to send
Bhow a here.

St. Louis, Feb. 21.
"Iliekey" Le Van, with "Town
Scandals" at the Gayety last week,
was taken ill and the property man
was given his part. According to
report "props" played it so well that
Le Van became better immediately
after the substitute initial performance.

WILL

H.

COHAN'S CLAIM

in Barney GerBankruptcy Proceedings

Protests Inclusion
ard's

of Gerard as soon as he returns to New York, to assist Will
H. Cohan in his breach of contract
suit against the burlesque producer.
Cohan is suing for 20 weeks' guarantee for the 22-23 season at $175
a week. Gerard is expected back in
five weeks.
The question whether Cohan's
contract "with Gerard personally
can be assigned to one c' Gerard's
holding companies,'' the Unit Producing Co., Inc., figures in the case.
The Cnit Producing corporation
filed a voluntary petition in bank-'
ruptcy listing Cohan's salary claims
as one of the liabilities. It is the
company which operated the two
Gerard Shubert unit shows. Cohan
contends he was not advised by
(lerurd of his contract's assignment.
Frederick E. Goldsmith is actipg
for the actor, and House, Grossman
& Vorhaus for Gerard.

trial

FINDS AGAINST

A. B. A.

Former Judge Henry

J.

Lecombe

appointed special master to take
testimony in the American Burlesque Association bankruptcy, has
filed his report, finding that the
A. B. A. did commit various acts of
bankruptcy. An involuntary petition was filed against the burlesque
association which the A. B. A. contested vigorously on the ground it
is still solvent.
The next step Is for the referee
to confirm the report and act for or

against a recommendation adjudicating the A. B. Ai bankrupt.
:

BURLESQUE ROUTES
WILL BE FOUND OX PAGE
Thirty- four in

This l*auc

^

Louis

St. Louis,

Feb.

21.

1917, has been sued for divorce
by his v.ifo who charged non -support and names Jessie Wright, of
the "Echoes of Broadway," a former Shubert a>nit show, as corespendent in her petition. Butler, who
is about 24, was served with th»
papers in the action at the Beers
di
hotel here yesterday.
At the time of the death of Mrs*
Rose Mary Butler, the boy's mother,

on December

29,

it

was reported

the son was the sole heir to an estate the value of which was esti-

mated around $500,000. The mother's
will provided that the estate should
be held in trust for her son and
that no issue of his marriage to
Nellie Greenwood Butler should participate in the benefits therefrom.
At the time of the marriage of
young ,ButleY to his wife .in 1920 she
was a member of the burlesque company playing the Standard theatre
here.
The elder Butler was at one tii
president of the Empire Circuit
(burlesque) and in addition to controlling a number of shows, ha
owned the Standard, St. Louis, and
the Century, Kansas City. Tha Hotel Edward, Kansas City, is also a
Butler property. At the time of tha
father's death his estate was valued
at approximately $1,000,000.
Young Butler was called to this
city frcm the road where he was
managing tho "Echoes of Broadway"
unit, his sole theatrical venture, by
the illness of his mother during December. The show at the time lost
the date at the Central, New York,
and Butler closed the attraction.
Mrs. Butler in her complaint alleges that her husband maintained
rooms at a New York hotel where
he entertained chorus girls and that

with

The Gayety, St.
gross.
$11,500,
Louis, has been consistently at or
Columbia houses
the
near the top^Jf
weekly this season, having led the
entire circuit several weeks since

September.
The Columbia, New York, with
Jimmie Cooper's "Beauty Revue"
took a big leap forward last week
with $9,890 Zero cold weather hit
some of the matinees at the Columbia last week keeping the show
from doing $10,000. The previous while "Echoes" was playing Toweek .the Columbia, New York, got ronto, he gave a pajama party with
$8,155 with the "Big Jamboree," and himself und Jesbie Wright playing
the week before $8,317 with "Step the principal roles, that later in
Lively Girls." The business of the St. Louis ait the Mission Inn he
Cooper show at' the Columbia carries openly proclaimed his love for Miss
out the viewpoint held regarding Wright and crowned her "Queen of
the Columbia by burlesque people, the Butler Estate" at a party which
that it will do business with a good co5t him $300 for liquor. She also
show, and if the show is off the box charges her letters to him at his
home in St. Louis were opened by
office is proportionately affected.
The Dave Marion show at the one "Jimmy" Bruem. whom the peCasino, Boston, did $8,300 and the tition calls "The King's Jester."
Frank Finney show at the Gayety,
Boston, $7,800, the Casino beating
the Gayety for the second successive week. The* worst business on
(COLUMBIA BURLESQUE)
the Columbia circuit was at the Mollie MeSwecney
Hel^n McClaln
Earl Mosaman
Grant, Worcester, Mass., last week Nifty' Ifnppg

FRANK FINNEY REVUE

Ray Vance

Swlfty Flopps

"American Girls" did
Hurtig & Seamon's, New
York, with 'Gerard's "Follies of the
Day" had a big week with $9,400.
The Bronx with "Broadway Flappers" did $6,500; Brooklyn Casino
with "Big Jamboree" got .$7,050 and
the Yorkeville with Mollie Williams
jumped ahead a bit with $5,000 on
the week.

where

the

Shun* L,

$2,400.

Barney Gerard's attorneys have
agreed' to an examination before i

Core-

Pajama

in

Irons & damages* "Town Scan
dais" topped the Columbia shows,
and the Gayety, St. Louis, \shere
the "Scandals" was playing the

week,

Wright,

Alleges

In St.

.

$11,500 with "Scandals" Last
Week— $9,890 for "Beauty
Revue" at Columbia, N.Y.

last

—

Edward Lancaster Butler, son of
the late James J. Butler who died

ST. LOUIS,

Columbia houses

Jessie

spondent
Party

AGAIN LEADS WHEEL

New

R. K. llynicka, treasurer of the Col-

The Warburton here

GAYETY,

VERY HEAVY BUSINESS
FORCES OUT BURLESQUE

that
Jermon is a brother of John G.
fire would prevent the Sunday night
Jermon (Jacobs & Jermon), an ofshow.
ficial (member of the Board of DiThe Colonial Is controlled by
rectors) of ihe Columbia Amusement
Campbell & Drew and is th reguCo. John G. Jermon is said to be
lar Columbia wheel stand in Clevea stockholder in the Mutual to a
land. Checks for performances durconsiderable extent.
ing the week were issued tot ticket
The People's is said to have been holders
for the called -off Sunday
doing a very good business with the
night show at the Colonial.
The
Mutual shows. The Olympic is the
house gave its performance Monday
Columbia wheel house in Cincinnati.

'

ME THE WARS)

America's Most Famous AfterDinner Speaker,
CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW

21.

As the orchestra at the Colonial
was tuning up preparatory to the

ance.

Names

'

AT

FIRE PANIC AVERTED

21.

SUED FOR DIVORCE

Syracuse, N. T., Feb. 21.
One of the questions now before
the committee appointed to investigate the Bastable Are, which cost
three lives and destroyed property
worth over $1,500,000, is who was
the man a fireman brought down a
ladder from the third floor about 20
minutes after all the others had
either been carried our pr had
jumped from the building.
During the excitement, when six
persons were forced to jump from
high windows, the Incident created
no suspicion, but now, as the naystery of the origin of the blaze in :
creases and an incendiarism theory
is under official investigation, the
last man's escape is considered cf
importance.
The committee appointed by the
Mayor to investigate the conflagration met at the City Hall today.
Several sessions will follow each
week, with the meetings to be open
to the public.

"Mischief Makers" Performance Stopped Friday—
Mayor Says Management Advised to "Clean Up"
Shows— People's Had Been Doing Good Business
Cincinnati, Feb.

MYSTERY YOUNG BUTLER, 24,

Syracuse Authorities Investigating.
Rescued Man Wanted.

PEOPLE'S LICENSE; MUTUAL HOUSE

Basing his action on a complaint
by the Law and Order Committee

-FIRE

1923

-122,

Edw.

Ix>ng-

Jordan

C.

June Flappers

Betty

Tad Poale

.Billy

A. B. Uoode

Tim MeSweeney
Mra.

Fuller

Harria
Bartlett

...... .<l<o.

Frank Finney
Mabel Mr* 'loud

Tad Poale

Ameta

Iraa Di>clltUe

l'ynes

Tho Frank Finney Bevue on its
showing at the Ct umbia this week

The Orpheum,

raterscn, N. J.,
with "Lets Go'' got $1,475; Majes"Mimic World,"
with
tic, Jersey City,
The Columbia, Chicago,
$3,375.
with Al Reeves did $5,490.
The starting of Lent with Ash
Wednesday in the middle of the
week hurt the business generally
on the Columbia circuit in common
with other show business, but the
Lincoln's birthday holiday Monday
helped considerably to counteract
the effect of the natural falling off
due to the arrival of Lent.
With the closing of the Park music hall with stock burlesque and
the virtual lapse of any effective
drawing power of the Shubert unit
attractions at the Central, the burlesque men are watching to see if
the Columbia shows any decided

is
a decidedly entertaining burlesque show that can easily be rated
as good. But 'twas noi always so,
forsooth!
Yea, verily, it was not,
for when the show was caught at
the beginning of the season at the
Casino, Brooklyn, it was a pretty
tiresome opera. There were a number of things the matter with it—
so many it looked^like the toughest
kind of a job to pull it out of the
trance it seemed to be In.
Therefore Jack Singer, who became the show's manager some two
months ago, must be credited with
having accomplished a remartcable
feat Infringing about the changes

that remade this show into its
present good shape. Incidentally it
must be added tha: Mr. Singer received the full co-operation necesin the job of revising the Finj, 8a ry
ney show from Frank Finney that
on the word of Mr. Singer, who con-

—

cedes it would have been a much
tougher job without such co-operation.
But it goes to prove what an
box office improvement. Those two experienced burlesque producer like
houses" have been considered as Singer can do. The whole show has
Whore there
<luke warm opposition to the Col- been tightened , up.
were dull spots laughs have replaced
umbia's, New York, attractions.
them. Where the show dragged it

—

and

doesn't,

GT.

Chicago, Feh.

where

became

it

Bketchy with a long-winded plot expositions, it shows a punchy bit or
brief comedy scene that makes all

NORTHERN^ REPORTED
21.

the difference in the world.
Finney himself, always quaintly
humorous, by cutting *»nd Hashing
his own scenes, lias reduced the
tuft to the real important gravy
that gets 'em from the minute Finney steps into view until the finale.

Gossip insists that the deal for the

Columbia burlesq-ue attractions to
play the Grear Northern theatre
next season is hot!
Since the Columbia was taken
over by A. H. Woods it leaves the
Columbia without, a loop theatre.

Betty Fuller, Helen McClaln, Mabel

McCloud and Ameta l'ynes aro all
The Great Northern has about new women principals added since
1.400 s^ats, two entrances, is splen- the show started the season.
Andidly located for burlesque and in other addition is Mossman and
the downtown section, which is an Vance, a two-man dancing team.
,i
\
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VARIETY

Tiiur.uay, February 22, 1023
sue

(Continued from page I)
whose stepping gives the show a
touch of big time dans.
In remaking the show. Singer has
,
dropped a number of scenem, reColumbia Forbids Advertising placed some of the original scenery,
and with Finney acting as librettist
Any Show Except Succhanged about the material, eliminating the junk and building up the

ceeding One

A

fat.

readily
v

change for the better
noted

in

manner

the

'

J08EPH HERBERT

Managers of all Columbia burlesque houses have besn ng titled
that under no circumstances Is the
coming of any show to be announced for more than one week

black

his

face

Is

in

characterization.

Formerly Jordan was doing an unannounced imitation of Lew Kelly
This is out completely and Jordan
is just a black facer.
The improvement with Jordan doing himself instead of some one else is a consistent testimonial toward any comic
doing himself rather than being an

The order came after
officials heard complaints
producers that one attraction
was seemingly favored In the ad- .imitator.
The lighting of the Finney show
vance billing. A complaining manager visiting his show found in the is particularly good. There are a
couple of trick comedy effects with
lobby thst one attraction n
due to s baby spot that shivers and shimplay the stand for six weeks was mers that will be copped by the
displayed and also carried In the first Broadway shew that sees It
program as the underline.
It's as' good as that.
The Columbia audience liked th<
fn placing the matter before the
show Tuesday night. Liked
Columbia executives the manager Finney
the numbers, and laughed «at th<
who objected to the long advance comedy, not snickers, but real
billing stated that while the other laughs.
snow was doing better business
There is an imaginary bit, the
than his It was false showmanship. familiar business of a dope bringing
couple of the comics into an
a
because patrons would naturally
that
'Infer tha: the shows due in before imaginary saloon and insisting
they drink with him. It's been done
tn% spotlighted attraction were In4 before, but never better nor possibly
ferior.
as good as it is handled by Billy
The letter to the house managers Harris, George Hartlett and Edwunl
po*ints to the fact that some local Jordan in the revised Finney show.
men have become overzealous in Off stage noises such as breaking
behalf of certain attractions be- of glass, etc.. build this bit up for
cause of the box office "records" a resounding wow. Finney is on
a bit, but not too often or too
made. An interesting angle of the quite as
was the case when the show
long,
In advance.

Columbia
of

that "there isn't a show
on"the circuit that holds the record
letter

is

each and every city."
'The instructions are positive:
do not want any show billed
attend of another. The next attraction at your theatre Is entitled to
all the publicity we can get for It
and no mention should be made In
the program, newspapers or on the
billboards that any other show is
coming. One week ahead is sufficient advertising for a burlesque
show." The letter is signed by J.
Herbert Mack, president of the Colin

—

"We

umbia Amusement Co.

The custom

house managers
pitting on "Anniversary weeks" for
certain attractions on the Columbia wheel regardless of whether
the house has any reason for calling any parte ular week an "anniversary week" or not has also been
banned by the Columbia execuof

tives.

ILL

AND INJURED

IN MKMOItY

ROXY LA ROCCA

player, substituted.

Says:

•

Arthur Loew wsa operated upon
Feb. 14 for appendicitis, following
a sudden attack. He is out of
danger.
Mabel le Mack (Floyd Mack and
Mabelle) fell on a slippery sidewalk
while playing the Majestic. Dubuque, Iowa, injuring herself Co the
extent that permanent disability Is
feared. The accident resulted in a
fractured arm and dislocated elbow.
Lillian Morehouse has been confined to her home, 1046 Amsterdam
avenue. New York, for over a week
through her pet Russian wolfhound
having bitten her near the right
eye.
Miss Morehouse will be out in
a few days.
She was with the
Fokine Ballet in "Johannes Kriesler."

ACTS

Who Pauwd

B.

&

NATHAN

S.
I

abruary 20th. 1*17.

|

r
wrote the music for "Honeydew."
He was als famed as the writer of
a number of the Weber and Fields'
burlesques.

He was born
land, came
in Chicago;

Marinelli, Ltd.. America.

Reeves

en

DOROTHY DAHL

absolute sensation of the century.
Wizard of the Harp and Wizard
of an Audience.
II.

LOVING HUSBAND

11T

JOSEPH

Pays to Advertise."

Eng-

in Liverpool,

over here "and settled
at twenty or there-

abouts, and started In show business as an actor with the McCall
Opera Company. He also appeared

Lamport, England.

SUPWMEN NEAR BLOWS

with Augustus Daley. "The Fortune
Hunter." "Sal from Paris," "It Happened in Nordjand," and "Balkan

(Continued from page, 7)

started out. A bunch of new wit- He called certain carnival men
"by
*lcisims, bright similes and smar.
comment that mark Finney as an their names and dared tbem to deny
that they were stealing, adding that
Intelligent obse: ver of current event:
as well as an unctuous comedian if they were honest they would have
sued Variety for- slander, but not
run throughout the show.
Amrng the improvements noted being clean did not have the nerve
is the speed which has been into say anything.
Tbt
serted'* in the performance.
The talk led up to the project of
chorus numbers ate also worked a *rand amalgamation of all carnibetter and fastej^jand the chorut
vals
into ten large shows, these
looks better in every way.

IN

MKMOR1AN

BILLY CRAIG

Who rawed Away

February

17,

1923,

tH""TJhlc»so.

RHEA' CATTO
Princess" are a few of the hundred
and more successful musical shows
Mr. Herbert played an Important

Miss Pynes shows to advantage •hows all to be contracted through
headquarters with a Judge
in a couple of numbers, wearing one
Miss Fulle: Landis at the head of the organizaeffectively.
clothes
slams over several songs for rea tion.
results, and Miss McClain and Mia*
They figure approximately $10,McCloud also figure importantly. 000,000 is tied up In outdoor shows,
All of the women principals arc besides
the recognized circuses.
strong on looks and they all deliver
Nothing came of the meeting exconsistently.
The Finney show, as it is now, cept talk.
The carnival bill before the Minlacks but one thing a punch turn,
such as a jazs band, or something nesota legis'atuie has them all
of the sort that would stand out. worried. They are raising $2,500 to
As compared with the show when oppoae its passage. Johnny Jones,
started, however no one who Con Kennedy, Fred Beckman, Art
it
saw it then would ever recognise it Boyd, John Sheeny, A. Morse and
Bell.
now.
Morris Grueberg were elected as a
committee to fight the measure. The
PLAZA, SPRINGFIELD, TRYING bill comes up February 27.

role In.

He was a

trustee of the Actor's

Fund, member of the Lambs and
Authors League. A widow, Marie
Maynard Herbert, and a son, Joseph Herbert, Jr., survive.
Burial
was from St. Malachy's Boman
Catholic Church Tuesday.

—

show

BUSSES HELP PARKS
of the Paterson. N. J., bus
lines gives notice to Columbia park,

Hoboken, this week that it had
placed orders for three new busses
of 70 capacity for regular service
between Paterson and the park
next summer, additional equipment
to the. two machines In service last
year.
The jitney people made application for parking space.

Last season there were 68 busses
in service between Newark and the
park on Saturdays and Sundays.
Both towns are about 14 miles from

weeks.

./

MARRIAGES
William Sandy. retired vaudevilWatertown/N. T„ last week

j

lishing and musical instument house
of Carl Fischer and Co.
In addition to publishing sheet music the
Fischer Music House* also establish-

ed the Musical Observer, a musical
trade paper.
Mrs. -Elizabeth Oetty Fischer, a
son, Walter S. Fischer, and three
daughters, Mrs. Antoinette Williams, Mrs Edna Clark and Mrs.
Dorothy Edgerton, survive.

VVIL80N

the park, yid the fare Is 50 cents
for the round trip, a trifle less than
railroad and trolley fares between
the same two points.
The odd circumstances of this
development Is that the Newark
people have to practically pass
three parks nearer their home town
than Columbia and there are at
least two resorts nearer to Paterson.

Gersrds Motoring.
Barney Gerard and Mrs. Gerard
(Gertrude Hayes) left New York
last week for South Carolina and
points south on a motoring trip
that will keep them aw-ay from
Times Square for the ^iext six

where Baker and Farran were honored and subsequently decorated by
the then Prince of Wales, later F.4-

ward VII.
Pete Baker

for many years was
one of the best known and most
popu>ar nan es of the theatrical
world. He leaves a brother and sister (non -professional*) in Buffalo.

GEORGIANNA HEWITT.
Georglanna Hewitt, ingenue with
Poll stock. New Haven, died
Tuesday in the New Haven Hospital where she had been confined
the

since Feb. 11, when she took blclorlde of mercury tablets by mistake.

Miss Hewitt Is reported as having
been worried by family matters and
had fainted during the performance
the day before she was taken to the
hospital. Her husband, Fred Minatt,
a stock actor, was with her at the
time of her death and had not. left
her side for 9* hours.
Formerly
known as Oeorgie

ymatt, Miss Hewitt had appeared
musical comedies.

In

ZACK EVAN8
Zack Evans, who made his last
appearance with
William
Hodge in "The Man from Home" la

Carl Fischer
Carl Fischer, 73, died at his home 1914. died Feb. 19 at the Actors'
in New York, Feb. 17.
Death was Fund Home in his 76th year.
The deceased started his stage
due to diabelos from which MrFischer had suffered for a year or career in 1862 and appeared in supof J. Wilkes Booth. Edwin
port
more.
Born in Buttstadt Saxony.
Germany, Mr. Fischer came to Booth, Charles Kean, Joseph Jefferson
and
Mary Anderson. His death
America a youth and entered the
music publishing business. In 1872 occurred after a lingering illness.
he founded the well-known pub-

One

REYNOLDS WITH COLUMBIA

Pote Baker, partner of Thomas J.
Farron. of the old-time world, famous team of Baker and Farron,
died in Buffalo. Feb. 16, after a
short illness.. Born In Elraira. N.
Y., 72 years ago, Pete Baker wandered into Chicago in 1870 and became a German dlalet comedian at
a time when the theatrical business
of this country was in Its Infancy.
Joining with "T. J." (Tommy). Farron, th« team entered what was tb«»n
known as variety, with an original
one -act sketch, "Chris and
Lena," destined to put its creator
in the hall of theatrical fame.
The
act leaped into immediate pop"Ch»Is an' Lena" was reUlarity.
written Into a three-act play and
Baker and Farron toured the country playing almost every State In
the union, with long runs in the
larger cities.
Later the play was
taken to Australia, where the team
remained several seasons, finally acquiring a theatre in Melbourne. A
tour
through England followed,

stage

—

The park men figure that the
people demand a ride to some more,
or less distant point, as part of
their Sunday outing and the Jaunt
is part of the excursion.
Old park
men have always blamed the decline of summer park popularity on
the coming of the low-priced automobile, particularly In the middle
west, where the Ford began to replace the buggy around 1910. I'eopbcould get 20 miles into the country
in the time it formerly took them
to reach a park on the outskirts ^f
the town. .Now, they say. the Jitne.\
Is undoing the work of the flivver
by providing cheap motor transportation to a distant resort, aexemplified in the Jersey develop*
mont.

J.

Mary

city.

Frances Cushing Reilly,
died Feb. 16 in New York
She was a resident of Bald-

win,

L.

aged

74,

It Is the form<v
to Oliw Toates.
actor's second marriage, his first

having been annulled

last

June.

Anna

Q. Nllsson, pictures, to John
M. Gunneraon, non -professional, in

Los Angeles, Feb.
Gertrude Avery
y<

17.

f.cne

Arabian' Knights")

IG

~

Chicago. Feb. 21.
The Rirnurn & Bailey and King
lin^ Brothers jihow will make th
northwestern trip again tho romin
season ind will go on to Californi
again. The kindlings had not niad«this long trip for severs 1 season?
until last year, and the tour Was in
successful that it is to he repeats

"Girls

a

Is

Hamid
In

("Seven
Pawtueket

this y^ar.
J

l~»wh of the northwestern
haj
ready bean contracted

1

lime

widow

of the

late

the County Democracy i .. New
York,
and the grandmother of
Reine, Ethel and Marlon Davi<-<.
and Rose Da vies -Van Cleve.
of

BILLY CRAIG
Billy Craig of Craig

and Cato<i:«-d
Chicago of cancer of the throat
and his body was taken to Joinsin

UBERROTH

Wilson J. Uberroth, a veteran box boro, Ind:,. for Interment.
He is
man, and last manager of the survived by his father, mother and
Stamford theatre, Stamford, Conn., his wife, Bobbie Harris.
#
died Feb. 8 at his home. 214 West
84th street, New York. Mr. UberMR8. GUELMA BAKER LYONS
roth was the second man to hold
Mrs. Guelma Baker Lyons, of the
office

the post of treasurer of the

Empire

theatre. New York, and Is one of the
oldest members of the Treasurers'
club of America. He formerly man-

aged James K. Hackett and Fanny
Ward on the road before becoming
resident manager of the Stamford

A widow

house.

survives.

DETROIT SHRINERS' NET
The indoor c.rcus promoted by
Detrct Shriners is said to have
made a net profit of over 100,000
from all sources in two weeks.
There were, numerous avenues of
i

original "Floradora" company, and
later well-known as an operatic
singer, died in San Diego, Cal.. Feb.
She was a native of
5.
York
state.

New

Mrs. Cat her ins Hayes Hermsen,
wife of Harry Hermsen, died suddenly of heart disease in St. Louis
last week at the age of 60. She is
survived by two sons and a daughter besides her husband.

the

revenue besides the gate, however,
vith the concessions and a midway.
The Shriners of Watertown, N.
Howard Potter, director, has
y.,
booked an Indoor circus for the

week

JOHN

BARRY

J.

John J. Ba. ry. past president of
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Motion Picture Operators, died recently at his heme in Dorchester, Mass.

ARTIE A8TELLO

The Frank Wirth

Artie Astello, age 40, circuit acro-

has contracted for the show,
which will be held In the local armory.

In bed with a
gas Jet turned on at 405 North Clark
street, Chicago.

of April

9.

office

SHOW NORTHWEST AGAIK

:

«•••

Feb. 12.
R.
Fern Oakley, of the Ziegf eld FolMartin Van Bergen and Lester
Fairman (Chicago).
lies, to John Wilton Crosby, motlori
.Bud Schafler and Eddie Gilbert picture actor, Greenwich, Conn.,
have fra«Md an not en
I..

j

the

I.,

Charles A. Reilly, at one time leader

bat,

was found dead

lian. of

Carte"

NEW

"It

Only been advertising a few weeks
and has already been offered a production for next season, which he
will accent if he can have his
European bookings set back. Which
also proves that it pays to have
something - different and original,
lioxy La Rocca has the only act of
its kind in the en. ire world, the

Abe Reynolds will be with Billy
Frank Van Hoven was confined to
his apartments at Murray's Roman K. Wells' "Bubble Bubble" ColumGardens, on West 414 street, early bia wheel show for the rest of the
Joe
replaces
Reynolds
this week, attacked by a severe case season.
Reynolds
of pneumonia. He was unable to see Freed, principal comic.
visitors and waa under the care r* started the season with one of Max
Spiegel's Shubert units.
two nurses.

.

OF

WIZARD OP THE HARP

Springfield, Mass., Feb. 21.
After trying out a three-in-onepolicy
on two different occaWeek for appendicitis.
here,
Fally Markus had hie nose frozen sions in the Broadway Theatre
Brothers opened the
Goldstein
the
While traveling la Northern New
formerly playing Mutual
Plaza,
'York, last week.
pictures and
Rita Aron returned to her duties burlesque, with a tab,
Monday. This policy also
vaudeville
having
in the Loew office this week
where
Utica,
Park,
firm's
in
the
was
recovered from an attack of flu.
Marty Forklna, the vaudeville Mutual shows formed the stage
plugging
After
agent, has been oonflned to his part of the bills.
nights,
opportunity
with
hotel for the past week with grippe. them
contests, perfect form
He is a partner of Jo Paigne Smith. chorus girl
contests, country store and other
The wife of Wayne Christie, of
went big but
business
the Keith booking office, is ill with stunts,
soon after the first of
influenza at her home in Beechurst, slackened up
year.
the
L.*I.
She was in serious condition
No announcement of special feaearly this week.
been made in connection
Mary Haynes is still quite ill at tures has PlazA.
The scale is 10-25
a sanitarium on Central park west, with the and 20-40 nights.
matinees
New York. She had to leave a bill
The "Powder Puff Review" played
about three weeks ago owing to her
the first half and Martin's Musical
illness.
Review, otherwise the "Hinky-Dee
Oz of Polly and Ox reported at the Girls." the last half.
Alhambra. New York, Monday, but
Jules E. Francke is the new manhad to leave through illness before ager of the Plaza
the opening matinee. Mae West,
with Joseph Letora and a new piano

William Green, secretary to Marcus Loew, waa operated upon this

PETE BAKER

.

Joseph Herbert, 66, died in New
York, Feb. 18, from an attack of
heart dlspase. He had suffered from
heart trouble periodically for the
last two years.
During his long cAi «?rr be appeared with the biggest stars of the
American stage. He was also noted
as one of the leading Hght opera
librettists, with a record of achievement that covered a period of 30
years.
Among the successful musical shows written by Mr. Herbert
were, "The Honey Moon Express",
"The Beauty Spot", "Mile Napoleon".
"Alone at Last", "Waltz Dreams",
and* "Honeydew." Efralm Zimbalist

which Edward C. Jordan handles

v

OBITUARY

FRANK FINNEY REVUE

BAN ADVANCE BILLING
BEYOND SINGLE WEEK

IN
bill

at

the State,

day, due to illness.

Tangle"

filled

HAROLD

AND OUT

Kd Blond*ll dropped out

New

—Harold
of

the

York. Mon-

"The Telephone

in.

caused Mabel Grew' lo
the Greeley
leave'
Square, New
Ymk, the first half, with Ray and
Helen Walzer taking (he assign-

L.

L. Frost,

ROST
manager of

the

G. If. Blanchard vaudeville road
?<how, died last week In a Malone,
X. Y., hospital. The .body wae sent
to Springfield, Mass., for burial.

Illness

mont,

The Marx Bros, unit missed it.-'
Sunday matinee at St. Louis through

Msry
r.

»

Vine

C.

John

Piatt,

C.aVine

died at her
Jan. 31.

home

Walter

mother of Ollie
Cimaron Triol.
in Kansas City,

Myers,

father

fffe
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SUBSCRIPTION:

Annual

Foreign

Vsriety has found It necessary for some time to continue Its cable
news from Page 2, the regular position for It, Into the back pages. This
in addition to scattered cable items spotted among the local and national
Variety believes it now has the most extensive cable service
stories.
of any weekly newspaper in the world, and surely of any trade paper.
are heavy. Specialized men who can get specialized news
If the
la faraway foreign c>>ie«i are worth their hire, and that Is heavy.
Even the Income
figures were published, no one would believe them.
tax fellows question them when they aee them on the books, backed up
by vouchers.

Csble

tolls

Thursday, February

22,

1923

and Judy" or Morosco and "Mike Angelo." In a season of imitations,
old timers and follows-up, just why should have "Krelsler," admittedly
the stage novelty of seasons, lingered, for its death, or "Will Shakespeare" not attract the public for the artistic treat that it is? ITs funny
but it has before happened though nqt in a season like this.

The hits are dramatic and musicals with no novelties on the list of the
largest number of successes at one time Broadway has ever held. Except the Russian Players in both places for they have been accepted.
And they are not novelties, really; you just Gest they are. If there aro
"students of the theatre" like students for the correspondence schools,

where have they been? So Mr. Shakespeare must be supported by tho
Barrymores, the Warflelds and the Cowls. So much more for the scale.
Yes? Yet Hampden does $12,000 with his Shakesperean rep out of town,
No. 1
VOL. LXX.
l?o
Now why does Variety throw away so much money, when boats are and Mantell probably has a dozen bank accounts erected In the same
after
days
delivered
in
seven
York
mail
can
be
New
these
days
and
fast
way. But not in New York, the centre of Art, graduated up from GreenWho would know the difference? Variety wich Village "wltere they still talk about O'Neil.
it is deposited in London?
Louis M. Qranat Is managing the has no competition, so
no rival could show it up. Whe sort of news
Playhouse, Tassaic, ,N. J., playing
Variety wants is seldom cabled to the dallies, for two reasons: because
vaudeville.
Huber had the scheme but he sold it too cheap. Still Huber left over
their correspondents can't get it and because their editors can't see Jt
wife to fight about. It's all Huber, it seems but the
for general circulation as a rule unlil they read it in type in Variety, $2,000,000 for his
Abraham Krug will build a the- when they realize that it is news of widespread interest. So the dailies museum has been supplanted by the small time; the pictures, run longer
tr© in Willimantic. Conn. The seat- won't beat us to our cable stuff.
for not much more, an>3 as the population increases the freaks require
more room so you can see them walking along Broadway instead of paying capacity will be 1,000.
L
ing 10 cents on 14th street.
<
Yet here we are. paying huge sums for news which is born for Variety,
Ths Union square, Pittsfkld. and as far as our profit may be calculated, dies there. If anyone retabs
policy
of
Maes., has adopted a
But "Kreisler" was different. It held all of the mechanics of the theprints it, they steal it. That is up to the present. Right now there is
and pictures.
a proposition under way to "syndicate" it over a national circuit of atre; it held mystery and charm, and as a devout, a'so charming^young.
dailies, once a week, simultaneous with publication in Variety.
More theatregoer mentioned following its premiere, "It was so dark." Yet
New Englsnd Thsatres, Inc., has regarding this at a later date.
somewhere and somehow every day in some picture theatre almost anysold the Bijou, Barre, Vt., to Marwhere and much lighter two loving persons are torn apart by the ushers
garet McKenna, of that metropolis.
or a cop pinches a guy for pinching.
But Variety l»as for : cars — some of them thMn and precarious years
stood for its cable stuff, even when it had to borrow the
Frank Linnehan, manager of the stood by and
'
money to maintain it.
But the theatre will proceed. Don't worry. While there are taxes to
Strand, Ware, Mass., for 15 month*.
be paid and the house can grab, a tax on passes, there's a future for our
has resigned. Ills successor is J.
The reason is ami was because Variety knows no other way to get theatre. And the producer, too. But the producer isn't wild about it.
K. Babson from New Haven.
out a newspaper. News is news. And wherever news is that Is news
Ths Orphcum Circuit has booked to Variety's readers, Variety goes after it. That is a religion in our
Van and Corbett, with the two men editorial department:
remaining a team at least for the
remainder of the season.
News has no "direct return." A page of advertising brings back Just
so many dollars and cents. A page of news brings back nothing — there
Charles Finkelstein, formerly sec- and then.
$7

I

$1
10 Cents

Single Copies

«9BB
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WOMEN AND CLOTHES

Abe Sablosky (Sablosky &
McGuirk), has been appointed New
York representative for Dave Sab-

is its

losky.

stage.

retary to

Over

1,500

children,

one

In

of

worst blizzards, atCleveland's
tended tTie morning show given by
Bert Levy for them last Satutday
at Keith's 105th Street theatre.

The

the Shubert Theatrical Company suit against Ed Gallagher and Al Shean alleging breach
of contract comes up next Monday
before New York Supreme Court
Justice Delehanty.
trial of

Waltsr M. Merkel, manager of the
Capitol, Springfield, Mass, for two
years, has resigned to become the
house executive of one of the Poll
theatres In Bridgeport.

Ths Hippodrome, Youngstown. O.,
through its manager, C. W. Miller,
denies there are any pending negotiations in connection with that
house.

Charles George's "Listen to Mo,"
on tour, will inaugurate its third
season In August. The company
carries 30 people and plays as a
regular musical attraction.

The Grand, Long Branch, partially

destroyed by

fire

week,

last

Is to be rebuilt by Its owner, "Walter Reade. The fire destroyed only
the rear portion of the building, the

front being only scorched.

Bert Leslie, the vaudeville artist,
confined at Ward's Island as an In-

sane patient for the past three years

was

a month ago

until

In

ward

43,

destroyed by

fire and resulting In
Leslie was transferred
from ward 43 to 49 about one month
ago at the instigation of Nat Sobel,
*the vaudeville agent.

26 deaths.

An attempt

to

check rowdyism

Proctors
Mt.
Vernon
theatre
brought editorial indorsement from

to

Is

Emde

stamp out the

is

making an

down, after careful consideration, for this reason:
If Variety's reporters and writers got to writing stories for people outside the business, in terms and from angles Intriguing to laymen, they
would soon lose that touch for expressing trade news to the trade as the
trade sees them.
Concentrating on show news for show people, exclusively, the staff thinks, feels, talks, writes in that strain.
thought
It unwise to distract or disturb that concentration, even for probable
"direct return"' advantages.

We

Variety thinks that it has improved since changing to its present form
from its original green cover, enameled insides and general magazine
shape and appearance. It isn't as pretty now, but it is more like a newspaper, and therefore is more of a newspaper, for we feel it as much in
getting It up as you do in reading it.
After all, no institution is bigger or better than the spirit behind it.
Whatever is in the heart and the brain will show in the face and will
carry to the eye. By thus feeling always that we must get all the nc?ws
right away, whether it pays or not, we come nearer to getting all the
news.

There is no time'.y reason for this editorial. It might have been run
practically as it reads in almost any issue for years back. But theatrical
people, who know how little the observer of a performance knows of what
goes on backstage, may realize that the hidden technical aide of a newspaper Is as intricate and illusive. The seat-holders who pays at the box
office knows little of the author at his typewriter in the night, the actor
sweating through rehearsals for weeks, the producer scheming and fuming, the many other attaches art of whom must do their share faithfully,
unseen, before the finished product can be flashed before the eyes that
see only the outside. And the purchaser who reads a copy of Variety
may never have stopped to think of the nervous activities in every part
of the globe turning to Items* that sizzle In over countless wires, all to
be "directed" and rehearsed and placed and presented in thls-^our stage
you, our patrons.

— to

THE GAMBLE OF PRODUCING

•

old as the show business is the understanding of the gamble in
theatres' productions.
The producer's lot is a speculative ope. That
is why the theatre director's life is less free from care; maybe that is
why he can go to Palm Beach with more safety of purse than the producer, who also visits there. With more custom of habit the producer
Indulges his gambling instinct around a table, perhaps a wheel and probably a brace. But with. . the gambling one may be the happier, though
it's as much of a certainty the boy with the theatre will be able to
gamble after the producer has commenced to ponder.

effort

evil.

Al Bosburg, a picture press agent.
appearing in vaudeville as "The

Masked Man From Hollywood." an
swering questions asked him by the
audience regarding the inside life rr
the film colony.

Variety has been urge*' a thousand times to run one or two* "lay" pages,

meaning a department for the non-professional reader. This would, undoubtedly, attract some outsiders to read and buy the paper and might
influence some outside advertising. The suggestion was finally turned

As

In

the "Daily Argus'* of that city and a
recommendation to the court for
severe ponaTfTeJr."^*' Several arrests
have recently been made, and Man-

ager H. R.

But Variety is in the business of selling theatrical information. That
commodity. News means as much to Variety as shows do to the
And news, to be news, must be new news. It can be new only
*hen it gets in as soon as possible. We would lose our own respect for
it if it came in by mail.
We wouldn't feel the spirit to "play" it as news
if we, ourselves, know it wasn't new.
The same way with, the weekly
telegraph "copy" from our correspondents on this continent.

Bosburg does not

disclose his Identity on the Stage or
In the booking offices, being represented In the latter by a manager.

who

claims
"Toblitzky" or

he
original d
"The' End of the

World" which Hoffman translate
from the Yiddish. The new answer,
through Alfred Beekman of
House, Grossman & Vorhaus, set!
forth that Rackow's lapso in bringing suit although the sketch was
produced over 13 years ago, proves
that Rackow "acquiesced" to Hoffman's claim of authorship, provid
ing there Is any doubt raised as to

the

defendant's

claim

of

origin-

—

apron.

Olga Knipper as the frivolous, luxury losing Liuboff Antfreievna appears upon her home-coming in a long terra cotta valour coat with a
circular cape over the shoulders. She wears a jaunty little green traveling hat, a long lace scarf and there are lace ruffles In the sleeves. She
has just returned from Paris where, not realizing her impending poverty,
»be has been outrageously extravagant, her qqlet level headed young
daughter explains. The costumes of the mother, daughter, and governess
all smack of 1900, .though the mother, (Liuboff Andreievna) is the only
one who makes any pretense of fashion.
As the family gather about for coffee the charming, irresponsible
mother appears In a long, flowing white net negligee made over a pale
There are lace ruffles everywhere and from one white arm
blue slip.
hangs a lace ruffled vanity bag. In the second act she wears a corn
colored afternoon dress with cerise corsage, parasol and bag. At the
dance she appears In a grey georgette with a grey beaded panel down
the front and a cut steel buokle in the back. She wears a red flower
at her waist, and carries a grey fan and a beaded bag.
Peasant women (probably workers in the field) in their long dark
dresses with great starched white aprons and caps look in at the party.
Too impractical and sentimental to sell the beloved and valuable
Cherry Orchard the family loses their estate and the last act has the
home In a state of bustling turmoil as the impoverished Ranevskayas
prepare to depart. In this scene the mother wears a white shirtwaist
with a green and tan plaid skirt with a train (they used to travel In such
things and maybe, with our skirts getting longer and longer every day
we will come to wearing trains on trains!) over which she throws her
Madame Nipper is so alluringly feminine
terra cotta traveling coat.
she makes the modern girls who want to act and be treated like men,
look foolish. She's always dropping a fan or a handkerchief or bag for
some devoted man to pick up, she gives her brother her hand to help her
rise from her chair and o; course, in the usual engaging European
fashion, the men are always kissing her hand. Madame Nipper is and tho
part calls for a woman of maturity. She is no granny dressed like a
flapper. Her figure is matronly and her gowns are always dignified, but
she achieves the helpless, clinging, completely feminine characterization
without sacrificing to any degree her dignity or regal bearing.

As the country parson's daughter in 'The Christian," Mae Busch does
not in the early part of the picture have much opportunity for emart
clothes. But after becoming the musical star, she blossoms In gorgeous
evening gowns and stunning afternoon costumes. At the Derby she
wears a becoming light tan suit with a coat cape, a small close fitting
hat decorated with fruit and a tan fox neckpiece on which Is fastened a
gardenia. In the scene where Miss Busch returns from a supper party

to find John Storm (Richard Dix) waiting in her rooms in a religious
Thought must be due to all of the producers and theatre operators frenzy bent upon killing her to save her soul, Is in a luxurious fur wrap
days. Sometimes and oftimes both are in one when the producing moleskin, with chinchilla collars and cuffs. Her evening gown Is silver
cloth and lace made in the latest mode. Her best (In beauty) was in
division appears to hold no more of a surely.
It has happened before,
the make-up scene.
will happen again; what the producer suspects and what the public

expects. No one producer can continuously guess out that public.
the public has the best of it, for the public can walk out of
theatre ihat the producer can't;, unless he must.
.

And
the

Hereabouts now, recently and shortly, is a flock of theatrical failures.
with the Broadway stamp, passing or somewnat ingrained. A simple
list herewith, and the money losses they represent:
"Johannes
Kreltlor'*, $75.000; "Will Shakespeare," $70,000; 'The Bunch and Judy.'
$60,000; "Sun Showers." $40,000; "The Humming Bird," $30,000; "Mike
Angelo," $25,000; "Extra," $26,000.
Total passed out— gone forever.
little

$325,000.

(i

filed

—

—

these,

All

Hoffman has filed an
amended answer to the charges of
Nahum Rarkow, Jewish playwright,
Aaron

Accurate costumes are a comparative recent development. There are
gifted and some plays so great costumes and stage settings are of slight importance. The Russians of the Moscow Art Theatre
at the 59th St., are gifted players In great plays; their costumes and stage
Tchcrkiioft's "Cherry Orchard"
settings are of secondary ir^- orti.ncc.
called for simple, modest settings and costumes. The Russian gentry .used
homes. They might happen
furnishing
their
esthetic
sense
in
very little
to have an extremely handsome old piece of furniture or a beautiful paintSo
ing but that only happened there was—uo striving after "style."
we find the servants of the Ranevskaya household appearing In the oddest
costumes all except the handsome parlor maid who, strangely enough,
was dressed in a blue and white rtriped maid's uniform w'r.i a white

some actors so

Let's throw out the failures by the novices. Let's say that 'The Gingpirt" will cost other producers 20 times what "The Gingham Girt''
will make for its producers; that "The Bat" has cost others as much as
it ever will make for Wagenhals &, Kemper, and that's some; that "Rain"
is the forerunner of another lost fortune for its producing followers—
that's that, always, In the show business. There's a first, perhaps a sec-

ham

ond and possibly a

third,

but the paths between

make

the storehouses

play to capacity.

Take ths wise

Ames

ones, like the Selwyns with their 'Kreisler"; Winthrop
with his 'Will Shakespeare," Charles Dillingham with his "Bunch

"Adam and Eve* :\t the Rialto this week Marion Davies first wears
smart black velvet afternoon dross with a wide white lace bertha.
The sleeves end above the elbow and she wears the fashionable white
gauntlet.
Her hat is small and white with an edge of lace that falls
into streamers at the left.
Miss Davies next wears a 'White evening
made
dress
on long, flowing Grecian lines.
When Sleeting her new 'father." who has been delegated by the real
father to manage his extravagant family, she wears a plain sport dress
with an accordian plaited skirt and a small white felt hat with a black
velvet crown and a bow falling from the left side. At the dinner Eva
has a stunning satin <lr<<s made on straight linos with narrow sliced
panels hanging nearly to the floor.
Miss Dai ei seems always to effect a bandeaux with her evening gown,
both becoming and In the mode. At tho masquerade she is in a bizarre
black velvet costume cut low at the back and with a great white ruff
about the neck and flowing lace ruffles at her wrists. The material is
embossed with large sUverUowera and she wears a white wig.
Later, at the pageant, the star makes her appearance in a gorgeous
white crystal infanta costume with a towering lace head dress. In this
picture, as the pampered daughter of a millionaire, Miss Davies has the
opportunity to wear amart, elaborate clothes and she certainly does it.
In

a

1

—
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TYLER'S PROMOTION FOR

RESTAURANT MAN SUCCEEDS

"MERTON OF MOVIES"

MOROSCO AS PRESIDENT
X

.

Aiming for Record Run
Nation-wide Publicity

Campaign

I

August Janssen Heads Morosco Holding Co.

—

MORE FROM NEW MANAGEMENT

Starting

One of the brightest ideas for
play promotion in years has been
introduced by George Tyler, designed for the promulgation of
"Merton of the Movies'' the ;on. edy
success produced by im and Hugh
Ford.
Tyler is aiming for a world's record run for 'Merton" on Broadway,
believing it is iu line for classic
rating and that it can remain for
four or live years at the Cort, where
it is in its loth week.
The manager recognizes the value
Baritone Displays Temper at
of creating interest in his attracConcert
Angered at Max tion outside of New York. An announcement in this issue of Variety
Merson, His Accompanist
ha* unfolded his plan for a national
lie will
campaign for "Merton."
Montreal. Feb. 21.
engage at least 12 agents at key
Titta Buffo, Metropolitan Opera points in the country, these agerUs
baritone, gave vent to a display of to be retained on a straight salary

—

vested About $300,000 Son Composes
co in Charge of Production

—Moros-

*

EQUITY PLAYERS' LEADS ASKED

in

In-

-

n

—

Will Be Replaced Lillian Albertson Featured Under Charles Miller's Direction— "Why Not?" Will
Have a New Cast at National

.

A

meeting of the stock
holders of the Morosco Holding Co.
was held Saturday morning, the
meeting being culled by telegraph
the day previously. At the meeting
Oliver Morosco tendered his resignation as president and August
Janssen, proprietor of the Jlof Urau
special

restaurant,

him.
Mr.

was

elected

to

succeed

Morosco after resigning as

SHOULD HAVE "BEANED"

—

lion

Morosco production:* in the past.
The Morosco Holding Co. was
formed about two years ago, at the
time George Bentel, the Los Angeles
automobile man, became interested
With Oliver Morosco in the produc-

•

He waved

his

hands after the man-

The

indefinitely.

basis,

manager

has called for articles on Ids play

and from, those submitted will seSuch storlect the representatives.
ies as are accepted may be used and
will

be paid

for* liberally.

It is the- first time a producer
has concentrated on the objective
of interesting the hinterland in a

Broadway

current
start

fixture

the

at

Heretofore when

of its run.

an exceptional attraction has been
sent on tour a number of agents
have been used and some at fixed
points but never before has a manager conceived a promotion organization throughout the country while
the attraction remained in New

P.

HILL CUTS OFF

ONLY SON WITH $5

RUFFO, SAYS MONTREAL

was designated as production manager for tho corporaand will devote his time to
production activities by the comtemperament at his concert here
pany.
Janssen has been interested in which could rightfully be construed
several
Co.
for
years.
as
Morosco
a display of just plain temper.
the
It transpires that Max Merson,
He is reported as having invested
In the neighborhood of $300,000 in Ruffo's accompanist, did not wallop
the organization, and is the father the ivories to the singer's taste. In
of Werner Janssen who composed fact, Merson did not at all please
Buffo did
the musical scores for "Lady But- the Italian gentleman.
show his dishesitate
terfly" the current Morosco produc- not
to
tion at the Globe, and "Letty Pep- pleasure; he grimaced at the pianist
"Love Dreams" also and then grimaced at the audience.
per"- and

^president

JOHN

Veteran Manager's Will Leaves
His Wife

with

Booth,

Barrett

and

lough. and who died suddenly on
Oct. 30 at the Grand Central Terminal, New York, tiled for probate
last week in the Kings County Surrogate's Court, leaves but $5 to his
son, Hugo Hill, because the latter
is alleged to have changed his name
to the alleged injury of the testator.
The remainder of the property goes
to Meta Sophia Hill, widow, of &2

Willoughby avenue. Brooklyn.

DAIBER CAN MANAGE

Lyceum.
On Road Next Fall—"The
Comedian*' Succeeds

Two Weeks More
.

at

sion by New York Supreme Court
Justice Tlerney who decided Daiber
may manage the concert tour of

Ganna
•The Merchant of Venice"

will be

off for the season after two
weeks more at the Lyceum, New

taken

York, but will be sent on tour in
the fall, with David Warfleld as
The production will
"Shylock."
have stayed 12 weeks on Broadway.
It was out on the road for over six
weeks. The total number of Warfield's performances in the role is
92. That is claimed to be an AmerU
can record for the characterization
in successive performances.
The Belasco production has pulled
strongly in New York. "Shylock"
started with a pace of over $19,000
Last week tho takings
weekly.
qtidted at nearly $10,000.
management stated that only
excessive operating cost of

were

The
the
the

continuabalance of the

"Merchant" prevents

its

tion here for the
season. The attraction was originally set for o*ght weeks at the
Lyceum, four weeks being added.
the
of
production
Belasco's
Guitry play. "The Comedian." with
Lionel Atwill will succeed March 13.

'

The services of Jules Daiber, concert manager, are not unique and
extraordinary according to a deci-

McCormlck, Mme.

Walska

Luella Meluis' objections to the conMme.
notwithstanding.
trary
had previously enjoined
Meluis

—

fVlhambra Players Picked for Spot Local Amateurs
Given Specially Written-in Small Parts as Business Getters Equity After More Dues

—

WARD BAKER, EVANGELIST

Miss
managing
Daiber
from
Violinist Leaving Concert Stage
Walska's concert tour in conjunc- "Reaction of the Soul to Music"
tion with'hers.

Mme. Meluis brought the action
against Daiber. Miss Walska and
her husband, Harold F. McCormlck,
to
Daiber had agreed
alleging
At
handle her tour exclusively.
Daiber Introduced a lot tor
trial
from the plaintiff's husband, W'illiam F. Meluish, Jr.. a broker of 41

Walt
part

Chicago. Feb. 21.
Baker, violinist, gave a conOrchestra hall recently
which was'one of the moid successful affairs of the kind that the Chicago musical world has ever known,
He has turned down all propositions for tours and announces he

Ward

cert

at

which mentioned In
what his wife really will become an evangelist, lie
put her over was a big arranging Ids tour and will empha-

street,

that

i

needed to
front page story.
Bui kin.
Nathan

,

SPORT HERMAN'S PROGRAM
Chicago, Feb.

IEENE BORDONI'S TRAVELS

21.

.Sport Herman, owner and manIf Irene Bordoni does not receive ager of the Core, his put un idea
an acceptable vaudeville offer she into effect in connection with the
Will sail for Paris with her husband, Cort program whh h is attracting
Ray Goet/., after th**y onclude i Attention. Ir.'tni f.f n rr du ti m t ell
short visit at Palm Beach.
'iff.
ing who is v. ho of the house
Miss Bordoni' a show, 'The Fr< nch he has a column telling of the past
Doll," closed Saturday in Boston. successes of the stirs be
preWhile in Palm Beach she will give sented and such knowh dge <>f the
a concert along tho lines of her players as would he likely to be
New York mush il*».
iti
ought hy
Previous vaudeville negotiations
rr, nIn
The Inform ition
were broken off when it was exthe engagement of
nection
with
pected Miss Bordonl's play would
Mrs. Flskf was most timely,
flnlsh out the reason on the road.
»

I

1

tho
music."
size

f.»r
counsel
Daiber. made capital of this at trial,
but this allegation was vigorously
refuted by Mme. Meluis' attorney.
The Polish songbirC opened her
this
concert tour in Elm Ira, X. V
Miss Walska goes
we«M<, Feb. U>.
West next week.

He

"the

of

relation

soul to
will set forth no par-

ticular oi-eed.

Baker began

vaudeville

in

years ago. He worked his way
Europe and studied* under n
ten over there.

IS
to

MANAGERS SEEK WARMTH
Arthur Hopkl*

accompanied by

s

his wife left (of -Havana Saturday.
They will he gone about a nioi.th.
J. J. Bhubert, confined to his home
with a heavy eold last week went

Palm Beach

to

Monday.

George

Xlcholal rotlng secretary of the
I'rouucing Managers Association, is

due to
Saturd

have

for

trie

same

•

JANE GREY ENGAGED?
.1

in« Grey, of

.'*

i

S'ol ?"

,-

•

•.

•

I

.

.

.

-

•

J

.

i«

The Equity has notified Us deputy,
Charles Cahill Wilson, leading man,
with the Alharahra Players, Brook-

Tom Powers and

Mitchell,

two children.

the

the

48th

gross over $6,000.
The average
business the company did was
around $8,000, .giving the leads
something like $540 or $250 a week.

When the arrangement was completed for Charles Miller to take
o er the company he faced demands from the players for salaries
decidedly different from tnose mat
they are receiving from Equity.
Gamble demanded $500 a week flat.
John Cromwell is to play his role
after the play moves. Miss Mower
is being replaced by Lillian Albertson; Lotus Robb will have the role
originally played by Jane Grey.
This will mark the return of Miss
Albertson to the stage after several
years in retirement.
She is to be
the leading lady of the reorganized
company and Is to have her name
lead in all advertising.

SAM

LEE'S CINCH IDEA;

1EAVE MONEY UPSTAIRS'
'em in Show FirstTeaches 'em to Dance After-

Puts

ward—Chorus Challenge
Sammy Lee, who has rushed la
the foro ns a stager of dance numbers in productions, will open a new
tag* dancing school next week and
has accepted three members of the
'Gingham Girl" chorus as his first
pupils.
Sammy put on the show,
which now appears to be something
of a come-on.
The girls get paid
downstairs at the Carroll Saturdays and Sammy expects to take it
from them upstairs at thfs
studio on Monday.
The "Gingham Girl" dancing
chorus has been challenged to a
contest by the girl steppers In "Sun
Showers."
A challenge was received last week, signed by Betty
Broughton for the choristers in the
Astor theatre show. It is proposed
a group number in costume be
danced by each chorus on the stage
of the Astor next Tuesday afternoon and that the contest be open
to the dancers in other musical
comedies in town.
Maude Lydiate of the "Gingham

lyn, that all amateurs selected to
appear with the company through
a campaign conducted by the theatre management and an evening Girl" wanted to answer the chalnewspaper must join the organiza- lenge by telling the "Sun Showers"'
tion prior to making their first ap- bunch to "go out and get a reputation," but the presa agent Is for
pearance.
One or two amateurs appearing going through with the contest.
Around
the Carroll they claim Ml>-s
with the company each week during the pasi month created local Broughton tried for the "Gingham
Girl"
chorus,
but didn't make the
interest which has materially aided
business and enabled the manage- grade.
ment to keep tiie company open
during Lent.
"SEA
COLD
Equity has taken exemption to the
amateurs appearing with th-» stock
company on the alleged ground Margaret Anglin Will Tour "Bronza"
to Coast
Equity members are being kept out
of engagements by the amateurs. In
Margaret Anglin has discarded
most instances when amateurs have
been used in the stock pn luctions "The Sea Woman," a new show la
special small parts have bsati writ- which she recently opened and will
ten in for them as the majority arc go to th« roast in "The Woman in
not fufllclently well trained to ap- Bronze," her most successful play
years.
In several
The "Bronze"
pear in the regular roles
An Equity ruling that local people drama remained on tour for almost
may appear with stock companies a season during 1920-21 because of
for three weeks without joining the Broadway'a house shortage, coming
organization pertafni only to out of In at the Frazee (then called Hartown companies- and does not in- ris) for a run The coast territory
elude Brooklyn. The amateurs se- is virgin for the attraction.
There w -11 be two in advance of
lected for the Alhambra aro paid
$30 for the week and have been 'The Woman in Bronze." Joe Vion.
notified they mnnt Join Equity at a recovered from a fecent h'hess will
\«i
two weeks ahead, and Helen
eor,t of $12 for their first >>
Hoerle will be seven dayo.
dues.
Ml
The collection of more dues i» liberie resigned as agentess for
'

WOMAN"

;

\

re-

ported as engaged to R ceordo M;uv
itn, the tenor of the Metropolitan

Opera

believed to bo fcjquity'a real object
adding to the number of itt pro-

in
i

•

i

r-

-

•

'•c'_

h*>re

.-,'

i

Norma

FROM STOCK ORGANIZATION away

Ganna

Not Enjoin
Walska's Impresario

pro-

moves down

fixed amount.
Under this arrangement the leads, Marburton Gamble
and Margaret Mower received 1200
McCul- flat a week with 2 per cent, of the

AMATEURS FORCED INTO EQUITY

Will

Not.'*

The will of John P, Hill, ono of
the oldest theatrical managers in
the country, once an actor in plays

1

RETIRING FOR SEASON

Equity i Play era*

National from the 4Sth
New York, next week it will
practically have a new cast. Of the
present tjiose remaining will be

Street under* the
Equity management the players received a guarantee and a percentage of the gross above a certain

—

Court

the

"Why

the
to
Street,

At

Entire Property to

The will, executed June 28, 1913.
ner of several welf-known conducreads in part as follows:
tors, and sang his songs just as he
"After my lawful debts are paid,
the
sing
'em,
leaving
wanted to
I give to my wife, Meta Sophia Hill,
pianist to follow as best he could.
all my personal and real properties
The display of bad taste did not go
as follows:
tlon of feature pictures for release down with the Montreal audience, York.
"Real estate Three story and
Two or and the net result ot Buffo's childTyler's idea is frankly base' on
through First National.
basement brown stone front, located
the
were
made
at
system
his
concert
lost
his
unique
features
ishness
was
that
the
expectation
three
at 52 Willoughby avenue, Brooklyn,
Mayer studios, ''Th« Half Breed" much of its prestige.
will create discussion anent "MerN. Y., together with all its furniture
In the Toreador song from "Car- ton" outside of New York. Its repuhaving been released, and "Slippy
and fixtures, her name being with
McGee" now ready for release. At men," Ruffo combined bad temper, tation in the metropolis and its mine on the deed; all moneys in the
the same time there was in- the temperament and buffoonery with environs will keep it playing to big
banks in Brooklyn, in the Germanla
course of promotion a realty de- a wonderful rendition of the song. business for the balance of the seaSavings Bank, and in the Mechanics
Telopment project in Los Angeles He glared at Merson and smiled at son and through the summer. Rut
Bank.
hoped
and
it
season
is
"Morosfor
next
as
known
the audience; then glared at the
Which was to be
'My property, house and lot. No.
cotown." The latter never mater- audience and looked at Merson with succeeding seasons, the manager
299 Chaplain street. Detroit, Mich.;
a gleam in his eyes Had Merson feels the far away promotion will
ialized beyond the publicity.
bank book. No. 63.074 has a balance
It was reported Bentel was in on "beaned" Buffo with the piano stool, provide potential audiences from a
of J2.142.60.
the Morosco deal for about $130,000. the audience would 'have cheered majority of persons visiting ITew
"All my play books, copyright,
York from those points. That visiEarly last year Bentel came to New him hoarse.
manuscripts, scenery, electric apYvonne d'Arle, the charming tors to Broadway count h vily in
York and became interested in the
paratus and all effects of any and
rial
to
.the
theatre
attendance
along
time
a
young soprano of the Metropolitan,
Morosco affairs, about the
all nature to be the property of my
prospectus appeared which offered captivated her audience at once. has long been conceded, but the
wife, and Meta Sophia Hill to have
stock in the Morosco Holding Co. Miss d'Arle can sing, is winsome Tyler plan appears to be the first
as she
to interest such and to hold and di.spose of
intelligent idea
to the public. Bentel according to and good "to look upon.
Also all my property
may
desire.
Amerireports last week had disposed of
It is not likely that Ruffo will re- patrons before they reach
(Continued on page 32)
his stock holdings in the company, turn to Montreal in the near fucure. ca's greatest amusement zone.
but continues to hold an active in- Montreal can stand only just so
temperament, and then it
terest In the organization, working much
walks out.
In conjunction with Janssen.

WARFIELD'S SHYLOCK

When
duction

donal membi'i

s.

Listening In" after preparing the
for that drama's entrance into

way

K-ton.

^

LEGITIMATE

1*

?wc

Thursday, February

1923

*m

bara Gordon, L. Herbert Kldd, Hal
Mordaunt,

STOCKS

22,

rsorc

INSIDE STUFF

The New Theatre, Freeport, 1». I.,
installs dramatic stock Mohday, the
LEGIT
company playing the first three
days each week with vaudeville the
The stock under the dilast half.
James Skvin, one time press agent and playwright and known along
rection of Fred Beto, organized by
Broadway, was arrested 'in Hankow, China, last month charged with
the Freeport theatre management,
attempting to import six airplanes into the country. Slevln has been la
opens in "Adam and Eva." The
for several months. He was taken In custody by a detachcompany will play three days a week the Far Eastthe
U. S. tl. "Isabel." flagship of the American Yantssa
ment from
laying off after "Wednesday. A fivebefore Judge Charles Lobinger in the United States
arraigned
and
patrol,
act bill is played the last three days
China
at Shanghai. The charge was based on suspicion the
court
for
act
of the week with a new eight
flying machines were imported for military purposes, as alleged byl
show on Sundays.
Chinese army officers. Li Pau, a native merchant, testified for Slevln*
admitting he was one of a group who pooled to purchase the airplanes
The Cortelyou Players under fhe for the object of carrying mail between Hankow and Pekin. He claimed
direction of Will J. Hicks open at the company had a permit.
the Cortleyou, Brooklyn, N. Y., the
There is small possibility Slevin'a airplane venture had an ulterior
early p-rt of March. The company motive. When Slevln visited New York some months ago he explained!
will include J. V- Martindale and to friends the plan of carrying mail by airplane from the coast to interior
Lillian de Vinne, leads, Roger R. Chinese towns.
l£ takes three days or more to reach those points, the

ON

him

PROSPECT PLAYERS
fenny

Mildred
Florence Hill
Kdlth Bow en
Helen Stran^ky
Jimmy s*ift

.Amelia Pug6lcy

Magnolia
Kll'n

Herman Ktause..'
Jim W<Mh*r»>y

Javk Lorem

Count Stanislas Nevt.ski..Fiankl>n Munn.

li

Pi ul Martin

Oaeimlr
Hamilton J iv*«>r
Duke Of Middlesex
Wilton

Raymond

Barr*tl

Arthur Marie
Juines K. Uar*y

This is the fifth year of stock at
the prospect in the Bronx under
the management of Charles E. and
Harry C. Blaney. Last week the
bill was the former Marjorie Ram-

V

he was a positive de-

in Babe;
light, and tl

acquisition of George
Sweet for Sonny was a stroke of
good fortune by the management.
Called upon to do Louise with but
one day's notice, (Miss) Lee Patrick
jumped into the role and covered
Miss Patrick
herself with glory.
was here wi f h "The Bunch and
Judy," 'which closed at the National

Saturday.
Anne Sutherland gav% a splendid
performance of the French mother:

Harry Shutan added more laurels

as the "king of hokum comedians"
as the Jewish boy; Guy D'Emery
as Biif was the sure enouglf "top
beau success. "The Goldfish." For kick" of the army, while the bit of
current
and
weeks
two
past
the
Bubo as done by John Carmondy
week the company is being headed was a positive gem. Robert Lowe as
by Mildred Florence and Jack Lor- the Frenchman ai.-o did remarkably
the
of
head
enz, formerly at the
well.
organization. This appearance is in
The production, for which George
the nature of a special engagement, Bocel is deserving of praise, was a
they stepping into the breach when beauty, N.'iile the direction Of Harry
the regular leads were forced out of Manners disclosed painstaking care
the company through illness.
and a realization of every possibility
Last Friday night, with the tem- of this tunefully bright comedy.
perature around zero, the house «;if
Stamford Pemberton, who now
about two-thirds on the lower conduct.* a d.'fneing school here,
Those present played favor- Staged the numbers, while the orfloor.
ites in the cast and enjoyed the chestra was under the direction of
performance.
Myer Goldman, who incidentally
To get a line on the Prospect it aided materially in putting the show
must be known the house is located acrose.
in a section largely populated by
Hebrews. On Sundays the house is
J. Lousing Barnes?, manager of
given over to performances in Yid- the Colonial. Pittsfield, Mass., redish. The younger element are the signul
from the employ of the Goldweekly patrons, while the older folk
evidently take their amusement in stein Bros. Amusement ,Co. when
closed, Feb. 10. Monday
bouse
their native tongue on the Sabbath.
The stock gives six night per- he opened a stock at the LV.ion
formances and three matinees a Square, Pittsfuld, with 13 plays for
week, with the matinees Tuesday, presentation. Twelve weeks ago the
Thursday and Saturday. The scale Colonial was playing stock, when
for the evening performances ranges L. H.
Raymond, then Us manager.
from 25 cents to $1 top. while the
matinee is 25-50. For the greater resigned and opened a stock at the
Union
Square. His season lasted 11
part the matinee business is light.
according to Charles Blaney, who weeks. With its closing the Goldthe
on
eye
^eeps a supervising
steins decided to close the Colonial,
house.
under the impression that with no
The bid for business is made b> slock in town, theatre patrons would
practically giving the latest releases
forced into their Palace, playing
?
for stock, although this week "The
County Fair" is the bill, with great a pop. vaudeville policy. Now Earnest
i- in the Union Square with a
Mress on the horse race scene to
be given with thoroughbreds racing .schedule calling for nightly performon a treadmill. The bills announced ances and matinees on Tuesday,
for the two following weeks are Wednesday. Thursday and Saturday,
"Lawful Larceny" and ''The Demi- at 35 for afternoons ;«nd 75 at night.
\ ii gin." For the latter two it is exThe Earnest company has Guy
pected that the regular leads will be
Harrington,
Dorothy *" Beardsley,
back with the organization.
The performance of "The Gold- Margaret Lee, Jean Thomas. Harry
fish" la*t week left little to be de- Fisher, Fred Readick, Edward Readsired when considered the presenta- ick, Eugene Or d way, Janus Boshell
1

tion was by a neighborhood stock.
Miss Florence In the principal role,
while miming a great many laughs
she shonld have gotten In the first
act, did very well in the second
and third acts, although in the latter she modulatt-d her voice to such

on extent

it

was more

or less

diill-

cult to distinguish her lines at the
rear of the house. Miss Florence
is a rather striking type of blonde,

»md she was trying

all

time

the

Perhaps over-anxious to plant the

•-.

'

-

t

-

,

Washington. Feb.
After 12 weeks of "Abie's
Bose." When
of run end
•.mashed
to

21.

Irish

records for length
gross receipt's Were
this
"smithereens,"
tOck organization, under the direction of Henry Huffy and Arthur
Leslie Smith, presented Hobart's
musical comedy, "Buddlee," Sunday

Someone

night.
,

all

said.

"The show

touJd go back to Broadway." That
mi* up better than anything
could ths »i tality of the offering.
It «s seldom that first n
<ngs run w.lh sllcfi HUHJUi!ii:».-.«H.
Many productions framing for
have not gone over
me assurance and allv ,<h
around splendid work from the <•
as did t liia stock production.
Eileen Wilson was charmii
sweet os -he Fi n h gir.l,
sings very well. To this must i»"
added the statement she know-; hi n
Henry
to put a number across.
l>uffy has a role just Written for
i

i

—

(

<

•

.1

Quite a number of people are
being signed In Chicago for sumno r
stocks
theatres
and
in
chautauquas. The demand is mostly
show dramatic players
for tent
doing specialties and for leading
people for dramatic organizations.
The players have been secured for
the Lloyd G« 1 Id ebmpany which
Will

open

in

Michigan

May.

in

The De Wolf Hopper Comic Op^ra
Co. under the management of John
Pollock, returns to CarUn'a, Baltimore, for a summer engagement in
k.
Tht e company played 10

weeks

Baltimore

in

last

summer

after having been booked for three.

The organization has been playing
a road tour which has taken it from
New Orleans to Canada since closing in Baltimore.

George Marshall's original piece
opening, "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife," has been thrown back on
the schedule and now "The DemiVirgin" is to be the first offering
of the new Washington organization.
Marshall is doing the piece
first with his Baltimore company
and then bringing the company Intact ;o the capital.

profitable business.

company,
Wichita

which

The Edna Barks
moved
from

Texas

Fails.

San

to

Antonio, recently is reported to be
prospering at the latter stand. Del
McDermott's Stock company at
Reglna, Canada, recently organized
is doir.cr well.
Griff Barnett, manager of 'lie Metropolitan, Edmonton,
Canada, who has a stock In the
house continues to paj Ing business.
Dorothy La Verne continues to draw
!• Rk to at Sh
x Clt;
Iowa.
•

Broadway.

In

\\ iB6
id<
-

percentage proposi-

The Dixon stock at Ottumwa,
Iowa, will close there March 5 and
open at the Cscaloosa theatre at
Oscaloosa, Iowa, April 13 for six
A. P, Owens, who has headquarters at Ottumwa, has taken
over the Oscaloosa theatre.

Montague Love will play the lead
w
the Alhambra Players, Brooklyn, ii "Bought and Laid For" w< k
.

l

March

of

Love created the
the Broadway production of

in

J-.

tho pieca several years ago prior to
his filtering picture -.
Llnette. bailing woman
the Gotham, Brooklyn, sto< k

Dagmar
With

for three seasons, rejoins next week
having been confined to a hospital
for the past month due to an attack of appendicitis.

Holbrook Blinn in "The Bad
Man!' at the Alcazar. San Francisco,
it ha% decided to retain the production for a longer engagement. 'The
Bad Man" may run four weeks as
the advance sale is very heavy.
A,
in

If,

Woods
std k

the

reported interested
being organised by

Is

George Marshall for the ShubertBelasco, Washington, which comes
under the latttr's management

March

The
Del.,

11.

Gofirick Players, Wilmington.
closed Saturday having comw< k>.
Miss) Lee Smith
•

r

pany
Charks

<
•

O

e

ai

Fooh
01

of at least

•

Mordaunt Players opened appeared as leading woman during

TTnl

stock

Glai

A

tion with a guarantee
six weeks is the lure.

.

—Tho

v

'

.

g

last

ned

thin

},<*<,

opera house,
'Three
b. 14.

iver

the

bill

'

Margaret

Byan,

Isabel Me Minn,
Will II. Dor bin, Guy Astor, Pearl
Efjirr Moore, Ted V. Arniond, Bar-

Richards,

tie entire
-orgs

the

"Houso of
week and Cappy
.iif bill. The «om
r

week,

mail being carried In the slowest kind of vehicles. By airplane delivery,
it could be accomplished in about four hours, Slevln said, and If the
aerial mail line proved practical he could command his own rates and
win a fortune, he said. When here his only worry seemed to be that
Pan and the other merchants might change their minds about investing or someone else get the idea for China before he could return.
Slevin was the first man to take pictures of the pope within the Vatican. A few years ago that was considered an impossible feat. He always
has conducted himself beyond reproach and his connections, including
his family, are such it is unlikely he would chance anything which might
react on his general standing.

There was no extra matinee of "Rain" at Maxine Elliott's last week*
although three afternoons were billed. The Wednesday matinee was
switched to Monday (Lincoln's Birthday). The attraction has held to
an eight-performance basis since opening, though rated the strengest
of the dramatic shows in demand because Jeanne Eagels docs not feel
physically equal to extra performances.
George Tyler denies he was willing to guarantee the Ritz, Xew York,
Lauretto Taylor play "Humoresque." He states that through *
guarantee provision being attached to -the proposed booking in that
house he rejected it. Another angle concerns the provisions of the Rita
lease held by William Harris," Jr., which provides that all attractions
playing tho house mu.-t be booked for the road through the Shubert
booking department.
Tyler's close affiliation with Erlanger precluded his sending "Humoresque" into the Ritz and there appears to have been no deviation to
the booking clause offered by the Shubert booker. "Humortsciue" opens
at the Vandcrbilt Monday, "Glory" taking to the road.
for the

for

•

'

presidentTlayers

and Lincoln
Creighton.
Dolores
Jones. Arthur T. Bond will direct
the company with the Initial bill
"Nothing But the Truth. ''

The Harold Hevia stock at the
director),
Frank Morris (stfege Colonial, Norfolk, Va., opens Monand
Clarence -Tuttle day in "East is West " with J. Franmanager)
cis Kirk directing.
(scenic ai list).
The differences
between the Colonial management
Beginning March 5, the George and the local Stage Hands' Union
Marshall Stock Co. at the Lyc< tm, regarding the number of men to be
Baltimore, will present a new A. H. used on the stage has been settled
Woods melodrama entitled "Guilty." to the satisfaction of both parties.
Hazel Dawn, Robert Strange and
Henry Daniel will be in the supS'r.r nameg for ctock is seemingporting cast for the initial presenta- ly to be the rule for the coming
With the termi- summer. Companies operating in a
tion of the piece.
nation of •Guilty" Mis J Dawn will number of towns :'n the east are
migrate to Washington, where she sending offers to stars appearing on

impression in the first act
caused her to get away from the
laughs there are then in the role.
of course, 110 sides with four days will j. lay the lead, once more, in
to get up in th*m while playing an- "The D» mi-Virgin" when Marshall
isn't a task too
r attraction
presents that play as the opening
rasily mastered. Jack Lorenz was
the
.Jim Wetherby, the first husband, card of hia stock engagemt '.t at
Belasco, v. hah follows the e.vdus
and scored.
The
l',,lrivaudeville.
r:
Of
Shutx
However, the honors of the evening for the most finished perform - morc company will follow "Guilty"
ance went to Franklyn Munnell as with "Getting Geriie's Garter." a
the count. He worked with an ease stock
ran for <
tvj al.
It
Flor- w
far from suggesting stock.
i'.rst pres< ntcdi
ka a In
ence Hill In a character role suggested the type perfectly, although
Tk''ion brought by
Still sh<
carrying a little weight.
got away with laughs lure and Stainach & Hards, owners, against
c till. re.
The Herman K raise of B. F. )
ii
It, U Mi e of the W<
Jimmy Swift suggested a burlesque chestcr theatre (stock), Mt. VerDutch at times, but in the final act non, was dismissed by County Judge
he toned down a little and was more
Plains when a
effective than in either the othi r Bleakely at White
acts.
Raymond Barrett seemed jury brought in a verdict in favor
lather stilted in what was the role of the tenant. Feinblatt had a lease
of the third husband with his sole which ran for six years with a privappearance in the second act,
ilege of s four years' renewal. The
Arthur Mack and Paul Martin are owners claimed he faiieft to serve
stage manager and assistant respec- written notice
that he took advantively, both playing minor roles as
Feinblatt
well.
The direction is by James K. tage of this option.
a verba] agreement and
rey, who also plays one of the claimed
.'::: Stainach had waved the writOther
minor parts.
members are
Kdith Bowers, in character roles; ten notice. The jury sustained him.
Helen Stransky, In small bit.' anil
Paul Mai tin, in minor roles.
North Brothers stock is at the
Fri d.
Princess, Wichita, Kan., is doing a
hick

Kahn, Bertrand Folkart, Mae Brown,

)

i

..t

Donahue
manager
llle,

born

has
cf the
lnd.

Evela Nudsen has succ<

en*

Sherman

d< d NInlta
as leading woman of Pol!
Players in the Majestic, Bridgeport
<r.:< d on page 19)
i«,w

said the Equity has taken up the Sunday agitation by passing a
member may appear in a performance on the Sabbath without
a genuine benefit for charity; the genuineness to be passed upon by

It is

rule no
it

is

Equity's council before the member may answer the request to appear. It
doesn't appear from the ruling Equity considered the seven-day cities
where plays are regularly presented with Sunday as the opening day of
the theatre's week.

The success of "Molly Darling" on the road is attracting much
among showmen. The piece, which was produced by Moore &

<

Interest

Megeljr*
heretofore vaudeville producers, played the Liberty in the fall to fair
business. When it went to Philadelphia it showed promise and In Boston the business climbed surprisingly, the show being forced out by prior
bookings when it was clos to actual capacity. "Molly" is playing a four*
week repeat in Philadelphia (Forrest), and is to return to Boston late In
March to remain there at the Tremont until George M. Cohan's neW
muslcale, "The Rise of Bosle O'Beilly," Is ready. "Molly" left Xew York
reported to be $73, 000 to the bad, but indications now are it will pull
out a winner on the season.
Last week in Philadelphia, which was the second of the repeat engagement, it got $:'2,000 at the Forrest. Its first repeat week there was
between $17,000 and $1S,000, although quoted at $14,000. The attraction
will play Baltimore and Washington before returning to Boston.
The
bookings for the balance of the season are limited to stands on the
eastern seaboard, with western territory practically virgin for next
season.
"Molly" opened in Chicago last spring, but when brought to
Xew York it was recast and many changes effected. It is expected to
repeat In Chicago and on the form shown to date ought to excel the first
cafe's business.

A first mortgage for $52.1,000 has been placed by A. H. Woods on the
Chicago property including the Gayety theatre and Planter Hotel that
Woods lately paid $440,04)0 for. In a prospectus issued by Chicago
bankers offering mortgage gold bonds bearing 6V2 per cent, interest annually, it is stated the property is worth $1,100,000. Chicago realty men
say the market value of it in about $730,000. They look upon it as a
great buy by Woods especially in view of the mortgage that exceeds
the purchasing price, while it In also said Woods was offered $150,000
for his bargain within a week after securing it.
The Gayety is playing
Columbia burlesque, It will vacate May 1, next. The theatre Is paying
JliO.Oou yearly rent and the hotel $40,000.
Three musical comedy playwrights hied themselves to Florida several
Weeks ago, their object being to woo the signature of Flo Ziegfeld to a
contract. The trio had been instructed by the producer tn deliver him
a show early last fall, he planning to star Mary Eaton. At the time
Zieggy was somewhat perturbed by tho Marilyn Miller-Jack Pickford
publicity and wanted to be ready with another musical attraction. The
show was completed about the holidays. One of tho writers always, has
been a stickler about having a contract duly signed prior to starting
work, and he bad the right Idea, When the authors saw no announcement concerning fhe Eaton attraction they decided on bearding Zelggy
in his office, but he became ill and then departed for the south.
Two
Of the trio are reports: still among the palms waiting for Zelggy** sig.
The other left his collaborators and came back. Another playwright
spent nine days and $Too in Palm Beach some.years r <> because of exactly the same situation. He always fe't the loss of thai seven hundred,
but the tr.o's predicament has softened the memo
A sympathetic
and act like 'An
H)ol'l'

ti

£vans\

Equity people of late have been In communication with the mid-west
road show producers, to find a way to allow the producers to issue tenperformances contracts. Otherwise the producers Informed Equity they
could smd out no shows. Without the leeway the road shows would
have to pay Its cast pro rata for extra performances. The stock proposi*
tion also may enter into it.

r

wnm

i

wh< loves to hong around high-brow parsonages
wai deploring the fall-down
the Kthel Barry"llwni o ana T ullet."
He put his aim on Arthur
and ^ :'' d, "J >M you throw that gorgeous pro<" l.-tion in
Hopkins looked at him and a»k<
wher*

satellite

in.-idrr,"

lin of

Hopkins' sh( v,<l. r
tl^ storehouse?"
would' YUU throw it?"

'

.

—

:

Aare-.i Hoffman's "Light Wines and Beer," running on the coast with
and Dill and which A. H, Woods is producing in tno east, will
open at Stamford March 11, although it was first slated for that date
in Chicago at ths Woods theatre.
The Cincinnati date was a'so set
B k, the attraction breaking the jump there on the way west.
•

I
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COUTHOUI EMPLOYEES

BROADWAY'S BUSINESS DROPPING;
THREE CONTRIBUTING REASONS

Angle to Ticket Agency Masses Clamor for Admittance
—Woman Finances Good
Music Project
Discovery

Matter— Cantor Makes

s I

______

All But "Smashes" Feel Effect— "Guarantees' Bring EXPENSIVE NEW BLDG.
Flock of Openings Monday Connections Meant REPLACING AUDITORIUM
Loss and Notices Departures, Entrances and
*
J^'
Switches
7
Chicago's Home of Opera Has
'

—

Paid But One Dividend

immediately following the record for Washington's birthday, but the
matinees Lincoln's birthday, last nSmber was cut in half by cancellations for similar cause.
Wednesweek.
The outstanding hits gave none or day's matinee this week was dodged
by
a
majority
of
Broadway's
list
slight
of
Indication
but
the depression but other attractions classed in favor of this (Thursday) afternoon
(Washingtoh's
birthday) Which
as real successes did not attain tha
grosses of the January and early date has In the past been the crest
February weeks which were m the of the theatrical season.
normal eight •performance basts as
Guarantees aj;e blamed for scramagainst th<- general rule of nine :>er- bled premieres Monday, Fo'U of the
formances last week.
five new shows this week oper.ee'
Three Contributing factor.-? may against each other on that evening'.
explain the present condition. Had The result was an unfortunate
weather, almost continuous since break for one of the two stars
the holidays, resulted In a wave of among the opposed quartet of plays.
influenza and other illness is wide-; There are six New York morning
spread. Secondly, the approach of newspapers.
The first line critics
the lnoom« tax period, with the pay- were split evenly between three at1"».
an
due
is
counted
tractions,
seeing Emily {Stevens
two
ments
March
deterrent
important
against
all
in "The Sporting Thing To Do" a
amusements. Then I^ent is also a the Rltz, two attending "Ysu ana
possible cause but showmen are em- I," the Harvard prize p!ay with D
phatic in regarding it was tin? least strong cast at the Belmont. ::nd two
effective counter to theatricals.
went to "Rita Coventry" which bowThe. second
Ar. idea of how illness can af- ed into the Bijou.
fect amusements is ga ned f» vn the string men attended the opening ot
cancellations of reservations.
(Florence
One *Hail and Farewell"
attraction playing to so' Id oapavlty Reed) at the Iforosoo.
for months, surprised a big agency
Three of the four new ones guarwithin the last week by a'most anteed the houses, the exception benightly stating a half a dozen tickets ing "You and I" and the manage
(Continued on pace 19)
1
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'GOD OF VENGEANCE'

WONT RECOGNIZE 'JURY'
Removes Offensive Line From
Piece B'way Can't Stand For

—Independently Produced

Reports last week that "The God
Vengeance," which moved up
from the Greenwich Village, where
it drew much attention, to the Apollo, would be placed before the vol-

Since 1890

I

average of 100 tickets and with a
minimum as low as 50 in some Instances and with 16 or 18 Couthoui
1*be Auditorium, for many years agencies to dispose of these, she
considered one of the largest places has been known to return as. much
as 75 per cent, of her 'buy" when
the
Chicago, Feb.

of

amusement

theatrical

21.

in

outside

country, is to bo razed and a hotel
and theatre building erected in its
stead.

The new building

way

It

The
March

Is

notion

cost 40 cents.

to

The concert series has been made
possible through the generosity of
a prominent woman lover of good
music who has offered to finance
the entire undertaking in order that
high class symphonic performances
may be placed before the great
masses of people In Rhode Island
who -would otherwise be unable to
attend such concerts.
Tho Albee Theatre has been
placed at the disposal of the Providence Music League, promoters of
the concerts, for the three performances at coot. The receipts
from the 13 -cent ticket sales are to
be turned over to Providence chari-

Couthoui

able to

like Eddie Cantor In
Snappy" or "Partners
It
Again" (for which she received re-

with shows,

"Make

spectively 100 and 250 tickets) she
has been unable to get clear and
there has been complaints inasmuch as returns were not attempted

which

until 7:13 of the night for
the tickets were to be used.

One manager, who disposed

was in 1892 — world's fair
The building was erected in

lost

a
the

The outside brokers have been
show such a strength that

will cost

dividend,
1890.

took

from

tickets.

between $10,000,000 and $15,000,000
Proceedings have been begun In the
circuit court for ihe Chicago Auditorium Association to make the
title to fee and leaseholds secure.
The Auditorium building, housing
both hotel and theatre, has never
boon a paying venture.
Its only
year.

brokers

away

keep

of 150

(Continued on page 12)

declared over $734,000

from 1918
Auditorium

was

ties.

DIPUTE WITH RUGGLES

to 1921.

Hundreds of people clamored at
the doors of the Albee Theatre and
were unable to obtain admission
due to the fact that every ticket
for the series of three concerts had

opened,

impressive Woods Closes "Naughty Diana" in
Boston.
Benjamin Harrison,
Ci remonies.
then president, delivered the prin"Naughty Diana," a musical comcipal address.
Adeline Patti sang.
The theatre has housed grand opera edy adapted from the German and
through a third of a century. The produced by A. II. Woods, closed at
Boston Saturday.
The piece had
large spectacles of 10 or 13 years
back invariably came to the Audi- been tried in dramatic form earlier
known
as
and
was
"Lonely
Wives"
torium and the impression then
prevailed that ordinary theatres and "Who's Who." The attraction
failed to draw paying business in
could not stage the big shows.
Boston but the management held a
contract to bring it into the Apollo.
Charles Ruggles, the lead, holds
a contract with Woods calling for 20
weeks this season, of which he has
worked 14 weeks. The manager is
reported having placed the matter
before Equity under the claim that
the player was responsible for weakening "Diana" as a stage property.
For the last week in Boston it was
said 25,000 "two for one" tickets
had been distributed but that only
1,400 were returend to the box office.
17,

1850

_

Providence, R. I., Feb. 21.
A capacity audience attended the
first of the series of three "modest"
priced concerts by the Boston Symphony Orchestra at the K. F. A bee
theatre
last
Sunday afternoon.
Never has attention marked a performance so poignantly as at this
classic
concert.
The privileged
were
thousands who
fortunate
enough to obtain tickets listened to
a high class musical concert for
Tickets for the series,
13 cents.
which ha"o long been exhausted,

Chicago, Feb. 21.
A new angle of the ticket broker
situation in Chicago has developed
with the failure of Mrs. Florence
Couthoui to. dispose of her "buys"
when she has not had the co-operation of outside ticket brokers. Even
with her "buy" held down to an

.'

The edge if off Broadway's busi- were available, turned In by persons
ness boom according to the drop with illness In their families. At
An one of the mountain resorts upin takings last week and this.
easing off in attendance was noted state 400 'reservations were listed

MUSIC CONCERTS

EXCEED EXPECTATIONS

WTTH "OUTSIDERS"

IN

New

13c.

with

been sold.
Shortly before 2 o'clock the theatre was nearly filled, though the
concert waa not scheduled to begin until S.
One man came to
House Manager Crull and with a
quivering voice begged that he be
allowed to purchase a ticket. Mr.
Crull has nothing to do with the
tickets and could not oblige this
patron. The tickets for the series
have been distributed through
various organisations and through
the mills and factories.
The manner in which the first
concert, under the personal direction
of Pierre Montaeux, has been re-

ceived was beyond the expectations
of the philanthropist who made it
possible for the general public to
hear the finest of the classics at a
price that everyone can well afford.

of

WITH CHICAGO ALLIANCE SET

unteer censorship play jury brought
a retort from its manager, Harry
Weinberger, the attraction would
not accept the judgment of the jury.

CARROT MAY BE

He

declared the drama was independently produced and had not
subscribed to the agreement entered
into between the Producing Managers' Association and other bodies
anent a \olunteer jury, to be selected
on occasion from a panel of 300
names. The system was reported
completed late In the summer, but
no plays have been questioned this
season and no jury has been called.
Weinberger is an attorney said to
have East Side clients among the

GEN. MGR.

Lawyers Working on Deal to Go Into Effect September 1 Shubert and Erlanger Sides Merging
in Chicago

—

-T

.

radicals.
He failed to understand
Why any movement against the

Restaursrk Gathering With
Rogers Talking

piece waa called for and threatened
to sue the Selwyns*!f it developed
their membership with the P. M. A.
should result in forcing out the

When

the

pi iy

opened

at

the

it

was

a

most offen-

rc|

could never
sive line that Ihoadv
stand for.
Tu< laj night the line
was out. Tlie tirst night's business
was a little under $1,200 and the
second about $1,000, with prospect!
of the pjem getting eomt money

uptown.

&

ticular reason for the event except

a

Jollification.

or got that

Everybody was hap. y

way

before taking the
air, and everybody was given a flowing bowl of laughter hy Will Rogers,
guest of honor.
Rogei appeared at the board with
a statement which he said he had

located

Apollo Mondu; night
ed BchildkrtHit u ed

Chicago, Teh.

2\.

It there should be a hitch In th*
alliance of tho Shuberts with Klaw

Will

Erlanger,

It

not effect

will

th*

The "Forty-second Street Country doal perfected by which the Chicago
Club," whose members are ticket theatres of the two interests a<*
men from various agencies and to be merged, it is said here. These
Broadway box offices, held a beef- authorities Insist tho comb'nation
steak at Jim and Jack's eating place will "go through," but take the poSaturday night. There was no par- sition that there will be a union of

show.
Weinberger Is counsel for the
tockholders who produced "The
God of Vengeance." The Players
Company is programmed, as supporting Rudolph Schildkraut. who
is starring In it, although its first
English presentation was at the
Provincetown playhouse.
"The God of Vengeance" with its
tawdry "red light" atmosphere IS

was
It
in a Polish town.
written by Bholom Asch and originally produced by Max Reinhardt
In Berlin in 1910. but hod the personal direction of Schildkraut, who
acted the lead in it. The play has
been translated Into l»> languages and
has been presented in all the conRetinental countries of Europe.
cently it was done here In Yiddish
with Schildkraut, and is now in
English. Tin- book of the pla} has
been on sale for iu years, the first
edition, which was printed in Boston in English, having been sold out.

COUNTRY CLUB MEET

•

NORMAN CLARK
Dramatic Editor, the Baltimore "News"
Born, reared and educated In Baltimore, awl has collected nil of hi*
pay envelopes there, excepting for a few months when he waa one of
A. H. Woods' press representatives, about ton years ago.
Mr. Clark remained a press agent just long enough to get a fur-lined
overcoat and a blue velour hat. Then he returned to Baltimore wearing
the coat and hat- for what he Intended to b« I short visit; but the home
folks were so Impressed with his scenery ho decided to remain In his
homo town. lie worked on the morning snd evening "Suns," also the
"Star," in all capacities from cub reporter to dramatic editor, and sat
in on the copy desk of the "News" upon his return.
Clark's n -xt step was to heromc assistant City Editor. As a side line
lie wrote Interviews with stage people, besides reviewing plays which the
I'.
MeCann didn't care to son. On the death of Majo
late Major
McCann, Clsrl became dramatic editor of the paper.
Mr. Clark is tho nuthor of two one-act plays presented In vaudeville.
he
With Robert Garland dramatic editor of the Baltimore "Americai
lias written a comedy entitled "Out o' Luck," the manuscript of which
has been pronounced excellent by fit least two dramatic editors.
'The Best critic smith of tin- North Pole" la what Mr. Clark v.
recently called by in angry theatre manager.
(The fourth of a .tmes Variety ig publishing tteekly Sg* dramatic
editors and rrnVt/cr* on the dailes throughout the country)

W

l

carefully prepared to Fhow how soft
it was for ticket guys. He proved to
himself, at least, that any trea uirer
got more silk shirts for presents
;

JUMd

Christmas

he

than

did.

Lenny Bergman was the special target for Hoggs' wit. and the New
Amsterdam kid was In tears from
Louie Cobn was picked
la lighter.
out of the ticket agents. Will told
how soft it Wat for Louie, whose
ticket allotment for th" "Follies"
wa« four a nirrht. with a 50 per ci»-t.
return privilege. He also deel
Lou once went to Coney Island, saw
he ocean and immediately prepared
to

sell

tickets

to

the

public

for

i

'

I" •>:.

So far n« the club's r
roe
said
the
Rojrers
members
nothing about the cOuhtrj
In fact
none of 'em ever «aw a giteen j>
I

.

any bigger than Bryant

|

.

Interests here if it should not be
country-wide.
To bear out this claim if la stated
that one of the leading law firms of
Chicago Is working ori papers covering the alliance which wilt take ef-

Sept.

fect

1.

Meantime

the
Shubert owr.ed
"Springtime of Youth" is at the
Illinois (Erlanger and Powers) and
J. J. Garrlty. Chicago general manager for the Shuberts,-is watching
its progress as though located In a
Shubert house.

The consummation

of the deal be-

tween Shuberts and Erlanger and
Bowers may advance Qarrity to
general
atres

Harry

manager

In

of both sets of the-

Chicago.

It

is

said

t

hit

Powers. Sr., who is of retiring arc and wealthy, is nnxt ou s t o
I..relieved from responsibility and
ti
\>1 for a time Sbroad II is also
that Harry .!. Powers, Jr.,
while competent in every way. it
J.

1

too young to, assume the leadership.
Garrlty has had experience,
well with all theatric tl peoand their connections in Chl;o and is tsaoclalljr aolid with
all the local newspapers.
•

Legitimate
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ALICE HAYNES

PAY TO HEAR
WALSKA AT RMIRA

1,200

Niagara Falls

Was

Omitted

Y., Feb. 21.
operatic bride of

Harold L. McCormlck, Chicago mulwill

of the theatre to 'Walska.'
An audience of 1,200 paid to see
Mme. Walska at her first concert,
given in the Park Church auditorium here. It was a wildly enthusiastic crowd, and the diva's reception

amounted

to

mony

of $7,500 a year.

"Imagine a bride going to Niagara
Falls without her husband," explained Mme. Walska! "No, I shall
not go there until Harold finds time
to take me."

"LARCENY" AT PLAYHOUSE
Samuel Shipman and Lester Bryant
Buy Play Shipman Wrote
Chicago, Feb. 21.
It is reported Lester Bryant and
Sam Shipman, author of "Lawful
Larceny," have bought the playing
rights to it from A. H. Woods, its
producer, paying Woods $5,000.
According to accounts, tho owners will produce the piece, perhaps
aiming it for a run shortly at the
riayhouse, which Bryant manages.
Shipman held 23 prr cent, interest
in tho original production. besld< b
his author's royalty. The show ha*"'

Lawrence play rights

for

some

TROUBLES OF 1922
WITH-

time.

Recently somo changes suggested
were completed.
The play call-} for a cast of six,
with four principal roles. They will
be handled by Alan Dinchart, John
Halliday, Ruth Shepley and Claiborne Foster.
Katherine Cornell
was also mentioned for the cast.

(Feb. 26) Central, N. T.
And Other Good Time to Follow.
Scoring a bull's-eye {accent on the
bull), in the principal comedy part,
with a show that would be a credit
to ar.y circuit. Now playing my 23d
consecutive week.
Have three-year contract,
P. S.
slightly used; will exchange for an
N. V. A. Benefit ticket, or what have

—

LOSSES, A "JACK POT"
Frank Egan Returns to Coast, Undismayed.

Frank Egan. who produced "The

Humming Bird'' which failed at the
Kitz and was taken off Saturday
after running five week?, left for
his home in Los Angeles this week.
Egan stated he was not through
with producing and would put on
five new plays on the coast during
the spring and summer, with the
expectation of bringing a winner to
flop of

the comedy,
lie told friends the
losses sustained were "just a Jack
pot." Among those who know him,
he qualified for that select list of
"the gamest losers of the season."

KELLARD'S MATINEES

John E. Kellard will appear In a
San Francisco, Feb. 21.
perseries of special afternoon
Tho Elwyn Concert Bureau of
formances at the Belmont starting
Portland has formed a consolidanext week. The attractions will be
tion with the Wolfsohn Coneert
"Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyo" but in
Bureau of New York.
different
than
hereform

tion
its

That

is

the certain

receive

it

way

which debutted this week has
regular matinees Thursday and

THREE FUND BENEFITS
The following benefit shows have
Leen schedukd by the Actors' Fund:
Match 1C, Auditorium, Chicago;

Annual subscription $7

April 12, Foni's Baltimore;
13, National, Washington.

April

Canada) $8
PETROVA'S 'RED LIGHT"

ADDRESS

Variety, New

UNDER NEW PLANS

streamed
box office. Tho absence of the prima donna may have
accounted for the drop in business,
as the gross was $1,000 under the
previous week, though last week
nine
performances were played
Claire Stratton substituted for MIsb
Kosta, who returned to the oast
this week.

Lederer, Producing With Laymen, Interested Salaries
Must Be Paid
Thinks

—

*

"reaches," a musical show under
management of George Lederer
but owned by a corporation In which
he held no stock, closed at Baltimore
Saturday with part salaries unpaid.
The show was out four weeks. It is
proposed to recast the piece and
present it on Broadway shortly, but
that Is dependent on whether the
stockholders relinquish their interests, in which case "Peaches" will

showmen.

Lederer declared ho is through
producing
laymen.
with
with
"Peaches" was financed by the
Pclhatu Producing Co. It was supposed all the stock had been subscribed for. Late last week it was
reported money necessary to pay
salaries would be raised. The following day, however, assessments
were not forthcoming and lt was
stated several of the interested partics had left town.
It is also alleged that $7,000 of stock was not
sold, but held in the treasury with
the Idea it would be easier to "cut

melon"

a

when

profits

were

in

sight.

Pelham

the

If

do

not pott the

company group
money necessary

pay off the compAy, the book
and production will revert to Lederer.
The latter handled the show
to

on a royalty basis, but Is said to
have received no money. Michael
Mindlin was the secretary-treasurer for the laymen stockholders
and gave his services for a percentage of the profits.
Among those mentioned to go into
"Peaches" upon reopening are Hal
Skelly and Midgle Miller.
Ada Mae Weeks, who played the
feminine lead In "Peaches," has
been engaged for the forthcoming
Empire revue, London.

York

The new Olga Petrova show, called
The Harlot's House." has been renamed "The Red Light." It is due
to open at Springfield, Mass., on
March 12.

"Black Oxen" Duplicates
His "Fires of Spring"
Cleveland, Feb.

Leslie,

performances here

40
at

various

now

her

road"

Annan

in

Jail

for

Kalis

was enabled

to leave

as he was entering the Friars Club
Thursday, on a coi tempt order for
11.970 alimony arrears.
This followed service of an alienai'
i suit against a Brooklyn dentist
whom Kaliz accused. Before ho
was at liberty again' he had signed a
waiver of that suit as well as an assignment against his future salaries
the Shubert unit edition *©f
in
"Spice,"

which opened

in Philadel-

phia Monday, calling for double the
weekly alimony allotments until the
back amount is cleared oit.

Lewiston, Me., Feb. 21.
received here of

Word has been
marriage

Vernon

of

Stiles,

opera singer, to Hestor Iloff of New
York. The wedding is reported to
have taken place near Buffalo. It
is stated Mrs. Stiles will accompany
her husband on his deferred trip
to the Coast,

21.

cities

recently
in

was

in

the

order

season, but

plans for the 1923-24

its

tour have not yet been completed,
depending upon what time is played
during the present visit.

NO WHITE JUDGMENT
Judge

Decides Against
$2,400 Check.

Holder of

Springfield, Mass., Feb. 21.
in the Civil District

Judge Heady

Court deoided against Russell

W.

Start in his suit to recover $2,400

from George White with a check as
evidence.

Start testified
ho obtained the
check from the person to whom it

was made payable and to whom
White said it was presented In payment of a wager on a horse race.
White declared, when testifying
here in the action, he lost $80,000
at the same time on horse racing
and that although he had no money
later with which to cover the check,
it would have been honored if It
had been presented at the hank
within a day or two after he issued it.

DESTINN DIDN'T APPEAR

Emmy

Dcstinn, opera diva, la
instituted legal action to recover $31,322.83 from Edward Berger
on a Jewelry transaction. When the
case camo to trial before Justice
1920

New York Supreme

granted

n

this city.

Court, last week the plaintiff did
not appear and judgment for costs
were taken against her by default.
Her purchase of two oriental
pearl neck la res valued at $27,000 in
1914 figured in the cmplaint. Miss
Destinn set forth she gave an $8,000

diamond tiara and *19,000 In Installments plus interest to Berger,
but alleged the pearls proved to be
only ordinary fresh water pearls.
Other purchases of baubles were involved.

*_

FAVERSHAHS TRY-OUTS

Sam H. Harris Buys "Ann Vroom."
Sam II. Harris has accepted a new-

William Favereham will use the
"Ann Vroom." by Lewis coast for try-outs of four new plays
play.
one
Of inoie of which he expects to
Beach, author of "The Clod" and
The deal was present <<n Broadway next season.
"The Square Peg. M
The
plays are by Monekton Hoffe,
closed through Myra Furst and .Fa\
Richard Le Gnlllenne and a colPackard.
labor ition by a. 13. Thomas and
It will 1"- trh
out during the late
Harrison Rhoades,
spring.
The star is at present appearing

have

il

in

4

WEEKS FOR MOSCOW ART

Cabled consent from Moscow is'
announced by Morris <;<st to have

Allentown,
Pa.,
Saturday.
Lnst
week one of Variety's enamored
copy readers wrote in the head of
the Boston gross estimate that Mitzi

been received for the extension of
the engagement of the Moscow* Art
Theatre at the 69th Street, NewYork, for four more we< !«s.

Beantown, whereas he
should have said Irene Bordoni as
in

the story did. Now the absoib' d
is reading correspondence.

following

cinnati, Detroit, Buffalo, Rochester.
The organization will return next

Newburger, the

REPORT
:pe& STILES REMARRIED

Mitzi Hajos, the Savage
th* popularity ni- he that
Miss
held the late Anna Held.
Mitzi's
three seasons in "Lady
Billy'' seem to bear out the beli< f,
Mitzi's third season is closing at

one

Him

street jail, where he had
spent 72 hours, on signing i^n agreement with his wi£o (Amelia Stone)
on drastic terms. He was arrested

placed

was

return dates in Philadelphia

play

and Baltimore of four days each,
and then make four-day stands in

The suit was brought by Start
to recover tho amount given hy
White to cover a racing wager made
on a New York track June 1, 1921.

Ludlow

the

Stiles

to

which was written off when they
had to be left behind.
After the New York extended en*
gagement the opera company will

Cleveland

Alimony

from
had

appears

over

Throws

Wife

shortly.

"The

going

in

McLaughlin is
the novel and

KALIZ GETS OUT

Mies Leslie is now resting easy at
her home at the Parkway hotel. It
is predicted that she will be about

star,

times.

states he will take steps to protect
his claim to priority.

divorce

will recover
serious illness which has
in its grip.

of the company has been extended
for a fourth week, beginning March
5.
By that time tho repertoire of
the art.sts will be exhausted, although they would try to extend
the engagement further if they had
the material.
The "Ring" series probably will
be omitted. The orchestra has held
12 rehearsals and is not yet ready.
This is the center of a controversy
with the manager.
The German
musicians were ready to accompany
organization,
the
but the union officials refused to countenance their
presence.
The promoter had advanced the German musicians $6,000

McLaughlin play is three
years old and has had more than

critic of the

News,"

"Daily
the

famous

project predicted that they

would do $200,000 on the three
weeks originally booked. The etay

The

Looked

Chicago, Feb.

Amy

21.

to his "Fires."

AMY LESLIE BETTER
Is

of the

named: Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cin-

Robert MeLaughlin, the Cleveland
playwright, author of "Decameron
Nights" and "Fires of Spring," Is
up In the air over the fact that the
new Gertrude Atherton novel,
"Black Oxen," carries a plot similar

the

Improving, and Recovery
For 8hortly

Manhattan

at

—Advance Sale

$65,000 to Monday

the

RIVAL PLOTS

the

be handled by practical

of comsteadily

to the

MITZI IN ANNA HELD'S PLACE

regularly each

(incl.

TEACHES' PLAYING

week when the number
from
patrons

plaints

to Saturday

week

Foreign

you?

week's engagement.
Heath has been out of the Bhow
for over a mor.th and is not expected to rejoin it for at least two
months more.
Tessa Kosta was out of the Shuberts' "Caroline" at the Ambassador, New York, last week because of
influenza.
Her name was not removed from the nc\y*tpaper advertisements, however, until late in the

presented

tofore.
The Kellard play Is a new
version of the tragedy.
It Is said
have been converted Into a
to
thriller with the idea of making It
a competitor of the modern mystery
plays. The attraction will appear on
off- matinee days at the Belmont,
the afternoon being Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday. "You
and I" the Belmont's new attrac-

Subscribe for

CO..
York.

Week

Next

there

isn't
the slightest
of Heath rejoining "Red
Pepper" here. It is in for a single

JED DOOLEY

sock.

CONCERT BUREAUS COMBINE

mitted
chance

MAKERS—25

TOOKKIl riUNTIMJ
E. 27th Strett. Km*

II

134*41

Prefers Them Before
Slap and Sock

Broadway in the fall.
Egan lightly regarded the

CO.

AND-

J

Last Week

not appear.

-IN-

&

$59,000

Did

to

The German Opera company la ft
three-week
engagement at tho
Manhattan opera house did $59,009
The program, however, contained on its first week ending last SatHeath's name, and no announcement urday, according to George Blu«
had been made from the stage. menthal, promoter of the enterprise.
The advance sale for this week
Harry Shunk took his place.
No change has been made In the and next week had reached 165,000
up
to Monday noon and the backers
a»ls of the show, although it is ad-

COURTNEY SISTERS

curtain fell. The other explanation
of the argument was because Miss
Lyon gazed ir^to the audience, which
angered Carrillo. Asked to explain
Miss Lyon stated an ornament on a
woman-patron's hat reflected the
lights on tho strge, and she thought
it was sonn thing afire in the house.
The finish v. as language which
aroused the ..ctress, her slap and his

new comedy

Despite reports to the contrary,

Thomas Heath was announced

AM) TUB

25— TROUBLE

IL

appear with his partner, James McIntyre, in tho Shubert production Of
"Red Pppppr" until the opening of
that show at the Shubert Monday.
Monday afternoon, the dramatic
critics were notified Heath would

GEORGE JESSEL

Miss Lyon had "killed a laugh" of
Carrillo's, and that the latter used
improper language to her after the

by Vincent Lawrence, was placed
in rehearsal thi« week by George
M. Cohan. It will be his third production this season, the others being
"So This Is London" and "Little
Nellie Kelly." Cohan has had the

MAIRE

Lt

OFFER
VAUDEVILLE'S BIGGEST HCADLINERS

JED D00LEY

$200,000 IN 3 WEEKS
* -

DAVIDOW Md RUFUS

ED.

22, 1023

GERMAN OPERA FIGURES

Ads and Program Misleading About
Tom Heath
Philadelphia, Feb.

reported Leo Carrlllo has had
charges filed against him before
Equity by Wanda Lyon as the result
of an alleged fracas back stage at
the Morosco early last week, after
a performance of "Mike Angelo," In
which Carrillo starred. Carrillo appears to have lost his head after
having been slapped by Miss Lyon,
and started a punch which he was
unable to stop.
The dispute between the players
has two versions.
One was that

COHANS 'PRIVATE PROPERTY'
"Private Property," a

nights Thursday,
MATINEE SATUKDAY.

It is

a run in New York and later was
suddenly taken off while playing in
Boston, with no reason assigned. It
was lately released to a few stock
companies.

FEB. 15

—

CARRILLO ON CHARGES
Wanda Lyon
Equity

Falls.

o

Worsted Company of Plymou.h,
wealthy and socially prominent.
Some time previous to the divorce
Mr. Dorr was confined to his hom^
by an injury to one of his shoulders.
Boxes of -roses were sent Jo the
home and received by. Mrs. Dorr.
The name of the sender was not a*tached.
Mrs. Dorr became suspicious.
She* looked over some o^dnotes of her husbnnd's signed "Alice" and addressed "Darling" and

an ovation.

Leaving here, she revealed why
her concert dates were rearranged,
with Elmira substituted for Niagara

WORCESTER THEA.

— Love

give Paris the
best opera that the world knows,
using the theatre in the French capital recently purchased by her husband for that purpose.
In an Interview here on the night
of her American premiere, Mine.
Walska disclosed her plans for the
Champs •Sweetheart."
the Theatre
future of
Elysees when It passes to McCorMrs. Dorr consulted James Woods,
mlck in the spring of 1924.
a detective of Boston. His efforts
"It will be devoted to nothing but
led to Dorr and Miss llayncs being
the best and greatest in music,"
in a hotel in Providence, R. I.
Mme. Walska declared. "Many of found
It was the description of the finding
the great stars do not appear in
of
tho
one time Providence stock
Paris because the managers canstar in fetching pink "undies" in
not meet the guarantees demanded.
room with Dorr, together
the
same
"But I will stand the loss, if need
Perhaps after I am firmly es- with one of the love letters, that
he.
and alitablished I will change the name won Mrs. Dorr a decree
ti-millionaire,

FOOLING THE PUBLIC

BLAMED

Divorced

Brockton, Mass., Feb. 21.
Alice Haynes, now in a production
on Broadway, has been revealed as
:he cause of the divorce of the fori
i.ier Mrs. Eugene II. Ipcrr, wife
the' Standish
of
the
president

— Why

Elmira, N.

Ganna Walska,

Dorrs

H.

Messages Signed* "Alice"

En-

First Concert, Results In

thusiastic Reception

The

*;.

Thursday, February

Tho

I

engagement of eight
weeks fecplres March 3, with th<added time dating from March 5.
first

in

the

lM

i

the
OU1

ii

n'h

far
'
;

two

In

vves*]
1-

si<- "i

daj

a

vaudeville.

It

eontlnue
following the try»s.ll

I.

LA SALLE LrASE RENEWED
'!..<-. :;.\- Feb. 21.
the I.aSallo held by
Comstct-k & <;<•••; hna been enewed
by ihe fi
f->r two more years, dat<
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.
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An
An

nnouncement!

attempt

is

to be

made

a new American

to establish

long-run theatrical record with.

"MERTON OF THE MOVIES'*
now

•

playing at the Cort Theatre in

"MERTON OF THE MOVIES"
V

the only variation in

opened

New York City.

New York

in

the weekly returns has been

\

in

on November

13,

1922,

and

the amoujjt of standing room sold.

All performances are absolutely capacity.

r

*

.

however, the extent of the advance sale and the character of the audiences
management to believe that the play has more than a fair chance

It is,

that have led the

TO BREAK ALL EXISTING RECORDS
The

already Assured of a sumMoreover, the wide range
of the audiences they include all kinds of theatregoers, from children to old people,
and from sophisticated playgoers to those who see one play a year indicates that
"MERTON OF THE MOVIES" is a play of the widest possible appeal.

mer run

ticket sale extends for

months ahead, and the play

is

to capacity, with another season certain to follow.

—

•

\

—

The lnanagement consequently

two-year run

feels that a

is

assured, but

it

believes

that the play

CAN BE MADE TO RUN FOUR OR FIVE YEARS
if

in

,

the country as a whole is awakened to it Why Not? "LIGHTNIN' " ran three years
ran five years in
New York, and could have stayed longer. "CHU CHIN

London
It

—a

CHOW"

world's record.

to

is

MOVIES"

arouse this necessary nation-wide

that this advertisement

is

interest

in

•

''MERTON OF THE

being printed.
•

12

AGENTS WANTED SCATTERED THRU AMERICA

—

12 live-wire publicity agents, scattered
Accordingly, 12 agents are wanted
through the United States and Canada— one in New England, one in the Middle
Atlantic States, two in the South, two in the Middle West, two between the Mississippi and the Rockies, two on the Pacific Coast, and two in Canada.
'

APPOINTMENT OF AGENTS AND THEIR DUTIES

The constant duty

—to

spread

of these agents will ba
broadcast the fame of "MERTON

THE MOVIE8"?

OF

the name a household word throughout the
length and breadth of tha land;
—-to kindle and keep aliva tha interest of theatregoere
everywhere, so that no one who comes to New York
can afford to miss the opportunity of seeing the play.
No professional dramatic reviewer is eligible for one
of these jobs for obvious reasons.
Anyons else man or woman may qualify as an applicant for one of tha agencies by sending to GEORQE
C. TYLER, 214 West 42nd St., New York City, storiee
and articles that he or she hss written and that, when
published, will tend to advertise and compel attention to

—

—

"MERTON OF THE MOVIES."
S ALL ACCEPTABLE STORIE8 TO BE PAID FOR

t

All such stories or articles will be carefully read and,
accepted, will be paid for by MR. TYLER at a most
Stories not found acceptable will be re*
rate.
turned to the writers.
On June 1 the agents for each of the sections of tha
country named above will be selected from among tha
if

liberal

The agente finally appointed will be placed en tha
company at unusually gsnerous salariaa
based on tha work dona and tha importance of tha territory to ba covered. Each agent will be expected to begin
immediately an active campaign to obtain publicity for
"MERTON OF THE MOVIES" in the newspapers published in hie or her tsrritory and to otherwise, in every
way possible, attract the very widest attsntion to the play.
The agent will be required, of course, to provide evidence
that he or she is so employed by sending clippings of
whatever he or she may have printed and by making frequent reports to MR. TYLER.
payroll of tha

DATA AND PHOTOGRAPH8 FURNI8HED
Data, photographs and information of all kinds that
the preparation of storiee and articles will
be furnished on application to MR. TYLER.
Harry Leon Wilson's famous novel, from which the
play has bsen taken, can ba found in f^ny publio library*
and e special do luxe theatre edition, illustrated with
scsnes from the play, issusd by Doubfeday, Page e\ Co,
is now on sale in bookshops all ovsr the United Statee.
will assist in

TYLER
HUGH FORD
GEO.

*

>

upon the merit

GENEROUS 8ALARIE8 PROMI8ED

—to make

—

applicanta, tha choice depending enti rely
of tha atorias and articles submitted.

.

Owners and Managers of

I

C.

"MERTON OF THE MOVIES"

-

LEGITIMATE
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WEATHER AND

CHI'S

SHOWS

ERRATIC SEASON

KICKED BOTTOM OUT LAST WEEK

—

Blizzards Piled In on Loop's Slump Nothing Could
Hold Up, but "Sally" llirough Advance Sales

—

Three New Shows Opening Next Week

Chicago, Feb.

21.

Blizzardi and sub-zero weather
joined the record existing slump in
trade at the loop theatre* last week,
resulting in lower receipts over the

previous

week

for

all

attractions.

Not even "Sally" escaped.
the Ziegfeld record

hit

While

wasn't off

much, there were signs shown that
are apt to prove the assertion
"Sally" will start to feel the

tlu.t
full

collected heavily here, but much of
the success can be spoiled by an attempt to reach the 40th week. Sort
of expect an announcement from the

Princess management before the
next report is made.
The fate of "Dice of the Gods" at
the Cort has been pitiful. It is a
rare happening to note the losses the
Cort has suffered fcince the advent
of this piece. Mrs. Fiske has no
complaint to register for the attention she has received from the crit-

slump this ics, who have awarded the important
week.
was "Sallys" advance actress of these lands the fullattenIt
ale that helped the Colonial at- tion she deserved. But the play watraction to hold up last week.
just sidestepped even by the big
Add up your pros and cons for clientele that the Cort theatre is
the extremely erratic Chicago the- known to possess. Adding a point,
atrical season this year, and you'll it may be stated no individual star
reach one definite decision: that has received the commendatory retrade is in such a slump right now marks of the combined critics that
it is more than a man's job to dehave fallen to Mrs. Fiske. It has
termine just how shows' now in been a thorough example of tha
town are going to derrick' them- public ignoring even a star when the
selves out. Never has Chicago ex- same public dislikes a play.
perienced such a universal slump.
Taylor Holmes comes to the Cort
For four weeks at its scale the Sunday in "The Bear Car." credited
Cantor show drew record grosses. to Edward E. Bose'a fertile brain.
effects

of

the

existing

Then
down

the Apollo attraction slipped
at the rate of $3,000 week before last and had $2,000 chopped off
last week.
The Selwyn hi:, "Partners Again," did hurrieane business
for cix weeks;
on the seventh
dropped $2,000 and again last week
dropped $2,000 below the previous
week, or $4,000 in two weeks. These
two shows are considered the leaders in their respective classes; leaving, of course, "Sally" out.
If "Partners Again" and Cantor
have been slipping at the alarming
rate quoted, an eeitmate can be
made of what is happening to the
other shows in town not considered
hits.
"All of Us,'* at the Studebaker, Is faring best of them. The
Hodge piece continues Its much discussed campaign and ie riding the
slump with amazing success.
i"p to last night there were no
signs of last week's decrease in
business being checked. Neither the
Apollo nor the Selwyn sold out
Sunday night (Feb. 18).

Tiie tendency is to anticipate a
return to normal conditions.
If
trade returns as rapidly as it fell
off, there will be no cause for further worry, but wise showmen claim
this won't happen because it's not

in the carde, so to speak.

The

local

playgoers are demonstrating more
and more every day that Chicago
is only good for four Weeks for a
dramatic show of any extra expenses and of six weeks for a musical show unless it is something
extraordinary like "Sally."
'rammed with mystery plays, the
4owii isn't seizing the atmosphere
with the enthusiasm that gives Chicago a big reputation for heavily
paironlzlrrg the pieces with weird
twists.
Of the array of mystery
<

plays now here, "The Monster"
holds the best chance of creeping
in the lead for popularity when conditions
revert
to
normal.
The
Gaites piece won't do record business at any time, but the owners
can look for an average of $11,000
later on as the result of what the
prevailing atmosphere now indicates.
"Zeno" has fallen badly.
Perhaps "Zeno," due to its splendid
cast, is carrying a heavier expense
than the other mystery shows in
town, and for this reason can't
stand a continuation of present
business unless the owners remove

known h< re the play received a
bombardment of adjectives from the
It is

Boston, yet increased In
business after the opening: week.
The play and cast .have been
changed sines the B ston affair, and
the popularity of Taylor Holmes is
being counted upon to swing the
play into favor here. If the piece
doesn't "get over" it will mean another flop at the Cort, which will be
a most unusual affair considering it,
will follow in the footsteps of Mrs.
Fiske's play, giving this well governed house under "Sport" Herrmann's management two failures n
a row.
"The First Year"*just got over the
stop clause via a good special Lincoln's Birthday matinee, engineered
by Uic_ father of all extra matinees,
George Kingsbury. The stop clause
critics

at

the

in

Woods

is

for the
In leaving at tl e
$10,000

Golden attraction.
end of ito 18th week (March 11)
'The First Year" surprises those
who had anticipated a year's run for
the piece, but does not excite those
who are studying local conditions
this seasgn. Let it be predicted that
sensational figures will be landed by
"The First Tear" in the neighborhoods that have been selected for its
appearancee around Chicago.
"Captain Applejack" has gone to
the depths of big disappointment on
its seven
weeks' run here. Four
weeks would have been Ion* enough
for the EddirTger-Nash piece. When
a play bags $li0,000 gross on its first
two weeks it cannot be called a failure. But after the fourth week P
Harris piece started slipping, and
gnat was the loss last week. Tfc J
present week started off with an
amazingly small Sunday night house
and the play wjll be lucky if it
i

$7,000 this week.
of Frank Keenan's

i

"Make

Snappy" (Apollo. 6th
It
Eddie Cantor'a gross of
indicates eight weeks will
constitute
attractions
profitable
stay here as predicted in this report.
Cantor will have bigger average
here this time than on previous
week).

$20,000

visits.

"Zeno"

(Great
Northern.
6th
Doesn't show full popugross of $9,000.
Making

week).
larity

big

In

try

for

Broadway re

ignition,

with possibility of landing son ething definite within two wetks.
"Dies of the Gods" (Cort, 2d
week).
Another losing week for
Mrs. Fiske.
Around $5,000.
Departs Saturday, with Taylor Holmes
opening Sunday.
"The Twist" (Playhouse, 4th
week in Chicago). House protected
on first money proposltio i. Grossed
little over $7,800.
"Partners Again" (Selwyn, 8th
week). Edge off this big hit, another instance of short run engagements here this year. Little over
$13,000.
Good for profitable business for about four weeks more.
"The Laat Warning" (Blackstone,
2d week). Not doing what was anticipated on strength of New York
success. Will do better than $9,000,

figure of last week.
"So This la London!" (Cohan's
Grand, 13th week). Forced to remain this side of $10,000 because of

slump

to

$670

Thursday

night.

r\

—

•

'

'•

-

comment point to some attractions being
aame groaa accredited to others might auggaat
Tha variance ia explained in tha difference In

Figures aetimated and
aucceeaful, while tha

•

i

i

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

.

Little is
play,

i

1923

wn

new

haven't fared exceedingly well this
season.
In ferreting out the reason why
the trade at the loop houses on the
another string from the bankroll, early nights of the week is so
which was dented in campaigning wretchedly small, some of the manafter the premiere when it was ob- agers have come to the conclusion
served the piece had a chance here. that the youth of Chicago is ignorThe owners of "Zeno" are over- ing the loop theatres for the gaiety
anxious to strike Broadway, thus and pleasures it finds at the secfooling the big array of "play- tional dance halls. The dance hall
pickers" who attended a try -out of situation is going to be dwelled
upon in this report until the New
the play at Stamford.
Vork managers realize it. Let the
It may come to pass that "The
Last Warning" is at the wnong hotels he empty in the loop and the
house for the sort of Chicago trade trade at the loop houses goes to
Tins means fnat out-ofthe piece must capture before bit- pieces.
ting profits and living up to the tovwiers help to swell the boxtrade at both the themes and
New York reputation. The Black- office
The indestone draws the real carriage trade for the hotel "specs."
of the town, and some of this pat- pendent trade in Chicago is the
ronage is coming for the mystery youth of the town, and the loop
The
But wait to see how "The managera are ignoring it.
play.
Last Warning"' fares in coming dance hall managers are getting the
-werks and also if the powere-that- young folks, and it's more of a
are agree that another theatre in situation than p. ibably the reader,
who may be a thousand miles away
the loop would have been
b(
from Chicago, realizes.
•• :on.
At any rate, the magnates back
Alonjr with "Cat ami Canary,"
n New Vork know that the trade
is
n^juil
up
in
Warning"
"The Last
Chicago is surprisingly low. The
rxp< rises to face this spell of low
urea test surprise is offered after a
business and t h is may uiimv t
how endures top-notch prosperity
Blackstone piece to' await the hour
when conditions take a change for In New York and then comes to
Chicago to have the hardest tlm«
the better. It is reported tinclause for the mystery play at the imaginable to exist at healthy bus nesa for eij;\r weeks.
For a new
Elackstone is $t',ooo.
Twn-fo,r-ones are governing the play to star* here and nWiDg into
present regime of "Cat and Cunary" a hit gait, it's got to be a wallop.
asa
at 'the Princess. It won't be surprta- Thus far this year Chicago
Stu tQ insiders to hear of the Prin- had the good fortune of acting x
cess petting a new attraction ere nosf to rew plays with a wallop.
Kilhmirne Gnrdon'l niece has Who l.i.ows what's in store? Let's

22,

mediocrity or loss.
hope for better news next week.
house capacities, with tha varying overhead. Atao the eixa of cast,
Last week's estimates:
with eonaaquent difference in necessary grosa for profit. Variance
"The Monster" (La Salle, lat
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
week). Weirdness of theme la town
play ia alao conaiderad.
Had hard time reaching
chatter.
$8,000, but promises to give "The
town's
for
fight
Warning"
good
Last
"Abie's Irish Rose/' Republic (40th "Liza," Daly'a 63d St. (13th week).
laurels for mystery plays.
Colored troupe may go to road
week).
Started off with $4,200
-The Laat Warning" (Blackstone,
aoon. In about three weeks house
Monday, Lincoln'a Birthday matNot doing as expected
I'd week).
due to change policy, a Cort mu-*
inee being topped at $2.50. That
on strength of New York success.
sical called "Go Go." "Liza's" now
gave this remarkable drawing
Some say wro. j house. If local
around $6,000.
comedy grosa of well over $16,000
public really wants it will flock to
laat week.
"Loyalties," Gaiety. (22d week). Like
Good "Anything Might Happen," Comedy
this
house as elsewhere.
other successes extra matinee laat
chance for real success. Reported
week and takings went beyond
New comedy writ(1st week).
around $9,000, helped by $2,200
$14,000. Good for season.
Second
ten by Edgar Selwyn.
house Sunday night (Feb. 11).
time lately Selwyns have placed "Mary tha Third," 8»th St. (3d
"Sally" (Colonial, 6th week). Adone of their attractions in house
week).
Rachel Crothers' smart
vance sale kept crowds pouring in
management,
under
not
comedy started off fairly, and otf
Ash
despite weather.
Trifle off
though they have three on 4 2d*
merit ought to build. Additional
Wednesday night. Great at $38,000
street.
matinee last week, with total
but with box-office line for future "Better Timee," Hippodrome (25th
slightly -under $8,000.
performances broken.
Udliday laat week and "Merchant of Venice/ Lyceum (10th
week).
"The First Year" (Woods. 15th
this week tilted the gross for big
week). Two weeks more for Warweek).
Just went over $40,000
house, always true when there is
field aa Shylock and pretentious
through Mfclp of surprise Monday
But normal
influx of visitors.
Belasco production. Nearly $16,matinee. At end of 18 weeks engoing disappointment and pace
000 last week. One of big events
should
average
gagement
show
around $45,000.
o/ the Shakespearean vogue. "The
business of $14,000 which, after all, "Carolina," Ambassador (4th week).
Comedian," very highly regarded,
isn't bad when considering profits
Extra performance for holiday
succeeds March 12.
for house and company.
last week, but business dropped "Merton of tha Movies," Cort (15th
off.
Tessa Kosta out of show and
week). Extra matinee last week
"Cat and Canary" (Princess. 31st
last week's weather may have
at holiday prices provided kick for
week). Exhausted demand. Lifehurt. Gross between $13,500 and
jump . over capacity trade this
saver now is two-for-ones. Expect
$14,000.
comedy has drawn from start.
early departure. Reported at $8,500.
Roof
Century
About $18.5u0.
"Captain Applejack" (Harris, 6th "Chauve-Souris,"
Russian novelty Moscow Art Theatre, Jolson's 59th
(55th week).
week). Bad weather sandwiched in
show in fodrth program since
St. (7th week).
Sensational Ruswith lack of demand brought gross
sian players may stay longer than
open'n* lest winter, playing to
down to $8,000, With one week to
business.
now
eight
fairly
good
From
weeks originally planned for
go.
Four weeks would have been
it.
Business now about $42,000,
until end of run reputation should
long enough. Frank Keenan's prelast week being slightly under
carry show along.
miere Sunday.
gait.
Selwyn (5th week).
"8huffls Mono" (Olympic, 14th "Dagmar,"
Nazimova drama another three "Music Box Revue," Music Box (18th
week). Difficult time reaching $11,week). First time new Music Box
weeks in this house. Bep of star
000, fully attracting entertainment's
show has given extra performance
ought to make it good on road.
clientele in eight weeks.
Goes to
last week sent figure to $31,800.
Business here profitable, though
Milwaukee Sunday and should be
Only "Follies" and Winter Garden
Under $10,000
not exceptional.
clean-up. "The Blimp" Sunday.

Should be one of the first plays to
return to normal.
4th
"Torch -Bearers"
(Powers,
"Peter Weston," as it approaches
and final week). Exited on $5,000.
i
the premiere, Sunday.
going
Ina
to
Claire
had
St.
Louis.
Chicago will have three openings
splendid "premiere Monday night.
Sunduy, all new plays that eve
"For All of Us" (Studebaker. 14th
Broadway does not know the true
value of "Peter Weston." at the week in Chicago). Clicked off $2,050
Harris; "The Blimp," at the Olym- Monday matinee and fought conditions most encouragingly, winding
pic, and "The Bear Car,
at t"
Cort. New plays opening in Chicago up with gross of $11,700.
strikes

known

Thursday, February

"Elsie"

(Illinois,

4th

and

final

Don't be surprised to hear
of this musical piece winning in
Boston. Could have remained here
if properly nursed.
Did little under
"Springtime of Youth"
$12000.
opened Monday.
week).

•

SEATTLE'S HEAVIEST

SNOW

Seattle, Feb. 21.

Seattle is still busy digging itself
out of a snow storm which enveloped the city last week. Conditions
in regard to traffic only resumed
anything like normal proportions on
Saturday, there having been a total
suspension since Tuesday night of
last week.
All street cars were tied
up for three days.
It was the heaviest fall of snow In
seven years, starting Sunday night
and continuing Monday and Tuesday unto] all streets were blockaded.
A 50-mile gale which accompanied
the snow made travel impossible.
In spite of this condition 'The
Merry Widow," playing the Metropolitan, got $15,000 on the week.
The -how had a record advance sale
and the house record at $2 50 top

lust wpek
"Follies,"
Amsterdam (38th
week). Ziegfeld's longest staying
revue still keeps going to record
business foreshow of kind. Gross
above $36,000 weekly right along.
First of April now figured earliest
leaving date.
"Give and Take," 49th St. (6th

New

beat

it.

"Peer Gynt," Garrick (3d week).
Subscription limitations will hold
gross down here, but takings last
week again about $10,000. Show
playing $3.50 top, highest scale yet
for Guild production.
Moves up-

town soon.

"Polly Preferred," Little (6tli week).
Comedy hit played 10 performweek).
No extra performance
ances last week, regularly giving
last week, as show is' not matinee
extra matinee Friday afternoon
draw. Pace slightly under week
and holiday providing opportunity
previous and about $9,000.
for other. Over $12,000.
"Glory," Vanderbllt (9th*week). Going
to
Philadelphia
Saturday "Rain," Maxlne Elliott (16th week).
Dramatic smash held to eight pernight. Well-liked musical comedy
formances last week.
However,
which could not build to proper
holiday scale Monday sent figure
proportions, but ought to deliver
to $15,600.
Non-musical demand
on tour.
Becent pace $11,000.
leader.
Prospects are f ->r con> "Humoresque" succeeds.
tinuance into next season.
"God of Vengeance," Apollo (1st
week). Although this is first week "Romeo and Juliet," Henry Miller
(5th
week).
The Jane Cowl
on Broadway for much-discussed
"Juliet" went upward again last
drama, it has been playing downweek.
Extra matinee, but was
town for seveji weeks. Moved
popularly priced. Could have sold
from Greenwich Village Monday.
out clean at extra prices. Around
Brokers took buy.

"Greenwich Village

Follies,"

Shu-

bert (24th week). Becord of this
Village revue is best to date. Will
stay until Easter and able to complete season.
However, attraction desirous of playing Boston
aud Philadelphia before warm
weather. Average gross $25,000.'
"Hail and Farewell," Morosco (1st

Produced by Jos. Shea;
by William
Hulburt,
same team having produced before.
Florence
Reed atarred.
House under guarantee.
week).
written

"Icebound," Sam Harris (2d week).
Excellent chance of landing for
fair run. Business builded during
first week with last two days seeing capacity.

Takings

first

week

beat $10,000.
"It Is the Law,"

May

Bayes (13th week).
stay for time as has been

able to

make money

in roof house,

which has few bids from attractions willing to play it.
Recent
pace under $5,500.
"Kiki," Belasco (G5th week). Lenore
Ulri :'s most successful characterization; attraction still counts as
one of most powerful on Broadway and getting excellent trade
Beads list in run.
at box office.
Bast week quoted at $15,500.
"Lady in Ermine," Century (21st

week).
since

More than

made good

moving up from Ambassa-

$14,000.

"Rose Briar," Empire (Sth week).
Another two weeks. Last week's
gross little under stop limit of
$10,000. Several candidates named
to succeed, with Henry Miller in

"Pasteur" favored
"Rita Coventry," Bijou

(1st

Brock Pemberton came

week).
with

in

his third production try this season.
Opened Monday, when five

attractions opposed each Other at
premiere, despite system designed
to correct such bunched openings.
"R. U. R.," Frazee (20th week). May
go out during coming month, dependent on whether foreign piece
can keep above stop limit. Pace
over $7,000 average.
"Sally, Irene and Mary," 44th St.
(25th week).
Played eight performances last week, gross going
to over $12,000. No cut rates used
as yet.
Big money-maker at
Casino.
"Secrets," Fulton (9th week). Nine
performances for this English play
last week, with gross proportionately above normal.
Show la
hit
though
doesn't
profitable,
Little over
stride of leaders.
$14,000.

(17th
Heaven," Booth
Ten performances last
total of over $17,000.
Begularly on nine-performance
basis
(extra matinee Fridays)
and one of leading dramatic contenders for summer continuance.
"Six Characters in Search of an
Author," Princess ( I7*h week).

"Seventh
week).

week

for

pace being equal or better
early weeks of "Blossom
Bast week over
Time" here.
$1>>.000, extra matinee counting.
"Lady Butterfly," Globe (3th week).
Final week for novelty drama
Weather claimed
Off, last week.
adapted from Italian. Going along
Atto have counted against it.
between
at about even break;
tendance sagged" in middle of
$4,000 and $5,000. "Mr. Maletesta"
week and gross about $12,000.
succeeds.
"Last WarninB," Klaw (18th week).
Off from pace of fall, but still "So This Is London," Hudson (26th
week).
Cohan's comedy another
turning profit. Bast week extra
leading contender for summer
matinee for nine performances.
Going as
continuance honors.
$10,000.
Bast week with
strong as ever.
"Laughing Lady," Bongacre (2d
added matine%.rose to $1X.300.
week). Got $5 start (premiere)
Rltz (1st
first week of this promising Eng- "Sporting Thing to Do,"
Oliver Morosco presentWeek).
lish-written piece drew promising
ing this new arrival, which opened
total of over $U.7"0. Strong matiStevens
Emily
Monday.
with
nee call. Sh«w 1=* easily be*t veFairly regarded.
atarred.
hicle for Miss Barrymore in some
"Square Peg," (Punch and Judy
woo Id undoubtedly have hem brok( n
time.
(4th week).
Playing in one of
had ii not been for the terrjiic storm. "Little Nellie Kelly." Liberty (15th
theatres.
Broadways
smallest
week). Extra matinee last week
The week previously at Metropol.May Operate for even lire ik and
for
all nine
business
and
great
itan "The Bat" on a repeat en+
-exceptional
moderate
not
but
fast
performancea sent Cohan's
gagement at $2 top broke all rec1»roflt.
musical show to new high gross of
ord! of any show repeating within
over $26,000. Bit better than tak- "Sun Showers," Astor (3d week).
Second week not as good as flr^t
a year and grossed $12,000 In fiv<
ings for Christmas to New Year's
(Continued on page 17)
'i
days.
week.
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PH1LLY HAD IN AND OUTER WEEK;

im AND COLD WAVE

MAJESTIC-SHUBERT SUIT "BAT" CO. MANAGER

HANDICAPS BOSTON ON TRIAL IN PROVIDENCE

"GREEN GODDESS" DID THE BEST

Train Service Paralyzed Last

Week— Theatres

Boston, Feb. tl.
The double handicap of the beginning of the Lenten season and a cold
wave which swept over this district
was not enough to knock the props
from under the local theatrical busideprlv* the production, it is be- ness, although the managers were
lieved,! of
some of the regular plainly worried toward the end of
clientele of both house and star.
The engagement is for two weeks the week.
The cold was the worst of the seaonly.
However, if there is nothing at son, and to make conditions tougher
the present time of a very promising the railroads threw up the sponge
nature, there are several possibili- and In ofllcall statements pleaded
ties for the spring season which
their inability to maintain anything
ought to bring out some real money
approaching normal service. This
to the boxoffices.
Warfield's "Shylock" may come into the Garrick in resulted in the shows losing quite a
March for two weeks ' The date. bit of patronage from the cities and
March 12, js mentioned as at that towns outside Boston, considered
time, "Six Cylinder Love" is announced to finish its run, with two great feeders for the end of the
weeks unaccounted for before the week. Just where the business came
arrival of "Captain Applejack?'
If from to plug up the gap was someWarfieid does not come in, "Applewhat of a mystery, but as some of
Jack" /may be advanced to that date
unless "Six Cylinder Love" belies its the shows are listed as hits and have
opening and settles to real money a big advance sale a good bit of the
for a run. That the Belasco produc- business could be traced to this.
tion leaves New York March 10 for
In the musical list Ed Wynn in
the road has lent color" to its pos"The Perfect Fool" led the list with
sible booking at the Garrick.
March 5 "The Music Box Revue'" $19,800 for the week. This la a little
comes to the Forrest. Its run is for better than' it did the opening week,
four weeks only, much to the sur- and under the circumstances the
prise of some, who expected this
revue would beat "Sally's record of show is now looked upon aa being a
seven weeks. This will be the first dependable money-maker.
high-scaled musical show at this
"LlghtnlnV playing at the Hollis,
house for several months, and is was ahead of all the dramatics, and
expected to be one of the season's
recorded for the week.
clean-ups. with apparently no oppo- $18,000 was
sition in sight at the Shubgrt. across This Is. off about $1,000 from the
the street, unless Jolson's "Bombo" business of the week before, and
returns, which at present is unlikely. while the lowest gross that haa been
The "Music Box Revue" winds up turned in so far, it is accepted by
on April 1, apd it is then believed those connected to be quite fair
the annual engagement of the Mask enough to bolster up their belief this
and Wig Club of the University of show will stay at the Hollis until the
Pennsylvania will occupy the house. close of the season.
The name of its show this year is
"The Fool," which opened at the
reported to be "Here's How!"
Selwyn a week ago, also had a good
The Walnut next week will have week. It played to close to $12,000,
Molnar's "Passions for Men" for what and there is still a sizable advance
sale that Should take care of it for a
is adyertised as "an extended run,"
though this is believed not to exceed while. The play ie~ being plugged
three weeks. The Shubert will have big with publicity and advertising,
the only other opening next Monday, and is expected to remain for some
with "Glory" very suddenly booked time.
This current week is considered
In, and also for an indefinite run.
This house, usually devoted to re- one of the best of the latter part of
views, has had an unusually large the season. Washington's Birthday
number of operettas and musical will mean matinees at every one of
comedies with regulation plots this the legitimate houses, with three
season, and U> date have done very shows for that day at the Keith
weak business. In fact, the only real house. Monday morning there were
money-makers at this house have lineups at all the box offices for the
been "Tangerine" and "The Passing holiday, and without doubt the busiShow," with Frank Tinney's show ness will be capacity.
Three openings in town Monday
and "Springtime of Youth" getting

Philadelphia, Feb. 21.
Lent and a succession of extreme
cold spells and snow and rainstorm*
put a big dent In the legit business

week.
Houses which two
last
weeks ago were in the middle of a
pell of big grosses went to rock
bottom, and even the top-notchers
felt the decline.

One attraction
feeling the crash

apparently

not

was "The Green

Goddess," which had already played
<me very successful engagement at
the Walnut a couple of seasons ago.
Although uneven in business, like
the other houses here, the Walnut pulled a gross of well past
$14,000 with the Arliss melodrama.

all

This Was one of the few shows in
town that didn't play a Lincoln's
Birthday matinee, but it is advertising a Washington's birthday matinee tills week;- and with this extra
performance ought to gross in the
neighborhood of 116,000 with any
kind of weather breaks. 9
"Molly Darling" picked: up nicely at the Forrest and had sellouts
at the matinee and evening performances on Lincoln's Birthday
and again Saturday. Business here
Ash Wednesday dropped more than
some of the other attractions, but a
sharp come back was observed
toward the end of the week, and a

Improvement in gross was registered over the first week.- Indications are now that this musical
comedy will be a real money maker
in its four-week star, probably rebiff

peating its former experience here
of picking up steadily week by
week.
"Six" Cylinder Love" which opened
at the Garrick with Monday matinee
was noticeably off both in the afternoon and evening, but a splendid
set of notices is expected to have
its effect on the second week's busiSo far the success of this
ness.

McGulre comedy is in doubt. Many
assert Its drawing power in Philly
is lessened by the number of big
straight comedy successes which
have been playing here all year,
and claim that the success of "The
Monster" and "The Cat and the

Canary** demonstrate that local
for
looking
are
theatre-goers
heavier meat. This appears to be
partially disproved by the failure
of "Humoresque" to catch on at the
Broad. The second week's gross of by satisfactorily.
this Laurette Taylor vehicle fell
That about winds up the list of
way below Its opening week figure
the known bookings. The Shuberts
very low for this house.
Another bad tumble was taken are avowedly in a haze about comby "Maytime" which in five per- ing shows and are not even sure
formances its opening week showed whether Jolson will make his annual
The North Broad street
some real promise. Whatever trade visit
was noticeable last week was up- houses, Lyric and Adeiphi, are out of
the figuring for the present because
stairs, as on two evening performances, there were considerably less of the long runs of the incumbent
than Seven rows filled in the large- shows. The record-breaking run of
show "Blossom Time'' has made the Lyric
This
Shubert
capacity
played a Lincoln's Birthday mati- hard to figure all year. It seems
nee, but omitted its regular Wed- reasonable, however, to believe that
nesday matinee. With the satis- not more than one other' attraction
The late
factory balcony and gallery draw, will play either house.
March .and April dates of the Broad
a gross of $8,000 Is claimed.
"Blossom Time," while doing are just as much up In the air, and
Tery uneven business, held up quite the same goes for the Walnut and
well. It was a case of a feast or the Forrest, following the "Music
Revue'' at the latter house.
a famine, with Wednesday night Box
Estimates for last week:
very big, and a continuance of big
"Mr. Antonio" (Broad, 1st week).
matinee trade*and upstairs patronage. This Shubert musical comedy Opened to fairly brisk box office
several thousand dollars demand, but fact of show's being a
still
is
above its get-away figure and Is repeat will rob it of unusual Otis
following
here.
claimed by the local Shubert offices Skinner society
to have a good chance of running "Humoresque" business terrible In
through the Easter season at the final week, gross hitting somewhere
below, $5,000.

Lyric.

"The Cat and the Canary" took
"Red Pepper" (Shubert. one week
a decided drop, but this was blamed only). Fair prospects. "Maytime"
by the management on the weather. dropped with thud last week after
in
noticeable
were
The weaknesses
encouraging opening week.
Gross
the middle of the week, with a return to form at the two concluding
The
performances of the week.
This
holiday matinee was big.
melodrama is being watched closely
this wjr/ek which, it is figured, will
If, with fair weather,
tell the tale.
it docs not make a definite comeback to the figures of its first two
weeks, many say that this will Indicate that the craze for mystery
plays is beginning to wane and that
"The Cat" will have to be satisfied
with six or seven weeks. On the
other hand, If, as is quite likely,
last week's losses are made up, the
belief that "The Cat" will wind up
the Adelphi's season will be vindi-

around
Monday.

of

$8,000

claimed.

"Glory"

Daring"
"Molly
(Forrest,
3d
Picked up in great style
week).
despite bad weather and beginning
of Lent and turned in a gross of
about $20,000 with extra matinee,
with Indications this week will

show another

gain.

"Six Cylinder Love" ^Garrick. 2d
week). Opening of Sam H. Harris
comedy not wholly successful, but
show well liked by critics and indicates building. With extra matinee,
gross of about $13,000.
(Walnut.
"Green Goddess"
2d
week). Very big balcony trade and
capacity all over house at end of
week, with gross pnssing $14,000.
"Passions for Men" Mondav

cated.

Neither of this week's openings
lHth
(Lyric.
Time"
expected to create any business
"Blossom
effects
of
records.
Still
feeling
"Red Pepper" which did week).
medium business last year at the weather and Lent, but with aid of
Lyric Is playing a single week's en- extra matinee and several almost gagement at the Shubert an un- capacity nights gross a^ain arouhd
usual booking for Philly, which sel- $14.000. and show should stay sevdom runs a show less than two eral weeks longer.
weeks.
opened
Antonio"
"The Cat ard the Canary" r.\del"Mr.
Monday at the Broad, and its busi- phi, 4th week). Took first real dip,
ness is also problematical.
Otis but is exprctod to recover with bet*
Skinner is always a big drawing ter weather this week. Even with
card here, but the fact this vehicle aid of extra matinee gross did not
of his has been here before will pass $17,000.
is

—

i

Emery Brothers Seek

—

to Oust

Majestic Tenants
Played
"Unit Vaudeville"

Considering

Storms and Lent Ruined Steady Trade "Molly
9
Darling/ on Return, Doing Surprisingly Well
"Six Cylinder Love" in Doubt

V

Stood Up

The action

is

up for

trial.

The Shuberts with

Col. Felix Wendelshafer held a lease expiring Dec.
with an option. They are
holding over as the Majestic Theatre Co., owned by Emery Brothers,
declined to give a renewal.
The
lease provides the Shuberts shall
pay $25,000 annually and one-third
of the net profits of the theatre as

31, last,

rent.

Upon the allegation the Shuberts
land Wendelshafer violated the
terms of their tenancy by playing
other than legitimate attractions,
the owner seeks to dlsposses the
Shubert tenancy. It is alleged the
Majestic during this season played
a Shubert vaudeville attraction,
.known as a unit show, in the Majestic as a musical comedy, violating the agrement.
The case promises to be hotly
contested.
Decision will probably
be reserved for a few days upon
the completion of the trial *
It is reported here the Emerys
who have another local theatre believe they can let the theatre upon
more advantageous terms than the
Shubert lease calls for, as the Emerys are said to have found out
that the "one-third of the profits"
seems limited only to the phrase
in the agreement

FRISCO 1BUSINES8
San Francisco, Feb. 21.
Along" the Ackerman
Harris colored show at the Century on its second week topped the
gross for the initial week of the
show getting $14,600, and is holding
up good and strong for the third
week.
"The Georgia Minstrels" which
opened at $1 top at the Curran had
a light first night with business
remaining about the same for the
first couple of days.
"Struttln"

&

(Continued from page If)
and likely to be withdrawn soon.
About $7,000. Capacity at scale,

around

$17,000.

"The Clinging Vine," Knickerbocker
(9th week). With extra matinee
last week Savage's musical success.
Got $17,000, weather hurtnight, "The Comedian" coming into
ing at mid-week.
the Tremont to replace "The French
Doll"; "Listening In,- at the Wilbur, MThe Dancing Girl," Winter Garden
(5th week). Looks like Garden's
to replace "The Bat" after the long
best money getter since Al Jolson
run of that mystery show, and
played there. Business par with
"Elsie," at the Shubert, to take the
best of musicals on Broadway.
place of "Naughty Diana," which
had no real reason for remaining
About $35,000.
after Its business for the first week. "The Fool." Times Square (18th
Estimates for last week:
week). Went to new record and
"The Perfect FooP (Colonial, Sd
topped non-muelcal attractions
week). Ed Wynn's show did $19,800
(except Moscow Art).
Business
figure
of
second week, better than
totaled $22,800. Astonishing draw
week before.
makes It strong contender for
"Lightnin'- (Hollla, 9th week).
summer stay and longer.
$18,000, off about $1,000 from business of week before and lowest gross "The Gingham Girl," Earl Carroll
(26th week). Extra performance
yet recorded for this show. Plenty
last week and show got off to
of reason for the slight slump, and
splendid business start.
Hurt
not considered at all serious.
probably by weather conditions
"The Fool" (Selwyn. 2d week).
but got nearly $17,000.
Close to $12,000 for first week and
considered hlf*iocally, even at this "The Old Soak," Plymouth (27th
week). Added matinee last week
gross. Claim there is consistent advance sale, and business will build
provided some climb over previous week. Takings little under
up as show stays.
week).
(Shubert,
let
"Elsie"
Bad weather counted as
$13,500.
Opened to fair business. In final
with other houses durln week.
week "The Naughty Diana" did not "The Love Child," Cohan (15th
do anything startling.
week). Also gave holiday matinee
"The Comedian" (Tremont, 1st
In addition to regular afternoons,
week). Irene Bordonl in second and
but total for week about same as
last week did $12,000.
week previous, $9,700.
"Listening In" (Wilbur, 1st week).
"The Bat" closed Saturday, running "The Mssked Woman," Eltlnge
(10th week).
In nine performstrong to finish and topping $10,000.
ances last week show's pace bet"Just Married" (Plymouth, 6th
ter
about
$600
for
a total of over
Still one of hits, grossing
week).
$11,000. "Morphia" due as special
close to $14,000, figure of previous
attraction starting late next week.
week.
"Woman" continues regularly.
"Blossom Time* (Boston Opera
House), 2d and last week.
"Up 8he Goes," Playhouse (16th
week). Musical traveling to moderate business.
Favorite with
party
trade but at cut. Last week
PANICS FRISCO

"STRUT"

Show

Will

Remain
Mora

10

Weeks

San Francisco, Feb.

or

H

21.

"Struttln* Along," the all-colored

revue staged by Ackerman

&

Harris

at the Century is in its third week
and its strut has been increased
materially at the box office. The
town has gone wild over the show,
chiefly because of Its novelty and
the "pep" the colored artists Inject.
It was figured to retain the production for possibly four or six
ks but with the bus!ness on the
sdbond week bigger than' that of the
first, every sign now points to a
10 weeks* run or longer.

to

Theatre

Kansas City. Feb 2L
The Wagenhals A Kemper "Bat."
which opened at the Shubert theatre, of Hutchinson, Kan. last week
and the management claim they
were made the victim ot sharp and
unfair practices. According to Lon
B. Ramsdell, business manager for
the company, ne sold the show for
performances
two
to
Manager
Shanberg for $1,500. Wnen the company arrived In Hutchinson, Thomas Mohr, company manager, re-

was offered a check for
\-hlch he refused and dethe cash. That evening ha

ports he
$1,000

manded

states he was presented with a bill
for advertising which he refused to
pay and held the curtain on the
second act 20 minutes, until he secured his money.
Next morning when the company
was at the station ready to take
the train for the next stand, Mr.

Mohr waa served with a summons,
commanding him to appear in court
to ana wax a suit brought by Manager Shanberg for the amount of
the advertising. Rather than stay
fight the case, aet for several
days ahead, and it being practically
impossible to leave ths company,
Mr. Mohr paid the amount together
with ths addsd court costs.
Ths
show management insist that it was
thoroughly understood that on an
outright baty ths advertising was to
bs paid for by ths local manager
and that it was so explained to

and

him.
In refusing; to accept Shano*rg*s
check for part of ths money due,
Mohr was acting; under orders from
his firm.
This order was Issued
last season after ths southern "Bat"
company lost $2,600 on a certified
check in Augusta, 'Ga. Bank examiners clossd ths bank two days
before ths shook was presented for

payment

"QUILTY ONE" AT SELWYN

SHOWS IN NEW YORK

$2.50,

KANSAS

IN

Held Up at Train for $125 Advertising Bill— Had "Sold"

Show

Providence, Feb. SI.
to oust the Shuberts

from the Majestic

GYPPED

Paulina Frederick Re -appearing j»
Nsw York, Aftsr • Years.
«^—•aVsaassp

Paulina Frederick will corns Into
New York March^lt, opening at ths
Selwyn in A. H. Woods' "Ths Guilty
One" in which she has been starring
on the road since August; ths bookings havs Included a stop in Chicago. It win bs ths first appearance on Broadway for the picture
and stage star for sight years, her
last dramatic showing having been
in "Innocent" which ran at the EHtlnge in 1914. That attraction was.
the first taken over in entirety by

Joe Leblang,

who guaranteed

ths

management a

fixed sum for the last
eight weeks.
"The Guilty One" was routed for
the balance of the season and Miss
Frederick was not particularly keen

New York.
Since the holidays the Selwyn4 has
been under lease to "Teleview," a
new process picture project. Alia
Nazlmova with "Dagmar" is ths

on coming to

current attraction at the house,
playing under an arrangement with
the picture people. Nazlmova will
take to the road In another three
weeks. She recently returned to ths
dramatic stage from pictures.

CHANGES IN "WUDFLOWER"
Several cast changes in "WiU"flower" are being made late this
week and next at the Casino. Fra. k
Moulan will replace Charles Judrls,
Tyler Brooke will annex ths Jan es

Doyle role and Gladys Dore

w Uj

succeed Evelyn Cavanaugh. Doyle,
who is disguised b> a mustache, has
done very little dancing in the show.
Arthur Hommersteln, who pro*
about $8,500.
duced • Vlldflower,"
decided
n
"Whispering
V/ires/'
Broadhurst changing players t^ strengthen ths
(28th week).
Extra performance book part of the piece. Edith Day
given last week, but takings not Is the star
of this musical
equal to eight performances of
previous week. Under $8,500.
"Wildflower," Casino (3d week).
COBT'S "GO GO"
Hammerstein's new musical ought
to land for run.
Pulling excellent
"Go Go," the musical being probusiness,

particularly

late

in

week, with box ofllce doing bri«k
trade.
Last week nearly $15,500.
"Will Shakespeare," National (8th
Final iraek for English
week).
drama, which is being taken off.

"Why Not," moving over from 48th Street.
I," fiolmont (1st week).
Hichard Herndon's production of
Harvard prize play. Opened Monday. Has exceptional cast. "Passions for Men" to subway circuit.
House

will get

"You and

duced by John Cort,
lantic City

succeed

March
Harry

March

"Liza"

12.

The

will

5,

open at Atis due to

and

at Daly's 63d
piece was written

by

L. Cort and George Stoddai L
with the score by C. Luckeyth Roberts and lyrics by Alex Rogers.
In the cast are May Boley, Bernard Granville, tyora Sanderson,
Don Barclay, Josephine St vena
Paul Burns. Billy Single Clifford

Mltzi Vernille,

Murray

Sisters.

——

*
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Farrar or a curiosity like
wren-like Miss
Plain,
Walska.
Francis, with not even a plausible
lake at temperament, kept "clean"
throughout when she should have
been as immoral as a mink to get
any reaction out of that part and

like

BROADWAY REVIEWS
Broadway!" with pride In Chleag
favorite dramatic actress.
Miss Joel was at her best in a
bedroom scene in the second act.

THE SPORTING THING TO DO
Mary Flaber
Robert Hudson

lliu BJinpm.r
Thomas Kennedy.
^.i.i*..

McL.au

Walker Dennett
Kthel Winihrop

C'gl. Thornton
airs. Thornton
Jack Thornt. n

William
Clara

fcieanor Aii.»«w.ili

HUndy
Jim

J.

•

.und.sliury.

Mrs. <'lt>KK
Hev' Dr. Olegg

.

..

.

.

.

.II.

I

'•••>

Johnson
Reeves Smith

I>«*Ha

Bertha.

Helniore

James Applebce

storage and
slipped in here as a stop-gap, this
piece has a sporting chance of doing
the unexpected. Oliver Morosro had
closed the offering upstate. The author, Thomas Buchanan, wired the
dramatic editors he had refused to

Dragged out

of cold

let it go on because he disapproved
of certain players In the cast; Morosco frankly announced it had been
Withdrawn because it wasn't worth
opening on Broadway. Then Jloros-

Brooke and Buchanan, re-

was enabled to show a workmanlike and presentable comedymelodrama. If not a great play, it
has a great star, in great fettle, and
has a great chance.
Emily Stevens, retired for two
seasons, came back like something
from another world. Always a brilliant artist, she seems to have shed
mannerisms
the disadvantageous
that made her difficult to hear and
sometimes hard to watch in the pa t.
She returns a poised, mellowed, fluout,

ent player, yet as fascinatingly individual and as elusively temperamental as in the days when, as a
young girl, she first caused a furore.
There is no heavy emotionalism
In "The Sporting Thing to Do," but
she has her littre hysterias, her high
strung diminuendos, her rippling
high comedy. She is a dazzling
creature and a scintillating player,
lending to her author and impresario much that neither could create
for her.
Miss Stevens is at last
again a star. She hasn't been one
since "Within the Law,' 'a greal re'e
In a great play, in which she failed
t>ot in which she was glorious. Since
then she has whispered an.d upstaged
numerous talky drawing
room inanities such as the lead in

.

'

Richard Parrish
I.

..us

Wethenll
Miss McSweeney
Maggie.

Johnson
Wolff

Now Miss Stevens, playing across
street from Miss Barrymore,
need not drop her eyes when they
cross the street. Such a performance
as she gave at the Ritz Monday
night elects her again to the artistic
aristocracy. This play may not be
a mighty triumph, but Miss Stevens
o
already is one; and that should
the test, and a fair one, for a true
Htar should succeed even in a bad

Charles Francis

Auguste Aramlni
Corbet Morris

Patrick D.laney

48th

Dwight Fry*
Clare Wei. Ion
Harrietts Frazior
J»y Fassett
Curtla Karpe

eight weeks to fairly good business
It is quite posfor the producer.
sible the women element among
the theatregoers might even crowd
the box office into making it a hit.

a woman's show.
In writing "Hail and

It's

Farewell"
RiBrock Pemberton's third produc- Hurlbut laid his scenes on theprinIn each he has viera and in Paris in 1870. His
tion of the season.
Echevaria,
character
is
Isabella
cipal
had Dwight Frye, the brilliant blond
whom he paints as the most notorijuvenile, for whom Pemberton seems
building a career as marvelously as ous courtesan of her day. She has
'em all, from the wealthy
played
Rita Coventry, the temperamental
prima donna of Julian Street's blades of Madrid, from whom she
wealth, to an English earl,
gathered
dramanovel and Hubert Osborne's
she remained wedded for
tization of it, does in the play. That to whom
about encompasses all the thrill two years in England, during which
she
acquired
time
the habit of smokthere is in a professional observaing a pipe, afier which she won the
tion of the new offering at the Bijou.
of the Russians and
grand
duke
stage
may
become
That, perhaps,
wore the crown Jewels for a brief
history no other angle of it will be
remembered a month from now. As time.
At the opening of the play she is
a further stepping stone to the ca- disclosed
on the Riviera on the trail
reer awaiting young Frye, "Rita Coventry" may repay the losses and of an American whose gold mine in
California
Is supposedly disgorging
the heartaches.
The chosen must
almost always step ahead oh the about a ton of the precious metal a
day, the affair with the grand duke
prostrate forms of the grubbers and
has ended and she is looking for new
the uninspired.
wealth to annex. The American is an
Otherwise It seems a total error. easy victim to her wiles. Just as
It isn't a play and it isn't played.
he is ensnared a good-looking young
Frye. with the longest speaking bit Frenchman crosses her vision. She
Pemberton has given him so far, looks and falls, only she doesn't
stood up as he did in "Six Charac- realize it until weeks afterward.
ters in Search of an Author." SevThe first and the succeeding two
eral other bits were finely done. But acts are in her homo ln^Paris.
In
most of the casting was a most un- the first she returns from the opera
happy faux pas.
in a rage
a rage that has been
Kita Coventry, as everyone should caused by the fact that when she
know, is a grand opera singer of has invited the young man of the
best-seller birth. She has the con- fleeting glance on the Riviera to her
ventional "temperament" (meaning box he refused. It is the first time
non compos mentis) of her genius sh* has been flaunted, and to have it
plus the vicarious principles of her occur kj public is too much.
genius. She takes' men, she shakes
However, he -is brought to her
men, then falls for a piano-tuner apartment later that same night, and
who is too young and square and both reach a realisation that they
stupid to know what's it all about, Jove.
and marries him because he can't
The second act discloses to her
defend himself. The story Isn't as that in this romance her lover Is
breezy as that, but that is about ruirrlng his chances of a career in
what it tries to be.
the diplomatic service. When the
Only one diva play has been a opportunity affords itself through
success "Romance." Several others chance of the lover suspecting she
died standing up, including "A has been untrue she permits him to
Texas Nightingale." with a great depart.
comedienne (Jobyna Howland), and
That should have been the end of
"The Songbird," with a great dra- the play. It was the end to many,
matic star (Jane Cowl). They talked but the author* tacked on a third and
of singing. Dorothy Francis in this last act, a year later. Isabella has
play does sing, and not badly. But been true to her departed love, and
her acting is all out of tempo; she bit by bit has been slipping toward
needs a maestro in her dramatic pit pov-erty. She had just prepared a
with a baton— or an Indian club. poisoned cup when the lover reSlow— slow— slow: The play crawled turns. He still believes the worst,
and lagged until the yawning little but is prepared to forgive, and she.
audience in the half-empty and stiil in the sacrificing mood, drinks
yawning little Bijou squirmed and the draught of death so that she
hoped lor eleven o'dock.
may pass out in his arms.
The plot Is a sort of female "Th<>
Miss Beed manages to givo a reGreat Lover,'' tag and all, exc.pt markable performance as the courtethat here she marries with a reser- san. In the prolog, as the hunt) ess
vation on n steamer and a reserva- trailing the gold mjine, she is perfection in her mind, whereas in the tion.
Her rage in the, first act Is I
Ditrichstein comedy he lost out on rage, and later her love scene with
one assignation and started nfter the leading man is such that It is
another by 'phone. This play has certain to thrill the flappers all the
no she«Ditrichstein. To i>ove "Rita way from 14 to 40 and past. Her
Coventry" would take a luminary touch -of love-making at the opening

—
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this isn't exactly that.
fair book, jumpy in spo'

and never important either as a
document or an entertainment, with
an anti-climax at the very end and
not a worth while curtain In it. Yet,
it has a story and a bit of a problem
and some laughs and some light
philosophy. It is handsomely produced, generally well played and
holds water most of the time.
The role which Buchanan got is
back up over was the one essayed
by Clara Joel in New York. She
was his selection, it is said. M .s
Joel is one of the most expert ac'

.

tresses in the land, (in truth, s
was a sensation in the role that
Miss Stevens gave up in "Within th
Law" after Jane Cowl had established It.) But casting her here wn.3
nothing to close the play over. Miss
Joel was never less discreetly placed,
in the observation of this reporter,
•

who has watched her with enthusiasm for many seasons. Either it
was not

the ideal part for her or she
altered her personality to fit it. Anyway, she seemed scarcely the Clara
Joel of mid-west and down-south
successes. Her talk was some sort
of affected dialect and she seemed
strained and ill at ease. Perhaps it
was her first big part on Broadwa
that caused it. Perhaps the direction was faulty.
Had Miss Joel cut loose In her
fluent, natural, terrillc manner of a
few years ago, she would have swept
up the audience and made Miss Ste•

vens look to her billing. The opportunities were there. She had pis yd

much more
much more

intricate characters so
brilliantly. As a hard,
conniving, treacherous "tart" s' e
had the run of the statf* *>x<n|.»
when she ran into Miss St< ver s'
biting retorts and mockingly gracious manners.
But Miss Joel

missed the big results, somehow.
looked ravishing, and it must
not be understood that she played
weakly. Perhaps this reviewer.
long a Clara Joel fan, expected too
much of her. He had so long been
paying "Wait till Clara Joel hits
F»he

.

1

heartbreaks.

a

piece

ANATHEMA

RITA COVENTRY

Alan Dale's "A Modern Madonna,"
to which she could give little and
which could give her nothing but

And

the

.

vised and rehearsed day and night
(the rehearsals lasted until five minutes before the curtain rose Monday
night!) and. with the cast to suit
the author and all differences ironed

It Is

t

cluttered

—

take the |4.000-a-week elephant off
his hands. Morocco thought of "The
Sporting Thing to Do"—and did it.
His associates Were frigid on it.
But Morosco, one of the shrewdest
play tinkers of the era, took it as a
personal risk and went to work with

play.

it.

HAIL AND FAREWELL

Los Angeles friend, Frank Egan,
who had guaranteed the Rltz for 10
weeks for "The Humming Bird,"
•tarted losing from the first night
and asked Morosco whether he
couldn't ready up a substitute and

co's

Clifford

Pcmberton

of the second act is also convincing,
while her big scene, of sacrifice at
the end rings true. In the last act,
however, she did not Impress one so
completely until she came to the
final -few momenta la the death
scene.
A really fine makeup failed to hide
the traces of a drawn expression
about her eyes, and a sleevless gown
in the second act disclosed that Miss
Reed bruises easily, as her left arm
from the shoulder to the wrist was
a mass of what appeared to be black
and blue marks.
Paul Gordon plays the lead opposite Miss Reed and scores. He is of
the type of young and handsome
leading man who gets over with a
woman audience, perhaps more

with numerous unnecessary supernumeraries in the cast. There are
half a dozen needless to the plot
was
It
let
and
fly.
go
let
when she
or
presentation. He could have cona Marjorie Rambeau bit, and Mit-s
his extravagant salary list to
Rambeau would be proud to have it verted
more
grateful uses In strengthening
if
"ho
saw
it.
so classified
The story concerns a young some of the principal roles. Luis
scamp who is untrue to his wife. Alberinl, as an opera conductor,
She divorces him and makes him was a delight; so was Corbet Mormarry "the other woman," serving 4js as a "type" hotel official; so was
notice on her that he will learn from Augusts Aramlni as a sycophant
the second what he has lost in the waiter. The rest was pretty much through appearance than through
sawing wood, with exception, of histrionic ability, although he seems
first and come back. He is soon unhappy with the immoral, soulless course, of Frye, who ran away with sufficient for the love scenes, at any
double crosser who has snared hin., the show from the moment he was rate. The heavy of John Salter as
the gold-mining American is a charand when his first wife elopes with "discovered."
The logical probabilities are that acter study that immediately brings
hie best friend the young husband
"Rita Coventry" will run two weeks. up visions' of the days when John L.
chases her, interrupts the ceremony
Lait.
Sullivan was in his youth and the
and elopes back with her, while the
bully boys of New York's Bowery all
pal buys off the gold digging curwore plug hats, with double-breasted
rent spouse.
box coats. His was a rare piece of
William Boyd as the husband wa^
immense. He has usually played
"A love atory of the Second Empire." by work that found its mark with those
heavier roles, but this one suited William Hurlbut. starring Florence Reed, in front.
preaented
at
the
Morosco
theatre,
N.
Y.,
Gustave Holland in a dialect role
him to the last of his majestic Feb. 19, lttUS. by Joseph E. Shea.
inches. The sympathy that he had M. Vauguin
Harvey Hayes that of the uncle to the character
Lucy Ellen Shreve Miss Reed played was also disto nurse he never lost, which was Comteeae d'Avlllier
the germ of genius in his portrayal. Comtesee Chateauriand. .Maude Richmond tinctly worth while.
de Villcneuve. Eleanor Hutchinson
Of the others there were but few
James Applebee and Bertha Bel- Duchesae
Philippe, Comte de Villeneuve.Paul Gordon
more, in two third-act bits, stood Juhn Hart
,
Harold Salter who mattered at all, excepting to
Florence Reed add to the atmosphere.
out in "old school" characterizations Isabella Echevaria
Echevaria
Uustave Holland
In production there Is naught that
that saved with comedy the weakest Senor
I-lsette
Gwendoline de Lany
The prolog
act of the three.
First Footman
Joseph All* nton bespeaks of expense.
But whoever selected and directed Second Footman
Wells Spalding scene, which has a hotel promenade,
Theodvrw A. Doucet supposed to overlook the MediterMiss Stevens for the role of the flrjt Third Footman
Drouet
M.
Paul
Leyssac
ranean, would be much better for a
wife was the benefactor to whom M Franc...,/...
Arthur Blayne
this, offering owes what chance it Kiskine Lawrence
.Murray Bennett back drop that did not reveal the
Florence Auer streaky daubs of the scene painter's
has. And that Is Morosco, who has A Gypsy Woman
brush with blue paint. The flrst act
long been Miss Stevens' guide and
"Hail and Farewell," which Joseph set is quite colorful, and the set that
mentor. When the roll of star makers on Broadway is called this Cali- E. Shea presented at the Morosco suffices for the last two acts is all
fornia native son will bo near ,he this week, having Florence Reed as that could be asked. The costuming
top, with Lenore Ulrlc. Laurette the star through a special arrange- was of the period when the women
Taylor. Eddie Cantor, Walter Cat- ment with Charles Dillingham, is wore huge bustles, and there were
stated on the program to be "A Love moments at the opening when their
lett, Charlotte Greenwood, Charlie
Leo Story of the Second Empire," and appearance brought laughs.
Barriscale,
This
Bessie
Buggies,
Carillo, Mary Servoss, Peggy O'Neill, William Hurlbut is credited with the was likewise true of the dress which
Richard Dix, Marjorie Rambeau. authorrhip. "Hail and Farewell" is the male members wore.
There was some special incidental
just another twist of Camille, but
Emily Stevens and another dozen.
"The Sporting Thing to Do" '.s withal it is a play with a stick in it. music composed by Frances de Witt
scarcely a climax* to his career, but Just as much a stick as would be and Robert Hood Bowers. Likewise
necessary to give a fruit punch a a number, "Love's Little Hour."
it brings back on his own a producer always likely to present the kick. Just that much of a kick if which was utilized in two places
Fred.
stage with a new luminary or a new there in the play, for the women during the performance.
Lalt.
folk at least.
play wonder.
Those matinee flappers are going
to get what they will admit is an
earful in the prolog, a thrill In the
(IN YIDDISH)
first act, a flash at the treat 'em
Herbert
Hani
Anathema
Maurice Swartz
Pierre
Grace Ftlkins rough style In the second, and, Davi
Leizer
Munle Welsenfreund
Mrs. Fernis
finally, a few minutes of weeps for Sarah
ltd ward H. Wevor
Bina Abromowlts
Lairy Merrick
4
Luts Albei inl themselves in the last act. That's Rosa
Bertha Ooraten
Hii-ii.i
Xttum
G. Albert Smith what they will
Mark Schweid
Paklowskl
call a perfect afterTouns Man
Joseph Rosenberg
Eleanor Damlowskl. .DeopoMlne Damrosch
Eugene Powers noon, and that, may put over "Hail Shopkeepers
My man Meizel. Bessie
Herman Krausa
Dorothy Francis and Farewell" for at least about
Moguleaco, Irving llonigman, Joseph
Rita Coventry

Jxrli Hal
rtmiiy SU » na

Jp-il Thornton

her playing of

Thursday, February
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Sculler

Org.in

Carson Rubin

Grinder

A Wanderer

Jechiel Goldsmith

Drunkard
The Harlot

Mr.

-.

Kobolsky

..l.ucy

German

22, 1923

wealth and attributes of a "miracle
man" have given out, Anathema'a
victim is urged to ignominious
flight, only to be stoned to death
by the populace that once Idolized
him.
Anathema returns to the
Gates of Heaven to boast of what
he has done, but really suffers defeat, for David Leizer has gained
immortality.
The reason for the Czarist suppression of the play was the fact
that it placed a halo, about a race
not popular with the RomanofCa.
Munle Welsenfreund as David
T^flizer

was

excellent,

parrintr

Swartz* playing.
Binah Abromowitz and Mark Schweid accounted
well for themselves individually,
although the balance of the support
seemed lacking in a yotieeable
•

smoothness of unison.

Abet.

YOU AND

I

Richard O. Herndon present* a Harvard
prize play, comedy In three acts and two
scenes, by Philip Barry.
II.
B. Warner
starred in a caat of seven people.
Stared
by Robert Milton.
First produced at the
"4T Workshop" of Harvard. At the Belmont. New Turk. Feb.
Veronica Duane
Roderick White

Nancy White
Maltland White
Etta
O. T. Warr-n
Geoffrey Nichols

'

19.

Frieda Inescort
•...Geoffrey Kerr

LucUe Watson
H. B. Warner
Beatrice Miles

Ferdinand Gotta?haik
Reginald Mason

An

almost flawless presentation
of the best polite comedy
acts this rich theatrical season
has offered put the first-night audience in a mood to greet a real event
when Mr. Barry's play went to
pieces, disintegrated and left a departing assemblage torn between
pleasure
and
disappointment.
Pleased at a charming play and performance, disappointed that it just
missed inspiring a much higher altitude of admiration.
Incident by incident the p'ay is
captivating; its individual passages
have an exhilarating sparkle of
modernity, but somehow the whole
pattern is jumbled. Its broad design refuses to cohere, but exactly
In what detail or where In the outline it is difficult to put a sure finger.
The play In subject and treatment
is as bright, modern and intimately

and one
first

—

1

American as a newly minted

coin.

Mr. Barry takes the negative side in
the debate, Resolved that a young
man married is a young man
marred, and bases his argument on
the experience of a tired business*
man whose early marriage forced
him to sacrifice an ambition to be a
great artist and pin himself down to
the compromise of a prosperous

The* clash comes
business.
when Maitland White's son stands

soap

on the threshold of an Identical step.
AH the father can do in this striotup-to-date family is to offer rather timid advice against eariy marriage at the expense of a career.

ly

Mother, however, understands her
suppressed
of
husband's* years
yearning, and she puts it up to the
girl plainly in such a way the
younger woman barks out almost at
the altar, leaving the b6y stranded,
his career balked and his romance
wrecked. Meanwhile the father has
thrown business to the winds and at
40 has plunged into art too late, as
when his supposed
it turned out
masterpiece is ignored by the connoisseurs and accepted by the father's former business partner as an
"Anathema," as Andreyev has advertising poster to boom a line of
conceived It, is a truly remarkable toilet articles.
play; fulsomely superb as Maurice
The ignoble fate of his work opens
Swartz mounted it. This is prob- father's eyes to something vital in
ably the nearest approach to Yid- human experience, apparently that
dish theatrical perfection In pro- the young man married is not necesduction and acting.
It surprises sarily marred unless he sacrifices*
how rhythmically fetching the Yid- his high aims to an unworthy comdish jargon tongue can be made, promise.
At any rate, the father
and it would require even less invents the fable of a sudden forastute a modern Barnum than Mor- tune and persuades the boy to acris Gest to put a company like this cept enough money to Insure hla
over at the $5 pace Mr. Gest has studies abroad afhd makes it easy to
done with his unadulterated vodka take the bride with him.
importations. The same scene plotPerhaps It is the tameness of thlsj
ting and program synopsis idea solution of a vital and interesting
should prove of material assistance problem that spoils the play. Anyin following the action, with a break thing so smooth and easy isn't parin the audience's favor for those ticularly moving, and these delightwith a smattering of German at ful people are much too Interesting?
command. Certainly German and to have descended to anything so
Yiddish are somewhat related and commonplace.
Indeed, one cannot
apt to be more lucid than the escape the feeling that it's just thestrictly foreign Russian.
atrical trick and device to bring
As native Yiddish drama Swartz's about a prompt and happy ending,
company should prove of interest as though Hamlet, after working up
to students of the theatre.
The all the fine excitement, had the
play Is In seven scenes credited to queen's unfortunate second marriage
Samuel Ostrofsky. The four dif- annulled and sent his stepfather
ferent sets comprising the scenes packing off to a consulship in
have all been deftly executed to fit Guatemala.
the motif of the battle between good
But the performance of this adand evil.
mirable cast is a joy. First of all,
As Anathema, the Spirit of Evil, there is H. B. Warner, one of those
Mr. Swartz is disclosed at the rare actors who oan wield all the
Pearly Gatee pleading with the arts of the matinee idol and still be
guardian of the entrance for a guiltless of the faintest shadow of a
glimpse of Eternity. He is denied pose, a player who can perform the
this and the enraged spirit speaks miracle of blustering with diffidence.
his plan for vengeance on mankind Geoffrey Kerr, who made the role of
through the soul of David Leizer, a the Prince in "Just Suppose" memopoor Jew, pious and inoffensive. rable last season, has taken for his
Leizer finds himself suddenly made own a delightful Individuality as the
wealthy through Anathema's fabri- modern representative of the amazcation that a relative in America
His pering younger generation.
the action takes place In a provin- formance here la* especially fine.
cial Russian village
has left him a Imagine a Jolly kid who makes
fortune of 4,000,000 rubles.
Jaunty love in campus slang not unThp third scene has David, also mixed with profanity, an 1 who
his family, in a fine villa playing a cheerfully declares to his mother,
lavish philanthropist, with most of "Mater, you're a wench after my
his wealth distributed to the poor own heart." And imagine it all bein memory of his four children v. ho ing carried off with a cheerful nonhad died of hunger. Only a few chalance that robs it of impertirubles is he saving to carry him nence.,, Lucile Watson plays the
and his wife to Jerusalem, to end young matron with inspired judgtin ir
existence.
David, ment that makes her Just th<* charmmortal
moved by the poor townsfolk's ing wife of a 40-year-old husband,
homage, even doles out his last few evading middle-aged complacency
shekels and returns to his villa, and middle-aged kittenhood equally.
penniless and besieged by a mob of
The play sparkles with w'tty epibeggars.
Unbelieving that David's grams, and the dialog ii colored with
»> — ...
-X~-—_
^.
«>

The Yiddish Art group

their

In

theatre on Madison avenue and 26th
street.
New York, "Introduced to
America Leonid Andreyev's tragedy,
"Anathema," for the first *lrae in
any language, Feb. 8. The Moscow
Art Theatre players at the Jolson v
are reported readying their version*
of this play, originally produced by
them in Moscow during the last
Czarist reign and suppressed, after
37 performances, by regal mandate.

.

—

.

,

—

"

Thursday, February

sort of seasoned philosophy
that argues thoughtful and mature
observation. It deals also with Irresistibly likable people. The pity of
It is that the dramatist has not led
them through more Interesting exRuth,
periences.
f

$42,000 on Its sixth week, and has
extended its engagement at Jolson's
for an additional four weeks over
the eight weeks booked. "The Fool"
in 10 performances went to $21,800
last week, coming close to Its $24,000 record of the Christmas to New
Year's period when It performances
were played. "So This Is London,"
with one extra matinee, got $18,300
at the Hudson, and "Merton of the

LADIES FOR SALE
Buffalo, Feb. 21.
Certainly and by far not the least
Interesting feature of the premiere
Browne's
Emerson
Porter
of
"Ladies for Sale" Is the complete
reversal of form shown by the local
.

morning

Movies" put over another corking
score of $18,500 in nine times at the
Core. "Seventh*Heaven." even with
the best draws in town, went to better
than $17,000 at th# Booth.
"Rain," the demand leader, kept to
eight performances, but went upward by reason of holiday prices
at the Elliott Monday and grossed
$15,600.
"Abie's Irish Rose" con-

paper

reviewers.
brigade, ordinarily indiscriminately
enthusiastic in their praise, lambasted the show for a chorus of
The reporters for the
"noes."
afternoon sheets, particularly the
"XeWs," usually Inclined toward
oar-ping, "yessed" It to the rafters.
At the present writing. It looks as
though the "noes" have it.
"Ladies for Sale" sizes up as an
Interesting, well-knit piece of theatre flapdoodle, passable enough if
you discount its rather far-flung
plot, disclosing many of the deft
sure touches of the experienced
playwright, but still miles from the
finished, sustained and convincing
product of which its author has
proved himself capable.
Few of the dozen odd plays tried
out here this season have been more
restrained or cut closer to the bone

than

this,

tinues a remarkable draw. It got
over $16,000 last week in nine performances, starting off with a Lin-

gross.

at

Sam

the

H.

Harris

with

the

capacity.
It may take a few
weeks for this one to And itself. The
title is doing it no good.
Added to this week's quintet of
new plays, "The God of Vengeance
joined the Hat, moving up from
Greenwich Village to the Apollo.
It Is a disgusting drama which atr
tracted attention downtown. The
opening night On Broadway drew
about $1,200 with the second night
$1,000 and the mid-week matinee
looking strong. Indications are for
a pace of about $12,000. To showmen it was a paradox for a play of
the kind to be quartered next door
•" the spiritual. 'The Fool."
to

one expects something more real
from the pen which limned "The
Bad Man" that one flnds it harder
to forgive Mr. Browne's transgres*

because the author
recently took a trip through CenWhile* there ne was
tral Europe.
overwhelmed by the evil days which
have befallen the country's gentlefolk. So he set out to write a play
about it all, with emphasis upon the
fact that certain Viennese ladies
It ail started

of noble lineage are willing to sell
themselves for a mere mess of
Hence the
millions <:n marks).
story
*

of a group of
capitalists, goes to Vienna
mission to purchase a lady of

Randolph Kcene,

Leaving this weik are: "Glory"
from the Yanderbilt for the road,

proper breeding and manners with
which to tempt and captivate a
certain tough skinned financier who
Is opposing the scheme of the group
If you
to corner the dye market.
have any doubts as to the plausi-

with

explanations to be firmly convinced.
The second and final acts show the
arrival of Keene and the Countess
at the millionaire's quarters, his
consent to join the merger at the
price of a night with the lady, a
well written "now-I-have-you-inme- power" scene, virtue triumphant
and then the unforgivable driveling

at

author's

skill
C i0

swiftly thanks to
dialog and
in
As a wlole. it

Jack! conUnui ty rnd"has a number
to
of extraneous skeins which need
be knit into the general fabric. The
the
at
motives
the
unraveling of
denouement is feeble and will have
The
to be completely rewritten.
play leaves the imprint of a number
quick-moving
written
finely
of
situations but almost no impression
of a complete sustained dramatic

I

opus.

Vincent Serrano plays Keene
with distinction. Malcolm Williams

makes

the

millionaire

interesting,

Car-

human and
lotta

properly lustful.
Monterey's Countess

Is

re-

strained and creates "Just the atmosphere necessary to make it convincing.

„
all

.

week
Browne was on hand
making changes in the play and
.

succeeded in revising the final act
plausible
somewhat more
into
shape. Meantime, "Ladies for Sale
possibilities.
Is a play of interesting
Burton.

BROADWAY STORY

\

(Continued from page 13)
ments figured it an unnecessary loss
if
the openings had been given
The condition
later than Monday.
forced by guarantees means the
producer must take all the lo-a In
Ord-inarily the only additional expense would be salaries.
The Producing Managers' A*.rela-

that case.

tion has a

11

p.

m.,

after

"The

Masked

Woman"

,

The play moves
the

"Humoresque"

succeeding;
"Will Shakespeare," which leaves
the hoards and which will be succeeded by "Why Not?" moving over
from the 48th St.; "Sir Characters
In Search of an Author," leaving the
Princess and succeeded by "Mr.
Malatesta."
There will also he two special attractions, "Morphia" being dated
for the Eltingc late In the week and
"Dr. JekyI and Mr. Hyde." which
will play special matinees at the
Belmont.- "Morphia" may be put on

bility of the fact that there are in
Austria females of noble and virtuous moyld who would sell their
souls for a slice of bread, you have
but to listen to Mr. Browne's artful

finale.

BEDSIDE CHATS

The James Carroll stock opens
Monday In St Johns' N. B. John
Gordon

Ann McDonald and Clay Clement,
playing leads with the Keith stock,
Union Hill, N. J., retired from the
company

By NELLIE REVELL

direct.

will

Florence Arlington, who recently
closed with the Poll stock, Waterbury, has purchased a half Interest
in the Old Colony Paint Co.

last

The newe of Amy Leslie's illness distresses me. It was partly through
Daily News
the efforts of that brilliant dramatic critic of the Chicago
agent, my previous
thirt I secured my lirst position as a theatrical press
s
activities In that line having been with a circus. Through Miss Lesiie
confidence in my ability, Mr. J. J. Murdocks attention was called to my
honor,
In
her
York
New
in
gave
once
I
a
party
reminded
of
work. I am
gathering possiI have to thank Mark Leuscher for having made that
'

*

and
ble.

week.

Malcolm Fawcett

is

organizing a

stock for Louisville.

Garry McGarry's stock company
opens next week at the Garrtck,
Washington, with Jack Norworth
In

"My Lady

Friends."

Garrlck, St. Louis.

Eskel Gilford's stock at Superior,
Wis., organized a few weeks ago, is
doing well according to advices

which reach Chicago.

BAY RIDGE STOCK
Arthur

Alan

system whereby opening

dates are registered and it is supposed to be a sort of clearing hou«*e
whereby opposed premieres can be
obviated. Guarantees make the P.
M. A. system virtually useless.

performances, though it Is,
more likely to be presented on off
matinee days.
"The Merchant of Venice" has two
weeks more to go, being succeeded
March 12 by "The Comedian." "Rose
Briar" is listed for two or three
more weeks a. the Empire, with the
successor possibly "Pasteur." with
Henry Miller its star. "R. U. R." has
about the same time to go at the
Frazee. "Liza," the colored Show, is

due to withdraw from Daly's 63d

St.

Bell

Mra. Lafayette Rekan. Marie Louts*
Helen ("Lafe'a" daughter)

Marjnrle (her friend)
Jennie (a nrald)
Frank !)< vrreaux

Walker

Margaiet Hawking
Maxlna Flood
Alma Bradley

Edward Fariv
Jack Roneleaigh
*\*>aie" Regan
Frrgcrson (Frank'a valet). Alfred L. Rla-ali
Kdward
Harford
Kick Callahan
,
Ing|>er-Mr Tr*ft»v
Tom Morrison
Rudd Whiting (District Attorney)
Bernard Crane

".Club"

on a

the

succeed her.

draw Friday and Saturday jumping

because

sions.

on

"The Laughing Lady," Ethel Barrymore's third appearance at the
Henry Duffy is to have a stock
Longacre this season, got off to a company at the Pitt, Pittsburgh,
promising start. The first week was opening early in March.
not far under $13,000 and the piece
has a strong -matinee call.
"IceVirginia Springer has been added
bound" opened to a $10,000 week to the Woodward Players at the

lot uncovered up to now
have been, with only one or two
It 'is

ptctu

Birthday matinee topped at
Jane Cowl's "Juliet" held to
Eileen Wilson is leaving the
eight times at. Henry Miller's, and
President Players. Washington, Satpulled excellent trade for a $11000 urday
(Feb. 24). Wanda Lyons will

The whole

exceptions, quite sad.

In

Is

Stor-k

was

first,

installed

at

the

Biy Ridge a little less than a year
ago with a company organized by
inaugurating
the
Corse
Puyton
policy at the Keency house, which
formerly •played vaudeville. Pay ton
has since departed and" a company known as the Keenly Players
instilled, with .lack Roseleigh, the
leading man. the only survivor oJ'

Paytop company. The policy is
to have proved more lucrative
nan vaudeville, although business
of late is underetood not to have
been of the best.
Last Thursday
Igbt the weather was very cold
and, Len
having started the day
previous, attendance was exceedthe

.said
I

i

1

ingly light.
/
On the strength of the perform-

ance given by the company in la^t
week's bill. "The Sign on the Door,"
the organization compares favorably with any around New York.
The personnel in most instances
consists of players with stock reputation, with Marie Louise Walker,
a titian-haired leading woman recently
joining
the
organization,
lending a Broadway atmosphere to
the playing. That helps to lift it a
peg above the usual run of stock
presentations.
Miss Walker suc-

Jeanne Eagels In "The
ceeded
Night Watch." In the leading role

March 10, with "Go Co" succeeding. in "The Door" she gave a perform"Dagmar" has three weeks to go at ance which proved its outstanding
feature.
Jack Roseleigh as the
matured business man gave the
male
lead
a wealth of feeling. His
March 1!>.
work has stood up strongly with
Several other attractions are on
this company.
Edward Farrell h^as
the verge, of going out or off. "Sun handled second business all season.
Showers" has shown nothing at the He Is of the robust type not unlike
Astor and its continuance is doubt- Roseleigh.
Given the "heavy" In

the~Selwyn, then Pauline Frederick
in "The Guilty One," due

follows

week. The
It
ful.
house was taken under a guarantee
Indiweekly.
arrangement of $3,000

week's

he experienced little
difficulty in caring for it. Margaret
Hawkins has been handling the ingenue roles. She la exceptionally
cations are that no other attraction
young and apparently a newcomer
ready is willing to take the hpuse to stock. Distinctly of the fln*pper
under similar conditions. The Astor type, Miss Hawkins met requireIs considered one of the best locaments as Helen. Arthur Bell did
a minor juvenile role. He has been
tions on Broadway.
••Blossom Time" topped the sub- the regular juvenile of the company
way' circuit last week, getting $19,- ail season, having recently returned
after being severely Injured In an
300 at the Majestic Brooklyn. Mediaccident.
He has been appearing
ocre business was given "The Man- during the past two weeks unable
Who Came Back" at the nearb to use ^ile left arm. Of the pink
Montauk. as the attraction has and white type of Juvenile, he has
played Brooklyn in stock several struck the fancy of the neighborEdward Harford.
times since its original appearance. hood clientele.
"Dulcy." which closed at the Bronx directing, also appeared in a minor
role.
opera house, got a little over $4,000.
The work of the player* was a
"To the Ladies" was jupt fair at the credit to Harford. Alfred L. Regali,
Broad Street, Newark, getting under the stage manager, played an
$7,000.
elderly servant convincingly. A new
got

$7,000

last

STOCKS

last

bill,

addition to the company last week
wt»s Thomas V. Morrison, appearing as Inspector TrcfTey.
Morrison
demand by stock organizais In
tions and a capable actor
Rernard

(Continued from page 12)
"Anything Might Happen." the fifth
premiere this week, started Tues- Conn. Miss Xudsen opened her enprovided
some effective
gagement •! the Majestic Monday Craney
day at the Comedy.
work as the district attorney.
Some exceptional business was in "Lawful Larceny."
In the way of productions this
registered last week. The "Follies"
Keeney organization Is ab^ut headVan C nl r. ing thi** rh?t. The three pets would
Tin- slock at the
he <i its lead of the musicals with
Schenectady, N Y., will move to have done credit to a Broadway
over $36,000. The a Mage Fol les'
production of the piece.
Harry
was strong at $23 000. The -Music Grand Rapids after En -tor.
Peyton built the scenery, with
Pox Revue," playing an extra »matlCharles Burlcell is preparing to II irry Ren ham doing the painting.
nee for the first time this Reason,
The Hay Ridge Is under the man
'Little move his company from the Grand,
scored a gross of 131.S00.
agement of Frank V. King, who la
Nellie Kelley." In nine times, got Davenport, fa., to another mid-west conducting It as a high claes homo
1.
May
over'$26.000 at the Liberty and beat city about
The atmosphere of
in every way.
'

out the holiday week record.

Moscow Art Theatre was
under

its

The

slightly

average, but pulled nearly

refinement *vhich pervades It ahmj'd
leading attract business, as the company Is
Harvey
E'.wyn
woman at the Alcazar, San Fran- caps' V of doing Its share. Hart.

former
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coast.

$3.50.

that fact.

\u>on

ciseo.

coln's

but one cannot put any

too great shakes

!

LEGITIMATE
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* genial

The

y

so small that even
I wanted to entertain Amy; my own apartment was
the Singer Midgets would have had a hard time to get in— aH at once.
Mark. That was
to
went
friend,
I
So like al! the rest. of us who need a
before the wizard of exploitation had married the charming Antoinette—
mother of Mary Aileen Luescher— and he had a bachelor apartment at
Broadway and 72nd street, with a dream of a living room, about the sise
of the Grand Central Pa'.ace. Mark handed me the*key, and I started to
organize Amy's party. The late Lillian Russell headed the list. Others.
as I recall the guests today, included George M. Cohan, Sam H. Harris,
Nora Bayes. Lucy Weston, Marie Cahlll, Daniel V. Arthur. Blanche Bates,
Alice Lloyd. Ethel Barrymore, Edward V. Darling, Jack Norworth, Conway Tearle, Louis Werba and James Sullivan, which further recalls
that Mr. Luescher paid the caterer's and refreshment bill. And I still
Did I say it was my party?
owe him.

J*

Harry Reichenbach one day not long ago concluded he was in the
market for something to reau and called up the firm which is to pub'ish
my forthcoming volume of hospital reminiscences.
"When,* he Inquired, "will Miss Revell's book be out."
Harry suspected from the sounds coming over the wire that the person
at the other end was doing the hair- tearing and teeth-gnashing trick.
At last a voice came.
,
"If you," it said, "can tell us when the book will be in. we can tell you

when

It

will

be out."

Last fall when the boys on the copy desk heard that I waa due for
another operation they were moved to sympathy and sympathy tt a
copy desk Is entitled to a little publicity. However, they brightened up
when supplied with the information It was only for the removal of the
tonsils.
"Still," said one after a moment's consideration, "wouldn't It be just
an O. Henry finish for her to lose on a tonsil operation after laughing
at a dozen major ones."
.
Nevertheless even for the sake of fne artistic finish I refused to do
the unexpected that time. I like the O. Henry twist much better In

stories than In hospitals.

The fellow who once Insisted that truth could often out-talk fiction
perhaps had been opening Christmas packages. Anyway last Christmas
something happened that for a moment looked like a bit of gruesome
humor and turned out after all to be only a coincidence.
Several friends were Isitlng me when two bundles arrived and were
put on the window-sill. Two newspaper men, famous for their practical
jokes, imbued with Christmas spirit asked 1* they might open them for
me. I assented and they proceeded to untie yards of red and green ribbon and fumb'e about with reams of wrapping paper and evergreen.
Finally they brought the gifts to my beside. The first one was a holly
wreath bearing Harold Orlob's card with "try this on your Victrola"
inscribed upon it.
Harold's sense of the ridiculous amused me and I
laughed heartily that Is until I glimpsed at the other gift It was a
phonograph record of-"I \* ill Be Waiting" and upon It was the card of
Frank Campbell, the undertaker.
, »

—

The atmosphere was strained for a moment for It seemed the trick of
sense of humor. And then I happened to recall that Hatold
had promised me a record' of his "I Will P« Waiting" and knew that the
cards had accidentally been switched in the fuss of unwrapping the
a distorted

packages.

Frank Campbell, incidentally, is amorig the best of my friends, but somehow or other his profession seems always coming up between us. One
day during the recent holidays he approached my door lugging a huge
box containing Mis. Campbell's Christmas gift to me.
"Well. Nellie." he said jokingly, "I've come to take you home."
I thanked him for the invitation but told him he'd need a bigger box
than that tp take

me

In.

•

Harold Orlob was headliner at the Mount Sinai Hospital, so I deduced from his letter saying he had been held over there for another
week. From the tone of his epistle he seemed fairly well satisfied with
dressing-rooms, spot on the bill and routing, but there wore several
things he thought Congress ought to pass laws against. He says:
"Nellie, I do put up with one hospital inconvenience that even you
have been spared. A wop comes to shave me and that's the one timo
my life Is in danger. It was perhaps a doctor* that Inspired Victor
Herbert's song: 'Keep 'em in bed, treat 'em kind, but tell 'em noth-'
hig.'

thing, Nellie, that's hard on a western cattle punchw
bathe a fellow twice a day and I'm cleaner now than I was
quit the stock market.
"Since my incarceration here I have developed several Ideas for
librettos.
I am going to sell this Idea to' Ed Wynn:
'How to cat
meals while balancing on one ear.' Rube«Goldberg might Invent a
pulley with hanging buckets that would automatically carry food
from a tray and drop It In the expectant, open face of the patient.
This would keej) the crumbs from lodging In the ears."

"And another

,

— they
when

I

It's stranger how long u takes people to recover from an education.
I
have noticed the older doctors here never use any but the most simple
language in discussing with a patient anything pertaining to his case.
If you have mumps, they say 'mumps' and not a 'specific Infectious
febrile disorder, characterized by non -suppurative inflammation of the
parotid and other salivary glands.' Whereas the Interne has not been
born who can resist saying. "An Inflammation and swelling of a small
membraneous sac, bursae mucosae, usually occurring on the first joint
of the great toe," when all he means Is a bunion.

Friends of J. J. Rosenthal, husband of Kathertne Oeteraian, erstwhile
musical comedy star, are telling this on him.
"If I knew your wife, I'd congratulate her," an acquaintance said to
Jake on Tremont street, Boston, the other day.
"What for?" asked Jake.
"Well, I read where her son, Jack Ostermon, put over his song 'Born*
Day You'll Cry Over Some One As I Have Cried Over Ton.' Isn't he
her son by her first husband?"
,r
Tes," said Jake, and with paternal prida, "but I happen to be her
first husband."
'

This story came from London
flay Smith and hie wife Lee White.
Ambrose Rarker, Peggy Wynne and Fred Dupres were having a IMtfe
after-theatre party.
"Why aren't you drinking with us. Lee?" asked
Ruprez.
"Why Fred. I'm surprised?" ejaculated husband «''
never saw her take a drink in your life."
"Mebbeso," replied Dupres,. between giggles, "but 1 never s»w h«r
tske a bath either?"
I

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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MAZIE CLIFTON

EMIL BOREO

commences

Immediately

parlor, not that

to
it

is

smack

Riverside

City

Things must be tough In the
movie game when people like Marguerite Marsh (who has played for
Griffith) and Billy West, film come-

in

Mazie Clifton (programed Clinton)
and (Miss) Billy DeRex have a novelty act, novel in that two women
sacrifice general decorum at the
altar of comedy and go after the
laughs hammer and tongs, falM^g.
hokeing, knocking-ubout und "mug-

Is

ging."

his

the

of

amateurish

any way but mostly because

it

not vaudeville.
Playing his own accompaniment
to a couple of numbers, Boreo
sandwiches in "Pagliacci," doing
his best with the closing number,
an old Parisian music hall tune in
which he Invites the audience to
join in the chorus at his signal, as
he is seated at the baby grand.

"One side of the house" la to make
a noise- as though kissing and the
other half as though snoring. The
snores make for some laughs but
is no weight to the number,
his first at the piano, a
that got nothing.
Boreo is under the tutelage of

there

nor to
trifle

Gus Edwards, who has been saving
him up

for

some months. The

for-

eigner ma,y have possibilities. He.
suggests that, hut his present act is
of the type of years ago when a
foreign comic singer came over and
tried to disguise, himself in a working way. Thoae may have been the
good old vaudeville days, but modern vaudeville demands more now
for a single turn. Boreo's not fast

enough to keep up, especially on
the big time.

(6)

18 Mine.;

i

song delivery of the
women, and a rather handsome Cuban young man, Gabriel Renaldo,
mentioned by Bill Morriaey aa a
to

possible rival for Valentino.

The act is introduced by a slide
and a one-reel comedy featuring
West, whose screen antics ape CharIt la probabl: one of
lie Chaplin.
the old Louis Burston productions
which West ground out prolifically
for some months several years ago.
Morrlsey sets the act with a "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" parody that
admits having been on Broadway in clicked. He then assumed the role
"The Lady of the Lamp" but when o: master of ceremonies to introduce
West came on for a
she came in lit up one night, that the support
nance picture director's bit with a
dimmed her Broadway glare.
One starts on a hlgn class num- megaphone, Morrlsey mentioning
ber and is unceremoniously stemmed something to the effect that it ia
hec partner running across the not part of the business and West
I j
stage on a flying leap to her wind- retorting, "But you don't know my
The flicker comic also
pipe and realistically choking and business."
That brought sported a courtplaster decoration on
dragging her off.
them back to strip the* outer gar- his chin as a memento of something
ments off to abbreviated underdress- or other. Miss .Gibson waa next,
Miss Marsh
ing for a travesty Oriental dance. followed by Renaldo.
Another comedy scream that took then came on, and the quartet adsing nor
mitted
could
they
.neither
them off big.
*
The girls are "in.l In the fourth dance, whereupon Morrlsey invited
let's
go into
position at the Riverside, close on them: "All right;
vaudevMUe."
the heels of anotherjeomedy act preA hoke mental telepathy bit (from
ceding, the team whammed 'em.
the audience) and a travesty scenaAbel
rio topped off. The act entertained,
and should do It anywhere. Ar* quesAL SIEGEL'S ORCHESTRA
tion of salary la an important conDance Music
sideration If the quintet ia serious
%7 Mins; Full (Special)
about its vaudeville itinerary, al-

Boreo might get over with this
turn in a revue sort of a show in
a house like the Music Box if he
did six instead of twelve minutes.
Otherwise Gus will have to reshape
the act, cutting out the "Pag"
number anyway and making Boreo
try to be funny until he is funny. State.
though most likely it's just a fillerSomewhat unfortunately placed
Over from Benny Leonard's Ring- In. Morrlsey mentioned something
Monday evening, next Unclosing of side Cafe the orchestra is heralded about Miss Marsh doing some forththe Palace bill, he probably went as such on the outdoor billing and coming picture work.
Actually there
Into the next to closing the first as of eight pieces.
The turn was roundly applauded
half from Tuesday on and may have is one more on the stage but it
at this house, for which enthusiasdone better there, but regardless of may h# a phoney at that for the tic appreciation Miss Marsh flung
his Palace showing, the turn needs two banjo players are half buried
with
her osculatory recognition
fixing.
behind the piano and one steps careless abandon and promiscuity
Rather good looking and young, forth fcr a ballad solo. The band
provocation.
on the slightest
Boreo has appearance.
pounced on a ballad as the most delAbel
ectable morsel tjt the pop houses.
*
.

NYLE VERNE and Band
Female Impersonator

(6)

28 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
425th St.
Previously having played around
Philadelphia, the act is* trying out

around this locality. Accompanied
by his Versatile Serenaders, Verne's
donation to any vaudeville bill will
never cause others, possessing similar vehicles, to rush into a panic.
No voice, inability to do any re^al
dancing* clothes that if they cost
money, hardly look it, an appearance that is undeceiving and a selfassured manner of delivery comprise a handicap seemingly unsur-

mountable.

The routine has been badly pieced'
together, with none of the numbers
really meaning anything. Announced
as a satire on the modern society

woman, Verne uttered a

dialog that

would, supposedly, occur at a social
function.

It

later led into

a song.

The number got nothing and was

When augumented by a special orchestra for accompaniment tiie result ia decidedly emphatic. Hence,
musical combinations
can always undertake the rule,
'When in doubt .throw a ballad at
'em."
It hasn't missed yet.
himself
Sicgel has surrounded
with an average looking allotment
of toys comprised of himself at
the piano, cornet, trombone, violin,
bass violin, saxophone, drums and
The numerous
at least one banjo.
scores listened as featuring a clarinet upon which the sax player
doubles, although each takes his
small

time

turn individually at intervals
the midst of a number.

The combination

listens

as

in

ESPE and
Acrobat e

DUTTON

:

13 Mint.;

Two

(Special)

A standard team seen around for
years .with a new set and some new
Later developing into a
stuff.
strength turn and after that into
hand-to-hand lifts, this male duo
open with a comedy lyric, of three
or four verses, which is not espeUnusual is
cially well delivered.
probably the object sought so, mayHowever, the
haps, fair enough.
"meat" of the act is in the actual
work accomplished and not due to
the comedy efforts of one of the

men

or the conversation carried on.
"straight" listens as having a
particularly weak delivery in that it
is expressionless and Is of a decided monotone.

The
be-

ing capable of providing good dance
music, especially in a small room,
and while there is nothing spectacular contained In the routine offered, the boys will have no trouble
In running away with the thrice
daily shows and as many times.

Entering in "one" the drop lifts
to permit tho smaller of the men
to toss about cannon balls to the
accompaniment of thrills on the
part of the feminine contingent

Five (Parlor).
Palace.

former
Tom Barry hft written a snappy
Canadian lieutenant who began his comedy playlet for Jean Adair "arfd
stage appearances directly after her youthful supporting company of
war, during which he won attention three. Its* story Is of the present
by his compositions notably "Keep day, of the young people and their
the Home Fires Burhing." He ap- ways when they* are together; of
peared with Gitz-Rice for a time. their opinion of each other and
Hllliam wrote the score of "Bud- their elders, with the flapper girl
dies" and figured in the composing type getting quite the worst of It
of other musical cemedy numbers. in rather a rough way.
The composer-entertainer has deMr. Barry makes the" young charveloped a bright idea for the num- acters speak
in the flip language of
He has the dance cabarets
bers of His present turn.
where these kind
taken the melodies of several clasof youngsters hie to for most of
sics and draped fhem with lyrics of
their pleasure.
It will be enervathis own, patter matter being emthe

is

ployed for parts of each. Jim Kilpatrick aids in the renditions which
are generally duetted. Hllliam introduced his aid by first saying he was
eight years of age and later on calling him brother, cousin or any male
relative he could think of.
To the tune of "My Hero," there
is a v song "Little Home for Two."
For that Hllliam did the patter stuff
alone.
Prior* to each number Hllliam would say "Instead of playing
for you Rachmaninoff's Prelude I'll
try" etc. But there was a special
number based on thai composition
and called "What Was the Matter
With Rachmaninoff," it being his
idea that something must have
broken badly for the old boy. It
was cleverly worked out with humorous results, though Hllliam said
in the first of the lyric that far
be it for him "to mock Rachmaninoff. For encore which was roundly
earned he and Kilpatrick sang a
variation of his "Long, Long Trail"
from "Buddies."
Hllliam is a soft spoken chap with
a personality that gets over the foot-

A

ARNETTE

MANN

MULLEN

—

ing to the drys who witness this to
see the very lifelike manner in
which the flapper of perhaps 10
takes a drink of whiskey from a
flask, stating whoever has the flask
of%a youth" in her possesion "owns"
that boy.
Asked what is meant
by owning him, she defines it aa
saying that no* one else can dance
with him without her permission.

Like they do at the Plaza on the
dance floor where the kids line up
and think it is fun to take a dancing partner away from the other
fellow, they square It by stating
they never do that without knowing the other fellow. That's at the
Hotel Plaza, New York.
The Barry story is brought to a
focus when the mother (Miss Adair)

hearing her young son is to marry
girl she has not seen, contrives
to meet the young woman without
divulging her Identity. The girl believing the
mother is one of the
elder jazzing matrons infatuated
with her swain, is not backward in
expressing herself as to things in
general.
In particular about why
lights easily.
His modest style of she wants to marry the young man
humor is perhaps the outstanding the flapper informs his mother she
factor.
The turn is certainly far wants more liberty, to run around
away from the songs and piano acts and have a good time, including
presented to date. Here is one with meeting other men and cont.nuing
class and comedy suited to the on her cabaret dancing way withJbcc.
very best of vaudeville.
out interference.
Well played as it is the punches
VIRGINIA SERENA ">ZRS (10)
in this capitally amusing skit c:n't
Musical, Song, Dane*
be missed. It may give information
19 Mins.; Full Stage
to many a parent and it certainly
A variety musical frame-up with does send to the fore the decadence
Only (if it is that only) of quite a pora colored company of 10.
seven open ensemble on the saxos, tion of America's youth, not altothe others drifting on when needed. gether found only
in the large cities.
The costuming is in purple military
8 .me.
idea.
After the saxo opening a
mixed sextet does tl.e "Raymond
Overture"
xylos,
the ROY, DORN and DUKE
on three
thumping listening snappy.
"The Music, Songs, Dance

a

\

Sheik" with xylo and drums com- 14 Mins.; One
Two men and girl in this ccmbination Is delivered, each number
Both of the males are
being prefixed by a hearty ex- bination.
clamation of "you ain't heard noth- musicians, one sticking to the piano
throughout.
The girl attends to
ing yet."
The drummer gets in a buck most of the singing and should be
dance with some nice "winging". A al'owed to handle it all. She has
colored songstress makes her ap- an excellent delivery for -the~-pup~
pearance for some vocal work, calibre of song and sells it.
winding up to "Da Da Strain" to
^^lurn opens with a piano and
leeway s: jpnone number, the girl playing
cooch delivery.
if given
this gal could wiggle the audience bass.
She sings a op song next
into tantrums.
Some more en- to their accompaniment getting It
semble work in various formations, across nicely.
»
each member being proficient on
Saxophone and piano duet next
either reeds or brasses and switchplayed to a statue of Buddha which
ing from one to the other with
is revealed back of drapes with the
every number. The clarlnetis* got
song title at the base, a rather
in seme "slue foot" stepping that
inano plug and small tlmey. He Is
filled the picture to advantage.
a good musician. This is followed
The act is all go from curtain to
the muby some .crossfire between
curtain and, though by
.
no means,,
,
,. -T
*
bewh., eh«doesnt
*
essaymg symphonic syncopation a 'sician and pianist
..
,.
yxtAmt
long, neither having the slightest
la Lopez, Whiteman, Specht, et al..
talent for reading lines. The comic
rip-snorting delivery
its
recommends it for contrast, If anything. ases an unconscious dialect of some
sort that further detracts. An EngAbrl
lish pop rendition of a song also
missed, but the clarinet playing
WILLIAMS and VENNESSI (4)
and Jazz dance that followed, saved
Songs and Dancing
it.
25 Mins.; Full Stage
The gJrl after a change Is back
Orpheum, San Franc.cco
for another pop song to their piano
San Francisco, Feb. 21.
•

The selections nro all of the present. Succeeds a change of cosstraight dance type running 15 min- tume, Roman gladiator attire, and
utes exclusive of encores.* Siegel the lifts that register on merit.
takes one number alone, but outThe deviation in the routine is
side of the song its all the boys just about capable of giving this
dinarily.
special melody, couple a second spot rating while
A dolling of the wig in conclusion all the time.
failed to elicit any particular com- dedicated to the establishment from the less attempt there is for comedy
ment, and the applause hardly sanc- whence they came, impressed as be- should make the act faster, more
ing the band's best, with the final to the point and a substantial gain
tioned the encore forthcoming.
Verne sells his stuff not at all, encore also not without effect. Be- for, results on actual entertaining.
Sklg.
and there is dire need of much re- yond that the other ditties have
vising as to material and showman- been often heard with no exceptionAct locally produced by Fanchon
At present it doesn't appear al effects in the orchestrations. A SI8TERS
ship.
(2)
and Marco with Harry Singer also
as if the act could hold its own in variation incident gained through Songs and Musical
participating.
elaborately
is
It
even the smaller houses, through means of the cornet and trombone, 12 Mins.; One
produced as to costumee and setused only for one chorus, may cause Twenty -third 8trcet
the probable cost.
tings and has the two pianists
8kig.
some notice. It isn't bad.
Skig.
Although strikingly different in (Arthur Freed and Jack Gifford)
coloration these two girls^rcsemble on either side of the stage.
HOLINER and Co. (2)
EARLE and
~eaeh other sufficiently to be sisters
Both girls (Williams and Vcn"Oh Chetney!" (Comedy 8kit)
8ongs and Dancing
One plays the nessi) present a striking appearas they are. billed.
15 Mins.; One and Three (Special) 14 Mins,; One (8pecial Drop)
other
banjorlne,
while
the
piano and
ance, with one a blonde and the
City
23d St.
sings and handles the violin. Mon- other a brunet. They offer a series
This is the former Bbbby Iligglns
Man and woman in song and day night they both seemed rather of dances which provides intervals
Tehlcle "Oh Chetney'* which the dance routine, the man an excep- nervous at the opening of their of- for Miss Williams to sing songs,
Mann-Hollner Co. has leased from tional dancer. The girl steps well fering with the first two numbers ranging from pop melodies to
Mr. Higgins. The Sears- Roebuck and handled a solo making a change offered visibly effected thereby. Both ballads. Besides she is a Jazz, buck
tailored comedian proved a sure- to military uniform for the num- numbers 'failed to get to the audi- and wing artist of no mean ability.
fire laugh provoker for the customber. Her delivery was passable and ence at all.
Miss Vannessi handles the classical
ers on a par with the results on voice so so.
The girls have neat little parlor end and displays some unusual
The ingenue role,
the bir, time.
man's
The
contribution runs from voices and that Is about all but they kicking, supplemented with back
created by Betty Pierce, capably soft shoe to buck and wing eccen- manage to harmonize sufficiently bends
that
demanded attention.
handles her lines and impresses as tric and acrobatic, each style done well to get away with a number or Freed is the #nore important of the
genuinely "sweat."
The act carries a two providing that they hold the two boys at the keyboards, as he
equally well.
The bridal suite, scene with the pretty special drop in "one." Sev- singing portion of their act down supplied, the act with .special songs
catchllne "it's getting kindalate" eral novelty costume changes are to the secondary classification. They and solos for a vocal rendering of
by Chetney bad its effect on the made. An effective one was a pat- can get by on their musical efforts, one of hie own compositions.
rest of the bill, practically every ent leather coat and hat worn by looks, clothes and smiles, then if
The routine, as presently outturn using it for ai ad lib laugh.
the male for one number.
they must sing let them move tho lined, is In need of speeding up. for
The second company gets conHis solo "breaks'" landed heavily. number down In tho act and open otherwise the turn can't miss on
siderable out of the vehicle and it At the finish a- "March of the Toys" with their instruments.
the ability of the girls, backed by
should prove Interesting in those dance arrangement with both In
Reroutlning the act will undoubt- the sumptuous settings. It scored
houses If
big
time
any— not military uniforms made an effective edly help It along and they will get a tremendous hit here, and will
touched by the originals, and cer- eloper for a strong early spotter on by in the small time houses nicely. make a p;en
piendid attraction for any
Abel
tainly In the thrice daily.
the Intermediate bills.
Con.
Fred.
of the. be<?t nouses.
Joseph*.

inadequately presented.
The musicians consist of a combination of two saxophones, banjo,
violin, piano and drums, playir.j or-

1923

and CO. (3).
"The Caka Eatere" (Comedy).

One

Eighty -first Street
Hllliam
C.
B.

Two

22,

JEAN ADAIR

HILLIAM

16 Mine.;

dian, resort to vaudeville. In addition there la Ethelyn Gibson, a
blonde beauty, with the near«»Rt ap-

proach

In those funny skirts and jackets
usually sported on the stage by
"Bowery dance" impressionists the
gals enter with a funny walk guaranty *»d tn prove unfunny only to the
The girls are at first differblind.
entiated through one addressing the
other by her first name. Miss Clinton is in red tarn; her partner in
green top piece. The routine is a
collection of general hoke, falls and
burlesque by-01ay, novelty sold in
One
its mixture with the chatter.

B. C.

Songs and Piano

STAR8

is said to be a Ituslian and of the origina' "Chauve
He
Souris" company over hc-e.
enters In "one" to the melody of the
"Wooden Soldiers" from that Cen-

act

BILLY DE WILL MORRI8EV8 MOVIE
Comedy Act

Palace
Emil Boreo

tury Roof show.

snd

REX
Comedy Act
15 Mins.; One

Pianologist
12 Mins.; One

Thursday, February

!

l

.

.

,

.

,

.

.
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and saxophone accompaniment.

If
this trio stick to their knitting they
will make the grade.
Soft pedal

on the talk and songs by the comic,
and tkey have the basis of a big
time turn. They stoppc.t the snow
here opening after intermission.
Con.

LEO HALEY
Talk, Singing and Dancing
10 Mins.; One

American Roof

Young fellow starting with talk
includes 'Santa Claus" gag,
with singing of doggerel verse, accompanied by like next, and imitations of radio tuning In, et?., folAll of which meant nothlowing.
ing until Hairy got to his dancing,
which incidentally he should stick
to until he gets some regular mateAnd when ho ge;* vi;o regular
rial.
material it would be a great Idea
for him to play about n year in
the's# tick«* learning how to do It.
He's a good dancer, with that
aside from a pleasing stage presence
and assuredly plenty <>* leU-con*
that

—

ftdonce as his best assets. Another
solution might be a partner*
UcM.

'

Thursday, February

THE BLUSHING BRIDE
own

WEEK

22, 1923
section is run through la rapid order, the speed of the performance in

ing with the Eva Shirley band aot,
the latter closing the first part.

"The general being in its favor. Leighton, Some years ago single women said
Blushing Bride," starring Cecil Lean Pettlt and Josephine were pro- they needed a piano player for acand Cleo May field at the Central, gramed to follow the cabaret scene companiment and "class"; they
New York, this week Is good enter- in "one." Baby Josephine failed to didn't want the orchestra in the pit.
tainment. But it is patent that at appear, with the couple doing but a Now Miss Shirley has an orchestra
Wynne Gibson and on the stage with her, and although
the $2.20 clip it's an impossibility. few minutes.
About half capacity on the lower Frances Vernon helped out with a she comes first in the billing, the 10.
floor Tuesday night, including quite neatly devised dance bit
piece band is first in the act itself.'
For his initial appearance Mr. In fact, It Is nearly all band, alsome paper, besides cut rates and
two-for-one.
Fields has selected his old reliable though Al Roth, the dancer, would
"The Blushing Bride," with a "The Village Barber." The show have been one of the cards had he
score by Sigmund Romberg and a secured its comedy star with this not followed the colored dancer of
libretto by Cyrus Wood, plus the standard bit of horseplay. Joe Tor- the Albright turn, which was No. 3.
staging of Jack Mason, the com- pey, who appears as a foil for The Shirley band frame-up appears
bination of which proved its mettle Fields in the lathering business, is to say that each needs the other and
Miss Shirley in
last season on Broadway as a fairly the one member of the original both need Roth.
successful musical comedy, has had "Snapshots" other than Fields to be straight singing did three numbers,
the unit production. and the a hole totaled quite well.
in
Its choicest meat extracted and con- included
densed for a miniature musical Miss James heads a chorus number
The. Bob Albright act can well
comedy in three scenes. It runs at the completion of the barber shop stand and retain its two colored
without interruption from 9.15 to scene.
boys, one a twisting dancer who
"Who Done It?" the burlesque near-started a riot of applause for
10.45. fully an hour and a half.
In
actual running time, excluding the melodrama written by Marie Nord- himself. Up to his introduction AlLee

Shubert's

unit,

r?

many

strom,
included in the original
"Snapshots," brings Fields on for
the second time, as a policeman.
Miss Gibson is handling: the role
this length.
With a plot and
finished score-Lorl,? Ina >' en f r usted to Lulu McConThe skit moves rapidly and
less of the burlesque thing is prom- nell.
inent than usual with the after- provides its quota of laughs.
•pieces.
It stamps 'the condensed
Miss Gibson, who seems exceedmusical comedy with class which. ingly young*, is handling the bulk of
too, has the advantage
of two the work in the feminine division.
Broadway names In the leading She appears n all of the scenes with
"roles.
The supporting cast is com- Fields, and is called upon for addiprised for the main from acts ap- tional work in the way of dance
As a
pearing in the olio, alfhoughthe specialties and numbers.
.atnrr. Hstaire Kayo, the ingenue*, comedienne and .dancer sh displays
and two or three minor characters strong possibilities and is appar-do not appear in the forepart. Con- ently still at the age when the work
versely, Herman and Briscoe. deuce done in the present piece, which can
spot warblers, and Jack and Kitty best bo termed general business,
Nell
*De Maco. programed to start, call will be to her advantage.
vlt a day following their fifteen minWoods' Melody" Charmers and Saxiute?.
harmonists followed the sketch, apThe thorus of eight is a well- pearing in patent leather costumes
trained dancing octet, with more for one number. The Woods aggrebearing than the usual vaudeville gation are recruits from "The ltitz
chorines,, hut the "famous beauty Girls'."
•The Candy Shop'' closed the first
rhorus cf blushing bridesmaids" is
not literally descriptive. One or two half. In this the liquor tab'et idea
the original Fields unit is
from
'are far '"lookers," but U ends there.
•»
Georgie Price was programed to brought Into play for fair comedy
close the olio, but did not appear. returns. The regulation ensemble
,He is ar.nearing elsewhere with a brings this section to a close.
Spanish specialties by Gladys
„Shubcrc straight vaudeville show.
Incidentally Price's program billing Jamej. B-*rt Leighton and Al Hardy
of "America's youngest, foremost and Charles Case serve to open the
comedian" Is also ascribed to rieorg? second half, with Alice Remson folJessel, announced elsewhere in the lowing in "one" with impersonations
program as next, week's attraction, of Vest* .Victoria and Fay King,
but reading "America's foremost topping it off with a po,> number. It
is rather late in the bill f«»r a single
young comedian."
Harry and Grace Ellsworth closed effort of this nature, with Miss Remgetting away with it easily.
son
-the first section with their sensa"In the Nursery" brought Fields
tional stepping. The brother has a
personality and a pair of lesmanla on for the first time in the second
nether extremities that should curry half. In this bit the chorus displayed
him into a production very soon. considerable in the way of limbs in
Miss Ell; worth is no mean stepper the romper outfits. Fields gathered
burlesque bit
herself and should fit in with a spe- in several laughs in a
with Mat J. Thompson and Wynne
cialty anywhere.
Preceding them,
The chorus furnished a
No. 3 was "On the Platform," a Gibson.
sketch with Harry Corson Clarke, good effort with a military drill
Gertrude Mudge and Harold Gwynn number. "Hearts in Pawn," an allegorical playlet, serves as the followin the cast. It is by Lawrence Risskit,
ing and billed as the "Princess The- ing offering with the suffraget
"When Women Rule," following im**>etween

arts'

siestas,

bright had barely toddled along with
a couple of songs, his sombrero and
Irish stories. There were not many

a

.Broadway show, musical or otherwise, consumes but little mote than

stories

,

New York, success.". It shows
the rear platform of a Buffalo flier
with Miss Mudge as an adventuress

Both have been
mediately after.
done before, with the latter having

Vaudeville. A
working the old badger game. For seen much service inthe
show to a
brings
practical purposes shea a very flash finale
crude worker, although it interested close.
hooked
up a unit
has
Fields
Mr.
to some extent.
The twist is obnew "Snapshots." which
his
vious. Incidentally the vamp's up- In
able to proceed if capable
per portion could be improved on should be
of getting any kind of a break in
sartorially and to better effect for
The production cost is nil,
the purposes of the plot, through business.
as all of the sets and drops have

proper

Briscoe, No.

are a
pair of strenuous pop warblers who
Impress via their aggressiveness.
2,

Their sincere desire to get their
stuff over reacts

rather favorably

They do pop stuff exclusively, concluding with a parody
medley, fairly well arranged, alfor them.

though nothing new. They could
tone down a little in a small house
like the Central.
Jack and Kitty
opened.
Starting at about 8.15 the olio entertainment concluded at 9.05. 'The

nearest to that distinction, Carroll

and Segal, did not take tho engageBlushing Br.de' resumed at 9.15 and ment through Harry Carroll in
about an hour later, in the course wanting to do a different act on the
of a cabaret scene. Lean announced short return to the house (within
that one of the tables was reserved six weeks) finding he had not suffifor Jule Dclmar.
That restaurant cient time. Clayton and Edwards
scene, credited to Mr. Lean for substituted, and ns they stopped the
origination, incidentally is a comedy show in the No. 4 spot it could not
gem and could form the nucleus of be accepted the bill lost anything
a vaudeville act.
Abel.
through the deflection.
The show held a distinction, however, in Joe Howard's production
act, the best turn Howard has ever
Lew Fields is making his second been Connected with. And not the
trip as a Shubert unit producer with least part is contributed by James
''Snapshots" at the Harlem O. H. J^ Morton, "The Boy Comic," who
th:3 week. The new Fields unit is a makes tho only laughs there are in
trrlght review, including bits and the turn through his wait-changing
people from his former summer re- remarks. Morton is happily placed,
vue " the same title and his original for himself and more so for the turn.
unit, known as "The Ritz Girls of The act is nicely laid out, with the
20.""
19 an
The straight vaudeville scenic end including effects made by
idea his been eliminated entirely the Fabric Studios of Chicago, and
from tl> new "Snapshots" unit. It very attractive they are. Running
starts a a review and finishes that in scenes, nothing is too long, and
way, including many of the standard although the time is 35 minutes it
bits which Fields has been Identified quickly passes. It's a vaudeville reOther than vue in the proper sense, and, as Mr.
with for some time.
himself there is not a name in the Howard curtain-speeched. "It's difshow, which on this account should ferent."
For entertainment the performbe operated at a low weekly salary
ance did fairly enough, probably betfigure.
A cabaret idea is developed for ter after its rearrangement Tuesday.
the opening carrying the program Clayton and Edwards went In withAn old out billing or announcement other
line of "The Moulin Roof."
set is employed, with the stage di- than on the stage's side lights. They
vided, the company being seated at got the No. 4 position as shifts were
tables in the rear, with specialties made otherwise after the matinee.
Offered forward.
This portion, run- Tuesday the blackface Tcnm wrnt
ning 11 minutes, serves to bring on Into the next-to-cloi«!ng-the-show
the entire company witli the excep- spot, with Kmll Roreo (New Acs;

SNAPSHOTS

<

:

j
I

tion of Fields. The Six Saxomaniaes
supply the music, with specialties by

his own laughs with the result several of tho neighbors were periodically asking "what's that!"
His
eagerner.s to start on some new
floint

moving out

of

it

into the

first

half.

Boreo would be lucky to pet over
with anything lik<> . wallop anyMonday
Ilia
where on the bill.
evening location and on at 11 made

Frances Vernon and James Cagney,
Gladys James, Al Hardy, Nell Wood.
Midgle Morrison and Mora Nielson,
Wynne Gibson and Charles Case, It so much the more difficult
The Howard act opened after the
with Lucille Arden leading the inThl3 intermission Monday nigh f »-ha»gtroductory chorus number.
.

Monday

RIVERSIDE
fickle,

cruel,

vocal

number

Spanish number are
should be amputated
otherwise snappy dance

the opening
horrible and

from an

novelty but the fans' loyalty Is by
no means flattered by an unseemly

of his

eral

changes: but the dancing is exThe opening number,

ceptional.

with Miss Ardine as a French model
applying for employment, is a songand -dance conceit In .which the, two
boys swing her by the wrists and
ankles to the most dangerous and
thrilling swings that has been seen
around.
One second her nolso is
just missing the stage, the next she
is standing aloft from the momentum. It would bo a sure-flre four*
curtain closing number. An Apache
double gave Mlas Ardine and one of
the boys an opportunity for roughhouse acrobatics and a "hoch" solo
by one of the boys showed a pair of
rubber ankles. A fast trio song and
dance with Miss Ardine in soubret
costume topped off a splendid turn.
Gordon and Rica opened neatly.
They are a mixed double, with tho
-

double,

certainly

doesn't

-^BIST ST.
Both box

offices in tho lobby did a
business, as usual. Monday
night, with the house slowly filling.
When the sale finished there were

brisk

about

—

night they had not used at the matinee, but nothing in their act evidently had been ordered out.
The new rule at the Palace that
not over two curtain calls may be
taken, although bows before the curtain are not limited, is elsewhere
reported in this issue.
Rime.

opening

all

COLONIAL

for the box office, if not working
against it.
Some cuts were made after the
matinee, the Adair sketch losing a
couple of lines or so, while Clayton

Waldron'*

"Baboon" song, working

"***-

itself.

did not meet up with their stand*
ards.
There's no denying Miss
Waldron's vocal calisthenics with

makeup before he opened his mouth.
four pop songs of the comedy variety, getting most wlt,h "I
Love Me." He finished with his

He sang

five empty rows in tho rear,
which, however, means corking attendance downstairs In this big
Keith house.
The show hold the
Reopening after intermission was policy of six acts and a feature picCraig Campbell, the tenor, with a ture, the latter being "Tho Voice
better
class
song routine well from the Minaret."
adapted to vaudeville audiences for
The scintillating Cansinos topped
results.
Another ballad on the or- off a bill entertaining regardless of
der of "Love Sends a Little Gift of the fact that there were two playRoses" could be added for double lets in the short vaudeville program.
advantage judging from what that Grace Valentine and Laura PUwpont
number scored for him.
were separated by B. C. Hllliam
Clarence
Oliver
and
(Miss) (New Acts), and that ho landed exGeorgie Olp followed with their tremely well cased tho sketch prob"Wire Collect" playlet by William lem. Hilliam's singing was unopAnthony McGuire that combines posed, which also helped.
comedy, romance and wistfulness
The "Fantasia Espanola" rates as
tellingly.
Arthur Behim's "Time one of the season's outstanding
Will Tell" number (not the "Sally. dance production turns, if Indeed it
Irene and Mary" song) Is neatly does not class number one. All four
worked in for the theme strain.
Cansinos are billed equally, with
Followed Fanny who murdered Bllsa, ifiduardo. Angel and Joe on
them, and Bob Anderson and his the same line rta tho order named.
polo pony to revive them for the Miss Canslno appeared to have more
pre-exit.
of the routine to herself than when
Abel.
the act was first presented.
She
worked splendidly, and then at the
close, in taking her bows on one side
A packed house Monday night of the side (the three boys were opmade the Colonial look like old posite), she perhaps made the femitimes, although the attendance has nine patrons envious by sporting a
taken a decided spurt for the better carmine shawl. Her cute little wigduring the past few months. An gle in the gypsy dance caught the
aid society bought a large portion eye, but it is given amid the curious
of the lower floor, with regulars atmosphere of snapping of the fintakirrg the balance of the seats. gers and other little noises made by
Standees were thick In the back the brothers' hands. The appearwhen the show started.
ance of the Cansinos the costumes,
The second half went stronger the flashing teeth—all contribute to
than the first, due to the audience the general effect.
Theirs Is -the
and the presence of Lopez's Band, finest display of Spanish dancing
second after intermission. The mu- presented on this side of the water.
sicians did 23 minutes, but could
Miss Pierpont was next to closing
have been out there yet, judging (Just ahead), with "Women Who
from the reception. Ono new effect Pass in the Night," one of the few
number was used in "Fate," an or- playlets that have been successfully
chestration backed by a miniature staged in "one."
Most credit for
special set, with lighting effects that goes to Miss Pierpont's protean
showing an immense Illuminated cleverness. The changes were made
dragon. The title was spelled out In rapidly and she made her characters
letters of Are, the idea probably stand apart from each other as dishaving been inspired by the dragon tinct personalities. Tho two male
from the "Four Horsemen" film. players In support have been weir
Tho other big effect punch was Illus- chosen.
Cornelius Roddy as tho
trating "The Natchez and Robert K. husband Who might bo Interested In
Lee," a corking number. "The Flor- another woman but his wife is a
odora Sextet" gave the musicians a good-looking chap and plays the
chance to clown a bit in "dame" role with understanding. No loss bo
attire.
does James Maxwell as the divorced
Marino and Martin followed and man who hasn't found it so nice to
did well next to shut, but stole a be free. There is only a painted drop
couple of encore speeches. It 1* a and a prop lamppost, though a
two-man "wop" duo, with the mak- wardrobe woman Is also carried.
ings of a comedy wow. The routine
It Is a coincidence that Miss Valconsists of argumentive cross-fire entine enacts the role of a Miss
and songs. The stout member has a Pierpont in her "Fourflush," written
voice of unusual quality and a sure- by Hal Crane and staged by Carrie
fire delivery for the dialog, but Is a De Mar and Fred F. Hand.
The
bending i>",ir. The arguments are turn was originally presented last
the o!n Weber and Fields Idea done spring. On third. It caught the fancy
In '"v. op''
The suits worn by the of the house, with Miss Valentine's
pair are real romedy creations.
It
performance a bright and clever one.
should work into a big-time stand- The mention of Lombardl's shop is
ard.
a reminder thai Miss Valentine won
In the first half George Kelly's much attention In "Lombard!. Ltd..
comedy class'c, "The Show Off." several seasons ago. playing a
one of -vaudeville's greatest comedy model. It's quite a different type of
skits, got about half of Its usual model In "Fourflusl)."
Fred Arthur
quota of laughs on account of the as the supposed son of a broker was
noise out front. It was no gathering much too loud at the opening. Cerio

wait until he becomes heard once
again or stall a few seconds for the
customers to enjoy themselves.

Business Monday night not quite
capacity.
It was what would be
called a flat show, nothing standing
up In the billing, and the house had
to draw all alone.
Also questionable was whether the quick return
advertised of Carroll and Segal, with
nothing else in the way of names to
attract, could have done anything

If

for

effect, but instead of planting his next point ho should either

Opening were James Dutton and
two girls, in their pretty riding

audience

comspeed and

the laughs, a thing

mendable otherwise

turn.

'

dams

general

Edwards

heartless, vacillation in Its
opinions, fluctuating in its likes and
dislikes and Inconsistent in its reaction to the performing artist.
Where it later took Marga Waldron
to Its collective heart and figuratively hugged her, applauded her
and acclaimed her, even thos<- that
knew of this sterling dansousc's
past T^Tforrnnnces joined in the
mild "bird" or "rn*," when Miss

Solar

—

Co.,

vaudeville

appeared.

was right in their wheelhouse. getting a full minute belly laugh on his

though Chinese

it.
He has several screamers in the talk and gets them all
over.
The reunion of Clayton and
Edwards gives the big time a nextto-closer that will always fit In.
No. 2 held Stanley and Birnes,
who started the dancing bee, doing
their double formation stepping to
favor, closing strong with the comedy dancing travesty hung upon
Ruth St. Denis. It was early for
the boys,, but, as the bill broke, not
so bad in that spot.

A

it

Willie Solar followed in grotesque

his gags may have been supple- sound unusual,
tho girl made
mented — but a few of the old ones both of the latterbut
two stand up.
are
still
retained he
deserves
Robbie Gordons In her familiar
credit for the frame-up.
Yeoman posing specialty closed, and held
does his stuff within the quarter the mas well as could bo expected.
limit but accomplishes it only at It's an interesting sight turn.
the expense of choking off some of
Con.

same

handling

in

time

first

makeup and wowed them.

James Madison was formerly pro*- line's. A wedding number tough
gramed as author. If the Jatter dance, with'
song and patter and a
originated the Idea, even

general scheme, with one working it
into a slangy playlet and the other
into a straight comedy. Miss Adair
can be booked ahead with this one,
for return dates next season. -It is
the kind of an act the Orpheum Circuit now should go looking for.
Another laugh-getter with a kick
in its finish was the Lydell-Macy
turn, full of nevV dialog with punch
lines for Lydell, and getting the
same results this turn steadily does.
New matter was also in the Clayton

and Edwards had talk

Prod
from

George Yeoman and "Lizzie," (he
amanuensis to the "editor'
of the assassinated press," won a
man riding trick bicycles and talkflock
of
laughs with Yeoman's ing. The
set is a novelty from all
topical gagging, virtually a monoangles but the talk. By brightening
log but novelty Introduced via a
this portion the pair will begin to
news ticker, requests from news- descend in the running order.
papers for information, etc.
The
Millard and Marlin did nicely No.
material is credited to John P.
2, doe to the girl's personality.
Tho
Medbury. "colyumlst" of the New aot
is a singling and dancing combiYork "Evening Journal," although nation
framed along; conventional
latter the

a little rough for the youngsters,
but not any more so than the Rachel
Crothers new play,
"Mary the
Third." Mr. Barry and Mi^s Croth-

hap instead of upon the act
The Six Hassens closed.

two

sion.

PALACE

De Maco

were

dancing evoking considerable enthusiasm. As straight hoofers they
"deuce" it continuously but
their handling of the vocal introductory numbers suggests possibilities for song and talk expan-

it

with

classics.

can

.

act,

re-

respectively
Rupert
Acts,
Ingalese and Bob Anderson, as Is
Masie Clifton and Billy De Rex, No.
4, one of the show's comedy highlights.
Al Markell and Nell Gay.
No. 2, can step with the best; pie
man's neat and snappy acrobatic

finish.
This little comedy almost
typifies the present-day flapper and
her brainiers sap escort. It makes

Edwards

comedy

Merrill

Opening and closing

laughs, speeds along as easily as it
does pleasantly, with a great lim»
inward the finish that makes the

and

Blanche

New

An enjoyable period was "The
Cake Eaters" sketch by Tom Barry
with Jean Adair, surrounded by a
good and youthful company of three.
It's of a mother who investigates
who and why her son intends marry*
ing. The playlet is full of slang and

ers appear to have held the

regular

stricted

A new bit of business is in
Wide* the three are going
this.
been used in other productions. The around the ring on two horses
chorus consists of 10 girls, with the abreast, one of the girls apparently
costumes from other productions.
slips and is about to fall between
At the Harlem O. H. Tuesday the horses as she lets forth a slight
evening business was off, with the shriek. Dutton gets her just In time.
Tho It's "business." but the matter of the
lower floor but half filled.
those probable thrill it sends through the
entertained
show
Fields
Hart.
present
house is open to question as to advisability, as the audience may believe the girl is nervous during the
remainder of the turn, the house
The Palace show this week is run. then centering attention as to
"name."
Its
headline
ning without a
whether she will have another mis-

fortification.

Herman and

less

encore.

<

Fanny Brlce Is the "name" lodestone at the Riverside this week.

tor the Kelly brand of humor.
Sumner received more laughs

his munioulatlon of his toupe than
were awarded the clever lines and
situations. "The Show Off" Is being
elaborated into a three-act comedy,
a fate predicted for it by Variety the

Fanny got to 'em even before she vocal bag of tricks to big returns.
Grette Ardine, assisted by John
entered. The mere flashing of her
card was enough and the way they Tyrol! and Tom Mack, closed the
were hungry for more made her first half in one of the best dancing
show everything, doing 31 minutes turns of the season. The singing
and begging off with her inimitable means nothing, being an excuse to
From "My get them on and off and allowing
"see you tomorrow."
Man" right through "Florodora Miss Ardine an opportunity for sevthe

the draped curtain. The dancer will
carry the act to a big applause finish,
but Albright had better prune up his
own portion and drop the second

>

of the act.

Baby" she sang her extra quota ot
numbers, supplementing

which was wholly taken up by the
colored youths, one of the boys being the unseen pianist until the
other started to dance. The piano
was .;et between the opening midway on the stage of the two sides of

(

atre,

blamed on "Clancy" and

applause barrage where it didn't
belong and which emanated just
as resoundingly downstairs as up.
But the dancing sp ite went after
them for that with a vengeance
>and dared them to do anything.
were
Her stepping specialties
roundly applauded and the concluding toe jazs to "Kitten on the
Keys" accompaniment was a continuous succession of spontaneous
Halprin's
George
approbation.
between
accompaniment
piano
dance numbers is a genuine feature

"Follies"

new ones among them, but Albright
got down to the act on the encore,

' I

i
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Thursday, February

PLAYS NOVEL SCENE
De Angelo did the waiter with a ANOTHER "PLANTATION"
INHERITS
French dialect, but whose genesis
Comedy at Varietes Has Theatre's
was the Manhattan Casino. He Colored Show, Not Cabaret Revue,
won a number of laughs, scoring
Interior
For "Monkey Glands"
with the bit that has him coming
on with dishes and sioging "Oh,
Paris, Feb. 21.
show
colored
having
a
Days,"
••Plantation
he
What a Tal Was Alary.''
Following the successful run of
forgotten himself and believed he playing as an attraction at the Dun- Residue Left to "My Fiancee,
"Le
Guitry's
Blanc
Sacha
et le Nolr"
this
engaged
was back in the Harlem.
bar, Philadelphia, was
Ruby Royce was No. 2. Curious week for Albert De Courvilha's Absolutely and Forever"—" at the Varietes, Max Maurey preshe
sented,
Feb.
"Jour
de Folle,"
dancing
16,
strenuous
the
with
low,
•Monkey Glands," a new musical
May Reach $1,000,000
Royce remains plump.
which is a change from the original
»es, Miss
show scheduled to open at the EmSflta was all out of breath before
title.
afcout March 15. The
goi\r into the finale number, and pire, London,
The play is a three-act comedy by
Days" engaged for
Surrogate Foley has appointed
puffed even when giving thanks for "Plantation
Andre Birabeau, and though reapplause she said she* was sure of "Monkey Glands" is not the colored Mortimer Flshel (Dittenhoefe:- &
ceived
but fairly, the trio of acts
numthe
getting. That was prior to
cabaret show headed by Florence
The returns were Just Mills and playing at the Plantation, Fishel), the attorney, temporary suit a fashionable house such as the
ber itself.
Paul and Pauline opened.
Varietes.
fair,
administrator of the estate of Alof the Broadway cabarets.
They are using an attractive stage one
The script impresses as if the auNegotiations were under way for bert Falk, which may be the means
dress for the rings and webbing
thor had attempted to write a tragcabaret
the
of
over
sending
the
webbing
from
a
"lifts"
routine. The
of effecting a settlement between ical family story in a humorous vein
grip were made to look difficult be- "Plantation" show, but with that
the tobacco man's relatives as re- and failed.
Bernard dlscpvers his
cause accomplished high above the deal off, the other Plantation show
Paul is an exceptional ring was secured.
stage.
"Plantation Days" gards Maud Hanlon, said to have associate, Daniel, courting his wife,
Jbee.
Odette.
determines
worker and a graceful one.
He
to return in
the
willed
was
with
the
sailing
actress,
who
been an
holds 40 people, all
kind the treachery. Daniel's wife is
scenery and accessories used in the bulk of the estate. The latter Is
plain
woman,
hence
Bernard
but
a
show on the •'Celtic" Saturday. estimated at between $500,000 and
changes his objective to the daughSING; (Feb. 24).
TEACHING FISH

MAUD HANLON

BULK OF FALK ESTATE

TO

are on for Jimmy
join "Monkey Glands"
with the deal due for settlement
this week, liilly K. Wells will supply part of the book, George Gershwin Is writing the music, and Clif-

Negotiations

TOO MUCH FOR

CRITICS

Play With Scheme to Tame
Earthworms Bored the

Hussey to

ford Grey will stage the book, with
Allan K. Foster staging the dances.

Reviewers.

value.

Two

BOYCOTTING GERMAN MUSIC
Paris, Feb. 21.

Paris, Feb. 21.

French music having been supa pressed throughout Germany, acdress rehearsal in the Theatre An- cording to reports received here by
the publishers, the French synditlone. Theg?Iece Is an adaptation by
cate of music publishers has deM. Raymond Roussel from his book cided to boycott German music.
bearing the same title, with music
It is not yet stated if the Opera
of which Maurice Fouret Is the will now Join In the ban or continue
composer. The title is explanatory its successful run of Wagner, the
of the Isolated laboratory of a scien- copyrjght of which has fallen out
tist who struggles with highly imag- in France, and whether local musicians will eschew Beethoven, Moinative inventions.
The piece is probably the most zart and other Germanic composifuturistic stage presentation Paris tions. Real music lovers in France
,

critics at

has yet witnessed with the audience reaching a point of impatience
that resulted in no uncertain signs
of the mental state they were in
through conversation during the
third act. It was in the nature of
a surprise the management permitted the play to run its full length.
Cubist stage settings provided the

one of Feb.

cidedly futuristic ballets are inserted
Into the action at Intervals with the
costumes of one number revealing
the Individuals rfs skeletons that had
the white ribs and spinal column
flagrantly contrasting with the remainder of the costume in black.
It is enough of the story to relate that the scientist finds a means
of taming earthworms by playing
a violin to them and also grafts
parrots' tongues in fish so that they
may sing and give seaside concerts.

AMERICANS IN EUROPE
Paris. Feb. 21.
Roland Hayes, negro singer, appeared at a classical concert in
Paris last week. John Trevor, of
Wolfson Music Bureau, New York,
Is sojourning in Paris.
Madge Tyrone, from Hollywood,
who has been in Europe some
months, has returned to the United

States.

Avery Hop wood has arrived In
Paris from New York, prior to visiting Berlin and London.
Muriel Tannahill, soprano, appeared in a Paris concert last week
under the direction of Charles M.

hope not.

sisters, Linda Falk
ceased's
Ellis, of Troy, N. Y., and Olga Falk
Dusctines, 528 West 111th street,
later will, dated Nov.
New York.
30, last, bequeathed $15,000 each to
sisters,
$10,000 to Arthur
two
the

two

Ellis,

Freda Whitaker, after skating

at

Moritz,
Switzerland, is engaged for one week at the Palais
de Glace (artificial Ice rink) in
Paris, and will then close the season at the ice skating rink in AntSt.

werp, Belgium.

London, Feb.

(Continued from page
21.

the

capital

by

the

special

boat

several

who

demand

1)

that

J.

the,

opportunity to

to

marry Nicole.
The subject is not appropriate

only

Carlo Gozzi, little known to the
present generation in France. Gozzi
died in 1806 and his ten "Fiabe" are
now almost forgotten, even in Italy.
"Princess
Turandbt"
has been
translated by Jean J. Olivier as a

comic-tragedy in

five

acts.

It

Is

.

NEW

here.

to expect regular theatre patronage
late in the evening.
Midnight per-

Zukor Keeps on Travelling
Paris,

Adolph

Zuzor and

Feb.

21.

Sidney Kent

leave for Cannes, thence Italy
and the Orient on a vacation.

will

BARRYM0RES TOGETHER
Feb.

21.

viding it is properly regulated and
placed on a fire foundation, were
outlined in Mr. Lewis' construe*
tlve address.
Lewis discussed at some length
the comparative properties of the
nitro- cellulose film and the acetate
cellulose film. He explained that ha
,

had revised

his opinion regarding
the displacement of the inflammable

nitro cellulose film by the accetate
cellulose film after studying the
conditions of manufacture and quality of both articles.
Until chemical science evolved a satisfactory
safety film, prohibition of the inflammable nitro-cellulose film was
not the -proper treatment, and would
neither be an antidote or panacea
for the cure, or even relief of the
motion picture film hazard.

The solution of the problem that
was being seriously considered in
various parts of the world was not
to prohibit, but to regulate and control the use of the dangerous film
In the safe and sane manner.

Emphasizing the need of cooperation and constructive action to
remedy the film hazard, Mr. Lewis
said:
"It is easy to criticize, break
down and destroy. Let us do something worth while. Let us be con-

the

Wilson, the American

formances have been

successfully

the past two years,
for
'Shuffle Along" starting the vogue

given

and the current colored show "Liza"
following suit.
The burlesque at
the Park music hall also gave one
late performance each week.
But
the giving of a drama after theatre
hours four or five evenings a week
has never been attempted. "Morphia" will be ready to go on late
next week.
There are ut four characters in
"Morphia," the players in addition
to Sherman being Miriam Sears,
Alice Fleming and Albert Tavanler.

"SANS GENE" STOPPED

PREACHER'S SIDE LINE

(Continued ":om page 1)
The periodical
Sans Gene" filling the gap when he can get away with th!a one here
DEATHS ABROAD
young Rostand's "Phoenix" flopped he will start it elsewhere, one at a
had to be stopped to enable a troupe time and booet the weekly nick to
Paris, Feb. 21.
Edy Toulmouche, French song of the Porte Saint Martin to leave ")0 crnts, maybe a dollar.
An organization is to be formed
composer, died at Riva Bella. Nor- for a tour In South America as
scheduled this week. The local ver- called the CommunI y Entertainmandy, France, aged 35 years.
Mme. Lureau-Esralala, a well- sion o{ Dickens' "Cricket on the ment Bureau. It will operate, turnknown opera singer 20 years ago, Hearth," played by Vergas, was re- ing town halls into opera houses in
died Jan. 26, at Cuxac, Aude, vived, awaiting a revival of Porto winter and finding some way to
France, from influenza, aged 63 Riche's "Le Vieil Homme" ("The keep the coin coming in over the
Old Man,") listed for next week, the summer. The preacher says this !•
.years.
Mme. Garnler, Aubert, wife of cast being Jean Daragon (Chava- no religious propaganda stuff, Just
Louis Aubert, French picture renter oieux), Harry Krlmer (Augustin), a balm for theatreless towns.
The attractions Dr. Tucker has
and exhibitor, died Jan. 30, after an Vargas (Michel Fontanet), Mmes.
Germaine Dermoz (Therese Fon- decided upon will be dramatic plays
opera tidn.
moving pictures. He has not
tanet),
Briey
(Brigitte
Allam),
and
Cou16
years,
aged
died
Aledo,
.^4llfta>
»*» — w»«»«» «nR *»e
t>n.T<mh»rt f Catherine^
f

.
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Bernard seizes

elope to Monte Carlo with Nicole.
He respects the girl's innocence, and
when the family arrives, announces
his intention of divorcing his wife

women with whom they may strike inspired by a Persian legend, probably heard by Shakespeare who is
producer, who seems to have set- up an acquaintance on short notice
This supposed to have used it for a scene
tled permanently in London, has be booked In their theatres.
in "The Merchant of Venice." and
practice
has
increased
to
such
an
been asked by Sir Alfred x3utt and
by Moliere for "La
Princesse
Albert de Courville to stage the extent of late that one Independent
d'Elide."
in
vaudeville
booking
agency
New
forthcoming revue announced for
JThe Emporore Altoum has de
York
forced
cancel
the
been
to
has
Empire.
the
creed, at the request of his daughWilson has not been putting on bookings of three houses on its ac- ter, Turandot.
that each suitor for
any revues since he left the Lon- count.
In most Instances the managers her hand shall be put to death if
don Hippodrome some years ago
requesting
women
for
their
bills he is unable to solve three enigmas
to become a partner with J.*L.
proposed by her. Prince Kalif sucSacks for the production of mu- pay the smallest salaries, the greater cessfully overcomes the difficulties
He now has sev- number being In the class that pays In spite of the girl's opposition, and
sical comedies.
acts $5 each person per day.
eral shows of his own on tour, one
he finally wins her heart by reof which will shortly come Into
nouncing his rights and refusing
London.
On receiving the offer
MIDNIGHT SHOW PLAN
to marry her. To this tragedy are
from Sir Alfred, Wilson felt he
(Continued from page 1)
added some amusing scenes relawould like to have another try at
will attract- even more patronage. tive to a trio at the Chinese court
that branch of producing.
in the early days. Well handled by
If the new plan is tried, however,
Copeau's company it is an interestit is doubtful if "Morphia" will be
Jack May's New Night Club
given Wednesdays and Saturdays ing show.
London, Feb. 21.
as it would mean playing three
A new night club opened here last performances on each day for Sher"RATS" IS
REVUE
week on Wardour street. Accord- man.
London, Feb. 21.
ing to report, the establishment is
The manager figured that as the
The Chariot new revue, called
privately sponsored by Jack May, big
cabarets
get
heavy
cover
who is a prominent restaurant man charges, It Is just as reasonable "Rats" opened tonight at the vaudeWilliam

Paris. Feb. 21.
run of "Madame

trains.

Nicole, whom he counsels not to
marry' the youth her parents have
chosen.
The girl, secretly In love with her
father's friend, construes his advice
as a declaration of love for her and
confesses her affection for him.
ter,

CANADA'S PICTURES
(Continued from page 1)
industry along many channels, pro*

at structive, build up and promulgate
theatre which houses It, al- legislation which will appeal to all
though well acted Raimu is a sym- the vast and diversified interests of
forever."
pathetic Bernard, and Gaston Du- the motion picture industry both in
The deceased, who died Jan. 25, bosc plays Daniel. Miss Campton is Canada and the United States. We
was president of the Falk Tobacco the wife, Odete, while Jane Marnac will accomplish- nothing if we adopt
Co. He was engaged to Miss Han- does averagely with the role of an antagonistic attitude. We must
lon, who was not popular with the Nicole.
have unity of purpose and co-operfamily because of the differences In
The second act set Is novel, In ation in action, we must seek for
religion: The earlier will bequeath- that it reveals the interior of a thethe best, and provide the most good
ing the residue to the two sisters tre during intermission, showing to the greatest number, all the while
was filed for probate a few days the balcony and box wherein the working for the primary object of
prior to the document which favors characters are seated.
safety.
We have penalized the inMiss Hanlon.
dustry for the purpose of making
The United Hospital Fund, sev-•-t-hfl business safe, and the industry
VIEUX COLOMBIER
eral Jewish charities, the Salvation
has, speaking generally, co-operated
Army, Miss Hanlon and the other
Paris, Feb. 21.
with us and done whatever it has
beneficiaries stipulated unanimousJacques Copeau recently pre- been asked without resentment.
ly for Mr. Fishers appointment as sented at the Vieux Colombier a Whatever hazard now exists
is one
Negotiations for a set- French edition of "La Princesse that has been created largely by
executor.
tlement are reported under way. Turandot," a Venetian classic by those outside the legitimate confines

INVITED TO PRODUCE

Paris,

Duncan reached
week and came to

Abraham

CHICKEN CHASERS

Isadora
last

$7,500 to

A

Adolph Zukor, of the Paramount,
John Barrymore has Joined his
bas arrived in France.
wife here, and states he will reIn Paris last week: John Angus sume in the title role of "Hamlet"
McKay, publisher of New York in New York during September.
magazine, The Spur; Mrs. Charmaln
Mrs. Barrymore has. denied all
London, widow of Jack London: rumors of their possible separaDolly Sisters, Jack Haskell, Eugene tion.
Cherbourg

a nephew;

H. Cano, a friend, and $11,000 to
The rest goes to Miss
Hanlon, "my flancee, absolutely and

charities.

Mistinguett Touring South America
Paris, Feb. 21.
Mme. Mistinguett has r.rranged
to tour South America with Mme.
Rasimi' s revue troupe in June. She
will be accompanied by Earl Leslie/ Eppsteln
Axman are representwho is now Mistlnguett's dancing ing Miss Hanlon.
partner in the Casino de Paris

Widor.

Gerard.

C,

bulk of the estate between the de-

background before which fantastic
costume.", of Poiret, combined to revue.
provide a -most exaggerated illussion for this weird attraction. De-

.

in the contest,
1322, dividing the

figure

wills

A

-Locus Solus" ("The Only Place")

was given before Paris

the administrator's first
task being to determine its exact

$1,000,000,

22, 1822

"it

m^

ville theatre.
It features Alfred
Lester and Gertrude Lawrence.
With the usual collection of skits
and numbers, clever and otherwise,

the

show was

well received.

of the industry.

Figures that strikingly illustrated
the amazing growth of the motion
picture industry in both the United
States and Canada were given by
Mr. Lewis. They revealed at a glance
the colossal investment In an industry still in its infancy.
There
were no less than 15,000 motion picture theatres in the United States,
and 900 in Canada. American theatres represented an Investment of
61,000,000,000, while $30,000,000 were
1

^!^

9

^ )^
1

^l^^ni"^"^!"
were
800 exchanges in the United
States, with a total of $8,000,000,
while Canada had 30 film exchanges,
of a total value of $750,000.
Th-e seating capacity of the 15,000 United States picture theatres
for one show was 7,605,000; the av-

erage weekly attendance war 60,000,«
000; the admissions paid annually

amounted

to

$520,000,000;

105,000

people were employed in theatres.
of persons permanently
employed in plcturo production totaled 50,000, while there were no
less than 300,000 persons permanently employed in all brancher of
the industry.
The investment in the motion picture industry was placed at $1,250,000,000, and*' pictures produced annually cost $200,000,000.. Salaries
and wages paid annually at studios
accounted for $75,000,000, while costumes, scenery and other material
used in production annually cost

The number

$50,000,000.

Peggy Marsh Again Abroad
The average cbst of one feature
London, Feb. 21.
film was $150,000. and the average
Peggy Marsh, along with other, number of feature films produced
notables, arrived onj the "Olympic." annually was 700.
The average

number
Dies
Paris, Feb.
Frederic Masson died Feb.

21.
3

9

at

the age of' 76.

He was

a

popular

of short reel subjects, exnews reels produced annually, totaled 1,500.
Taxable motion picture property in the States
amounted to $720,000,000.
Of the
picture's produced, 84 per cent, were
made in California and 12 per cent,
in New York
Ninety per cent, of
American films were used in foreign
countries.
No less than 140,000.000
lineal feet of film were exported in
1921. as compared with 32,000,000
feet in 1913.

cluding

Frederic Masson

Napoleonic

b'ographyst writer.

COCHRAN AFTER TRUEX
London, Feb. 21.
"Six Cylinder Love." the Sam H.
Harris piece, has been secured for
over here by Charles B. Cochran.
Mr. Cochran wants Ernest Truex
pl«y his original role in the
London production of the' comedy
and is making an effort to secure
him.
to

BARt)N ROTHSCHILDS "SIGN"

Expenditures Incurred annually
included $2,000,000 by producers and
exhibitors In newspaper and magazine advertising; $2,000,000 by producers in photographs, cuts, elides
and other accesories; $2,000,000 by
produces* In lithographs, and $3,000,000 by producers in printing and
engraving.

Faris, Feb. 21.

Manager Camoin will produce
Baron II«nri Rothschild's French
version of Channing Pollock's "Sign
on the Door'* next summer.

made at
tke theatre Bcpaleeenoc and will
The presentation

is to

be

FILM STAR DOING IMITATIONS
London, Feb. 21.
At Stratford this week Florence
Turner, film star, commenced a
vaudeville trip. Her turn consist of

Thursday, February
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AN OPEN LETTER
To Our
Not

'

*

Theatrical Friends:

entirely in the selfish spirit of self-preser-

rtfptcy,

incorporated companies,

and substance

adopt

character of the

method of talking

to

our many theat-

is

rical friends.

i

have been adopted.

vation, but entirely in the spirit of truth, wethis

After having endured the vicissitudes of
the .greatest theatrical

fiasco

ever perpe-

Convenient bank"

legality

a contract

is,

man who

is

This letter

mighty.

even suggested by anyone

and deal-

selfishness

circuit

not written to curry favor.

is

ing been victimized by false promises and

men whose

and a

the circuit.

-A

faith in

it;

only as good as the characters of the heads of

We

advertisements, and having reposed

only as good as the

signs

trated upon producer, player or patron; hav-

false

The sum

etc.

do not worship

at the throne of the

This letter was not inspired nor

capacity; or by anyone in

a managerial

in

any way

affiliated

were largely the cause of the present

with any vaudeville circuit whatsoever, but

condition of the so-called "Circuit of Oppor-

has been written by our two selves aad an-

ings

•
I

(Shubert Vaudeville),

tunity"

now comes

producer blames

it

upon the producer, the

on the Shuberts, and

it

they both blame the actor,

who thought

in turn

in assist-

ing to build another theatrical circuit he might
create a

new

of endeavor for his fellow

field

artists; for in truth

nothing succeeds

like suc-

cess, and, with no thought of "opposition" but

with every thought of honest competition,
felt

we were doing

we

the proper thing.

all

vaudevillians to "watch your step"

when approached by

After

their bookers or agents,

the

we presumed

crash,

would be made,

restitution

would be met,

that obligations

that actual indebtedness to actors for salaries in

would be

arrears and for violation of contract
paid.

We

think

knows

the

entire

the story.

It is

having learned our

theatrical

with

world well

all sincerity, after

lesson, that

we

advise all

not to allow themselves to be engaged

artists

But you cannot keep good men down, and we
advise

called in con-

sultaticn.

the "passing of the buck."

The Shuberts blame

whom we

other vaude villi an

by

any circuit whose contracts do not mean what

amount

they say and that the
will

always be paid in

therein mentioned

full.
*

who have gone

so far as to deduct

sions for a week, the salary for

commis-

which was not

"Variety" did not

solicit this adv.

making any reduction

actually paid because of illness of the performers

have paid for

*— the said commission being deducted the

money earned from

fol-

lowing week, and on another occasion commis-

this

and

is

in advertising rates.

not

We

adv. in full, but not with

Shubert Vaudeville

the

circuit.

sion being deducted for weeks neither booked
It is

by the Shubert vaudeville

circuit nor for playing

our regret that

last fall

fully read the editorials in this

we

did not care-

paper and heed

in a Shubert theatre.
their

Investigation disclosed the Shubert audit-

warnings; but once

bitten, twice shy,

and

you will see the act of Gene Barnes

in the future

t'V

•

ors have no record of these commissions hav-

WHO GOT IT?

ing been paid!
It is

we

very evident that there has been a case or

cases of "Cheating Cheaters," but, after
actor, in spite of the
aries, received the

hue and cry of

all,

the

inflated sal-

worst trimming of

nil.

'As to the validity of the contracts i>su:d there

was no doubt.

But subterfuges

and Henry Stremel

to

will be there

And now

in real vaudeville houses,

because of our merit.

our story has been unfolded, we will

quote the great Emancipator:

some of

and

the actors

some of

"You can

fool

the time, most of the

actors most of the time, but not all of the actors
all of the

time!*

avoid the

Sincerclv,

-s-

GENE BARNES
and

HENRY STREMEL

p

'

'
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WEEK
NEXT
VAUDEVILLE

BILLS
The

below are grouped

bills

Monday matlres. vbiD

optn for the week With

(All houses
tfcdloated >

(FEB. 26)

according to booking

In divisions,

otherwiee

not

offlces supplied

from.

The mannec In which these bills ore prlntsd docs not dsnots the relative
lanportance of acts nor their p-ogram position*
• before name denotes act is doing new turn, or reappearing after absence
from vaudeville, or appearing in city where lieted for the first tlmi

Pulnre
DeLyle A Ida Co
Bl It more >rchestra
Santos A Hayes
Combe. Ac Nevlng

Tiller

May

Van A

Moss'

(One to

llll)

Hilly

Bobbie Gordons
Jue yuontal

Eddie NelsoV

Fanny Brlce

Margot A Francois
Ferguson A B'd'rl'd

Three Lordens

Featured Dancers
Personal direction of

GAITES

Riverside

Keith's

A

•Dinmure Sis &
Victor Moore Co

(Two

A

Price

(One to

to Oil)

Sophie Kassmir

Shaw

Lelpsig

G A H DeDerrs
Claude A Marion
(One

Keith's Colonial

Stone

to

fill)

PA.

Orphenm
Arena Bros

RAWLS

AND

Eddie Nelson
Austin A Cole
•Shaw's Hounds
Cesser A Irwin

Moas' Broudway

Byton Rev
Krnie Oolden Orch
Elk:ns Kay A E
Leavitt A Lockw'od
•L»

Wm

Thornton A King
Ucvue La Petite

to

fill)

FAR ROCKAWAT

(Others to

Bl

fiil)

& Paterton

Hartley

(Two

Colombia

Jahrl

2d half

I.phr
Ring;

Ba Bo

& George
A Kennedy

I

Inc.

AMSTERDAM.

LERS

i

S3 Best 46th Street

New York

Telephone Bryant 1543
2d hnlf

Eva Shirley p.and

Emma

Keith's Bosh wick

V Lopez Orchestra
Demarest * Colitte

E\a Shirley Baud
Wsrren Sis
•Thomas A Alter
(Two to nil)

Marga Waldron
•Jack

Little

("ne

Sd half

Co

Yv*-t(e Rugel

•Thomas & Aker
Mahoney
(Two to fill)

y

Oer'd

Jrrome Mann
o LeMSlra Co

Lydell a
Camilla's

Alaneon

Keith's Haiiiilti.n
.-in
Southern
Joe Browning
Son Dodgers
Barrett A Farnum

'

nil)

to

i.ot

PERRY

—

Kay Co
Mack A Stanton

Hob Pender Tr
\ .iido
Meere & V
(Two to fill)

fill)

li ft. TMin
inward A Clark
A- Barker

Keith's

half

'

Smith

ininy Lui-as Co
to flll)
2d half
Ibert Wells
> Longfi< Ids
to fill)
(Olh<

•'

"i

'i

•

«

1

A

n

o to

rs

i.-

<

to

i

v

fill

Russell

^

iur?

Is

Proctor's

•'

m

Thr<
>

half
oe g,

(.

<l£Lt

SI.

Browning
n A Dav

T.o lis

Movie Mask

Hart

(Othtra
Is

to

r

:

m

nil)

J

a..

B

,-'-'

i

BATON ROVGE
<

n

olotnsia

s.

s

'

1

*

r

Four Bards

BIRM1N(.IIAM
*

.6-

hr

'

.»:•

•

1

Kennedy

Frank Work Co

& Wol fords
Shayna
Geo Moore Co
•Harrys
*1

SHENANDOAH
Strand

Blossom Seeley
Patricoia a T*wnea
China Blue Plate
Keystone
Kanazawa Japs

Pezzo Retter

Amoros A Jcsn'tt"
•Ardell Cleve Co
to

B. F. Kelth'a

Howard Nlchola
Lee

A

Cranston
The Reuters
Fenfon * Fields

.

Fl

a

•Br<

Thornton^ King
N.

o

A Dade

>

Lyric

Proctor's"
an's iLir.d

(N.

Oi leans split)
1st half

Betty

(Two

to

—

A
&

:

Washington

California R'mblers
2d half

•World of Make

J'nettes

nil)

Thos J Ryaft Co
Barrett * Cunneen
•Brown's Dogs

W. 49th

Ill

St..

M half

A H Brown

as I

VGNKERS.

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT
BOSTON

Orlando
•

r

Pantheon .dingers
(One to nil)
2d half

(Scollay Sq.)
Gilbert A Kinney

Johnny Reynolds
Harry Mayo
Hodge a\ Lowell
Danny Dugan Co
Johnston A Hayes
Bamum Was Right

Rich Hayes Co

FTHRtRG. MASS.

M Devitt

A Q

Kelly

Baxl-'y A Porter
Conner's Revue

'hrlsi y

Bu<

liar.

.<•

an

2

8)

,i

r.-

<

"I

TOLEDO
R. F. Keith's

P A

W

Roberts

l>->'son
ihle > i.ls

<

•I'

Wills
.

m

'

2d half

Knajp A Cornells
(Two to fill)

KEITH C1RCLIT

H. F.

POTTER and GAMBLE

Next Week (Feb.

Jefferson.
Direction: THOS.

(Two

to

.«:

F.

lal

Colonial

Johnny Reynoldo
The Sharrocks
MeOrsth A Deeds
Danny Dugan Co

fill)

2d naif

*

(One to

May Wynne
Pescl Duo

Karso A

Sis

BR'( KT'N. MASS.
strand

2-1

A

nrr,
ft::)

half (2C 28)

•Pay SnoW * N
•Gordon A Gcrm'ne

Follies
half
Pierc*

Walmsley A Kest'g

Home Town

V<>,

•

i

AMBR'tiF. Mt>>

Central
Betty r»->n
.

Wills

Gray Co
\-

Hani did
(<

ma

li

dih

\V

aH R.pht

"o

2d

t

|

•

s

>

'

l

arr,M Kennedy
Nathans & Sully
Th" Sham
s
I

T

•

Iheon

(Ono

i

Singers

*o fill)

Donovan A %ee
Winona

Walmsley A Keat'g

ftil)

E,

MASS.

Fth^i Hopkins

Zeok A Randolph

Tom

Kelly

Tunes A Steps
(One to mi)
Id haif

Mai <!
Mel Kl

s

Curl

Jn>z

'

Sq.

F'L R1YF.R. M ISS.
Empire
_

Prlnctaa

LAWRNt

Empire

Id-half (l-<)

(Oth, is to

The Newmsng
Wills & Hoblns
Butler A Parker
Bob Hall
The Diamond's

•

N. T.

fill)

2d half

A Ropers

Reilly

Franklin and

26).

New York.
.1.
FIT/PATRICK

nAV'HILL. MASS.

Bijou

•Harry Watklns
Bernard X- Belts
•Leon A Dawn
King Bros

Home Town

Pri^e

(Otht rs to

to nil)

Margie Carson
Fred O Ray Co

BANGOR, ME.

Rus«:r.;i

1 Wilson

Gibson A

Ruge A Rone
Huber
Bob Hall
The Diamonda
Lls.e

(One

•Harper A Clark
Tracey A McBride
Salee A Roblee
•Ann Francis Co

Kennedy
•Hodge A Lowell

2d half (22-25)
I

'

ummlnga

(

A D\y

Fran«is

I

Rawla A Von K
Loney Haskell
Ed Jfl Mis Rev

Franklin

F. F. Albet•Crosa A Santoia

Innis Bros

Ronton

Johnny Clark
Florence Brady
Clayton Drew Co
Calvin A O'Connor

Horol.l

Proctor's

'.*•

Tax Expert

ii'-il.

•VV

(28.17)

B

<

Miller

N. T. City: Bryant S44H

i!«amn MM M"V" «•
Pet < rsburg

B. F. Kelth'a

AecounUnt

•S A II Everett
•Municipal Four

•

•Be Yourself
•Four Miners
•World of Make

M. Y.
Pttons Ptss. M87.
can prepare and file jour rrturi.f e?en when you
sre not in New York. Write me about your driii..
tan< es and I will ask you htf rucb detsila

C

St

T A K o'Mears
Hazelie A Redfteld

I

Martha Pryor C6

Victoria

B.'.r.da!!

St..

.Tohnnv Geelger
•Jones A Rae
*.Tns Stanley Co

TWIPA. FLA.

A Ball
PROVIDI N< |

Weit 40th

A Id ins
Miss loleen
Stppheug A Brun'le
Deiro

A

George

ELY GOLDSMITH

II.
Certified Public

IC3

A Dad
WILMINGTON

•Jane

fill)

Santley

INCOME TAX RETURNS

Ch.idwlck

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.

•Kovaca A Ooldn.
ll
wthorna A Cook
•Gordon A st.'w am
Fern A Mario
Sampael A Leo- n

B

•Stop Thief

Young A Wheeler
L A. B Dreyer
Sully A Thomaa

W

I

NEW HAVEN
Palace
Hazelie A Bedrteld
•Artl« Learning

Bxcisaire Material of Every Description

«
'

Poll's

1

(One to fill)
Gordon's Olvmpla
(Washington St.)

DARlMacBOYLE

PORTLAND

MOBILE
.1

ncopated Seven

Mack * Stanton
Fridktn * Rhoda

liamond Co

Melodies

mour Co
Oka & Morn in

LaPet.'te

.s\

Plalnfleld

Itarrett

<

2d half
h Zlegler

L i

2d half

nk Wilson
s>

Roaers * Donnelly
Jack Baddy
*Bsrrya & Woifords
Francis A Hume
•Jer.nier Bros

mater a Smtib
Mario Sparrow

Keith's

uHh

Norman A

I

Proctor'a

'''

A

Boudini & Bernard
Boggs A Wells
Lew Cooper
McLelian A Carson
Pepita Granados Co

H

She), ion B'tlne A
Dooh y A Storey

\j

n'lUST'K, MASS.

Co
Bmytha A James

split)
1st half

(One to

Dorothy Taylor Co

Z» ,,la

2d half
Alleen Stanley
Porter J White Co

fill)

8YRACLSE

M T)lamond Co

l

Rialto
(Faifuz. Miami,

& Werner
Allman A Howard
McFarlane A P

d half

J

FREEMAN

U

PALM BEACH

Rice

to nil)

Dean

a.

Valentino Co

«•

Burke
Neil McKiaiey
Bebe Whitoside Co

Gns Edwards Revue

(Two

ira,

Adama A <;rimth
Thomas Saxo .^extet

Mab.

Daisy

Lynn
Max Ford Ree

Pot Pourrl

Davis

A

The Featured Juvenile Dancer and
Clever Mimic

Taylor

Telaak
<

Leach LaQuinlan

Gordon's Olympi*

& Martin

1'HTSIU R( iH

(111)

Poll's

fill)

(Others to Oil)

Third Season

split)
1st h.ilf

Hollia

CHESTER FREDERICKS

Mason A Gwynne
Kennedy Co

2d half
Pollard
Princesa N Tal Tal
Thornton A Bquirea
Raall A Allen

N. T.

WIIITK PLAINS

Traps

Valentine A Bell
B< rnard A Leone
Margie Costea

(ir.t)

Thornton
Freed
Willie Bchenrk

Lew

Wm Sisto

ELIZADETB,

O A R Perry
Chestf r A DeVere
T A D Ward

& Johnson

& Quepo

Williams

W.

(Scranton

La Toy'a Models

2d half
S!snl*y A Doman
Mallon A McCabe

•Whalen & McS

Schlchtl's M'nettea
2d half

R. F. Kelth'a
Herbert Clifton
•Rupert Ingalese

s

ni

Monro

Mall!. da
'

Droa
Hartley a Pat<
i

Revue

r.

i;
.'.i

rlf

(a tlanra sri;:)
half

split)
1st half

Vee A Tully
Southern Revue
Howard A Lewis
Hanako Japs

PLAINFIELB. VI

LOWELL

GiMirtre

2d holt
•

A

.id

'

•

(Richmond

I

Tungle
f
'i
L
J
Af.ib'an Knights

.

NORFOLK

)

Viols May Co
yona I i osco

.

II.

•

•.

•

Y.i-

1

1

J.i'nl

split

National
(Nashville apiil
1st halt

B C Hilham

Begee

A Frazer

•Stlllwell

Pol.'e

MERIBEN. CONN.

2d half

Proctor'a

<

Gray S;s
Ed Morton

.^

Aide O.

half

m Raa

•Dealj

'i

Monroe Bros
•Van Dyke & Vincy
Lewis A Dody
Soger Midgley Co
Jack Wilson Co

Four Act s
Big City Four
Senator Ford
Around the

;

F. Keith's

Mark
Horn a
1STON, PA.

I

o

<

Joe Darcy
Clare's Minstrels

Can ova

Irene Franklin
p Speeht'a Orch

tOthers to

SCHENECTADY

•Villon Sis

Morath Co
Jerome Mann
o L-Maire Co
Lorisvn.i:

and AfflHttkns.

f:

•Louis Stona Co

i

a

Mang A Snyder

CHICAGO

Ventral 0210

n

\\

I
1

Arthur

1st
•

a n so n

Challia
shone a Bqulrea
•Lorraine Boren'd'rs
Sd half

Stars of Future

-\'

pvi port

(Oth< tn to ril)
2d half (l-(

flii)

S'

,t

"

a

Rauh

1

•J

•H A II Schold.r
Mannein Sis
A & F Stedmnn

On

I

fill)

Bob Pender Tr

llsrcnnl

125th

-i

a

Psrgeni A Mai

The Rloa
>l|ce Hamilton

'tnf

i

R

)

i

Woode A Wyde

'"'

l<

(2:

fill)

Broadway

.spot

EselosiTelf witii tv V
Kx hsofe.
li*ua>

(Western)

I

«*

Keith's list St.
Met "ane '»
•

llenklni

Hill

Johnson Co
I'aruo * Archer
'

»h

M

Weak

to

Choy Ling Troupe
Mr .* Mrs J Barry

Kenny A

Three Kitaros

West 41th

LONG BRANCH
A

mi)

half

'l

M atonic Temple

(I J

A Vernon

|

•

<<

DETROIT
Temple
The Ilartwells
Wyeth A Wynn

(HARI.E8 YATE.S, Manager
:

to

.

,

nrtcn

(One

Id half
•Splend.d .ii P'rtfter
Three* <><i<i Chapa
P .t Q Hall
Dan<"e Bev of 1923

WILK'S-BRE, PA.

Hnll

;,

(Others to

Olympic

Al Portor

JESSE FREEMAN AGENCY

Keith's Prsaneri
!

.1

A Levere

)

Joyt e

*

•Bermuda Bound
•Burke n rton A B

Brent Hayes

A Sheldon
Wardell A l^eCosta
Orinsbeo A Remig

T,07

ill..

Co

A T Emma Raymond Co

B. F. Kelth'o

WTRTOWN,

Pome A Gaut

ROMAN BLDG.
St.
NEW YORK
Phone BRYANT 8017

SUITE

Tom Smith

Maryland
\'
iiKim. Comfort
Four Phillips
iolm<

J.

Palace

WASIUNCTON

•Mlla Vanity Co

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

Lansing Co

Band

roff

Brill
Ilozellas

BOOKING WITH ALL

Cook

.loe

.Ta< k
•t'

BAITIMOKI.

.<;•

A

'-or
•

I

Thornti

Hen U<

CHAS.

Nell O'Connell

Baal Bek
•Four Miners
Finix's Mulea

Id half

Id half

Four Camerona
Travers A Douglas

Bijon

R & B

Yip Yip Y'phankers
(One to fill)

••'has

i

A

Moss' Regent
Al en

tO fl
:« uni t

V.

A H Kiegler
Maun en Englin
Mack * Stanton

."«(>

Qermstne
Ra: Snow A N Ine
.ii Four

'

m

*

N.

SAVANNAH

Mason A Shaw

Follies

& C

B'r.'rs

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

(One

M. F. Keith's
Artistic Treat
Alexs * .Smi<h

It half

Patricoia

Walters

Palace
(Mobile split)

A

WATERIHRT
Palace
•Lopez a Florenx

Lynn & How land
California R'mtl«-rs

•Manninjj

S

Santley

•Swanie's So'r'n'dra

Frazer

•Mallon A ICeCsbo
Case A I'r.vanaugh

Taylor Howard
Brent Hayes
Sgger Midgely

Lillian Loitsol

Wallers A Walters
•Georges du Fratme
Kerr A Weston

A K James

William

Leach Layuinlan
/..•Wa

George Holland Co
LeMaire A Hayes

Word-m Broa

•Trella

A Burt

of 1923
2d half

2d half

Kenny A Hollia
(Two to nil)

Temple
•Haines * Beck

2d half

Win. Penn
TAB
James

2d half

Chas Ledegar
Mason & Shaw

2d half

.lefferson

ROCHESTER

Great Johnson
Bernard A Leone

Flashes of Songlund

C.

S.

Llsxle

Henry's Melody

Marino

.lusenile

'

(Two

(<j: h

(:>,-,

AUHRN.

Zemater & Smith
Marie Sparrow
Frank Farnum Co

A Maybelle

•Stlllwell A
(One to till)

Ball

Dance Rev

•Swsnle'a Ber" n'd'ra

Pisano & Llndauer
Princess Wshletko

N. KR'N.SW'K, N.J.
State

Ja(-k

PAG
Barron

odd chapa

Four Byron Glr:s

Clark A Bergman
Vsn Cleve & r«Me
AIL n A Canfleld
(Others to fill)

G Yeoman A

Ttfree

Follies

Judson Cole
Eadie A Ramsden
Finlc's Mules

F.NTK AL 0I4C

<

P: ihl CO

& K O'Mears

xT

HARTFORD

CHICAGO
PHONE

Victor Graff
.
•Caesar A Rivoll

Capitol
•Splendid A Partn'r
Elm City Four
•Be Yourself

Capitol Bldg. (Masonic Temple)

N. J.

Ishlkawa Bros
(One to fill)

COU MBtS

Moran

Fuller

Homo Town

Cross

it

Colonial

Van Annan's Mins

Pedcsti ianism

Bra ley

SP'GFILLD, MASS,

D

Driftwood

Little

Follies
2d half

•

to

split)

Ahearn A Peterson

•Trella «'o
•Artie Learning
Manning A Hull
Stevers A Lovejoy
Kim City Four

in

V. M. A.-B. F. Keith (West)

Proctor's

Frozlnl

Columbia

Skiitelte

If

."i

Pf>lly

I

.1

•

COL1MDIA,
ij

Newell A Most

Princess Winona
l
naut Thrt a
(Othara to nil)
2d half (1-4)

H Raymond ("o
Kts hi* y A Burns
Johnny Burks

lyric

ngham

r.

Polly

Josephine Dunfee

ATLANTA

n'd'ra

OTeneoe sis

Keith's Or
o i nt
-d half (II-2&)

Sd half

Jimmy Lucas

Crawford A Brod u

1st hslf

(ill)

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
mi:i:k <feii. M):
. kM .^&f*
PANTAGES Theatre. TACOMA,
BASH.
•Three Longflelds
tun* to fiii)

A Clsdy
Clifford A O'Connor
R & B Bean
(Two to Mil)

(Olrnt

It

and

Ben

:nu

r.i

Vork

105th St.

j Challla

Kuehn

LANCA.STER, TA.

To**

Shone & Squires

HEADLINING

1

&

.i

NEWARK,

Poll's

(Wilbes-B're

to nil)

Homo Town

Daisy

A McS

(Others to nil)

Booking exclusively with

W.

Toto

<^lscn

Rose Care
Reynolds D'gan Co

K

2d half

Dave Roth
v A a Falls
Kellam A O'Dara
(one

split)

1st half

Al
Hall Co
(Tv.o to fill)

..

i

Mscey
Birds

Moss' Flsthssh
Edith Taliaferro
Pinto A Boyle

J<

»-h-rs to

(Chattanoosa

A

Wilsons

Montgomery Co
Haney & Morgan
Harmonyland

PHILADELPHIA

RIJou

•rllh "The Sheikh Favorite"
EXCLUSIVE niHWTION Ob"
WEBER A ERIEOLANOER

Rule & O'Brien
Anderson * Pony

(One to

Will

Ned Norworth Co
Wheeler Trio

Turner Bros

A

rshlp

Bl Cleve
II J Conley Co

K4U
Angel

A

•Stanley

SCRANTON. PA.

Heath A Sperling

AGENCY

Academy

KNOXVILLE

MARGUERITE DeVON

Orpheum

from J',
Yaleaka Suratt
Henry * Moor*
Mill

Beagon A Mack
Van Cello A Mary

lac©

Ruth Roye
Gus Fowler
Three Whirlwind!

<<:

to nil)

Keith's
r,0
Miles

(Others to fill)
Moss' Franklin
N< R lioff A Phelps
McCarton A M'rone
(others to fill)

•

P..

A Edward.*

Clayton

Moran & Made

VARDON

.1

A

Williams

•Whalen

Burt

(Louisville split)
L-t half
Al Striker

Ragtrott

Kennedy A Kramer

Mollis Fuller

Frjn'i Diron Co
Dennis* Thib't A C

•

ASRI RY PTi. N.
Main Streef

¥.

MAX RICHARD

Arrade

CLEVELAND

Jf.

k

Lillian Steele Trib

1st half
Claire Gir.n A

Colonial

Very important

1st half

split)
1st half

Bronson A Fdward?
A Haley

ITICA,

B

Baal

Palace
Worden Bros
Judson Cole
Eadie & Ramsdcn
LeMaire A Hayes

Next Week's Variety

NEW ORLEANS

(.Savannah

Crafts

Singer's Mldgcta

Vaudeville Artists

JACKSONVILLE.

Gautler'a Pony
Chief Caupolican

Zuhn A Drela

NASnVILLE

fill)

Bert Levy
Ted Lorraine Co

F. Keith's

(One

Singer's Midgets
2d half
.Margie Coatee

Mss My Announcement

Don't

Meredith A Snooz»r
Son Dodger

A Fant

Lytell

A Rhoda

Fridkla

Chaa Harrison Co

Cast Ins; Campbells
(Others to till)

B. F. Keiths

CINCINNATI

tti a

to

Proctor's

IRCl IT

<

HILL JACOBS

2d half
•Stop Thief
Smyth.- A Jamea
•Lopez A Florcnz
Nell O'Connell

TROY, N. T.

till)

Hampton & Blake

INDIANAPOLIS

Shaw A Leo

^Tanfi:
Snyder
Chas Morattl Co

Lime Three
Watts A ll.iwlcy

half

M'n<

(Two

A

OHPIIEl'M
Dhrectlon:

Yip Yip Y'phankers

2d half

Lynn * Thompson
Gene Morgan

Louis Hart
(Others to fill)
2d half (1-4)
Craig Campbell

J

fill)

Pot Tourri Co
Traps

Miller

Drown'l Dogs
It.

to

2d half

Frank Farnum Co
Cook A Oilman

;•

Skhlchtl'a

(One

D< iro

Monroe Bros
.lean Ha Cross
Van Dyke A Vincy
Jack Wilson Co

BROOKLYN

Franklin Ardell Co

Klulto

fill)

AZLETON. PA.

Feeley's
Bczo Retter
Amoros A Jeanette
•Ardell Cleve Co

2d half
Miss Iolecn
Stephens & Brun'le

2d half

(Others to nil)

Meehan A Newman
(Two to fill)
Keith's Fordlmm

N.Y.

Q * R Perry
.'li< ster A DeVara
V A 1) Ward
\i Shayns
o Moore <^o
i

Valdo Meers A V

Haig Co
Freda it Anthony
Newhoff A Phelps

&

•Jans

Tangle

Arabian eights

7

HEMMENDINGER,

Ard..:i

II

Princess N Tal T.il
Jas Stanley Co
Thornton A Squires

Lang A Blakenrv

Frnnklin

(Others to fill)
2d half

Adgeinent
•John Gelger

Id half

A Ray

Yorke * Mijyb.-lle
Van Hoven

CHESTER, PA.

Sis to

•Ash & Hall

Frank Dixon Co
Hi Ba Bo
Dennis' Th.b'f A C

2.1

Majestic

Rob

Albr.ght
(Others to fill)
Moss' Coliseum

AURISIU RG, PA

(Others to

W

Terrace Girls
Sampson A Do'glas

li

R

Weber A

Virginia Enter

2d half

Bob

W

Lyrle

ALP T. WILTON

Ferns" Co
May Miller Co
Tiller Sis

Latour

M« Iva Sisters
Anderson A Graver
.Toe Roily Co
Lady Teen Mel
The Briants

REPRESENTATIVE

Ol'R

John Rcgay Co
McCdrmlck A

Princess

n A MILTON, CAN.

.Tones

1st half

Heath A Sperling

Flfer

BOBBY "UKE" HEMSHAW
And ENCORE

half (2C-28)

1st

Princeton Five

II

plays
WinstonSalem 2d half)

Donovan & Leo

Brorf

A

VA.
Roanoke
(Same 1st half bill

Fulton

•RAJ

Williams A Taylor
Henry Melody Sis
G Yeoman A Llssie

ROANOKE.

Joseph Rankin
Case A Cavanaugh

•Bermuda Bound

Joe Browning

split)
1st hair

Elliott

to

N. J.

Capitol
A Stepa
A Suc'»er

Melodies
Meredith

Gordon A Day

Ilcnninga

Montana

(Two

Watson

Hojman

W

A

J

Oscar Martin Co

Trio
Tri> Say tons

Van A Tyson
Dorothy Rimer

B. F. KEITH'S
SOUTHERN TIME
Thanks to JULE DELMAR

Dunn Co

Billy

Empires

(Augusta

ELLA

NOW PLAYING

(Others to nil)
2d half (1-4)
•Collegian* Orch
(Others to fill)
Tractor's 23d St.
Porter J White Co

Louise lively Co
Margaret Ilasler
II Stoddard Bund
Rafayette's Hogs
(One to fill)

GRAND RAPIDS
Autumn

K

Co
Hunting A Francia
Ben Barton'a Rev

Gus Edwards Rev

Murray A Oakland
Beban A Mack
GR'NVILLE," 8. C.
Grand O. H.

"The Willing Worker"

A Day
A V

llallen

Valdo Meors

Harry LnMarr
Lillian Hcrlein

Ann Gray
Redmond A Wells
Lnne A Freeman
•Fagan's Band
Wells Va A West
Kay Hamlin & Kay
MT. VERNON, N.Y

•Joseph Rankin
•Neil M« Kimry

Juvenile Frolico
2d half
Valentine A Bell

A Chaplow

Stovara & Lovejoy
2d half
•R A J Fifer

Lillian Steele Trio

Edmunds Co
Pressler A Klalss

1st half

A Bradford

Miller

TRENTON,

Lynn A Holland

Polls

Herman

Wm

Lyric
(Norfolk split)
Janls

BRIDGEPORT

Swor A Conroy
Mii-.e

ITMOND

Rl<

Proctor'a
2d half (22-2G)

Bradna Co

Ella

Rya:i

Harry Hayden Co
Tessa Comedy Four

A Morton
A Williams

K

Ball & Bro
Cross Co

Brown A Whitaker
Maruaret Severn Co
Harry Burns
The Buttons

TBESENTINO

half (26-28)

1st

A C

Jans A Whalen
Southland Enter
Joe Laurie Jr

Francis

Kay

W

W

•Schaefer

VON KAUFMAN

Kellam & O'Dare
(Two to fill)

Meehan A Neivman

.1

Orpheum
A A F Fra belle
•North A South

Hymack

AND

iiiii>w

At

d

RelfT Bros
Block & White B'd
(Others to fill)

Loew'a American, New York.
(March 1-4) Loew'a Fulton, Brooklyn.
Direction: J. H. Ll'BIN

Jos

WILL

Daly

B

Walsh A Ell.s
One to nil)

to nil)

POLI CIKCUIT

Ernie Ball
Ibach's Band

Ellis

24 half

Stanley A Stevens
Princesa
(Sunday opening)

their wonderful mosical Instrument
Next Week (Feb. 26-28):

GERM'NT'WN, PA.

fill)

Camilla's Birds

Mabel Ford Co

Ben Welch
Murray & Gerrlsh"
Gilfoyle & Langs
The Vanderbilts
The Norvellos
Keith's Alhnmbra
The Show Off

E.

&

With

Ebbs Co
•Dorothy Walters

Shos'a

A Band

Meroff

Bt n

(One

Ad ler

Felix

Juliet

El in ore

Lewis A Dody

ALLENTOWN.

Anderson A Burt
Boatocks School
Powers A Wallace

Wm

Bl'FFALO

Sully

Osborne Trio

Mabel Fdrd & Band
Bosser A Irwin
Welch Mealy & M

Chas Ahearn Co
Harry Jolson

LRIE, PA.

Walsh A

Blaek A White
(One to fill)

(Others

Three Danoise Sla
Block A Dunlaet
Harriet Rempel Co

READING

Maple Tablet
•Virginia Enter

Reiff Bros

Shea's

Corlnne Arbuckle
Maj.-ie Tablet

B Clasper A Boys
Robt H Hodge
Allman A Harvey
Muxltie A Bobby
•Brown 81s

'

2d half (22-25)

to Oil)

Dooley

A T

Carroll

4k

half (26-28)

1st

Fred LaRoine Co

TORONTO

1923

22,

2d halt
Corlnn.* Arbucklo

fill)

YORK, PA.
Opera House

Grace Hayes

Csrtsr A Cornish
Barbette

(Sunday opening)

II

(Othera to

B A B Wheeler

Four

»"ity

nomenal Co

Imperial

A

UcKiaslch

Nellsen Sis
Oirard'a Monkevs

Owen McGlveney

Sis

Ruby Norton
•l'h<

THE BRAMINOS

Mra Gene Hughea
Jim McWilliams
Venita Gould
McLaughlin * B
D Humphrey Co
McCarthy Sis
Den Beyer

2d half
Maureen Knglln
Chas Harrison Co

Rolland A Rae
Libonatl
(Others to fill)
2d half (1-4)
rhas Keating Co
Movie Masque
(Others to fill)
Proctor's IMh Ave.

Keith's Royal
Ren Hernie Hand
Seed "A Austin
Victor Moore Co
Lillian

II

Bison City Four
!(• nard A West
•Fenner A Roberta

Boreo
Dixie Hamilton

Gibson

Proctor's

Ross & Foss
La Cross
Taylor Howard
Z.uhn & Dreis

Proctor's 58th St.
2d half (22-25)

Hent

Leedom A Stamper
Ona Wun.'on Co
Runaway Four

Segal

fill)

Bison

MONTKIAL

Button

Crcatlona

BOSTON
B. F. Kelth'a

ALBANY

•McLynn A

ALWAYS

Rooney

A

Duncan

Oddities of 1923

R Sherwood A Bro

J'-an

D'ANDREA and WALTERS
JOS. M.

'

Manthey Co

(Others to

Irwin

HARRY

FCELE

<

O

.

2d half
Stanley & Burna

W

DunfeCo

Gretta Ardine Co

A

^

.

Meehsn A Nrwinun
(Two to fill)

20 half

Btsser

Roper Williams
Ccidcn Gs.te T r n
•Stanley & IfcNsb

Rivers

m a ««

Thornton A Flynn
Freda A Anthony

Co

Miller

Arthur Howard Co

Corbett

Espee

Colonial
•Paul Sydell
Miuia

.^is

Fcm Co

Hob

<

to nil)
2d hslf

4

KEITH CIRCUIT
SEW YOHK i ITV Kspa A DulIOD
Keith's

(Two

Thursday, February

A Q Ahearn

Master Gabriel Co
•Marie Russell Co
Tluretj Rcuards

& LeRoy

Follia

THEATRICS

IN

W

Holland A Oden
Tho Randalls

•Krlc Phillip Co
Pe. man A Grace

,£

(Two

10 li!)

LEVI IM ON,
Masts Hull

May Wynre
"

•S

1'U)

i

A

II

Fvfrett

.1 Four
Mui
W Ksrbs A Sia

Sd half

•Barry Watki&S
Bernard A Betta
Leon A I»awn
King Bj. *
(One to fill)

Thursday, February

VARIETY

22, 1023

1,

UNI*. MASS.
Olympla
pooth A Nina
• Rellly * Roger*
Johnston * Hayea
R«ru«

Beeman A Oraco
Kelly

(Two

to flU)

A Ann

Clark

id half

(One

DEMIST
Prices within reason to the profession.

Dr. M. Q. CARY
N. W. Cor. State and Randolph Sta.
Second floor over Drug Store
Randolph St.. CHICAGO
entrance «

W

Palace

A Wynn
•Taylor A Bobbe
•Williams A Cark
•Eddy

Quinn A Caver.v
Renle Roberta Ce

(Two

(<»ne to

Hippodrome

A

•Tyler

'(Others to

till)

DAYTON

Ernest Hlatt

Palace

•Sunday opening)
Theodore Roberts
Glenn A Jenkins

SIOUX CITY
Orpheum

2d half

•Harry Moore

I

Reader A Annstr'a
Janet of France

Land

I.opez
(Two to

till)

Andrif'ff Trio
(One to All)

DETROIT
LaSalle Garden

(One

•Milk r ft Fr r »
Kf !fo A DoMonde

tun

to

2d half
•Frances A Franks
•Taylor A Bobl..•"Yes Means No"
•Arthur Lloyd
Happy Harrison
•

EY ANSVILLE.l N D

(Two to All)
LIMA, O.
Faurot O.
ire'..«o

fill)

5

Murrav Kissci: Co
McDonald Threo

Thompson Co

,

•Shannon A Gordon
Barry A Whitlcdge
Tbe Arleys
(Two to fill)

FLINT. MICH.
Palace
Humberto Bros

to

NEW ORLEANS

— COSTUMERS —

Franklyn Chas Co
Jack Morton
S.lbinl & C.rovlni
II ^ A' Seymour

A
A

Inez
Darnell
DaVlfl
Carl Francis A C
•Crystal Bennett

Orpheum

A

S

fill)

(26-28)

Long A

II

•Jerry Piano Girls
2d half

•O Aycra A Bro

A West

•Elliott

•Gene A Mignon
•Eddie Hill

FT.

WAYNE,

IND.

Fresno 1-3)

•Ned Neator Co

Roatine A Barrett
The Arleys
(One to fill)
2d half
•Joe Clara A N'th'n
Novelty Larkins
Briscoe A Auston

A Stripes
RICHMOND, IND.

Co

INDIANAPOLIS
Palace

Bartram A Baxton
The Comebacks
Bobby Jackson

Direct ion

'TERRE HAUTE

Central

A

HAG

Newport 8tlrk

A P

Gladys Moffett

Jewells Mannlklna

CHICAGO

Circumstantial

Engelwood

Pletro

•McGoods A Lanz'n
Rubin A Hall
(Others to All)

Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Flanagan A M'r'BOB

Palace

'Sunday opening)
Beil* Baker

Bobby Folsom Co

n d h?
Mr* R Valentino
McRae A Cleag

McKay A Ardlne
J B Hymer Co
Neal Abel
JuKRllne; Nelson*
Adelaide Bell Co
(Two

A Fox

A Douglas
Wayne A Wart' n
Fhilser

Gellls

State-Lake
'Sunday openinnr)

McCormack A

A Wms
DES MOINES

Spencer

1st half

Emma Carua

Rookweil

W

Llxie Four
Dance. Creations

•Wholman A A
B FclBom Band
fill)

DENVER
Orpheum
'Sunday opening^
Blly Dale Co
Tuacano Rica
Plying Henry*
Langford A Fred'ks

to

fill)

KANSAS CITY
Main
(Sunday

Orpheum
(Sunday oner !ng)
•Pen Vnlrrio Three
Flgnor Friscoe
T.f ter Writer
•

LAP

Murdc-k

Dugan A Raymond
Van A Sehenek
Dance Fantasjet
Tamakla

(Two

CLEVELAND

Duponts
•Al II Wilson

II.

3

»

:

A Wat
CHICAGO
n

..

(ftunday

(T»o

Krami

A

r

it

f

n

Co

A ry Don n«
McDermi
Ma inn v A- G I> ?
•

half

:.l

Frs nets

Wlh

At

'"i

Pern

•T)).-

Little L'.nr
If '. v
f T«awlor

A-

A

H««i,i

"

Chap]

Ai

dm

!.-

IT.irv/-v

0#1,I
e

.

Sf'nM

>

M

'

:

A-

!1

•

•

•W

.

Foil

to

'.:

2d hi
•

>

i

'

\

•

•

I

»-y

•

:

B

A

Allen

«

i

(inh

A

h er

I

re
c
,

Ms OWN.

\

I

(

I

LI.

l.i

I

I

I

V

f

V

nd

,(i: ?>,.

A-

If

'

T

<

•

to

•

t.C.D

\

Co

••

[i

Gf/NS

CD

I.I.S

•

v

*

M

•

•-

ataraet

IfS.

NEB.

-

Lt«*t •

ft

i

ft

Hanif*

<

•

.

Contli

•'
.

A K

e\eu(h Mreel

I

Edward*

Be mU y
•:: 24)

v

I

.

NBAFOUA

Ml

it*

i

mlwa Japs

•i.

op"n'ng)
.

Co

NIAGARA PA MX

M

K»n Wooley Ct

2-T)

i

Majoatla

•

,1

•

A Bu'It

iers

w n ;*

l"! \NI».

i

Maids
I

Bary A Lary
M A I^e

I'r'dwav to

•

* Howard

!

K*nn* if

MnJeaflc

fall)

h

All)

MII.W'KEF. BIS.

•

I

|u irk

.-,

(One to

FOURS. N.D

(Mm.
r .ivg a

•

itrt.s

f

"-i.e
i

Bird* of Partd.se

Trio

I'ilarica

OruHctJM

i

Co

TON. n
<

half

2d half

•

ft'Tttf!
r

B

a D

(Thre* to A!)

Seymour A Healev
•Mai k A Velmar Co
Jack George Duo
nci> Montrose

•

»

i

'

I

ort

"

*

MAX PHILLIP

•Ward * Van

N.V

.i«e

2d half

MADISON, WIS.

!.< on Co
2d -half

•

I

Dud Knyd'

'

O Jr'her
v-

I

n

w

f-ORTIrAVR,

'

A-

"

-t

H
I

A Edwarda

Orpheum

Tr«.tit>e
•

•

-

«

1

•Earle

•Pair of Deuce*
•Harry Rowley Co
Three Ambler Bro*

O'Connor Girl*
Chamberl'n A Eur!
R"delington A Gr ct

•ci* eland

roi i«
h Ey^-l «lui SI
<•
o

f

it

A/

i

A

|-

fl!l>

rds

'

I.

•

iiftivelte

•

>

s

j

•

-

•

r

Holnv

'

A erme

P(
'

I
• |'i

LINCOLN. VFB.
Liberty
Irene Trc'vett*

7.elier

Hughes Duo

Empire

*

•Teddy

hnlf
llrantford

O'Neal Sisters A

SUN cjRcuir

(25-2«)
A Tresrfe

•Dnve

O'Maiiev A M'aneM
•Milton Pollock Co
Lsmbert A Fish

All)

FiAaaai

C^US

Fisshe*

L'Vr.NWTH. KAN.
Orpheum

•Llcyd A Good*
(Thre* to All)

N. D.

Grand
Wolfe A Ward

Ja- h

Bl If AI.O

•Tom Brantford

(Fob. 26) Maryland. Baltlasore

FARGO.

Tom

half
i

..

(Vine

*q.

)"

A

'.

Wk

•'1

rs

Hughe*

Ja' k

FOUR PHILLIPS

(One to

in

;

A Mitel
Pout

'

•<•',

Greeley
Ford *

:

«

ncad-Balanelng Equilihr M.

Managemoartt

Kortoa a Wllaoa
Kan* y Boyer Co

Y

A WalUe*
Hamlin A Mack
Johnson Bro* A J
LA ROSSE. WIS.

*ai*j

to All)

Wsrd A

Walton

A-

16)

!>'in

Caledi

So;.

IA.

Orpheam

<\

A.

THE ORIGINAL

& Bra

•

air

fill)

Sensational

Neat

Strand

.Thin l'o'ter Dunn
V.rglnia Pearaon

D>«r Co

I

WASHINGTON
Roll

Hawaiian*

GAIXSBLRG.

Bonlev:ird
Rank ua A y\\\i
fjsrdner a- Aui

\\

La

:l

4

half
La PTor

A

J

.i!

Na/.-r.-o

CHICAGO

Frrnco A. Jemm*
Daley A Burch
•Dav* Ferauaon Cc
Edith Clifford Co

(Two

Co

Ui.l Stanton

c©

M'Cmach A Irrm*
Whnt Is Tr Name"

II

Yong* Street
Three Walter*
Slmms A Winnie
Wllaon A McAvor

American C'medy

Joe DeKos Troupe

.

aj.

RItoII
(25-27)

•

Di III Ot E. IA.
Majeotlo
•Grant A Wallace
•Johnny'* New Car
Johnson Broa A J

A Herman

When W* Grow Up

State

Dr*on Sisters
T^ird Roberts

Allen A Jone*
Stolen Sweet*
Ethel Davis C*

•Roye Dorn A K
Harry <"()or.cr

M'f'r.y

De Vnrs

Prnttea of 1021

Nat

Weber A Elliott
Roy A Arthur
Rl FFALO

ILL.

2d half

Marsh A Williams
Tango Shoe*
Claudia Colemaa
(Two to All)

TORONTO

Adele Oswald
Harvev
Columbia A VIrfor

CAT

IA.

Bldsr.) V.

Orpheam

2d half
F**grra1d A Carroll

Moran

1

CHAMPAIGN,

Columbia

2d half

Ergot 1

Orpheam
Galettl's Monks

lilalto

Orpheum

'

b< rg
Klue A T».-«u>en
Parl'njr A- Tir.b -r

Tar row

KF.OKFK.

•Grant

DAVENPORT,

HolAea A Herron
Je*n Oranese
La Fran -e Bro*
n.nxel

M'zfleld

2d half

Christy A Bennett
Four Erctto*

(One to

Edwards

Irv'r.g

T>awrenc* A B'man
Snyder's Animal*
2d haif
Vlnrent Bro*
Stevens A L«urel
OverhoJt A Young

A

•Hilton Pollock Co

•Teddy"

R'way IFnlnim

.Tenia's

PA I L DC RAND

Lot* Co

A Vane*
fill)

•Ada Weber

*'HOKI MEDIANS OF THE WIRE"
Neat week (Feb. 2fl) Fifth Avo.,
New York and Far Rorkatvay, L. I.

flil>

K-ira

i;>ii«

N.

4f»H

^P'GPIELD, MARS.
Broadway
Valda A Co

Allyn

2d half

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

HoMen A Herron

Miller

Sldellt

Rln£«r«

•Dave A Tr*o*I*

OMalley

Official Dasttlat to the

Edwards

Irving

A
I

Dean A Girl*
'Hugh Johnson
•Al

nil)

.Han Granese
La France Broa
(One to fill)

BIRMINGHAM

Rosedale

ti

2d half

<

'i

A

Jewel v iolkn»f Co

n

<

i-liuhert

'"

;

"

I.

Sk-it;n»r Hafnlltons
f.

A Matthews
Harvey De Vora 3

Port
(One

<One to

•

?t

EJnrolN
T

Silvers

Karl

l:-

K

•Tt-.v

Gra

A

A Herman

KrgOttl

CRT, MO.
Glob*

Grand

Valda A Co

Harrison Moss

AN.
Wright
•M- nit,

?d half

2d half

R A L Walton
Hanson A B Sis

I

FN TR ALIA. ILL.

Sweets
Ft he? Davis Co

II

••

•I,< n

liuyie

r.

Ssnkus

tOne to

I. Wilson
Grant Gardner

I"r,ur

V.ls.^k
i

i

Pcr'-z

I^on A Mltal
Caled n a

t

-

r«.;ii"s

to fill)

t

M\V\RK.

A Peru
While A rF A O Wallers
Parish

T».ji

Mllo

•.

,Tn:vr« WattS
Pi ank F:iy
DeWolf Bl«

ri'**

Kildie N'rlnotl

J:m'
Adair
Bedinl s Jlom'p

Kurd

Garrtck

,

Gr'n

Victoria

.T:. «>i. «

Jed I 00 ley CO
O'Brien Hayes A

A

29 half

RaymonA

A Cough tin
M<
Perclval Noel Co
Willie Smith
Jack Powell Sextet
Ld half
--i

Knowles A White
Dane- Evolutions
Kennedy A Davis
Byron &• Lanjcdi n

DWYER
BOSTON

National
•Obnla A Adrlenne

A Weit

•Foris

AMES

Hippodrome
Zora Carmen Trio

BOSTON

John Le Clair
Jewel Faulkner Co
Harry Cooper
Making Movies

fill)

Harrington

.

m^k a o
BALTIMORE

Gr'nwlch Villagers

Making Movlea

A Rosedaje
•Warman A Mark

DETROIT
Detroit O.

"SIR

Jimmy Savo Co

Burt

(Sunday op^riinTl

Lola Chilfonte

Violet A Carleson
Julia Ring Co

Geo Randall Co

Llppy A Spsrrow
Arco Broa

Co

Retral A Moore
.Tack Strouse

Delaneey %i.
Walton A Leo

Dunn A Day

Battle Althoff X Si#

Midnight Rounders
Smith A Dale
Green A Blyler

to

American
Braminos

Crescent

A Jones

StolOII

St

Royal Venetian
2d half

All)

2d half
•Ear!* A Edwards
Harvey Honey A O

Leo Beera
•Stranded
(One to fill)

(

Moran

Allen

Vox

(On* to

Majestic

Emery
rtaael

TTrlen

The Parker*

Majestle
Ln<lv ADcea Pats

selvester

Col) Ins

P.lortrla

BL'M'NGTON, ILL.

Frank Ward

PROVIDENCE

A Pennington
Mr A Mrs D Clark

2d half
Betty Reat A Bro
(On* to fill)

KAN. CITY. HAN.

•John Ald-n Co

Art Smith

2d half

Keno A Green
Kyra
Cummlnrs A Shaw
Ann Toddlngs Co

BROOKLYN

J

Wood

Follies

Four Byron Girls
Howard A Rose
Klein Bros

(Sunday opening^
Rose Lirl
F-wuis Simon
Shen Camp

Leighton Petitt A

A Warren

Kara

Florence Schubert
Purcella Bros

La Vere &

Uubevlllo
Great Leater
Bird Cabaret

Moore A Shy
Three Weber Girl*

Royal Hydneya

A Gordon

fill)

Eleeirfo

C'D'R RAP1D0, IA.

Burns

N.(t

Eekhnff
Adrian

»d half

T^>n'.s

•

In Wrong
Klein Bros
Skeilv-Helt Rer
26 half

RtaU

#

•Four Girton oTr!*
(One to fill)

State

A Wilson
Dorothy Wahl
Renard A West

Francis

OTTAWA, CAN,

to

JOPLIN, MO.

Dancing Kennedys
Paul Bahn Co
Frank A Ethel nail
Moore A Fielda

Australhin Delaos

A Laurel
A Young

Direction:

Violet Carlesen

Case

Sc

Follies

CIRCUIT

CITY

N Phillips
O'Neill

Mrs

A.

Danca Dreams

Gr'nwlch Villagers

Florence Browne

LOEW

Mr

Clark

(Ono

Mums A Lynn

VALDO, MEERS and VALDO

Ha*outra
Johnny Berkes

Lew Fields
Wynne Gibson

fihubert

Hardy
James Cagney

Sam Hearn

Duo

Boydell

loew'a

Grand
Vincent Bros

BIJon

Belaaro

On

Id haif
A'.vcrcz

ATT.ANTA

J arrow

%

.

Orphean*
St Walter*
Dainty Maria
(One to All)
24 half

Brady A Mahoney
La Qracloaa

-

A Louisa
(Four to fill)
Majeeti*

Blanchard

.(••an

Fun
JOL1ET. n.T

Current of

Frawley

& Goodwin
KJrdwnod A O'Nettl

half

fill)

Emma Cams

N. J.

Monrx

Theodore Trio
Gardner A Aubrey
Julia Ring Co
HarrJngfn A Green
•The old Timers

to

Lincoln
2d half

Manicure Shop

Uevue

:-l

(Two

Shviiy
Timrohe Minstrels

•Rolling

•Mabel Hsrper
Brady A Mahoney

Daniel*

Dainty Mario
Leona Halle Revue

&

HUte

Verdi

•Moaon A Brown
•O Handworth Co

Martin Co

NEWARK,

1st half

Cooper Co

?d half

:iapshota

Clirf

'

i

y A Warr< n
Wilson A Jerome

WASHINGTON
Splee of 102?
Brend<-1 A Bert
Arman Kalis

Crescent

NEW YORK

Maude E'let Co
Roder A- I!ro\vn
I.ouim? farter <*
<''»«•

Tarzan

Puree! la Bros

Snapshots

(Sunday opening)
Whirl of New York

Ellsworth

Majestic
Troubles of 1922
rpe J cast I

Latter Writer
A lexandria

Kyra

1

L
A

Norris' Folllee

Crescent
Murphy A Bradley

*B«rgnMui

Cummlngs A Shaw

Mayfield

HAG

19)

Al

Street
openl: g)

Flirtation
Q.iisev Four

Four Tellerens
(Three to

E

A

Oeorgie Price
Harry C Clarke Co
Ellsworth

to Cll)

A R f is
CINCINNATI

Gladys James
Frances Vernon

Nell

0R*HEUM CLKCUIT

Empress
(Sunday opening)
Whirl of New York
Ann Toddlngs Co
Florence Schubert
Keno A Green

A K De Maco
Herman 'A Briscoe

Hayataka Jsps

Harlem O. H.

Phone Richmond

Coseia

NF.W ORLEANS

I.

Illalr

LOUIS

6T.

J

Pelletier

A K DeMaco
Herman A Briscoe
Harry C Clarke Co

Lew Fields
Wynne Gibson

A Lu°by
Bernard A Garry

Lean

Chalfonte

Ix.la

George Jessel
Courtney Sisters
Jed Dooley Co
O'Brien Hayes A B
O'Brien A Warren
Harlem O. H.
Blushing Bride

A B

JIMMY DUNEDIN

:

Mayfield

Snapshots

Bill 8683

CITY

Central
Troubles of IMS

Tarmark

(Two

J

Gosler

WTd

of Feb. 26)

L.

Astoria

•Stevens
Ovcrholt

Smith A Dale
Green A Blyler
Regal A Moore Co
Jack St rouse

Lander

NEW YORK

Fred Hughes
Wylle A Hartmen
LaMont Three
Farrell Taylor I
Rath Bros

CITY

228

Marshall Co

(Week

Four of Us
Bravo M'hellno A T
Jack Benny

Blushing Bride
I>ean

LKFFERT8 AVENUE,
KEW GARDENS. L. I.

W

St

(28-3)

Houdlnl
Frances Kennedy
Gibson A Connelli

(Week of Feb.

NEW YORK

HUGH HERBERT
•W

II

SHUBERT CIRCUIT

2d half

Gardner

PLATINO KEITH CIRCUIT

B.C.

Orpheam

•Howard

WILMA

at

VANCOUVER,

Ml)

to

ASTORIA.

.Sheftel'e

d

ACTUALLY singing in two voices
one time. A VOCAL accomplishment. NOT A TRICK.

Peta

Week (Feb. 2«). Alhambra. N. T.
Produced by CISSY MADCAP.

•Brown A Lavelle
Ross Wyse Co

•Karl

Emmy'a

This week (Feb. 19). Keith's Royal. N. T.

Whitledge
Bernlvlcl Bros

Liberty

Midnight Rounders

"Vocal Variety"
FRED KETCH is the only man

4 DANCING MADCAPS

Law ton

fill)

Client imt St. O. II.

BROOKLYN

A

Barry

Florence

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)

Rubeville Four

2d half

•Songs A Scenes
Calts Bros

H Pringle
PHILADELPHIA

KETCH

Orpltenm

SAN FRANCISCO

Next

(One

I'hi'iirick

Wm

Certrude Hoffman

WINNIPEG

Johnaon A Baker
Jack Osterman
Frlea A Wilson

Koban Japs

•Jada Trio

•Liletta
(One to

Shannon A Gordon

Murray

Bob Murphy

A

Farnell

FADLCAII, RY.
Orpheam

Will

Worcester

PAIL

Norwood

Lillian

Alexandria Dagmar
John wninlan

2d half
H"llo l-^erybody

Bart

Jack Har.ley
(One to fill)

Harry Langdon Co
Seattle Klnga

Stars

Palace

Maxon A Brown

plays

bill

Bam Howard

Norwowl

WOBCB8TBB

'Sunday opening)
Burke A Durkin
Parlor Bedr'm A B
Bill Robinson
Roscoe Ails
Br van A Flint
Karl

Orpheum

Orpheum

ORPHF.IM CIRCFIT

•Drlscoll

Lillian

Hoffman A Je»»le
McCoy A Walton
Hreak'wav Barlow*

Orpheam

Miller Parker A S
iaudia Coleman

Harry

to All)

GR'EN BAT, WIS.

«

A Manley

Parniahaa

(One

fill)

Camilla Trio

I^ew'v

id naif

•Herbert Lloyd C*

A Gold

MILWAUKEE

A BedaHa

Wild

American

Mailer
A Vincent
H- rman Berrena
Oobbs Clark A D

n^nnington & Reott

Sliubert
Galtlea of 1023

Orpheum

Steppe A O'Nell
Dugal A Leary
Ford Dancers
Edwin George
Jessie Busley
Gautlcr'a B'klayers
J Amoroa Co

(Same

('has Irwin

ST.

oil)

to

limmy Carr Co
Bailey A Cowan

Mallla

Shaw

anion Dennos

(One

Will Pbllbrlck
I'rnnk Masters

William 1'ringle
.Tack Rice
Alexandra Daifm:

A Tillio
Moody & Duncan
Qalettl A Kokin
B Arlington Co

(Sunday opening)
Walter C Kelly
•Moore A Kendall
Cummins A White

O.

OLIVE!
.»»
a ''Song Symphony*
Reiser

|

N. 1.

PlIC AGO

i

•Sterling
(Five to

Kedalo

Tom

NEWARK,

Sam Howard

Mitty

PORTLAND, ORE.

PERRONE and
A

Orpheum

'

Collins

TRTX

•Welser
Niobe

'

(Silr.day opening)

SACRAMENTO

in

ST. Lot in

2d half
Al Porter

Jack Conway Co
Carter A Joyce
Watson Jekina Rev
(One to fill)

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Animal*

Phone: Bryant 1834

Laiffbt S

A Byron
Gold A Bro
Bud Snyder Co

Regent
A Roao

MONTREAL

New York

Street,

A

Turner

Sid

vrRINGFlELD. O

Leo Xa.rrell.Duo
Irelng A El wood

E Tracey
OAKLAND, CAT..

A

c.r.iv

fill)

Spencer

Xestor

.

K.Y.

Aran

•chss Rogers Co
•E A I Tlnsdale

O'Neill

Marston

TRTOWN,

\\

Joselyn
•Early

Wa/d A Gory

K..X A Allyn
•Louia Love Co
Lawrence A Burin'n

v

Liberty
1st half

Wnrd A Gory

2d half

2d half

a)

•Ankar Trio

COCNT

West 43ih

C7-69

(One to

Helens Davis Co
CfcarlM F feomon

•Hel#n Miller

CO., Inc.

YVAKREN. PA.

HENRI MARGO
by

Dane* Dreams

Billy Olaaon
•It

nil)

lijilcr'a

Baggett

Badalie Natalie Co

assisted

2d half

A

A

Burnham

ABB ATO DK
MARGARITA MARGO.
SALES ainl HELEN E METrl
Direction EAGLE A <;OLPSMITM

Ryan
& Ward

Ed Gingraa Co

•lark

2d half
Val Jean

i>.

Australian W'chp'rs
Eidildge B A E

Columbia
A Val J««n
Do Barry Co

j

Jean Boydelr
Mr A Mrs N Phillips

WHO KNOW

TO TH03E

Magleys
(One to

Thompson Co

G;:IM?s of 102S

A

•Dave Manley

A Law r« nee

Mm*

M

HUte
Alvarex Duo

•Jack Walsh Olrls
Wilson A Jerome

•Stuart

Jean

MEM Pin 8

Perry

Warn Irk

De Wolf Girls Co
Framk Fay
Hayataka Japs

Belasro

Elliott Girls

•Canton Trio
Three McAdama
Dave Manley
•The Old Timers
(One to fill)

A Peru

Parish

WASHINGTON

Orpheum

St

•J

Sis

White A Beck
James Watta Co

Royal Ballet
Morris A Campbell

nry Santrey Co

•Gerber Rev
Creedon A Davis

•Gladya Greene Co
(One to All)
2d half
Byal A Early
(Others to fill)

(Sunday opening)
f § O Walters
George Deacon

A R

Cortes A
Nortblane

2d half
Drlscoll

I'hillips

2d half

Loow'a
(One to

Edwarda A Allen

BAYER-SCHUMACHER

fill)

Jada Trio

Gordon
•Ankar Trio

Sluibert

rt

Co

Kvilyn

LONDON, ONT.

Clara Howard

Allen

MIDDLETOWN,

2d half

CINCINNATI

Merka Stamford

fill)

Johnny

Empress

Pelletier

Palace
*Saim Bros

Bennington A Scott
Hot man A Jessie
Sully A Kennedy

A

II.

•UUilianl Trio

A Bro
LMUridge B A K
SHARON. FA.

Munroe A Grant
Carey Bannon A
(Three to fill)

E

Lou Tellegen Co

2d half

Victory
•Broscoe A Austin
•Rialto A Natalie
Fraxer A Bunco

to

Sis

Louis Simon

'Sunday opening)
:<>ih Century Hetue
Four Mars Hros

Kelt on

:

A

Jean

S d.C.nld

2d half

Ewe Zardo /

II.

A Franks

•Frances
(One to

J Connelly
Keliors

IjCS

OMAHA. NEB.

Crollus

&.

B A

(One

Marry Me

& DeMonde
A Scenes

•Tyler

n * S

White Bros

Sparrow

ft

Battle AltbofT

Marie Rossi

Hennepin
(Sunday opening)

Milt

•Songs

fill)

v.-ra

Orpheum

Pallas Walker

c>

•Liletta

(One to

Gordon Co
k Sinclair Co
Sylvester A Vance
Milis At Duncan

Luca*

2d half

•Harry Moore
•Rosher A Muffs
B/b1 A Early

Blly

flls)

2d half

lit

Boxy La Rorca

Janet of France

A

I.ibby

Arco Bros
Shep Camp

LOUIS

ST.

Russell
Ota**
A Oliver

St

ri

MINNEAPOLIS

(One

LEXINGTON. KY
Mi All

Andrieff Three

V

Grill

•Drown A Law lie
•o Handworth Co
Larry Comer
•Earl Rial Rev

Frazer A Bun
Hernivlco Bros

fill)

II.-.:;.

Perronne

Merrltt A CouK'il.n
Mammy A O D I
Jimmy Savo Co
Ford A Price

—4att

Rore Girl

Nathal
Harry Scranton Co
Keating ft Ross
Kola Jackson Co
Night Boat

Eddie Leonard Co
Conlin

I>ooley & Sale*
Land of Fantasle

Kubeville Four
Gladys Greene Co

A Frear
Lopez Band
to

1ND.

Koban Jars

Miller

(Two

(One to

rind

Dlnns A

M

2d half

797(1

J.

Renard A West

Braminos

NEW YORK

BI.DO..

BRYANT

Phones

Kean

Itichard

*.-

FITZGERALD

IOC

Lloyd Nevada

MI* none. M* Kokin
Rud"l & Dunigan
(One to fill)

Ermine

BOOKINO EXCLUSIVELY, WITH

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

•H.irourt A"Hsrt

•Webb's Band

Phil Davis

Fred C Hagan Co
Eddie Nelaon
•Sparks of B'dway

Carl Roalnl Co

•Frankle

Vlrtorla
•Louise Mayo

A Kyeo

•Ei.ko

A Howard
A Johnnie

Haplcy

•Lorner Girla
2d half
Carrara Erce'i*
North lane A Ward

ROt n ESTER, N.Y.

Lj'io

Dave Harris Bar.d
Fulton
•IjaToy Bros
Birdie Kraemer

ARTHUR SILBER

(Sunday opening)

W laon

11

AC

Dolly a

A Selman

Reed
•Al

Rector
L'nlg'n

Dream
IIOBOKEN. N.

Kraemer

Birdie

4k

Dawson

ArelMV A Bclford
Frank Mullane

Duponts

Lander

Garrlrk
(Sunday opening)

Baker

Dhil

Coogan A Casey
Charlie Wilson

Meehan's Dogs
(One to fill)

Gir!r,

2d half

B. P. Keith's
Dallas Walker

V

St

Francis Renault

Reck

2d half

CHICAGO

Anna Chandler

Julian Eltinge

A Wrnuu

aumont Sis
DeWitt Burns A T

fill)

KOKOMO,

Crolius

Beard
North A Hnlllday
Fred Lindsay
.•Stanley Doyle & R
Billy

Orpheam
Williams a) Wolfa*
Bronann Ac Baldwin

w

.v

I>ayton

Leo Haley
Dave Harris Band

fill)

Orpheum

I!

2d half

•Jerry Plr.no

(One to

Vincent 'O'Donnell
V A E Stanton

Niobe

CLEVELAND

Dubrau

Mil)

H

DAYTON

Earl A Matthews
Ed Blondell Co

Hello Everybody
rud* Hoffman

v hubert

Roeer* ft Allen
Bert Howard
'Bart Lytell

J

Majestic

PITTSBURGH

Ircl'd

SEATTLE

Hnll

Humberto Bros

All)

to

Regent
•Elliott & West
•Hi ne & Mtgnon
•Eddie Hill
•G Ayer A Bro

A

Whitefleld

ft

BOSTON

Browne

Werley St Page
•HuKhes A Pam
La i-ova A O Co

Mankln

Wood

rkes

l!<

Florence

BenCey Banks A O

111!)

Metro politiia

Leighton Petitt
Nell

to

BROOKLYN

Hardy
James Cagney
Al

Hupoutra

Johnny

Moritg

St

(One

Gladys Jameo
Franees Vernon

II.

Sam Ream

Carlisle A Lama]
Aerial Valentines

Steger

MILWAUKEE

KALAMAZOO

fill)

MEMPHIS

Snell

CHICAGO KEITH CLBCUIT
CINCINNATI

jfe

to

to

O.

St.

Splee of 1922
Brenc.-l % Hert
Arman Kalia

Orpheum

Wms A V

HuKhee

Syrel>

(Sunday opening)

stars of Yesterday

Selaya
•Franeti

PHILADELPHIA
Clustnot

Holman Co

Max

Win Faversham

Zdda Bros
Lonegan A

Ross A Foaa
Innia Bros
(Three to All)

Klea

(One

Orpheum

Marie

Tbe Newmans
Furroan A Evan*
Sutler A Parker

Bobby Henshaw

If

Olympian
Ines

A

St

A A M Havel

MEW BEDFORD
Nathane A Sully
(Two to nil)

Palace

•Dabs Carl

•Love Sis
E J Moore"
Perta A M'rguerlte
Ethel Parker

Carl

MAX< HESTI K

Ifel

Marc McDermott

Zeck A Randolph
McGrath A Deed*
Tunea A Steps

2d haft

Stan Stanley
O'Donnell A Blair

Hill Street

Mella A Brum
Ethel Hopkln*

rtk©'*

Tom

LOS ANGELES

llercedea
2d half

pi

i

I

.'.>.'

4-

\

.

T

VARIETY

Thursday, February

22, 1923

many different style* of the Englewood has known or will
entertainment and which la pre- ever know.
sented so nicely that It la surefire
Senator Murphy, next to closing,
with an audience. The barrel Jump- put over his splendid material In
ing stunts brought biggest applause, fine form, and from his first word
first to Peru and then to Parish.
to his laot had the crowd just where
The De Wolf Sisters, with a third he wanted them.
girl at piano, presented their elabDaly, Mack and Daly closed the
orate song and dance revue, which show, but failed to hold the people
is cleverly constructed and highly
at the laat performance Sunday
entertaining throughout The plan night, which may have been due to
of carrying the idea of- a trip to the lateneas of the hour, for their
various places where dancing la routine is well done and the comedy
encountered gives the offering a Is exceptionally good. Those who
touch worth while.
remained for the act in its entirety
Frank Fay, who has been absent were well pleased.
from Chicago for three years*
started off just a little slow at the
Benjamin H. Ehrllch, theatrical
Sunday matinee, but soon had the lawyer, will assist
actors
audience leaning his way, and when out their income tax in making
statements
encore time came he grew stronger again this seaeon and
will be found
and stronger.
lie has a charm at the Chicago
office of Variety in
which is Irresistible and nut com- the State-Lake building
(Room 522)
edy which has a surer foundation from 8 until 6 every
afternoon and
than the crazinees of most of the all day Saturdays
from
Feb. 26 on.
comedians of that type. He has a There will be no charge
for this
splendid voice and those who enjoy service.
Mr. Ehrlich gave assisthis performance are pretty certain ance to a great
number
of profesto wish .for a little more^of his sionals last year
and the service
eludes

All matter in
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refers to current
week unless

OFFICE
State- Lak»
Theatre Bldg.

otherwise
indicated.

With Van and Schonck topping [sicond week and can easily stand
Piatov and Natalie got the
one of the best running all-around
vaudeville bills thai ever played worst of the bargain by being forced
the Palace, all records at this house to close. It is altogether too long
looked shattered from the lirst few and too much time was wasted in
day* of business. From the first posing, which k^<- lie uidlence a
time since the Orpheum Circuit in- good chance to retire, which they
augurated Sunday openings, the took adv image of.
theatre held capacity Sunday matiness. There were enough people In
The Majestic has an excellent bill
the lobby and on the sidewalk SunFolday night to till the house over. this week. Norrls' "Springtime
the presentation
t

Van and Schenckrhave not been
seen

Chicago

in

many

years,

the

1

!

'

in vaudeville for
ist time seen in

any theatre being

.it

the

a novelty in
of dogs, is a fine sight act and full
Norrls opens with
of possibilities.
a son? and introduces 11 dogs and a
monkey in a routine in which an
assistant (man) is often on stage.
Norris sings nicely but without a
Strong voice. The Scotch collies are
very pretty. Leaping hounds do just
lies."

Monday afternoon was a repetition
of Sunday, as was Monday night.

!

Colonial

I

with the "Follies." They were supported by an all-around craekerjaek
vaudeville bill with every act preceding them having singing uut-

j

I

;

a

moment

Doss,

Billy

side of the opener.

late in the act.

comedian,

blackface

a drop showing I freighter and
May "YVirth, scheduled for So. 5. ahastruck
in front of this to give color
show due to illiuss. She to his character,
lie has some good
was repluced by Diinty Marie. The material
and a peculiar drool to his
Mclvin
Brothers,
han.l-to-ha.nJ
which is a factor in the satisbalancers, gave the show a fast voice
faction that Ins singing gives. His
start and received more than the
talk is entertaining.
usual applause for an opening act,
Mack, Velmar and Co, in a comedy
failed to

not that they deserved

comedy ill him. The leading girl is
fair. The other tour girls are ordinary, though two do % harmony
number which won applause for the
reason that it stands out amongst
the mediocre matter that composes
the bulk of the act.

There Is
ville show
filling in

another straight vaudeat the CJarrick this week,
unit attractions are
not available. It is a better run-

singing.

The Haytake Japs brought the
performance to a close with five
minutes of breakaway ladder into
perch and risley. The feet-to-feet
somersault of a rather small man
manipulated by a slightly larger
one won the biggest appreciation,
but the risley work throughout is
remarkably well done.

when

ning show than has been booked
previously
under such
circumstances, but it is not to be compared to the big time straight
vaudeville show's which are being
seen in Chicago.
There was only
one change in the bill as originally

—

laid out
Monahan and Monahan
placed to open the show instead of
The Englewood is doing a nice
the West tlirts with a girl in the a skating act booked.
business under Orpheum manageMonahan and Monahan open with ment, and the change from one
writing -room of a hotel, and Incidentally lias the man singing in a a roiler skating display in which show a night to two performances
pretty tenor voice and the girl dancing, has a surprise finish when a
chap playing a bellboy turns out to
be the attendant at an insane asylum.
The cities under Correspondence in,, this issue ef Variety are
Will J. Ward's pianolog ma/le n
It consists of snappy songs and
hit.
as follows, and on pages:
a good line of stories, delivered in a
r
BALTIMORE
30 MINNEAPOLIS
big voice, enabling everyone to hear
37
What is sung or spoken.
BOSTON
\
37 MONTREAL
33
''Favorites of the Past." another
of the" old-timer arts numerous in
BUFFALO
30 ROCHESTER
29
Chicago recently, has May Iloey,
CHICAGO
Charles A. Loder, Gathering Marco
20 SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
37
and Harry Bartlett in individual
DETROIT
28 SAN FRANCISCO
26
specialties.
and
Verdi
were
in
extra
for
Ccscia
INDIANAPOLIS
28 SYRACUSE
,. 29
Sunday with their combination of
violin and cello playing.
KANSAS CITY
33 WASHINGTON, D. C
33

but it
proved the attitude of the audience.
Moody and Duncan were spotted
too early for their kind of act. but
with the bill running as it did it
was the only spot and helped the
general running of the show. These
two girlfi have replaced the Watson
Sisters and the Courtney Sisters in
regular big time vaudeville. Their
Interpretations of classic ballads
and comedy soups are guaranteed
show stoppers. The straight singing of Miss Moody and" the clowning
less,

and humor of Miss Duncan
proceedings.
The
two

other standard comedy turn, caught
on almost as well.
"Dolly's Dream" closed the hill, a
flash but nothing more. There is a
very noticeable absence of talent,
but that it is girls and carries a
special set may make up in a meas«
ure for this. The boy is expected to
be dancer and comedian; he does a
few steps fairly well but there is no

skit

in

which a cuttle buyer from

CORRESPONDENCE

up
young

tied

women dressed their act both artistically and ore gowned to the las'
degree of modiste s.vle.
Rubin and Da 11 have a few now

McOowan

Faber and

in

WHEN

way and which

place,

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
PAN TAG E8 THKATKE III II. DIM.

a*

IIBJBBMIIIBaejHIl

EVA PUCK

"RAINBO TRAIL"

OOLKTTA RYAN,, "LINDA." ni'TK BTTtNO, Ruddy*

rjarrrtt ConI -;-n
and Elenora Wlllens. Frank W'ewthil an'. Iu:« 'it .,!
Orchestra.
r.VAiors i)i,'j.\i.:ns am» a la
\i:n. pkrvkh

<.'nrle.«'m

,

<

FRIAR'S INN
Van Buren and Wabash

who hnvo

made a most pleasing picture with
attractive costumes before a silken
drop and this combined with their
harmonizing and graceful stepping
make them desirable for any twic**
daily bill. Frank Davis scored twice
when

initialing

in

'Birdseed" with

Miss Darnell and again as the announced substitute for thd Francis
and Claire skit.
The latter wan
formerly used by Davis, but has
since been brightened up with new
material.
The acts are booked together and it's a corking idea, for

given its
through

everything

III

III

REGINA CONNELLI

(

(Gibson & ConneHI)
PHOTOCTRAFHED THIS SEASON BY
.

Throw Away Your Old

FUR COAT
—

Them Here There's
Always Enough Left for a
Bring

«HI«A««
m

JOHNNY COAT

Our Experience. Our ReaxnrMihte
Chanros and for Economy'ii Soke
It Will I'ay Yon to InvestlRate-i-

<M

BlumenfiWs Fur Shop
204 State-Lake Bldg.

CHICAGO
or III VHIiOltN 1253
WORK CALLED FOK

<r«Upto«*

STAGE SHOES
EVERYTHING

Immediate Delivery.

81nple Pair or

Production orders.

I'll..

8END FOR CAT A LOO.

AISTONS,

Our Itcfer.pnrra:
Anyone In Show Dullness.
'

Stevens UUltc. 17 No. State

GREEN MILL GARDENS
AVP.
New

BROADWAY AT LAWRENCE

Now Under

Under the Personal Management

of

A HE

Inc.
St.,

Chicago

Ownership

ABENDS

All-star Show Penturlna I.I.Ol D f.AKKr.TT
Late Singing Pentare of George Whit^ Scandals
BELLE OI.IVI.lt (Formerly of the Orpheum Circuit)

Says?

Han'insr

lone ong»s;einenta b>

l»v

CHARLEY STRAIGHT'S ORCHESTRA

C1IICAOO will enjoy m more pIoMnaS
visit by sUyln* at
"CHICAGO'S NEWEST"

VKoAl

:

6 T«i

«

I

''»!.\Q

-

•

1

,
,

HUNTINGTpN HOTEL
4526 Sheridan Road

Avenuer.

IN CHICAGO'S

CHICAGO
ENTERTAIN'totsir

Artists

Orpheum. The legit star with a
dignified and finished interpretation
was well received.
However, it was to Jack Osterman the honors of the performance
fell.
His natural gift for ad libbing
easily gave him the big send off o'
the schedule.
Garnet and Lucille

DON'T

Ogden

Production

A standard act bill topped by
William Favershajn provides exentertainment
the
at

cellent

and their fun-making found

MILLLION DOLLAR RAINBO ROOM

DINE

rectors will be held shortly.

a rich response with the laugh Of
the man spreading to all parts of
the house.
Miss Samuels, headlined, was
fourth with the songs she recently
had at the Palace and scored possibly the biggest personal success

SCENERY

lte<k'» Spectacular

is

largely

benefit will take place on Sun8, at the Colonial. Aaron

Jones will be general chairman of
the committee again this year. The
annual election of officers and di-

Jarvis and Harrison contributed
more comedy to the bill in third

EUGENE COX

MANN

value

at the Palace recently
offered finding favor.

TO THE PROFESSION

Wi h

The American Theatrical Hospi-

comedy in connection with plants
who come on the stage as a committee. The Minstrel Monarchy had
second position and the veterans
scored quite as big a hit as when

"EU," the Jeweler

way, lona

The Chicago Civic Opera Co. only
had a short season on tho road this
year following the Chicago engagement, but the plan is to make a tour
of 10 or 11 weeks following next
year's Chicago engagement.
tal

Wednesday, inclusive) was made
up of tried Orpheum material, with
the exception of the opening and
closing acts.
Dainty Marie, who
was booked in to close the show,
was taken out of the bill at the last
moment to substitute for May
Wirth at the Palace, and this forced
Daly, Mack and Daly to go on Sunday without their name being
shown in the cards at the side of
the stage.
Frances Parke and Co. opened
the show With an electrical display
which Is interesting from a standpoint of what is done in an elecvaudeville

suing Wil-

day. April

with six cats of Orpheum vaudeville
at reasonable prices promises to
tind favor in that important section
of the city. The hcadliner for this
week is Rae Samuels, and the blil
for the first half (Sunday until

trical

is

Henry Pett for divorce. The
came up Monday in the Chi-

cago courts.

"The Com-

pass" have bright material, not all
appreciated, as it is a little too
the man does some feats of skating
smart. The act was next to closing
between and among candles, folin contrast to second place recently
lowing with the same stunts blindPalace,
it
is
dandy
at the
a
act,
folded, after Which his girl partner
with the girl of exceptional charm.
as a mechanical doll.
Gladys Delmare and band closed in introduced
most notable feature of the act
the show nicely, though it is not The
arotrnd in which a
swing
is
a
such an Imposing organization as
others seen in vaudeville recently. dummy is substituted for the girl.
looking like a «Uined window glass. The girl, who is little, has a five- This trick, which fools a part of the
Their setting looks like the boys piece jazz orchestra composed of audience, lost its effectiveness at
have been studying old Spanish young-looking fellows, all rather this performance, as in getting off
drawings.
The banjo playing, of small, dressed in Kton costumes. stage he ran the dummy into the
Bill Bailey and the putting over of Miss Delmar does a Sis Hopkins wings, permitting the figure to fall
numbers by Cowan are still the song, sings and dances, and the or- on the stage in such a way that
nucleus of the act and could stand a chestra plays selections in which the any one believing it the girl would
lirtle change, as some of the numthink she had been stunned.
cornetist stands out.
bers are not suited to Cowan's style
Flo and Ollie -Walters registered
of delivery.
Probably before the
The eight acts witnessed at thc- very big in second position with an
week i* over their numbers will be last' show at the KrriHo Monday offering constructed to give opporswitched.
night proved splendid entertain- tunity to Miss Ollle as a comediDainty Marie was the next to ment. The hill had an abundance enne.
There Is singing, dancing
sing and does not have to take her of comedy, with Archer and Delford and talking, with a thread of a plot
hat off to any of them.
She re- taking hit honors, though there were binding the numbers together for a
reived strict attention for her few several acts that got their full quota time. Miss Flo is a dainty dancer
minutes of songs, and when she of laughter. There arc eight acts to and" contributes her full portion to
went into her aerial work it was a show at the Kialto, though ten the act. Miss Ollie is quite a comic.
just as inspiring and astounding as play the house. Two acts are out They bunch several numbers into a
always.
Val and Ernie Stanton of each show until the last perform- short period and are strong on
walked in for an easy hit. The ance on the opening day, when the novelty.
boys have polish and stv'e that ij bill is made up of the acts which are
George Pelletler and the Reynolds
surefire.
They clowned, talked, yet to give a fourth show. This ardanced, played uko and mouth or- rangement does not always develop Sisters, who were at the Garrick
tho
second week in November with
gan and the audience never seonmd as smooth running a bill as that
the Wesley ("Freckles") Barry act.
to tire.
The taller one of tho two seen Monday night.
were third with a new act which
has gotten to be a champ nrouthThe Arleys opened with a perch
organ player and in the reviewer's act, first class. Frank Mullane fol- they have been doing about six
mind, could challenge any one in lowed and displayed a splendid sing- weeks. The offering was at a little
another
disadvantage
fallowing
the business.
Billy Arlington and ing voice, with his Irish stories.
his company of three were the hoke Heck and Keckton combine hand sister act, and the routine of the
comedy punch for the show, Al- balancing and teeth display and Reynolds Sisters gives evidence of
George ("Deacon"
though having been seen here in have worked out an act of this na- newness yet.
burlesque
the same offering several times, it ture which is out of the ordinary. Pelletier delivered his
negro sermon in white face this
went over like new material.
Jack Merlin does magic, getting time, and it made quite as big a hit
Van and Schcnck next to closing laughter from his kidding of a plant.
as before.
The Reynolds Sisters
were probably the last word in
Lester and Vincent have somesinging Bhowrm n. It is most likely what of a novelty in blackface acts, dance nicely and stand out most in
The girls join
that they will be held o\ er for a and the comedy of the man, espe- a Bowery number.
Pellctier at the close of his 6ormon,
cially his eccentric dance, created
and this arrangement drives away
enthusiasm.
the applause that would reward his
Archer and Delford hit the Ilialto effort ordinarily.
crowd a real wallop, and few acts
White and Beck duplicated thoir
this season have scored a bigger success at this house previously this
success. Roach and McCurdy, an- season and put over their numbers
Special Discount to Performers
in their usual excellent stylo. Their
IN CHICAGO
burlesque opera version, provided
much laughter for an encore.
State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,
James Watts and Co. closed the
Ground Floor
first part with the travesty on singing and dancing females with which
CIT RATES.
Watts' name has long been assoR. R.
nought and Sold.
ciated.
He makes dandy fun, both
1734
Avenue)
DAVID LYONS
in his effort at Singing and in his
CHICAGO
Licensed R. K. Ticktt Broker.
classical dance, in which he Is AsPhone Heelry 3*01
Telephone nutrition 897ft
Watts shared
sisted by Rex Story.
511 8. CI.AKK ST.
CHICAGO
ASK:— KNOX WILSON
in headline prominence and contributed his full share of laughs
and interest to the program.
Parish and Peru opened after inClark Street, i»t Lawrence Avfnaf, CHICAGO
termission with a routine which inMR. FRED
Presents

setting that shows
the
spending of a great deal of money.
The boys should be given a great
deal of credit for keeping then* act
Just a bit ahead of the times. They
are using a trick-raised staga in
ihe center of their bac* diop, the
miniature curtain before raising,
interior

f:«l\viir<l

Anita A. Lawrence
liam
case

j

gags since their last appearance
here, and the comedy encore bit
stimulated the audience to much
approved applause.
Bailey and
Cowan, with Estelle Davis, have
changed their act with a novelty

TICKETS

was greatly appreciated. The income tax statements must be filed
by March 15.

EXCLUSIVE SECTION

ROOM With a MUTATE OATB
ONE BLCCX EHOM LAKE
TWENTY MINITRS to All TIIKATBE*
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"Jaat a Couple of Nifties." take oft*
the "tough" dancers In clever atyle.
It to one of the speediest dancing acta
aver' seen her*, and Mia* Hldnor'e
twirling from the arms of her partner
There is ho time watted
to dassllng.
with "chatter." and for a 10-rninute
act It contains more action than many
others twice its length.

arranged dance routine admirably
executed and carrying a strong; comedy punch, number six on the bill at
the second ehow, walked away with
applauae honors at the Broadway thla
week the only turn on the program
to run up anything approaching a hit.

KEITH'S

B. F.

—

PALACE

WEBER and RIDNOR
Hong and Danes
One and Thres (Special)

VARIETY— BOSTON

IS Mlns.;
Jefferson

By Len IJbbey
Kddle Weber and Marion Rldnor
woke the house up with their dancing
act.
Thla pair work fast, have eome
excellent material and put everything
they have Into their work all the
time.
The finish of the act wae a
whirlwind and the house was keen
for them at the end, giving them an
excellent chance to encpre if they had
wished to.

WEEK
FEB. 19th
THIS

NEW YORK

Striking blue drapes la "one," depleting a castle-in-tbe-alr effect part
to "three," disclosing Weber and Ridnor la eccentric get-up. The couple
represent the present-day Idea of old.

the

grotesque

them with

get-up.

A tough song' and dance double to
a "Saturday Night" number waa followed by a hard ahoe dance by the
man. She soloed with a neat jaas
solo and finished doable with a neat
whirling dance.
The team to good for a spot In fast
ARE!..
company.

They came on
and wowed

lightning-like gusto.
In

costume

Me

Pretty Maiden"
They followed
with a tough number, ''Every Saturday Night." which they also topped
off with a nobby dance.
Both followed with dance solos and wound
up with a lively double.
'Tell

lively

fashioned comedy tin-types His hair
to slicked down and he sports a grotesque full evening dress get-up.
which Includes yellow army shoes and
The
ludicrously misfit dress clothes
womsn to In a tight-fitting costume
that would make anyone look horrid
excepting for undeniable facial charm

which *9t9 It off effectively. A comedy dance number la executed In- this

with a neat song and
dance offering which they sold with
pace

nnd a

.

The combination la not new, bat
the routine looks new since last aeen.

CLIPPER

Weber and Rldnor sustained
lively

22, 1923

BTRACUSa JOURNAL
ddle Weber and Marion Uiaaor,

BM.I BOARD
B. S. Mm' Broadway, N. T.
(Reviewed Monday Matinee, Oct. •)
Weber and Rldnor, with a cleverly

dance.

—YARrBTY.

•*>
*

I'

.

MARION

EDDIE

A
Assisted by

N
D

J'GOOLEM"
(Dan Wilson)

'

A COUPLE OF

"JUST

in

NIFTIES"

and
«

The Fastest and Neatest Singing and
Dancing Act with a Great Comedy Punch

wow-

Claimed by Managers, Press and Public to Be One of the
Season's Outstanding Hits
This

(John

Week

Next 'Week (Feb.

4

KEITH'S ALHAMBRA, New York
NIXON'S GRAND. Philadelphia, Pa (Flavin*

B

(Feb. 10),
26),

F.

for Joe Dougherty)

L*EWIS & GORDON
WEBER
Billing by TRACEY & McBRIDE
WEBER AND RIDNOR

Direction

McAllUUr)

Staged by

EDDIE

THEATRE— Broadway.
STYLE— Dancing,

DATE— October

*\ew York.

TIME— 12

songs

NETTING— Full.

second show.

9,

minutes.

SPOT— Five.

SCENERY——Special blu« drop, In one. parted to raveal stage net
figured back drop in blue fabric, with *ldes to match.
WARDKOHK -Burlesque "Floradora" costume, changing tp Bowery
closing with
motive.

man

in tux.

and

girl

full;

togs,

garb of Jasz

In eccentric

ROUTINE-

-Opening with song and dance burlesque of "Floradora," followed by Bowery dance and song, man returning for solo
while girl changes.
Girl comes back for song and dance
Kl>eoialty. In which she is Joined by man, closing with fast

i:km \rks-

-A cleverly staged act, with a strong element
some uncommonly good stepping, which runs

exhibition of whirls.
of

comedy and

to the eccentric
Btyle.
Neither is strong vocally, yet both display considerable ability in getting their songs over.
flrst-rato turn
for a tir.st-rate bill.

A

—BILLBOARD, NEW ACTS

both

Booked

Solid

cally.

The

current

Pantages

Jan. 1st

1924

Norfolk

and

lineup

portant feature and scored nicely.
Thalero's Circus, closing, supplied
a fast routine to appreciation while
Kitner and Heany, who preceeded
the dogs, gained a few laughs with
their ocean episode. Pierce and Ooff
finished to solid applause
after
playing
various
musical instruments.
liettie Hart did fairly in putting
the show under way and Major
Ilhoads following, took the applause
hit with his violin selections.

—

ductions are holding down the
stages of San Francisco's principal
theatres this week with "Struttin*
Albng" «t capacity at the Century
and the Georgia Minstrels attracting at the Curran. This is the first
time,
incidentally,
the
Georgia
Minstrels have been able to get
time in the bigger local legitimate
theatres.
The Georgia Minstrels
will remain at the Curran but one
week.

at the Golden

the throng
until Marc McDcrmott appeared.
The picture star, on No. 4, revealed
himself to be at home on the
failed

to

arouse

boards and backed by adequate support, registered well up. Bob Ilenslmw walloped across for the most

marked appreciation.

The

Moore,

installation

of

the idea of bolstering up bad busi-

the

up for an average total. Jones regular bill was cut down
much
and Elliot, with a live piece band, dissatisfaction was voicedand
by many
closed and did splendidly with their performers who found
their time
dancing. The orchestra is but fair at this stand cancelled.
and it would seem that a piano
player should sufllce a* the accom-

it

DETROIT

for this couple.

manager

The Most Talked Of Act

New York
Direction PETE MACK
in

SHl'BERT-DETKOIT

the

Harold Kirby, baritone has been
-Lionel Keene
by Mapftftr
~

signed

nette;

.

.

i

&

Skating Hamiltons; Ford

Goodrich. This bill includes several
repeats, acts using same material as
on previous appearances

:

.

—

.lames
Barton & Co.; Kramer & Boyle:
Janet Adair; Bcdini's Horses: Milo;
Hashie A Osie; Chappelle & Stin-

T. C. Reavis,
theatre in Santa Kosa announces
that he is preparing to build a new
house seating L'.OOO and will retain
the old one as well.

of

«

/

',

•

in orderly fashion.

Because English's has been dark
way-Strand; M Java Head," Adams; or had nothing but a picture during
"Face on Barroom Floor," held over the past month and the Murat has
at Fox- Washington; "Knighthood," been dark much of the time In what
ladlson.

should be the height of the season
Indianapolis Star inquired on
Sunday dramatic* page whether
th* Shubert-Erlanger combine Is
going to do this city any good. The
dramatic iitor expressed the fear
that theatrical powers of the east
have
relegated
Indianapolis
to
"hick" status.
the

Clark has disposed of his
interests in the Consolidated Theatres, Grand Rapids, and has left
Fred Clark confor California.
tinues as general manager.
Will

the

ness, has not been a success either
financially nor In pleasing artists
playing that circuit. When the engagement of the opera company
opened the number of acts on the

talkative
trickster, assisted by a plant hoked

paniment

—

Coue Special
PHOTOPLAYS*
and/ "Racing Hearts." Capitol; "One
Exciting Night," 3d week, Broad-

Rex
Reynolds Light Opera Company in
Madelon and the Oakland Pantages theatre,
with

Paula Miller were a dainty addition
and Crystal Bennett opened wherein
the boxing and wrestling attracted
attention.
E.
J.

i

—

falls

The week's program

night

NEW

below the average of
the past weeks, although Lillian
Burkhardt proved rather an Im-

Gate

Richmond

of the Loew's Warfleld and will appear in conjunction with Adolphus,
another added attraction!

the

at

—

GARRICK
"Tangerine," Julia vaudeville and pictures, put out
Sanderson failed to appear opening 60,000 passes last week.
through sore throat, role
taken
by
understudy,
Rebekah
Senator Steele's picture censorIL W. Pierrong, house manager Cauble, who g*ve splendid performfor Pantages recently in Spokane ance.
Miss Sanderson appeared ship bill has been reported out with
for four weeks returned to San Monday night. Next, Marjorie Ram- amendments, without recommendation by the Senate Committee on
Francisco a few days ago and is beau in "The Goldfish."
Morals, and advanced to
now said to be slated for a berth in
DETROIT— Rich r I Ben- Public"
second reading, which may come
the Pantages offio4s In Los Angeles. nett in "He." Next, "Thank U?"
late
this
week.
The bill has not
SHUBERT-MICHIGAN
BonTwo of the three men who cracked stelle Players in "We Girls." Next, been through the House. There ar©
but two weeks of the session left.
the safe at the State. Oakland, and "Charm School."
got away with $3,000 last week were
MAJESTIC— Stock, "The NightThe Montgomery, at Cynthiana,
arrested.
cap."
Next, "She Walked in Her
Ind., the home of the owner, Al
Sleep."
The O'Connor Twins will close at
GAYETY
Burlesque, "Radio Montgomery, and the Methodist
the Palais Royal this week to open Girls."
church were burned last week, with
at the Marigold Gardens, Chicago.
REGENT, Miles, Colonial, LaSalle estimated loss of $10,000. The fire
Gardens, Columbia and Orpheum started when a film was Ignited
Two all-colored theatrical pro- pop vaudeville.
during a show. Spectators filed out

incidents registered emphatiLucas and Inez 'ield the

entire house to fine returns in the
closing spot.
Berm and Englis
pushed off to an excellent start with
their novel acrobatic offering. Williams and Vann'essi (New Acts)
were also included.

INDIANAPOLIS

its

.

-

By VOLNEY B. FOWLER
Village
^"Greenwich
MtJlRAT
\

—

Follies."

ENGLISH'S— White'f

BROADWAY

--„

'

"Scandals."
• Carlo

Monte

Girls."

Hairdressing Parlor

RIALTO—-"Don't Weaken."
Tho

Rialto,

musical

MISS ANNA'S

comedy,

HOUSE MANAGER

Permanent
Waving and Hair Dyeing

Specializing in

Special Reduction to Professionals.

PERMANENT WAVING

AT LIBERTY

Expert
Picture* or
Reference*.

$25 for entire head
$15 for half head

Publicity
Vaudeville.
Man,
Hmt
fornhl nation House'.

Go

Anywheres.

Reasonable.

Address Box 316,
Variety, tyew York

Salary

We

do permanent waving with ths
latest oil methods.

1455 Broadway,
Phone

New York

BRYANT

BISt

•
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MIDGETS

CROWDING LOEW
EXTRACT FROM
THE NEWARK LEDGER, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY
•

1923

13.

MY SHOW

•

(

•

week (Feb. 12) broke

Last

the record of Marcus Loew's State Theatre, Newark,
William A. Downs, Manager

.

Biggest Business since the opening of this house. Over 63,000 actual paid admissions on the week, including Ash Wednesday (beginning of Lent). Turned
away 1,000 people daily. ALSO BROKE EVERY OTHER
THEA-

LOEW

TRE RECORD.

ROSE'S 25 ROYAL MIDGETS
with the wonderful Midget Band, Marvelous Acrobats, and the Extraordinary
men and women vaudeville stars. Will play several return engagements on
the Loew Circuit after concluding my 17 weeks.

tiny

\

MANAGERS,

don't overlook the best piece of show property in the United
States today, with my bally-hoo and stunts that the midgets do.

We MUST

pack your theatres

all over.

^B^B^a^BaaaaaBia^aBaMHBV

Refer you to

/

.

MR.

J.

H.

LUBIN

as to verification of the above statements.

F THE SMALLEST AND HANDSOMEST MIDGETS IN THI

U. S.

•

IKE ROSE
SEYMOUR FUERTH,
SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

locally

CHESTER

BAH*.

son was the

By

W1ETING-J-Firt
half,

Musical Director

B

half. dark.

Last

"Ladies For Sale."

STRAND— All week, 'Teas of the
Storm Country."
ROBB1NS- ECKEL— "Ninety and
Nine."
EMPIRE— "Hearts Aflame."
CRESCENT— "Kick In."
Maybe

it

was

just

coincidence,

hut the fact remains that the Robblns-Eckel and the Empire were
quick to capitalize the 'lire interest" that followed the $2,000,000
Baslable Theatre fire. Both "The
Ninety and Nine" at the Eckel and
"Hearts Aflame" at the Empire are
Are pictures, pure and simple..
Cancelled once, the Fiske V)'Hara
at the "Wieting is back
again.
O'Hara will bring "Land
O' Romance" here for the last half
of next week.. The Witting has
"The Cat and the Canary" in for
the full week of March 5.

booking

Syracuse theatregoers apparently

want male

stars.

"While Mrs. Fiske.

Rambeau, Nance O'Nril
others have failed to draw

Marjorie

and

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

Inc.

Permanent Address, 565

(Julia Sanderoutstanding ex-

bank books, Federal and State income tax returns and records of all

ception), Walker Whiteside, George
Arliss and Otis Skinner drew well.

tickets sold during the seat sale for
the called off Wieting concert of
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
over a year ago.

this season
on^Jy

of icy weather, Skinner
had a satisfying and enthusiastic
house at his opening Friday night
Wieting, and Saturday's
at the
business was equally good.

In

spite

ConCrooked
Wieting
the
for
scheduled
Square."
next Monday, has been scratched.

The Syracuse premier
"The
Binney's
stance

of

Singer's Midgets broke the housj
record at Keith's during their second Syracuse visit last week, but
according to RIalto gossip, the
house failed to make much, if any.
on the engagement. The extra advertising, newspaper, billboard and
dodgers, out in heavily. The Bastahle fire affected business to some
extent Monday, limiting anticipated

PHOV'K. P1T7.ROV

three suits started by the musical
society against the Shuberts which
grew out of the alleged condemnation of the entresol of the Wieting
by the Department of Public Safety.
As a result of the action by the
city, the concerts scheduled for,
transfered to Keith's.
The Syracuse organization charges that it
has been unable to secure the
money obtained by the sale of the
tickets or a refund of the amount
paid for the lease of the Wieting
on the concert date.

The

Kodeco

Company's

CO.

£

J15

V/.i'

)9

t'

In.

NtWYORK

<J

**4*

builder.

fttenmablp a«*cn
od.it lona arrnnnrd •» ill Lines, at Mnln OlWrr
Foreign Money
Prices.
Doata are uolnn «erj ffalli arrange early
Liberty floods ln»u«h» and •old.
bought and «old
PAUL TAUSIO A SON. 104 Knit 14th St.. Hew Tork.

Phonet 8toyre«ant «5i:m-oi.i7

and "Life

show and

Boar's

Head Dramatic Society

of
Syracuse University, elated over the
success of Its production of "The
Rivals," may break precedent and
do a second play this year.

Vaudeville acts are being booked
as entertainment features at the
Merchants' Exposition, scheduled for
the Jefferson street State Armory,
March 17-24, under the auspices of
the Veterflns of Foreign Wars and
Disabled War Veterans.

ROCHESTEft,

N. Y.
By L. B. SKEFFiNGTON
LYCEUM—' Ladles for Sale," first
FAY'S— Hayden's
and

Rubini,

The extreme cold ^f the. past
week cut down theatre attendance.
Daily musical concerts one hoar
In length are tpe newest feature
broadcast* by the Eastman theatre
and Sastman School of Music radio
station.
This station, one of the
most complete in the country, was
installed and is maintained by the

"Democrat and Chronicle'' and the
"Times-Union." Mr. Eastman has
taken keen personal interest in it
with the idea of so developing its
broadcasting that all concerts snd
musical events will be available to
persons in this section who own
even the humblest kind of receiving
set.

English Daisies,
Kawana Duo,

SMARTE8T FRENCH SHOE8
For On and

Oft*

Staff*

.

•I

Shert

SUM*

—

>V3

Vans

Woodchoppers, Lillian
Boardman. Wallace Ualvm; "Ninety
and Nine," film feature.
Australian

EASTMAN— "Dr.

Slobodskaja,

Regerft.

half; dark, last half.

Hart

Oda

—

"Knighthood," Piccasecond week. "Thirty Days/*

Pictures
dilly,

Choru.i.
hitting the upstate territory, is
slated for the Wieting Sunday.

NEW YORK

Chorus, a Ad Mile.
soloist.

Chinatown."

The Ukrainian National

I

.

Jack." Eastman
Orchestra.
Wednesday
evening, concert, Ukranlan National

Symphony

Weit 45th

St.,

Opp. i.jwuin Ttam.

Bat.

at No. 154
B'wmj and •Us A*».

Perez and La Flor

assisted In the res-

cue of a man, his wife and two
from a burning home. Not
a fireman stopped to remove his

"THE CUBAN WONDERS"

"-children

make-up

in

now

Firemen, black -fared and derked
out in startling rostumes, ran frpm
the stage of a Warsaw, N. Y., theatre where they were giving a minstrel

?
^MTiTGOINfiWEUROPE
mm

week it has a double
"Thirty Days," the Wally Reld

film,

half of this

\

x

STREET,

189th

bill,

new

Strand theatre In Endlcott, one of
Blnghamton's
suburban
"shoe
towns," opened on Sunday.
The
profits.
house, seating 1,000 will operate
Supreme Court Justice Jerome L. with matinees on Saturdays and
Cheney Saturday granted the ap- Sundays. Otherwise, the house will
plication of the Syracuse Morning open at 5:45 P. If. Paramount feaMusicals, Inc., for an order direct-/ tures will be presented.
i
(
ing Manager George A. Chenet of
The Syracuse Telegram i Hearst),
the Wieting (Shuberts) and Attoris now printing a daily pink Drama
for
attorney
Rubin,
William
ney
An art layout,
the Shubert Theatrical Company of and Screen page.
Syracuse and other theNew Tork, to bring into court all embracing
atrical photos. Illustrates each page.
This is a new idea In these parts,
and seems to be a circulation

CUTS
WARDROBE TRUNKS VHEATPICAl
STANDARD ENGRAVING

HOTEL NOHMAMIJIK ULDC.
S K cor :iHth * D'nay. N V

The order was issued following

WEST

when

the

siren

was

sounded.

The Crescent, managed by Frank
Sardino, is the first house to capitalize the anti-dope agitation. Last

Now

Playing the

LOEW CIRCUIT

Address* care of

4

of Theatre.

N. V. A. Club

/

IGAHZA
in

'MY LITTLE BAG
•

O' TRLX"

NEXT WKKK

By NEVILLE FLEESON and
(FEB. 26) —MARYLAND,

BALTIMORE

ALBERT VON T1LZER
'

-

"

VARIETY
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-

•
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A

beyond Gompare4

OPEN LETTER

Qlance?ifyou will, into ttof
windows of the various shot
shops—and then come to the

Allow me herein to extend my
thanks to the following executives and officials of the Columbia
Amusement Co., to wit: Mr. R.
K. Hynicka, Mr. Sam S. Scribner,
Mr. J. Herbert Mack, Mf. Chas.
H. Waldron, Mr. Tom Henry and
Mr. Jess Burns, for the courteous
and equitable treatment accorded
me in my, first season on the
Columbia Circuit.

•

22,

Showfolk's ShoesJiop at 1554
Broadu>ay} Note the differi

.

ence. Seethe-new Styles. Examine the fineness of finish,

the perfection of material, the

and

sheer novelty

of the

originality

—and, you

will

knowing that
1. Miller s manufacturing
resources produce n slipper
that is beyond artnparel

join others in

N

I
further beg to announce I
have renewed my agreement with
Mr. R. K. Hynicka to star in,
stage and produce the "Beauty
Revue" again next season.

styles

p

•

Sincerely,

Jimmie Cooper

-#i.

Silver Ribbed Cloth
«•** Contrasting Ton gue

IO-oo

BALTIMORE^

days of the engagement
brought big business. Their joint
appearance here received the most
favorable newspaper publicity and
it was noticeable that even when
there were a few empty seats in
last three

By ROBERT F. 8I8K.
AUDITORIUM—"The Bat."

FORD'S— "Maytlme."

LYCEUM—"Up In liable' s

Room."

will

tra. the balconies were
packed and jammed.
"Peaches,"
George W. Lederer musical
show at Ford's, played to good
houses throughout the week, but its

ACADEMY—
MARYLAND— Keith Vaudeville.
HIPPODROME—Loew Vaudeville
and motion pictures.
GARDEN— Pop vaudeville .and
motion pictures.
PALACE— "Maids of America,'
Columbia Burlesque.
GAYETY— "The Bathing Beauties." stock burlesque.
FOLLY— "Miss New York, Jr.,"
"Abie's Irish Rose,"
tth week, stock.

the

first

instance where

the Erlanger-Shubert merger booking plan has been used in Baltimore. "The Hotel Mouse," another
Shubert attraction, was booked for
Ford's last year, but a change in
arrangements came before the week
of the engagement.

the orche;

tock.

mark

I.MILLER
Broadway

at

Forty-Sixth Street

Open

the

Vaudeville business at the Maryland for the past few months has
business was hurt somewhat by' been little short of phenomenal.
malicious newspaper reviews, evi- This Keith house, which is owned
dently written by reviewers who by Fred C. Schanberger, and manhad gone to the theater Just after aged by his son, J. Lawrence
reading Euclid or Aristotle.
The ^schanberger, has been putting on
show opened here In good shape exceptionally good bills for quite a
and was an above the average mu- stretch and as a result, their ticket
sical production, both as regards rack is cleaned long before the percostuming, settings and music, but formance. The matinees at 55 cents,
Mutual Burlesque.
several gentlemen of the press, with with the $1.50 top prevailing at
RIVOLI— "Peg O' My Heart."
all the finality of an authority, denight, reveal the house Invariably
"One Exciting Night," sec- clared that it wasn't up to the packed and It is not an uncommon
ond week.
notch.
The public seemed to dis- sight to see the third floor boxes
In
CENTURY— "Down to the Sea
agree with them, however, for each occupied.
Subscription customers
Ships."
performance went over to hearty have the front rows taken in adCENTURY ROOF—Cabaret
applause.
vance constantly.
John
Mrs.
Leslie Carter and
"Abie's Irish Rose" played one
Drew la "The Circle" proved a good more near capacity week at the
draw at the Auditorium last week Academy and struck off another
and struck a gross of $12,500. The gross ranging between $12,000 and
$13,000. while "Open All Night." the
By SIDNEY BURTON
melodrama which Kilbourn GorBuffalo's newest night life center
don tried out at the New Lyceum, was christened Monday when Nate
missed fire entirely and played to Fenton opened his Palais Royal
scant business. With the opentnpr restaurant. The place Is scaled at
of "Up in Mable's Room" this week, a $1 cover charge, the first time
;\ery indication points to big busi- anything of the sort has been atness, such as "Ladies* Night" and
Fenton is widely
tempted here.
"Gertie's Garter'' enjoyed during known for his former Pekin places
their
long stays at the North in New York and Buffalo. The latCharles street playhouse.
ter, for long the town's most notoriSum S04^K60WE5T 465P
ous cabaret, was purchased by the
PHQNE^MYANT *$ee4i>
Immediate bookings In sight for City Mission, and is now given over
Baltimore in-!ude "Ladies For Sale." to religious purpose
Jim and
the Porter Emerson Browne pro- Betty Morgan's Entertainers are at
rand Operd.Ausiail
brand
0)
duction, at Ford's next week, with
the Palais Royal.
Mary Ityan in "The Slavemaker
Comedy iruttkid^nk
to
follow
and "Hood Morning
The two-year legal battle between
SUrsm ItMuySlotwn
Dearie" to come in later.
The the Golde Clothes Shop and Loew's
yucLure'Jhutres c£tht
Auditorium has "Blossom Time" to State over the .possession of the
t
follow "The Bat" this week, while present Main street site of the theWorlcL
"Kompy" and 'The Green C'.oddpss
atre was renewed again this week,
nre immediately underlined.
"The when counsel for the clothes shop
Passing Show," which was firs;. appeared In Supreme Court requesttest
offer
booked for March 5. and then Feb- ing an order setting a date for imruary
has apparently been mediate'trlal of the action determin26,
fteprcscttfcLtioti*
scratched for the time being.
ing the restoration of the Golde company to the premises. Attorneys
"Maytime" at Ford's this week for the company contend the thebonlythe grotkesl stirs
atre is delaying the trial so that the
lease in question will have expired
before It is reached. Justice HinkTO THE MANY FRIENDS OF
ley recently refused to grant the
Golde concern Judgment on the
Beautify Your Fast
pleadings on the ground that Loew
YM a utt iMk (0«« t* m*k«
•MS. MftBt •« th« "Prof**.
(Dad)
interests had an equitable defense
•!••' »tv« •» taint* anfl
•because in outing the clothes shop
Ul««j fefttar parti > MvlM
We wish to acknowledge with
MfTWt thalr f oat ml m
two years ago they had relied on
aorfactloa* ana ramovt blaaasincere thanks the kind ex*
the city court's decision and had
Com .) tattoo fraa Faai
taaaa
improved the property at an outlay
pression of your sympathy.
roaaaaakla
of several hundred thousand dolD
F. E. 8M1TH, M.
lars.

until

o,

p.

m.

.

In Chicago— State Street at Monroe

.

ager

Columbia,

manager

of

the

has

been

Elmwood.

succeeding Elmer Winegar, who
goes back Into newspaper work.

NEW—

BUFFALO

the

of

made

Herman

Schultz, musical director
Is In Florida recovering from a collapse, is reported
greatly Improved.
According to
word received at the theatre here.

at Shea's,

who

he appeared at the Hotel Flamingo
Sunday evening, where he gave a
'cello

concert by special request.

Harold

Franklin,
B.
formerly
of Shea's Hippodrome and
of the Paramount theatre
department, has been elected a director of Famous Players, according:

manager

now head
to

word received here

thirf

week.

f?

M.

FEINBERG

E. G.

LIME TRIO
IN

THEIR LATEST NOVELTY

'

tW

ii

THE GOLLY W0G"

&q?loiUliou

;

I

;

DAYJD

POWELL!

•

PI.

347 Fifth Avenue
T. City Opp. W«ldo-i

Direction H. B.

THIS

WEEK

NEXT WEEK

MARINELLI

(Feb. Id), Keith'. Orpheum,
(Feb. 26), Keith's Bush wick,

POWELL FAMILY

Lewis Elsenberg. formerly man-

LYONS DUO
TOURING PANTAGES CIRCUIT
Direction

ABE

I.

FIENBERG

B'KLYN
B'KLYN

Thursday, February

22, 1923
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Publishers of

"BLUE"

The Season's Sensation

A
IS

STOPPING SHOWS
WITH

Jl

A

WANNA EAT?
WANNA EAT?

:

-

•-i-

WANITA

S

."••vV<?

B!

-

*''..
,:--

I

•

•V^'-.V?.-.-.-

COSLOW % SHERMAN
Bfcflp^PjiMNMi
A COMEDY SONG WITH CLEAN COMEDY SB
A COMEDY SONG WITH REAL MELODY
A COMEDY SONG WITH A SPANISH FLAVOR
A FANDANGING GOSHDINGING COMEDY SONG

v—

By

.•'':'•.

I

I

YOUR ACT NEEDS
MS

U

&&£*

A

r-.-.-,,":,.•.

I "I-.--.5.-V-

V,:-:

.v -y^

•.:*.*»

I

IT

•

r

Bj

-

I

-

I

-,-*'i-.^r
''>'

.

mmmmm

k

*

(KING OF THE SAXIEPHONES)
IS
A RED-HOT COMBINATION
wSsmwwm
WM
**ylH*Bfl]

i
1

M|!S>k^! I^J<iMpl gbrjLiMm

**

,

:

J^*%

-*•
I

HUMOR, RAG,

WIT,

m

PEP,

THAT WILL

SWING AND MELODY
sSSm
w
ANY ACT

FIT

AND A GENUINE CLARKE-LESLIE-V/ENDLlh

SONC.

ELECTED TO THE HIT HALL OF FAME

MOBmnnrn

Si^LHnHHHVESk&hI

.-,.!'"

MMMMMKb

**

'

I

*-."iV **>.

A

OF THE

I

AN AMERICAN LOVE SONG

"^cy* HM

_Snf
>T<dr34k2HHBaW

IU

LESLIE.

SHDK

WARREN & GORMAN

i

_ -

'A^

KWk

A PICTURESQUE BALLAD OF THE BORDERLAND THAT WILL BEAUTIFY YOUR
ACT WHETHER YOU SING IT PLAY IT WHISTLE IT OR DANCE TO IT

oQnsr
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GRAPE
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a reason?

There'*
also for

ED

OF

LOWRY

SAMMY
NOW BEING FORMED FOR INSTRUCTION

CLASSES

biggest

comedy

I don't

know

that's

ALL

IN

STYLES OF DANCING

1

*

9

in this season *
hit

what they say

ACT WITH SAVAGES
Ned

a

Lincoln,

dancer,

country

is

South

new

doing a

assisted

by

African

act in this

an

African

savage, Congo Montino. One of the
big time agents has proposed framing a ten -people novelty act with

PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

specially imported "savages.'*

Mr. Lee, who produced the dances and ensembles in "THE GINGHAM
GIRL," "PEACHES," "LITTLE MISS CHARITY," "THE LITTLE

WHOPPER"

and other

successes, will also stage routines for musical

comedy, vaudeville and revue

OPENING FEBRUARY

artists.

*

•

NEWS OP THE

DAILIES

Jack Norworth failed to appear
last Friday before Vice Chancellor
John Bentley in Chancery Cham-

bers in Jersey City to defend a
divorce actios, brought by his wife,
Mrs. Mary Norworth.
The actor
was married to the present Mrs.
Norworth in 1913.
According to
testimony, five years ago he was
named as co-respondent in a divorce suit in England, with a separation from his wife following and
a reconciliation later. They separated again two yeare ago.
The
plaintiff testified her husband made
a week and gave her $200.
She asked the court to order him
to continue the payments.
Norworth was at one time the husband
of Nora Bayes.

$1,000

26, 1923

-

FIFTH FLOOR OF THE

-v.

John Golden is In receipt of an
offer to send a company to appear
in "Llghtnin* " at the South American Exposition. Opening March It

EARL CARROLL THEATRE BLDG.

.

Rio de Janeiro.

In

-«_

Frank Keenan returned

50th St. and 7th Ave.

Circle

NEW YORK CITY

6690

STUDIO ALSO AVAILABLE FOR REHEARSALS
CO JTHOUFS EMPLOYES

READ THIS
"GIRLS

A LA CARTE"

BERT

H.

to appreciate direct buying at the
box-office It Is notable that "Sally"
at
the Colonial, and "Partners
Again" at the Selwyn belie this
belief.
There always la a line at
the box-office of either house, and
tickets are being sold as long as
four weeks In advance.

companies, and
by Flo ZiegSeld, who is both producer and house owner. It Is decl red that Eddie Cantor discovered
means employed to place
Hie
cial Interest in their

#

box-ofnee.

CO.

"I* a great show, flne scenery, beautiful
•wardrobe, good comics, and an eArtornnary fine chorus. I pronounce it the beat
show that has played our circuit this

•easoa."

that patrons

out here that outright buys and
the centering of the demand all in
one agency has ruined theatre business in Chicago, and this has been
recognized by stars like Eddie
Cantor, who have important finan-

Couthoui tickets with outside brokers and made such a strong. complaint to J. J. Shubert, Cantor was
authorized to handle the situation
in regard to "Make It Snappy" as
reported Mrs.
he saw fit.
Is
It
Couthoui cut down her Cantor order 60 per cent., but is permitted
the mind
to sell on orders now which allows
the theatre to keep tickets in the

out a dollar.
There is no question in

TODD

General Manager. Manhelm Circuit
lovely it is nround here now)

(How

do not know and

of observers of theatrical conditions

fall

.

(Continued fro.a page 13)
tickets to the Couthoui agencies, is
said to have checked up and found
that more than 100 bore the stamp
of outside brokers when they came
in, eaving but 60 which couid have
been sold by the Couthoui agencies
proper.
It is said Mrs. Couthoui has no
ollrec^ knowledge of this placing of
tickets with outside brokers and
that employes of her agencies have
been disposing of tickets to outside brokers at a premium of 25 to
50 cents, while the outside broker
had added this cost to his charge
with an additional profit rounding

The Cantor business was hurt as
much as $5,000 a week until Cantor
learned what was wrong. The outside brokers would get tickets ^irect
for the Cantor show and this would

leave Mrs. Couthoui with her

buy

on her hands.

Although theatre managers claim

H

woman.

A slight fire in a room over the
main entrance of the Rialto, New
York, Saturday afternoon attracted
a large crowd, but failed to become
known to the audience. It was ex-

tinguished before the
daughter. Laura Hill Breyer, the arrived.
latter residing with her mother, had

fire

i

apparatus

been ill for about a year. He was
born In New York about 76 years
ago, and moved to Michigan as a
boy. When the Civil War broke out
he enlisted in the Grand Army as a
bugler.
After the war he went to

The first news of a robbery three
weeks ago in the home of Morrie
Gest became known last Week. The
thieves escaped with Jewelry valued
at $7,500, a fur piece and $76 in cash
belonging to Mrs. Geet?

Europe and toured that country as
a trapeze performer. From there he
returned to New York and was a
LEFT SON NOTHING
big attraction at the old Olympia
on the Bowery.
(Continued from page 11)
He next managed successively a
and effects that I may become heir
theatre in Erie, Pa., the Capital
to, and all that I will become heir
Square
Theatre, in Detroit, Mich.,
to.
»
and, following this, was for 15 years
"To my son, Hugo Hill, I bequeath stage
director for Hyde & Behman,
the sum of five dollars ($5) to be
in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ho also mangiven to him or to his heirs, as he
aged a theatre in Newark, N. J.,
did not retain his name Hugo Hill
the Grand Opera House, in Brookbut accepted and was known by a lyn.
N: Y., the' Park Theatre, In
name he did not have a right to use, Youngstown,
Ohio, in 1901; the Imand which was a wrong and injury
perial Theatre, in Providence, R. I..
to me, which he could have altered
and was associated with the Harris
had he desired.
theatrical interests In Pittsburgh
"All personal effects and matters Pa.
to be bequeathed to Individuals are
The value of the estate left by
confided to my wife, Meta Sophia him will
not be known until, under
Hill? In whom I have
the
most the direction of the court, his
implicit faith and confidence."
property
is
appraised -for
inMr. Hill, survived also by a heritance taxation.

The Chelsea Producing Co. le the
name of the firm producing John
(Continued on page 36)

Laughs Are Necessary
if

to get

anywhere

This Season Soubrette with "Girls a la Carte"
NEXT SEASON FEATURED WITH

GENE HAMID'S

"7

ARABIAN KNIGHTS"

IN VAUDEVTLU!

In

JAMES MADISON'S

MONTHLY COMEDY SERVICE

furnishes brand-new and original
laughs that have never been
laughed at before.
It is quite
small in size, but to any entertainer getting $200.00 per week

—

—

you expect

vaudeville.

and

over

value.

it

is

supreme good

COMEDY SERVICE

11 is in active preparation.

send the

first

ten

No.
Will

numbers for

$11; or any 4 for $5. Single numbers, $2. Yearly subscriptions (12

numbers),

$15.

Each

number

contains monologue and crossfire patter and smart gags.
-

JAMES MADISON
1~~
1493 Broadway

New York

GERTRUDE AVERY
i

the

to

speaking stage this week, opening
Sunday at Toledo In "Peter Weston," produced by Sam
Harris,
with Marie Nordstrom the leading

Y

i
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THE BALL ROOM ARISTOCRATS

GREEN
AND THE

WITH

WILLIE CREAGER

-

•

•

AN ULTRA PRESENTATION

•

1

.

B. F.

NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK

KEITH'S PALACE,

(FEB. 26)

•

MORRIS & FEIL

Direction
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KANSAS CITY
By WILL

HUGHES

R.

SHUBERT— "The

GAYETY — "Town

Bat."
Scandals.'

GRA"ND— "Follow Me" (colored),
second week.
_
GARDEN— Bridge Musical Comedy Stock in "Mama Love Papa."

PANTAGES—Vaudeville.
GLOBE:—Vaudeville.
PHOTOPLAYS— "Nero," Liberty;
American

Twelfth Street;
men," Apollo.

'My

"Drums

Justice

attraction.

charge

Jake Martin, manager of the
Green Room Club, catering to theatrical people only,

was

released in

are transferring some of the mar- for this house. Garry McGarry a
velously beautiful scenery found in stock opening Monday.
the vicinity of Victoria to the Alms
for production on the silver screen.
Buddies" opehed as the new atThe picture upon which they are traction of the President Players
working is "The Scarlet deeper," a Sunday, with George Sweet added to
tale of the Royal Canadian Mounted the cast. It put the piece across
Police.
Outside views are being with a punch.
taken Jn Victoria, J3. C, and the Interior Fcenes will be shot at the
COSMOS
VauUc
studio in Portland, Ore.
Special ville.
sea pictures, called for In the
"Hello, Good Times."
scenario will be taken on the Canadian National steamship Prince
George while en route from Victoria
I

Court Thursday, from a
having liquor in his
posession.
Tho club, admission to
The West Side Bank, one of the which is by card only, was raided
small banking institutions, closed last'Decembcr by a squad headed
its doors here last week and it Is by
Police Commissioner Wilson
reported that some of the local Officers testified they found several
musicians bottles of liquor in a meter room.
stage mechanics and
were caught for small amounts. It Martin denied the ownership, claimis also stated the Musicians Union
ing It had been left by some of the to Seattle.
The Justice hid the
guests.
had some $1,800 on deposit.
The scenario is by Arthur Guinevidence against Martin was inad- ness, author of "In France," "Tho
Sickners and colds caused the missable because the officers had no Price of Knowledge," "Idle Tears,"
management of the Mainstreet search warrant. The club rooms and "The Stranger." Mr. Guinness
much grief last week and the bill are in the down town district close is also directing the production and

ORPH EUM—Vaudeville.
MAINSTREET —Vaudeville*

Royal;
•'OnfarV
Wife," Newman;

as to what house will be used have
been made.

both being" turnaways. In spite of
the heavy matinee play the night
business was never capacity, but
satisfactory. A matinee every day
with only a couple of night performances might be quite practical,
from a business standpoint, for this

of Fate,

"Headless Horse.

of

*

The annual automobile show this
week brought the coldest weather ot
the season which had its effect on

was shot to pieces most of the time.
Bobby Folsom, featured with her
bond, was out all week, only getting

the amusement business, receipts
being some what off at most of the
houses. At the Gayety it was the
reverse, business showing capacity
at all the night performances and
moat of the matinees. The Billy
Watson show was the attraction

Ed Foley, of
in one performance.
Foley and LetUre. was stricken with
ptomaine poisoning and could not
work. Friday night this gap was
filled by Mr. Brown, of tho team of
Brown, Gardner and Treehairn, who

and without any extra advertising was laying off here. Even "Sealo,"
broke the season Sunday business trained seal, could not be made to
and came right back doing the same work for one performance and
thing Tor the Monday matinee.
Bernard & Garry, were called from
the Orpheum, to substitute. Dainty
The "Wheel of Life" With Elsie Marie proved a real trouper*"«nd
Ferguson, proved the biggest kind worked where ever Wanted even
of a draw for the two matinees, opening the show once.
There Is a report that the Drama

and

theatres.

MONTREAL
By

JOHN GARDINER

HIS MAJESTY'S— Old Dumbells
Company in "Full O' Pep."
G A Y E T Y— "Flashlights," burie.

que.

PICTURES— Capitol,

"Beautiful

and Damned"; Allen, "Thorns and
Orange Blossoms"; Strand, "Grand
Larceny"; Plaza. "Monte Cristo";
Belmont, "The Man Who Played
God"; Midway, "Oliver Twist"; System, "The Ghost Patrol"; MaisonPlayers Stock, now playing in ne\ive, "The Valley of Silent Men";
Mount Royal, "The Strangers' BanWarfield
the
as
City,
Oklahoma
"The Valley of Silent
Stock, will return here to open quet"; Regent.
Men"; Crystal Palace, Yellow Men
Easter. No positive announcement
;nd Gold"; Papincau, 'Hurricane's

COUPON
book ship

WELDON.WILLIAMS&LICK
FORT SMITH. ARK.

to the big hotels

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
249

H

'Robin

Phone FIU Roy 03 \
'

S*n<1

Hood" has been booked
two weeks in April.

for Capitol for

Sflth Ht.. N. T.

for

New York band

Paul Sj.ceht, the
director, in presenting

rataM*"''

and

h!i«

Harold Oxley

Mount Royal Hotel Qvches-

tra at the Plaza.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

H«M

Back to Pre-War Prices

Thomas, of the Famous
and director of the Capitol
in
Canada, has resigned
from that organisation and will reHarry
turn to the Statec shortly.
II.

M.

I'layeis.

theatres

Dann, lately hou:<c manager of the
hut now in Toronto, may
return to Montreal to- take charge
•f th« Capitol theatre here.

Capitol,

B„ N. Y. City.

Send for Catalogue.

Mail Orders Filled
makes
Tit
vTcdtrunkYand "s)7op'xc'o7n rdw'pki 'oJalUlandard
F. O.

SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 Seventh Ave.,
Phone: Fits Roy 0620

alu-ay* on harni

SOLE AGENT FOR HAM
TRUNKS IN THE EAST

New York

City

Between 38th and 39th Str

Ralph Madison, of the Canadian
looking Agency, is negotiating for
the control of the Hiring of theatre
throughout Easern Canada. Madison has heretofore been oookinp
acts ove»- an independent circuit.

ets

The Albirta Motion picture troupe

leading male role of}
.lack Manners, trooper of the Roya',

playing

the

AND STRAND—
GAYETY—

JGlASSBHtes
BtUblUhtd IttS

short:
\AAVa
*
shoe

at araaa

the

HtftiMt e«»iitui.

Ataarlat

Canadian Mounted.

LMtlDf

tatiaf *•«»•«

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

By HARDIE MEAKIN
John Drew and Mrs. Leslie Carter
in "The Circle"
this week with

are sharing Interest
Lauretta Taylor in

"Iiumoresque."
The opening Sunday at Poll's of
"The Circle" had the house well
over three-quarters filled, while
Miss Taylor brought about half the
capacity of the National to that
theatre

Monday

5

TbMtrlMl

Wur

:

i

S

attar

»u«d • with
M* trfamlMj
ta Mat«h.<

artva
I • a
• •tin
ttltn (Ma**
tri**lna ta aiatca.
Othar atatfatt la area* «r ataJa
a

"Kempy," although listed third,
comes here wltn a great deal of interest shown at the Garrlck. Last
the season

laatoar*.

*~4 far Catotoc V.
tat. A to EI.
290 FIFTH, AV. II S11 SIXTH AV.
TOBK
Both bet. Mtfe-Slet Me..
10% Discount to Theatrical People

SI/««

of

k

tfull

trimwiM

all

night.

traveling attraction

Slitter*.
Calttkla

PatMt
wit*

aatf Str

I
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DISCOVERY OF NEW "STAR" CAUSES SENSATION
Word was

received early this week from Prof. F. Schanberger of the B. F«
Maryland Observatory that a new luminary was sighted there last
week. The new "Discovery" caused great excitement and consternation among
Reports emanating from there are officially declared corthe Baltimoreans.
Keith's

rect. One of these is to the effect that this new piece of stardom threatens to
assume such proportions of magnitude as to completely outshine all the present day satellites. According to Prof. John Collins of the B. F. Keith's New
York Observatory, the new star is headed astronomically north in the general
direction of Broadway, and will be discernible to the naked eye the week of

MARCH 5TH

The new

star is

known

•

•

OBSERVATORY

KEITH'S COLONIAL

at B. F.

.

•

•

-

Keith Astrologists as

to all B. F.

|

"SCINTILLATING SONGSTRESS"
Reeves Al 26 Empress Chicago S
"Jingle Bells" 26 Lyric Newark.
Gayety Detroit.
Kittens"
"Kuddlin'
26
Bijou
"Rockets" 26 Yorkville New York Philadelphia.
5 Casino Philadelphia.
"Laughing Thru 1623'' 26 L O.
Gayety
"Social Maids" 26 Gayety Kansas
"Midnight Maidens" 26 New Em-

"Chuckles of 1923" 26 Gayety St
Louis 5 Gayety Kansas City.
Finney Frank "G Casino Brooklyn
5

Miner

Newark.

s

•Flashlights
(Feb. 26- Mar. 5)

COLUMBIA CIECUIT

5

"American Girl" 26-28 Cohen's
Nejirbufg 1-3 Cohen's Poughkeepsic
i Casino Brooklyn.

"Beauty

Newark

6

Review"

Orpheum

of

Boston G Columbia

26
Miner's
Paterson.

"Big Jamboree"
26
Orpheum
Paterson 6 Majestic Jersey City.
"Big Wonder Show" 26 L O 5

•

26

New

York.
"Fotttee of Day" 26 Casino Boston
Grand Worcester.
"Folly Town" 26 Colonial Cleve-

City

SLO.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Alberto Harold
Astor Mae
Amber Gertie

York.

On

L

cinnati 5

Left

It"

26

Columbia

cuit.

Brooks Anna
Buckley Mr * Mrs

New

Scranton.

O.

Mlreon Samuel

Rarbee Beatrice
Barnes Stewart

Mattne A Young
Marlon Marcelle

Currln Tvette
Clarke Ed

Norton Barney
Klelson Anabel
Nathans Casper

Day George
D'Snto

LETTERS'

E C

O'Hara Flske

Dunbar Chas E
Demming Mrs N

Parker Len

Fair Polly

Ryan Hasel

Faye Thomas Co
Freehand Harry

Robinson Harry

,

Gibson Gladys R
Gordon A Healley

Gue A

INERS
MAKE UP

One Moment

OEL'S

41st Street

The Rendesrous of the Leading light* of Literature and the Stave.
The Beet Food and Kutertalnment la New York. Music aad Dancing.

'

$1 Our Special: A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
In the GRILL with SPECIAL RESERVATIONS for LADIES
MMaWMMW

"Jaw Time Revue"

Cole Beatrice
Cole Muriel
Cornell Prancts
Crafts Charlie
Cravens Cetlaa

Louisville.

"Jersey Lilies" 26 Gayety Brooklyn.

Rice Maimie

Regan Sydney „R
Reed Joe Mrs

Salvo A Gertrude
SchulAer Ellas
Starr Joe
Sheridan Miss B

Hardy A Gibson
Harcourt Leslie
Hallo Eunice

Tarry Bob

Imperial

Run

,

Vail

Q

8

•

White Bob
Jovedah

Willlard Janet

Kennedy Jas L
Kellogg Myron R

Khaym

Washburn P Mrs
Toung Cy

Estelle

Myers Jesse

'•

Kalmoll Eva
Nelson Bobby
Nelson I L

O'Connor Ariel
OfMellan Blanche
Onri Dolly

Dean Cal
Deane Phyllis

m

Devltt Olive
Dexter J

M

Owen Alice
Owens A M

Evan Jack

Paddcn Ida
Pearl Buehla

Faber Warrea
Farley Jack

WARD

Plnkus Lew
Pitta Leonora

February
Clearance Sale
A saving of over 50%

Geady James
OranstafT Earl

B

Rallly Billy
Rollins R

Greenwood Leo
Grldley Walter
Grooney Ernest

/

cr

Ross Rita

Roye Dorothy

A
Hammond Ruth

Starke Marie
Stearns M
Stevens Millie

Hall Frank

•

WALTER HARVEY

Harrah Roy
Hf nodee Ines
Hershell

on every piece of fur
in the house

Van der Koor A

O

Hernon

H

Vivian Harry

Hepner Harry
Houssaln Edna
Howard Clara

Announce That

is

now

in

E

Jarrott

John

Wells Dick
Wells Toby
Wendal Miss
Western Helea

4Mpme Nat

Europe

Discount

U>

the Prof rraion
Fur* Repaired and

Johnson Hank

Wilson Miss
Wolf Rennold
Woods William

Kelly Claude

Yeoman George

jester Glenn

•

Special

Wheaton Ann
Wllloschat Gus

Jeanette Mile

ROBERT LAW

H.

Jackson

'

l\c

modeled

HE WILL BRlKG BACK THE
LATEST NOVELTIES FROM
LONDON, PARIS AND BERLIN
She has charmed thousands

H.

of audi-

ences. Effective make-up aTways
accentuates her beauty in the glare of

ROBERT LAW

stage lightings.

To

SCENIC STUDIOS

make-

artists of the stage the right

up is a fundamental. Use Leichner'a.
Use just the cream, paint, Or powder
for your role—it's here in
the Leichner line in a fine quality that
finished artistr should insist upon.

you require

502

West 38th Street
NFAV YORK CTTY
TF1T,

"I.OXOACRF

-

At your druggist or supply house.

L.

0474

I Eli

Sol* Distributors:
..

ii.

gsj

...

......

CM HE

JR.

TOILET PHCPA RATIONS ^THEATRICAL MAKEUP

•
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Vardel Earl

Davison Sylvia
rnitntiH M Wiinii

B

Simmers Cecil
Skelly Jamea

Gibson Andrey
Gibson Hardy
Gibson F
Gaffney Girls

Mtwdleton Charles
Moore Dean
Morrlssey Will
Murray Paul J

Chase Charlotte R
Clarendon Trials

Gayety

26

McM#al

Brodrlck Jerry
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HERBERT

Haw

B

Goldle Sadie

i

Wilkes-Barre.
"Hello Jake Girls" 26 Band Box

Meakln Walter
Mclntyre Mrs A

Brown Oil

M

"Hello Good Times" 26 Gayety Omaha.
Gayety St Louis.
"Town Follies" 26 Folly. Balti"Bon Tons" 26 Gayety Milwaukee Pittsburgh 5 Colonial Cleveland.
Watson Billy 26 Columbia Chicago more.
"Hlppity Hop" 26 Gayety Mon- 5 Star & Garter Chicago.
I Gayety Columbia Chicago.
White Pat 26 L O.
treal
Casino
Boston.
5
"Broadway Brevities" 26 Grand
Watson Sliding Billy 26 Gayety
"Keep Smiling" 26 Gayety Minne- Omaha 6 Gayety Minneapolis.
Worcester 6 Hurtig & Seamon's
apolis 5 Gavety Milwaukee.
New York.
Williams Mollie 26 Palace Balti#
"Knick
Knacks"
Caaino
Phila26
"Broadway Flappers" 26 Empire
more 5 Gayety Washington.
delphia 5 Palace Baltimore.
When aeiitllnjt Cor mall to
Brooklyn 5 Yorkville New York.
"Wine Woman and Song" Gayety
"Let's Go" 26 Hurtig & Seamon's Buffalo 6 Gayety Rochester.
VAIIIKTY address Moll Clerk
"Bubble
26
Bubble"
Gayety
New York 5 Empire Providence.
POSTCARDS. ADVEUTI8INU or
Detroit 6 Empire Toronto.
••Youthful Follies" 26-28 Colonial
CIRC CI, AH LKTTKHS WILL
"Maids of America" 26 Gayety Utica 6 Gayety Montreal.
NOT II K ADVICRT1SHD
Washington 5 Gayety Pittsburgh.
LETTKHS ADVERTISED £A
Marion Dave 26 Miner's Bronx
CIRCUIT
MUTUAL
QMS ISSUE ONLY.
New York 6-7 Cohen's Newburgh
"Band Box Revue" 26 Howard
8-10 Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
"Mimic World" 26 Empire Prov- Boston.
Trio
Kennedy Tony
"Chick Chick" 26 Broadway In- Adams
idence 5 Gayety Boston.
Alexandria Mrs E Kilman G R '
'Radio Girls" 26 Empire Toronto dianapolis.
Klncald Perla
Armond Jessie
Buffalo.
"Flappers" 26 Garden
Kingsbury H C
5 Gayety Buffalo.
"French Models'* 26 People's Cin- Baker Orgle
"Record Breakers" 21 Empire
Barrett Anthony C
cinnati.
Lloyd Richard
Est. Henry C. Miner, Inc. Toledo- 5 Lyric Dayton.
"Girls a la Carte" 26 Star Brook- Belmont Avery
Lomax Roberta
Belmont Kuth
Lonergan James
lyn,
Bc-cson H C
Olympic
Girls from Follies" 26
West
Bernard Bobby
Maddoz Jean -^
New York.
Blxley Edgar
Macue Jim C
of Broadway at
"Girls from Reno" 26 Majestic Briscoe Mae

Nathan

Lee Laurel
Ida
La France Fred

A* Vail

Bell Betty'
Dentine Billy
Itryan Lee

"Miss New'York" 26 Penn Cir-

"Temptations of 1923" 26 Lyric
"Step A:ong" 26 Majestic Albany.
Dayton 5 Olympic Cincinnati.
•Sweet Bay Bees" 26 Empire Ho"Town Scandal" 26 L O 6 XJayety boken.

L'tica.

Edna

Allen

"Rosey Posey" 26 Lyceum Columbus.
York 6 Empire Brooklyn.
"Round the Town" 26 Majestic
Cin"Talk of Town" 26 Olympic
"Step

Lane Jean
Larson Jack

Abbey Eve

pire Cleveland.

"Step Lively Girls" 26 Majestic
Jersey City 5 Miner's Bronx New

land 6 Empire Toledo.
"Giggles"
26
Star
& Garter
Chicago 6 Empress Chicago.
•Greenwich Village Revue" 2C
6-7
Gayei'y
Rochester
Colonial

I.lebeynan Clara
Lee Bryan

OEO. BORCFELDT

ft

CO,

16th St.

and Irving

PI.,
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WOHLMAN and
MAURICE ABRAHAMS
AL

Be

Will

at the

STATE LAKE THEATRE, CHICAGO,

Next Week, Commencing February 25th, Where
They Will Introduce:

YOU SAID DIXIE"
"YOU SAID SOMETHING WHEN
and
One

of the Best Dixie Songs Written in Years,

the Sensational Ballad

TURNS TO GREY"
"WHEN THE GOLD
MAURICE ABRAHAMS,
Published by

Inc.

Broadway and 48th

Hilton Building,

MAURICE ABRAHAMS
NEWS OF

The complaint of Katherine Donovan, a Boston newspaper reporter,
against Howard E. Potter, press
representative for Mary Garden,
was dismissed by Chief Justice
Court

In
last

Boston
Wednesday.
the

meet

his friends all

week

at the

Municipal

the announcement Miss amalgamation of the Erlanger and
Crawford denied it to announce she Shubert legitimate interests.
was to start an evangelical tour
with a free meeting at the Selwyr.
The Lord's Day AHianee, under
Feb. 25.
the direction of Rev. Harry L.
Bowlby, employed 20 detectives to
The $200,000 suit against Herbert visit local theatres In which perIlawlinson brought by Mrs. Ethel formances were given last Sunday.
E. Clark on behalf of her daughter. It is reported the organization is
Dorothy Clark, a dancer, wa« set- preparing to take legal steps to
tled out of court last week in Los stop performance* on Sundays, and
Angeles, according to Mrs. Clark. will direct its blue law campaign
According to her "tatement, her against the theatres visited by its
daughter, who Is 17, will receive $50 representatives last Sunday.

Earl Carroll is organizing a company to be known as the Matinee
Players to appear in special matinees of new plays at the Earl Car-

a week until she is 21. Ilawlinson
asserting his innocence, admitted
negotiations for a settlement were

under way.

Evelyn Nesbit was arrested Monday night at the Palais Royale, AtRheba Crawford, former captain lantic City, on a warrant ordered by
Recorder Joseph A. Corio
In the Salvation Army, who gained City
prominenoe through when she failed to appear before
considerable
police him Monday on a disorderly conseveral clashes with the
while making speeches from the duct charge. It was alleged she had
steps of the Gaiety, New York, was struck a Pittsburgh physician two
reported last week as preparing to nights previous and had been re-

leased under $10 bail to appear UeShe
fore Recorder Corio Monday.
furnished $-'00 bail for appearance
Friday.

*~—~-

Tom Meighan is to appear In a
stage play by George Ade entitled
"Back Home and Broke," in which
he also appeared in as a picture.

NOW ON

DISPLAY

Collection of Spring Hats
Including Some Smart Milans

160

W.

Two

45th

St.,

New York

City

Doors East of Broadway

19% DitMunt

t» N.

V. A.t from is N. V. A.

ALSO TO PROFPJSSIONALS

EDDIE

TOUT LOSSES $1,550,000
of

(Continued from page 1)
to the Affiliated Theatres

money

Corporation.

With a

capitalization of $500,000,

$250,000 of which was paid in in
cash by its 10 directors before the
season opened, the Affiliated issued

December a call for more money.
The same 10 directors responded
with $100,000.
Of that amount
$90,000 Is said to have been advanced by Lee Shubert In addition

in

to his

own

portion

of $10,000, ShuAll of the local K^ith theatres
have been placed at the disposal of bert accepting a note from each of
clergymen for noonday meetings the 3ther nine directors for their
$10,000 apiece. The directors subduring Lent.
scribing to the $100,000 fund for
Miner's Bowery, New York, has assistance to the Affiliated were the
been taken over by a Yiddish co- same who invested 525,000 each in
operative company headed by Mae the original pool.
Most of the 10
Simon and will be reopened as the directors were Shubert unit proRoyal Union. Art theatre.
ducers and have suffered losses a*
such with their shows on the Shu-

a physician at
Kearney, Cal., was arrested
Saturday under an indictment
charging him with having murdered
Fritzl Mann, a San Diego dancer.
Her body was found on the beach
at Torrey Pines four weeks ago.
Dr. L, I* Jacobs,

Camp
last

Florence M. Glover, a dancer with
the Metropolitan Opera Co., was
awarded a verdict of $25,000 by a
August Janssen. the restaurant jury before Supreme Court Justice
Tuesday in her suit
man. succeeded Oliver Morosco as Erlanger
president of the Morosco Holding against Dr. Oswald C. Stackhouse
Co. this week. Morosco will remain and the John H. Woodbury Co., Inc.,
(barged with having disfigured her
us a director of the company.
face by treatments to reduce the
.Archie Selwyn in Paris this week length of her nose.
tiniounced he would meet Arthur
Sidney E. Samuelson, owner of
Sam Harris, Adolph
Hopkins,
Zukor and Gilbert Miller in Nice to the Park. Nev. ton, N. J., started Miit
formulate plans
to
combat the for $150,000 in the Supreme Court of
New York Tuesday against Will II.
Hays and all members of tho Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors
Weller's
of
America, Inc.
The plaintiff
charges a conspiracy exists against
So Smartly Different.
theatre owners whom the corporaThe N«»e«t Paris
tion is "trying to make subservient
vViiom in Sprlsgtlm*
to the interests of a motion picture
Model*.
trust."
He alleged conspiracy to
ruin his business by injuring his
'

A New

63, Chicago

was ormed for the purpose of eperating the Shuber,. unit circuit, much
like a burlesque wheel with which
Herk formerly was identified. Herk
is said tot have isked for but a
modest salary. $10,000 for the first

The Afflliated's income was
have been derived from franroyalty payments by unit
shows and thej»res, $50 v.eekly
from each. With the 30 shows and

year.
to

chise

30 or more theatres the unit circuit started with it was calculated
the income would be $3,000 weekly
(Continued on page 37)

bert vaudeville circuit.
The biggest loser connected with
the Shubert vaudeville venture is
the Affiliated.
Of the $350,000 it
dissipated through the unit project,
considerable is said to have* been
used in payment of theatre rent for
the houses the Affiliated secured as
additions for Shubert vaudeville,
other than those, houses playing the
unit shows operated directly by the

The guardian of a
good complexion

/J^The»age>N<A
T/For The Boudoirv^

STEINS MAKE UP
booklet Upon Request)
STEIN COSMETIC CO.,

430 BROOME

I

NIW

Shuberts.

The Affillated's suite of offices
was leased for *8.000 yearly.
It
was headed by I. H. Herk as president.
Lee Shubert is vice-presi-

For the stage
For the boudoir

dent with E. Thos. Beatty as secretary and Max Spiegel treasurer. It

FRENCH

HARRY WELLER
793-8thAv.

£«*

Open Evenings

No. 122

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE
SUIT OR OVERCOAT
Value* up to $75

credit.

Robert T. Rasmussen of the Freeport theatre. Free port. L. I., was Indicted by the Nassau County Grand
Jury on a charge of presenting a
theatrical performance on Sunday.
Witnesses against the theatre manager were two agents of* the Lord's
Day Alliance and a local policeman.

Harry Tlerney and Joseph McCarthy are to write the music and
lyrics for a musical version of "Forever After," originally produced as a
tarring vehicle for Alice Brady.

A fire on tho roof of Loew's
'.roadway. Brooklyn, Tuesday afternoon failed to become known to the
uidience. Firemen extinguished the
tire, which was confined to the su;
ports of tho Witter tank, and left t* e
1

$3250

Productions

"CINDERS"

.

MACKS CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING
Just a step East of Broadway on 46th Street

BROADWAY.

Ret. 47th and 48th Streets

now

in the

making:

for Mr. Ed.

"LIGHT WINES

Royce

AND BEER"

for Mr. A. H.

premises without the audience be-

OTIIKK STORE:

Room

FOOTWEAR

MACK TALKS:

15S2

Bldg.,

4

roll.

appear in a stage production under
the title of "My Gal Sal." The day

City

Grand Opera House Thea.

following

DAILIES

(Continued from page 32
Murray Anderson's new musical
show scheduled to open at the
Ulobe, New York, March 1».

Bolster

will be pleased to

New York

St.,

Woods

inning aware of their presence.

1'eggy Marsh was subpoenaed on
her return to London this week in
the suit of

Thomas Stephenson F

ir-

against Elisabeth Fas Furness,
the dancer, and
Captain Gray, an officer in the Brit-

rtess

P.

who names Maurice,

ish

Ouards.

D.

DODD ACKERMAN, Designer
FRANK DODGE, Representative

L

=V

BERT

LALLA

and AL
THE ORIGINAL DICK WHITTINGTON AND
NOW

PLAYING

B. F.

KEITH NEW \QRK THEATRES

HIS

CAT OF AMERICAN VAUDEVLLE

Direction

JAMES McKOWEN, FRANK EVANS OFFICE

V A RI ET Y
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THREE
a Novel Production

Entitled

Next Week (Feb. 26), B.

F.

Direction

BOSTON
By

LEN LIBBEY

Little indication at the matinee at
the local Keith house Monday the
Lenten season was with us. The

"LIGHTS OUT," by Arthur Brooks

KEITH'S PALACE, New York

BERNARD BURKE

a ballad that was just what the after several unsuccessful attempts
house wanted. Moore and Freed in- of various dramatic organizations to
troduced some real comedy work secure financial support. At present
into the show with their novelty friends of the project are trying to

revive the enterprise with the aid
musical bit.
After the Duncans came Leavitt of a local daily.
and Lockwood, and they had to plug
This city's dramatic critics have
house was capacity downstairs and hard all the way to overcome the voiced their opinion that the restoreven the upper boxes were occu- handicap they wese in by following ation of the railroad mileage books
pied, something rare for a Monday the spot act. Only^ood showman- will 'act as an incentive for more
matinee except when it falls on a ship got them out of this hole to a Broadway productions to migrate
holiday. The increase in patronase strong finish.
westward and point out that the 20
could probably be traced to the fact
Ed and Jennie Rooney in an atiial per cent, reduction In rates should
that the Boston schools have a holi- act closed the show.
cause more shows to take to the
day this week. When the youngsters
road.
of Boston are to be the guests of
old
their parents at the theatre, the
reliable, dependable Keith house is
their mecca.
By FRANK W. BURKE
The show as it was constructed
ROYAL—-Edna Tark Players in
The usual Lenten slump is fttting
was inclined to be a bit heavy to
recorded
by all the theatres here al- "Welcome Stranger."
vaudeville,
consistent followers of
MAJESTIC— Vaudeville.
is
much
whole
buainetfl
due to seven out of the nine acts be- though as a
EMPIRE— "Nero" (Film.)
ing musical in one form or another. improved over what it was at this
PALACE Opening March.
year
ago.
time
a
This effect would not be so noticePRINCESS— "30 Days."
able if it were something new or
RIALTO— "Light in the Dark."
At the Shubert the FainbiilKf
unusual, but the past few weeks the
RIYOLI—
"While Satan Sleeps."
Street'
'"Main
repeat
will
bills have ranged about the same Players
"Take It from Me."
GRAND—
next week. It was the opening atway.
V.
Berths
stock.
traction
for
the
spot
ideal
The Duncan Sisters, an
Lent
not seem to have
does
known as the "Bedtime efTe?tPd San Antonio
Act for this week, had easy goin$r all Olson,
for the Royal
the way, as has always been the Story Girl" from the local radio is playing to the largest business in
the
has
joined
broadcasting
station,
case with them here. One of the
the history of that house where
listers seemed to be suffering from a company, after making her profes- the Edna Park Players are thlH
cold, but the cold hadn't affected sion debut last week.
"W*dcom*» Stranger" was
season.
her comedy work.
had a turn away through* "Welcome
Hennepln-Orpheum
The
Burns Brothers opened the show
Stranger Week."
last
sketch
Roberts
in
a
Theodore
went
With an acrobatic act that
Along in about the same manner week. He was entertained by the
L. Earl Abel, organist, Is leaving
opening acrobatic acts have gone picture interests while in town. The for the east next month.
Osborne's
contained
bill
also
for years.
Bob Carleton and Julia Ealle.v Novelty Orchestra, an act comThe new Palace has again postwere next with their song act, fin- posed of local musicians. It was the poned its opening and it now looks
ishing with a bit of dancing. The tirst time in history that the house doubtful if it will be ready in the
house did not warm up to this turn has permitted anything local to be early part of March. The theatre
at the start, but when they realized siven a tryout. The Pantages house is claimed by its promoters to have
that Miss Ballew could put over the is using five-reel thrillers to good cost $1,000,000, although the total
blue numbers in a most unusual advantage with its regular vaude- amount of its building permits and
ville program.
manner they thawed somewhat.
licenses called for less than $200,000.
The Maddock "tab," "Fifty Miles
It Is dubious whether it will make
revolves out so well an it is in the old Almo
situation
legit
The
From Broadway," featuring Harry
B. Watson and Keg B. Mervillc, was around "The Bat" at the Metro- part of town and not in the- upnext. The novelty opening got the politan, securing an abundance of ward trend like the Majestic and
house In good spirits at the stt.rt, publicity through- a tieup with a Empire. It Is making tho syndiand while the work of the cast with local newspaper man representing cate houses clean up, however,
the exception of Watson and the himself as the title role who dis- which many of them weie very
dancer Olga Woods was a bit ragged, tributes tickets to anyone identify- much in need of doing.

MINNEAPOLIS

SAN ANTONIO

SHUBERT UNIT LOSERS
FOR THIS SEASON
Estimated losses by members
of the Shuhert unit and vaudeville circuit since it started this
season laet September:
Affiliated Theatres Corp. $350,000
1. H. Herk
300,000

Weber 4 Friedlander.
E. Thomas Beatty

.

.

Jack Reid

—

'

the close of the scene, when all in
the company do their bit on bass
drums, was enough to push It over
to a screaming climax. It was by
far the liveliest number on the bill.
Butler and Parker followed and
Madeline Collins, the prima donna,
in full stage and with a special conductor, was next. She sang three
semi-classical numbers, closing with

Guerrini

A Co

Tit Lfudlns aac

him in the "loop" district.
Eugene O'Brien is a coming attracwith his four-act comedy
tion
"Steve," headed for Chicago.
ing

"Robin Hood" wlil close the best
run any film has had in Minneapolis
during the past year when it terminates next Saturday at the Garrick. The picture had a four week's
engagement and is to be followed hy
'The Christian."

As regards the Little Theatre
movement here it seems dormant

Laroatt

ACCORDION
FACTORY
tht United 8tat«i
TIm ntil» Factory
th-if
irakea any arl
of fle«<l*
tnadr
in

—

the

»77.J7I Cetumbei

Av»nua

San

FOR SALE, An

H On

hand

Fraaciaee

Cm

the inside of which

Old Violin
Is

ft

Antonio

Inscription:

paper with

Stradlvarlu",

Crumonen.iM Faotpbat. Anno 1715 A. S.
Inquire tiKOKf.K Mt'DRV, 228 Westflfl.l Avenue, Annonlft, Conn.

Arthur Pearson

Fmkelstein

Marx

&

Ruben...

Broa. (Chas.

Moy)

200,000
125,000

60,000
60,000
55,000
50,000
40,000
36,000
30.000
30,000
30,000
20,000
25,000
10,000

played unit shows up to recently,
when Beatty leased his house) to
the Orpheum circuit, ousting the
unit ahows from it with scant
notice.

The

loaa of

Max

Spiegel,

treas-

urer of the Affiliated, -also a unit
producer, is Included in Spiegel's

as recited in hia bank-

liabilities

ruptcy

him

proceedings,

against

filed

an involuntary petition after
Spiegel had been committed to an
insane asylum outside the jurisdiction
of the Kew York criminal
in

The only outside investor
with Spiegel on his unit snows la
••aid to have been one Saul Meyers

courts.

who

lost $5,000.

Actors Alao Invested

One producer, George Gallagher,
as losing $40,000, had about
$15,000 of that amount invested with
him by Joe Towle and DeHaven and

listed

two vaudeville acts appearing
Gallagher unit, since closed.
Nearly all of the units belonging to
producers In the "lost list" also have

Nice,

in the

closed.

10,000

While Jenie Jacobs had a partner
her unit venture that cost Mia*
ob* $30,090, the partner lost nob*
of that amount. Miss Jacobs' partner was Jack Morris, secretary to
Shuberta with Klein participating* Lee Shubert. Miss Jacobs 1st Morin the receipts.
ris have a 29 per cent interest in the
Shortly after the unit circuit Jacobs unit at "the suggestion" of
started and losses to producers, Lee Shubert. When losses accumualso some of the theatres, com- lated and Miss Jacobs asked Morris
menced to accrue, the $50 weekly to advance hla share of them Morris
payments were omitted to the Af- replied he had been given an Interfiliated.
When unit producers cbm- est of the profits only, not the losses.
menced to skip salary days with It is aaid that when Miss Jacobs aptheir Shows, its principals lost the pealed to Lee Shubart for aid In
habit of remitting the commission
nforeing her one-quarter loaa claim
to the vaudeville agercy.
As the against Morris Shubert upheld Morcircuit aimmered down to about ris.
only the Shuhert theatres playing
The three last loners named on
Shubert units or Shubert straight 'h lifct loat their money in one unit
vaudeville, hardly any payments that changed hands. Fipkelateln «V
were made to either of the booking Ruben were the original lnveatora
oflktK
la "They«ollywood Follies," a unit
Herk Js listed as the largest loser quickly withdrawn after opening for
UNIT LOSSES $1,550,000
individually. His losses are repre- revijument. Jimmy O'Neill la then
(Continued from page 36)
sented by liabilities consisting of said to have Invested $10,000 more,
guarantees or endorsements, -and and the show again went out. While
for 35 or more weeks a season,
also cash invested. Herk had about travelling the Four Marx Brother*,
reaching a total of over a million
four units at the outset and whs featured In the revised edition,
dollars. The Shubert end held OneInterested
others
in
which he gained possession and invested
half and the lit rk group the refinanced in part.
He is aaid to $10,000, secured by them from a
mainder of the stock, with the net have personally guaranteed theatre
income to be divided through divl- leases in addition.
dems on the basis of stock holdings.
Weber & Friedlander, the second
-"Commission" Attracted Shubert
largest producing loser, also had
in

Total

$1,590,000

.In.

'

FOR SALE

It was reported at the time Of
the formation of the Affiliated this
aspect of additional revenue, known
as "commission," together with the

out four unit attractions.
Their
operation together with production

investments comprise their looses.
E. Thoa.

Beatty, the

third of

the

STAGE DANCING STUDIO
Best location in city; Eatabl!«h«4.

Ave hundred dollars

laat

month.

DM
Quick

"commission" proceeds from the Individuals on the
Instructors and pm>11a -working.
aale
list, also operShubert vaudeville agency, largely ated the Englewood, Chicago, which
Address Box 432, Variety, New York
acted toward the favorable attention of Lee Shubert when Ilerk
outlined his weekly rotary show
Shubert
plan.
The
vaudeville
agency with Arthur Klein In charge
f-xacted from all principals with
TRUNKS]
Shubert vaudeville units, whether
signed as Individuals or acts, a
PRICES
5 per oent. cbmmjfsion fee, payable
directly to the Shubert agency, re80LD BY THE FOLLOWING AUTHORIZED AGENTS
NKW YORK— SAM! EL NATHAN*, 5S1 HKVKNTH AYKNLE
gardless of by whom hooked. This
CHICASO
DENVER
LOS ANSSLIS
left the Lee Shubert connection as
OEATHLorr a son
BARNES TRUNK CO.
D. SILVfRSTIlN
securing attractions for 12 or 13 of
725 15th ST.
7t* AND HILL ST.
RANDOLPH
79
WEST
its theatres, most of which th»> ShuOMAHA
NEBRASKA TRUNK CO.
befta made no investment In, beCLEVELAND
KANSAS dTV
SAN FRANCISCO
B.'des procuring a share of the comBOOK TRUNK CO.
LONDON LEATHER SHOP
VICTOR TRUNK CO.
mission from the Affiliated and the
901 MAIN ST.
74 ELLIS ST.
405 SUPERIOR ST.
commission from the vaudeville
MEISEL
CO.
booking agency.
The vaudeville
010 WASHINGTON STREET
KT. MH IK MO.
booking agency is owned by th
'

'

i

'

*

DANIEL

P.

CONWAY

45 PINE

and CO.

H»

STREET

*

¥

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, AUTOMOBILE, COMPENSATION,
FIRE, BURGLARY, PLATE GLASS, MOVING PICTURE

SPECIALIST IN THEATRICAL INSURANCE
INSURE YOUR STAR AGAINST HEALTH, ACCIDENT and DEATH
YOU OWK IT TO YOURSELVES TO SEE <>t*R CONTRACT
Phone

JOHN

2465

o..r.

conwav.

.

Prt.,4.»t

NOW READY—NEW CATALOG

& Ms,

PROFESSIONS
REDUCED—QUALITY IMPROVED

HERKERT &

TRUNK

THE THREE
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Presenting an Entirely Different and Original
Playing This

Week (Feb

19), Moss'

Broadway,

New York

ACROBATIC NOVELTY

Bookers: See Us from Front; Then See

ALF

T.

WILTON
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restaurateur

Chinese

In

Chicago

named Charles Moy.
All the individuals on the "lost
1
excepting Weber & Fried list/
Dowhng, Jacobs, Gaites,
lander,
Jones & Green, and the "Hollywood"
tangled unit, are burlesque men.
the
Jones & Green produce
"Greenwich Village Follies." InterJoe
unit
is
them
in
the
with
ested
Leolang, the cut-rate ticket agent,
who contributed $ 100.000 toward the
losses of the first season of Shubert
vaudeville. Jos. M. Gaites also is a
legitimate producer.
Othor burlesque men produced
units covered b> the losses of those
bsted.

Couldn't Get Back Production
units that remained on the
Shubert circuit other than Shubert's
own are said to have about broken
even on weekly overhead, while falling to recover their production investment. These have been the Davidow & Le Maire unit, "Troubles
1922;"
Arthur Klein's unit,
ot

Broadway,"

company

manager,

Phone: l.ongncre 9141

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

4293

tOMn.KTE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.
Private Bath,

.".-4

NEW YORK

West

312

51st Street
6640 Circle

it 4

lie

If*

ol

West

of economical folks)
Y

WDIS COURT
West 4Sd

241-247

Street

Hrynnt 7»C!
One, three and four room apartments
with kitchenettes, private bath ami tele*
phone. Directly next of Times Square.
Room arrangement creates utmost priv-

date three or more adults.

CP

913.00

acy.

CP WEEKLY

RATES: $17.00 CP WEEKLY
CLAMAN, 211 West 43rd St.
FIFTEEN STORY FIREPROOF BUILDING
nOTEL CLAMAN, EXCLUSIVELY FOR MEN. occupying a plot 200*75 on
Refer communications to M.

Street, Just west of Broadway, ©ontalntng 1,000 rooms with bath. Is hearing
pletion, and will be ready about March 1st. this year.

48th Street

The rates, nine to fourteen dollars weekly, will afford anv employee
the pleasures that only such places commanding higher prices can give.
standards will be maintained.

3830 Longacre

i

43d

com-

enjoy
Highest

to

'

341-347 West 45th Streot. 3560 Longacre.
1 -2-3-4-room apartments.
Each apartment with private
phone, kitchen, kitehenette.

Hotel Claman Is destined to become a rendezvous where the touch of home
will be felt Immediately one enters.
It's tremendous lobhy. me»7.a.ri(ne, writing
room and artistrsL wtll quickly appeal.. No expense has been spared -to make thla
a monument to Craman service.

hath,

WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY

$18.00 UP
largest maintainer

The
of housekeeping furnished apartments
directly under the supervision of the owner. Located in the center of
the theatrical district. All fireproof buildings.
Address all communications to

Everything modern has been provided: barber shop,
other features, at moderate prices.
Reservations can be made commencing February 10th.

HOTEL CLAMAN
Temporary Office:—241

CHARLES TENENBAUM
Hildona Court, 341 West 45th St., New York
Apartments can be seen evenings. Office in each building.
Principal

^^^=

making a

Douglas Hotel
BKN DWORKTT,
Manager

NEW

BRYANT

7S12

,

YORK.

Tel.:

AH

Conveniences

207 W. 40th
Phone:

6)

St.

Reasonable Rates
One Rlack West
of

Between 46th and 47th Streets
One Block West of Broadway
Three. Four and Five-Room High-Clans Famished Apartments.
MRS GEOKtiK HIEC.EL Mar
Phone*; Bryant *S5d-t
Strictly Professional

QUINICO'S HOTEL

Broadway

PENNSYLVANIA

12C4-5

8th

620

connection he could name,
bringing in the Shubert Advanced
Vaudeville Corporation with the
playing of the Shubert unit ciicuit
thjs season, the producer could only
reply he knew the Shubert Vaudeville Corporation had operated the

The

cost

added attractions, when so

ordered after censoring or with the
show considered requiring additional
Strength by the Affiliated, was to
be equally borne between the theatre
the unit played in and the
show's management.

only $75

use by
profession proves
superior quants'

constant

olafc&L
&^g^

310 ASKS RAISE
(Continued from page

sible,

it

would be impos-

Ave.,

entrance

New York

on

40th

Srcrt,

$ 8 and Up Single
$12 and Up Double
Water and Telephone
In Each Itoom.

Phone Bryant 1092
FRANK QUINICO, Proprietor

[Hot and Cold

102

GE0RGIE PRICE "WALKED"
Name Not

44th

STREET
CITY

DRY ANT

7228-29

—

HOTEL FULTON

Gcorgio Price was out of "The
Blushing Bride" (Shubert unit at
the Central) Monday matinee because of a dispute on billing. His
name not in the lights caused Price
to complain. Although he remained
in the theatre until 2.30 no change
was made, so he declared himself
Price was booked in with the show
as an added attraction and clams to
have a contract calling for headlining in whatever house scheduled.
According to Price's statement, he
is playing under a guarantee, and
with the Monday rumpus the management issued the ultimatum that

would deduct one week's salary,
which means a week off the guarantee as well, if he failed to put in
an appearance. Up to Wednesday
he had yet to show.
it

New Tork)

(In the Ilenrt of

$ 8 and
$14 and

Up Single
Up Double

[Shower Baths. Hot and Cold Water

and Telephone.

WEST

264-268

46th

NEW YORK

out.

STREET

CITY

Phone: Bryant 0393-0304
Opposite N. V. A.

MARX BROS. LEAVE UNITS
"Twentieth Century Revue" Bound
for Pacific Coast

The Four Marx

Eros.',

Shubert

vaudeville unit, "Twentieth Century

according to the rules of the

GARRICK, CHICAGO, CLOSING

Chicago, Feb. 21.
The Shubert vaudeville season at
March 31 and
will
close
the
Garrick
no stone unturned to bring about
an amalgamation with 802, or to se- "Tangerine" follows immediately.
vaudestraight
There
Shubert
is
a
cure reinstatement in the A. F. of
M. with the dissolution of 802 as ville show at the Garrick this week
week.
next
part of the bargain, is conceded by and "The Rose Girl"

Revue," will leave the Shubert cirthis week, after playing the
current engagement at St. Louis.
The unit jumps to Indianapolis,
opening in the middle west the latter half of the week. A trip over t >

cuit

one-nighters

to follow,

Is

with the

Pacific Coast as the objective.

men high in the
The present

councils of both.
situation presents
likely possibilities of a strike in the
New York houses in the viewpoint

Morris and Campbell,

Klein's Unit Going Into Boston

who

joined

"Hello Everybody,", the Gertrude the unit in Chicago, are reported as
Hoffman Shubert vaudeville unit, returning east.
will open a four weeks' engage-,
-L-^--iment at the Majestic, Boston, next
Monday. The unit has been off the New York's Oldest School With Newest
Methods.
Shubert vaudeville circuit for several weeks, Arthur Klein, the producer, preferring the independent
STAGE DANCING
bookings to repeat engagements.
"Hello Everybody* 'is playing the Productions and Vaudeville
New England split week, SpringActs Staged
field and Worcester, this week.
tej W'M gate St.. Phone Schuyler 3137

Managers.

The 802 leaders regard the* move
of the M. M. P. U. people, in nslclng
for wage scale' increases lightly, the
majority opinion inclining to the
viewpoint that few of the 802 men
would strike through their mem-

bership in the so-called outlaw
union, the M. M. P. U.'s wage inYORK
CHICAGO
crease demands arc based on what
THEATRICAL
OUTFITTERS
28 E.Randolph St. 210 W. 44th St.
the Chicago union musicians re/H580 Broadway
New York City reive.
At present musicians In l«'K»t
houses in New York receive $57
weekly, and in vaudeville and burlesque houses $o2 weekly.
In picf ss s!l
6
ture houses like the Capitol and
Gold and Silver Cloth, IUalto the 802 men receive now $>>5
I
Black, White,
weekly. The M. M. P. U. demands
Pink Satin.
call for $75 for valudevllle and burMull Order*
225
42d St. lesque, $78 to $.S5 for legit and $'.»u
and
Catalog Y
to $119 for big picture hou
YORK
i,
Fiats, Box and Soft Toe Ballets

WE8T

NEW YORK

Phone:

in Lights
Violation of
His Shubert Contract

I.
A. T. S. K, for the members
of that body to work with the M. If.
P. U. men.
That the M. M. P. U. will leave

of

HOTEL HUDSON

.

Furnished rooms -with all modern
conveniences
$8.00 and up weekly
Special ratca for Theatrical People

6)

new vigor since the election of Paul
Vacarelli as business agent of the
M. M. P. U. four weeks ago. A
move tD that end whereby Joseph
Weber, president of the A. F. of M.
and Vacartlll were to hold a conference two weeks ago came to
nothing, with the failure of Weber
As a
to appear at Mie meeting.
counter proposition the M. M. P. U.
warts to amalgamate with the Local
802.
The Weber faction in the 802
and A. F. of M. are against this
amalgamation. Thus far they have
beeen successful in defeating all attempts in that direction.
Should the different managerial
organizations recognize the M. M.
P. V., while that organization was
still outside the A. F. of If. bailiwick, another difliculty would arise
In the fact that the managers employ union stage hands whose organization the International Alliance of Stage Employes is affiliated
with the American Federation of
Labor, as is also the American Federation of Musicians.
With nonunion musicians, as the A. F. of M.
regards the M. M. P. U. men employed with the M. M/ P. U. officially recognized

EIGHTH AVENUE

754-756

'

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED
COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS

profit.

(Continued from page

NEW

STREET,

43d

and

THE ADELAIDE
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SHUBERT EXTRA

TAYLOR'S

WEST

valet,

restaurant,

ofTlce,

Baltim<
Shubert house in Baltimore
where
the receipts were too email to admit of either the theatre or unit

of all

Now

-

.

means

within

West 43d Street

Longacre 7132
Three and four rooms with bath.
Modern In every particular. Accommo-

HILDONA COURT

construct or strengthen.

WARDROBE TRUNK

-

—

THE DUPLEX
330

350 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
IRVINGTON HALL
HENRI COURT

Shubert vaudeville of last season.
The latest report ha3 been the attorney advised the producer to take
in with him on the proposed suit the
delphia.
The remaining eight units play- other unit producers he had spoken
ing the current week are "Blushing to about it, with a view of making
Bride," Central, New York; "Mid- the amount intended to be recovered
night Rounders," Crescent, Brook- a large one. To a Variety repre"Frolics of 1922," Shubert, sentative the attorney stated he conlyn;
Newark; "Gaities of 1922," Wash- templated irciudins as defendants,
"Rose Girl." Cleveland; besides the corporation, Lee Shubert
ington:
"Whirl of New York," Cincinnati; and all dlrertors of both corpora"20th Century Revue," St. Louis; tions, the letter to be surd as indi'Troubles of 1922," Majestic, Boston. viduals, with the allegation Lee tihuStraight vaudeville bills at Pitts- bert directed all of the added atburgh, Chicago and Detroit round tractions be played or authorized
out the 13 weeks which scerrm to be that they be added to the shows. Ail
about the number of houses In- of the added acts placed in unit
tended to finish the season on the shows ar e said to hava held either
Shub/rt production or vaudeville
unit circuit.
No es'Imate has been heard as unexpired contracts, and that the
time
spent with the unit shows was
Lee
losses
of
or
to the profits of
Shubert through his conduct of the taken off the term mentioned in their
Shubert
agreements.
The Shuberts have
unit circuit.
The Affiliated franchises issued to
had several of their theatrea playing the unitF, Through the terms the unit producers ca-ried a clause
given the producers it has been giving the Affiliated the right to
ligured the theatres could not have strengthen a unit show by adding
lost on their share of the gross special attractions after the show
though often that share was meagre. had been Censored, with InstrucThe possible exception a. aong the tions given to repair it, the added
Shubert Unit houses may have been act to cost not over SL',000 a week
Chicago, which is and to remain With the unit not
the Garxick,
looked upon as a loser, also the longer than three weeks, the period
allowed the unit production to re-

theTAYLORXX

-

.

rect

Ten units and three straight
vaudeville bills comprise the Shubert vaudeville circuit for this week.
Of the units two are new. Lew
Field's "Snapshots" at the Harlem
opera house opened on the unit cir"Spice
cuit last week at Newark.
of 1922" openod this week at the
Chestnut street opera house, Phila-

CITY

Roomi, Catering to the comfort and convenience

FAT AXP ELECTRIC EIGHT

II

(of the better kind

KAN AND AIRY.

$12.00

'

The oddest

Yorkville.

APARTMENTS

the profession.

STEAM

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments

FURNISHED
CI.

323-325 West 43rd Street

Emmett

playing four months on the Shubert
unit time, switched its bookings to
circuit,
the Columbia burlesque
opening at the Yorkville, New York.
On its opening week as a burlesque
attraction the Reid show waa ordered to strengthen itself, and an
added attraction was placed in the
performance during its week at the

— Bryant

Wabash Avenue

417-419 S.

THE BERTHA

Callahan, formerly with the Chamberlain Brown Agency.
Odd About Raid's Show
theatrical happening
In connection with the operation of
the Shubert unit circuit was when
Jack Reid's "Carnival of Fun." after

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

Special Rates to the Profession

&

and Herk

AND

GRANT

The
Beatty's "Frolics of 1922."
Klein unit is now off the Shubert
unit circuit, travelling as a road Attraction, a course pursued by the
Jacobs unit some months ago.
Arthur Fcarson, now in Europe,
left for the other side shortly after
his unit closed. Included in his loss
of $30,000 is $9,000 invested by his
unit

1923

22,

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
Leonard Hicks, Op era ting Hotels
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Reichert's

Make Up
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I
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1

Sole Agents
ft.

.

.

ROM

1*1

U-

PRICK.

WE RAVE MAM

Inc.,

Street, New York,
FOR BALE T«V

ATTRACTIVE STAGE
SITTINGS \ol MAY CHOOSE FROM

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
SERVICE THAT

i<<

220 West 46th Street

IS

DEPENDABLE"
NEW YORK CITY

Phone Bryant 6517

IOCS
Stick

4

Y.

Apr»h*ton rinirmi71 1 Kth Ave., Ne-wr York
t.eorgc Schimlhcliii, 14)9 \\
I«;ili St., N«\\
\ ork
Hans « Son. Itf N. HI It St., rhiludelpltia, la.
.1. G. Jnpp & Co., Main nnd
1 .'th
St*., Cincinnati. Ohio
Kettler Co.. SI W. Washington St.. Chicago. III.
Chicago tost it nit- Works. 1 16 N. Franklin St.. Chicago, HI.
Theatrical Co«tumr Vo.. 3 SO Mncomb St.,- l>rtrolt, Mich.
Carnival CoKtume Co., 207 W. Water St.. MHwaukre, Wis.
ARTISTS— Soml us the number of the gr>a*o paint you use
and we will send you a 4-in. trial stick (iRATISNv.
\

STOCK AT MODERATE

DEDUCT

in

JULIUS PAULY,

<

36 East 21st

ANY NEW SIT
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President

B

J. J.

MURDOCH,

General Manager

F. P.

PROCTOR,

Vice-President

KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE' EXCHANGE

F.

(AGENCY.)

(Palace Theatre Building, New. York)

^

Foandart

KEITH,

B. P.

EDWARD

book

Artist* can

F.

ALBEE, A. PAUL KEITH,

$c\st <§^)dc\worc^

Phone

New

PENNSYLVANIA

/

^owAaw^ &\M&Ntk

AGENCY
Broadway,

<£«vsxi&

<*

VAUDEVILLE
1441

PROCTOR

W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH

direct addressing

AMALGAMATED

F. F.

BOOKING DEPARTMENT

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

State-Lake Building

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

York-

3680

Miss Clare's room to Identify her.

BOOKING
New

York,

12

Philadelphia,

Marcus Loew's

WEEKS

Washington,

Baltimore

and intermediate towns

.

BOOKING AGENCY

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

.

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

FALLY MARKUS

160 West 46th Street

New York

1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

Bryant 6060-6061

H.

J.

CHICAGO OFFICE
1602 Capitol Building

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

8TREETS
SAN FRANCI8CO
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.

"
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TABLOIDS—Call

Charge

half a mile from the

ing showered her with gems, Mrs.

Mrs. Horwitz' statements are supaffidavits of Harry D.
Turner and Joseph Flannlgan, private detectives. Alto by Alexander
Negy, superintendent of the 85th
street house, and Edward Livingston, who identified Miss Clare entering and leaving the 85th street
house and also at Atlantic City.
Turner saw the couple together in a

but $5,000 in Jewelry since they
weue married.
Benjamin Spellman, on behalf of
Mrs. Horwitz, asked for temporary
alimony of $300 a week, $5,000 counsel fees and $1,500 for disbursements. .Mrs. Horwit:: says her husband offered to settle $100 weekly
on her for life recently when he told
her she could go ahead and get a
divorce. She demanded $300 weekly,
which he refused. She alleges he
threatened to "put a bullet in my
head" if she "made a fuss" about
the divorce, meaning if it reached
the newspapers.
Dorothy Clare (whom the agent
placed In "Queen of Hearts"), of

*>*»

INCORPORATED
—
———ECfiL,
—AGENCY
General Manager
A.
BROADWAY, Putnam Bldg., NEW YORK
*j

Horwitz home
an apartment %t 97th street and
Broadway.

lavish in expending money on his
wearing apparel.
Regardless of the reports >f hav-

in

or Write Horwitz claims he has given her ported by the

liancclEVaudcvt
>ii

JOSEPH

14$3

in

and O'FARRELL

NOW BOOKING ACTS AND

Phong 0308 Bryant

1)

from the

after

the

detective

entered

the

apartment and got him some shirts
and other apparel.
Mrs. Horwita flrst learned of her
husband's actions wlta Miss Clare,
it Is said, through two manicurists
who worked In Mrs. Horwitz'a
beauty parlor, opened last summer
under the name of "Mine. Edythe"
nnd located on 46th street between
Fifth and Sixth avenues. Horwita
'

.

•

r»,

t

discharged.
The manicurists said
they got their line on the agent's
alleged illicit relations from Leo,

a colored man employed In Hot*
witz's office.
He, too, was dismissed.

Horwitz couple. Her mother also
was a policy beneflclary to the
amount of $8,000. Mrs. Horwita
borrowed $2,000 from her mother
and pledged her Jewelry to finance)
the beauty shop venture, which she

now

willing to dispose of to any*
will assume the obligathe business never amounting to as much as the salary list
weekly.
is

one who
tions,

During the fall Mrs. Horwita
gave the agent a number of bank
checks on the "Mine. Edythe shop
account, presumably to permit him
to take care of the bills. On getting back- the cancelled checks she
found one made out to M ss Clare
and Indorsed in that name. "Anpicture show at 89th street and other check was paid to the superBroadway, which was closer to intendent of the Landseer apart*
ments wherein it is alleged Miss
home than ever.

her he earned $67,200 last season,
The Atlantic City Incident dates
and since then his Income has infrom Feb. 5. Horwitz Joined Miss
Clare at the Breakers hotel there,
creased. Horwitz is known to have
Edith Livingston -Horwitz in her had 150 acts on his books, booked
is stated, she being registered
it
suit for divorce against Arthur Horunder her own married name for
witz, the vaudeville agent, whom on small time and largely with
several days before Horwitz arhe alleges to have found sojourning Loew's. He was served last "'hursrived.
After Horwitz reached the
at Atlantic City early this month day in the wife's motion for tem- the vaudeville team of Mooney and resort Miss ("arc's roonwwas moved
Mrs.
whom
with another women,
porary alimony and counsel fees, Clare, is the co-respendeYit named by from the eighth floor to the fourth
Horwitz swears her husband has the action coming up for hearing Mrs. Horwitz.
Miss Clare is al- floor, close to the room Horwitz
been maintaining in an apartment Tuesday. The order to show cause leged to be the wife of Arthur VVris- was occupying.
on "West 85th street. New York, was signed by Justice Nathan ten, whose home is at Alameda,
Though Horwitz told his wife he
since the first of the year.
Bijur.
Airs. Horwitz allege* they Ca'., and who is of the team of
was going to the mountains he
"You know I only pay those peo- pay $3,000 rent for their apartment Written and Doyle.
wrote a long letter to his wife from
ple I want to pay," Horwitz told and That her husband spent $30,000
The complainant avers Horwitz the shore. In the letter, he asked
his wife, according to her afflJr ;?. a year on 'Ihclr home, of which rented
an apartment at 1 T9* 161 for forgiveness, saying other men
"Those 1 don't get Judgments a'ouut $.1,000 was sprnt in summer West 8.V, h street in December and had ^pnf> worse things than he. A
against mo and have -me up for sup- trips.
accom- private detective advised her by
took
Jan.
possession
1,
plementary proceedings. Then every
com missions "f Horwitz panied by Miss Clare, whom he In- telephone to come 10 the Breakers
The
once in a while I clean up in bank- amou.it Jo from $1,200 to $1.5i0 troduced as Mrs. Horwitz.
The Mrs. Horwitz registered their withruptcy." Horwitz is known to havn
weekly for 40 weeks and $7o0 dur- lease was taken out in his name, out being seen, but her brother
"whitewashed himself of debt** in ing 12 week s of summer, is another the r 'it calling for $7.1 per month, was recognized by two men with
that manner in 191
and it was
Thenallegation of the wife, she aleo de- but Hho name on the bell was Horwitz in the hotel lobby.
Ported he also went through I
Horwitz explaining thai were words between the couple In
clares he spends $.100 a month on "Clare,"
ruptcy In 1912.
theatre was hffl "wife's" professional mmie. the lobby -a ml *ith-the detect ivr and
himself for dinner and
The wife declares Horwitz told parties, taxiea-b hire, etc.; that he l* The 85th street place is lead than Livingston, Mrs. Horwit* entered

AGENT CONFESSES

(Continued from page

nozzle

Mrs. Horwitz opened the beauty
parlor at the continued urging of
her husband.
She had secured
about $4,500 from an Insurance policy oa her bate father's life.
Part
of the money was bequeathed to
Arline, the adopted daughter of the

CHICAGO

EXECUTIVE OFFICE8:

<*••

LUBIN

General Manager

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
MARKET, GRANT

fire

to worm that information
from hen and demanded the girls be)

BUILDING,
PAUL GOUORON

BLDG..

yanked the

house Are hose and proceeded, to
pound on the door, breaking the
lock.
Mr. Spellman, attorney for
the wife, arrived with a detective,
and- a policeman waa also called.
Horwitz Anally left the building

managed

BLDG.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOOQS THEA.

Tuesday night of last week Horwitz returned to New Tork.
Refused admittance at his home, he

'

Clare lived at the time. Tne wife'g
flrst Inkling of her husband's actlon came when she was usKed to
make the payments on a talking;

machine billed at $150. The phono*
graph is believed to have been f-ent
to the psuedo "Mrs. Horwitz" and
the agent in

some way trapped him-

in making nthe purchase.
In
addition to the money lent her
daughter, Mrs. HorwiU'a mother
also lent the agent $4,100 out of her
self

insurance money.
Terrence McManus

of the law
firm of Olcott, Bongyne, McManus
Ernst, is representing the agent.
It H said Horwitz nearly fainted
when the attorney* a«ked for a $2,509
retainer, but he came too and

&

com*

ised to
It sr

pay $500 by Wednesday.
to be pretty %ell under*

ems

stood that Horwitz's wife, who «A
Edith Livingston, was a former
vaudevilllan. greatly helped him ha
his agency business.
He admitted
her good Influence cotmted for a
great dra) but now <hat she "walked

*

-

a

VARIETY

40

Thureday, February

obtained by Mrs. Horwitz from her

out" on him, Horwlts appears to
have gone back to his old habits

husband became

first

When

final.

possible cause of his present the trouble was patched^up they
"jam" Is the possession of an auto- went to Long Island andwere remobile a factor that has counted married. Thereafter Mrs. Horwitz
went to Cincinnati and adopted
In making bad boys out of other
Horwitz once had two Arline. now about eight years of
agents.
In age. She declares her husband was
otlices In the Putnam building.
one he carried on an agency and mulnst the adoption plan and that
he displays bnt spasmodic affection
in the other some stock promotion
«<>ht>m#»
Thw lnHer pts.ee was out- for the child, who is a pretty
on youngster.
fitted with expensive furniture
the installment plan. One day the
furniture dealers carried it all out
Douglas J. Wood of the Hotel
because of non-payment and HorBristol. West 48th street. New York,
wltx quit promoting.
In the complaint It Is stated the giving his business as that of an
Horwitzes were married in Hemp- actor, has filed a voluntary petition
stead, L. I., in June of 1915. It is in bankruptcy, listing liabilities of
understood there was a re-mar- $5,725 33 and assets of clothing (exriage. Once before when they were empt) worth $100 and $25 cash. The
on the verge of splitting, Horwitz liabilities consist, of small Judgentered a defense they were not ment:* and indebtednesses for loans;
legally wed, as the ceremony was sundry bills and money due for proheld two weeks before the divorce fessional services.

One

—
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DILLINGHAM Presents
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NEW COMEDY— WITH MUSIC

THE CLINGING VINE
withVEQGY WOOD
Mat—
NOW

SCHWAB & KUSSELL

& Moey
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RACINE, WIS.
Rl&lta
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A Verdi
to
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(One
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(Three to

A
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2d half
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ST.

Colombia

Harvey Heney

A O
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Hippodrome
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Louise Allen

Alan Edwards
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Novelty

•Dave A Treasle
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•Milton Pollock Co

*
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•Teddy

Flam
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TWO WEEKS ONLY

BEN BLUMENTHAL

Presents

EMIL JANNINGS
In Shakespeare's Immortal

Drama
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b\)

Dimitri Buchowetzki
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ICA
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Sat.
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''iago*
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to

POWELL LEFT

Pantagea

Jack Powell Sextet.

Pan tax; re

H A

J Chase

Exposition Four
•Spectacular •

At Armory

•Bobby Lehmaa

(Same

Pantages
Alex Bros A Evelyn
•Ridiculous Rlcoo
Maude Earle
Fashion Plate Mlns

memorial home In New York.
Col. Rodney Benjamin, brother of
Mrs. Enrico Caruso, Is general
manager for the indoor show. Many

Wood

Fashion Promenade

Fantages

KANSAS CITY
Pantagea
Weldonaa

(Opea week)
•The Lamara
Phllbriek A De Voe
Buth Budd Co

H

persons In society are box-holders.
.number of novel stunts Will be

A

Buddy Walker
Chlsholm A Breea
Bronson A Renee
Oreat Blackstone

Travel

DALLAS. TEX.
Majestic
The Cerenes

A

Jason

Uarrlgan

Valerie Bergrre Co
Maxfield A Oolson

}1M

Patsy Shelly Band

FT. SMITH. ARK.
Majestic
J A J Gibson
Rinaldo

•F

worked

FT.

to

Majeetle
Willie Hale

MEMPHIS
Fanta**ea

Benaee A Balrd
Charbot A Tortoal
Little Plpplfax
Blake's Mules

OBITUARY
(Continued from page •)

Tim Myers (Stone and Myers), died
in Jackson, Mich., Feb. S.
lie is
survived by his wife and six chil-

Frank Whitman
Simpson A Dean

Thompson
Morgan A Gates

Mrs. Nellie Klimberg, mother of
Will Herman King, died suddenly of
apoplexy Feb. 16 in San Francisco.
She had gone to the Coast a month
ago to attend her son's wedding.

HOIHTON. TEX.
Majestic

A 8aun

Berk

D'nham A O'Malley

A Parker

Green

Swartx A Clifford
Harry Watson Co

Harvey Back

LITTLE ROCK
A

Hnctor

& Bro Leo DunnHly

fN

Joseph

Plunkett

CHARLES CHAPLIN
•

Jto ijWrt_Jbaafh, "THE PILGRIM"
BTRANDflYMPIfONI ORCHESTRA

Headquarters
21.

R. M. Harvey, who has been giving most of his time recently to the
Selln-Floto winter circus, returned
t>» his headquarters in Chicago last

J Gibson

tranD

at

Chicago. Feb.

Majestic
J

Broadway aad 4?th Ktreet
"A NATIONAL INSTITUTION"

CAJltj

dren.

Fields Family Ford

MARK

Dlreetloa

promote Interest among
army tank

parade along Broadway.

Tollman Revue

fll!)

WORTH, TRX.

to

the public, Including an

Thomas B Snoa

A A Henning

(Two

During

the memorable battle In Prance as a
unit of the A. E. F. will hold an
Indoor circus at the 104th Field
Artillery armory, Broadway at 68th
street, during the eight days start*
ing March 17. Officers who led the
famous "Devildogs" in action are In
The proceeds are to be)
charge.
used for the building of a marines'

Morgan A Gray
Cecil Cunningham

Britt

New York

The Veterans of Belleau Wood
who are former marines serving in

•

Pueblo 1-3)
Leach Wall in Trio

PORTLAND. ORE.

in

March

plays

bill

SHOW

VETERANS' INDOOR

Chernynoft*

OMAHA, NEB.

Santiago Trio

$4,000

Brooklyn, N. Y., was granted letters of administration in the Kings
County Surrogate's Court The deHarry Tighe
ceased
was 51. Seven children surHavem'n's Animal*
vive, six of whom comprise the
Olbson A Betty

•Byron Bros Band

White A Barry
•Maude Leon* Co
Harry Hlnea
Hannaford Family

2d half

•Arnold A Florence
•Jewell A Rita
•Miss Nobody

TACOMA

Bellclalre Bros

to nil)

David (Dad) Powell, manager of
the Jack Powell Sextet (in private
life David Goodman), left an estate
not exceeding: v 4,000 In personalty
and no will when he died of pleuropneumonia Jan. 16 at the New
York hospital. His wife, Dorothy
Goodman,
922
Madison
street.

(26-28)

Four
Bert Walton
Eva Tanxuay

(One

Lambert A Fish
Marlon Murray Co
Whiting; S: Burt
Alma Nieison Co
Oloott A Mary Ann (One to nil)
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OGDEN, UTAH
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LaDora A Beckman
GAB
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Oklahoma

Flo Lewis
Chandon Trio

Majostle
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The Speeders
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GOES"
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.

reserred)
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& Dare

WICHITA. KAN.

Slaters

Ryan A Byan
COLO. SPRINGS

•Virginia Belles
Morrlsey A Tones-

Margaret Strain

at 1:10.

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

R

Little Billy

Herbert

The Naxyfya
*Coffman A Carrol!
Bmille Lea Co
Edwards A Beasley

•Cheyenne Days

•The Volunteers
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Roy A
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IXL.I
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JAN
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Thank You Doctor
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Man Hunt
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•P A J La Voile
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Bey

Swift
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SEATTLE
Sheik's

A

Kl

Rowland A Meehan
McFarland Sletera

Georg-e

MarsUall
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El Cota

Charles Howard Co
Five Janaleya
Morla Slaters

Orpheum
(Okla.
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SAN DIEGO. CAL.
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A
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SALT LAKE
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A
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Sz
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•Jack Do ran
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Four Erettos
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A Bra

II

Harry Gilbert
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Hope Vernon

Dewey

Rial
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fill)

JOE, MO.

ST.

fOpen week)
Schepp's Circus

atO.

to nil)

TERRE

Major Bhoads

Tan Arakls

2d half

Wilber

Pnntagra
Nelson's Catlsnd
Jan Rublnl
Weston A Ellne
Reynolds Opera Co

Salle

Travel

VANOOl

fill)

Petty Beat

OTf.nror Girle
Chntnb ri'n A Knr\
Rrddlnifton

Vernon
Green A Burnett
•Demarcoa A Band
to

Jimmy's Jksi Band

L'G

Pnntfsxes
A Fr'ncis

Electrfe

fill)

ROCKFORB.

Bob La

Burkhart

•Lillian

Kltner A Beaney
Betty A Lou Hart
Thalero'a Circus

Wilson A Addie
Walter Brower
Choy Ling Foo
•Canadian Band

Saakatoon 1-1)
Equilll Broa
•Chick tiupreme
•Boae A Roma
Lewis A Norton
Joe Jtckaon

•Alda Earl

(Three to fill)
2d half

(Three

plays
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Norria' Follies

(Three

(2«-2l)

SPOKANE
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to

Hill

runt axes

(Same

Frawley & Loulee
La Graciosa

O'Neal Plstere A
Cleveland A D
Great Leon Co

Coaela

Broe

2d half

Bring You

$2. S2.&C

BUTTERFLY*

Edith Clifford Oe
Dluebird Rev
Green A Burnett
(One to fill)

GINGHAM
GIRL CRITERION Theatre
EDDIE

Helm Ford

"Tnkea
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El Rey Sli
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»
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A
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EARL CARROLL "WBiJfyS,
Eves. IM).
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Torke A Kine;

Orphean*

Novelty Larkina

eatlrt Oixh.. $2.50; eettra Artt Bale. $1.50; astir*
2d Bale
50«—evary aiaht. includint holiday* and
Saturday*. Far
All Ores . $2; sll Bala.. $1.
B*tt Seat*
at Baa OUIc*.
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In

M

Finley

-PASTIMES OF HAWAII"
SIMON AGENCY

Direction:

(Joff

LOS ANGELES
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•:o
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St.

.
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WINNIPEG

Davie

in

Pantages

A

Beach

Tropical

the

Dancer

OAKLAND. CAL.

Kegal A Moore Co
Hori Trio

Flaahea
•Huajh Johnson
Karyl Norman

EKELA,"

Palo A Palet
Kate A Wtley
Richardson Twins

Pierce

Marrlag-e vi Dlv'rce

Smith A Strona-

(Two
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Belle Mnntrnee

HER CARKKH.
TVire. Mat.. T.V

to All)

Atice'a Peta
Royal Venetian 6
Faber A McOowan
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(One
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(
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Cliff

Vern'n
Broa

ST. PAUL
Paatasea

Paatacea
'

Lawton

A Houghton

Seymour A ITealey
•Mftck A Velmar Co

The

PREFERRED
POLLY
A New Comedy
BOSTON

Co

Leo Beere

A

l'aaquall

fill)

•McKay A Earle
Johnson Broe A J
(One to*" fill)
SO. BEND. IM).
New Painre

Bully

to

to

2d half
•Ethel Dare Co

Kelly

PEORIA. ILL.
Orpheam
Fol»>y A 1^ Tour

fji

.

AvnitK PIlA FU>

OSlIKOSH. WIS.
Grand O. H.

Adupted for the American Stage
My MARTIN ItKOU \
with n NotuMe Company. Inrladlns;

World

LENORE ULRIC

•l>on Lannlna;
•Talr of Deucee

Ward & Van

Presents

By

Knickerbocker

—

it.

THE LOVE
CHILD
HENRY HATAIIXE

Kvf» 1:30

"Sensational Her cess.
Dernton. Eve
HA VIP RKI.4NTO IV-^.,r.

Wee
30
Sat.. 13

"THE MASKED WOMAN"
With LOWELL SHERMAN

TAR KINGTON'S

In

A New

H.

WOODS

BUPKE

BILLIE
BOOTH
RFI

Matinees

I

•Harry Bewley Co

(Two

St.

HELEN MacKELLAR

Flo.ci ce Nash
Harry Leon Wilson's story dramatized by
Geo. H. Kaufman end Marc Connelly

DAVID

THEATRE, 4Ind
CI TIRirC
IIMUC
LL
Wed. A
A.

OF THE MOVIES

LYCEUM

?d half
A Scott

Burna A Lynn

MAT. DAILT.

"SEASON'S BEST PLA Y."— Tribune

WtA Glenn Hunter

& Lloyd
•Lloyd A Ooode
•Herbert Lloyd Co

•Billy Miller

,

Heather

Josie

Princeton

afisslna;

(TWo

Current of Fun
(Three to fill)

TIMES
BETTER
AT THE

Dummies

•Demarcoa A Band

Mabel Harper Co

t

S'dera

HAWAIIANS
PRESENT

Clark A Story
Noodles Fag an

De Lyons Duo
Jim A Jack
LaPlna St Emery

A

Dose

Billy

Three

(22-24)

Danee

Taxi
•Burka * Betty

Glanville

Favorite* of Paat

GEO. KALALUHFS

SAN FRANCISCO
Pantagea

*

Allen

X

Rlalt*

Sealo
*Ha yea

Post

MINNKAPOLIS

•Oave Winnie
R A E Tracy
Mantell'e Maniklna

Faber & McQowan
Karyl Norman

•Ha yea A Lloyd
El Bey Slater^
Empreee

Town

LONDON!"

IS

2d half
•Martini Slngera

OMAHA. NEB.

"LITTLE NELLIE KELLY"

EABSARD SHORT.

WITH A GREAT CAST

COHAN

"A HOWLING 81CC ESS."—Eve

BOX REVUE'

Stated b»

10

I

Sat. 1:10

NORFOLK. NEB.

•iraaon

MUSIC BOX THEATRE
'MUSIC

Eve.

St.

Wed. A

M.

"SO THIS

Saeceea.

B? Rudolf Beeler A
Msy BMInrtos

44th

Freeente the Hit el the

MARGARET LAWRENCE
ta the

I

WEEK

BILLS NEXT

(Continued from page 2»)
Pearson Newp't A P Harry Carr Co
Senton Conrad Co
Corradlal'a Aalma:
Three White Kuhns (One to All)
P Bremen A Bro
Graaet

H.

i

WORLD'S PREMIER MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST

The) All -Colored

•AM

V

KENNELS

OLIVER WALLACE

—

1023

22,

Saturday.
I

Kelly •uys Tn Florida
I. Austin Kelly owner of the Rye
Beach Pleasure Park. Rye, N. Y.,
has purchased an interest in a

Florida park of a similar nature.

The Rye

asPOyAJlDB. « ..uia* .Coadactor mer season

resort opens

May

f 0.

Its

sum-

—

1

—

1

Thursday, February
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THE HOTTENTOT.
fnce presentation adapted from the stag»
ess of the lame name, featuring DougDirected by Del Andrews
MacLean.
j J. W. Home, and distributed through
At the Strand. New York,
rst National.
week of Feb. IS.

0am Harrington
Peggy Fairfax
Mrs. Carol Chad wick
Jim.
Ollle

Douglas MacLean
Madge Bellamy
Lila Leslie

May

Gilford
•
Gilford

Truly Shnttuck
Martin. Best
Hatton

Haymond

Swift

In which the foreign director delights and handled capably.
It
does not seem likely that
"Othello" will cause the furore that

the

first

of the big

tired of the attentions of
Freddie (Washburn), a social butterfly, who pays casual court to her.
You can't like two such people.

German produc- They bore you
It Is

tions, "Passion," did.

a ques-

much

as

as they pre-

tend to be bored by themselves.
That supercilious attitude alienates
any audience, especially when they
lay It on as thick as they do here.
And they do overplay the grand so-

tion whether or not the general run
of the public want Shakespeare on
the screen.
If they do then this
should bo a clean-up, but from indications of the past, when the pro-

ciety

stuff

unreasonably.

duction

of.

,

although

closer

proximity to the
seaboard
Atlantic
demonstrated
nothing unusual so far as receipts
were concerned.
Either way it
,

made. little difference to the Sunday
matinee gathering at the Strand
for the assembled multitude, and
they were there to standing room,
seemed to draw forth an abundance
of .entertainment from this comedy

.

along

educational lines, teachers,
etc., there should be business enough for the picture on the
high spots of the country for a
couple of weeks each, but that Is
about all that can be predicted for it.
Fred.

From these details one wouldn't be
surprised to have the picture turn
out a comedy-burlesque. The Impression is emphasized when We
switch to the'hero's bedroom and he
is disclosed in pajamas that look as
thought they might be hand painted.
You can't get any illusion of reality
out of such naive exaggerations, and
you can't help but put a low esti-

schools,

RACING HEARTS

Famous Players production star- mate on such people.
But when the heroine's uncle
noteworthy for the ring Agnes Ayres, with Theodore
action it contains, if nothing else, Roberts and Richard Dix featured. leaves her an inheritance of a furwhile the directors have, inserted Adapted from Byron Morgan's story trading business in the Canadian
a seriee of surprise laugh instances by Will-M. R'tchey. Directed by wilderness and she goes to inspect it
that hit the witnessing throng be- Paul Powell. Shown at the Rivoli, the situation changes and the mimic
characters come near to becoming
tween the eyes.
Some actually week February 18, 1923.
real people. The society masquerade
brought howls. The camera man, Virginia Kent
Agnes Ayres disappears
and a rather neat roor men, receive no program nor Roddy Smith
Richard Dix
It has no spetitle mention. bu,t the photography John Kent
Theodore Roberts mantic tale begins.
cial novelty in Idea, but in the snowIs worthy of It.
Fred
Claxton
Corking effects
Robert Cain covered landscapes, the dashing dog
have been secured during the Jimmy Britt
Warren Rogers
steeplechase race that illusions as Silas Martin.. J. Farrell MacDonald trains and the picturesque trappers
one finds a colorful background for
having been "shot" from every
Besides Miss Macangle possible, even unto phoney
A rather light little comedy the love story.
beauticlose-ups Of the riders in action, drama of the automobile world, it Donald Is an, Infinitely more
ful figure i .tlffled up in furs than in
while the celluloid translation of carries as its big punch an autothe saying, "Gone in a cloud of mobile road race which should be silly figured nighties.
The trading post is ruled by a
dust," was a bit of camera work satisfying enough for the most blase
that provoked a spontaneous gale seeker of thrills. In cast it 'is fairly giant burly (Lewis), who tries to
heroine, and so
all over the theatre both times used.
strong on names, having both Theo- make love to- the
Ince has given the production dore Roberts and Richard Dix as comes in conflict with Freddie. The
adequate presentation, and the cast featured members under the name pampered society butterfly and the
rough giant come Into death grapple
surrounding wDouglas MacLean is of the star.
There Is nothing,
on an equal basis. The story of however, about the picture that is in the midst of.a realistic arctic
scene of the
Sam Harrington, who is deathly going to „ cause any unusual jam blizzard* for tha bigman
is bested,
afraid of horses, but through cir- at the box ofhee, although as en- story. The sdclety
cumstances consummates an envi- tertainment it is fairly satisfying. of course, but his display Of courage
captivates the girl and leads to the
able reputation as to horsemanship*
Richard Dix has the role of the satisfactory closeup, while the fahas been permitted a much wider son of the owner of one auto manuscope on the screen than when facturing plant. He is a go-getter miliar Indian guide whom the herobounded by a full stage set. The type of youth who believes in ad- ine had befriended disposes of the
ruffian.
titling, at times, reads aswerbatlm
vertising stunts and his" father
The blizzard scenes, which run
\ from the original
book, and is in- sanctions his wild splurges for pubclusive of numerous laughs on its licity. A rival scorn pa ny is headed through more than a reel, are wonown.
by Theodore Roberts, and the star derfully effective, ana all the wilderMacLean gives a splendid per- appears as his daughter. She Is ness passages are convincing, even
formance as the yachtsman forced also a believer in advertising, but to the interiors of the traders' huts.
Rush.
4
to unwillingly straddle horses, and her father is a conservative and
on the "Hottentot" in particular, won't go in for racing or any of
the wildest animal in the stable. the usual stunts that are utilized to
Madge Bellamy is opposite to carry popularize a car.
IN
on the love theme
hich is made
In an effort to obtain publicity
Amalgamated Exchanges of America (Inentirely secondary to the principal for her father's machine the -girl dependent) present this five-reel prob'.em
object of laugh procuring. Dwight drives it at 65 miles an hour play, taken from the novel "The Mado m»
In chains, " by Edward Owing* Towns. DiCrittenden and Raymond Hatton through a town where the magis- rected
by William P. Burt, under tho superalso registered for attention.
trate is noted for sending speeders vision of Harry Grossman. Cast Includes
and
Whether the
MacLean name tp jail in. the hope that if she is E. K. Lincoln. Mrs. Rodo'.ph Valentino Fob
means anything at the gate or pot, sent to the hoosgow she will get Martha Mansfield. At Loew's Circle,
this picture seems certain to favor- her name and that of the car in 2J.
ably impress, with the logical fol- print. It is In this town that the
low-up being his next release will rival auto shops are located and the
Society drama has outstanding
draw on the strength of. this one. son of the owner Is acting as a merits in its production, the interiors
It's a whale of a script that has lost
motor cop temporarily, he persuad- being especially impressive. A cabnothing in the migration to the ing the judge to discharge the girl aret scene also Is extremely well
screen, and may possibly be termed because it would appear as though done as to its setting and stage manto have surpassed the footlight his father's firm was behind the agement, but they waste enormous
•t aging.
amounts of actionless footage and
pinch as a sort of spite rivalry.
Skig.
The next day the bo,y gets an then, when they want the story to
•assignment fromJhls father to ob- progress, they make it leap, forward
You get the effect of
tain a position in the rival plant with titles.
to make a survey of conditions climbing a hill by going three steps
Ben Blum-.nthal rroj^nts this fi'm v«r- there, as it Is known that they are up and two back.
ion of Shakespeare'! tragedy, with Bmil pitched for money and it is possiThe faithless wife deserts her
by D.in.jtri
Janningi starred.
Directed
Buchowetzski. Rilensed by Dav.J V. How<- ble that the plant will shortly be husband and child and Is next shown
on the market. Once on the 'job at the height of her prosperity as a
•Us for U. S. and Canada.
Janr.lngs
TSmll
Othello
he is given the task of designing cabaret dancer. They linger on the
Werner Kraus
lego
*
Ferdinand Alt«n a racing car under the direction of dance hall scene Indefinitely (perRodripo
Her father in the mean- haps because it exploits the former
Frederick Kuhne the girl.
Brain ntio
Macnu* Rtltter time having left for London to close Mrs. Valentino Jean Acker In a
Mont;ino
lea Lenkeffy
DeK.li>m jna
a foreign deal for his cars. The scene like that in which Rodolph
Lya ue Putti
Em'lla
girl has written into the set of figured In "The Four Horsemen").
instructions that her father left a Then, when they have to go on, thry
Several months ago Will H. Hays
that a racing car be built. reduce the woman to poverty and
and Augustus Thomas at a dinner command
Then comes the day of the big mortal illness without any explanathat
suggestion
got together on the
road
race,
with the usual crooked tion.
the 'Hamlet" of John Barrymore
The picture Is full of similar
shown driver stuff and the girl /jumping
and
filmed
should
be
in at the last minute and winning crudities.
It has no clear theme.
throughout the country. It wasn't
the race, although she manages to You don't know who, to sympathize
done, and it probably won't be, but
cross the line with the assistance with the lover who sacrificed hima
come
has
there
from Germany
of a bump from the rival com- self for the woman and served four
screen version of "Othello," preThe pany's car, which was driven by years In Jail to protect her from
sented by Ben Blumenthal.
the son of the owner.. Of course shame; the artist who married her
invited
picture was shown to an
audience at the Century Roof the- prior to this the girl has discovered and was cast away when the lover
his 'identity and accused him of was released from Jail, or the husatre Sunday night and will open at
spying, but the finish of the race band's Jilted sweetheart, to whom
the Criterion next Sunday.
them clinched in. each other's he returned when the other woman
From an artistic standpoint the finds
arms.
They're a queer assortleft him.
of
Moor
picture Is a triumph. The
There are some fairly good com- ment of characters and they go
Emil Jannings, who is starred, is a
superb piece of acting, and the edy moments In the picture but it through a perplexing scries of theatis the race that will get to the
rical experiences.
production is about all that could
The dancer woman deserved nothbe desired. However, It is. a ques- fans. That feature was well handled in direction.
Fred.
ing better and the husband she
tion just how the public will take
double-crossed deserved no more.
the picture. To the Shakespearean
There seems to be nobody to be honscholars the production will make a
estly sorry for, and that's not good
terrific appeal, but it is hardly posIf the husband were the
fiction.
sible that the rank and file of moB. P. Schulherg Is the producer of this
tion picture fans will flock to see It. First National feature, with (Catherine Mac- hero as you would suspect from the
Directed by Tom Forman.
From circumstance that the part was
The picture was made in Berlin Donald.
Notable cast
the story by Violet Clark.
last summer with the great Russian include* Bryant Washburn, June Elvldge, played* by the star, E. K. Lincoln
He took
he made a sorry figure.
director, Dimltri Buchowetzki, in Mitchen Lewis and others.
his wife's desertion In favor of ancharge of the production. Jannings.
The picture starts out ominously, other man much too tamely. All he
famed in Europe for his Othello on
the speaking stage, was engaged to with a New York society setting, did about it was to deliver one blow,
head the cast, while Werner Kruus, accompanied by tho usual counter- and it was not an especially conwho was the original Dr. Caligari, feit atmosphere of heavy society vincing blow at that, even- If the
was cast for Iago. Desdemona was stuff as they see it in the studios. lover made a lot of business as of
Nothing
played by a young Hungarian ac- But presently the locale moves Into being knocked senseless.
tress, lea Lenkeffy, who proved a the far North and the picture more would adequately have met the film
delightful surprise, for generally In than redeems Itself, with picturesque situation short of a rough-andBut
these foreign j.roductions the lead- settings in tho snow country and tumble fight all over the lot.
ing women run to beef. In this in- melodramatic action that Is fast and they let the opportunity pass, and
stance a blonde of the Ingenue type gripping.
The final impression is you couldn't help but feel that the
husband was a poor fish.
in appearance and an actress of altogether satisfactory.
After that he went back to MarKatherine MacDonald's pictures
ability was shown.
Lya do Putti
tinique, where he had left his fianIn the role of Emilia, wife of Iago, always start with a big advantage
scored on appearance, her decided the flawless and persuasive beauty cee waiting without a word of enbrunet appearance being an excel- of the star. If they would only make couragement for five long years or
And she greeted him rapturlent foil to the blonde beauty of the it an unalterable rule to give her so.
sympathetic roles it Is difficult to see ously, made him understand that she
leading woman.
In the matter of production item. how she could go wrong. This pic- still loved him by letting him read
'ngly nothing was spared to make ture is an illustration.
At the be- her diary, and it ended sweetly
the sets stupendous.
They carry ginning Miss MacDonald Is a bored happy with a romantic close-up.
'he suggestion of masslveness. and Snd querulous pociety«queen, "tired Only the romance, after all that had
Rush.
ihere art any number of mob scenes of this sham and pretense/' and ,es- gone b/fore, wouldn't Jell.
vehicle.
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LOVE'S OLD

SWEET SONG

Helen
feature.
Independent
dramatic
Lowell and Louis Wolhelm heading tho
Trodurt'd by Nona I'leturerf. Oscar
Lund director. Credit is given l«> J. L.

cast.

Molloy, composer of the

Loews New

At

Mother
The Wanderer
Kunlce
Charlie
liabs

famous

York, Feb.

old song.

Jrt.

Helen Lewsll
Louis Wolhelm
Helen Weir
Donald Gallagher
Baby Margaret Brown

with
the
manufacturer's
rival
daughter.
It was the* close proximity of the crash that brought the
girl to her senses and to a realisation that money wasn't everything
and friendships that had to be purennsed .wtte not worth having.
The story is told in a rather disconnected and haphazard manner
that f;»Ms to hold the audience.

When

"Hamlet" made by a Miss MacDonald is introduced she is
Scandinavian company was shown just waking up in a bedroom set
Having Deen screened out of town in XVw York, it does not seem pos- that couldn't be duplicated out«id*»
sible that they will take kindly to
the royql chamber of the Czar of
for three or four weeks previous to
the New York showing, the reports the classics of the famous .Hard of all the Russias.
And the heroine
Avon.
a nightie that looks as though
had this picture favorably received
With a great deal of plug^inj wears
it were made of embroidered velour.
at the box office In the middle west,
Major Reggies Townaend.Dv. ipht Crittenden
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The picture has one good melodramatic stunt in the blasting out
of r quarrv hillside, the rock seeming to crush a shanty, throwing the
hero and the baby into the river.
Its second virtue is the remarkable
performance of Baby Margaret, a
captivating youngster of four or
five who acts with jaunty naturalness and does an astonishingly
good bit of Acrobatic dancing.
That
story
scene,

is

Its
the picture out.
rubbish. In the explosion

lets

Charley rescues etho baby
from a watery grave, is arrested,
released and* goes to meet his
sweetheart. In this lapse of time
his hair has not had time to dry,
but the real villain of the

drama

THE MAN ALONE
Morris Schlank presents Hobart Bosworth in Mil* dramatic feature. Directed
by William H. Clifford. Produced by notion

Picture Utility Corp.

end released

through Anchor Film Distributing, Inc.
At the New York. Feb. 20.

Aimed as a human interest story
with, sympathetic values, there are
passages where the unintentional
humor takes command. One such
episode happens near the beginning,
and thereafter it in difficult to take
tho story o'r the leading character

has confessed and the victim of his seriously.
Hobart Bosworth plays Ben Dixon,
plotting has been released from Jail
and come home. But this sample a rough and ready mine owner at
of crudity is no worse than a lot great wealth, who falls in love with
a society girl. At their betrothal dinof other details.
v
One minute we meet a rich ner Ben pulls some rough stuff with
banker. Ten minutes later his di- a knife and fork and the terribly rerectors have discovered Irregulari- fined fiancee is so shocked and horties in the books of his cashier. rified with his manners that she
Do they pinch the cashier? They calls off the engagement. Ben, to tell
do not. They lug the bank presi- the truth, was pretty crude, and
dent off to jail, apparently without you couldn't very much blame the
Indeed girl, but the incident stopped Bosthe formality of a trial.
the detective who makes the arrest worth cold from getting serious atseises a roll of money the banker tention for his subsequent heroics.
So it turned out 'just a mediocre
was about to give his son.
The picture has some odd legal program release, and rather second
twists. When the banker is in jail, class at that. It's a weak story, ala Children's Society agent tears though it has a certain amount of
the baby from its home, casually vigorous action on shipboard. But
explaining to the housekeeper that the theme of a middle, aged man in
"the house has hern closed by a love with a young girl has to be
sheriffs attachment and we must flawless to engage a sympathetic
send the baby to a home." That's hearing as good, for example, as
why the baby and her adult brother "When We Were Twenty-one M--but
that was a long way back. But an
run away and hide.
The story is about a marble Indifferent story of the sort Is hopeThe less. Ben is rather a ridiculous figquarry owned by a widow.
wicked bank cashier tries-- to ruin ure in his heart broken melancholy,
the widow so he can get possession and when he sacrifices his heart and
of the quarry, although the details gives the girl to a younger and
After poorer man. you can't work up any
of his schemes are foggy.
the president has been jailed (they great tear duct activity.
The action is rather theatrical and
don't even explain what for), it
seems odd that the bank goes right much of the material is aside from
along doing business so that the the vital issue. For instance, when
cashier can (heaven knows how) Ben is dismissed by his fiancee be
get possession of the widow's notes goes mooning down along the water
front, and Just manages to save the
held by the bank.
A tramp called The Wanderer and life of a despondent girl about to
a very unsavory looking personage, commit suicide. He befriends her
and helps her to reclaim herself. But
is introduced early in the proceedings.
When it looks blackest for nothing comes of this expenditure
tho widow, the bank president nr.tl of footage, for it doesn't lead anythe baby, the tramp turns out to where. At the finish the girl is enbe an agent for the Department of tirely fo'egotten. Maybe they meant
Justice who has been on the trail to have the hero marry her as a
of the wicked cashier all along. substitute for the girl who passed
His plottings are unmasked and he him, but changed their minds after
the picture was welt along. Any-,
Is well beaten up after all the excitement, so that the widow and tho way,, It leaves you wondering.
There are some rather good shipexonerated banker can have a
mushy love scene. Even so easily board scenes, but it all seems to
satisfied New York roof's casual have been forced In because Boscrowd of transient drop-irfS laughed worth always has been Identified
at the absurdities of the story. The with deep sea action. He is shangcompany is worthy of better things. haied by his financial enemies, who
somehow have his estate auctioned
Rush.
off so they can buy it cheap, but he
turns up at the sale ana throws

—

•

MOHEY, MONEY, MONEY!

First National re'ease, starring KathA Larry Evan* vtory
erine MacDonald!
adapted by Hope Lorlng. directed )>y Tom
Forman. Six reels. At Proctor's -'3d .St..

them all Into confusion, besides
knocking his principal enemy cold

famous Bosworth short
It is then he finds that
the society queen loves
Kiiherlne Mo'DonaM him devotedly, she loves hie former
Carl Ftockdalo social secretary more. .So he ma! j
Frances Raymond the pair's fortune and departs, with
Mrs. Hobbs
Paul Willis a #nal
Lcnnle Hobbs
Closeup of Ben philosophizing
Herschcl Mayall
Air. Carter
Into his pet horse's ear. All pretty
I'.renria Fowler
Mrs. Carter
ru roll no Cart >r
MarjMPt Loomia juvenile stuff, unworthy of so sterclary
Charles
Orey
J. J.
ling <>nd vigorous an actor as Bos..Jack Dougherty
Reggie Cray
worth.
Rush.
Just a fair program feature that
started out as though it were really going to be a good picture, but
simmered down. The picture was
rather badly handled in the cutting
I-ondon, Feb. 7.
and editing, which made the conEvery picture Frank H. Crane
tinuity rather jumpy at times. It is makes enhances his reputation here
possible that the leading man se- and goes to prove that his specialty
lected to play opposite Miss Mac- is to make good features from poor
Donald in this production might stories. The story of "The Grass
have had something to do with the Orphan" is very weak, but the piclack of Interest on the part of the ture has a high entertainment value,
audience in the proceedings on the for which the production work and
screen.
Jack Dougherty was the a very good acting cast are responlead opposite the star.
lie is en- sible.
The St. Johns are a young
personality and coupe living on an allowance of
tirely lacking in
failed to get over with the audience
£12,000 a year given them by an
at all. Miss MacDonald is still her uncle they have never seen. They
t
Striking good looking self as
have one child, whom they neglect.
yore, and that is about all.
One day they receive news of the
It is a story of social ambit ons
uncle's bankruptcy and discover
In a small town, with tho daughter they are penniless.
St. John canand son of the little manufacturer not even get a job at a pound a
of farming implements striving to week.
move with the real fast set of the
In the midst of their trouble
They arc vexed at their comes ah old lady who offers 'them
little town.
dad for his old-fashioned ideas and £5.000 a year if they'll give up the
his desire to 'remain in the old home child. They almost consent, but the
instead of moving to the more fash- mother love waTtes at last in Mrs.
ionable section.
Finally they do St. John's heart, and she runs sway
manage to crash the gate In the so- with the child. Later ahe gets a
cial set, but only when those at the job as a mannequin, while St. John
head of it believe that the Hobbs drives a hansom cab. When they
have fallen Into a lot of money. have been punished enough a vulgar
When the truth becomes known as auctioneer's valuer reveals himself
to the amount of tho legacy that as the sunclp.
Of course, he was
was left Mrs. Hobbs, it is discovered never ruinca and merely did it to
that tho father will have to lose his teach them a lesson.
business to protect a note that he
There are some exceptionally
signed at the insistence of his good sporting scenes and the inwomen folk when theV believed that teriors are excellent. The photogthey were to receive a bundle of raphy is very good and great atwealth.
tention has been paid to the lightAt the last minute the head of the ing. As Mrs. St. John, Margaret
farming implement trust, who was Bannecrman shows a good deal of
anxious to take over the business ability.
Her performance Is the
decides that instead of letting shark best thing she has done yet. Joyce
bankers fleece his old competitor he Gaymon Is excellent as her friend.
will take a half interest In the busi- Reginald Owen is responsible for
ness for his son.. The sop has been an easy, finished performance as St.
around the little town looking the John, and pougla* Munro It eapltal
situation over and
as Ihe^aBQuextflirif unci*.
Feb

10-21.
Prlscllla Hobbs..
lleo. C. llohb"

with

the

arm hook.
although
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Langley opens each show with tha
from Leoncavallo'a "Pag-

PATSY
Truart rtlHw •tarring Zasu Pitta with
Wallaoe Bf«rr and Marjorla Daw featured.
A mHoiramatlc comedy Jn ttva reels, diShown at
ract*>d by J ha J. MofWml't.
I-orwe Clrol«. New York, Feb. 13. li>23.
»' llt "
/. '» u
V*t«y
1,, '«>r
>V»>
l*™
Orook
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This would have been a big picture had the story boon a little
melodifferently handled and
dramatic portion jazzed a little in
1

1

1

1*

This

entertainment value.
It la a atory of an orphan who
runa away from a woman who has
adopted her with an idea of making
her a "man of all work" on the
She atarta tramping It and
farm.
heads for California. When within
a days ride of Loa Angeles ahe
crashes her way aboard the limited

and landa

in

the tourist mecca of

Southern California
Hera aha runa Into no end *bf adventures. masquerading as a boy.
On the train a kind hearted passenger has paid her fare f yr the trip
into tha town when the conductor
wanted to throw her off the train.

la

films yet

one of the beat
made.

British

A WHITE BARBARIAN
London, Feb. 8.
Although this picture has not yet
been shown, trade reviewers saw It
privately.
The feature is practically the record of .the Baron-Bartholomew big game hunting expedition in equatorial Africa, into which

melodramatic story has been
Three white men and two

a

written.

white

women

play. the leading parts

and are supported by natives from
half a dozen different tribes.
As well as acting, the whites had
to turn to and do other jobs, the
most important of which was providing t\\p meat food daily for the
camp and watching that tribal

quarrels did not break out

among

the mixed crowd of natives.
The
picture itself was actually made
with rifles close at hand. For some
time
the
late
Captain
George
Outran was the guide and chief
hunter, and it was shortly after
leaving the expedition that he met
his death through being almost torn
to pieces by.a wounded lion after he
had gone to the rescue of a native
boy.

The
the

story concerns a

Songora

legend

who possess

tribe,

of
a

A

white royal family, supposed to
have sprung direct from some wan-

Uvea in a tough neighborhood and
aha haa to fight her way into "the
gang," which aha doea so successfully aa to become leader.
Finally aha manages to defeat the

dering Carthagenians. An English
hunter falls in love with their princess and compels her to free some
slaves she is about to sell to an
Arab caravan. She .threatens him.
but he has fallen in love with her
and follows her Into her own country.
Here the adventures start and
gradually work up to the burning
of a entire native viltage.
In the
end the hero gets his princess.
The locations used are of exceptional interest, one being the top of
a mountain which has the head of
the legendary king of the Songora.
M'Jintu. carved on Its face.
This

her mother
her a homo.
but ahe misses them at the station
and In her wanderings about the
town' meeta an aged scientist, who
takes her to his adobe ehack, believing her to be a boy at first. He

young woman and
who were aboard offer

aim of several crooks, who frame

use the old man aa their tool in
a awindling scheme, and reunites
the old acientlat with hia long-lost
to

Thera la a lot of picture
family.
license taken and coincidence plays
a tremendoua part In working out
tha atory, but aa It la all in fun one
cannot take tha producer to task
for this.
In direction there are three or
four bits of comedy that are the
thlnga that aava tha picture from
being an out-and-out meller of the
rawest

aort.

Zasu Pitta puts over the masquerading waif In pretty fair shape
and gets any number of laughs.
Wallace Beery la himself as the
heavy. The balance didn't amount
to very much, with Marjorie Daw
playing a role far from important.
Fred.

PADDY, NEXT BEST THING
London, Feb. 5.
This latest Graham-Wilcox production is an excellent screen version of the play which ran at the
Savoy for such a long time. In
every way It Is a fine"~feature. For
once the story has obtained additional power from the screen instead of losing It.
The exterior locations are exceptional, notably those of a hunt
meet, and tha Interiors possess all
the ornate grandeur of the American school. Among them is a beautiful but somewhat incongruous ballet on the grand staircase of an ancestral hall.

The photography by Rene Gulsis some of tha best seen here.
The story opena with a yachting
.episode In which Paddy very newly
aart

(Contlued from Page .1)
music by Phillip Brahan.
Alfred
Lester and Gertrude I^awrence will
head the cast.

seeking blda for the construction
of tha hotfae, but the cost of building haa not yet been reduced to a
point where he cares to go ahead.
•Building permits have been granted
Odette Myrtle has entered tha and full licensing privileges voted
"Midnight Follies" at the Hotel by tha local authority.
Metropole.
Tha moet popular man in theatA. B. Llmpua will produce at rical circles this week la Charlea Br
Brighton, March 5. a new play by Cochran, due to his efforts in
Edward Percy, author of "If Four breaking every record for securing
Walla Told." called "Trespassers.'* contributions to Che Actors' BenevLynn Harding will have the prin- olent Fund. The total amount of
cipal role and Doris Lytton will be subscriptions he secured at the annual dlnn t of the Fund held last
the heroine.
Sunday, Including Cochran'a peraolicl tat ions
in
Henry Alnley will produce at sonal
America,
Brighton,
Feb.
John Drink- totaled* over £5.600. Among those
19.
water's play, "Oliver Cromwell/* who contributed from the United
were
Hartley
and will be upported by W. J. Rea. Statea
Manners,
Mary O'Farrell, Irene Rourke*. Clara Laurette Taylor. Irving Berlin. A.
Woods.
Harrla, Milton Rosmore. Harcourt JEL
Messrs.
Schuberf,
Williams. Mr. and Mrs. George Messrs. Selwyn, Duncan Sisters.
Sam H. Harrla, M. S. .Bentham.
Drink water.
David Belaaco.
Cyril Maude sails for America
Feb. 2t to jitar In "If Winter
Lola Puller recently underwent
Cornea." taking with him ,a com- an operation In Paris, but Is expany of English prfncIpaiB.
pected to come to London to give
final supervision to a new ballet
A new play by Herbert Thomas, which she la presenting next week
The Law of Moaee," will be pro- at tha Coliseum.
duced at Folkestone next week.
Fred Barnes arrived this week
Juet prior to the war Sir Oswald after a alx months' tour of Australia
Stoll paid £100.000 for a plot of and South Africa.
ground near the sea front at
Brighton and intended \p erect a
Sylvia Roaen, in private life the
mammoth music hall thereon. For wife of the eon of the proprietor *of
the past two yeara he haa been tha Kennington theatre, and who
.

.-

tha Sidney Burna agency and expects shortly to make a trip to
America in search of vaudevlllo
material. Mlaa Roaen Is a sister of
Jack Ro.e. the Amerlqan "nut**

comedian,

now playing

in

Maude May Murray
Africa Jan.

died In South

She

will be chiefly
her dancea a la
Lole Fuller, which brought her Into
topline vaudeville prominence aome>
years ago.

remembered

4.

for

Leo Stormount, once a wellvaudeville star, died tha
other day, aged 62. He was a regular item In the programs at the

known

«

'

.

Tivoll. Oxford and Pavilion, and
later played pacta In the spectaclee

which were the big feature of tho
Hippodrome's early days.
After
leaving the stage he devoted himself to teaching singing.

The Joa Hlvln

now reached a

tribute

fund haa

total of £1,290.

Although Martin Harvey's production of "Via Crucls" at the Gacrlck is hardly expected to last out
the three weeka allotted to It, yet It
la aervlng a good purpose by employing a good many unemployed
actors.

Eighth Wife"
(Continued on page 43)

'Bluebeard's

wlH
SB

AOOLPM ZUK.O*.

HHINTJ

Baron, Herbert Leonard, Daphne
Wynne and Leal Douglas. An almost human chimpanzee which at-

tached herself to the men of the
party returned with them to England and is now in the Zoological
Gardens.
As a proof of how the government
authorities help the film industry In
England it is interesting to note
that the negative was hung for
months while the owners filled In
forms proving that they were British, and when they did get their
property, it was discovered that
the zealous customs officials had
scratched their signatures in many
places, ofcoosing for preference important scenes or the faces of the
players.

«

O ore.

THE PRODIGAL §ON
London. Feb. 6.
In thia production of Sir Hall
Caine's novel A. E. Coleby has
proved that a big film can be made
In England, or rather by an English
company.
The thing now is. will
the Stoll Film Co., responsible for
the production, keep it up or return

The death of the girls scenery of Iceland ad the photorepresentation
of
bleak
father breaks up the home. When graphic
storm-battered
coasts
Blake returns he finds Paddy work- moorland,
ing as a dispenser for her uncle In and mighty glaciers is fine and effortune.

London. He again declares his love
without success, but later, after he
has been knocked out In a street
row, Paddy realizes she does love
him. Jack O'Hara returns with a
fortune and is accepted by Ellen.
Faddy returns to Ireland, and feeling out of all tha happiness, wandera off alone "in^o the hills. She is
reported lost andNBlake heads the
search-party.
HeV sinks into a

while other scenes have
been rrnde in different parts of the
Riviera and In Paris. The photography Is exceptionally good.
Coleby's Idea has been to present
the novel as it is; hence the mileage
of the feature, and with the aid of
hla copious sub-titles he has left
nothing untouched. Sticking carefully to the book, he tells the story

morass where Paddy already

of the
theft of
the elder
brother's
sweetheart
by
the
younger; of the hate which filled
Magnus* heart and of his oath that

fective,

of

and and

the situation brings the usual happy
ending.
Graham Cutta haa done his work
admirably. Mas Marsh as Paddy is
at her best, doing all the heroine's

THEODORE ROBERTS
RICHARD DIX

and

YOU'LL
Agnes

see a brand-new

—bobbed
—

Ayres

hair, sparkling eyes

pep.

Story Sy

full o'

Byron Morgan
Scenario by
Will M. Ritchey
Directed by

In a rollicking, racing

romance.

By

the author of

Wally Reid'a auto successes.
She'll whixz right into your

Paul Powoll

heart.

Magnus and Oscar Stephenson

Rhould Oscar ever cause Thora pain
he would kill him. Inevitably Oscar
with art and realism. does cause Thora pain and leaves
to make his fortune.
includes
supporting
cast
The young
The strong
Nina Boucicault, Haidee Wright, wife diea and Magnus rears and
Marie Ault, Sir Simeon Stuart, tends her child. Anon Oscar reGeorge K. Arthur and Darby Foster. turns rich and famous and In time
The film la preceded by a short to atone,
The acting is exceptionally good!
playlet by Jack Wilcox, entitled "The
Banshee," in which Misa Itoucicault and the cast his >een much morel
and Herbert Langley appear, while carefully chosen than Is ueual in
native pictures.
Henry Victor and
Stewart Rome give two very good
performances as the brothers; Collette Bret'el Is excellent as Thora,
as Is Kdifh Bishop as her rival In
Oscar's affections.
Frank Wilson
and Mrs. Hadyn-Coffln are alike
good aa the parents, and many
small parts are capitally played.
When "The Prodigal Son" la

many moods

j

I

1

1

1

1

I

&U&uto&

Insure Your Screen

'

Majesty's.

the climatic conditions. Tne members of the company were John L.

to mediocre melodrama and penny
Rescued, she meets novelettes?
Despite* its inordinate length, the
Laurence Blake and conceives an
This trade show lasted something over
imaginary dislike for him.
four
hours and a half, the picture
grows when she discovers her sisIs
full
of interest and held the
ter, Ellen, has fallen in love with the
packed
hou?e throughout.
immaculate young man. This love
If It has any great fault. It rests
is not returned, and when she discovers Blake loves herself there Is in the remarkably generous supply
a row which drives Blake into exile. of sub-titles, many of which could
Much of the
Jack O Ilara is also in love with be dispensed with.
Ellen and goes abroad to seek his work has been done amid the bleak

=

England.

Nothing definite has yet been settled with regard to the production
by George Grossmith and J. A. B.
Malone of the late Jamea Elroy
Fleckers' play, "Hassan," at Hla

head is supposed to keep watch
over the trlble, and it is said that
no man had ever trodden the summit of the mountain before. Another fine series- of shots show the
Nairobi falls and rapida. The photography la excellent considering

gets drowned.

is,

num

years, retired from tha establishment after a business tiff with
her father-in-law.
She has Joined
of

LONDON

llaccl?*

a comedy vein Instead of seriously.
Then with soma real direction and

a cast a picture could have been
made of It that would have been
able to go along- in real fast comAs It la. however. Just a
pany.
mediocre Independent program Tea
result. It la* a picture In
ia-the
ture
lta present shapa that can go alon*
In the cheap houses and deliver fair

haa booked the houaa for a

prolog

shown

publicly

it

will

be

In

two

sections— tha firet, "Tha Prodigal
Son"; tha second, "The Return of
the Prodigal."

"The moat exciting raoe we ever aaw an the ecreen. Miaa Ayraa la unusually pretty,
Netm York Tribune
vivacioua and entertaining."
New York American
"The race wet a vivid and realistic affair."
"Never a dull moment- Exceptionally clever. Moves at a rapid gait, and eulminataa
New York Telegraph
in an exciting automobile race."

—
—
—

-*
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(Continued from page 42)
rter 200 performances Feb. 16
on which occasion It will be entirely

•

•

redressed.

*
Doe Angeles, Feb.

Mary Miles Minter goes

21.

east next

tonth.

t

give Post was
equalled in the Lesser transaction.
to

Richard Stanton, the director, baa
He la exarrived on the coast.
pected to make an announcement
within a few days.

This was approximately $50,000 a
picture for salary and a 60-60 sharing arrangement on profits.
According to Leaser, each Post production
will
cost
approximately

Frothingham will atar
L.
Ifarcia Manon In hla first production thia year, "The Dice Woman,"
an original atory by Harvey Gates.

$250,000.

J.

'

Hal Roach, who directs the destinies of Harold Lloyd, in addition to
a string of comedy productions, arrived home from a month's business
trip to New York.
While In New
York. Roach negotiated contracts
which will practically double the

Edward Martlndale has been conhome for several days
with a severe case of the dread
"Kleig eyes," contracted while playing In "The Eleventh Hour."
present production of his Culver
City Studio and add more than
Louis B. Mayer gave a dinner to $1,500,000 annually to his present
the preae in honor of hla signing expenditures. Roach Is purchasing
Irving Thalberg aa general man- ten acres in the foothills Just back
ager.^
of Culver City, which will be known
as the "Hal Roach Ranch," and will
Doug Fairbanks' "Robin Hood" construct an addition to his present
entered its 18th week at Grauman's studio.
Hollywood.
According to reports.
The ranch will be used for tbe
It i« nearing an attendance record
shooting of a majority of exterior
of $300,000, with prices as high as
scenes, and will have a new studio,
$1.50.
which ia expected to be erected In
near future. The most ImporBarbara La Marr was the host the
tant deal closed by Roach while In
the other evening at a dinner given the east was the signing of Will
Many Rogers, the eccentric comedian, who
at one of the local cafes'
notables of the film colony attended.
Is to produce comedies for Roach
Miss La Marr Immediately after the exclusively
during the next two
dinner left for Dallas, Texas, where years.
she will be crowned queen* of an
who
Rogers,
is still under conauto show.
tract with Ziegfield's "Follies,'* Is
Ralph De Lacy, technical director expected to arrive here about the
Roach made arfor Fine Arts Studios, who was hit first of March.
•n the head by a falling timber rangements for the production of
dramas.
Roach recently
five-reel
helping
while
to flght the Are at the
Chester Bennett Laboratories, has signed Norma Shearer to star in
Miss
returned to bis work, after being his forthcoming features.
confined to his home for several Shearer, Of Montreal, recently won
a Canadian beauty contest, the is
days. •
the find of the Pathe Pictures CorAfter months of rumors and de- poration, through whom an the
nials, Colleen Moore affirmed the Roach pictures are released.
report of her engagement to John
MoCormlck, western representative^ SCHB0CK, GENERAL DIRECTOR
fined to hla

-

.

.

a large Arm of film distributors.
Miss Moore la at present playing In
"April Showers."
»

of

Emphatic denial that the Vitagraph Co. intends to retire from
the production field was made by
General Manager W. S. Smith, who
baa been identified with the studio
"We have three
for many years.
companies working," he said. "One
picture

is

practically

completed,

and we will start on another next
Week. So far as I know, Vitagraph,
which is the oldest existing picture
organization, will continue to make
films.
I have been told that there
are many rumors afloat concerning
the alleged impending dissolution
at the company, but these have no
There have
foundations in fact.
been some changes In personnel,
but we do not contemplate curtailing our activities In the least/'

Raymond L. Schrock, veteran
scenario writer, was named directorgeneral of Universal. Schrock succeeds Irving Thalberg, who left to
join the Louis B. Mayer organization.
The appointment of Schrock
is said to have been made after a
lengthy conference personally presided over by Carl Laemmle. Robert H. Cochrane, vice-president of
Universal,' also was present at the
conference.
Forte With Nixon- Nird linger
Philadelphia, Feb. tl.

Announcement has

just been

made

here that Joseph H. Forte has been
appointed assistant general manager
for all the Fred G. Nixon -Nlrdllnger
moving picture interests west of the
Schuylkill river.

George Fitzmaurice Is preparing
This appointment marks the affiliaay good-bye to the Famous
by ation of Earl and Joseph Forte, who
Corporation,
Players-Lasky
whom he has been employed for were pioneers in the picture business
almost five years. With Mrs. Fitz- In West Philadelphia and who have
maurice, known professionally as operated for a long time the SherQuida Bergere, scenarist of the pro- wood and Baltimore theatres, both
ductions in which Pola Negri Is on Baltimore avenue.
Starring, he will conclude hsl servEarl Forte will continue to direct
ices at the big film factory not later
than May 1, at the conclusion of the Baltimore avenue division of
the making of "The Cheat," second picture houses which will now In•f the American Pola Negri films, clude the Sherwood, Baltimore and
and now under somewhat delayed Ambassador. Joseph Forte In adproduction. Activities of both Mr. dition to his duties as assistant genand Mrs. Fitzmaurice in the film eral manager to Nlxon-Nirdlinger
world hereafter will be as Joint will have active charge of the Sixwith
co-operation
in
Sroducers,
tieth street interests (which will Inamuel Goldwyn. Incident to this
both will sail for Europe about clude the Imperial, Cedar and Coliand Harry Smith will conseum)
June 1 for the purpose of filming
tinue as general manager of the
In Italy exterior scenes of the first
of a projected series of ten -reel Fifty-second street houses, Nixon,
features.
Rlvoli, Belmont and Locust.
to

No

sooner had Guy Bates Post
severed hie business relationship
with Richard Walton Tully, the
stage and film producer, than he
affixed his signautre to a contract
with Sol Lesser, of Principal Pictures Corporation.
Post will be
starred in a series of big productions, the first being a James Oliver
Curwood * story entitled "The Man
from Ten Strike." This will mean
that Post will forsake the costume
Play for the time being and portray
the rugged outdoor American type

Program for Children
Ithaca, N. Y., Feb. 11.

.

of hero.

The new

All Exhibitors
\-

in

Michigan

C. B.

Cochran production of
Is due at the Gar-

In the Chancery Division Feb. 8
the authors and composers of "The
Scarlet Runners" revue brought an
action against Fred Karno, the producer, for an accounting of royalties.
They had agreed to write
the lyrics and music and supply the
orchestration for £25 down and* a
royalty of three per cent.
This
royalty was paid for a time, then
defendants took their work out of
the revue, saying it was not a success and he required cheaper material.
Later it was pleaded that the
work was bad and unsuitable. In
tbe end the court gave judgment
for plaintiffs, saying that they were
entitled to their three per cent., according to their contract, as long
as the revue ran.

which is now being rehearsed at the
Theatre Edouard VII, with Urban
(who created "Phi-Phi") in the lead.
The Goode Sisters are engaged for

Marie Lohr will start a provincial
with "The Laughing Lady"
about the end of August. It will
last for about three months, after
which she will return to the West
End.
tour

Anthony Prinsep has acquired a
farce by Eric Hudson for pjpduction in the West End. This is
temporarily known as "Reckless

new

Robert Courtneldge also
has a new piece by the same author
"The Unfair Sex."

Reggie."
entitled

"Robin Hood" at the London Paregistered 100 performances
Feb. 8. It is estimated that something like 110,000 people have paid
for admission since
the season

vilion

Post

in Curwood Film
San Francisco, Feb.

'

Rates very low

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH,
415 Fre» Press Bldo.

Publisher o

DETROIT

judgment
took
$5,551.52 against the tricv
•

for

13

the contract on
years' old boy

of
is in
will do picture
Angeles, for which a

France.

The youth

work

Los

in

She has
behalf

popular playwright

Is

who

preparing the

scenario.

«

The Dolly Sisters have returned
to Europe^ and are now fulfilling a
month's engagement for Cornuchet

the Folies . Bergere revue in the
spring. Cynthia Goode made herself

remarked by her panto-work with
Severin in "Chand d'llabits" at the
Theatre des Champs-Elysees last

at his hotel-cabaret at Cannes.

Helen and Josephine Trix inaugtheir Trix Sisters Blues

year.

urated

room cabaret. Abbey de Theleme

"The Skin Game" of Galsworthy
will be presented this season at the
Theatre de la Porte St. Martin under the title of "Le Jeu d'ecorche."
"Madame Sana-Gene" with Mme.
Cassive in the title role still holds
this stage after the flop with Maurice Rostand's "Le Phenix."

A private performance of "Six
Americans," A. E. Thomas' production of "Her Husband's
given in Paris recently

Wife" was

under the
patronage of Mrs. Richard Mansfield. Ralph Lawton, former direc-

restaurant, Paris, on Feb. 2 with
success. After there engagement at
the Clover Club they appeared at
the Jardin de ma Soeur cabaret
(My sister's garden) prior to open- v
ing their own select resort.

"DIVORCE" FILM TIE-UP
"Is Divorce a Failure?" Is the title
selected^ for the first Leah Baird
special of 1921. It is to be released

through Associated Exhibitors.
Frank C. Payne, who Is handling

the publicity, is tying the picture up
with the movement for a uniform
divorce law for the entire country.
The National Federation of Women's
Clubs is starting a campaign In
every State to bring about a uniform divorce law.
At present there la already a bill
Miss Clare West, recently In before the National Senate, introFrance to select costumes for Cecil duced by Senator. Capper, advocatB. de Mille's "The Ten Command- ing a law that would bring about
ments" has now returned to the a national uniform divorce measure
tor of the school of music at the
Iowa •University, gave the first public recital of Five Fantastic Serenades by T. Mather Spelman, the
young American composer now In
Par's, at the Wednesday musical
matinee of the Comedie des Champs
Elysee.

Oh Boy
again!

He's out

lar entertainer here and aa artist
rarely out of the bills at
the leading houses, left property at
the gross value of £5,0S2 with net
personalty £113.

who was

The annual meeting

of the Ac-

tors' Association, held at the

wych Feb* 4, with

man

Aid

A. Harding Steer-

in the chair, rather

gave away

the membership strength of the asand the enthusiasm of the
members. Pursuing the
flght with the managers, a vote was
taken In support of the council In
whatever action they took in the
dispute with the managers over the
Standard contract; 796 voted for it

sociation
existing

and 126 against.
Before the end of the month
Peggy Hyland, who went out to
America some years ago and returned to England a film star, will
appear In a revival of Wajter Ellis'
farce,

"A

Little Bit of Fluff," at the

Ambassadors.

John Drlnkwater's "Cromwell.'
with Henry Ainley In the name part.
Is due In the provinces (Brighton)
Feb. 1£». Milton Rosmer, W. J. Rea,
Irene Rooks and Mary O' Far re 11 are
his principal supporters.

Baptlsta Schreiber'a hauts ecole
performance from the Olympla Cir-

now playing the Coliseum, suffrom being on a stage. It is not
nearly so effective as when In the
arena. Moreover, the methods employed by the lady in making her
animals answer to her signs will almost certainly feed the cranks, who
are always on the watch and only
too ready to allege cruelty In animal
performances.
cus,
fers

Sir Gerald" du Maurier's new play,
"The Dancers," now almost ready
for production. Is said to beat anything he has ever done for vividness.
The action starts In Ik Canadian
drinking den and passes on to Paris

will

for five

Include

The

weeks.

John E. Coyle,

Walter Williams, Jimmy Goddcn,
Roy Royston, Helen Gililand and

Both the Cabaret Follies and th<
Queens Hall Roof company regis-

Gold

the

Margaret Cooper, the most popu-

he had signed up Guy Bates Post
to play the lead in a James Oliver
Curwood story written especially
It is to be called "A
for this star.
Man from Ten*Strike."

poration, Lewis A. Selznick and his
They
wife. Florence A. Selznieit.
have remained unsatisfied so this

signed

i

Stella St. Audrey. Laurilard is paying £400 a week for the four walls.

week

)

his first wife, who was a daught< r
of Daniel Sully, cotton trader, and

*

Sol Lesser, head of Principal Pictures Corporation, while in San
Francisco last week announced that

Charles Cold held two notes aggregating $5,500, signed and indorsed by the Se'ect pictures Cor-

it

William Elliott at present in
Paris, confirms he has booked young
Douglas Fairbanks. Doug's son

Herbert Thomas le principally
known as the author of weird plays.
one of which in four acts only had'
two characters. It was produced
at the Kingsway and did not become the rage. He la about to have
another shot with "The Law of
Moses," a play dealing with condemned cells and capital punishment,

tered 150 performances.

Newcom-

ers to the Roof are Money Woolf
and Ennis Parkes. The latter will
sing numbers of her own comp<"

Charles Chaplin
in

"THE PILGRIM"
Written and directed by Charles Chaplin
VVra.

Foreign rights controlled by
M. Vogel, 130 W. 46th St., New York City

Distributed by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.,

World Rights

D

BEGINNING SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25

ing.

Read our magazine published every
Tuesday
you want to reach this clientele
there is no better medium

Preside

started.

cast
II.

84

by

now Mrs. Beth Evans.
"L'Amour Masque" Is the title of
the
by
Sayha
musical comedy
Guitry, music by Andre Mcssuger,

Birmingham

contract, which

a notable one in fllmdom, was
brought out through the efforts of
Robert T. Thornby and E. B. Newman, head of the Cortland Pictures
The
Corporation of Los Angeles.

The

States

Adams.

thor Jacinto Grau, translated by
Francis de Miunumdre. "Huon de
Bordeaux" melodrama of Alexandre
Arnoux, will form the ncx^ program
In a fortnight, according to present

"Partners Again"
rick Feb. 28.

Ithaca High School became a and London.
movie theatre last Saturday when a
Edward Laurilard has secured a
film program for children was presented in Foster Hall. The try-out lease of the Prince's from the Melvllles and will reopen the .house
bill called for "The Real RooseFeb. 26 with "The Cousin from Novelt," "The Battle Hymn of the Rewhere," recently produced In* the
public," "The Children's Hour" and provinces.
It is a musical comedy
a geographical film.
and ran as a Christmas attraction in

Is

United

arrangements.

Principal Pictures Corporation wftl
distribute all of the Post productions, according to Lesser.
While
the exact figure* that exist la the
new Post -Lesser contract 'are withheld, it Is inferred that the money

William Duncan will do one more
oduction for Vita before assumTully arranged
g his new Universal contract.

LONDON

43
w> .v | 1 rm> h version of "Monsieur
de Pygmalion" by the Spanish au-

MARK

PARIS
Paris.

Feb.

The artistic stage group
the direction of Ch. Dullin

It.

under

known

aa the Atelier (studio) at the Theatre Montmartre Is present ing this

TRAN
Broadway

st 47th Street

«
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GOOD RETURNS FOR
CHICAGO HOLDOVERS

FOR STRONG

BIG GROSSES

BROADWAY PICTURE

LINE-UP

—

Holiday Contributed to Result "Adam and Eva
Brings $26,000 to Rivoli, Best in Long Time$40,000 for "Christian" at Capitol
Lincoln'! birthday gave the busithe picture houses along

netc In

Broadway a boost that managed to
make the figures at the end of Hie
week look somewhat like those of
the olden davs before the slump set
hi. It was the holiday crowds combined with the fact that all t Rehouses had strong screen attractions
that sent the receipts skyward
The surprise of the week was the
business, that was done at the
Rlvoll, the house for the first time
In months getting a long line outside daily during the week, without raving a picture that had been
plugged to death with either a
Broadway advance run or a terrific

The week
campaign.
showed almost $27,000 which was
about $9,000 better than "Java
advertising

Head"

did the

week

previously, al-

though this same picture

during

last week at the Rialto managed to
lift the business Uiere about $5,000
»over what that house showed the

week before.
The Capitol with "The Christian"
did a big week's business going a
little over $40,000 and the picture

—

Edward Cloman production was put
In by C. C. Burr for the week to
get the prestige of a Broadway
showing for It. The returns on the
week were good considering. The
gross went to the neighborhood of
$6,600 on the week.
Capitol—"The Christian" (Goldwyn. Seats 6,300. Scale 55-85-$l).
Was set for a two-weeks run before
the opening.
The picture drew
heavily during the holiday and finished the week with a little better
than $40,000. Not standing up on
the second week.
Criterion
"Driven" (Universal).

—

Seats,

608.
eves., $1.50.

Scale:

Mats., $1

top;

Universal put this one

a two weeks' advertising
flash, and with a lot of heavy advance publlcit/ managed to get a
In

for

good week, something over
$7,300, but the picture Is not holding to the pace for the second week,

fairly

Moved down

t!.e Rlvoll,

where

after

a week

got $18,000,
and did $23,200 at this house. This
will give some indication of how
much the holiday business meant
on the week.
Rivoli "Adam and Eva" (CosIt

—

mopolitan-Paramount). Seats, 2,200.
Scale, 65-85-99.
This Is the first
Marion Davles program release to
folio* her "Knighthood" production ,and It showed unusual strength
at the Rlvoll last week, the house
doing the biggest line-up on the
outside that it has had in months.
The gross on the week was $26,750.
8trand— "Fury" (First National).
Scale, 80-50-85.
Seats, 2,900.
This
Richard Barthelmess tea tare proved
a knockout for the house, the gross
going to $34,500 on the week.
Phil Ainsworth

Released
Lo:i Angeles, Feb. 21.
Phil Ainsworth, film actor, has
been released In San Francisco of
a bogus check charge preferred
against him. He Is the husband of

Barbara
•eparated.

Lamarr.

They

recently

"Mighty

made a

fine

SPURTS FROM HOLIDAY

—

"Broadway

is

and Prlscilla Dean in
Business starting with the holiday
of Life" is on its second week at
Lincoln's birthday was good all
Gloria Swanson in
The pictures drew packed the Randolph;
week.
"Ms American Wife" is at the Orhouses Monday. Paramount seemed pheum,
and will give way Saturday
competitors.
edge
on
all
the
to have
to Harold Lloyd In "Dr. Jack."
Grauman's "Met." with George MelLast week's estimates:
ford's "Java Head," and Loew's
Chicago— "Mighty Lak' a Rose"
State with William De Mille's "The (First National), with singers and
World's .Applause," got the prize Abbott dancers in a winter presenand
lead
crowds, taking an early
tation and Misses Holt and Leonard
maintaining a safe margin all week. in songs; about $31,000, weather
C. B. DeMJlles "Adam's Rib." at holding big takings back.
Grauman s RiaKo; "Robin Hood," at
Davles
McVicker's Marlon
in
Grauman's Hollywood, and "No- "Adam and Eva" (Paramount); bebody's Money," with Jack Holt and lieved to have profited by wide
Wanda Hawley, at Grauman's Third publicity given Miss Daviea in jconand Broadway house, along with nection with "When Knighthood

—

—

Newark, Feb.

The American Society

of

LENTON SLUMP HITS

21

Com-

—

—

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES

HURT DOWNTOWN

the

—

Estimates for
California

Imperial— "The

Portola

DETROIT

IN

Business Last Wsek Ordinary
Film Cuts

Another

cold

spell

last

— No
week

$10,000.

Fox-Washington "Face on Barroom Floor."
Went over better

to $7,100.

expected;

Around $10,000.
Broadway-Strand

second

— "One

1,100.

Down

—

Loew's Warfteld
"Thorns and
Orange Blossoms" (Metro). Seats.
Scale, 55-75. Ciccolinl aided
business, the gross being $14,000 on
2.800.

>

Tivoli—"The Voice from the Minaret" (First National).
Scale. 40-75.
Second
$9,000 gross.

8trand—"Suzanne"
Seats,

tists).

Seats, 1,800.
.

Scale,

1,700.

Got

week.

Ar-

(United

60-75.

Second and fl lal week. Did $6,000.
Frolic—"The Scarlet Car" (UniSeats, 1,000.

versal).

Herbert Rawllnson.

Scale, 10-30.

Got

$2,700.

WEEKS FOR "HOOD"

8

Fairbanks' Film Ends in Boston;
"Christian" Succeeds
Boston, Feb. 21.
"Robin Hood" wound up an eight
week's engagement at the Park Saturday, grossing $10,000 on the final
week. The house has been taken
over by "The Christian" with a big
publicity campaign. The first night.
Monday, was more than capacity, a
big turnaway being registered.
At the State last week the "Frolics,"
the special amateur "tab"
vaudeville act used to such good
purpose at the Orpheum the previous week, was enough to bolster*
the business at the house to $18,000.
Estimates for last week:
Loe^fc State (capacity, 2,400;
'

Did $18,000. "Adam
and Eva" and "Drums of Fate" this
scale, 25-50).

week.

Park (capacity, 1,100; scale, 60$1.50). Did bit better than $10,000 on
final week of "Robin Hood."
"TheChristian" this week.

Modern

(capacity, 800;

scale, 28-

$6,000 last week with "The LitChurch Around the Corner." "Th«
Kingdom Within" this week.
Beacon {capacity, scale and attraction same as Modern).
40).

tle

SYRACUSE FIRM BANKRUPT

nounced the feature one of the 1 t
comedies of the screen. Egbert Van
Alstyne, popular song composer, and Super Distributing Ce. Owes $31,000.
Assets, $1,125.
company, from vaudeville, well received. Business held up strong for
the evening performances, but there
Syracuse, Feb. 21.
was no trouble to secure seats at
With assets of $1,125 and unsethe matinees. Gross} around $12,225. cured debts of $31,254, the Super
Liberty "Heroes 'of the Street" Distributing Company of this city
(Warner Bros.) (Seats 1,000; scale filed bankruptcy
petition on Tuesa
35-50). Wesley Barry starred. H J
the indorsement of the Parent- day in U. S. District Court for
The assets
Teachers, but for some inexplicable Northern New York.
Include films worth $600, fixtures
reason failed to get 'em In. The m.
failed to get the kids and the night worth $200 and accounts totalling
business could not hold up the aver- $325.
The concern dealt in film
age for the week. Takings around rights. The board of directors vot-

—

—

'

scale, 35-50
of Luxury"

and Sand"
feature

of

boosted gross.

Twelfth

8treet—#, The

Deuce

of

—

Grossed

little

under ness, mostly drop

Rialto' (Capacity,

1.900;

—

in,

is

ing to file the petition included W.
M. Jones, E. A. Devereese and J. P.
Goettel.

A. J. Sardine, another local film
concern manager, is a creditor for
All creditors with one ex$3,239.
just about ception
are Syracusans.

same close to $2,000.
Royal— "The Worlds Applause"

the

$10,000.

Moore'e

$6,000.

scale 30, chil(Capacity, 2,500; Spades." (Seats 1,100;
featured In
nights) "A Daughter dren 10.) Charles Ray
of the pictitle
the
over
billing
(Paramount) and "Mud the
to matt :
(Metro).
This double ture. It doesn't seem
Is here, busipicture
what
the
much
light and low comedy

Palace

Loew's

t

(Seats 890; scale 35week. scale, 50 nights)— "Ebb Tide" Para- (Paramount)
mount-Melford). Caught on, with 50). Bebe Daniels In the l.aV z
Several other Newman featExciting general rise In receipts and brought role.
ureA on the bill. Matinees badly o*",
Night."
Special advertising and $1,000 over previous week. Around
with tho niKht shows drawing Just
exploitation.
Business very good $9,500.
fairly. Receipts on the week in the
and holding for third week. Flelschneighborhood of $6,500.**
man said to be paying $10,000 for
Slight Jump for a Film
Opposition first runs at the vaudeflrRt-run engagement.
Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 21.
ville houses were "The \Vildne*s of
Madison— "The
World's
ApPantages; "The Love LetYouth,"
never
tell
those
can
You
what
plause." Bebe Daniels.
Did nothter." Globe, and "If 1 Were Queen,"
producers will do with a scenario.
ing unusual.
Around $10,000.
Street.
Main
Mrs. Mary Seany Hall, Canastota
Adams— "Fury." Richard Barthelmews.
Best
since •'Tol'ble housewife, wrote a film story, "The
SI6MUND LUBIN ILL
David." Got a profit.
Half Breed," laying the scenes in
Capitol— "Beautiful and Damned." Northern New York.
Slgmuml Lubln. one of the most
Catised interest due to popularity
It
reached the screen, and, as prominent picture producers some
of book and did excellent business,
about $21,000 on week. Verg good flashed on the silver sheet at the years ago; is seriously ill at his
Avon,
Canastota, 1 ad an Arizona home on Nt>rth V as sax square. Atbusiness considering weather conlocale.
» lantlc City.
ditions last week.

than

Night"

Exciting

.

picture here.
Crandall's Metropolitan (Capacity,
Leatrice
1,700; scale, 35-50 nights)
Joy In "Minnie" (Marshall Neilan).
Comedy that went over big. Easily

helped to keep down the receipts of
the first-run picture houses, although all the owners declare that
profitab'e.
business was
There
were no outstanding -.. .cesses.
Estimates for last week:

—

to have hit little above $12,000, little
off for first week's showing of new

Seats,
1,425.
$3,300 on the

(UnUed Artists).
Seats,
Scale, 60*75.
Second week.

—

TOO COLD

Touched

— "One

Ban-

Stranger's

(Goldwyn):

Scale, 35-75.

paign.

.

—

.

$15,000.

quet"

WASHINGTON

a little the better of it
the final count was taken.
Rialto had "Ebb Tide," a Robert
Louis Stevenson story remarkably
well done, and got a goodly share of
the week's business with it.
Estimates for last week:
Loew's Columbia "One Exciting
Night" (Griffith). (Capacity, 1.200;
Had everyscale, 35-50 evenings).
Seemingly got
body guessing.
steady play throughout and looks

(Para-

Scale. 65-90.

Played to $13,000

Granada
"The Hero" (Paramount). Seats. 2,840. Scale. 56-90.
Got the top money of the town' with

—

when

2.700.

—

Kansas City, Feb. 21.
The biggest advertising splafh
ever put over for a picture in tl.is
city can easily be credited 'to th)
publicity department cf the Pantages theatre for "The Third Alarm."
which opeifed Saturday. For the
last month billboards, tack cards,
mailing lists and heralds have been
Columns of readers
freely used.
have been given by the press, and
the enthusiastic support of the fire
department and city administration
lent added strength to the cam-

—

sibly getting

last week:
— "Dark
Secrets"

mount). Seats,
Dorothy Dalton,
on the week.

Last week was a disappointment
Flower"; gross In excess of to most of the film house managers.
Strong pictures were offered, toRoosevelt Douglas Fairbanks In gether with numerous extra feat"Robin Hood"
(United Artists) ures, but the many extra patrons
continues to be a real drawing card expected from out of town to the
with fact emphasized in all adver- auto show failed to come, and busitising that it is the same produc- ness was just ordinary. Most of the
Cohan's houses report good business f ~>r the
recently
seen
at
tion
Grand at $2 prices; business in ex- night shows, but the mats were
cess of $16,500.
badly off.
Randolph— "The Flame of Life."
At the Liberty "Herpes, of the
with Prlscilla Dean; second week Street" was the featured picture.
opened last Saturday;
business The Parent -Teachers' Association
about $6,000 for eight day*.
was interested in its presentation
Jack Holt in "Nobody's Money" and members of the sixty-five local
comes to McVicker's next week, and organizations were enlisted to sell
DeMi lie's "Adam's Rib" (10 reels) tickets for it, but the results were
Next not as contemplated. It looks as
comes the week following.
week that theatre will have a Rus- though someone overlooked a pubsian offering which will t>e" inter- licity bet on this one.
esting in connection with the RusThe big theatres in the residential
The sections are continuing to offer some
sian Opera at Auditorium.
and vaudeville features. feature will be Nine Ukranians first runs and a couple of the leadprolog
Got $13,000 on week.
with Serge Borowsky, formerly of ing outside houses are fretting the
"Java the Moscow opera.
Grauman's Metropolitan
same pictures shown by the downHead" (Paramount). Seats 4,000;
town theatres shortly after their
Leatrice
nights, 60-65; mats., 30.
first runs, and the "folks" are wising
Joy's name in the biggest type,
up to this fact and waiting for them,
IN
UP
though film virtually boasts no star.
all of which makes it hard for the
Wright Ballet and Waring jazz band Everything Favorable Last Week big houses in the high rent district.
heavily programed as they were
The managers of the residential
in Capital
Got
opening and second weeks.
houses are right on the job and
$25,000.
giving their downtown competitors
Washington, Feb. 21.
Grauman's Rialto— "Adam's Rib"
a run for their money. As an illusdecided
upward
Things
took
a
Seats 800; nights,
(Paramount).
Isis theatre last «veek
with the four downtown tration, the
Cecil B. De trend
55-85; mats., 35-55.
Knighthood Was in
Weather condi- had "When secured
Mille, director, given the play. Now houses last 'week.
for the picture
Flower" and
attractions
Ideal
and
the
tions
were
Grossed 512,000.
in third week.
of the Woman's City
approval
the
"Robin seemingly held added-lnterest.
Grauman's Hollywood
Club, which brought considerable
Night"
Exciting
Griffith's
"One
Seats 1,800;
Hood" (Fairbanks).
The picture had
extra business.
nights, 75-11.50; mats., 50-$l. Just was held for but one week at the been "first run" at the'Royal a few
thing not quite
when the wise ones get to predict- Columbia, the only
weeks ago.
which
This
house,
understandable.
ing that the Fairbanks masterpiece
Last week's estimates:
always holds the bigger features for
will be yanked off, the press deNewman- "The Hottentot" (First
while some have
partment gets a new Idea and bang, at least two weeks,
(Seats 1,980; sc-le 35
National)
run as long as five, announced this
up go the receipts. Took $11,000.
50-76 nights). Douglas Macmats.,
week and stuck to It
Loew's State— "The World's Ap- for but one
Lean and Madge Bellamy starred.
and
Metropolitan
Palace
the
Both
plause" (Paramount). Seats 2,500;
Extra feature was Egbert Van AlBebe had comedy pictures and ran neck styne, assisted by Clement Dacey
nights. 40-55; mats., 25-35.
and neck with the Metropolitan, posDaniels and Lewis Stone split the
and Jean Stanley. The critics pro.

and dance) the Warnow rated the topnotcher of
downtown houses.

tures (n^uaical
fleld is

Was

In
$24,000.

HARD

FRISCO HOUSES

Authors and -Publishers has
begun in the United States district
court against *he proprietors of the
Ironbound theatre, the Bellevue, the Unusual Number of Holdover
Grand, the Bergen and the Clinton
Films
Business on Down
Square for $250 for damages each.
They are accused of using the copyGrade for Most
righted songs of members of the so.
clety without license.
San Francisco, Feb. 21.
In the Xrvlngton district court suit
The usual Lenten slump was very
was also brought by the society noticeable last week. Three
of the
against the Washington Restaurant theatres had holdover attractions
Co. of Newark and the Steeplechase and business from a box office
prer of Atlantic City for non-pay- standpoint was as good when comment of royalties as provided by pared with the take at the other
their franchises.
S. M. Hollander theatres housing new attractions.
The Portola held over "One Exrepresented the society in all the
citing Night," and business looked
suits.
quite healthy in this small house.
At the Warfleld Ciccolinl was an
added, attraction, and with the
Singing Sherwood's orchestra a fine
program v^as offered. The tenor
served to help business materially,
PIZ and in line with Marcus Loew's
adopted policy In bringing big feaposers,

Fans Wait for First Runs Near
Home Auto Show Failed
to Help Box Offices
"The Flame

—

85-99),

in

LOS ANGELES BUSINESS

although accorded good notices.
starring honors. Belcher's Dancers
Lyric— "Hunting Big Game" (J. J. and Max Fisher also headlined.
McCarthy-Eugene Roth).
Seats, Box drew $18,400.
1,400.
Scale: Mats., $1 top; eves.,
Mission— "One Exciting Night"
Griffith).
Wednesday;
$1.50.
Pulling the society element (opening
mats.,
35-75;
nights,
000;
Spats
of the sporting set. Still getting a
good play from the regular theatre- 25-50. This Griffith film came to
town
with less heraldingand hullagoers,
with last week touching baloo than any since Griffith first
$11,000.
came into prominence as producer.
Rialto
"Java Head" (Famous Got $12,000 five days.
Players-Lasky). Seats, 1,960. Scale,
at

Helps Marion Davies
New Film Feature

Chicago, Feb. 21.
Lak' a Row," which
Impression at the Chicago theatre .last week, is at the
Ulv>era and Tlvoll, outlying Balban
& Katz houses, this week, and
"What a Wife Learned." a Thomas
H. Ince production featuring Milton
Sills, John Bowers and Marguerite
De La Motte, is at the Chicago.
McVicker's has Betty Compson in
a Hawaiian etory, "The White
Flower," and there is a presentation, "Sunset in Honolulu," which
"Broadway of West" Houses is creditable. The stage features
at McVicker's are now Vunning
Drawing Capacity
New satisfactorily to all concerned. H.
Spitalny is musical uirector,
L.
Met. Has $25,000 Week
Boris Petroff has charge of the
and dancing, and C. K.
ballets
stage
director.
Nieggemeyer
Is
Los# Angeles, Feb. 21.
"Robin
Fairbanks
Douglas"
in
Cinematically speaking, the west's
Hood" continues at the Roosevelt,
hitting on all kliegs."

has held over for the second week.
Jackie Coogan's "Oliver Twist." at
also show- the Kinema, followed right behind
ed high in the business average, the leaders. The takings:
getting above $34,000.
(GoldCalifornia— "Mad Love"
"Driven" a U. feature came Into wyn).
Seats 2.000; nights, 85-75;
Pola Negri starred.
the Criterion for a two week's en- mats., 24-55.
gagement and got the benefit of the Elinor's music. A widely advertised
gross, $14,250.
holiday business which did not, feature. Estimated
Kinema—"Oliver Twist" (A. F. N.)
however, continue for this the sec- Seats 2,000; nights, 35-75; mats..
ond week of the picture. At the 25-55. Jackie Coogan's best proLyric the "Hunting Big Game" film duction.
Advance notices clipped
Is still holding out crowds for the from eastern papers, magazines, etc.,
Frank
impetus.
opening
night performances and being rated give
as the social picture of the down Lloyd's direction mentioned in billwith the evening clothes element ing. Grossed $22,500 in Ave days.
Grauman's Third and Broadway
giving it a strong play.
Money" (Paramount).
"Nobody's
An estimate of the business last Seats 2,200; nights, 40-55; mats.
week is:
25-35. Jack Holt and Wanda HaWCameo— "The Last Hour" (Mas- ley given equar break in lobby and
Usual Grauman
todon. Seats 500. Scale 55-75) This newspaper space.

The Strand with "Fury"

Successors

'Knighthood's"

MUSICAL TAX SUITS FILED

J.

HERBEBT FRANK FREED

Loa Angeles, Feb. 21.
The daughter of the \**oman who
had

J.

Herbert

Frank, the film
for disturbing the
his rescue at the
Frank, was freed.
been* In Jail for sev-

actor,

arrested

peace,

came

hearing and

Frank had

to

days. The daughter
Conley, a dancer.
\

eral

was Lou

DIETRICH "LET OUT"
Theodore Dietrich, acting as publicity representative for Cosmopolitan pictures, is no longer connected with the Hearst picture organization.

1

Thursday, February

PICTURES
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45
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CAN EXHIBITORS AFFORD TO

—

LOSE HAYS?
Taking exceptions

CONTINUING TO MOVE UP

te tbe expressions* regarding the statu* of Will

the professed head of tha entire motion picture Industry which
save appeared In these column* during the last month, William Brandt,
former president and one of the founders of the Theatre Owners Cham*
bar of Commerce of Greater New York, which organisation was the first
sxhlbltor-body to formally recognize the advent of Hays In the industry,
*€Sks to take up the defense cf Hays, the Hj»y« organisation and the
measure of good that the former cabinet member has achieved for the
Industry as a whole.
"Docs the exhibitor of the country want the Industry to resume on a
basis on which it operated prior to the advent of Hays? I ask that question with the certainty the answer will be a most emphatic 'No' on the
part of 'the exhibitors of the country. One needs but to recall the general condition the business was in from the exhibitor's viewpoint at the
time of the arrival of llaya. The Arbuckle matter was hanging over our
heads, the Taylor murder with its attendant scandal was fresh In the air
and the box offices of the country were suffering from the two untoward
events. Public confidence in the picture industry was broken down and
Its expression took the form of staying away from the theatre.
"The advent of Hays changed this almost Immediately. A renewal
of confidence on the part of the public was noticeable with the announcement the biggest man in the country other than President Harding himself had consented to step out of a position in the Presidential Cabinet,
and Jake up the toga of tre picture industry.
"Hays came to the Industry not particularly because of the money
there was in it for him, for those who were at the dinner tendered
tc him will recall that one of the speakers stated he had offered Hays a
greater amount than that which the picture industry was to pay him. If
he would have consented to head one of the larger automotive organizations of the country. Hays, however, refused, and came to the films, and
the only reason that one can a " sum's was that he felt here was as he
so aptly has stated. time and again 'a cause with a capital

C

alone

Hays achieved

in the early

weeks of his tenature of office was worth his Ba-ary for his entire three
years to the exhibitors of the country. That was his address to the
American Bankers Association. It was delivered at the time the bankers
of the country were losing faith in the picture industry, and particularly
in the exhibiting branch of it. They were not only loathe to grant any
further loans/but in agreat many localities were on the verge of calling
loans an*! mortgages. Where would ha'f of the exhibitors of the country
have been had the bankers proceeded with this plan? It was Hays' Speech
to their convention that restored confidence and made It possible for
many a little exhibitor in a great many of the small towns to obtain
either a new loan or an extension of one standing, to carry him over the
period of depression.
"I grant that the restoration of banking confidence In the Industry
may have also worked out for the benefit of the producer as well as the
exhibitor, but when it comes flown /o brass tacks where would the exhibitor be if their was no production?
"Then as the formation of the Hays organization progressed Its head
outlined progressive steps that he hoped to take that would work out for
the general good of producer and exhibitor. He has kept his promises
fully in this particular. The advent ^of the uniform contract wh'ich has
Just come to pass is the greatest earnestness of his sincerity of purpose.
The defeat of censorship in MasVachusettes has given the entire industry
a record upon which they can go to the legislatures of the country at
large and plead their cause against censorship with renewed confidence.
They have behind them the fact that the most conservative of all states
in this country voiced itself through the medium of the referendum as
opposed to censorship. And the result of that- election was brought
about who'ly through the activities of the Hays organization which went
into the field and lined-up the various organizations of the state so
:.

effectively.

U Sets Record With $50,000

Buy

—Other Story

Sales

REPUBLIC THEATRE DEBT

Syracuse, Feb. 11.
Archibald Moses, native ard pioneer in the movie theatre field, died

Small's Theatrical Enterprises in
October, 1921, commissioned Olmbei

late last week at his new home in
Buffalo. Moses, once assistant manager of the Strand here, was a

to carpet the floors and stairs of
the
Republic theatre,
Brooklyn,
N. Y., then just completed, for

prominent Elk and at one time a
well known baseball player; After
leaving this city he became connected with the Sellg interests and
at the time of bis death was managing the Buffalo branch of the AseerReleasing Corporation

Wa

New York

Bros.,

$8,000.

department

The balance

store,

of over $6,000

remained unpaid, with the result
suit was begun and judgment for
$7,364.41
firm in
trial

entered against Small's
favor of Glmbel's after a

before Justice

a jury.

Newhwger and

Certain pools forced their

FINISHED GOOD

AND BAD

new

The

into

—

amusements seemed to be In this ••Robin Hood" Keeps
class— seemed content to stand aside
Fox Film Flops
the

and

Week

of

—

let

outsiders rule prices.

Is

The public was in two minds. One
view was that a reaction was in-

story and play markets arc
on the upward trend as far as
prices are concerned, with several
of the bigger companies bidding actively against each other for avail-

evitable at th!f time, fcllcv.ir.?: the
swift advance of prices for three
weeks, and the fear was widespread
that it might be allowed to go too

able material.
During the

the fact that the spring climb had
apparently .gotten under way pre-

still

past

week

rather

sharp activity has been noticed on
the part of Fox, which is in the
field for big material.
Its bidding
caused First National and several
others after story material to compete, with the result that prices took
an additional upward tilt.
The outstanding sales during the

week were

to

Sam Ooldwyn,

First

National and Universal. Goldwyn
secured the rights to "The Eternal
City," originally done about seven
years ago by Famous Players.
George Fitzmaurice is to direct and
the production "is to be made in
Borne. First National secured "Black
Oxen," the new Gertrude Atherton
novel, while the surprise of the
week was the Universal purchasing
"The Acquittal" from Rita Weiman at a price 'greater than it ever
previousy paid for anything in the
play or story line.
The reported
price was In the neighborhood of
$50,000.

Other sales of the week were:
"North of 36," Emerson Hough's
new Saturday Evening Post serial.
to Famous Players, by Jay Packard.
"The Purchase Price." "John
Pawn," "Way of a Mai" and "The
Way Out," all by Emerson Hough,

George B. Selts, Inc., by Jay
Packard, for release through Hodto

kinson.

*0

"The Mississippi Bubble" and "64or Fight," also by Emerson
to the Cosmopolitan through

Hough,
the

same

agent.

"Black Oxen," a novel by Gertrude
Atherton to First National through
A'lce Kauser agency by Larry Giffen.

J\I0

0RGAN;'NQ HUSBAND

Wife Promised $45,000 Instrument
in Home
Walked Out Twice

—

This opinion was supported by

far.

maturely and a reaction was badly
needed to correct the situation.
Those of this mind took flight at the

Feb.

21.

Taken

Up Gait
and

Off

Philadelphia, Feb. 21.
eoiurat w valuer of tiiw i'rrAf,

The

together with two heavy storms hit
the film business a Jolt here last
e
week, especially In regard to evening trade.
The higher priced
houses lacked their usual slice of
trade from Main Line and outlying
1

4>

suburban points.

Some minor

rail-

road schedule tie-ups on the local
branches also hurt.
The one picture which did not
first sign of softness in prices and
feel the decline
in
business waa
got out from under, but selling by ''Robin Hood." The Stantons long
nervous longs was generally well lines recalled the days when this
absorbed either by pools or specu- was the big film house la town, belators ready .to take on commitments fore the opening of the Stanley.
In addition to the bad weather
on the setback.
breaks and Lent, a number of
The contrary aspect of the situa- houses
suffered last week by having
tion and the view that seems to mediocre program films which were
find the majority of followers
is dwarfed
beside
the
spectacular
that the market is headed for a pe- "Robin Hood."
The biggest flop was registered
riod of distribution, and the powerful
Interests behind the advance would by "The Town That God Forgot" at
the Karlton. This Fox special— the
not allow prices to fall disastrously
first to be booked
at this elite
enourh to frighten out the public Chontnut street house— was infollowing that has been so pains- tended for two. weeks and copy to
takingly attracted to the list. The that effect waa already out last
argument Is that outsiders who have Tuesday whea it waa evident the
Despite big
been drawn Into the market will feature was a flop.
have the courage to stick through a advertisements there was never the
slightest hope of the picture catchthreje or four-point drop, and the
ins on with this theatre's clientele.
recession will encourage other spec- Wednesday
announcement
was
ulators to pet aboard the movement. made that "Hearts Aflame" would
These conflicting attitudes are be this- week's feature.
The Stanley was also decidedly off
further complicated by the varying
maneuvers of the multitude of pools last week, its second week of less
and
average gross.
The World's
and the daily tables sre hopelessly
Applause'* was givea a rather eold
mixed with advances and declines send-off la tha dallies
and apwithout any definite tendency -dis- parently had nothing to recomcernible.
The amusements are be- mend it to the Stanley patrons.
were several musical and
lieved to be in complete control. If There
Famous Players sells off, It is only dancing features, but these were
because tha clique behind It is will- not played up especially and did not
help the draw.
ing to let it do so for reasons of its
weakness was noticeable in
own prdbably to shake off the weak theMore
Aldlne which had "Making a

—

—

.

—

following and get the stock in a
stronger position while the steadiness of Loew and Orpheum would
Indicate a waiting attitude on the
In a long
part of their partisans.
upward movement such as predicted,
for th^so two issues it Is always
desirable to arrange waiting stages
on the way up, so that the position
of the stock may be stabilized and
the market be given an opportunity
tc
get accustomed to new high
j

—

Man." a nice feature and well liked
by the critics, but mora suitable to
the Pa nice or the Arcadia than this
1.500-capaoity house In Its off-therialto location.

The Arcadia was another house
under

its usual standard of bus''Conquering tha Woman"
not prove a draw.
Griffith's
"One Exciting Night" did mediocre
business at the Palace, proving apparently that It had exhausted its

iness.

did

downtown draw

in its extended run
the Stanton prior to "Robin
Hood." "My American Wife" was
For the long pull, however, con- suddenly shoved In on Saturday at
servative authorities are beginning the Palace.
"Fury" did not prove
to sound a npte of warning. It in the drawing card expected at the

levels.

Count Armand Harold d'Aleria,
"The Hays effort to bring together the reform elements of the country alias Stuart Barrie, divorced husas an advisory committee for the industry Instead of going out and band of United States Senator
fighting them was another master stroke. Hays is human and all hu- Nixon's widow, is organist at the
mans are prone to err. I grant that he erred In rescinding the Arbuckle Missouri (pictures). He was loban, but that has since worked out in a measure that has brought about cated here by detectives hired by
a greater and better understanding between the members or the advisory his millionaire wife In an effort to
committee and Will Hays personally, which in the future will un- make him return to her. Barrie addoubtedly manifest Itself In such form as to work out still greater bene- mitted he was the person referred
fits for the Industry.
to in the court order and added that
"In the matter of censorship alone there is a record irrefutable. It he "fell" for the aged but rich
plants with great effect the confidence Hays 'has inspired. In 1921 there widow because she promised to buy
were 39 states in the Union where censorship measures were proposed him a $46,000 organ. Barrie is 24
er where existing censorship regulation was to be broadened in its scope. years old and his former wife, at
As against this the record for 1922 shows there are but nine states where the time of marriage in 1920, was 53.
new censorship measures are proposed. That speaks for itself. Who
According to Barrie, they met in
will deny the exhibitor as well as the producer gets the benefit of this? a picture house in Los Angeles,
And who gets the benefit in greatest measure? The exhibitor, for his where he was playing. She occubox office is the greatest sufferer from censorship, either extant er the pied a seat in the front row every
fear of what the censors might do to a production, which reacts on the night in the week. She loved his
producer who stands in fear of placing a scene Into a picture that might music and wanted him to play for
he cut by them, and thus ruin the entire value of a production.
her alone. She had millions, lived
EXHIBITOR'S PRESENT POSITION
in a mansion and said she would
"Today the exhibitor is in the position of going to one man with any install a $46,000 organ for him. He
complaint that he may have against any of the 12 producers who are part was "vamped." They lived together
ef the Hays organisation. These 12 producers are the biggest la the three months, and when the organ
business and with the exception of possibly one distributing organiza- did not show up he left to get a job
tion, are entirely representative of the Industry as a whole.
in another picture house.
"Does the. exhibitor want to return to the days and conditions that
Shortly after he was traced to a
existed prior to the coming of Hay*? Vll say that he don't, and I speak hotel in Los Angeles
by detectives
as an exhibitor, certain that my fellow exhibitors on reflection and hired by his wife. He was arrested
thought will agree with me.
oa a charge that grew out of his
"Hays came to pictures at a time when a big man was needed. He has relations with another woman,
proved himself a big man as far as the needs and ills of the Industry which Barrie says was a "framecould be doctored to within a single year. He did not get the coopera- up." He waa fined $690 in a police
tion that should have been his, and would have been extended to him court. He returned to his wife and
had he entered any other industry other than that which he chose to waited patiently four months for the
align himself with. For though 'tis a pity to say It, our industry seems organ, which again failed to put in
to thrive on the petty jealousies it is beset with, thrives not only en
an appearance. He left, this time
them but despite them.
going to Chicago, where he obtained
"Again I reiterate The industry -cannot afford to lose Hays,' who has a position at the Chicago theatre,
done all that was humanly possible for its general betterment In the but which he lost shortly after, befirst year he has held office, and the exhibitors of the country should he
cause of the detectives. He came
the first to realise what great good he has accomplished and stand by from Chicago to St. Louis and
him, even in face of whatever certain exhibitor leaden may set forth te things. were going nicely when the
the Contrary, which may be all for their personal gain and aggrandise- deputy sheriff served
the final
ment."
papers on his divorce and spoiled

AKCHIBALD MOSES DIES

mixed.

SPECIALS IN PHILL Y

high ground
around mid-week, while others and

St. Louis,

GOT REFORM ELEMENTS TOGETHER

TWO

(Continued from page I)

favorites

H

Hays aa

HAYS' TALK TO THE BANKERS
"I know for a fact that one thing

FAMOUS DROPS

STORY AND PLAY PRICES

noted

big

that

financial

Interests

have been accumulating stock for a
long time certainly since last October and the. time must come inevitably when they will begin to
This may not apply
take profits.
with especial force to Loew and
Orpheum, but when the rest of the
market suffers a bre*ak at whatetver
point the spring advance reaches Its

—

—

at

Victoria, following its sensational
week at the Karlton. The consensus of opinion was that this feature was too high class for this
drop-in house of rather flashy film
reputation.

This week's features show more
promise, but it fa too early to make
claims on their business. "Quincy
Adams Sawyer** is at the Stanley,
the first Metro at this house in a
long time. It will be followed next
week by "Java Head" and then by

amusements must give way
with the genera] list. This point "The Christian."
The last named
probably la a month or two away, was figured to try for a run here,
but when it comes speculative play- but won't if played at this house,
ers will have to be nimble to get out which sticks to single week runs.
"Salome" at the Aldine, frankly
from under.
advertised for thjfc Intelligentsia, is
Goldwyn went its accustomed way another question mark this week.
while
Inspired ss usual by insiders,
Nazlmova's last picture, "A Doll's
the Curb issues were entirely neg- House" at this same theatre proved
a very weak draw, but the house
lected.
The anuaary ef teaaaactla** Feb. II to has improved in drawing power
81 Inclusive:—
since
then and the sensational
STOCK EXCHANGE
qualities er "Salome'* may draw
some of the hoi polloi oit of
fci«i.Hlrt .J/m.Cloaa. Che
e*fcun*1«yr«nt. Flay-b... WOO 80% 80% 88% - % curiosity.
in© tt\5 ten twi - H
Do. pf
Estimates for last week:
e
e
•
Gold
Stanley "The World's Applause"
80% 20% + %
.. 9409 81
iiO»w, lae
870© 81% 18% 80% +1% (Paramount).
Apparently felt Lent
Orpheom
]« Orpsom at 18^081.
Boat on
and bad weather aa much as any,
Friday—
80% + % with gross around $22,080, conFam. P.ay-L.... 1008 88%
siderably under average of house.
88%
Do. SS •«....•
800 •a
8% 8% ^§%
Gold ryn
(Capacity, 4,000; scale, 10-71 eveLeew !»•
~"
nings).
inat
ITS
Sat
5
1408 81% 80% 80% — %
>om
Orphetr
Stanton— "Robia Hood (United
arday—
Continued at aapaclty
•*** •»% "»S ~ * Artists).
Fam. Flay-1*
800
8 B%
8
Ooldwyn
gait, and gross again around $20,500.
8800 81
80% 80%
Ixmw, lae
(Capacity,
Stay now indefinite.
800 80% 80% 80% .*
OrphMim
1,700; scale, 78 eveniagm.)
Po«tnn aoU 88 Orpaaum at 80%.
Aldine— "Making a Man" (ParMonday—
800 88
88% 88% — % amount). Only fair business though
Fam. Play-L..
8100 8
OoJdwys
J% _8% - %
Bad weather hindered
8000 80% 80% 80% - % well liked.
I.oew, lae
Around $8,000.
1000 80% 80« 80«Z - % building bualness.
Orpheum
Ronton aoid 118 Orphtam at a0%O30%.
(Capacity, 1,700; ftoe. scale.)
Tuoaday—
"Town
That Forgot
Karlton
88
88% - %
Fam. Play-L... 140' 88
—8'4 God" (Fox). Flop and withdrawn
87
80o 88% 87
Do. pC
8% 8% r.% - % Saturday Instead of staying for two
800
Ooldwyn
- % weeks as intended. Grossed under
8800 80% 80
Loaw. lae
1180 88% 80% 30% - %
On>h*wm
(Capacity, 1.100; tec scale.)
$6,(00.
Wednaaday—
—%
87
88%
1400
88%
F*m. Play-L...
everything.
4O0 88
80% 8*% -1%
Do. pf
His title of "count" conies from Ooldwyn
nOO 8% 8% 8% 41% PRODUCING PICTURES IN CHI
1000 SO
18% SO
his father having been of Spanish L«#w. Tim
Chicago, Feb. 21.
700 80% 18% 18% t- %
Orpheum
nobility.
The Ray Hall Producing ComTHE CURB
8aiaa.Opaa.Htsa Low. Ch*. pany has a company here working
•atarday—
Goulding Gon With Warners
— % oft a picture. It is at the e'd EsT
T
7
TXvhnlcoiar. W.I. 808
Monday—
sanay plant. The company has ;ust
Edmund Goulding;, the screen au- Triansla
M M ..
1000 *4
returned from three weeks at Memthor, has been placed under conphis.
and
manThe picture win be a fl\eowner
Gould
Steinberg,
Bros.
Warner
tract by the
Harry
ager of the Steinberg theatre, in reeler.
ins; leaves for the coast this week
a
that
announces
Webster,
Mass.,
The company, got tea together by
and will remain in Los Angeles
new company, of which he Is tress- O. H. Johnstone, includes Ruby
for several months, making the
urer, will erect a theatre and busiDavis, Paul Knnla, Tom Herbert,
adaptations ef the David Belasco ness block in Worcester.
It will
plays which the Warners have se- seat 1.40a. The opening Is set for LeRoy Bailey. Mr. and Maw. Frank
'October.
top, the

—
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ON ROCKS FOR $150,000

HAYS DEBATES CENSORSHIP

IS

ISSUE WITH

KANSAS EDITOR

ON PICTURES

700 Local Stokholders—Gen.

The Metro held a meeting last Frflay to lay out Its program for
next season. It will Issue about 86 features on tho present lay out.
Marcus Loew attended the meeting, it Is said that 1922. taking in all
of this season, is the most prosperous Metro ever has had. That reflects
upon Marcus Loew's sagacity. It was quite well known and commented
upon that at one time fhe Loew circuit had a huge investment in Metro.
Mr. Loew stuck and cleared it off, leading tho
It reached $8,000,000.
Metro to the substantial position it now occupies in the picture trade.
If there had been no other moment of note in Loew's career (and there
are many) his manipulation of Metro alone would have been enough to
establish him for all time.
However, Loew's hardest task seems to be to separate Himself
the picture subject; he's a distributor, maker and exhibitor, and an
exhibitor at heart, but he must conform to all three as occasions arise.
Asked the other day if it yere in prospect that Joe Schenck with his
stars would eventually bo found in alignment with Loew or Metro, Mr.
Loew scouted the suggestion, although Metro took over Jackie Coogan
•
under the Schenck contract.
The story In New York is that Joe Schenck Is being Importuned by
some film people on the coast to head a formidable independent alliance, that would work by itself meaning outside the Hays organisetion and be strong enough to command the attention of the entire busi-

ates Several Houses

Film Chief Opens Campaign Against State Regulation by Mailing Letter of Congratulation to Mass.
Buffalo, Feb. 21.
The General Theatres Corporation,
Voters to Western Journalists
made up of about 700 small Buffalo
stockholders and controlling the Allendale.

and Intelligently registered on the
George W. Marble, editor of the motion pictures being currently
Fort Scott, Kansas, Tribune, pub- produced. As this work takes ahape
lishes correspondence with Will H. I am sure that we will secure a
corrective through the medium of
Hays on a debate of censorship.
Mr. Marble's correspondence with popular opinion, which is more
Hays was started upon re- salutary than that which might be
Jir.
ceipt of a personal letter from the secured from any leas broad- based

Kansas

City, Feb. 2i.

congratulating the
dictator,
press of Massachusetts upon their
defeat of the proposed censorship
film

*

-
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INSIDE STUFF

BUFFALO FILM CORP.

eral Theatres Corp. Oper-

laws

Thursday, February

^=

last

November. The

letter in-

dicated that a similar one had been
•ent to numerous Kansas editors,
and that It was the initial attempt
to secure the repeal of the censorchip law in Kansas.
Desiring to get first hand information on the question 'Editor
Marble directed a personal letter to
the picture chief, whom editorially
describes as a "Presbyterian
lie
elder, a high-class Christian gentleman and one In whom tlu American
public appeared to have great confidence when he was chairman of
the Republican national eommittee
two years ago." (Mr. Marble is a
Democrat.) "We cannot question
the sincerity of his views as brought
out by the correspondence."
Mr. Marble's first letter said In
part: "Frankly I have favored the
censorship of moving pictures. I
travel considerably and have often
congratulated myscL, upon viewing
movies in other states, especially
In the larger cities, that it is impossible for my children to see such
movies as are almost habitually
shown in states where there is no
censorship, or lax censorship. The
fact Is, there Is enough shown on
the Kansas screens that should^ not
be shown so much suggestive stuff
and so much of evil influence that
I account it as exceedingly important that parents exercise considerable precaution in the selection of
pictures for their children to see.
"I am interested in your viewpoint especially, because of what I
have heurd of your high Ideals and
your fine sense of morality
"I can see the danger of what
might properly be called 'political

—

—

censorship*— a term employed in
your letter, in the sense of a purely
political control of the movies, but
in a sense of_ any censorship must
be political, inasmuch as it must be
accomplished. by legislation. There
could be no other kind that would
be effective.
"I hope you will find time to make
your views clear to me, and I am
hoping to hear that you do not insist that the

American public must

depend wholly upon the

fine sensiof those actuated by the
measure of profits in the movies
to keep them clean for us."
bilities

In a lengthy reply Mr. Hays said:
"I appreciate the refreshing frankness of your letter. It appeals to
me the more because I have not
been unmindful of the dangers and
the responsibilities that inhere in
a free screen just as they inhere
in a free press or a free country. It
is true th^at newspapers are published for which you and I would
not wi?h to stand sponsor yet that
is a lesser evil than would be occasioned by the necessity for securing the approval of the state before
printing any newspaper. There aro
perils in a free prejs; there are
vastly greater perils, I am sure, in
a censored press.
1
subscribe
heartily to your statement that the
American public must not be made
to 'depend wholly upon the fine
sensibilities of those actuated by
the measure of profits in motion
pictures to keep them clean for us.'
Speaking for myself, my experience
of more tha.i six months with the
men who are associated in this

—

—

undertaking has convinced me most
thoroughly of their sincerity and
their enthusiasm in this work; but,

however

fine

these

personalities
would say,
of the nation must not re»4- entirely on their
benevolence In the effort to secure
good and eve.i better pictures. With
this thought In mind we have been
laboring for months— I am confident
to good effect- in organizing the
opinion
>iblic
of
the
country
through a comprehensive committee
on public relations in order that
popular Judgment may be speedily

may be, they themselves
I am sure, that the hope

source.
"I should be the last to disparage
the motives of those persons in genwho heretofore have favored
the establishment of governmental
censorships. The Ideals they have

eral

in mind are wholly beyond approach. But I do very strongly believe that no individual is competent to pass for the community
upon the opinions which may be
voiced from the pulpit, the views
which may be printed in a newspaper, or the pictures that may
be shown upon the screen. There
is now
upon the statute books
and 'I think it should remain there
—a law which bars from Interstate
commerce obscene books, papers
and pictures. With this provision
of law, with an enlightened attitude
on the part of producers, and with
an intelligent group opinion on the
part of the public, I am persuaded
that in the long run we shall do
more for the motion picture industry and for its patrons than
might be done by the selection of

any

superman

whose

personal

views, in effect, would become the
official views of the state with respect to what the people of the com-

monwealth

.should be permitted

Marlowe,

Ellen

Circle,

Terry, Star and Central Park picture he uses, went on the rocks here
Saturday to the tune of about $150.000.
Alleged mismanagement leading to an indebtedness of $65,000 to
Joseph Schuchert, who foreclosed
on the corporation last month, is
claimed to be the cause of the predicament.
A meeting of the stockholders 'was
held Monday at the German-American hall in an attempt at reorganization and to subscribe $15,000 to regain control of the theatres. ,The
indebtedness Is alleged to consist
of unpaid interest, taxes and other

One of those reported having approached Schenck Is Douglas Fairbanks.
Fairbanks took a position when he railed against Hays, and Fairbanks,
through "Robin Hood" prices, isn't being loved by many exhibitors, Fairbanks probably is aware of the fact. It is said he seeks. the Schenck lead-

items.

ership to avoid errors In future. Then there Is Chaplin, lately reported
considering a Schenck offer to him. said tj be the brightest looking
Chaplin has received of his manf.
Mary Plckford is another U. A. star who, if the others left, might
fol'.ow if they went whore it favored her. such as Schenck.
It could bo
said that of all the picture stars in America the only one to have
created actual good will among exhibitors is Miss Pickford.
Others
tion's' affairs last June, a new board
was elected consisting of Charles may draw for the exhibitors like she does, and the exhibitors like the
drawing
cards,
Miss
but
Pickford
endeared,
has
herself to thousands of
Long, president; William Adams
and James Cooban as secretary and exhibitors through not making pictures that force the exhibitors into a
Some of the exhibitors have tak^n "Robin
treasure/, respectively. James Wal-* loss before they play them.
Hood" with a certain deficiency in sight, merely to keep* it away from a
lingford was made manager.
competitor, feeling that is r.tcet-sary, with the very lowest price $5,000
Wallingford claims that the themore often $10,000 for Its first run.
and
atres have been turned from a losBefore Mlsa Pickford married Mr. Fairbanks she was always Insistent
ing into a paying proposition, showher film productions be kept within an amount that would not tax the
ing a profit since last August of over
exhibitors. Some year.-, ago Miss Pickford did this merely in apprecia$8,000.
The losses- during 1920 are tion
of the* exhibitors, as she then claimed exhibitors had made her and
given as $12,000; 1021, $24,000, and
she wanted them to derive all the benefit possible. Later It became a
1922. $12,000. It It clalri-d by some
straight business proposition and her early kindly action, wl ether inof the stockholders that at the time
spired by business acumen, becamje the Very best thing for a star in the
they went into the proposition, it
trade. Since her marriage Miss Pickford does not appear to have
was represented that all of the the- picture
changed her ideas in that respect, according to the productions she sines
atre properties were to be bought

The Marlowe and Ellen Terry are
owned outright by the corporation,

the other theatres being operated on
leases.
When the financial statement of the former board of directors showed a crisis in the corpora-

has turned out.

outright.

to

i

The former officers of the corporation were Harry Marcey, Harry G.
"It is quite likely, of course, that
Ess
and Albert Becker.
someone in Kansas might some day
print in a newspaper — a newspaper
see.

circulated among Juveniles as well
as adults an obscene story or
cartoon; that is a real danger. But
I for. one should never agree that
because of that danger you should
be compelled to carry the proofs of
your paper to tho sheriff before
putting any editions on the streets.
The press of Massachusetts was
unanimous in its opposition to
legalized censorship, and I cannot
escape the feeling that the press of
other states -ilKnot react differently if and when the issue is presented to it. I wish you would let
me have your views upon the matter
they will be helpful and in-

—

theatrical entertainment.
I do not
see how It would be possible to*accurately sense the public taste or
Suggeatlveness, or even
trust it.
obscenity, Is freely tolerated in
many cities where there Is a modicum of demand for it. I have observed, also, what appears to be a
studied campaign of ridicule and of
contempt for the Protestant 'clergy
in the movies the past few years,
evidently to break down Sabbath
restrictions.
It seems to me that

such a campaign should not be imposed upon a state or a community
against its will, as might be the
result
without censorship. The only
forming and we have In common
the fact that we are seeking the agency through which the public
same good end. I hope we may may express its demands or Impose
come to seek it by the same means." Its inhibitions is the law. Now you
Although the Hays letter gave propose to deprive It of that means
its will known and leave
Editor Marble some new thoughts of making
it the alternative of accepting the
on the censorship question he did
arbitrary decree of a committee, the
not fully agree with the argument
sincerity of whose purpose we need
offered and accepting Mr. Hays' innot question in objecting to its auvitation for a reply that sent the
thority to speak for all. I hope I
following to the movie head:
"Your letter is peculiarly interest- have not annoyed you."
To this Mr. Hays replied: "I am
ing to me. It presents a viewpoint
which had not occurred to me, and deeply grateful to you, and far from
which commands the consideration being annoyed, I count it a privilege
due a measure of logic. I carwnot to have the benefit of your observaquite accept the analogy between tions. Frankly I do not appreciate
freedom of the press and an un- the difference between the printed
censored screen. Conditions inher- press and tho current news reel,
ent in the respective businesses, it which the courts of this state have
seems to me, throw a restraint held is subject to censorship Just
around the newspaper with respect as any other reel. There ure printed
to its contents that are not Im- publications in circulation which
posed upon the picture screen. I am would seem to either of us quite as
sure it is a rational undertaking undesirable as some motion pictures
of the movie industry to seek to are. It is a situation I feel certain
merit public approval through the that could not be corrected by the
activities of its committee on pub- pre-publicity censorship of such periodicals by individual censors.
lic relations whose province I notice
is
to
determine what the pub"The other suggestion I find in
lic demands and give it.
Without your letter Is that, however benevoany thought of trying to draw you lent motion picture producers might
into a controversy or imposing upon be, they should not be left with the
you a courtesy of further discus- arbitrary power of determining

—

—

to

what may be- shown upon the
America I qufte agree.
As safeguards we have not only the

to be the public

enlightened attitude of those probers themselves, as evidenced, for
example, by their reasons for the
formation of this organization; and
the salutary effect of pi .>lic opinion;
but we have In addition the provisions of law forbidding the circula-

sion

of

the

subject

should

it

not

seem convenient or desirable for you
go more fully into tho matter, I
want to say, that your letter suggests a more profound issue than
had occurred to me previously and
icaves me rather dissatisfied with
the proposal that the solution be left
to what may seem to the producers

demand.

That there

is
a wide divergence of ideas in
different localities as to the character of pictures that should he permitted, as well as to the matte*- of

screens of

commerce of filthy
or Indecent films.
The operation
tion In interstate

of this law, through the ng'-ncy of
the~ courts, Is fundamentally difshows, is ferent, it seems to me, i'rom the arapparent. It is also quite apparent bitrary administration of censorthat in some communities, particu- ships,
which gives substantially
larly larger cities, there Is considerfinal power to the Impulse of an
able abandon as to the morality of Individual."

commercialized

^

ness.

Sunday

•

—

how

far are the picture houses going in their oooklng of special
It is starting talk and also among the vaudeville
crowd. The latter see In the picture end's aim to secure "names" possible inroads into the vaudeville division with consequent competition.
Though It is doubtful If vaudeville will ever really compete with picture
houses. Vaudeville wouldn't meet the exhibitors' offer, especially with
the picture men wanting but one "name," while the vaudeville houso
must have a full bill' of eight or nine acts or more.
The Famous Players has its theatres department, that seems to bo
Harold P. Franklin of Buffalo
in reality a combined booking agency.
This week the Famous Players booked the Ben All
is in charge of it.
Hagen tableaux from the "Follies'' into the Stanley, Philadelphia next
week, as a special attraction there. Tt lakes three principals and six

Just

added attractions?

.

probably costing the Stanley about $3,000. It's an experiment and
bo followed by others similarly framed by Hagen or others If It
gets over, besides probably playing at least 15 weeks. The act will run
on the picture stage about 10 minutes.
Tho former Lynch houses in the South, now on the Famous books,
are other picture theatres said to be crying for extra attractions. For
a drawing card to the picture theatre the Famous could place a turn
for almost unlimited time.

girls,

will

On the other hand, whan Marcus Loew lately visited the coast the first
thing he did upon going into one of his big picture houses there was to
order that house pay off a local revue or girl act (probably a tab) hafound
playing In the theatre. Loew's reason was the act didn't blend with tho
type of performance given and that he did not want the ploture theatre to
resemble a burlesque house. Loew followed this by ordering his booking
department to secure some 'names," which it did. The best known Is
Orvllle Harrold.
story that D. W. Griffith may build a winter studio In New Orturn out to have some basis after all although the published
comment started as a" press story originating in the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce. For a long time Crescent City boosters have blazoned
the advantages of their town as superior to anything Florida had to
They say -the city itself has a big variety of scenic possibilities,
offer.
while "water stuff" can be made on the river front or a short distance
away on the Gulf shore. Cotton country it nearby and desert land Is
within a few hours. The Chamber of Commerce is said to have ample
backing for the proposition of building a studio and stands ready to go
through with such a project. They made the invitation to Griffith because of his position in the industry and because he has a fondness for
pictures of Dixieland locals. Griffith was due to visit New Orleans this
week to Inspect the proposec studio site with a committee of citizens,
and indicate his attitude on the idea. D. W. has always tried tp keep
away from the film producing centers. He moved from Los Angeles
Into the Marmaroneck, N. Y. location partly to disassociate himself
from the picture colony. His friends in the north would not be surprised to learn he had made a deal on the New Orleans proposition.

The

leans

may

an advantage of the difference in the rates of the
dally papers between general advertising and amusement adagency handling the business for the W. W.
the
Storm
vertising,
J. P.
Hodkinson production "Down to the Sea In Ships" sent out a personal
letter-to all of the daily papers together with the advertising copy. The
letter stated the advertising was to be place 1 at the general advertising
rate which Is about 25 per cent, under the amusement rate, and at the
same time informed the business departments the Hodkinson organization was going to spend more money as an advertising appropriation for
this picture than had ever befoFe been placed In a New York City campaign." Th papers al> informed the agency the advertising could not
run under, the general rate and that it would only be acceptable a9
amuseme.it advertising.

an

.In

effort to get

New York

Tho nne ncale all over the house is claimed by Hum.' exhibitors to be a
business getter. Their contention is that where the price for admission
is uniform there is not the trouble encountered, as otherwise, of filling
the balcony. With the single price patrons don't seem to care where
they sit and as many believe the upstairs of a, house Is the best viewThe Chicago
point for a picture, it is easier to get them up there.
theatre, Chicago, is often a case In point cited. That house charges'^?
cents up to i p. m. and 50 cents all over the house, after that hour, \\~
though Al>e Balaban says that when the show isn't there neither is/the
crowd.
*
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COSMOPOLITAN SIGNS WITH

'BRUMMEL' AND TIGER,'
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BANKERS DECIDE ON FINAL

BARRYMORE AND ULRIC

GOLD W YN FOR RELEASING
'

Deal Closed Last Week—In Effect for Term of
Seven Years $1,000,000 Studio Fire Delays
Production Only Three Days

—

'

—

all

of the

VALENTINO

to,

stock for a raise on the strength
of the contract having *been signed.
The stock climbed a full point to

t% on Wednesday.
ductions

mendous

strides in the "productions

that they have been turning out,
and for the first time since Hearst
embarked In the motion picture
-

game it begati
he was going to

look as though
get a break in the
matter of returns. This is proving
true, particularly In regard to his
which
"Knighthood*
production,
Within the next few weeks will have
returned the cost of production and
be on the: road to a substantial
to

profit.

Hearst- still has a number of productions to deliver to Paramount on
These are
his existing contract.
listed on the present schedule which
the organization is selling and which
carries releases through the summer months. In these will be included "Little Old New York" and
several other productions.
Those that have been in on the
conferences which led to the signing of th e contracts between Hearst
and Gol lwyn state that the arrange-

ment

calls for

an almost immediate

—

and

The future of the Lewis J. Selznick organization is in the hands of

HOUSES

a committee comprising ^. C. Levee
of Los Angeles, who represents the
United Studios and a coast banking
organisation which holds a lien on

—

started on the coast for the probe dropped 'from the Loew books
Yesterday again was duction of "Beau Brummel," In this week. They have been Locwwhich
Barrymore
is tt an
imar
booked for the past month, during
continuous capacity.
The dailies are giving Valentino mediately on hin return from which time the deal, was hanging
abroad.
It
expected
is
that
the
fire.
unwonted space.
will be ready to start in
It la reported an affiliation" Is
No entertainment is offered at the picture
p»- nluetion
in
about six weeks' being made between* Harring &
Trianon other than the Roy Bargy
Band, the largest popular musical time. The engagement of Edmund Blumenthal and Frank Hall, who
dance organization in the country, Goulding by the Warners leads to operates several theatres in Jersey
The, Trianon the belief that he will furnihh the playing Keith vaudeville. Jt is unof about 30 pieces.
opened but recently. It's the dance scripts for both the "ftarrymore and derstood the Roosevelt and Lin^
coin will be bookul through an inwonder of the west and probably the Ulric produ< tIon«.
This
week the announcement dependent agency as they 'were
of the U. S.
from the Warner Bros, to the ef- prior to the Loew contemplated affect that Barrymore m!ght also be filiation.
Valentino refused
r^i
$7,000 for the
Trianon because seen in a screen '''efslon of "Debuentire week arthe
Tho Hariing & Blumenthal .afaft
rau," which would follow the proof a previous promise to appear
filiation with Frank Hall is In the
Saturday night In New York's duction of "Beau Prummel."
nature of a picti re poo). Both InIn addition to Ktlmutid Gouldlng, terests were ;it one time
Madison Square Garden at the
In a pool
whose novel "Fury" is being ac- with Hall withdrawing at the time
benefit and ball of the Beth Israel
claimed
abo,ut the country a.J one of
Orphan Asylum. He accepted $5,000
Hall, howof his Keith affiliation.
the 10 great books of the century, ever,
for the five days plus a percentage
has remained IndepenUent In
r>anlc Dazey has also been pla
T his picture buying and ftectlred only
Interest on the profits.
Arthur Butler Graham, Valen- under contract for the organiza- vaudeville for his houses through
tion.
This gives the scenario de- the K> :, h office. His present deal
tino's counsel, denies a report the
screen, star is negotiating for the partment a quartet of nanus of with Harring & Blumenthal is to
standing as the,,
aiready have eliminate the competition in buying
lA>ndon*"Music Box Revue."
Julien Joeephson a:id Grant Car- picture*
in Hudson county.
penter at work on the coa.-i.
It is said a large capitalised corNIBL0 INSTALLED
Harry Rapf and Sam Warner will >oration will be formed with 10 or
leave for the coast on Wednesday
theatres of the twin inJc
Elected President of Directors' As- of next week and both Goulding {.crests
n it.
sociation
and Dazey are to accompany them.
At tho Belasco offices this week
Los- Angeles, Feb. 21.
It
was stated that naught was
DORIS MAY IN LEADS
A ball at the Alexandria Satur- known of any deal for the screenday njght was the mode through ing of "Tiger Rose" with Miss
Gives
Up Starring to Play Opposite
which Fred Nlblo was Installed as Ulric and that a confirmation would
William Firnum
president for 1923 of the Motion have to come from Mr. Belasco per-

but opened this Monday, drawing in
2,000 people.

4

several Selznlck productions; Payne
representing the Rothacker laboratory of Chicago; Hyman Win Ik, representing the general creditors;
Dolittle, who Is acting for the UU< a

banking

Interests,

and Henry

Ittle-.

son of the Craftsman Laboratory.
five are to decide the fate of
the organization at a final meeting,
which is to be held in the Sclznick
home offices tomorrow (Friday)
morning.

These

Meetings have been going on for

existing companies with W. Wl
•Hodkinson and American Releasing
holding about equal favor.

The two new

productions,

"The

Common Law" and

"Rupert of
Hentzau," as to be released independent of the regular run of program subjects, which Selznlck has
been handling with the chances being that they would reach the exhibitor through the United Artists.

At the Selznlck offices on Wednesday there was no one who would
comment on the actual state of affair*, but the district and exchange
managers from practically all points
east of the Mississippi were on the
ground wondering where they were
Koing to get off. It was conceded
"by them that tho Sclznick organization was through and they were
openly hunting new Jobs.

BLUMENTHAL OFF

A. B.C.

EXECUTIVE BOARD

.

,

n

j

sonally.

Los Angelea, Feb.

EXHIBITOR'S CURSE

A

MAYER

Distributed Through

more than a week and early this
week It appeared to be generally
settled that the Selznlck exchange
system was to be wiped out altogether and the distribution of the
great extent in the profits of the Loew official?.
pacity all day, over 7,500 people
pictures already made was to be
The three vaudeville houses, the
paying admission.
Monday Is the screen productions.
Wi.thin a fortnight *ork is to be Central, Roosevelt and Lincoln, will handled through any one of several
Trianon's off day and it Is closed,

on the part of the Hearst Picture Directors' Association.
•Several thousand attended the
organization to furnish production
affair.
for the releasing organization.
fire which destroyed a great
part of the International Studios,
PICTUBE MEN'S METSTRELS
where Cosmopolitan productions are
Detroit, Feb. 21.
made, occurred lea-t Sunday mornWhen the second annual banquet
ing. It was reported at the execu- of the picture men is held Feb. 27
tive offices of the Hearst organiza- at the Hotel Statler an entertaintion this week that only three days ment feature will be a minstrel first
would be lost on the production part with 20 exhibitors and other
schedule and that by Tuesday work picture men in it.
had already been started at the Tilford Studios on West 44th street
"CHARLEY'S AUNT" * 10,000
and at faio Jackson avenue studios
LondoD, Feb. 21.
in The Bronx;, which Hearst had under contract.
Ideal Films Ltd., have secured the
Various estimates of the loss sus- picture rights to "Charley'a Aunt"
tained by the Cosmopolitan placed it paying £10,000. with an agreement
at $1,000,000, of which about $600,000 that the author's estate shall paris said to have been covered by inticipate in the receipts for an adsurance. Marion Davies, the prin- ditional £10.000 after the gross
cipal Cosmopolitan star, lost all of bookings have totalled £50,000.
her wardrobe for the production of
The piece recently celebrated its
"Little Old New Youk," which was 30th anniversary and has been playA number of valu- ed in every country in the world.
in the making.
able paintings which were borrowed
for the production were destroyed
Jackie's "Daddy" Shown
in the fire. One of these alone was
Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
valued at $35,000.
"Daddy," the latest Jackie Coogan
feature was given a preview showGETS EARLE WILLIAMS ing this week at the Strand. It
is the fifth of the pictures Sol LesFeb.
21.
Los Angeles,
with the youthful star
Earls Williams, a 'Vitngraph star ser made*
it will be released by First Naand
for a number of years, has been
placed und<-r contract by Louis B. tional next month.
activity

Be

& B. AND FRANK HALL

•

wyn

•

IS

.

until some
buy up on the Gold-

Heretofore aU of the Hearst probeen
have
marketed
through the paramount organization. From time to time there have
been rumors that Hearst has been
displeased with the break on prices
that he was getting on his productions, and several years ago he engaged Jimmie Grainger as his contract checker.
Grainger several
months ago went over to the Goldwyn organization as an executive,
and at the time that he accepted his
new berth he was compelled to forego a continuance of his activities
for Hearst. At that time there were
rumors that it would only* be a
question of time before Hearst would
switch from the Paramount to
Goldwyn.
During the last year the Hearst
picture organization has made tre-

to

Warner

Bros.
This week the Barrym«r*
deal was confirmed, while the Ulric
possibility for the rcreen was still

TRIANON

was withheld

one managed

Made

Other Channels Than Select "Hentzau"
"Common Law" May Go to United Artists

hanging in abeyance yesterday H.
(Wednesday) with the chances it
IN CHICAGO would be closed at any moment on POOLING THEIR
the return of David Belasco from
out of town, where he was superDrew $16,500 in First Three vising the production of "The Hairing & Blumenthal Loew
Comedian."
Deal Off— Houses Withdays—7,500 People Pay
Some weeks ago the Warr.ers announced that they had secred the
drawn from Loew
Admission Sunday
screen rights to a number of Belasco productions. At the time the
i theatre
The deal wherehy the
announcement caused considerable
Chicago, Feb. 21.
Valentino is packing the Trianon, comment In the trade, as any num- holdings of. Harring & Blumenthal
ber of offers made to Belasco in In New Jersey, including the Centhe new million-dollar dance hall
the past had been refused.
National and Tiv'oli. Jersey
tral,
on the south side. Opening Sunday
On the inside it is now said that City; Lincoln, Union Hill and
and Including last night (Tuesday)
the Warners are In reality only to Roosevelt, West Hoboken, were to
the Valentinos had drawn a gross
produce the. pictures for Belasco have been taken over by Loew's,
of $16,500. They close the engagecm has been called off. It is reported
ment tomorrow (Thursday) night. and that the ownership in
rests to a great extent with the
the Harring & Blumenthal interEstimating today and tomorrow
brother of the dean of the legiti- ests wished to, conduct the houses
they will do oyer $25,000 on the five
producers, with an arrange* under their own direction.
mate
This
days.
Sunday the Trianon played to ca- ment whereby ho .£) to share to a did not meet with the auction of

Cosmopolitan motion picture productions are to be distributed in the
future through the Goldwyn organization was closed during the latter
part of last week.
The Contract
provides for all of the Hearst pictures being handled by Goldwyn for
the next seven years. It is understood that news of the Hearst affiliation

PACKING

Pictures Already

Leonore Ulric in a screen version
of "Tiger Rose" and John Barrymore as "Beau Brumm6l" are the
latest reported deals of the

The contracts whereby

LIQUIDATION OF SELZNICK

Arranged Between
Belasco and Warners To
Start Upon Return

Reported

Showman Got Stung
And Publishes His Views

South African

Abandoning starring in her
right, Doris May has signed
Fox to play opposite William
num, In leads.

own
with
Far-

—

"APOLOG 1'.— Wo

apologize most
absolutely rotten
picture shown at the Gaiety on
Monday night. It was bad, Damned bad!
It was ghastly, It was
a tragedy, but It wasn't our fault!
We paid good money (our money)
for that picture, so please curse
the people who pent it to us.
"We don't wish anybody harm,
but we hope the next person who
calls at our office to tell us about
that program will drop dead.
"These that left the theatre before the show was over we do not
blame, but to those that had the
courage to stick it out to the bitter
end we offer our congratulations.
bulldog courage, sueh
It is such
brave tenacity of purpose that made

humbly

for

the

The first annual meeting of the
A««.)ciated Booking Corp. held last
elected five new members In
place of that many of tho original
directorate.
Prominent among the
week

missing committeemen are Louis
Blumenthal (Haring & Blumenthal)
and A. If. Schwartz. Both these
exhibitors made 'deals compromls-

STARTING "TRILBY"
Richard Walton Tully Has Gone to
Coast

houses with Loew Is now off.
There is a possibility that Haring
& Blumenthal will return to the

In

cently
please

bership

ing with the A. B. C. opposition, although the Haring & Blumenthal
arrangement for five North Jersey

The manager

of a picture house
Johannesburg, South Africa, reput on a film that didn't
him and evidently did not
meet with the approval of his audiences. The next day he distributed
handbills
throughout the town,
reading as follows:

21.

Schwartz Likewise Succeeded in Revised Mem-

A. H.

Richard Walton Tully, accompanby his daughter, Philip V.
Kroha, his production manager and
It.'i y Soffln,
started for Los Angeles
Saturday. He will start immediately on the 'production of "Trilby"
in which he is to present Andree
Lafayette, who was Judged the most
beautiful woman in France, Tully
is to make a series of pictures for
First National of which "Trilby" Is
He will also be
to bo the first.
associated in an advisory capacity
on the First National productions
to be made on the coast.
Earl Hudson, acting as assistant
to K. A. Rowland, general manager

ied

of First National, left fur the coast
a few days prior to Tully's deparHe will have charge of the
ture.
business end of the producing the

organization

Thus

far

Is
it

to
Is

do.

knov. n that three

*

membership

of the A. B. C. exhibitor group, in which case It Is altogether likely that one of the directors would resign to admit Blumenthal or his partner, Charl
Haring, to the Voard.

The new

b».ard is

made up

Ochs, Arthur Jlirsch,

of Lee

Hyman Rach-

William Small, Ben
Sherman, H. H. Welllnbrink and
Joseph Wcinstock.
The departed
members are Louis Blumenthal, A*
H. Schwartz, Bernard Orob, Al
Harstn and Charles SteSner.
It would surprise no one if there
wore further changes In the memmll, J.

L'ngcr,

„

bership of tho membership of the.
general body. It Is reported that a.
number of Independent exhibitors
who are regarded as undesirable
because of their Insurgent attitude,
and switches may be in order before
the concern resumes active nego-

our Empire what it is today and of the productions that will be made tiations for more pictures.
It Is said the new board repreThe sixth and final picture of helped to win the war! And '.hat's will he "The Bad Man' in which
Mayer.
interests
exhibitor
which
that!"
Holhrook Tlinn appeared In on the sents
This Is the first lim»* Williams thu Lesser contract is "Toby Tyler"
nttV '5 frtrong financial bavking and
success,
Belasco
"The
s
tape,
the
scheduled
has been away from the Vltagraph is also completed and is
M
Under Bail for Stealing Prints
Olrl of the Goldeti W*st, and "Black tho personnel strengthens the or«during the
fold Since th<> days when pictures for release sometime
Oxen" a Gertrude Atherton story gunizatlon.
Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
were principally made in New York. coming summer.
which
was
last
purchased
week.
eman
Robert Marley, formerly
Another For Grauman
The direction of "Tho Girl of the
I
Anna Q. Nillson Is Married
ploye at one of the local cxch.ir
Directing "Aching Hearts"
H
San Diego, Cal., Feb. fl. ^
will be placed with
charged with stealing prints belong- Golden We»t
Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
Announcement has been ma«*o by
Anna Q. Nillst n of pictures has ing to Thomas 11. Ince, was he'd in Edwin, Carew and will be the second
The Schulberg production of "The
of the productions that he will make iSid Grauman of an office and then,-;Mansion of Aching Hearts" will be wedded John M. Gunneraon, a shoe bail of $2,000 on b^irg ararignfflj
tro building in this city.
for the organization.
here.
merchant.
directed! by Victor Schertzinger.
1
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